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LONDON STATUES AND MEMORIALS.

I THINK it is pretty generally admitted
that no accurate list of the statues and
memorials which have been placed from
time to time in the public streets, squares,
and other convenient places of London is

at present in existence. For some years
past I have been collecting information
on this subject, and I now venture to send
to

' N. & Q.' what may perhaps form the
nucleus of such a list, in the hope that other
hands will assist in completing it. Owing
to exigencies of space, I must fain be content
with recording only the barest particulars.
In making my survey I shall endeavour
to proceed in as direct a course as possible
from east to west.

1. Martyrs' Memorial, Stratford. Erected
on ground at the west end of St. John's
-Church by public subscription in 1879.

2. Gurney Memorial. Erected by sub-

scription in Stratford Broadway. Unveiled
by John Davis, Esq., J.P., of Cranbrook
Park, 30 Sept., 1861.

3. Statue of Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone,
Bow. Erected by Mr. Theodore Bryant.
Unveiled by Lord Carlingford, 9 Aug., 1882.

4. Bryant & May Memorial Fountain.
Erected by public subscription outside
Bow Railway Station in commemoration
of the defeat of Mr. Lowe's proposed tax
on matches. Unveiled by the Lord Mayor
of London, 5 Oct., 1872.

5. Statue of Richard Green. Erected

by subscriptions from friends in front of
the Public Baths and Washhouses, Poplar.
Unveiled 11 May, 1866.

6. Statue of Robert Milligan. Erected
at the expense of the Company near the

principal land entrance of the West India
Docks.

7. Victoria Fountain. Erected by
Baroness Burdett-Coutts in Victoria Park
at a cost of 5,000. Inaugurated in the

presence of 10,000 spectators, 28 June,
1862.

8. Statue of Dr. Isaac Watts, Abney
Park Cemetery. Placed in

"
Dr. Watts's

Walk," near the site of old Abney House,
in which he died 25 Nov., 1748. Erected

by public subscription in 1845.

9. Statue of Sir Hugh Myddelton, Islington
Green. Presented by Sir S. Morton Peto.

Inaugurated July, 1862.

10. Drinking Fountain, Bishopsgate.
Erected close by Bishopsgate Church at
the cost of Mr. Charles Gilpin, M.P. Opened
to the public by Mr. Hopwood, 11 July,
1860.

11. Statue of John Wesley, City Road.
Erected in front of the City Road Chapel
by the

"
children of Methodism." Unveiled

on the centenary of Wesley's death, 2 March,
1891.

12. Statue of Sir Rowland Hill. Erected

by subscription near S.E. corner of Royal
Exchange in 1882. Enough money was
collected not only to defray the cost of this

statue and to place a bust near Rowland
Hill's grave in Westminster Abbey, but also

to contribute 14.000Z. towards a fund for

aged and distressed Post Office officials.

13. Statue of George Peabody. Erected

opposite N.E. corner of Royal Exchange
in 1869.

14. Drinking Fountain, Royal Exchange.
Erected in centre of open space in front

of the Exchange, at a cost of 300Z. Dedi-
cated to the public use by the donor, Mr.
Samuel Gurney, M.P., 26 July, 1861.

15. Statue of the Duke of Wellington.
Erected by the citizens of London west
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of the Royal Exchange. Unveiled on the

anniversary of Waterloo, 18 June, 1844.

16. The Monument, Fish Street Hill.

Erected at a cost of 13.700J., 1671-7.

17. Statue of William IV. Erected in

King William Street in 1844.

18. London Stone. A relic of London]s
early days. After various vicissitudes it

was placed in its present position against
the south wall of St. Swithin's Church,

Cannon Street, in 1798.

19. Memorial Fountain, Guildhall Yard.

Erected in 1866 to commemorate the bene-

factors of the parishes of St. Lawrence,

Jewry, and St. Mary Magdalen, Milk

Street, at the exj ense of the joint parishes.

20. Heminge and Condell Memorial, St.

Mary's Churchyard, Aldermanbury.
Erected to John Heminge and Henry Con-

dell, friends of Shakespeare, who brought
out the first collective edition of his works.

Presented by Mr. Chas. Clement Walker
of Lilleshall, and unveiled by the Lord

Mayor, 15 July, 1896.

21. Statue of John Milton, Fore Street,

Cripplegate. Erected in front of Cripple-

gate Church, the burial-place of Milton.

Presented by Mr. J. J. Baddeley, Deputy
Alderman of Cripplegate Ward, and unveiled

by Lady Alice Egerton, 2 Nov., 1904.

22. Statue of Sir Robert Peel, Cheapside.
Unveiled 21 July, 1855.

23. Statue of Queen Anne, opposite the

west front of St. Paul's Cathedral. The

original statue was erected in 1712, and,

having become defaced, was removed in

1885. In the following year the present

replica was placed in position. See 8 S. i.

492; v. 148, 272; 10 S. viii. 271.

24. Boy and Panyer, Panyer Alley. See
8 S. i. 371, 463 ; 10 S. iv. 186."

25. Martyrs' Memorial, Smithfield.

Placed in one of the arched recesses of the
external wall of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
Erected under the auspices of the Protestant
Alliance. Unveiled by the Earl of Shaftes-

bury, March, 1870. JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

(To be continued.)

THE INDIAN MUTINY, 1857-1907.

MONDAY, December 23rd, 1907, will be
ever memorable in the annals of our Press
as being the day on which Lord Burnham,
the proprietor of The Daily Telegraph,

provided a Christmas dinner, in the Albert

Hall, for the surviving veterans of the
Indian Mutiny. The idea was a happy
one, and most happily was it carried out.

Not a veteran able to be present was absent,
while those too feeble to attend, or even
across the seas, were not forgotten. The
event has been so fully reported that only
a brief note is necessary for the future
chronicler.

Bail Roberts the Lieut. Roberts of the

Mutiny days presided, and after reference
to Havelock, to Outram, the Bayard of

India, and many others, made special men-
tion of

"Henry Lawrence, the statesman, and John
Nicholson, the soldier both respected and looked

up to by the natives in a way that few sahibs have
been looked up to and respected. Though only
35 years of age when he died, Nicholson had made
a name for himself on the North-West frontier of
India which is remembered to this day. He was
actually worshipped by a sect who called themselves
'Nicholseynes.' 'This,' continued Lord Roberts,
' never astonished me, for of all the men I have
served under for some of whom I had a great
admiration none of them impressed me in the same
way as Nicholson.'

"

In reference to Henry Lawrence, Lord
Roberts spoke of the asylums founded in
his name,
"
in the hills of India for the education of British

soldiers serving in that country it was he who,
fourteen years before the Mutiny broke out,
predicted what would occur if we neglected to take
the most ordinary precautions. It is not too much
to say of Henry Lawrence that, but for his influence
over the natives, which prevented the Sepoys at and
about Luckuow mutinying until he had time to
make the Residency fairly secure, and for his fore-

sight in storing it with a vast amount of supplies,
not one of the 3,000 men, women, and children who
sought shelter within that place towards the end of
May, or of the 2,000 more men of Outram and Have-
lock's force who joined the original garrison there on
September 25th, could have been saved. They must
all have perished either by starvation or by falling
into the hands of the enemy. But for Henry
Lawrence there would have been no ' Defence of
Lucknow,' and no '

Relief of Lucknow '

to com-
memorate to-day."

It is pleasing to note Lord Roberta's,

high testimony to the policy of Lord
Canning. He had been but a little more
than a year in the country,
' but he proved himself worthy of the high position,
for which he had been selected. His calmness
during great excitement prevented panic becoming
serious, and his policy of mercy at a time when a.

thirst for vengeance, created by the atrocities

perpetrated at Cawnpore and elsewhere, was not
unnaturally very acute, did much to heal the feeling
of racial animosity which existed."

Readers of
' N. & Q.' may remember how

grateful Lord Canning was to The Athencewn
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for standing up for him at the time of the

attacks on "
Clemency Canning." The

Athenaeum never gave in to the outcry (9 S.

xi. 65).

At the dinner the services of the Naval

Brigade and its gallant commander, Sir

William Peel, were not forgotten. The loose

clothing of the sailors gave them a great

advantage over the soldiers, and enabled
them to undergo more hardships. The

tight belt worn by the European troops
occasioned much discomfort, and after long
marches the pressure against the side

frequently caused a serious wound that

mortified.

A poem by Gerald Massey which appeared
in The Athenceum of the 12th of June, 1858,
rendered tribute to ' Sir Robert's Sailor Son,'

closing with the following lines :

Our old Norse Fathers speak in you,
Speak with their strange sea-charm,

That sets our hearts a-beating to

The music of the storm.
There comes a Spirit from the deep,
The salt wind waves its wings,

That rouses from its Inland sleep
The blood of the old Sea Kings.

Nearly 600 survivors of the Mutiny were

present at the banquet, while about 700

hampers were sent to those too infirm to

attend.

The Daily Telegraph of the 28th of

December calls attention to the fact that

behind the festival,

"glorious and inspiring as it was, there was a
shadow known only to the organizers, but realized

by every member of the Committee, by every officer,

by Lord Roberts above all, with indignation and
with grief."

Many of the men " that we cheered and
honoured and loved

" had come from the

workhouse, to return there to spend their

Christmas.

"
Already forgotten, once mere they think, as they

were forgotten for many and many a year before,

they are in the workhouse, and there they will

remain, if nothing be done, until a pauper's portion
ends in a paupers grave They nave conquered
for us. Yet they have lost their freedom and the
status of self-respecting manhood. They have been
struck from the roll of citizenship. They are social

captives within the workhouse walls, and never,
never can our honour be repurchased until their

liberty is redeemed."

A telegram from Lahore states that the

10th Bengal Lancers (2nd Hodson's Horse)
celebrated the jubilee. The regiment,

including the British officers, led by Col.

Cowper, marched past and saluted its own
native retired veterans, including Sepoys.

JOHN C. FRANCIS.

DODSLEY'S FAMOUS COLLECTION OF
POETRY.

(See 10 S. vi. 361, 402 ; vii. 3, 82, 284, 404r

442 ; viii. 124, 183, 384, 442.)

THE following letter to Dodsley, which
is now in Addit. MS. Br. Museum 30262
f. 70, is from John Hoadly. It relates to the

pieces furnished by him for this collection.

They will be found in vol. v. pp. 244-96r

arranged in the order that Hoadly sug-
gested. Mr. Taylor's verses on ' The Drop-
sical Man ' were included in vol. vi. The
pieces of George Stubbs do not seem to have
been inserted.

First, with Regard to my own Things, I know of
no Property, either Mr. Russell y

e
Printer, or his

Brother (as I was toldy
e Gentleman was who applied

to me for the Copy) has in y
e Translation of y"

Muscipula. I only permitted him to print it, as.

Mr. H. [Holdsworth]had spoken of it so handsomely
in a Letter & approved of it more than of any
other Translation, tho' I think I collected six upon,
that Occasion before I sat down to work upon it.

Whether you will preface ;it with any Thing to
that Effect, you are to judge. I think it W1 not be
amiss.

The verses under Mr. HB

[Hogarth's] Prints have
been much admir'd by y

c best Judges ; out being put
under y

e Plates in detach'd Pieces were never
thoroughly understood as one compleat Poem. The
References to y

e Plates may be plac'd either at y
e

bottom of y" Page, or on y
e
sides.

At y
e end of them I have given You a List of y*

Rest in y" Order in which I wd have them plac'd
& number'd them accordingly. They are plac'd
in that Order & will be easily understood at one
View.

Mr. Bercnger has been with me this last Week
& has tempted me against my opinion to send you
a few most excellent Copies of Mr. Straight,
particularly one to Me when I was a Youngster at

y
e
Temple, design'd for the study of y

e Law; &
another upon y

e
Change of my Resolution to That

of y" Gospel. Both These are as good in their kind
as can be writt & I wd have You begin my Piece?
with them as they are number'd ; tho' I may expos
myself a little by my Letter to Him on the delay 01
his Promise.
The Bird of Passage is better as a Poem than

a Ballad & I desire it May be inserted & in that
Shape.
The Epil. & Prol. that follow have been so often

copied out & lik'd that I was easily persuaded to
add them to the Number The Epitaph you may
do as you will with.

I send you also y" best of a greater Number of

Epigrams from Martial, address d to Mr Harris of

Salisbury. Whether you print 'em all, or whatever
Number of them, let em begin & end with Those to
M r Harris. I wpu'd beg that no Names be printed
at length, only initial Letters.

You mention'd to me Mr
Taylor's Copy of Verses

on the Dropsical Man, but as y
e Joke is old & too

tediously told, I chose to omit that & have sent you
some much better particularly y' two first full of
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Wit fi true Humour. The Rest are excellent ii

their way, particularly No' 22, 23, 24, 25 which I

M under you cou'd put a Negative upon.
If you can ixwsibly make Room for y

e whole Col

lection as they stand I sh"1 be glad, as y Authors
WIT*.- my particular Friends & I shoud be wel

supported on each Side The Others which You
returned into my Hands are either not so worthy
-of Publication or improper So Soon after my poor
Brother's Death : else You slid be wellcome to

Them.
You may add Mr ff* [Harris's] Fragment oj

Chaucer after Mr
Taylor's Pieces and I hoi>e y

e

whole will answer to You both in Reputation and
Profit.

If hereafter you may think of another Volume I

may supply You with Some Curiosities ; as, A few
of I/ Hervey Kiujlixh Pieces of Tony Alsop, quite
unknown of George Stubbs of &c., &c.

I am, Sir,

Your very humble Servant,
J. HOADLY.

S Maries, Ocf 18, 1757.

I take this opportunity of stating that

my annotation on vol. vi. 138-42 (10 S. viii.

384) contains an inaccuracy. The line

Blame as thou mayest the Papist's erring creed

is not in the poem of Sneyd Davies.

W. P. COURTNEY.

(To be continued.)

CHRISTMAS NOTES. The following passage
from the Rev. C. W. King's

'

Gnostics and
their Remains, Ancient and Mediaeval,' may
interest some of your readers at the present
season. The work has not been so widely
read as it ought to have been, so I imagine
the fragment quoted will be encountered
for the first time by many of those who
delight in the pages of

' N. & Q.' :

" The ancient festival held on the 25th day of
December in honour of the

'

birthday of the
Invincible One,' and celebrated by the great games
of the circus was afterwards transferred to the
commemoration of the birth of Christ, the precise

day of which many of the Fathers confess was then
unknown. Thus Chrysostom (Horn. 31) quotes the
.above direction of the kalendar, and rightly under-
stands it as referring to the birthday of the
Invincible Mithras, adding :

' On this day also the
birthday of Christ was lately fixed at Rome, in
order that whilst the heathen were busied with their

profane ceremonies, the Christians might perform
their holy rites undisturbed.' Again he exclaims :

' But they call this day the birthday of the Invincible
One ; who is so invincible as the Lord that overthrew
.iincl vanquished Death?' He is the Sun of

Righteousness of whom Malachi saith :

*

Upon you
fearful ones the Sun of Righteousness shall arise
with healing in his wings.' And Leo the Great
-{Serm. II. on the birth of the Lord) blames those
Christians who gave offence to the weaker souls

through the shameful persuasion of some by
whom this festival of ours is reverenced not so

much on account of Christ's birth as on that of the
'

rising of the new sun, to use their own words.' "-

P. 50.

The late Mr. P. G. Hamerton, in his very
interesting

' Round my House,' tells his

readers that the French peasant believes
" that the cattle talk together on Christmas night,
at the time of the midnight Mass ; but curiosity as
to what the cattle may say is repressed as dangerous,
there being a legend that a farmer who hid himself
in the cowhouse to listen heard the prediction of
his own speedy demise, which took place accord-

ingly in a few days. Thousands of peasants believe
this just as firmly as they believe things in the

ordinary course of nature.' P. 254.

There is much Christmas folk-lore in Jean

Baptiste Thiers's ' Traite des Superstitions
qui regardent les Sacremens,' but I do not
remember whether the above is recorded
therein.
In ' The Life of Mary Howitt ' we have

an interesting account of the introduction
of the Christmas tree into this country.

" Our
practical knowledge of the Christmas tree,"
we are told,
" was gained in this first winter in Heidelberg.
Universal as the custom now is, I beljeve the
earliest knowledge which the English public had of
it was through Coleridge in his

'

Bipgraphia Lite-
raria.' It had, at the time I am writing of 1840
teen introduced into Manchester by some of the
German merchants established there. Our Queen
and Prince Albert likewise celebrated the festival,
with its beautiful old German customs. Thus the
fashion spread until now even our asylums, schools,
and workhouses have, through friends and bene-

factors, each its Christmas tree." Vol. i. p. 298.

COM. EBOR.

[For Christmas trees in England see 7 S. vi. 484 ;

vii. 247, 311 ; x. 504; xi. 93 ; xii. 492.]

THE LONDON LIBRARY. I wish to point
out to every author that he can confer a
*reat boon upon his fellows by forwarding
\ copy of each of his publications to the
London Library in St. James's Square.
This he can do without pecuniary loss, as
the publisher always allows him a number
of free copies of his works. The London
Library cannot purchase every new book,
and thus there are gaps in its shelves which
nconvenience the student. Even if he takes
a selfish point, of view, the author will be
amply repaid by following my advice, for

lis work may bo quoted by writers who
otherwise might not have the opportunity
of reading him. HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

EARL HOWE'S SHAKESPEARE QUARTOS
AND FOLIOS. A note should be made of
he sale at Sotheby's on Saturday, Decem-
aer 21st, of Earl Howe's Quartos and Folios.

A placard in the auction-room announced
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that the twenty-eight quartos had been sold

privately en bloc, but the purchaser (the secret

of whose name is well retained, Mr. Tom
Hodge being both deaf and dumb when
asked to reveal it) had instructed the auc-
tioneers to offer, on his account, fourteen
of these to public auction. The following
particulars are taken from The Daily Tele-

graph of December 23rd :

"The first quarto submitted was the foart"
edition (1611) of

'

Hamlet,' no copy of which has

apparently been at auction since the 337. specimen
iu the Tite sale, 1874. After a longish duel, Mr.
Sotheran had the call on Mr. Quaritch at 4007. As
it turned out, this result formed a precedent for
the fate of thirteen out of the fourteen quartos, Mr.
Sotheran only once being defeated. The single ex-

ception was in the case of the 1631
' Love's Labour's

Lost,' the second edition of the quarto, a copy of
which brought half a guinea in the Heber sale. The
Howe specimen now realized 2017. (Quaritch). The
other quartos falling to Mr. Sotheran were 'Ham-
let' (1637), 607.; 'Henry IV., Part I.' (1632), 66/. ;

'Henry V.' (1608), 1047.; 'Henry VI., Parts II.

and III.' (1619), 1207.; 'King John' (1622), 60/. ;

'Richard III.' (1629), 1157 ; ditto (1634), 687.; 'Merry
Wives of Windsor' (1619), 1607.; 'Pericles' (1619),
657.; 'Romeo and Juliet' (1637), 407. ; and 'Romeo
and Juliet' (1599), 1657. The Perkins copy of the
last made 1647. in 1889.
" The part of the sale was then reached which, to

be accurate, could be described a.s the only part in

possession of Earl Howe on the day of sale. Seven
examples of

' doubtful '

plays ensued, but there was
an absence of that enthusiasm which urged Mr.
Jackson to give 1,2107. on June 1 for the very rare
1592 quarto 'Arden of Faversham.' The uncommon
and little-known 1602 'Cromwell' became Mr.
Quaritch's at 2227., and the 1613 edition of the same
chronicle of ' Thomas, Lord Cromwell,' at 407. The
1595 'Locrine' 'of Shakespeare's among the sins
of his youth,' according to Hazlitt, next realized
1207. (Quaritch), a copy having fetched 99 guineas in
the Daniel sale, 1864, and 457. in the Tite sale, 1874.
The rest were: 'Oldcastle' (1600), 577. (Pickering)
'ThePuritaine' (1607), 727. (Quaritch); 'The Two
Noble Kinsmen,' 627. (ditto) ; and

' The Yorkshire
Tragedie' (1619), 717. (Leighton)
"The First Folio, measuring 13 in. by 8^in., or
in. less in width than the 3,6007. Locker-Lampson

copy in the Van Antwerp sale, and in. wider than
the 2,4007. Buckley specimen, was welcomed as a
remarkable survivor of the 1623 edition in its
natural state. After the opening at 5007. there was
a general contest, in which Mr. Edwards, Mr.
Quaritch, and Mr. Robson were conspicuous, the
first named winning at 2,0257. Mr. Robson after-
wards found consolation in obtaining the excellent
Third Folio at 5257., the perfect Langham example
of this fetching, it may be recalled, 1,5507. in the
Buckley dispersal."

JOHN C. FRANCIS.

"WHIPPING THE CAT." In an interesting
article upon

' The Village Tailor
'

in a recent
number of The Globe mention was made of"

flogcat
"

as applied to a travelling tailor,
because he could flog a cat from where he

sat when it stole the milk. This, Miv
Edward Lovett of Croydon stated Ia1err

is not the explanation, nor does he think
that the term applies in any way to the-

animal. Many years ago he obtained from
Ross-shire an iron pinesplit holder, or

"poor man" a very primitive lighting

appliance which, he was informed, was
used by a tailor

"
to whip the cat round the

country." After much inquiry, Mr. Lovett
found that this was the term applied to the

system, once in vogue, by which a tailor

would put up at a farmhouse in order to
makes clothes for the farmer and his sons,.

&c. The tailor found everything, even to
his light-holding apparatus ; but was fed

by the farmer, by arrangement of course.
He would, when bis work was done, mova
on to the next farm, taking all his

"
traps

"

with him.
On referring to Farmer's

'

Slang and it*

Analogues
'

I find that
"
whipping the cat

"

was not confined to tailors, but that the

practice was more or less common to all

trades :

"1870. Judd, 'Margaret,' iii. Mr. Hart made
shoes, a trade he prosecuted in an itinerating
nianner from house to house,

'

whipping the cat,' as-

it was termed.
"

1871. De Vere, 'Americanisms,' 648.
'

Whip-
ping the cat

'

: an old English phrase, used only
by tailors and carpenters, has maintained its-

existence in New England, Pennsylvania, and a
few other States, where it denotes the annual visit

of a tailor to repair the clothes of a household
The introduction of large manufacturing establish-

ments, low-priced ready-made clothing, and the
advent of the sewing-machine, have now nearly
made an end to this itinerant (.ccupation. The
term cattchipper and catwhipping were often face-

tiously, and sometimes very irrevently, applied to
other itinerant professions : even '

Schoolmasters
'

there were no 'teachers,' much less 'educators/
in those benighted days were called cat-irhippers,
when they boarded, as was quite usual, in turns-

with the parents of their scholars. Itinerating
preachers also were, by the initiated, included in

this category."
Mr. Lovett also states :

"In some parts of Norway and Sweden an old
tinder-box is called a (English) cat's candle

;
while

a certain form of
' need fire

'

in some of the Swiss-

valleys is called (English) 'the cat draws the devil.'

In Gloucestershire, about thirty years ago, after

the women on the farms had planted the field benns,
they had a tea called a '

whip cat.' This has nothing
to do with the game of

'

tip-cat,' nor do [sic] either

refer to that feline animal we all love so much."

ALFRED SYDNEY LEWIS.

[See also 9 S. x. 205, 298, 455 ; xi. 276, 353.1

THOMAS BLORE AT MIDDT.ETON RACES,
1781. Thomas Blore, the antiquary and

topographer, was a Derbyshire man, born
in 1764, of whom there is an account in the
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*
D.N.B.,' v. 238. One of his acquaintances

in early life was Thomas Ince, of Wirks-

worth, who was educated at the Manchester
Orammar School ; see Smith,

'

Reg. Manch.
Sch.,' 1868, ii. 97 ; Hunter,

' Fam. Min. Gen.,
iii. 1172. To him at Manchester Blore
wrote a letter, 16 Sept., 1781, in which he

gave the following description of the races

At Middleton, near Wirksworth :

" As you say there were good races at Eccles I

will give you a short account of Middleton races.

On the first day (Monday) three horses started.

Kendall's blood mare, Hatter Wood's bay horse,
And a mare from Chesterfield ; the last was run so

very hard that after the race was over it fell down
twice ; the people assembled about it were not able
to raise it from the last fall, and it died on the spot.
On Wednesday three horses started, a mare from
Calton, Hatter Wood's grey mare, and another (I
don't know where the other came from). Hatter
Wood's won the fourth heat, and the Calton mare
the two last heats ; indeed, the Wednesday race
was a very good one in my opinion. Hatter Wood
rode his own horse the first heat on Wednesday,
but was too heavy, and was advised to let another
person ride it the last heats." From a copy among
Mr. Inoe's papers.

W. C. B.

THE GORDON TARTAN : ITS ORIGIN. I
know it is considered impious in certain

quarters to regard tartans as not being
primaeval, but the Gordon tartan is

probably not older than 1793, and was
probably first used to clothe the Northern
Fencibles, raised by the fourth Duke of
Cordon in that year. The Duke applied
to William Forsyth, a merchant in Huntly.
According to a letter (never before published)
which Forsyth wrote on 15 April, 1793 (it is

now in Gordon Castle), his Grace was"
desirous to have patterns of the 42nd

Regiment [which his son, the Marquis of

Huntly, entered in 1791] plaids with a small
yellow stripe properly placed." Forsyth
sent the Duke's factor three patterns of the
42nd plaid,

"all having yellow stripes. From these, I hope his
Grace will fix on some of the three When the
plaids are wove, the yellow stripes will be square
and regular. I imagine the yellow stripes will
appear very lively."

From a letter of Forsyth 's dated 22 April
it appears that on 20 April the Duke chose"
pattern No. 2, that's to say, same with

the 42nd Regiment with the alteration of
the yellow stripe properly placed."

J. M. BTJLLOCH.
118, Pall Mall.

POLAR EXPLORATION. Nansen in 1895
reached a point further to the north than any
of his predecessors in Arctic exploration a

latitude, in fact, of 86 13'. But in the
course of the Duke of Abruzzi's famous

expedition to the north of Spitzbergen in

1899, Capt. Cagni with a sledging party
reached in 1900 a latitude of 86 33', at a

place to the north of Rudolf Land. In
vol. xxxi. of

' The Encyclopaedia Britannica,'

p. 808, the position is given by a misprint
as 84 33', though the figures are correct in

the map which accompanies the article

(' Polar Regions ') on p. 809.
W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

" CONRADE FREEMAN " OF GREENWICH
IN 1554. In Mr. Robert Lemon's t

' Cata-

logue of Broadsides in the Library of the

Society of Antiquaries
' No. 36A is

" a praier to be said of all trewe Christians

Imprynted at Grenewych by Conrade Freeman, in
the month of May, 1554. With the most gracious
licence and privilege of God Allmighty, Kyng of
Heaven and Erth."

Mr. Lemon adds :

" This is printed in German type, and was no
doubt part of a small book, as it bears the

printer's
signature K ii ; and was probably printed aoroad."

The conjecture is accurate. It is the last

leaf of "A faythfull Admonycion of a
certen trew pastor and prophet," of which
I gave some account at 10 S. iii. 484. It is

attributed to the press of Froschauer of

Zurich, and is a translation by some English
exile of Luther's '

Warnunge an seinen
lieben Deudschen '

(1546).
There is a copy of this rare and curious

book in the John Rylands Library at Man-
chester. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

" NIGH HAND " IN THE ' N.E.D.' Some
of the quotations given in illustration of
this phrase seem wrongly placed. Thus,
under definition 2

"
almost, nearly

"

the following occur :

" He said he could tell

me of something that he dared say would
go nigh hand to make me well

"
(' Un-

fortunate Sensibility,' ii. 70), and " He
came nigh-hand fainting, doctor, when he
heard the cry

"
(Stevenson,

'

Treas. Isl.,'

xvi.). Surely this should be under the first

definition
" near "

? And ought not
"
nigh hand," when used in the second

sense, to have the hyphen ? It is so printed
in many of the quotations given. The
' N.E.D.' is not a dialect dictionary, but I
should have thought some notice would be
taken of so common a localism as the use
of

"
nigh hand "

(nigh'd in Leicestershire)
in the sense of probably, or surely.

C. C. B.
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WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

HOPPNER'S UNTRACED PORTRAITS.

THE following is a list somewhat lengthy,
I regret to say of portraits by John
Hoppner, R.A., about which I am anxious
to have particulars for an exhaustive mono-
graph on this artist, now being prepared
for the printer. The portraits have been
traced to a certain point, from which all

records of their existence have, apparently,
ceased. It is certain that all, or nearly all,

are still in existence ; and where the
identities of the various personages are

clear, application has been made for infor-

mation to the heads of the respective
families, but, so far as those in the following
list are concerned, without result. Family
portraits, however, have an erratic habit of

moving about. They are often left or given
to remote relatives, and even to friends not
connected with the family, and so the

tracing of them from one owner to another
becomes, after the lapse of 50 or 100 years,
a very difficult process, involving a terrible

expenditure of time, temper, and postage
stamps. In several instances the famliy
ceased to exist with the death of Hoppner's
sitter, leaving no tangible trace which
could be followed up as a clue to the sub-

sequent owner or owners of such pictures as
were in the possession of the deceased at the
time of his or her death.

In some few cases the identities of tha

personages in the following list are a matter
of doubt, and this doubt would be at once
removed if the portrait could be traced. As
the Hoppner monograph, which has been in
hand for several years, is to be exhaustive,
I am naturally anxious to reduce con-

siderably my list of untraced portraits ;

and as this end is most likely to be attained

through the medium of
' N. & Q.,' I trust

that the Editor will forgive the length of my
list, which is as follows :

Arbuthnot, Rt. Hon. Charles. British Institution,
1865

Bailey, Miss. R.A. 1784.

Banks, Miss. Hoppner sale, 1823.

Barrow, Thomas. Engraved by himself.

Barry, Lady. Hoppner sale.

Belgrave, Lord, Mr. Grosvenor, and Mr. Heathcote.
Hoppner sale.

Best, Mr. Serjeant. Hoppner sale.

Bolingbroke, Viscount. Copied in enamel by H. P.
Bone.

Boyd,Mrs. R.A. 1787.

Buckingham and Chandos, Mary, Duchess of. At
Stowe, 1838.

Burt, Mrs. > Hoppner sale.

Capel, Lady Caroline. R.A. 1794.

Carey, Bishop Wm. Hoppner sale.

Cavendish, Lord G. AtConishead Priory in 1822.

Cholmondeley, Marquess of. At Cholmondeley
Castle, 1827.

Clare, Anne, Countess of. R.A. 1798.

Cowper, Lord. Hoppner sale (perhaps an error for

Lady Cowper).
Craven, Keppel, & Berkeley.

'

Creevey Papers.'

Crouch, Mrs. Painted circa 1787.

Darlington, Earl of. Hoppner sale.

Davison, Col. H. P. & Major W. British Institution,

1817.

Dick, Dr. Hoppner sale.

Essex, Countess of. R.A. 1809.

Eyre, Mr. Hoppner sale.

Fauconbridge, Countess. Hoppner sale.

Ford, Mrs. Hoppner sale.

Harris, Miss. Hoppner sale.

Heber, Rev. Reginald. Leeds Ex., 1868.

Humphrey, Sellender (wife of the engraver).

Keniston, Mrs. Hoppner sale.

Kirigsman, Miss. Hoppner sale.

Lade, Lady. Hoppner sale.

Langford, Dr. Hoppner sale.

Lewisham, Lord. R.A. 1783.

Lewisham, Lady. R.A. 1783.

Lilford, Lord. Hoppner sale.

Lloyd, Capt. Richard. R.A. 1786.

Longworthy, Mrs. Hoppner sale.

Loraine, Lady. Hoppner sale (perhaps an error for

Lord Loraine).
Mills, Mr. Hoppner sale.

Milner, Lady. Hoppner sale.

Monck, Lady E. Hoppner sale.

Monson, Hoi). Miss. Hoppner sale.

Morris, Mr. R.A. 1797.

Morris, Miss. R.A. 1797.

Niel, Sir John [?]. Hoppner sale.

Ogle, Mrs. Hoppner sale.

Orange, H. S. H. Prince of. R.A. 1800.

Orde, Lady. Hoppner sale.

Paget, Lord [Anglesey]. R.A. 1798.

Paget, Lady. R.A. 1796.

Petersham, Lord. Hoppner sale.

Ponsonby, Lady. Hoppner sale.

Porter, Capt. R.A. 1789.

Ricketts, Mrs. Hoppner sale.

Roxburghe, John, Duke of. R.A. 1788.

Russell, Lady William. Hoppner sale,

Shaw, Lady. Hoppner sale.

Simpson, Mrs. Bridgeman. Hoppner sale.

Sitwell, Mrs. Hoppner sale.

Smyth, John Henry. Leeds Ex., 1868.

Spedding, Mrs. Hoppner sale.

Stanhope, Lady Hester L. Grafton Gallery, 1894.

Stevenson, Miss. Hoppner sale.

Sutherland, Eizabeth, Countess of. R.A. 1799.

Thurlow, Lord. Hoppner sale.

Tolfrey, Mrs. R.A. 1788.

Uxbridge, Henry, Lord. R.A. 1797.

Windham, Percy. Hoppner sale.

Worcester, Marquis of. Hoppner sale.

Yonge, Lady. R.A. 1795.

Replies may be sent to me direct.

W. ROBERTS.

47, Lansdowne Gardens, Clapham, S.W.
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GENERAL BOURKE. The names of some
of the celebrated generals who followed the

Emperor Napoleon I. in the "
carnpagne

d'ltalie
"

are carved on the inside of the
Arc de Triomphe at Paris. Among them
appears fourth on the scroll the name of

General Bourke. Can any of your corre-

spondents give me information as to his

career, who he was, and to what branch
of the Bourke family he belonged ?

GERALD PONSONBY.
3, Stratford Place, W.

' LADY OF THE LAKE '

: ALLUSIONS. In
' The Lady of the Lake,' i. 26, Scott says :

Where Ellen's hand had taught to twine
The ivy and Ida-an vine.

What plant does he mean by it ?

At the same time may I ask why in i. 12
the foxglove and nightshade are called

Emblems of punishment and pride ?

AD. MULLER.
Berlin.

AUTHORS OF NOVELS WANTED. Who
were the authors of the following novels ?

They were probably issued 1850-53.
1. Lorenzo Benoni.
_. Passages in the Life of an Italian.
3. The Heart of John Middleton.

WM. H. PEET.

[1. By Giovanni Ruffini, published at Edinburgh
in 1853, according to Halkett and Laing.J

CHANTRY AT NORTHIAM. I should be glad
of information respecting a paper in the
Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol. xxiii. It
is headed ' Crown Presentations to Livings,'
and amongst other details is given

"
Chantry

of the Chapel in the King's Manor, Northiam
(Ihamme), 4 Ed. III., John de Sunting and
four other chantry priests." At the Record
Office I can find no trace of a chantry or
priests belonging thereto, either in Henry
VIII. 's or Edward VI. 's list of suppressed
chantries. A. L. F.

THOMAS COOKE, O.S.B., was one of the
witnesses to the will of Jane Wayte, one of
the nuns of the suppressed Abbey of St
Mary. Winchester (Gasquet, 'Henry VIII
and the English Monasteries' 1906 ed
p. 452). One Thomas Cook, monk agedabout seventy, was in the Marshalsea in
1579 (Strype, Ann.' II. ii. 660). If these
are one (as seems likely) was he not the
Thomas Coke who entered Winchester
College from Donhead, St. Andrew Wilts
in 1526. aged twelve ?

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

MESWINDE THE FAIR. In Robert Burton's

'Anatomy of Melancholy' (12th ed., 1821
Part. III. sec. ii. fnem. 4, subs. 1) we read
what follows :

"They will be still singing amorous songs and
ditties (if vong especially), and cannot abstain,,

though it DC when they go to, or should be at
church. We have a pretty story to this purpose in

Westmonasteriensis, an old writer of ours (if you.
will believe it) an. Dom. 1012. at Colewiz in

Saxony ; on Christmas*eve, a company of yong men
and maids, whilst the priest was at mass in the
church, were singing catches and love songs in the
church-yard ; he sent to them to make less noise,
but they sung on still ; and if you will, you shall
have the very song it self :

Equitabat homo per sylvam frondosam,
Ducebatque secum Meswinden formosam,

Quid stamus, cur non imus?
A fellow rid by the green wood side,
And fair Meswinde was his bride,

Why stand we so, and do not go?
This they sung ; he chaft ; till at length, impatient
as he was, he prayed to St. Magnus, patron of the
church, that they might all three sing and dance,
till that time twelve month, and so they did, with-
out meat and drink, wearisomness or giving over,
till at yeares end they ceased singing, ana were
absolved by Herebertus, archbishop of Colen."

In a note he quotes these words from
Matthew of Westminster's '

Flores His-
toria?,' fol. 298 :

"Per totum annum cantarunt, pluvia super illos
non cecidit ; non frigus, non calor, non sitis, neo
lassitudo illos affecit, &c.

This book carries us as far as the year 1307.
In 1303 the '

Handlynge Synne
' was written

by Robert Mannyng (Ten Brink's
'

Early
English Literature,' p. 299), who apparently
quotes the lines as given by Burton's

authority, according to a reviewer in The
Athenceum of 7 December last (p. 720), who-
says :

" Miss Clara Thomson writes well on the ' Le-
gendaries and Chroniclers of Later Transition
English,' though the lines she quotes from the
'

Handlynge Synne
'

are not ' a snatch of song,' but
ordinary translation of a Latin version of a Saxon
song. We prefer the old form :

Equitabat Bovo per silvam frondosam,
Ducebat sibi Merswynden formosam,

Quid stamus, cur non eamus ?
"

Where is this version, older than that given
by Matthew of Westminster, to be found f
And is anything known about Bovo and
Meswinde the Fair ? JOHN T. CURRY.

LONDON CHAPELS : PICTURES WANTED.
Can any of your readers experience teachea
that if they can they will furnish me with,
or direct me to, pictures of the exterior and
interior of three old London chapels, all

demolished, viz., in Maidenhead Court, Great
Eastcheap (Wilson's Dissenting Churches/
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1808, vol. i. p. 457), Friars Street, Black-
friar-; (id., vol. ii. p. 165), and York Street,
St. James's Square (Mr. Dasent's

'

History
of St. James's Square,' 1895, p. 146) ?

CHARLES HIGHAM.
169, Grove Lane, Camberwell, S.E.

NICOLAS PIKE, the U.S. Consul at Port
Louis, Mauritius, in his

'

Sub-Tropical
Rambles,' published in 1873, stated in the
Preface that " in a second volume, nearly
completed," he purposed treating more fully
on the fauna and flora of Mauritius, and
that a full description of the "

very beautiful
bird the Aphanapteryx imperialist would
also be given in a future volume. That

volume, I surmise, has never appeared. Is
the author still alive ? and, if not what
has become of his MSS. ? L. L. K.

DORMAN AND HoBART FAMILIES. Infor-

mation is sought relative to the family of

Dorman, which settled in Ireland during
the seventeenth century. A branch of the

family is known to have been living in
co. Cork in 1698 ; but earlier information is

desired. The name may be of French origin :

and as some of the property formerly owned
by the family is known as Picardy, it sug-
gests the probability of its being a branch of
the De Dorman family of Picardy.
Samuel Hobart resided near Banagher,

and married a Miss Seymour of co. Galway
in the latter part of the eighteenth century.
Samuel Hobart or his immediate relatives
held considerable property in King's Cpunty ;

and one relative, Major Hobart, owned
property in co. Cork and also, it is believed,
in Bath. Any information will be gratefully
received by RICHARD H. DORMAN.
Tullymore Park, Armagh.

JOHN SHAKESPEARE, OB. 1732. Is any-
thing known of this man and his family ?

He lies buried in Layston Churchyard,
Herts, and his epitaph states that he was
citizen and Founder of London, and died

Du MAURIER AND SHIRLEY BROOKS.
Mr. Layard in his lately published

'

Life

and Letters of Shirley Brooks,' gives at

p. 351 a rebus letter from Du Maurier to

Brooks, the third line of which he leaves
to his reader's ingenuity, as he confesses he
cannot decipher it himself. I think the
second half of the line means evidently
"but expect one." Can anybody say what
the first half means ? A. A. M.

4 THE PHILOBIBLION.' This was " a

monthly bibliographical journal, containing
critical notices of, and extracts from, rare,

curious, and valuable old books." It was
published by Geo. P. Philes & Co., 51,
Nassau Street, New York, the first number
appearing in December, 1861. The British
Museum copy contains only 16 numbers ;

were any more published ? C. D.

17 Dec., 1732, aged 60. A son, Henry
Mond Shakespeare, citizen and Loriner, of

London, who died 3 March, 1784, aged 67,
is interred in the same grave.

W. B. GERISH.
Bishop's Stortford.

GAINSBOROUGH'S PORTRAITS OF Miss
COGHLAN, OF BATH. Who are the possessors
of these paintings ? They were engraved
in mezzotint, respectively in 1770 and 1772,
by John Raphael Smith. The subject died
in 1772 (Musgrave's 'Obituary'). Can any
reader say to what family Miss Coghlan
belonged ? LIONEL SCHANK.

GLOVER'S ' KENTISH MONUMENTS.' Ac-

cording to Lowndes, Robert Glover was,
besides being Somerset Herald, the author
of an '

Ordinary of Arms ' which formed
vol. i. of Edmondson's '

Heraldry,' pub-
lished in 1780, and was also responsible for

Thomas Milles's "Catalogue of Honor....
an admirable and judicious work," published
in 1610.

Philipott in his
'

Villare Cantianum,'
1659, p. 110, speaks of a demolished altar-

tomb of the Vaughan family in Votes-Grey
(Foots Cray) Church as being entire when seen

by Mr. Robert Glover and described in his
4

Collection of Kentish Monuments.'
I shall be extremely obliged if any one

can tell me whether this work was ever

published, and if so, where I can see a copy,
or whether it remains in manuscript.
As the elder Philipott was connected with

the Heralds' College, and Glover was
Somerset Herald, it is more than likely that
one of the officials of that establishment
could tell us something of it. It ought to
be a valuable work for Kentish historians
and genealogists, filling a gap between
Lambard and Weever, and might with

advantage be published by subscription if

the MS. could be found.
Lowndes is silent on the subject, and

James Russell Smith, so far as I can see,
does not even mention the name in his
4

Bibliotheca Cantiana.' WM. NORMAN.

SHAKESPEARE'S BONES. Can any of

your readers inform me whether the tomb
of Shakspeare was ever opened ? Some
time ago Mr. James Hare published in a

Birmingham paper an account of a remark-;
able visit he made to the .vault in Holy
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Trinity. He said that he went to Stratford

with a friend, and,
" on visiting the poet's

tomb, found the vault adjoining it open,

probably for the reception of a body."
Who is Mr. Hare ? and what are we to

think of his communication ?

FREDERIC ROWLAND MARVIN.
Albany, N.Y.

CREMATION IN 1769. In 'The Annual

Register
'

for 1769, under the date of

26 September, p. 133, appears the following :

" Last night the will ot Mrs. Pratt, a widow lady,
who died at her house in George Street, Hanover
Square, was punctually fulfilled by the burning of

her body to ashes in her grave in the new burying-
ground adjoining to Tyburn turnpike."

Are other cases of the kind in the eighteenth
century recorded ? Is anything known of
Mrs. Pratt ? D. M. R.

HAMILTON PLACE, HYDE PARK. I should
be obliged if some one could tell me the

approximate date when this thoroughfare
was first named Hamilton Place. Was it

a thoroughfare in 1815 ?

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

DR. JOHN ELLIOT. Can any one give
me particulars regarding Dr. John Elliot,
who was executed at Edinburgh on 9 March,
1694 ? For what crime did he suffer ? A
pamphlet issued at that period gives no
particulars. W. E. WILSON.
Hawick.

ROMAN DEATH DUTIES. Nathaniel Sal-
mon in his

'

History of Hertfordshire,' 1728,
p. 186, states (under Chisfield) :

" The Clerk of this Church must not be forgot.The harmless old man stood by whilst I was taking
this Inscription, and with a great deal of concern
asked me,

'
If there was any Tax upon dead folks

coming up, I was so diligent to take their names ?
'

Which at last is not so extravagant a Thought,
since the Roman Emperors raised money that way.''
To what Roman law does Salmon refer ?

W. B. GERISH.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN: WYCLIFFE BIBLE.
On p. 176 of 'The Recollections of Abraham
Lincoln,' by Ward H. Lamon, edited by
Dorothy Lamon, Chicago (McClurg, 1895),
is this :

"In the preface to the old Wycliffe Bible

Pmu-A' .-

132*[c] is the following declaration:
.his ttible is for the government of the people,

by the people, and for the people,' which language
is identicaf with that employed by Mr. Lincoln in his
Gettysburg speech.

Will some reader of 'N. & Q.' having
access to a copy of the Bible in question,
verify the quotation ? DEWITT MILLER.
New York City.

'CHILDE HAROLD.'

(10 S. viii. 430, 495.)

I DID not see DR. KRTJEGER'S letter when
it appeared. Surely there is not much
obscurity in the expression

" washed them

power." If, applied to present-day events,
ane were to say that the Ocean had " washed

power to the Japanese, and defeat to the

Russians," no one could misunderstand his

meaning.
I am surprised, however, to see the vener-

able misprint
"
thy waters wasted them "

cropping up again. I thought it had been
laid to rest for ever, but, like the equally
venerable inaccurate saying,

" Now Barabbas
was a publisher," it reappears from time to

time, in spite of successive refutations.
"
Thy waters wasted them " was a

printer's errox. Byron himself detected

it, and wrote to my grandfather,
" That is

not me. Consult the MS. always
"

; and the
MS. leaves no room for doubt.

If any one wishes for more information,
I would advise him to consult 1 S. iv. 223,

278, 324, 508 ; ix. 481 ; x. 314 ; 434 ; and
the correspondence in. The Times, 3-12 Jan.,
1873.
The question is fully dealt with in my

new edition of Byron in thirteen vols., which
may be accepted as an authority on all such

points. JOHN MURRAY.

[MB. MURRAY'S valuable communication is con-
clusive as to the correctness of DR. KRUEGER'S
quotation, and shows that

' N. & Q.' has long taken
an interest in Byron. His letter also renders it

unnecessary to print contributions from several
other correspondents, who mention various editions
in which the two readings occur. MR. T. BAYNE
points out that the right reading is found in

Murray's "Pearl Edition" of 1867; but "wasted
them "had appeared in Murray's editions of 1831
and 1855 (10 S. viii. 495).]

THE CARNWATH PEDIGREE (10 S. viii.

445, 492). With reference to the interesting
communication by F. DE H. L. as to the
descent of the Dalzells of Glenae, I should
be much obliged if he would be good enough
to give his authority for the statement that
the Hon. John Dalzell (or Sir John Dalzell,
as he was really a knight), the son of the
first Earl of Carnwath, and grandfather of
Sir John Dalzell, the second Baronet of
Glenae, died 24 Feb., 1689, a few week*
only before his grandson. As the marriage
contract of the Earl of Carnwath and Mar-
garet Crichton, daughter of Sir Robert
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Crichton of Cluny, is dated 28 March, 1580,
it is unlikely that the second son in a family
of eight did not die till 109 years after his

father's marriage. I am aware this is the
date given in

' The Complete Baronetage,'
but it wants verification. There was a
ratification by Parliament on 23 Dec.,
1669, of a charter to Sir John Dalzell of

Glenae, Kt., and his son Robert Dalzell," now designated Sir Robert Dalzell of

Glenae." From Sir Robert being so desig-
nated, it would rather appear that his

father had died previous to the date last

mentioned, but after 8 March, 1666, the
date of the charter ratified by Parliament.

J. B. P.

LE TEKZE RIME DI DANTE,' ALDUS,
1502 (10 S. viii. 427). Some information

may be got from Mrs. Bury Palliser's ' His-
toric Devices, Badges, and War-Cries,' 1870,

p. 142:

"Gonzaga, Lucretia. This device of a white
stag, with a necklace, under the shade of a laurel-
tree. Her motto, Wessun mi tocchi,

' Let no one
touch me,' was suggested by the sonnet of Petrarch,
allegorical of his devotion to Laura :

Una Candida cerva sopra 1' erba
Verde m' apparve con due corna d' oro
Fra due riviere all' ombra d' un alloro,
Levando '1 sole alia stagione acerba.

Petrarch then describes the necklace

Nessun mi tocchi, al bel collo d' intorno
Scritto avea di diamanti e di topazi,
Libera farmi al mio Cexare parve.

The white stag is the emblem of purity so is the
laurel tree (Daphne) ; and the shade of the laurel is

also the emblem of safety, the lightning never
striking this tree. The topaz indicates purity, and
also the diamond, as it yields neither to fire nor
iron. Lucretia was left early a widow ; her hus-
band was many years a prisoner. By her device
she meant to convey her intention of preserving her
fame unsullied."

I have taken the quotations direct from
" Le Rime di Messer Francesco Petrarca
publicate da A. Buttura," Parigi, 1820 ;

vol. ii. p. 74,
' In Vita di Laura,' Sonetto 157,

as Mrs. Palliser (who does not give the
reference) has made many errors in copying,
e.g.,

"
rivere,"

"
Topati,"

"
Casare," for

riviere, topazi, Cesare.

Reference may also be made to p. 108 of
her book :

"Charles VI. ,

' Le Bien Servi,' took for device a
flying stag, with a collar of gold round its neck, and
the motto, Ccesar hoc mihi doiiavit, 'This Caesar
gave to me.' Juvenal des Ursins relates that the
King, when hunting in the forest of Senlis, found a
stag wearing a chain of copper gilt round its neck.
The stag was taken alive, and on the collar was the
above inscription. From that time the King
adopted the flying stag, and bore two of them as

supporters to his arms, having previously used two
angels. Froissart gives a different account of the

origin of this device."

Then follows an extract from Froissart,
which I find is from chap. 406. The King,
when at Senlis, dreamt that he had cast off

a pilgrim falcon after some herons, and that
he could not follow up on horseback because
he came to a wood. Then he continued on
foot till he came to a heath. Here a white
hart with two wings appeared, and carried
him over the trees. The falcon was re-

covered, and the hart carried the King back
to the heath, where it vanished. The King
on his expedition to Flanders took a flying
hart for his device. Froissart in this account
makes no mention of Caesar.

The device is given among the medals of

Charles VI. in 'La France Metallique/ par
Jacques de Bie, Paris, 1634, plate 35. The
description is given on p. 117 of the 'Ex-

plication.' A winged stag with a golden
crown on its neck, having on its back a
mantle strewed over with fleur-de-lis, is

following a falcon. The motto is "
Sequar

et assequar," the date 1381.

Lucretia de Gonzagua (sic) appears
according to Jer. Collier's '

Dictionary,
Supplement, 2nd ed., 1727, to have lived

in the earlier half of the sixteenth century.
Her husband John Paul Manfrone was
imprisoned by the Duke of Ferrara, and died
in prison. Reference is made to Bayle,
' Diction. Histor.' ROBEKT PIERPOINT.

"HACKNEY" (10 S. viii. 465). PROF.
SKEAT maintains that the word "

hackney,"
in the sense of an ordinary riding-horse,
is identical with Hackney, the name of the

place in the north of London. The sole

argument brought forward for this etymology
is that these two words have a common
spelling in Middle English. But surely

identity of form is no proof that two words
are identical, unless their identity can be
established by some historical evidence.
For instance, there are four words spelt" sound "

in English, two of English and
two of French origin, and each one abso-

lutely unconnected with the other. Why
should not "

hackney
"

the horse be quite
distinct from Hackney the village ? No
scrap of historical evidence has ever been

brought forward to connect these two words
with one another. Has any one ever heard
of a Hackney breed of horses ?

' N.E.D.'
shows that this word for a horse was in

common use at an early period in France,
Holland, Portugal, Spain, and Italy. No
etymologist who has dealt with this word
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in its French, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish
or Italian forms has ever, so far as I know
connected it with Hackney, or imagined
that it was of English origin. Dr. Murray
says

"
its ulterior derivation is Mill un

known." This was said about ten years
ago, and I think that we must still allo\v

this to be the case in the complete absence
of any historical evidence which may throw

light upon the matter. A. L. MAYHEW.
Oxford.

EG LIA IN LINCOLNSHIRE : WILLIAA
LANGSTBOHER (10 S. viii. 490). I shouk
think that this was the place now callec

Eagle. In Domesday it appears as Aclei

Aycle, and Akeley. The church is now under
the invocation of All Saints. The Templars
had a commandery here. ST. SWITHIN.

Eglia is doubtless Eagle in Lincolnshire.
William Langstrother was Preceptor o:

the Preceptory of Eagle about 1454. For
list of Preceptors see

'

Lincoln,' Victoria

County History, vol. ii. p. 211.

T. CRAIB.

'

RINORDINE,' IRISH SONG (10 S. viii. 468
5 18). I have frequently heard in the rura
districts of Ulster this popular ballad, the
locale of which is co. Tyrone, sung to the
air given in Graves's

'

Irish Songbook,'
as late as the seventies, and no doubt it

. was carried to America by emigrants. It
was known as

' The Mountains High,' and
the hero's name was spelt Reynardine.
Dr. Sigerson of Dublin, the author of the
modern version, admittedly founded it

on a fragment of the folk ballad, but was
unable to obtain any information relating
to the hero or his time. In my opinion,
it refers, like so many other Ulster ballads,
poems, and stories, to an attachment formed
by a member of an English or Scottish
"planter's" family for one of the offspring
of the original Celtic owners in the early
seventeenth century. These latter being the
original Tories, and frequently outlawed,
would require

"
concealment "

from the
edict of the judges, and probably the castle
in the forest was as figurative as Allen-a-
dale's hall

"
the blue vault of heaven with

its crescent so pale." JOHN S. CRONE.
[Reply from MR. HERBERT HUGHES next week.]

HODSON OF THE INDIAN MUTINY (10 S.
viii. 348, 414). Recently I was nourishing
Hodson's sabre, nearly to the detriment
of the furniture of the Rev. J. M. Glubb,
vicar of Gerrard's Cross, to whom the sabre
belongs. A British cavalry officer's sabre

of the ordinary type, it was presented by
Hodson to a brother officer, Col. Glubb,
the present owner's father. Mr. Glubb
also possesses a short knife with which one
of the Shazadaghs severed the hands arid

feet of many English children. No. 21
of Day's

'

Lithographs of the Indian Mutiny
*

(from drawings by Capt. Atkinson), published
in 1859, represents the death of the Shaza-

daghs. Hodson is depicted mounted, and
pointing a carbine at one of his prisoners.

R. L. MORETON.

SIR EDMUND PEIRCE, KT. (10 S. viii. 490).
He died intestate, and presumably a

widower, as his relict would either have
administered to his effects or renounced
her right of doing so. Administration,
in which he is described as

" Doctor of Laws,
of the parish of St. Dunstan's-in-the-West,
London," was granted, 17 Aug., 1677, in
the P.C.C., to Gilbert Peirce, his son.

G. E. C.

CHARTERHOUSE POETRY COLLECTION :

' THE FARMER'S AUDIT '

(10 S. viii. 488).
The selected verse is an inaccurate quotation
from Cowper's poem

' The Yearly Distress ;

or. Tithing Time at Stock, in Essex.' The
poem consisting of 17 stanzas, of which
this is the fourteenth is desciibed as
"
addressed to a Country Clergyman, com-

plaining of the disagreeableness of the day
anmially appointed for receiving the Dues
at the Parsonage."
The correct reading of the stanza quoted

is as follows :

One talks of mildew and of frost,
And one of storms of hail,

And one of pigs that he lias lost

By maggots at the tail.

The first line of the poem is
"
Come, ponder

well, for 'tis no jest." See Grimshawe's
edition (5th, I860) of Cowper's works,
p. 594. C. LAWRENCE FORD.
Bath.

[W. C. B., NORTH MIDLAND, MR. E. E. STREET,
and W. T. are thanked for similar replies.]

" GORDON CASE " AND POPE CLEMENT XI.
10 S. viii. 450). Gordon was John Gordon,
Bishop of Galloway. He had gone to
France to James II., and ministered as a

jishop for some time, but was received into
he Roman Communion at Rome in 1703.
Bather James Forbes says in a letter to
nother Jacobite exile, Edward Meredith,

dated at Rome 23 March, 1703 :

" Owr
quondam Bishoppe is to-morrow to mak

abjuration
"

(Rawlinson MS. D 21,
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fol. 26, Bodleian Library). An account
of Gordon and notice of the inquiry into
the validity of his Orders is in the ' D.N.B.'

W. D. MACRAY.

John Gordon, consecrated Bishop of

Galloway, 4 Feb., 1688, by John Patterson,
Archbishop of Glasgow, went into exile
with James IT. On 17 April, 1704, Cle-
ment XI. decreed :

"
loannes Clemens Gordon ex integro et

absolute ordinetur ad omnes ordines etiam sacros
et prsecipue presbyteratus, et quatenns nun fuerit

confirmatps, prius sacramentum confirmationis
suscipiat.''

JOHN B. WATNEWRIGHT.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.
viii. 488). MR. WATTS asks for a reference
to the expression "moonless stars" in

Tennyson. .1 have no doubt he means
"moonless Mars." Until 1877 that planet
was supposed to have no moons ; and in
' The Palace of Art '

Tennyson wrote a
stanza (afterwards withdrawn because he
thought the poem too long) which begins :

She saw the snowy poles of moonless Mars.
In the memoir of Tennyson by his son we
are told that he changed this, after the dis-

covery of the satellites of Mars, to

She saw the snowy poles and moons of Mars.

Reference should be made to a veiy interest-

ing and exhaustive article on '

Astronomy
in Tennyson,' by Mr. Whitmell, F.R.A.S.,
in the journal of the Leeds Astronomical
Society, No. 14. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

RICHARD SANDS, EQUESTRIAN, 1814-61
(10 S. viii. 446). This man was better
known in England as an air-walker than as
an equestrian. He first performed his feat
of walking on a slab of polished marble,
head downwards, at Drury Lane Theatre,
8 March, 1853. It may be doubtful whether
this man was the real Richard Sands, as
in Mayhew's

' London Labour and the
London Poor,' 1861, iii. 103, the strong man
says to his interviewer :

' The chap that came over here wasn't the real
Sands. The fact is well known to the profession
that Sands killed himself on his benefit night in
America. After walking on the marble slab in the
circus, somebody bet him he couldn't do it on any
ceiling ; and he for a wager went to a town-hall and
done it, and the ceiling gave way, and he fell and
brokers neck. The chap that came over here was
Sands's attendant, and he took the name and the
boots, and came over as Prof. Sands."

There is a view of Sands walking head
downwards in The Illustrated London News
2 April, 1853, p. 253. FREDERIC BOASE.

HORACE IN LATIN AND ENGLISH VERSE
(10 S. viii. 388). Many years ago there

appeared in Punch, translations of two at
least of the

'

Anacreontea,' each English lin&

rhyming with the Greek line of which ifc

was the equivalent ; for example :

Aeyowiv at -ywat/ccs'
What seems the girls to strike is :

and
Dear Punch, you

r

re a very old crony ;

KdVTW 6fXoVTl TTLVflV

If I'm bibulous after dinin'.

I have an impression that I have seen
them reprinted. If not by the same hand.
they appear to belong at any rate to the
same school as the demi-translation of
Horace's second Epodo. One's thoughts
turn to Trinity College, Dublin.

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

JACOB AND MATTHEW UNWIN (10 S. viii.

469). The '

Dictionnaire de Geogiaphie. . . .

a 1'Usage du Libraire,' on the authority
of Dr. Cotton's

'

Supplement,' states that

printing was not introduced into Birming-
ham till 1716. The first book issued was
a sermon by the Rev. J. Southall ; the

second,
" A loyal Oration by J. Parkinso

Head Master of the Free School," a quarto
printed by Matthew Unwin in 1717.

L. L. K.

HIGHWAYS REPAIRED (10 S. viii. 464).
The Church was always forward in urging
people to do their duty in matters of this-

kind. Thus in mediaeval wills, which were

mostly made by ecclesiastics, bequests for

the repair of roads and bridges are quite
usual. Many such occur in the volumes
issued by the Surtees Society. Moreover,
in the early

"
bidding prayers

" such be-

quests are counted pious, and the givers
worthy of remembrance :

" Yee shale praye
. . . .for men and women which briggeis
or. way makyth or mendith "

(Surt. Soc.,.

Ixiii. 224*).
In some of the manors belonging to the

Archbishop of York in right of his see, h&
allowed out of his woods "

boughs for

mending the highwavs
"

(Yorksh. Arch.

Jour., vii. 55). W. C. B.

In the
'

History of the Parish of Bromley
St. Leonard, Middlesex,' 1862, the authorr

James Dunstan, Vestry Clerk, says (p. 31)
that the Lady Prioress and the nuns of the

Priory of St. Leonard,
"
being also the she-lords of the manor, were

bound to keep the highways in repair : and to aid
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them in that, Richard Gosselyn, citizen and
Ironmonger of London, by his will (without date,
but about 1375) bequeathed to the nuns ten
marks for

'

mendynge the highways of Bromley,
reckonynge from the house of Stephen Myller
(usque ad Domum Monicdium), unto the house of
the nuns '

: and he could not leave it to any other

body corporate, for there was no other in the parish,
there being at that time no churchwardens,
overseers, or surveyors."

ARTHTTR HARSTON, F.S.I.

WILLIAM HOGSFLESH (10 S. viii. 28, 334,
394). In the register of baptisms of All
Saints' Church, Hertford, are the following
entries :

13 Novr., 1814. George, son of William and Ann
Hogsflesh.

21 July, 1816. Sarah, daughter of William and
Ann Hogsflesh.
8 Nov., 1818. Henry Holman, son of William and

Ann Hogsflesh.
27 Aug., 1820. Alfred, son of William and Ann

Hogsflesh.

In the register of burials of the same
church :

5 Dec., 1819. Sarah, daughter of William and
Ann Hogsflesh.

17 June, 1857. William Hogsflesh.

In a Poll-Book of the Parliamentary
election for the borough of Hertford for
1839 appears the name of William Hogsflesh
as a voter, and also in another Poll-Book
for 1857.

I remember William Hogsflesh, who was
a baker, living in Castle Street, Hertford,
when I was a lad

; but I do not think there
are any of the name now in this town.

WM. F. ANDREWS.
Hertford.

If MR. HEBB'S suggestion at the last refer-
ence be true, that this name comes to us
from Germany, I think the actual source
may be Hauptfleisch. I knew a German of
this name in 1898 at Kimberley not a
butcher, however, but the secretary of the
Bond election committee. I believe he is
since dead. N. W. HILL.
New York.

LONDON REMAINS (10 S. viii. 226 271
337, 392, 476). When the old Queen's
Bench Prison was demolished a few years
ago, J. W. Hobbs, the contractor, whose
name was associated with the "

Liberator "

crash, removed the stonework of one of
the principal gateways to Croydon, and set
it up against a wall of his workshops, with
a suitable inscription, and it doubtless
remains there to this day.A large number of the stones of old West-
minster Bridge were purchased by William

Goldsmith, the wine merchant of Parlia-

ment Street, whose name was familiar to

Londoners fifty years ago in connexion with
"
Goldsmith's Yarmouth ales." He used

the stones to build a boundary wall and

gate-piers to Norbury Lodge, near Croydon,
in which he then resided. This house
afterwards passed into the possession of

the J. W. Hobbs mentioned above.
J. TAVERNOR-PERRY.

Burlington Gardens, Chiswick.

' THE PROGRESS OF MADNESS '

(10 S. viii.

490). The full title of this booklet, issued in

two parts, is

" The Progress of Madness ; or, The Irishman
Insane. A Poem. Part I. By T. Houston. And
written on a parallel case with that of Robson, the

reputed Lunatic, who was confined two Months and
two Days in a Madhouse near Newcastle. Hand
irnpune quidzm. [Copperplate Vignette of two men
seizing a third ; carriage in waiting ; madhouse in

the distance.] Newcastle : Printed by Vint and
Anderson, in the Side; and sold by them and all

the Booksellers. MUCCCII. Price Sixpence." 12mo,
24pp.

Part II., with same title-page, omitting
the vignette, but adding

" The Squire's
Expedition ; or, the Guinea Hen, a New
Song by the same Author," was issued later

the same year at the same price, by the same
publishers, 12mo, 24 pp.

Ho\iston, a brassfounder, of Irish origin,
but domiciled in Newcastle, published
several other satirical brochures. One of
them is entitled

"Newcastle Sportsmen: or a Race to Hell!
Between three noted Characters of the present day,
viz., A Hipocritical and Debauched Clergyman, A
Cruel Military Man and a Religious Corn Dealer, A
Monopolizer of Provisions and a Starver of the
Poor ; with a Postscript. Likewise a Love Elegy
with Three Odes ; Intended as Hints to such as will
take them. By his learned Friend, Cuthbert
Cudgel, Esq. Newcastle : J. Mitchell, 1800." 12mo,
28pp.

RICHARD WELFORD.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

If the poem asked for is that beginning"
Stay, gaoler ! stay, and hear my woe !

"

it is by M. G. Lewis, and will be found in
Bell's

' Standard Elocutionist.'

FRANK J. BURGOYNE.
[Miss B. M. RICHARDS also refers to "Monk"

Lewis.]

SABBATH CHANGED AT THE EXODUS (10 S.

viii. 490). There is no mention in Exod. xii. 2
or thereabout of interference with the Sab-
bath or any other day. The order was with
regard to the month which was to be ac-
counted the head of the year. Bishop
Christopher Wordsworth would certainly
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have referred in his commentary on the

passage to a change of the kind mentioned
by Q. V., if any such had been instituted.

He merely remarks (' Holy Bible with
Notes and Introductions ') that the altera-

tion in the beginning of the year foreshadows
our cyfcatpta in Christ ; and he cites Bishop
Pearson, who compares this change with
what took place after the Resurrection,
when the day of rest was transferred by the
Church from the seventh to the first day of

the week. ST. SWITHIN.

In this query Q. V. seems to have misunder-
stood the sense of Exod. xii. 2. At the
time of the Exodus, the month of deliverance
was ordered to be kept as the first month
of the year, i.e., of the ecclesiastical year.
That month was then, called Abib, but after

the Captivity was named Nisan. On the
fifteenth day of it the paschal lamb was
sacrificed, and the Passover feast continued
until the twenty-first. The civil year,
however, began, as before, at the opposite
season of the year, with the month Tishri,
and does so still, the year 5668 of the Jewish
era, for instance, beginning in 1907 on the
9th of September, and the year 5669 on
the 26th of that month in 1908, correspond-
ing in each case to the 1st of Tishri in the
Jewish calendar. That month, the seventh
in their ecclesiastical calendar, was formerly
called Ethanim (1 Kings viii. 2).
The incidence of the weekly Sabbath was

never changed. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

Dr. Hessey, in his Bampton Lectures

((I860) on 'Sunday,' has sketched
.
various

doctrines about the Sabbath ; but a student
of the subject should not fail to consult
Ewald's 'Antiquities of Israel' (Solly's
translation, 1876), or to learn what materials
have been collected bearing on the subject
since the comparative study of religions
was undertaken. For the best statement
and defence of the view that a change of

day was made at the period of the Exodus
the querist is referred to a sermon preached
at Cambridge in 1833, by Dr. S. Lee, Regius
Professor of Hebrew,
"shewing that the primitive Sabbath-Day of the

patriarchs was modified to suit the circumstances
of the egress from Egypt ; and that it resumed its

original universality and day of observance under
the Christian Dispensation."
Valuable notes were added to the sermon
when it was prepared for publication ; and
when a second edition was published in

1834, the notes were supplemented by
a reply to criticism. F. JARRATT.
Goodleigh Rectory, Barnstaple.

" NEITHER MY EYE NOR MY ELBOW "

(10 S. viii. 7, 137, 254). The "outlandish

proverb
"

quoted at the last reference is

probably the origin of the popular saying ;

and it is an exact translation of a proverb
still current in the outlandish parts whence
I write :

" Mau d'uei se garis erne lou
couide."

In another form of the proverb,
"
Quau

a mau is uei, se li frete 'me lou couide
"

(" Who has pain in the eyes, let him rub
them with the elbow"), the meaning is

obviously that the evil will only be aggra-
vated by rubbing ; while the advice, taken

literally, is so unsatisfactory as to have given
rise to the saying. This was perhaps origin-

ally
" You might as well try to cure a sore

eye by rubbing it with your elbow."
EDWARD NICHOLSON.

Hyeres.
" SPELLICANS

"
(10 S. viii. 449). Most

books of games, I fancy, contain a description
of

"
Spellicans." In Routledge's

'

Every
Boy's Book,' London, 1868, p. 86, the
amusement is thus explained :

"
Spelicans are made of thin pieces of ivory cut

into different forms, some being like spears, others

saws, bearded hooks, &c. ; of some of the patterns
there are duplicates, whilst of others

only
one.

Each pattern nas a value assigned to it, the lowest

being five and the highest forty. The numbers do
not run in regular succession, as five, six, seven,

eight, but irregularly, as five, sixteen, twenty-five.

Hooks, made of bone, are used as pointers.
" The game is played as follows : One player

should take up all the spelicans in a bundle, and
holding them at a little height from the table, let

them fall down in a confused heap on it ; each

player must then try alternately to take away a

spelican from the heap without moving any of the

others, and this it is generally very easy to accom-

plish at the first, for the top ones are mostly uncon-
nected with the rest ;

but as the players proceed
it requires some tact to jerk them out, with the

help of the hook, made pointed for that purpose.
The player who, at the entire removal of the heap,
has the greatest number of spelicans, wins the

game. Should any of the spelicans while being
removed shake the others, they must be put back
into the heap again. It is usual in some places,
instead of each player removing a spelican alter-

nately, for one to continue lifting up the spelicans
until he happens to shake one, when another player
takes his turn until he in like manner fails, when
another tries his fortune ; and so the game continues

until the spelicans are withdrawn."

RICHARD WELFORD.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

There lies before me a little
box^about

five inches long, which is labelled
" Bone

Spellicans." The contents poor relations

of MR. RATCLIFFE'S specimens are thin,

flat, pointed strips of bone, differenced by
indentations and finials of varied form, and
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having numbers incised upon one side.

The game is to drop them promiscuously
into a heap, and for two antagonists to take

turns in trying which of them can extricate

the most pieces without moving any but

those chosen for attack. When A makes
a shake, B sets to work and operates until

he too is guilty of causing a stir. Tn the

end, the player who has been the more for-

tunate accounts himself winner, either from
the number of the spellicans he holds, or

from the sum of the figures which they bear.

The game requires a steady hand, a quick
eye, and no small amount of patience.

Twenty-three spellicans and parts of two
hooks are left to me. Tliree of the strips
have the number XXXV. ST. SWITHIN.

I remember seeing this game in use for

evening amusement at the house of a friend

about 1868. The spellicans were made of

some hard wood, and were all flat, being
of about the texture of an ordinary official

post card. They were, like MB. RATCLIFFE'S

specimens, about four inches long, of different

shapes, and curiously carved. I do not know
the exact number of them. Perhaps the
word "

game
"
applied to spellicans is some-

what of a misnomer. I know we boys soon
tired of it as a trial of skill, and voted it
" slow " and " tame." JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

I have seen round ivory
"

spillikins,"
as I was taught to call them in my boyish
days, but those that I remember using were
flat, very thin slips of boxwood, carved

fantastically and numbered. The game
consisted of throwing them down in a mixec
heap on the table, and the players then pro-
ceeded alternately to remove them one
by one, with the help of a special hook pro-
vided for the purpose. My impression is

that there were two dozen spillikins in a
set and two hooks. E. E. STREET.

Chichester.

I have several specimens of the game of

spellicans. One in a round carved ivory
box contains nearly 50 spellicans ; besides
the numerals, 16 have painted Japanese
ornaments. Two others in flat boxes contain
26 spellicans each, with rules. I should
be very pleased to lend MB. RATCLIFFE
a copy of the rules, if he would promise to
return it. CAROLINE STEGGALL.
The Croft, Southover, Lewes.

The game of spellicans or spillikins is

known in Holland as
"
knibbelspel." The

object of the game is, with the piece in hand,

to remove a spellican clear of the heap
without in any way disturbing the others,

[f a player succeeds, he has further attempts ;

jut the smallest movement, or even vibra-

;ion, of any other piece than the one he is

:rying to secure, passes the turn on to the
next player. I have never seen the game
played in England, and do not know if it is

played even abroad at the present time.
WALTER J. WBIGHT.

Faversham.

I remember spellicans being in use from

sixty to seventy years ago. We used, at
school, to- cut them out of sticks or spills.
There were many sold in the Lowther
Arcade. WALTEE SCABGILL.

[We have ourselves frequently played the game
in youth, but we cannot recommend it, as it leads-

to endless disputes as to whether slight movement
has occurred or not. Several other correspondents
are thanked for replies, which have been forwarded
to the querist.]

LAWS OF GRAVITY AND THE ANCIENT-
GREEKS (10 S. viii. 210, 394). The passage
of Plutarch is not in the

' De Placitis

Philosophorum
'

(which is no symposium),
but in the ' De Facie in Orbe Luiise,'

924 A-C. Pharnaces having stated the
doctrine of his sect (the Stoics) that the
earth is in the centre of the universe and
held in position by the tendency of all

heavy bodies to that point, an attempt is-

made by his opponent to demonstrate the

absurdity of this theory by showing,,

among other inferences which might be
drawn from it, that if heavy masses of
metal weighing many tons (/zi'oYwi's

XiAioT<-Aai'Toi><;) were dropped down a hole

perforating the earth, they would remain

suspended at the centre ; and that if a man
could take up his stand at the very centre of
the earth, his head and his feet would both
be uppermost. Lucretius ridicules the Stoic-

view ati. 1052 sqq. of his 'De Rerum Natura,'
where Munro remarks :

" Had Epicurus, while retaining his conceptions
of infinite space and matter and innumerable worlds
and systems, seen fit to adopt this stoical doctrine
of things tending to a centre, and so to make his

atoms rush from all sides of space alike towards
a centre, he might have anticipated the doctrine of
universal gravity But Lucretius is right in

rejecting the absurd reasons which the stoics gave
for things pressing to the centre of one finite world,
in the midst of infinite void, and he well exposes;
here their inconsistency in making some things
seek, others fly from the centre."

As Munro observes, the Peripatetics and
some others held a similar doctrine to that
of the Stoics. EDWARD BENSLY.
Univ. Coll., Aberystwyth.
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BRITTANY IDOLATROUS FOLK-LORE (10 S.

viii. 409). I- think it may be reasonably
assumed that the process of replacing the
old name was as follows : the uneducated
Bretons observed that people who were
better taught spoke of La Venus de Quini-

pilly and then took up the fashion, especially
when conversing with those of a rank above
them. It is not improbable that they still

use the Celtic or pre-Celtic name of the
monument when they speak of it among
their equals. This is perhaps Er Groach
Houard, the old Woman of Couarde : see

Baring-Gould's
' A Book of Brittany,' p. 27.

ST. SWITHIN.

Much light is thrown on the subject in

Miln's
'

Fouilles faites >x Carnac,' 1877,

p. 161 :

" The superposition ot' constructions of so different
-a nature on the Mont St. Michel is the very history
-of Brittany, where at every point you meet with
iraces of three periods, confused together in the
minds of the people, viz., the period of the Stone
Monuments (Celtic), the period of the Roman
Domination, and the Christian period. The earn
or tumulus waa- erected on the hill ; then came
Roman constructions ; and, lastly, the Christian
church and cross, which now crowns the summit of

the tumulus."

In the same book are drawings of the
statuettes of Venus Genetrix and of Venus
Anadyomene found at the Bossenno mounds.
The Rev. S. Baring-Gould gives a curious

story of the digging up at Keranna, the
oaer or camp of Anna (the Celtic Mother
God), of one of these dies matres, of which
so many have been found near Carnac :

" The Carmelites heard of the image, and
determined on exploiting this discovery :

they organized a cult of the image," calling
it St. Anne. This was in 1627. The figure
was destroyed in 1790. T. S. M.

SOVEREIGNS AND HALF - SOVEREIGNS :

THEIR WEIGHTS AND DATES (10 S. viii. 251).
I may be allowed to answer my own

query. I have obtained the following
information from the Deputy Master of

the Mint :

"The brass discs referred to represent the least
current weights of the sovereign (5 dwts. 2^ grns.)
and of the half-sovereign (2 dwts. 13J grim.) as
established by Proclamation of 6 February, 1821,
-and unchanged to this dav." The figures given by Tate are those of previous
Proclamations dated 1 July and 10 October, 1817,

oxcept that the weight of the half-sovereign is

-stated incorrectly, and should be 2 dwts. 13^ grns.
The date of the Order in Coiincil authorizing the
lirst issue of sovereigns was .31 May, 1817 (not 1816,
as P. Kelly's 'Cambist* says). Half-sovereigns
were first issued in the same year, the Order in
Council being dated 10th October, 1817.

"It maybe added that the standard, weight of
the sovereign from its first issue has been 5 dwts.

3^H grns., and that of the half-sovereigns 2 dwts.

l&JHi$ grns."

In reply to a letter in which I said that

Kelly gave 1816 as the date of minting, not
of issuing, sovereigns, I have received the

following :

"The new coinage Act was passed in 1816, and
this may have misled Kelly, but our records are

quite clear that sovereigns and half-sovereigns were
minted in 1817, and not in 1816. This department
acts only under Order in Council, and has no autho-

rity to commence a coinage until such instrument
is passed."

It will be seen that the extra allowance
for wear of the half-sovereign has always
been J grain, i.e., that two half-sovereigns
have always been and are current when,
being equal to each other, they weigh
together grain less than the minimum
weight of one sovereign ; and that the
1821 Proclamation decreased the current

weights of the sovereign and half-sovereign

by J grain and J grain respectively. The
standard weight of the half-sovereign,
as it comes from the Mint, is of course

exactly equal to half of a sovereign.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

INSCRIPTIONS AT NAPLES (10 S. viii. 62,

161, 242, 362, 423). Perhaps no name
in the list of those buried in this necropolis
is more fiesh in my recollection than that
of Alexander Disney (No. 404), recorded
as born in Dublin in 1803, and dead in

Naples in 1883.

I knew him well ;
he was a fine gentle-

man of the old school, often to be seen

sunning himself in the Villa, or public

promenade of Naples, scrupulously attired

in a garb of pronounced mustard-coloured
hue. Impoverished by Hibernian reckless-

ness, he lived in Naples from 1869 until,

I suppose, his death in 1883.

He was commonly reputed to have been
an Irish master of hounds, and his portly
figure and swelling mien betokened some
reminder (shall I add remainder ?) of his

ruined greatness. He was a portrait in

purple as to visage, just stepped out from
Charles Lever's picture gallery of Irish

eccentrics. Simple-minded, and of imper-
turbable good nature, he was a favourite

among young people, and I was pleased
about a year ago to recall to his friend Miss

Agnes Clerke (the writer on astronomy,
lately lost to the science in London) how
we had all met him at her mother's "

apart-
ment "

in Naples in 1870, and the delight
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and laughter his clumsy gambols caused

among his fair partners in an attempted
waltz.
A notable incident during his Neapolitan

career still excites my risible faculties.

Careless of the cost, the free-handed Disney
boldly resolved on entertaining a miscel-

laneous collection of human curios with
whom he was only very slightly acquainted.
The selection comprised an incongruous
and unhomogeneous agglomeration of ladies

of doubtful title, commingled with others

of a tinsel character, partly chosen by his

Italian friends from theatrical circles. I

was invited, but declined to participate
in this revel. When I asked him later how
his party had prospered, he frankly acknow-

ledged that it had totally failed. He com-

plained sadly of the peculiar want of appre-
ciation displayed by his guests in enjoying
his mixture of false and genuine feminine

ingredients. His venture to introduce in-

discriminately representatives of different

classes to each other doomed him to dis-

appointment. Nothing abashed, he tried

the experiment again ; but determined
not to repeat his former error, or split on
the same rock, he left his equally immiscible

company to their own resources entirely,
so that before midnight his reception
hall was deserted and empty. After this

he vanished from my view : and I heard
of him no more until I saw his name in

COL. PARRY'S list of burials in the Naples
Cemetery.

No. 382 in the same list tells of the inter-

ment in 1872 of Mary Somerville and after-

wards of that of her two daughters, Martha
and Mary. As all Englishmen know, Mrs.
Somerville was a celebrity before my time
(1869 to 1876) at Naples, and lived on the

Chiaja. Doubtless her example may have
led the late Miss Clerke to prosecute her
studies in the same intricate field of science

(astronomy), as they were both resident
in Naples contemporaneously. Her two
daughters and companions (who died in

1875 and 1879) devoted much of their
leisure time to yachting round and about
the lovely Bay of Naples.

WILLIAM MERCER.
8, Stevenage Road, Fulham, S.W.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW THE GREAT, E.G.
(10 S. viii. 427). Several mediaeval bosses
from London buildings are preserved
(mostly unassigned as to whence they came)
in the Guildhall Museum. See the '

Catalogue
of Antiquities

'

in the Museum, pp. 136,
209, 215, 250, 251.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

JEisallaiwous.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &a

The Manorial Society'* Monoyraph*. Li*t* of
Manor Court Rollis in Private Hands. Part I.

THIS first instalment of the new Manorial Society's
work, by Mr. Alfred L. Hardy, shows how wide a,

field of research is open to inquirers. We con-

gratulate the Society on making an excellent start.

Good resolutions and reports as to what ought to
be done have preceded, but it needs personal
energy to translate such intentions into perform-
ance, as the new body has now done. The Intro-
duction gives details as to the sparse literature of
the subject, and is, we believe, from the pen of Mr.
Charles Greenwood, who has taken the opportunity
to put students on the right lines to make use of
Mr. Hardy's List. This List is wider than the title

implies, for it deals with records in the possession
of corporate bodies as well as private j>ersons or
stewards of the manors. Few will, we think,
suspect the extent of the sources here revealed tx>

the local historian and antiquary. We give a few
instances.
The Court Rolls of Pollyfant, Cornwall, extend!

from 1662 to the present day ; those of EastMersea,.
Essex, from 1.383 to 1895. Those of Thornbury reach
from 1386 to 1458, and from 1671 to the present
time. The Rolls of the intervening period are
believed to be in existence somewhere, and the
Society would be glad to hear of them. In the
manor of Birling, Kent, the forfeit of a heriot of
the best live beast is claimed upon the death of a
tenant. In many cases local notes as to changes of

spelling or merging of two parishes in one are of
interest. We hope the records may be used for help
in the compilation of that index of English place-
names which is one of the most obvious needs of
scholarship to-day.

Societies are started on little provocation, but the
wonder is that the present association did not come
into existence long ago. It would have rejoiced the
heart of Prof. Maitland, that brilliant student of
mediaeval lore. Others are working on his lines,,
and it is to be hoped that the cultivated section of
the public will increasingly realize the pleasure and
profit of such investigations. For ourselves, the
wonderful permanence of the elements of English
social systems is a fascinating subject. It has a local
as well as a national side, and in these days, when
the ownership of land is so widely canvassed, the
least lords of manors can do is to acquaint themselves-
with their rights, privileges, and duties.

Any information respecting Court Rolls will be

gratefully received by Mr. Greenwood, who is the
Registrar of the Society, at 1, Mitre Court Buildings,
Temple, E.G. The Deputy Registrar is Mr. Hardy,
the cai>able compiler of the List before us.

Whitaker'a Almanack, 190S. (12, Warwick Lane.)

WE should be lost on the first day of the new year
without our '

Whitaker,' and daily is it by our side
until the year closes and the new volume takes its-

place. The editor this year makes an addition, and
although it occupies only eight pages, it will be-

found of great value. It is
' The English Citizen's

Diary,' for the use of Parish Councils, Town Clerks,
Registrars, and citizens generally, and shows the
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days when certain official duties are to be per-
formed, and when Inland Revenue Licences expire.
The special articles and summaries include 'Geo-

graphical Progress,' by Edward Heawood ; 'British

Military Policy in 1908,' by P. R. Coles ;

'

Employers'
Liability,' by W. Schooling; and ' The Cost of Old-

Age Pensions,' by H. H. Bassett. In the last is

shown the cost of a non-discriminating universal

old-age pension scheme, of which Mr. Charles Booth
is the principal advocate. The age fixed by him is

sixty-five, and the pension proposed 5s. weekly, no
contribution being required from the pensioner.
" The total number of persons of sixty-five years of

age at the present time is estimated at 2,116,000, so

that the initial outlay would be 27,508,0001., apart
from the cost of administration. This amount would
be equivalent to a poll-tax of about 12s. 6d. per head
on uie total estimated population (1907) of the
United Kingdom. The cost of pensions granted
universally to persons of seventy years and upwards
would amount to 16,302,000, the estimated numbers
of that age being 1,254,000." We, with all our

fellow-citizens, wish ' Whitaker '

many happy new
years.

EQUALLY useful in its way is Whitaker's Peerage.
The volume still grows, and, as the editor remarks,
" bids fair to continue to do so, if the present high
rate of new creations is to proceed. Our list records

72 new Knights Bachelor in place of less than half

that number who are deceased, whilst the 235 new
Companions represent an even greater disproportion.
The Royal Victorian Order has received some
90 additions, irrespective of the hosts of Honorary
Knights and Commanders and Members abroad.
The addresses of London clubs, long felt to be an
omission, have been supplied. A vast amount of

time has been expended upon
' Historic Peerage

'

and the ' Historic Baronetage,' and the editor in this

has to acknowledge the kind assistance of Mr. A. P.

Burke, "and also several valuable notes from the
ever-courteous Mr. Cokayn3," whose initials are
familiar to readers of

' N. & Q.'

ALL lovers of Christmas carols should possess
themselves of A Wreath of Christmas Carols and
Poems, chosen by our well-known contributor
Mr. William Andrews, and published by Mr. Tutin
of Hull, who has already rendered good service by
the publication of many other delightful booklets
as good as thev are cheap. This '

Wreath,' well

printed on excellent paper, can be had for the small
sum of threepence.
Mr. Andrews has made his selection with

judgment and taste, and in his brief preface reminds
us that the earliest carol we possess is in Norman-
French, and dates back to the thirteenth centurv,
the manuscript being in the British Museum. In
1521 was issued, from the press of Wynkyn de
Worde, the first printed collection of carols.

The opening carol in the present selection,

"Lordlings listen to our lay," is said to be the
earliest English example ; and among the latest is

included Charles Mackay's
' Under the Holly

Bough,' and in the whole collection we can find no
sweeter lines than these :

Ye who have scorned each other,
Or injured friend or brother,
In the fast-fading year,

Ye who by word or deed
Have made a kind heart bleed,
Come gather here.

Let sinned against and sinning
Forget their strife's beginning,
And join in friendship now ;

Be link no longer broken,
Be sweet forgiveness spoken,
Under the holly bough.

MR. HENRY FROWDE will during January add to
"The World's Classics" 'Cowper's Letters,' selected
and introduced by Mr. E. V. Lucas ; Jane Austen's
'

Emma,' with an Introduction by the same ;

Marlowe's ' Faustus ' and the first part of Goethe's
' Faust' in Anster's translation, with an Introduc-
tion by Dr. A. W. Ward ; Reynolds's

'

Discourses,'
with an Introduction by Mr. Austin Dobson;
Vol. II. of Robert Browning's 'Poems'; and the
final issues of the complete works of Burke, which
occupy six volumes.

BOOKSELLERS' NEW YEAR CATALOGUES.

THE New Year having opened, booklovers will

begin to search for fresh treasures to add to their

prized collections. We notice below some of the
opportunities afforded to them.

Mr. William Downing, of Birmingham, begins his

Catalogue 469 with a copy of Sir Walter Scott's
Works (101. 10s.), presented by him to Lady Charlotte
Scott on her marriage. It contains his letter to
Cadell, dated 14th June, 1822, asking him to cause
the volumes "to be carefully packed up and
separately wrapt in paper and sent to Right Hon.
Lady Charlotte Scott, care of Right Hon. Lord
Montagu, Clarendon Hotel, Bond Street, by the
steamboat or mailcoach. They are a wedding
present to my young friend." This is followed by
another valuable item, being one of the gems from
the Earl of Sheffield's library : Ogilby's Works,
7vols., folio, old russia. 1670-75, 20/. There is a,

beautiful set of Walpole's Letters, Cunningham's
edition, 9 vols., tree marbled calf, 1906, 11. Is. A
fifteenth century complete Salisbury Missal, with
20 miniatures in gold and colours, square 12mo,
crimson velvet, is 81. 8s. ; and a curious and rare

book, Braun and Hogenberg's 'Civitates Orbis
Terrarum,' 5 vols., folio, 1572-1600, 11. 10s. ; other
entries include a fine copy of Baskerville's '

Ariosto,'
1773, 61. 6s. ; The "Authentic" Dickens, 81. 8s. ;

a set of Motley, 9 vols., half morocco, 11. 12s. 6d. ;

and an original issue of Punch, 1845-65, 6/. 6s. There
are sets of Thackeray; much of interest will be
found under Napoleon ; and under Nelson and
Lady Hamilton are his letters (with some from his

father), to Lady Hamilton, rare, 1814, 21. 2s.

Messrs. S. Drayton & Sons send from Exeter two
Catalogues. The first, No. 189, contains The United
Service Magazine, 1843-66, 4. 4s. ; Muther's ' Modern
Painting,' 3 vols., royal 8vo, 21. 15s. ; Laird Clowes's
'

Royal Navy,' 7 vols., 4to, cloth, 57. 10s. ; Collinson's
'

Somerset,' 3 vols., 4to, Bath, 1791, 61. 15s. : and
Allen's 'Great Cathedrals,' Boston, U.S.A., 2 vols.,

large folio, II. 15s. Under Bunyan is the first edition
of 'The Acceptable Sacrifice,' Geo. Larkin, 1689,

12mo, original calf binding, 4/. 4s.
' The Faerie

Queene,' edited by Wise, is 3. 10s. ; and a set of

Blackwood, 1817-1902, 61. 10s.

Messrs. Drayton's Catalogue 190 is devoted to

Theology, and includes the works of Trench,
Baring-Gould, Keble, Maurice, Stanley, and others.

Mr. Francis Edwards's Catalogue 295, has under
Africa, The Mafeking Mail, published during the
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siege, 49 numbers, Nov. 3, 1899, to May 23, 1900,

one vol.. folio, 31. 15t. Under America, are Abbot
and Smith's

' Natural History of Lepidopterous
Insects of Georgia,' 2 vols., folio, red mor.icco, 1797,
1(V. 10*. ; and Gould's

' Humming Birds,' 6 vols.,

full red morocco, 1861-87, 581. Under Art we find

Crowe and Cavalcaselle's
'

Painting in Italy,' &c.

10 vols.,22/. 10-*. : and Paintings at Buckingham
Palace and Windsor Castle, 10/. 1ft*. Works on
Australia includes Angas's

' South Australia Illus-

trated,' 1847, 127. Under Ceylon is Daniell's
'

Picturesque Illustrations,' 1808, 67. 10s. ; and under
Coins, Stanley Lane Poole's 'Catalogue of Oriental
Coins in the British Museum,' 12 vols., 221. There is

A choice item under Cruikshank, being Thackeray's
essay in The Westminster Review, June 1840, inlaid

to 4to size and extra illustrated, 2 vols., with

.-specially printed titles, tree calf by Tout, 1840, 251.

"There are two notable items from the library of

W. C. Macready ; Blair's
' Lectures on Rhetoric and

Belles-Lettres, with autograph notes, 4 vols., 1814,
-57. 10* ; and

'

Reynard the Fox,' a presentation
copy from Mrs. Carlyle to Catherine Macready,
Longmans. 1845, 91. 12*. 6rf. Much of interest occurs
under Military, Napoleon, Trials, &c. ; and under
Nattes is a collection of 581 original drawings,
illustrating a tour in the Pyrenees, Switzerland,
France, and Italy, 1820-22, 5 vols., 4to, 105*.

Messrs. William George's Sons, of Bristol, have
in their Catalogue 303 Hartshorne's 'Old English
Glasses,' II. !&*. ;

' The Paston Letters,' 6 vols., 21. ;

And Seebohm and Sharpe's
'

Thrushes,' 2 vols., lolio,

half-morocco, III. lls. There are lists under Africa,
America, and Asia. Ceramics includes Chaffers's
4 Keramic Gallery,' 2 vols., imperial 8vo, 67. 6*.; and
Delange and Bornemann's 'Palissy,' royal folio,

half-morocco, 11. 15*. A set of Coleridge, 12 vols.,
in Moxon's cloth, 1847-53, is SI. 18*. There are a
number of works on India and Japan; and attention
is drawn to a special catalogue of

'

Orientalia,j
which can be had on request. Under Scott is the
"Abbotsford Edition," 51. 5s.; under Sporting,
Cross's 'Autobiography of a Stage-Coachman,'
4/. 4s. ; and under R. L. Stevenson, the first

edition of
' Travels with a Donkey in the

Cevennes,' 4. 10*.

Mr. John Hitchman, of Birmingham, has in his

List 460 a line set of Ruskin's ' Modern Painters
'

and ' Stones of Venice,' first editions, 8 vols, half-

morocco, 19/. lO*1
. ; another set of

' Modern Painters,'
5 vols , tree calf, III. lls. ; a complete set to 1905 of

the Bibliographical Society's Publications, 151. ;

'

Burne-Jones, by Malcolm Bell, SI. Ss. ; a complete
set of Jesse's Historical Memoirs, 3 vols., cloth,
101. 10*. ; Spenser, Payne Collier's edition, 5 vols.,
SI. 3*. ; and Carlyle. 34 vols., original cloth, uncut,
16V. 16*. Under Charles I. are Fea's '

Memoirs,'
31., limited to 500 copies, and Skelton's work,
royal 4to, Goupil, 1898, 2/. 7*. 6V/. ; while under
Rossetti is Manllier's '

Life,' 21. 2s.

Mr. Alexander VV. Macphail, of Edinburgh, very
properly opens his List XCII. with Jameson's
'

Dictionary of the Scottish Language,' 5 vols.,
SI. 18*. 6rf. This is followed by a choice selection of

standard authors in handsome bindings. We note,
De Quincey, 14 vols., 31. 3*. ; George Eliot, 8 vols.,
31. 3*. ; Green's '

English People,' 8 vols., 41. 7*. 6rf. ;

Gibbon, 8 vols., U. 15*. ; Ruskin's
' Stones of Venice,'

3 vols, royal 8vo, spotless condition, 1858, 41. 4*. ;

Hogarth, Austin Dobson's edition, 4/. 10*. : and
Thackeray, 13 vols., 57. 5s. There is a beautiful set

of TurgeniefFs Novels, SI. 10*. A copy of the
famous authority on Tartans,

' Vestiarium Scoti-

cum,' is 11. 7*. There are many works under
Jacobite, Highlands, Borders, &c.

Mr. W. M. Murphy, of Liverpool, sends his Cata-
logue 131, containing a complete set of Lytton's

1851-09, 21. ; 'Stafford Gallery,' II. 5,*.; 'Turner
Gallery,' 21. 15*.; and Stillman s

' Venus and Apollo
iu Painting and Sculpture,' 21. 2*. Under Bewick
will be found '

Select Fables,' first edition, royal
8vo, a fine fresh copy, SI. 10*. Cheshire works in-

clude Ormerod and Sulley's
'

Birkenhead.' Under
Coloured Plates is a copy of

' John Mytton,' scarce,
1837, 10Y. A list under Dickens includes the "

Bio-

graphical Edition," 19 vols., half calf extra, 57. 5s.

Drama comprises Doran's 'Their Majesties' Ser-
vants,' II. 15*,; Joseph Knight's

'

Theatrical Notes,'
5v. 6rf. ; and Payne Collier's

' Dramatic Poetry,'
II. Ss. Under Fashion Plates is London's '

Ladies'
Companion,' 1850-65, SI. Ss.; and under Gilbert's
Illustrations, the Staunton '

Skakesneare,' II. 2*. 6rf.

The three series of the 'Greville Memoirs,' first

editions, with the passages afterwards suppressed,
8 vols., original cloth, uncut, 1874-87, are 51. 15s.
Under Planche" is the scarce '

Cyclopaedia ot Cos-
tume,' 2 vols., 4to, 67. 6s.

Jiattas ta (Eomspantonts.
We must call special attention to the folloicing

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of
disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-
spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to a] ipear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

REX, Montreal. The name appended to the book
was a pseudonym. You had better write to one of
the second-hand booksellers whose catalogues are
advertised in

' N. & Q.'

W. HUMBLE JOHNSON ("Horses' Skulls placed
under Buildings "). Many instances of this prac-
tice, with a discussion of the reasons underlying it,
will be found at 8 S. viii. 248, 351, 474.

CORRIOENDCM. 10 S. viii. 507, col. 1, 1. 27, for
nezoloot

" read rezoloot.

NOTICE.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we dp not
print, and to this rule we can make no exception.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (JANUARY).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page).

NOW READY.
CATALOGUE 123. Old Engraved London

Views.

CATALOGUE 124. Second-hand and Rare
Books.

CATALOGUE 125. Rare Bojks and Topo-
graphical Views.

CATALOGUE 126. Choice Engraved Por-
traits and Fancy Subjects.

All gratis and post free on application to:

MYERS & CO.,
59, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

L. C. BRAUN,
17, Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.
ENGLISH AND FOREIGN

SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER.
ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

WOODCUTS, EARLY BOOKS,
MSS., &c.

LEIGHTON'S
Illustrated Catalogue,

Containing 1,350 Facsimiles.

Thick 8vo, art cloth, 25s. ; half-morocco, 30s.

Part XIII., CAL CHRYS, with 164 Facsimiles, including
Berners' Froissart, Cambridge bindings, Capgrave 1516,

Cepio 1477, and a large collection of Early Chronicles.

[>VoJ ready, price 2s.

J. & J. LEIGHTON,
40, Brewer Street, Golden Square, London, W.

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
5, PALL MALL, S.W.

(CARLTON HOTEL BUILDING).

Choice Books.

Rare Autographs & MSS.
CATALOGUE OF RARE BOOKS AND MSS.

NOW READY, price Is.

W. M. V O Y N I C H,
68, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.,
PALAZZO BORGESE, FLORENCE,

WARSAW, POLAND.

INCUNABULA, WOODCUTS,
MEDICINE, BINDINGS, ENGLISH

LITERATURE, SHAKESPEARIANA, &c.

CATALOGUES FREE.

J. POOLE & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1854,

1O4, CHARINGCROSS ROAD, LONDON.
School, Classical, Scientific, Mathematical,

and Students'

BOOKSELLERS,
New and Second-Hand.

4.11 Enquiries as to Prices of Books in our
very large stock answered.

BOOKS BOUGHT.

BOOKBUYERS
ARE STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO APPLY TO

E. GEORGE & SONS
FOR ANY WORKS REQUIRED,

As they have special means for procuring at short notice

any obtainable book in the market.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS ANSWERED.
Telephone 6150 Central.

151, Whitechapd Road, London, E., Eng.

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
28, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

LONDON, W.C.

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-
PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.
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FRANCIS EDWARDS,
BOOKSELLER,

83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

100,000 VOLUMES IN STOCK.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

VALUATIONS FOR PROBATE, &c.

CATALOGUES RECENTLY ISSUED .

MILITARY LITERATURE, including Regimental

Records, Military Biography, &c. 96 pages.

NAVAL HISTORY and Biography, Nelson Autographs, &c.

132 pages.

MISCELLANEOUS CATALOGUE, No. 295, including
Books with Coloured Plates, Books of Views, Alpine

Literature, &c.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND. 8 pages.

IN PREPARATION.

CATALOGUE OF SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY
ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Published Weekly hy JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. E.G. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Dream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, B.C. Saturday, January 4, 1906.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

r PRICE FOUKPENCE.

No. 211. [S
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v. Yearly Subscription, 20. 6d. postfret

SECOND-HAND BOOKS FOR PRESENTS.

No. 678 of

SOTHERAN'S PRICE-CURRENT OF LITERATURE,
JUST PUBLISHED,

Consists of a large collection of Hooks in

LITERATURE AND ART (ENGLISH AND FOREIGN),
either in good Second-hand condition or in Handsome New bindings ;

the Whole especially suitable for Gifts.

A COPY POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

BOOK-SEARCHING AND REPORTING.
MESSRS. SOTHERAN would direct attention to the facilities they possess for finding Books

not in Stock, both English and Foreign, They can offer a skilled Staff who can help in identifying

the Book wanted, and an effective system of advertising wants to the Trade both at Home and en

the Continent, without any charge to their Customers ; and will always be glad to hear of Books

wanted, however unimportant or small.

LIBRARIES AND BOOKS BOUGHT,
VALUED FOR PROBATE, OR ARRANGED AND CATALOGUED;

ALSO ENGRAVINGS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND AUTOGRAPH LETTERS.

HO, STRAND, W.C. (near Waterloo Bridge) ;

Telephone : CENTRAL 1515.

37, PICCADILLY, W. (opposite St. James's Church).
Telephone : MAYFAIR 3601.

Telegraphic Address: BOOKMEN, LONDON. Codes: UNICODE; and A.B.C., Fifth Edition.

Founded in Tower Street, City, 1816.
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WANTED,
a COPY of OCTAVIUS MORGAN'S

PAPER on the NETTLECOMBE CHALICE, reprinted from
Arehaolwiui. Vol. XLII.. pp. 405-418. and published in 1870 >>y

Nichi.lK, m. Parliament Street, Price to 28. Manville Road, Upper
Tooting, 8.W.

QUEEN
MARIE ANTOINETTE. BARON

CARL DE VINEK. 12, Rue de Presbourg, Paris, is writing a

Book on the Portraits of Marie Antoinette, and would feel most
obliged for any communications given to him on authentic Por-

traits in Private Collections, Portraits Painted, Drawn, in

Tapestry, modelled in Wax, China, Marble, Ac. ; but no Prints or

Engravings.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

PEDIGREES TRACED : Evidences of Descent
-L from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

CTERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
JLJL with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-
ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, &c.

L. CULLETON, 92. Piccadilly. London, W.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS. Ltd.. Publishers and Printers,

BO, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.)

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 5*. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Site, s. per dozen, ruled or plain.

Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be
remmsihle for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should Ix- retained.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Hooks published during
the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. 6cZ. home and

13s. Qd. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning

Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

ATHENAEUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD

STICKPHAST
PASTE is miles better than Gum

for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, Ac. 3d., ed. and ]. with
strong, uteful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factor)-, Sugar Loaf Court.
Leaiienhall Street, E.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

VTOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
-Ll to NOTES AMD QUERIES free by post is 10. 3d. for Six
Months ; or 20. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index.
J. BltVTARD FRANCIS. Kotet aiul yutriet Office. Bream'i Building*]
Chancery l.ine. E.C.

THIRD EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

THE PENNY CHRONOLOGY: a Series of
Important Dates in the Hiftory of the World from the Reipn

of David to the Present Time. Third Edition, By W. T. LYNN,
B.A. F.R.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS. LIMITED, 15. Paternoster How.

SECOND EDITION, fcap. 8vo, price Fourpence.

NEW TESTAMENT CHRONOLOGY: the
Piincipal Events Recorded in the New Testament, Arranged

under their Probable Respective Dates. By W. T. LYNN, B.A.
F.R.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS. LIMITED, IB. Paternoster Row.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN DISRAELI,
EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, 1820-1892.

Xf" O T E S AKD QUERIES
J-l for APRIL 29, MAY 13, 27, JUNE 10, 24, and JULY 8, 1893,

Contains a
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE EARL OF BEACONSFIELD.

This includes KEYS to 'VIVIAN GREY/
CONINGSBY/ -LOTHAIR,' and 'ENDYMION. 1

Price of the Six Numbers, 2s. ; or free by post, 2*. 3d.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS.
Kotee and tyteriet Office. Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, E.G.

\TEWSVENDORS' BENEVOLENT AND
-Ll PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 27,0002.

Office : 15 and 16, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.

Patron :

The Right Hon. THE EARL OF ROSEBERT, K.G. K.T.

President :

The LORD GLENESK.
Treasurer :

THE LONDON AND WESTMINSTER BANK, LIMITED.
OBJECTS. This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of

London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Banner, for
granting Pensions and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors of Newspapers.
MEMBERSHIP. Every Man or Woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether Publisher, Wholesaler, Retailer, Employer, or
Employed, is entitled to become a Member of this Institution, and
enjoy its benefits upon payment of Five Shillings annually, or Three
Guineas for life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of

Newsixipers, and such Members who thus contribute secure priority
of consideration in the event of their needing aid from the Institution.
PENSIONS. The Annuitants now number Thirty-six, the Men

receiving -251. and the Women 20i. per annum each.
The "Royal Victoria Pension Fund," commemorating the great

advantages the News Trade enjoyed under the rul* of Her late

Majesty Queen Victoria, provides 201. a year each for Six Widows of
Newsvcndors.
The " Francis Fund "

provides Pensions for One Man. 2.11., and One
Woman 20Z., and was specially subscribed in memory of the late John
Francis, who died on April 6, 1882, and was for more than fi'ty years
Piiblinher of the Atheiuemn. He took an active and leading iirt
throughout the whole period of the agitation for the repeal of the
various then existing "Taxes on Knowledge," and was for very many
years a staunch supporter of this Institution.
The " Horace Marshall Pension Fund "

is the gift of the late Mr.
Horace Brooks Marshall. The employes of that firm have primary
right of election to its benefits.
The "Herbert Lloyd Pension Fund" provides 25!. per nnnum fot

one man. in per|>etuai and grateful memory of Mr. Herbert Lloyd, who
died May 12. 1899.

The principal features of the Rules governing election to all Pensions
are, that each Candidate shall have been (1) a Member of the Institu-
tion for not less than ten years preceding application ; (2) not less than
fifty-five years of age ; (3) engaged in the sale of Newspapers for at least

ten years.
RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only

to Members of the Institution, but to Newsvendors or their servants
who may be recommended for assistance bv Members of the Institu-

tion. Inquiry is made in such cases by Visiting Committees, and
relief is awarded in accordance with the merits and requiremrnts of
each case. W. WLLKIE JONES. Secretary.
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LONDON, SATURDAY, JANUARY 11, 1908.

CONTENTS. No. 211.

3fOTES :

'

Dictionary of National Biography : Epitome,'
21 Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio, 22 The Mystery of
Hannah Lightfoot, 24 The "Lord "Mayor of London-
Abraham Lincoln and Tom Taylor, 26 Wille, the French
Engraver Epitaph at Hunsdon Coleridge on the Origin
of 'Christabel 'Milton's Bible" Billycock," 27.

QUER1ES: Burnham Society, Somerset Sobieski Family
Dedications of Churches Alexanders of Ireland and

Scotland : Suirdale, 28 Authors of Quotations Wanted
Chiswick High Road and George III. Lamb's ' My
(treat-Aunt's Manuscript' Proclamation of Winter-
Pragmatism

"
Tye

"
Rev. John Byng Edward and

Henry Bulwer Most-Used English Words Mrs.
Aberdein : Papyruseuin Suffolk Street Riot, 1735
" Vin gris" Scotch Privateering, 30 Sir Henry Docwra,

REPLIES : The Treaty of Tilsit and Colin Mackenzie,
31 St. Andrew's Cross, 32 'Rinordine,' Irish Song
Anns on Punchbowl German Translation "Saluta-
tion "

Tavern, Billingsgate Wordsworth and Browning,
S3 Authors of Quotations Wanted Legless Spirits, 34
Men ef Family as Parish Clerks Early Eighteenth-
Century Queries Beulah Spa, Upper Norwood
^Ordinaries of Newgate Scottish Proverb, 35 "Pot-
gallery"" Gtenara Archbisho_p Blackburn "

Liggers,"
36 " Stiam Abraham " Latin Quotations Chasseurs

Britanniques Pre - Reformation Parsonages Camel
Bibliography The Lambs in Great Russell Street, 37
Public Speaking in Shakespeare's Day, 38.

TVOTES ON BOOKS : England during the Reign of
Victoria

' Heine's Book of Songs
' Reviews and

Magazines.
INotices to Correspondents.

^DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL
BIOGRAPHY: EPITOME, 1903.'

IN using this volume from time to time
I have noted a number of errors and
omissions deserving attention, and now
ppend a first list of over a hundred.

Agar (Benjamin), fl. 1643, editor of
'

King James his

Apophthegmes...,' 1643. See Lowndes, p. 1182.

a Greene (George), outlaw and companion of Robin
Hood.

Alley (Jerome), author of ' The Widowed Queen,'
Dublin, 1777 ;

' Vindiciae Christians:,' 1826.

Antrobus (Benjamin), author of
' Buds and

Blossoms of Piety...,' 1691.

Barber (John), Lord Mayor of London. His '

Life,'

published in 1741.

Barnes (Rev. Albert), Biblical commentator, author
of

' Notes on the Old and New Testaments,'
1852-3, 17 vols. ;

' Scenes and Incidents in Lite of

St. Paul,' 1869 ;

' Way of Salvation,' 1855.

Barnes (Juliana). 'D. N. B.' says "See Berners."
Barnes is correct. See 10 S. v. 352.

Bertram. ' D. N. B.' says
" See Ratramnus." But

there is no reference under that heading.

Blight (J. T.). author of 'Ancient Crosses of

Cornwall,
1
1856; 'Week at Land's End,' 1861;

' Churches of West Cornwall,' 1885.

^rinsley the elder (John). 'D. N. B.' rays f . 1663.

Should be 1603.

Budgen (L. M.), author of 'Episodes of Insect Life.'

Bullinger (Henry), voluminous writer of the 16th

Century. See Lowndes, pp. 309-10.

Butler (Samuel), satirist.
' D. N. B.' says

" son of
a Worcestershire farmer." Written in a con-

temporary hand on the title of a copy of
'

Hudibras,' 1663-4, sold at auction in 1897, was
this inscription: "By N. S. Butler, Natural
Son to ye D[uke] of Ormonde."

Careless (John), author of 'Old English Squire,'
1821.

Charleville (Lady), editor of Lord Charleville's
translation of ' La Pucelle,' 1796-7, which was
immediately suppressed and destroyed by a
relative.

Charleville (Lord), translator of Voltaire's 'La
Pucelle.' First published posthumously in

1796-7.

Chetwynde or Chetwinde (Philip), publisher of
third edition of Shakespeare's works, 1663-4.

Clanvowe (Sir T.), author of 'The Floure and the
Leafe.'

Cobbett (William).
' D.N.B.' says "essayist,

politician, and agriculturist." To these de-

signations could be added "bookseller and
publisher."

Cooke (James) ofWarwick, "practitioner in Physiok
and chirurgery." Fl. 1636-76, author of 'Melli-
ficium Chirurgise, or Marrow of Chirurgery,
1676.

Craig, J. D. (George), author of
'

Specimen
Epigrammatum Jacobo Primum Brit. Reai
dicatum. 1624.'

Creichton (Capt. John), fl. 1731 (?).in which year his
memoirs were published by Dean Swift.

Decker (Paul), architectural writer, author of

'Chinese Architecture,' and 'Gothic Archi-
tecture Decorated,' 1759.

Delaine (Walter). Appointed by Henry VIII. to

superintend publication of all versions of the

Scriptures. Described by himself as
"
Regise

Majestatis Anglicanse Biblioscopus."
Denham (Sir John), poet. 'D.N.B.' says: "His

'

Cooper's Hill,' 1642, is the earliest example
of strictly descriptive poetry in English."
This would appear to ignore the claims of
Michael Drayton's

'

Polyolbion,' 1622, which
the ' D.N.B.' itself describes as "a long poetic
topography of England."

Doughty (Aiglen), humorous and satirical writer,
author of

'

Benjamin D '

:

' The Coming K '

;

'

Dizzi-Ben-Dizzi,' 1878; 'Edward VII..' 1876;
' Jon Dunn,' 1874 :

'

King Bertie
'

;

' The Fijiad,'
1874; 'TheSiliad,' 1873.

Drummond (Henry), author of
' Histories of Noble

British Families,' 1842-9, 2 vols.

Elvin (Charles Norton), author of 'Handbook of
the Orders of Chivalry,' 1893 ;

'

Dictionary of

Heraldry,' 1889, &c.

Freake (J.), translator of H. C. Aerippa's
' Three

Books of Occult Philosophy,' 1651.

Gibson (Anthony), editor of
" A Woman's Woorth

defended against all the men in the World,
proving them to be more perfect, excellent,
and absolute in all virtxious actions than any
man of what qualitie soever. Written by one
that has heard much, seene much, but knowes
a great deal more," 1599.

Good all, Bp. (Baptist), author of ' The Tryall of

Travell,' 1630.
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Greig (John), co-author of
'

History of Cathedral

Churches,' 1814-19, and other Works.
Grimeston or Grimstone (Edward), author of

' Historic of the Netherlands,' 1608 ;

' Low
Country Commonwealth,' 1609; 'Counsellor of

Estate,
11

1634; 'Estates and Empires of the

World,' 1615 ;

'

History of the Serrail and Court
of the Grand Seigneur,' 1635 ; and other
translations.

Hall (John), poet. 'D. N. B.' says: "His Works
include

'

Poems,' 1647." Should be 1646.

Heath (William), humorous artist. Illustrated

the
' Commonplace Book of Literary Curio-

sities,' 1825, and other works [pseud.
" Dr.

Dryasdust"?].
Hill (G.), editor of

' Odes of Mathias Casimir,' 1646.

Holland (Samuel), author of ' Romancio-Mastrix,
or a Romance on Romances,' 1660.

Hooper, (Richard), M.A., vicar of Upton, Berks.

Edited Chapman's 'Homer,' 1888-97, 4 vols. ;

Drayton's works, 1876, 2 vols.

Horlock (R. W.), author (under the'pseudonym of
" Scrutator ") of several sporting works.

Hornby ( Hugh Frederick), merchant and benefactor

of Liverpool, d. 1901, to which city he be-

queathed a richly bound collection of rare books,
and 10,000?, wherewith to erect a suitable

library building to contain them.

Jaggard (Dorothy), widow of Isaac Jaggard, printer
and publisher. Continued her husband's busi-

ness for some time after his death in 1626.

Jaggard (Elizabeth), publisher, widow of John
Jaggard. Continued her husband's business

after his death in 1623. Issued Bacon's essays
and other works.

Jaggard (Isaac), eldest son of William Jaggard, d.

1626, printer and publisher. Issued the first

edition of Shakespeare's works (owing to his

father's untimely death), the first English trans-

lation of Boccaccio's
'

Decameron,' 1620, and
other well-known books. Printed for Thomas
Pavier the first edition of Shakespeare's

'

King
Henry VI. : Parts II.-III.'

Jaggard (John), Tudor-Stuart publisher, d. 1623.

Established at the " Hand and Star
" between

the Temple Gates, Fleet Street. Succeeded to

the celebrated business developed by Richard
Tottell, the law publisher. Issued several of

the earlier editions of Bacon's essays and other
famous books.

Jaggard (William), d. 1623, author, printer, and

publisher.
Printed many famous books, includ-

ing the first edition of Shakespeare's works
(dying on the eve of its publication) ; Shake-

speare's
' Passionate Pilgrim,' 1599 ; the first

English cyclopaedia ; the first English Biblical

dictionary ; the first extensive English
' Natural

History,' &c. For bibliography of the Jaggard
Press see Athenceum, 1902-3, and 'Shakespeare's
Piiblishers,' by W. Jaggard, 1907. Official

printer to the "honourable Citty of London"
and to the playhouses.

Jephson (Henry), M.D., a celebrated physician
settled at Leamington, Warwickshire, early in

nineteenth century, who did much to promote
the welfare and prosperity of that beautiful

health resort. A mausoleum is erected to his

memory there, in the public gardens named
after him.

Keith (Sir William), author of
'

History of Vir-

ginia,' 1738.

Lennard (Samson), genealogist. Read "or Leonard/
Lewkenor (Sir Edward), d. 1619 (?), Sheriff of

Suffolk.
Lewkenor (Sir Lewis), translator of

' The Resolved
Gentleman,' by the Chevalier Delibere, 1594.

Linton (Anthony), author of
' Newes of the Art of

Navigation and of the mightie Empire of

Cataia, together with the Straits of Anian/
1609.

Long (J.), author and traveller. Wrote 'Voyage*
and Travels ,'1791.

Longstaffe (W. H. D.), author of a 'History of
Darlington,' 1854; 'House of Clervaux,' 1852,
&c.

Leveling (J. or M.), author of ' Latin and English
Poems,' 1741.

Lovell (John), editor of The Liverpool Mercury and

bibliophile, d. 1890, author of
'

Literary Papers/
1894 (issued posthumously), and ' The Land
Question,' undated.

Marlow (Jeremiah), author of ' Book of Cyphers,
1683.

Marot (D.), architect to William III.

Mason (John), M.A., author of 'TheTurke,' 1610;
' Mule-Asses the Turke,' 1632; and 'The School
Moderator,' 1648.

Mennes (Sir John), admiral. Add " or Mennis."
Menton (L.), author of '

Money masters all Things,'
pub. at York, 1696.

MexDorough (Earls of). See Savile. This cross-
reference is omitted.

Middleton (J. J.), author of 'Grecian Remains,
1812.

Morant (A. W.), co-author of
'

Dictionary of Coats
of Arms, or Ordinary of British Armorials/
1874.

Munday (Anthony), poet. Add "author of 'Briefe
Chronicle ,' 1611."

Newhouse (C. B.), author of 'Coaching Scenes,'
' Sketches on the Road,' and ' Scenes on th&
Road.'

Noble (James Ashcroft), of Liverpool, essayist,.
author of

' Pelican Papers,' 1873 ; Verses of a
Prose Writer,' 1877.

Oldmayne (Timothy), rector of Denham, Suffolk,.
author of 'God's Rebuke ,' 1619; 'Life's

Brevitie and Death's Debilitie,' 1636, and other
works.

Oldys (Francis), author of
'
Life of Thomas Paine *"

[the atheist].
WILLIAM JAGGAKD.

(To be contimied.)

SALARINO, SALANIO, AND SALERKX
THE question of the raison d'etre of three

of the personages in
' The Merchant of

Venice ' has for some time attracted me. I

have tried to discern their individuality and
to call each by his name, but I am not able
to plume myself upon my success. Where-
fore Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio ? If one-

found Smith, Smythe, and Smythies in a
modern comedy, one would expect that

something vital to the plot depended on
nominal resemblance that, for instance,

Smythe became by error Smith's uncle's
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heir, or that Smythies found himself in peril
of being married to Smythe's expectant
bride.

But nothing analogous to that occurs in

the progress of ' The Merchant of Venice.'

Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio might have
been aspirants for Portia's hand, and have
been allowed to mix themselves up in the
matter of the caskets ; but Shakespeare
usually confined himself to twins as in
' The Comedy of Errors

' and in
' Twelfth

Night
' when he wished for a case of mis-

taken identity, and we have no evidence that
he ever had recourse to triplets. I am afraid

we shall have to wait until his
'

Divrnall
'

or '

Thought-Book
'

is discovered in some
village in New England to get any hint of

the reason why there was less plot-pro-

moting difference between the three than
" 'twixt Tweedle-dum and Tweedle-dee."

I have, perhaps, been more fortunate
in my endeavour to discover the character-
istics of Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio, or,

at any rate, those of the two former, for

my feeling with regard to Salerio is that
he was a mere clerical error ; but of that
more anon. The outset (I. i.) leads me to
the conclusion that Shakespeare endowed
Salarino with a richer imagination than he

gave to Salanio, and then used him as the
vehicle of many a choice phrase. He
begins with a fine outburst of poetry in

a speech designed to give solace to depressed
Antonio, and in the midst of it is inter-

rupted by the ordinary being Salanio

ordinary as anybody talking in blank verse
could be allowed to be who carefully

points out how a mere commonplace man
would deport himself in like anxiety. He
is just a good foil for Salarino ; and perhaps
that is one reason why the Master made
him. Salarino goes on to accuse Antonio
of being in love, and gives evidence of

being a student of human nature, after the
fashion of the poet who inspired him. It

strikes me that Salanio was not altogether
sorry when his eloquent friend was brought
to a period by the entrance of Bassanio
and the rest. I have not space in which
to quote the pregnant passages on which
I rely ; interested readers, if such there be,
will refer to them for themselves.
In II. iv., when Salarino would forward

the design of Lorenzo with regard to the

masque, Salanio sagely opines that it is

better
" not undertook "

: poetry feels but
the charm of the diversion ; prose is struck

by its imprudence, and, maybe, its iniquity.
He seems to go with Salarino to prepare
for the diversion, but he does not turn up

at the rendezvous, the pent-house in II. vi.,

where Salarino is again stirred to fluent

speech by Gratiano's text that lovers ever
run before the clock. Gratiano follows in

the same strain,
"
only more so," until

stopped by the coming of Lorenzo,
whereon the listener, unsatiated, remarks,
" More of this anon." Gratiano and
Salarino have the air of being mutual
understudies.

Salarino and Salanio, again together
in II. viii., talk of the flight of Jessica,
and Salanio distinguishes himself by
giving an interesting realistic description

the sort of thing he could and would
do admirably of the agony of Shy-
lock. They speak of Antonio, and
Salarino sketches with tender grace
the parting between the merchant and
Bassanio. When the Jew appears (III. i.)

and accuses them of knowing of his

daughter's flight, Salarino nimbly replies,
" That's certain : I, for my part, knew the
tailor that made the wings she flew withal

"
;

while Salanio, with his heavier touch, im-

presses natural history :
"
Shylock, for his

own part, knew the bird was fledged ; and
then it is the complexion of them all to

leave the dam." Both of the men, like all

good Christians of their age, were fierce

against the Jews ; yet, if they ever were
outside the magic pages in which they now
live, it is not unlikely that they had Hebrew
blood coursing in their veins. I say this

because Sala was a name borne by Venetian
Jews in the fourteenth century, and of that
Salarino and Salanio may well have been
diminutives. After III. i. Salanio vanishes,
and Salarino makes but a brief appearance
in III. iii. This, however, gives him the
chance of dubbing Shylock

" the most
impenetrable cur that ever kept with
men." "

Impenetrable cur
"

is choice !

A messenger from Venice to Belmont is

introduced in III. ii., and him Gratiano

recognizes as "my old Venetian friend

Salerio," the first time we see the gentleman
so called. He bears a letter from Antonio,
and what I chiefly note of him is that he
is capable of word-play, and is not burdened
with the wholly unnecessary delicacy of

feeling which would keep him from reviling
Shylock in the presence of Jessica. In the
trial scene (IV. i.) he acts as a kind of

usher, amateur and not official ; and that is

all, we meet him no more. One wonders
why the poet made him, if indeed he ever
did make him, and Salerio be not our
familiar friend Salanio (absent from the side
of Salarino just when he might be on the
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mission to Belmont), misnamed by some
error of the scribe who drew up the table

of dramatis personal in
' The Merchant of

Venice.' The list was not supplied until

the issue of the Third Quarto, and the

^spelling of Salarino and Salanio seemed to

be the sport of caprice in various editions

of the play, though I am bound to add that
Salerio is said to be rendered "

consistently
in all the old copies.' All that I can retort

is that steady persistence in error is not
Tincommon. It appeared to Mr. Charles

Knight that not only is there " no necessity
for introducing a new character, Salerio . .but
that the dramatic propriety is violated by the

introduction"; and he calls the messenger
Solanio, to identify him with the gentleman
whom we know as Salanio, whose name he

always spells with o. The promoters of the
"
Cambridge Edition

"
of the play stick to

Salerio, and frankly confess that, tried by
Mr. Knight's standard,

"
Shakespeare's

violations of dramatic propriety are frequent
indeed, and it is no part of an editor's duty
to corect them."
And, gentles, there I leave the matter.

ST. SWITHIN.

THE MYSTERY OF HANNAH
LIGHTFOOT.

(See 10 S. viii. 321, 402, 483.)

THERE are many legends about the chil-

dren which the "Fair Quaker" is said to
have borne to George III., but none of them
-seem plausible. Some time since I received
the following particulars founded upon a

family tradition :

"Samuel Lightfoot, merchant of London, who
was born in 1760, was the son of Hannah Lightfoot
by the King. He was created Sir Samuel by Par-

liament, and received fifty thousand pounds from
Government for suppressing the past. He often
stated that he was the rightful King of England.
He married Sophia Fowler, heiress, of Bath and
Islington."

If he was as outspoken as he is repre-
sented, ".Sir" Samuel does not appear to
have earned his money, and the Parlia-

mentary knighthood also was ill-deserved.
The individual indicated was buried in

Islington Churchyard, for his daughters,
Jane Josepha Innes and Elizabeth Lucy
Frye (whose names were given to me as
those of two of his children), lie in the same
grave ; but none of the other facts appear to
be correct. His true history seems to have
been as follows.

Samuel Lightfoot was born in April,
1760. On the 8th of April, 1771, he was
admitted to Christ's Hospital, London,
and was discharged on the 10th of April,
1775, by his father Samuel Lightfoot, who
was then living near the Red Lion at Hoxton.
His mother's name was Catalina, or Carolina.
He appears to have been married twice :

( 1 ) Mary Anne , by whom he had several

children, and among these a daughcer born
on the 15th of May, 1788 ; (2) Lucy Brown,
of Islington, who became his wife on the
7th of November, 1789. He died on the
8th of April, 1798, aged thirty-eight, and
was buried in Islington Churchyard, where
his vault may be seen. A note of mine
(where it was found I regret to say I have
forgotten) states that

"
his uncle was a gold-

lace maker to the royal family, hence comes
the crest a stag." His father was Samuel
Lightfoot, a wharfinger of Thames Street,
and a Quaker, who is said to have married
a Dutch lady (Catalina ?), and to have been
turned out of the Society. According to
the Islington parish register a Catalina

Lightfoot, aged seventy-two, was buried
on the 18th of -November, 1799; but in the
last will and testament of Samuel Lightfoot,
jun. (dated 3 July, 1797), at Somerset-

House, his mother's name is spelt Carolina.
His father appears to have been a first cousin
of the famous Hannah Lightfoot, and thus
there is no truth in the legend of his royal
parentage.

Unluckily, I have been unable to find a
confirmation of the statement that he
married Sophia Fowler, heiress, of Bath ;

but in a copy of the
'

History of St. Mary's,
Islington,' by John Nelson, 1811, there is

an interleaved account (June, 1843) of the

pulling down of Fisher House, which belonged
to the Fowlers, so that family evidently
lived in the parish. These details may
appear foreign to the present inquiry, but

owing to the fact that some of the descend-
ants of this particular Samuel Lightfoot
have entertained the idea that the famous
Hannah was their ancestress, I have given
in full all the particulars about him that I

have been able to discover. For this same
reason it will be useful to show the Lightfoot
pedigree, drawn up from the registers of

St. Mary's, Islington, and of the Society of

Friends and the pages of The Gentleman's

Magazine. Possibly some of the surviving
members of the family will be able to offer

further details.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.

(To be continued.)
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THE " LORD " MAYOR OF LONDON.

(See 10 S. viii. 268, 496.)

THE question as to the origin of this

title has been so often discussed that I have

long looked upon it as decided for all

reasonable beings. MB. BEAVEN (no mean
authority on such matters) and I are

agreed that the Mayor of London has only
a prescriptive right to the prefix

" Lord "

unlike the Mayors of Dublin and other

places. The charter of Edward III. (1354)

permitting the Serjeants of the City to bear

gold or silver maces, with the royal arms or

otherwise, is commonly supposed to have

incidentally conferred; the title of " Lord

Mayor," and indeed was so reported in the

City's statement to the Royal Commission
of 1893 (p. 7).

Here are a few of my notes on the subject
that I have ready at hand.

I find that in the reign of Edward IV. the

Mayor for the time is recorded both as
"
Mayor

"
(tout simple) and as the " honour-

able lord the Maire "(Journal 7, fos. 144 b,
146 b, 174, 181 b, 201 b, 212) ; also as "my
lord the Maire "

(Journal 7, fo. 199 b).
It is not until 1504 that I find " my lorde

Mayre" (Repertory 1, fo. 155 b), although
there may be possibly an earlier instance

(if there be one, it matters little). Monoux,
on his election, is recorded as " electe to be
Maire," and when in office as "my lord
Maire" (Repertory 2, fos. 196 b, 207 b).

See also 'N. &"Q.,' 12 March, 1887 (7 S.

iii. 207) and The Times, 13 and 19 Nov.,
1901.

REGINALD R. SHABPE.
Town Clerk's Office, Guildhall.

This subject has previously been dealt
with ; see 5 S. v. 119 ; 7 S. iii. 207 ; 9 S. ii.

308, 437 ; and 10 S. viii. 496, which last

<being by the Rev. A. B. BEAVEN, one of
the most competent authorities on civic

matters) is the only one that is entirely
satisfactory, and may be taken as proving
that the prefix of " Lord " " was not in

general and accepted use much, if at all,

before 1520 possibly not until several

years later." The writer quotes Mr.
St. John Hope's statement that it was
"' after 1540 the use of the term Lord
Mayor becomes general." I have quoted
thus freely from MB. BEAVEN'S valuable
article, inasmuch as it occurs under the

heading of
'

Sir George Monoux,' such
heading being no guide as to its dealing
with the matter now in question. .

Of all the various theories as to the origin
of the prefix

' Lord," the most prevalent
is that, inasmuch as on 15 June, 1354, King
Edward III. confirmed the City charter and

gave permission to the Mayor of London to

have gold and silver maces carried before

him, this charter led to the assumption of

the prefix
" Lord "

by the then Mayor,
generally (but erroneously) stated ^to have
been Thomas Legge, and his successors.

There is, however, nothing whatever to

support this conjecture. An account, by
J. J. Stocken, of this Thomas Legge (who
was not slain, as generally stated, in Wat
Tyler's rebellion in 1381, but who died in

1357) is in Phillimore's London and Middlesex
Note-Book (1892). The Mayor in June,
1354, was Francis, as Legge was not elected

till the October following.
" The old notion

that it was an honour conferred upon Sir

William Walworth [in 1381], for his conduct
in the Wat Tyler incident, has been long
exploded" (9 S. ii. 308).
The conjecture (9 S. ii. 437-8) that Sir

Nicholas Le Brembre, 1377,
" seems to have

been the first Mayor to assume to himself

the title of Lord, but that prefix was ac-

corded without question to his successor,
Sir John Philpot, 1378, and has been re-

cognized ever since," is certainly untenable ;

so also, practically (even, if haply the ety-

mology will stand), is that in the interesting
extract from ' A Brief Chronicle of Successe
of Times' (London, 1611, p. 575), stating
that in 1189 King Richard I.

"
appointed a supreame Officer above the rest by the

name of Maior, which worde was borrowed from
the Hsebrew word Mar, and signifieth Dominus,
Lord but called Maire, as the French did their

Maires of the Pallace. Thus was the chiefe

Governor called lord Maire or Maior, because they
understood not that the epethite Maire or Maior

implyed no lesse then lord without any other

additions, yet thus was it given for a larger augmen-
tation of Honor,"

G. E. C.

ABBAHAM LINCOLN AND TOM TAYLOB.
As reference has been made in Mr. Layard's
recently published volume, ' A Great
" Punch "

Editor,' to the celebrated lines on
the death of Abraham Lincoln which ap-
peared in Punch on 6 May, 1865, I should

like, as the only son of Tom Taylor, to put
on record in

'

N. & Q.' that these lines were
written by my father. In confirmation of

this I may add that our family possesses a
volume containing the appreciative thanks
of the U.S. Government of the day for my
father's poem on the death of the great
President. J. WYCLIFFE TAYLOR.
Gayles, Friston, Eastbourne.
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WILLE, THE FEENCH ENGRAVER : HIS
NATIONALITY. In a life of the wife and
model of Greuze in the current number
of Le Mercure de France, Wille, the great
engraver, and gay friend of Diderot, is

treated as "un Anglais." Wille was a
Hessian, as were his father and his friend

Schmidt, and it is hard to say how any
one who is acquainted with the life of

Paris just before the Revolution can think
him English. Wille' s letters to his German
friends are well known. D.

EPITAPH AT HUNSDON. While recording
tl e inscriptions in the churchyard at Huns-
don this autumn I met with the following :

Thomas King, died AprilI24, 1735, aged 89.

Here lies Tom King, old I)ad of Fame,
Who knew his Gun and eke his Game.
The fact whereof both Balls and Luton,
Now can fully prove ye truth on.
He lov'd his Bottle & his friend,
Which he enjoy'd unto his End.
He dy'd Belov'd, alas poor Tom,
Behold at last his sable Tomb.

Balls is the seat of the Townshend family,
about five miles from Hunsdon.

W. B. GEEISH.

COLERIDGE ON THE ORIGIN OF ' CHRISTA-
BEL.' Mr. E. H. Coleridge, the poet's
grandson, in his recent edition of S. T.

Coleridge's
'

Christabel
'

says :

"There is one source for 'Christabel' which
should be noted for what it is worth. Whilst
Coleridge was 'preparing' 'Christabel,' he read
and minutely studied Lewis's ' Castle Spectre.'
His copy, which he must have bought at Shrews-
bury, is dated January 20, 1798, and a few days
later (Tuesday ("January 23], 1798) he forwarded a
detailed criticism of the play to Wordsworth, in
which he compared his own genius with that of a
writer whom he duly appreciated, but by no means
rated in accordance with the general."

Then follows the criticism.

Apropos of this it may be noted that the

poet, in
' Table Talk and Omniana,' Ashe,

1884, refers to certain lines in the
' Hymn

to St. Teresa,' from ' Carmen Deo Nostro,'

by Richard Crashaw, in the course of which
he says :

"They were ever present to my mind whilst

writing the second pirt of
'

Christabel
'

; if, indeed,
by some subtle process of the mind, they did not
suggest the first thought of the whole poem."
See '

Crashaw's English Poems,' ed. by J. R.
Tutin. W. BAILEY-KEMPLING.

MILTON'S BIBLE. The subjoined extract
from The Daily News of 12 December last
will perhaps be of sufficient interest for these
columns :

" A New York telegram recalls that in 1901 there
was sold at Sotheby's a copy of the 'Breeches'

Bible which originally belonged to John Milton,
ind contained what purported to be his signature.
The purchaser was Mr. Herbert Dodd, a member
of the well-known firm of American publishers
Dodd, Mead & Co., who, after retaining the book
in his possession for some time, disposed of it to a
wealthy amateur, Mr. Buckler, Secretary to the
American Legation in Madrid. Recently Mr.
Buckler had the Bible put up to auction, and it fell

to the bid of Mr. Alfred J. Barton, a well-known
expert, for the sum of 1,225 dollars. Now Mr.
Barton, as the result of close investigation and
comparison, declares that the alleged writing is not

genuine, and as the book was guaranteed as such
the purchaser has returned it to its previous owner.
Central News.
"A Cambridge correspondent telegraphs : Mr.

Aldis Wright, of Trinity College, Cambridge, says
he was consulted about the Bible, and after referring
to

'

Sutherby's Ramblings
'

in the elucidation of the

autograph of Milton he pronounced it to be that of

Major John Milton, who was an officer in the City
of London trained bands, and not that of the poet,
who was blind at the date of this signature.
Elizabeth Milton, the third wife of the poet, had
signed her name on the title-page."

As with my recent note re Bunyan
(inserted at 10 S. viii. 468), I take the

opportunity of pointing out that I have not
as yet been favoured with a reply to my
genealogical query concerning a relative of

Milton's appearing at 10 S. vii. 329.

WILLIAM MCMURRAY.

"BILLYCOCK." I am not aware if atten-

tion has ever been directed to the conjectural

origin assigned to this word in the 'H.E.D.'
In a recent lecture on ' Hats '

I referred to

its supposed corruption from bully-cock, and

suggested that it was simply
" a little man's

hat," in contradistinction to the grown man's
hat, the "

chimney-pot." Both conjectures

appear to be wrong. It was first worn, and
is stated on good authority to have been
invented, by the father of the present Earl
of Leicester, the popularly known "

Billy
Coke," who represented the county of

Norfolk in Parliament for many years. He
used to wear it in the hunting-field, and,
with a subsequent characteristic emendation,
it was called after him.

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
Sedgeford Hall.

Mrs. Stirling in her recent biography of

Coke of Norfolk, first Earl of Leicester of

Holkham, ascribes the invention of the

bowler hat to Coke's nephew William Coke,
who
" decided that a hat, said to have been originally

designed by Wm. Bowler, a hatter in the Borough,
would answer his requirements. He therefore

ordered Lock, in St. James's Street, to make him
one after this pattern, and the fashion thus started

was afterwards universally adopted."
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The Evening Standard of 17 December
last, in a review of Mrs. Stirling's book,
states that there is still a well-known hatter
in St. James's Street who charges you in

his bills
" To one Coke hat."

This derivation is doubtful : it is pro-
bable that the name originated from the
resemblance of the hat to an inverted bowl,
in the same manner that the pot-hat is so
called from its being shaped like a chimney-
pot.
The 'N.E.D.' under 'Billycock' explains

that this is

"apparently the same as bully-cocked, used 1721,

probably meaning
' cocked after the fashion of the

mtttita
'

or hectoring blades of the period."

The word appears to have been in use
before Coke of Norfolk was born.

JOHN HEBB.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

BURNHAM SOCIETY, SOMERSET. Can any
correspondent furnish notes on the origin,
history, and membership of this society ?

I have before me a pamphlet entitled :

" The Pre-existence of Souls and Universal
Restitution considered as Scripture Doctrines :

extracted from the Minutes and Correspondence of
Burnham Society, in the County or Somerset.
Taunton, 1798," pp. 58.

The editor informs us that the Rev. Sir

George Stonhouse, Bart., who had written

largely in favour of universal restitution
from 1761 to his death in 1793, had left

the copyright of his works to the President
of the Burnham Society ; so the Society
proposed to re-issue them by subscription.
For the last twenty years of his life Ston-
house resided at East Brent, near Burnham.
There is evidence that these Universalists

sprang from the Calvinistic side of the

Evangelical movement ; but we read that
the Rev. John Wesley

" was in the habit
of preaching in the Society's rooms."
Are there any other publications of the

Society ? And who was the President ?

J. E. ODGERS.
Oxford.

SOBIESKI FAMILY. In 'The King over
the Water,' by A. Shield and Andrew Lang,
there is, naturally, some space devoted to
the family of Princess Clementina Sobieska.
I am anxious to know if the account is

quite correct. It is stated that her grand-
mother "Marysienka," the widow of King
John Sobieski, was " a Frenchwoman, Marie-

de la Grange-Arquien, niece of the Duke de-

Bethune." I thought that it was the

Marquis de B6thune who married

Marysienka's sister ; but was there another

intermarriage ? Then, again, we are told :

" Her son James Sobieski had been twice married.

By his first wife, a Polish lady, he had one daughter
Casimire, now [1713] aged eighteen. By his second

wife Hedwige, daughter of the Duke of Bavaria-

Neuburg he had two daughters, Marie Caroline
and Marie Clementina."

The account in
' Das jetzt lebende-

Europa
'

(1716) gives to Prince Jamea
Sobieski only one wife, Hedwig Elizabetha
Amalia of Pfalz (Bavaria-Neuburg), born
18 July, 1673, and married 25 March,
1691 ; and names their eldest living child

as Maria Casimira. De la Chenaye Desbois-

et Badier's
'

Dictionnaire de la Noblesse
'

also gives Casimire Sobieska the same
parentage. Was she therefore a full sister

or a half-sister of the wife of the "King
over the Water" ?

A. FRANCIS STEUART.
79, Great King Street, Edinburgh.

DEDICATIONS OF CHURCHES, &c. Can
any of your readers tell me of any publica-
tion giving a list of the dedications of all

sacred buildings in England, whether still

standing or in ruins ? An interesting point
of prehistoric archaeology has arisen in con-

nexion with ancient chapels.
O. G. S. CRAWFORD.

The Grove-, East Woodhay, Newbury.

[THK REV. DR. Co?: has kindly supplied the

following information :

"There is nosuch book published as that which MR.
CRAWFORD desires ; but a full list of parish-church
dedications is given in Miss Arnpld-Forster's 3 vols.

of 'Studies in Church Dedications,' published by
Skeffington in 1899. The authorities, however, that
are cited for the dedications are almost exclusively
mere Diocesan Calendars, and hence there are

many mistakes, for several of these Calendars per-
sist in perpetuating blunders. Mediaeval wills,

chartularies, and episcopal registers are the chief

sources that require searching. The larger maps of
the Ordnance Survey profess to mark church,

chapel, and even ruined church and chapel dedi-

cations : but in some counties the usual blunders
are repeated, as those in charge of certain parts of

the survey did not go to the right people for

information."]

ALEXANDERS OF IRELAND AND SCOTLAND :

SuiRDALE. 1. Can any of your readers give-

me information as to the connexion between
the Irish Alexanders of Maryville and Cale-

don and the Scotch Alexanders, created

Earls of Stirling ? Burke suggests a common
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ancestor in the grandfather of the first Ear
of Stirling, but I cannot find any basis for

this.

2. Why is the eldest son of the Earl oi

Donoughmore called Viscount Suirdale ?

Has any such title ever been created ? or is

it merely a fancy name taking origin from
the fact that the river Suir runs through
the Knocklofty property ? H. B. R.

[2. 'Whitaker's Peerage,' s.v. Donoughmore, says :

" The title
'

Vise. Suirdale,' borne by courtesy by
the heir apparent, originated, according to Mr.

Cokayne, in some confusion as to the precise
title bestowed in 1797, which was strictly 'Vise.

Donoughmore of Knocklotty,' and not of Suir-
dale. "j

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Source of the following quotations is sought :

1. When with society he 's in the lurch,
He starts a tiger, and then goes to church.

2. Search the universe from Pole to Pole,
You'll find self-interest rules the whole.

These passages are not apparently in Pope,
Swift, Churchill, or Johnson's translations of

Juvenal. HIPPOCLIDES.

Land o' carefu' cannie bodies,
Foes to a' ungodly fun ;

Land that sums up man's whole duties-
Heaven, the deil, and Number One !

Can any reader give the other verses and
the author of them ? B.
Edinburgh.

1. Ye shepherds, tell me, have you seen

My Flora pass this way ?

In form and feature Beauty's queen,
In pastoral array !

2. When I left thy shores, O Naxos,
Not a tear in sorrow fell ;

Not one sigh or faltering accent
Marked my bosom's struggling swell.

Often supposed to be by Byron. Is it cor-

rectly attributed ?

3. We that are held of you in narrow chains,
Sought for our beauty, through our folly raised,
One moment to a narrow eminence,
To drop in dreary nothingness amazed.

S. C. H.
Vermont.

CHISWICK HIGH ROAD AND GEORGE III.

On the north side of the Chiswick High
Road, a little to the east of Gunnersbury
Lane, stands a small, isolated brick building
one story high, now used as a store, which
bears on the front a cast-iron plate having
on it the crown and broad arrow and the
initials E. R. Local tradition says it was
built to serve as the shelter for a guard
sent from Hounslow Barracks to protect
George III. whenever he was passing from

Kew Palace to London by the high road

through Turnham Green. Do any of your
readers know anything of the history of the

building ? J. TAVENOR PERRY.
5, Burlington Gardens, Chiswick.

LAMB'S 'MY GREAT-AUNT'S MANUSCRIPT.'

Coleridge, in one of his letters to Daniel

Stuart, written in January, 1800, says :

"If you want matter, Lamb has got plenty of

'My Great-Aunt's Manuscript.' I would advise

you, by all means, to make it an article in The

Moiiiing Pout."

Did this appear ? It is not included by
that title in the collected editions.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

WINTER : ITS PROCLAMATION. The follow-

ing appeared in The Daily News of Monday,
2 December last :

"
According to ancient custom, winter was

proclaimed at Colchester after the stroke of

midnight on Saturday by the town crier in the

Words :

Cold December hath come in,

Poor people's backs are clothed thin ;

The trees are bare, the birds are mute,
A pot and toast would very well suit.

God save the King."

Is the custom known elsewhere ? and how
long can it be traced at Colchester ?

A. F. R.

PRAGMATISM. The word Pragmatism
appears susceptible of many meanings not

satisfactorily solved by dictionaries. A
history of the word and its meaning would
be interesting just now, since it is exciting
attention by its use as " a new name for

someoldways of thinking." See Prof. William
James's new book. E. M. W.

[The answer is fortunately to be found in the

section of the 'N.E.D.' issued on New Year's Day.
The earliest illustrative quotation for the philo-

sophical sense is from 1898. In this Prof. James
states that the word was first used in this sense by
C. S. Peirce in the early seventies in lectures at

Cambridge, Mass.]

"TYE." Can you tell me the meaning of

the word "
tye

"
? Is it where people were

' tied
"
up at the whipping-post and put in

the stocks ? On Alpheton Tye here there was
a whipping-post. H. H. BARTRUM.
Alpheton.

REV. JOHN BYNG. I am anxious to

discover the parentage of the Rev. John

Byng, Unitarian minister of Tarnworth,
Staffs, from 1768 to 1821. He was born in

1747, educated at the Daventry Academy,
and died at Tamworth in 1827. He
married in 1770 Charlotte Harding, a
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granddaughter of the cousin of Thomas Guy,
the founder of Guy's Hospital. Please

reply direct. W. BALFOUR STEWAKT.
13, Caroline Place, Birkenhead.

EDWARD AND HENRY BTTLWER. In the
number of Le Mercure de France for the 1st

of January one of many letters from Hor-
tense Allart to Sainte-Beuve describes her
life with " Bulwer "

in London while he sat

in Parliament. In another she quotes
' Edward Bulwer (frere d'Henry)

"
:
" There

are two things in the world : human nature,
and French nature." Why did she explain
the writer as

"
frere d'Henry

"
? The editor

of the letters in his foot-notes always writes
" Bulwer," and intends the novelist. Henry
sat in Parliament later ; but in Hortense
Allart's day he was known as a " tin-soldier"
and a diplomatist. The lady had children

by many fathers, and may not have been
truthful. E. A. H.

MOST-USED ENGLISH WORDS. Can any
reader furnish me with a reference to, or a
list of, about two thousand words which
are the most used in ordinary, everyday
English ?

I should be most grateful for any replies
sent to me at this address.

F. HOWARD COLLINS.
Woodland Grove, Torquay.

MRS. ABERDEIN : PAPYRUSETJM. Who
was this lady ? and what was Papyruseum ?

In 1818 a short exhibition of the latter was
given in Stoakes' Rooms, Church Street,

Liverpool, the attention of the nobility and
gentry being drawn to

"
the elegant and truly

unique productions of the late Mrs. Aberdein,
known by the name of Papyruseum,"
"These extraordinary works of art consist,"
the advertisement states,
" Of upwards of 130 Figures of Persons of Different
Nations, including Several Public Characters, repre-
senting their peculiar expressions of Countenance,
Customs and Costumes ; also correct Models of
Architecture, Statuary, Landscapes, and a great
Variety of Flowers, &c., faithfully coloured from
nature, the whole most curiously constructed in
Paper."

An adequate description of these tasteful
and ingenious specimens was said to be
impossible ; they had ^to be seen to be
properly appreciated, when they would,
undoubtedly, afford pleasure and satisfaction
to the most fastidious admirer of the fine
arts. The exhibition was made for the sole
benefit of Mrs. Aberdein's only child, a girl
of twelve years. Admission one shilling
from 10 to dusk, descriptive catalogues at
Is. and 6d. each. R. S. B.

SUFFOLK STREET RIOT, 1735. The fol-

lowing is an extract from a letter from
Henige Legge to the Earl of Dartmouth,
23 Feb., 1735, which is amongst the Dart-
mouth MSS. (Historical MSS. Committee
Report). Can any one inform me whether
there is extant any copy of the copperplate
engraving mentioned ?

" The Suffolk Street Riot has made much noise,
but is now pretty well blown over. The persons
present were Lord Middlesex, Lord John Murray,
Lord Boyne, Lord Harcourt, Sewallis Shirley. Sir
James Grey, Mr. Strode, and Mr. Denny ; and there
is now a copperplate of the Company in that style,
which Lora Dartmouth may like to have amongst
his collection at Blackheath."

(Rev.) H. L. L. DENNY.
6, Wilton Terrace, Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin.

" VIN GRIS." I have been lately in

Lorraine, and have been regaled on wine
almost the colour of red ink and water,
which goes nevertheless under the name
of mn gris. Can anybody on thL side the
Channel say why it is thus entitled ?

I hardly think the reason is generally known
on the other. In ' Sur les grandes Routes
de France ' M. Valabregue tells how he
tried to solve the question at Liverdun :

"On boit. & table, le vin gris de Lorraine, vin de
couleur claire, plutot rosee, un peu apre, un peu
doux, quidonne une agr^able sensationde fraicheur.
'"Ce vin gris,' me dit mon voisin, 'vous le re-

trouverez sur toutes les tables en Lorraine ; c'est

une vieille habitude pour tout le monde d'en avoir
sa provision.'
"'Etpourquoi lui donnez-vous cette e"pithete de

vin gris qu'il ne merite pas, puis qu'il est rose ?
'

" 'Oh ! n'y faites pas attention : remarquez seule-

ment comme il est clair. Voyez son coloris : il est

plutot blanc que rouge. Quant au gout de terroir

qu'il possedej on Pobtient, ainsi que la coloration,
en envoyant immediatement les grappes au pressoir.
On ne les laisse point fermenter dans les cuves.

C'est la meme operation qu'on tait subir au raisin

pour produire le vin de Champagne.'
"

P. 118.

Is it possible that the wine is not gris= grey,
but gris= tipsy, by which I mean in some
special state of fermentation ?

ST. SWITHIN.

SCOTCH PRIVATEERING. Will any of your
readers be kind enough to refer me to any
authorities which I may consult in relation

to some privateering operations carried

on from Scotland in 1672 ? In that year
the Bruce, a frigate sent out by the Duke
of Rothes, the Earl of Lauderdale, and
others, captured two Danish timber-laden
vessels named the Palm Tree and the
Patience. A lawsuit was the result, the
course of which is described in a pamphlet
in the Brit. Mus. Library. CAPER.
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SIR HENRY DOCWRA. Where can I find
an account of Sir Henry Docwra's expedi-
tion to Ireland about 1596, with men under
his command enlisted for service against the
rebels ? There were two other men of his

surname Robert Docwra, Constable of

Carrickfergus Castle, co. Antrim, 39 Ed-
ward III. ; and John Dockeray or Docwra
(as it was then indifferently spelt), 14 Ed-
ward IV. They were said to own property
in Westmorland. Was Sir Henry one of
their descendants, or in any way related to
them ? Is there any list of those who
took part with him in the expedition to
Ireland ? GENEALOGIST.

THE TREATY OF TILSIT : COLIN
A. MACKENZIE.

(10 S. viii. 469, 510.)

THE storywhich the Rev. E. C. MACKENZIE
relates in his interesting reply is, I feel sure,

quite untrustworthy. He says the story,
so far as he knows,

" has never appeared in

print." So we now have it in print for the
first time after the lapse of over a hundred
years. Is not the story on the face of it

unreliable ? I think this can be easily
shown to be the case, but I will first give
Ireland's account of the interview in his

4 Life of Napoleon' (iii. 61), published by
him in 1827. It must be borne in mind
that he had good opportunities of getting
information from French sources, as his

preface shows. This book is scarce.
"
Napoleon, attended by the Grand Duke of Berg,

Prince of Neufchatel, Marshal Bessieres, Duroc
and Caulaincourt, proceeded to the banks of the
Nietnen, and went on board the vessel which was
to transport them to the raft, while the Emperor
Alexander, with the Grand Duke Constantino,
General Bennigsen, Ouwaroff, Prince Labanoff [sic],
and his first adjutant, General Count Libben [sic],

put off from the opposite banks. The two vessels
reached the raft at the same moment. The Emperors
embraced on leaving the vessels and entered the
pavilion prepared for them. Their conference
lasted about two hours, and when it closed, the
attendants of the two potentates were admitted.
Both Emperors then returned to their vessels,
when a second interview took place the following
day, upon a little island in the Niemen, at which
the King of Prussia was also present."

Now for Sloane's account ('Life of Napo-
leon,' iii. 37). After describing the pavilion
on the raft and the meeting of the Em-
perors there, he states that " the staff, at a

respectful distance, could catch nothing of

what was said."
These accounts, if correct, entirely demo-

lish the story now published for the first

time. Fancy that each of the emperors was to

be accompanied by a single guard
" who did

not know French." So that it seems to have
been contemplated that these guards might
hear what was said ; but although they
might possibly hear, they were to be men
who could not understand, and therefore

Napoleon was to be attended by a German
grenadier (an insult to the French troops) and
Alexander a Cossack ! But further, the Cos-
sack who was " chosen "

for such an honour-
able post would no doubt be a good man.
Mackenzie in some way found out " the
chosen soldier," and set to work to corrupt
him,

"
by means of gold and liquor."

Now we come to the first transformation
scene. In some secret place Mackenzie had
to put on the uniform, and by a singular
coincidence the Cossack's uniform fitted

him coat, boots, cap, &c. The story does
not relate whether the Cossack put on
Mackenzie's clothes, or whether other
clothes were got for him. The next

difficulty is how it came about that no
one noticed that the face of Mackenzie
was not the face of any Cossack known
to the other soldiers, This Cossack, envied

by the other soldiers, must have been
seen by scores of them, and directly he
came off the raft his comrades must have
been anxious to hear his account of the

two Emperors. Hundreds of persons were

watching the raft. Then comes the further

difficulty of the second tranformation scene,

by which Mackenzie had to get rid of his

uniform and to get clear off, and the

Cossack had to get back into his uniform.

The time is not unimportant. The armistice

after Friedland was signed on the 22nd of

June, and the meeting on the raft was on
the 25th (by some writers incorrectly stated

to be on the 24th).
Who can believe such a story as this ?

"Credo quia impossibile est." Moreover,

Canning's conduct after he got the informa-
tion of the meeting of the Emperors shows
that he could not have been informed that

Mackenzie had " thus overheard the bargain
by which the Danish fleet was to be annexed

by the Franco-Russian combination."
Mackenzie must indeed have been a brave

man, for if he had been discovered by
Napoleon his life would not have been
worth half an hour's purchase. Then for

this wonderful achievement, which en-

abled the Government to save the country
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Tom a great peril, what was Mackenzie's
eward ? Nothing special seems to have
>een done for him.

Stapleton's account of the interview in

George Canning and his Times '

is equally
imusing. He states at (p. 125) that " an
ndividual was concealed behind a curtain
>f the tent, and was a secret witness of

ihat most curious conversation," &c. It is

lue, however, to Stapleton to say that the
aft had curtains, as appears in the picture
eferred to by me ! The boldness of this

statement without any proof is charming.
Will the REV. E. C. MACKENZIE kindly

jive a reference to The Times containing
;he obituary of C. A. Mackenzie ? Before

writing my former reply I examined a file

Df The Times for the week after his death,
yhich was advertised in that journal, and
ilso examined the 'D.N.B.,' and could
ind nothing about him.
No one would think for a moment of call-

ng in question the perfect good faith of
;he REV. E. C. MACKENZIE, but stories like

;his, handed down from one person to
mother over a series of years, are generally
worthless. Moreover, I should not wish to

lepreciate the services of Mackenzie, for,

snowing Russian and French, he no doubt
picked up at Tilsit important information,
md at once duly reported it.

HABRY B. POLAND.
Inner Temple.

With regard to the REV. E. C. MACKENZIE'S
nteresting communication as to how
banning got the news from Tilsit, did Colin
Vlackenzie transmit the story of the disguise
Dersonally to the son of his cousin, and not
n any private memoirs of his life ? It might
ilso be of interest to know whether the story
,vas told by Mackenzie in his latter years, or
,vas one that he often referred to in private
conversation while still in his prime.
It is strange that Canning, even after

laving seen the report and heard Mackenzie
personally on the peace conference, still

teems to have been very much in the
lark, and made strenuous attempts to
ind out the contents of the secret para-
graphs. Unless the two emperors spoke in
i vague manner only as to coming plans, it

.oems hardly possible to call Canning's
ittempts to obtain definite news about
,he secret treaty anything else than a huge
riece of bluff, most successfully accom-
plished. So far it appears that Canningmew only that a secret treaty had been
nade, but the contents were unknown to

lim, even when he died. He guessed and

guessed rightly what the contents would
be, and acted at once, playing a bold game
on a mere supposition.
One would think that a little more than

the uniform of a Cossack would have been

required by Mackenzie, viz., a beard ; and
:

his features (possibly very Scottish), and
j

whole bearing might very easily have caught
1 the eagle eye of Napoleon. The latter
! would no doubt at once have noticed that
; the Cossack was straining his ear to follow
! the conversation, unless Mackenzie was a
master in remaining still at a distance and
possessed good hearing.

It seems most likely that some help was
rendered by a superior Russian officer, with
or without the knowledge of the Czar,*
writhout any one in the Russian army
knowing about the disguised Cossack, and
with plenty of time given for the transforma-
tion of the bodyguard chosen for the floating

pavilion into Mackenzie in disguise.
Had Mackenzie been pledged to Canning

or to some Russian to preserve strict silence ?

This would perhaps account for the story
not being mentioned in any of the statements
and reports during the autumn of 1807, nor
in any later accounts, Mackenzie's mouth
being sealed, even after his having left the

diplomatic service, to his friends' as well as

the world generally, with the exception of

his nearest relatives, on whose confidence he
could rely. Or was Mackenzie a man of

taciturn habits, little given to mixing in

society, and shunning the world ?

W. R. PRIOR.

[* The opinion of the best-informed.]

ST. ANDREW'S CROSS (10 S. viii. 507).
The arms of the see of Rochester do not
contain the cross of St. Andrew, but include
the heraldic ordinary called a saltire, viz.,

Argent, a saltire gules. St. Andrew's cross

is the same ordinary, but must always be

argent upon azure, for the reason explained
by Nisbet as follows :

" It has been anciently used by the Scots for their

ensign, upon as well grounded a tradition for its

appearing in the air as other nations have for their

crosses coming down from heaven. Our historians
are not wanting to tell us that Achaius, King
of the Scots, and Hungus, King of the Picts,

having joined forces to oppose Athelstan, King
of the Saxons, superior to them in force,

they addressed themselves to God and their

patron St. Andrew ; and, as a token that

they were heard, the white saltier cross, upon
which St. Andrew suffered martyrdom, appeared
in the blue firmament. Which so animated the
Scots and Picts that they defeated the Saxons and
killed King Athelstan in East Lothian ; which
place to this day is known by the name of Athel-
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Stanford, corruptly pronounced Elshinfoal. After
the victory, the two confederate kings, out of a
sense of singular mercy, went in procession to the
church of St. Andrew's (where his arm was said to
be kept as a relic) to thank God and the Apostle
for the victory, purposing that they and their suc-
cessors should, in all time coming, use on their

ensigns the cross of St. Andrew. How well the
Picts performed I know not, being overcome and
expelled afterwards by the Scots ; but it has been
the constant practice of our kings to carry a white
saltier cross on a blue banner." '

Heraldry,' i. 131.

All of which let any dangerous sceptic
call in question at his peril, seeing that the
azure field of St. Andrew forms the basis of

the Union flag. It is to be regretted that

flag-makers use, not a heraldic azure, but
navy blue, which shows almost black against
the sky, thus obscuring the celestial origin
of the ensign. HERBERT MAXWELL.

' RINORDINE,' IRISH SONG (10 S. viii. 468,
518 ; ix. 12). In the summer of 1904, when
I was on a holiday in Donegal, an old
woman of Kilmacrenan sang me what was
evidently a fragment of this ballad. She
was nearly eighty years of age, and could
remember only four lines :

If by chance you look for me,
Perhaps you 11 not me find,
For I'll be in my castle :

Inquire for Reynardine.

The melody to which she sang these words
is very quaint and beautiful more beautiful
even than the one given in Mr. Graves's book,
of which it is a variant. I asked her what
these words meant, and she said that "

Rey-
nardine is the name of a faery in Ireland that
turns into the shape of a fox." The tune is

certainly very spirituelle.
HERBERT HUGHES.

Irish Literary Society, London, W.

ARMS ON PUNCHBOWL (10 S. viii. 488).
The arms on the "

punchbowl of Lowestoft
ware" are the same as those on a well-
known service of Chinese porcelain, one of
the plates of which is exhibited in the
Franks Collection at the British Museum
and another, in the possession of Mr. F. A.

Crisp, is described in his ' Armorial China :

a Catalogue of Chinese Porcelain with Coats
of Arms,' 1907. The latter had previously
been excellently illustrated in colour by
Mr. W. Griggs in his 'Armorial China,' 1887.
The former is described by Sir Wollaston

Franks in his Catalogue (p. 195) :

"
Plate. Chinese porcelain, painted in colours,

with gilding ; in the centre, a large coat of arms,
viz., Sab., three escallops in pale arg., Biss, im-
paling Az., three griffins' heads erased arg. (Bill?);
mannings and crest, two snakes embowed ; motto
sis FJKLIX BIS; border of black diaper with plain

or gold grounds, interrupted by six medallions

enclosing alternately flowers and butterflies.

Diam. 8$ hi- 1413."

I would hazard a suggestion that this-

punchbowl might also be really an example
of Chinese porcelain, painted to order in

China, like the plates just mentioned.
S. W. BUSHELL.

GERMAN TRANSLATION : AUTHOR WANTED-
(10 S. viii. 509). It seems worth notice that

Longfellow himself, in his '

Hyperion,'
Bk. III. chap, vi., distinctly disowns the
translation referred to. He says :

"I shall not give you a bald translation of my
own, because I have laid up in my memory another,,

which, though not very literal, equals the original
in beauty."

I once published a translation of Uhland's

poems ; but this was later (in 1864). I men-
tioned in the Preface that " a translation of

nearly all Uhland's poems by Alexander
Platt was published at Leipzig in 1848."

Whether the version sought is Platt's or not,.

I am unable to say. Perhaps not ; but the

early date of his publication makes it just

possible. WALTER W. SKEAT.

' SALUTATION "
TAVERN, BILLINGSGATE

(10 S. vii. 429, 510; viii. 52). Through the

kindness of Mr. Borrajo, City Librarian, I

have been enabled to discover the site of

this ancient tavera. That gentleman has.

shown it plainly marked upon Rocque's
map of London (1746). The space is also

clearly shown, without the name, on Ogilby'a

map of London (1677). Mr. Borrajo states

that he has found a notice of the tavern

as early as 1509.

The position was exactly midway between
St. Mary-at-Hill and Love Lane, facing the
middle of the present Billingsgate Market,
and appears to be now occupied by the
Post Office, and another building, thereto-

adjoining, on the west side.

LIONEL SCHANK.

WORDSWORTH AND BROWNING (10 S. viii.

466). One would like to think MR. BAYNE'S-

reading of the sonnet
"
It is a beauteous-

evening
"

the correct one, but is it certain

that by
" the Mighty Being

" Wordsworth
meant anything more than the sea ? MR.
C. LAWRENCE FORD, at 9 S. iv. 342, says :

" Wordsworth is speaking of the sea only (called
' Monstrum '

in
'

^Eneid,' y. 849) ; but perhaps it

is not irrelevant to mention that there seems to-

have been an old notion or belief, in which even

Kepler shared, that the whole globe was 'an
enormous living animal,' with '

alternations of

deeping and waking
'

(see Brewster's
'

Martyrs of

Science,' 1841, p. 261)."
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I cannot think that Wordsworth *.o regarded
the world, nor, apparently, does MR. FORD.
It was a spiritual presence that the poet
found in external nature ;

and even if he
was speaking

"
of the sea only

"
in this

passage, it is certain that its voice would
convey to him "

authentic tidings of in-

visible things." Are we justified in sup-
poing anything more than that ?

C. C. B.

Notwithstanding the reference to the Deity
in the last line of this exquisite sonnet,
it is quite clear to me that by "the mighty
Being

"
in the sixth line Wordsworth does

not mean God, but refers to the sea, just
mentioned. Let us look at the sonnet
as a whole :

It is a beauteous evening.'calm and free,
The holy time is quiet as a Nun
Breathless with adoration ; the broad sun
Is sinking down in its tranquillity ;

The gentleness of heaven broods o'er the Sea :

Listen ! the mighty Being is awake,
And doth with his eternal motion make
A sound like thunder everlastingly.
Dear Child ! dear Girl ! that walkest with me here,
If thou appear untouched by solemn thought,
Thy nature is not therefore less divine :

Thou liest in Abraham's bosom all the year ;

And worship'st at the Temple's inner shrine,
Ood being with thee when we know it not.

If there could be any doubt as to
"
the

sequence of thought," it would be set at
rest by the two various readings of 1836
{see Knight's

'

Wordsworth,' ed. 1882,
vol. ii. p. 292) :

Air sleeps, from strife or stir the clouds are free,
But list ! the mighty Being is awake.
The "transi'ion" is not, as MR. BAYNE

feuppoees,
" from the contemplation of the

peaceful scene to the thought of the omni-
present Deity," but from the sleeping air,
the stirless clouds, the general quiet, and
the tranquil sunset, to the contrast afforded

by the sea, personified as a living being.
It is gentle as the sky, but it does not sleep

it is awake, as you find, if you listen,

by the low rumbling sound of its ever-moving
waters.
The presence of Deity ie recognized, but

not as MR. BAYNE thinks. There is no
such abrupt and startling transition as his

interpretation reads into the poem. The" solemn thought
"

by which the poet
is

" touched "
is there throughout, from

the first line to the last.

The sonnet, we are told, is
"
the concise

expression of an isolated poetic thought,"
or "

the complete development of a single
motive "

(see Sharp's Introduction "to
* Sonnets of this Century '). This isolated

thought, this single motive, seems to me
to be found, as usual, in the close ; as it is,

for instance, in the magnificent sonnet by
Blanco White. The aj parent indifference
of the child is but the natural result of its

greater nearness to, and greater familiarity
with, that Deity whose presence in Nature
the adult recognizes with an uttered emotion.

If I am right in my view, the ingenious
parallel or contrast drawn by MR. BAYNE
between this sonnet and Browning's familiar
lines

God 's in His heaven
All 's right with the world,

is therefore absolutely without foundation.
I may add that in nearly all the editions

of the poem that I have consulted the pro-
noun "

his
"

in the seventh line is without
the capital, as MR. BAYNE himself has given
it. C. LAWRENCE FORD.
Bath.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.

iii. 88) :
-

1. Heu : vitam perdidi, operose nihil agendo.

These words have a death-bed ring, and
recall the remark, which according to Bayle
was not made by the dying Grotius " multa
agendo nihil egi

"
(see MR. LATHAM'S article

at 9 S. xi. 162).

They are an echo of Seneca,
' De brevi-

tate Vitae,' xiii. 1 :

"Persequi singulos longum est, quorum aut
latrunculi aut pila, aut excoquendi in sole corporis
cura, comumpxere vitam......Nam de illis nemo
dubitabit, Quin operose nihil agant, qui literarum
inutilium studiis detinentur" ;

and would be an appropriate saying,
whether real or fictitious, for some gram-
marian who had spent a lifetime in " set-

tling Hoti's business."
A brief reference to the place where the

querist has encountered the quotation
might possibly be of help in tracing it.

EDWARD BENSLY.
Univ. Coll., Aberystwyth.

LITHUANIAN FOLK - LORE : LEGLESS
SPIRITS (10 S. viii. 168, 277). MR. PLATT
will find that Japanese pictures of ghosts
invariably make them legless. In Hazlitt's
'

Faiths and Folk-lore,' 1905, there is a

frontispiece which represents evil spirits
in a quasi-Japanese style, but one of them
has legs and feet wholly displayed. Every
one here in this- town, on looking thereat,
never fails to declare it as astonishing a

rarity as a white raven or a filly's horn,
so deeply inwrought in their mind is the
notion of spectres appearing constantly
without feet.
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According to a Chinese encyclopaedia
of Buddhist matters, Tua-Shih's '

Fah-yuen-
<3hu-lin,' A.D. 668, torn, liii., in the Indian

legend of Nagirdjuna's conversion all

spiritual beings are said to leave no foot-

prints, whereas a man, however adept in
the magic of making himself invisible,
leaves them necessarily. Whether borrowed
from this or sprung from theirown originality,
it is very probable that the Japanese once
entertained the selfsame superstition, which
resulted in their now well-nigh ineradicable
belief that all ghosts lack lower limbs. Cf.

9 S. vi. 225, col. 1.

KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.
Tanabe, Kii, Japan.

MEN OF FAMILY AS PAKISH CLERKS (10 S.

viii. 448, 516). In 1555 John Carmichael
of that ilk was parish clerk of Carmichael,
and John Somerville, second son of Hugh,
fifth Lord Somerville, was parish clerk of

Quothquan, both in the county of Lanark
(Pitcairn's

'

Criminal Trials,' i. 383).
G. W. C.

The parish clerkship is often held by
gentlemen. Mr. Atheistan Riley, who is

also the squire, is, I believe, the parish clerk
of St. Petroc Minor, Cornwall. The office

was often held by those preparing for Holy
Orders, as is done in this parish. It is to
be remembered that the parish clerk has

always had the privilege of reading the

Epistle at the Holy Communion ;
and it

is required by Canon 91 that he shall be
a man of some education. See Atchley,
'The Parish Clerk,' 1903, and Legg, 'The
Clerk's Book of 1549

'

(Henry Bradshaw
Society), 1903. LAWHENCE PHILLIPS.
Sibson Rectory, Leicestershire.

EARLY EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY QUERIES
(10 S. viii. 369, 436.). 2. La Bruyere (' Les
Caracteres

'

), describing not the French
people, but the Court of Louis XIV., has
a long citation where the few lines quoted
are included. It is to be found in the

chapter
' De la Cour,' exactly at the begin-

ning of the fourth part. L. P.
Paris.

11. Cadaroque (now spelt Cadaroc) is

a station on the Canadan Pacific Railway,
about 35 miles south of the town of London,
in the province of Ontario. It marks the
site of a temporary fort set up by the French
settlers as a protection against the incursions
of the Indians at the beginning of the last

century.
It is to be regretted that these forts have

not been better preserved. Fort Gharry,

an extensive walled encampment, the original
settlement of the thriving city of Winnipeg
(Manitoba), and the only relic of antiquity
it possessed, has been destroyed, with the

exception of the gateway, which still remains
to remind the traveller of the perilous times

experienced by the first settlers in Canada.
JOHN HEBB.

BEULAH SPA, UPPER NORWOOD (10 S.

viii. 508). I remember visiting these gardens
about the year 1845; and they were open
till 1850, but how much later I cannot say.
It seems worth while to record that we then

pronounced spa as spaw, according to the

spelling in Johnson.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

This fashionable resort was formed about
1836 or 1838, and certainly survived, though
it could not be said to be nourishing,
in the year 1854, for in ' The Pictorial

Handbook of London' for that year the

rustic buildings surrounding the lawn are,
with the entire place, there described as

being
" all now more or less decayed and

neglected." Spa Road, Spa Hill, and an hotel

commemorate the Spa's departed glory. The
late Mr. Spurgeon's residence, Westwood,
Beulah Hill, it is well known, occupied the

site of the twenty acres forming the grounds,
or, at all events, part of the property was
so occupied. Then it appears to have become
known as The Lawns, and was in July, 1904,

offered for sale, with what result I cannot

say. See The Daily Telegraph for 19 Jan.

and 4 July, 1904.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

ORDINARIES OF NEWGATE (10 S. vii. 408,

454 ;
viii. 10, 278). The Rev. James

Guthrie, who succeeded Mr. Purney, and
was Ordinary of Newgate at the time of the

execution of Catherine Hayes (Thackeray's
"
Catherine ") on 9 May, 1726, held office

until 1733 (at least), for he officiated at the

hanging of Sarah Malcolm on 7 March, 1733.

The Rev. John Taylor, who appears to

have immediately preceded the Rev. Stephen
Roe, was Ordinary in 1750.
Can any one fill up the gap between

Guthrie and Taylor ? In my note at 10 S.

vii. 409 there is a slip. I wrote (col. 1, 1. 4)
"
Henry

"
instead of James Hackman.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.

SCOTTISH PROVERB (10 S. viii. 470). If

W. S. will turn to Proverbs xii. 27, he will

find an earlier quotation. A. W. S.

[MR. C. LAWRENCE FORD and the REV. J. WILL-
COCK also refer to Proverbs. ]
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" POT-GALLEBY "

(10 S. vii. 388, 431 ; viii.

72, 254, 312, 493, 517). A careful con-
deration of the details of these galleries
ven at 10 S. viii. 312 by MB. DOUGLAS
WEN has led me to the conclusion that they
ere really landing-stages for passengers
ighting from boats, and for the loading and
nloading of cargo. The list shows that

ley were an ordinary adjunct to land along
10 river, whether it belonged to factories,

rickyards, stair-steps, or private property.
therefore think it likely that the word
pot-gallery

"
is nothing but "

boat-gallery
"

i disguise a solution which would ap-
irentfy meet the requirements of the case,
ich landing-stages being naturally regarded
y the municipality in the light of encroach-
lents on the river, and liable to special
rarges and permits.
The mutation of 6 into p is not a normal
ne, as Prof. Skeat remarks (see 'Etymo-
>gical Dictionary,' s.v.

' Purse ') ; but it is

ot perhaps so uncommon in the English
-nguage as philologists have hitherto sup-
osed. It is a change that may easily have
suited, as in the present case, from the
svkward attempts of foreigners to pronounce
nglish. Thus the Chinaman has turned
business

"
into "

pidgin
"

or "
pigeon

"
;

nd "
Bologna sausage

"
has become

polony." But the best illustration of the

ifficulty I know of is to be found in

Henry V.,' III., where Capt. Fluellen the
Welshman remarks,

" I assure you there is

sry excellent services committed at the
ridge," and on another occasion adds, as a
iving clause,

" when there is more petter
pportunity to pe required." So also Sir

[ugh Evans in ' The Merry Wives of Wind-
>r

'

: "I will peat the door for Master
'age."
I would add, for the benefit of those who
ish to pursue the matter further, that an
ccellent idea of the Southwark river-front
b the end of the seventieth century may be
pt by reading the last chapter of Victor
Hugo's

' L'Homme qui rit,' in which the
rincipal actors in the novel are made to
nbark on a vessel lying alongside the river
; one of these galleries, or something verv
<e them. N. W. HILL.
New York.

GLENABA ( 10 S. viii. 449). Glenara means
ie glen of the sheiling, or, as one might
>y, the sheltered glen ; but the particular
ie in Campbell's poem has no existence
Dart from the poem, which is founded
i the well-known story of Lachlan Maclean
Duart's differences with his wife, Lady

Elizabeth Campbell, a daughter of Archi-

bald, second Earl of Argyll. He is said to
have placed her, about 1527, on a rock out
from Duart, still known as the Lady's Rock,
covered at high water, from which, however,
she was rescued, and to have given her a
sham funeral, followed by the tragic end of
Maclean at the hands of Sir John Campbell,
the lady's brother.
Joanna Baillie's tragedy of ' The Family

Legend
'

is also founded upon it.

J. L. ANDERSON.
Edinburgh.

ABCHBISHOP BLACKBURN (10 S. viii. 350,

415). There is a portrait of him in the

Archbishop's palace at Bishopthorpe, and
a reproduction of it forms an accept-
able illustration in the late Canon J. R.
Keble'a

'

History of the Parish and Manor-

House of Bishopthorpe.' Some particulars
of Blackburn's life are referred to, and
pains taken to refute certain scandals con-

cerning it. Legend says that Dick Turpin
was at one time his Grace's butler at least
so states the lamented author to whom I
have referred. ST. SWITHIN.

If your correspondent will refer to 4 S. ix.

180, 226, 289, 396, he will find a great deal
of information concerning this prelate and
the curious stories concerning him.
In a note on the last lines of Byron's

'

Corsair,' published in 1822,

He left a corsair's name to other times,
Linked with one virtue, and a thousand crimes,

the anecdote that the Archbishop was once
a buccaneer is mentioned as apocryphal.

JOHN PICKFOBD, M.A.
Newbonrne Rectory, Woodbridge.

" LIGGEBS," c. 1474 (10 S. viii. 449).
Those who consult the ' N.E.D.' should be
respectfully urged to use more care. Most
old words have many forms of spelling, and
cross-references are often inserted by way
of guide. Thus, under '

Ligger,' we are

directed, first of all, to turn to '

Ledger/
where is given all that can be desired.

W. C. B.

A "
ligger" is the same as a "

coucher," viz.,

any large book suited better for lying on a
desk than for carrying about ; sometimes a
large account-book, cartulary, or the like,

frequently a great Breviary for use in church,
as distinct from a "

portas," or small one,
carried by a " book-bosom priest." See
4

Ledger
'

in '

N.E.D.,' and its synonym
'Ligger.' J. T. F.
Durham.
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The book MR. T. W. WILLIAMS inquires
about is a large copy of the Breviary, and
he will find references in the ' N.E.D.' under
'

Ledger,' including one from a Somerset
House will ; but his example is seven years
earlier than the earliest given.

AYEAHR.

[H. P. L., ST. SWITHIN, and MR. J. B. WAIXE-
\VBIGHT also thanked for replies. ]

" SHAM ABRAHAM "
(10 S. vii. 469 ; viii.

293, 395, 477). Readers of
' N. & Q.' ate

beholden to MR. E. RIMBAULT DIBDIN for

his reply at the last reference. I should,

however, like to say that what I quoted
(viii. 293) was taken verbatim from the

songbook which I referred to. It is always
possible that a song or poem may have
alterations or additions made either by the

author or by some one else. Alterations

and additions are interesting ;
therefore I

offer the whole stanza, of which I gave only
-the first two lines :

'The French say they're coming, but sure they are

humming,
I know what they want, if they do land ;

"We '11 make their ears ring in defence of our king,
Our country, and Abraham Newland :

Oh Abraham Newland !

Darling Abraham Newland !

,No tri-colour'd elf, nor the devil himself,
Shall e'er rob us of Abraham Newland.

' The Songster's Favourite Companion,'
London, not dated, p. 11.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

LATIN QUOTATIONS (10 S. i. 188, 297,

437; ii. 110, 276). 38.
" Partus aureus

"

,(' Pedantius,' ed. G. C. Moore Smith, 1. 2506,
"
Optime, sic enim eris ingenij nostri partus

aureus"). The source of the phrase is

Pseudo-Cicero
' Ad Octavianum,' 6 :

"
Ego patres conscriptos ad parricidium induxi,

-ego reni publicam fefelli, ego ipsum senatum sibi

manus adferre coegi, cum te lunonium puerum et

matris tine partum aureum esse dixi." Pt. III.

vol. ii. p. 563 of C. F. W. Miiller's ed. of Cicero ;

vol. vi. p. 289 of Tyrrell and Purser's ed. of the

correspondence of Cic.

Cf.
" Aureolus partus matris," quoted in

Prof. Moore Smith's note (p. 148) from an

-epitaph on Walter, Earl of Essex (ob. 1576).
EDWARD BENSLY.

Univ. Coll., Aberystwyth.

CHASSEURS BRITANNIQUES (10 S. v. 369).

Originally a portion of the Prince of

Conde's Army of Emigrants. Embodied
as a Rifle Regiment in May, 1801, under
the command of Col. John Ramsay. Most
of the officers were foreigners. During the

war in the Peninsula the regiment was
recruited from the prisoners of war and

French deserters. When first brought on
to the British establishment the regiment
onsisted of eleven companies. Disbanded

in 1815. See Sewell's
'

Extinct Regiments
of the British Army.' M. J. D. COCKLE.
Walton-on-Thames.

PRE-REFORMATION PARSONAGES (10 S.

viii. 109, 314, 414). The rectory at As-

penden, near Buntingford, is a pre-Reforma-
bion building. The late rector, the Rev.
A. P. Sanderson, was of opinion that it

dated from about 1500, but it is probably
much older. It has a timber frame of oak
on which are oak laths, covered with strong
plaster, and it is as pound to-day as when
it was built. W. B. GERISH.
Bishop's Stortford.

CAMEL BIBLIOGRAPHY (10 S. viii. 289).
1. Watt (G.), The Camel. 1887.

2. Rayment (Vet. -Major G. J. R.), Camels on
Field Service. [Official.] Simla, 1896.

3. Maxwell (Col. H. H.), Camel Guns. Woolwich,
1870.

4. Burn (Major D. B.), Notes on Transport and on
Camel Corps. 1887.

5. Some Account of the Organization, Equipment,
&c., of the Imperial Service Camel Corps, Bikanir.
/. U.S.I.I., xxvii. 161-6.

6. Regimental Transport : Infantry : Short In-
structions for saddling and loading Pack Mules and
Camels. (Issued with Army Orders, dated 1st Janu-
ary, 1889.) London, 1889, 8vo.

7- Green (General Sir G. W.), The Organization
and Employment of Camel Corps in Warfare.
R.U.S.I.J., xxix.521-37.

M. J. D. COCKLE.
Walton-on-Thames.

The following might be added to the
authorities already cited :

Gilchrist, A Practical Treatise on the Treatment
of the Diseases of the Elephant, Camel, and Horned
Cattle. With instructions for preserving their

efficiency, also a description of the medicines used
in the treatment of their diseases and a general
outline of their anatomy.

ALDOBRAND OLDENBUCK.
Fairport.

THE LAMBS IN GREAT RUSSELL STREEG
(10 S. viii. 421). Charles and Mary Laml
occupied the upper part of No. 20, Russel
Street, Covent Garden, one door west 01

Bow Street, from 1817 to 1823. Lamb ir

a letter refers to the house as being
" nexi

to the corner
"

; and Mary Lamb in anothei
letter speaks of having a view of Drurj
Lane Theatre in the front, and of Covem
Garden Theatre from the back windows
The house at the corner of Bow Street
which is sometimes referred to as Lamb's
has no windows at the rear, the room;
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being lighted from the front and flank of

the house, and the numbers in the street

areas they stand in Horwood's map (1819),

in which every house is numbered.
JOHN HEBB.

PUBLIC SPEAKING IN SHAKESPEAKE'S DAY
(10 S. viii. 130, 415). T have had experience
of a Reading Club wherein a play is cast

among the members, and is read aloud by
them as quickly as may be without undue

despatch. Some stage directions are also

read ; and in
'

Henry VIII.'
"
Orpheus with

his lute
"

is sung, though, as in compensa-
tion, some of the Christening rubric is left

out. Under such conditions
' Romeo and

Juliet
' takes not less than two hours

twenty minutes, and '

Henry VIII.,' two
hours fifteen minutes. I do not think that

either play could be decently acted in two

hours, whether in Shakespeare's day or in

our own.
" Two hours "

fitted his metre
better than

" two hours and three quarters:"
" hence the wonder grew."

ST. SWITHIN.

It seems almost incredible that any of

Shakespeare's plays can have been acted

in two hours, even if no intervals were
allowed for scene-shifting. If five minutes'

interval was allowed between the acts, and
two minutes' between the scenes, the time
would be reduced to one hour or less. A
play of 3,000 lines would contain, roughly,
25,000 words, which, even if the scene-

shifting and intervals were reduced to a

quarter of an hour, would have to be gone
through in about 105 minutes, at the rate

of 238 words a minute. It is well known
that, as at present constituted, the human
mind cannot, on an average, assimilate

ideas conveyed to the brain through the

organ of hearing at the rate of more than
100 words a minute. If the actors really

spoke at this rapid rate, it would go far

to explain the contemporary lack of appre-
ciation of Shakespeare's plays, and the con-

temptuous remarks of Pepys in his diary.
If 'Othello' was "a mean thing" and
' Macbeth '

only
" a pretty good play," it

must surely have been through some defect

in imparting their meaning to the audiences ;

and this defect might well be that of

excessive rapidity of utterance. Even in

drawing-room Shakespeare circles, in which
there is no interval whatever between the
acts or scenes, it is impossible to get through
any play in two hours.

J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

NOTES ON BOOKS, 4o.

The Political History of England. Vol. XII. The
History of England during the Reign of Victoria

(1S37-1901). By Sidney Low and Lloyd C. Sanders.
(Longmans & Co.)

WE have heard it urged, and with much plausibility,
that the history one should first learn is that of the
hundred years preceding one's own time. The
period of the present volume certainly deserves the
attention of the ordinary reader, ana our common
experience is that, whether young or old, unless he
is a professed historian, he knows very little about
it. If he has had a classical education, he knows
more of Caesar than Wellington, and of Marius
than Lord Melbourne. It is with great satisfaction,
then, that we find the present volume written by
a pair so well fitted for their task ; no better
hands could, in our opinion, have been chosen,
for both have ample experience as journalists, a
good style, and a wide knowledge of the subject-
matter which makes for sound judgment. The
excellent Bibliography at the end of the volume
shows the many sources of information open to the
reader, but for ordinary purposes he may rest
satisfied with a perusal of this book, though
he should be warned that the inner history of
some events is not yet known, and can only be
the subject of surmise. The whole is highly com-
pressed, but not devoid of vivid and epigrammatic-
touches, and might well become a handbook of the

period, being sufficiently
" documented "

by refer-
ences at the bottom of the page to sources. The
Index is good, but not perfect. The first notable
name which we chanced to look for is not included.
The compression to which we have alluded some-

what spoils the flow of the narrative, but room has
been found for occasional pungent remarks, as that
of Macaulay in 1838 that the Radicals were reduced
to " Grote and his wife," and for questions of
interest to readers of ' N. & Q.' such as the use of
the word "Conservative," which

" had been used by
Canning, at a city dinner, as far back as 1824, and
was not, as is often said, first applied to Tories by
Croker in The Quarterly Review in January, 1830.

Macaulay in July, 1832, in his review of Dumont's
'

Mirabeau,' referred to it as a new cant word."
The writers had not the advantage, we presume,

of consulting the edition of the Queen's letters just
published ; but, as a matter of fact, a good many of
the revelations in those volumes are not new, e.g..
Sir Theodore Martin's ' Life of the Prince Consort
is quoted for evidence as to Palmerston's conflict
with the Queen concerning the modification of dis-

patches. We note the unusual, but, we believe,
correct conclusion that Mr. Balfour was not a
regular member of the celebrated Fourth Party, in

spite of the Vanity Fair cartoon which includes
him among them, and which is reproduced in Mr.
Winston Churchill's

'

Life' of his father.
Beaconsfield's death is the occasion for an able

summary of his influence, pointing out that his

Imperial phase obliterated earlier memories :

" His personal character, too, had risen in the
general esteem as his years drew out ; even his

political opponents respected his courage, his pene-
trating judgment, his dignified firmness. Under-
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lying the theatricality that still clung to him it was
felt there was something large and genuine, some-
thing that touched the nobler chords of public life.

Thus he lived to be an idol, and died to become a

tradition, for almost half his countrymen ; and the

anniversary of his death came to be kept as a kind
of saint's day by ardent Conservatives.
There is, perhaps, some political bias in the fact

that no similar summary is given of the personality
of Gladstone, who, however, outlived his oest period
of activity.

Dealing with politics as outsiders, we cannot ex-

pect to be able to criticize the mass of detail here

presented. We are more at home in the chapter
concerning 'Literature and Social Development.'
Here science and Darwin are rightly put in the
front of the summary. We do not rank Tennyson's
blank verse in the '

Idylls of the King
'

so high as
our authors do. There is, however, felicity in the

general appreciation of poets. Under this head
Matthew Arnold is, of course, mentioned, but we
find no adequate notice of his prose criticism.
We are of opinion that Dickens's style improved

with years, and that in this respect,
' Our Mutual

Friend' (1865) is much superior to
' David Copper-

field' (1850) ; and we can hardly endorse the state-

ment as to the relative value of his style and
Thackeray's. Henry Kingsley is put above his
brother Charles "for originality and power." We
are pleased to see a recognition of Thirlwall's
'

History of Greece,' a book which has been unduly
obscured by Grote's great work. As the vogue of
'

Essays and Reviews '

is mentioned earlier in the

volume, we think atleasta line mierht have been given
to

' Lux Mundi,' with a hint as to the preponderance
of the Higher Criticism among scholars. A good
many modern novelists, we may add, reach fully as

high a standard as Mrs. Lynn Linton. She, how-
ever, is mentioned as one or a group, and it is clear
that conciseness is responsible for some omissions
and some levelling of values which would hardly
have occurred if the authors had had more space at
their disposal. There is one new science that we
think deserved a word or two, that of folk-lore and
anthropology, which has led to the careful study of
backward races, and incidentally to a wonderful
broadeniiig of ideas concerning religion in its various
forms. The century ended with a repudiation,
among the majority, of materialistic views which
in earlier days seemed alone to possess a secure
foundation. The somewhat unnecessarily dis-

cordant views of Imperialists and Social Reformers
are neatly indicated in the final paragraphs of this

interesting book.

Heine's Boole of Songs. Translated by J. Todhunter.
(Oxford, University Press.)

THIS is a good specimen of the "Oxford Library of
Translations." Dr. Todhunter has been well known
for many years as a poet of talent, and pro-
bably appreciates the difficulties of his task as well
as any man. The present reviewer has made some
attempts in the same field with indifferent results,
and recognizes that Dr. Todhunter has come as
near success as can be hoped, which is much nearer
than the average translator. The Preface shows
how well he has understood his author. We
endorse its statements entirely, except that we
should emphasize the folk or ballad side of Heine's
muse, which allows him to employ vernacular and
homely expressions in a way which would be fatal
to the ordinary bard. W. E. Henley, with his dis-

regard of conventionality, is in some ways the most
Heinesque of modern poets. The use of inversion
is the way out of many difficulties, but it is a way
which seldom pleases us. It destroys the sense of
naturalness and the tripping, easy rhythm which
are Heine's. Many of the renderings here are well
worth quoting, but we can find space for only one
poem, which will be familiar to most readers of
Heine :

My pretty fishermaiden,
Come row thy skiff to land,

Come hither and sit beside me,
We '11 gossip hand in hand.

Make of my heart thy pillow,
And be not so shy with me ;

Less coy art thou, daily trusting
Thyself to that wild sea !

My heart, just like the ocean,
Hath storm and ebb and flow,

And many a pearl of beauty,
Sleeping the waves below.

On the whole, Dr. Todhunter shows remarkable-

ingenuity in meeting the various difficulties of

vocabulary and rime. We hope his book will reach
a second edition, and that he will then repair an
indiscretion we have dwelt on many times the
absence of an index of first lines. Poets can hardly,
we suppose, be expected to attend to such practical
matters; but publishers ought to assist them,
especially in a matter which concerns the re-read-

ing of their best work.

The Fortnightly Review begins the new year with
an excellent number. Dr. A. R. Wallace's paper
on ' Evolution and Character '

is one of the most
striking contributions to the science of man that
we have read for some time. An address by
Tolstoy,

' Love One Another,' follows. Dr. Beattie
Crozier enters in

' A Challenge to Socialism
' on a

friendly duel with Mr. Blatchford. Mr. Walter
Jerrold in 'Titmarsh and the "Dixonary"' deals
with words he has found in Thackeray's writings
which are not included in "an admirably repre-
sentative modern dictionary, 'The Encyclopaedic.'

"

It is an interesting collection, but some of the
words are obviously slang, and would appear only
in a dictionary devoted to slang. It might have
been pointed out that "

diffiigient snows and "I
have militated in former times, not without glory,"
are direct references to definite lines of Horace. A
reviewer in our own columns mentioned some while
back Thackeray's verb "

to accolade," which is not
in the

' N.E.D. Mr. Francis Gribble has a pleasing
article on Whittier, a poet not so well known in

England as he should oe ; and Mr. Escott deals
rather sketchily with ' Lever and his Friends,' but
is entertaining.

The National Review, as usual, thunders against
the machinations of Germany and the Government.
There is a lively sketch of Mr. Lloyd-George, by
Mr. J. A. Lovat Fraser ; and Mr. J. L. Garvin says
trenchant things about Free Trade papers, and
explains away the present commercial prosperity
with which the nation is credited. The Bishop of
Carlisle is moderate and sensible concerning

' Canon
Law and the Deceased Wife's Sister's Marriage Act.'
There is

' A Plea for a Forth and Clyde Ship Canal' ;

Miss Evelyn Underbill replies to Lady Robert Cecil

effectively concerning
' The Cant of Unconvention-

ality
'

; and Mr. A. M. Low is striking, as usual,
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concerning
' American Affairs.' The most interest-

ing article, however, in the number is Sir Rowland
Blennerhassett's on

' The Foreign Policy of Queen
Victoria,' and the occasions on which that wise and

astute sovereign went wrong.

The Nineteenth Century leads off with '
Politics

in Transition,' by one of the ablest of younger
Liberals, Mr. C. F. G. Masterman, M.P. This

paper is the best of the many on current questions

in Parliament with which The Nineteenth is this

month somewhat choked. We wish that there

was less political writing, and one article a month
-on a book worth reading and not necessarily new.

Mr. Oswald Crawford writes on Portugal ; an ex-

prisoner, who uses the objectionable word
"
peno-

logist," replies, not very convincingly, to Sir Alfred

Wills on ' Criminals and Crime '

; Miss Una Biroh

makes an interesting article out of
' The Comte de

Saint-Germain
'

; and Carmen Sylva in ' On Earth
Peace !

'

suggests suitable reflections for the

season. Dr. G. C. Williamson's new information

concerning Jean Petitot, the enamel-worker of

Geneva, is hardly of sufficient interest for the

general public. Miss S. K. Phelps has a sentimental

little dialogue, 'The Fairy Prince'; and Lord

Curzon prints his Birmingham address of last De-

cember on ' The True Imperialism.' It is full of

fine rhetoric, but does not contain much that is

novel. He thinks that the sovereign of the Empire
should visit its outlying parts from time to time, and
that an Imperial Council, apart from the Govern-

ment in power, is a necessity.

IN The Cornhill Mr. A. F. Wallis's verse on 'A
Christmas Tea Party' shows talent, but is not

sufficiently clear in expression. Mr. Ian Malcolm
has a bright article on ' Edward Lear.' whose gift

for nonsense is well exhibited. Lady Robert Cecil

writes on 'A Walking Gentleman, which is an

excellent novel by Mr. James Prior. Prof. James

Sully gives
' Reminiscences of the Sunday Tramps

'

who used to walk under Leslie Stephen's guidance.
The article is interesting, but might, it seems to us,

have been brighter. Perhaps the Professor was
more interested in metaphysics than in good talk.

At any rate, he has told us much that will attract

the casual reader. But how all this transference of

private social affairs into journalistic talk would
have surprised an earlier generation who kept such

things to themselves ! Mr. G. M. Trevelyan writes

-on
' The War-Journals of

"
Garibaldi's English-

man,"
'

J. W. Peard ; and Mr. A. C. Benson interests

us in
' Kelmscott and William Morris.'

The Burlington Magazine has this month a liberal

.supply of illustrations of recent acquisitions from
the famous Kami Collection, including two masterly
Rembrandts and two fine examples of Frank Hals,
the merits of which are explained in a way that all

can understand. There is a further article on the

decoration of the Palace of Westminster ; and
Mr. Lionel Gust begins

' Notes on Pictures in the

Royal Collections
' with the ' Great Piece

'

by
Van Dyck, i.e., the family group of Charles I. with
his wife and two eldest children at Windsor. He
makes out that it was executed by the painter in

1632 for Charles I. Lawrence's portrait of Mrs.

Allnutt, and Raeburn's of Mrs. Kenneth Murchison,
are both reproduced, and both pictures of singular
distinction. The Musee des Beaux-Arts at Buda-

pest is fortunate in possessing the latter. Nothing,
however, in the number exceeds in beauty or

interest the version of Myron's Statue of the Disk-
thrower found near Ostia, and the Niobid found in
the Gardens of Sallust. The former is of great
importance, because the Lancellotti example of the
'

Discobolus,' the best version, is jealously guarded,
and not open to reproduction. The statue of the
Niobid is a wonderful piece of action and grace, and
ascribed to the fifth century B.C.

WE welcome the New Year's issue of The Scottish
Historical Review (Glasgow, MacLehose), \vhich
maintains an admirable standard of interest and
research. There is that perpetual subject of romance
and inquiry, Mary, Queen of Scots, who occupies
two articles, by Mr. Thomas Duncan and Mr.
T. F. Henderson, the latter dealing in lively con-
troversy with Mr. Lang's view of the "Casket
Letters." Prof. C. S. Terry edits

' Allan Cameron's
Narrative, February -April, 1716,' which affords
valuable insight into the last phase of the '15.

Other articles treat of the Market Cross of Aber-
deen ; Henry Ker of Graden ;

' The Green Island,'
a traditional and enchanted spot to the north of
Scotland, which may well be Greenland ; and

' The
Bishops of Glasgow, 1316-1446,' with fine engravings
of episcopal seals. There are several reviews of
an expert character, and notes and comments.

MESSRS. JACK of Edinburgh propose to reprint in
facsimile a series of old Tudor plaVs, including also
other printed pieces and rare MSS. This will be
the first systematic and serious attempt to reprint
pre-Shakespearian literature in facsimile. These
treasures are for the most part unique, and
enshrined in public collections like the British
Museum or the Bodleian. The editor of the series
is Mr. John S. Farmer, who invites communications
from scholars regarding rare books and MSS., which
would be acceptable, if reproduced.

THE business carried on by Mr. Elliot Stock for
many years in Paternoster Row has now been
disposed of to Mr. Robert Scott. Mr. Stock will
stifl take part in the management of the business,
and the members of the staff will be unchanged.

ta (Eomspontonts.
We must call special attention to the fdloinng

notices.-

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of
disposing of them.

T. S. NORTON (" The hand that rocks the cradle ").
Written by William Ross Wallace. See 9 S. ii.

358 ; 10 S. iv. 447 ; v. 273.

MAJOR CROWE. Forwarded.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' "Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C-
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THE ATHEN^UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEN^UM contains Articles on

THE OXFORD BOOK OF FRENCH VERSE. THE CLAIMS OF FRENCH POETRY.
HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS IN KENT. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI.
SHAKESPEARE'S WARWICKSHIRE CONTEMPORARIES.
BOOKS OF TRAVEL. SHORT STORIES.
SOCIOLOGICAL PAPERS. DEVONSHIRE CHARACTERS AND STRANGE EVENTS.

DISCOVERIES. SARTOR RESARTUS. VENETIAN LIFE. SUFFOLK RECORDS
AND MPS. : INDEX. LITERARY YEAR-BOOK.

THE BOOK SALES OF 1907 : II.
' THE LICENSED TRADE.' THE DOUGLAS CAUSE.

LORIMER FISON.
OLD MASTERS AT THE ACADEMY. NOTES FROM PARIS. THE AURELIAN WALL

AT ROME.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

THE STATUTES OF THE SCOTTISH CHURCH.
FATHER AND SON. A BOOK OF GREEK VERSE. DYOTT'S DIARY.
NEW NOVELS : The Explorer ; Children's Children ; The Love Story of Giraldus ; Phantom

Figures ; The Heart's Banishment ; the Progress of Hugh Rendal ; The Master Beast.

.SOCIAL PROBLEMS.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Lord Wantage ; Shakspeare's Sonnets ; Adonis, Attis, Osiris ; The

Literary Man's Bible ; Sir Gawain and the Lady of Lys ; British Freewomen ; The National
Edition of Dickens ; The Eversley Tennyson ; The Blackmailers ; The Liberal Year-Book ;

Manor Court Rolls in Private Hands ; The Pocket Ruskin ; Almanach Hachette ; The Greyfriars.

NOTES FROM PARIS. THE BOOK SALES OF 1907.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : A Bird Collector's Medley ; Anthropological Notes ; Attis and Christ ; Societies ;

Meetings Next Week ; Gossip.

FINE ARTS : Eugene Delacroix ; The Nature Poems of George Meredith ; The American Pilgrim's

Way in England ; the Collector's Manual ; The Annual of the British School at Athens ; The
Landscape Painters' Exhibition ; Gossip ; Exhibitions.

MUSIC : Gossip ; Performances Next Week.

DRAMA : Arms and the Man ; The Babes in the Wood ; Aladdin ; Robinson Crusoe.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENvEUM will contain Reviews of

LORD ACTON'S THE HISTORY OF FREEDOM.
AND

EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J.*EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenaeum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G. And of all Newsagents.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The

Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and

General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Bail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

for Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W.C.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

f
PRICE FOUKPENCE.

"NTr> 9,19, SATURDAY .lANTTATCY 18 1908 4 Registered as a Newspaper. Entered atL\(J. ALA. (_SERIES.J KJAl.UJfcUAI, UAl>U.ailI J.0j i7UO. -i
the N.V.P.O. as Second-Class Matter.

V Yearly Subscription, 208. 6(Z. pos< /)-ee

The Genealogist's Pocket Library.

THE FIRST VOLUME NOW READY.

Some Special Studies in
CONTAINING THREE CHAPTERS:

CHAPTER I.

EMIGRANTS TO AMERICA. HOW
TO TRACE THEIR ENGLISH
ANCESTRY.

By Gerald Fothergill.

The Whole . .

Series Will . .

prote of interest

to all ....
Genealogists, .

both Amateur .

and

Professional.

CHAPTER II.

THE QUAKER::RECORDS.
By Josiah Newman, F.R.Hist.Soc.

CHAPTER III.

THE GENEALOGY OF
THE SUBMERGED.

By Chas. A. Bernau.

Vol. I. Will aid

1. Americans,
2. Quakers, and
3. Many Who

are at a
standstill

in their,

researches

The Volume is of a convenient pocket size, neatly bound in cloth, and contains 96 pages,

with separate Indexes of Places and Surnames mentioned.

PRICE

Cux> SDillings ana Sixpence
NET

(or 2s. 8d. post fre3>.

Of all Booksellers, or the Publisher, CHAS. A. BERNAU, Walton-on-Thames.

Wholesale Agents : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON, KENT & CO., LTD., London.
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THE ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW.
Edited by RRGINALD L. POOLE, M.A. Ph.D.

No. 89. JANUARY, 1908. Royal 8vo, price S*.

I. Article*.

THE KING'S COUNCIL PROM EDWARD I. TO EDWARD III.

By James F. Baldwin.

THE AMALGAMATION OF THE ENGLISH MERCANTILE
CRAFTS. By Miss Stella Kramer.

THE NORTHERN PACIFICATION OF 1719-20. By J. F.
Chance. Part III.

QUEEN VICTORIA'S LETTERS, 1837-1861. By the Master
of Peterhouse, Cambridge.

'2. .Votes and Document*.

THE DATES OF HENRY II. 's CHARTERS. By the Editor.

CISTERCIAN SCHOLARS AT OXFORD. By R. C. Fowler.

A VOLUNTARY SUBSIDY LEVIED BY EDWARD IV.. 1462.

By Miss Cora L. Scofield.

THE CORONATION OF QUEEN ELIZABETH. By the Rev.
H. A. Wilson.

THE SALE OF EPISCOPAL LANDS DURING THE CIVIL
WARS AND THE COMMONWEALTH. By G. B. Tatham.

3. Reviews of Books. 4. Short Notices.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. 39, Paternoster Row, London, B.C.

FHE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
No. 423. JANUARY, 1903. 8vo, price 6s.

1. THE GOVERNMENT OF SUBJECT RACES.
2. LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU.
3. THE ORIGIN AND PROSPECTS OF GOTHIC ARCHI-

TECTURE.
4. BISHOP GORE AND THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
8. THE FALLACIES OF SOCIALISM.
6. VERSAILLES.
7. HEINRICH HEINE : EMOTION AND IRONY.
8. RELIGION IN LITERATURE.
9. THE AGRICULTURAL POSITION OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM.
10. THE SECOND HAGUE CONFERENCE.
11. QUEEN VICTORIA'S LETTERS.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. 39. Paternoster Row, London, B.C.

SURNAMES
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM :

A CONCISE ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY.
By HENRY HARRISON,

Author of
' The Place-Names of the Liverpool District,' 4c.

Now issuing in Parts at 1. net. Parts I. and II. ready.

Prospectus and Copies of the Publishers, THE EATON PRESS,
190, Ebury Street, London, S.W.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
. BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKE It's Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street. Birmingham.

PEDIGREES TRACED : Evidences of Descent
JL from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

TTERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
JLJL with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-
ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, Ac.

L. CULLETON. 92, Piccadilly. London. W.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free bv post is 10*. Sd. for Six

Months ; or 20*. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index.
I. EDWARD FRANCIS, Note* and (lueriet Office. Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane. E.O.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

IVhich also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. Qd. home and

13s. 6rf. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning
' Notes and Queries."

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

WILL SHORTLY BE PUBLISHED.

THE EXISTING TRANSCRIPTS OF THE
LOST PARISH REGISTERS OF DEVON, 1597-1644. Edited

in Alphabetical Order of Parishes by the Rev. Sub-Dean
GRANVILLE. M.A., and W. E. MUQFORD. Vol. I., A.-Bra.. 8vo,

200 pp., cloth, 10s. 6d. For about 80 copies remaining (unsubscribed,
address orders to Pilton House, Pinhoe, Exeter.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd.. Publishers and Printers,

60, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.)

Contains hairUss paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 8s. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size. St. per doun, ruled or plain.

Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

THE BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION.
Founded 1837.

Patron HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA,
Invested Capital, 30,0002.

A UNIQUE INVESTMENT
Offered to London Booksellers and their Assistants.

A young mxn or woman of twenty-five can invest the sum of Twenty
Guineas (or its equivalent by instalments), and obtain the right to

participate In the following advantages :

FIRST. Freedom from want in time of Adversity as long as need
exists.
SECOND. Permanent Relief in Old Ape.
THIRD. Medical Advice bv eminent Physicians and Surgeons.
FOURTH. A Cottage in the Country (Abbots Langley, Hertford-

shire) for aged Members, with garden produce, coal, and medical
attendance free, in addition to an annuity.
FIFTH. A furnished house in the same Retreat at Abbots Lnngley

for the use of Members and their families for holidays or during
convalescence.
SI XTH. A contribution towards Funeral expenses when it is needed.
SEVENTH. All these are available not for Members only, but also

for their wives or widows and young children.
EIGFITH. The payment of the subscriptions confers an absolute

right to th*se benefits in all cases of need.
For further information apply to the Secretary MB. GEORGE

LARNF.R. J. Paternoster Row. E.C

CTICKPHAST PA5TE is miles better than Gum
kJ for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, Ac. 3d.. 6d and U. with
strong. iiM'tul Kru.-h (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for i simii'le r.,,nii-. Including Brush. Factory. Sugar Loaf Court,
Leadentmll Street, E.G. Of all Stationers. Stickpb:t Paste sticks.

ATHEN^UM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
J\. FRANCIS, Printer of the Athenaum. Notes and Querie*. *c.. is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of ROOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13. Bieaiii'* liuiUings. t'haucery
Lane. E.C. '
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THE BARONY OF CARNOUSIE.

IN the county of Banff, parish of Forglen,
.about four miles west of Turriff, in Aber-

deenshire, lies the estate of Carnousie.

On it, besides two mansions of a later

date, there stands an interesting sixteenth-

century dwelling which is known as
" the

Old House "
or Castle. In 1538 James V.

granted permission to the then owner of

Carnousie, Sir Walter Ogilvy, to erect a

castle on this property ; and in a deed dated

1583 it is referred to as having been "
newly

constructed
"

by his son, Walter Ogilvy,
who, at that time being laird, sold the estate

to his brother George Ogilvy. This family
held the lands for about a hundred years.
On the roof of the building is still to be seen

the Ogilvy crest, a lion rampant holding
between the paws a plumb-rule, erect ; and
in one of the rooms is a small wall-cup-
board, the door of which bears carved upon
it a monogram composed of the letters

S. L. O. In the annals of the church of

Banff it is recorded that in 1680 the old

gilded chalice was made into two cups,
"
the arms of the anonymous donour "

being re-engraved thereon. These were the

arms of Ogilvy of Carnousie : Arg., a cross

engrailed sa. between, in the first and fourth

quarters, a lion passant guardant gu.,
crowned or, and in the second and third
three crescents gu.

I have from the Scottish records, charters,
deeds, &c., collected some details of the
various holders of this estate, which may
be worth preserving in

' N. & Q.'
1178-1211. Firstly, with regard to the

parish : by a charter William the Lion
gave to the Monastery of Aberbrothock
(Arbroath) the land of Forglen (terrain de
Forglint) ; and from various charters and
deeds extending over 185 years it is possible
to trace the possession of this property
to various owners. Thus briefly, then in
1315 it was assigned by the Abbot to Malcolm
de Monymusk; in 1388 John Fraser held it;
in 1411 he resigned it to the Abbot; in
1457 by a letter of inquisition it seems that
Alexander Irwyn of Drum, being under age,
held it under the guardianship of the
Abbot ; in 1481 he did homage for the lands
to the Abbot, one of the witnesses being
John Ogilvy ; in 1483 Alexander Irwyn in a
charter refers to Forglen and the advowson
of the church ; in 1494 Alex. Irwyn makes
an inquisition of the lands ; and in 1499 and
1500 the lands are confirmed to Alex.

Irwyn (son of the previous) ; and to his wife
Jonete Allerdes.

1286-9. The earliest reference to Car-
nousie is in a charter for the founding of the

Chapel of St. Meninius on the Deveron.
It is to the effect that Symon, Thane of

Aberchirder, granted yearly four marks
of silver from the mill of Carnousie (Car-
noussexth). This St. Meninius is probably
the same as St. Monanus, Archdeacon and
Confessor in Scotland, whose feast falls

1 March, being the eve of St. Marnan, the
tutelar saint of the church of Aberchirder.

1358/9. In the reign of David II. one
William of Fotheringham was Sheriff of

Banff. The sheriffs were the immediate
receivers of the royal revenues, and had the

duty of assessing the rents of Crown lands.

This sheriff's account, rendered at Dundee
18 March, 1358/9, is preserved among the

Exchequer Rolls of Scotland. In it, after

mentioning the rents of various estates, he
refers to Carnousie in these words :

' '

nothing
hitherto from the two Carnousies, because

they are in the hand of the Countess of

Wigton, by the King's grant
"

(" nihil hie

de duabus Carnousys, quia in manu comtisse
de Wygton, ex concessione regis "). In the
same account Netherdale is assessed at

3Z. 6s. 8d., and the rent of the brewery of
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Inverkeitliny is stated to be 6s. 8d. Who
was this Countess of Wigton ?

1369. By a charter of David II. to Sir

Richard Comyn (Edinburgh, 15 Sept.,

1369), it is clear that one John Burnard, the

King's Macer (" Claviger noster"), held Car-

nousie previous to Sir Richard's tenancy. In
the Exchequer Rolls, vol. ii., under date

1372, there is a record of the payment of

26s. 8d. to this John Burnard as King's
Macer. In Scotland the mace-bearer had
to see that the sentences of the courts of

justice were carried into effect..

Sir Richard, of the Scoto-Norman family
of Comyn, was eighth in descent from
Robert de Comyn, Earl of Northumberland,
who was killed at the battle of Alnwick in

1093, and he was the great-grandson of

John, called
"
the Red Comyn," who died

about 1273. Sir Richard's father, Thomas
Comyn, having a bitter feud with the

family of Shaw, killed its representative,
James Shaw, and was in turn murdered by
the latter's son, whilst sleeping in a place
called to this day Lagna Cuminach in

Rothiemurchus, Inverness. This son of

James Shaw was named Corfiachlach. Sir

Richard took a deadly revenge on the
Shaws for his father's murder, making great
havoc among them with fire and sword.
He was a special favourite of David II.,

being described in the charters as " our
beloved and faithful

"
(" dilectus et fidelis

noster "), and on 6 Jan., 1367, the King
gave him all the lands of Dumphail (de

Develly), with the office of Royal Ranger of

the forest of Darnaway, in Moray. In 1368
he was at the Court of Edward III. negotiat-
ing affairs of State, and on his return in this

year or the next David gave him the annual
rent of ten marks sterling arising from the
lands of the two Carnousies, previously held

by John Burnard, mentioned above. The
Comyn arms were Az., three garbs or.

The present representative of this family
is Gordon-Gumming, Bart., of Altyre and
Gordonstown, co. Elgin.
The grant of Carnousie then fell to James

Fraser. In an inquisition made in 1369

by Alexander, Bishop of Moray, for the
foundation of the Chapel of St. Meninius,
he rates the property in the neighbourhood
thus : Netherdale at 13s. 4d., owner James
Mautaland ; Petyndrek at 13s. 4d., owner
John Biset ; and the two Carnousies at

26s. 8d., owner James Fraser, laird of

Fertendrach (Frendraucht, Aberdeenshire ?).

1395. Again it appears by a charter of

Robert III., 1395, that at this date the
Frasers were still possessors of Carnousie.

1421. Murdoch, Duke of Albany * and
Governor of Scotland (at Stirling, 28 Jan.,.

1421), gave to his kinsman James Dunbar
the lands of Frendraucht and Auchinbo in.

Aberdeenshire and Carnousie and Cluny in
Banff. These estates are spoken of as.

having belonged hereditarily to the said
James. If he had no heirs of his body, they
were to descend to his uncle, Thomas Dunbar,.
Earl of Moray. James's father was Alex-
ander of

"
Frenderet," younger brother of

Thomas. On the death of his uncle without
male issue James became fifth Earl of

Moray. His first wife was Isabel, daughter
of Sir Walter Innes of Innes, and his son
by this marriage was Sir Alexander Dunbar
of Westfield, who was the next owner of
Carnousie. CHB. WATSON.

(To be continued.)

WENTWORTH DAY, FIFTH-
MONARCHY MAN.

JOHN CANNE, the separatist, one of the?

strange products of the seventeenth century
(for whom see

'

D.N.B.,' viii. 411), towards,
the end of his life became a Fifth-Monarchy
man ; and on 1 April, 1658, he was in the
pulpit

"
in Swan Alley in Coleman street,

a publick place where Saints have met
many years

"
(' D.N.B.,' erroneously gives'" 2 "

April). Venner, whose first plot
was discovered in April, 1657, used the
same place (' D.N.B.,' Iviii. 212). The
marshal of the City with several officers,

came in, seized Canne and seven others,
and lodged them in the Counter. Chief
of the seven was Wentworth Day. Next day
they were brought before the Mayor, whor

as they refused to be bailed, sent them back
to the Counter until the next sessions. On
22 April, Day was brought before

"
Judge

Newdegate
"
(Richard Newdigate,

' D.N.B. ;

Foss) at the Old Bailey. The charge against
him was of having declared Oliver Cromwell
to be a "

jugler
" and a traitor, and the

present Government to be not of God. He
refused to plead, but quoted Scripture,
and a book "

lately written
"
by Mr. Prynner

"printed in this year 1658." This book
was '

Demophilos, or the Assertor of the

People's Liberty,' 4to, pp. 64, 1656, which
does not appear in the late Mr. John Bruce's-

list, Camd. Soc., N.S. xviii. 112. Newdigate
said his defence was "

bibble-babble."
The next day, Friday, he was put to the
bar again, and made an appeal to Alderman
(Robert) Titchbourn ('D.N.B.'), who was
on the bench.

" His third and last trialL

Executed 25 May, 1425.
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v/as on the seventh day," i.e., the next day,
Saturday, before Chief Justice John Glynne
('D.N.B.'; Foss) and Recorder Lislebone

Long (' D.N.B.'). Day objected to Glynne
sitting in judgment, because he had been

impeached as a traitor at St. Albans,
14 June, 1647, by Sir Thomas Fairfax and
the army. Moreover he offered

" twelve
witnesses to prove Oliver Cromwell a jugler

"

" Master Jesse, Mr. Lanfeere, Eman.
Middleton, Captain Palmer, Captain Sher-

man, Nr. Nash, Mr. Johns, George Barrot,
and several others."

" But the Recorder

presently pronounceth sentence against
him "

: a fine of 500Z., and twelve months'

imprisonment, with security for good be-
haviour on its termination. Day says he
is not a Quaker ; but he kept his hat on
in court, and the Quakers' way of naming
the months and the days of the week is

used in the printed
'

Narrative,' in which
he is once mentioned as

" Cornet Day
"

(" A Narrative. . . .Sufferings of John Canne,
Wentworth Day .... also of the Arraign-
ment of Wentworth Day. .. .Published

by a Friend to the Prisoners, and the
Good Old Cause they suffered for.

London, Printed in the Year 1658," sm. 4to,
8 leaves).

I can identify Wentworth Day. He was
a Yorkshireman, of a family of that name
at South Elmsall in the parish of South

Kirkby, which was doubly connected Avith

the Wentworths, the chief residents there.

John Day married Elizabeth, daughter of

Thomas Wentworth ; and on 30 Nov.,
1631, Thomas Day, gent., married Mary,
daughter of another Thomas Wentworth,
nephew of Elizabeth (Hunter,

' South York-
shire,' ii. 456). Unfortunately, I do not
know Wentworth Day's parentage. He
had a brother Robert, of Stubs Walden,
yeoman, and another, Francis. Wentwoi'th

Day of North Elmsall married Barbara
Loxley, 1643 ; he was buried in 1662, she
in 1693. Their children were John, 1643 ;

Thomas, 1648 ; Elizabeth, 1645 (bur. 1647) ;

and Ann, 1656 (all at South Kirkby).
John Blaides, of Hull, shipwright, in his

will, dated 20 Oct., 1654, proved 6 Jan.,

1654/5, mentions his own sister Barbara
Day, and states that Wentworth Day of

North Elmsall owes him 60J., on bond.
When John Canne was in Amsterdam he
borrowed money from some merchants
in Hull and Leeds, but was not ready in

repaying it. Canne himself was afterwards
in Hull, and had not long left it when he
was apprehended in Coleman Street.

W. C. B.

DR. JOHNSON'S ANCESTORS AND
CONNEXIONS.

(See 10 S. viii. 281, 382, 462.)

Dr. Joseph Ford. A deed kindly lent to
me by Mr. Bickley is of interest as relating'
to Dr. Johnson's eldest maternal uncle, the
father of

" Parson "
Ford. By this deed,

dated 26 Jan., 1693/4, Henry Grove, of

Ludley, Salop, gent., and Henry Haden,
of Hadon Hill, parish of Rowley Regis r

Staffs., gent., sell to Joseph Ford, of Stour-

bridge, Wore., gent., some six and a half
acres of land in Huntingtree Field, Hales-

owen, Salop. This land, it appears, had
been mortgaged on 4 Oct., 1690, by the said

Henry Grove, to Jane, now wife of the said

Joseph Ford, by the name of Jane Hickman,
of Stourbridge, Wore., widow. An endorse-
ment shows that possession of the land was-

given to Joseph Ford on 6 Feb., 1693/4,
one of the witnesses being Samuel Ford.
Samuel was one of Joseph Ford's younger
brothers, then aged only twenty-one : his-

signature on this document is larger and
more laboured than that to his letter to-

William Priest in 1731, which I reproduced
in my book (p. 154). Gregory Hickman,
first husband of Jane, died at the end of

March, 1690 ; her first child by Joseph
Ford was baptized 2 Sept., 1691. These
dates fix the time of her second marriage
as about the end of 1690. A note on the
deed tells us that the land in question was
sold by Ford and his wife to Elizabeth

Higgirs, the mother of Elizabeth Sanders,
wife of Samuel Sanders, and comprised in

some deed of 4 Sept., 1718. Samuel
Saunders (sic) owned land adjacent to that

purchased by Joseph Ford ; as also did

George Darby, Sir Charles Lyttelton, Bart.,
Richard Higgins, and Thomas Grove.

Mr. W. P. Gibbons, J.P., of Ruiton House,
near Dudley, whose researches into Midland

genealogy aided me in the compilation of

my book, has also kindly lent me a deed
of considerable interest relating to Dr.

Joseph Ford. This is an indenture, dated
17 Oct., 1707, made between the Right Hon.
John, Lord Somers, Baron of Evesham, of the
first part ; Katherine Somers, of the city
of Worcester, widow, of the second part ;

William Middlemore, of Haslewell, parish
of King's Norton, co. Wore., esq., nephew
and heir of George Middlemore, late of

Haslewell, esq., deceased, of the third part ;

and Joseph Ford, of Stourbridge, co. Wore.,

gent., Samuel Ford, of the parish of Pack-

wood, co. Warwick, gent., and Nathaniel
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Ford, of Sutton Coldfield, co. Warwick,
mercer, of the fourth part. Lord Somers

was, of course, the celebrated Lord Chan-

cellor, and Katherine Somers was his mothei ;

while Samuel and Nathaniel Ford were the

younger brothers of Joseph. The deed
relates to the sale by Lord Somers of his

interest in certain property at King's Norton
to Joseph Ford, for the sum of 1,1412. 17s. 6d.,

together with another sum of 2691. 10s. due
on the property to Katherine Somers. The

property had formerly belonged to George
Middlemore, who sold it to William Gulston,
of the Inner Temple, esq., by indenture dated
2 Feb., 1691-2, for a term of 1,000 years,
at a peppercorn rent, for the sum of 1,0502.,

subject to a proviso of redemption upon
payment of 1,1 551. By an instrument dated
29 Dec., 1692, William Gulston acknow-

ledged himself to have acted in this matter

only in trust for Lord Somers. The principal
sum of 1,050?. remained unpaid, and by
indenture dated 17 Oct., 1705, William
Gulston transferred his interest in the estate
to Lord Somers for the sum of five shillings.
William Middlemore, by indenture dated
8 Oct., 1702, boirowed a sum of 250/. from
Katherine Somers on the security of the

property, chargeable against it with interest
at the rate of 5 per cent., which made the
sum due to her. on the purchase by Joseph
Ford, up to 2692. 10s. The purchase-money
of 1,050?., which also remained unpaid, had
increased with interest to 1,1412. 17s. Qd.

In my book I was not able to give the
signature either of Joseph or Nathaniel
Ford, so I reproduce here the signatures of
the three brothers to this deed :

Joseph Ford's seal bears a shield, with
helmet and mantling: Arms, (? Gules)

two bends vair, a canton (? or). Crest, a
talbot (?) passant. These arms are ascribed

by Burke to Ford, but no locality is given ;

and I am unable to say whether Joseph
Ford had any right to use them. Probably
he merely adopted the coat of some family
to which he was not related ; but I shall be

glad to know to which Ford family these
arms rightfully belong.
Samuel and Nathaniel Ford use the

same seal, bearing crest, on wreath, a lion

sejant guardant (sable), holding a lozenge
vair. This is the crest assigned by Burke
and Papworth to Goodwin of London and
Lincolnshire ; and the arms of that family
(Or, a lion passant guardant sable, on a
chief gules three lozenges vair) appear on
the seal attached to the signature of William
Middlemore on this same deed. Mr. Paley
Baildon, F.S.A., who has examined these
seals for me, suggests that the Goodwin
seals may have been supplied by the attorney.
"Parson" Ford. The Rev. Walter A.

Jones, Rector of Pedmore, near Stourbridge,
has made a small discovery of interest.

Visiting Lichfield with his choir in July last,
he saw my book at the birthplace, and
finding in it (p. 148) evidence that Johnson
probably visited Pedmore in the autumn of

1725, to stay with his cousin Cornelius Ford,
who was then living there, he examined the

registers and parish books of Pedmore on
his return. In the churchwardens' books
he found the following entry, which was not
easily decipherable, but has been kindly
copied for me by Mr. Wickham King, of

Hagley :

Mar. 29
Ester Munday Tho. Porter up his accts. being

Churchwarden & they amounted to y
e sum of

600
he has recd by levey 580
He remaines in stock 12

Then Mr. Jo. Patchet being overseer of y
e
poor of

pr he gave up his acct.

His Disbursm 1" are 14 1

Recd
by Levy

Rem" in Stock

14 3

.2

MomeH
rri y

1

?
l

j \
s

- g ed by y
'
J>arishe That y

e Clmsc
Iho. Underbill Churchwarden for y

e
year ensuing& George Southwell overseer of y

e Poore.

THO. PHILPOTT
CORN. FORD
JOHN PEARPOIXT

Now the year of this entry is obliterated,
os I have indicated, but the precedingmmuto is dated 26 Sept., 1724. The next
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entry, Mr. Wickham King says, is a grant
of a levy to George Southwell,

"
Ap. 4,

1725 6 [sic]," followed by a meeting on
11 April, 1726, when George Southwell gives
up his account, and " Then Thomas Under-
hill, being Churchwarden for the last yeare,
and he gave up his account as follows," &c.

It is therefore abundantly clear that the
date should be 29 March, 1725. That the
second signature is that of Cornelius Ford,
the notorious "

Parson," can scarcely be

questioned, as I showed (p. 159) that at the
time of his marriage, in June of the preceding
year, to Judith Crowley, he was living at
Pedmore ; that he was still there on 12 Dec.,
1724 (p. 276) ; and that even as late as

1730, the year before his death, he was
described as then or late of Pedmore (p. 165).
In my book I was unable to give the signa-
ture of the Doctor's brilliant but erratic

cousin, so think it well worth while to

reproduce this one here :

Thomas Philpott, who signs first, succeeded

George Southall as Rector of Pedmore in
1725. Cornelius Ford and John Pearpoint
evidently signed only as parishioners attend-

ing the vestry meeting. This evidence of
Cornelius Ford's participation, while yet a
layman, in parochial affairs, is of special
interest, as occurring not many months before
Johnson s visit to him, a visit on which the

boy's precocious abilities impressed the man,
and the man's sane judgment, knowledge
of the world, and brilliant conversation made
a lifelong impression on the boy's mind. I
ventured to cast some ridicule (p. 168) upon
Hawkins's thankful surprise that Johnson's

having
" been a witness to the profligacy

of his cousin Ford" had left his religious
beliefs unscathed, showing that on this
occasion probably the only one on which
they met Cornelius was living in a quiet
country parish, with an elderly new-made
bride of Quaker parentage, and, as a matter
of fact, had not yet taken Holy Orders.
This entry, though a small basis for argu-
ment, will not weaken my belief that John-
son had no personal knowledge of his
cousin's loose habits, which at this date
were probably far from being matured.

Judith Crowley, who no doubt presided
over her husband's household during John-
son's visit, was one of the children of
Ambrose Crowley, of Stourbridge, who by
his will, in 1713, had nominated Joseph Ford,

the
"
Parson's

"
father, as one of his exe-

cutors. Judith's half-brother, Sir Ambrose
Crowley (1658-1713), was the

"
Sir Arthur

de Bradly
"

satirized by Steele in The
Taller, and is said to have been Addison's-

Jack Anvil, alias Sir John Enville, of The

Spectator. In my account of Sir Ambrose

(pp. 169-70) I overlooked several references-

to him in
' N. & Q.,' the more important of

which are at 4 S. ii. 159, 233, and 9 S. iii.

155. At the second of these references

G. W. M. no doubt the late Dr. Marshall,
York Herald states that the family of

Sir Ambrose became extinct, in the male

line, on the death of his grandson John

Crowley. son of John Crowley, of Barking.
The elder John's daughter, Elizabeth

Crowley, granddaughter of Sir Ambrose,
married John, second Earl of Ashbxirnham,
in 1756.* This is of special interest, for

George, third Earl of Ashburnham, son of

Elizabeth Crowley, was the grandfather of

Algernon Charles Swinburne, who can thus
claim ancestors with Johnsonian con-

nexions, as well as a Quaker descent of which
Puritans do not find evidence in his poetry,
At the last reference are some genealogical
notes on Sir Ambrose by the veteran G. E. C,

In the outline I gave of the Lloyd family

(p. 151) I mentioned that Mary Crowley,
a sister of Mrs.

" Parson
"

Ford, and half-

sister of Sir Ambrose, married Sampson-
Lloyd, progenitor of the celebrated family
of Birmingham bankers. Her daughter,
Olivia Lloyd, was one of Johnson's early

loves, while her grandson, Sampson Lloyd,
was he with whom Dr. Johnson had an
altercation on the subject of Barclay's
'

Apology.' This Sampson Lloyd was brother

of Charles Lloyd the philanthropist, whose
son Charles Lloyd is better remembered
as the friend of Lamb and Coleridge than,

for his poetry. I might have added that

Isabella Lloyd, a niece of Charles Lloyd
the poet, married Henry Russell the com-

*
Writing to the Hon. Henry Seymour Conway

on 12 Feb., 1756, Horace Walpole remarks :

" My
Lord Ashburnham does not keep a fast ; he is going
to marry one of the plump Crawleys : they call

him the noble lord upon the woolsack
"

(' Walpole s-

Letters,' ed. Mrs. Paget Toynbee, vol. iii. p. 396).

Mrs. Toynbee, in a foot-note, describes the lady as.
"
Elizabeth, daughter and coheir of Ambrose

Crawley, Alderman of London." This is a slip

which we can well forgive in so admirably zealous

an editor as Mrs. Toynbee. In G. E. C.'s
' Complete

Peerage
'

Lady Ashburnham is described correctly
as "Elizabeth, daughter and coheir of John

Crowley, of Barking, Suffolk (who was only son and
heir of Sir Ambrose Crowley, Alderman of London),

by Theodosia, daughter of the Rev. Joseph Gas-

coyne, D.D., Rector of Eufield, Middlesex."
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S>ser,

and has a well-known son in William
ark Russell, the popular writer of sea

stories.

I also overlooked the fact that Sir John

Hynde Cotton, who married Lettice, the

second daughter of Sir Ambrose Crowley,
is treated of in the

'

D.N.B.' Succeeding
his father as fourth baronet, he became
one of the leaders of Ihe Jacobite party,
and was M.P. successively for Cambridge
and Marlborough. As he was nephew by
marriage to

" Parson
"
Ford, it is interesting

to learn (hat
"
good living was also among his pleasures. It was

an age of hard drinking ; but Cotton was credited
with the power of consuming as much wine as any
man in England."

He was indeed a man after the
"
Parson's

"

own heart. His son, Sir John Hynde
Cotton, fifth baronet, married a first cousin,
Anne, daughter of Humphrey Parsons, M.P.,
twice Lord Mayor of London, by Sarah,
third daughter of Sir Ambrose Crowley,
and was father of Admiral Sir Charles Cotton,
whose son, Sir St. Vincent Cotton, a cele-

brated gambler, dissipated the family for-

tunes, and for many years drove the Brighton
coach.

It is worth noting that administration of
the estate of one Cornelius Ford, who died
a bachelor in the East Indies, was granted
in P.C.C., on 22 June, 1670, to Edward
Pratt, the principal creditor ; but there is

no evidence to connect him with Dr. John-
son's kinsfolk.*

ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands, near Liveri>ool.

(To be continued.)

The suggested connexion between Dr.
Samuel Johnson and Dr. Nathaniel John-
ston of Pontefract is unlikely, as the latter's
surname was Johnston, not " Johnson." A
IHxiigree of his family was, I think, pub-
lished by the Harleian Society, wherein he
is stated to have been descended from a
branch of the Johnstons of Esby, in Arman-
do- F. A. JOHNSTON.

The name of the Yorkshire antiquarymentioned on p. 464 was Johnston, not"
Johnson," and he was of Scottish descent :

see
'

D.N.B.,' xxx. 67. W. C. B.

" And as Dr. Johnson had an uncle and at leastone cousin named Nathaniel Ford, I may mention
that there was a Nathaniel Ford, captain in the
service of the Hon. the LnitedEast India CompanyAt Bengal, who died a bachelor, administration of
his estate being granted in P.CC. on 22 Dec., 1774
to John Ford, his brother, Elizabeth Ford, widow'
nia mother, having renounced.

NEW YEAR BEACON AT WELDON. To
those curious in the history of beacons per-

haps the subjoined cutting from The Globe of

the 2nd inst. will be interesting. We are told

that Rockingham Forest in Northampton-
shire was formerly one of the largest in the

kingdom, and is described in the reign of

Edward I. as being 30 miles long by 8 miles
broad. Rockingham, 9 miles from Ketter-

ing, is situated in the midst of the forest.
" AN ANCIENT CUSTOM. Welclon Church, near

Kettering, has a singular tower on which a lantern
was lighted on Tuesday night in accordance with a
custom maintained on New Year's Eve for several

generations. The tower has a plain pinnacle at each

corner, and in the middle a cupola or lantern,
covered with lead, surmounted by a vane. The
lantern itself is 15 ft. high, octagon in shape, each
side being glazed. From the dome of the interior
of the lantern hangs a curious wooden chandelier,
fashioned to hold eight candles, while from the

eight sides of the lantern are sixteen branched
candlesticks, quaintly made of wood. The lantern
was lighted on dark nights to guide wayfarers
through the dense Rockingham Forest, which was
then open."

HABOLD MALET, Colonel.

MINCE PITC AND PLUM PUDDING. Before
the Christmas season once more passes away,
let me pour my complaint into the sym-
pathetic bosom of ' N. & Q.' According to

my experience, mince pies now contain no
minced meat whatever, and plum puddings
no plums. In addition to the pasty part,
they both consist of little more than
currants and lemon peel. Cannot the con-
fectioners be persuaded to return to some
good old receipts ? W. C. B.

RICHARD SWIVELLER : DISRAELI. Any
side-light on the character of Richard
Swiveller,

" the Perpetual Grand Master
of the Glorious Apollers," is worthy of

record, and as regards the immortal Dick"
may the wing of friendship never moult

a feather." In my possession is a little

songbook called 'The Apollo,' published
1808, Albion Press, printed for James
Cundee, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row, London.
At the head of every page of this book is a
toast or sentiment, not, indeed, worthy of
R. S., but very much in his line; thus,"
May avarice lose its purse, and benevolence

find it," and to the memory of Nelson,
" how

lie beat the French without arms." When
R. S. was not "passing the rosy," there is
lit tie doubt that he was perusing this book
sf songs and sentiments, and qualifying for
his position as a "

Glorious Apoller."On the title-page of this book, written
with a flourishing quill, is the name of
George Potticary (apothecary, I suppose).
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In the late seventies, when dining with this

Mr. Potticary, then the old rector of Girton

(should now be Girltown), he told me that
m his earlier years he kept a school at Black-

heath, and that his most distinguished pupil
was Disraeli. Years after he had retired

from the cares of school, he chanced to be
at a party when Disraeli was present. The
Prime Minister at once remembered and

greeted him, and before the gathering broke

up his secretary came, as a messenger from
his chief, to know about Mr. Potticary's
circumstances in life, and whether anything
could be done for him. The reply was that

fortunately he was himself in comfort, but
that a college friend, a clergyman in every
way worthy, was in great straits. So Mr.
Disraeli found a living for Mr. Potticary's
friend. GEORGE WHERRY.

INDEX OF PLACE-NAMES. In the review
of the Manorial Society's first monograph
(ante p. 18), reference is made to the need of

an index of place-names. An excellent
index of place-names, compiled by surveyors
of taxes some years ago, was published by
the Board of Inland Revenue for their official

use. This would supply much of the infor-

mation needed, or serve as basis for the

compilation desired. J. B. S.

MIVART'S, NOW CLARIDGE'S HOTEL. In
The Morning Post for 30 December last there
is an interesting article (p. 7) entitled
*

Centenary of a Famous Hotel.
' The writer

seems to know nothing of either the first or
second proprietor. Notices of both Mivart
and Claridge will be found in Boase's
* Modern English Biography.'

RALPH THOMAS.

FRIAR TUCK IN THE PATENT ROLLS.
The following entry appears in the
'Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1429-1436,'
p. 10:
" Pardon to Robert Stafford, late of Lyndefeld,

co. Sussex, chaplain, or Robert Stafford of Lynde-
feld, chaplain, alia*

' Frere Tuk,' for not appearing
before the King to answer Richard Wakehurst
touching a plea of trespass ; or before Henry V. to
answer that king touching divers trespasses whereof
he, the said Robert, was indicted."

T. C.

LADY COVENTRY MOBBED IN THE;MALL.
JacobLarwood's '

Story of the London Parks'
does not give the name of the person who
encouraged the mob to insult Maria, Countess
of Coventry, and Lady Waldegrave as they
were walking in St. James's Park on
Sunday, 17 June, 1759. The Daily Adver-

tiser is quoted to show that his name was
Joseph Vivian. Three other newspapers
which I have consulted (Public Advertiser,

Gazetteer, and London Chronicle) suppress
this information, or give merely the initials

J V . HORACE BLEACKLEY.

DIABOLO : ITS ORIGIN. M. Henry Maret,
in his daily article

' Garnet d'un Sauvage
'

in Le Journal, attributes the discovery of

the game to Lieut. Cameron, who when
journeying from Zanzibar to Benguela was
detained near Lake Tanganyika by a native
chief. He relates :

" Sometimes a slave of Djoumah would amuse us

by his dexterity. With two sticks about a foot

long connected by a string of a certain length, he
spun a piece of wood cut m the shape of an hour-

glass, throwing it before and behind him, pitching it

up into the air like a cricket-ball, and catching it

again, while it continued to spin."

JOHN HEBB.

LONDON POOR temp. ELIZABETH. The
following is a transcript in full of Lans-
downe MS. 66, vol. 78 :

"
List of poore householders in the several wards

wanting relief, 1 I)ec., 1598: Aldersgate, 241;

Algate, 132 ; Bassieshaw, 50 ; Breadstreete, 8% ;

Bishopsgate, 447 ; Billingsgate, 48 ; Bridge, 32 ;

Broadstreete, 177; Candlewickstreete, 114; Castle-

baynard, 216 ; Cheap, 29 ; Colmanstreet, 117 ;

[Cordwainer*], 53 ; Cornhill, 35 ; Cripplegate, 466 ;

Dowgate, 80 ; Farringdon within, 232 ; Faringdon
without, 831 ; Limestreet, 18 ; Langborn, 72 ;

Portsoken, 218 ; Queenhithe, 64 ; Tower, 237 ;

Vintry, 100 ; Wallbrook, 60. Total, 4,152.

WILLIAM McMuRRAY.

NATHANIEL BACON, 1593-1660. May I

call attention to a singular and annoying
error in the

' Index and Epitome
'

to the
' D.N.B.' ? Sir Nicholas Bacon had by
his first wife, Jane Fernley, three sons
Nicholas (died 1624), Nathaniel (died 1622),
and Edward (died 1618). All three of these

sons are noticed by Mr. Sidney Lee at the
end of his sketch of their father (vol. ii.

p. 371). Nicholas and Edward are, as they
should be, separately entered in the ' Index
and Epitome.' But Nathaniel is omitted

altogether from the
' Index and Epitome

'

;

and in that volume Nathaniel Bacon (1593-
1660), who was the son of the above-men-
tioned Edward, and hence a grandson of

Sir Nicholas, is described as
"
puritan ;

half-brother of Francis Bacon and son of

Sir Nicholas Bacon." In short, the uncle
and nephew have been confused.
In the notice of Nathaniel Bacon the

* Here the MS. has decayed in a fold.
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nephew it is stated that he died in 1660
but the exact date is not given. Can any
of your readers supply this ?

ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston. U.S.A.

" PosTUMiNiotrs." This adjective, which

properly has reference to the legal term

f-ogtliminium, is used in a curious way by
F. Plowden. His

'

Historical Review o:

the State of Ireland,' published in 1803
has appended to it a Postliminious pre-
face," dated 1804. Which is rather like a
bull. There is also a blunder in numbering
the last two chapters vii.

E. H. BROMBY.

(Qwrus.
WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

NAME-PUZZLE IN EARLY SPENSER. In a
copy of the collected edition of Spenser's
works of 1617 in my possession is the follow-
ing inscription on one of the fly-leaves :

"Cupisne scire cujus ipse sum liber meumve
heruni ? \ idere nonien iflius tibi licet quod ille

8criiserit sua manu sub his lambicis : lege et scies,Hero sciensque redde mee precor meo."
Below this is another inscription in what

appears to be the same handwriting :

amore summo
")

more Optimo
ore tideli

J-
ama Deum

re orani
e corde J

Can any one suggest the name of the
owner, whose pride in his own ingenuitymust have exceeded his anxiety to get back
his book ? The writing is old possibly con-
temporaneous with the publication of the

Throughout 'The Shepheard's Calen-
dar there are numerous marginal corrections
of printers' errors in a handwriting which
appears to be the same as that of the inscrip-
tion above quoted. H. WARD BOYS.

FANSHAWE : COLEMAN : BLOUNT. 1
Mrs. Charlotte Coleman made a copy of
the Memoirs '

of Lady Fanshawe in 1766and gave to the grandfather of Col H'
\\alrond a picture of Lady Fanshawe andher daughter Mary, described on the backof it as a work of Teniers, which Lady Fan-shawe declared in her will a picture of her

fcLSTV 5
he

?
b left to AIrs - Maria Massing-berd (wife of Francis Burrell Massingberd

Esq., and daughter of Thomas Fanshawe

of Parsloes, deceased in 1758)
" the pictures

of Sir Richard Fanshawe and his Lady."
These pictures are no longer in the possession
of the Massingberd family, and the fact
of the bequest was unknown to it ; nor did
the pictures pass back into the possession of
the Fanshawes of Parsloes. Mrs. Cole-
man's will was proved on 6 Sept., 1778r

the writing of two unattested codicils being
sworn to by Miss Isabella Chauncy (who
assisted her to copy the memoirs) and
Miss Elizabeth Lawrence, both residing
in the parish of St. Clement Danes. Nothing
precisely definite can be traced regarding
Mrs. Coleman, even her residence not being
stated in her will ; and I should be very
grateful for any information regarding her.
In the Introduction to the 1829-30 edition
of the

' Memoirs '

she is spoken of as Miss
Coleman, and as great-granddaughter of

Lady Fanshawe. But the above witnesses
refer to her as a widow. Lady Fanshawe's
daughter Anne is said to have married
a Mr. Ryder, and her daughter is noticed
in the Introduction as Anne Lawrence.
Possibly, therefore, Mrs. Coleman's maiden
name was Lawrence, and Elizabeth Law-
rence was a near relation though she does
not assert this in her deposition. I have
not been able so far to trace the Ryder
or Lawrence pedigree required.

2. The portrait given as that of Sir
Richard Fanshawe in Harding's Biographical
Mirror (1795) is said in that publication
to be taken from a picture in the possession
of - - Blount, Esq. Lady Fanshawe's
daughter Elizabeth married in 1684 one
Christopher Blount, said in his marriage
licence to be of the Middle Temple, in the
records of which, however, his name cannot

traced. The owner of the picture would
seem to have belonged to the family of
Christopher Blount

; but I have not been
ible to trace him or it. Can any one kindly
elp me in this matter ?

H. C. FANSHAWE.
72, Philbeach Gardens, Earl's Court, S.W.

RAINE ISLAND. Can any one inform me
of the origin of the name of the above,
which lies about one hundred miles south-
east of Cape York, Queensland ?

A. CARRINGTON.
The Downes, Bideford, N. Devon.

BTJRNE-JONES'S ' HEART OF THE ROSE.'
!an any one inform me as to the present

whereabouts of Sir E. Burne-Jones's ' Heart
>f the Rose,' or give me a detailed descrip-
ion of the colour-scheme of the picture ?

V. T.
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FIELDING'S GRAVE. What is the correct

quotation relative to Henry Fielding's

grave ? The sense runs something lik

this :

Beneath the green Estrellas trees

Sleeps midst the alien Portuguese.

By whom is it written ? L. A. W.
Dublin.

[MR. JAMES HOOPER quoted at 8 S. iv. 164, a Latin

inscription written by the Abbe Correa de Serra foi

Fielding's tomb, but, owing to ecclesiastical opposi
tion, not placed upon it. MR. J. T. PAGE, printec
at p. 314 of the same volume the two Latin inscrip
tions that actually appear on the tomb.l

PASTON FAMILY. Nicholas Paston was
Rector of King Swinford, co. Stafford
1603-21. In the latter year he was buriec
there. He married Joyce Maunsell, who
was living 1612.

John Paston, brother of Nicholas, was
living at King Swinford, 2 March, 1621, anc
died 1636. They had a brother William

living at Hales Owen, 1607.
Edward Paston, son of John, was baptized

30 Nov., 161 7. He was Vicar of Hales Owen,
Salop, 1653-60 being ejected by the West-
minster Assembly. He died 1697.
John Paston, son of Edward, was Rector

of Welford-on-Avon, co. Gloucester, 1679-89,
when he died. He married Elizabeth

Rawlins, fourth child, eldest daughter, and
ultimate coheiress of Samuel Rawlins, of
Marston Sicca, co. Gloucester, gentleman,
brother of Thomas Rawlins, Serjeant-at-Law,
of Dorsington Manor, co. Gloucester.
The Paston arms, as engraved on a silver

tankard dated 1564, at one time the property
of John Paston, or of his son Samuel (who
married Anne Mary Rawlins, only daughter
of Edmund Rawlins, of Pophills House,
Salford Priors, co. Warwick, son of William
Rawlins, of Salford Priors, brother of
Samuel and Thomas), are identical with the
arms of the family of Paston of Norfolk and
Horton Manor, Gloucestershire. The shield
on the tankard represents the following coats :

Paston, six fleurs-de-lis in pile. 3, 2, and 1 ;

a chief indented impaling, Rawlins, three
swords barways, their points towards the
sinister point of the escutcheon.
John Paston, Esq. of Norfolk, and

Margaret Mauteby his wife, had a younger
son, William, born 1459.
A William Paston lived in the neighbour-

hood of Birmingham, and his will was
proved 3 March, 1522. He left three sons,

Roger, George, and John under age. He
left money to the church of Hales Owen.
A George Paston was Vicar of St. Mary's

Lichfield, 1594, and probably Rector of

King Swinford, 1622-6.
I seek certified authentic documentary

evidence of the family relationship which
existed between John Paston, Esq., husband
of Margaret Mauteby, and Nicholas Paston,
who died 1621 ; John Paston his brother,
who died 1636 ; William Paston their brother,

living 1 607 ; Edward Paston, son of John,
who died 1697; or John Paston, son of

Edward, who died 1689.
E. M. S. PARKER.

Welford House, Weston-super-Mare.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. In

Bishop Watson's '

Autobiography/ published
in 1816, occur the following Latin quotations,
unverified :

"
Obstipo capite atque ex por-

recto labello," and " Hoc est vivere bis vita

posse priori frui." Whence do they come ?

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

[1. The first two words,
"
Obstipo capite," are in

Horace,
'

Sat.,' II. v. 92, and Persius, 3, 80.

2. Martial,
'

Epigrams,' X. xxiii. 7 :

Ampliat aetatis spatium sibi vir bonus. Hoc est

Vivere bis vita posse priore frui.]

Disce ut semper victurus,
Vive ut eras moriturus.

This was quoted by the Prussian general
Radowitz ; but from where ? W. T. L.

I want the author of some lines which
seem to me familiar, but may be original
and modern. There are three stanzas. The
first begins :

I know, as my life grows older,
And mine eyes have clearer sight,

That, under each rank wrong, somewhere
There lies the root of right.

The last stanza ends :

And I know, when my soul speeds onwards
In its grand eternal quest,

I shall say, as I look back earthwards,
Whatever is, is best.

CELTIA.

The Earl of Carnarvon in his
'

Portugal
and Gallicia,' 1836, vol. i. p. 44, writing of

wasps, quotes a line where they are spoken
of as

That light militia of the lower sky.

Where is it to be found ? ASTARTE.

BOB DERRY'S. There is an account of

ihis disreputable place of resort in 'The
Adventures of a Speculist ; or, a Journey
.hrough London, by George Alexander Ste-

rens, 2 vols., London, 1788, vol. ii. pp. 51-5.

}an any reader of ' N. & Q.' tell me where I

hall find other descriptions? There is no
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reference in * London Past and Present,' and
I have looked in vain through the nine

General Indices of
' N. & Q.'
HORACE BLEACKLEY.

Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

FRENCH WILLS. A London workman
informs me that his aunt married a French-
man, who died in Paris in 1873, leaving
valuable property there. We wrote to the
Paris authorities, asking if this nephew
might have a copy of the will ; but the

reply is,
" Pieciser 1'objet de votre requete."

Can any one learned in the customs of
France assist us in any way ?

IGNORAMUS.

BROWNING :
" THE WILD HARANGUE OF

VIMMERCATO." In the Fifth Book of
'

Sordello
'

occurs this passage :

Hark from the wild harangue
Of Vimmercato, to the carroch's clang
Yonder ! The League, or trick of turning Strength
Against Pernicious Strength, is safe at length.

The inference evidently is that a wild
harangue by some one led up to the forma-
tion of the Lombard League in the twelfth
century. Browning is known to have had
exceptional acquaintance with the byways
of Italian history, and this may refer to
some incident not given in the standard
historical books. I cannot identify it
out of Sismondi's Italian Republics.' Sis-
mondi, indeed, mentions that the Emperor
Frederick attempted to assemble a Diet at
Paviain September, 1167, and "harangued
the assembly with great vehemence "

; it is

possible that this might be what Browning
referred to, though there is no mention of
Vimmercato, which is some thirty miles
from Pavia. Moreover, the Lombard Leaguehad been already formed in the spring of
the same year. Can any one with a special
knowledge of Italian history explain
Browning s reference ? H. H. STATHAM.

VicoMTE DE CREMAIL. Any biographicor bibliographic detail would be most
welcome regarding the seventeenth-centuryFrench wit and poet the Comte or Vicomte

Cr6mail Several anthologies and the
Btandard Brunet have been searched in
vain. Charles Cotton gives him as theauthor of a translated piece. L. L G

' THE BRITISH BIOGRAPHY OF THE
'

ThMt- l

of a book entitledThe British Biography of the Eighteenth
Century,' said to be published by Longmans ? I am referred to a memoir therefn

on Sir Charles Malet, reported to have

appeared in 1813-14. Mr. Longman has
no knowledge of the book.

HAROLD MALET, Colonel.
Radnor House, near Sandgate.

LYNDHURST'S MARRIAGE ACT. Lord

Lyndhurst's Marriage Act, 1835, was passed
in order to legitimatize the marriage of a
nobleman with his deceased wife's sister.

Who was this nobleman ? W. H. A.

CALENDAR RIMES. I should like to know
if any of your readers have heard the follow-

ing doggerel rimes, which were repeated
to me by a friend of mine many years ago.
The lines are intended to help any one to
find the date and day of the week for any
month in any year, the dominical or Sunday
letter of that year being known. Here are
the lines :

At Dover dwells

George Brown, Esquire,
Good Christian friend,
And David Fryar.

The method of obtaining the desired
information is as follows. There are twelve
words in the rimes. Each word is for a
month in the year, the first being for Janu-
ary, the second for February, &c. To
find the day of the month and week, take
the dominical letter for the year and the
initial letter of the word for the month,
which will be found by counting backward
or forward from the dominical letter. This

gives the first day in the month.
Example. To find on what day of the

week 10 April falls in 1909. The dominical
letter is C, and the word George represents
April. Counting forward from Sunday =C,
Thursday will be G, the initial of George,
and 1 April, 1909. Consequently 10 April
that year will fall on Saturday.

I hope I have made the explanation
clear, and should like to know if you can
tell me the writer of these rimes.

MORRIS BIRKBECK.
Dippen Hall Cottage, Farnham.

' KITTY FISHER'S JIG.' I have seen a
reference somewhere to a tune with this
title. Can any one tell me if it exists, and
where I shall find it ?

HORACE BLEACKLEY.

SNUFF-MILL ESTATE, HOMERTON. The
derivation of this place-name is apparently
obvious, but I am seeking identification of
the ownership and date of the mill. The
freehold estate was sold in 1849, but " the

Sarticulars"
(Tyssen Library, G47) do not

eal at sufficient length with its history.
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There is no identification of the mill in

Starling's map published in 1831.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

SCOTS GUARDS : COLOURS. I should be

greatly obliged if any one could inform me
what became of the colours of the Scots
Guards which were carried at the battle of

Talavera, 27 July, 1809. One was carried

by my father, and was shot through, he also

being woundad by the same bullet, which is

in my possession. The Scots Guards at that
date were called 3rd Guards.

A. AITCHISON.
Drummore House, Bournemouth.

' LETTERS FROM BELGIUM.' Kenelm
Henry Digby in his

'

Compitum,' vol. i.

p. 48 (1848), quotes "The amiable writer
of

'

Letters from Belgium
' "

as describing
little children dressed as representatives
of angels at a Corpus Christi festival in a

village in Flanders. Can any one tell me
who was the author of the book referred

to, and what is its full title ?

EDWARD PEACOCK.

CHRISTMAS NOTES.

(10 S. ix. 4.)

THE interesting article by COM. EBOR
recalls memories of sixty years ago, when
Christmastime was the occasion for many
observances, the meaning of which was never

thought of by the happy children taking
part in them, but on which much light has
been thrown by the folk-lore literature of

modern days.
Sixty years ago in Wales a great yule

log was always brought in and burnt at

Christmas, in front of which apples sus-

pended by a string were roasted, falling

eventually into bowls of milk, and as recently
as the year 1855 it was the custom, on the
banks of the Sieg in Westphalia, to keep a
block slowly smouldering, intended to last

the whole year from Christmas to Christmas,
when its remains were strewn on the fields

to ensure their fertility.
The horse's head with its clapping jaws

and white sheet, called Mari Llwyd in Wales
and the Wooset in Wiltshire, about which
many tales are told and many verses sung,
came to the door as regularly as did the
carol-sineers, This may be an echo of
Odin's horse of the Icelandic and Norse

Sagas.
" Heathenism seems to have prac-

tised all sorts of magic by cutting off horses'

heads and sticking them up," and one reads
of the heads of horses put on stables in the
fifteenth century to scare away hobgoblins ;

of gables of houses decorated with them ;

and of the figureheads of ships thus de-

signed, to strike terror in their enemies.

Gregory the Great in a letter to Queen
Brunehilde exhorted her to stop the practice
of exposing heads of animals sacrificed.
"
Pulgain

"
or "

Plygain
" was regularly

observed in Wales, people coming in the
dark with candles, at 6 o'clock on Christmas

morning, to the early celebration of the

Communion, after which they sang carols

at the house.

On New Year's Day crowds of children
from the country round came to wish us a
"
Happy New Year," carrying an apple on

three sticks decorated with holly and strings
of raisins, &c., vieing with each other who
could make the prettiest or most elaborate

arrangement ; and to each child a flat

cake of bread and piece of meat were

given. This custom is also described
in Mistral's charming

' Memoires et Recits,'
as occurring in Provence, when " une

couple de pains longs et de miches re-

bondies
" were given by his good father

to every one coming to salute them on New
Year's morning.
The New Year's Day custom of the apple

on three legs is described in Wirt Sykes's
' British Goblins

'

as of great antiquity,
and he gives the following interpretation
of it :

" The Christian symbolism is supposed to relate

to the offering of the Wise Men, but the old custom
dates from the time of the solar myths ; the three
sticks equal the three rays of the sun, being the

mystic name of God. The apple represents the sun,
the evergreens perennial life, the grains of wheat
the spears of evil spirits of darkness with which
the sun fights through the winter, or Avagddu
spears."

Hamerton's story of the cattle talking
together on Christmas Eve is paralleled in

Wiltshire by the belief that the bees on that

night murmur loudly in their hives to salute

the Newborn Kine; ; although, as my in-

formant told me, she had never heard them.

Mistral, quoted above, gives an account
of his going out, when a child, to meet the
three Kings at Christmas, with offerings of
"
galettes pour les Rois,"

"
des figues seches

pour les pages, du foinpour les chameaux ;

"

when at sunset

"un triomphe de couleurs splendides embrassait la

zone du couchant, de gros lambeaux de pourpre
flamboyaient etd'or et de rubis une demi-couronne
dardant un cercle de longs rayons du ciel illuminant
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' Les Rois, lea Rois, voyez leur couronne

voyez lours manteaux ! voyez leurs drapeaux
mais oil out passii lea Rois?' 'Derriere la mon-

tagne.'
"

And he ends his delightful reminiscences :

"Qui me rendra le delice, le Iwnheur ideal do

mon ame ignorante, quand telle qu'une fleur elle

s'ouvrait toute neuve aux chansons quemamere
me chantait en douce langue de Provence ; re"-

cits, legendea et croyances de notre race provencale
ciui bercerent mon jeune age de reves et de poeaie
emue ?

"

Before these old customs are quite for-

gotten it may be well to record them as

remembered by one who was a child sixty

years ago. T. S. M.

HACKNEY (10 S. viii. 465 ;
ix. 11). I fear

I have been quite misunderstood. It is now
alleged that no etymologist who has dealt

with this word has imagined that it was
of English origin."

This is incorrect ; for one would naturally
consult such famous works as those of Diez,

Scheler, and Littrd*. Diez derives the
shortened form appearing as Ital. haca,
O. Span, /oca, O. Fr. haque, all from the
E. hack ; and adds that this is confirmed by
the fact that the longer forms are all derived
from the E. hack-ney, which he wrongly
takes to be a compound of that form. How-
ever, there is his statement that the word is

of English origin. Scheler says the same,
viz., that all the continental forms are of

English or Dutch origin. Littr6 simply says :

"
de 1'angl. hackney ;" and likewise calls it

an English compound. Korting says the
same, but is not so sure that it is a
compound. Thus the statement that

hackney has never been looked upon as

being a word of English origin is contra-
dicted point-blank by the evidence of Diez,
Scheler, Littre, and Korting just the men
to whom one would naturally first turn.

It is true that Hatzfeld, the latest writer,
calmly declares*, without a scrap of evidence,
that the English word is derived from the
French; yet his earliest instance of the
French form is of the fourteenth century. I
have effectively disposed of this argument
by showing that the word was latinized in
England as early as 1292. It is precisely
this new piece of evidence which makes a
great deal of difference. Cf. " Walterus de
Hakeneye

"
in 1308 (' Liber Custumarum '

p. 120).
It is true that there is no proof that words

are identical because they are spelt alike, for
English abounds with homonyms. But
surely such a form as the Mid. Eng. hakeney

is quite exceptional ;
so entirely exceptional,

in my experience, that theie is really ajvery

strong presumption as to its identity with

the place-name
" Hakeney." Most homo-

nyms are monosyllabic, or of quite simple
form. I remain of opinion that your readers

are indebted to me for a much older

quotation than any hitherto adduced. Surely
this is of some value.

The A. F. hakenai, in Wright's
' Political

Songs,' p. 297, refers to the year 1294.

As to the place-name, I take it to represent
an A.-S. Hacan leg, "an isolated piece of land

owned by one named Haca." Hacan

pundfald is in Kemble's list. As to its

suitability for pasturing horses, there is

a railway station now called Hackney Downs ;

and London Fields are not far off.

Fitzstephen tells us that "on the north

side [of London] are fields for pasture
"

; and
he has a long description of the horse-racing
in Smithfield, to which people of all ranks

resorted, as well as for the express purpose
of buying London horses, which wore of

great variety and value. All of which, as

it seems to me, goes to show that Hackney
was just the place whence horses might be

expected to come. Fitzstephen's emphatic
eulogy of London products is far too long to

quote. WALTER W. SKEAT.

Du MATJBIEB AND SHIRLEY BROOKS (10 S.

ix. 9). In response to A. A. M.'s linquiry

concerning the meaning of the third line

of Du Maurier's rebus letter given in my
'

Life and Letters of Shirley Brooks,' I give
him what appears to me the most likely out
of the numerous solutions sent to me (one

post alone brought me seven ! ).
I think

the translation is
"
a long letter to-day, but

expect one." The crux is of course the

figure 2 in front of an awning. This should,
I think, be transliterated

"
two-dais," the

last word being pronounced in the French

way, Du Maurier being a Frenchman. When
first my daughter suggested this solution,
I objected that a dais was a platform, and
not an awning ; but I looked it up and found
that she was right, and that it means either

the one or the other. G. S. LAYARD.

GENERAL BOURKE (10 S. ix. 8). John
Charles Raymond Bourke, General of Divi-

sion, was son of Capt. Richard Bourke,
EC.S.L., an Irish Officer in Lally's Regiment
in the French service, by his wife Marie
Jacquette St. John, and was born at Lorient,
Morbihan, 12 Aug., 1772. He was created
a Baron of the Empire by letters patent
16 Jan., 1808, and received a grant of land
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in Westphalia 1 7 March following. Promoted
General of Division 25 Aug., 1813, he was
afterwards styled Count Bourke, but was
never so created. He successfully defended
Charlemont against the Prussians in 1815.
After the Restoration Louis XVIII. made
him a K.C.S.L. and a G.C.L.H., and on
9 Oct., 1823, an hereditary peer. He died
unmarried at the Chateau de Kervergent,
29 Aug., 1847, when his honours became
extinct. These particulars are taken from
a little work I am preparing on Britons who
have received foreign titles and orders. If

your correspondent requires further informa-
tion as to this family, I might be able to

obtain some if he cares to write to me.
RUVIGNY.

Chertsey.

PEROUN (10 S. viii. 270, 330, 438). It

may perhaps be worth adding that the

original of the Slav national air
'

Hej
Slovane,' well rendered in verse by MB. F.
P. MARCHANT at the last reference, is not
in Slovenian (a Serbo-Croatian dialect

which has its centre in Carniola or Krain,
with the capital Ljubljana or Laibach), but
in Slovak, i.e., a Cech dialect, spoken in the
north-western part of Hungary by more
than two millions of people. The author of

the song was Sam. Tomasik, who died in
1887. Owing to violent oppression by the

Magyar or Hungarian Government, Slovak
literature has recently suffered, the Slovak
literary society Matica Slovenska, founded
in 1863, having been prohibited in 1874, and
the national schools having been closed.
In Polish the old Slavic name of Peroun

is still preserved in the corresponding
Piorun, i.e., thunder and lightning, as well
as the derivative Piorunnik, thunderer.

Thursday was called in Polabian, or Old
Polish, Periind&n, probably after Old German
Donarestag, Old Norse Thorsdagr, Anglo-
Saxon Thunresdseg. H. K.

Is it from this Slavonic god that the gipsy
name Perun, used by F. H. Groome in
'

Kriegspiel,' is derived ?

ALEX. RUSSELL, M.A.
Stromness, Orkney.

CLERGYMAN WITH BATTLEDORE IN THE
PULPIT (10 S. viii. 450). The time referred
to, as suggested by LORENZO, is that of the
later Stuarts

; but the tale is told, not of an
English, but of a foreign clergyman
Lassenius, who was chaplain to the Danish
Court. The moral he drew, after effectually
awaking his congregation by his behaviour,
was to this effect :

" When I tell you sacred

and important truths, you^are not ashamed
to go to sleep ; but when" I play the fool,

you are all eye and ear." Of course the

tale, like most tales, especially those

relating to the clergy, may have been told

of other preachers.
The corresponding English tale of this

period is referred to Dr. Robert South,

chaplain to Lord Clarendon, who, when
preaching before Charles II., called out in

a loud voice to Lauderdale, and requested
him not to wake the King by snoring so

loud. J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

SEVENTEENTH - CENTURY INVENTORIES
(10 S. viii. 389). 'A Catalogue of most of

the Memorable Tombs, Grave-stones, Plates,

Eschocheons, or Achievements in the demo-
lisht, or yet extant Churches in London,
from St. Katharine's, beyond the Tower,
to Temple Bar, the Out Parishes being
Included,' Lond., 1668, 4to, occurs in 'A
List of the Principal Books, &c., that have
been published in Illustration of the Anti-

quities, History, Topography, and other

Subjects treated of in Allen's 'London,'

1828, vol. iv. p. 550.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

FLEET STREET, No. 59 (10 S. viii. 441).
Mr. Hilton Price in his '

Signs of Old Fleet
Street to the End of the Eighteenth Cen-

tury
'

(Archceol. Journ., Dec., 1895), p. 366

says that No. 60 was the " Tycho Brahe's

Head," and that there, in 1767, George
Adams sold " New Globes elegantly mounted,
and a great choice of Mathematical, Optical,

Philosophical, and Electrical Instruments."
Would not this be the mathematical instru-

ment maker alluded to by MR. ABRAHAMS ?

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

HOPPNER'S UNTRACED PORTRAITS (10 S.

ix. 7). Not long since a picture dealer in

Watergate Row, Chester, had for sale a fine

portrait, gallery size, of Lord Thurlow,
which may be the one sought for.

At the Stratford - on - Avon Memorial
Picture Gallery is an attractive portrait of

Sarah Kemble (Mrs. Siddons), marked on
back as by Gainsborough in a contemporary
hand, but commonly thought to be

Hoppner's work. WILLIAM JAGGARD.

GLOVER'S 'KENTISH MONUMENTS' (10 S.

ix. 9). I have searched in vain for Glover's
' Kentish Monuments' (inquired about by
MR. WM. NORMAN), supposing it to be a
work out of print ; but, as MR. NORMAN
suggests, I now believe that it never was
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printed. Mr. Thompson Cooper, F.S.A.,
in an article in the 'D.N.B. on Robert
Glover, says:

" No work of his was printed in his lifetime, but
ne left an enormous quantity of MS. Collections,
which have been utilized, often with scanty
acknowledgement, by subsequent writers, who have
thus gained credit due to him."

The same writer adds :

" He iii.n ! a collection of inscriptions on the
funeral monuments in Kent."

Certainly, if the manuscript could be
found, it would be well worth publishing.

J. BAVINGTON JONES.
Dover.

MESWINDE THE FAIR (10 S. ix. 8). The
only work done on this subject seems to be
by Herr Schroder of Marburg, who read a
paper on it at the Forty-Third Congress of
German Philologists and Teachers, if, indeed,
he did more than collect the notes from
English chroniclers, which seems doubtful
from the abstract. The paper itself does
not appear to have been published. The
version is that printed in modern editions
of the Chronicles e.g., Rolls edition of
Matthew of Westminster, i. 531, with the
xception of " eamus," for which the re-

viewer had probably some MS. authority.
8.

DORMAN AND HOBART FAMILIES (10 S.
ix. 9). Your correspondent will be inter-
ested to learn that Prof. Jorga of the
Bucharest University claims a Rumanian
origin for the Dormans, and that, according
to him, a member of that family emigratedfrom Wallachia to England in the four-
teenth or fifteenth century. The professor
quotes Rymcr's ' Foedera

'

as his authority;but I have not yet been able to discover the
chapter and verse for his statement. I have
come across the name in old Provencal
history. L L K

v

it was by Mrs. Elmsley, of Maaslongh
Castle, Glasbury, Brecon. Neither Mrs.
Stretton nor Mra. Elmsley has published a
book under her own name.

' The Valley
' and '

Margaret and her
Bridesmaids

'

are still ascribed to Mrs. Marsh
(without Christian name) in our National

Library Catalogue ; but there is no doubt
that J. C. Stretton is the right name of the

authoress, who had nothing in common
with "Hesba Stretton," who first wrote in

1866, as that is a pseudonym adopted by
Miss Hannah Smith. As Mrs. Stretton
never put her name to her books, no
confusion could arise by Miss Smith adopt-
ing the name, which no doubt she did in
entire ignorance of its being that of the
authoress of 'The Queen of the County.'
There is an "

appreciation
"

of Mrs.
Stretton in 'Women Novelists' (1897) by
C. M. Yonge, from which I find that Julia
Cecilia Collinson was born 25 Nov., 1812,
and married, at nineteen, to Walter de
Wilton, who died 1852, in which year she
published her first book,

' The Lonely
Island.' In 1858 she married Richard
William Stretton. He died in 1868, and
she died 17 July, 1878.

RALPH THOMAS.

"PASSEMENTERIE" (10 S. viii. 448).
I am not sure that I know what "

passe-
menterie "

is, but I think it is akin to 'gimp,
and I imagine that " a hundred passemen-
terie

"
may mean so many devices made of

wire enclosed in a casing of silken threads,
or of thread or cord sufficiently strong to
be twisted into shape without metallic

support.
" Two doz. abeill pasmenterie

"

were perhaps twenty-four bits of trimming,
more or less, in the form of bees (dbeilles).
They may have been for badges.

ST. SWITHIN.

THE AUTHORESS OF 'THE VALLEY OF A
HUNDRED FIRES' (10 S. viii. 149, 253,

3). It is quite common for anonymous
>r pseudonymous works to be attributed to
several persons, and many instances will be
found in the '

Handbook of Fictitious Names'and the volumes of 'N. & Q.' In 18721 was
informed from three different sources that
this novel was by "Miss J. C. Stretton "

meaning, ]. presume, Mrs. Julia Cecilia
>tretton. One of these notes was written on
the paper of Messrs. Hurst & Blackett, the
publishers of the book, with their printed
heading.
From a totally different source I was told

CHURCHWARDENS' ACCOUNTS (10 S. viii.

269). 1705-6.
"
Triming money "= ? money

expended either in dress or for attendance
of a barber preparatory to some local or civic
function :

" O let me dress up those
untrimmed locks" ('Tancr. and Gism.,'
Old Play, ii. 224, Nares).

1716-7. "Stew"=a stove for heating
water, especially for the bath. When the
ordinance was made (5 Henry V., 1417)
for the abolition of Stews in the City of
London, this household arrangement was
somewhat superfluously specified as being
exempt (see Riley's 'Memorials of London
and London Life,' 1868, p. 648). A "stew"
was also

" a place to keep fish alive in for
present use."
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1748-9. "Peoches" ? a skin eruption.
Petechice, says Nath. Bailey ('Diet.,' 1740),
are spots on the skin like flea-bites which
come out in some fevers.

"
Petechial

fever
"= spotted fever, ib.

1750-5. "Padle"= ? a paddle-staff, a

long staff with an iron spike at the end,
used by mole-catchers (ib.). Elisha Coles

says also in his Latin-English diet., 1755,
that a paddle is a staff.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

1735-6. "An eye and a droback
"

is

probably "an eye and a drawback,"
meaning

" an eye and hook "or " an eye
and bolt." A bolt is sometimes called a
drawback in West Cornwall.

1748-9. "Fixing the Tstemate "
surely

means "
fixing the estimate

"
(for a rate).

YGREC.

BEAUCHAMP OF SOMERSETSHIRE (10 S.

viii. 307, 471). Of late I have seldom seen
* X. & Q.' a misfortune soon to cease to be
and so have missed reading some of the

notes on thic subject.
To at least one student of history and

genealogy, it would be interesting to know
if the Robert, Count of Mortain, who died
in 1090, and from whom Robert Fitz Ivo
rented his lands, was the lesser-known and
worthier of the half-brothers of Duke
William of Normandy, the other being the
too notorious Odo, who came over to help
him to win the English crown. Robert
de Mortain presumably the ancestor of

many of the bearers of the modern name
of Morton was said to have been a wise
counsellor to the conqueror, and to have
been rewarded by the gift of large estates
in the south-west of England. It is a rather
curious fact that at the battle of Senlac
there were three brothers on each side ;

also that the three Englishmen, Harold,
Gyrth, and Leofwine, all perished, while
the three Normans, William, Robert, and
Odo, all survived. The six men figure in
the famous Bayeux tapestry.

ELEANOR C. SMYTH.
Letehworth.

CHARLES I.'s BOOKS (10 S. viii. 449). As
to the book of plays and other books read
by Charles I., at Carisbrooke, a clue may
perhaps be found in the references given by
Masson in his

'

Life of Milton,' iii. 588,
relating to the captivity at Carisbrooke.
Here, however, Masson scarcely gives any
particulars ; but on p. 515 he mentions
several books as favourites of the King in
his earlier captivity at Holmby, and gives

other references. Among these books are

Shakespeare's plays ; and this statement is

confirmed by Milton's ungrammatical remark
in his

'

Eikonoklastes,' chap. I.

FABIA ROUSBY.

"BACON" (10 S. viii. 310, 396). This
word occurs (quasi-Latin) in the Pipe Roll of

11 Henry II. j 1164-5, in the account of the
Sheriffs of London and Middlesex (ed. 1887,

p. 31) :-
"Pro D. Baconibus missis ad Oxenefordiam, xl/i

Et pro cc. lanceis missis ad Regem, xxxiiis. et iiiid.

Et pro conducendis predictis baconibus. et lanceis

et D. picoisiis. de Lundoniis ad Oxenefordiam per
aquam, xviii.s'."

There are frequent later entries, as, for

example, in the Pipe Roll of 18 Henry II.,

1171-2, in Robert Troite's account (ed. 1894,

p. 69) of the ferm of Carlisle. He credits

himself with payments:
" Pro cc. summis Auene Missis in Hiberniam, c#.

Et pro cc. Baconibus, xvli. et xiiis. et iiiif/. Et pro
LX. Securibus, xxviis. et vid."

Q. V.

" TENNE "
:

" SANGUINE "
:

" ER-
MINITES "

(10 S. viii. 368). The following
extracts from Woodward,

'

Heraldry, British

and Foreign,' 1896, may be of some use to

PEAN :

"Sanguine, a lion rampant argent, is the coat

attributed to Wymbishin Harl. M.S. 6829, p. 57."

Vol. i. p. 67.

Then follows the example already given
by PEAN, viz., Clayhill.

Of tenne only a foreign example is given.

Of erminites Woodward says :

"
I only know of one example : Glover is said to

bear Sable, a fess erminites between three crescents

argent." Vol. i. p. 77.

FREEWILL.

' ROBIN HOOD AND THE BISHOP OF
HEREFORD '

(10 S. viii. 449). This is one
of the Robin Hood ballads, and to find the

author would, I think, be a matter of some

difficulty. Ritson refers to it thus :

"This excellent ballad, given from the common
edition of Aldermary Church-yard (compared with
the York copy), is supposed to be modern : the

story, however, seems alluded to in the ballad of

'Renowned Robin Hood.' The full title is 'The

Bishop of Hereford's Entertainment by Robin Hood
and Little John, &c., in merry Barnsdale.' Ritson s
'

Collection of all the Ancient Poems, Songs, and
Ballads now extant relative to Robin Hood,' 1795.

The ballad will also be found in
* The

Robin Hood Garlands and Ballads,' by
J. W. Gutch and F. W. Fairholt,, vol. ii.

p. 277 (London, John Russell Smith, 1850).
T. F. D.
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LITEBABY ALLUSIONS (10 S. viii. 410,

312). Jem the Penman's name wasSaward,
not Saward. There is a memoir of him
in Boase's

' Modern English Biography,'
vol. iii. p. 428, and index, col. 1608. He
was transported for life in 1857, when he was
58, but Mr. Boase was unable to find the date

of his death. RALPH THOMAS.

EDWARD AND HENRY BULWER(!O S. ix.

30). Hortense Allart was the younger
daughter of a translator of English novels,
sister to Sophie Gay. The elder daughter
was a portrait painter : the younger a

novelist, little known till she published her
'

Enchantements,' signed "Prudence." The
scandal thus produced leaves the impression
that E. A. H. is not far wrong in his sugges-
tion that she knew less of the Bulwers than
she told Sainte-Beuve. D.

CHARTERHOUSE POETRY COLLECTION :

' THE FARMER'S AUDIT '

(10 S. viii. 488 ; ix.

12). When Cowper wrote,

One talks of mildew and of frost,
And one of storms of hall.

And one of pigs that he has lost

By maggots at the tail,

he surely must have meant sheep, although
he put pigs, for pigs never die by maggots
at the tail. ALFRED SYDNEY LEWIS.
Library, Constitutional Club, W.C.

[PROF. SILVAXUS P. THOMPSON also thanked for

reply.]

MEDIEVAL CHURCHYARDS : GRAVESTONES
(10 S. viii. 390, 452). Two mediaeval " in-
fants' tombstones," both apparentlydesigned
for twins, are described and figured in Gent.

Mag., April, 1865. I have seen mediaeval
oxitdoor tombs in various churchyards, e.g.,

Thrapstone, Northants, Lavenham, Suffolk,
and the very remarkable one at Loversall,
Yorks, described and figured in the Durham
Arch. Trans., vol. v. p. ciii. The above are
all the examples that I can recollect at

present, but there are many in Bloxam's
' Gothic Architecture,' 1882, vol. iii. chap, iv.,

including the one at Loversall. It is quite
a mistake to suppose that " stone memorials
were not in use in the Middle Ages."
Bones disturbed in interments were some-

times collected in a pit or in a charnel-
house, but often simply redeposited in the
ground, the surface of which has conse-
quently risen considerably in all ancient
churchyards, so that trenches have had to
be made all round the walls of some churches
to keep them dry. Successive generations
have brought much lime into the church-
yards, in their bones, but have, as a rule,

carried nothing out. How long the bones last y

as such, in the ground, depends on the nature

of the soil ; but the lime of which they con-

sist to the extent of about 65 per cent, is in-

destructible, and therefore each interment in

the long run adds to the amount of the soil.

The lime has all come into the bones of the-

departed through their food, into which it

has come from the earth. And thus are the

living the carriers of " earth to earth."
J. T. F.

Durham.

Plain wooden crosses may be seen to this

day in many churchyards in Norway, and

specimens are figured in
' The Land of the

Midnight Sun,' by Du Chaillu.

Some few years ago many upright posts
with a board between them, on which the

epitaph was painted, might have been seen
in the churchyard of Bushey, Herts. A
smaller fee was charged for them than for a
stone, and they needed frequent repainting.
They were placed lengthwise on the graves ;

and as they gradually became dilapidated,
the people used to help themselves to the
wood for firing, as a pathway ran through
the churchyard. They were called

"
post and

rail."

Bushey is no great distance from Willes-

den, where the simple inscription on one
" Jack Sheppard," restored and repainted
by Mr. W. Harrison Ainsworth, existed, and
was engraved in vignette form, in the novel

by him. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

What is MR. WALTER SCARGILL'S autho-

rity for stating that " a plank. ... in Willes-
den Churchyard, inscribed

' Jack Sheppard,
r

. . . .was restored and repainted by Harrison-
Ainsworth sixty years ago"? The myth
that Jack Sheppard is buried in Willesden

Churchyard takes a long time to dispel. No
such wooden tombstone (to use an Irishism)
ever existed there, and consequently it could
not have been restored by the novelist. I
think the ' D.N.B.' states that Sheppard
was buried in St. Martin's-in-the-Fields. An
aged native of Willesden once, when pointing
out to mo the site of the "

Cage," told me
that when he was a boy, he and other
equally mischievous youths used to gull
inquirers by pointing out a particular grave
as that of the notorious prison-breaker, and
gleefully pocket the resultant coppers
another case of demand and supply. But in
the columns of * N. & Q.' one always looks-
for and expects to find facts.

JOHN S. CRONE.
Kensal Lodge, Willesden.
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MOTHERHOOD LATE IN" LIFE (10 S. viii.

449). The advanced ages at which women
are often asserted to have given birth to a
child generally fail, like alleged centenarians,
on application of the test of strict evidence
of the mother's date of birth ; and without
such evidence no record of this nature is

admissible.
In life assurance business there occur

contingent interests in the subjects of
market values, which depend upon the
birth or absence of issue, and where,
accordingly, adequate proof of age is

requisite. The only cases, thus duly
authenticated, in the history of these
transactions are as follows : once where a
birth occurred at the mother's age of 54
or 55; another at age 56; one at 51; and
another close upon 52.

An actuarial investigation into the

experience of British peerage families
showed that the period of child-bearing
might be accepted as terminating at age 50.

T. E. YOUNG,
Late Pres. Institute of Actuaries.

MEDICULUS will find the best account of

such cases in Taylor's
' Medical Juris-

prudence.' In one case the mother had
reached the remarkable age of 70 years.

M.D.

Dr. Andrew F. Currier in a note on

p. 449 of vol. ii. of Hamilton and Godkin's
*

System of Legal Medicine '

states :

" The writer has been informed of a case which
was known to one of his associates (Dr. G. W.
JSmallwood), in which delivery of a living child took

place when the mother was 60 years of age, fourteen

yeais after the menopause was supposed to have
occurred."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

MEDICULUS has doubtless noted the
Biblical instances of Sarah and Elizabeth.

Newspaper paragraphs and magazine
extracts do not constitute very good evi-

dence ; something more certain is desirable,
and the case quoted is open to doubt
because of its rarity.

Cornelia, of the family of the Scipios,
bore a son at 60 years of age. Delamotte
quotes the case of a maid, aged 51, who
became a mother, she having never married
from the dread of having children.

3 Mar., 1766.
"
Sarah, the bastard dan. of Sarah

Smallwood of Eaton, widow aged about 50 years,
was baptized." Bletchley Register

The late Dr. James Palfrey (obstetric
consultant) used in his lectures to mention
the case of a surgeon's wife who had her
first child at the age of 56 years.

Dr. Prattinton writes (MS. in Society
of Antiquaries) :

" The country about Fladbury (Worcester) is

remarkable for its fertility, a quality which the
women there are said to possess in a degree and at
a period of life scarce elsewhere known, it being
no uncommon circumstance, as I am informed, for
women to bear children when advanced to near the

age of 60."

W. BRADBROOK.
Bletchley, co. Bucks.

PRE - REFORMATION TABERNACLE (10 S.

viii. 507). I quote from 'English Church
Furniture,' by Dr. J. C. Cox and Mr. Alfred

Harvey, M.B. (1907), p. 44:
" Various blunders have been made, and often

repeated, with regard to supposed survivals of pyx
tabernacles in English churches. The two com-
monly cited examples, at Milton Abbas, Dorset,
and at Tewkesbury Abbey, where there are beauti-

fully carved small wooden cases (the former of
which is surmounted by delicate pinnacled work),
prove, on careful examination, to be receptacles for
a ring or chime of small sanctus bells affixed to a
wheel."

The Milton example is figured on p. 97 of
the Revs. T. Perkins and H. Pentin's

' Me-
morials of Old Dorset

'

(1907), where it

seems to be accepted as a former "tabernacle
for reserving the Eucharist."

A. R. BAYLEY.

LONDON NEWSPAPERS IN 1818 : THEIR
CIRCULATION (10 S. viii. 446). R. S. B.

appears to be correct as to the number of

daily papers published in this year ; but he
is, I think, one short as to those published
on three days of the week only. The latter

were eight in number, namely, The General

Evening Post, Paternoster Row ; The
St. James's Chronicle, Bridge Street ; The
English Chronicle and Whitehall E'vening
Post, Catherine Street ; and The Commercial
Chronicle, Crane Court. These were pub-
lished on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Saturdays. On Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays appeared The London Chronicle,
Crane Court, Fleet Street ; The London
Packet, Warwick Square ; Lloyd's Evening
Post, Snow Hill ; and The Evening Mail,
Blackfriars.
A list of the eight daily morning papers

and the six daily evening papers ; the chief

fourteen Sunday papers ; five Sunday and
Monday; two Monday; one Tuesday find

Friday ; one Tuesday and Saturday ; four

Wednesday ; one Thursday ; and three Fri-

day papers, will be found in the '

Picture of

London' for 1818, pp. 302-4. The Hue and
Cry (Police Gazette), 240, Strand, appeared
every third week ; and The Racing Calendar,
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

MR. P. M. BARNARD, of Tuubridge Wells, has ir

his Catalogue 19, a number of occult and old scien
tih'c works. We note under Rosicrucian Andreas'
'

Mythologise,' Strasburg, 1619, and three othe
scarce books, 21. 2s. Under George Withers is a

warning to Europe in reference to prophecies o

Bishop Usher, George Withers, and others, whicl
*' seem now near fulfilling,"

" with some account o
five suns which were seen at once," London, 1734,

8s. 6rf. Other items include the scarce first Englisl
edition of Pascal's

' The Mvsterie of Jesuitisme,
vellum, 31. 3s.; Rossetti's 'Poems,' containing the
first edition of

' The Bride's Prelude,' 1881, II. 1*.

Selden's 'Dominion of the Sea,' folio, 1652, 16*.,
and his

'
Titles of Honor,' 1672, 9,*. Qd.; first edition

of 'Yarrow Revisited,' with John Peace's book-

plate, II. Is.; and Young's
'

Night Thoughts,' 1797,
l. 10s. (6 leaves apparently wanting, but do not
affect the text).

Mr. James G. Commin, of Exeter, has in his

Catalogue 238 a list under Alpine, which of course
includes Whymper and other well-known names.
Under Armorial Families is Fox-Davies's 'Complete
Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage,' 1895, 11. 15s.

(published at 61. 6-*.); and under Book-plates will
be found Burke's Irish examples, 1894, M. 5s.

Among words on Cornwall is Polwhele's '

History,'
7 vols. in 2, 4to, half calf, rare, 1803-8, 61. 10s.

^Vorks under Devon include Oliver's '

Monasticon,'
with the rare additional supplement and index,
Exeter, 1846-89, II. 17*. 6d., and Polwhele's 'His-

tory,' 3 vols. in 1, folio, Exeter, 1793, uncut, 11. Is.

(3 plates wanting). Among other works are Doran's
* Their Majesties' Servants,' 3 vols., imperial 8vo,
1888, 21. 12*. 6d.; Redfern's 'Historic Gloves and
Shoes,' 18s. 6d.; Collingwood's

'
Life of Ruskin,'

11. 15$.; Ritson's
'

Songs and Ballads,' large paper,
11. 15s.; Burnet's 'History of his Own Time,' 6 vols.,
calf gilt, Oxford, 1833, 21. 12s. 6d.; and Clarendon's
''Rebellion,' Oxford, 1826, 8 vols., full calf, 11. 15s.

Messrs. W. Heffer & Sons, of Cambridge, devote
their Thirty-Fourth Catalogue to Persian Manu-
scripts in the Private Library of Shamsul Ulama
Sayyid Ali Bilgrami of Hyderabad. They are
offered for sale in two divisions : 160 as a whole
for 6001., and nine separately at the prices affixed
to each. The earliest dated MS. belongs to the
year 1439. Among those for sale separately is the
Koran, beautifully written, date probably 1606,
~25l.; also one in miniature, illuminated throughout,
1653, 151. Another of the nine MSS. contains the
collected works of Sa'di of Shiraz fines Nasta'liq,
gold border throughout, dated 1638, 151. There is

also the well - known compendium of Moham-
medan ethics, 'Akhlaq i Jalali,' fine clear amiz,
17th century, 11.

Mr. J. Jacobs's List 31 contains Harrisse's
'

Discovery of North America,' 1892, 67. Under
India is a fine series of Native drawings, comprising
Rajahs, conjurers, doctors, &c., 101. 10s. Under
Drawings is Lady Dalmeny's

' The Spanish Ladies'
Love,' 51. 5s. ; and under Arabia a volume of poems
bound in old silk, 17th century, 51. 5s. There is a
choice set of Kinglake's

' Invasion of the Crimea,'
8 vols., 51. 5s. : while an extra-illustrated copy of
Clarendon's 'Rebellion,' 11 vols., is 4/. 10s. There
are works on Coins. Under Coloured Plates is
' The Tour of Dr. Syntax,' second edition, tall copy.
21.16s.

Mr. Charles J. Sawyer's List 4 contains an
original manuscript copy of Alciate's 'Life and
Emblems,' I/. 10s. Under Hatton Personalia is

Joseph Hatton's own copy of his 'Journalistic
London,' illustrated with views and portraits, the
249 pp. extended by interleaving, and a irreat mass
of autograph letters inserted, royal 8vo, morocco

flit,
1882, 17/. 17s. There is also his copy of

rving's 'Impressions of America,' and this, like
the previous item, contains autograph letters, 1884,
19/. 19s. There is also a collection of Mrs. Craigie's
personal copies of her published works, each having
her book-plate, 22 vols., 4/. 12s. 6d. A collection of
books formerly belonging to Mr. Ranger Gull (Guy
1 home) includes Balzac's '

Scenes of Parisian Life,'
translated by Sedgwick, Edition de Luxe, 1897,
4/. 2s. 6d. : and a number of Oscar Wilde's works,
besides a portrait in water colours. There are
choice works under Art, including the Earl of
Radnor's copy of ' Le Muse"e Francais,' the original
edition, in rosewood case, Paris, 1805, 201. ; and the
original edition of ' Liber Veritatis,' 3 vols., folio
very scarce, Boydell, 1777, 61. A rich collection of
works on costume comprises Racinet, Lante,
French theatrical costume, also costume under both
Empires. Court Memoirs include a MS. transla-
tion of the French privately printed edition (1802)
of the '

Secret History of the Court of the Empress
Catherine,' 255 4to pages, I/. Is. ; and

' The History
of the Marchioness de Pompadour,' 3 vols., con-
temporary calf gilt, 1759, 51. 10s. There are
'irst editions of Dickens, Thackeray, and George
Eliot. A fine copy of La Fontaine, Eisen's illus-

trations, 1884, is 57. 10s. ; and the first edition of
Lamb's 'Dramatic Poets,' 1808, 12/. An interest-
ng item at the back of the catalogue is the accor-
iion made for Grimaldi, and used by him at Old
Sadler's Wells, in perfect preservation, in rosewood
box, 101. 10s.

Mr. D. Webster, of Leeds, puts as the first item
jf his Catalogue a beautiful specimen of fore-edge
tainting. The book is Fawkes's 'Chronology of
.he History of Modern Europe,' York, 1810, and
this was his own copy, richly bound. The painting
s a view of Farnley Hall, the present seat of the
fawkes family, and the book is priced 201. The
general items include ' The Encyclopaedic Dictionary,'
vols., as new, 11. Is. 6d.; a number of G. P. R.

Barnes's works, first editions ; Lysons's
'

Environs
if London,' 6 vols., 4to, 1792-1811, 21. 5s.; Hugh
Miller's Works, 13 vols., 11.; and Moliere, trans-
ated by Waller. 8 vols., 11. 5s. Under French
Involution are copies of the Bulletin dn Tribunal
"rimind Rerdutionnaire, 158 numbers, bound in
vols., 4to, boards, 1792-3, 51. 5s.

to Cornspontonts.
J. D. B. ("Gordon and Pope Clement XL").

Anticipated ante, p. 12.

CORRIGENDA. Ante, p. 6, col. 2, 1. 11 from foot,
or "this" read these. P. 13, 1. 13, for "contirma-
x)s

" read confirmatus.

NOTICE.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return
ommunications which, for any reason, we dp not
riut, and to this rule we can make no exception.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (JANUARY).

P. M. BARNARD, M.A.
(Formerly Classical Scholar of Christ's College,

Cambridge),

SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,
10, DUDLEY ROAD (Opposite the Opera House),

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
Classified Catalogues issued. Books sought for

and reported gratis.

P. M. BARNARD undertakes the formation of

Collections or Libraries on special subjects.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS
JUST READY.

Containing Items with

Coloured Views, Trials,

Sporting Books, &c.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

L. C. BRAUIM,
17, Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

W. M. VOYNICH,
68, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.,

PALAZZO BOROHESE, FLORENCE,
WARSAW! POLAND.

INCUNABULA, SCIENCE, BINDINGS,
ENGLISH & FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SHAKESPEARIANA, &c.

A MILLION BOOKS IN STOCK.

CATALOGUES FREE.

ALBERT SUTTON,
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,

43, BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER.

Libraries Purchased. Probate Valuations undertaken by
Licensed Valuers of twenty years' experience.

Distance no object.

The following Catalogues will be sent post free to any
part of the world :

MILITARY LITERATURE O pages.
YOKKSHIRK TOPOGRAPHY
ENGIJSH LAKE HOOKS
AMKRICAN TRAVELS ..

AFRICAN TRAVELS
AUSTRALASIAN TRAVELS
REPRINTS UP EARLY BOUKS
BOUK BARGAINS

2O
20
2O
2O
16
32
24

BOOKS.

WILLIAM BROUGH & SONS,
Booksellers and Exporters,

Are prepared to give Highest Cash Prices for Libraries

of any description and of any magnitude. Gentlemen

Executors and others, should communicate with WIL.L.IAM

BROUGH & SONS, who are at all times prepared to give

1'ull Cash Value for Books in all Branches of Literature.

Vendors will find this method of disposing of their Pro-

perties to be much more advantageous than Auction, while

the worry, delay, and expense inseparable to Auction Sale

will be entirely obviated.

CATALOGUES GRATIS.

313, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.
Established 1845. Telegrams" Bibliopole, Birmingham."

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(late of Sohu Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free.

EXPORTER IMPORTER.
LIBRARIES AND SMALLER LOTS OF BOOKS

BOUGHT FOB CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

BOWES & BOWES
(Formerly MACMILLAN & BOWES),

1, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE,
SIB ISAAC NEWTON. A Bibliography of his

Works, by GEORGE J. GRAY.
SECOND EDITION, Revised and Enlarged.

Fcap. 8vo, boards, 5s. net. IJtut ready.

A. DB MOBGAN'S BOOK OF ALMANACS:
With an Index of Reference.

THIRD EDITION, Revised by E. J. WORMAN.
Cloth, 1907, 5*. net.

Catalogue (319) of Second-Hand Books, with specially

Classified Heads. 44 pp. [Jutt ready.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S STANDARD BOOKS.

W. M. THACKERAY'S WORKS. The Biographical Edition.

13 vols. large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each. The 13 vols. are also supplied in Set cloth

binding, gilt top, 3 18s.

This New and Revised Edition comprises additional material and hitherto Unpublished Letters, Sketches, and
Drawings, derived from the Author's Original MSS. and Note-Books ; and each Volume includes a Memoir in the form of
an Introduction by Mrs. RICHMOND RITCHIE.

WORKS BY MISS THACKERAY. - - The Uniform Edition.
Each volume illustrated with a Vignette Title-Page. Large crown 8vo, 6s. each.

"Her stories are a series of exquisite sketches, full of tender light and shadow, and soft, harmonious colouring
This sort of writing is nearly as good as a change of air." Academy.

MRS. GASKELL'S WORKS. The "Knutsford" Edition.
"This 'Knutsford' Edition will give the public an opportunity of making or renewing acquaintance with a set of

novels that are full of delights." Daily Telegraph.

In 8 vols. crown 8vo, cut edges, cloth, gilt top, 4s. 6d. each net.

With an Introduction to each Volume, in addition to a Biographical Introduction in the First Volume,
by Dr. A. W. WARD, Master of Peterhouse, Cambridge.

Each Volume contains a Photogravure Frontispiece, and there are also other Illustrations.
** Also the UNIFORM EDITION in 7 vols., the POPULAR EDITION in 7 vols., and the POCKET

EDITION in 8 vols. Particulars upon application.

LIFE AND WORKS OF
CHARLOTTE, EMILY, AND ANNE BRONTE.

"THE HAWORTH EDITION."
"
Assuredly there are few books which will live longer in English literature than those we owe to the pen of the

Bronte sisters." Speaker.

In 7 vols. large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each
;
or in Set cloth binding,

gilt top, 2 2s. the Set.

With Portraits and Illustrations, including Views of Places described in the Works reproduced from Photographs
specially taken for the purpose. Introductions to the Works are supplied by Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD, and an Introduc-
tion and Notes to Mrs. GASKELL'S 'Life of Charlotte Bront,' by Mr. CLEMENT K. SHORTER, the eminent Bronte
authority.

Also the POPULAR EDITION, 7 vols. and the POCKET EDITION, 7 vols. Particulars upon application.

ROBERT BROWNING'S COMPLETE WORKS.
CHEAPER EDITION, Edited and Annotated by the Right Hon. AUGUSTINE BIRRELL, K.C. M.P., and

FREDERIC G. KENYON. 2 vols. large crown 8vo, bound in cloth, gilt top, with Portrait Frontispiece to each volume,
7#. 6d. per vol.

** Also the UNIFORM EDITION in 17 vols. crown 8vo, and the POCKET EDITION in 8 vols. printed
upon India Paper. Particulars upon application.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS.
CHEAPER EDITION, 1 vol. with Portrait and Facsimile of the MS. of ' A Sonnet from the Portuguese," large

crown 8vo, bound in cloth, gilt top, 3. 6d.

%* Also the UNIFORM EDITION in 6 vols. and the POCKET EDITION in 3 vols. printed on India
Paper. Particulars upon application.

V Messrs. SMITH, ELDER & CO. will be happy to forward their CATALOGUE of PUBLICATIONS,
post free on application, containing Particulars of Works by

HAMILTON AIDE.
MATTHEW ARNOLD.
The SISTERS BRONTE.
Mrs. BROWNING.
ROBERT BROWNING.
FRANK T. BULLEN,
F.R.G.S.

AGNES and EGERTON

S. R. CROCKETT.
Sir A. CONAN DOYLE.
Mrs. GASKELL.
GEORGE GISSING.
H. RIDER HAGGARD.
Sir A. HELPS.
ANTHONY HOPE.
HOLME LEE.

CASTLE. I SIDNEY LEE.

G. H. LEWES.
1
LESLIE STEPHEN.

A. E. W. MASON. i J. A. SYMONDS.
HENRY SETON MERRI-

(

Miss THACKERAY.
MAN. W. M. THACKERAY.

Mrs. HENRY DE LA ANTHONY TROLLOP E.
PASTURE. Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD.

W. E. NORRIS. STANLEY J. WEYMAN.
Mrs. OLIPHANT.
JAMES PAYN.

AND OTHER POPULAR
WRITERS.

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane. E.G. ; and Printed by
J. KUWARD FRANCIS, Athenteuru Press, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, K.C. SattirJnv, January IS, 1008.
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MACMILLAN^CO/S^EW BOOKS.

RAMBLING RECOLLECTIONS.
By Sir HENEY DRUMMOND WOLFF, G.C.B. G.C.M.G.

With Photogravure and other Illustrations. 2 vola. 8vo, 80s. net.

DAILY MAIL. "Sir Henry Drutnmond Wolff has written one of the best books of reminiscences produced in

recent years, full of interesting information and excellent stories, with hitherto unpublished letters and chats with the

greatest public men of the last half-century."

B. L. PUTNAM WEALE'S NEW BOOK.

THE COMING STRUGGLE IN EASTERN ASIA.

By B. L. PUTNAM WEALE,
Author of

' Manchu and Muscovite,'
' The Re-Shaping of the Far East,' 'The Truce in the East.'

With numerous Illustrations, and a comprehensive Map. 8vo, 12s. 6rf. net. {Tuesday.

A CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE
WORKS OF THE MOST EMINENT
DUTCH PAINTERS OF THE SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURY.

Based on the Work of JOHN SMITH. By C.

HOFSTKDE DE GROOT. Translated and edited by
EDWARD G. HAWKE. In 10 vols. 8vo. VoL L, 25*. net.

Vol. I. Jan Steen, Gabriel Metsn, Gerard Don, Pieter de

Hooch, Carel Fabritius, Johannes Vermeer.

VOLUME II. NOW READY.

THE EVERSLEY TENNYSON.
Annotated by ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON. Edited

by HALLAM, LORD TENNYSON. In 9 vols. Vol II.

POEMS. Globe 8vo, 4s. net.

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS IN KENT-
By WALTER JERROLD. Illustrated by HUGH
THOMSON. Extra crown 8vo, to.

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.-New Volume.

APHORISMS AND REFLECTIONS
FROM THE WORKS OF THOMAS
HENRY HUXLEY.

Selected by HENRIETTA A. HUXLEY Pott 8vo,

2*. 6<J. net. Also cloth elegant, 2<r. 6d. net ; limp leather,

3*. 6d. net.

BY THE LATE LORD ACTON.

THE HISTORY OF FREEDOM,
and other Essays. Edited, with an Introduction, by
JOHN NEVILLE FIGGIS, M.A., and REGINALD
VERE LAURENCE, M.A. 8vo, 10*. net.

HISTORICAL ESSAYS AND STUDIES.
Edited by the Same. 8vo, 10. net

H. FIELDING HALL'S NEW BOOK.

THE INWARD LIGHT.
By H. FIELDING HALL, Author of

People,' <tc. 8vo, 10. net.

The Soul of a

THE THRESHOLD OF MUSIC.
An Inquiry into the Development of the Musical Sense.

By WILLIAM WALLACE. Extra crown 8vo, 5. net.

NEW IMPRESSION NOW READY.

TOWN LIFE IN THE
FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

By Mrs. J. R. GREEN. In 2 vols. 8vo, 20. net.

ENGLISH MEN OP LETTERS. New Volume.

JAMES THOMSON.
By G. C. MACAULAY. Crown 8vo, 2. net

TRIBUNE "& brilliant elucidation of poinU of

obscurity in the bibliography and biography of Thomson.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London.
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RARE BOOK FOR SALE :

' ANSWERS TO
COKE'S FIFTH REPORTS,' ftc., by FATHER ROBERT

PARSONS, 8.J. First Edition. 1606. Original Binding. Apply
JOUN L. WEST, Esq.. 14. Victoria Road. Hathgar, co. Dublin.

"PLEASE REPORT CHAP-BOOKS, BATTLE-
DORES, EIGHTEENTH AND EARLY NINETEENTH

CENTURY JUVENILES BEFORE 1WO-" PENNY PLAIN AND
TWOPEN'CE COLOURED " EXAMPLES - COLOUR TOY BOOKS
AMD COLOUR BOOKS BEFORE 18. H. M. CONNOR, Bookseller,
jyi. Meridian Street, East Boston, Hast.. U.S.A.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

XTOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTIONXI to NOTES AKD QUERIES free by post it 10. 3d. for Six

^^^Sffw^W^^^K^X^aSSSiChaucery Lane. B.C.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street. Birmingham.

PEDIGREES TRACED : Evidences of Descent
JL from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Hatters connected with Heraldry.

tTERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
LI with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Book-PUites, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, &c.

L. CULLETON. 92. Piccadilly. Lindon. W.

AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
JL (The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printer!,

50, Leadnhall Street, London, E.G.)

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 5*. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, 3*. per dozen, rulej or plain.

Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be
responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should he retained.

STICKPHAST
PASTE is miles better than Gum

for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, *c. 3d., 6d. and Is. with

strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar Loaf Court,
Leadenball Street. B.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.

-VTEWSVENDORS' BENEVOLENT AND
J-l PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 27,0002.

Office : 15 and 16, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.

Patron :

The Right Hon. THE EARL OF ROSEBERY, K.Q. K.T.

President :

The LORD GLEXESK.
Treasurer :

THE LONDON AND WESTMINSTER BANK, LIMITED.
OBJECTS. This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of

London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for

granting Pensions and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors of Newspapers.
MEMBERSHIP. Every Man or Woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether Publisher, Wholesaler. Retailer, Employer, or

Employed, is entitled to become a Member of this Institution, and
enjoy its benefits upon payment of Five Shillings annually, or Three
Guinea.- for life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of

Newsiiapers, and such Members who thus contribute secure priority
of consideration in the event of their needing aid from the Institution.
PEXSIONS. The Annuitants now number Thirty-six, the Men

receiving 292. and the Women 202. per annum each.
The "Royal Victoria Pension Fund," commemorating the great

advantages the News Trade enjoyed under the rule of Her late

Majesty Oueen Victoria, provides 20J. a year each for Six Widows of

Newsvenaors.
The " Francis Fund "

provides Pensions for One Man, 252., and One
Woman 202., and was specially subscribed in memory of the late John
Francis, who died on April 6, 1882, and was for more than fifty years
Publisher of the Atheuaum. He took an active and leading part
throughout the whole period of the agitation for the repeal of the
various then existing

" Taxes on Knowledge." and was for very many
years a staunch supporter of this Institution.
The " Horace Marshall Pension Fund "

is the gift of the late Mr.
Horace Brooks Marshall. The emploi/ii of that firm have primary
right of election to its benefits.
The "Herbert Lloyd Pension Fund" provides 252. per annum foi

one man, in perpetual and grateful memory of Mr. Herbert Lloyd, wbc
died May 12. 1899.

The principal features of the Rules governing election to all Pensions
ore, that each Candidate shall have been (1) a Member of the Institu-
tion for not less than ten years preceding application ; (2) not less than
fifty-five years of age ; (3) engaged in the sale of Newspapers for at least

ten years.
RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only

to Members of the Institution, but to Newsvendors or their servants
who may be recommended for assistance bv Members of the Institu-

tion. Inquiry is made in such cases by Visiting Committees, and
relief is awarded in accordance with the merits and requirements of

each cue. W. WILKIE JONES. Secretary.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. 60*. home and

13s. Qd. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning
4 Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

TENTH EDITION, price Two Shillings.

pELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
\J Astronomy. Tenth Edition. With 3 Plates. By W. T. LYNN.
B.A. F.R.A.8.

"Well known as one of our best introductions to astronomy."
Guardian.

London :

SAMUEL BAOSTER & SONS. LIMITTO. 15. Paternoster Row.

THIRTEENTH EDITION JUST OUT, price Sixpence, cloth.

-pEMARKABLE COMETS: a Brief Survey of
-LV the most interesting Facts in the History of Cometary Astro-
nomy. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Bow.

NINTH EDITION IN THE PRESS.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

-pEMARKABLE ECLIPSES: a Sketch of the
J-V most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation
of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. By
W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.K.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS. LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

FIFTH EDITION, Revised to 1908, NOW READY.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

\STRONOMY FOR THE YOUNG.
By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED. 15, Paternoster Row.

A THEN^UM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
-*. FRANCIS. Printer of the AOitrurnm. ffotet and O>,erie, *c., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
iindPERIODICAL PR1NTING.-13. Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lone. E.C.
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CONSTABLES AND LIEUTENANTS
OF THE TOWER OF LONDON.

THE catalogue of the Constables and
lieutenants which follows is based on

Bayley's enumeration of them in his excel-

lent '

History and Antiquities of the Tower,'
published in 1825. As officially one of the

custodians of the national records, then
amassed at the Tower, he had the advan-

tage of free access to them, and it is evident
that he applied much careful industry to

the task of extracting from the documents
the names of the past two chief officers.

Little having been done at that time to-

wards classification and indexing, the work
was doubtless exceedingly laborious. Eighty-
three years have elapsed, and in that space
much has been effected in the forming of

"
royal road "

to the contents of the
records by the progressive compilation and

printing of several series of Calendars with
liberal abstracts of the documents ; and
for the preservation, arrangement, inspec-
tion, and transcribing of these a specially

designed building has been erected.

With such advantages, much revision
and amplification of English history, in the
action of which the Tower of London con-
stantly figures, has been accomplished ; and
from both sources, the records and his-
torical works I have endeavoured to draw
up a complete catalogue of the chief
officers, which, presented in tabular form,
may, I hope, not be without its use.

Many of these Constables and Lieutenants
have historical importance, and all had
distinction from their office, if not from
positions otherwise held. Biographical
accounts of them would constitute a con-
siderable work, but no more is now
attempted than a correct enrolment, with
occasional notes when explanation seems
demanded.
My idea had been to range the Con-

stables and their contemporary Lieutenants
in parallel columns ; but finding that a
regular succession of lieutenants does not
date earlier than the reign of Henry VIII.,
I have been unable to follow the proposed
arrangement until that reign is reached.

Bayley names but four lieutenants in the

pre-Tudor period. John Gough Nichols,
the distinguished archaeologist, contributed
in 1858 to the Transactions of the London
and Middlesex Archaeological Society (i. 225)
a valuable article in regard to the lieu-

tenants, and said that
"
their tenure of

office was originally but temporary, during
the absence of the Constable, at whose

pleasure they were placed and removed."
He further remarked on the greatly

augmented importance of the second
officers after the accession of the Tudors,
when they became appointed by patent
of the sovereign, the Constable's office

sometimes even remaining vacant.

Nichols discovered a few pre-Tudor
Lieutenants, others have been found by
myself, and all of them are named
collectively at the termination of the list

of Constables prior to the reign of

Henry VIII. ; subsequently my plan of

contemporary officers in parallel columns
is carried out.

To Bayley's enumeration of the

Constables little amendment has been

required. His references to documents I

have not thought necessary to repeat, as

his work is easily within reach ; but these

I have carefully verified, and in my notes

which follow the catalogue have indicated

any alterations required. The date of

appointment is noted when found, but

during the earlier reigns it is seldom

obtained.
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CONSTABLES.

Reg. William I., William II., Henry I., Stephen.

Geoffrey de Mandeville. (1)

William de Mandeville.
1140. Geoffrey de Mandeville, Earl of Essex, slain

1144. (2)

1153. Richard de Lucie, Chief Justiciary.

Reg. Henry II.

1154. Richard de Lucie (continued), d. 1179. (3)

Garnerius (or Gamier) de Isenei.

Reg. Richard I.

1189. William Longchamp, Bishop of Ely, Chan-
cellor and Regent, d. 1197.

1189. William Puintellus, Sub-Constable.
1 191. Walter of Coutances, Archbishop of Rouen.
1194. Roger Fitz Renfred.
1198. Geoffrey Fitz Piers (or Fitz Peter), Chief

Justiciary.

Reg. John.

1199. Geoffrey Fitz Piers (continued). Created Earl
of Essex 1199, d. 1213.

1205. Roger de la Dune.
1213, Oct. 14. Geoffrey Fitz Piers, son of above,

alias Mandeville, Earl of Essex, d. 1216.

1213, Nov. 4. William, Archdeacon of Huntingdon.
1214, Eustace de Greinville.

1215, June. Stephen Langton, Archbishop of

Canterbury, d. 1228.

1216, June. The Tower occupied by Prince Louis
of France.

Reg. Henry III.

Walter de Verdun.
Stephen de Segrave.
Hugh de Wyndlesore.
John de Boville and Thomas de Blumvill or

Blundeville, Bishop of Norwich, 1226.

(Probably together.)
Henry Fitz Aucher.
Ralph de Gatel.

July 17. Hubert de Burgh, Earl of Kent,
d. 1243.

Ralph de Ralegh, Sub-Constable.
W[illiam] de St. Edmund.
Hugh Giffard.

Mar. 21. Goeffrey de Craucumb.
Apr. 13. Hugh Giffard (again).
Walter de Gray, Archbishop of York, and

Bertram de Crioyl or Criolle (jointly).
Peter de Vallibus.
June 24. John de Plessetis.
Peter le Blund.

Sept. 13. Aymon Thorimbergh.
Imbert Pugeys.
Hugh Bigod, Chief Justiciary.
Richard de Culwurth.
May. Sir John Mansel (" Maunsel"). (4)
Richard de Tilbury.
Hugh le Despenser, Chief Justiciary, killed at

Evesham, 4 Aug, 1265.

Roger de Leyburn.
15 Oct. Hugh Fitz Otho.
26 Nov. John Walerand and John de la

Lynde (jointly).
June 25. Alan la Zouehe, d. 1269.

Apr. 2. Thomas de Ippegrave.
July 17. Stephen de Eddeville.

Hugh Fitz Otho (again).

1217.

1220.

1224.

1225.

1227.
1230.

1232,

1232.

1233.

1234.

1235,

1236,
1241.

1244.

1244,
1246.

1256,
1257.
1258.

1261.

1261,
1261.

1262.

1265.

1265,

1265,

1267,
1268,

1268,
1269.

Reg. Edward I.

1272. Walter Giffard, Archbishop of York.
1273. Dec. 18. John de Burgh.
1274. Philip Basset.
1275. Anthony de Bee, Bishop of Durham. 1283,.

d, 1311.

1280, June 2. Richard de Waldegrave, Sub-
Constable.

1283. Ralph de Dacre.

1285, Sept. 10. Ralph de Sandwich.
1289, Fel3. 1. Ralph Berners.

1289, July. Ralph de Sandwich (again).

Reg. Edward II.

1307. Ralph de Sandwich (continued).
1308, March. John de Crumbwell, Baron.
1321. Roger de Synnerton.
1323, Feb. 3. Stephen de Segrave.
1323. Walter Stapleton, Bishop of Exeter, murdered'

15 Oct., 1326.

1323, Nov. 28. John de Weston. (5)

1326, Nov. 17. John de Gisors and Richard de
Betoigne (jointly).

1326, Dec. 18. Thomas, Baron Wake.

Reg. Edward III.

1327. Thomas, Baron Wake (continued).
1327, Mar. 11. John, Baron Crombwell.
1328, June 12. William, Baron la Zouche, of

Mortimer (? Deputy-Constable).
1329, John, Baron Crumbwell, Crombwell, or

Cromwell (again), d. 1335.

1335, Oct. 15. Nicholas de la Beche. (6)
1341. Robert de Dalton.
1346, March 12. John, Baron Darcy (of Knaith),

d. 1347.

1347, June 7. John, Baron Darcy, son of above.
d. 1356.

1355. Bartholomew, Baron Burghersh, d. Aug., 1355.
1355. Robert, Baron Morley, d. 1360.
1361. Richard de la Vache.

Alan de Buxhill (Buxhall or Buxhull).

Reg. Richard II.

1377. Alan de Buxhill (continued).
1381, Dec. 8. Sir Thomas Murrieux.
1387, May 9. Thomas (Holland), Earl of Kent,

d. 1397.

1391, July. Sir Thomas Morreux (? sou of above),
probably Deputy.

1392, Jan. 27. Edward (Plantagenet), Earl of Rut-
land.

1397, Sept. 21. Ralph Nevill, Earl of Westmore-
land.

1397, Oct. 30. Edward (Plantagenet), Duke of Albe-
marle and Earl of Rutland (again).

1399. Sir Thomas de Rempston.

(1) Geoffrey de Mandeville or Magnavilla
is held by Dugdale and others to have been
made the first Constable by the Conqueror ;

and they state that the office, as hereditary,
was occupied in succession by his son and
grandson.

(2) No mention is found of a Constable
between 1144 and 1153, when the Tower
was in the hands of King Stephen.

(3) Richard de Lucie became Chief Jus-
ticiarv and Constable of the Tower in 1153..
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As a faithful and valued servant of Henry II.

he retained the first office during twenty-five
years of that king's reign, and therefore

probably the second. The only other Con-
stable found named is Garnerius (

= Gamier)
de Isenei, who may have been appointed
after the death of Lucie in 1179.

1224. Pandulf, the Pope's Legate (shown
in

'

Diet. Nat. Biog.' to have been mis-

takenly identified with Cardinal Pandulf
Masca of earlier time), is by Bayley named
with the Constables of the Tower, c. 1224.
But although the Legate exercised extra-

ordinary power and influence in the troublous

reign of John and the first ten years of

Henry III., and was Bishop of Norwich
from (?) 1215 to 1226, when he died,
there are but slight grounds for assuming
that he filled the office of Constable of the
Tower.

(4) Sir John Mansel, Treasurer of York,
appears to have had temporary command
of the Tower, for the King, during his con-
tention with the Barons. (See

' Chron. and
Mem. Gt. Brit., &c., Hen. III. : Trokelowe
Chron.,' p. 9.)

(5) John de Weston is omitted by Bayley.
(See at Public Record Office, Constables'

Accounts, Tower of London, Ed. I. Henry
VI. Bundle 561 (slips), and ' Cal. Patent

Rolls, 1327-30.')

(6) Nicholas de la Beche succeeded Crumb-
well in 1335, although William de Montacute
(afterwards Earl of Salisbury), entered in

Bayley's list, had shortly before a rever-

sionary grant of the office.

W. L. RUTTON.

(To be continued.)

COLERIDGE ITEMS.

I.

ON the publication of
' Poems on Various

Subjects,' in 1796, Lamb wrote to Cole-

ridge :

"I have read all your Rel. Musings with un-

interrupted feelings of profound admiration. You
may safely rest your fame on it,"

adding :

" In reading your Rs. Musings I felt a transient

superiority over you : I have seen Priestly. I love

to see his name repeated in your writings. I love

and honor him almost profanely."

In the following year, in
" Poems

|

by |

S. T. Coleridge |

Second Edition
|

To which are now added
|

Poems
| By

Charles Lamb'
|
and Charles Lloyd," |

reappeared the '

Religious Musings,' with
the lines :

To Milton's trump
The high Groves of the renovated Earth
Unbosom their glad echoes : inly hush'd
Adoring Newton his serener eye
Raises to heaven : and he of mortal kind
Wisest, he* first who mark'd the ideal tribes
Up the fine fibres thro' the sentient brain.
Lo ! Priestley there. Patriot, and Saint, and Sage,
Him, full of years, from his lov'd native land
Statesmen blood-stain'd and Priests idolatrous
By dark lies mad'ning the blind multitude
Drove with vain hate. Calm, pitying he retir'd,
And mus'd expectant on these promis'd years,
O Years ! the olest preeminence of Saints !

To the student of Coleridge, acquainted
with Lamb's critical faculty, and knowing
how he read and reread this poem, it must
seem strange that the indeterminate ending
of the lines,

and he of mortal kind
Wisest, he first who mark'd

the_
ideal tribes

Up the fine fibres thro' the sentient brain,

should have escaped notice. Coleridge,,
however, subsequently discovered the flaw,,

and decided also that three
"
years

"
in six

lines were just one too many. In his own
copy of this second edition of

'

Poems,'
now before me, he has added and altered,,

and the passage now stands :

and he of mortal kind
Wisest, he first who mark'd the ideal tribes

Up the fine fibres thro' the sentient brain
Roll aubtiy-9urffinff. Pressing on hit steps,
Lo ! Priestley there, Patriot, and Saint, and Sage,
Him, full of days, &c.

The words italicized are in Coleridge's-

autograph ; but I cannot find that this

revision was known to any of his editors

from Derwent and Sara Coleridge to Dykes
Campbell.

n.

Some time in the middle of the seventeenth

century a certain benevolent
" William

Blake, of Covent-Garden, Woollen Draper,
at the end of Maiden-Lane, in Bedford-

Street, at the Sign of the Golden-Boy"
such was his own designation
"
being well informed that there is a Pious, Good,.

Commendable Work for maintaining near forty

Poor, or Fatherless Children, Born all at, or near

Highgate, Hornsey, or Hamstead,"

appealed to several charitable ladies to
"
engage or promise

"
their assistance

"
if the said Boys are decently Cloathed in Blew,.

lined with Yellow ; constantly fed all alike with

good and wholsom l)iet; taught to Read, Write,

and Cast Accompts, and so put out to Trades, in>

order to Live another day."

* David Hartley.
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That his efforts were successful might be

gathered from his publication of a little

volume, without date, of 294 pp., entitled
'
Silver Drops, Or. Serious Things,'

" Written

by William Blake, House-keeper to the
Ladies Charity-School."
The illustrations in this volume, from

"the butterflies to Father Time with his

scythe and hour-glass, might be mistaken

easily for the work of the other William
Blake. I recollect showing the book, some
years ago, to an acknowledged authority
on our later song-smith and designer,
-whose works he had edited with consider-
able success ; and he was so puzzled
over the matter that, having

"
slept on

it," he sought at our breakfast - table
the next morning permission to take
the book back with him to London for

further examination. One of the illus-

trations is a plain line-drawing of the

Highgate school, on the site of which was
afterwards built the house occupied by
the Gillmans, with whom Coleridge lived
and died. My copy of the book was once
the property of Gillman, and beneath his

signature on the fly-leaf Coleridge has
written :

This is a very odd and very interesting Book.
The whimsical Omnium Gatherum of the unlearned
writer & [word indecipherable] of whatever he had
been reading, poured out on each and every occa-

sion, with the deep feeling of Reverence for the
Rank & Station of those to whom he pleads,
elevated by the evident sense of the Duty of so

feeling, blended with the religious earnestness with
which he enforces their duties on them, and the

simplicity & single-heartedness over all give this
old Book, for me, a sort of charm. I often dip into
it ; and never without being amused.

24 Dec1 1829. S. T. COLERIDGE.

Grove, Highgate.

III.

Two other volumes worthy of notice
flank my '

Silver Drops
'

in the book-
case. One is the production damned by
De Quincey as "a thing deader than
a door-nail," to wit, Gillman's '

Life of
Samuel Taylor Coleridge,' vol. i.,

" which
is waiting vainly, and for thousands of

years is doomed to wait, for its sister

volume, namely volume second." But I
would not be without it ; for it once
rested in the Rydal Mount library, and
it bears the autograph of William Words-
worth.
The other is the copy of the first edition

of
'

Sibylline Leaves ' which Coleridge gave
to his friend J. H . B. Williams.

J. ROGERS REES.

BIBLE IN WEEKLY NUMBERS.

LONG before the establishment of the
Bible Society many editions of the Scrip-
tures appeared in weekly numbers, often

supplied with notes or commentary,
probably added for fear of trenching on the

legal monopoly of the authorized printers.
The Grub Street Journal of 20 May, 1736,

contains the following curious strictures on
this topic :

A Censure on the Weekly Publications of the
BIBLE by Piece-meal.

Gentlemen,

Amongst all the licentious Practices, by which
this Nation is distinguished, at this Time, from all

the Nations in the World ; nothing can equal that
audacious Liberty, which some have lately assumed
in printing the sacred Oracles of God, without any
Authority, or Privilege. What Care do our Laws
take to preserve the Records of the Kingdom from
Interpolations or Corruptions ? Nay, it is a capital
Offence, to alter one Syllable in any Record or

Writing that concerns our Estates. But those

Writings, that were given by Inspiration of the
Holy Ghost, that point out to us the Paths of
eternal Salvation, are exposed to the Mercy of a
8ett of Pirates, who have no other End, but tilthy
Lucre, in their Weekly Publications of them. For
we plainly see, or what little Efficacy an
Injunction out of Chancery (the only Remedy in
such Cases) is, to restrain any one from printing
The Holy Bible? Is it credible, that a Christian

Nation, that boasts of having the purest
Religion in the World, should have no Laws
to punish so atrocious an Attempt, as

publishing the sacred Books, the Fountains of

Truth, with Corruptions, and Imperfections ; but
should suffer them to be mangled, retailed, and
parcelled out, amongst the People, like any ordinary
History or Romance ? So great was the Vigilance
of the Jews, to prevent any _Alteration in the Books
of the Old Testament, wnich were committed to
the Care of the Priests and Levites, that they not
only numbered the Words, but even the Letters.
Whereas in this Christian Country, any Reprobate
may assume the Privilege of printing the sacred

Records, without Control ; ana with such Altera-
tions as may be agreeable to his Humour or

Caprice : So that as the Laws stand at this Time,
the Scriptures may be altered and adulterated at
Pleasure, and with a Sort of cum privilegip.
Accordingly we find the Arms with G. R. at top in
the Frontispiece of one of these pirated Editions of
the Bible. And tho' these Editions are corrupt
Copies of the Old and New Testament, yet one of
them is call'd The History of the Bible, or The
Family Companion, &c. From which false Title, a
Stranger would no Doubt, conclude, that it was
dangerous to print the Word of God in England
without Disguise. And in order to carry on the
Fraud with more Success, and to impose upon the

Ignorant, the Editor of one of these Works has
the Assurance to make Use of a fictitious Author
For his Annotations, which he tells us are written

by S. Smith, D.D. tho' it is well known, they are

only collected from the Works of many learned
Divines ; and this Doctor of Divinity was never
heard of before. But the Editor thought the Name
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of a Doctor of Divinity, real or imaginary, of no
small Weight towards insnaring the Populace.
But, what is really diverting, this imaginary Divine
is not only indebted for his Annotations to his

Neighbours, but even for his Peruke, which is

taken from a Print of Rapin's by the Dexterity of
the Engraver. So that the Word of God is ushered
into the World with Forgery and Imposture.

A. B.

This essay is quoted in The London Maga-
zine for 1736. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

MARLOWE'S ' DR. FAUSTUS.' In sc. iii.

occurs :

"
Princeps Belzebub et Demo-

gorgon propitiamus vos, ut appareat et

surgat Mephistophilis quod tumeraris."
The last word is considered by Dr. A. W.
Ward as hopelessly corrupt. Prof. Gollancz

adopts Schroer's correction,
"
quid tu

moraris ?
" but this interjected question in

the midst of the magical formula is

awkward. If spoken at all, one would
expect it to be in English. Mitford con-

jectured
"
quod numen est aeris." I would

suggest "quod tueamur." If "tueamur"
were written " tueaur," with a long stroke
above the ea to indicate the m, an ignorant
reader might read the m in the wrong
place (under the influence of

"
tumeo,"

&c.), and with a little additional misreading
produce

" tumeraris."
G. C. MOORE SMITH.

The University, Sheffield.

RAINSFORD OF SALLEEN. MR. ARTHUR
LEVESON-GOWER, who inquired about this

family at 8 S. xii. 187, may be glad to hear
of a pedigree-chart recently presented to the

Northampton Library, by which it appears
that Marcus and Edward Rainsford were
sons of Sir Mark, Lord Mayor of Dublin in

1 702. The Mayor is said to have been a son
of William Rainsford, to whom considerable

estates were granted by Cromwell.
F. VINE RAINSFORD.

THOMAS DYCHE, SCHOOLMASTER : ST.

GILES, CRIPPLEGATE. (See 10 S. vii. 307.)

In " A Guide to the English Tongue by
T. Dyche, School-Master, Stratford-Bow.

Derby : printed by and for Henry Mozley,
Brook-Street. 1817," is a portrait of the

author wearing gown, bands, and full-

bottomed wig. It is but a poor thing.
On p. iv is an address

" To the Worthy
Members and Promoters of the Society,
united for the Clothing and Tuition of an

Hundred poor Boys, in the Parish of St.

Giles, Cripplegate." In it Dyche speaks of

"the generous legacy of 200/., left you by Mr.
Thomas Moore, wherewith you were enabled to

purchase a piece of ground ; the plentiful con

;ributions you have procured for erecting the-

Charity School and Dwelling-House for the master
and mistress ; with that extraordinary addition of

l,500/.
from the Honourable the Lady Eleanor

Elollis for the endowment of your Girls'-School."

The address is dated " From Dean-Street,
n Fetter-Lane, Oct. 27, 1709." It mentions
"
the former edition of this Guide to our

Mother Tongue."
The Derby edition is described as

"
Cor-

ected, enlarged, and improved
"

pro-
bably a reprint of the 1709 edition.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

BETLEY REGISTER. I found the follow-

ng curious entries in this register :

1657- "Roben Hud and Tobey dean born m
Suting Time, and Sara dean his born in Cowcumber
time, Joseph Dean his a very Sober Young man and
nind the Farming Bisnis. So that His father dotea
Sim more than Alibis Riches And says that he wil

jy him Alitel horse he shall Ride Ana up on dobeu

1713.
" Bate Johnson his the j

the sculmaster I" The paresh of

1713."

iresh Clarck, And
>etley In the Eyare-

R. SIMMS.

EGHAM REGISTER. The following from
the register of this parish seems worthy
of record in the pages of

' N. & Q.' :

A.D. 1694." These are to certifie those home it

may concern that James Home and Ruth Sturrap-
was married hear in the p'sh Church of Egham in-

the County of Surrey with common prayer book
betwixt ten and a leven of the clock third of July
in the year 1694 to this I have sett my hand my
mr. Thos. Rightson minister being from home
Ralp Prior Parish Clerk of the Parish Church of

Egham."
The entry is not in its proper place in the

register, but upon a fly-leaf at the end,

and is undoubtedly the writing of Ralph
Prior. FREDERIC TURNER.

[It does not follow, we presume, that the clerk

performed the service: probably some outside

minister was employed.]

TYRIE FAMILY. The following extracts-

from a letter printed (not in full) in The

Orcadian, 9 Nov., 1907, may be of interest

to genealogists. The letter was written by
the great-granddaughter of the Rev. James

Tyrie, who resides at Niagara Falls, in-

reply to an article in the above newspaper
which had given some account of Tyrie :

" The Rev. James Tyrie was the son of Sir David

Tvrie of Dunnideer, near Trisch. Aberdeensnire.

The Tyries were descended from Walter Tyrie, son

of the Lady Egidia Stuart, daughter of "alter

Stuart, Earl of Athole, who was a son of King

Robert II. and uncle of James I. of Scotland.

There were three branches of the said faniily

Drumkilbo, Neigle. Perthshire: Dunnideer. Biichaii,

Aberdeenshire; and Lunan, Forfarshire...
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the early Tyries was the Chancellor of Malcolm
Canmore's reign Several Tyries were magistrates
of Perth. John Tyrie was Sheriff Depute of Perth,
1456 ; another John Tyrie was a writer in Perth,
1475, and the next fifty years was provost of the

Collegiate Church of Methven, from 1488 to 1523.

Another Sir David Tyrie and his successors were
^assigned the chaplaincy of St. Barbaru, Methven.
They were to celebrate perpetually divine service
in said chapel for the salvation of the soul of
James the Fourth, and for the soul of James the

Fifth, present King of Scots ; also for the salvation
cf the souls of all the faithful dead. Nearer our
own time there was a John Tyrie of Dunnideer,
a Jesuit, and a friend of Colin Campbell, brother
to Campbell of Lochnell [Lochiel?] Tyrie and
Campbell were together in Rome from 1735 to 1738.

Tyrie subsequently came to Paris, and then to Edin-
burgh. He joined the Prince as soon as he heard of
his landing in Scotland ; followed him into England,
and left him only after the battle of Culloden, where
he received two wounds on the head from a sabre
and got off with difficulty. He lay concealed for

many months, during which time his house and
hooks at Buochlie, in Glenlivet, were burned by
the English soldiers. He died about 1755. Still

another of my kin, James Tyrie, a son of Tyrie of

Dunnideer, is said to have been born at Drumkilbo
in 1543. He was a distinguished scholar, and was
Professor of Philosophy and Divinity in the Jesuit
College at Paris. Under name of George Thompson,
he wrote a brief but learned treatise ' De Anti-
<juitate Ecclesise Bibliothecae.' This treatise

exasperated John Knox to publish an answer.
Tyrie's rejoinder is pronounced to be masterly and
argumentative. There are a few copies of the book
still in existence, and they are rare and valuable.
A copy was sold at Heber's sale, 10th April, 1835.
Another copy of the pamphlet was sold several
years ago at the late Dr. Laing's sale, and was
"bought by Mr. Ellis at the price of 11 5* The
Rev. James Tyrie was sent to the Scots College,
Rome, with his tutor, and was educated for the
priesthood abjured the Catholic faith at Elgin
nefore sixteen ministers, and shortly after was
given the charge of the parish of Cross and Burness
{Sanday, Orkney]. [He] married Helen Traill,
daughter of David Traill of Elsness and Elizabeth
his wife, who was a daughter of Rev. Thos. Baikie
nd Elizabeth Fea of Clestron."

Stromness, Orkney.

ALEX. RUSSELL.

" POBT ARMS." In the latest issue of
the ' Oxford English Dictionary

' some
interesting quotations are given in illustra-
tion of the word of command "Port arms,"
which was a continuation of the posture in
the exercise of the pike.
How did it get the name "

port
"

? In
Firth's 'Cromwell's Army,' p. 393, the
following quotation from Elton's '

Compleat
Body of the Art Military,' 1650, is to be
found :

" The use of the postures of the pike The use
of Porting was invented for the ease of the Reare
half-Files, upon a Charge ; for the Front half-Files
are only for to charge ; the Rear half-files in the
meantime are to port. It is likewise very usefu 11

at such times when the Souldiers are marching
through a Gate, or Sally-Port ; from whence I

conceive it doth derive its name portiny."

For mention of the "port" of the pike
see also the second edition of

'

Military
Discipline,' 1689, pp. 14, 22.

The '

Complete Drill Serjeant,' second
edition, 1798, p. 14, has a coloured print of

a soldier in the posture
" Port arms."

W. S.

BIRDS AS ARCHITECTS. In and around
Newmarket, Cambs, many modern red-tiled

villas and cottages have recently sprung
up, shaped after the old-fashioned pattern,
with projecting eaves upon trusses or

corbels, which form numerous small open
compartments, each of six or eight inches
in width. The swallow family, quick to

perceive the advantages of such cosy nooks,
has quite altered the architectural effect

of these eaves. One new building near the
station possesses about two hundred of

these small spaces, almost all tenanted

recently by vigorous families of martins.
The nests so formed on the smaller cot-

tages can be easily reached from the ground
by a tall youth, and it is good to find that
the birds had no reason to regret their

confidence or temerity in choosing such

exposed situations. WM. JAGGARD.

" MURKATTOS "
:

" CAPAPS." Recently,
while reading an old number of The Sporting
Magazine, I noted, in an article dealing with
the birds and beasts of Ceylon, two words
which, I think, are not recorded by dic-

tionaries. As they may be of some interest
to those learned in Anglo-Indian words
and phrases, I transcribe the passages :

" And there are vast varieties of birds ; those
called murkattoif by the Portuguese often steal

young chickens."

"Variety of fish, as capaps, plaice, crabs," &c.

Sporting Magazine, vol. viii. p. 46 (April, 1796).

W. J. P.

SHUTTERS. If a Londoner, who had
been absent from his city for forty years,
were to return to it now one of the most
characteristic changes would be evident to
him in the appearance of the shops on
Sunday. I can remember the dreary look
of the Strand, Fleet Street, Cheapside,
Holborn, &c., when, almost without ex-

ception, all the shops were closed with
heavy outside shutters, fastened by an
iron bar. Readers of Dickens's ' Christmas
Carol

'

are familiar with his description of
old Fezziwig's shutters. The jewellers, I
think, were Ihe first to make an innova-
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tion by substituting iron gratings. In

private houses, only those windows which

opened immediately upon the footway had
outside shutters as a rule ; but these, too,
have now mostly gone. For the information
of a later generation something should be
tated of the date and origin of the change.
Better watching and better lighting doubt-

less contributed much. W. C. B.

" MUSH "
:
" MUSH-FAKER." With many

an umbrella is "a mush." The travelling
mender of umbrellas is "a mush-faker."

The umbrella is
" a mush " because of the

mushroom-like shape of the article. I do
not think "mush" and " mush-faker "

are very old terms, though
"
faker

"= a

mender, is much older.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

[Both words are recorded, with quotations, in

Farmer and Henley's
'

Slang.and its Analogues.']

" TOTTENHAM is TURNED FRENCH." (See
$ S. xi. 185, 333.) At the latter reference

we quoted virtually all that is known of

the history of this phrase from Mr. Hazlitt's
' Proverbial Phrases,' 1869. Supplement-
ing that quotation, the following, from
Norfolk to Cromwell, on 5 Aug., 1536, may
be interesting :

" It is further written to me that a bruit doth

run that I should be in the Tower of London. When
I shall deserve to be there Totynham shall turn

French."' Cal. Letters and Papers, Hen. VIII.,'

vol. ii. No. 233.

F. M. H. K.

LATTICE TONGS. Readers of
' N. & Q.'

are well acquainted with
"
dog-whippers

"

and their office or duties, but the following
deserves mention :

" In some of the churches in Wales, a pair of

tongs of this sort was formerly an appendage at the

clerk's desk, and used to catch and drag stray dogs
out by the leg." Gamble, 'Essay on Signalling,

p. 120, note.

The author (in 179-) is describing a system
of telegraphing, and trying to show that

electricity is not suitable for such a purpose.
AYEAHR.

SPELLING REFORM. With reference to

the recent spelling reform controversy in

the pages of
' N. & Q.' and elsewhere, ii

and when the proposals of the Simplified

Spelling Board are ever generally adoptee
in this country, some future historian may
want to know when and where they began
to be used. The credit, if such it be, seems

to belong to two Wallsend journals, the

Herald and the Guardian. An editorial

notice appeared therein recently announc-

.ng the adoption of most, if not all, of the
300 new spellings in forthcoming numbers.

Englishmen admire pluck and initiative in

a well-meant cause, and their manifesta-
tion in Wallsend is entitled to recognition.

E. L. P.

4 ESMOND '

: SLIP OF THE PEN. In the

introduction to ' Esmond '

Thackeray speaks
of a river's feeding and throwing out tribu-

taries, instead of receiving them :

' What ! does a stream rush put of a mountain
free and pure, to roll through fair pastures, to feed

and throw out bright tributaries, and to end in a

village gutter ?
"

I do not know if attention has been
drawn to this before. J. WILLCOCK.
Lerwick.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,

in order that answers may be sent to them dyect.

STANSTED PRESS. Can any reader of

N. & Q.' furnish information as to this

press and its founder ? I have a small

volume of poems, the title-page of which

reads as follows :
" Poems. [Device.] Stan-

eted: Imprinted at the Private Press,

MDCCCXXII." It contains some eight poems,
the first title being

' Borodino,' a poem
"Composed on the Plains of Borodino,

18th March, 1818," and the next, 'The

Grave of Howard,'
" Written on the Plains

of Cherson, May, 1818."

There is apparently no copy in the Bnti

Museum Catalogue. A binder's ticket on a

fly-leaf, "Bound by Jacques, Chichester,

may serve to connect Stansted with the

place of that name in Sussex.
E. P. MERRITT.

Boston, U.S.A.

PASSENGER ELEVATORS OR LIFTS. While

recently stopping at Fifth Avenue Hotel,

New York, I noticed in one of the passenger

elevators a tablet upon which was recorded

the following :

"In this space was erected and operated in 1859

Tuft's vertical screw railway, the first passenger

elevator ever built."

This is interesting to note, as it was at

this famous hotel that, in 1860, King

Edward VII. (then Prince of Wales) was

entertained. Is there any record in England

or America of the use of elevators for pas-
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sengers prior to the above date ? or is

the claim made correct ?

JOHN G. ADAMS.
South Webster Groves, Missouri.

[The origin of the passenger lift has already been
discussed in

' N. & Q.' One constructed for Maria
Theresa was described at 7 S. x. 85 ; another re-

corded by Charles Greville in 1830 at Genoa is

referred to at 8 S. x. 412 ; while at 8 S. xi. 154 MR.
ST. CLAIK BADDELEY quotes Seneca to show that
lifts were used in the Coliseum. MR. BADDELEY'S
communication is immediately followed by a quota-
tion from The Builderloi 10 Sept., 1859, describing
the construction of the lift concerning which our
American correspondent now inquires. Other com-
munications on early lifts will be found at 8 S. x.

465 and 9 S. vi. 313.]

THE WINSTON SHAKESPEARE PORTRAIT.
In the forty-third volume of the '

Shake-

speare Jahrbuch '

is reproduced
" the newly

discovered Shakespeare portrait, the Win-
ston Shakespeare of 1588." Neither the
circumstances connected with this portrait
nor its features seem to me to give it any
claim to be regarded as authentic ; and if

that is so, it was uncritical in the highest
degree on the part of the editor of the

journal above named to present it to its

readers without any qualification, such as
"
alleged." What is the opinion of English

experts on this point ? and what are the
latest publications concerning it ?

G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

" SORROW'S CROWN OF SORROWS." It is

commonly believed that Tennyson's well-
known lines in

'

Locksley Hall ' were
borrowed from Dante. I find the same
idea in Boethius's '

Consolations of

Philosophy
' a work which was a great

favourite of Dante's : presumably the
Florentine poet drew his inspiration there-
from. Where did Boethius find it ? He
does not appear to me to say anything
strikingly original. M. L. R. BRESLAR.

[The references to Dante and Boethius and the
earlier history of the thought will be found fully
expounded in Prof. Churton Collins's admirable
'
Illustrations of Tennyson,' pp. 62-3. He refers to

Pindar, 'Pythian,' iv. 510-12, and Thucydides,
ii. 44.J

COLD HARBOUR LANE. I should be glad
of information as to what was a Cold
Harbour. I remember to have read that it

means a roofless building for the use of
travellers in the time of the Knights
Hospitallers. The lane so called is in the
parish of Nursling, near Southampton, and
is in the vicinity of the old Roman road
that crossed the river Test at Nursling.

It is marked Cold Harbour Lane in the
ordnance maps. F. H. SUCKLING.
Romsey.

[We cannot reopen the discussion of this dis-

puted question on which much will be found in the;

earlier series of 'N. & Q.' See especially 8 S. xii.

482 ; 9 S. i. 17, 50, 73, 373, 457 ; viii. 376.]

OXFORD : ITS NAME. I recently saw a
reference to the "false etymology" in-

volved in the derivation of the name Oxford
from ox -\-jord. I should like to know (1)
on what grounds this derivation is (now)
discredited ; and (2) what is the derivation
substituted for it, and what are the argu-
ments in support of it. P. T. C.

[This, like Cold Harbour, has been exhaustively
discussed already in

' N. & Q.' See 9 S. iii. 44, 309r

389 ; iv. 70, 130, 382, 479 ; v. 69, 249, 517 ; vi. 108,.

193, 312.]

"GO THE WAY OF ALL FLESH." Whence
comes this phrase ? I have searched Biblical

concordances, but cannot find it. It must
be ancient, as I note a Latin form of it,.
" Viam universse carnis ingresso," in a papal
letter of 1198. ALEX. RUSSELL, M.A.
Stromness, Orkney.

[The English form is iu Webster's 'Westward
Hoe,' II. ii. :

"
I saw him now going the way of all

flesh." The words in the A.V. rendering of Joshua's-

dying exhortation to the children of Israel (Josh,
xxiii. 14) are :

"
Behold, this day I am going the

way of all the earth."]

" BILBOCATCH." Will somebody kindly
inform me as to the nature of this game ?

On p. 156 of 'Jane Austen: her Homes,
and her Friends '

(by Constance Hill, pub-
lished 1904) the noted authoress writes (in

1808) :

"We do not want amusement: bilbocatch, at
which George is indefatigable ; spillikins ; conun-
drums and cards keep us well employed," &c.

KATHLEEN WARD.

[" Bilbocatch
"

is cup-and-ball. See the
' N.E.D."

under '

Bilboquet,' where this quotation from Jane
Austen appears, with earlier ones from Horace

Walpole and Maria Edgeworth. There is a special
note on the etymology of the name.]

PARKINSON FAMILY. I am collecting
material for a history of the Parkinsons,
and shall be pleased to receive pedigrees
and historical notices of families, with
honours conferred on members thereof, also

biographical sketches of individuals of the

name.
Some time in the seventeenth century r

probably early, a Matthew Parkinson settled

on the lands of Ballygally, in the parish of

Inch, co. Down ; from him are descended
the present families residing there. I shall
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feel indebted to any readers of ' N. & Q.
who will assist me in the identification o
this person. The following summary o
traditions gathered from his descendants

may prove helpful. He is supposed to have
come from Cumberland or Westmorlanc
and to have been offered the estate o

Finnebrogue, now in the possession of Mr
Percival Maxwell ; but thinking the under-

taking too great for him, he took insteac

the lands of Ballygally. He is said to have
married a Weir (Vere) of Scotland, who hac
a brother " Lord "

Mayor of York. I am
at present engaged on a pedigree of this

family, and trust some of your readers maj
be able to make clear the above. Please

reply direct. JOHN PARKINSON.
Kilwinning, N.B.

COLLETON FAMILY OP DEVONSHIRE. In
Vivian's

'
Visitations of Devon,' p. 218, and

in Colby's
' Visitations of Devon '

(Harleian
Society), p. 66, the arms of Colleton are

given as Or, three bucks' heads couped
proper. Colby also adds a Ridgway
quartering.

Foster, in his '

Baronetage
'

for 1882,

p. 133, states,
" Arms not recorded

"
; and

goes on to say that the coat used is that
of Ridgway. In the latter statement Foster
is clearly in error, for the arms of Ridgway
are Argent, on a chevron gules, between
three peacocks' heads erased azure, ducally

gorged or, as many trefoils slipped of the

last. These arms of Ridgway are quartered
by Colleton, the first Colleton marrying the

daughter and heiress of Ridgway, according
to the Harleian Society's 'Visitation of

Devon '

; and see also Ridgeway in Burke's
' General Armory.' More recently, Debrett
and Fox-Davies, following Foster, deny to

Colleton the right to bear arms.

But is not the Colleton family rightfully
entitled to arms ? In the Harl. MS. 1163,
which is the original Visitation of Devon,
there is the Colleton pedigree at fo. 58 b,

and no arms are mentioned ; but this is no

proof, for there are very few arms tricked

or blazoned in this MS.
Harl. MS. 1477 contains the

' Arms of

Baronets, 1611-1679,' and here on fo. 76b
is a painting of 'the arms of Colleton (Or,
three bucks' heads couped proper), and over
it is written :

" John Colleton of the Citty of

London, esq: created Baronet ffeb: the 18th
,

1660."
There is this further proof of their right

to arms. In 1663 Charles II. granted the

vast tract called Carolina to eight Lords

Proprietors. These were the great Earl of

Clarendon; George Monk, Duke of Albe-
marle ; William, Lord Craven ; Anthony,
Lord Ashley ; Sir John Colleton ; John,
Lord Berkeley ; Sir George Carteret ; and
Sir William Berkeley. These eight Lords
Proprietors had a common seal, on the
reverse of which are their eight shields of
arms. The Colleton arms are the three
bucks' heads, surmounted by a baronet's

helmet, and mantling, without any crest.

Is it likely that Sir John Colleton would
have dared to place these arms on this

common seal, had he not been rightfully
entitled to bear arms ? This seal is figured
in Harper's Monthly Magazine for 1901,

p. 543.

There is another curious mistake made by
Foster. He places the Colleton baronetcy
in

'

Chaos,' at the end of his book, grounding
it upon a statement, evidently erroneous,
in Burke's

'

Peerage and Baronetage,' that
"the sixth Baronet is said to have married
2 Dec., 1788, and his son, the seventh
Baronet to have been born 22 Dec., 1783."

Fox-Davies, following Foster, places this

amongst doubtful baronetcies.

I have before me a pedigree of Colleton,
drawn up by Townsend, Rouge Dragon
Pursuivant, in 1833, in which it is stated

that the sixth Baronet was married at

St. Pancras, on 3 Dec, 1778 (not 2 Dec.,

1788, as Foster), to Susanna Nixon ; and the

seventh Baronet was born 22 Dec., 1783.

Foster's placing this baronetcy in
' Chaos

'

was therefore unwarranted ; a little research

would have shown him that the marriage-
date 1788 given by Burke, was merely a

printer's error for 1778. W. G. D. F.

' THE TOWN.' Apparently very little is

known respecting this periodical, which

was presumably issued monthly, beginning
6 April, 1810. There is a singular omission

of its name from the lists and chronicles

contained in the works dealing with the

listory of the periodical press. To such

a writer as Alexander Andrews ('The

Sistory of British Journalism ') it must

lave been an unsolved riddle, probably
dismissed as a volume of essays with a

false suggestion of having been issued in

5arts. But this would not be an accurate

udgment on its character. Although
without any indication of numbers, date

of publication, editor, printer, price, or

-idvertisement, the "make-up
"

of its pages,

and above all the fact that each number
n the volume before me bears the red

lalfpenny tax stamp, are determining

>vidences. The size (7f in. by 5 m.)
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provides six leaves to a part, the signa-
tures being B to AB, with S repeated, and
J and V omitted, in 312 pages. The set

in the Hope Collection at the Bodleian
has only 15 numbers. Neither the

inauguratory address ' To the Public
'

nor

any of its pages assist the identification of
the editor, Timothy Tickler

"
; but perhaps

this has been ascertained. At p. 310, the
last number, it is announced that a new
series is about to be begun as The Town, or

Weekly Spectator,
"
containing essays from the pen of the editor,

author of the Essays after the manner of Goldsmith
published in The European Magazine."
The office of the new paper was at

16, Piazza, Covent Garden ; but evidently it

had no actual existence.
The character of the contributions to The

Town may be epitomized as dramatic
criticism, essays, morals and "

satyrical
verse." It is the identification of some of
its writers I am seeking, and any informa-
tions or suggestion will be esteemed.

ALECK ABBAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

" FIDE SED COT VIDE "
: BAHUSIUS. In

" Ars Nova Argutiarum Autore R. P.
Jacobo Masenio Editio Secunda Colo-
nise Agrippinse," 1660 (p. 151), is the follow-

ing, near the end of cap. vi. :

"
Sic elegantissim& Bahusius.

Non omnibus, nee nemini
Fide, sed cui vide.

Quod ex primo oppositorum, et ultimo allusionum
fonte argutiam habet cum veritate parcemiali con-
junctam."

"Fide sed cui vide" appeared 10 S. i.

87, 154, 255, as a motto on swords and as
a motto of certain families.
Who was Bahusius ? and what was his

date ? ROBEBT PIEBPOINT.

JOSEPH HUME'S ANCESTBY. Can any
of your readers throw light upon the ancestry
of Joseph Hume, the eminent politician ?

I am aware that he was "
of humble parent-

age," but the surname of Hume is scarcely
ignoble. "W. F. C.

ANGLO-DUTCH FAMILY or MAY. John
William May, for many years Consul-Genera
for the Netherlands in London, was 14 May,
1882, created by King William III. Jonkheer
May. His sons afterwards returned to

England and resumed their British nation-
ality. Can any of your correspondents giveme particulars concerning them, or their
addresses if they are still living ?

RUVIGNY.
Chertsey.

" JEBUSALEM "
COFFEE-HOUSE, 1780-90.

NQ all know how merchants in the eigh-
eenth century made a rendezvous of a
coffee-house named "

Lloyd's," but there

was another (an opposition) named " The
Jerusalem," at Cornhill. Can any one tell

me the proprietor of that, say, 1780 to

1790? W. YOUNG.

[Much information relating to the "Jerusalem"
Doffee-House (but not the particulars asked for) will

be found at 6 S. i. 62 ; 8 S. i. 258, 323.]

GOETHE ON SHAKESPEABE. Can any
reader oblige me with a reference to the
statement by Goethe " that he could not be

persuaded that the writer of
' Hamlet :

would return to a village like Stratford

after living in London" ?

FBANK J. BUBGOYNE.
Tate Library, Brixton.

SIB SAMUEL MARSHALL. Can any one

give me the names of the father and mother,
or any details of the family, of Sir Samuel
Marshall, R.N., who died in 1795 ? His

daughter Edith became Lady Barrington.
JAMES ST. LEGEB.

White's Club, St. James Street, S.W.

CASTLE RISING. This was one of the

pocket boroughs disfranchised in 1832.

Sir Robert Walpole succeeded his father as

member for Castle Rising in 1700, so it was
probably a family possession. Nowadays it

i a rural parish with a population of 356,
who are three and a half miles from the
nearest post office. Can any reader explain
why this place ever returned two members to

the House of Commons ? The Castle itself

is a fine specimen of feudal architecture.
Had this something to do with a former

importance? or was the district ever

populous ? G. D. S.

"FATHEB OF HIS COUNTRY." When and
by whom was this title first applied to

George Washington ? POLITICIAN.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TOKENS. Has
anything been published about these ? Are

any of them still in use ? I have before
me a specimen of brass, 26 millimetres in

diameter, and bearing the legend "Orsett

College, Essex ; estd 1804." L. L. K.

"REVEBT." " The bridegroom elect has

only lately reverted (to use Disraeli's graceful

phrase) to the Roman communion "
(Daily

Chronicle, 25 Sept., 1903). Can any reader

give the reference to Disraeli's use of the

word, or to any other instance of it ?

W. A. CBAIGIE.
Old Ashmolean Building, Broad Street, Oxford.
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NORMAN COURT, HAMPSHIRE:
NAMELESS PORTRAITS.

(10 S. viii. 345, 415, 474.)

NORMAN COURT, or, as it appears to have
been originally called,

" Norman's Court,"
doubtless derived its name from a family
who were lords of the manor of West
Tytherley in the fourteenth century. Of
this family was Roger Norman, a wealthy
merchant and shipowner, Mayor of South-

ampton in 1328 and 1330, and M.P. for that

borough in 1328, 1331-2, and 1338-9. At
his death in March, 1349, he was found to
have been seised of the manor of West
Tytherley, besides other lands in Hants,
Essex, and Suffolk ; his grandson, Giles

Norman, then aged five years, was his heir.

Giles died in 1362, without issue, and the
estates were divided between his three female
cousins : Christian, the wife of William
Chamberlain ; Julian, the wife of Richard
Cavendish ; and Beatrix, the wife of John de
Glomesford.

In the following century the Whitehead
family is found in possession of the manor,
but whether it came to them by inheritance,

marriage, or purchase, I cannot say. John
Whitehead, son of Robert Whitehead of

Tytherley, was Sheriff of Hants in 1479.
He died in September, 1486, and by an

inquisition taken after his death was found
to have been seised of "the Manor of

Tyderley, worth 8 marks, held of John
Barentyne, by fealty and the rent of a rose
at midsummer," and also of the manors of

Okeley, Estthrop, Deane, Weston Braybef,
and Hylle, all in Hants. His son Maurice,

aged 26 and more, was his heir. According
to the pedigree of the family given by
Berry in his

'

Hampshire Genealogies,' his

wife Catherine was daughter and heiress

of Thomas Tame, and also heiress of

the families of Conway, Hamlyn, and

Braybuff.
Maurice Whitehead died in March, 1497.

His son George Whitehead, who died in

1520, refers in his will to his
" manor

place of Tytherly
"

; his wife, who was
a niece of Archbishop Warham, was to

have the use of it for her life. The earliest

mention of the name of the house appears to

be in 1612, when Richard Whitehead was
admitted a student to the Inner Temple, as
' '

son and heir of Sir Henry Whitehead,
Knt., of Norman's Court, Hants."

Sir Henry, who was knighted in 1603, was
Sheriff of Hants in 1610 ; M.P. for South-
ampton 1 625 ; for Winchester 1 626 ; and
for Stockbridge 1628-9. His second wife
was Constance, sister of Sir Daniel Norton
of Southwick ; a very close friendship
appears to have existed between these two
families. Richard Whitehead, the Inner
Temple student, was born in 1595, and
became, during the Civil War, a colonel in
the Parliamentary army. He was M.P. for

Lymington 1628-9, and for Hants from 1640
until he was secluded in 1648. In 1643 he
was one of the chief members of the com-
mittee appointed by the Earl of Essex for

the Government of Portsmouth a com-
mittee said to have been dominated by Lady
Honor Norton, widow of Sir Daniel and
mother of Col. " Dick " Norton of South-
wick.

Col. Whitehead appears to have been a
selfish and cruel man, for Mercurius Aulictis

in August, 1643, states that he " starved two

prisoners to death [at] Portsmouth, refusing
their bodies the service or attendance of

friends at their funeral." He is also reported
to have said that

"
cruelty to Cavaliers was

acceptable work to God," and that he need
not fear even if the King should prevail, for

that he had secured his lands, had sufficient

to maintain him, and had taken care to have
a friend at Court who had promised to save

his life (Godwin's
' Civil War in Hants,'

p. 62).

By his wife Margery, daughter of John
Culliford of Purbeck, Dorset, he had four

sons and eight daughters. Henry (b. 1629),

the eldest son, succeeded to Norman Court.

Ho married Sarah, eldest daughter of Col.

Richard Norton, and in 1667 was Lieu-

tenant-Colonel in his father-in-law's Regi-
ment of Foot ; the regiment was disbanded

after the Treaty of Breda. He was M.P. for

Portsmouth in 1660 ; and for Stockbridge
from 1679 until his death in July, 1684.

His eldest son Richard married Anne,

daughter of Sir Anthony Keck, one of the

Commissioners of the Great Seal, the issue

being three children, Richard, Henry and

Mary. Mary married in 1717 Alexander

Thistlethwayte of Compton Valence, Dorset.

Henry died without issue in 1721. Richard,

the eldest son, was the last of the White-

heads of Norman Court. In December,

1732, on the death of his cousin Richard

Norton (whose extraordinary will is referred

to at 10 S. vii. 332), he claimed the Norton

estates as heir-at-law ; but his own death

occurred in December, 1733, before the case

had been decided. As ho died without issue,
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the manor of West Tythorley, with the old
manor house of Norman Court, which had
been in the possession of his ancestors for

well over 250 years, passed to his nephew
Francis Thistlethwayte, who eventually also

recovered the Southwick estates of the
Nortons.
The present mansion at Tytherley is

said to have been erected on the site of

the ancient manor house by Robert Thistle-

thwayte (brother and heir of Francis)
about the middle of the eighteenth century.
Thomas Thistlethwayte, grandson of Robert,
was Sheriff of Hants in 1806, and in Novem-
ber of that year was elected M.P. for the

county. There were four candidates, and
the expenses of the election were so immense
that Norman Court had to be sold, the

Thistlethwaytes afterwards residing wholly
at Southwick Priory.
Norman Court was purchased by

Mr. Charles Wall, whose son Charles Baring
Wall was residing there in 1821. On his

death in 1853 it passed to his first cousin
Thomas Baring, and after his death in 1873
to the late William Charles Baring.
With respect to the nameless portraits

discovered by MBS. SUCKLING it would be

interesting if they prove to be members of
the Whitehead or Norton families. One can
hardly imagine either of the stern old
Puritan colonels with "

hair curled and
falling to the shoulders, a point lace tie, and
a lace ruffle

"
; but it seems just possible

they may be portraits of their children,

Henry Whitehead and his wife Sarah Norton.
If these portraits were left behind, as being
of little value, by the Thistlethwaytes on
leaving Norman Court, it may be they
have better portraits of the same indi-
viduals at Southwick.

ALFRED T. EVERITT.
High Street, Portsmouth.

LONGFELLOW (10 S. viii. 501). My friend
MR. JOHN T. PAGE has reminded me that I
have overlooked the excellent bibliography
of Longfellow, by Mr. J. P. Anderson of the
British Museum, which was appended to
Prof. Eric Robertson's life of the poet in the
" Great Writers Series," and which contains
the works mentioned by me. The American
correspondent to whom I applied for in-

formation on this point probably meant that
no official bibliography, similar to the fine

books which have recently been devoted to

Lowell, Hawthorne, and Holmes, had yet
appeared. Mr. Anderson's list of Long-
f ellow's writings is perhaps more in the

j

nature of a catalogue than of a bibliography,
in the modern sense of the word.
As regards

' The Waif,' I have discovered
an entry in Mr. Charles E. Goodspeed of
Boston's fascinating Christmas catalogue
which seems to dispose finally of the state-

ment in the Rowfant Library catalogue that

only one edition of this work was printed.
In a copy of the first edition of

' The Spanish
Student,' 1843, is

" inserted a most interesting document, in the
hand of Owen, the publisher, and signed by Long-
fellow,

"Cambridge, Jan'y 4, 1844. Received of John
I

Owen two hundred and fifty dollars by his note
and cash in full for cash part of copyright of 1st

j

and 2d Editions of The Waif, the 6th ed. of Sp.
Student, the 8th ed. of Ballads, etc., and the 10th
ed. of Voices of the Night.

"HENRY W. LONGFELLOW."

As the Proem '

to the collection is dated
"
December, 1844," I am inclined to think

that the date of the document should be

j
January 4, 1845, a not unnatural mistake
for people to make at the beginning of a
new year. Proof, at any rate, is afforded
that two separate editions of the book
existed when Longfellow signed the receipt.
Another bibliographical item in the same

catalogue which possesses some interest is

the following document signed by Long-
fellow, which is inserted in a copy of the
first edition of ' The Belfry of Bruges, and
other Poems,' 1846 :

" To Messrs. Metcalf & Co. Please print for
Mr. Owen, 1000 copies of Belfry of Bruges and other
Poems. Henry W. Longfellow, Cambridge, June 6,

1846."

Mr. Goodspeed's copy is in the original
illuminated paper wrappers, on which is the
date 1845, showing, apparently, that the

wrappers must have been prepared some
time before the book was printed.

W. F. PRIDEATJX.

I possess a bibliography of the poet,

published by William Evarts Benjamin,
744, Broadway, New York, dated 1885. It

gives
' The Waif '

as published by John
Owen, Cambridge, 1845, 16mo, pp. xiv-1-144.

B. B. ACKROYD.

LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY :

UNROOFED CARRIAGES (10 S. viii. 167, 234,

292, 357, 414, 473). On 27 Aug., 1849, I

travelled third class from London to Amber-
gate, and I am certain that the carriage
was without a roof, at all events on that

portion of the journey which was per-
formed on the London and North-Western
line. My recollection is not quite clear as
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to the seating arrangements, but I believe
that the middle of the carriage was clear,
there being only a seat round the sides
and ends. The Railway Act, 1844 (7 and 8
Viet. cap. 85), is of considerable import-
ance, as it gave third-class passengers a
statutory position, and was the origin of
the "

Parliamentary
"

train. Section 6

provided that companies should run at
least one third-class train each way on
every day of the week except Sunday, the
fare not to exceed one penny per mile,
and the average speed, including stoppages,
to be not less than twelve miles an hour.
These trains were bound to set down and
take up passengers at every station, and
the carriages were to be "

provided with
seats and protected from the weather in a
manner satisfactory to the Board of Trade."
Section 7 enacts that companies shall be
liable to a fine of twenty pounds per day
for refusal or neglect to comply with the

provisions of the Act ; whilst section 8

gives large powers to the Board of Trade
to dispense with some of the conditions
contained in section 6, in return for more
frequent trains or higher speed. These
powers were probably largely exercised, or
it i would have been impossible for com-
panies to use open carriages for many
years subsequent to the passing of the Act,
which came into operation on 1 Nov., 1844.

A very important return was issued in
1845 (No. 419), in compliance with an order
of the House of Commons dated 26 February
of that year, giving full particulars and
dimensions of the third-class carriages which
had been approved or recommended by
the Board of Trade. The return includes
nineteen sheets of drawings of railway
carriages to a uniform scale, showing side

elevation, end elevation, and plan.
Collectors of railway literature should make
a point of acquiring a copy of this return,

which, I am informed, is still in print.
The price is five shillings, and it may be
obtained from Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode,
East Harding Street, Fetter Lane, E.G.
There is also another return ordered by
the House of Commons on 6 Feb., 1845

(No. 19), giving particulars of the names
of companies which have complied with
the requirements of section 6 of the Act
of 1844. The price of this is one halfpenny.
There appeared in The Morning Post of

7 and 9 Nov., 1895, two articles with the

title, 'The Third-Class Passenger,' which
contained much valuable information.

An amusing article in The Illustrated

London News of 7 Dec., 1844, p. 360 (with

sketches by Kenny Meadows), entitled
'

Speculations on the Railways,' contains the
following passage :

"The rattling pig-pens upon wheels misnamed
third-class eamcyu (before the late alterations),
were despicable affairs with the wonderful proi>erty
of always meeting the rain in whatever quarter
the wind might be mowing."
The use of the words "

the late altera-
tions

" would appear to show that the

Railway Act had already begun to produce
an effect. R. B. P.

The late Mr. James Paul, writing under
the pseudonym of " The Old Portsmouth
Native "

in the Hants Notes and Queries
(1883) re Isambard K. Brunei's inventions,
refers to the six miles of atmospheric railway
from Croydon to Forest Hill, which were

completed and satisfactorily at work for

some months about 1850. By the Act passed
in 1846 for the Portsea District Railway, it

was left to the option of the proprietors to

work it either as a locomotive or atmospheric
railway. The writer mentioned that the
latter travelled most rapidly, and also that

he travelled by Brunei's invention, riding in

an open carriage that he might get a sight
of the working ; but he found it best to lie

down in the carriage for shelter from the

breeze caused by its rapid movement,
although there was not the least wind. The
fact is also mentioned that there was a sixty-
feet model at the Polytechnic, on which a

person could travel. F. K. P.

MINCE PIE AND PLUM PUDDING (10 S.

ix. 46). The pathetic appeal of W. C. B.

caused me to look for the recipes of that

great period of English cookery, the Com-
monwealth. The cooks of the Protectorate

had known the Court of Charles I., and lived

on to practise their art under Charles II. The
best cookery book of the Restoration seems

to show that puddings were not in fashion,

and that plum pudding itself was not worthy
of mention in the English country-gentle-

man's establishment. Mince pies, on the

I other hand, were of eight or ten different

kinds, and the " currants and lemon peel,'

I put in their proper place by W. C. B.,

figure only as subordinate to the meat,
" barbaries," and other mixed ingredients.

D.

ROMAN DEATH DUTIES (10 S. ix. 10).

A legacy duty of five per cent, (vicesima

hereditatium et kgatorum), paid by Roman
citizens only, was in force under the Empire.

It is usually said to have been established

by a Lex Julia of Augustus in 6 A.D. as a
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main source of supply to the military

treasury ; but it has been maintained that
the tax was probably older. There was
exemption in the case of near relatives and
of sums under a certain amount. Allevia-

tions were introduced by Nerva and Trajan.
The rate was raised to 10 p.c. by Caracalla,
and reduced to five by his successor. The
duty had ceased to exist before the time of

the Emperor Justinian. See Smith's '

Diet,

of Greek and Roman Antiquities
' under

* vicesima
'

; and Prof. Bury's 'History of

the Roman Empire (27 B.C. 180 A.D),'

chap. v. 7 ; chap, xxiii. 3 ; chap. xxiv.
3. EDWARD BENSLY.

MB. GERISH will find the answer to his

query in Gibbon's ' Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire,' vol. i. chap. vi. pp. 67, 68.

In the index see under " Taxes, account of
those instituted under Augustus."

HAROLD MALET, Colonel.

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS, IN EDINBURGH
CASTLE (10 S. viii. 249, 333, 492). I fail to
see how MONKBARNS proves any connexion
between Mary, Queen of Scots, and the
child whose body was found in the wall of

Edinburgh Castle. Until he advances more
definite evidence I submit that it is not

yet conclusively established that Mary,
Queen of Scots, left no descendants. The
rumour that Mary had a stillborn child, and
that a soldier's son was substituted for the
dead prince, is on a par with the rumour
that Cecil had murdered the Prince of

Scotland, or caused him to be done away
with. The finding of a child's body would
be just as good proof in the one case as in
the other ; yet no one seriously believes that
canard. In such a small garrison as then
occupied Edinburgh Castle it is extremely
improbable that two women the Queen
and a soldier's wife would be brought to
bed at the same time, and delivered of their
children with such precision that the
soldier's son could be substituted for the
stillborn child of Mary. Then, again, would
not parental affection on the part of the
soldier and his wife necessitate negotiations
probably protracted ? In the case of Mary,
Queen of Scots, great officers of State

anxiously awaited news of the birth and
presentation of Scotland's heir in the
corridor or adjoining apartments, so that it

would be virtually impossible to substitute
& soldier's son for the child of the Queen.

Another point is this : James VI. is said
to have borne on his breast a " blood
mark," alleged to have been caused through
the horror of his pregnant mother at

seeing Riccio struck before her eyes. Now
there is a letter written on the day of the
Prince's birth regarding this blood mark
on the newty born child as a portent of

evil. When James VI. died, a rumour
was rife that he carried to the grave a
blood mark on his breast. At the moment
I can recover only one of the references

to this mark ('Spanish State Papers,' IV.

85) ; but I know that others exist. Further,
the murder of Riccio was not effected in

the presence of Mary. What really

happened if we credit the original
records was that Riccio, seeing the armed
men enter, divined their mission, and

caught hold of the Queen's dress, imploring
her protection. Darnley resented this,

and putting his arm round the Queen's
waist swung her round out of danger, and
held her fast. The ruffian band drew
their daggers and struck at Riccio to

compel him to let go his hold upon the

Queen's dress. But it was at the head
of the staircase in the adjoining room
that they stabbed and dispatched him.

Mary herself alleged that through their

violence she and her unborn child were in

grave danger, and as that child bore the

imprint of his mother's horror, so did

James VI. carry the like mark to his

grave. Surely this is one more proof of

the base, unchivalrous calumnies circulated

about this unfortunate Queen. D. M. R.

Speculations regarding the parentage of

James VI. and I. are as fascinating as they
are futile. Was he the son of Mary and

King Henry (Darnley), of Mary and Rizzio ?

or was he a mere changeling without a drop
of Stewart blood in his veins ? Certainly
the English Stuarts exhibited many traits

of character in common with their supposed
Scottish ancestors. Again, Mary was no

weakling, and she lived in a hardy age ;

but, if it be granted that James was her

son, does not his horror at the sight of

naked steel reflect the Queen's state of mind
at Rizzio's murder, although outwardly she

showed little or nothing of it ? One

imagines the son of a professional soldier

would be less susceptible to the symbolism
of a drawn sword. Were James no Stewart,
then not only would his male line have no

hereditary right to the throne, but also the

houses of Hanover and Saxe-Coburg not

to mention the Bavarian princess would
have reigned and be reigning over these

realms in defiance of genealogy.
It is strange to think that, in any case,

those sticklers for divine right the Stewart
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kings were of illegitimate origin. Robert III.,
eldest son of Robert II., the first of the line
to ascend the Scottish throne, by Elizabeth
Mure, was born before their marriage, for
which a dispensation was granted in Decem-
ber, 1347, by Pope Clement VI. Has not
Mr. R. B. Cunninghame Graham said some-
where that, if Robert III. were illegitimate,
he himself on paper is Robert III. of Scots ?

I am waiting for some ingenious person
to suggest that James VI. and I. was really
son of John Knox by his second wife Mar-
garet Stewart, daughter of Lord Ochiltree,
and kinswoman to the Queen. James and
Knox have several points in common

; and
the dates do not conflict, for Knox married

early in 1564, and James was born on
19 June, 1566. A. R. BAYLEY.

Why, if Mary's baby died, should another
be substituted for it ? She might have had
other children.

In England, France, and Germany im-
mature and adult skeletons are sometimes
found concealed in old buildings. For
example, the skeleton of a child was found
in a wall of the Old Hall at Northorpe, in

North Lincolnshire, in the eighteenth cen-

tury. To judge by what now remains of the

building, it dates from about 1500, but the

part in which the bones were found was
probably somewhat older.

Such burial in the fabric of buildings is

supposed by German folk-lorists to be a

modified survival of the heathen practice of

immuring a living being in an important
edifice :

"
According to Hanselmann, the use of corpses

points to au intermediate state [between using a

living person and an empty coffin] ; for instance,
the little coffin, filled with children's bones, which
was found some years ago in the foundation of the
church at Barbeke, a building of the fifteenth cen-

tury Wuttke mentions that when the Elizabeth
Bridge was built at Halle in 1841, the people
believed that a child would be needed to wall up ;

and the saying goes with regard to the railway
bridge in Goltschthal that a child is walled into it.

'

See Ploss, 'Das Kind in Brauch und Sitte der

Viilker,' i. 82, 101.

M. P.

ROTHERHITHE (10 S. viii. 166, 316, 374,

514). I think MB. EDWABD SMITH may
take it that Stow was correct in stating
that the later Queenhithe was the ancient
^Ethered's (Edred's) Hythe. Were I among
my books, I should have no difficulty in

bringing forward corroborative evidence

upon this point ; but being abroad, I

prefer to wait until I can "
verify my

references."

I cannot see that MB. SMITH'S citations
tend to prove that there were two places
called Edred's Hithe, one on either side of
the river. With regard to 1, I think that
the orthographical diversities in the two
charters of 898 and 899 are probably
susceptible of some explanation, and wish
that PROF. SKEAT could be induced to
favour the readers of

'

N. & Q.' with his

view of them.
With respect to 2, 3, 4, and 5, in which the

name appears as Retherhithe, this spelling

supports the suggestion which I originally
made, and which was confirmed by PBOF.
SKEAT. It lends no colour to the theory
that Rotherhithe=^Ethered's Hy,the.
As an old soldier who was studying

fortification in the fifties, I venture to

think that Queenhithe would have been a
suitable place of defence for the Forum
or Cheap, and the ecclesiastical buildings
round St. Paul's, which in the time of

Alfred were the only important parts of

the City. Looking to the breadth of the

river at Rotherhithe, and the nature of

the projectiles at the disposal of the

Anglo-Saxons, I consider that a fort or

earthwork opposite the Tower (which, by
the way, had no existence in Alfred's

day), would have been of very little use in

repelling the attack of an invader directed

against the northern side of the Thames.

Moreover, I greatly doubt whether ^Ethered's

jurisdiction as Governor of London extended

to the south of theThames,though Southwark

may have possibly been included within it.

This is an interesting historical problem
which awaits solution.

W. F. PBIDEAUX.
Grand Hotel, Locarno.

LONDON QUERIES OF THE EARLY EIGH-

TEENTH CENTURY (10 S. viii. 388, 474).

It was surely Pope,
not Dryden, who

addressed to
"
egregkms Moore "

the stanzas

referred to by MB. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
T. M. W.

Two POPULAR REFBAINS (10 S. viii. 327,

435). According to King's 'Classical and

Foreign Quotations,' p. 191, "Malbrook

s'en va-t-en guerre," &c., refers not to the

great Duke of Marlborough, but to Charles,

3rd Duke, and his abortive expedition

against Cherbourg in 1758. W. A. V.

MEMOIRS OF A YOUNG LADY OF QUALITY
'

(10 S. viii. 450). If MR. MILES has not yet

ascertained the name of the author of this

work, I would suggest that he examines

The Monthly Review for the year 1750,
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where possibly he may find a criticism of
the book. It has escaped my memory
whether The Critical Review was published
at this period. If it was, he might search
its pages also. HORACE BLEACKLEY.

SIR HENRY DOCWRA (10 S. ix. 31, 58).
Much information respecting Sir Henry
Docwra's Lough Foyle expedition appears
in the Calendars of State Papers, Ireland,
set 9, vols. H, I, and J ; and set 10, vols. A
and B. In Collins's

'

Letters and Memo-
rials of State,' vol. ii., he is also incidentally
mentioned. One of the letters therein, from
Rowland Whyte to Sir Robert Sydney, dated
30 April, 1600, says :

^"Sir Harry Dockray is gon at last towards
Knockfargus. Sir Mat. Morgan, Capt. Jo. Sidney,
Capt. William Sidney, were appointed by the Lord
Mountjoy for La Foile, and came to Chester to
furnish themselves of things necessary for that
service, and are gon with Sir Harry away."

It is stated in Carte's
'

Life of Duke of
Ormond '

:

"
Sir John Vaughan came to Ireland 1599 under

Sir Henry Dockwra ; was governor of Londonderry
from 1611 to his death 164& Was son of another
Sir John Vaughan, knighted by Rob' Earl of Essex,
L.D., July 30, 1599."

Capt. Henry Vaughan of Buncrana, who
had a grant of the manor of Moyre, co.

Donegal, in 1610, is supposed to have been
brother of the first -named Sir John.
There was also a Capt. James Vaughan of

Greencastle, whose son John was born in
Derry, 29 Sept., 1636, and married Miss
Florinda Gage. All these were probably
related to Lady Docwra, she being Anne,
daughter of Francis Vaughan of Sutton-
upon-Derwent, Yorks, descended from John
Vaughan of Porthamell, co. Brecknock.

Closely associated with Sir Henry Docwra
about the time of this expedition were Sir
Basil Brooke, Sir Thomas Docwra, Sir George
Paulett, Sir Ralph Bingley, Capt. Chamber-
lain, Capt. John Kingsmill, Capt. Harte,
Capt. William Wilson, Capt. John Pikeman,
and John Wray.

I have been informed that Sir Henry was
the second son of Thomas Docwra of Put-
teridgebury, Herts, by his wife Jane, dau.
and coheir of Sir William Periam, Lord
Chief Justice of England.

J. N. DOWLINQ.
67, Douglas Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

I remember seeing at the Royal College of

Physicians a MS. sheet of accounts written
by Sir Henry Docwra which gave the number
of men under his charge and the cost of

provisioning them for a month, but there

was no list of the names of those accom-
panying him. W. R. B. PRIDEAUX.
Reform Club.

His mother's name was Dorothy, and she-

was living in February, 1592, at Shoreditch

(CaJ. S.P. Dom. 1591-4,' 193). Now
Dorothy, dau. of John, Lord Hussey, mar-
ried Edmund Dockwray (Dugdale's

' Baron-

age,' ii. 310, as corrected Coll. Top. et Geneal. r

ii. 192), who was a gentleman of Berkshire

(Strype's
'

Parker,' iii. 121). If these are
the first Lord Dockwra's parents, as seems
not unlikely, the following from Strype's
'

Ann.,' III. i. 406, under 1584, will probably
refer to him :

" Mr. Dockwray's son, of
Chamber-house in Berkshire, was arraigned
for stealing a portmanton, with 84Z. in the
same ; taken out of an inn in London. But
he was acquitted.

' ' The form ' '

portmanton
' '

is not recognized in ' The Century Dic-

tionary.'
As to Wm. St. George, one of Sir Henry's-

companions who met his death in Ireland,
see Coll. Top. et Geneal., vi. 97.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

CREMATION IN 1769 (10S. ix. 10). Before
the secularization of the cemetery of

St. George's, Hanover Square, in the

Bayswater Road, I transcribed the follow-

ing inscription, which I found on a large
kind of choragic monument close to the
door of the chapel :

Honoretta Pratt.
Honourable John Pratt, Treasurer of Ireland.

Brookes of York.
20 September, 17691

This monument was renewed by her kinsman
1818.

And on the reverse side :

This worthy woman, believing that the Vapours !

arising from Graves in the Churchyards of

populous citys | may prove harmful to the
inhabitants, and resolving

J
to extend to future

times as far as she was able
|
that Charity and

Benevolence which distinguished |

her thro' life,

ordered that her body should be burnt
|
in

hope that others would follow the example : a-

thing |
too hastily censured by those who did

not inquire her motives.

Honoretta Pratt was the daughter and
eventual heir of Sir John Brookes, Bart.,
of York, and wife of John Pratt, of London
and of Dublin, Esq., Treasurer of Ireland.

Their daughter Mary, born in 1706, married
in 1722 Sir George Savile of Thornhill and
Rufford, 7th Baronet. M.P. He died 1743.

The slabs of the above-mentioned monu-
ment will probably be still found lying on
the ground under the wall furthest from the

chapel attached to the burial-ground ; but
the inscription, which was in a decayed
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state when I copied it, is by now, in all

probability, completely obliterated.
ARTHUR F. G. LEVESON-GOWER.

Athenaeum.

BURNHAM SOCIETY, SOMERSET (10 S. ix.

28). The founder, if not the president, of

this, one of the earliest friendly societies in
the kingdom, was Mr. Richard Locke, sur-

veyor of the parish. He published 'The
History of Burnham Society,' Bristol, 1774,

containing its rules " for the assistance of

poor persons when sick or old." These are

reprinted in ' Neate's Illustrated Burnham,'
edited by Joseph R. Churchill, B.A., 1903.

EDWARD A. PETHERICK,
natus Bruehamiensis.

Streatham, S.W.

MESWINDE THE FAIR (10 S. ix. 8, 54).
A comparison of the early editions of the
*
Flores Historic' (1567, 1570, 1601) shows

that Burton used the editio princeps of

1567 in which the story in question begins
on p. 298 ("fol. 298" of Burton's margin).
Burton has followed the version of the song
-given on p. 299, col. 1, 1. 10, except that
he divides it into lines, and quotes"
Ducebatque secum "

instead of
" ducebat

In Luard's critical edition of the
'

Flores *

(Rolls Series) the text of the song (vol. i.

p. 531) is:

Equitabat Bovo per silvam frondosam,
ducebat sibi Merswyndeu t'ormosam ;

quid stanms, cur non inius ?

The editor points out (vol. i. Introd.,

p. xxxvi) that the story was taken by the

compiler from Matthew Paris, who had it

from William of Malmesbury, but that the

words of the song are an addition given by
one authority only (the Merton MS. at

Eton). He is unable to indicate the source
from which they are taken.

Matthseus Westmonasteriensis appears to

be a mediaeval Mrs. Harris, the ' Flores
'

having been "partly compiled and partly

composed by various writers at St. Albans
nd Westminster

"
(see Luard's intro-

ductions and Matthew Westminster in the

'D.N.B.')
In the text of the 'Anatomy

' from which
MR. CURRY has copied, there is an error

where Burton is made to say
"
that they

might all three sing and dance." As we
have heard just above of

" a company
of young men and maids," there must have
been at least two maids with two men
"
to give a hand to each." As a matter of

fact, the 'Flores' (1567 ed.) give twelve

men and three women. "Three" (in

Burton) should of course be there. The
misprint first appeared in the fifth edition
(1638).

t

'

There are several particulars in the
pretty story

"
which Burton does not give

us. The priest's daughter was among the
dancers. She with two others expired when
the twelve months' end brought release from
the curse. The rest, one is not surprised to
learn, slept for three days and nights.The reference to Burton should be
Partition III. sect. ii. memb. 3, subs. 1, or
strictly the subsection should be omitted,
as the member is not subdivided. The error
of numbering the member as 4 is due to a
blunder of ed. 6 (1651-2), which has been
largely copied in subsequent editions (see 9
S. xii. 63, col. 1).* Shilleto's edition numbers
the member correctly.

EDWARD BENSLY.
University Coll., Aberystwyth.

SCOTT ILLUSTRATORS (10 S. vii. 10, 74,
130, 176). The three letters of James
Skene referred to in my reply at the last
reference are printed at length, with a few
explanatory notes, in Chambers'a Journal
for November (part 119), p. 733.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

"CROWN "<*HOTEL, ST. MARTIN'S COURT,
ST. MARTIN'S LANE (10 S. viii. 430). Your
correspondent A. C. H. will no doubt find
the name of the landlord of this hotel in the
rate-books of the parish of St. Martin's-in-
the-Fields at the Town Hall of that parish,
if they are still in existence. C. MASON.

29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10S.
ix. 29) :

Ye shepherds, tell me, have you seen

My Flora pass this way ?

are the words of an old glee, which I heard

sung some sixty years ago. I possess a copy.
The title-page has upon it :

" The Wreath. A Pastoral Glee for three Voices,

composed by I. Mazzinghi. London ; printed by
(Moulding, D'Almaine, Potter & Co., 20, Soho
Square ; and to be had at 7, Westmorland Street,
Dublin."

There is no date. WALTEB W. SKEAT.

"TYE" (10 S. ix. 29). The answer is to

be found in that carefully neglected book,
the '

English Dialect Dictionary.' That work

gives five spellings of' it, mentions five

*In making the note at this reference I was

unfortunately unable to speak from an exhaustive

knowledge of the various eaitions.
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counties, gives four examples and the ety-

mology, and actually lefers to ' N . & Q.'

itself, which it quotes thrice !

I have often expressed the wish that corre-

spondents, when asking questions, would

kindly refrain from guessing at the etymology
of a word which they admit that they do
not understand. Why should the unfor-

tunate responder be put to needless trouble ?

Of course the guess is entirely wrong : the

word tye is wholly innocent of dealing with

whipping -
posts. The ' E.D.D.' refers us,

correctly, to the A.-S. teah, a bond, an en-

closure. It sometimes meant a croft, or

small field, because it was enclosed, at one
time or other, with a fence or " tie."

Toller's ' A.-S. Diet.' has A.-S. teah in a
third sense, that of a coffer or casket. This,
if it be the same word, has been affected in

sense by the Late Latin teca, the same as

tkeca, Gk. OrjK-r), whence the O. French and
M.E. teye, a coffer, from a different root.

From the A.-S. teah was made, with muta-
tion of the vowel-sound, the verb figan,
Mod. E. tie, verb, to bind ; and the vowel of

this verb has given the forms tye and tie to

the modern sb. The A.-S. tun-tlh occurs in

Birch,
'

Cart. Saxon.,' i. 455 ; and tig-wella in

the same, iii. 223 ; neither of which is in the
A.-S. dictionary. WALTER W. SKEAT.

In a document which I have seen relating
to one of the Sheriffs during the Lord

Mayoralty of Alderman Birch, originator of
"
Birch's," the pastry-cook's so well known

in the City, mention is made of fees for

whipping a malefactor behind the cart-tail

to the "Hop and Tye
"
Inn, Old Brompton,

which is now called the "
Hoop and Toy

"

a perversion of the original name. The
present public-house stands at the junction
of Old Brompton Road, Cromwell Place,
and another road, close to South Kensington
Station. I have always understood that
"
tye

" meant a piece of land where three
roads met. F. W. R. GARNETT.
Wellington Club, Grosvenor Place, S.W.

"
Tye

"
is evidently a form or abbreviated

spelling of
"
tigh," a close or enclosure, a

croft, a word which, when Cowel wrote his
'

Interpreter,' was still used in Kent in that
sense (v. ed. 1701 ; also E. Phillips's

'

Diet.',

1706). J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

LADY COVENTRY MOBBED IN THE MALL
(10 S. ix. 47). Owing to an error, I

have stated that Jacob Larwood's '

Story
of the London Parks '

does not give the
name of the person who insulted Lady
Coventry, whereas it should have been stated

that his name was given in full. See
' The

Story of the London Parks,' published by
J. C. Hotten, ii. 198-9.

HORACE BLEA.CKLEY.

GERMAN TRANSLATION : AUTHOR WANTED
(10 S. viii. 509; ix. 33). The translation of

Uhland's ballad,

Many a year is in its grave,
is by Sarah Austin. Mangan also did oner

but it does not compare with hers.

B. B. ACKROYD.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &a

A Bool: of Greek Verse. By Walter Headlamv
(Cambridge, University Press.)

MR. HEADLAM'S translations are of the highest
rank, and his book is of exceptional interest in two

ways. He translates both from and into Greek*
and in an introduction he explains with admirable
lucidity and taste the principles which have guided
him in the exercise of a charming, if somewhat
neglected art. We thus see the way in which
a master has attained his powers after long study,
and we have an opportunity of realizing the close-

ness of thought and feeling which often exists
between ancient Greek and modern languages. A
classical scholar ought also to be a good English
scholar, but the combination is rare, and in this
book we have affinities pointed out which will

surprise and delight the man of cultivation. Heine's

lyrics are obviously like Greek epigrams, but Mr.
Headlam was the first man to pulblish such read-

ings of the German in 1904. The present reviewer
had made similar attempts some ten years before,
but not worthy of publication, and has also pointed
out the affinity of Ruskin to Plato, which he
believes to be more innate than the result of con-

scious study by the English master of prose. On
the use of the word " untranslatable

" Mr. Headlam
has an interesting passage, and he wisely avoids

passages un-Greek in feeling, which are often set

by tutors, and result in brilliances which would
floor the cleverest of Athenians in an age when
literary understanding reached probably the highest
level in the world. Greek choruses are, we believe,

beyond the modern translator, who has to amplify
and weaken his renderings. Thtis, amid much that
is admirable, the opening of the version here of the
second chorus in the '

Antigone,'
There are marvellous wonders many
Wherever this world we scan,

Yet among them nowhere any
So great a marvel as man,

is weak and diffuse.

A pleasant feature of the volume is the inclusion
of Campbell's version of 'Hybrias the Cretan,'
which survives as a popular song to-day, the
original being, perhaps, of the seventh century B.C.

It is an admirably spirited piece of work, a survival
of the fittest, and, by an accident, does not figure
in the Index. Notes at the end display a wealth of
classical learning which is closely concerned with
real life. Thus it is noted that " the hue of pallor,
white in Northerners, and ashy in the negro, is in
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olive complexions yellowish or greenish. Here

Elizabethan English, with its
"
green sickness,

affords a parallel, and the jealousy of love, which

may well be the sentiment of Sappho s poem
referred to, is in English tradition yellow or green.

The special felicity of Mr. Headlam's versions is

their effective brevity. He is no slave of the
" verbum verbo

"
rule, and he makes occasional

modifications or omissions of adjectives -which are

fully justified by the spirit of the languages con-

cerned Some years since he published a hook ot

English renderings from Meleager, of which he now

speaks with undue deprecation, and he has the

knowledge and command of idiom which produce

the best translator. Knowledge alone leads to mere

repetition of familiar Greek phrases, which are

often worried into new settings and secure plenty

of marks in examinations. The mature scholar

writes what he thinks a Greek would have written

is helped, but not bound, by the reminiscence ot

a line of ^schylus or Sophocles in rendering, say,

Shakespeare. *.!. r< i

Though his iambics are excellent, it is in Greek

hexameters that Mr. Headlam specially excels, a

form of verse which few classical scholars have

practised. We give his version of the Odi et

amo" of Catullus !

T' Zpapai re. TroOev,
<

Tracr^w ; f

QVK 018' c38e 8
>

X{I>V ^a Ka ' aXvv/
iVOS<

There are many more translations which deserve

quotation, and we commend the choice of English

metres throughout. Incidentally Mr. Headlam s

work can be compared with that of other well-

known scholars, and he has stated his reasons tor

disapproving the popular version of Callimachuss

epigram on Heraclitus by the author of lomca.

Meleager's exquisite tributes to Hehodore have been

often englished. We wonder how long it will be

before an English publisher gives us a full text of

the 'Greek Anthology,' and we have sometimes

thought that a syndicate of those who
Joye

Greek

might produce it propms sumptibus. Stadtni

is we believe, proceeding slowly with one in

Germany, but we have still to rely on the excellent,

but now somewhat antiquated commentary (

Ja
Mr

bS
Headlam's book has given us great pleasure

It is compact of "literature and delight, to use a

happy phrase of our late editor, and shows, amid

the changes of times schools and 'a*10
;.*

persistence of essential elements in that highest

form of human expression which is called poetry.

Immortal Memories. By Clement Shorter. (Hodder

& Stoughton).

MR. SHORTER, in a modest preface, tells us that

these
' Immortal Memories' are addresses deli vere

"at the request of various literary societies and

commemorative committees They amused me to

write, and they apparently interested the audie ces

for which they were primarily intended.

Sto his brother journalists that they are not for

them "to read, nor for the judicious man of letters.

He prefers to think that
"
they are intended solelv

for those whom Hazlitt styled 'sensible
P~g*" The most sensible people to be met with ir.

we like his book and have spent an enjoyable
evening over its contents, and we feel sure that
others will do the same and be glad to have on their
shelves these bright essays.
The first is oh Dr. Johnson, in which Mr. Shorter

maintains that
'

Rasselas,'
' The Lives of the Poets,'

and the
'

Prayers and Meditations
' make it clear

that Johnson still holds his place as one of our
greatest writers ; and he asks :

" What novelist of
our time would not give much to have so splendid
a public recognition as was provided when Lord
Beaconsfield, then Mr. Disraeli, after the Abyssinian
Expedition, pictured in the House of Commons
' the elephants of Asia dragging the artillery of

Europe over the mountains of Rasselas
'

?
"

The next essay is on Cowper, about whom, it will

be remembered, we had some articles at the time of
the centenary celebration. Mr. Shorter claims for

the poet that
" he anticipated Wordsworth alike as

a lover of nature, as one \vho had more than a
superficial affection for it the superficial affection

of Thomson and Gray," and as a lover of animal life.

The third essay is on George Borrow, and the
fourth on Crabbe, of whom Mr. Shorter truly

says that he " has been the least read for the

past sixty or seventy years of all the authors
who have claims to be considered classics."

Mr. Shorter refers to Scott's request in his last

illness,
" Read me some amusing thing read me a

bit of Crabbe
"

; and we all remember his comment,
"
Capital excellent very good." It will also be

recalled how Fox on his death-bed requested that

the pathetic story of Phoebe Dawson should be read

to him ; "it was?' we are told, "the last piece of

poetry that soothed his dying ear."

The other addresses are on the literary associa-

tions of East Anglia, Dr. Johnson's Ancestry, and
Ferdinand Lassalle. Mr. Shorter has bestowed

care on the collection of his facts, and the

affection with which he evidently regards the

"Immortals" adds much to the charm of this

well-printed volume.

The Literature of Roguery. By Frank Wadleigh
Chandler. 2 vols. (Constable & Co.)

PROF. CHANDLER has come with adequate prepara-

tion to this study of roguery in literature, since he

has already written a treatise on the picaresque

novel in Spain. The odd tendency of modern

American research to ally itself to Teutonic schools

is shown in this book. Prof. Chandler has dug
like any Dryasdust, but fortunately his style is

limpid and direct, and not crabbed and crooked.

He is full of authorities ; and not the least valuable

part of his work consists of his copious bibliography

and his admirable index. From the point of view

of literary criticism there is something to be desired

in his accounts of various books and tendencies ;
1

we could not have been presented with a more

conscientious and elaborate monograph. His reftdug

has been wide so wide as to astonish one. He has

even gone to the length of keeping himself aw rowrow/

with modern pictures of some lesser literary cha-

mcters. He W pages on the developments of

'Raffles,' and a chanter on 'Sherlock Holmes. In

this some may well see alack of l^rspectu e ,

Prof. Chandler would probably retort that he is not

necessarily dealing with literature as such, but

treating of literary material. Names which will

be unknown to letters in a few years Wf hj";
but it is possible that they have their place as con-

nectives. Prof. Chandler, in short, ranks on the
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sociological side of literature, like the Germans
One can hardly conceive of a measured English
treatise dealing with this miscellaneous jungle so

dispassionately. The book, which is one of a valu-
able series, will, however, remain valuable, as a
mine to delve in for future reference.

Beechen Grove Baptist Church, Watford: Memo-
rial* of Two Hundred Years and More. By the
Rev. James Stuart. (Kingsgale Press.)

MR. STUART in this modest volume of under two
hundred pages contributes a useful addition to the

history of the Free Churches. He has discovered
that there were Baptists in Watford as far back as

1669, and traces the present church to the Baptist
church in Horselydown in 1649. Its successor was
known as Carter Lane, the predecessor of new Park
Street and the Metropolitan Tabernacle. Occa-
sional preachers at the old Watford church were
Spilsbury, Hansard Knollys, and Reach, the last of
wlhom suffered in the pillory. "He was the first

minister who introduced, or reintroduced, the

practice of congregational singing. The custom had
been generally discarded, as its observance would
have played into the hands of the informers by re-

vealing the '

Separatist
'

meeting-places. So accus-
tomed had our ancestors become to the habit of
'

songless worship
'

that Keach and those who
.agreed with him were regarded as innovators."
Keach first obtained consent to the practice of

singing at the close of the Lord's Supper ; later
it was extended to thanksgiving days, and after

many years to every Lord's day, but only when
prayer and sermon had been concluded. The pre-
judice against singing during service lasted until
the early part of the nineteenth century, and at
-one church members who objected to singing would
walk into the chapel yard and there remain until
the hymn was finished, returning then to their
seats.

We should like to see more such histories as Mr.
Stuart has given. We already have had an his-

torical account of Dob Lane Chapel. Failsworth,
by Mr. Gordon. Humphrey Barnet was minister
there in 1642, and not only himself signed the

protestation prepared by Pym, Hampden, Falk-
land, and Selden, but also his chapel reeve, con-

stables, and the members of his flock. A far more
.ambitious volume is Godfrey and Ward's history of

the Friar Lane Baptist Church, Nottingham, a
handsome royal 8vo volume beautifully illustrated
with portraits and views. This church is asso-

ciated with Carey and the founding of the Baptist
Missionary Society. We should much like to see
a Baptist Historical Society on the lines of that
established by the Congregationalists, to which Dr.

Crippen so ably contributes. There must be stores
of material at the Baptist Church House, notably
among the presentations made by the late Dr. Angus
irom his library.

The Literary Year-Book for 1908 (Routledge) has,
as we noticed last year, a special value for all who
are concerned with public libraries and their work,
and deals once more with a great variety of sub-

jects. The 'Directory of Authors' is useful, but
has hardly been subjected to sufficient supervision
by a practised hand. No doubt, in some cases
even in the present age authors are too idle, or

modest, to supply the requisite information ; but
there are other signs that this list has not been
revised with due care. About the new list derived

therefrom of writers divided into special sections
we are doubtful. It may aid some inquirers after

special knowledge, but it is no adequate guide to
the scholarship of this country. That many of the
eminent whose names we miss would have no time
to assist editors is possible, but their books entitle
them to a place in a representative volume, unless
its purpose is mainly journalistic. The omission,
for instance, of Prof. Dill's name in any list of
writers on Roman History, and of Prof. W. R.
Morfill's under Russian History, is serious. Under
Japanese History one name only is given, though
books on that subject have of late been numerous.
A heading called 'Introspection' contains six
names. Mr. Chesterton is, it appears, a humourist,
but not a journalist. The list of cheap reprints is

useful, and shows the wonderful opportunities
afforded by modern enterprise. There are, for

example, several entries under ^schylus and
Sophocles.

The Writing of English. By P. J. Hartog, with the
Assistance of Mrs. Amy H. Langdon. (Oxford,
Clarendon Press.)

THIS is a remarkable little book, worthy of the
attention of all educational authorities. Mr. Hartog
points out that the French boy can write French,
but the English boy cannot write English. Indeed,
he brings forward abundant evident of the slovenly
way in which a young English clerk writes, or

attempts to write, a business letter. He contends,
we think with justice, that the average English
teaching of English is, in many ways, absurd.

Examples are given of the improved methods
which he has himself tried with success, and which
are largely founded on study of French models. It
is shown that boys are interested in the discussion
and criticism of their own essays, even without the
aid of marks.
The book is not only practical, but also enter-

taining in its insight into the faculties of the young.
The notes on the arrangement of matter, choice of

detail for insertion, and style in general are all

interesting, and would be enlightening
to many

purveyors of "journalese." With the list of

English writers to be followed as models of style
we are in hearty agreement.

to Corrfspon&ntts.
We must call special attention to the following

notices.*

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WB cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

R. V. NANSON (" Like some poor, nigh-related

guest"). Coleridge, 'Youth and Age.'

F. W. ("Jeremy Taylor"). The first edition of

the '

Holy Living
1
appeared in 1650, and the first

of
'

Holy Dying
'

in 1651. The ' D.N.B.' says of the
latter :

" Two issues with different title-page same
year."

CORRIGENDA 10 S. viii. 204, col. 2, 1. 22, for

"voifread vort. P. 517, col. 2, 1. 22 from foot,
for "nomismata" read numismata.
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THE ATHENJEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on
NUNBURNHOLME : ITS HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES.
A SISTER OF MARIE ANTOINETTE. THE CLYDE, RIVER AND FIRTH
JOHN LAW OF LAURISTON.
.SECOND SELVES. THE WHITE WEDDING. THE SACRED HERB. THE SPECULATORTHE GOLDEN FLEECE. A NEW CINDERELLA. DR. BURTON'S SUCCESS
VERSE OLD AND NEW.
ORRESPONDANCE DE DOSTOIEVSKI. MORE PAGES FROM THE DAY-BOOK OF

BETHIA HARDACRE. PONTIFICAL SERVICES. THE FACTORY AND SHOP ACTS
OF THE BRITISH DOMINIONS. THE POST OFFICE DIRECTORY. WILLING'S
PRESS GUIDE.

NOTES FROM PARIS. THE AIM IN CLASSICAL TEACHING. II. ' SHAKESPEARE'S
WARWICKSHIRE CONTEMPORARIES.' THE HISTORY OF THE INDIAN MUTINY.

RESEARCH NOTES.
THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF PAINTERS, SCULPTORS, AND GRAVERS.
MR. HOLBROOKE'S ILLUMINATED DRAMATIC SYMPHONY,

LAST WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

TWO BOOKS ON THE OLD CHEVALIER. VIRGIL'S MESSIANIC ECLOGUE.
THE WRITING OF ENGLISH. LORD ACTON ON FREEDOM.
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS. EDUCATIONAL BOOKS. FOR SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : The Social Fetich ; the Seven Ages of Washington ; Studies in Primitive

Greek Religion ; Russian and Bulgarian Folk-lore Stories ; How to Collect Postage Stamps ;

Hustled History ; Whitaker's Almanack and Peerage ; Erasmus against War.

ROBERT ATKINSON. NOTES FROM PARIS. THE INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION
OF HEAD MASTERS. ASSISTANT MASTERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. THE
MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION. THE L.C.C. CONFERENCE OF TEACHERS.
'SHAKESPEARE'S WARWICKSHIRE CONTEMPORARIES.' THE AIM IN
CLASSICAL TEACHING.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.

SCIENCE Health in the School ; Lessons in Practical Hygiene ; Societies ; Meetings ; Gossip.

FINE ARTS : The International Society ; Gossip : Exhibitions.

MUSIC : Gossip ; Performances Next Week.

DRAMA : A White Man ; the Plays of Moliere ; Holger Drachmann.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENJEUM will contain Reviews of

HISTORY OF THE INCAS AND THE EXECUTION OF THE INCA TUPAC AMAM
AND

A LIFE OF BISHOP BURNET.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenaeum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. And of all Newsagents.
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THE STORY OF
A BEAUTIFUL DUCHESS.
Being an Account of the Life and Times of Elizabeth

Gunning, Duchess of Hamilton and Argyll.

By HORACE BLEACKLEY, M.A,

With 6 beautiful Photogravure Portraits.
> 218. net.

" There are few more romantic stories in English history than that

of Elizabeth Gunning." Westminster Gazette.
" A well-studied biography." Manchester Guardian.
" Mr Bleackley possesses a sound knowledge of the period."

Athencemn.
" Written with skill and good taste." Standard.

"Mr, Bleackley's book being complete and knowledgeable could not

be otherwise than interesting." Academy.
" Mr Bleackley's work, if not romantic, is at least eventful and

absorbing, it is also a solid contribution to the history of Society in

the days of the second and third Georges." Notes and Queries.

"This is one of the most excellent of the recent additions to the

large class of historical memoirs. . . .A work at once interesting for the

story it relates and invaluable for its presentment of carefully

gathered facts." Daily Telegraph.

THE ART OF LANDSCAPE
GARDENING.

By HUMPHRY REPTON, Esq.

Including his Sketches and Hints on Landscape Gardening
and Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening.

Edited by JOHN NOLEN, A.M.

12s. 6<f. net.

" His books have the advantage of being free from technical terms

and trivial details. They form probably, the best genera
{introduction

to the study of Landscape Gardening in the knglish language and

Mr. Nolen has done good service by issuing them in this beautiful
"

LONDON PARKS AND
GARDENS.

By the Hon. Mrs. EVELYN CECIL
(Alicia Amherst),

Citizen and Gardener of London,
Author of

' A History of Gardening in England,'
' Children's

Gardens,' &c.

With Illustrations by LADY VICTORIA MANNERS.
21*. net.

" Mrs. Cecil has been well advised In doing something for a pecu-
liarly interesting subject Mrs. -Cecil has produced a serious ami
well-written work, which will be acceptable alike to the trained

topographer and general reader.... In a book so lull of interest and
information it is difficult to select quotations." Guardian.

" Both author and artist have succeeded in carrying into their work
something of their own enthusiasm for the open spaces which add
so immensely to the beauty and fascination of London."

Weitmintter Gaztttt.
" No more fascinating and complete study of nature in town. i.e.

in the County of London, has been made. Love and lalraur, ardent
love and long labour, must have gone to the making of the book. . .

A book which from beginning to end is packed with most interesting

matter." Country Life.

"We have here a very beautiful and -well-written book, full of

interest and information." Standard.

"A valuable book of reference." Field.

THE ENGLISH PEASANTRY
And Enclosures of Common Fields.

By GILBERT SLATER, M.A.

With an Introduction by EARL CARRINGTON.
Illustrated. 10s. 6d. net.

The enclosure of common fields and the passing away of the English

village community to make room for the agricultural organiiation

prevailing to-day is a subject not merely of historical interest, but on

whichI touches very closely some of the most vital national problems of

the twentieth centurr.

"We commend this book equally to politicians, historians, and

economic students."- Westminder Gatetle.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES.

A REGISTER OF NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.
With a Selection of the chief Bibliographical Book8 and Articles Printed in other Countnee.

By W. P. COURTNEY.
Two Volumes. 31 - M- net-

-That these two volumes contain a vast amount of information and will be found *! a. a guide to knowledge ,

London: ARCHIBALD CONSTABLE * COMPANY LIMITED.
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Text. Vol. I. From the First Colonisa-
tion, 158O, till 1645. With 3 Maps and
3 Facsimiles. Royal 8vo, 15s. net.

Documents. Vol. I. Part 1, Nos. 1-140

(1605-1832). Royal 8vo, 21s. net.

HISTORY OF THE
SOCIETY OF JESUS

IN NORTH AMERICA,
Colonial and Federal.

BY

THOMAS HUGHES,
"It is difficult to appreciate at its proper value the amount of

patient labour expended on this history. Evidently no pains have
been spared whether to find what is relevant or to set it forth with

justice and candour. As a monument of research it ranks with the

best work so far executed on the modern lines of critico-historical

narration." Tablet.

"
It is rarely that we have taken up a book with so little expecta-

tion of pleasant reading, or laid it down with such a sense of keen
satisfaction It is evident that no care has been considered too

great in searching for documents to make the work of value. The
task of weaving the information so obtained into a coherent history

has been obviously a labour of love, and we look with pleasure for the

next volume." Notes and Queries.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO.

39, Paternoster Row, London, E.G.

THE RELIQUARY
And Illustrated Archaeologist.

Edited by the Rev. J. CHARLES COX, LL.D. F.S.A.

QUARTERLY. Price Zs. M.

THE JANUARY, 1908, NUMBER
Contains the following Articles :

THE "TREASURE OF SANT ANTONIO" IN PADUA.
By Robert W. Garden, A.R.LB.A.

ABO, THE ANCIENT CAPITAL OF FINLAND. By
J. Tavenor-Perry.

TATUING IN INDIA. By C. H. Draycott
SOME INTERESTING ESSEX BRASSES. By Miller

Christy, and others.

THE RUBENS TAPESTRIES AT BRAMSHILL. By
Rev. P. H. Ditchfleld, F.S.A.

A PRE-CONQUEST CROSS AT ROLLESTON, STAFFS.
By G. A. Auden, M.D.

ATHOS AND ITS SEAL. By Charles Wall.
NOTICES OF NEW PUBLICATIONS, &c.

London : BEMROSE & SONS, LTD., 4, Snow Hill, B.C. ;
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LATIN PRONUNCIATION.

A PAPER entitled
'

Regulations for

"Secondary Schools
' has been recently issued

by the Board of Education (Circular 555,

Wyman & Sons, price Id.), in which rules

are given for the pronunciation of Latin.

The recommendations, or one might almost

say the commands, of the Board are based
on
"'the scheme of reformed pronunciation adopted
by the Classical Association, and approved by the

Philological Societies of Oxford and Cambridge, the
Head Masters' Conference, the Incorporated Asso-
ciation of Head Masters, and the Assistant Masters'

Association,"

and it is hoped that the rules, which are

subjoined,
"
will be in general use not later

than the beginning of next school year,"
'

of course among the junior classes or lower
forms as a commencement. On p. 2 we read,
not without amusement, that

"the Board have to point put that if, as seems

likely, a standard pronunciation becomes within a

few years practically universal, those who have not
become used to it at school will be placed at some

disadvantage. It is therefore very desirable that,

even at the cost of some temporary additional

effort, they should become accustomed to the use of
while stm learning

This is what is called a hysteron-proteron,or rather, as logicians say, a petitio prin-
ciptt, which has been defined as

"
the fallacy

of begging the question a taking for granted
in argument of that which has yet to be
proved." If any meaning can be extracted
from this confused phraseology, it is this :

a standard pronunciation will probablybecome universal in a few years' time ; let
it therefore be adopted at once !

What does this big word "
universal "

mean ? Is it confined to Great Britain
and Ireland ? or does it include in its proper
signification the countries of Europe, such
as Germany, France, and Italy, not to speak
of the United States of America, over all
of which the British Board of Education
has no more control than the man in the
moon ? I take it that this ukase is meant
to apply only to English secondary schools:
and as regards the pronunciation of the
Latin vowels, and, with some reservation,
of the diphthongs, I should gladly welcome
its reception. These for centuries we have
pronounced in our own insular fashion, and
have gone against the European custom
in such a way that those of our own nation
who were well acquainted with Latin have
had much ado to make themselves under-
stood on the Continent. Strype tells us,
in his

'

Life of the Learned Sir Thomas
Smith,' who attempted the reformation
of Greek pronunciation, that,
"
being abroad, he took notice of the different ways

of speaking Latin ; which, although he did not
like, especially the French, who sounded Latin very
corruptly, yet he conformed himself to their manner
of speech. And when he came into Italy, he fol-

lowed them there in pronouncing sonie letters
different from our way ; as when he came home he
returned to speak as his countreymen did." Ed.
London, 1698, p. 20.

Vigneul-Marville, in his
'

Melanges d'His-
toire et de Litte"rature,' from which Isaac
D' Israeli has borrowed much without
acknowledgment in his

'

Curiosities of Litera-

ture,' writes thus :

"La prononciation des Anglois n'est pas moins
dure que leur langage : mais ils sont insuportables
quana ils prononcent le Latin. Le savant Hubert
Languetdans les Lettres Latines qu'il adres.se tut

Philippum SydncRum, jeune Seigneur Anglois, lui

recommande sur tout d'apprendre dans les Colleges
d'Allemagne, oil il e"tudioit alors, a bien prononcer le

Latin, les Anglois ayant ce de"faut d'affecter dans
leur langue meme une tres-me'chante prononciation.
L'usage de la Langue Francoise et de la Langue
Italienne, sert un peu a les redresser, comme cela
se remarnue dans ceux qui out demeuriu quelque
terns en France et en Itahe." Ed. 1702, vol. i. p. 29
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When in Italy, more than forty years
ago, I was told by those who knew that John
Henry Newman, afterwards Cardinal, could

scarcely be understood when speaking in
Latin on account of his pronunciation of the
vowels. It will, therefore, be a great gain
if the sounding of these letters which pre-
vails throughout Europe should be adopted
in England, which is the chief exception. In
Ireland the Catholic clergy have always
adhered to the continental system ; and
in Scotland, before the days of George
Buchanan, and even up to our own time,
the same pronunciation has been, and is

still, followed, as I am informed. The words
that Sir Walter Scott puts into the mouth
of James I., in the ninth chapter of

' The
Fortunes of Nigel,' are as true now as when
they were supposed to be uttered.

" We
keep," says the King,
"the genuine and Roman pronunciation, like other
learned nations on the Continent, sae that we hold
communing with any scholar in the universe, who
can but speak the Latin tongue ; whereas ye, our
learned subjects in England, nave introduced into

your universities, otherwise most learned, a fashion
of pronouncing like unto the 'nippit foot and
clippit foot' or the bride in the fairy tale, whilk
manner of speech (take it not amiss that I be round
with you) can be understood by no nation on earth

saving yourselves; whereby Latin, quoad Anglos,
ceaseth to be comnttmu lingua, the general drago-
man, or interpreter, between all the wise men of
the earth."

As regards the diphthongs,! doubtwhether"
oe (poena)=o+e, nearly as oi in boil,

not as ea in Dean, nor as ay in plat/," will be

universally received, but I do not object to
it.

But it is a very different matter when we
come to the consonants. We are told that
"

c, g, t, s, are always hard," which means
that we must henceforth pronounce . them
hard, and that, if the same system of pro-
nouncing Latin is to become universal, all

other nations will in time do likewise, ne
Scotis guidem exceptis, nee ne excipiendis.
This is the subject I wish especially to bring
before the readers of

' N. & Q.,' not only
over the Border, but on the Continent. It
seems impossible to believe that Italians,

Frenchmen, Germans, or Spaniards, not to
mention others, will ever try to tune their
throats to such a sound as this. If we take
the first letter c, which must always be hard
according to the new ukase, what are we
to say about such a word as

"
Cicero

"
?

"It is generally admitted," writes Hove-
lacque (' The Science of Language,' trans-
lated by Keane, London, 1877, p. 221),
"that before the vowels a, o, u, and before con-

sonants, the Latin c has the same sound as k ; but

what was the pronunciation before e and i ? Did
it sound like ch, as in Italy, or like ts, as in Ger-
many, or like s, as in France [and England] ''. Did
the Latins say Chichero, Tsitsero, or Sisero ?

"

Then, because the Goths turned "
career

"

into karkara, for an example, and the Latins

represented by c the Greek K, he concludes
that the former was sounded hard " down
to the sixth or even seventh century of our
era." I am not inclined to accept the
Goths as my teachers in pronunciation,
nor am I willing to believe that the Greeks
sounded their kappa hard before the
vowels e and i.

" On sait les disputes et
les haines soulevees a propos de la pronon-
ciation reelle de lalettre[A;," says Alphonse
Karr (' Voyage autour de mon Jardin,'
Lettre xxix.). It comes to this that the
learned are no more certain about the sound
of the Latin c before e and i than they are
about the sound of the Greek K before the
same vowels. Plutarch and Longinus, it

is true, call the Roman orator KiKtpwv, but
as they do not use the same Latin spelling,
for they add a letter, I do not see how they
help us in this matter of pronunciation of his-

name.
Cicero's grandfather, or one of his ances-

tors, was famed for his skill in cultivating
a certain kind of vegetable, called deer,
which we shall have to pronounce kiker, if

we adopt the new rules :

" Those great names also. Fabius, Lentulus,
Cicero, Piso, Stolo, are no more in our tongue then
Bean-man, LentilL Chich -pease, Pescod - man,
Braunch ; for as Plinie saith, these names were
first appropriated to them, for skill in sowing those
graines. Camden's '

Remaines,' 1614, p. 153.

I do not care to know how the Goths pro-
nounced the word ; but as the Italians
call it cece, the French chiche, and we our-
selves in Camden's time chich, now generally
spelt chick, I see no reason for turning
Cicero into Kikero. It is not the old story
of Mumpsimus and Sumpsimus, so well told

by Camden (p. 286) :

"The same King Henry, finding fault with tho-

disagreement of Preachers, would often say : some
are too stiffe in their old Mumpsimus, and other
too busie and curious in their new Sumpsimus.
Happely borrowing these phrases from that which
Master Pace his Secretarie reporteth in his book
' De Fructu Doctrinae,' of an olde Priest in that age,
which alwaies read in his Portasse, Mumpsimusr

Domine, for Sumpsimus : whereof when ne was
admonished, he said that hee now had vsed Mump-
simus for thirtie yeares, and would not leaue his
olde Mumpsimus for their new Sumpsimus."

For fifty years and more I have known the
Roman orator and philosopher as Sisero in

English and Chichero in Latin, for I prefer
the Italian pronunciation ; but Kikero-
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neither in the one tongue nor the other shall
I ever use, on account of its cacophony, and
I feel sure that I shall be in good company,
not only here, but in educated Europe.
As regards the letter g, I shall still continue

to give it the soft sound before e and i,

though the Germans, when I heard them
talking Latin many years ago, used to say
log-ica, and the Spaniards give it their gut-
tural aspirate, which they learnt from their

Arabian, and not from their Roman con-

querors.
Neither shall I always sound s hard, as in

our word sit ; nor do I believe that Mr.
W. N. Bruce, whose signature is affixed

to the document I have mentioned, can
furnish convincing reasons for adopting
such a pronunciation in, for example, rosa.

On this point I commend to his notice that
fine book, Peile's

'

Introduction to Greek
and Latin Etymology,' third edition, 1875,

p. 352.
The letter t must henceforth, we are told,

be sounded hard ever and always. Take
such words as avaritia and justitia ; it is

not conceivable that the letter should retain

its hard sound when between two i's, the
latter being followed by another vowel.
We are told (apud Smith's

' Latin Diction-

ary,' sub voce, or rather litera, T), that Isi-

dorus at the beginning of the seventh cen-

tury of our era is the first who mentions the

soft pronunciation, which has been prevalent
ever since ; but we need little acquaintance
with phonetics to feel sure that it must have
been in vogue long before the date given.

I do not object nor dbyect to the rule that

i consonantal, that is /,
"

e.g., jacip,
should

be sounded as y in you, not as j in /am,"
because I favour the Italian pronunciation
of Latin ; but I do not think it will meet
with European acceptance, for jam, and

yam, and ham (Spanish), good things in

their way, will for many a day suggest them-
selves in Horace's ode beginning,

Jam satis terris nivis atque dirae (I. 2).

The last rule on which I wish to speak is

this :

" U (V), e.g., volo, [must be sounded]

practically as w in we, not as v in very."

Hoc volo, sic jubeo, sit pro ratione voluntas,

says the Board of Education in the words
of Juvenal (Sat. vi. 222), which it would
sound thus :

Oc wolo, sic yoobao, sit pro rat-iona woloontas.

If such a rule were forced upon our secondary

schools, it is to be feared that we should

have a multitude of young people as con-

fused as Sam Weller, or Veller, was about

the sound of v and w.

As an example of the new pronunciation,
let us take the following line from Lucretius
(i. 272) :

Prinkipio, wentee wiss werberat inkita pontoom.
I cannot believe that the Romans of the
Augustan age, or any other, gave such a
sound to the verse

Principle, venti vis verberat incita pontum.
For a last specimen I give these words,

which few will recognize as spelt : Waynee,
weedee, weekee. Some listeners might fancy
this to be a sample of the dead Volapiik
(" world-speech, vol, shortened from English
world ; puk, for English speak !

" Cham-
bers's

'

Twentieth-Century Dictionary
'

), or
of the moribund or moriturus Esperanto ;

so great will be their astonishment when
they are told that these uncouth sounds-
stand for Caesar's laconic dispatch :

"
Veni,

vidi, vici."

The attempt to restore the correct pro-
nunciation of a language which was in it

prime some nineteen hundred years ago i

doomed to failure for many and obvious-
reasons. It will be well, however, if we
conform to European usage in sounding the
vowels. As regards the consonants, I do
not think any nation (except, perhaps, our

own) will pronounce c or g or v according
to the rules of the Board of Education.

Personally I should like to see the pro-
nunciation used by the Italians when speak-
ing Latin universally adopted : first, because

they are the immediate descendants of the

Romans, and, secondly, because their chief

city has been for so many centuries the seat

of the Papacy, whose official language has

always been, and is still now, Latin, and
has, therefore, never died.

JOHN T. CUBRY.

[The pronunciation of Latin has been much dis-

cussed already in
' N. & Q.' ; see, for instance, 7 S.

xi. 484 ; xii. 36, 149, 209, 295 ; 8 S. vi. 146, 253, 489 -
r

vii. 436 ; 9 S. vii. 146, 351, 449.]

'DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL"]
BIOGRAPHY: EPITOME, 1903.'

(See ante, p. 21.)

I NOW conclude my first list of omiseions-

from this standard work :

Pasquin (Anthony), pseud. See Williams (John),

1761-1818. Cross-reference omitted.

Peck (W.), topographical historian, author of
'

Topog. Account of the Isle of Axholme,

1815, and 'Topog. History of Bawtry and

Thorne,' 1813-14.

Perry (Hugh), author of
'

Sir Gyles Goose Cappe ;

a Comedy,' 1636.
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Peterson (Joan),
" Witch." Hung at Tyburn,

1652 (?).

Pittilloch (Robert), advocate, and author of
' Hammer of Persecution under the Government
of Oliver Cromwell,' 1659; 'Settling of the
Scottish Judicatories,' 1659; and 'Oppression
under Colour of the Law...,' 1689.

Pory (John), traveller. Add "
translator of the

' Historic of Leo Africanus,' 1600."

Priestley (Joseph), author of ' Historical Account
of Navigable Rivers, Canals, and of Railways,'
1831.

Primrose or Primerose (David), author of
'

Scotland's

Complaint,' 1625, and '

Scotland's Welcome,'
1633.

Prince (John), 1643-1723. For " Damnonii " read
" Danmonii."

Rawstorne (Lawrence), author of
'

Gamonia,' 1837-
Rid (Samuel), author of

' Art of Jugling,' 1614.

Robinson (Jane), author of
'

Whitefriars,' 1843;
'Whitehall,' 1845; 'Gold Worshippers,' 1851;
' Westminster Abbey.' 1854 ;

'
Caesar Borgia,'

1856 ;

' Owen Tudor/ 1857 ;

'

Dorothy Fire-
brace

'

1864;
' Madeleine Graham,' 1865;

' Maid
of Orleans,' undated.

Ronalds
(A.),

author of ' The Fly Fisher's Ento-
mology, 1836 ; several later editions.

Saker (Edward), 1838 [not 1831]-1883, actor-manager.
Buried in St. James's Cemetery, Liverpool.

Salmon (Nathanael). Read Nathaniel.

Savile (John), author of
' Here 's a Health....,' 1682,

now known as 'God save the King.'
Scott (William Henry), pseud, of Lawrence (John),

q.v. Cross-reference omitted.

Selden (John), jurist. Add "editor of Drayton's
'

Polyolbion.'
"

Seymour (Richard), author of '

Compleat Gamester,'
1709, reprinted 1725.

Sharpe (E.), author of ' Britaine's Busse, or Com-
putation of a Herring Fishing Ship,' 1615.

Shaw (Simeon), author of '

History of the Stafford-
shire Potteries,' 1829.

Smith (Charles Loraine), author of 'The Fox
Chase,' 1813, &c.

Smith (Henry), stationer and law printer, fl. 1540.

Son-in-law and executor of Robert Redman,
printer. Believed to be founder of the famous
law publishing business which lasted nearly four
centuries upon the same premises, between the

Temple Gates, Fleet Street, passing successively
through the hands of Richard Tottell, John
Jaggard, and others. Still continued to-day
elsewhere.

Smith (John), author of 'Catalogue Raisonne" ,'

1829-42.

Smith (Samuel), author of
'

Herring Busse Trade,'
1641, &c.

Steele (David), author of '

Shipmaster's Assistant,'
1803 ;

' Elements of Rigging Seamanship in
Naval Tactics,' 1794 ;

' Atlantic and West
Indian Navigation,' 1804.

Stockdale (Frederick Wilton Litchfield), artist and
author of

'

Etchings of Kent,' 1810, &c.

^Strong (Nathaniel), author of
'

England's Perfect
Schoolmaster,' 1686.

Sturgess (J.), Saec. XIX., artist, chiefly sporting
subjects.

Thornhill (R. B.), author of
'

Shooting Directory,'
1804, &c.

:Thornton (A.), author of 'Adventures of a Post
Captain,' 1817 ;

' Don Juan,' 1821, &c.

Timmins (Samuel), Birmingham alderman, Shake-
spearian editor, founder of the Birmingham
Shakespeare Library, Warwickshire historian,
and bibliophile. His Baskerville Collection
sold in London by auction in 1899.

Truman (Edwin), surgeon, bibliophile, and authority
on Cruikshankiana. His extensive collection
of books and prints sold at auction in 1906.

Vaughan (William), 1577-1641. Read Vaughan (Sir
William).

Verstegen (Richard). Read Verstegan.
Warburton (R. E. Egerton), 1804-91. Published

'

Hunting Songs,' 1846 ; read 1834.
Wharton (Grace), pen-name of Mrs. Katherine

Thomson (iiee Byerley), d. 1862, authoress of
' Life of Ralegh,' 1830 ;

' Life of Sarah, Duchess
of Marlborough,' 1838 ; and ' Memoirs of the
Jacobites,' 1845-6. Collaborated with her son"
Philip

"
in producing

'

Queens of Society,'
1860, and

' Wits and Beaux of Society,' 1860.
Wharton (Philip), pseudonym of John Cockburn

Thomson. See preceding entry.
Whitchcot (Capt. Thomas), author of

'

Plantagenet's
Tragicall Story,' 1649.

Whittington (Robert), fl. 1519, grammarian. Add" and Poet Laureate."
Wilkinson (Robert), editor and publisher of

'Lbndina Illustrata,' 1811, &c.
Williamson (Thomas), author of ' The Sword of the

Spirit...,' 1613.

Williamson (Capt. Thomas), author of ' Oriental
Field Sports,' 1807. &c.

Willis (R.), author of
' Mount Tabor,' 1&39.

Willox (Sir John Archibald), b. Edin. 1842,
d. 16 June, 1905. Editor and principal pro-
prietor of The Liverpool Courier, M.P. for
Everton.

Wilson (Lea), author of ' Account of Editions of
Bibles and Testaments,' 1845.

Wilson (T.), author of
'
Childe's Trade,' 1645.

Wilson ( W.),authorof 'ThePost-ChaiseCompanion,'
1786.

Winkles (H. L. B.),authorof 'Cathedral Churches...,'
1836-42.

Wood (John George), author of
'

Principal Rivers
of Wales,' 1813.

Worde (Wynkyn de), printer and stationer.
'

D.N.B._ says :

" His real name Jan van Wyn-
kyn" [sic]. This particular biography was
written by Mr. E. Gordon Duff, the best living
authority on our early printers, but that sen-
tence was inserted, without his authority or

knowledge, by the editor. See Mr. Duffs
' Westminster and London Printers,' 1906,
p. 131.

Wright (J.), translator of Martial's 'Sales Epi-
grammatum ,' 1663.

Wright (Major), translator of Bp. J. P. Camus's
'

Loving Enemie,' 1650, and also of his
' Nature's

Paradox,' 1652.

Wylde (Zachary), author of ' The English Master of

Defence,' 1711.

Yarrell (William), "'History of British Birds'
1843." Read 1839.

WILLIAM JAGGAKD.

MB. JAGGAKD' s suggestion for additions
and corrections to the

'

D.N.B.' is excellent,
but requires to be executed with caution.
Thus the last entry in his first list of omissions

"
Oldys (Francis), author of

'

Life of
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Thomas Paine '

[the atheist]
"

contains
two mistakes. Firstly, Paine was not an
atheist, but a theist. Secondly,

"
Francis

Oldys
" was not a real person, but the pen-

name assumed by an opponent whose so-

called
'

Life
'

is an attack on Paine. The
book is believed to be an early production
of George Chalmers, afterwards well known
as an antiquary. He is said to have been

paid by Lord Hawkesbury, afterwards Lord

Liverpool, 500Z. for writing it. These data
about

" Francis Oldys
"

are duly recorded
in the 'D.N.B.'

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

To MR. JAGCARD'S list of errors may be
added one in the account of Sir Henry
Mildmay, master of the Jewel House, where
it is stated he was a claimant for the Barony
of FitzWalter. He was not in the line of

descent from the Radcliffes, and the claimant
was a cousin, Sir Henry Mildmay of Wood-
ham Walters and Moulsham, who, according
to the autobiography of Sir John Bramston,
"
could not prevail because he was a prisoner

in the Fleet for debt."
H. A. ST. J. M.

'THE BOOKSELLER; i858-i9os. i

FOUNDED by Joseph Whitaker in January,

1858, The Bookseller has from its first

number been a success. Mr. George Herbert

Whitaker, who is its present editor (his

brother Cuthbert Wilfrid taking under his

special care the world-famed "Whitaker"),
has celebrated the Jubilee of The Bookseller

by giving in the number for January 24th

a history of its origin and a short record of

publishing firms during the fifty years.
In a brief biographical account of hi:

father Mr. Whitaker states that he was born

on the 4th of May, 1820. At fourteen he

was apprenticed to the bookbinding firm oi

Barritt & Co., and showed such a specia

capacity for business that he was soon

placed as an assistant in their Bible establish-

ment in Fleet Street. At the end of his

apprenticeship he went to Oxford to John

Henry Parker, who was so impressed by his

capabilities that he entrusted him with the

formation and entire management of his

London house at 377, Strand, where Whitaker

originated the first penny Church magazine
The Penny Post. On leaving Parker

he started business in Pall Mall as a rehgiou

publisher and bookseller, removing in 185*

to 310, Strand, where, with the assistanc

of Thomas Delf, he issued The Artist. Th

business was not a success, and a composi-
tion with creditors became inevitable. The
Court cleared him of debt ; but that was not
sufficient for Whitaker his name must be
without stain ; and as soon as his position
allowed he paid the old debts in full, and
his son tells us that

"
among his most

herished possessions are very handsome
etters from some of the most prominent
lublishers and others in acknowledgment."
In 1856 Whitaker became editor of The

rentlemarfs Magazine, and it was as
"
Syl-

/anus Urban "

' that he was brought more particularly to realize-

he many shortcomings of the trade lists then in

xistence, and first thought of producing a really

fficient and independent organ which should prove
tself indispensable to the trade. It was thus that

he idea of The Bookseller originated."

Its appearance marked a new era in journal-

sm, as it was the pioneer of the present

arge class of trade journals. Whitaker,

writing in 1888, says :

"One of the reasons of the success of The Book-

-eller was the hearty manner in which I conducted

t. I threw myself into the work, and, for a long

time, did nothing else. It never reached my ideal -,

n fact, the work just adapted itself to the require-

ments of the trade, and I was wise enough to let it

go its own way, and not force any of my hobbies

into its pages."

Whitaker wrote not a word too much as

to the reason of his success. I frequently

saw him at the time he started the new

venture. When I have been with my father

in Paternoster Row, he would come up to us

and tell my father, for whom he had always

the warmest friendship, how well the pub-

lishers supported the new periodical. Tnost

who remember Whitaker will call to mind

how full of energy he was, and how charm

ing was his personality.

To Whitaker was due the idea of raising

the Relief Fund for Paris booksellers m
1871 Sampson Low heartily encouraged

the idea, and The Bookseller and The

Publishers' Circular worked ^,1? '

its accomplishment. On the 6th of Feb-

ruary, 1871, at a meeting of the trade at

Stationers' Hall, at which Thomas Longman

presided, John Miles was appointed treasurer,

with Edward Marston as secretary. Moi

than 5007. was subscribed in the room, and

the sum ultimately raised was l,400f.

the Jubilee number is devote
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Lord Campbell, Grote, and Dean Milman
were appointed arbitrators. William Long-
man "

frankly admitted that the objects in

view could not be obtained without co-

ercion." The decision, as is well known,
was unfavourable, Lord Campbell stating
that
" such regulations seem prima facie to be inde-

fensible, and contrary to the freedom which ought
to prevail in commercial transactions. Although
the owner of property may put what price he pleases
upon it when selling it, the condition that the pur-
chaser, after the property has been transferred to

him and he has paid the purchase-money, shall not
resell it under a certain price, derogates from the

rights of ownership which, as purchaser, he has

acquired."

The Booksellers' Association was perforce
dissolved, and "

for some forty years the

application of coercion to deal with ad-

mittedly unfair competition was ruled out
of court

"
; .

for although Whitaker in The
Bookseller made frequent strong comments
on the evils of the underselling system and
the advertising of new books for sale at

considerably below the published price, no
definite general attempt to deal with the

question was made until March, 1890, when
Mr. Frederick Macmillan's letter appeared in

The Bookseller in which he definitely pro-
posed the establishment of the now well-

known net system. Later Mr. C. J. Long-
man suggested the abolition of any fixed
retail price, thus leaving the bookseller to
fix his own in the same way as retailers in

ordinary commodities do, the publishers
acting merely as wholesale dealers. I re-

member that my father many years ago
suggested this plan ; but Mr. Longman's
proposal failed to find any support. On
the 21st of April, 1896, the Publishers'
Association was inaugurated, Mr. C. J.

Longman becoming its first President ;

and at the annual meeting on the 23rd of

March, 1899, the net-system agreement as
now understood, on being moved by Mr.
John Murray, was adopted unanimously.
The second editor of The Bookseller was

J. Vernon Whitaker. His father, finding
the labour and responsibility of editing
both the

' Almanack ' and The Bookseller too

great, recalled his son from America, and
entrusted him with the editorship of The
Bookseller under his own supervision. Vernon
Whitaker had gone to America at the in-

stance of the late G. W. Childs, then pro-
prietor of The Philadelphia Public Ledger,
in order that he might undertake the editor-

ship of The American Literary Gazette. This
he did until Childs disposed of it to the

proprietors of The New York Publishers'

Weekly, who incorporated it with their

journal, Vernon Whitaker being appointed
sub-editor of the Public Ledger.
Under his editorship, the influence and

prestige of The Bookseller were fully
maintained. He took the keenest interest in

all trade matters, and the successful agita-
tion against the projected increase in rail-

way rates was entirely due to his initiative.

Mr. H. O. Arnold-Forster undertook the
conduct of the matter before the Board of

Trade, the outcome being all to the ad-

vantage of the booksellers. Vernon
Whitaker also took an active part in the

negotiations which resulted in the estab-
lishment of the London Booksellers' Society
(now the Associated Booksellers of Great
Britain and Ireland). Unfortunately, his

health broke down. In the autumn of
1894 a voyage to the Cape was tried ; but
this failed to benefit him, and he died on the
15th of January, 1895, at the early age of

fifty. His premature death was a great
loss to the bookselling world, for he was
always first and foremost in movements
likely to be helpful to it, while his goodness
of heart made him ever ready with acts of

kindness.
The sixth division in the Jubilee number

is devoted to a history of Trade Dinners,

beginning with the Trade Sale Dinner.
Till 1754 they were mostly held at "The
Queen's Head "

in Paternoster Row, after-

wards at
" The Queen's Arms

"
in St. Paul's

Churchyard, and from about 1790 at
" The

London Coffee-House," Ludgate Hill. From
about 1830 "The Albion was generally
chosen. At Thomas Osborne's sale in 1743
the company were regaled with " Turkies
and Chines, Hams and Chickens, Apple Pies,

&c., and a glass of very good wine." When
the Trade Sale Dinners ceased,* the directors
of the Booksellers' Provident Institution
initiated an annual dinner ; but although
very successful it has not been followed up.
During the last three or four years, however,
the practice has arisen for the Associated
Booksellers to hold their annual meeting in

some important centre, and a dinner has
been a prominent item in the arrangements.
The Bookseller suggests the desirability of

holding every other year a combined dinner,
at which both publishers and booksellers
should be represented.

JOHN C. FRAXCIS.

(To be concluded.)

* An interesting article on 'Booksellers' Trade
Dinner Sales.' by Mr. Joseph Shaylor, appeared in
the Fortnightly Review last December.
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DICKENSIANA : RAILWAY LIGHTS. In
* Our Mutual Friend,' at the end of Book the
Third, chap, ix., I read the following con-

cerning Rokesmith and Bella Wilfer :

" The railway, at this point, knowingly shutting
a green eye and opening a red one, they had to run
for it."

The chapter ends :

"
Something to this purpose surely mingled with

the blast of the train as it cleared the stations, all

knowingly shutting up their green eyes, and opening
their red ones when they prepared to let the proper
lady pass."

This reversal of the usual method of

signal lighting seems to be a mistake, unless
the customs of railways have changed
radically since early days. This, like the
recent notes about Capt. Cuttle, shows that
the wonderful master of detail occasionally
went wrong. J. BUTCHER DANIELS.

CHARLES, CARDINAL ERSKINE. A full

account of this Scots worthy, who has not
found a place in the '

D.N.B.,' is to be seen
in Dr. W. Maziere Brady's

'

Anglo-Roman
Papers' (Alex. Gardner, 1890). The Car-

dinal composed his own epitaph, which is

to be read on the slab of granite above his

tomb in the Pantheon at Paris, and on a
circle of whitish marble under the cupola
of his titular church of Santa Maria in

Campitelli at Rome. This gives the date
of his birth as 13 Feb., 1743. However,
his father died on 18 Jan., 1740 ; he himself

entered the Scots College, Rome, 27 May,
1748, aged nine, and a medical certificate

dated 30 Dec., 1809, speaks of him as aged
seventy-one. There can therefore be little

doubt that Dr. Brady is right in giving his

birthday as 13 Feb., 1739. He died on the

20th (not the 19th) of March, 1811. Douglas's
*

Peerage of Scotland '

(2nd ed., vol. ii. p. 21),

The Gentleman's Magazine (vol. Ixxxi. pt. i.

p. 493), and the
' Nouvelle Biographic

Generate' (vol. xvi. p. 318) give the year of

his birth as 1753. Douglas says that Erskine

was "
patronized by the Pretender

"
; he

should have said
"
by Henry, Cardinal

Duke of York.'
' What is Douglas' s authority

for the statement that
"
King George III.

was graciously pleased to bestow on him a

pension of 200?. a year
"

? Douglas also

says: "He was sent to England by the

Pope in 1792, but not recognized by
Ministers in a public capacity, though he

was presented at Court as a private gentle-
man." This is not quite accurate. He
landed at Margate 13 Nov., 1793. When
he went to Court, he was admitted to St.

James's Palace by the courtyard reserved

for the diplomatic circle, and was accus-

tomed to take his place as the last of the
diplomatic body, in such wise as to leave
it in doubt whether he were last of that body
or first in the general circle. When he left

England in December, 1801, he was de-
scribed in his passport, signed by Thomas,
Lord Pelham, as

"
Monsignor Erskine, late

Legate from His Holiness at this Court."
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

" DEATH-HUNTERS "
:
" DEATH MONEY."

The great increase of late years in the
number of insurance agents, whose work
chiefly lies amongst the poorest, has fur-

nished at least a couple of new phrases, which
are perhaps worth recording in

' N. & Q.'
The agents are called by their clients

"
death-

hunters," and the money which comes at
death is called

" death money." This is

the case hereabout, and probably in many
other districts. THOS. RATCXTFFE.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" PRIZE
"

: ITS HISTORY. The word prize,

meaning the symbol or reward of victory
in the ancient games, in athletic contests,

tournaments, and fighting, has been in use

(in the forms pris, prys, prise, price, an I

prize) from the earliest period of Middle

English. It appears in
'

Cursor Mundi,'
and is used by Wyclif and all later

translators of the Bible. As meaning that

which is gained in a lottery, it has been

the regular term, at least, since 1567.

But as the prcemium gained by a competi-
tion at college, academy, or school, it

appears to be of later introduction. In

Grant's
'

History of the Burgh Schools of

Scotland
'

(1876) the author says :

" The oldest notice of competition for school

prizes, found in our records, dates from the latter

part of the 16th century, and occurs in a programme
of studies drawn up for the Grammar bchool of

Glasgow."
But he does not give this programme,

nor even state in what language Scots,

English, or Latin it was drawn up ;
and

it may be suspected that the word actually

used was prcemium or premium, the

ordinary term for a school prize down to

the eighteenth century. But that prize

also was familiar in this sense is shown

by its transferred use in the Scotch

Paraphrases (of 1745 or earlier), "-To take

the punishment or prize from his unerring
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hand." We have received, however, very
few examples before 1800, the best being
one of 1793, 'A Discourse delivered [by
B. West] to the Students of the Royal
Academy at the Distribution of Prizes,'

which shows that the term in this sense
was then in full accepted use. Examples
before 1800 will be thankfully received.

The use of prize in connexion with

agricultural and horticultural shows, exhibi-

tions of industry, pigeon-shows, baby-shows,
beauty-shows, missing-word competitions,
and the like, appears to be of still later

origin: we have actually no example as

yet before 1845, which is, of course, absurd.
We shall be thankful for earlier instances ;

and correspondents are specially begged to
remember that it is the word, not the

thing (unless this guides to a use of the

word), that is wanted.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

' THE SPIRITUAL QUIXOTE
' AND

SMOLLETT. In 1798 the well-known Dutch
authoress Elizabeth Wolff published a
translation of Richard Graves's 'The
Spiritual Quixote

'

; but on the title-page of

this translation the English original is

attributed to Smollett. In the article on
Graves in the

'

Dictionary of National

Biography
' no mention is made of

Smollett's name ever having been associated
with Graves's anonymous novel. Perhaps
one of your readers will tell me from what
source the Dutch translator may have drawn
her false information. A. J. BARNOUW.
The Hague.

THE ICKNIELD WAY. I am anxious to
obtain a list, as complete as may be, of all

references to the Icknield Way which occur
in any works, deeds, &c., prior to 1500.
These allusions will be found to fall into
three classes :

1. Descriptions of the four basilical roads.
2. References to events happening on or

near the road.
3. Mention of the road in local documents

and deeds.
The spelling of the name varies consider-

ably, and the word may be found, I believe,
in the following forms : Ikenild, Hickenild,
Rickenild, Bickenild, and Kikenild (though
I have not found this last form), and other
forms having a similar phonetic value.

I have already the following references :

1. 'Ancient Laws and Institutes of England'
(Rec.), i. 447, 478-9.

Henry of Huntingdon (Rolls), i. 12.

Geoffrey of Monmouth, iii. 5.

Roger de Hoveden (Rolls), ii. 223.

Robert of Gloucester (Rolls), i. 12-13 ; ii. 791-2.

Higden,
'

Polychronicon
'

(Rolls), ii. 44-6.

Do., Trevisa's trans., ii. 45-7.
'

Eulogium Historiarum '

(Rolls), ii. 145-6.

2.
'

Abingdon Chronicle' (Rolls), i. 14.

3. Kemble, 'Codex Diplomaticus,' Nos. mliii. r

mcxxix., mclxxii., mlxxx., dlxxviii., mcclxxiii.,.
mcli.
Close Rolls, Edw. III., viii. 584.

Patent Rolls, Edw. II., ii. 332.

Do., Edw. III., i. 20.
'

Catalogue of Ancient Deeds,' passim.
'Chron. Prior, de Dunstable' (Hearne's ed.) r

ii. 708.

Dugdale's
'

Monasticon,' vi. 239.

B.M. Add. MS. 25306 (printed in Mem. Arch.
Inst., Norwich volume, p. 21).

Magd. Coll. Oxon. MS. (v. Macray,
' Notes from

the Muniments,' &c., p. 131).
'

Cartulary of St. Frideswide's,' ii. 338.

I should feel very grateful to any of your
readers who could enable me to add to this

list.

I am also anxious to obtain the exact
reference to Leland's mention of the Way ;

I cannot find it in the
'

Itinerary,' nor is it

mentioned in the index to the
'

Collectanea.'

Further, I desire to find Stukeley's descrip-
tion of the Way from Streatley

" under the

name of Westridge, by Hampstead, Hermit-

age, and the long lane, towards Newbury."
The passage I have quoted is from the

Bishop of Cloyne's account of the road

given in Lysons's
'

Magna Britannia,' i. 202 ;

but I have been unable, so far, to find the

original from which he was quoting. Please

reply direct. HAROLD PEAKE.
Westbrook House, Newbury, Berks.

" BULGEWARIUM." According to the
statutes or acts of convocation of South-
well Minster, of the year 1248, bad language
on the part of the vicars choral or chap-
lains, outside the church, was to be punished
by discipline in chapter, or by a fine of 12d.,

or by wearing in the Sunday procession" vetus bulgewarium in collo suo secundum

antiquam consuetudinem ecclesie," What
can the second word mean ? I have asked
several competent friends, who are equally

puzzled with myself. Perhaps the most

likely
" shot " that has so far been made

is that it was a big candlestick.
J. CHARLES Cox.

Longton Avenue, Sydenham.

"
QUIRES, AND PLACES WHERE THEY

SING." In the present Prayer Book of the

Church of England a rubric placed after the

third Collect both of Morning and Evening
Prayer, authorizes the interpolation of an
"anthem " between the third Collect and the

reading of the
" Five following prayers

" or
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ofj the Litany. This governs the place of
the anthem in either morning or evening
service ; but I am desirous of asking some of

your readers who are learned in liturgical
matters

1. When was the rubric first inserted in
the Prayer Book ? It was absent from
Queen Elizabeth's book, where the services
ended with the third Collect.

2. What was then the technical meaning
of the word "

quire
"

?

3. What was then understood and intended

by "places where they sing" ?

4. Was the word "sing" in this rubric
intended to mean the same as in that

directing the Psalms to be either " said or

sung
"

? W. S. B. H.

G. AULD : LONDON BOOKSELLERS AND
PUBLISHERS. 1 shall be grateful if any one
can tell me the approximate date of a tract

printed by G. Auld, Greville Street, for

Williams & Smith, Stationers' Court. It is

not registered at Stationers' Hall.

Is there any book which will give such
information, i.e., when London booksellers
and publishers were carrying on their busi-

ness ? F. JESSEL.

STATIONING RELICS. I should be glad of

an explanation of the following entries in

the accounts of the Wardens of the Store
of St. Michael, Archangel, the titular saint

of Chagford parish church :

"1501. pd for stationing of the ecclesiastica

reliquary at the house of Thomas Favell, 12rf."
"

1502. pd. I2d. to John Wekys for stationing of

the reliquary of the church."

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

MEDAL OF 1555. For many years I have
had in my possession a square silver

memorial medal dated 1555. On one side

it represents the Resurrection ; on the

other is a lamb with a flag of victory,
and in very ancient German characters
"
Christus ist das Lemel Gottes das der

Welt-sint tregt." I wish to find out why
and for what purpose the medal was struck,

and the history of it. Has it any great
value ? A. C. T. HARTWIG.
Blyth, South Australia.

ARNOLD AND RHODES FAMILIES. From
notes of the Arnold family left by Governor
Benedict Arnold of Rhode Island, grand-
father of General Benedict Arnold, I gather
the following :

" Memo, per me, Benedict Arnold. We came
from Providence with our family to dwell at

Newport in R.I., the 19th of November, 1651. My

Father (William Arnold) and Mother and his family
set sail from Dartmouth in Old England May 1st,
and arrived iii New England June 24th, 1635. We
came to Providence to dwell the 20th of April.
1636."

I should be greatly obliged if any one
could throw light upon the emigration of
the above William Arnold, and give the
name of the vessel in which he sailed from
Dartmouth at the above date.
In the pedigree of Arnold, as published in

The New England Register, vol. xxxiii. a
discrepancy is said to exist between the

Sadigree
here printed and the original in the

ritish Museum as copied by the late

Benjamin Greene Arnold, Esq., of New
York City, in that at the beginning of the

pedigree Arnholt ap Arnholt Vychan (i.e.,

Jun.) should be preceded by Arnholt ap
Arnholt, married Csecelia. Can any one
add further information in regard to this

particular point, which is supposed to

embody the origin of the name "
Arnold "

?

Possibly some descendant of the Arnold

family living in England may have sufficient

interest in the matter to explain.
Joanna Arnold, daughter of William

Arnold and his wife Christian Peak, was
born 27 Feb., 1617, in England, and became
the wife of Zachary Rhodes, the founder of

the Rhodes family of Rhode Island. This

family is said to derive its origin from one
Guilhelmus de Rode of Rode, Palatinate of

Chester, temp. William the Conqueror, from
whom the various families of Rhodes, with

their slightly varied heraldry, are descended.

I hope to learn the opinions of readers of
' N & Q.' on the above-quoted origin of the

Rhodes family. SIGMA DELTA.
New York.

DOCKWRA=BROCKETT. In East Hatley
Church, Cambs, are the remains of a brass

to these two. Cole says :

" This monument by the arms was designed for

Roger Dockwra, who married Elizabeth, daughter of

Edward Brockett of Brockett Hall [Herts]."

What would be the date ? Was this

Dockwra kin to the prior Dockwra de-

scribed in the
' D.N.B.' ?

H. W. P. STEVENS, LL.D.

Tadlow Vicarage, Royston, Herts.

COMMONWEALTH LAWS. In the registers

of Walton-on-the-Hill, Surrey, the following

sentence occurs at the top of a page among
the baptisms :

" The New Act began Octob.

29th 1653." Does this refer to the law

passed on 24 Aug., 1653, requiring the

registration of births instead of baptisms,

and ordering marriages to be solemnized by
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justices of the peace and no other mode
allowed to be valid ? and if so, was the law
enforced and in operation for any length
of time ? W. P. D. STEBBING.

GAINSBOROUGH ON PORTRAIT PAINTING.

Gainsborough is reported in The Times of

30 April, 1793, as having said "Portraits

bring more shillings than Landscapes."
Where and when was the expression used ?

W. ROBERTS.

PICCINI'S
' LASCHIAVA.' The comic opera

' La Schiava,' by NiccolaPiccini, thecomposer
of the famous ' La Buona Figliuola, was
frequently performed at the King's Theatre
in the Haymarket during 1768. Can any
one give me the date of its first representa-
tion, and also particulars of its plot ?

Piccini, of course, enjoyed a European
reputation, and an account of him finds a

place in
' The Encyclopaedia Britannica.'

His English contemporaries usually spell
his first name Niccoli.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Hersham.

DOBB PARK CASTLE. Can any of your
readers tell me where I can find an authentic
account of Dobb Park Castle or Dob's Park
Lodge, the ruins of which are to be seen not
far from Otley, in Yorkshire, and about a
mile from the Old Pack - Horse Bridge
crossing the river Washburn ? The district

immediately surrounding the ruin for some
distance is called Dob's Park. The local
tradition is that the house was a hunting
lodge built in the reign of Henry V., and
destroyed by Cromwell's soldiers. In some
book, the title of which I forget, I saw it

some years ago mentioned in a list of haunted
houses. The ghost was said to appear in the

shape of a large dog. Are there any old
chronicles of the district in which reference
is made to the house or its ruins ?

E. D.

WINE TTSED AT HOLY COMMUNION IN
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. There have
recently appeared in the church magazine
of the parish of Epworth, Lincolnshire,
some very interesting extracts from the

parish registers, from the time of the Rev.
Samuel Wesley downwards. In the num-
bers for October and November the extracts
related mainly to the Communions anc
collections for the poor ; and by a com-
parison of the various items some strange
facts come out as to the quantity of wine
drunk by each communicant. Thus in
1744-5 thirty-nine quarts appear to have

been used at the Communions, in addition
to six bottles given for some unspecified
purpose to Mr. Romley, the curate-in-

charge; and in 1746-7 thirty-three quarts.
Adding together the number of communi-
cants at each celebration, and dividing the
amount of wine by the total, we get what
the rector's churchwarden (who contributes
the extracts) well calls the "surprising"
result that an ounce and a half, or, in other

words, three-quarters of a wineglassful, of

wine must on an average have been
consumed by each communicant that is,

if the wine was actually drunk at the
Communions. I have a recollection, how-
ever, of a custom of never keeping any
wine in an opened bottle from one Com-
munion to another, but giving it to the
sick poor. Was this a general custom ?

If so, it would account for the large

quantity of wine consumed at Epworth.
Moreover, the "quarts" were probably
only reputed quarts, which would, of course,
reduce the quantity considerably. Furthe

light on the subject would be interesting.
C. C. B.

FUSIL.
1

bearing

'The
in the

name
form

of

of

this heraldic
an elongated

lozenge : understood to have been originally
a representation of a spindle covered with

;ow," is derived in
' N. E. D.' from a

'

popular Latin *fuselltis, dim. of fusus,

pindle." On the Pipe Roll 29 Edw. I.

1301), m. 43, is an account of expenses in

;he making of a windmill, inter alias :

la vnamola vna clauona vno ligno ad postern
molendini xxxiij. splentis. coggis. rungis. oordis.

vno axe ferrea ad fusil. Clxij ulnis canabi ad vela,

gumphis vertinellis et clauis emptis."

From this it seems probable that, like the
mill-rind and other bearings, the heraldic

'usil represented part of a mill, rather than
an apparatus for winding tow. Perhaps
some reader will tell us the current name.

Q. V.

OLD PEWTER. I lately came across two
old pewter plates, stamped with the silver

hall-mark of 1705-6, viz., figure of Brit-

annia , lion's head erased, date letter, and
maker's mark. A friend tells me he has
a pewter pot stamped in a similar way.
I shall be obliged if any reader of

' N. & Q.'
can tell me how, or why, pewter articles

came to be hall-marked. T. F. D.

EDWARD DEATH OF
Edward Death, son of

GRAY'S INN.

Henry Death of

St. Martin's, Stamford Baron, was admitted
to Gray's Inn on 2 Feb., 1630-1, and
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proved his father's will (P.C.C.) on 3 May,
1640. Can any one supply other informa-
tion about Edward Death, particularly the
date of his death or of the probate of his
will ? FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

ACHESONS or AYRSHIRE. Can any one
give me information about the Achesons of

Beith, in Ayrshire ? One of them, Guy,
migrated to Ireland in 1679. References to
works on the town of Beith or on Ayrshire
would be esteemed.

W. ROBERTS CROW.

Heplies.

PROVENCAL FOLK-SONGS.

(10 S. viii. 488.)

IT is not likely that Victor Hugo would
have appreciated Provencal poetry ; he

appears to have been as ignorant of that

language as he was of English after many
years' residence in the Channel Islands.
' L'Homme qui rit

' contains some monu-
mental instances of his shameless ignorance,
not only of English, but also of various

other departments of knowledge into which
he ventured. Fond of parading his extensive

but superficial knowledge, he "bluffed"
what he did not know.

ProvenQal books of poetry have a face-to-

face French translation, without which

they would not be sold out of the South.

The two races, Gallo-Roman and Gallo-

Frank, are somewhat alien in feeling, much
as Irish and English ; and recent events

show the divergence. The surroundings of

the former, in the low country at least, have
made them a light-hearted folk ready to

burst into song, and the Beneissenfo Feli-

brenco took place among peasants or sons

of peasants, not among Court poets or

Academicians.
The love of nature and of the fields ;

the

glory of the corn, the olive, and the vine

ripening in the land of the sun ; the love

of beauty, whether in nature or in woman
all 'these have inspired the Provenca

peasant, and he sings of them. The "granc

poete fransais
" so splendidly boomed cuts

a poor figure beside the Burns class o

Proven9al poets, though these sing only o

hedges and haymaking, and the girls wh(

help the haymakers, in
nostro lengo mespresado,

Car canton quo p6r vautre, o pastre e g6nt di mas

So sings Mistral (Mireio) in words whicl

every shepherd can understand and love

!ulture is here not the privilege of a middle
lass ; the. peasant has a keen idea of beauty
ind the language in which it is sung, and his

ulture owes nothing to the school. For
he Southern tongue is banned from schools

nder the Republic much as Polish is

canned from the schools of Eastern Prussia,
md every official effort is made to enforce
he use of French only. Yet, though the

people may seem to conform though they
nay speak of their mother - tongue as
'

patois," and drop it in the hearing of

trangers -under this surface of conformity
he ancient tongue of the troubadours
ives and grows among ten millions of people.
?he paean, the

"
pagan suckled in a creed

outworn," has glimpses of the ideal ; he

worships
"
lou grand souleu de la Prou-

reno," and has nearly the same supersti-
ions as the Greek peasant of old or of

,o-day." Voules pas que cantesson," as Mistral's

arter says; and even the carter's songs
do not always show poverty of sentiment.

A short time ago, reading the poems (pub-
ished by subscription) of Laforet, a carter

}lying on the road between Aries and
St. Gilles, I could not help contrasting the

songs of his humble home, and of the children

;hat brighten it, with the poems of Victor

Sugo on his grandchildren, and on the

royal children of whose birth and baptism

sang in his early days as a Court poet,

now carefully forgotten. And when, a

tew weeks later, I heard this carter recite

a couple of his own poems, in perfect lan-

guage, with admirable delivery, I thought

again of Victor Hugo and of our own Burns

and also of the dearth of such peasant-

poets either in Northern France or in Eng-
land. EDWARD NICHOLSON.

Hy&res.

"HACKNEY" (10 S. viii. 465 ;
ix. 11, 52).

jf it took us English some centuries to

get from
" hackney

"
to " hack

"
by familiar

usage, as is the case, it is difficult to explain

the shortened forms found in O. Span.,

O. Port., O. Fr. as given by Diez, unless, as

he suggests,
" hackney

"
is a compound

word. Further, the O. Fr. diminutive haquet,

with its Sicilian and Picardy cognates

acchettu and haguettc, points to the prevalence

of the shortened O. Fr. form haque or hague.

Perhaps this aspect of the case may present

itself as worthy of consideration to others

than myself.
H. P. L.

If PROF. SKEAT will look again at the

account cited by him, he will see that the
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payment of ninepence was "
pro hackeneio

"

(with a c) ; and if he will look at p. 15, he
will find a charge "pro locagio ij. haque-
norum." I am afraid that this somewhat
detracts from the force of his argument.

Q. V.

There is more to be said than what I have
said already. We have to account for the
fact that the word is treated as a feminine
sb. in French (and consequently in other
Romance languages), whereas it was mascu-
line in the Anglo-Latin form hakeneius and
in the Anglo-French un hakenay (

'

Statutes
of the Realm,' i. 288, A.D. 1340). The
reason for the masculine form is that
hakeneius is adjectival, meaning "of or

belonging to Hackney," whereas in the
French form the place-name itself was
adopted, the latter being latinized as a
feminine substantive because the suffix -ey
was originally feminine.

This we learn from an early mention of

Hackney in 1199, where the Latin text has"
in Hakeneia" (' Rotuli Curiae Regis,' ed.

Sir F. Palgrave, vol. i. p. 216). The spelling
Hakeney remained unchanged as late as
1401 ; see

' Acts of Privy Council,' ed.
Nicolas, vol. i. p. 145.
The very fact that the Anglo-Latin form

was adjectival conclusively proves tha
the adjective was formed upon som
substantive ; and my point is that thi

particular substantive was the place-name.
At 7 S. x. 323 it is said that the earlies

mention of Hackney was in 1253 ; in the
same volume, p. 387, this is altered to 1233
But it occurs in 1199 (as above); and
though not in Domesday Book, it is ob
viously of A.-S. origin. Compare Hakeford
the old spelling of Hackford in the Inqui-
sitiones post Mortem ; and note that the
A.-S. Haca still survives as Hake in the

| Clergy List
'

for 1908. Littre's error was
in dividing the word as hake-ney, whereas

remarkable
the author
elements :

statement, which perhaps
made up out of traditional

it is really Haken-ey. Hack is nothing but
short for hackney, not known till 1700 ; and
the O.F. haque is an independent abbrevia-
tion of haquenee, of which no instance is

given older than 1457. The notion in Diez
that the F. haquenee is derived from the E.
hack shows a total disregard of chronology.
The M.E. hakeney meant " a Hackney

horse," the word horse being suppressed.We learn from the 'N.E.D.' that, just after

1500, the compound hackney-horse began to

appear, as if people were beginning to
consider that a more correct form. In the
'

History of London '

by W. Maitland (6rst
edition in 1760) we "find the following

" The village of Hackney being anciently cele-
brated for the numerous seats of the nobility and
gentry it contained, this occasioned a great resort
thither of all ranks from the city of London,
whereby so great a number of horses were daily
hired in the city on that account, that at length all
horses to be lett [sic] received the common appella-
tion of Hackney horses."

This extraordinary view directs the horses'
heads towards Hackney, instead of allowing
their tails to leave it behind. It is just

preposterous. But it shows clearly enough
that the connexion of the horse with the

place was long ago a traditional belief.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

'THE PHILOBIBLION' (10 S. ix. 9). Two
volumes of this journal, at least, appeared,
for I have a copy. In a notice in the

concluding number of vol. i., the publishers
say:

"
Considering the extremely unpropitious time in

which The Philobiblion was announced, and issued,
the publishers take great pleasure in stating that
its success has been sufficient to satisfy their

expectations, and to warrant its furthercontinuance.
The Philobiblion, therefore, will be continued
another year."

Twelve numbers, extending to 288 pp.,

completed the first volume. Another twelve
numbers completed vol. ii., composed of

290 pp. The last number (No. 24) is dated
December, 1863, and contains a table of

contents of Nos. 13 to 24 inclusive, and an
index to the volume. The publication is of
considerable interest, and some of the
articles of exceptional value. I do not
know whether the journal was continued

beyond the two volumes I have mentioned.
W. A. COPINOEB.

Manchester.

This delightful periodical, full of interest-

ing matter and bibliographical data, lasted

from December, 1861, to December, 1863,
so that there are altogether 24 numbers. It

would be an advantage to know who were
the band of booklovers who produced this

remarkable magazine. They had a wide

knowledge of books and a liking for the
Neo-Platonic literature as interpreted by
Thomas Taylor. There is a fine copy in the
Thomas Greenwood Library for Librarians
at Manchester. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

No. i. of this journal is dated "
December,

861," and eleven succeeding numbers were
mblished at regular

xii. thus bearing
monthly intervals,
date

"
November,
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1862." In December, 1862, the publication
was suspended. No. xiii. is dated "

January,
1863," and the remaining numbers appeared
every month without interruption, No. xxiv.
bearing date "December, 1863." The
twenty-four numbers were issued in two
volumes at the close of their respective
years, Dec., 1861 Nov., 1862, and Jan.
Dec., 1863. Nos. i.-xiv. were published by
"Geo.^P.

Philes & Co., 51, Nassau St., New
York "

; on Nos. xv.-xxiv. the address of
the publishers appears as "

64, Nassau St.,
New York," while No. xxiv. alone bears the
additional address of

" London : Triibner &
Co., Paternoster Row." On the title-page of
No. xxiv. appears a foursquare portrait of

Erasmus, up the left side, along the top, and
down the right side of which appear the

following words :

"
Statimque ut pecuniam

accepero Grsecos primum auctores,
|

deinde
vestes emam. Eras. Epist."

R. A. POTTS.

The copy of The Philobiblion in this

library is in two volumes, and consists of

Nos. 1 to 24. It was a somewhat notable

publication, and is printed upon India paper.
FRANK J. BTTRGOYNE.

Tate Library, Brixton.

[MB. A. H. ARKLE and MB. H. TAPLEY-SOPEB
also thanked for replies.]

WORDSWORTH AND BROWNING (10 S. viii.

466 ; ix. 33). I think too much is often
made of supposed resemblances in modes
of expression ; at any rate, ME. BAYNE has
not made good his claim in this particular
instance. Wordsworth has been vilipended
somewhat for his supposed pantheistic
leanings : I have never been able to make
out on what grounds, though, and if the
fine sonnet quoted by MR. LAWRENCE FORD
is one of the alleged proofs, I think there is

not much evidence of it to be found there.
" The Mighty Being," as I read it, refers

to the sea, as MR. FORD says, and is clearly
traceable in the lines

With his eternal motion make
A sound like thunder everlastingly.

Wordsworth, always a close transcriber of

nature, has caught the life and mind of

the sea and fixed its immutable aspects

unerringly. M. L. R. BRESLAR.

The octave of Wordsworth's sonnet
culminates in the thought of

"
eternal

motion," which comes from the contem-
plation of prevalent calm. The time is
"
quiet as a Nun breathless with adoration,"

and a tranquil sunset is in progress, the

great orb visibly and solemnly
"
sinking

down." Thus the eternal motion illustrated
in one grand expression of mysterious power
is recognized and described, and then the

eye turns and finds that
"
the gentleness of

heaven broods o'er the Sea." Here there is

nothing to suggest the force of individual

virility in the expanse of waters, which on
the other hand lies passive as it does when
it prompts the poet elsewhere to delineate

This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon,

Motion, no doubt, there is, and it is easy to

perceive it and to suggest its complementary
relation to the other example of unwearied

constancy revealed by the setting sun.
Then the general impression is gathered up
in the fervent exclamation :

Listen ! the mighty Being is awake,
And doth with nis eternal motion make
A sound like thunder everlastingly.

It is only the exceptional listener, he that
has ears to hear, who can catch the signifi-
cance of this cosmical wonder, and realize

the harmony which intimately informs the
whole creation. To such a privileged
auditor, however with " a mind sustained

by recognitions of transcendent power,"
as the poet says in one place the glorious
strains inevitably come, imparting their

solemn and uplifting message as with a
voice of thunder. His best opportunities
fall to him in solitary places, and his hearing
is substantially aided by silence at once

deep and undisturbed. It is then that he
finds in Nature the lesson she is specially

qualified and designed to convey, and

perceives that her features and her forces

are tokens of sweet and perfect order and

beauty. Thus do responsive spirits awaken
at the call and challenge which they should

ignore at their peril, joyfully recognizing
" a mastery

"
(as Wordsworth himself

phrases it) to which they at once yield

reverent attention. The devoted attitude

of such rare and enraptured observers sug-

gests to the poet a striking comparison in

one of the notable passages of
' The Prelude.'

They are, he exclaims,

Like angels stopped upon the way by sound

Of harmony from Heaven's remotest spheres.

THOMAS BAYNE.

"BILLYCOCK" (10 S. ix. 27). I think

billycocks were introduced some time during
the forties of last century at least I do not

recollect them earlier than that. They must

not be confounded with "
bowlers," or

melons, as the French call them, of which I

believe the polite name was originally
" deer-

stalker-hats." A billycock in the beginning

was of black felt shaped after the fashion of a
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pudding basin, soft as the pudding, and sur-

rounded by unstiffened brims, which were

slightly curved upwards, and of not incon-
siderable width. ST. SWITHIN.

Dr. Brewer in his 'Phrase and Fable'

says that in his time the old-established
hatters in the West End still called them
Coke hats. But there is a striking absence
of any reference to the year in which William
Coke " decided that a hat said to have been

originally designed by Wm. Bowler, a hatter
in the Borough, would answer his require-
ments." If we knew this, perhaps the
existence at the time of a Mr. Bowler, hatter
in Southwark, could be verified. It is also
" stated on good authority

"
to have been

invented by the father of the present Earl
of Leicester, tha popularly known "

Billy
Coke "

; but who is this "good authority
"

?

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Pepys in his diary for 3 June, 1667,
writes :

"
I waited in the Treasury-chamber an hour or

two, where we saw the County Receivers and
Accountants for money come to attend ; and one of

them, a brisk young fellow, with his hat cocked like
a fool behind, as the present fashion among the
blades is, committed to the Serjeant."

The Rev. Mynors Bright in a note on this

entry explains :

"It was called the Monmouth cock, which,
according to The Spectator, No. 129, was still worn
in the west of England by country squires in 1711."

JOHN HEBB.

HAMILTON PLACE, HYDE PARK (10 S. ix.

10). Hamilton Place was built in 1805,
on the site of Hamilton Street, which was
called after Col. James Hamilton, Ranger of

Hyde Park in the reign of Charles II. An
entry from the Works Accounts of the Crown
for 1693-94, quoted by Wheatley, shows
that the few houses constituting the cul-de-
sac known as Hamilton Street must have
existed before 1693. The street remained
an impasse until 19 June, 1871, and as such
Wheatley speaks of it so late as 1870, in
his

' Round about Piccadilly.' In 1871
the end was opened into Park Lane, in order
to relieve the traffic which rendered the
Piccadilly end of Park Lane almost impass-
able. This necessitated the pulling down
of the east side (' London Past and Present ').

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

In 1814 the great Duke of Wellington
lived in Hamilton Place (at No. 4), and
there he received the deputation of the
Commons and the thanks of the nation for
his services in the Peninsular War ; and in

the same house was collected the valuable
Grenville Library, of 20,000 volumes,
which was bequeathed by the celebrated

bibliophile the Right Hon. Thomas Grenville
to the British Museum. A fine print of
Hamilton Place, as it existed in 1802, may
be seen in the Guildhall Library.

It may be of interest to note that, of the
seven houses of which Hamilton Place at

present consists, five are occupied by Jewish
social magnates.

H. D'ALTON ST. CLARE.

[MR. A. S. LEWIS and MR. ALAX STEWART also
thanked for replies.!

"
BIDAXE," A FARM TOOL (10 S. viii. 251).

Reference to Wright's
'

English Dialect

Dictionarj'
'

will explain this term. Beataxe
means in the dialects of Somerset, Devon,
and Cornwall a pick or mattock for cutting
turf ; it is also written

"
biddix

" and
"
biddicks." Beat, the first part of the

compound, is an old English word in use in

Staffordshire, Oxfordshire, and Dorset,
besides the above-named counties, signifying
sod, or turf cut for burning ; and is merely
the early spelling of our modern English"
peat." This word, as Prof. Skeat shows

in his
'

Dictionary,' has no affinity with the
verb "

to strike," but is derived from A.-S.

betan, to mend or replenish a fire, hence
"fuel." N. W. HILL.
New York.

"CLOISTERER" (10 S. viii. 467). In the

charge quoted at the above reference the
word obviously means what we should now
call choir-nuns, i.e., all the members of the

community other than the lay sisters. I am
surprised that the

' N.E.D.' takes no account
of the word "

choir-nun."
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

CALENDAR RIMES (10 S. ix. 50). A very
old story. For "

friend
" read " Finch "

;

and then the lines will be found in Long-
fellow's prose tale entitled

'

Kavanagh,'
chap, xxvii. WALTER W. SKEAT.

The lines appear in the following form
in the article

'

Chronology
'

in Gregory's
'

Dictionary of Arts and Sciences,' pub-
lished in 1807 :

At Dover Dwell George Brown, Esquire,
Good Christopher Finch, and David Frier.

The writer gives no hint as to whether they
are original or taken from some other source.

The '

Epitome of D.N.B.' under George
Gregory (1754-1808) mentions the 'Dic-

tionary of Arts and Sciences
'

as having
been published in 1808. It is in two volumes.
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both of which bear the date 1807 on the

title-page. JOHN T. KEMP.
"
George Brown " must be a near rela-

tion of John Brown, for he still
"
goes

marching on." He was in the service of
' N. & Q.' as early as 3 S. ix. 469, and went
through many campaigns, e.g., 5 S. i. 58,
179 ; "? S. xii. 244, 353 ; 8 S. ii. 129, 168, 438,
492. He has earned his discharge.

W. C. B.

[MR. G. H. COURTENAY and ST. SWITHIN also
thanked for replies.]

MINCE PIE AND PLTJM PUDDING (10S. ix.

46, 73). W. C. B. has been unfortunate in
his experiences. Rare indeed must be the
mincemeat or the Christmas pudding that is

not founded on chopped suet ; and what
are "plums

"
if not the currants and raisins

which contribute to the flavour and the

indigestibility of our Yuletide dainties ?

Long years ago in Lincolnshire my grand-
mother used to say that mincemeat, partly

composed of flesh, porcine and internal, but
I know not exactly what, resulted in minch

pies ; whereas mince pies had beef suet as

the sole animal contributary to their

contents. ST. SWITHIN.

I am with W. C. B. in his complaint about
these Christmas-season dainties as made
generally nowadays. My grandmothers and
my mother made them in the old-fashioned

Derbyshire style, and of later years though
some changes in the method appear
most of those I have partaken of up
to the present are the concoction of an
old lady

"
Darbyshire born and Darby-

shire bred." I well remember how, with
a plate of cold plum pudding on my
lap, it was possible, like " Little Jack
Horner," to "

put in my thumb, and pull
out a plum

"
a large Valentia raisin, cooked

to the size of a damson-plum, neither

chopped nor shredded. Chopped fruits and

peels were used, bub whole raisins were put
in, so that, perhaps, plums might be pulled
out.

I find on making inquiry that in the plum
puddings I have tasted in recent years there

were raisins (two kinds), currants, figs, dates,
lemon and citron peels, all chopped fine; and
that in the mixture, with flour and suet, of

ton to fourteen pounds, twenty-four fresh

eggs were worked. Some, I am told, work
in carrots to give colour, sugar and treacle

providing the " sweetenin'." The whole-

plum times are over, when boys and girls
used to find pleasure in picking out the

"stones" of the raisins, "flirting" them

away with the finger and thumb just in the

way apple pips are treated so as to ensure

plums in puddings another day.
Mince pies, besides the pastry portion,

were a mixture of two or three kinds of
boiled meats, raisins, currants, peels, apples,
all chopped fine, sugar, honey, well worked
together with cowslip wine the real

home-made wine. This mixture constituted
the "meat" with which the crusts were
filled. It was a mixture that would keep
for more than a year, and improve in
flavour. THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

Surely W. C. B. must have been most
unfortunate in his choice of a confectioner.
It would be hard luck indeed to have to
submit to a plum pudding without any
plums in it. I certainly have never come
across such a fraud yet. May it be long ere

I set my eyes upon him ! I am particularly
fond of raisins, and cannot even imagine
a Christmas pudding without them. They
are undoubtedly conspicuous objects in all

the receipts compounded annually in this

part of the world. I invariably, too,

find plums in my mince pies ; but the meat
is mostly lacking. I have tasted them
with minced beef amongst the ingredients,
but certainly prefer them without it. There
is a mince pie known in Northamptonshire
as a "

sweet-pie
" or a "

light-pie." It is

often made at a pig-killing, and consists of

the pig's lights boiled and chopped fine, to

which are added plums, currants, chopped

apples, sugar, and spice. This is fairly

edible, but not, in my opinion, to be

compared to the Christmas mince pie of the

present day. JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchiugton, Warwickshire.

LYNDHTTBST'S MARRIAGE ACT (10 S. ix.

50). In 1814 Henry, Duke of Beaufort,

married Georgiana Frederica, daughter of

the Hon. Henry Fitzroy: she died 11 May,
1821, and his grace married secondly, in

1822, Emily Frances, his first wife's half-

sister, she being the daughter of Charles

Culling Smith by the widow of Henry Fitz-

roy. Lord Lyndhurst's Act was not passed

specially to apply to this marriage, though

it is probable it had its influence,

marriage, though not void, was voidable by
sentence of an ecclesiastical court pro-

nounced during the lifetime of both parties ;

and the Act provided that marriages be-

tween persons within the prohibited degrees

of affinity which were solemnized before

31 Aug., 1835, were not to be annulled for

that cause, but that all such marriages (in-
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eluding those within similar degrees of con-

sanguinity) solemnized after that date were
to be absolutely void. J. B. P.

. Henry Somerset, seventh Duke of

Beaufort (1792-1853), married secondly,
on 29 June, 1822, Emily Frances, daughter
of Charles Culling Smith. She was his first

wife's half-sister, both ladies being daughters
of Anne, sister of the great Duke of Welling-
ton. This marriage, being within the

"
pro-

hibited degrees of affinity," was voidable by
sentence of the Ecclesiastical Court. No
such sentence was passed, and the voidability
was annulled by the Act of 1835, from which
date, however, all such marriages were
declared to be absolutely void. Such
marriages were legalized by the Act of 1907.

A. R. BAYXEY.

"NiGH HAND" IN THE 'N.E.D.' (10 S.
ix. 6). I should certainly not hyphen

"
nigh

hand." The hyphen serves no purpose,
unless it is intended to inform an ignorant
reader that the words are to be pronounced
as one. If so, why not spell it at once
"
nighhand

"
? The ordinary reader does

not care about the origin of the words, and
the scholar knows. RALPH THOMAS.

"
Nigh hand

" hereabout is used in various

ways.
" Gain-hand " runs it closely in some

meanings. Some pronounce the compound
ni'-nd, and it is used incases where someone
barely escapes an accident. It also is used
for "near "

or "close by."
THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

I regret that in my former note I

inadvertently wrote nigh'd for nigh'nd.
I have seen this localism printed nynd,
but it is undoubtedly a contraction of
"
nigh hand," for sometimes one hears it

spoken as "
nigh'and," with a strong accent

on the first word. Usually, however, it is

heard as nigh'nd. C. C. B.

THE TREATY OF TILSIT : COLIN A.
MACKENZIE (10 S. viii. 469, 510; ix. 31).
The obituary notice of Colin Mackenzie
appeared in The Times on 26 Nov., 1851,
p. 6. I am not aware that he left any
memoirs or diary.

Though it is 100 years since the event,
one thing is absolutely certain. Mackenzie
himself gave the story of the interview as
I related it. Unfortunately, no king's
counsel can cross-examine him now. What
reward he received for his most plucky feat
I do not know. It is, however, a well-

known fact that secret services of this kind
are usually paid for out of secret-service1

funds, and not publicly acknowledged. If

the suggestion of MR. W. R. PRIOR is correct,
that a Russian officer aided Mackenzie, this

quite accounts for the secrecy observed
afterwards. E. C. MACKENZIE.

MOTHERHOOD LATE IN LIFE (10 S. viii.

449 ; ix. 57). A Virginian clergyman (the
Rev. A. B. Tizzard, of Chesterfield County)
records the case of a negro woman in 1868

giving birth to a child in her fifty-first year,
she never having had a child previously.
This is an almost unique instance of the
birth of a child to a pure-blooded negress
at such an advanced age. A medical man
who has spent over forty years in the

" black
belt

"
of the U.S.A. states that he has never

known a black woman to have a child after

the age of forty-five. I can, however, recall

several instances of children being born to

women of mixed blood (half negro and half

white) who had attained that age, though
I am told this, too, is extremely unusual.
A case is cited in Norwich, England

(' Strange Occurrences and Remarkable
Events,' no date), of

"a woman named Martha Neal, who remained
unwed till she had attained the great age of sixty-

one, and who eight months after her marriage at
that age had a female child, very strong and well-

formed, who lived to extreme old age."

FREDERICK T. HIBOAME.

To the instances of women bearing
children when past the age of fifty may be
added that of the mother of the Rev.
Richard Cecil. In the memoir of the latter

by the Rev. Josiah Pratt the following

passage occurs :

" Mr. C. was born after his Mother was fifty years
i old, and after an interval of ten years had elapsed
since the birth of her preceding child. It is worthy
of remark that, during her travail with this child
of her old age, her heart was overwhelmed with

' sorrow. Her years, and other circumstances not

necessary to be here mentioned, raised in her mind
the most terrific apprehensions. Yet this child was.

the comfort and the honour of her latter days !

"

JOHN T. KEMP.

COLLEGE HERALDIQTJE DE FRANCE (10 S.

viii. 368, 392, 438). Surely the Canadian

College of Arms, of which Viscount Forsyth
de Fronsac is

"
Herald-Marshall," is but a

private institution, and in no sense official.

I thought that it was recognized that only
one French Canadian title had survived to

the present day, viz., that of Baron de-

Longueuil. So ' Debrett
'

says. Q.
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KENNEDY: POLLY JONES (10 S.
vii. 344). My statement that "

there is

nothing dubious about the well - known
mezzotint of Miss Kennedy by T. Watson
after Reynolds

"
appears to be somewhat

premature. According to Bromley's
'

Cata-

logue,' p. 439, the portrait represents
"Polly (?) Jones, alias Kennedy," and thus,
even in the year 1793, there was some
doubt about her real name. A further

attempt to identify the picture was made
in the

'

Life of Sir Joshua Reynolds,' by
Leslie and Taylor, i. 394-8, where the lady
is called Polly Kennedy, and a picturesque
description is given of her successful en-
deavours to save her two brothers from the

gallows. This work, however, is not always
accurate in these matters ; and after examin-

ing a great many contemporary accounts of
the case of Mathew and Patrick Kennedy, I

have discovered that the name of the sister

who struggled so bravely to obtain their

pardon was not Polly (or rather Mary), but
Catherine. Thus, if the well known engrav-
ing by Thomas Watson after Reynolds of

the lady in the Eastern dress, and holding
a handkerchief in her right hand, is really a

portrait of the heroine who interceded for

her brothers, its inscription should read
" Miss Kitty Kennedy."

Still, it is not at all certain that it does

represent this lady. About that period
there were several Miss Kennedys among
the frail sisterhood. It will be remembered
that in 1763 Lord Pembroke gave a list of

courtesans to Casanova in which there were
three women of this name (' Memoires de

Jacques Casanova,' Bruxelles, 1871, v. 445).

Moreover, Reynolds painted the picture in

question for Sir Charles Bunbury, and I

have failed to discover any evidence for

the presumption that he was a cher ami
of Kitty Kennedy. Among her admirers
were Lord Robert Spencer, John St. John,
Lord Fife, and Lord Suffolk ; but I have
never seen her name mentioned in connexion
with Bunbury.
There was another famous courtesan

named Polly Kennedy, who lived in

Great Russell Street, and who, after being
before the public for a space of ten or

twelve years, reached the height of her

fame about 1772. She had been the mistress

of Ned Shuter, and was renowned for her

avarice. As Reynolds' s picture appears to

represent a fully matured woman, who

may at least have reached the age of

thirty, it is quite possible that it is a portrait
of this Polly Kennedy. Still, it would be

rash to insist upon the conjecture until

it is certain that in 1770 she helped to
console Sir Charles Bunbury for the loss
of his faithless Lady Sarah. The only
thing of which we can be sure is that if

it really does represent a lady who bore
the name of Polly Kennedy, it is not a
portrait of the woman who saved the lives
of her two brothers.

I have nothing to add to my remarks
about Polly Jones. She was a distinct

personality from either of the Miss Kennedys
whom I have mentioned, and because of
her connexion with Lord Bolingbroke, and
her loves and quarrels with the King's
brother, Henry Frederick, Duke of Cumber-
land, was quite as celebrated as either of
those ladies. HORACE BLEACKLEY.

PRE-REFORMATION TABERNACLE (10 S.

viii. 507 ; ix. 57). A writer in an antiquarian
journal claims that the portable tabernacle
was certainly in use in this country in the
fifteenth century. If so, I have been unable
to find it referred to in any inventory of

church goods so far. The siispensio in the
form of a dove was probably in use in most,
if not all, conventual churches before the
sixteenth century ; and where that was
not used, the reserved sacrament was pre-

sumably kep in the aumbry. A writer

in The Westminster Cathedral Chronicle,
vol. ii. No. 1, says :

' The portable tabernacle placed on the altar-
is known to have been in use in some parts of

France in the fifteenth century ; but it was obvi-

ously wanting in security, and in 1457 the Bishop
of Grenoble ordered the reserve in his diocese to be

henceforth kept in an aumbry to be formed in the

wall of the apse."

The same writer says further that
"

in Ger-

many and some other European countries

a number of ancient aumbries still serve

their original purpose." It would be inter-

esting to know how many of these aumbries

are still in existence in Pre-Reformation

Churches, and what tradition remains as to

their former use.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

CHANTRY AT NORTHIAM (10S. ix. 8). In

reference to the ' Crown Presentations to

Livings
'

printed in the Sussex Archaeological

Collections, vol. xxi. (not xxiii.), may I point
out that the "

Chantry of the Chapel in the

King's manor "
refers to Maresfield, and not

to Northiam ?

The compiler of the list of Crown pre-

sentations was at fault in identifying
" Ihamme "

as Northiam, for the latter

place was known at that period as " Nord-

hamme."
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It is difficult now to identify "Ihamme,"
but it is presumably in the parish of

Icklesham. A good deal of information will

be found in Cooper's
'

History of Winchel-
sea,' London, 1850. THEODOBE CRAIB.

' KITTY FISHER'S JIG' (10 S. ix. 50).
From S. J. Adair Fitzgerald's

'

Stories of

Famous Songs,' pp. 114-17, 1 copy the follow-

ing :

"In the IllustratedLondonNews for February 16th
and March 1st, 1856, it is authoritatively stated that
' Yankee Doodle ' was based upon

'

Kitty Fisher's

Jig.' This jig is to be found in Walsh's '

Collection
of Dances,' published in 1745, and is there associated
with the well-known nursery rhyme :

Lucy Locket lost her pocket,
Kitty Fisher found it,

Not a penny was there in 't,

Only binding round it.

'
Fisher's Jig,' besides being in Walsh's '

Dances,
reappears in Thomson & Sons' '

Twenty - Four
Country Dances,' 1760, and again in 1773. A meri-
torious version of the song was written by one
J. S. Fessenden,

'

Original Poems,' 1804, but there
are forty-eight stanzas. Indeed, to go into the

subject fully a volume would be required to be
written."

JAMES WATSON.
Folkestone.

' BRITISH BIOGRAPHY ' OF THE EIGH-
TEENTH CENTURY (10 S. ix. 50). Corre-

spondents requiring information upon pre-
Victorian literature would often save time
and trouble by first consulting Lowndes's
' Manual '

or my Indices to
'

B.P.C.' Appa-
rently, on p. 275 of Lowndes appears the
book above sought for :

"British Biography from Wickliffto the Pre-
sent Time, 1766-73. [Edited by Joseph Towers.]
10 vols., 8vo. Afterwards reprinted by a syndicate,
including T. Longman."

Other most useful works for that particular
century are as follow :

Bayle (Peter), 'Critical and Historical Dictionary.'
1734-7, 5 vols., folio.

'Biographia Britannica,' 1778-93, 7 vols., folio.

Chalmers,
' General Biographical Dictionary,' 1812-

1817, 32 vols., 8vo.
Noorthouck (John), 'Historical and Classical Dic-

tionary,' 1776, 2 vols., 8vo.

Doubtless these may all be seen at any good
public library possessing a capable librarian.

WM. JAGGABD.

ALEXANDERS OF IRELAND AND SCOTLAND :

SUIRDALE (10 S. ix. 28). I happen to have
some documents which concern the ancestors
of the Donoughmores, and relate the way
in which Knocklofty passed into their

possession. If H. B. R. will send me his

private address, I will endeavour to find

them and forward them for his perusal next

July. The house where they are stored
is let till that date.

(Miss) K. BATHURST.
Dromenagh, Freshwater Bay, I. of W.

SIR RICHARD WESTON: SOAP-MAKING
(10 S. viii. 509). The following is a copy of

the patent granted "de anno sexto Caroli

Regis
"

(Part 10, n. 2) :

"
Soap. R. xvij die Decembrisicon Rob'to Carver,

Georgio Gage, Will'o Russell mil., Thome Russell,.
Thome Hicks, Andre Palmer, Edw' Stradling et
Ric'o Weston, mil., priviledge to make hard
soape and softe soape, Soape Ashes or Potashes,
wth the materialls of this Kingdome p' termino-
xiiij. Annos."

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &a

ArchtKologia JEliana ; or, Miscellaneous Tract*
relating to Antiquity. Published by the Society
of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Third
Series, Vol. III. (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Andrew
Reid & Co.)

THIS issue of the Archceologia sEliana is a treasure-
house of historic information. It does not contain
a single article that is poor of its kind, and some
are of a high degree of excellence. The authorities,
who are responsible by no means confine them-
selves to the remote past, but give at times solid

information on what may be called a remote present,,
when art and archaeology are intimately connected
therewith. Mr. Richard Welford's interesting paper
on the three Richardsons is a case in point.
Mr. Welford has also contributed what must

have been a work of great labour, an essay on ' The
Typography of Newcastle from 1639 to 1800.' It
contains in the first place biographical information

concerning all the Newcastle printers who have-

practised
their art between the above dates, and a

list, so far as is known, of all the books issued by
them. We cannot assume that this catalogue i*

absolutely complete, but are not able to point out a

single omission, although we think there must be
some, even among the books properly so called, for
we know well how often pamphlets which relate-

to some passing excitement, even in these days,
perish utterly. When we call to mind those-

issues of the printers that are not properly books,
such as ballads, broadsides, and chapbooks, we feel

that the whole stock cannot yet nave been gar-
nered. A great work has, however, been accom-
plished, and we have no doubt noM' that a
foundation has not only been laid, but the structure
also rendered almost complete the little that
has escaped discovery will be registered as time

goes on.
On the 1st of January, 1747, The Newcastle General

Magazine, appeared, and was continued to the end
of 1760. The prospectus is here reprinted. It is

an instructive document, showing as it does how
different were the lives of our forefathers, so far as

things literary were concerned, from our own. We
are told, for example, that the London magazines-
did not arrive at their destination "

at soonest
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before the 13th and frequently the 20th Days of the
succeeding Month for which they are published, and
the carriers from the Northern Counties and North
Britain not coming to this town till the week after
their Arrival here, it frequently happens that great
numbers of Country Readers never see anv of these
Pamphlets till near a Month after their Publication,
by which delay some Parts of their Contents are

quite stale, and the rest less acceptable." The first

printing-press known to have been established at
Newcastle was that of Robert Baker, the King's
printer. On 29 May, 1639, Charles I. arrived at
Newcastle on his lamentable career towards Scot-

land, and Baker arrived about the same time Mr.
!

Welford thinks a day or two earlier. He at once
printed a royal proclamation for distribution. !

There must have been, one would think, a large
j

issue, but only one copy is now known to be in :

existence : it is to be seen in the Public Record !

Office.

Mr. Bradshaw's paper on ' The Black Death in

the Palatinate of Durham' is, so far as we are

aware, the first investigation relating to that
terrible scourge as it affected the extreme north of

England. The information is compiled almost

solely from evidence furnished by contemporary
manuscripts. The plague entered the Palatinate
in or about July, 1349. By what route it made its

way is uncertain. The natural course for it to take
would be by the great highways, and in that case
the people of Darlington or Stockton would have
been the first victims ; but Mr. Bradshaw, doubt-
less with good reason, thinks it

" entered by the

sea, either at Sunderland or Hartlepool, probably
the former." Durham seems to have suffered quite
as much as the rest of England. Ws trust that the
author will find time to give a fuller account than
we have now before us. The unrivalled series of

records preserved at Durham must furnish many
details such as we may look for in vain elsewhere.

'

North-Country Arms of the Sixteenth Century,'
from a manuscript formerly in the collection of

'

Sir Thomas Phillipps, edited by Mr. C. H. Blair, is

a valuable contribution to Northern heraldry. The
date of the manuscript cannot be definitely arrived

at. We conjecture that it was produced somewhat
early in the reign of Henry VIII. The notes given
are perhaps sometimes too short, but are of great
value so far as they go. As is natural, the armorial

j

insignia of Henry, fifth Earl of Northumberland, >

are more elaborately treated than those of lesser
j

men. Crests are given in some cases. We find
'

them in the case of Bellingham, Tunstall, FitzHugh,
|

Conyers, and Dacre ; but they do not occur in many
other families, of which Norton, Darcy, Grey,

]

Heron, and Lilburne may be quoted as examples.
The shield of Ogle quarters Bertram of Bothal, Or,
an orle azure, the same as Baliol, with a difference

of tincture. Is this a mark of blood-kinship, which
was really the case, or merely of feudal tenure?

The Bertrams of Elswick, Northumberland, who
suffered much for their royalism under the Common-
wealth, bore the same arms ; but their descent from
the Bothal race has, we believe, never been satis-

factorily demonstrated.

THE seventieth edition of the Peerage
and

Baronetage by Sir Bernard Burke and his son

Mr. Ashworth P. Burke, and published by Messrs.

Harrison & Sons, has reached us. It is impossible
hero to go into the details of the information

contained in this monumental volume, and the

public will trust the learned authors of the work for

its general accuracy. However, we may note that
after a short inspection we discovered that the title
and lineage of Baron Davey remain in the volume,
although he died early last year and his title became
extinct. The armorial bearings also are not
reproduced with the same clearness as heretofore,
many of them being apparently from very rough
woodcuts. Examples of what we mean may be
seen in the arms of Dundas of Amiston, Clifford
of Flaxbourne, Broadbent, Brocklebank, and
Alexander of Dublin. By the way the last-
mentioned baronet seems to have completely
changed his crest of late, and to have abandoned
that borne by the Caledon branch of his family and
the extinct Earls of Stirling. The volume contains
notices of two extinct Reid baronetcies. Why are
not these relegated to Mr. Ashworth Burke'
excellent work devoted to extinct honours ?

The whole is well indexed, and wears, as usual,
its lordly dress of scarlet and gold ; but we doubt
if the binding will stand the strain of such a huge
mass of paper. As time goes on, peers multiply,
and lineages grow longer, and since 1897 the pages
have increased in number from 1,838 to 2,486. We
suggest that it would be wise to make two volumes
of the work, as is done in the case of the ' Landed
Gentry.'

Lodye's Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage for
1908, published by Kelly's Directories, is this year
edited by Sir Arthur E. Vicars, Ulster King at

Arms, whose name is a guarantee for sound and
efficient work in all heraldic matters. This is the

seventy-seventh issue of Lodge, a handsome volume
with many advantages. It includes the work called

till 1902
' Foster's Peerage,' from that well-known

genealogist. In this issue the editor has given
special attention to coat armour, and many new
blocks have been drawn for the illustrations which
have been a valuable and special feature of Lodge
for years. The editor issues i caveat regarding the

bearing by some baronets of arms which are not

legally recorded. The issue of Knights is specially

included, and we have pleasure in stating that

close scrutiny of details has shown remarkable

accuracy. An interesting section deals with

'Peerages which have become Dormant, Ex-

tinct, or Abeyant since 1878,' and includes many
notable names, such as those of Beaconsfield, Bowen,

Brampton, and Leighton. One pleasing feature of

the volume is that the advertisements are quite
distinct from the text. In too many annuals of

to-day this is not so. Altogether, this comely
volume, in its coat of red and gold, is a worthy record

of the
" sommiteV of to-day.

THE January issue of The Reliquary, now under

the editorship of Dr. Cox, is a strong number.

'The Rubens Tapestries at Bramshill' 'The
Ancient Capital of Findland,' and ' Some Interest-

ing Essex Brasses
'

are all well-illustrated articles

of merit. There are some capable signed and un-

signed reviews of books ; and a summary of recent

literature of a kind likely to attract readers of

The Rdiqiiary promises to be a very useful feature.

This month, as is natural with a novelty, the proofs

have escaped their due amount of correction.
' Items and Comments' covers a wide field with

success, and is piquant as well as informative.

The Clergy Directory for 1908 (J. S. Phillips) is ft

valuable record which will also serve as a K "61
"*}

book of reference to parishes. It is well and

accurately printed.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. FEBRUARY.

MR, THOMAS BAKER'S Catalogue 520 contains
choice sets under Chrysostom, the Henry Brad-
shaw Society, Suarez, &c. A magnificent copy of

Philo-Judaeus, 2 vols., royal folio, from the library
of the Duke of Sutherland, is 101. 10.s. In addition to

the usual divinity to be found in Mr. Baker's cata-

logues, there are in this many general items, in-

cluding
' The Irving Shakespeare,' 21. 2s. ; Morris's

' British Birds,' 4. 5s. ; the ' New English Dic-

tionary,' vols. i.-iii., 31. 10s. ; Miss Bradley s
' Annals

of Westminster Abbey,' \l. \s. ; Keats, Buxtpn
Forman's edition, 4 vols., royal 8vo, 21. ; and

' Pic-

turesque Palestine,' edited by Sir Charles Wilson,
11. 10s.

We have received from Messrs. J. J. Leighton
the thirteenth part of their valuable Catalogue of

Early Printed Books and Manuscripts. The oeau-
tifully executed illustrations many of them the
size of the originals add much to the value of this

carefully compiled list, which, although it reaches

only to Chr-, already numbers over seven thousand
five hundred items. To whatever page we turn,
we find rarities and first editions. We note just a
few of the principal contents. First of all, under
Candidus Appianus, come the '

Historia Romdna '

And 'De Bellis Civilibus,' Ratdolt, 1477. A note
abates that these are "two of the finest specimens
of early typography ever done, with most artistic

borders ana initials, the earliest books so decorated."

Redgrave is quoted as saying, "To my mind there
Are few printed books of any age which can be com-
pared with the Appian of 1477." The price is 267.

Many notable entries occur under Chronicles. The
isecond edition of 'Bergomensis Supplementum
Chronicarum,' 1485, is SI. 3s. ; and the rare edition
of 1490, 101. 10s. Another scarce item is the first

edition of both volumes of Froissart (the title of
vol. i. missing), London, Pynson, 1523-5, 24. Hig-
den's

'

Policrouicon,' Westminster, Wynkyn de
Worde, 1495, is 90/. This contains the earliest

example of music printed in England, and it was
reproduced in

' Facsimiles of Early Printed Books
in the British Museum,' 1897. There is another

copy of Hidden, the 1527 edition, a very fine and
perfect original example, 701. Dibdin says the title-

page is "perhaps the most magnificent of which the
early annals of English printing can boast." Among
French Chronicles is a MS. of the fifteenth century,
' L'Histoire du Monde,' 35 large painted and illu-

minated miniatures, 901. Under Catherine of Alex-
andria is 'La Deuota Rapresentatione di Santa
Catherina.' The Sacra Kappresentazione, which
corresponds to the French mystere and the English
miracle

play, acquired a special development in

Florence, all the narratives of the Old and New
Testament and the legends of the saints being
adapted. This one is dated Firenze, 1554, and is

357.
' Mer des Histoires' is the first edition of the

French version of the 'Rudimenta Noviciorum.'
It is stated to be one of the finest books ever
printed in France, and bears the imprint of "Paris,
Pierre le Rouge pour Vincent Commin, 1488," 80/.

<a copy sold in 1901 for 3051. by public auction).
There are also Carthusian Missals, and a number of
fine specimens of bindings, English. French, Ger-
man, Italian, and Netherlands. We are glad to
see that efforts are being made to interest people in
the subject of old bindings. On Thursday, Janu-
ary 23rd, Mr. Cyril Davenport gave a lecture at

Brighton on '

Royal English Bookbindings,' illus-

trated by beautiful lantern-slides taken and coloured

by himself.

Mr. W. M. Murphy sends from Liverpool his

Catalogue 132, which opens with the Times re-

print of Punch, 91. 9*. (issued at 201. net), and
Lubbock's ' Hundred Best Books,' 51. Other works
include Blagdon's 'India,' 1805, 5/. 5s. (the first

edition, and containing 68 coloured engravings) ;

two copies of the Edition de Luxe of Stauiiton's
'

Shakespeare
'

in 15 vols. (one in original cloth,
51. 5s. ; the second, bound in tree calf, 101. 10s.) ;

Nash's '

Mansions,' 4 vols. in 1, folio, morocco extra,
4/. 4s. ; Sandford's

'

Genealogical History of the

Kings of England,' first edition, 1677, 4/. 10s. :

Scott's 'Border Antiquities,' 2 vols., large 4to,

contemporary morocco extra, first edition, 1813,
11. 15s.; a set of Surtees's sporting novels, 6 vols.,

half-morocco, 4. 15s. ; and Jameson's '

Legends of
the Madonna,' first edition, 1852, 11. 5s. Under
Dickens are first editions, and Overs's '

Evenings
of a Working-Man,' with Dickens's preface, 1844,
18s. There are items under Occult ; and a collec-

tion of pamphlets relating to Queen Caroline,

Byron. &c., 1816-24, &. 8s. A printed list of these
will be forwarded on application to Mr. Murphy.

THERE is in preparation a series of notes to the
' Calendar of Cambridge Wills, 1501-1765,' recently
published, giving abstracts from the same. The
work will be issued in 4to, only 75 copies being
printed, all numbered. The work is dedicated by
special permission to the Right Hon. Sir J. Gorell
Barnes.

to Comspontonts.
We must call special attention to the following

notices.'

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

E. HERON-ALLEN. Please forward address. We
have an American letter for you.

CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 77, col. 1, 1. 13, for
" Neate's

" read Mate's.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to " The Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' "Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chanoer/
Lane, B.C.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (FEBRUARY).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

BERTRAM DOBELL,
77 and 54, CHARING CROSS ROAD,

LONDON, W.C.

Choice Stock of Books in most classes of Literature,

especially BELLES LETTRES, THE DRAMA,
SHAKESPEAREANA, and First Editions of

Famous Authors.

Catalogue of New Purchases, Issued Monthly,
Will be sent Post Free to Bookbuyers.

WOODCUTS, EARLY BOOKS.
MSS., &c.

LEIGHTON'S
Illustrated Catalogue,

Containing 1,350 Facsimiles.

Thick 8vo, art cloth, 25s. ; half-morocco, 30*.

Part XIII., CAL-CHRYS, with 164 Facsimiles, including
Berners' Froissart, Cambridge bindings, Capgrave 1516
Cepio 1477, and a large collection of Early Chronicles

[Now ready, price 2s.

J. & J. LEIGHTON,
40, Brewer Street, Golden Square, London, W.

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
28, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

LONDON, W.C.

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-
PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

W. MULLER,
16, Grape Street, New Oxford Street,

London, W.C.

SUPPLIES RAPIDLY AND CHEAPLY

Foreign Books and
Periodicals.

CLASSIFIED CATALOGUES POST FREE.

State Subject.

J. POOLE & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1854,

104, CHARINGCROSS ROAD, LONDON.
School, Classical, Scientific, Mathematical,

and Students'

BOOKSELLERS,
New and Second-Hand.

All Enquiries as to Prices of Books in our
very large stock answered.

BOOKS BOUGHT.

BOOKBUYERS
AEE STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO APPLY TO

E. GEORGE & SONS
FOR ANY WORKS REQUIRED,

As they have special means for procuring at short notice

any obtainable book in the market.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS ANSWERED.

Telephone 5150 Central.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

D U L A U & C O.,
37, Soho Square, London

(Established in 1792),

SUPPLY ALL FOREIGN AND ENGLISH BOOKS.

AGENTS APPOINTED FOR THE SALE OF THE
NATURAL HISTORY PUBLICATIONS OF

THE BRITISH MUSEUM
AND OF SEVERAL LEARNED SOCIETIES.

BAEDEKER'S TOURIST GUIDE-BOOKS.
A Large Stock of French, German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch,

Swedish, Russian, and Oriental Books kept on

hand to select from.

CATALOGUES GRATIS ON APPLICATION.

A LITTLE LIST OF BOOKS,
COMPRISING SETS OF

Standard Authors ; Selections from the Libraries

of Jos. Hatton, Mrs. Craigie (John Oliver Hobbea),
Ranger Gull (Guy Thome), &c., Presentation

Copies ; First Editions ; Works on Costume,
Art, Spiritualism, Masonry, &c.,
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CHAS. J. SAWYER, Ltd.,
29 & 31, NEW OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.C.
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FROM CHATTO & WINDUS'S LIST.

EARLY PAINTERS OF THE NETHERLANDS FROM THE
VAN EYCK TO PIETER BRUEGHEL, THE ELDER.

By POL DE MONT, Director of the Royal Museum, Antwerp. With 50 Reproductions in

Coloured Collotype after the Original Paintings selected by the Author.

EARLY GERMAN PAINTERS FROM MEISTER WILHELM
OF COLOGNE TO ADAM ELSHEIMER.

By MAX FRIEDLAENDER, Director of the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum, Berlin. With 50 Repro-
ductions in Coloured Collotype after the Original Paintings selected by the Author. The price
of each of the above works is 50 net ;

or ten payments of 5 5s. net each.

ITALIAN PAINTERS OF THE QUATTROCENTO AND CINQUECENTO.
By WILHELM BODE, General Director of the Royal Museums, Berlin. With 75 Reproduc-
tions in Coloured Collotype after the Original Paintings selected by the Author. 75 net ;

or fifteen payments of 5 5s. net each.

Messrs. CHATTO & WINDUS, in announcing the above important volumes, have the privilege
of first introducing to the English public the results of yet another advance in modern colour-printing.

Messrs. CHATTO & WINDUS beg to notify that as the English edition of the above-mentioned
works is limited to One Hundred Copies of each Fifty of which are for America they cannot guarantee
delivery. Orders will be executed in strict rotation as received, applicants for all three works having
precedence over those for one only.

Illustrated Prospectus post free on application.

THE PARADISE OR GARDEN
OF THE HOLY FATHERS.

Being Histories of the Anchorites, Recluses, Coenobites, Monks,
and Ascetic Fathers of the Deserts of Egypt between A.D. CCL.
and A.D. CCOO. circiter.

Compiled by ATHANASIUS, Archbishop of Alexandria ; PALLADIUS, Bishop of Helenopolis ;.

SAINT JEROME, and others. Now Translated out of the Syriac, with Notes and Introduction,

by ERNEST A. WALLIS BUDGE, M.A. Litt.D. D.Litt., Keeper of the Assyrian and
Egyptian Antiquities in the British Museum. 2 vols. extra crown 8vo (about 8j by 5$ in. ), with

Frontispiece Reproductions from the Syriac MS., 15s. net.

These volumes will for the first time make available for the general English reader the famous-
' Book of Paradise,' by PALLADIUS, HIERONYMUS, and others ;

' The Sayings of the Fathers '

of

the Egyptian Desert, by various hands ; and the ' Life of St. Anthony the Great,' by ANASTASIUS
works of the greatest intrinsic value as a record of manners and of the social dispensations of the
Eremites and Ascetics of the Egyptian Desert, even apart from their equally strong religious and
historical interest as a light upon early Alexandrian Christianity.

Globe. " Will delight all lovers of the Oriental who are fortunate enough to obtain these volumes.
The translations are prefaced by an explanatory introduction at once learned and interesting, and just
what the ordinary reader wants to enable him to understand the origin and the fascination of the
tales."

Scotsman. ''The work is of great interest for the light which it throws upon the beginnings and

early forms and causes of development of monasticism and the ascetic idea.
"

CHATTO & WINDUS, 111, St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane. E.G. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenjeura Press, Bream's Building!, Chancery Lane, K.C. Saturday, February 1, 1903.
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HAZLITTIANA.

I. NOBMAN COURT.

WILLIAM HAZLITT is at length coming into

his own. He once wrote of authors that
" we pay them easily with contempt while

living, and with an epitaph when dead."
To some extent this was true in his own
case ; but Gifford probably has forgotten
his hatred of Hazlitt by this time, and the

personalities of BlackwoocTs have long lost

their sting so far as Hazlitt is concerned.

He is no longer considered with contempt ;

and even his original epitaph of forty-one
lines has been replaced by one of few and
suitable words.
Some day, from out the group of Hazlitt

students, will come one with a life of his

hero which shall be just yet sympathetic,

appreciative but reasonable, in which we
shall see the man freed from the cobwebs
of misrepresentation and half-truths, his

individuality clearly defined, and the results

of his ill-health and consequent peevishness
treated with tact and discrimination. Even
his susceptibility to the charms of the

opposite sex shall have due consideration,

and the question of temperament and cir-
cumstances shall not be forgotten. And all

through this satisfying estimate of William
Hazlitt, to which we look forward, shall
run like a golden thread the remembrance
of Lamb's confession :

"
I should belie my own conscience if I said less

than that I think W. H[azlitt] to be, in his natural
and healthy state, one of the wisest and finest
spirits breathing I think I shall go to my grave
without finding, or expecting to find, such another
companion."

Meanwhile, some trifling errors current
in the world of letters might be corrected.
For instance, there is the story of Hazlitt' s
infatuation for the heiress of Norman Court,
which may be briefly stated. Before his

marriage to Sarah Stoddart, of Salisbury,
and his consequent settlement in the neigh-
bouring village of Winterslow in 1808,
Hazlitt had made the acquaintance of the
Hon. Charles Windham, the owner of
Norman Court, near Winterslow, where he
lived with his only daughter, the heiress
to the estate, with whom Hazlitt fell in love.
Such a connexion was not looked upon with
favour by the lady's friends, and Miss Wind-
ham was afterwards married to Charles

Baring Wall, M.P., who thus became
possessed of the Norman Court property.
With such a story is connected a certain

kindness (?) mentioned by Hazlitt' s son in

1836. It appears that Charles Baring Wall,
when he heard that Hazlitt, having parted
from his wife, was staying at Winterslow
Hutt, offered him " a home at Norman
Court, unrestricted and unintruded upon."

It is generally considered that Hazlitt's

fine apostrophe to the woods of Tuderley
contains direct reference to his Norman
Court romance. The passage, to be found
in the

'

Table-Talk
'

essay
' On the Past and

Future,' written in 1820, is as follows :

" Ye woods that crown the clear lone brow of

Norman Court, why do I revisit ye so oft, and feel

a soothing consciousness of your presence, but that

your high tops waving in the wind recall to me the

hours and years that are for ever fled, that ye
renew

in ceaseless murmurs the story of long-cherished

hopes and bitter disappointment, that in your soli-

tudes and tangled wilds I can wander and lose

myself as I wander on and am lost in the solitude

of my own heart ; and that as your rustling branches

give the loud blast to the waste below borne on

the thought of other years, I can look dow n with

patient anguish at the cheerless desolation w hich I

Feel within ! Without that face pale as the prim-
rose, with hyacinthine looks, for ever shunning and
for ever haunting me, mocking my waking thoughts
as in a dream, without that smile which my heart

could never turn to scorn, without those eyes, dark

with their own lustre, still bent on mine, and draw-

ing the soul into their liquid mazes like a sea of

love, without that name trembling in fancy's ear,
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without that form gliding before me like Oread or

Dryad in fabled groves, what should I do, how pass
away the listless leaden-footed hours ? Then wave,
wave on, ye woods of Tuderley, and lift your high
tops in the air ; my sighs and vows uttered by your
mystic voice breathe into me my former being, and
enable me to bear the thing I am !

"

Pulsating as this passage is with wild

lament, considered dispassionately it resolves

itself into nothing other than the poetic

outpouring of a sensitive mind revelling
in an englamoured past. One need not

necessarily read into it any specific Miss
Windham.
Now, Hazlitt we know to have been

foolish enough in at least one of his love-

affairs, but I cannot think of him as so

entirely destitute of manliness as to have
wandered,

"
mooning about," in the woods

of Norman Court, playing the part of a
disconsolate lover under the very eyes not

only of the object of his affection, but also

of the successful suitor of her own social

rank to whom she was wedded. And it

seems improbable that the husband of the
woman loved by Hazlitt should have

proffered the rejected lover a share of the

home of himself and his wife.

As I grew to question the story, I sought
for evidence for or against. First, I looked
for the record of the Windham ownership
of Norman Court, to get at the approximate
date of Hazlitt' s infatuation, and the fol-

lowing is what I found :

In 1700 the estate of Norman Court was
the property of Richard Whithed, whose

daughter Mary married Alexander Thistle-

thwayte (b. 1686, d. 1728).
In 1733 Richard Whithed, son of the

above-named Richard, died, and the estate

passed to his nephew, Francis Thistle-

thwayte (b. 1719, d. 1751), who assumed
the name of Whithed.

His successor was his brother the Rev.
Robert Thistlethwayte, D.D. (b. 1720,
d. 1767), of Norman Court, Hants, and
Conduit Street, London.
On his death, his son Robert Thistle-

thwayte (b. 1755, d. 1803) succeeded to the
estate.

Next came Thomas Thistlethwayte, son
of the last named, who, in 1807, sold the

property to Charles Wall (b. 1756, d. 1815),
whose wife was Harriet (b. 1768, d. 1838),
eldest daughter of Sir Francis Baring, Bart.

Charles Wall was succeeded by his only
child, Charles Baring Wall (b. 1795), who
died, unmarried, in 1853, the estate then

Eassing
into the possession of the family of

is mother, the Barings.
The occupation of Norman Court since

1853 is a matter of modern history, and
unnecessary to record here in connexion
with Hazlitt, who died in 1830.

Thus, as readers will see, the story as
we have it of Hazlitt' s Norman Court love-
affair fails for the following reasons :

1. No Windham, with an only daughter as.

heiress, ever possessed Norman Court.
2. Charles Baring Wall not only did not

marry Miss Windham, the heiress of Norman
Court, but lived and (as a matter of course>
died unmarried.

3. Instead of acquiring Norman Court

through marriage, Charles Baring Wall
inherited it from his father.

To any one determined to weave some
Hazlitt romance round Norman Court and its-

Tuderley woods the following data are
offered :

In October, 1803, when Robert Thistle-

thwayte of Norman Court died, he left an
only daughter, Elizabeth, then eighteen
years of age, who died unmarried in 1837.
In this same October, 1803, Hazlitt was
in his twenty-sixth year and an itinerant

portrait
-
painter, having returned nine

months previously from Paris and his art
studies in the Louvre.

In September, 1803, Mary Lamb advised
Sarah Stoddart of Salisbury (afterwards
Hazlitt' s wife) to

"
drop all correspondence

with William "
(Hazlitt).

In 1807 the Thistlethwaytes sold Norman
Court, and in May, 1808, Hazlitt, having
married Sarah Stoddart, settled at Winters-
low, within sight of the

"
waving

" woods
of Norman Court.
From the autumn of 1818 to the end of

his life, Hazlitt, when he needed rest, used
to take up his abode at the " Pheasant

"
Inn,

Winterslow Hutt, where he wrote some of
his best essays. J. ROGERS REES.

LONDON STATUES AND MEMORIALS..

(See ante, p. 1.)

26. Wilkes and Waithman Obelisks, Lud-
gate Circus. The former commemorates
John Wilkes, Lord Mayor of London in

1775 ; and the latter was erected to the

memory of Alderman Waithman on 25 June,.
1833.

27. Statues on Holborn Viaduct. Each
of the four external abutment piers of the
Viaduct supports a block of polished granite
continued up so as to form a pedestal. On
each of these is a bronze statue, which thus

appears to be surmounting the parapet of

the bridge. They represent (a) Fine Art,.
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(b) Science, (c) Agriculture, (d) Commerce.
At each of the four angles of the bridge are
stone staircases surmounted by lofty build-

ings, and in a niche facing the roadway on
each of these buildings stands a stone statue.
These represent (S.W.) FitzAlwyne, first

Lord Mayor of London ; (S.E.) Sir Thos.
Gresham; (N.W.) Sir Wm. Walworth ;

(X.E.) Sir Hugh Myddelton. The Holborn
Viaduct was built in 1867. and opened for
foot passengers on 14 Oct. It was inau-

gurated by Oueen Victoria on 6 Nov., 1869.
28. Statue of Prince Albert, Holborn

Circus. This equestrian statue, which cost

2,0007., was presented to the City of London
by Mr. Charles Oppenheim. Unveiled 9 Jan.
1874.

29. Statue of Queen Elizabeth, St. Dun-
stan's-in-the-West, Fleet Street. This statue

formerly occupied a niche on the western
side of Lud Gate. On the removal of the

gate in 1760 the statue was presented to

Alderman Sir Francis Gosling, who six

years afterwards caused it to be placed at
the east end of the church of St. Dunstan.
In December, 1829, the old church was
demolished, and the materials sold by
auction. The statue of Queen Elizabeth
realized 167. 10s., and in May, 1839, was
again set up in the church precincts. It

now occupies a niche above the doorway
of the parochial schools, east of the principal
entrance to the church.

30. Temple Bar Memorial, Fleet Street.

This marks the site of Temple Bar, the last

of the old City gates. It cost about 11,550?.,

and was inaugurated by Prince Leopold on
8 Nov., 1880. Temple Bar was demolished
in 1878-9, and in June, 1887, the materials

were presented by the Corporation to Sir

Henry Meux, who caused them to be erected

in the following year at the entrance to

Theobalds Park, Cheshunt, Herts.
31. Statue of Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone,

Strand. This statue stands at the junction
of Aldwych with the Strand, on the west
side of St. Clement Danes Church. It

was unveiled by Mr. John Morley, in the

absence through illness of Earl Spencer, on
4 Nov., 1905.

32. Eleanor Cross, Charing Cross Railway
Station. The original cross was destroyed

by order of the Long Parliament in 1647.

The present structure was erected at the

expense of the South-Eastern Railway

Company in 1865, and purports to be in al

possible respects a replica of the cross

erected by Edward I. near the spot some
550 years previously.

33. Statue of Charles I., Charing Cross.

The story of this statue is too well known
require recapitulation. It was cast in

.633, and after a period of vicissitude was
rected in its present position in 1678. The
iriginal plinth of Portland stone was re-
moved in 1856, and a slightly higher one of

granite inserted. Both as a work of art
and as an historical relic this is one of the
most notable statues in London.

34. Nelson Column, Trafalgar Square.
Irected in 1840-43 at a cost of nearly

40,0007. The money was found partly by
subscriptions and partly by a Government
subsidy. The statue was raised to the
ummit on 3 and 4 Nov., 1843. Landseer's
'our colossal lions were not placed in position
at the base of the column until 1868.

35. Statues of (a) Sir Henry Havelock,
6) Sir Chas. Napier, (c) George IV., and
d) General Gordon, Trafalgar Square.
a) Erected by public subscription in 1861.

b) Erected by public subscription in 1857.

c) Cost 9,000 guineas, provided by a Parlia-

mentary grant. Originally intended for the
summit of the Marble Arch. Allocated to

its present position in 1844 (see 10 S. iii. 448 ;

vii. 66). (d) Erected in 1888.

36. The Fountains, Trafalgar Square.
These were an afterthought to the original

plan of the square. They were opened
to the public on 5 April, 1845.

37. Statue of George III., Cockspur
Street. Erected by public subscription at

a cost of 4,0007. Unveiled by the Duke of

Cumberland, as proxy for King William IV.,.

3 Aug., 1836. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

(To be continued.)

'THE BOOKSELLER,' 1858-1908.

(Concluded from p. 86.)

THE Jubilee number contains an article

on
' Some of the Great Houses,' Simpkin,

Marshall & Co. heading the list. The
business was founded by Mr. Benjamin
Crosby, who was the first of the London

booksellers to travel for orders. In 1814,

owing to ill-health, he was forced to retire,

and disposed of the business to his two

assistants, Simpkin and Marshall. His

nephew, Mark Lockwood, remained with

the new firm, becoming a partner in 1835.

Six years previous to this Mr. J. Miles had

joined when Simpkin retired. Marshall also

retired in 1854. In 1889 a change took place

in the firm, two other great wholesale dis

tributing houses being broughtin Hamilton,

Adams & Co. and W. Kent & Co.
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In 1724 Thomas Longman founded the
well-known house that bears his name.
The firm of Rivington, which was founded
in 1711, was incorporated with Longmans
in 1890, so that the latter is now the oldest

house in the trade ; and its address, 39,

Paternoster Row, is the same as when it

started. The present Thomas Longman is

the fifth Thomas Longman. It was his

father who personally edited the
'

Illus-

trated New Testament '

; and it was during
his partnership that Macaulay received
from the firm the historic cheque of 20.000Z.,
on account of the profits of his famous
1

History.' In 1863 the firm acquired the

copyrights of J. W. Parker, Son & Bourn,
of 445, Strand, including Fraser's Magazine.
In 1890 the business was incorporated as

an unlimited company, of which the partners
at that time are now the directors.

The publishing house of John Murray
is the next to be recorded. At Albemarle
Street the fourth John Murray with his

brother Hallam now reigns, and there is

a fifth John Murray in the firm.

The fourth house noticed is that of Smith,
Elder & Co. This firm, formerly of 65,

Cornhill, were originally Indian and colonial

agents with a small publishing department.
George Murray Smith, son of the senior

partner, entered the firm in 1842 at the age
of eighteen, and was at once placed in

charge of the publishing business. His
first book was R. H. Home's ' New Spirit
of the Age.' In 1846 his father died and
Mr. Elder retired, so young George Smith
had entire control, aided by his able literary
reader W. Smith Williams. The works of

Thackeray, the Brontes, and Mrs. Gaskell
were published by him ; and on the 1st of

January, 1860, The Cornhill was launched
under Thackeray's editorship. Other
authors include George Eliot, the Brownings,
Matthew Arnold, and Anthony Trollope,
not to mention those more recent. But,
beyond all these, the nation owes to George
Murray Smith a debt of gratitude for his

patriotism in publishing at his own expense
the

'

Dictionary of National Biography,'
completed in June, 1900. He died on the
6th of April, 1901. The present principals
are Mr. Reginald John Smith, K.C., and
Mr. Alexander Murray Smith.
The Macmillan firm is also the subject

of a short notice. When Daniel, who with
his brother Alexander founded the firm,
died in 1857, Judge Thomas Hughes was
asked to write a memoir of him, and in it

a. history of the firm appeared. Their first

popular success was Kingsley's
' Westward

Ho '

in 1855, followed by
' Tom Brown's

School Days' in 1857. The "Globe"
Shakespeare appeared in 1866, when 80,000
copies were sold almost immediately.
In 1875 Green's

' Short History
' was

issued.

In 1898 the well-known house of Richard
Bentley & Son was taken over by Messrs.
Macmillan. As yet, no account of that

interesting firm has been written, although
I have often urged my friend Mr. Richard
Bentley to give to the public some of the

many literary treasures he possesses in his
house at Upton. His father, George
Bentley, will be remembered as one of
the kindliest and most courteous of men,
a perfect gentleman in manners as well as
in heart. He did not enter the Burlington
Street firm till 1870, and became head of it

on the death of his father in the following
year. In 1884 he took his son into partner-
ship, and on him, owing to the delicate state
of his father's health, devolved the active

management. George Bentley died on the
28th of May, 1895, and although twelve
years have passed, his memory is still as
sweet as the June roses he loved so well,
and he will be gratefully remembered for
his noble, unselfish character and blame-
less life. He was a frequent contributor to"
that invaluable little paper

' N. & Q.'
"

A sketch of the Blackwoods is also given
in The Bookseller, a full history having been
already published ; and an account of

George Bell & Sons, founded in 1838. George
Bell was the first publisher of

' N. & Q.,'
and his son, Mr. Edward Bell regards as a
choice treasure a set handsomely bound.
Mr. Daldy joined the firm in 1864, and
the well-known "

Libraries
"

of Mr. Bohn
were purchased for 35,0007. In 1867 the
firm removed to Bohn's old premises in
York Street, Covent Garden. In July, 1873,
Mr. Daldy retired. George Bell died in

December, 1 890, and his two sons are now the

principals, Mr. Edward Bell being the

present President of the Publishers' Associa-
tion. In 1904 the business was removed to
its new premises, York House.

Messrs. Chatto & Windus gave 20,0007.
for the remaining portion of Bohn's stock.
The founder of the firm was John Camden
Hotten, who acquired his knowledge of
the book trade from Petheram of Holborn,
a man of remarkably quiet and gentle
manners, full of the courtesy of the old
school ; he never adopted the frock coat,
but wore a dress (or body) coat. Hotten
was a wonderful contrast to him, full of

push and go. No doubt his visit to
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America, where he remained for several years,
was responsible for this. As The Bookseller
states :

"He possessed remarkable skill in feeling the
pulse of the book market ; every public event or
topic of public interest found him prepared with
the appropriate brochure. He paid special attention
to introducing to English readers the best and
newest in American literature ; and he was bold
enough to become Swinburne's publisher when
another house stopped the sale of his works."
Mr. Andrew Chatto, the present senior

partner, is the son of the great authority
on wood engraving ; and associated with
him are Mr. Percy Spalding, his son, and
Mr. Philip H. Lee Warner.
Three eminent booksellers have biographi-

cal notice in the Jubilee record. Henry
George Bohn, whose father was a book-
binder in 1795 in Soho, picked up in 1816
some book bargains on the Continent, and
started as a bookseller. The business

rapidly grew, and after being in Henrietta
Street for a time, he went in 1831 to York
Street, Covent Garden, where he remained
until, on his retirement, the premises were
taken by Messrs. George Bell & Sons. In
1845 he began his famous "

Libraries." His
stock of books was enormous, and his

catalogue, published at a guinea, and
compiled by Mr. Charles Edmonds, was
regarded with wonder at the time of its

issue. He was a frequent caller on my
father at Wellington Street, arid during the

agitation for the repeal of the paper duties
an agitation to which Bohn was strongly

opposed they would be in the House of

Commons at the same time, returning home
in a cab together, my father chaffing him
as to the success of his opposition. During
my father's last illness Bohn showed much
kindness, and often came to me to ask about
him, all old differences being forgotten.
Bohn died at Twickenham on the 22nd of

August, 1884, aged eighty-eight.
Bernard Quaritch was an assistant of

Bonn's. He set up for himself in a small

way at 1 6, Castle Street, Leicester Square ;

the house has recently been added to

vanished London. In 1860 he removed to

Piccadilly. He soon became known as the

purchaser of rare and famous books. At
the Hamilton Sale he bought to the extent
of 40,0007. The Bookseller article states

that, although
" sometimes rough and

uncourteous to outsiders, he was much liked

by those who knew him better. I can testify
as to his kindness in lending his treasures
to those with whom he knew they would
be safe. A friend of mine asked him about
a scarce book he wanted for reference.

Quaritch at once lent it to him, although it?
value was 400/. As a publisher he did little,
but he will be long remembered as having
published the first edition of FitzGerald's
Omar Khayyam.' He worked to the

last, and died on the 17th of December,
1900, being succeeded in the business by
his son, who is as enterprising in his pur-
chases as his father was. At the com-
mencement of last year the business was
removed to Grafton Street, the fine premises
looking down to St. James's Palace.
The third firm of booksellers noticed is

that of Sotherans, founded by Thomas-
Sotheran. In 1841 he took into partner-
ship his son Henry whose great energy
rapidly increased the business. In 1856 Mr.

George Willis (at that time one of the

largest booksellers in London, his windows,
full of literary treasures, under the Piazza
at Covent Garden, attracted many literary

loungers) joined Sotheran's, thus putting a
stop to the great competition between the
two firms, which had run up price

1* of choice
books tremendously at auction sales.

Henry Sotheran, who ultimately bought
Willis out, died in 1905, and now his son

Henry Cecil Sotheran is the sole proprietor.
It will be remembered that it was through
the firm of Sotherans that Mrs. Rylands
(whose death is just announced) purchased
the Althorp Library in 1892 for something
over 200,0007., Messrs. Sotheby acting as

agents for Earl Spencer (9 S. iv. 326), and
the late J. Arnold Green representing Mrs.

Rylands.
Section VIII. of the Jubilee number is

devoted to trade changes during the fifty

years. On June 3rd, 1858, Edward Moxon,
the poets' publisher, died, and the name
no longer exists as that of a separate firm.

Edinburgh knows Adam & Charles Black

no more, and the firm now occupies the

former Soho Bazaar in Soho Square. Black-

woods remain true to Edinburgh, but have
a branch in Paternoster Row. Chamberses
do the same, and it is pleasant to record

that, notwithstanding its long life of over

seventy-five years (the first number was
issued on the 4th of February, 1832),

Chambers' s Journal, under the able editor-

ship of the grandson of Dr. Robert Chambers,

is as vigorous and prosperous as ever.

Jackson & Walford, whose premises were

in St. Paul's Churchyard, published among
their books Hepworth Dixon's

' London

Prisons.' In 1868 the business was trans-

ferred to Hodder & Stoughton, and is now
carried on at Warwick Square. The firm

are the publishers of The. British Weekly
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of The Bookman, so successfully estab-
lished by Dr. Robertson Nicoll.

The Oxford Press in 1858 published
through Parkers of Oxford, but in 1863
the agency was transferred to Macmillans.
This arrangement terminated in 1880, and
now the whole of the publications of the
Press are issued under the direction of Mr.

Henry Frowde, who was appointed manager
in 1874.

That most successful publisher Nicholas
Triibner was in 1858 in business in Pater-
noster Row, moving later to Ludgate Hill.

He died in 1884, leaving a large fortune,
the result of his own indomitable exertions.

He was in 1858 one of the most energetic
men in the Row, and in summer, in his suit

of white or brown holland, he formed a

complete contrast to his brother publishers,
clothed in their usual sombre colours.

Many other changes are recorded, but
space does not admit of reference to them.
A facsimile in miniature of the first number
of The Bookseller accompanies the Jubilee
issue ; it is beautifully printed, and the
small type is perfectly clear. It contains

complete lists of works recently issued by
one hundred and twenty-nine publishers.

Among trade changes it announces that
*"
Mr. Edward Lacey, who some years ago

retired from his old-established business
in St. Paul's Churchyard, has found a life

of leisure so irksome that he has returned
to London and recommenced business on
Ludgate Hill." It is announced from
America that trade is recovering from the

panic, and that several houses have resumed
payment. Sampson Low, jun., who had
been deputed by. the London trade to repre-
sent its interests in New York, had returned,"

having accomplished his mission in a most
satisfactory manner "

; and his report
showed that

" none of the consignors would
-sustain any loss." First on the obituary
list comes Mark Lockwood, senior partner
in the Simpkin & Marshall firm. He was a
man of great judgment as to the real
merits of a book, and his opinion of a new
"work had considerable weight with other

purchasers. He worked early and late,
and long after the Row was deserted his

solitary lamp might be seen shining upon
the trees opposite to the windows of the
room now occupied by his grandson, Mr.

Crosby Lockwood.
In addition to The Bookseller, Whitaker

projected in 1874 the '

Reference Catalogue
of Current Literature,' now issued every
three or four years in two huge volumes.
The index to the 1906 edition extends to

over 900 pages, and contains more than
160,000 references.

The portraits in the number are excellent,
and include Joseph Whitaker, his son
Vernon, William Longman (1813-77), H. G.

Bohn, Henry Sotheran, that sturdy veteran
Mr. Edward Marston, and my father. There
is a slight mistake in the article on ' The
Abolition of the Taxes on Knowledge.'
The advertisement duty was never sixpence.
Mr. Gladstone would have reduced the tax
from one and sixpence to sixpence, but

my father's strong opposition to this

was successful, and the tax was entirely
abolished.
In 1868 Whitaker founded the most

famous of his publications,
'

Whitaker' s

Almanack,' which has made Whitaker a
world-wide name. He lived to see all his pro-
jects fully successful, and as The Athenaeum
stated in its obituary notice, in addition to
the spirit of enterprise he manifested in

business affairs, he was in his own home a

quiet, painstaking student, and was de-

servedly elected a Fellow of the Society of

Antiquaries. His large library, exceeding
20,000 volumes, included a selection of

antiquarian literature, and he possessed
choice copies of a good many rare editions.

He died on the 15th of May, 1895, at his

house, White Lodge, Enfield, four months to
the day after the death of his son Vernon ;

and on the following Saturday, in accordance
with his special wish, the funeral took place
from the office of The Bookseller, his body
being laid to rest in Norwood Cemetery.
All who knew him cherish his memory,
feeling that never was there a more true
and faithful friend than Joseph Whitaker.
Punch paid tribute to him on the 25th of

May :

Gone ! His praises to rehearse

Might engage
a friendly verse.

Time, for whom he did so much,
Surely dealt with gentle touch
With this man of lucky star.*****
Millions now would feel the lack
Of the wondrous Almanack.
* * * * *

One might say of our lost brother,
Death, ere thou hast slain another,
Good and useful as was he," Time shall throw his dart at thee."

I am sure that all our readers will join
with me in hearty congratulations to George
Herbert Whitaker, the editor of The Book-
seller, and to Cuthbert Wilfrid Whitaker,
editor of the

'

Almanack,' on this anni-

versary. Their next celebration will be the
Jubilee in ten years' time of 'Whitaker.'

JOHN C. FKANCIS.
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THOMAS SHAKESPEARE, HIGH BAILIFF AT
ALCESTEB. The following interesting item
may be noted from a report, in The Bir-
mingham Daily Post of 15 January, of the
annual Court Leet and Court Baron of the
Marquis of Hertford, hold at the Town Hall,
Alcester, on the previous day :

" Mr. W. G. Facer (high bailiff) presented his
Accounts for the past year, showing that on the
town account there was an adverse balance of
14J. 6s. Id. That was accounted for, to a large
extent, by the erection of boards in the Town Hall
with the names of past bailiffs inscribed thereon.
After considerable trouble he had found that the
first Court Leet was held in Alcester in 1299, when
Roger was the bailiff; and it appeared that who-
ever was elected to the office from that date on to
1530 bore the same title. In 1530, he found, the
high bailiff was Thomas Shakespeare, and an ex-
amination of his will showed that there was no
doubt that he was an uncle of the immortal bard."

A. F. R.

[MR. JOHN T. PAGE sends a cutting on the
subject from The Leamington Spa Courier of
17 January.]

KING'S 'CLASSICAL AND FOBEIGN
QUOTATIONS.' (See 10 S. ii. 281, 351 ; iii.

447 ; vii. 24.) Among the
'

Adespota' given
in Mr. King's book is

" Breve gaudium
"

<No. 3024).
The unknown author of the ' Octavia '

printed in editions of Seneca's Tragedies
has (11. 198-200) :

Et hanc levis fallaxque destituet deus
Volucer Cupido. Bit licet forma eminens,
Opibus superba ; gaudium capiet breve,

EDWABD BENSLY.
TJniv. Coll. Aberystwyth.

KEATS, COBTES, AND BALBOA. A passage
from Keats' s sonnet ' On first looking into

Chapman's Homer '

is given in
'

Cassell's

Book of Quotations,' p. 181 ; and although
an error at the end of it has been already
pointed out (having been noticed by a

greater poet), it may be worth while to

refer to it here. The passage runs thus :

Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes
He stared at the Pacific and all his men

Looked at each other with a wild surmise
Silent, upon a peak in Darien.

Palgrave, in his
' Golden Treasury of

Songs and Lyrics
'

(notes), tells us that

Tennyson had pointed out to him that

Balboa was really the person referred to ;

and, indeed, Vasco Nunez de Balboa ob-
tained the first sight of the Pacific from a

peak in Darien on 25 Sept., 1513, about
five years before the first expedition of

Cortes to Mexico. De Selincourt, in his

edition of Keats, remarks in a note (p. 399)
that the poet

"
either consciously or un-

consciously transferred the story to Cortez,
whose portrait by Titian had mucli im-
pressed him"; and he gives reasons for

thinking that the poem must have been
written early in 1815, when Keats was in
the twentieth year of his age, and about
five years after he had left the Rev. John
Clarke's school at Enfield, in the library of
which was Robertson's '

History of America,'
where he would find an account of Balboa
and his first gaining a view of the mighty
western ocean. About four years after-
wards he was cruelly put to death by the
order of Davila, the new Governor.

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

SEVENTEENTH - CENTUKY TBAVELLING.
In an old vellum-covered commonplace
book of the early seventeenth century, which
has just come into my possession, I find the

following curious memorandum :

Account of the Expenses of Joseph Higginson's
Journey from London to St. Germer, in France :

To Cash given him by Mr. Beunet for his

passage oversea 220
To Dinner and Coach Hire 024
To Fifteen Days' keep at sea at 2*. per day 1 10
To Expenses at Dunkirk and from thence

to Calais 13 10

To Cash and other Expenses furnished by
Mr. Seauvage to him at Calais ... 290

6 17 2

Received the contents hereof in full. E. Eastham.

WM. JAGGABD.

" HUMMING ALE." "
Humming ale

"
is

nearly a thing of the past, and the phrase is

hardly ever heard. I can remember when
the call for ale in an ale-house was for

"humming," and "none of your small

beer." I once heard one of my father's

men, after taking a horn of home-brewed,

say,
"
Well, that's a hummer, and no mis-

take," and he put his ear to the partly filled

can, fresh from the barrel, to hear the

"humming." Ale is an ancient beverage.
I wonder how long the word "

humming
"

has been applied to the drink.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

[The 'N.E.D.' gives quotations for "humming
stuff" (1675) and " humming punch

"
(Fielding,

1732).]

PEBBY : THE BEVERAGE. --In 1175

Richard de Luci, in his account of the

ferm of Windsor (Pipe Roll 21 Henry II.

vol. ix. m. 2 [1897], 137), credits himself

with 6s. 8d. paid "in Custamento vini &
Pirati & Licere." Q- V.
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WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

FABIAN SOCIETY. What is the origin of
this society's title ? I conclude that it is

from the Roman general, but am not sure,
and think I have heard other explanations.

HIPPOCLIDES.

[By the courtesy of the Secretary of the Society
we are able to quote the motto on Fabian Tract
No. 7,

'

Capital and Land,' sixth edition, revised,
which reads as follows :

" For the right moment you must wait, as Fabius
did most patiently when warring against Hannibal,
though many censured his delays ; but when the
time comes you must strike hard, as Fabius did, or

your waiting will be in vain, and fruitless."]

VANDEN-BEMPDE FAMILY. I should be
glad of any genealogical information about
this family. John Vanden-Bempde, of Pall

Mall, Middlesex, and of Hackness Hall, co.

York, had an only daughter and heiress
Charlotte Van Lore, who married first the

Marquess of Annandale, and secondly Lieut.-
Col. John Johnstone (killed at Carthagena
in 1743).
Whom did John Vanden-Bempde marry ?

In Betham's 'Baronetage,' iv. 303-4, his
wife is called Temperance, daughter of John
Packer ; whilst in the

' Stemmata Chiche-
leana,' No. 468, she is said to be a daughter
of one Judge Burton, by his wife Elizabeth,
daughter of Thomas Berkeley of Spetchley,
co. Worcester. When did he die, and where
was he buried ?

Charlotte's elder son assumed the name
and arms of Vanden-Bempde by Act of Par-
liament in 1793, and was ancestor of Lord
Derwent. W. G. D. FLETCHER, F.S.A.
Oxon Vicarage, Shrewsbury.

" WHAT YOU BUT SEE WHEN YOU
HAVEN'T A GUN." A very common saying
hereabout is

" What you but see when you
haven't a gun." It is brought in when a
tale is being told in which the teller lost an
opportunity through lacking the where-
withal for taking advantage of it. Is it

used elsewhere in this or any corresponding
form ? THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

[We have heard this or something like it in many
parts of England.]

COUNTING BRINGING ILL-LUCK. In some
parts of Europe the ancient belief survives
that to number things exactly brings mis-

fortune probably by giving the wizard-
world accurate information. What forms
of this superstition are yet to be found in

the British Islands 1

The French have a proverb to the effect

that
" counted sheep are eaten by the wolf,"

but our " Don't count your chickens before

they are hatched
"

has a different sig-
nificance.

The ancient Romans believed that to
reckon things too accurately was unwise ;

and the captains of David's host must have
been of the same mind, for, though his word

prevailed against theirs, Joab and the rest

of them were against numbering the people.
P. W. G. M.

ROGERS ON A HIGHLAND FORTRESS.
What is the name of the " shattered for-

tress" mentioned by Rogers in 1. 41 of his

poem
' Written in the Highlands of Scot-

land, 1812 '

? Are any ruins of it still

left ? ALEX. RUSSELL, M.A.
Strorimess, Orkney.

RINGS ON HOUSES. In Cambridge and
the near neighbourhood there are thirteen

houses with iron rings arranged beneath the

eaves, firmly fixed to the roof-plate. The
houses are mostly of the seventeenth cen-

tury ; and the rings, so far as I can gather,
are intended to be used to pull upon with

ropes and firehooks in case of fire. Are these

rings local, or found in other places ? and la-

there any evidence, besides tradition, as to

their use ? GEORGE WHERRY.
5, St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge.

COL. CONYERS DARCYE'S REGIMENT OF
1660. I have what purports to be a
commission on parchment, dated 5 Nov.,
1660, in the twelfth year of the reign of

Charles II. from Thomas, Lord Fauconberge,
Baron of Yarome, Viscount Henknowle,
Lord Lieutenant of his Majesty's County
Palatine of Durham, and of the North

Riding of the county of York, to John
Smith, as ensign to Capt. Ralph Atkinson's

company of foot, in Col. Conyers Darcye's
Regiment, under "my "command as Lord
Lieutenant of the North Riding of the

county of York. Can any one give me
information about the regiment ? Hitherto

my searches have been unsuccessful.
J. D. BUCKTON.

ST. AUSTIN'S CHURCH : ARCHBISHOP WHIT-
GIFT. Having occasion to refer to the
records of the above church, in which it is

stated that a stone in the chancel had an

incription relative to the body of George
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Whitgift, Esq.,
"
one of the natural brothers

of Archbishop Whitgift," who, it is said
"deceased in 1611," I am curious to know
who was his mother. In the Archbishop's
statutes of his most charitable erection anc
endowment of the Hospital of the Holy
Trinity at Croydon, he calls this George
Whitgift his brother ; and elsewhere, if ]

remember aright, he speaks of him as his
half-brother.
From the inscription on the stone above

referred to, it would appear that the Arch-
bishop had more than one illegitimate
brother.

Perhaps one of your readers will be able
to supply me with the information desired.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
Thornton Heath.

'THAT REMINDS ME.' In or about 1870
a work was projected by J. C. Hotten, the

publisher, under this title (of which the

printed prospectus lies before me). Was it

ever issued ? Although partly of the same
nature, it must not be confused with the
excellent volume of stories published, with
the same title, by Sir Edward Russell some
twenty years later. WILLIAM JAGGAKD.

' THE WATCH AT THE SEPULCHRE.' Could

you kindly help me to trace a poem,
' The

Watch at the Sepulchre ? It begins :

From East to West I've marched beneath the

Eagles.

I had it some time ago in manuscript, but
lent it to a friend ; and, like the umbrella or

book, it was not returned. A. WBAGG.

"TRUCKEE." In a poem entitled 'The
Red Thread of Honour,' by Sir F. H. Doyle
(1810-88), there occur these lines :

Then flashed at once, on each wild clan, dismay,
Lord of their wild Tritckee.

I am unable to find the moaning of
" Truckee "

in any available reference book,
consequently the meaning of the passage is

obscure. Could any of your readers explain ?

F. N.

POWLETT OF SOMBOURN. The High
Sheriff for Hampshire in 1783 was William
Powlett Powlett of Sombourn, near Stock-

bridge. To which branch of the family did
he belong ? and did he marry a Miss Probyn
of Newland, Glos. ? G. BBIGSTOCKE.

CANALS IN NAVAL WARFARE. Will any
reader of

' N. & Q.,' able to assist me, be so

kind as to mention for my information and
reference any cases in which important
belligerent use has, in history, been made of

canals ? There are also, I believe, several
cases in which warships have been hauled
overland, which I should be glad to be put
in a position to look up.

DOUGLAS OWEN.
9, Wilbraham Place, S.W.

* THE DANDY'S BALL.' When I was a
child, my grandmother used to lend me,
amongst other books she kept specially for
children, one with the above title, which
was a great favourite with me and my
contemporaries. It was a thin paper book
with delightful coloured illustrations,
published, I think, by Messrs. Darton ; but
who was the author of the story which
was in verse I know not. It began :

Dr. Pillblister and Betsy his sister
Determined on giving a treat,
So their cards they sent out
For a party and rout
At their house in Great Cavendish Street.

The last time I remember it was in 1848,
when my grandmother died. I imagine it

was, with many other delightful old books
she had, given or thrown away. I wonder if

any of your readers can recall the book, or
bell me if it has ever been republished. I
believe a copy of it was exhibited some time
during thesixties amongst other "toy books "

at the South Kensington Museum. I would
gladly secure a copy of it if I could, if only
[or the sake of showing my grandchildren
what was then thought an amusing skit on
manners and fashion in very early Victorian

days. E. D.

[THE REV. JOHN PICKFOBD stated at 10 S. iii. 16
;hat

' The Dandy's Ball
' was included (but without

author's name) in A. W. Tuer's 'Old-Fashioned
Children's Books,' published in 1900.]

PARAVICINI o]f NOTTINGHAM. The burial

egisters of the parish of St. Mary, Notting-
lam, contain the two following entries :

18 March, 1727/8. Berceni, wife of Mr George
^ravicini.
26 March, 1735. Mr George Paravicini.

These representatives of an ancient
talian family are, I believe, the only ones

whose names figure in the annals of

Nottingham. Though the foregoing entries

ail to support the assumption, the local

,radition is that Mr. George Paravicini was
i count. He built a row of houses, yet

tanding, known during the eighteenth

jentury as Paravicini's Row, but now
orming one side of Count Street. His

ousiness in Nottingham remained unknown
until recently, when there turned up a

hance reference, in a document of 1724,

o "Mr. Paravicini's Glasshouse." This,
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the first Nottingham
situate at one end of

that line.

glassworks, was
Paravicini's Row,

and gave name to
" Old Glasshouse Lane,"

the present Southwell Road. The building
of the factory (shown on old views of the

town) and the contiguous row of property
seems to indicate that George Paravicini

was a man of some means, and the

assumption is that he came to Nottingham
purposely to found the business. But no
memorial is known to have been erected

to his memory, so possibly he died in

humble circumstances. Nothing beyond
his name appears to be on record locally, Musgraye
for which reason I venture to ask if any Thorpe,

reader can supply information from other
sources as to who George Paravicini of

Nottingham actually was, and whence he
came. A. STAPLE-TON.

158, Noel Street, Nottingham.
' HARTLY HOUSE, CALCUTTA '

: ALLU-
SIONS. Can any of your readers assist m.e

with particulars as to Revel's machine
and " Mrs. Southgate's beautiful lawns at

Chertsey" ?

Also, who are the authors of the following

quotations ?

1. Whose nice discernment, Virgil-like, is such
Never to say too little or too much.

2. Not of themselves the gay beauties can please.
We only can taste when the heart is at ease.

All four allusions occur in
'

Hartly House,
Calcutta,' a novel of eighteenth-century life

in Bengal, published in 1789.
H. E. A. COTTON.

186, Adelaide Road, South Hampstead, N.W.
" PETITS CHEVAUX," A GAME. When

and by whom was this game invented ?

According to The Greenock Advertiser of

August, 1818, Mr. John Allan, of Penicuik,
had constructed

"a curious machine which impels two horses round
a circle. The horses and riders have the exact
attitude, and apparently all the animated emula-
tion of a well-coritestea horse-race, and have this

necessary characteristic that even the maker of the
machine cannot tell which of the horses will gain.
To the curious in horse - racing the invention is

peculiarly interesting, as in bad weather they can
enjoy the pleasures of a good horse-race with com-
fort at their firesides. With a little more trouble,
it might occasionally be converted to a fox hunt by
affixing the necessary appendages of huntsmen and

Joseph Wiggins, F.R.G.S.,' by Henry
Johnson was recently published by John
Murray of Albermarle Street. Can any
reader of

' N. & Q.' tell me where Wiggins
was buried, and also give the inscription
on his monument ?

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

CHABLTON THRUPPE. I want information

regardingthe parentage of CharltonThruppe,
who died in October, 1748, and is mentioned
in the obituaries of both The Gentleman: s and
The London Magazine, and in that of

with the addition of
" See

He married Elizabeth, daughter
of the Hon. and Rev. Robert Booth, Dean
of Bristol 1708, and sister of Nathaniel

Booth, fourth and last Lord Delamere of

NEVILLE BAYLY.

hounds."

R. S. B.

JOSEPH WiaoiNS, DISCOVERER OF THE
KARA SEA ROUTE TO SIBERIA. This
notable explorer was born at Norwich,
3 Sept., 1832, and died 13 Sept., 1905.
A biography

' The Life and Voyages of

YALE UNIVERSITY : SEALS WITH HEBREW
INSCRIPTIONS. Looking over The Musical
Times for September, 1902, I found a repro-
duction of the seal of Yale University, con-

taining the words " Urim and Thummim "

in the original square Hebrew lettering.
What I should like to know is whether
Yale has turned out more distinguished
Hebraists and theologians than any other
American seat of learning, and whether
there are any other foundations not

specifically Jewish in composition, in this

or any other country, having a seal of

which Hebrew forms an important ornament
and distinguishing feature.

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

MAYO OF POULSHOT, WILTS. Is anything
known of the parentage of the Rev. William

Mayo, Vicar of Romsey, Hampshire, from
1690 to 1727 ? On the tablet to his memory
in Romsey Abbey it is stated that he was
' '

of Poulshot, Wilts.'
' He married Elizabeth,

sister and coheiress of Roger Gollop of

Stanbridge, and by her (who was buried at

Romsey 27 Dec., 1722, aged fifty-six) left a

son, John Mayo, buried at Romsey, 16 Nov.,
1734.
In the Visitation of Wiltshire, 1623, is the

marriage of Thomas Mompesson of Gorton

(Wilts) to Joan, daughter of Edward Mayoe
of Funthill. Joan's grandson George Mom-
pesson signed his name to his pedigree in

1623, and at that time had a. son and heir

aged five. A Rev. Daniel Mayo was Rector
of Michelmersh, near Romsey, from 1759 to

1768. Also, in the charity reports for

Poulshot in 1733 is a donation of 201. from
Daniel Mayo ; and on 24 Nov., 1829, the

Rev. Charles Mayo (apparently Vicar of

Huish^ left 100Z. in charity to the parish of
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Beeching-Stoke, Wilts. These clerics do not
appear in the Oxford or Cambridge records.A Mr. William Mayo was married at
Fontmell Magna on 24 May, 1784, to Miss
Hannah Still of Compton (see Winchester
and Salisbury Journal, May, 1784).

F. H. S.
rughwood, Komsey.

HULL RAILWAY REPORT. Can any of
your readers kindly tell me where I can
consult a report of the Hull and Selby Rail-
way presented to the meeting of shareholders
for 1841 ? WILLIAM ANDREWS.
Hull Royal Institution.

THE WINSTON SHAKESPEARE
PORTRAIT.

(10 S. ix. 68.)

DR. KRTJEGER'S protest against the in-
clusion of this portrait in the

'

Shakespeare
Jahrbuch' is well founded. Last year the
English and American papers were flooded
with paragraphs and reproductions of this

portrait, emanating from an imaginative
North-Country journalist, stating that this

portrait had been "
discovered

" and guaran-
teed by me, as well as by Messrs. Christie,
Manson & Woods, as a portrait of Shake-
speare, and that that firm had estimated
its value at 4,000/. In reply to an inquiry
of mine, Messrs. Christie disclaimed all

knowledge of the picture.
The facts are these. Learning that years

ago the portrait had been sent to the
National Portrait Gallery, and to the

Shakespeare Memorial at Stratford, I begged
the owners to send me a photograph of it,

on the receipt of which, in response to their

inquiry, I expressed the opinion that, as
far as I could judge from a photograph,
the picture seemed to belong to the time,
i.e., about the year 1600. On that slender
basis the whole story was built up by the

paragraphist, who doubtless calculated that
when he had planted his fiction the inevitable
contradiction would come too late to inter-

fere with his enterprise. I have since seen
the picture, and affirm that although it

is an interesting one (the head far better
drawn and painted than the doublet),
I see no reason for imagining that it repre-
sents Shakespeare. Much importance has
been attached to the fact that the initials
" W. S." are on the back ; but the present
owner tells me that she remembers her

father cutting them on many years agom order to record the fact that some people
thought it might be a portrait of the poet.
During the last twenty years the picture
has been submitted to the National Portrait
Gallery no fewer than four times by the
owners or their friends. I may add that
a short article by me on this subject ap-
peared in the May number (1907) of
Putnam's Monthly Magazine. I shall tell
the whole story in the exhaustive volume
on the portraits of Shakespeare on which I
am now engaged. M. H. SPIELMANN.

21, Cadogan Gardens, S.W.

MRS. JULIA STRETTON, AUTHORESS OP
' THE VALLEY OF A HUNDRED FIRES '

(10 S. viii. 149, 253, 313; ix. 54). Since
the appearance of the reply at the last refer-
ence but one, sent by the HON. KATHLEEN
WARD, I have received a letter from her
in answer to a request for information con-

cerning Mrs. Stretton. Enclosed in her
letter was one from Miss R. H. Beddoes
of Hesterworth, Aston-on-Clun, a lady
somewhat distantly related to Mrs. Stretton,
and a great-niece of Maria Edgeworth. I
have also received a letter from Capt.
Walter de Winton of Maesllwch Castle,

Glasbury, grandson of Mrs. Stretton.
This lady was one of the large family

of the Rev. John Collinson : his portrait
and that of his wife are drawn in

' The Valley
of a Hundred Fires.' She married first

Walter de Winton of Maesllwch Castle, and
was the mother of Sir Francis de Winton.
Her second husband was Major Richard (?)

Stretton. Admiral Collinson of The Haven,
Baling, was her brother.

Her Christian name was Julia. It appears
to be improbable that she had also the name
of

"
Cecilia," as given at the last reference

by MR. RALPH THOMAS, as Miss WARD in

her letter to me says : "I have called there

[i.e., The Haven] on Miss Cecilia Collinson

(now dead), a younger sister of Mrs. Stret-

ton's
"

; see also her reply (viii. 313).

One of Mrs. Stretton' s sisters married

Archdeacon de Winton, a cousin of Mrs.

Stretton' s first husband. One of her books

was ' The Queen of the County,' in which

(so Miss Beddoes believes) the authoress

was the heroine. Her grandson tells me
that

"
in her young days she was beautiful,

and all her life an exceptionally ^charming
woman." Miss Beddoes says :

" She was

a very beautiful woman."
There appear to be some slight errors,

in MR. THOMAS'S interesting reply (ante,
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654).
Maaslough should, I think, be

aesllwch. Possibly it was spelt anglice

phonetically by many people in former

days. As I have pointed out, Julia is more
probable than Julia Cecilia. Walter de
Wilton should be Walter de Winton. I am
not certain about Major Stretton's Christian
name. Capt. de Winton believes that it

was Richard, but does not suggest Richard
William.
MR. THOMAS is mistaken in saying that

Hesba Stretton (i.e., Hannah Smith) first

wrote in 1866. According to the table of
"
contents

"
in

' The Nine Christmas Num-
bers of

"
All the Year Round" '

(no date,
but published 1870 at the latest), and accord-

ing to the edition of the said Christmas
numbers published in 1907, Hesba Stretton
wrote ' The Ghost in the Clock Room '

in
' The Haunted House,' 1859, and 'Another

Past Lodger relates Certain Passages to
her Husband '

in
'

Mrs. Lirriper's Legacy,'
1864 ; and ' Not to be taken for Granted '

in
'

Dr. Marigold's Prescriptions,' 1865,
as well as

'

No. 4 Branch Line, the Travelling
Post Office,' in

'

Mugby Junction,' 1866.
Mrs. Elmsley, who was not the authoress

of
' The Valley of a Hundred Fires,' was pro-

bably not of Maesllwch Castle.

The object of my query at the first refer-

ence was to get at the name of the writer
of

' His Portmanteau ' and ' His Hat Box '

in
'

Somebody's Luggage
'

ascribed to
" The

Authoress of
' The Valley of a Hundred

Fires.'
"

It is strange that neither in the

reprint of
' The Nine Christmas Numbers

of
"
All the Year Round,"

'

1870 (or about),
nor in the new edition of last year, is the
name of the authoress (Mrs. Stretton)
made known ; and that in neither republica-
tion is the pseudonym

" Hesba Stretton "

identified as Hannah Smith. The identifica-

tion is to be found in Allibone and the
' London Library Catalogue.' Halkett and
Laing's

'

Dictionary
'

calls her Sarah Smith.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

VICOMTE DE CREMAIL (10 S. ix. 50).
The query probably refers to Adrien de
Montluc, Comte de Cramail (or Caraman or

Carmaing), one of the wits of the Court of
Louis XIII., born 1571, died 1646 (I cannot
at present verify the dates). He was the

grandson of the famous soldier and memoir-
writer Blaise de Montluc. He married
Jeanne de Foix, daughter of a Comte de
Cramail, and thus acquired this title. He
also became Prince de Chabannais, in suc-
cession to a grand-uncle of that title. A
favourite of Henry IV., he spent twelve

years in the Bastille in the next reign for

intrigues against Richelieu. A Gascon by
family and in wit, he lived much at

Toulouse, near to Foix, of which he was
governor. Germain de Lafaille, author of
' Annals of the Town of Toulouse,' says of

him incidentally, in a biographical notice
of the Toulousan poet Goudelin :

" The Count of Carmaing withdrew from Court
to reside in this town, about which most of his

property was situated, besides his governorship of

Foix. He was one of the most accomplished
noblemen in the realm ; he had infinite wit and
much learning, together with extreme politeness.
As he was passionately fond of the society of

literary men, his house was the meeting-place for
all men of learning and wit : amongst these was
Goudelin, whom the Count honoured with particular
friendship, which lasted all his life. I have heard
say that during his imprisonment in the Bastille,
whither he was sent under the ministry of Cardinal

Richelieu, he often amused himself by reading the

poet's verses and explaining them to M. de

Bassompierre [the Marshal, a fellow-prisoner],
who enjoyed them greatly."

The biographical letter in which this

passage occurs is prefixed to most of the
later editions of Goudelin' s

' Ramelet
Moundi '

(' Sertum Tolosanum,' 'Bouquet
Toulousain '). I have the Amsterdam
edition of 1700 containing it. The excellent

edition of Toulouse, 1887, also contains a

reproduction of the frontispiece of the first

edition, Toulouse, 1617. In this plate the
arms of Montluc appear : 1 and 4, a fox

(apparently) rampant ; 2 and 3, a globe.
I may mention that the word "Moundi "=
Toulousain, is derived from Raymond,
the name of the Counts of Toulouse.
The "lengo d'O "

dialect of the city and
its district is still "la lengo Moundino "

;

Goudelin s works were written in it, and the
first two of the four

'

Floureto
' wore

dedicated to "magnific, gran ede tout brabe

seignou, Adrian de Monluc," his titles

following at length. Montluc wrote the
' Comedie des Proverbes,' 1618; 'Jeux de

I'lnconnu,' 1630 (a collection of quips and
smart sayings) ; also

' Pensees d'un Solitaire.'

EDWARD NICHOLSON.
Hyeres.

COLERIDGE ON THE ORIGIN or 'CHRIS-
TABEL '

(10 S. ix. 27). It would appear as

though MR. BAILEY-KEMPLING were under
the impression that Mr. E. H. Coleridge had
omitted all mention of the poet's reference

to the influence of Crashaw's 'Hymn to

St. Theresa
' when the second part of

' Christabel
' was written. If so, I would

direct his attention to the following extract

from p. 18 of Mr. Coleridge's edition of the

poem, which was published last year under
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the authority of the Council of the Royal
Society of Literature, and which is, I pre-
sume, the edition to which MB. BAILEY-
KEMPLING refers :

"
Lastly, Coleridge's somewhat mysterious admis-

sion or explanation that Crawshaw's 'verses on
St. Theresa (Since 'tis not to be had at home, she '1

travel to a martyrdome,' &c.) were ever present to
my mind whilst writing the second part of

"
Chris-

tabel" if, indeed, by some subtle process of the
mind, they did not suggest the first thought of the
entire poem,' acquires some force and meaning if

lines 319-22,
' For she doth smile, and she doth weep,

Like a youthful hermitess, Beauteous in a wilder-
ness,' &c., may be assigned to the second division
of the poem (see Allsop's

'

Letters and Conversa-
tions,' 1836, i. 195-6)."

The late J. Dykes Campbell also refers to

Coleridge's statement in his Notes to his
edition of the ' Poetical Works,' 1893.

If Coleridge were in any way indebted to
Crashaw's poem, it would seem to be more
to the " beautiful delicacies of language and
metre" than to the subject, between which
and that of ' Christabel

'

it is difficult to
trace any resemblance.

S. BUTTEBWOBTH.

RAINE ISLAND (10 S. ix. 48) was named
after Capt. Raine of the ship

"
Surry,"

who in that vessel made several voyages
to and from Australia early in the last

century. On one of his homeward voyages
(by way of China) he sailed through Torres
Straits (November and December, 1814),

entering the dangerous labyrinth of reefs

by what was afterwards, and is still, known
as the " Raine Island Passage."

EDWARD A. PETHEBICK.
Streatham.

SALARINO, SALANIO, AND SALEBIO (10 S.

ix. 22). Whatever ST. SWITHIN writes about
is always most fascinating. I am more than

ordinarily interested in the contribution to

the literature of the ' Merchant '

; yet I have

my doubts regarding the correctness of the

statement that " Sala was a name borne by
Venetian Jews in the fourteenth century."
I hope ST. SWITHIN will favour us with the

grounds of this belief, because we shall then
have at last discovered where Shakespeare
got the cryptic name of Shylock, which is

obviously a corruption of "Sallock" or
"

little Sala" whatever that may mean.
M. L. R. BBESLAR.

COLD HARBOUR LANE (10 S. ix. 68).
I hope I may be forgiven, notwithstanding
the editorial protest, for recurring to this

subject. I read the previous discussion
with much interest, and some time after-

wards came across a valuable piece of evi-

dence on the subject, not (I believe) pre-
viously referred to. I intended to have
sent it to

'

N. & Q.,' but I
"
put it off."

My idea on reading it was that it took the
question out of the category of the disputed.
If it has, in fact, not been already referred
to, I think at any rate it should be added
to the list. It will be found indexed in
Isaac Taylor's

' Words and Places,' 1863.

DOUGLAS OWEN.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.
ix. 49).

" Ex porrecto labello
"

in MR.
PICKFORD'S first quotation should be ex-

porrecto labello. The words are taken from
Persius, iii. 82.

I doubt whether a definite author could
be assigned to

Disce ut semper victurus,
Vive ut eras moriturus,

about which W. T. L. inquires. The
maxim of the second line in particular is a
commonplace of extremely frequent occur-
rence. Very many examples of the same
thought in varying forms lie gathered in

that great seventeenth-century treasure-

house, Gataker's
'

Commentary on Marcus
Antoninus' (vii. 29, and ii. 5, ii. 11, iii. 12).

Instances are Seneca, Ep. I. xii. 8,
"
Sic

ordinandus est dies omnis, tamquam cogat
agmen." Musonius, ap. Stobaeum, i. 83,

QVK ecrn Trjv cvf(TTr)Kvia.v rjfitpav /caXws jSttovai

fir) irpodeptvov avrrjv cos i<r\n.Triv /Jidxrcu.

Jerome, in Mat. xxiv.,
"
Sic quotidie

vivamus, quasi die illo iudicandi simus."

The antithetical form of the, couplet
resembles

Ut moriens semper vivas :

semper vive ut moriturus,

quoted from a monument in S. Pietro,

Bologna, by Nathan Chytraeus,
' Variorum in

Europa Itinerum Deliciae
'

(ed. 3, 1606,

p. 189). Compare also John Owen's epi-

taph on an atheist (Ep. i. 28) :

Mortuus est quasi victurus post funera non sit :

Sic vixit tamquam non moriturus erat.

The words about which ASTARTE seeks in-

formation are from Pope's
'

Rape of the-

Lock,' i. 41-2 :

Know then, unnumber'd Spirits round thee fly,

The light Militia of the lower sky.

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

[MR. E. YARDLEY also thanked for reply on Persius.J

NONJURORS : REV. BENJAMIN WAY (10 S,

viii. 229, 277, 297, 414).
' N. & Q.' is

nothing or rather the facts stated in it

are nothing if not accurate. I know
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rsomething of Bridport and of the Way
family still in existence in its neighbourhood,
namely, at Bradpole ; but I have never

yet heard that that ancient borough was
in Devon, as stated by MR. ARKLE at the

penultimate reference. There have been
several attempts of late years to filch Lyme
Regis away from Dorset in order to swell
the list of Devonian watering-places, which,
as this town is situated close to the great
landslip of the thirties, might not be sup-
posed to be so difficult a task ; but I do
think that the capital of West Dorset, some
nine miles to the east, might be allowed to
be spared the horrors of another such a

catastrophe.
I have heard it stated that the distin-

guished Australian lawyer Chief Justice

Way came of the same old Dorset stock.

J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.
Antigua, W.I.

INDEX OF PLACE-NAMES (10 S. ix. 47).
I shall be much obliged if J. B. S. will state
the exact title of the index published by
the Board of Inland Revenue, and where
it can be procured. Is it fuller than the
'

Postal Guide '

or than the table in
' The

Clergy List
'

? H. N. ELLACOMBE.

The information given by J. B. S. being
somewhat indefinite, it may be permissible
to point out the

'

Index to the Population
Tables of England and Wales' (part of the

report of each census), which contains an
alphabetical list of all parishes and named
districts in South Britain. The published
price is not excessive (that for 1891, C. 7216,
was Is. Qd.) ; and the book may often be
obtained second-hand. Q. V.

THE PEBKEAU BROTHERS AND MRS. RUDD
{10 S. viii. 361). In The Carlton Magazine,
vol. iii. p. 669, January, 1794, there is the

following paragraph :

" Mrs. Rudd of Perreau memory ! whose adven-
tures have so often been the subject of publick
curiosity, seems fated to end her career in New-
gate. She is now absolutely living in that wretched
prison with a man whose appearance bespeaks
misery in the extreme ! He is confined on the
debtor's side, and she seldom stirs out of the place
in which they sleep."

This paragraph probably was copied from
one of the newspapers.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.

ST. ANDREW'S CROSS (10 S. viii. 507 ;

ix. 32). MARY OVERY seems to think
that the saltire in the arms of Rochester
is directly related to that in the Scottish

flag. Indirectly, it no doubt is ; but the

direct reference for both is to the labarum
of Constantino, so generally taken in the
West as the ensign of Christianity. In
some form or other, as simple saltire or as

cross keys or crosiers, it is borne by a

majority of the episcopal cities ; and in their

flags by Scotland, Ireland, Burgundy, and
Russia. As to the colours, those of Scotland
were fixed by the alliance with France, just
as those of Burgundy were by the alliance

with England, and those of Ireland, at a
much later date, by her connexion with

England. Of what St. Patrick had to do
with it I have no explanation to offer.

J. KNOX LAUGHTON.

NAME-PUZZLE IN EARLY SPENSER (10 S.

ix. 48). I should conjecture the name of

the author of the puzzle to be Lovegood,
or Lovegod ( Ama Deum). The letter e,

which is common to the preceding words,

may be his initial. The introductory note
should be printed as five (rather faulty)
iambic senarii. H. E. D. BLAKISTON.

THE MINOR INNS OF COURT (10 S. viii.

428). Although not dealing with Admission

Registers, the special object of my search,

the following, transcribed from one of

Thorpe's Catalogues of MSS. (circa 1834),
is of interest :

" Middlesex. Gray's Inn, together with Staples
Inn and Barnard's Inn, London. Collection of

documents relating to those three Societies, partly
distinct and partly general, as the two latter are

the Inns of Chancery belonging to the former, the

greater portion on parchment, consisting of Returns
to the Poll-Money as raised by Acts of Parliament
in the reigns of William, Mary, and Queen Anne ;

appointments of Preachers to Gray's Inn ; accounts
01 the rents, assessments, and certificates ; amounts
of Batchelors fees ; Land Tax Subsidies, &c. In all

upwards of twenty documents, the whole original
and authentic, signed and sealed by the persons

appointed, curious and interesting collections,

31. 13s. oU, 1698-1702."

This is just the kind of "lot" that would
have been bought by Sir Thomas Phillipps
of Middle Hill or Sir C. G. Young ; but I

cannot trace that it passed into the possession
of either. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

" ECRIVEZ LES INJURES," &C. (10 S. viii.

489). I, too, well remember, as a maxim
occurring in a French Reader,

"
Ecrivoz

les injures sur le sable, mais [or ef\ les bien-

faits sur le marbre "
; but I do not know

whether it is a quotation from any French
author.

There are current proverbial expressions
of a reverse character, and possibly this

may have been written as a sort of contra-

dictory precept. Examples of these may
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be seen m Bartlett (p. 43, ed. 1889) and in
Benham's 'Book of Quotations' (Cassell
1907), pp. 185, 205, 206, and 809.

C. LAWRENCE FORD.
Bath.

"SPELLICANS" (10 S. viii. 449; ix. 15).
In Stirling's 'Annals of the Artists of

Spain,' Vol. ii. chap, xiii., mention is made
of Maria Louisa, first queen of Charles II.
of Spain,

"
playing with him for hours to-

gether at Spilikens." She died in 1689,
after having been little more than two
years in Spain.

F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.
Castle Pollard, Westmeath.

None of
^

the answers have given another
name, i.e.

"
jack-straws," because the game

used to be played in farm-houses with
straws. It is also called push-pin.We recently got a set of

"
Russian spilli-

kins." They are small models of the
samovar, &c., with three hooks to the
set, extremely difficult to get up.

M. ELLEN POOLE.
Alsager, Cheshire.

I am obliged for the replies printed,
also for those forwarded from the office
of 'N. & Q.' It is curious that so little
is known about "

spellicans
"

in some
parts. I had shown mine to people likely
to know, also to dealers long in the trade,
without result. The dealers' opinion, as
well as the opinion of others, was that they
were used as hairpins, when hair-buildingwas of a much more elaborate nature than
now is the case. In The Illustrated London
News of 28 December last, p. 946, are de-

picted^
some "

twenty centuries old knick-
nacks," and in the toilet section are hairpins
which are singularly like the

"
spellicans

"

under notice. Of the spellicans I have,
one only is hook-shaped ; another is shaped
like a bow. The highest number is xxx,
of which there are two shaped alike.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

"PARSLEY PEEL" (10 S. viii. 508).Some account of this will be found in
Baines's

'

History of the Cotton Manu-
facture in Great Britain '

(n.d.).
Printed calicoes were in use long before

Peel's time. R. S. B.

JOSEPH HUME'S ANCESTRY (10 S. ix. 70).
Hume's father was master of a coasting

vessel that sailed from Montrose, where the
future politician was born in 1777. The
skipper would appear to have had but in-

different success as the result of his traffic
for we learn that after his death the widow
had to fight strenuously for the support
of her large family.

"
She kept," it is said,a little stall in the market-place, for the

sale of brown ware, cheap delf, and other
articles of 'crockery,' as such goods are
called in Scotland." It may be added that
there are other Humes in the country than
those that connect directly or collaterallywith the noble house of Home. See Ander-
son's

'

Scottish Nation,' vol. ii.

THOMAS BAYNE.

'ESMOND' : SLIP OF THE PEN (10 S. ix.

67). Surely this is not dear old Thackeray's
slip, but MR. WILLCOCK'S own. He must
have read hastily, and rushed into print
still more hastily. Thackeray was asking
a question, much as if he were to say,

" Does
a river run up a hill ?

"

J. Y. W. MACALISTER.

"FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY" (10 S. ix.

70). As an appellation popularly conferred
upon Washington, it has, I think, been
found impossible to trace its first application
to him. It was applied to Marius the Roman
who, B.C. 102 and 101, won signal victories
over the Northern barbarians. Marius,
however, declined the distinction, and it

was afterwards given to Cicero on the sup-
pression of the conspiracy of Catiline. It
was bestowed upon several of the Caesars

(among whom were Julius Caesar and the

Emperor Augustus), but often undeservedly;
upon Cosmo de' Medici ; and upon Prince
William of Orange by the Dutch (1533-84),
who called him " Vader des Vaderlands

"

(see preface to Putnam's '

William the Silent,

Prince of Orange,' 1895). When the cele-

brated Genoese naval commander delivered
Genoa from the oppression of the French

yoke, he was, in 1528, honoured by the
Senate with the title of the

"
father and

saviour of his country," which is, I believe,

inscribed on the base of his statue in the

city of Genoa. Washington was also called

by his enemies the
"
stepfather of his

country." J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

ROTHERHITHE (10 S. viii. 166, 316, 374,

514 ; ix. 75). As far as I can understand,
we are referred to the two charters printed

by Birch as Nos. 577 and 578. But what
have these to do with Rotherhithe, except

by way of blunder ? In the former and
better copy there is a mention of "jEtheredes

hyd
"

; and there is a title, which I take

to be a mere endorsement such as is .often

made in a later hand by some ignorant
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person, spolt
" Retheres liide." It is of no

value, and cannot be right ; for the emphasis
in the former name was on the

"
JEth- "

;

and emphasized syllables remain.

The other charter, No. 578, reads
"
Athe-

redys hythe," with a comma of division

(says the editor) after the at, and an ex-

punction of the h. That is to say, the scribe

first of all copied
"
^Etheredes

"
as

"
Athe-

redys," merely changing the JE to A, and
eioy; and after that he (or more likely some
one else) divided it as "At heredys," and
then, by expuncting h, produced

" At
eredys." Neither of them has "

Edred,"
which is Stowe's spelling with reference to

Queen Hithe. This later charter is marked
"
Retherhithe," turning the older "hide"

into
"
hithe." The correction to

"
hythe

"

in the charter itself is doubtless right,
because a hithe seems to be described ; but
it is a far cry from "

^Etheh*edes," as it

should be, to
" Rother." I cannot accept

it. WALTER W. SKEAT.

SIR HENRY DOCWRA (10 S. ix. 31, 58, 76).

He was, as stated by MR. DOWLING, the
second son of Thomas Docwra of Putteridge,
Herts, by his first wife, Jane, daughter and
coheir of Sir William Periam, Lord Chief
Baron (see

'

Visitation of Cambridge,' p. 45,

comp. with that of Herts, p. 49, Harl. Soc.

vols.). He was knighted at the Azores by
the Earl of Essex, 7 Oct., 1597 ; created
Baron Dockwra of Culmore, co. Derry, in
the Irish peerage, 15 May, 1621 ; and died
18 April, 1631 (G.E.C.'s 'Complete Peerage ').

Henry Docwra, son of Edmund and Dorothy,
was probably a cousin.

I find no trace of a Sir Thomas Docwra,
Kt. ; but Theodore, son of Henry, Lord
Dockwra, was knighted in Ireland by Lord
Falkland, 1 Jan., 1622/3 (Shaw's

'

Knights of

England'). He succeeded his father in the

peerage, which became extinct at his death.
W. D. PINK.

Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

CASANOVA IN ENGLAND (10 S. viii. 443,
491). In the reference to "la proxenete
Wals," quoted by MR. PIERPOINT in his

interesting article, it appears to me highly
probable that Casanova has made another
mistake in nomenclature. The only person
whose name is at all similar is Mother Welch
with whose identity students of the perioc
will be familiar. If pronounced Walch
as it is sometimes spelt, it would not be
strange that a foreigner should write i

"Wals." This famous "abbess" had a"
nunnery

"
in Cleveland Row, St. James's

*nd she flourished at the time of Casanova's
/isit to England, which, of course, took
place in 1763. HORACE BLEAOKXEY.

PORT ARMS "
(10 S. ix. 66). In reply to

W. S., may I suggest that it seems unneces-

>ary to adopt Elton's quaint and cha-

acteristic etymology for this expression ?

The word, at that time, was good English,
lither for the verb

"
to carry

"
or for the

substantive
"
carriage

"
(you remember

Hilton's
" His port was more than human");

and, as most of our military expressions
vere derived from the Norman or French,
ts origin seems to me quite clear.

J. Y. W. MAC ALISTER.

LIFE IN BOMBAY (10 S. viii. 508). An
unmarried native of Liverpool, who recently
esided for some years in Bombay, onco
;old me, in the course of conversation,
that the cost of living there was much below
the English standard, caste for caste. Corn-
Dared with his earlier mode and expense,
ne found that a guinea per week, including:
;he services of a male servant, provided
'or him comparative affluence there.

With regard to work, he found it advisable
to rise very early, and get through most
of the day's toil before breakfast, on account
of the heat. WM. JAGGARD.

GlFFORDS OF KING SOMBORNE, HAMPSHIRE
(10 S. viii. 489). SirHenry Gifford(d. 1592-3)
of King Somborne, by his wife Susan,

daughter of Henry Brouncker of Earlstoke,

Wilts, and widow of Robert Halswell(d. 1570)
of Halswell, Somerset (she was sister of Sir

Henry Brouncker, Lord President of Munster,
father of William, Viscount Brouncker), had
issue William, who d.s.p., 1597 ; Richard,
of whom presently ; Henry, buried at

Romsey 2 Dec., 1643 ; John ; Anne,
married, 1, Sir John Portman (d. 1612),
Bart ; 2, Edward, Popham (d. 1640-41) of

Huntworth, and died in 1637 ; Dorothy ;

Catherine ; Bridget, wife of Sir Hercules
Paulet ; and Elizabeth.

Richard succeeded to King Somborne on
the death of his brother William in 1597 ;

he was knighted in 1603, and died c. 1647.

He married his first cousin Winifred,

daughter of Sir Henry Wallop, and had
issue Richard; Henry, born about 1611;
Winifred ; Anne ; and Susannah (b. 1605 ;

d. 1628), wife of John St. John (d. 1627) of

Farley Chamberlayne. Richard, the eldest

son, died about January, 1662 ; his children

were: 1, Richard, who died in 1679,

leaving an only daughter, Jane ; 2, Gabriel ;
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and, 3, Button Gifford of Hursley and
Wooley Green.

'

MRS. SUCKLING at the above
reference deals with Button Gifford' s first
wife and her daughter. His second wife
was "

Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt," to whom he
was married at Popham on 31 Oct., 1695,
and by whom he had issue Elizabeth (b. 1698;
d. 1770) ; Richard (b. 1702 ; d. 1769) ;

and Frances (b. 1705 ; d. 1772). Button
Gifford died 16 Oct., 1722, aged 66, and
was buried at Farley Chamberlayne. On
his tomb is a shield with the arms of Gifford

(Arg., ten torteaux, 4, 3, 2, and 1) impaling
Hunt (On a bend cotised, between two water
bougets, three leopards' heads).

ALFRED T. EVEEITT.
High Street, Portsmouth.

CREMATION IN 1769 : HONORETTA PRATT
(10 S. ix. 10, 76). The earliest record I
find of Honoretta Pratt, whose cremation in
1769 has been referred to by MR. A. F. G.

LEVESON-GOWER, is among the Prerogative
Grants, Ireland, and appears as a licence
of marriage between John Pratt, parish of
St. Peter's, Bublin, arm., and Honor Brooke
of the same parish, directed to the minister
of St. Peter's Church, 8 June, 1705. Their

daughter Mary, who married Sir George
Savile, was mother of Sir George Savile,
8th Baronet, F.R.S., to whom Thomas
Sheridan, A.M., dedicated his

'

Life of

Swift,' published first in Bublin in 1785.
This Sir George, last of his line, died 10 Jan.,

1784, while that work was still in the press.
In a postscript to the dedication, which
proclaims him as the compeer of Swift in

incorruptible integrity, inviolable truth,
and steadiness in friendship, Sheridan dis-

interestedly *' Consecrates to the memory
of the dead, that tribute of praise, so justly
due to the living." A relation of Sheridan's,
Thomas Brooke, M.B., of Charles Street,
St. James's Square, Westminster, who
died 18 Oct., 1781, mentions in his will an

annuity of 200/. which he enjoyed from the

Earl of Scarborough and Sir George Savile.

This Br. Brooke, who was a cousin of Henry
Brooke, author of 'The Fool of Quality,'
was in 1767 Censor, or examiner for licen-

tiates, to the College of Physicians (London),
and held also the appointment of physician
to St. Luke's Hospital for indigent lunatics.

Although the inscription upon the monu-
ment of Honoretta Pratt has been read as

referring to
"

... .Brookes of York," that,

name, if properly cut, should have appeared
as Brooke (of EHenthorpe).
The distinguishing characteristic mani-

fested in common by Honoretta Pratt, Sir

George Savile, and Br. Thomas Brooke
was undoubtedly an unusual consideration
for the well-being of others ; and the purport
of this act of cremation was quite in keeping
with the tenor of the life of an exceptionally
benevolent woman. J. N. BOWLING,

67, Douglas Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

WENTWORTH BAY, FIFTH-MONARCHY MAN
(10 S. ix. 42). Harleian MS. 1532 (Mundy's
copy of the Visitations of Berkshire in 1566
and 1623) gives the pedigree of one who was
evidently another Wentworth Bay. He
was son of William Bay of Ockwells in Bray
(died 1628) and Ellen his wife, dau. of Paul
Wentworth of Burnham (

" Burnham Abbay,'
'

Addit. MS. 14,314). The grandfather of
this Wentworth Bay was William Bay,
Bishop of Winchester (1529-97).

In George E. Bay's
'

Bescendants of
Robert Bay, Pioneer' (Northampton, Mass.,
1848), the above-named Wentworth Bay is

said to have been
"
perhaps identical with Wentworth Day of Boston,

received into the church 12 Sept., 1640, 'with prefix
of respect.' Was perhaps the surgeon at Cam-
bridge 1652. Had dau. Elizabeth, died aged seven,
and a son Wentworth, bap. 13 Aug. 1643."

It is just as well, perhaps, that these different

people of the same names should be dis-

entangled.
William, the eldest brother of Wentworth

Bay of the Berkshire Visitation, given as

aged twenty-four in 1623, is said to have
been a Parliamentarian, and killed at

Edgehill 23 Oct., 1642.

GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.
50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

MINCE PIE AND PLUM PUDDING (10 S. ix.

46, 73, 95).
' Hudibras '

(1663-4) contains

many allusions to the dishes of the Common-
wealth, and mince pies are not omitted

(Part I. 227) :

Quarrel with minc'd pies, and disparage
Their best and dearest friend, plum porridge."

A note in my copy, extracted perhaps
From Br. Grey and Mr. Thyer, observes :

'The religion of the Presbyterians of those times
consisted principally in an opposition to the Church
of England, and in quarrelling with the most inno-

cent customs then in use, as the eating Christmas

pies and plum porridge at Christmas, which they

reputed sinful."

The learned Br. Parr said,
"
Call it

Christmas pie, madam, not minced pie,

which is puritanical.'
' The immortal Homer

was also eating a " Christmas pie
"

; and
' the man in the south," we are informed,
" burnt his mouth with eating cold, plum

porridge.". JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
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CROWE FAMILY (10 S. viii. 509).

Chauncy, vol. i., 'Historical Antiquities

of Herts,' under Sheephall parish, states

that Nich Taverner died in 1492, and that

his son John married for his second wife

Ann, daughter of Crow of Bilney, in

Norfolk. Christian name is not given.

John Crow was Vicar of Ashwell, Herts,

in the seventeenth century. M. A.

Two OLD PROVERBS (10 S. vii. 407, 457 ;

viii. 55, 136, 215). Will M. P. kindly either

give the pages of IS Intermediaire alluded

to at the second reference or mention the

correct numbers ? I have consulted the

indices of the volumes named without finding

the phrase in

perdrix."

question,
"
Toujours (des)

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

THE GORDON TARTAN : ITS ORIGIN (10 S.

jx> g). The Gordon tartan is most certainly

modern, and dates only from 1793, as MR.

BULLOCH suggests. A good many years ago
I pointed this out when I wrote about the

raising of Fencible Regiments in the North.

Advertisements in the local press and con-

temporary correspondence of that time

enabled me to prove that these regiments
were all raised by a species of conscription

and with the aid of substantial bounties.

For instance, William Tod, the Duke of

Gordon's factor, sent a circular letter to

Highland gentlemen requesting their assist-

ance in finding men for the Gordon High-
landers ; and he offered bounties ranging
from sixteen to twenty-two guineas to each

recruit. Particularly tall and handsome

recruits could command a guinea or two

extra. The Tod correspondence effectually

disposed of the absurd canard that the

Duchess of Gordon raised the regiment
" with a shilling and a kiss." The Gordon
tartan was first used by the 92nd Regiment.
The Duke's family often wore the same
tartan with this variation, that the ducal

pattern had three yellow stripes instead of

one ; and Tod's letters prove that this was

one of the designs submitted in 1793 for

the Duke's approval. D. M. R. (2).

MOTHERHOOD LATE IN LIFE (10 S. viii.

449 ; ix. 57, 96). The following passage

bearing on this subject occurs in Southey's
'

Commonplace Book,' Fourth Series :

" A MS. note in a copy of the coll. of verses on

the Cotswold games, in the possession of Mr
Octavius Gilchrist, says :

' Dr. John Dover
born in the sixty-second year of his mother's age, as

his own daughter now living (1747) attests, who is

wife to Mr. Cordwell, the city carpenter.' "P. 398.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

NOTES ON BOOKS, Aa

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principle.*
Polyaenous to Premious. (Vol. VII.) Edited by
Dr. J. A. H. Murray. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

THE great Dictionary continues to make very steady
and satisfactory advance. The section before us
contains 3,245 main words, and 4,701 in all, and
includes several things which have been the subject
of discussion in our own columns. We understood
that the meaning of "pot-gallery" had been
ascertained, but a note now explains that "the
suggestion that it was the outside gallery or balcony
of a pot-house overhanging the river (see

' N. & Q.,'
31 Aug., 1907, p. 172) appears to be set aside by the
recorded dimensions of some '

pot-galleries ': see the
quots."
While admiring, as every one must, the wonderful

collection of quotations supplied, we must express
our surprise, as once before, at the apparent neglect
of Tennyson, a supreme stylist whose use of words
sometimes fills an obvious gap, and in other cases
has greater claims, we think, to inclusion than the
coinage of lesser authors. The words available in.

Brightwell's
' Concordance to Tennyson,' which does

not cover the whole works, might at any rate be
considered. In the present section we should have
included " A land of hops and poppy-mingled corn

"

(' Aylmer's Field', 31) ; and for
"
popular

"
=approved

by the people, "For these are the new dark ages,
you see, of the popular press

"
(' The Ancient Sage,

XVI. 2), or "And you, old popular Horace,
you the wise Adviser of the nine-years-ponder'd
lay

"
(' Poets and their Biographies,' 5). We

note also
"
Porch-pillars on the lion resting

"

('The Daisy' 55), one of the many compounds in
which Tennyson revels. We are glad to see that
Tennyson's

" Where Freedom broadens slowly
down

|
From precedent to precedent," is quoted, to

which we may append the note in the new
"
Eversley

"
Tennyson (vol. i. p. 382): "has been

requently misprinted 'broadens slowly.' My father
never, if he could help it, put two s's together,
and the original MS. stood as it stands now. The
correct order is given in the standard one-volume
edition of Tennysonpublished by Messrs. Macmillan.
Pomona might easily have been found in poetry of
the last century ; e.y., we recall in Keats's

Endymion
'

(II. 444).
taste these juicy pears,

Sent me by sad Vertumnus, when his fears.

Were high about Pomona ;

and Browning's quaint
What porridge had John Keats ?

would have enlivened a rather dull esculent, which,
however, is well illustrated from Scott s 'Old

Mortality
'

in the Scotch form of "
parritch."

Dickens is quoted for
"
pounce," but a more aggres-

sive use of the word is well given in
' Our Mutual

Friend' (Book III. chap. iv.). Mrs. Wilfer on the
celebrated anniversary dinner says : "It is not the

day, Lavinia, on which I will allow a child of mine
to pounce upon me. I be<j nay, command ! that

you will not pounce." "Praepostor" is an example
of an article which has the best possible quotations.
Words of general usage and no particular distinc-

tion we cannot expect searchers to record from
authors of classic rank. Still, it seems worth
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while to mention examples of such words from our
own collections derived from the majestic prose of
Gibbon. Thus, "Along the shores of the Persian
gulf the Icthtjoghayi, or fish-eaters, continued to
wander in quest ot their precarious foed "

(' Decline
and Fall,' chap. 1.); "The teachers of ancient
knowledge, who are still extant, had perused and
compared the writings of their predecessors" (ib.

chap, li.) ; and (of Mahomet)
" the apostle was a

mortal, like ourselves, and, according to his own
prediction, he has experienced the common fate of

niortality
'

(ib. chap. 1.). In days when the language
is rapidly degenerating, examples from the best
authors are of importance, ana it will be readily
understood, we hope, that we are gilding gold
already refined in making a few possible improve-
ments in such additions as the foregoing. The work
of the Dictionary is so thorough and remarkable
all round that the editors may well regard a few
extra examples as " wasteful and ridiculous
excess."
This section teems with matter of interest for

everybody. The poly- compounds are a little dull,
but once out of them we come on such words as

"pomp," "pool," "poor," "poop," "popinjay,"
"port," "post," and "potato," which supply abun-
dant instruction and, by the way, entertainment.

Regarding "potato" the 'Journals' of the Royal
Society of 1663 and 1693 afford remarkable quota-
tions. "Small potatoes "=" no great things," is

illustrated from Coleridge as well as the United
States. Slang is not despised by the '

Dictionary,'
as is shown by the quotations given for "pot-
boiler" and "pot-hunter." "Powder" and "power"
have long articles. "Pragmatism" introduces the

philosophy of which Mr. 1 . C. S. Schiller is so strong
an advocate. The compounds of pre- occupy many
pages. "Premier" for the first minister of the
Crown is taken back to 1726.

The King over the Water. By A. Shield and
Andrew Lang. (Longmans & Co.)

JAMES III., as the Jacobites called him the

Pretender, as he was nicknamed by the Whigs-
was not only unfortunate in his life, but also

unhappy in the treatment he has received alike

from political essayists and the writers of romance.

Something may, perhaps, be said in extenuation

of the narrow-minded violence of the political

partisans on both sides, living as they did with the

shadow of civil war hanging over them ;
hut a large

amount of charity is required to forgive those who
still accept the prurient gossip of those far-off days
when a Stewart restoration was by no means an

improbable event.
Mr. Andrew Lang points out in his

interesting
preface that Thackeray in

' Esmond ' has accepted

many of the baseless fables of the Whigs, and has

treated James hardly and untruly in consequence.

Thackeray was a weaver of romance, not a student

of history, and in consequence of this limitation

it is much to be regretted that he should have

introduced real men into prominent situations in

his pages. All extant evidence seems to prove
that James was an upright man, untainted with

a profligacy like that of the days ot his uncle

Charles II., or with the still more open violation

of the decencies of life which surrounded him

during the years he abode in France. He was a

conscientious Roman Catholic, and we have evi-

dence that cannot be gainsaid that, even tor the

sake of winning back the throne of Great Britain,

he would never have deserted what he believed to
uf ,

trutn - Few men na
.

ve been so rigorously
truthful, and it was impossible to doubt his word
when he pledged himself, if restored, to grant reli-

gious liberty not only to the Established Churches
ot England and Scotland, but their Nonconformist
brethren also. That he believed in the divine right
of kings, or, as it is more accurate to say, of here-
ditary monarchy, we may accept as certain, for he
did not realize that this doctrine is one of the many
dreams haunting our ancestors which were in a
;reat measure due to the Renaissance.
Mr. Andrew Lang evidently has a great respect-we might almost say an affectionate admiration

for one who worked so untiringly and suffered so
much for what he believed to be the duty which
God had laid upon him. He tells us that James's
"was a religious nature; his heart was set on a
crown not of this world ; his birth and traditions
were the worst of his misfortunes. Reasonable-
ness, self-control, a sad lucidity, and in his own
words ' a nice regard for truth and prudence

' were
his leading characteristics."

This work might perhaps never have been written
had it not been for Mr. Lang, who induced Miss
Alice Shield to devote several years to the study
of "the Pretender's" life in printed and manu-
script sources. He tells us tnat "most of the
research, and almost all the writing, have been

"

hers, and that his part has been mainly that of

supervision and concentration. We have read the
volume with an amount of care with which
reviewers are rarely credited, and have been well

repaid. Few living historians are Miss Shield's

equals with regard to the
style

in which she
presents her facts and clothes her reasoning, and
assuredly in one respect we have no one who is her
superior, for she has avoided the smallest trace of

partisanship. She undoubtedly holds that James
was ruled oy conscience, and nad a faculty (often
almost wanting in men of far greater intellect) of

rapidly distinguishing between right and wrong ;

but we find no means of discovering what her con-
victions may be as to the wisdom or folly of what
many of our forefathers were wont to call

" the
Glorious Revolution." This is an advance beyond
those who, not content with chronicling what hap-
pened, so far as they could see it, and snowing how
it has modified the times that came after, have
persisted in treating their own personal convictions,
derived from other sources, as if they were a part
of the material on which it was their vocation to

work.

The Nineteenth Ctntury has this month several

articles which deserve close reading. We do not
think that Mr. H. W. Hoare's paper on ' The
Impotence of Socialism

'

is particularly good ; but
Mr. J. G. Hutchinson's " workman's view " on the

question, 'Can the Working Classes Save?' is

eminently sensible and well written, tainting to a

drink bill of 1 10.000,00$. a year, which is said to be

the workman's share, and which might go to secure

better food, clothing, and housing. Mr. H. H.

Statham on 'The Morality of Snaksneare' has

a most interesting subject, but too complicated for

brief treatment. Much of the article consists of

assertions that the words of this or that character

are Shakespeare's own opinions assertions with

which we frequently disagree. To ai>eak of
" Falstaff babbling of green fields (I believe in the

existing reading), seems to us odd. Mr. A. S.
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Herbert finds in
' The Fairy Mythology of Europe

'

memories of diminutive Finns ; but ne spoils nis

striking article by some wild derivations which
would surprise modern experts in language. Lady
Paget has some delightful reminiscences of her child-

hood. Dr. Emil Reich's 'History and Character'
does not strike us as important. Mr. Hugh Childers

reviews in vivid style the murder of Thynne in 1682

by tools of Count Carl Konigsmarck. Mr. H. C.

Corrance's
' Vindication of Modernism ' would be

more effective if it were written in a simpler style.
Two more articles are noteworthy. Mr. J. H.
Barnes speaks some plain truths about the present
stage and its failure. The actor is at fault, he thinks,
because he spends so much time on social amenities,
a taste fostered by personal journalism. Secondly,
he does not go in for romantic or broad acting;
and, thirdly, he despises and ignores tradition.

Finally, the
"
free list "at the theatres is a scandal.

Prof. Churton Collins commends the foundation of

schools of journalism at the newer universities,

especially at Birmingham. He censures not a whit
too strongly the degradation of modern journalism.
But we venture to doubt whether any school, how-
ever comprehensive, will suggest the necessity of

good taste, with its attendant reticence, and an
ideal, the two chief things needed, though it

may reduce illiteracy of the more glaring kind.

The Professor's language in regard to Oxford
and Cambridge we take leave to regard as over-

strained.

THERK is very little of literary interest in The
Fortnightly, except a pleasant article on Madame
de Rambouillet and her salon by Mrs. M. C. Birch-

enough. In other ways, however, the number is

full of interest. Dr. William Wallace in 'A
Political Sidelight' makes some remarks well
worth the attention of the average reader, who,
he states, is losing his interest in politics. Mr.
Blatchford makes an able answer to Dr. Crozier's

challenge concerning Socialism. Mr. A. E. Keeton
has ' A Plea for the British Composer,' which is

useful as mentioning some of our younger com-

posers who deserve notice ; but much of his paper
seems to us wild in its conclusions and compari-
sons. 'The Dramatic Chaos,' by Mr. H. M. Paull,
discusses the case between the music-halls and the
theatres concerning "sketches," and the Censor.
' The Smoke Problem in Large Cities,' by Mr.
J. B. C. Kershaw, is a practical paper, which
suggests that the Hamburg Preventive Society is

Ahead of that in London. 'Foreign Affairs: a

Chronique,' is interesting as usual.

The National Review contains several political
Articles of its usual trenchant variety, and

'

Episodes
of the Month '

is good reading. An Actor dwells
on ' Some Deficiencies of the Stage,' which is now
receiving plenty of advice and censure. Mr.
Maurice Baring, reviewing

' Sarah Bernhardt's
Memoirs,' regards Phedre and Hamlet as her best
characters ; we can endorse the first part of this

verdict only. 'American Affairs,' by Mr. A. M.
Low, is much more interesting than

' The Future of

the United States,' by Mr. J. J. Hill, President of

tlie Great Northern "Railway, U.S.A. Lieut.-Col.

Leetham does a real service in
' Our Military

Historian,' by pointing out the admirable quality
of

Mr. J. W.Fortescue's '

History of the British Army,'
now in progress, though he should not be so vague
about the book and its author's name. It is a work
which deserves classic rank. Miss Eva M. Martin

has some blank verse on the feelings of the blind
which shows power, and maintains, on the whole,
a high level of expression.

IN The Cornhill Mr. G. W. E. Russell writes on
' The Queen and the Whigs,' a subject he treats
with the assurance of the expert. Mr. W. P.
Reeves writes effectively concerning

' The All Red
Route.' Mr. Noyes has a poem on ' The Lights of
Home '

; and Virginia Stephen reviews the book of
the month, which is the memoirs of Sarah Bern-
hard t. Her criticism is striking, but not free from
needless preciosity of style. Mr. A. W. Pollard is

at his best in dealing with '

Indexes,' being one of
the most attractive and learned writers we have
concerning all matters of bibliography.

'
Fisher-

men's Sorrows,' by Mr. F. G. Aflalo, deals with
some of the handicaps of a waning industry. The
article duly mentions the attempt to introduce

dogfish as an article of food, and suggests that they
should be used to feed the poor in the slums during
the winter months. These small sharks have in-

creased marvellously, and something must be done
to keep them down. It is interesting to notice that
the conditions on which a good catch of herrings
depends are the subject of a recent Parliamentary
Paper. In the series

' At Large,' Mr. A. C. Benson
deals with 'The Dramatic Sense,' which is "an
overwhelming sense of personal significance." Mr.
Benson here touches ground less trite than he has
in some of his previous articles, and his summary is

both penetrating and well written. The danger for
the prophet of complacency is, as he points out,

great. He is apt, as Leslie Stephen said, "to be
a bit of a humbug, and at any rate a cause of

humbug in others." This is our quotation : Mr.
Benson does not say or quote anything so incisive.

The Burlington Magazine has a brief editorial
article on M. Camille Groult and Berlin. Mr.
Claude Phillips brings to notice some admirable
examples of Reynolds's art in

' The Walker-Heneage
Family.' A well-illustrated article shows the fine

quality of 'The Dublin Gallery of Modern Art,'
which owes much to the generosity of Mr. Hugh
Lane. Mr. Lionel Gust continues his notes on ' The
Great Piece

'

by Van Dyck. Mr. Campbell Dodgson
describes a beautiful alphabet by Hans Weiditz,
which is reproduced ; and Mr. Herbert Cook writes
on Pacheco, the master of Velasquez. Two pictures
from the Ashburtou collections are among the other
illustrations in an excellent number, full of interest.
We are pleased to notice that The Burlington always
keeps an eye on art in America.

to C0rrrsjj0ni)ntt5.

We munt call special attention to the follouriuq
notice* :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WK cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

D. M. R. (" Telegraph : Early Use of the Word ").

See 8 S. iv. 226, .336.

J. PENDEREL-BRODHURST. Please send address,
so that a letter can be forwarded.
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THE ATHEN.ffiUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

PROM SAIL TO STEAM. CAIRO, JERUSALEM, AND DAMASCUS.
LUDWIG THE SECOND, KING OF BAVARIA.

THE DIARIES OF EDWARD PEASE, THE FATHER OF ENGLISH RAILWAYS.
SHEAVES. GRAHAM OF CLAVERHOUSE. A JACOBITE ADMIRAL. THE BLUE

LAGOON. THE HISTORY OF AYTHAN WARING. THE MAGISTRATE'S OWN
CASE. LOVE AND THE IRONMONGER. THE LOG OF A LINER.

RECENT VERSE.

THE SPIRIT OF PARLIAMENT. ENGLISH SOCIALISM OF TO-DAY. THE SECOND
AFGHAN WAR, 1878-80. STORIES FROM THE ARABIAN NIGHTS. BATH UNDER
BEAU NASH. THE ITINERARY OF BENJAMIN OF TUDELA. DOD'S PARLIA-
MENTARY COMPANION. DEBRETT"S HOUSE OF COMMONS AND THE JUDICIAL
BENCH. THE CATHOLIC WHO 'S WHO.

MODERN PHYSICAL THEORY. SOCIETIES.

VOL. III. OF FRENCH ART FROM WATTEAU TO PRUD'HON.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

A LIFE OF BISHOP BURNET. THE PROCEDURE OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.
SIR H. D. WOLFF'S RAMBLING RECOLLECTIONS. THE HISTORY OF THE 1NCAS.

THE HERITAGE OF DRESS. TWO FRENCH WRITERS.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Memoirs of the Comtesse de Boigne ; Old-Age Pensions ; Human
Justice for those at the Bottom ;

Elements of Psychology ; Public Libraries ; Book-Prices

Current ; A Hundred Great Poems ; Old English Plays ; Sir Walter Scott ; Ecce Homo ;

Burke, Lodge, Debrett, and Dod ; Kelly's Handbook to the Titled Classes ; The Clergy

Directory ;
The Bookseller Jubilee Number.

OUIDA. NOTES FROM PARIS. NOTES FROM BANGKOK. SALE.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.

SCIENCE : Astronomical Literature ; Societies ; Meetings Next Week ; Gossip.

FINE ARTS Vittorio Carpaccio ;
Rodin ; Suppressed Plates ; Burlington Art Miniatures ;

Sheffield Plate; The Reliquary; Works by Women Artists ; The Leicester Gallery ; Copies

of Velasquez ; The Society of Twelve ; Pompeii as an Art City
'

;
The Aurehan Wall at

Rome ; Gossip ; Exhibitions.

MUSIC: The 'Ring' in English; The Life of Sterndale Bennett; Leaves from the Journals of

Sir George Smart ; Gossip ; Performances Next Week.

DRAMA : Susannah, and some Others ; Cupid and Commonsense ; Her Father ; The Orange

Blossom ;
Drama and Life.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHEN^JUM will contain Reviews of

A NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY
AND

THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Tfo ATUENMVM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenaum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lano, B.C. And of all Newsagents.
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OXFORD^JL^IIVERSITY PRESS.

ANCIENT BRITAIN^NJ^THE
INVASIONS OF JULIUS CAESAR.

By T. RICE HOLMES. With 44 Illustrations and 3 Maps. 8vo, 21s. net.

AthencKum. " The vast array of reading it displays shows no sign of hurry or of scamping a great
subject This most learned and suggestive book."

BONAPARTISM.
Six Lectures delivered in the University of London. By H. A. L. FISHER. Svo, 3s. Qd. net.

FREDERIC WILLIAM MAITLAND.
Two Lectures and a Bibliography. By A. L. SMITH. Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

A CALENDAR OF THE COURT
MINUTES, &c., OF THE EAST
INDIA COMPANY, 1635-1639.

By ETHEL BRUCE SAINSBURY. With an Introduction and Notes by WILLIAM FOSTER.
(Published under the Patronage of His Majesty's Secretary of State for India in Council.) 8vo,
cloth, 12s. 6d. net.

THE EARLY HISTORY OF INDIA.
From 600 B.C. to the Muhammadan Conquest.

Including the Invasion of Alexander the Great. By V. A. SMITH. Second Edition. With
Maps, Plans, and other Illustrations. Svo, 14s. net. [Immediately.

Athenaeum (FiRST EDITION).
" Mr. Vincent Smith may claim to have done a work which eminently

needed doing It is to be hoped that authors of manuals of Indian history will take due note of this

achievement, and revise their compilations accordingly."

THE POETS Geoffrey Chaucer to

Alfred Tennyson, 1340-1892.
Impressions by WILLIAM STEBBING. 2 vols. (not sold separately). Vol. I. CHAUCER-
BURNS. Vol. II. WORDSWORTH TENNYSON. Crown Svo, gilt top, 8s. net. On Oxford
India Paper, in 1 vol. 10s. 6d. net.

Spectator. "We may say without hesitation that a student of this portion of English literature

could not find a better guide."

THE OXFORD POETS.
NEW VOLUME.

THE COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS OF THOMAS CAMPBELL.
Edited by J. LOGIE ROBERTSON.

Crown Svo, from 3s. Qd. On Oxford India Paper, from 5s.

PROSPECTUSES POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press, Amen Corner, B.C.

Published Weekly t>y JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Brem' Buildings. Chancery Lftne. B.C. ; and Printed bv
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenoeura Press, Breams Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. Saturday. February 8, 1908.
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THE MEDICI SERIES OF
COLOURED REPRODUCTIONS

AFTER THE OLD MASTERS.
The MEDICI SERIES aims at giving, by modern photographic methods, a Series of Reproductions after the Old

Masters, such as the Arundel Society formerly issued to its Subscribers. The Medici Procexg is a photographic process
by which reproductions in the colours of the original are procured without the use of any screen. The impressions from
plates prepared by this process are struck off on pure linen papers, freefrom chalk or any objectionable coating; the colours
in which the plates are printed are permanent. The Medici Plates stand alone among modern Process-Prints in respect of
all these particulars, as they do in faithfulness of reproduction.

SERIES 1006.

I. BERNARDINO LUINI 1475 (?)-1533. HEAD OF THE VIRGIN MARY, detail from the Fresco
now in the Brera Palace, Milan. Colour surface, 13J by 10J in. 12s. 6d. net.

II. LEONARDO DA VINCI (ascribed to) 1452-1519. HEAD OF THE CHRIST, after the Cartoon
now in the Brera Palace, Milan. Colour surface, 13J by 10 in. 12s.6d.net.

III. ALESSANDRO FILIPEPI, called BOTTICELLI 1447-1510. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD,
after the Painting in tempera on wooden panel, Museo Poldi-Pezzoli, Milan. Colour surface, 135 by QJin.

12s. 6d. net.

IV. LEONARDO DA VINCI. THE LAST SUPPER, reproduced direct from the Fresco in S. Maria
delle Grazie, Milan. Colour surface, 31J by 16 in. 25s.net.

SERIES 1907.

V. PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA 1415(?)-1492. PORTRAIT OF AN UNKNOWN LADY, Museo
Poldi-Pezzoli, Milan. Colour surface, 15j by llj in. 10s. 6d. net.

VI. LORENZO Dl OREDI 1459-1537. THE ANNUNCIATION, after the Painting in tempera on
wooden panel, Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Colour surface, 17J by 12 in. 15s. net.

VII. FILIPPINO LIPPI (?). THE VIRGIN IN ADORATION, after the Painting in tempera on wooden
panel, purchased in 1903 by the Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Colour surface, 19 by 15J in. Size of Original Picture,

39 by 30 in. 15s. net. [Immediately.

VIII. BOTTICELLI. THE BIRTH OF VENUS, after the Painting in tempera on wooden panel, Uffizi

Gallery, Florence. Colour Surface, 36 by 21J in. 25s. net. [Shortly.

LIPPI-FILIPPO. (Occasional Plate I.) THE VIRGIN after the Painting in tempera on

wooden panel, Uffizi Gallery, Florence, of the Virgin, the Child, St. John, and an Angel. Colour surface,

13J by 10 in. Size of Original, 36 by 24 in. 10a. 6d. net.

The following Plates are in preparation :

IX. BOTTICELLI. THE VISION OF ST. AUGUSTINE. 002. MELOZZO DA FOBLI.
X. TITIAN THE MADONNA OF THE CHERRIES. THE ARCHANGEL GABR

XL JACOPO ROBUSTI (TINTORETTO). j

003. GIOVANNI BELLINI.
BACCHUS AND ARIADNE.

001. DOMENICO DI MICHELINO. i
Special Plate, 1908. GIOROHONE

DANTE AND His BOOK.

The MEDICI PRINTS are sold singly, but Subscribers have ^ prefermtialclaim to copies ^^J^^^^ 1^
, / -

. _ .

The Publishers have made arrangements for the supply of Antique and Modern Franies-/<atfan ***W
for the MEDICI PRINTS at special rates. An Illustrated Prospectus of the Senes, gimng details of

Subscription, Frames, and all other information, will be sent Post Free on application.

DAILY TELEGRAPH.-"1be Medici Reproduction are of surpwsing excellence. . -.give absolutely the impre.ion of

themselves, even to irregularities of surface." ..

BURLINGTON itf.4tfX^/Ar .-"Nothing of the kind so good or so cheap has ever before been offered to

CHATTO & WINDUS, 111, St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.
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TENNYSONIANA: CLEOPATRA.

IN ' A Dream of Fair Women '

Tennyson
has the following description of Cleopatra :

I turning saw, throned on a flowery rise,

One sitting on a crimson scarf unroll'd ;

A Queen, with swarthy cheeks and bold black eyes,
Brow-bound with burning gold.

This passage certainly suggests to the

ordinary man that Cleopatra was of gipsy
complexion, and Peacock rebukes Tennyson
for the slip in

'

Gryll Grange,' chap, xxiii.

Dr. Opimian asks, quoting the stanza above :

" What do you suppose these lines repre-
sent ?

" Mr. Macborrowdale replies :
" I

should take it to be a description of the

Queen of Bambo." Dr. Opimian goes on :

" Yet thus one of our most popular poets de-

scribes Cleopatra : and one of our most popular
artists has illustrated the description by a portrait
of a hideous grinning Aethiop. Moore led the way
to this perversion by demonstrating that the

Egyptian women must have been beautiful, because

"they were
' the countrywomen of Cleopatra.' Here

we have a sort of counter-demonstration that Cleo-

patra must have been a fright because she was the

countrywoman of the Egyptians. But Cleopatra
was a Greek, the daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, and
a lady of Pontus. The Ptolemies were Greeks, and
whoever will look at their genealogy, their coins,

and their medals, will see how carefully they kept

their pure Greek blood uncontaminated by African
intermixture. Think of this description and this
picture applied to one who Dio says and all
antiquity confirms him was '

the most super-
latively beautiful of women, splendid to see, and
delightful to hear.' For she was eminently accom-
plished : she spoke many languages with grace and
tacihty. Her mind was as wonderful as her per-
sonal beauty. There is not a shadow of intellectual
expression in that horrible portrait."

Here is a similar criticism from A Last
Ramble in the Classics,' by Hugh E. P Platt
(1906), p. 121:
"Before dismissing coloured ladies, I would

observe
thatjffawthorne in^Transformation' praises

i. T
8CulPtor, f r representing CleopatraWith full Nubian lips and other characteristics of the

Egyptian physiognomy.' It would be equally reason-
able to represent General Washington with the
features of a Chickahominy Indian."

'

Gryll Grange' was written in 1861, and
now at last, in 1908, in the "

Eversley
"

edition of Tennyson, with the poet's own
notes, in course of publication by Messrs.
Macmillan, we get Peacock's correction
corrected.

'

Poems,' vol. i. p. 378, contains
the note :

" 'A queen with swarthy cheeks and bold black
eyes.' I was thinking of Shakespeare's Cleopatra :

Think of me
That am with Phoebus' amorous pinches black.

'

Antony and Cleopatra,' I. v. 28.

Millais has made a mulatto of her in his illustra-
tion. I know perfectly well that she was a Greek.
'Swarthy' merely means sunburnt. I should not
have spolcen of her breast as '

polished silver
'

if I
had not known her as a white woman. Read '

sun-
burnt '

if you like it better."

There is no doubt about Millais" s illustra-
tion : it may be seen between p. 64 and
p. 65 of the reprint of " Poems by Alfred,
Lord Tennyson, illustrated by Rossetti,
Millais, W. Holman Hunt," which was
edited by Mr. Joseph Pennell, and published
by Messrs. Fremantle & Co. in 1901. The
later reference which Tennyson mentions
is :

With that she tore her robe apart, and half
The polished argent of her breast to sight
Laid bare.

The silvery effect might be that of light

apart from colour, as in Millais's illustration,

and I do not think that Tennyson's
explanation is very convincing. After all,

few poets have been learned in history, or

in details of classical scholarship, as Peacock
was. But Tennyson was steeped in

Shakespeare, and Shakespeare (' Romeo and
Juliet," II. iv.) makes Mercutio speak of
"
Dido, a dowdy ; Cleopatra, a gipsy." In

Antony and Cleopatra
'

the obvious hyper-
bole of " with amorous pinches black

"

would hardly be suitable for reproduction in
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a description of Cleopatra's face as
"
swarthy." Philo in Act I. sc. i. clearly

speaks of Cleopatra as dark. Antony's eyes
now bend, now turn,

The office and devotion of their view

Upon a taict/ front ;

and his captain's heart

is become the bellows and the fan
To cool a yipxy'n lust.

Tennyson's whole passage, which is of

some length, is written with evident reference

to Shakespeare, and he may well have
followed his loved exemplar in making
Cleopatra

" a gipsy."
I do not think there is any importance

to be attached to Tennyson's
"
I know,"

as implying information gained later, instead

of
"
I knew," in the note cited above, for

it represents the casual tone of easy con-

versation in which the comments are largely
couched. But it is noteworthy that Ten-

nyson wrote ' A Dream of Fair Women '

in 1832, and altered the text with more
elaborate care than in almost any of his

works. This being so, would he not have
corrected a misleading description of one
of his chief heroines, if he had known that

it gave a false impression ? Chaucer wrote,
as Prof. Churton Collins points out, a
'

Legend of Good Women,' and Cleopatra
is the only heroine common to the two

poems. But the reference by Chaucer to

her,
She was as fair as is the rose in May,

is not decisive as to complexion, and looks

like a commonplace. HIPPOCUDES.

THE MYSTERY OF HANNAH
LIGHTFOOT.

(See 10 S. viii. 321, 402, 483 ; ix. 24.)

AN assertion has been made twice in tho

pages of
' N. & Q..' to the effect that a

daughter of Hannah Lightfoot married
James Dalton, a medical officer in the ser-

vice of the E.I.C. (1 S. x. 430; 2 S. i. 322).

Such a clue is worth following, for it is seldom
that the subject yields a clear and definite

statement. With the help of the records

of the War Office, and the Military General
Order volumes at Madras, it is easy to trace

the history of Dr. Dalton.
James Dalton was appointed one of the

E.I.C.'s assistant surgeons at Fort St.

George on 12 May, 1791, and his indenture
is dated 31 June. John Stuart and Lieut. -

Col. Robt. Stewart, both of Hampstead,
were his sureties. He arrived at Madras on
8 Aug. of the same year. He became surgeon

on 14 May, 1800, and superintending surgeon
on 13 Dec., 1814. He left Madras on the
Moira on 1 Feb., 1823, and died at Car-
marthen in Wales on 16 Sept. following.
On his tombstone in St. Peter's Churchyard
he is described as

" James Dalton, Esq., of

Bangalore in the East Indies"; and the

register of his burial runs as follows:
" James.

Dalton, surgeon, Madras Army abode,
Priory Street Buried 23 Sept., 1823 age
54 years." The inscription on his grave
gives the information that his wife Catherine

Augusta died at Madras on the 5th of March,
1813. This is confirmed by an extract from
Maiden's '

List of Burials in St. Mary's
Cemetery at Madras,' compiled from the

registers of St. Mary's Church, which records-

the death, on the 6th of March, 1813, of a.

Mrs. Dalton, whose maiden name was
Catherina Augusta Ritso. The ' Madras
Almanac '

for 1814 describes her as
" the

lady of James Dalton of the Medical Estab-
lishment."

This Catherina Augusta Ritso, therefore,,
is the person who is alleged to have been
the daughter of Hannah Lightfoot. It
would be well if we could discover
the identity of the correspondent who*
made this statement in the columns of
'N. & Q.' on 25 Nov., 1854, under the

signature E. D., for he appears to have had
special knowledge, and gave the names of
all the children of James Dalton and Cathe-
rine Ritso correctly, as a reference to the last

will and testament of their father indicates.

Fortunately, there are two interesting'
allusions to a person of the name of Ritso-

in the ' Cornwallis Correspondence
'

:

Lord Cornwallis to Lord Sydney, 15 Aug., 1787.
Banks of the Ganges.

" Lord Ailesbury has greatly
distressed me by sending out a Mr. Ritso recom-
mended by the Queen, out I have too much at
stake. I cannot desert the only system that can
save the country even for sacred Majesty." I. 273.

Lord Cornwallis to Lord Sydney, 7 Jan., 1788.
Calcutta. "

I told you how much Lord Ailesbury
had distressed me by sending out Mr. Ritso. He
is now writing in the Secretary's Office for 200 or
250 rupees a month, and I do not see the pro-
bability of giving him anything better without
deserving to be impeached." I. 310.

It is instructive to compare this corre-

spondence with a letter written in India by
Lord Wellesley to Lord William Bentinck
in May, 1805, and published in The Madras
Mail, 1 March, 1906. In this letter Lord
Wellesley recommends Dalton to Bentinck,.
and says that his A.D.C. Capt. Ritso tells

him his brother-in-law Dalton is a very
good fellow, and anxious to get on, adding
that Capt. Ritso was recommended to him-
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self by Lord Lake because he had done well
in the Mahratta wars.

Although the connexion between Dalton's
brother-in-law Capt. Ritso and Lord Corn-
wallis's clerk is not evident, yet they must
have been kinsmen (if not indeed identical),
and one must wonder what was Queen
Charlotte's motive in recommending the
latter to the Governor-General. Possibly,
if he had been related in any way to a former
mistress of the King she would not have
given him her patronage. It is merely the

suggestion that a daughter of Hannah
Lightfoot bore the name of Ritso that
leads one to seek for the reason of the
Queen's solicitude.

However, there is another explanation of
the parentage of Catherine Augusta Ritso.
In Burke' s

'

General Armory,' under the
name of Prytherch, Augusta Ritso, the
wife of James Dalton, is said to have been
a daughter of Henry Frederick, Duke of

Cumberland, a younger brother of George III.

(' N. & Q.,' 3 S. xi. 342). Certainly this is

a more plausible tradition than the other.

The inscription on the Dalton tombstone
in Carmarthen Churchyard states that Mrs.
Dalton was thirty-two years of age at the
.time of her death, and if this record is to be
trusted it is impossible that she was the

daughter of the Fair Quakeress and the King.
If the inscription is correct, she was born
in 1781, at which date Hannah Lightfoot
was fifty-one years old ; and besides the

improbability that she should have given
birth to a child at such an age, it is safe to

conclude that if George III. had been the
father of an illegitimate child at this ad-

vanced period of his reign, the fact would
have been generally known. Unfortunately
the inscription on the grave is somewhat
illegible, and it is difficult to decide whether
the numeral should be thirty-two or fifty-
two. So far I have been unable to obtain

any more information on the subject, and
have failed also to ascertain the date of

James Dalton's marriage. Probably it took

place c. 1806-9, and must have been
solemnized in India, for Dr. Dalton never
left that country from the year 1791 till

the year 1823. If the dates which I have
mentioned can be discovered, the vexed

question as to whether Catherine Ritso was
the daughter of Hannah Lightfoot will prob-

ably be solved.

The Daltons had two sons and Iwo

daughters, the names of whom were first

disclosed by the well-informed correspondent
of

' N. & Q ,' 1 S. x. 430, referred to above.

In their father's will at Somerset House

(dated 1 Sept., 1823) their names appear
as Henry Hawkins, Charlotte, and Caro-
line, with the addition of the cognomen
Augustus or Augusta, generally applied to
royal illegitimates. The elder son, Henry
Augustus, became an officer in the RoyaF
or 1st Foot Regiment. In the Army
Lists from 1828 to 1832 the name of Henry
Augustus Dalton appears regularly; and since
it is absent from the list for 1833, it is clear
that he died or retired about that year.He was gazetted ensign 1 March, 1827, and
lieutenant 8 Feb., 1831. So far I have
found no particulars about Hawkins Dalton,
said to have been an officer of the Royal
Navy, nor of his sister Charlotte. All the-
three elder children are alleged by E. Dr
to have died soon after their father. In
Burke' s

' Landed Gentry
'

(ed. 1857), ii. 984r
Caroline Georgina Catherine, the younger
daughter of James Dalton of Bangalore,.
East Indies, is said to have married on 18
Feb., 1826, Daniel Prytherch, of Abergole,
Carmarthen, by whom she had a numerous
family.

Unluckily, I have discovered no living
representatives of this family, and thus have
been unable to ascertain whether there is.

any tradition respecting the parentage of
Mrs. James Dalton. Both Mr. Stedman
Thomas, Bellevue House, and Mr. Howell
Howell, Pontcarreg Cottage, Carmarthen,,
who are versed in local lore, have most
kindly answered many inquiries, but can
throw no light on the subject. The question)
is important, as it seems the only clue, in

conjunction with the Axford-Bartlett law-

suit, which might prove of value in the

search for information relating to Hannah
Lightfoot's later history. For this reason,
I have stated all the facts as I have found
them, and I trust that the details may
prove useful to any one who cares to under-

take the problem. It is not improbable
that the identity of Capt. Ritso and his

sister Mrs. Dalton will be discovered. Who
were their parents ? No doubt the records

of the India Office, or perhaps the published

papers of Lord Wellesley, will yield som
information. HORACE BLEACKLEY.

(To be continued.)

ERRORS, TYPOGRAPHICAL AND
OTHERWISE.

ERRORS of the press, whether due ta

hurried manuscript on the part of the

author, or to inattention on the part of

the compositor or proof
- reader, are often
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amusing, sometimes heart-breaking. Tech-
nical words make trouble, and foreign lan-

guages are pitfalls, but the plainest English
words are often misread.

" Camelian "
for carnelian has already

been noticed in
' N. & Q.,' and a reason

therefor suggested. Here are a few blunders
which I have met in a not very extensive

reading.
In the American edition of ' Cicero de

Senectute,' published by the Macmillans,
.among the notes at p. 162, moriendi is

transformed into
" monendi "

; apparently
the result of the editor failing to put a dot
on the i when writing his copy. The printer
read ri as n, just as the other type-setter
read rn as m.

In like manner, on a theatre programme,
Anna Karenina was transliterated into
" Anna Karemna."

In the vocabulary attached to an excellent
:school edition of Caesar's

'

Gallic War,'
percontatio is defined

"
injury." Of course

the editor wrote inquiry, but, the com-
positor made a blunder. This mistake was
corrected in a second edition. The two
words in hurried manuscript are not unlike.

In a newspaper of worldwide reputation
-and boasted circulation, a new steamship was
described as having

"
turn-screws." The

compositor so read the manuscript, but the

reporter undoubtedly wrote twin-screws.

In a cheap edition of Swinburne the poem
'* Anima Anceps

'

is headed and indexed as
' Anami Anceps.

1

Stupidity this, no more.
In the first edition of that well-known

book '

Gates Ajar
'

appears the phrase"
cold and hard as sleet." which seemed all

right for New England winter weather ; but
in a presentation copy Mrs. Ward, in her
own handwriting, corrected

"
sleet

"
to

steel, and as steel the word appears in sub-

sequent editions. In that case the com-
positor might have excuse, considering the

-angular style of manuscript he had to deal

with, and the surroundings. Perhaps the
writer forgot to cross the t, for her book
was written before the type-writer came
into vogue.

In a pleasant book describing a motor
trip on the Continent the printer makes
the author say

"
toupee," when toupie was

meant. It is
"
toupee

"
in text, but "toupie"

in the errata.

A few years ago there appeared in Punch
one of those lovely cartoons by Du Maurier

showing a sitting-room interior with a
young man and a young woman, evi-

dently not relatives, and two children.

The children were explaining their presence,

for the legend read,
" Mamma sent us to

play forfeits." A week later Punch printed
the correct version,

" Mamma sent us to play
propriety." The compositor, who had to
contend with Du Maurier's handwriting,
might well be excused, when he had so few
words to read, and no context to guide ;

but the proof-reader ought to have detected
the want of continuity [relevancy ?].

Minuscule manuscripts of the classics

are full of opportunities for blundering,
or editing. In Sallust,

'

Catilina,' cap. 1.,

occurs the word vicis, so printed in Anthon.
The editor notes that the term is used
in the sense of via," and he translates as
"
the streets." But "

vicis
" and "

vias
"

in the compressed characters of those
Middle Age MSS. are nearly indistinguish-
able. Either word makes sense, and the

meaning is the same, although editors differ

as to what the author intended.
There are other slips for which the proof-

reader and copy-boy may be held jointly
responsible. In the Introduction to Bonn's
Greek Testament, at p. x, we read that
the earlier editors

" were unprovided with
the works of many of the Greek Fathers ....
from whom the most valuable subsidiary
information could have been, and as [sic]
since been derived."
In "

Little Dorrit,' chap, xviii. book i., we
are told,

"
Young John was small of stature,

with rather weak legs and very weak light
air." This may be accidental, because
in another edition " air

"
has become

"
hair."

In chap. xxvi. of
' Great Expectations

'

one may read :

" Years afterwards, I made
a dreadful likeness of that woman, by
causing a face that had no other natural
resemblance to it than it derived from

flowing air, to pass behind a bowl of flaming
spirits in a dark room." Subsequent in-

spection of Dickens' s MS. shows that he
wrote "

hair," but that between copy-
holder and proof-reader the h was dropped.
A few years ago some one wrote of this in a

magazine, and printed the page of Dickens' s

MS. in facsimile. Dickens certainly intended
to write sense, but accidents will happen,
and types in stick, galley, or form are un-
certain and tricky.
A newspaper of enormous circulation

printed an account of society doings in

France, and the word soixante was divided
and maltreated into the senseless combina-
tion

"
soix auto." Perhaps the compositor

had " automobile
"

in mind.
In a

'

History of the United States,'

printed by the Macmillans, occurs a passage
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saying that one cause for the failure of

slavery to hold its ground in the Northern
States was "

typographical." A strange
renson truly, until we realize that the author
wrote "

topographical," and that the printer
erred.

The same blunder occurs in an essay by
Capt. Mahan, in a book issued by a famous
Boston house.
In a book printed in London two or three

years ago, dealing with the question of sea-

power, the author discusses the movements
of the English and French fleets in the
time of Trafalgar, refers to the anxiety of
the Admiralty for news of Nelson, and tells

how a fishing smack put into Portsmouth
and reported having seen Nelson's fleet
"
steaming

' '

south-east. The author wrote
steering in all probability, but the word
was printed

"
steaming." The compositor

did not pay attention to context, the proof-
reader ought to have detected such a

grievous error, and the author should have
carefully conned the revise.

All of which simply proves a thesis I have
heretofore put forth, that the most annoying
errors of the press are those that make sense,
of a kind. JOHN E. NORCBOSS.
Brooklyn, U.S.

DISRAELI'S ABYSSINIAN SPEECH. The
following quotation is made in the review
of Mr. Clement Shorter' s

' Immortal
Memories,' ante, p. 79 :

" What novelist of our time would not give much
to have so splendid a public recognition as was
provided when Lord Beaconsfield, then Mr. Disraeli,
after the Abyssinian Expedition, pictured in the
House of Commons ' the elephants of Asia dragging
the artillery of Europe over the mountains of
Rasselas

'

?
"

I had the good fortune to be present when
Mr. Disraeli, as Leader of the House of

Commons, proposed the vote of national
thanks to Sir Robert Napier and his officers

and men, and unless my memory greatly
deceives me, while reference was made to

the elephants of Asia and the artillery of

Europe, the actual words of the orator were
that the British army had "

planted the

standard of St. George upon the mountains
of Rasselas."
In these days of universal education it

is perhaps needless to point out that the

route taken by the British troops was many
miles distant from the

" mountains of

Rasselas," and that in the splendour of his

rhetoric the orator sacrificed the interests

of accuracy. Johnson might have written

a philosophical story, but he would never

have been the author of
'

Rasselas
'

if he-
had not previously translated Father Lobe's
book on Abyssinia. The mountain in John-
son's mind was Amba Geshen, on which the-

younger members of the Abyssinian royal
family were confined, and which is situated
in the province of Amhara. The fort of
Magdala, at the capture of which I was1

present, is in the Wollo Galla country. A
map will show that the two Ambas, or table-

mountains, are at a considerable distance
from each other. W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Grand Hotel, Locarno.

SHAKESPEARE'S UNNOTED COMPLIMENT
TO ELIZABETH. I always felt that when
Shakspere makes Bassanio speak to Portia,
in 'The Merchant,' III. ii. 179-80, of the
effect on its hearers of

" some Oration fairely
spoke By a beloued Prince," he meant to'

pay a compliment to the beauty and grace
of Elizabeth's reading and speaking of her
formal speeches to the public, just as many
writers praised Queen Victoria's like quali-
ties. But I never came across any con-

temporary evidence of the fact till some
two years ago, I think, when The West-
minster Gazette printed (on a p. 2, col. 3)'

an extract from a volume of the Historical'

MSS. Commission which described the charm
of a speech by Queen Elizabeth. I un-

luckily lost the copy of the paper, and now
ask some more careful

' N. & Q.' man than

myself, who may have noted the passage,,
to reprint it for us in 'N. & Q.' Bassanio's-

lines are, from Quarto 1, sign. F3 :

Madame, you have bereft me of all words,
Onely my mood speakes to you in my veines,
And there is such confusion in my powers,
As after some Oration finely spoke
By a beloued Prince, there doth appeare
Among the buzzing pleased multitude,
Where euery something being blent together,
Turnes to a wilde of nothing, saue of ioy
Exprest, and not exprest : but when this ring
Parts from thistinger, then parts life from hence,.

then be bold to say Bassanio is dead.

F. J. FURNIVALL.

SZECHENYI : ITS PRONUNCIATION.

Apropos of the Venderbilt wedding, I notice

that none of our works of reference gives
the correct pronunciation of the famous
historical name Sz^chenyi. It should be

called
"
Say-chen-ye," with stress upon the

say, and the ch soft, as in the word "church."

In English works of reference such, for

instance, as Webster's dictionary eupple-

ment the ch is marked hard, and the name
is treated as if it were German, than which

nothing could be more offensive to a

patriotic Magyar. There are several Hun-
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Sarian
names in which our biographical

ictionaries make the same mistake of treat-

ing the palatal ch as guttural. Take, for

example, Zach, the name of a celebrated
astronomer. Our authorities mark it as
"
Tsak," whereas Zdch, like Forgdch and

some other names with the same termination,
rimes with the English word "

arch."
JAS. PLATT, JUN.

"MoLusio," A GHOST-WORD. I regret
to say that in my edition of the Durham
Account Rolls (Surtees Soc., vols. 99, 100,
103), pp. 150, 151 bis, I have given the
erroneous reading

"
molusione "

for in-

duaione, supposing it to mean mulching or

manuring. It looks so like "molusione"
in the MSS. that no other reading ever
occurred to me until Mr. Bradley pointed it

out, though the context ought at once to
have suggested the right word. In the
Index, under '

Manuring,' thereff. 150, 151*,
should be erased, as also the entries under
'

Molusio '

in both Index and Glossary.
J. T. F.

THE "HAZEL" IN POLITICS. The use
of the blackthorn in Irish encounters has
often been noted, particularly in novels ;

but the following extract from The Times of
16 January indicates that the hazel-twig
is henceforth to take the traditional place
of the older-fashioned shillelagh :

" At a meeting of the South Longford executive
of the United Irish League, on Sunday, Mr. J. P.
Farrell, M.P., who was re-elected cha'irman, said
that much had been said about giving Mr. Birrell
& chance, and about stopping cattle-driving at
present. For his part he would advocate giving
Mr. Birrell a chance, but that chance would want
to mature rapidly, for if they had left the ' hazel

'

Aside it was only with the object of seasoning it

better, to be prepared, if not treated rightly, for
further developments Mr. Philips, M.P., said
that he also agreed that Mr. Birrell should get a
chance, but if he neglected to fulfil his promises, the
hazel would be put in force again more strongly
than ever."

POLITICIAN.

SOUP - KITCHENS. The following para-
graph from The Craftsman of 17 Feb., 1798
(p. 3 col. 2), contains an early reference to
soup-kitchens :

"The public kitchen in St. George's Fields (late
the Dog and Duck) opened on Thursday last for the
sale of good meat soup to the poor, wherever
resident, at one penny per quart ; and its utility
cannot be better manifested than by stating the
increased quantity sold. On Thursday 480 quarts,
on Friday 960, and on Saturday nearly 1,300. The
managers of this institution are entitled to the
warmest thanks of every benevolent mind, three or
tnore of whom attend by rotation every day to
direct and assist in the distribution of this nourish-

ing food, a great deal of which is fetched at a
distance of two or three miles, and their example
has already been the means of establishing similar
Institutions in Clerkenwell, Spitalfields, &c., and,
such, it is hoped, will become general in the metro-

polis and its vicinity."

I suppose the word "
soup-kitchen

" came
into use at a later period, as it does not
occur here. R. B. P.

" TAMMANY "
: ORIGIN OF THE NAME.

Mr. H. W. Lucy says in his
' Dollar Notes '

in The Cornhitt Magazine, 1907, p. 769 :

" The name of Tammany is familiar throughout
Great Britain. But for most of us, its birth, like
that of Jeames, is

'

wropt in mystry.' By diligent
inquiry I discovered that when the Pilgrim Fathers
landed on the other side they found in possession
of the Delaware Indians some desirable land.
William Penn bought it from a chief whom the
tribe revered by the name of Tammany, which
being translated means ' The Affable.' More than a
century ago a political organization founded in

New York made the Delaware's name its own.
To this day Tammany observes some of the

aboriginal ritual, and boasts a governing council of

Sachems."
JOHN HEBB.

GLOSSES OF MIDDLE ENGLISH. It may be
of some historical interest to note examples
of an Englishman, Robert of Brunne
(Handlyng Synne), in 1303, glossing native
with Romance words : yearn desire ; hue
colour ; dree suffer ; were save ; note

(use) service ; dere, vb. disease ; wright
carpenter. He also glosses a few Romance
words with others of the same origin : dais

table ; assise manner ; croket chaplet ;

" cuntek "
debate.

Of course, the above Romance words were
then of no new introduction ; but occasion-

ally an author will, on using such a word
for the first time, explain it in the body of

the text. Thus one of the earliest occur-
rences of "desire" in English is where the
author of

'

Hali Meidenhad '

writes :

' '

|>enne
wile l>e king wilni. . . . : e king of alle

kinges desire. ..." H. P. L.

INITIAL LETTERS INSTEAD OF WORDS.
I venture to suggest that the practice of

using initial letters instead of words is

becoming more and more inconvenient.
I notice in a reply about St. George's

Chapel Yard (10 S. viii. 371) that "M.I."
appears, apparently for

" monumental in-

scriptions." It may be that it is a more or
less acknowledged abbreviation. It remains,
however, that

"
M.I." has for some years

stood for
" Mounted Infantry."

In these pages we have ' N. & Q.,'
'

H.E.D.,'
'N.E.D.,' 'E.D.D.,' 'D.N.B.' There are
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societies which expect to be recognized at
once by such abbreviations as S.P.G
R.S.P.C.A., N.S.P.C.C., P.S.A., Y.M.C.A.,
Y.W.C.A., I.O.P., and R.B.A. There are
the virtually unavoidable abbreviations
after men's names, though they are some
times indefinite, e.g., R.A. for Royal Acada-
mician or Royal Artillery.
We already want an English

'

Siglarium,'
which would explain to us and to future

generations such things as that 'H.E.D.,'
'

N.E.D.,' and '

O.E.D.,' though they look
different, mean the same thing.
Some years ago I listened to an extempore

prayer in which there was the following :

'" O Lord, grant thy blessing to the
Y.M.C.A."

Though not germane to the question, it is

interesting to note that one correspondent's
anonymous signature consists of no fewer
than eight initial letters, s.v. V.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

[The reasons for the adoption of abbreviations are
that they save time or space, and are generally easy
to understand. Mr. Howard Collins gives a large
number in his 'Author and Printer,' but confines
M.I. to Mounted Infantry. M.I. is, however, often
used by genealogists for Monumental Inscription.]

OUSELEY FAMILY. I, as a collateral,
am deeply interested in the Ouseley family,
the last eminent representative of which
was the late Sir Frederick Gore Ouseley,
Musical Doctor of Oxford. I have some
family notes of a branch that in the eigh-
teenth century lived at Dunmore, in co.

Galway, and came from Limerick. They
were conected with my ancestors. I cannot
find any of the name of Ouseley now in

Ireland, although once familiar enough
there ; and in England the name seems also,
so far as my observation and research go,
to have almost died out. They were a
remarkable family, the Ouseleys. Two of

them were celebrated Persian scholars ; and
the Rev. Gideon Ouseley was an intimate
friend of Wesley's, and a preacher of his

tenets in Ireland. RICHARD J. KELLY.
10, Mountjoy Square, Dublin.

LONDON SIGNS :

"
GUY, EARL OF WAR-

WICK." This familiar stone bas-relief, let

into the wall at the west corner of Warwick
Lane, bears an inscription,

' Restored 1817.

J. Deakes, Archt." Amongst a number of

valuable topographical memoranda made
by Sir Henry Ellis I find the following :

" The house at the corner of Warwick Lane,
against which the bas-relief of the Earl of Warwick
was placed, to designate it as the site of the ancient
residence of the Beauchamps and Nevilles, was
taken down in the month of February, 1817.

Another bas-relief, similar to the former for I
think it is not the same has been inserted in the
wall of the new edifice. I should think the house
pulled down was not older than the time of
Charles II."

Mr. Philip Norman (' London Signs and
Inscriptions,' p. 12) in referring to this sign
adds :

"At the beginning of this century the house to
which the statuette belonged was occupied by a
Mr. Parry ; an inscription over the door stated that
it had been a tobacconist's shop since 1660, no doubt
rebuilt."

Ellis' s note, it will be seen, confirms this

supposed rebuilding.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

JOHN JAMES, ARCHITECT. Sir Gregory
Page Turner's house at Blackheath (John
James architect), said to have been copied
from Houghton, and illustrated in ' Vitruviua

Bfitannicus,' 1767 (vol. iv. pi. Iviii.-lxiv.),
was demolished in 1789 by Albemarle Cator,
the lord of the manor. The following curious
account of the disposal of the fittings of the
house is given by John Britton in his ' Tun-

bridge Wells and Calverley,' p. 59 :

" One of the houses on Mount Ephraim, adjoin-

ing the Tunbridge-ware factory, formerly belonged
to Judge Jeffries, a man who has rendered his

name infamous in the annals of history by the

cruelty and injustice he manifested in presiding at

the trial of King Charles I. The house was after-

wards the property of Sir Richard Heron, Bart.,
who greatly enlarged and improved it, by applying
many doors, floors, chimney-pieces, &c., to it, which
he had purchased from Sir Gregory's Page Turner's

once splendid mansion on Blackheath."

When this ludicrous mistake as to Judge
Jeffreys was discovered, Britton endeavoured
to suppress the pamphlet (it is little more
than a pamphlet advertising some building
land at Mount Ephraim) in which the mis-

take occurred. In this he was unsuccessful,

copies appearing occasionally in booksellers'

catalogues, and there is a copy in the Brighton

Corporation Library.
It does not appear that Jeffreys resided at

Tunbridge Wells. JOHN HEBB.

EARLY BOOK AUCTIONS. (See 5 S. xii.

95, 103, 171, 211, 411, 436; 6 S. ii. 417.)

The following extract from Hearne's
' Remarks and Recollections

'

(vol. viii.

1722-5, p. 44) is worth putting on record,

as it gives the precise date of the second

book auction in England :

" The first Catalogue of Books sold by Auction

was the Library of Dr. Seaman ; the second was

that of the Revd. Mr. Thomas Kidner, A.M., Rector

of Hitchin in Hartfordshire, beginning Febr. 6,

1676/7."
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Information about Dr. Seaman will be
found at the references given above, and
see also Dibdin's

'

Bibliomania.' Thomas
Kidner was M.A. from Magdalen College,
Oxford ; Vicar of Hitchin 1 648-62, and of

Higham Gobion, Beds. He died 31 Aug.,
1676 ('Foster.' 'Alum. Oxon.').

W. R. B. PRIDEAUX.
Reform Club.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

FULTON THE INVENTOR. My father, the
Rev. Robert Fulton Crary, is the eldest

grandson of Robert Fulton, the inventor,
and I am now engaged in a compilation
of such manuscripts and letters written

by Fulton as are by inheritance in our
family.

I shall be very grateful for any information
in regard to original letters from or to
Robert Fulton, and original manuscripts
or paintings produced by him during his
several years' residence in England.
Were the following essays, now in our

possession, ever published in England ?

Thoughts on Free Trade, with Reasons why
Foreign Posses sions, and All Duties on Importations,
are Injurious to ^ ations.
An Open Letter addressed 'To the Friends of

Mankind ' on the Advantages of Free Trade and the
Benefits of Internal Propagation.

Letters from Robert Fulton to the Right Honour-
able the Earl of Stanhope. These were intended
for the press, and Lord Stanhope was asked in an
accompanying note to forward them for publication.

The volume now in preparation, to be
entitled

'

Life and Letters of Robert Fulton,'
will be produced by the Century Company
of New York.
A due acknowledgment of present owner-

ship and of courtesy of use will accompany
each reproduction. It is hoped that the
collection, already of noteworthy value,
may prove of international interest.

ALICE CRARY.
Matteawan, New York.

BRANDENBURGH HOUSE SALE. Can any
one direct me to a copy of the catalogue of
the sale of Queen Caroline's goods ? I have
two large pictures bought by my grandfather
at the sale ; they are by Marlow, the well-
known painter of architectural subjects,
and we have always supposed that they were
the two mentioned in a biography as his

masterpieces. They are there called the*

two seats of the Pope. One is the usual
view of St. Peter's at Rome ; the other,
of a castle-crowned hill overlooking a lake
or river. This is not Avignon, and not even
the late Edward Lear could tell us what i*

the place represented.
The late Lord Carnarvon told me that a

smaller replica of this picture that he had
at Portman Square was, he thought, of a.

place on the Arno ; but he was evidently
not at all sure of it. I have sometimes
wondered if it might be Castel Gandolfor

a country seat of the Pope. If a sale cata-

logue is in existence, no doubt there would
be some description.

RALPH NEVILL, F.S.A.
Castle Hill, Guildford.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. Can
any one tell me the author of the following:
lines ?

If looking back for one short year should make thy
Christmas sad,

For nineteen hundred years look back and Christ
shall make thee glad.

ZEPHYR.

And thine oaken galley, Haco,
That sailed with kingly pride,

Came shorn and shattered, Haco,
Through the foaming Pentland tide.

ALEX. RUSSELL.
Stromness, Orkney.

FANNINGS or co. CLARE. Who were the-

Fannings of co. Clare ? I do not find the
name in Marshall's

'

Genealogist's Guide.'

There is a picture of the two Miss Fannings.
in the present Old Masters' Exhibition
at Burlington House. W. ROBERTS.

WHITE ENSIGN. Can any one tell me>

if it is incorrect to fly the white ensign on
a church tower ? If so, what is the proper
flag to fly ? Please give reasons and authori-

ties. C. L.
Carlton Club.

BURIAL-PLACES OF EMINENT ENGINEERS.
Information is sought as to place of inter-

ment of
1. George Robert Stephenson (ob. 1905 :

exact date ?).

2. John Frederick Bateman (ob. 10 June,.

1889).
3. William Henry Barlow (ob. 12 Nov.,.

1902).
4. Sir John Coode (ob. 2 March, 1892).

Please reply direct.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.
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TOWER OF LONDON. Can you tell me
if any work containing documents from
the old records of the Tower of London
has been published, and, if so, where the
work is to be found ? R. D.

CHATEAUBRIAND ON
RACTER. From which

THE FRENCH CHA-
of Chateaubriand's

work is the following] definition of the
French character taken : "A present dans
les cieux, 1'instant d'apres dans I'abime ?

It reminds one (though not necessarily a
reminiscence) of Goethe's well-known sen-
tence expressing the conflict of Clarchen's

loving heart in
'

Egmont,' Act III. (a drama
first printed in 1787).

" Himmolhoch
jauchzend-zum Tode betriibt."

H. KREBS.

ADMIRAL JOHN BAZELY. I should be
glad of any information as to the family
or ancestry of John Bazely, Admiral R.N.,
who was born at Dover in 1740, and
died in 1809. There is some account of

him, with a portrait, in The Naval Chronicle,
vol. xiv., for 1805. He took out a grant
of arms, 6 Aug., 1784, to himself and the
descendants of his grandfather, James
Bazely of Dover, gentleman, deceased

(College of Arms, Grants, XV. 353). He
had two sons : John Bazely, who became
an admiral, and Henry Bazely, who was
a captain R.N., both of whom left issue.

The Admiral's grandson Thomas Tyssen
Bazely was a well-known Oxford man,
Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose, and after-

wards Rector of Poplar. His great-
grandson Henry Casson Barnes Bazely
(1842-83) was well known to Oxford men
a quarter of a century ago as a theological
coach and a constant preacher at the

Martyrs' Memorial. In the grant of arms
above referred to it is stated that the
Admiral and "

his ancestors have resided

fpr many generations in the county of

Kent." Any genealogical particulars

relating to the family of Bazely of Kent
will be gratefully received.

W. G. D. FLETCHER, F.S.A.
Oxon Vicarage, Shrewsbury.

" THE MIDWIFE TOAD." Adjectives flung
about at random or affixed without due
skill are simply nauseous ;

but an adjective

aptly applied, how good is it ! I wonder
what the toad has done to be counted among
the sisterhood of Sarah Gamp. Thus writes

the author of
'

Letters from Catalonia,'
vol. ii. p. 774 :

"
To-night I went out into the country, to be

alone with Spain. I stood in the silence of a garden

with only the stars above me. The bee was fast
asleep in her silent hive, and the earth, robbed of
her furnace light that warms her, faced the
desolation of the void. The midwife toad uttered
that curious bell-like note which sounds so
unearthly that it might well appertain to another
planet.

Can the author have indited
"
midnight,"

and have suffered a misprint ?

ST. SWITHIN.

CAVALIERS WITH PRINCE RUPERT ANI>
PRINCE MAURICE. After the failure of the
royal cause, these princes commanded a
fleet in the King's interest, and afterwards
in that of his son (Charles II.). They were
for over two years in Holland, and after-
wards sailed to the West Indies. Can you
tell me where to find a list of the Cavaliers
who accompanied the princes during this

period, and also of those who were at St.

Germains with the Prince of Wales, after-

wards Charles II. ? A. C. WILLIS.

LANG o' LEA,' IRISH SONG. The first

verse is :

When I took my departure from Dublin sweet
town, sir,

For England's old coast, the seas I did plough,
And four weary days I was tossed up and down, sir,

Like a quid of chewed hay in the mouth of a cow.
Now afraid off the deck in the ocean to slip, sir,

[ clung like a cat fast hold for to keep.
Around that big post that grows out of the ship, sir.

3h, sure I ne'er thought more to sing
'

Lang o' Lea.'

There are three more, and the last is :

Sere 's long life to the moon for a fine honest crature
Chat serves us for lamplight each night in the dark,
*Vhen the sun only shines in the day which by

nature
"feeds no light at all, as you all may remark.
But as for the moon by my sowl I 11 be bound, sir,

It would save the whole nation a great many pounds
To subscribe for to light us up all the year round,

sir,

Or may I ne'er sing more of
'

Lang o' Lea.'

Can any one tell me the author or history
of this song, which was often sung in my
family during the early half of last century ?

The tune was an odd lilting measure.
F. F. K.

" THE WEED "=TOBACCO. Can any of

your readers kindly inform me when this

phrase was first used ? J. WILI.COCK.
Lerwick.

CHURCHWARDENS APPOINTED BY MAYORS.
The following passage in a note in The

Western Morning News concerning some
ancient privileges of certain Cornish towns

reminds me that some time since I saw

references to similar abnormal modes of

appointment in the cases of Liskeard and
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Bideford, though I am unable at present
to refer to the printed records respecting
them. Of Lostwithiel The Western Morning
News of January 9 said :

" Another privilege of the Mayors of Lostwithiel

is that of appointing (as representative of the whole

people) the people's warden at the parish church,
and this right has been firmly held By all Mayors,
whether Conformist or Nonconformist."

I find I have a note, made at the time
of the last Easter vestries, that at Liskeard

the second warden is known as the "Mayor's
Warden," while at Bideford one warden is

chosen by the lord of the manor.
I should like to know how these varia-

tions from the canonical or customary
methods of election came about, and if

other instances can be cited.

W. S. B. H.

FKENCH REGIMENTS IN ENGLISH PAY.
I should be greatly obliged if any corre-

spondent could give me historical notes

concerning the emigres or French royalist

troops in English pay at the time of the
French Revolution.
The following is a list of these regiments

which I find in Messrs. Lienhart and
Humbert's book 'Les Uniformes de FArmee
francaise,' Leipzig, M. Ruhl editeur, 1906,
vol. v. :

1. Infantry (regiments, battalions, or

legions). Dudresnay ; 1'Hervilly or Royal
Louis, d'Hector or Royal Marine ; La Chatre
or Loyal Emigrant ; Beon ; Perigord ;

Rohan ; Salm : Damas ; Bethisy ; Loyal or

Laval-Montmorency ; Mortemart ; Viomenil;
Castries ; Autichamp ; Broglie ; Houd ;

Waldstein ; Latour or Royal Liegeois ; Loyal
Emigrant or Royal Emigrant ; Loningen.

Corps styled
"
chasseurs "

or Sharp-
shooters. Hompesch ; Hardy ; York ;

Lowenstein.
2. Cavalry (regiments or troops). Some

of these troops seem to have been attached

BOSTOCK COAT OF ARMS. Can any reader

inform me as to the coat of arms of the

family of Bostock ? The '

Genealogical
Guide '

gives several references to the

family, but I have none of these works by
me. To save time, an answer addressed

to me direct would greatly oblige.

(Dom) BASIL WELD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, Scotland.

GENEALOGICAL. I desire any information

about the following families :

1. Lee of Christchurch, Surrey.
2. Davison of St. Mary's in Carlisle.

3. Bacon of Cyfartha.
4. Sprott of the Marsh, Salop.
5. Burfoot of Withingham, Kent.
6. Turner of Erith. (Mrs.) COPE.

Sulhamstead, nr. Reading.

" THE CLAYTON ARMS." There is a

public-house in Clayton Road, off West-
minster Bridge Road, on the right from the

bridge, bearing this sign. Can any one

say whether these arms, undisplayed, are

those of the famous Sir Robert Clayton,
Lord Mayer of London 1680, who as Alder-

man (?) founded the
" Old City of London

Workhouse," the first of its kind in the

City ? There are engraved glass folding
doors exhibiting what appears to be a Mayor
of the time in his robes, bearing the City
sword. Had Clayton a suburban residence

lere, upon the grounds of which Clayton
Street was built ? The only mention of

the house in Dr. Montgomery's
'

History
of Kennington' (1889, p. 172) is that with

regard to the body of a man found drowned
in Kennington Creek, which was carried

to
" The Clayton Arms "

in Clayton Street.

The tavern still bears a nice old-fashioned

aspect, but O the departed ie ne sais guoi !

The arms of Sir Robert Clayton were Argent,
a cross sable between four pellets. Crest.

to the infantry corps of the same name..
Hussars. Damas ; Beon ; Hompesch

Choiseul ; Rohan No. 1 ; Rohan No. 2
Salm ; York.

British Uhlans.
3. Artillery (regiments or batteries^.

Rothalier or Royal Artillery ; Horse Artillery
attached to the Rohan Hussars ; Horse
Artillery attached to the Choiseul Hussars ;

Horse Artillery attached to the Salm
Hussars.

4. Engineers. Officers attached to the
Quiberon corps ; Pioneers.
Has any book been published on the

subject ? CHARLES NOXJGUIER.
La Vallee, Chateau Renard, Loiret, France.

a leopard's gamb erased and erect ar., grasp-

ing a pellet. Mottoes,
"
Virtus in actione

consistit
" and "

Quid leone fortius." These

arms, however, are nowhere in evidence

outside the house.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

" WILLY WATER." A man, after drinking
a lot of ale, said of it,

"
It 's nobbut 'willy

water,' and not worth drinking." He ex-

plained to me that it was without head,

body, or tail. He spoke as if
"
willy water

"

was a term for poor ale-drink, and had

evidently been accustomed to use the term.

Where may I find a reference to
"
Willy

water
"

?

"

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.
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LATIN PRONUNCIATION.
(10 S. ix. 81.)

THESE are days of progress ; and really it

is high time that we should move with the
age and accept a decent pronunciation of
Latin. Our long refusal to do so and our
absurd prejudices render us the laughing-
stock of intelligent foreigners.We are told that

"
the countries of Europe

and the United States of America "
are

places
" over which the British Board of

Education has no more control than the
man in the moon." Unfortunately, the
converse is also the case ; and though
scholars in foreign countries and the United
States have already adopted what is ab-

surdly called
"
the reformed "

pronuncia-
tion, meaning thereby the pronunciation
long ago accepted by all the leading teachers
of philology, we still pretend to shut our
eyes to all proved results, and wish to set

up the ridiculous standard that every man
shall please himself.

Of course every philologist and every
serious student of phonology accept such
fundamental necessities as the use of the

English sound of w for the Latin v, and the

English sound of k for the Latin c before all

vowels. Until these postulates are accepted,
there is no possibility of explaining the

phonology of the Romance languages, or of

Celtic, or of Anglo-Saxon, or of Old High
German ; or, indeed, of any language that
has accepted the use of the Latin characters.

Very elementary investigations will suffice

for any one who is open to conviction ; but
no argument whatever has the slightest
chance with one who has preconceived
ideas of his own.
As to the w-sound of u, we may notice,

in the first place, that the symbol v is

mostly modern ; the Latin verbum was
written as uerbum in most mediaeval MSS.,
precisely because u had remained as a

symbol from the early days before the Latin
u acquired the v-sound. The Latin uerbum,

by the way, is cognate with the English
word ,' and it is most interesting to find that

English happens to be, at the present day,
almost the only language which retains

the original Indo-Germanic w. Even with
our present pronunciation we still sound
the Latin u as w in the word suauis, which
is cognate with the English sweet. But the
most interesting examples are the English
words wall, wine, and wick (a town), borrowed

from the Latin uallum, uinum, and uicus at
so early a date that the Latin u had its old
sound.
Welsh liked to prefix g to this Latin u ;

hence the Welsh for uallum is gwal ; the
Welsh for uinum is gwin ; and the Welsh
for uigilia is gwyl.
As to the fc-sound for c, of course the c

was borrowed from Latin to indicate the
fc-sound, before all vowels, both in Celtic
and Anglo-Saxon. To this day, ci (pro-
nounced key) is the Welsh for

"
dog

"
;

and Anglo-Saxon scribes, for several hundred

years, went on writing
"
Cent " under the

impression that one of our counties was
called Kent.
That c was hard before e and i is shown

by so common a Latin word as ce-cidi. For
this past tense was formed by reduplication ;

and the sound reduplicated was the k-

sound in cadere. No one (even if prejudiced)
can believe that the Romans said sadere.

As to Germany, see p. 83 of Brugmann's
'

Grundriss,' 2nd ed., 1897 :

" C war auch
vor e- und i-Vocalen bis ins 5. Jahrh. n.

Chr. fc-Laut." And this was eleven years
ago ! And in Prof. Wright's translation of

Brugmann's first edition, printed in 1888,
at p. 26 we find :

" The c, in monuments
written in Latin characters, must always
be pronounced as fc." And this was twenty
years ago ! Are we to stick in the mud for

ever ?

The truth is that the teaching to boys
of the English pronunciation of Latin has
become an insufferable nuisance. When
I begin to teach students Anglo-Saxon
grammar, I now have to waste the first hour
in teaching them how Latin was pronounced,
not by the English of the present day, but

by the English of the days of Alfred and

by the Romans themselves.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

"CAMELIAN" (10 S. viii. 306, 394, 493).

If an additional remark may be allowed

I should like to say that if ST. SWITHIN
had seen worn as many carneltan rings
as I have seen (their colour, by the way,
was a much deeper red than

"
flesh-colour

implies), and had heard the ordinary New
England pronunciation of the word in

familiar speech, with its
"
unproducible

slid r," as Kipling calls it cornelian, as

nearly as may be easily become
" came-

lian" in less instructed parlance, he would

not have questioned the meaning of the

word. And if he had ever known the

secluded village life of the era of many of

Miss Wilkins's New England stories, he
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would have understood that " Aunt Com
fort

"
could not have tolerated the wearin

of any ring counterfeiting gold.
I have not made Aunt Comfort's acquaint

ance except in ST. SWITHIN' s quotations
but her name and her speech place her
end I have known many of her kin. She
could no more have favoured a mock gok
ornament than could Miss Matty, of pleasan
Cranford memory. Miss Matty had longings
for a picturesque turban that were thwartet

by Mary Smith's prosaic common sense
about suitability ; but can one imagine
her desiring an imitation adornment ? So
in Aunt Comfort's eyes carnelian was ad
missible because it was "

real," though
cheap ; while her estimate in the same
adjective of "a real gold ring

" was noi
meant to contrast it with a sham, but in
tended to emphasize its considerable value
as everybody about her would understand.
As I knew the address of Miss Wilkins,

now Mrs. Freeman, I wrote to her after

reading ST. SWITHIN' s last communication,
asking her to settle the point ; but my
letter was unfortunately timed, for she
had gone to friends in New England, where,
as I now learn, she is ill.

Will ST. SWITHIN permit me to ask,
with all respect and courtesy, whether his
recollection of the word heard in childhood
may be, perhaps, not quite like the real
word ? It is a common experience to find
childish memories differing from the real

occurrences, and the remembrance of a
sound, forgotten for years until revived by
chance association, seems specially liable
to such perversion. But if he is confident
of the identification, it must follow either
that the nurse stumbled upon a word not
having the meaning she gave to it, or that
ST. SWITHIN alone recalls a name elsewhere
forgotten, for I am sure that no New Englandwoman ever wore a "

camelian "
ring with

the belief that it resembled a gold one.
M. C. L.

New York.
[See ante, p. 124.] j

"Cur HIS STICK " = " HOOKED IT" (10
S. viii. 348).

" To take his hook " and "
to

hook it" are common forms of speech in
Lincolnshire. There is a story, which I
believe to be true, that a good many years
ago, when some prisoners were being tried
at Lincoln Assizes for a riot at CrowleWharf

,

in the Isle of Axholme, one of the witnesses
gave evidence that a prisoner, who had been
a prominent actor in the affray, said to him,"
I've done my do noo ; I shall tak my hook

an' go ower Owese into Yerksheer." At
this point the judge intervened, asking what
hook was meant, as no such implement
had been mentioned in the previous evidence.

COM. LINC.

'LADY OF THE LAKE': ALLUSIONS (10
S. ix. 8). There has been on two occasions-
a discussion in your pages as to what plant
Sir Walter Scott meant by the

"
Idaean

vine," but no safe solution of the difficulty
seems to have been reached (see 4 S. i.

277, 303, 379 ; 5 S. ii. 365, 497). Dr.
Hooker and Mr. William Howell believed it

to be the Vactinium vitis Idcea. The
V. vitis Idcea, we are told, is a low-growing
plant ; but what the Lady of the Lake
trained over her portico must have been a
climber. ASTAETE.

It is uncertain what Scott meant by"
Idaean vine." It is usually said that the

red whortleberry, of which the scientific

name is Vaccinium vitis Id<za, is intended,
but this is not a climbing plant.
The foxglove, on account of its gaudy

colours, suggests pride, and the (deadly)
nightshade, being poisonous, suggests punish-
ment ; but the reference is slightly far-

fetched. A. GARDINER.

"Idaean" because, Mount Ida being the
seat of the worship of Cybele (or the earth,
as the source of all blessings), probably the
vine was cultivated on its fruitful slopes,
especially since the worship of the *' Mother
of the Gods " was of

" a wild and enthusi-
astic character." Paris was the " Idaean

udge."
One of the favourite plants whose juices

;he witches infused into the baleful draughts
prepared for their enemies was the moon-
ihade or

"
deadly

"
nightshade. Lord

Verulam, says Brand, tells us that the oint-
ment that witches use is reported to be
made, among other ingredients, of henbane,
lemlock, mandrake, and nightshade ('Anti-
quities,' ed. Ellis, 1855, vol. iii. p. 9). The
oxglove also holds a deadly poison in its

xquisite caplike cups, and Henderson in
lis

'

Folk-lore of the Northern Counties
*

ays that it was in high favour with the
vitches, who used to decorate their fingers
with its largest bells, thence called

"
witches'

himbles." However, it is, on the other
and, associated with the fairies or the

good people," bearing in Cheshire the

retty name of
"
fairy petticoats." It

as also many other folk-names suggested
y both the digital and bell-like formation
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of the cups. See further
'

Flowers and
Flower-Lore,' by the Rev. H. Friend, 1884.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

The grape might possibly be an "
Idaean

vine" from its association with Ganymede,
whom Ovid calls Id&us puer ; but that
supposition is hardly tenable for a Northern
latitude. May not Ellen's

"
Idaean vine

"

perhaps be the myrtle, called a "
vine "

by poetic licence, since it was used for

wreaths, and because the rime required it ?

The myrtle was sacred to Aphrodite, who
was one of the contestants designated by
Spenser as

"
th' Ideean ladies," whose

disagreement was settled in her favour on
Mount Ida (' F. Q.,' II. vii. 54). The
"
twining

"
was, of course, only of the

imagined vine. To the couplet
Nightshade and foxglove side by side,
Emblems of punishment and pride,

I have a note (carelessly left uncredited)
that when asked what this meant, Sir Walter
answered to the effect that

"
poets were

apt to write many things that had no par-
ticular meaning." Still, it is possible to

get at some meaning. The nightshade
was a deadly herb used by witches in their
harmful philtres. A ' Nomenclator '

of 1585
calls it

" banewoort "
; and under its old

English name of
"
dwale," the '

Promp-
torium '

gives as one synonym Morella
mortifera. Keats in the 'Ode on Melancholy'
called it the "

ruby grape of Proserpine."
So, poetically, it may easily be the

" emblem
of punishment."
The foxglove is in some places

"
the

fairies' gloves
"

; in French it is named
"
gantilee

" and "
gants de Notre Dame,"

and in several ways has a sufficient touch
of aristocratic association to make " emblem
of pride

"
not too inapt a posy for it.

M. C. L.
New York.

WINTER : ITS PROCLAMATION (10 S. ix.

29). In the
'

Statistical Account of Scot-
land '

(xii. 459) the minister of Kirkmichael,
in Banffshire, tells us that the appearance
of the first three days of winter is observed
in verses thus translated from the Gaelic :

"
Dark, lurid, and stormy, the first three

days of winter ; whoever would despair of
the cattle, I would not till summer." See
Brand's 'Antiquities' (Bohn, 1853), vol. i.

p. 394. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

COLERIDGE ITEMS (10 S. ix. 63). In his

note concerning Lamb's epistolary criticisms

of the 'Religious Musings' of 1796 MR.

ROGERS REES gives a partial, and therefore

possibly misleading, account of the early
textual history of the poem. Had he
looked at the editio princeps, MR. REES
would have found there the very line

(1. 394, p. 165,
'

Poems,' 1796) which he
italicizes as an autograph addition found
in the poet's own copy of ed. 1797. In
fact, the line in question is not, as MR.
REES would seem to imply, an addition
made subsequently to 28 Oct., 1797 the
date on which the second edition of tha
' Poems ' was published but is part and
parcel of the editio princeps of 1796.

Again, Lamb's criticisms deal with this-

text of 1796, in which the line occurs,
and where, consequently, the lines quoted
by MR. REES,

and he of mortal kind
Wisest, he first who mark'd the ideal tribes

Up the fine fibres thro' the sentient brain,

have not an "
indeterminate ending."

To explain the reference in Lamb's second
observation printed in his note MR. REES
should hdrve quoted 11. 395-8 of the text
of 1796 :

Lo ! Priestley there, Patriot, and Saint, and Sage,
Whom that my fleshly eye hath never seen
A childish pang of impotent regret
Hath thrill'd my heart.

The volume edited by the late J. Dykes
Campbell, with preface and notes by W.
Hale White, and published by Messrs.
Archibald Constable & Co. in 1899, entitled
'

Coleridge's Poems : a Facsimile Repro-
duction of the Proofs and MSS. of some
of the Poems,' supplies ample proof that
the early textual history of the

'

Religious
Musings,' including that of MR. REES'S

supposed new line, was known to Dykes
Campbell ; and a glance at Pickering's
1877 edition of the

'

Poems,' vol. i. pp. 88-

109, will show that the same was known
to the late R. H. Shepherd.

Coleridge's proposed substitution of days
for years (1. 378, ed. 1797), reported by MR.
REES, does not appear in the text of 1803,

nor, so far as I . now, in any subsequent
edition. R. A. POTTS.

MR. REES has, I think, too hastily assumed
that Lamb's critical faculty was at fault

in his having overlooked, as he concludes,
the indeterminate ending of the lines refer-

ring to David Hartley in Coleridge's
' Re-

ligious Musings.' As a matter of fact,

the first edition of
' Poems on Various

Subjects
' contains just those emendations

which MR. REES has discovered in Cole-

ridge's autograph in the second edition.
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except that "
Up the fine fibres thro' the

sentient brain
" runs

" Down the fine fibre

jrom the sentient brain." Here is the

reading :

and he of mortal kind
Wisest, he first who niark'd the ideal tribes

Down the fine fibres from the sentient brain,
Roll subtly-surging. Pressing on his steps,
Lo ! Priestley there, Patriot, and Saint, and Sage.

The omission from the second edition o^
the line beginning "Roll subtly-surging''
was in all probability due to a printer's
error.

In the third edition of the '

Poems,'
which was seen through the press by Lamb,
and published in 1803, the missing words

reappear, though slightly changed,
" Pass

in fine surges
"

being substituted for
"
Roll

subtly-surging.'
'

That Lamb should not have noticed

Coleridge's inaccuracy in mental physiology
is not matter for surprise, for years later,
he confessed to his readers, in The London
Magazine, that

"
in everything that relates

to science he was a whole Encyclopaedia
behind the rest of the world."

S. BUTTERWORTH.

SECRET LANGUAGES (10 S. viii. 190).
If MR. CURTIS wishes references to Shelta,
the latest are Nos. 1 and 2 of the new series

of the Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society.
ALEX. RUSSELL, M.A.

Stromness, Orkney.

"ViN GRIS" (10 S. ix. 30). According
to the dictionaries of Landais and Chambaud,
" vin gris" means "

vin fort paillet," which
means wine with very little colour or very
pale. Sherry is not white, although it is,

or used to be, called
"
white wine "

;

neither is
"
white port

"
white. Chambaud,

s.v.
'

Gris,' gives
"
Gris tanne, Gris de

Minime, Puke colour
"

;

" Verd-de gris,

verdegrease" ;

"
Cassonade grise, Brown

sugar."
Pliny speaks of black wine, e.g.,

'

Hist.
Nat.,' xxiii. 24, about the middle of the
chapter.
The dark-red wine of Cyprus is called

mavro, i.e., black (wine). I have before me
a letter of some years ago, written by a
Greek Cypriot in English, advising me of
the dispatch of

" two casks of black wine
of Messrs. Ch. Haggipavlu."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

' Vin gris
"

is pale wine (" fort paillet "),
i.e., not highly coloured. But if such a wine
is of a more intoxicating character than
other wines, which does not seem likely, it

would evidently be susceptible of the inter-

pretation
"
tipsy wine," since etre gris, un

pen gris, mean to be tipsy.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

FIELDING'S GRAVE (10 S. ix. 49). The
lines are from Mr. Austin Dobson's poem
on Henry Fielding. A friend has kindly
looked up for me the exact reference, p. 312
in the 1897 edition of the collected poems,
the full quotation is

That 'neath the green Estrella trees,
No artist merely, but a Man,
Wrought on our noblest island-plan,
Sleeps with the alien Portuguese.

It is worth one's while to turn to the passage
two-thirds through the seventh chapter
of Mr. Dobson's '

Fielding
'

in the "
English

Men of Letters
"

beginning with the words
" He was buried on the hillside."

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

VOCABULARY OF PEASANT (10 S. viii. 506).
Max Miiller often made very sweeping

statements without troubling to prove them.
Thus he ridiculed the natural view that the
imitation of sounds must have played an

important part in the formation of language
by the name of

" Bauwautheorie "
; but

of course it has not lost one iota of its truth
for all my learned countryman's banter.

I quite agree with MR. PERCY MAYLAM'S
opinion. The vocabulary of the farmer
and th^ handicraftsman is, as far as their

trades are concerned, bewilderingly rich ;

it is only ignorance which makes the so-

called well-educated think it poor.
G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

" FIDE SED cm VIDE "
: BAHUSIUS (10 S.

ix. 70). The writer's name should be
Bauhusius. Bernardus Bauhusius (Bauhuis)
was a Jesuit (born at Antwerp, 1575 ; d. 1619).

Gin fidendum.
Nee omnibus, nee nemini :

Fide, sed cui, vide,

is No. 48 of Lib. I. of his
'

Epigrammata
'

(p. 18 of the 1634 edition of
' Bernardi

Bavhvsii et Baldvini Cabillavi e Soc. Jesv

Epigrammata
' and '

Caroli Malapertii ex
eadem Soc. Poemata '

). Nineteen of Bau-
husius' s epigrams are given in the second

part of Nicolas Mercier's
' De Conscribendo

Epigrammate
'

(Paris, 1653). The most

extraordinary things in Bauhusius are the
two hexameters (Ep. ii. 74, 75) of the class

called Proteus (see J. C. Scaliger,
'

Poetice,'

ii. cap. 30). The words in the first of these,
addressed to the Virgin Mary,

Tot tibi sunt dotes, Virgo, quot sidera caelo,
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could, according to their author, be arranged
in 1,022 ways without impairing the sense
or metre ; while of the second line or poem
Rex, Dux, Sol, Lex, Lux, Fons, Spes, Pax, Mons

Petra, Christus,

he asserted hat no fewer than 3,628,800
varieties could be formed. Erycius Pute-
anus (Henri Dupuy) actually published
a book containing the 1,022 varieties ol

the former line (' Eryci Pvteani Pietatis
Thavmata in Bernardi Bavhvsi e Societate
Jesv Protevm Parthenivm. . . . , Antv., 1617);
but it was left for a mathematician to stretch
the number to 3,376.

Employment of this kind is a cheery
remedy proposed by Burton for gentlemen
disposed to melancholy :

" And rather then do nothing, vary a verse a
thousand waies with Putean, so torturing his wits,
or as Rainnerus of Luneburge, 2,150 times in his
' Proteus Poeticus,' or Scaliger, Chrysolithus,
Gleppisius, and others have in like sort done."
'
Anatomy of Melancholy,' II. ii. iv. pp. 285-6,

6th ed., 1651.

It would indeed be a case of kill or cure.

EDWAKD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

A short account of Bernardus Bauhusius
is given in Foppens's

'

Bibliotheca Belgica
'

(1739), i. 134. He was a Jesuit priest of

Antwerp, and was noted especially for his

memory. He was much admired as a

preacher at St. Michael's, Louvain, and
elsewhere. He died at Antwerp in the
houss of his Order, November, 1619. His

epigrams were very popular in the seven-
teenth century. Issuing from the Plantin

press in 1615, they reached a second edition
in 1619. The Bodleian has a copy printed
at Antwerp in 1634. My own copy has the

imprint Ingolstadii, 1678. In this edition
the five books of epigrams fill 128 pages 8vo.
The epigram quoted by MR. PIERPOINT is

in Book I. on p. 19. Perhaps the one next
before it is still better :

Tacere.
Dicendi ars magna est, major, mihi crede, Tacendi :

Mille Loqui docuere artes, sed nulla Tacere.

Bernard Bauhusius had a brother Gilbert,
a Carthusian professed at Louvain, the
author of a tract in the vernacular,

* De
Perfectione Religiosa.' C. DEEDES.

See the '

Biographie Universelle
'

for an
account of Bahusius or Bauhuis.

HOWARD >S. PEARSON.

"ANON "
(10 S. i. 246, 337 ; v. 274, 454,

496 ; vii. 136). Thackeray, in using this

particle with a past reference in the sense

of " erewhile
"

or "a little ago," has
the support of Sir Walter Scott in at
least one instance. This is in the striking
interview between Louis XI. and Oliver

Dain, reported with characteristic vigour
and impressiveness in the twelfth chapter
of

'

Quentin Durward.' The point under
discussion is the future of the youthful and
fair Countess of Croye, whose fortunes the

wily tonsor at
%
one stage darkly hints that

one like himself might fitly share. Pre-

sently the King indicates his preference for
the Wild Boar of Ardennes, which draws
from his astute interlocutor the assertion

that,
"
saving in a little outward show of

gallantry, Tristan, the Provost-Marshal,
were the more proper bridegroom of the
two." This gives Louis an opportunity
which he at once sternly utilizes.

"
Anon,"

says he,
" thou didst propose Master Oliver

the barber ; but friend Oliver and Gossip
Tristan, though excellent men in the way
of counsel and execution, are not the
stuff that men make Counts of." Scott,
as well as Thackeray, knew the correct

meaning and application of
"
Anon," and

it is curiously interesting to find him
placing it as he does in this passage.

THOMAS BAYNE.

THE TREATY OF TILSIT : COLIN A.
MACKENZIE (10 S. viii. 469, 510 ; ix. 31, 96).

Illness has prevented my replying to SIR
HARRY B. POLAND'S communications at the
second and third references.

The story which the REV. E. C. MAC-
KENZIE relates has frequently been heard of

before, but has never been sufficiently in-

vestigated.
Dr. Holland Rose no doubt went to con-

iderable trouble to verify the story, but
came to the conclusion that it had better

not enter into the realms of serious history,
and that the capture of the Danish fleet

must be ascribed to deeper reasons.

Alison, on the other hand, repeatedly
states in his

'

History of the French Revolu-
tion

' that the secret was undoubtedly
obtained at an early date by the British

Grovernment, and certainly the King's
Speech of 21 Jan., 1808, which he quotes,

?ives clear indications that the Cabinet were
n possession of information of vital import-
ance. In the fourth edition, vol. vi. p. 334,
le says the secret was obtained through
he Count d'Antraigues, the noted secret

agent. This, however, is quite wrong, as this

person was in England at the time of the

.reaty, having left Russia in disgrace. The

quotations in Alison appear in chaps, xlvii.
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and xlviii. I see the same mistake occurs

in
' Memoires d'un Homme d'Etat' (ix.

431).
But to return to the Mackenzie story.

Dr. Holland Rose has given in his article

in The Historical Review, October, 1901, the

full text of Mackenzie's letter to his chief

Lord Leveson Gower, our ambassador to

the Russian Court. It is dated 23 June,
1807, from Thuload, and mentions amongst
other things that his reception by General

Bennigsen
" was at once courteous and kind,"

and that he received a general invitation to

dinner. The General was just then nursing
his anger at being slighted by his Emperor
following the failure at Friedland, and was
also in fear of being superseded.
Who was this Bennigsen ? One of the

conspirators in the murder of his own
Emperor Paul, if not the actual perpetrator.
Was he a man of such clean morals that
he would refuse to assist an English secret

agent to try to gain access to the raft to
overhear the conversation ? Furthermore,
Bennigsen had served for five years in the
armies of George II., and some old feeling
for England might have prompted him to
assist a Government under which he once
served as an officer. Now from all accounts,
Bennigsen himself was on the raft. What
was easier ? By Bennigsen's very presence
on the raft, Mackenzie would be sure to
be so placed as to overhear everything.
With reference to the ridicule which SIR

HARRY POLAND heaps on the story of

changing into the uniform of a Cossack,
I beg to call his attention to

'

Life of Sir
Robert Wilson,' vol. ii. p. 304, where he
will see that this well-known officer changed
into the uniform of a Cossack, and, in

company with Mr. Mildmay, visited the
whole French camp under the very eyes of

Napoleon and the whole of his staff, without
being recognized. We have generals living
now who have frequently deceived the
enemy by suitable disguises in Egypt, the
Soudan, and in India.

As to the clothes fitting Mackenzie, I

humbly suggest that no secret-service agent
could ever have entered into a more perilous
adventure and not taken every possible
precaution against being detected. Neither
can it be assumed that after nearly two
years of warfare, closing at this period with
virtually a "

sauve qui peut," soldiers
could have been found at an hour's notice
with their full review equipment and un-
tarnished uniforms. No, however critical

Napoleon might have been, he could not

have detected the mistakes, if any, in the
Cossack's uniform, when, according to

Bourrienne, his own French troops during
that campaign were dressed in a motley of

remarkable uniforms, of different patterns,
shades, and shapes. SIR HARHY POLAND
investigates the story with a legal mind -

r

but why does he leave circumstantial evi-

dence out of the case ?

The letter I refer to is dated 23 June -

r

the treaty is on the 25th ; Mackenzie leave*
that same evening for Memel, and next day
for London, with a dispatch from Leveson
Gower to Canning. He reaches London on.

23 July, and three days later the order is

given to the fleet. Dr. Rose himself says
that there is good reason for supposing that
the interview Canning had with Mackenzie

precipitated matters.

Besides all these striking dates, one must
also look at the reasons for sending Mac-
kenzie. Why send him to Canning if only
to report some rumours ? The evidence
which Mackenzie possessed was much too

precious to place in a letter, with all the
chances of that letter being lost or stolen.

Furthermore, Mackenzie was one of Lord
Hutchinson's Secret Mission party, of which
Sir Robert Wilson and Mildmay formed part.
As to the reward, no one has ever heard of the

publication of any distribution of rewards
to the secret service. Of one thing I am
certain, and that is that Mackenzie died a-

wealthy man.
As SIR HARRY POLAND doubts this

Mackenzie being the one referred to as

present at the Morlaix Conference, I quote
in full the obituary notice from ' The Annual
Register' of 1851 :

" 2nd Nov., 1851. Hyde Park Place, W., aged 73,
Colin Alexander Mackenzie was sent over in 18l6
to Morlaix to negotiate an exchange of prisoners
with Napoleon ; the mission failed. After the

pe_ace he presided for several years over the com-
mission for the investigation of British claims on
the French Government, and shortly after the

closing of that office in 1828 was sent to Portugal to-

adjust some political differences. He has bequeathed
funds to found a museum at Dingwall, N.B., in

which his valuable pictures and works of art
and a considerable portion of his library will be

deposited."

Lastly, I must mention that Mr. Oscar

Browning in Hist. Rev., Jan., 1902, says
that some years ago General R. Mackenzie,
R.A., told him that it was a tradition in the

family that his grandfather had brought to

the British Government the news of the
secret articles of the treaty. He said that
the family, being somewhat ashamed of the

transaction, had always kept it a secret,
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and that he was now telling a stranger for
the first time.

Miss Disbrowe, in her book ' Old Days of

Diplomacy
'

attributes the finding out of
the secret to the English knight, meaning,
no doubt, Sir Robert Wilson, who was on
the spot.

. I am also told that a book printed in
Berlin in the early thirties had an account
of the affair ; but I have never been able to

put my hand on it.

-Nothing but cold facts can make up this

story ; nothing but letters and memoirs
can help to build it up. Bennigsen, we are

told, left memoirs, not to be opened till

fifty years after his death. That period has

long since elapsed. Can those memoirs be
traced ? Would our Foreign Office permit
an inspection of the papers referring to
1807 ? The truth might then be revealed,
and Mackenzie's story authenticated.

W. H. COOK.
Orchard House, Hampton-on-Thames.

" PRIZE "
: ITS HISTORY (10 S. ix. 87).

On 4 June, 1793, a musical entertainment
was produced at Sadler's Wells Theatre,
entitled

' The Prize of Industry,' the adver-
tisement describing it as

"Taken from a Fete given in Oxfordshire for the

encouragement of industry amongst the Villagers ;

and introducing the Spinning for the Prize Medal."

The word "
prize

" does not occur in the
words of the entertainment, but is found

only in the title (' Sadler's Wells Collec-

tions,' ii. 167, 140-3).
In the same year there was a farce in two

acts produced called
' The Prize ; or,

2, 5, 3, 8,' of a totally different character,
which may be gathered from the title.

The copy in the British Museum gives no
indication as to time or place of production ;

there is no author's name, but the music
was by Storace. The lines to the final

air and chorus are as follows :

The changeling's fate we 've set to view,
Our own qepends alone on you ;

To-night, if we your smiles obtain,
We draw the Prize we sought to gain.

With anxious hearts we look about
To see if Prize or Blank come out ;

More vain of you than fortune kind,
Since you can see, and she is blind.

There was a pamphlet published in 1796,

by Chandler, with a long title of
' Verses

.... to the Prince of Wales,' to which the

following advertisement is prefixed :

" His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales Having
been graciously pleased to signify his Intention of

giving annually Prizes of Gold and Silver Medals,
for Composition and Elocution, to the Scholars and

Commoners of Winchester College, the following
verses were by them addressed to his Royal
Highness."

AYEAHR.

Cowper's 'Tirocinium' supplies, I think,
such an example as DR. MURRAY requires,
in the lines

Boys, once on fire with that contentious zeal,
Feel all the rage that female rivals feel ;

The prize of beauty in a woman's eyes
Not brighter than in theirs the scholar's prize.

The dedication of the poem,
" To the Rev.

William Cawthorne Unwin," is dated 1784.
F. JARRATT.

WAREHAM, DORSET (10 S. viii. 209).

May I supplement the editorial note at
the above reference by referring your corre-

spondent, MRS. FRANCES PALMER, to the

principal or standard authority on Dorset

topography, namely, Hutching' s '

History
of Dorset,' where at p. 87 of vol. i. of the
third and last edition she will find an account
of the priory near St. Mary's Church.

In an account of the wails and earthworks
at p. 94 they are stated to have been
"thrown up by the Danes about 876, when they
fixed their quarters there for a year, and were
attacked by King Alfred."

The only reference to a chapel of St.

Thomas a Becket in St. Mary's Church
is contained in a short statement at p. 113
that

"in a will, 1404, mention is made of a chapel of
Thomas a Becket in this church ; but it is uncertain
to which chapel it referred."

It would seem from a former reference
that there were two chapels in St. Mary's,
one over the other. J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.

Antigua, W.I.

G. AULD : LONDON BOOKSELLERS AND
PUBLISHERS (10 S. ix. 89). Mr. Thomas
Smith was a bookseller in Stationers' Court
in 1800. He was the founder, editor, and

publisher of The Evangelist Magazine. See

Timperley's
'

Dictionary of Printers and
Printing,' p. 805, 8vo, London, 1839. This
book is most useful, as it has an exhaustive
index of names of printers, booksellers,
and publishers mentioned in the body of

the volume. Mr. H. G. Bohn issued a new
edition in 1842 under the title of

' The
Encyclopaedia of Literary and Typographical
Anecdote,' in which details were, I believe,

brought up to date.

I find various publications of a religious
character

"
Printed for T. Williams, Sta-

tioners' Court," in Bent's
'

List of New
Publications,' August, 1802.

WM. H. PEET.
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Some time ago I commenced a list of

printers, publishers, and booksellers with a
view to publication, but have had to lay
it aside for a time, owing to its exacting
nature and pressure of other work. The
MS., however, at present contains over

twenty thousand entries. G. Auld's name,
so spelt, does not occur in my list ; but there

are several spelt Allde or Aide, of which
it may be a variation. I have records of

Allde (John), printer,
" at the Long Shop adioyn-

ing unto Saint Mildred's Church in the Pultrie"

(Poultry). 1560.

Allde (Edward), printer, 1570-1626, at same
address.
Allde (Elizabeth), printer and publisher, 1630-33.

Allde (G.), printer, 1620. (The Christian initial

may be a misprint.)
Allde (widow of John), publisher, 1590.

Judging by the details given, I should
think the tract belongs to the eighteenth

century or later, as partnerships were ex-

tremely rare before then. If your corre-

spondent will send me the tract for inspection,
I can probably give him the date approxi-

mately. WM. JAGGARD.
139, Canning Street, Liverpool.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Shakespeare's Warwickshire Contemporaries. By
C. C. Stopes. (Stratford-upon-Avon, Shakespeare
Head Press.)

WE have had a great deal of inferential biography
in modern times concerning Shakespeare, founded

generally on a fresh twist given to familiar and
overworked facts. Mrs. Stopes's work, as befits a
book proceeding from the new press which pro-
duced recently the fine and scholarly

'
Stratford

Town Shakespeare,' is full of important and original
matter, founded on vigorous and unceasing study of

those MS. records which the ordinary writer has
neither the knowledge nor the patience to investi-

gate, the search through dreary tracts of registers
often yielding nothing of moment. The present
volume may fairly claim to be a new book, the edition

on which it is founded having been long inacces-

sible, and improved by many corrections and addi-
tions. There is, for instance, a new chapter on

Drayton. Others are concerned with three members
of the Lucy family : Dr. John Hall, Shakespeare's
son-in-law ;

' The Cloptons,'
' The Throckmortons,'

' The Clergy of Stratford,' and
' The Schoolmasters.'

George Quiney, who married Judith Shakespeare,
was both schoolmaster and assistant minister in

1620. Dr. Hall treated him and spoke of him as
" of a good wit, expert in tongues, and very
learned." The Rev. John Marshall, of Bishopton,
had a library, which sufficiently disproves the
statement of Halliwell-Phillipps that Stratford was
a " bookless neighbourhood

"
; but perhaps the

most remarkable fact brought out by Mrs. Stopes
as to the educational standards of the district is

that the schoolmaster of Stratford Grammar School
had by charter 20/. a year :

"It was also arranged that he should be allowed
to receive another twenty pounds if he could get
it. Now, as the ordinary head masters of the time,
such as the master of Eton, had only ten pounds a
year, we may assume Stratford was regarded by
' clerks

'

as a prize, and that it could always com-
mand the l)est men. This must not be forgotten in

the estimation of the possibilities of Shakespeare's
education, usually so scornfully made light of by
his traducers."

Mrs. Stopes conjectures that Thomas Jenkins,
master abou 1577, was unpopular on account of a

strong Welsh accent, which may have been repro-
duced in the character of

"
Sir Hugh Evans." This

seems to iis conjecture on a very slender basis.

There appear to have been abundant quarrels about
the schoolmasters, but their ability is clearly
testified.

Dr. Hall's cases of patients he attended to are
preserved, and offer some curious information.

Nothing is, however, said of the case which would
have interested us most Shakespeare's death after
the drinking bout alleged to have taken place by
a later gossip. Mrs. Stopes thinks that Drayton,
who was of the party, was possibly

''

labouring of a
tertian," which Dr. Hall relieved, he records, by"
Syrup of Violets."
Bartholomew Griffin, who died in 1602, and was-

buried at Coventry, had one of his sonnets repro-
duced, with alteration, in

' The Passionate Pilgrim,
1
"

and ascribed to Shakespeare. Mrs. Stppes has in The
Athena'um pointed out the difficulties attached to
the great poet's biography and connexions on
account of the existence of other William Shake-
speares, of whom she has discovered about a score.
There are few books of this sort M'hich do not

refer to our own columns, and we find (p. 179) the

interesting suggestion that the Mr. Boles who
would have had Dr. Hall's MSS. left to him if he
had been present, was possibly the eccentric rector
of Whitnash, near Stratford, who wrote epitaphs,
and set his own up in the church while he was;

living. This fact is from 5th S. vii. 287, a reference-
of which Mrs. Stopes omits the volume. The-

epitaph itself was printed in
' N. & Q.' so long ago-

as 1856 (2 S. i. 429).
In dealing with the Lucy family and the supposed

satire of Sir Thomas in the character of Justice
Shallow various points are suggested which may
niodify the current view of Shakespearians. Only
in the Folio of 1623 does the allusion to the coat of

arms occur. It is unknown to the Quarto editions
of 1602 and 1619. Sir Thomas died in 1600. "Can
we imagine," says our author,

"
Shakespeare base

enoxigh to wait to take his revenge until after a man
was dead?" Lucy's deer park was in Worcester-
shire, not in the neighbourhood of Stratford.
There is much nioreon the point, which Mrs. Stopes
has developed in the Fortnightly for February, 1903.

There are many other details full of suggestion
for the student of our greatest poet. This book, in

fact, does the important service of showing us what
sort of men his contemporaries and neighbours
were, and under what conditions they lived. Wo
hope it will lead to further discoveries. It is, at

any rate, indispensable to all serious students of

Shakespeare.

The He.ip*ons of Fintige, Kerry, Ireland, of ffoi/nJ

Descent, by John Hewetson, is a pamphlet which is

further described as an excerpt from the ' Memoirs
of the House of Hewetson or Hewson of Ireland.'
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The family is certainly one of exceptional interest,
for its members were prominent in many ways :

they have good looks and good works to their

credit, and scholarship, which we regard as of more
value than royal descent.
The account opens with the ' Blazon of Arms and

Livery,' and various members of the stock are then
recorded, including

"
Whiteboy Hewetson," who

was so named from suppressing the Whiteboy
insurrection in the eighteenth centiiry. Mr. Hewet-
son, the family genealogist, is his great-grandson.
E. John Hewson of the Kerry branch of the family
was known as the

" Rich Foreigner," having come
from the next county of Limerick about 1730. The
Rev. Robert Hewetson (1764-1827) was chaplain on
board H.M.S. Neptune, a Trafalgar ship. Maurice
Hewson, born 1786, supplied Marryat with the
materials for

' Peter Simple,' being captured twice

by the French, and coniined in a fortress for five

years. William Hewetson, also born 1786, chart-

ered at his own expense a vessel to bring a cargo of

Indian corn to Ireland during the Irish potato
famine of 1847, and was offered a knighthood,
which he declined.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. FEBRUARY.

HERR MARTIN* BRESLAUER, of Unter den Linden
in Berlin, sends us ' Doeumente friihen deutschen
Lebens : Erste Reihe : Das deutsche Lied, geist-

lich u. weltlich, bis zum 18ten Jahrhundert,' a cata-

logue published at 8 marks. It is well worth the

money, for it is a valuable work of reference with
no fewer than four indexes, ample bibliographical
information, and illustrations of many of the prin-

cipal title-pages. The publisher explains in a pre-
face that Karl Biltz (1830-1901), whose portrait is

the frontispiece,
was a specialist in the hymnology

of the Reformation and allied subjects. His col-

lection, with many additions, is the subject of this

catalogue, in which the rare, curious, and his-

torically interesting records of the faith of past
days are laid before us. We obtain quite a little

history of Luther's literary activities. His '

Opera-
tiones' (1519-21), of which only one other copy is

known, in the Royal Library of Berlin, are priced
at 2.000m.; his 'Geystliche Lieder,' 1566, 225m.;
and his renderings of single Psalms are all valuable.

Ulrich von Hutten's '

Complaint over the Lutheran

Burning at Mentz,' 1520, costs 130m. The Wittem-

berg song-book by Johannes Walther (1551) costs

1,250m., for 9nly four other examples of it are

known, of which two alone are perfect. There is,

as might be expected, matter to interest English
students in these pages. There is a unique account

of 1526, relating the descent of a knight,
" Thomas

moir," on the Alderman and Society of the Hansa

League in London. They were brought before

Wolsey, their books were seized, and they had to

swear that they were not followers of Luther.

There are two attacks by Henry VIII.,
" the most

unconquered King of England, France, and Ire-

land," on Luther : in 1522 controverting his views

of the Babylonian Captivity, 40m. : and in 1523, an
' Assertio Septem Sacramentorum

' " contra Luther-

anam perfidiam," 110m.

Mr. Richard Cameron sends from Edinburgh his

Catalogue 220, containing, as usual, many items of

Scottish interest. A complete set of the Pro-

ceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland,

1851-1906, is 8/. 10s. ; and those who desire to com-

.mre prices of books in 1862 with present ones can
obtain Willis & Sotheran's 'Catalogue of Fifty
Thousand Volumes '

for 3s. 6d.

Mr. Bertram Dobell's Catalogue 160 contains a-

small collection of early printed books, and bound
volumes of modern pamphlets and excerpts from
reviews. The subjects include Madame Blavatsky,
Bradlaugh, Buddhism, chapbooks, copyright, Glad-
stone, Holyoake, Hone, Rossetti, trials, &c. In the
excellent miscellaneous section will be found the
poems of the Bronte sisters, first edition, morocco
extra by Bedford, Smith & Elder, 1846, 21. Is. Gd. ;

and Crabbe's Works, 8 vols., 1834, presentation copy
to Moore from John Murray, 10.*. 6d. Among first

editions are Byron ; Thackeray ; Leigh Hunt's ' The
Town,' 1848, 15s.; Sterne's 'Sermons,' 7 vols., 12mo,
calf, 11. Is. ; Swinburne's ' French Republic,' 1870,
10s. 6d. ; and Burns's ' Letters to Clarinda,' 1802,
crimson morocco, 31. 3s. Meyrick and Skelton's
' Ancient Armour,' 2 vols., folio, 1830, is 21. 2s.

There are several collections of autograph letters
and signatures, including those or Gladstone,
Hallam, Macaulay, O'Connell, Palmerston, Peel,
and others. An album containing thirteen curious
old engravings of the gardens at Chantilly, sixty-
eight other engravings (including portraits of Talma
and Madame Pasta), and autograpn letters of Pasta,
Malibran, and others, is 31. 3s.

Mr. Henry J. Glaisher sends a Supplementary
Catalogue of Remainders. Thefirst price given in the
few items we have space to quote is the published
price, the second the reduced price :

'

Life of
Samuel Butler, D.D.,' 2 vols., 11. 4s. and 4s.; Fitz-

gerald's
' Life of Dickens,' 11. Is. and 6s. ; Gust's-

Annals of the Wars, 1700-1815,' 9 vols., 21. 5s. and
8.s.; Dockrell's

' Atlas of Dermatology,' 21. 10s. and
9s.; Guiney's

'
Life of Hurrell Froude,' 10s. 6d. and

2s. &/.; Dean Stephens's 'Life of Freeman,' 17s. 6d-
and 4s. 6(1.; 'Gladstone's Speeches, 1888-91,' 10s. 6rf.

and 2s. ; Saville Kent's ' The Great Barrier Reef of

Australia,' 4. 4s. and 11. Is. 6d.; Ingram's 'Mar-
lowe and his Associates,' 12s. 6d. and 3s.; McCar-
thy's

'

Story of Gladstone's Life,' Is. (xl. and 2s. Qd. ;

his 'Reminiscences,' If. 4s. and 6s.; and his 'Story
of an Irishman,' 12s. and 3s.

From Goad's Book Stores, Bath, we receive Cata-

logxie 8. The first item is an extra-illustrated copy
of Henry Reeve's '

Memoirs,' edited by Laughton,
2 vols. enlarged to 4, 151. 15s. There are items under

Wales, books in Welsh, and a general list of

modern books.

Messrs. George T. Juckes & Co., of Birmingham,
open their List 186 with an extra-illustrated copy
of the original edition of Burton's ' Arabian Nights,'

together with the '

Supplemental Nights,' 16 vols.,
and a folio volume containing plates oy Letchford,
Benares, 1885-6, 50^. There is a subscriber's copy
of J. G. Millaiss 'Mammals of Great Britain and
Ireland,' 3 vols., 4to, cloth. 1906, 121. 12s. Under
Telemaque is the beautiful Amsterdam edition,

1734, with a fine portrait of Fenelon, 4. 4s.

The '

Hand-Katalog der neueren deutschen
Literatur' sent to us by Mr. W. Muller (16, Grape
Street, New Oxford Street), is a model of careful

arrangement and of that thoroughness which

distinguishes our German neighbours. Headings
and subdivisions make the work of reference easy,
and there is a good index of subjects at the end.

Thus the
' Lexicons ' have more than forty separate

headings. We find without any difficulty
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-particulars
of a book which a correspondent says

Iris publishers were unable to secure. The books
are usually in solid bindings the details of which
are explained by a convenient system of abbrevia-
tions. We intend to keep this catalogue for

permanent reference as a nandy survey of the
-extensive field of modern German literature. There
is a special section devoted to

'

English,' mentioning
several aids to a study in which the Germans have

distinguished themselves. The scientific sections

are particularly to be commended for their careful

.-arrangement.

Mr. A. Russell Smith's List 60 contains under
Americana '

Sir Francis Drake Revived,' being the
first collected edition of Drake's voyages, 1652,
101. 10s. ; and Paine's

' Common Sense addressed to
the Inhabitants of America,' Philadelphia, 1776, 15s.

Under Ancient Ballads is Dr. Stubbs's subscrip-
tion copy of the book, printed for the Philobiblon

Society, (of
'

Ballads and Broadsides published in

England in the Sixteenth Century
'

(only 50 copies
printed), 1867, 4. 4s. Under Bibliography is a
series of 200 catalogues of Sotheby's sales, 1882-

1906 (among them those of Ouvry, Payne Collier,
Hamilton Palace, the Ashburnham, &c.), 51. A
copy of Drayton's poems, in the original calf. 1630,
is priced 11. 10s. There is a collection of Eliza-
bethan poets, 1552-98, 121. 12s. Under Honourable
ArtilleryCompany isNicolls's 'London's

Artillery,'
1616, 11. Is. (the author was part writer of the
J Mirror for Magistrates '). Among several items
under James I. are the '

Workes,' edited by
Montagu, Bishop of Winchester, with portraits
of James and Charles, 1616, 8/. 8s. A note states
that the verses beneath the portrait have been
ascribed to Shakespeare, and they may have been
issued prior to the work. A very rare book is

Lloyd's
' The Pilgrimage of Princes,' first edition,

black letter, 1573, 81. 8s. Only one other fine and
perfect copy, now in the British Museum, has
occurred. A curious volume is

' Les Ordon-
nances,' giving an account of Old French feudal
customs and prices, 1538, unknown to Brunet,
67. 6s. Under Scaramouche is

' The Pleasant and
Comical History of the Life,' by Angelo Constaii-

tine, translated by A. R., 1696, .% 151. (this, it

would seem, is the only copy of the English version
which has occurred for sale). We have just noted
these few items from Mr. Russell Smith's Cata-
logue, which is full of rarities.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co.'s Price Current
679 contains under Africa, Earth's 'Travels,' 5 large

vqls., 1857-8, 21. 17s. 6d. ; Butler's 'South Africa,'
with 15 plates finely coloured, very scarce, royal 4to,
Ackermann, 1841, 51. 15s. (contains examples of the

big game of Cape Colony, now all exterminated) ;

and Campbell's 'Travels,' 2 vols., 1822. 31. 5s.

Works on Egypt include Burckhardt, 5 vols., 4to,
tree calf, 1819-30, 9/. 10s. ; and also some of Lady
Meux's publications. The catalogue is rich in

Bibliography, and the 250 items contain most of the
well-known names. Brunet's '

Manuel,' fifth edition,
6 vols., olive morocco, is 101. 10s. ; and a magnificent
set of Dibdin, 101. Among works by Dr. Copinger
is his

' First Half-Century of the Latin Bible,'
51. 5s. There are many priced sale catalogues, two
notable ones being those of Payne, the bookseller,
April, 1878, extra-illustrated, 81. 8s., and Perkins,
the brewer, 1873, also extra-illustrated. 111. lls.

The 865 lots in the latter realized 26,OW., and
included two copies of the Mazarin Bible. There

are a large number of important naval and military
items, including

'
Bulletins from the London

Gazette,' 1812-84, 116 vols., 12mo, 101. 10s.; and
another series, 1803-63, 72 vols., 8/. 8*. Under Boer
War is a collection of newspaper cuttings, 7 vols.,

imperial 4to (including 2 vols. of illustrations),
4Z. 10s. There are a number of books purchased
from the executors of the late Richard Cannon,
including his 'Historical Records of the Life

Guards, 1660-1835,' 31. 3s. ; 'The Blues, 1661-1834,'
31. lls.Qd. ;and thehistoryof these regiments, together
with those of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and
7th Dragoons, 9 vols. bound in 3, 1839, 157. 15s.

There are a number of Cannon's histories of infantry
regiments. All these works, as is well known, are
illustrated with costume plates ; the costume plates
are also to be had separately. Other entries are
,The Official German Records of the Franco-German
War, 1870-71

'

;

' The Martial Achievements of Great
Britain and her Allies, 1799-1815,' 53 hand-coloured
engravings by Heath, 1815, 121. 12s. ; an extensive
collection of printed excerpts from old newspapers,
with coloured plates, 29 vols., folio, 211. 10s. A
collection of Russian Revolutionary papers from
over 400 Russian newspapers, November, 1905, to

March, 1906, unbound as issued, is 40/. They
contain political caricatures of a startling character,
and were suppressed at once.

Messrs. Henry Young& Sons of Liverpool have in
their list CCCLXXXyfll. the Kelmscott '

Chaucer,'
601. ; the original edition of Sowerby's

'

Botany,'
36 vols. 1790-1814, 301. ; Pine's

'

Spanish Armada,'
extra-illustrated, 181. 18s. : Turner's ' Views of the
Southern Coast,' firstedition, large paper, 1826, 211. ;

the large original edition of Mezeray s
'

Histoire de
France,' with all the cancels, 1643-51, 51. 15s. 6rf. ;

Pausanias, editio princeps, levant morocco, fine tall

copy, Venice, 1516, 1 01. 10s. ; and Homer's Works,
Greek text, with commentary, also in Greek, by
Eustatius, Archbisho p of Thessalonica, first edition,
4 vols., 1542-50, 181.18s. There are sets of Altieri,

Herodotus, Lucretius, Xenophon, &c., general
literature, and old prints of the Bartolozzi School.

to (Komspontonts.
We must call special attention to the following

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

R. P. ("Horseshoe Superstition"). Shall have
attention.
CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 107, col. 2, last line, for

"
Licere," read Sicere.

NOTICE.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we dp not

print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

Editorial communications should be addressed
to

" The Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' "Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Channery
Lane, B.C.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (FEBRUARY).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS
JUST READY.

Containing Items with

Coloured Views, Trials,

Sporting Books, &c.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(late of Soho Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free.

EXPORTER. IMPORTER.
LIBRARIES AND SMALLER LOTS OF BOOKS

BOUGHT FOR CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

BOWES & BOWES
(Formerly MACMILLAN & BOWES),

1, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE,
SIR ISAAC NEWTON". A Bibliography of his

Works, by GEORGE J. GRAY.

SECOND EDITION, Revised and Enlarged.

Fcap. 8vo, boards, 5s. net. [Just ready.

A. DE MORGAN'S BOOK OP ALMANACS :

With an Index of Reference.

THIRD EDITION, Revised by E. J. WORMAN.
Cloth, 1907, 5*. net

Catalogue (319) of Second-Hand Books, with specially

Classified Heads. 44 pp. [Just ready.

W. M. VOYNICH,
68, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.

PALAZZO BOROHESE, FLORENCE,

WARSAW, POLAND.

INCUNABULA, SCIENCE, BINDINGS,
ENGLISH & FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SHAKESPEARIANA, &c.

A MILLION BOOKS IN STOCK.

CATALOGUES FREE.

P. M. BARNARD, M.A.
(Formerly Classical Scholar of Christ's College,

Cambridge),

SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,
10, DUDLEY ROAD (Opposite the Opera House),

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
Classified Catalogues issued. Books sought for

and reported gratis.

P. M. BARNARD undertakes the formation of

Collections or Libraries on special subjects.

L. C. BRAUN,
17, Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

ALBERT BUTTON,
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,

43, BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER.

Libraries Purchased. Probate Valuations undertaken by
Licensed Valuers of twenty years' expenence.

Distance no object.

The following Catalogues will be sent post free to any

part of the world :

MILITARY LITERATURE f* P"SCS -
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RE-ISSUE OF
The Dictionary of National Biography

AT ONE-THIRD OF THE ORIGINAL PRICE,

AND TO OCCUPY ABOUT ONE-THIRD OF THE SHELF SPACE

REQUIRED BY THE ORIGINAL WORK.

Messrs. SMITH, ELDER & CO. have pleasure in announcing the Publication,

IN TWENTY-TWO VOLUMES,
Cloth, gilt top, 15s. net each

;
or in half-morocco, marbled edges, 21s. net each,

OF

THE DICTIONARY OF
NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY.

EDITED BY

LESLIE STEPHEN and SIDNEY LEE.

The Volumes will be identical with the Original Edition in type

and size of page. Errors have, as far as possible^ been corrected
,

and some of the Bibliographies have been revised, but otherwise

the Text remains unaltered.

Volume I. (ABBADIE-BEADON),
Including a Statistical Account of the Work and a New Postscript,

WILL BE PUBLISHED ON MARCH 1Oth,

and a Volume will be published each succeeding month until the completion
of the Edition in DECEMBER, 19O9.

Prospectus and Specimen Pages post free on application.

London: SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

Published Weekly hy JOHN C. FRANCIS and .T. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Laue, K.U. XUiirday, February 15, 1908.
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FOR

LITERAEY MEN, GENEEAL READEES, ETC.

"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

No. 217. BBS] SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1908.
PRICE FOURPENCE.

I'ear/i/ Subscriptum, 20*. 6tZ. port /ree.

SECOND IMPRESSION NOW READY.

RAMBLING RECOLLECTIONS
BY

SIE HENEY DEUMMOND WOLFF, G.C.B. G.C.M.G.

With Photogravure and other Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo, 30s. net.

Punch. " A shrewd observer, a delightful raconteur, endowed with the gift of retentive memory,
Sir Henry's

'

Rambling Recollections
' rank among the most interesting books of the still young year."

THE EVERSLEY TENNYSON,
Annotated by ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
Edited by HALLAM, LORD TENNYSON.

In 9 vols. Globe 8vo. 4s. net each.

Vol. I. POEMS. Vol. II. POEMS.

Vol. III. ENOCH ARDEN and IN MEMORIAM.

A NEW BOOK ON BUDDHISM.

THE INWARD LIGHT.
By H. FIELDING HALL,

Author of
' The Soul of a People,' &c.

8vo, 10s. net.

A NEW VOLUME OF ESSAYS.

CONFESSIO MEDICI.
By the Writer of

' The Young People.'

Extra crown 8vo, 3s. 6rf. net.

Daily Telegraph.
" This thoughtful, cultivated, and

delicately written study."

TYPES OF TRAGIC DRAMA.
By Prof. C. E. VAUGHAN.

Extra crown 8vo, 5s. net.

THE COMING STRUGGLE
IN EASTERN ASIA.

By B. L. PUTNAM WEALE, Author of
' Manchu and Muscovite,'

' The Re-Shaping of
the Far East,'

' The Truce in the East.' With
numerous Illustrations and a Comprehensive
Map. 8vo, 12s. 6rf. net.

Times." Mr. Weale's new book is a storehouse of fresh

knowledge about the later developments in theFar^East,
and uo student of Asiatic affairs can afford to ignore it."

THE POCKET KIPLING.
Scarlet limp leather, 5s. net per vol.

FROM SEA TO SEA. Vol. L

THIRD AND CONCLUDING PART.

THE DYNASTS.
A Drama of the Napoleonic Wars. By
THOMAS HARDY. Part III. Crown 8vo,
4s. 6rf. net.

Previously Published .

Parts I. and II. 4s. 6d. net each.

Mr. ALFRRD NOTES, in the Daily Graphic. "The work
should take its place at once as one of the greatest poems
of modern times."

IS MARS HABITABLE?
A Critical Examination of Prof. Percival

Lowell's book, 'Mars and its Canals,' with
an Alternative Explanation. By ALFRED
RUSSEL WALLACE, F.R.S. With Map,
2s. 6t/.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London.
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ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. 6d. home and

13s. Qd. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning

'Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

NOW READY,
TES AND QUERI E S.N

THE VOLUME JULY TO DECEMBER, 1907,

With the Index, price 10s. 6d.

The Index separately d. ; by post 6$d.

Also Cases for Binding, price Is. ; by post Is. 2d.

JOHNC. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Notes and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

PEDIGREES TRACED : Evidences of Descent
JL from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

LTERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
1--L with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-
ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, ic.

L. CULLETON. 92, Piccadilly, London, \V.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd.. Publishers and Printer!,

BO, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.)
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. St. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, St. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press. Ltd.. cannot >i

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copk.
should be retained.

STICKPHAST
PASTE is miles better than Gum

for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, 4c. 3d., 6d. and Is. with
strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
lor a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar Loaf Court,
LeadenlmU Street. K.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.

ATHENAEUM PRESS.-JOHN EDWARD
-iY. FRANCIS. Printer of the Athenavm, ffotet and Otieriet, Ac., if

prepared to SUItMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING.-13. Bream's Buildings. Chancery
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GEORGE HENLEY OF BRADLEY,
HANTS.

AT 7 S. ix. 468 there is the following :

" In Lord Henley's
'
Life of Robert Henley, Earl

of Northington and Lord Chancellor,' no reference
is made to the relationship of George Henley to the

Chancellor, though the latter apparently inherited
his property at Bradley. Jane, widow of George
Henley, buried at Northington, in which parish
was the residence of Lord Northington. Is any-
thing known of the descent of the above George
Henley ? Eldest daughter, Mary, married Mr.
Lovell, a London merchant. She died in 1749."

The burial of George Henley is given
from the Northington registers in the

appendix to the Rev. W. L. W. Eyre's
'
Brief History of the Parishes of Swarraton
and Northington

'

(Winchester, Warren,
1890) :

"
George Henley of Bradley, gentle-

man, died at Bradley Sept. 30." He was

brought to Northington, and was buried
in the chancel there on Monday, 5 Oct.,
1696. The burial of "Jane Henley of

Bradley
" occurs on 24 March, 1716. The

will of
"
George Hendley of Bradley,

Hants," is in the P.C.C. (96 Payne), proved

}>y Joseph Henley 14 May, 1697. There
is no date given, and it merely mention
wife Jane, sons Joseph and John Henley,
and kinsman Antony Henley.

It is possible that the George in question
is identical with " my son George

"
in the

wilt of Andrew Henley of Taunton, proved
14 Jan., 1630/31. Moreover, in the Visita-

tion of London for 1633,
"
George Henley,

Merchant of London,'-' is shown to be
"
second sonne of Andrew of Taunton,"

and younger brother to
" Robert Henley

of Henley in county Somerset, who hath
the office in the King's Bench." George
is there given as husband of Mary, daughter
of William Price, Esq., of London, and
father of George (aged six), John "

second
sonne," Elizabeth, and Dorothy. Sir

Robert Henley (who had a house at Brams-
hill, Hampshire) was buried in London
on 20 Feb., 1655/6, at the age of 65 ; and
his son, Sir Robert Henley, is said by Mr.

Eyre to have purchased Northington in

1692. Is it possible that George of London
remarried Jane, and removed to Bradley,
to die there at the age of 77, and to be
buried at Northington in 1696 in the vicinity
of his nephew's estate ?

There was a Joseph Henley, a gunner
in Mortes Bulwark in 1684.

As to the Lovells, in view of the Henley
connexions, there are two marriages in their

pedigree (Visitation of Dorset) that are

interesting, namely, those of Cecilie Lovell,
who married William Webb of Bradford,

Wilts, and Mary Lovell, who married
Andrew Chettle. In the will of Andrew

Henley of Taunton mention is made of his

daughter
"
Margery Chettle."

The will of Robert Henley, of the King's
Bench, was proved in London on 20 April,
1656 (P.C.C. Berkeley 129). Therein he
desires his body to be buried in the church

of the Middle Temple ; enumerates his

manors, &c., in Dorset and Kent, his house

at Temple Bar, and that at Bramshill,
co. Southampton ; and makes John May-
nard, serjeant-at-law (his brother-in-law),
his overseer. Burke' s

' Extinct Baronetage
'

says that

"Sir Robert married first to Mrs. Rivett, by whom
he had a son, ancestor of the Henleys of the Grange
in Hampshire [?], and married secondly to Anne,
second daughter of John Eldred of Great Saxham
in Suffolk, by whom he had three sons, Andrew,
John, and Robert."

In Gage's
'

History of Tengoe Hundred '

there is a long account of the Eldreds, by
which it appears that Ann's mother was
Maria Rivett of Rishangles, and that Anne
was baptized at St. Michael's Bassishaw,

London, on 25 Feb., 1595. Sir Robert there-

fore had three wives. Who was the last ?

Andrew Henley, as his eldest, son, in-

herited Bramshill, and, for sending a large
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sum of money to Charles II. in exile, was
created a baronet in June, 1 660. He married
twice : first, Mary, daughter of Sir John
Gayer, Kt., of London ; and secondly
Constance Bromfield, widow of Middle-
ton. His will, proved in London 14 June,
1675, appoints his "dear brother" Robert

Henley executor, and alludes to property
which the testator inherited from his

deceased brother John Henley. The will

also mentions a farm and manor of Langdon
in co. Dorset, and the farm of Crawley
in Hampshire, the last being devised to

testator's son Andrew. A daughter Catherine,
under age, is referred to, and she it was
who afterwards married Carleton Whitlock.
The Henley baronetcy now devolved

on Andrew's eldest son, Robert, who was
M.P. for Andover in 1679, and who died

unmarried, 20,000?. in debt, in 1680. He
was succeeded by his next brother Sir

Andrew, third Baronet, who, by his marriage
with Sarah Ball of Yeatley (her will proved
4 Sept., 1725, P.C.C.), left a daughter
named Andrea and a son Robert. According
to Burke, this Sir Robert, fourth and last

Baronet, died s.p. in poor circumstances; but
his end is somewhat more dramatically
described in the log of the fireship Eleanor,
which he was commanding in 1739 :

" Moored in Port Royal Harbour, February 9th,
1739-40. Sir Robert Henley, Bart., the commander,
departed this life ashore at Port Royal. Hoisted
our colours half mast. Sunday, Feb. 10th. The
corps of Sir Robert Henley passing by, the ship
fired 20 i-minute guns as the boats were carrying
him to the place of interment. Monday, Feb. llth.
This day Capt. Charles Colby succeeded Sir Robert
Henley, Bart., in command of this ship."

So ended the Henley baronets.

Of those of Northington the Rev. W. L. W.
Eyre in his

'

Brief History
'

(p. 28) says :

^" In the memoir of Robert Henley, Earl of

Northington, by his grandson, it is said that ' he
acquired the fine estate of the Grange in Hamp-
shire, which, when afterwards in the possession of
his grandson, the Lord Keeper, Horace Walpple
speaks of in his letters with admiration. The
house was built for Sir Robert Henley by Inigo
Jones' there are several discrepancies not quite
easy to reconcile ; for instance, it is almost certain
that Robert Henley the younger acquired the
Grange. His father, Sir Robert Henley, Master of
the King's Bench, in his will makes no mention of
this Grange property We are not aware, after
close inquiry, that any portion of the estate
was purchased until 1662 Inigo Jones, the
architect, dying in 1652, adds a further difficulty
about the acceptance of the commonly received

opinion of the date of the mansion and the
acquisition of the estate We may be allowed
to doubt if Inigo Jones was the architect of
'the considerable mansion' of Horace Walpole's
judgment."

Is it, however, possible that Jones's pupil
and successor, John Webb, designed th&
Grange between 1662 and his death in 1692 ?

The mention of the name of Inigo Jonea
in connexion with the Henley family serves
as an introduction to the subject of the
real import of these memoranda, namely
the discovery (possibly by the help of a
reader of

' N. & Q.) of the identity of the

original of a portrait. It is of a young man
in armour, in a wig, is signed

"
Phillipe

Coders fecit 1709, Maestricht," and is-

said to represent Capt. Richard Henley,,
who served in the Dutch wars, and married
before 1710 Sarah Suckling of Norfolk.
This portrait was once in the possession
of the

"
Suffolk historian

"
the Rev. Alfred

Inigo Suckling, and by him was catalogued
as

'
Col. Henley, uncle of Susanna Webb."

She was the wife of his grandfather, Robert
Suckling of Woodton Hall, Norfolk, and
died in 1803. In ' N. & Q.' for 3 July, 1897
(8 S. xii. 6) it is said that Alfred Inigo
Suckling was "

descended from the cele-
brated architect Inigo Jones." Other bio-

graphers more correctly describe him as
"
the representative of Inigo Jones."

According to the
'

D.N.B.,' Jones died
unmarried on 21 June, 1652, at Somerset
House, and " was buried by the side of his-

father and mother in the church of St.

Benet's. His father was a clothworker
of Paul's Walk, and died in 1596." Inigo-
Jones by his will (proved P.C.C. 1652)
left money to

" Richard Gammon, who
married Elizabeth Jones my kinswoman "

;

to
"
Mary Wagstaff my kinswoman ; and

I ordain John Webb of the pairish of St.

Martin's-in-the-Fields, who married Anne
Jones my kinswoman, sole executor." He
names "

the five children of my executor
by the said Anne Webb." Marriage licences
were granted for

"
Elizabeth Jones, spinster,

aged 26, daughter of William Jones, late
of St. Mary's, Woolnoth, Vintner, deceased,
and Richard Gammon of Aisford, Kent,
aged 26 ; to take place at St. Gregory's,.
London, 24 April, 1633" ; and for "Henry
Waggstaffe of St. Swithin' s, London, Mer-
chant Taylor, and Margaret Jones, spinster,.
at St. Dunstan's, 5 January, 1624/5."

In Wilson's
'

History of Merchant Taylors'
School '

(vol. ii. p. 755), under John Webb^
it is said :

" He was particularly qualified for his editorial
office [Jones s papers], having on quitting school
been instructed by Jones himself."

Webb was the author of several works,.
and " no mean proficient in the Italian

language."
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Wood's '

Athense '

(vol. iv. p. 754) says :

" Webb was born in Little Britain, London, and
educated in grammaticals in Merchants Taylor's,
and lived afterwards with Inigo Jones, who in-
structed him "

Walpole in his
'

Anecdotes of Painting
'

says that
" Webb was a scholar of Inigo Jones, and built the
seat of Lord Mountford at Horseheath, and also
Amesbury in Wiltshire, from designs of his master ;

and the portico of the Vine in Hampshire for
Chaloner Chute."

Webb died 24 Oct., 1692, at his seat
at Butleigh in Somersetshire, and was
buried in the church there. He was suc-
ceeded in his estates by his eldest son,
James, and appears to have given the papers
and drawings of Inigo Jones to his son
William Webb, whose "

widow," says Peter

Cunningham,
"
sold them."

James Web j was of Clirist Church,
Oxford, where he matriculated 9 Dec.,
1659, as

"
son of John Webb of Butleigh."

Ralph Webb, son of James (of Butleigh),
matriculated July, 1705. He was, says
Foster, Rector of Tubney, Berks, in 1724 ;

Vicar of Berkeley, Glos., 1728-9 ; and
Rector of Aston Tirrel, Bucks, until his
death in 1733. In the pedigree of the

Henley family of Leigh (Somerset) it is

stated that Catherine, sister of Antony
Henley of the Grange in Hampshire, married
Ralph, son of James Webb, of Butleigh.
In the

'

Historical Register
'

for 1730 (vol. xv.

p. 22) will be found :

" Died February 25th
[1730] Mrs. Webb, wife of a clergyman in

Hampshire, and sister of Antony Henley
of the Grange in the same county."

Sir Robert Henley, who built the Grange,
died in London on 15 Dec., 1692, and was
buried at Northington on the 29th of the
same month (two months after John Webb,
and four years before George Henley of

Bradley). By his first wife Sir Robert
Henley was father of a son Antony, born
1666, and a daughter Catherine, born 1669
(if not of other children). This wife was
Catherine, one of the twelve children of
Sir Antony Hungerford of Blackborough,
where she was baptized 11 June, 1642.
Sir Robert's daughter Catherine was licensed
to marry, on 5 April, 1688, as

" Mrs. Cathe-
rine Henley of the Grange, county Southamp-
ton, spinster, aged about 19, with the consent
of her father," to

"
Henry Cornish of St.

Lawrence Jewery, London, factor, bachelor,

aged about 24." Henry Henley of Leigh,
great-grandson of Henry (of same place),
elder brother of Andrew of Taunton, married
Sarah, daughter of Henry Cornish, Sheriff

of London, who was executed on a false

charge of high treason by order of King
James II. ('Notes and Queries,' Norfolk
Chronicle, see No. 368, 1905).
For his second wife, in 1674, Sir Robert

Henley went into Somerset, marrying at
Wootton Glanville Barbara, daughter of
John Every. By that lady (who survived
until 1724, when she was buried at Wootton
on 2 April) Sir Robert had a numerous
family, of whom John and Robert succeeded
each other in the possession of the Wootton
estates, as heirs of their uncle John Every,
who died in 1679.
The long

"
will of Sir Robert Henley, of

the Grange, county Southants," was proved
in London (P.C.C. 9 Coker) on 4 Jan., 1692.
He left to his

"
second son Henry Henley,'*

six houses in North Row, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, with remainder to Anthony Henley,,
his eldest son and his heirs ; remainder to
John Henley, his third son

; remainder
to his own heirs male ; remainder to hi*
three daughters Katherine, Williamasa,
and Mary, and to their heirs. To his son
Henry his term yet to come of Wordleham
Park in East Wordleham, co. Southampton.
By deed of settlement dated 4 Dec.,.
30 Charles II., he settled the manors of
Shadsdons and Medstead, and by two
indentures of lease, 16 and 17 Feb.,.
35 Charles II., the farms of Reorden, &c.,
on the issue

"
of my now wife, with re-

mainder as above." (Unfortunately, he-

does not enumerate these children.)
The question now arises, Who was.

Susanna Webb,
" the representative of

Inigo Jones," and niece of Capt. Richard

Henley ? She was married to Robert
Suckling, at Brook in Norfolk, on 5 June,
1765, and is said to have been daughter
of William Webb (gentleman) of London.
She had three cousins, the Misses Drew,.
whose portraits yet survive. (Were they
Drew of Honiton ?) Also, who was Richard

Henley ? Was he whole brother of Antony ?'

or was he a younger son of Barbara Every ?

If the latter, he had for sisters Willemasa,
wife of Sir Theodore Janssen, and Mary,
wife of John Rogers of Blackford, Devon..
At all events, he served for two years in

Major-General Murray's Regiment in Holland
as ensign, and he probably joined between
1695 and 1697, as his name does not appear
in the list for 1694, when the regiment was-

raised. On 12 April, 1706, he was appointed
captain in Col. Roger Townshend s newly
raised regiment of foot, which embarked
for Flanders in 1708. He was possibly

present at the battle of Malplaquet on
11 Sept., 1709. At that time there was also-
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in the Low Countries Philip Honywood,
who in 1715 raised the regiment known
.as

"
Honywood's Dragoons," now the

llth Hussars. Apparently, both were at

Maestricht in 1709, where they sat for

companion portraits to Phillipe Coders,
-who signed and dated each picture. It is

supposed that there were duplicate copies
of both, for the replica of Henley's portrait
(which descended through his widow to

Alfred Inigo Suckling, as already said)
was purchased not long ago at the sale of

the Honywood possessions at Mark Hall,

Essex, together with its companion portrait
of Philip Honywood himself. In all proba-
bility Henley's portrait of Honywood lies

hidden away, its identity forgotten, in some
East Anglian bedroom as "a gentleman
unknown." In the same Dutch wars with
Richard Henley were the brothers John
and Shelton Suckling, of whom the former
died colonel of Honywood's Dragoons.
Of Henley we find no more after 1712,
when his regiment was disbanded, and he
was placed on half-pay. His widow died
At Norwich at the age of 90, leaving two
unmarried daughters to hand on the portrait
of

"
Col. Henley, the uncle of Susanna

Webb," who was the representative of Inigo
Jones. F. H. SUCKLING.

DR. JOHNSON'S ANCESTORS AND
CONNEXIONS.

(See 10 S. viii. 281, 382, 462; ix. 43.)

The Chambers Family. In my pedigree
of Dr. Johnson's maternal ancestry I showed
that his second cousin, Thomas Jesson

(1697-1766), of West Bromwich, grandson
of his mother's aunt Mary Ford, wife of

George Jesson, was married in 1726 to Mary,
-daughter of Timothy Chambers, of King's
Norton, and sister, as I pointed out (p. 138),
of the Rev. Richard Chambers, M.A.,
Rector of Naunton Beauchamp and Canon
of Hereford, who preceded Johnson at

Pembroke by some sixteen years. From
the late Mr. H. Sydney Grazebrook's account
of the Dudley family (William Salt Archaeo-

logical Society, Staffordshire Collections, vol. ix.

p. 140, and vol. x. p. 177) I learn that this

Rev. Richard Chambers married in 1746

Mary, only daughter of Jacob Smith and
sister of William Smith, who in 1737 married
the Hon. Anne Lea, eldest sister and coheir
of Ferdinando Dudley-Lea, fifteenth Lord
Dudley. The Rev. Richard and Mary
Chambers had a son, also Richard Chambers,

of Whitbourne Court, Herefordshire, who
was High Sheriff of that county in 1793.

Jane Chambers, who married Dr. Johnson's
uncle Samuel Ford at King's Norton in

1707, was no doubt a member of the same
family. It is also quite possible that the
Doctor's

" dear old friend
"

Catherine
Chambers (1709 ?-1767), from 1724 a devoted
servant in the Lichfield household, came of

the same stock. In her will, of which I

printed an abstract (p. 242), she left 51.

apiece to her sisters Ann Simpson and
Sarah Hall, and also to Lucy Charnock and
Catherine Chambers Charnock, daughters of

Thomas and Catherine Charnock, Lucy
Porter scooping up the residue of her estate.

Elizabeth Herne. In my chapter dealing
with Dr. Johnson's aunt Phoebe Ford, wife

of John Harrison, and with her descendants,
I showed (p. 179) that Elizabeth Herne,
the lunatic cousin whom the Doctor helped
to support, and to whom, by the codicil to

his will, he bequeathed a legacy of lOOf.,

was the elder of the two daughters of

Benjamin Herne, of Banwell, near Axbridge,
in Somerset, by Phoebe his wife, daughter of

John and Phoebe Harrison. The Vicar of

Banwell, the Rev. Charles S. Taylor, F.S.A.,

being a contributor to
' N. & Q.,' I ventured

to write and ask him if he could supply
any information about the Herne family. Mr.

Taylor kindly tells me that there is no stone

bearing the "name in the churchyard, and
that he has searched the register of baptisms
from 1727 to 1747 without finding the name
Herne at all ; it is certain, therefore, that

Benjamin Herne's daughters were not

baptized at Banwell. As Mr. Taylor suggests,
the registers of Axbridge might throw some

light on the family.

The Whites of Lichfield. In my account
of the White family (pp. 245-6) I stated that

Thomas White, a Proctor of the Ecclesiastical

Court of Lichfield, cousin and executor to

Anna Seward, had a son Thomas, as well

as one daughter, living in 1806. This son,

the Rev. Thomas Henry White, M.A.,

married, in 1834, Christina, daughter of

Robert Thomson, J.P., of Camphill, Renfrew,
but died without issue in 1849. The

daughter, it appears, was Mary White, who
married Christina's brother Robert Thomson,
J.P., the younger, of Camphill.* Her elder

and only "surviving son is the present Col.

Sir Robert T. White-Thomson, K.C.B., of

Broomford Manor, Exbourne, N. Devon.

* After Robert Thomson's death, in 1833, she

married, for her second husband, Sir T. Noel

Harris, K.C.H., and died in 1860.
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Sir Robert, of whose interesting connexions
I was unfortunately not aware until after

the completion of my work, tells me that
his Devon home "

is full of the old furniture,

books, and pictures which were accumulated

by my great-uncle (the Rev. Henry White,
Vicar of Chebsey and Sacrist of Lichfield

Cathedral) and grandfather, with whom we
lived, after my father's early death in 1833,
until 1838, when he too died, and we came
South." It is interesting to think that Sir

Robert, who was five years old when his great-
uncle died in 1836, is separated only by one
life from the Lichfield of Johnson's day.
It was to the Rev. Henry White that the

Doctor confided the fact of his penance in

the market-place of Uttoxeter ; and, accord-

ing to Miss Seward, the Doctor alluded to

him as
" the rising strength of Lichfield."

He and his brother Thomas White were

grandsons of the Rev. John Hunter, ever

to be remembered as Johnson's schoolmaster
at Lichfield, and of his second wife Lucy
Porter, sister of Harry Porter, the first

husband of Johnson's adored "Tetty";
while Anna Seward was a granddaughter
of Hunter and of his first wife, Miss Norton
of Warwick.

" As residuary legatee and first cousin of

Anna Seward," writes Sir Robert,
" my grandfather Thomas White inherited her por-
trait and that of her sister, by Kettle; Mrs.

Seward's, 1755, by Pickering ; and last, not least,

Canon Seward, by Wright of Derby : these are all

here in excellent preservation ; also a miniature of

Anna, by Miers, left in her curious will to my
grandmother."
Anna's sister was the

"
young and lovely

"

Sarah Seward, whose death in 1764, soon
after her betrothal to the Doctor's middle-

aged stepson, Joseph Porter of Leghorn,
must invest any portrait of her with a

romantic interest. A diamond ring, also

bequeathed by Anna Seward to Sir Robert's

grandmother, is now worn by Lady White-
Thomson.

ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands, near Liverpool.

(To be continued.)

THE EVIL EYE IN ITALY.

IT is not, perhaps, generally known in

England how strong the belief in the evil

eye still is in modern Italy, and, to speak
more particularly of Rome, there are few
of the upper classes, and certainly scarcely

any of the middle and lower, who do not
believe in its power in some way or other.

Amulets are almost universally worn. The

commonest is the horn, a pointed piece of
coral, silver, or mother o' pearl, which,
on the approach of any one supposed to
have a malign influence, is taken in the
hand and pointed towards him to ward
off the danger. This is more generally
worn by men on the watchchain.
The women have large bunches of charms,,

to the number of thirteen, this being the

unlucky number, and the one to which the-

evil eye objects, and so likely to keep off

its influence. The charms consist of some
of the following : a dwarf, cock, horn, frog,,

acorn, half-moon, horse (sometimes with
St. George, a bishop, or St. Donate), a
hand (with forefinger and little finger ex-

tended, called
" mano cornuta"; clenched

hand, "mano fico"), cross, heart, anchor

(generally including the number 13 itself).

Babies wear a small tuft of wolf's hair,,

so called, to preserve them from savage
animals ; they also have the tooth of an
animal set in silver or a silver imitation

of a tooth to help them in teething. One
of these silver teeth was bought in the

Campo dei Fiori a few weeks ago by the

writer, the stall -
keeper explaining that

if hung round the neck of a baby it would

keep it from all trouble in teething. Most
of the horses have on their harness a horn
or a half-moon, sometimes a hand the
mules being covered with nets edged with

bright-coloured ball fringe made of wool.

All these are to divert the attention of the

evil eye from the beast itself. The country
carts all have a small cow's or goat's horn

slung between the axles, besides the lamp
of the old Roman shape which always-

hangs there.

The horn is a very favourite charm. One
sees it on coffee and iced-drink stalls, some-

times painted green and tied up with

ribbons in fruit and vegetable stalls and

shops, and on the baskets and trays of

itinerant sellers, also in the weekly market
in the Campo dei Fiori, as well as bits of

bright-coloured ribbon, straw, and strips of

paper, which they tie at the tops of the

tents, so that their fluttering may attract

the evil eye from themselves and their

goods. One has to find out all these little

particulars by constant and careful observa-

tion, it being exceedingly difficult to get

any information from the people themselves.

They consider it unlucky to talk of the

evil eye, especially to a foreigner : they
will not answer any questions, but turn

the subject, and pretend not to understand.

They do not like their children, admired,

nor will they give their names, as they
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are afraid harm may come in this way ;

they much prefer being told they are ugly
or look ill, on the same kind of principle
as we in England

" touch wood " when
any one tells us how well we look.

In Naples and the district round, though
the belief is quite as strong, and charms of

all kinds abound in the shops, only the
horses and mutes wear anything visible

as a rule, these animals having most
fantastic devices to keep them from evil,

which, by the way, their owners think

much more necassary than treating them
kindly. If the Neapolitans wear charms
and there is very little doubt that they do

they carefully conceal them, probably
believing that the malign influence is less

likely to attack them if their amulet is

hidden from its view. The peasants in

the Abruzzi district still believe in snake-

charmers, and employ these men to ensure
them against snake bites, as well as to

cure those who are bitten. An old man
I have known for many years told me he
was perfectly safe, and that the snake-
charmer had brought a small live snake,

placed it round his wrist, and said some
sort of incantation, after which he had
to pay a small sum and was secure for life.

There is also the church of S. Domenico
in that neighbourhood, where those who
have been bitten go to be cured. A yearly
festival in honour of the

"
Serpe

"
is held

there. In Umbria the belief is even more
curious, and very little altered since the old
Etruscan times. Prof. Belucci, of Perugia,
who has written a most interesting book
on the subject, and has a very fine collection

of objects, believes that the oldest form
was a meteoric stone, which by degrees
was shaped and enclosed in a silver case
or frame and worn round the neck. Some
of the stones in his collection have stars
and spots, of special virtue owing to the
uncertain number, which the evil eye must
count before it can touch the wearer ; also

bags of sand and grain for the same reason.
White or milky stones are worn by nursing
mothers to assist in producing milk, because
of their similarity in colour ; and a child
who was taken to be baptized during last

summer was found to be wearing round
its neck many of these objects, showing
a most curious combination of paganism
and Christianity, in that, though the parents
brought the child to baptism, they still

thought it needed the old pagan amulets
to protect it. Evidently it will be long
before the belief in the power of the evil

eve dies out in Italy.

It is not possible here to give more
than a passing glance at the many varieties

of this curious superstition, but enough
has been said to show the traveller visiting

Italy that the various fanciful ornaments
he sees, and perhaps wonders at, are all

intended for a special purpose, and that

many of them are remnants of the remotest

antiquity so old, indeed, that it is only

possible to guess at their original meaning,
of which probably their wearers have not
the faintest idea. R. E. ASHBY.
Rome.

THE COTSWOLD GAMES. I have noticed

an inaccuracy and an omission in the
'
Victoria History of Gloucestershire

'

to

which attention should be drawn.
Under the heading

'

Athletics,' sub-head-

ing
' Cotteswold Games,' it is stated that

"
these games took place annually until

1644," and that
" an endeavour was made

to revive the games in the time of Charles II.,

but their vitality was gone, and the revival

was brief."

Now, so far from the revival being brief,

it lasted uninterruptedly for nearly 200

years. And the games had to the last

so much vitality in them that the only way
of putting an end to them was by obtaining
an Act of Parliament for the enclosure of

Dovers Hill. They had no doubt through
facilities of railway travelling deteriorated

in character. They had become an annual

holiday for the riff-raff of Birmingham,
the effects of which were disastrous to the

morality of Weston-Subedge. It was to

cure this evil that the Inclosures Act (13 and
14 Viet. c. 8) was obtained at the instance

of the late Canon Bourne, the then Vicar

of Weston-Subedge, in 1850. There are two

early nineteenth-century programmes of the

sports in the Gloucester Public Library, and
an interesting account of the way in which

they were carried on in 1826 may be read

in The Mirror, vol. viii. pp. 331-2, 354-5.

When the place which these games occupy
in literature is recalled the notice of them
in the

'

Victoria History
'

appears very

inadequate. Has the writer of the article

ever heard of
' Annalia Dubrensia

'

? Surely
it should have been at least mentioned.

Much interesting information about it and
the games is given by Wood in his

' Athenae

Oxonienses
'

; by Caulfield in
'

Portraits

and Memoirs of Remarkable Characters
'

;

in Chambers' s
' Book of Days

'

; and in the

Introductions to the two modern reprints
of the 'Annalia' one by Grosart (1877),

and the other by Vyoyan (1878). Mr.
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Edmund Gosse thought these games worthy
j

his
"
paper falcon

"
or

"
paper owl," often

of his pen
Studies,' pp

his
'

Seventeenth Century
91-110) ; and Mr. C. R.

Ashbee has added much to our knowledge
of them in their latter days in

' The Last
Records of a Cotswold Community : being
the Weston Subedge Field Account Book
for the Final Twenty-Six Years of the
Famous Cotswold Games, hitherto unpub-
lished, and now edited with a Study on the
Old-Time Sports of Campden and the Village
Community of Weston,' printed at the
Essex House Press in 1904.

F. A. HYETT.
Painswick House.

KITE-FLYING IN THE EAST. In his ex-
tensive work descriptive of travels in Western
China (ed. Imperial Russian Geographical
Society, 1907), vol. iii. p. 242 et seq., the

explorer G. E. Grum-Grzhimailo contributes
some interesting notes on this custom. Here
is one Chinese legend of its origin :

"One time, about 2,000' years ago, enemies
invaded China and besieged an important frontier

town, where lay General Han-sin with his army.
In extremity, and desirous of acquainting the
Emperor w ith the precarious position o f the garrison,
he conceived the idea of launching into the air paper
kites of different sizes and shapes. The kites were
noticed, the enemy driven off, and the city set free.

In commemoration of this happy event, it is

supposed to have been ordered, on the ninth day of
the ninth moon, to celebrate this day annually by
flying a paper kite."

Here is a different legend from the eastern

provinces of China :

" Once a certain wise man predicted to a certain
Chinaman that on the ninth day of the ninth moon
his house would be visited by a great misfortune.

Endeavouring to avoid this, the Chinaman fled with
all his family into the mountains on the eve of the
fatal day. He remained safe and sound, but wher
he returned home he found that all his domestic
cattle had perished from some unknown cause
From that time, on this fatal day, the Chinese o:

these provinces remove with their families anc

spend it at a distance flying kites, to which they
ascribe the mysterious power of taking with then
into the air all the woes and misfortunes of men
If, after the string is cut, the kite vanishes out o

sight into the sky, this means that the family i

preserved for the year from all mischance ; if i

falls to the ground, this does not much matter, a
it is supposed that with the kite all the misfortune

menacing the family are shattered to pieces agains
the ground. Beata, rimplicitas !

"

The " ninth day of the ninth moon,
7

however, is not universally observed. In

Hong-kong kites are flown earlier tha
elsewhere in China. The Coreans attac

pieces of inflammable paper to the tail o
the kite for the purpose of consuming th

string, and if the kite vanishes, all wishe
are to be fulfilled. In Japan every boy ha

shaped like a carp, the Japanese symbol of

energy and power. Adults endeavour to

make the strings of their kites cut those
of others, a sport not unknown in China,
"he king and officials of Siam possess

aagnificent kites, flown on certain days after

unset with much ceremony. The custom
s popular all over the Pacific ; and in Aus-
ralia religious hymns are sung on these

ccasions. It is supposed that kite-flying

pread to Australia, as well as to China,

apan, and Corea, from the Malay Archi-

elago.
Poor Mr. Dick, haunted by King Charles's

tead, was a true Eastern in his symbolic
adoration of kite-flying.

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT : EARLY IN-
ANCE. It may be worth recording (if not

already in the pages of
' N. & Q.' )

that the

zreat Florentine edition of the Pandects
In officina Laurentii Torrentini ducalis

Cypographi. 1553") was published "Cum
Summi Pontificis, Caroli V. Imperatoris,
Henrici II. Gallorum Regis, Eduardi VI.

Angliae Regis. Cosmi Medicis Ducis Floren-

,aie II. Priuilegio."
Edward's patent is dated 18 April, 1551,

and was for a period of seven years. The

mpal, imperial, and French privileges were
ill for ten years. Q. V.

1 PRIOR "= SENIOR. The Morning Post

of New Year's Day contained the follow-

ng:
" Messrs. Antony Gibbs and Sons announce that

they have admitted into partnership the Hon.
Gerald Gibbs, son of their prior, Lord Aldenham.

I presume
"
prior

" means senior, but I

take it that in the paragraph it signifies

late senior." I do not know the English

usage, but to me as a Scotsman this tech-

nical use of "
prior

"
is new. W. G. B.

Glasgow.

ORIGINS OF SOME LONDON STREETS.

Graunt, in his
' Observations upon the Bills

of Mortality,' 4to, Lond., 1662, p. 55, writes :

"Of the ninety-seven families within the Walls the

increase is not very discernible, but when [?] Great

Houses formerly belonging to Noblemen before

they built others near White-hall, have been turned

into Tenements, upon which accompt Alhallows on

the Wall is encreased by the conversion of the

Marquess of Winchester's House, lately the Spanish
Ambassador's, into a New Street, the like of Alder-

man Freeman and La Motte near the Exchange,
the like of the Earl of Arundell's in Lothbury, the

like of the Bishop of London's Palace, the Dean of

Paul's, and the Lord Rivers House, now in hand,
1 .. 2.1 T\..l. ~>.r. xlrtnn n *-.*! SxtVkdl^a ll Ottfr*fm*O "

as also of the Duke's place and others heretofore.'
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There are several interesting identifica-

tions to be made from this passage. Great
Winchester Street's derivation from Win-
chester House is common knowledge, but
less familiar is Freeman's Yard or Freeman's
Court, Cornhill, from Alderman Freeman's
house. This court disappeared in the
clearance made for the Royal Exchange,
opened 1844. London House Yard, St.

Paul's Churchyard, marks the site of the

Bishop of London's palace, which was pulled
down and built into tenements about 1650

(vide Cunningham's
'

London,' first edition,

p. 300). Duke's Place and its origin is

quite familiar. The streets and buildings
covering the sites of the other houses I

cannot at present identify.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" PRIVET." On 8 June, 1256, Thomas
de Gimises (alias Gymises) granted to
Richard son of Andrew and Richard son
of Alan (Ancient Deed [P.R.O.] A. 8635)
the common belonging to the frank tenement
they held of him
"In omnibus mariscis qui pertinent ad villam
de Farlingetone [Farlington, Hants] excepto
maresco [c] qui vocatur benny et excepto parco et

excepto cooperto de preuet et Crofta que fuit Rogeri
le Lung que est contra portam curie.

It is tempting to render
"
cooperto de

preuet
"

as
"
covert of privet," but there is a

difficulty in the fact that privet as the name
of a shrub is not yet known in English before
Turner's ' Names of Herbs,' 1548 ; while in
French and mediaeval Latin it is not known
at all. If this is an instance, it is of course
a very early and hence important one. But
it has also been suggested to be, like

' '

benny"
in the preceding clause, a proper name ;

and this, though not on the face of it likely,
is no doubt possible. Can any one who
knows Farlington tell us whether any such
name as Prevet survives there, and (inci-

dentally, though not important to this

inquiry) whether anything representing"
benny

"
or the

"
croft

"
still exists.

I may add that a synonym of privet,
viz., prim-print, also appears with it in
Turner's 'Names of Herbs,' and that
shortened forms of this, primp and prim,
are still in dialect use. Of none of these has

any satisfactory etymology been suggested,,
especially as to the syllable -print or -rint.

J. A. H. MURRAY.

LEAP YEAR. I should be grateful to any
of your readers who could give me a definite
answer to the following query, which I have-
asked many people, but without getting
any dffinite information on the point.
When did the intercalated day cease to be
"
bissextile," and become instead

'"
Bis-

Prid. Cal. Mart." ?

In former times the twenty-fourth day of

February was duplicated, but still the last

day of February was the twenty-eighth.
In later times the bissextile disappeared,
and the

"
Prid. Cal." was duplicated.

The question is, When and why did this

change take place ? Although I can get
no satisfactory solution from any one, it

does strike me that there is one way of finding
an approximate date for the change, and
that is that as 29 February is dedicated to
St. Romanus, there must be a specific period
at which he first appropriates this day every
fourth year to his honour.
The whole subject is important, because-

the dates of all events between 24 and 28
February must be a day earlier or a day
later, according as the earlier or later

reckoning is used in each leap year.
EDWARD J. L. SCOTT, D.Litt.Oxon.

Muniments Room, Westminster Abbey.

COUNTY ROYAL DESCENTS. I am writing
for one of Mr. C. A. Bernau's forthcoming
handbooks on ' Some Special Studies in

Genealogy' a chapter on 'How to Trace a
Descent from Royalty.' I want to give in

this chapter as complete a list as possible-
of printed works containing royal descents

arranged under the several counties. I da
not mean royal descents of single individuals-

or families, as in Foster's and Burke' s-

genealogical books ; but I refer to county
books which give the royal descent of a
number of families belonging to those par-
ticular counties.

The following is a list of those known ta
me :

Cornwall. Vivian's 'Visitations of Cornwall,
pp. 106, 315, 488, 527, 588, &c. Maclean's '

Trigg;

Devon. Vivian's
' Visitations of Devon,' pp. 63,

106, 194, 244, 747, &c.

Derbyshire. Jewitt's Reliquary, vols. xxi.-xxiv.

(various sheet pedigrees).
Leicestershire. Fletcher's

'
Leicestershire Pedi-

grees and Royal Descents,' 1886.

Shropshire. Shropshire Archaeological Society's
Transaction* : for 1882 ('Persons connected with

Shropshire whose Descendants can claim Legiti-
mate Descent from Edward L, Edward III., or
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Henry VII. , and a few from Henry III.') ; for 1903
(' Descendants of Hotspur and Lionel of Antwerp ')

for 1904 ('Descendants of Henry VII.'}; for 1908

(' Notes on Shropshire Royal Descents ').

I shall be grateful for any additions to
this list. There must be similar collections

for other counties, that are not at present
known to me. The Leicestershire volume
above mentioned is, I believe, the only
published one that gives a royal descent to

every family, as well as the paternal pedigree.
Please reply direct.

W. G. D. FLETCHER, F.S.A.
Oxon Vicarage, Shrewsbury.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
The well-known lines

O for a bopke and a shadie nooke,
Eyther in-a-doors or oute, &c.,

which I quote as they appear in a loca

library catalogue, are, I suppose, anony-
mous, but I shall be glad to know their date

They do not appear in any of the half-dozen
dictionaries of quotations I have consulted.

C. C. B.

1. O fairer than the fairest flow'r,
Yet colder than the coldest stone ;

heart that changes every hour,
And changes but to break my own.

2. Love taught me shame, and shame, with love at

strife,

Soon taught the sweet civilities of life.

(Quoted in Locker's ' My Confidences.')

3. An open foe may prove a curse,
But a pretended friend is worse.

B. L. MORETON.

Whence the following stanza, which seems
as if it came from Capt. Morris ?

There's many a lad I knew is dead,
And many a lass grown old ;

And as the lesson strikes my head,
My weary heart grows cold.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Take your courage in both hands.

S. WALKER.

I should be glad if any of your readers
would tell me where I can find the following
quotation, which has been attributed to the
first Lord Lytton :

Honour to him who, self-complete if low,
Carves to the grave one pathway all his own.

I am told the following lines are from

Coleridge, but I have not been able to trace
them :

O brothers ! speak of possibilities,
And do not break into those wild extremes.

WILLIAM J. GIBSON.
Bedlington, Northumberland.

BETTES OR BETTISS. Will some of your
readers kindly tell me the history ancient
or modern of the family of Bettes of Hamp-
shire, whose crest, I am told, is a bull's

head out of a coronet ?

Have Betteshanger in Kent, Bette<?combe
in Dorset, and Bettisfield in Flintshire

any connexion with the above name of

Bettes ?

I should also bo glad to know the deriva-
tion of the name Bettes or Bettiss.

E. F. WILLIAMS.
1, Paradise Row, Chester.

BREMOND AND VERDELIN FAMILIES. I

want information regarding the families of

Bremond (or Bermond) and Verdelin. I

hear that Bermondsey owes its name to

a member of the former stock. R. D.

CIRENCESTER TOWN HALL I have read
somewhere that the Town Hall of Ciren-

cester forms part of a church in that place.
I should be glad to have some information
on the subject, or to know where a detailed

account can bo found. S. O. ADDY.
3, Westbourne Road, Sheffield.

DUKE OF GLOUCESTER AND BENJAMIN
BATHURST. Can any reader of

' N. & Q.'

tell me where is the picture of
' The Duke

of Gloucester attended by Mr. Benjamin
Bathurst '

? Who painted it ? It was

engraved by Smith. The British Museum
has no record of it.

KATHARINE BATHURST.
Dromeuagh, Freshwater Bay, I. of W.

LIVERPOOL LIBRARY. The Liverpool

Library (Lyceum) celebrates its 150th anni-

versary on 1 May this year, having been

founded on 1 May, 1758. It is claimed on
its behalf that it is the oldest

"
circulating

library
"

or the oldest
"
proprietary circu-

lating library
"

in Europe. Can either or

both claims be upheld ?

BENJAMIN HOWORTH, President.

Liverpool Library, Lyceum, Bold Street.

GOODWIN SANDS : LOMEA ISLAND. In

Byng Gattie's 'Memorials of the Goodwin

Sands,' chap, ii., it is related that the

Goodwin Sands are believed to have been

at one time an island, known as Lomea,
which formed part of the possessions of

Earl Goodwin. We are told that some

early writers, describing the Kentish coast,

distinctly mention three islands, viz.,

Tanatus (Thanet), Rutupise (Richborough),
and "Infera Insula

"
(Lomea). Who are

,he writers (presumably Roman) that refer
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to the island of Lomea ? Does the name
occur in Domesday Book ? As the storm
which destroyed the island is said to have
occurred in 1099 a year subsequent to

the compilation of Domesday ought there

not to be some mention of this island ?

When are the Goodwin Sands first mentioned
in English history ? G. H. W.

" WATER-STTCHY." In the final note on
'The Silent Woman' in Gifford's 'Works
of Ben Jonson,' edited by Col. Cunningham,
the following is suggested by the thought
of Dryden's slight treatment of theCollegiates
in his criticism of the play :

"They merited more of his care Their absurd

pretensions to literature are advanced with such
serious mockery, ridiculed with such natural and
racy dexterity, and exposed with such sarcastic and
overwhelming contempt, that though we hear of

some combination of this kind about the period of
' The Silent Woman's' appearance, no traces of them
as here drawn are afterwards discoverable.

'

They
vanished, at the crowing of the cock.' Our days
have witnessed an attempt to revive the Collegiates
but this wasawater-suchy club, merely ridiculous ;

and so unsubstantial as not to require the clarion of

the cock, but to
' melt into thin air

'

at the twittering
of the wren."

It is not difficult to conclude what "
water-

suchy
"

denotes, but it would be interesting
to have some account of the term and to
learn whether or not it has ever had more
than casual value. Is the Delia Cruscan
School, perchance, the ridiculous club to
which the epithet is applied ?

" Club "

seems too small a name for this imposing
combination, while the

"
twittering of the

wren "
is hardly a sufficient description of

Gifford's effective strains.

THOMAS BAYNE.
" DAME SO-AND-SO THE RUSH-STREWER."
I can find nothing informing about rush-

strewing, and should be glad to know
whether it is possible that loose rushes could
have been strewed upon the floor at a period
when very long dresses were worn by the
women. How could they dance in a kind
of stable ? Straw matting suggests itself

as a possible explanation. I hope readers
of

' N. & Q.' will oblige me with a little

information. E. CAREW.

AVE MARIA LANE. The widening of the
narrow end of this thoroughfare was com-
pleted last December by the rebuilding of
the premises at both corners on Ludgate
Hill. The two old houses demolished were
not, so far as I have been able to ascertain
of any particular interest. The shop at the
east corner had been for many generations
an old-fashioned pastry-cook and confec

ioner's, with a more than local celebrity for
' damson cheese."
Its opposite neighbour had even a longer

association with one trade. Early in the
nineteenth century, as 16, Ludgate Street,
t was occupied by a haberdasher and hosier,
and the succeeding tenants have always
arried on these trades, the last being Mr.

Jeorge Kent. There is an interesting sug-
gestion in the association of this name and
trade with this locality. Mr. P. C. Rushen
in The Home Counties Magazine (No. 37,

p. 73) quotes a deed of partnership dated
29 Sept., 1729, between George Kent of

Ludgate Hill and John Chaplyn, to trade
as mercers and haberdashers at

" The
Wheatsheaf and Crown "

at the north side

of Ludgate Hill.

The widening involved the clearance of a

peculiar fragment of earlier London. Imme-
diately in the rear of the hosier's shop, and
evidently forming part of the frontage of its

neighbour until Messrs. Simpkin & Mar-
shall's warehouse was rebuilt, were three
stone columns connected by narrow stone
arches. Their style suggested 1790 as an

approximate date of erection ; but the

identity of the building evidently one of

some importance I have not ascertained.

The City Press of 28 December last pro-
vides a note and two illustrations of the
entrance to Ave Maria Lane before and after

the improvement. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

SIR HENRY HATSELL, Baron of the

Exchequer, 1697-1702, is stated by Foss
to have been son of Capt. Henry Hatsell,
of Saltram, near Plymouth. Le Neve
(' Pedigrees of Knights,' p. 460) says that
he was eldest son of Laurence Hatsell of

Dorset, a London scrivener. Which of these
authorities is correct ? And what was the

parentage of Capt. Henry Hatsell ? He
was Commissioner of the Navy at Plymouth
under the Commonwealth, and an active

M.P. W. D. PINK.
Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

EMBROIDERY PICTURES. I have been
informed by a collector of these that the

painted silk faces on these pictures were
" almost always

"
painted by Sir Thomas

Lawrence, who made a speciality of the work.
Is there the slightest foundation for this

statement ? EDWARD HERON-ALLEN.

DARTMOUTH HOUSE, QUEEN ANNE'S
GATE. I shall be glad of any information
as to the history of this house. It is said

to have been for a time the residence of

Nelson and Lady Hamilton, and later of a
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German ambassador to this country. The
Cockpit Stairs adjoin. The house is evi-

dently very old, and contains some excellent
oak panelling. CHARLES H. RIGG.
Junior Athenaeum Club, W.

' CAPTTULAIRE DTI ST. SEPTJLCRE.' Do
any of your readers know anything about
the '

Capitulaire du St. Spulcre
'

by De la
Ville Le Roulf ? R. D.

BREEDON FAMILY. Will any of your
readers inform me where I can obtain
information regarding this family ? Sir (?)

Joseph Breedon, silversmith in the City
of London, is supposed to have died in the
early part of the nineteenth century.

LIEUTENANT.

"FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY."

(10 S. ix. 70, 115.)

IN February, 1904, the present writer

compiled a paper on ' Some Sobriquets
applied to Washington,' which was printed
in the Publications of the Colonial Society of

Massachusetts, viii. 275-87. From this paper
are quoted the following remarks :

"
Having thus traced the history of Fabius as

applied to Washington during the last twenty-four
years of his life (1775-1799), let us now turn to the
designation of the Father of his Country. It is, of

course, needless to point out that as a title of

respect the word ' father ' has been employed among
the English for centuries. The Fathers of the
Church were alhided to in the fourteenth century.
In 1591 Shakspere made a serving-man speak of the
Duke of Gloucester, uncle of Henry VL, as 'a
Father of the Common-weale.' In 1700 Dryclen
called Chaucer ' the father of English poetry. In
1705 Thomas Hearne referred to Sir Robert Clayton,
Alderman and Lord Mayor of London, as

' the
Father of y

'
City.' (See the ' N. E. D. ')"

Turning to this country, it is possible to present
some fresh citations. About 1684 we read of

' The
Venerable remains of M r Roger Williams, the
Father of Providence, the Founder of the Colony,
and of Liberty of Conscience' ('Early Records
of Providence, viii. 17). On 2 December, 1731,
Governor Belcher thus addressed the Massa-
chusetts House of Representatives :

" ' As I abhor every thing that carries the Face
of blind Obedience, so do I the least appearance of

want of Duty to a Prince who upon the highest
Reason may challenge to be stiled, The Father of
his Country. Thus happy is the whole English
World, in his present Majesty' ('Massachusetts
House Journals, p. 2).

"In 1764 Governor Hutchinson wrote that 'In
the beginning of 1649 (March) died Mr. Winthrop,
the father of the country' ('History of Massa-

chusetts,' i. 151)." That Belcher should have called George the

Second the Father of his Country, is not surprising.
It is not without interest to note, however, that
shortly before the outbreak of the American
Revolution not dissimilar language was applied to

George the Third. In a Petition to the King for
the removal of Governor Bernard, drawn up
30 June, 1768, the members of the Massachusetts
House of Representatives thus expressed them-
selves :

" ' On the whole, Sir, We will Consider his most
Sacred Majesty under God, as our King, our best
Protector and common Father ; and shall ever bear
him true and faithful Allegiance' ('Massachusetts
House Journals,' p. 93).

'*
It is seen, then, that as a title of respect Father

was well known to the American colonists. It was
to be expected, therefore, that in due time the
designation of the Father of his Country would be
applied to Washington. The circumstances under
which the sobriquet was, so far as I am aware, first

eniployed, are of interest. The Annapolis Conven-
tion ot 1786 having proved abortive, it was a grave
question with Washington whether he ought to
attend thePhiladelphia Convention of 1787. Writing
to David Humphreys, 26 December, 1786, he said :

'"That the federal government is nearly if not
quite at a stand, none will deny. The first question
then is, shall it be annihilated or supported? If

the latter, the proposed convention is an object
of the first magnitude, and should be sustained

by all the friends of the present constitution
'

(' Writings,' ed. Ford, xi. 101)." In March, 1787, he again wrote to several

persons asking their opinions as to whether he
should attend. Among these was Henry Knox,
and on 19 March, 1787, Knox wrote a reply in

which he said :

'"As you have thought proper, my dear Sir, lo

request my opinion respecting your attendance at
the convention, I shall give it with the utmost
sincerity and frankness. I imagine that your own
satisfaction, or chagrin, and that of your friends,
will depend entirely on the result of the convention.
For I take it for granted that, however reluctantly

you may acquiesce, you will be constrained to

accept of the president's chair. Hence the pro-
ceedings of the convention will more immediately
be appropriated to you than to any other person.
Were the convention to propose only amendments
and patchwork to the present defective confedera-

tion, your reputation would in a degree suffer. But
were an energetic and judicious system to be pro-

posed with your signature, it would be a circum-
stance highly honourable to your fame in the judg-
ment of the present and future ages, and doubly
entitle you to the glorious republican epithet. The
Father of your Country

'

(' Writings of Wash-
ington,' xi. 123, note).

" The Philadelphia Convention having drawn up
our present Constitution, and that having been
ratified by the requisite number of States, Wash-
ington was elected President in January, 1789, and
soon after set out from Mount Vernon for his

inauguration at New York. In the Pennsylvania
Packet of 21 April, 1789, appeared the following :-

" '

Yesterday His Excellency the President of the

United States arrived in this city His Excellency
rode in front of the procession, on horseback,

politely bowing to the spectators who filled the

doors, windows, and streets while he passed. The
bells were rung, and a feu-de-joy was fired as he

moved down Market and Second streets, to the
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City-Tavern. The joy of our whole city upon this

august spectacle, cannot easily be described. Every
countenance seemed to say, Long, long live George
Washington, the Father of the People !

'

" In the same paper of 24 April, 1789, we are told
that

" ' Our beloved Magistrate delights to shew, upon
all occasions, that he is a man and instead of
assuming the pomp of master, acts as if he con-
sidered himself the father the friend and servant
of the people.'
"Arrived at New York, Washington -was in-

augurated President on the thirtieth of April. In
an account of the celebration of the following Inde-
pendence Day, dated New York, 4 July, 1789, we
read :

"'Our common Father and Deliverer, to whose

Erudence,
wisdom and valour we owe our Peace,

iberty and Safety, now leads and directs in the
grand councils of the nation for their preservation.

:
This aroused us to action, to deliberation, to

decision and now we celebrate an independent
Government an original Constitution ! an inde-
pendent Legislature, at the head of which we this

day celebrate The Father of his Country We cele-
brate Washington ! We celebrate an Independent
Empire !

'

(Pennsylvania Packet, 9 July, 1789)."

Boston, U.S.A.
ALBERT MATTHEWS.

The title
"
otec vlasti

" was popularly
conferred on the Roman Emperor Charles IV.

(King Charles I. of Bohemia), 1346-78.
(This could not be predicated of his adventur-
ous father John of Luxemburg, whose knight-
errantries impoverished his kingdom, who
preferred the gaiety of Paris and neglected
his capital Prague, and who is remembered
in English history as the blind king who fell

before our swords at Crecy.) Charles was
the founder of the Novo Mesto (new town)
of Prague, and beautified and extended the
older portions of the town. He modelled
the University of Prague after that of Paris,
and erected the Emmaus monastery and
other churches. The vigorous Reformers
who preceded Jan Hus were countenanced
by this liberal monarch, whose name is

preserved in the famous bridge Karluv Most
(Karlsbriicke) and the Carolinum buildings
of the University.
Count Liitzow records King Charles's

address to the Estates before the foundation
of his University (' Story of Prague,' p. 17) :

"One of our greatest endeavours is that Bohemia
our kingdom, for which we feel greater affection
than for any of our other lands, should through our
action be adorned by a great number of learned
men: thus will the faithful inhabitants of that
kingdom, who incessantly thirst for the fruits of
learning, be no longer obliged to beg for foreign
alms."

Such a sovereign well merits the title of"
father of his country."

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Streatham Common.

' DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY :

EPITOME, 1908' (10 S. ix. 21, 83). I have
pleasure in agreeing with MR. W. E. A.
AXON that " MR. JAGGARD'S suggestion for
additions and corrections to the

'

D.N.B.'
is excellent, but requires to be executed with
caution."

It is desirable in the first place that we
should agree upon some common basis of
action. The memoirs of living men were
not included in the

'

D.N.B.,' and the
'

Epitome
'

of 1903 contains only a summary
of the memoirs included in the volumes
which came to an end some time previously.
When MR. JAGGARD heads his second
article with the words,

"
I now conclude my

first list of omissions from this standard
work," and includes therein the name of
Sir J. A. Willox, who died in 1905, it is

difficult to understand how such an instance
as that could be designated an "

omission."
The same remark, I think, applies to the
name of my acquaintance Samuel Timmins.
Would it not be as well for us to confine
our omissions to the names of those worthies
who died before the date of the completion
of the '

D.N.B.' ? No others can properly
come under that title.

The first name which MR. JAGGARD gives
in his second list is

"
Pasquin (Anthony),

pseud. See Williams (John\ 1761-1818.
Cross-reference omitted." But can this be
considered an omission ? The scheme of the
'

D.N.B.' did not include cross-references
for the thousands of anonymous and pseu-
donymous works mentioned in its pages.
Information about pseudonyms must be
searched for in the volumes occupied with
their identification the volumes, for in-

stance, of Mr. Ralph Thomas and of Messrs.
Halkett and Laing. Had cross-references
been given to the innumerable volumes which
are mentioned in its pages as having been

published anonymously or pseudonymously,
the amount of the printed matter and the
loss of the patriotic publisher would have
been much greater, and the labours of other

bibliographers would have been trespassed
upon.
The warning of MR. AXON again crosses

my mind. The first list of omissions in-

cluded the name of Mr. John Thomas Blight,
but that historian of the crosses of Cornwall
is still alive. His name, therefore, is not
an "

omission." The name of the author
of

' The Coming K ' was given as

Doughty, but the proper spelling of it is

Dowty, and when the
' D.N.B.' ceased he

was still alive. He, too, is not an omission.

The second list includes the name of
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Richard Seymour, author of
'

Compleat
Gamester.' But was there such a person ?

Was he not the creation of some fraudulent
bookseller, invented to cover the labour
of some garreteer of the period ? I am
afraid, too, that very little, if anything, is
known about several other names inserted
in these lists.

For myself, I have been a student of bio-

graphy for forty years, and am painfully
conscious of the inevitable defects and
omissions of the

'

D.N.B.' By all means let
us point them out. But the work must be
done, as MR. AXON states, with caution and,
I may add, with exactness.

PHILO BIOGRAPHIENSIS.

The Rev. Albert Barnes would have no
place in the 'D.N.B.,' as he was an Ame-
rican clergyman, born 1 Dec., 1798, in Rome,
New York, and from 1830 to 1867 pastor of
the First Presbyterian Church in Phila-

delphia, in which city he died 24 Dec., 1870.
M. C. L.

New York.

MR. JAGGARD includes in his list the name
of John Savile, adding some particulars.
The correct name is Jeremiah Savile, who is

in the '

Dictionary
' and '

Epitome.' Not
one of MR. JAGGARD' s statements concerning
him is correct. H. DAVEY.

Two important omissions may be added
to MR. JAGGARD' s list. There is no mention
in the

'

Epitome
'

of Governor Eyre, of fame
as an Australian explorer, and afterwards
as Governor of Jamaica ; nor of Dorothy,
the sister of William Wordsworth.

T. M. W.

MR. JAGGARD'S comprehensive list must
make us all wish that we had taken notes
in the same manner of the omissions of the
'

D.N.B.' Here are a few names that might
be added to a new edition :

Alley, the well-known barrister, fl. 1800-24.

William, 2nd Baron Alvanley (1789-1849), the
famous wit.
John Atherton, Bishop of Waterford, unjustly

executed, (?) 1640.

John Ayliffe, forger, ob. 1759.
Thomas Bradshaw, Secretary at War Office. A

friend of the Duke of Grafton, satirized by" Junius."
Nicholas Byrne, editor of The Morning Pout

c. 1825.

Anne Cargill, nee Adcock, ob. 1783, actress.

Lady Mary Coke, ob. 1811, daughter of the
2nd Duke of Argyll, and authoress of the valuable
'

Lette_rs and Journal.'
Laetitia Darby, Lady Lade, ob. 1825, a notorious

lady in the latter part of the eighteenth century.
John Donnellan, ob. 1781, M.C. at the Pantheon,

poisoner.

Sir John Lade (1759-1838), friend of George IV.
William Page, highwayman, hanged 1758.

Joseph Wilfred Parkins, Sheriff of London 1819,.
one of the most notorious characters in his day.
William Parsons, highwayman, hanged 1751.
Charles Peace, housebreaker, hanged 1880.
Daniel and Robert Perreau (1733-75), forgers.
Margaret Caroline Rudd, adventuress, fl. 1770-90.
John Scanlan, murderer, hanged 1820.

' The
Colleen Bawn '

is founded on his story.
Sir Alexander Thomson (1744-1817), judge.
Abraham Thornton, acquitted of murder 1817.
- Thwaites, proprietor of The Morning Herald

c. 1824.

John Villette, Ordinary of Newgate, ob. 1799.

No doubt readers of
' N. & Q.' will be able-

to supply enough well-known names to fill

another volume. HORACE BLEACKLEY.

Here are two more errors.

P. 207, under Carpenter, Alfred John r

for
"
liberal M.P. for Reigate 1885 and

North Bristol 1886," read candidate.
P. 1265, under Sullivan, Alexander M.,

for
" home rule party under Brett 1870,'

r

read Butt. JOHN S. CRONE.

TAXES IN ENGLA.ND DURING THE SIX-
TEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES (10
S. viii. 283, 430). I am obliged to Miss
ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES for her suggestive
reply about the Fifteenths. Blackstone
does not help one very much. If by the
new assessment of 8 Edward III. the practical
result was reached of turning the personal
property tax of Tenths and Fifteenths into a
fixed local rate, which netted the Crown
70,000^., that is interesting so far as it goes ;

but it does not tell us how the local rate was
assessed, nor has it any bearing on the Sub-

sidy assessments of the later period.
Blackstone himself shows that these were
as trivial, compared with the real values,
as the former.

It is very difficult to understand by what

process a tax on chattels was converted into-

a fixed sum raised by every parish, and

apportioned pro rata by the churchwardens.

Certainly more light ought to be thrown

upon this interesting subject. I cannot find

in the statutes or elsewhere any reference

to 8 Edward III. No doubt the fact is as

Blackstone states, and its result is seen in the

fresh experiments of the nature of a gradu-
ated poll-tax of Richard II. As soon as

the earlier method had become inelastic,,

other supplementary systems were needed
to keep pace with the growth of the country.
I suppose the terrible visitations of the plague
in the middle of Edward's reign made it

impracticable and unadvisable to do this

sooner. The real reason for the unpopularity
of the poll-tax was not its severity, but the-
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fact that the labourers were enjoying high
wages, independence, and unfamiliarity
with taxation.

Meanwhile our local historians should be
warned against quoting Subsidy returns
without qualification, as though they really

expressed the values of property. When we
find a man like Harrison of Leeds, who
shortly after bequeaths a relatively great
fortune, assessed on 61. as the total of his

personalty, and nothin.; in lands, it should
be enough to make us cautious in ether cases.

I did not mean to infer, by my reference
to the wealthy Tudor taxpayers of Wakefield,
that their families had become extinct before
tb.3 Elizabethan Visitations. On the con-

trary, though I must confess I knew nothing
further about them until MR. MATTHEW
PEACOCK kindly provided his reply, I rather
wished my inference to incline the other way.
To any one familiar with contemporary
documents the truth is frequently, as in this

case, apparent that heraldic Visitations
are very capricious records, and that many
men of substance and esteem are ignored.

A. B.

HOESESHOE SUPERSTITION : HOLLY
LODGE, HIGHGATE (10 S. viii. 210). In a
letter which I have had from Mr. Burdett-
Coutts is the following :

"Yes, the two horseshoes are in their old place
above and below the front door of Holly Lodge."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

THE TREATY or TILSIT (10 S. viii. 469,
510; ix. 31, 96, 135). In reply to MR.
W. H. COOK, there are no such papers in
the Foreign Office. The tradition of that
office has long been that the information
came from the Emperor Alexander.

T. T. O.

[Replies from COL. PHIPPS and SIR HARRY
POLAND next week.]

WHITE ENSIGN (10 S. ix. 128). This is
the flag of the royal navy. The reply to
C. L. is, Yes, it is incorrect. The right flag
for a church is the National or Union flag,
as flown on the Victoria Tower, the Home
Office, and elsewhere. D.

[More replies next week.]

DlCKENSIANA : RAILWAY LIGHTS (10 S.
ix. 87). It is probable that Dickens made
-a mistake in the extracts given from ' Our
Mutual Friend '

; but that a red light did
not always mean a warning to stop is shown
by the rules of the Liverpool and Manchester
Company issued in 1832. A continual line
of police communication was kept up at an
expense of 2,250Z. per annum.

" Their directions to the engineer are given by
signal. When a train approaches within a certain
distance of a station, the policeman presents him-
self, and signifies a clear road, by assuming an erect

posture with his arm outstretched ; should he take
the position of

' stand at ease,' the engineer is aware
that some obstruction exists. When a passenger is

waiting at a station a red flag is hoisted oy day, and
a swinging light exhibited at night. In travelling
in the dark, the last carriage of every train carries
a revolving lamp, one side of which is red and the
other blue. As long as the train is in motion, the
red light presents itself to whatever follows ; but at
the instant of stopping, the blue light is turned out-
ward : the engineer or the next train instantly sees
this change, and is enabled, by checking the velocity
of his engine, to avoid a collision that would be
tremendous. The fire of the engine is sufficient to

give warning to the policeman, or to any object upon
the road, of the approach of a train."

The above is quoted from ' A Treatise upon
Elemental Locomotion,' by Alexander Gor-

don, 1836. FREDERICK G. RUDDOCK.
" TAMMANY "

: ORIGIN OF THE NAME
(10 S. ix. 126). See review in Athenceum
of the last of Sir George Trevelyan's volumes
on the American war, in which there is a
full account of Tammany at Philadelphia
(not New York). The Athenceum reviewer
adds that it is to King Tammany that Penn,
encouraged by King Alfred, is handing the
scroll in the centre of Barry's finest group
in the room of the Royal Society of Arts.

T. O.

"
SOL'S ARMS "

(10 S. viii. 49). It would
seem beyond doubt that the sign of

" The
Sol's Arms "

is a variant of the sun, or the
sun in splendour, from the arms of the
Distillers' Company, just as the distillatory
in the same arms has furnished the sign of
" The Still," and the Indian or wild man
that of

" The Green Man," who, as one
of the supporters of the Distillers' arms,

symbolized the herbs used by the distillers.

Similarly
" The Three Tuns "

are from the
Brewers' arms or from the Vintners', and

appear accordingly as they appertained
originally to either an ale-house or a wine-
tavern probably to the latter rather than
the former.
One is under the impression, until better

informed, that
" The Queen of Bohemia "

tavern was not identical with " The Sol' s

Arms," since Christopher Brown in his
' Tavern Anecdotes '

says that the form er

was once part of the Queen of Bohemia's

palace in Wych Street. This palace was
Craven House, and before that Drury H ouse
stood there, the site of both being occupied
afterwards by the Olvmpic Theatre. But
" The Sol's Arms," afterwards

" The S hake-

speare's Head," was some distance from
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the Olympic, and only a few doors from,
or at all events very near,

" The Rising
Sun," which I remember as standing at the
south-east corner of Wych Street before

Kingsway began to take shape.
" Near

the bottom of Wych Street," says the author
of

' The Epicure's Almanack,'
"is the famous '

Sol's Arms and Shakespeare Chop-
house.' There is always a tempting bill of fare and
a larder to match. The house is much frequented
by the society whose badge of distinction forms part
of the sign, and by many theatrical gentlemen."

From this it may perhaps be deduced that
the " Jerusalem Sols

"
at the

" Bohemia "

were an offshoot of the original Sols at
*' The Sol's Arms." It is remarkable, in
connexion with Mark Lemon's brief tenure
of the latter tavern, that in 1815, as

' The
Epicure's Almanack

'

further informs us,

"Mr. Rees, the proprietor, for many years trod
the comic walk at Covent Garden Theatre, and is

still celebrated for giving imitations of most per-
formers of the old school. Mr. Rees is no niggard
of his humour, and frequently entertains his guests
with a specimen of his mimetic powers."

'The Shakespeare's Head." says Charles
Gordon (Mr. John Ashton) in his

' Old-Time

Aldwych,' 1903, p. 246, had " a plaster
bust of the poet over the door." See further

Spielmann's
'

History of
" Punch " ' and

the Rev. John Richardson's
'

Recollections
of the Last Half-Century.'

Is not " The Sol's Arms "
at No. 65,

Hampstead Road, N.W., immortalized in

Dickens' s
' Bleak House '

? The Sols'

Society appears to have been, or to have
T)ecome, a kind of Freemasons' clique ; but
"what the

" Jerusalem Sols
"

were, unless
a branch of the original society formed
of Hebrew Solomons, I cannot say. Burn
in a note to No. 988 of the Beaufoy tokens

says that a recruit who emerged for the first

time from his native village and was billeted

at
" The Sun "

(i.e. the sun in rays, or

"splendour"), wrote home describing the

sign as
"
the mon's face set around of

skivers," alluding to the materialistically

represented rays.
J. HOLDEN MACMTCHAEL.

[MR. G. E. WEAKE also quotes from 'The Epi-
cure's Almanack.']

SLR SAMUEL MARSHALL (10 S. ix. 70).

Capt. Sir Samuel Marshall, Kt., R.N., who
became Deputy Comptroller of the Royal
Navy in 1794 at a salary of 800i'., and died
at his house in Holies Street, Cavendish

Square, on 2 October, 1795, aged 55, was,
I believe, a son of Capt. Samuel Marshall,
R.N. (some account of whom will bo found
in Charnock's '

Biographia Navalis,' vol. vi.

p. 51), who died at Gosport in April, 1768>

having been stationed there for thirty years-
Sir Samuel married Elizabeth, second

daughter of Sir Edward Worsley of Gat-

combe, Isle of Wight, Kt. (who died 14 Aug.,
1762, aged 46), and Elizabeth his wife (who
died 25 May, 1774), daughter of Sir John
Miller of Froyle, Hants. His daughter
Elizabeth Margaret, born 19 Sept., 1767,
was married at St. George's, Hanover
Square, on 12 April, 1785, to the Rev.

George William Auriol Hay Drummond,
fifth son of the Most Rev. the Hon. Robert
Hay Drummond, Archbishop of York, and
nephew of Thomas, eighth Earl of Kinnoul,
and died on 15 Feb., 1799. Another

daughter, Edith Mary, was married at the
same church on 8 July, 1789, to Fitzwilliam

Barrington, Esq., of Swainston, Isle of

Wight, afterwards tenth and last Baronet,
and died at Exeter in 1845. When was
Sir Samuel knighted ?

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

EARLY EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY QUERIES
(10 S. viii. 369, 436 ; ix. 35). MR. HEBB
at the last reference gives

" Cadaroc
"
as the

probable modern name of Cadaroque.
"
Cadaroc," which he says is 35 miles south

of the
" town "

of London, Ont., is a mistake
for Caradoc (named after the Welsh king),
a township (English equivalent, parish)
near London, Ont. (By the way, MR.
HEBB'S life would hardly be safe if he were
to go there after calling that flourishing

city a town.) By Cadaroque the querist

undoubtedly is inquiring for Cataraqui,
the fort which Count Frontenac, Governor
of New France, built in 1673, on the bank
and near the mouth of the river of that

name, where it empties into Lake Ontario,

near Kingston. The purpose of the fort

was to prevent the encroachments of the

Iroquois. The present-day Cataraqui is a

village of about 300 people.
AVERN PARDOE.

Legislative Library, Toronto.

[MR. FORREST MORGAN also refers to Cataraqui.]

PEROUN (10 S. viii. 270, 330, 438 ;
ix.

53). Sakharof wrote in 1844 (' Skazanie

Russkago Naroda'): "The descriptions

of the Slavo-Russ gods given by our mytho-

graphers have been composed from incredible

antitheses." The theogony of the Slavo-

Russ, in representation of the elements,

natural phenomena, and many of the forms

of animate and inanimate nature, has

included a very large number of aerial

spirits. The Archimandrite Gizel .of Kief

(1674), unmindful of what had been written
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in the so-called
' Nestor Chronicle,' evolved

eight spirits in addition to the recognized
harmonious septet of the spheres. He
indulged in those creations through reliance

on Cremer, on the uneducated but ennobled
Italian Guagnini of Poland, and on Striy-
kofski, adopting strange gods who had never
served the Slavo-Russi. Popoff, Chulkoff,
Glinka, and Kaisaroff multiplied the number
from their imaginations, and on the baseless
authorities of previous writers, to 51, 50,

56, and 57 respectively. Those and many
other earlier and later writers assembled
a large number of gods, spirits, and sprites
from the whole Slavonian world, russifying
them as they collected them from the
different folk-lores. Lithuanians, Estho-
nians, Wends, Danes, all contributed to
the endowment of the Slavo-Russi. Even
Perun's moustache of gold was converted
into a deity, ou-s-zlat perverted into

" Us-
lad."

For fabulous descriptions of Perun see
Michael Frencelli (1638), and Samuel Gros-
ser' s

'

Lausitzische Merkwiirdichkeiten,'
where ten plates are given. Pogodin has
many illustrations of Slavo-Russ antiquities,
but no picture of Perun, whom, as well
as Volos or Veles, he derived from Scandi-
navia. Oleg and his Varangians, also Igor
later, swore at Byzant by Perun and Veles ;

and Igor, returning triumphant from Byzant,
laid his arms, shields, and gold at the feet,
so to say, of the idols at Kief, while the"

Christians," according to the chronicle,
"flocked to the churches (?)

"
(A.D. 944).

Karamzin wrote that the Slavs worshipped
Perun from the sixth century, but he quoted
no authority, nor could he have found one.
Perun does not appear to have been really
worshipped, nor reverenced as a god, nor
propitiated after any particular demonstra-
tion of his supposed power ; he was held
in horror as a devouring fiend, liberally
fed with men, women, and children at the
caprice of ruthless mobs, victims being
chosen by lot. No reason is given in the
records for those bestial rites.

The descriptions which have been com-
monly given of Perun are not in agreement
with the only record of that idol's figure
which is to be found in Slavo-Russ annals.
With the exception of the most modern
Russian writers, all have drawn their pic-
tures of Perun from pure imagination, and
their name is legion. In the 'Annals of
Kief and in those of Novgorod the idol
Perun is described simply as of wood : a
head of silver, and a moustache not a beard

of gold. There is no mention of iron

legs, no allusion to any stone in his make ;

nothing about carbuncles, &c., nothing
about hands or of anything in them. The^
idol floated when hurled into the water,
which it could not have done had it been

weighted with iron, silver, and gold. Some
of the idols were of stone, as may be inferred
from the chronicles ; but Perun was certainly
a painted wooden image (see Solovief, vol. i.

p. 356, note 248, and p. 184). When being^

dragged at a horse's tail, the idol was
prodded* with staves, not whipped, and1

twelve men were ranged along the Dnieper
to push the floating monster from the bank
in its course until it reached the rapids. In

Novgorod, the ' Annals '

say the Archbishop
loakim (A.D. 993) destroyed the altars (tre-

bischa,^ pi.), and caused the idol Perun to be-

hacked, and then dragged with ropes, beaten
with staves, and cast into the sluggish Vol-
khof . A certain villager of Pidba, near Nov-
gorod, taking earthen pots to market in his

boat, seeing the idol against the bank, pushed
it off, saying :

" Thou hast gorged and
drunk thy fill ; now therefore, Perunushko,.
float thou away from this nether world."
Dahl in his

'

Tolkovyi Slovar '

reiterated
the fanciful word-picturing of Perun, and,.
I am persuaded, gave an erroneous, if at all

popular, interpretation. I have failed to
find in the Russ Slavonic that peret had the
sense of "to strike," and it was Karamzin
who brought in the washerwoman's "

dolly."
The ' Church Slavonic Dictionary

'

of the

Imperial Academy does not admit of that
sense of the verb peret, and if Karamzin
really discovered it, it has been irrecoverably
lost since. Lomonosof was, I believe, the-

first to employ the word peruni (pi.) for

lightning shafts, as a poetical licence.

Tatischef adopted it, and he repeated the
fables of previous writers' fantasies.

In the Finnish there is Perkele in com-
bination with Satana, which Finns hear
with a shock ; Perk-jarvi, and a village
called Pergolova, near St. Petersburg.
There may possibly be even yet found a

Finn-Ugrian derivation for Perun, Pergun,.
Perkun ; ukon tuli and ukkonen, for lightning
and for thunder, may help to locate the idol

in a country occupied by a Sarmatian race

giving name to an idol from Riigen or Goth-
land before the advent of the Slav ; and the
Slavs have always been proverbially imita-

tive. In the Lett tongue thunder is per-
konne.

* Teti jeslem : the 'Novgorod Annals' have biti-

jezliem.
t The '

Novgorod Annals ' mention kumirif
temples.
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In 1812 a certain Herr Etter presented
the Historical Society of Moscow with an

engraving of Perun, a marvellous work.

(Vol. i. Transactions of that society).
ROBERT MICHELL.

20, Clarence Street, Penzance.

OLD PEWTER (10 S. ix. 90). Pewter
.articles never were hall-marked in the

proper sense of the term, but many pieces

(especially of the eighteenth century) are

found bearing marks so nearly resembling
the hall-marks on silver plate as to be

easily mistaken at first sight for silver

pieces. This resemblance was, it is to be
ieared, deliberate and intentional and

designed to attract a purchaser who would
not object to his plates and vessels being
mistaken for silver by his friends. But
It must not be supposed that this quasi-

counterfeiting by unscrupulous craftsmen
was ever countenanced, or even winked

at, by the authorities of the Guild of Pew-
terers. This worshipful company instituted

and prescribed for its members the use of

certain marks (which may be called hall-

marks inasmuch as they were recorded in

Pewterers' Hall), and the makers' marks

adopted by the members were also recorded

there, certainly from a period as early as

the reign of Charles I., in the manner in use

at Goldsmiths' Hall in the last quarter of

the seventeenth century ; that is to say,

they were struck with a die upon sheets

of copper which were preserved in the

Hall. From time to time some degree of

friction between the two guilds was pro-
duced by the close similarity of marks on

pewter articles to those in use at Goldsmiths'

Hall, and on one occasion at least the Cor-

poration authorities of the City of London
were constrained to intervene.

H. D. ELLIS.

CARLYLE' s TRENCH REVOLUTION' (10 S.

viii. 428). I should say that nobody can

give an authoritative answer to T. F.'s

queries. Even if Carlyle himself knew

precisely what he meant to convey, is there

one among us who can vouch for the exact

significance of his phrases ? It is likely,

as your American correspondent suggests,

that the alliteration of
"
shirt or shift

" had
charm for the Sage's ear ;

and it appears
to me highly probable that he intended to

make his readers see that patriots of both

sexes, when deft and nimble, rose hastily

from bed and set inferior candles and

miserable oil lamps a-burning.
"
Shirt

'

is synecdochical for man,
"
shift

"
for

-woman ; the fact of the lattsr article of

lothing being used as a robe de nuit may be
taken as a note of poverty or of class : it

was in keeping with the illuminating powers
that were available. The ' E.D.D.' defines

ihift as being
" a woman's under-garment ;

a chemise "
; and the term is alive in the

talk of Yorkshire, Lancashire, and many
other parts of England. I know of two

elderly ladies (one daughter of a viscount,
the other of an earl) who have been heard to

say
"

shift
" when a social inferior would

have spoken of
" chemise."

"
Shift

" has
another synonym in

" smock "
; but that

word is also applied to an overall garment
for men, now seldom seen, cousin of the
French artisan's blouse, which seems to be
likewise obsolescent. I feel as if by

"
shirts

and smocks "
Carlyle intended to refer to the

outer coverings of the prisoners, without

any special indication of the sex of the

wearers.
There is a fashion in the naming of

apparel, and we may easily wrong our

gentility by being before or behind the day.
Camden (' Remaines,' p. 211) quotes a
writer who speaks of the

"
ridiculous name,

Gown." When I was young, servants wore

gowns, ladies dresses, and children frocks.

Now, if children wear frocks of which I am
not sure their mothers have them too, and

gowns no less ; while I dare say that dresses

flaunt it in the servants' hall.

ST. SWITHIN.

Why should it be supposed that
"

shift
"

in the passage referred to has any other than
its obvious meaning ? Carlyle did not

write primarily for Americans. He was,
like Dr. Parker,

" a rude barbarian from
the North "

; and in our Northern Counties,

at any rate, this word is still in common use

as the name of the garment it indicates. I

once heard the late Peter Mackenzie, an
eccentric Yorkshire preacher, apologize in a

public lecture for his plainness of speech.
Some of his ministerial brethren had, he

said, told him that he ought to
"
clothe his

ideas a little more "
;

"
but," he added,

"
I can't ; they 're out of my mouth before

I can get so much as a shift on them."
"
Smock," in the same sense, is, so far as

my experience goes, virtually extinct in

England. I remember hearing a maid-

servant declare, some years since, that she

was "
fair smock-ravelled

" with work ;

but it was clear on questioning her that she

had no notion what the expression implied.

This was in Lincolnshire. C. C. B.

Formerly the term
"
shift

" was in com-

mon use in Cornwall for a woman's garment ;
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and in the description of a woman in extreme

poverty the expression,
" She hasn't a shift

to her back," may still be heard there.

P. JENNINGS.
St. Day.
"
Shift

"
was, and I dare say is, a word in

common use here for a woman's undergar-
ment. I have also heard "

shimmy."
R. B R.

South Shields.

COMMONWEALTH LAWS (10 S. ix. 89).

See 8 S. xii. 246, 338. JOHN T. PAGE.

Two POPULAR REFRAINS :

" MALBROOK
S'EN VA-T-EN GUERRE" (10 S. viii. 327,
435 ; ix. 75). In the third volume (num-
bered by three stars) of

" Chants et Chansons

populaires de la France. Nouvelle edition

. . . .Librairie Gamier freres, 1848," the
first song is

' Mort et Convoi de 1' invincible

Malbrough.' Preceding it is a notice by
P. L. Jacob, Bibliophile (Paul Lacroix,
I believe). He says that '

Malbrough
' was

composed after the battle of Malplaquet,
in 1709, and not after the death of John
Churchill, Duke of Marlborough, in 1722,

Jacob cites
"
the ancient legend in prose

which accompanies the song, in which it is

said that Malbrough was killed at the battle

of Malplaquet." He says that the Duke
of Marlborough in this battle almost shared
the fate of five of his lieutenant-generals,
who were killed in the melee, and that a

report of his death having been spread
about, some waggish songster made this

song as his funeral oration at Le Quesnoy
on the evening of the battle, adding that
the Duke's name was the terror and the
admiration of the soldier. The song was
preserved by tradition only in some pro-
vinces, brought there probably by the
soldiers of Villars and Boufflers, till in 1791
Madame Poitrine, the peasant nurse of
the Dauphin, used to sing it by the royal
cradle. The Queen, the King, the Court,
and the servants at Versailles sang it.

It spread all over France, and became
popular in England. Beaumarchais in his
'

Mariage de Figaro
' made Cherubin sing

the air of
'

Malbrough,' substituting for the
old refrain

" Mironton ton ton, mirontaine,"
this verse :

"
Que mon coeur, que mon coeur

a de peine !

" In London a French gentle-
man, wanting his driver to take him to

Marlborough Street, and having forgotten
the name, sang the air of

'

Malbrough,'
and the driver understood what he wanted.
In France the name was given to fashions,
dress materials, styles of hairdressing, &c.
It was painted on screens and on fans,

embroidered on tapestry and furniture,.
&c. Nothing but the fall of the Bastille
could stifle the echo of the song.

Later Napoleon, notwithstanding his anti-

pathy to music, used to sing it with a loud
voice whenever he mounted his horse at
the beginning of a campaign.
Jacob is inclined to believe with De-

Chateaubriand that the air was probably
sung by the Crusaders of Godfrey de Bouillon
under the walls of Jerusalem. He says-
that

"
the Arabs still sing it, saying that

their ancestors learned it at the battle of
Massoure [? Mansurah, 5 April, 1250],

%r

where the Sire de Joinville's companions
in arms repeated it as they clashed their

shields and raised the national cry of
"
Montjoie Saint-Denis." The spelling of

the name in the song and its title is
" Mal-

brough." Jacob uses that spelling when
referring to it, though when naming the
Duke or the street he has "

Marlborough."
The book to which I refer gives the air

arranged for two voices and for one, as well
as four humorous illustrations beautifully
drawn and engraved.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

Here is a scrap which is very much at
the service of MR. W. E. WILSON. It is

from Elson's
'

Shakespeare in Music' (p. 233)::

"Many of the ballads which are well known in

England to-day have an antiquity scarcely inferior

to one cited above. ' For He's a Jolly Good
Fellow," for example (known in America as 'We
Won't Go Home till Morning'), can be traced

through the French 'Marlbrooke' to the old
crusader 'Mambron,' and its melody was heard in

Palestine in the twelfth century. Oddly enough, the
tune took root in the East, and can be heard to-day
in many an Oriental city. The fellaheen of Egypt
claim the tune as their own, and so it is if eight
centuries of possession can make it so."

Egypt and many other Orient lands have
had unnumbered chances of learning the
tune of

' For He 's a Jolly Good Fellow
'

since the twelfth century.
Last autumn, when I was at Epinal,.

I bought some sheets of the famous images
cT Epinal. One was illustrative of

" Marl-

borough s'en va-t-en euerre," and is worthy
of being treasured. I may say that I am
not musical enough to know how the verses

of the French song would go with the

rollicking tune to which we sing in honour
of our heroes. ST. SWITHIN.

BURNE-JONES'S ' HEART OF THE ROSE *

(10 S. ix. 48). This painting belongs to
Mr. William Connal, and now hangs in his.

house, 23, Berkeley Square, W.
W. CONNAL.

Glasgow.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &a

The Ancient Crosses and Holy Wells of Lancashire.
By Henry Taylor, F.S.A. (Sherratt & Hughes.)

THIS handsome volume brings together results

gathered by laborious research on a subject which
has never before been competently treated, and
which daily grows more obscure as traditions die

out, and the advance of trade, which has little

reverence for old memorials, destroys the relics
left to us. Mr. Taylor founds his book on papers
written for the Lancashire and Cheshire Anti-

quarian Society, and his keenness has led him to
include notes on the holy wells, monastic institu-

tions, and pre-Reformation churches and chapels
of the county. Various camps and barrows are also

indicated, and it is shown how the courses of rivers
and their tributaries were utilized to create strong-
holds which now form the nucleus of flourishing
towns. The chartularies of Cockersand and other

abbeys are employed to verify the dates of crosses
and the dedication of holy wells. Last, but not
least, the book is lightened by a savour of the folk-

lore which still clings, in spite of Board schools and
a material age, to revered objects. Much of this
is of great value and interest, and we commend the
scheme and scope of the volume to other local
historians as a model of its kind.
The maps are i strong point of the book. A

general one of Lancashire forms the frontispiece,
and the hundreds of Leyland, Blackburn, West
Derby, Amounderness, Lonsdale, and Salford all

have their maps on a generous scale, which figure
in detail the objects with which the book is con-
cerned. Knowing as we do the vagaries of the
Ordnance Survey concerning local details, we can
well conceive that the making of these maps alone
was a considerable work.
There are also abundant illustrations of the

crosses themselves in situ, and the beautiful sculp-
tured work of interlacing ornament on the oldest,
which archaeologists generally refer to a Greek
source. This, like the runes, is still much disputed,
but Mr. Taylor's book gives ample references for

further study in the works of the late Romilly
Allen and other authorities. That the deface-

ment of crosses proceeds apace is clear from the
older extant drawings of them ; one well has
been spoilt by the change in drainage due to the
formation of the Manchester Ship Canal ; and
new buildings have often, in the case of market

crosses, caused removal to another site, or actual

destruction.
There is much reference, naturally, to place-names,

in the study of which the author's brother, the late

Isaac Taylor, was a pioneer. The pound, tho

stocks, and the rogues whipping-post reveal the

jurisdiction of older times. A glance at a modern
map of Roman Catholics in England will show that

Lancashire is specially peopled with adherents of

that faith, and the ceremonial lighting of fires

on All Hallows E'en for the relief of souls in

purgatory is noted as prevalent not so long
since at Weston and many parts of the Fylde a

practice which has left its mark in such names as

Purgatory Farm. St. Helen is the favourite saint

of well-worshippers, but Robin Hood and other

pagan associations turn up. Crosses, like wells, are

doubtless, in many cases, pre-Christian, and one can

now acknowledge without fear of rebuke that
Christianity adopted the elements of existing
worship to its own purposes.
Our own columns have dealt frequently with

various sides of Mr. Taylor's book, and some of
those who realize its value and interest, will, we
hope, be spurred on to gather and publish the history
and folk-lore of the place in which they live. In
the reviewer's parish, local tradition, thought to
be of little worth, established an important
connexion between English and Continental relics
of immemorial age. Not every one has the leisure
and keenness, or the knowledge, to carry out such
investigations, but all intelligent persons ought at
least to take an interest in them.

Gleanings after Time: Chapters in Social and
Domestic History. Edited by G. L. Apperson,
I.S.O. With 29 Illustrations. (Elliot Stock.)

THE editor of The Antiquary has here collected,
mainly from the earlier volumes of that repository
of ancient lore, a series of papers illustrating social

history, i.e., the workaday and domestic side of old
English life. The result is a volume of exceptional
value, which at once diverts and instructs us, and
which would supply many a valuable hint to the
romancer who deals with early times. We have a
view of thirteenth-century etiquette, of witchcraft
in the sixteenth century, the Elizabethan school-

boy, funeral baked meats, some early breach of
promise cases, and stocking clocks. The last

article, by the editor, shows that the luxury of
clocks on stockings is several hundreds of years
old. The origin of the word "clocks" is lost in

obscurity, but it appears that moralists of old

objected to luxurious embroidery on silk hose.
"Gold clocks were familiar adornments in 1634,""
and also in the eighteenth century. Defoe accuses
the servant of copying her mistress's finery in this,

and other ways.
We hope that further extracts will be published

1

on this and other subjects, for there must be in the
long series of The Antiquary an infinite store of
valuable and amusing articles which are well worth
reproduction. This volume has as 'Prologue' a
charming poem by Mr. Austin Dobson, with the
refrain :

We are the gleaners after Time !

Innocent the Great. By C. H. C. Pirie-Gordon.

(Longmans & Co.)

POPE INNOCENT III., as far as we can remember,
has not hitherto had a monograph devoted to him
in English. Mr. Pirie-Gordon, in his essay on his

life and times, claims to have made adequate use
for the first time of two MSS. preserved in the
Vatican, the Regesta Innocentii and the Codex
Ottoboniana IV., which is believed to date from
the early part

of the thirteenth century; but he
has not failed to consult M. Luchaire's volumes on
the subject.
The author, though writing as a strong "ponti-

fician," has sufficient candour and modernity to

reject with something of scorn the "incredible
relics

"
of mediaeval superstition, and the gross

profligacy which marked some of Innocent's mitred

contemporaries. At the same timehe tries to palliate,
as far as he may, the "

appalling cruelties which
Innocent inflicted on the unfortunate Albigenses,
while frankly admitting that "

England's humilia-
tion under John is a fine example of the Roman
Pontiffs fallibility in temporal affairs."
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We cannot truly say that the author has succeeded
in producing a life-like portrait of his hero, or in

setting the stage of his milieu with any effective

realism of details. It is a painstaking hut bald

narrative that he sets before us, and his style is not
one on which we can congratulate him. Finding
the English language insufficient for his purpose,
.he constantly enriches it with cumbrous and
unnecessary neologisms, like "

diplarchy
"

(p. 6),
*'
extraspective

"
(p. 16),

" cardinalature
"

(p. 17),
"
sanctispiritual

" and " unconclavial
"

(p. 18),
*
'pretensed

- imperial" (p. 39),
"
tolutiloquent

"

(p. 61),
"
banausically - minded" (p. 64), and

"
Sebastocracy

"
(p. 68). Another innovation which

we would deprecate, though Mr. Pirie-Gordon takes
credit to himself for introducing it, is "assigning
capital letters to the Pontifical pronouns."

The Quarterly Review : January. (John Murray.)

MR. T. STURGE MOORE contributes a thoughtful
paper on Blake, who is considered both as a poet
.and a painter. When we analyze this careful

psychological study we cannot but contrast it with
much that has been \vritten concerning Blake in

previous days by persons who had little conception
of the highly complex intellect with which they
were dealing.
An unsigned paper devoted to the poetry of Mr.

Alfred Austin is indicative of careful study. The
notice is on the whole favourable, but it is by no
means entirely so.

'

Nineteenth-Century Spain
'

furnishes much food
for thought. The subject is, however, so complex
that many of those who know Spain thoroughly,
.and are for other reasons among the best able to

judge, will find many points of difference as well as

of agreement.
Dr. Johnson's 'Lives of the Poets' is a far more

popular book at the present time than we should
nave anticipated, considering its violent political

partisanship. Prof. Churton Collins evidently
thinks more highly of it than we do as a whole,
though we admit that there are many parts wherein
.a high degree of excellence is reached. Even when
it was new many admirers of Johnson were dis-

tressed by the lengths to which he carried a partisan-
ship unworthy of him. He is at his best when he
deals with bards of an undoubtedly minor order,
some of whom the Duke of Buckingham, for

example are now commonly thought to have no
claim even to the lowest rank of poetry. Here
we must differ from the multitude. There are
noble lines in the derided Buckingham :

A faultless monster which the world ne'er saw
is undoubtedly one which has clung to the memory
of many who are unaware of its authorship or
environment. If they knew whence it came, they
might be induced to examine further, and their

.search would not be utterly unrewarded.
Mr. H. W. C. Davis writes extremely well on

* The English Borough.' Nothing, indeed, could be
much better in the existing state of knowledge.

Sir C. Eliot's paper on the religions which at

present flourish in Japan gives instruction of a
useful kind, but it is not easy at all times to pierce
through the vagueness which enshrouds them.
This is in no degree a fault of the writer, but springs
from the fact that in many cases it is impossible to

express Far Eastern thoughts in Western speech.
Prof. Bosanquet's

' Greek Temples and Early
Religion,' and Mr. Warwick Bonds 'Ariosto' are,
for widely differing reasons, well worthy of study.

DR. BRUSHFIEL.D has sent us part viii. of his

Raleghana, which concern the execution of Sir
Walter and some of the events that followed it.

Illustrations and facsimiles, and notes of the few
memorials to Ralegh in England, are included ;

ind we are pleased to see a mention of Millais's

Beautiful picture which shows the youthful Ralegh
listening to a seaman's tales on the beach of Budleigh
Salterton. Dr. Brushfield's series of articles, of
which this is the last, constitutes a remarkably
interesting record in detail, and we would gladly
see them brought together in book form, or at any
rate between two covers. He has the satisfaction
at least of knowing that he is widely referred to as
an authority on a great Englishman. We have also
received a second edition of the author's 'Biblio-

graphy of Sir Walter Ralegh' (J. G. Conimin,
Exeter), with revised notes a book showing the
widest knowledge and industry.
AMONG the subjects which come under notice in

the later numbers of L'Intermediaire are Benedic-
tine Freemasons, human fat as a medicinal remedy,
the custom of using weather-vanes in the shape of
cocks on steeples, and saints both as curers and
iuflicters of diseases. It appears that the edition
of Rabelais by Louis Janet (1823) contains some
curious notes on "

les saints medecins-specialistes,

pu au contraire donneurs de maladies." For
instance,

" On y voit que sainte Genevieve enyoyait
la pluie que saint Grelichon engrossait les

femmes ; que certains bienheureux yeillaient sur
les animaux." The relations of Marie Antoinette
and Fersen are discussed, and a question is asked
about the black "rabat" worn by the French
clergy, which is said to have been assumed as

mourning for Louis le Grand. The ossuaries of

Brittany are also mentioned ; and a correspondent
states in connexion with them that in Spain
the coffins of the recently dead are placed in long
horizontal niches, then closed by a marble slab,
and taken out after a certain time to be put into
the ground. The royal family has a special
putridero, well known to travellers. This still

existing custom may be connected with the
mediaeval practice of immuring bodies a practice
which seems to have been fairly general in Western
Europe, where skeletons are yet sometimes dis-

covered in ancient buildings.

to <E0msp0tt0fnts.
We must call special attention to the following

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WK cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 138, col. 1, 1. 12 from
bottom, Judith Shakespeare's husband was not

George Quiney, but his brother Thomas.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to
" The Editor of

' Notes and Queries
' "Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-

lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, B.C.
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THE ATHEN3UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on

FOLK-LORE OF THE HOLY LAND. A SCOTS EARL IN COVENANTING TIMES.
THE GUANCHES OF TENERIFE. HISTORICAL ESSAYS AND STUDIES.
THE MOTHER. CLEMENTINA'S HIGHWAYMAN. SALLY BISHOP. THE WHITE CAT.

FATHER ALPHONSUS. COLONEL KATE. A CURTAIN OF CLOUD. THE ARMADA
GOLD. A LITTLE REVOLUTION. A TANGLED WEB.

WAR AND POLITICS. NEW ZEALAND AND VICTORIA.
GRANT, LINCOLN, AND THE FREEDMEN. GEORGE MEREDITH: NOVELIST, POET,

REFORMER. THE COMPLETE WORKS OF THOMAS CAMPBELL. LOVE LETTERS
OF MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT TO GILBERT IMLAY. HEROES AND HEROINES OF
RUSSIA. BENEDICTINE: SKETCHES OF MARRIED LIFE. MIRACLES OF OUR
LORD. "PEOPLE'S LIBRARY." " THE WORLD'S CLASSICS." THE SHANACHIE.

NOTES FROM PARIS.
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THE BEE PEOPLE. THE ESSENTIALS OF CYTOLOGY.
TOWERS AND SPIRES.
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THE NEW THEOLOGY AND THE OLD RELIGION. THE OXFORD DICTIONARY.
MR. SYMONS ON THE CITIES OF ITALY.
EARLY CHRISTIAN ETHICS IN THE WEST.
NEW NOVELS: The Grain Carriers; Caroline; The Imbeciles; Eve's Apple; The Pest; Shorty

McCabe ; Beau Brocade ; The Anchorage.
THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : A Critical Examination of Socialism ; The House of Lords ;

A History of

the 1900 Parliament ; Wages and Employment ; The Reminiscences of Albert Pell ; The Red

Reign ; A Parson's Ponderings ; L'OZuvre des Missions protestantes a Madagascar ; The G. B. S.

Calendar.
GRAHAM OF CLAVERHOUSE ; VEYTIA'S ' CALENDARIOS MEXICANOS.'
LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.
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COLERIDGE'S POEMS AND BIOGRAPHIA LITERARIA

AND

MR. NOEL WILLIAMS'S A PRINCESS OF INTRIGUE.

The ATHENMUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenaeum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. And of all Newsagents.
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generally acknowledged authority." Le Moniteur d"Horticulture, Sept., 1898.
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Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. E.G. ; and Printed bv
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Notices to Correspondents.

-CONSTABLES AND LIEUTENANTS
OF THE TOWER OF LONDON.

(See ante, p. 61.)

I CONTINUE the catalogue from the end

of the reign of Richard II. :

CONSTABLES.

Reg. Henry IV.

1399 Oct. 7. Sir Thomas de Rempston, drowned at

London Bridge, 31 Oct., 1406.

1406, Nov. 1. Edward (Plantagenet), again, now
Duke of York, slain at Agincourt, 1415.

Reg. Henry V.

1413. John Dabrichecourt.

1413. Robert de Morley.
1415, Nov. 26. Sir William Bourchier, Earl of Eu

(or Ewe), 1419, d. 1420.

1420, July 12. Sir Roger Aston.

1420, Aug. 20. John (Holland), Earlof Huntingdon.

Reg. Henry VI.

1422. John (Holland), Earl of Huntingdon (con-

tinued), created Duke of Exeter 1443.

Appointed Constable for life, with re-

mainder to his son Henry. D. 5 Aug., 144/.

1447. James (Fienes), Baron Say and Sele (during
minority of Henry, Duke of Exeter), mur-

. dered by Jack Cade's mob, 4 July, 1450.

1451, June 27. Henry (Holland), Duke of Exeter.
Attained 4 Nov., 1461. Found dead in
the sea, 1473.

1460, Sept. 25. William Bourchier, eldest son of

Henry, Viscount Bourchier, Earl of En in

Normandy, and Earl of Essex, 1461. (7)

Reg. Edward IV.

1461, March 4. William Bourchier (continued), d.
c. 1470 v. p.

1461, Dec. 2. John (Tiptoft, or Tibetot) Earl of

Worcester, executed by Lancastrians,
18 Oct., 1470.

1470. John (Sutton), Baron Dudley, d. 1487. (8)
(?) Thomas (Grey), Marquis of Dorset.

Reg. Edward V.

1483, April 9. Thomas (Grey), Marquis of Dorset.

Reg. Richard III.

1483, July 17. Sir Robert Brackenbury, killed at
Bosworth Field, 22 Aug., 1485.

Reg. Henry VII.

1485, Sept. 22. John (de Vere), Earl of Oxford.

LIEUTENANTS.

The office was only occasionally filled

prior to the reign of Henry VIII. (See my
introductory remarks, ante, p. 61.)

Reg. Edward I.

Giles de Oudenarde, Lieutenant to Anthony, Bishop
of Durham.

John de Blakebroke, Lieutenant to Ralph de Sand-
wich.

Reg. Edward II.

Ralph Bavant, Lieutenant to John de Crumbwell.

Reg. Edward III.

John Winwike, Lieutenant, 1342.

Thomas Rous, Lieutenant to John, Baron Darcy,
1347.

Thomas de Stapleford, Lieutenant to snme, 1349.

John Sawtrey, Lieutenant to same, 1350.

Reg. Richard II.

William Lye, Lieutenant to Thomas, Earl of Kent
1325.

Reg. Henry IV.

Henry Mulso, Lieutenant.
Simon Camp, Lieutenant, 1410.

Reg. Henry V.

Sir Roger Aston, Lieutenant to Sir William Bour-
chier, and afterwards Constable.

Reg. Henry VT.

William Yerd, Lieutenant to John, Earl of Hunt-
ingdon, 1423.

Robert Scot, Lieutenant to same.

Philip Dymmok, Lieutenant to same, 1430.

John Chauncey, Lieutenant to Henry, Duke of

Exeter, 1452.

Rejr. Henry VII.
Sir John Digby.
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CONSTABLES.
Reg. Henry VIII.

LIEUTENANTS.

1509, Ap. 22. John, Earl of Oxford, d. 1513.

1513, Mar. 15. Sir Thomas Lovell, d. 1524
1524, May 28. Sir William Kingston, d. 1540. (13)

1540, Oct. 9. Sir John Gage.

1509, Ap. 22. SirRichd.Cholmondeley, d. 1522. (9>
1525. Sir Edmund Walsingham, d. 1549. (10)
1542. Sir Anthony Knyvet. (11)

1546, Sept. 28. Sir Walter Stonor. (12)

Reg. Edward VI.

1547, Jan. 28. Sir John Gage was Constable
throughout this reign, but in May, 1553,
Sir James Croft was made Deputy Con-
stable, and so continued until the King's
death.

1547, Jan. 28, Sir Walter Stonor, d. 1550.

1547. Sir John Markham. (14)
1551, Sept. 29. Sir Arthur Darcy. (15)

1552, Oct. 31. Sir Edward Warner.

Reg. Mary I.

1553, July 7. Edward, Baron Clinton, appointed
by the Grey party.

1553, Aug. 3. Sir John Gage again, d. 1556.

[For Sir Edward Braye see (18).]

1557, Jan. 31. Sir Robert Oxenbridge.

1553. July 6. Sir Edward Warner.

1558, Nov. 17. Sir Robert Oxenbridge, d. 1574.
See (19).

No other Constable was appointed by the Queen
until February. 1601, when Thomas, Lord Howard
of Walden (Earl of Suffolk, 1603) was made
Constable.

(7) William Bourchier, not ranged by
Bayley as Constable, is shown to have been
so by Sir James Ramsay (who calls him
" Viscount Bourchier," one of his father's

titles) in his
'

Lancaster and York '

(ii. 230,
note, and 270).

(8) John (Sutton), Baron Dudley, probably
became Constable in 1470, although in the
State Papers he is not found so named until
1473. The author above cited shows (from
the Tellers' Rolls, 22 Edw. IV.) that he held
office at Michaelmas, 1482.

Richard, Baron Dacre, and John, Baron
Howard afterwards Duke of Norfolk
are in Bayley' s enumeration of Constables ;

but although they had reversions of the
office, it does not appear that they succeeded
to it.

(9) Cholmondeley died as Lieutenant,
but the date is not on his tomb in the chapel.
His will was proved 24 March, 1522.

(10) Walsingham is said to have been
Lieutenant twenty-two years, but the
period seems rather overstated.

Sir William Sidney is the next Lieutenant
named by Bayley, but without reference.
He was Steward to Edward VI. when Prince
(Burnet,

'

Hist. Reformation '

), but there

appears to be no mention of him as Lieu-
tenant of the Tower.

(11) Knyvet. (or Knevett) appears in
' Acts of the Council

'

to have held the office

1553, July 28. Sir John Brydges, created Baron
Chandos, 1554, d. 1557. (16)

1554, June. Thomas Brydges, brother of above. (17)

1556, Jan. Sir Robert Oxenbridge, appointed
Constable 31 Jan., 1557. (19)

Reg. Elizabeth.

1558, Nov. 17. Lieutenancy vacant.

1558, Dec. 3. Sir Edward Warner. (20)

1563, Aug. Sir Richard Blount, d. 1564. (21)

1564, Aug. 20. Sir Francis Jobson.
1570. Sir Owen Hopton, d. 1591. (22)

1590, July 6. Sir Michael Blount. (23)

1595, Nov. Sir Drue Drury.
1596, Sir Richard Berkeley. (24)

1597, June. Sir John Peyton,

in 1542, and to have been removed 28 Sept.,.
1546.

(12) Stonor (or Stoner). Pedigree in

Lipscomb's
'

Bucks,' iv. 609, and '

Acts-
of the Council.' J. G. Nichols found that
he was removed before Lady Day, 1547.
He died 8 Aug., 1550.

(13) Kingston had charge of the unfor-
tunate Queen Anne Boleyn during her im-

prisonment and at her execution, 19 May,.
1536.

(14) Markham appears to have been
appointed early in the reign of Edward VI.,
but the date is not found. He was ordered'
to receive as assistants Sir Edward Peckham
and Leonard Chamberlain at the time the
Protector Somerset was committed to the
Tower, 6 Oct., 1549. His undivided au-

thority was resumed on the release of Somer-
set, but he was removed in Sept., 1551, for

leniency shown to the Duke after his re-

committal. Markham died in 1564.

Leonard Chamberlain (knighted at the-

coronation of Queen Mary) was not Lieu-

tenant, as shown by Bayley. As above said,
he was temporarily associated with Mark-
ham, and afterwards with the succeeding
Lieutenant, Darcy.

(15) Darcy was appointed 29 Sept., 1551,
and on 22 Jan., 1552,^attended Somerset
to the block.

(16) Brydges, Lord Chandos, had charge
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of the Princess Elizabeth in the Tower
previous to 19 May, 1554, when she was
removed to Woodstock in charge of Sir

Henry Bedingfield, who by Bayley is

erroneously classed as Lieutenant.

(17) Thomas Brydges, who had previously
been assistant to his brother Lord Chandos
(and in that capacity had conducted poor
Lady Jane Grey to the scaffold), became
Lieutenant in June, 1554 (' Acts of the
Council

' and '

Chron. of Queen Jane,'
Camden Soc.).

(18) Sir Edward Braye (generally, but

erroneously, given the name of his brother,
Sir Edmund, Lord Braye, who had died
in 1539) had a reversion of the office of

Constable after Sir John Gage. But Queen
Mary, . ,

" in consideration of his age, was pleased to spare
his attendance in the Tower, yet nevertheless was
contented that he should have his fee, with such
deductions to the Lieutenant and Porter as had
been heretofore accustomed "('Acts of the Council,'
3 May, 1556, and Manning and Bray's

'

Surrey,'
i. 517 and 523).

(19) Oxenbridge, previously Lieutenant,
as made Constable by Queen Mary,

31 Jan., 1557, N.S. (A copy of the warrant
is found following papers referring to repairs
in the Tower,

'

State Papers, Domestic,
Elizabeth,' vol. iii. 46 : reference to it is

omitted in the Calendar.) At later dates

in Mary's reign he is referred to as Constable
and on the accession of Elizabeth, Sir Thomas
Garden and Sir Edward Warner were

pointed to take charge of the Tower jointly
with him (J. G. Nichols, quoting Kempe'
'

Loseley MSS.,' p. 173). The date of his

ceasing to be Constable is not found, but i

must have been previous to his taking
the office of Sheriff of Sussex in 1561.

Sir Thomas Carden (or Cawarden), founc

by J. G. Nichols to have been Master o

the Revels and Storekeeper of the Roya
Tents and Pavilions, though associated

in the charge of the Tower as above shown
was not Lieutenant, as ranked by Bayley.

(20) Warner, who had been Lieutenan
in the reigns of Edward VI. and Mary,
assumed to have been reappointed on th

occasion related above, as he is afterward

referred to as Lieutenant. In August, 156J

he was dismissed for allowing his prisoner

Lady Katharine Grey and her husband
the Earl of Hertford, to meet.

(21) Sir Richard Blount died 11 Aug
1564, apparently in the Tower, as his monu
ment is in the chapel.

(22) Hopton's date of appointment is

wanting. Before coming to the Towe
he had charge of the Queen's cousin an

risoner, Lady Katharine Grey, who died
t his manor house, Cockfield Hall, Yoxford,.
uffolk, 27 Jan., 1568, N.S. Error is preva-
ent as to this incident. Hopton vacated
tie Lieutenancy in July, 1590, and died

in Sept., 1591, probably at the Wentworth
manor house, Stepney (where resided his

.aughter, Lady Wentworth), as he wa&
ried in St. Dunstan's, Stepney.
(23) Sir Michael Blount, son of above

iir Richard (21), was dismissed by the
Queen for

" lewd behaviour," Nov., 1595.

(24) Berkeley died in 1604. See '

Lives-

the Berkeleys,' by Smyth (a contemporary
of the Lieutenant), ed. Sir J. Maclean, i. 264.

W. L. RUTTON.

(To be concluded.)

WESTMINSTER CHANGES IN 1907:

TWELFTH YEAR.

ST. JOHN'S PAKISH.

To all those who, like myself, have lived

n and among the old streets of Westminster
there are many elements of sadness as one

by one they are seen to depart. Some of

bhe vanished spots were of considerable

interest, while of others it may be said

that they were at best of a very questionable-

reputation ; but whether they were of good
or bad repute, something of sadness passes-

through us as we know them no more.
The big scheme of the London County

Council in St. John's parish is still going
forward, albeit not very quickly, so far as
the casual eye looks upon it. On the water-

side portion of Millbank Street Nos. 37 and
39 will shortly be pulled down ; also Nos.
41 and 43, known as

"
Prince's Wharf,"

lately in the occupation of Mr. Walter
Barton, corn merchant and forage con-

tractor, his sale took place on Thursday,.
16 October, and the premises were at

once vacated. Nos. 53, 55, and 57 bear
the sale marks, apparently ready for

demolition ; while Nos. 59, 65, and 67 have
been pulled down, as has No. 71 (next to

Lambeth Bridge), a shop and dwelling-
house for many years in the occupation of

Mr. Holloway, a saddler and harness maker.

Three of the wharves are still in use, viz.,

Horseferry Wharf, No. 69 ; Vine Wharf,
No. 63 ; and the one in the occupation of

the Chartered Gas Light and Coke Company,
No. 21. The private house attached to

the last is also still used. It is a somewhat

quaint structure, having a projecting
1

bay
in its lower story, and I am informed
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there are some good moulded ceilings ; but
as to this I am not able to vouch. No. 3

Millbank Street is still occupied by Mr. G
Taverner Miller, a good and much-respectec
parish man. At the close of the year there
was only one residence on the other side

of the street, between Wood Street anc

Horseferry Road, that being the licensee

premises known as
" The Jolly Miller

'

at the corner of Church Street, in the occu-

pation of Mr. F. A. Sherras ; but there
was a notice posted up that it would be
closed on and after 27 Jan., 1908.

The other portion of this great scheme
that having Smith Square for its centre

also lagged during 1907. Very little ha
been done. The few houses left standing
on the north side of the square and in North
Street have been painted and decorated,
and notices put up that they are to be let

on short tenancies, so that for a season,
at least, these houses of good old brick
of a bygone era are left to us.

The syndicate formed to deal with the
land on the west of the square, extending
from Tufton and Marsham Streets back to

Laundry Yard, has remained quiet, and

inquiries failed to get any response from
the tenants upon the subject ; meanwhile
that portion of Tufton Street between

Romney Street and Wood Street can claim
the bad pre-eminence of being the most

deplorable-looking street in Westminster.
In this street was situated the St. John's
Infant and Sunday School,

"
erected and

supported by voluntary subscriptions for

girls and infants, 1834." This is now closed,
but it has much interest for me, as for some
years long ago my father was one of the
teachers on Sunday, the adjoining class

being taken by Mr. (afterwards Sir) William

Page Wood, who later became Lord Hather-

ley and Lord Chancellor, and to whose
memory there is a stained-glass window
in St. Margaret's Church, where there is

also one to the memory of his wife, both of

them having many friends in these two
parishes.

In Tufton Street (that portion once known
as Bowling Street), at the corner of Wood
Street, the Prince of Wales laid, on Saturday,
27 April, the foundation stone of the new
-offices of the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, their old
-offices in Delahay Street having been

acquired by the Government. The building
is from the designs of Sir William Emerson,
and is a very picturesque structure of

granite and red brick, standing on land

bought freehold from the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners. The end of the year saw
the building well-nigh completed, so far
as the exterior is concerned, and an early
opening is looked for. Further along,
nearer Dean's Yard, and next to the home
of the Society of St. John the Evangelist
(the community popularly known as the

Cowley Fathers), is the parish institute of
St. John's parish. The "

official
"

opening
ceremony was performed by the Rector,
Archdeacon Wilberforce, on Saturday,
9 February, and an account appeared in
The Times of 12 February. The ground
was granted by the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners, and the building, designed by Mr.
Edwin Lutyens, cost 7,OOOZ., provided mainly
by friends of the Archdeacon, the Duke of
Westminster being among the number.
It is in what may be called the "

basilica
"

style of architecture, and is somewhat
heavy and not very interesting in detail.

The south-eastern corner of the building
of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners has been
named Millbank House a name in the best

possible taste, as it is one that ought to be,
and I hope will be, preserved for Londoners
of the future.

The changes at Horseferry Road are few.
The ground is being rapidly cleared, so that

probably 1908 will witness an improvement
between Carpenter Street and the river.

The premises lately in the occupancy of
the Golden Grain Bread Company were
offered at auction by Messrs. D. Burnett
& Son on 16 July, but no sale was effected.

At the corner of Elverton Street a drill hall

and head-quarters for the Westminster

Dragoons I.Y. are being erected. A delay
of many months took place after the laying
of the foundation stone, the contractor
not beginning operations until the first

week in January, 1907, so that the end of the

year saw the work still going on. It is

jood-looking building of red brick ant

stone, there being five shops facing Hor
'erry Road ; but there is yet much wort
to be done.

Vincent Square for years saw no change-
aut lately the builders have been busj
lere. Next to the Horticultural Hall, a

auilding to be used by the Westminster
School of Art, has been slowly proceeded
with ; the works left in abeyance at the
end of 1906 were resumed in January, 1907,
and the close of the year saw them still

?oing on ; but it was hoped that the ap-
proaching session would be begun in the
xew building, and if this be so, it will pro-
mbly have a bright future in store for it,

as the well-lighted classrooms are admirably
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arranged. The work of the Infants' Hos-
pital, carried on for some time at Hampstead,
has now been removed to Vincent Square,
where its new home is situated. A very
picturesque building, fitted with all the
latest improvements, has been erected, the
foundation stone having been laid on
2 May last. Its construction went on
with commendable rapidity, so that on
Wednesday, 20 November, the Duchess of

Albany was enabled to declare it open.
The hospital has been built and equipped
by Mr. Robert Mond, but will require about
3,000?. per annum to maintain it in a state
of efficiency. There is accommodation for
50 infants. In The Nursing Mirror of I
think October last there appeared a very
interesting account of the work carried
on by the hospital while at Hampstead,
and incidentally of the new building now
opened.
On the land at the corner of Strutton

Ground and Great Peter Street, where a
house was demolished as a dangerous struc-
ture (see 10 S. vii. 124), a house with a shop
has been erected, being completed about
the middle of the year. In Strutton Ground,
on the west side, four shops have been erected
on the ground cleared, as stated also at the
above reference, but as yet they are un-

occupied. In Regency Street the building
reported to be for the accommodation
of married men of the Metropolitan Police
was completed about April last ; but up
to the end of the year it was not in use,
and another block of buildings for a similar

purpose is being erected close by. On the

opposite side of the street, at the corner
of Frederick Street, and continued round
into Chapter Street, the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners have been erecting a block of

dwellings, presumably for the working
classes. They are three stories in height,
and are light in appearance. It is very
nearly time that a move was made in this

direction, for a vast number of vacant plots
of ground are to be met with in the two
parishes of St. John and St. Margaret.
Probably it would have been better if the
Commissioners had put up houses of a
similar character to those erected by them
in Upper Garden and Rampayne Streets, not
far off.

The buildings of the Royal Army Medical

College, situated in Grosvenor Road, on
one side facing the river and on the other
the Gallery of British Art or Tate Gallery,
which have been erected by the Government
at a cost of 80,000?., were almost finished
as the year closed. The Grosvenor Road

frontage is considered extremely fine, and
altogether it is a handsome structure, the
lower portion being of grey granite, and
the upper part of brick with stone dressing.
The roof is supported by Ionic columns
and entablatures resting on the massive
granite portico base, over which appears
the royal monogram. There are two blocks,
one being devoted to residential purposes
and accommodating some eighty students,
while the other contains the laboratory
and museum. This college will doubtless
become a centre for the study of scientific

research and tropical medicine. The
Alexandra Military Nursing Home in

Bulinga and Earl Streets was completed
and opened without ceremony about the
end of July.
The temporary bridge used during the

construction of the new Vauxhall Bridge
was removed during the year. The building
erected upon the site of Bass's Assembly
Rooms has been enlarged by the addition
of the house next door, long the private
residence of a Mr. Roe. This is to be de-
voted to extra workshops, &c., in connexion
with the depot of the Decauville and
Nagant-Hobson motors, of which H. M,
Hobson, Ltd., are the agents ; but this

alteration was not completed when the year
closed. On ground cleared some time ago,
at the corner of Vauxhall Bridge Road and
Edward Street, is being erected a building
to be occupied by Messrs. Cole & Co., printers,
of 57 and 65, Tachbrook Street. The works
were begun in November.
The old hospital of the Grenadier Guards

in Rochester Row, erected in 1860, was
vacated in September, and in the following
month alterations were begun to adapt the

building as a warehouse or store place for

the authorities of the Army Clothing Stores.

The work seems to be of a heavy character,
and not likely to be completed for some
time. It is regretted that the centre tower
has been demolished. The empty house
next door, once known as

" The Gloucester

Arms," and then occupied by Mr. A. Woolger
may come down, but it has not been touched
as yet.
A very small portion of Victoria Street

is in St. John's parish, and at the corner

of that thoroughfare and Artillery Row (by
an error this site was in last year's notes

said to be in St. Margaret's parish, but this

is not so) alterations for a branch of Messrs.

Barclay's Bank were started in January,
and the premises opened at the June quarter,
the building being a distinct gain to this

corner by its plain and substantial work.
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This, I think, completes the changes
taking place in St. John's parish during
1907. There are rumours of a great many
in the near future, but as yet they are merely
talked about, and so beyond the scope of
notice here.

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

(To be concluded.)

HALLEY AND PYKE FAMILIES.

(See 10 S. vii. 263 ; viii. 44.)

IT now seems doubtful if any complete
manuscript record of Dr. Halley's family
history is in existence, for an Oxford corre-

spondent writes as follows :

" from Shirburn Castle and the Radcliffe
Observatory. In each case, unfortunately, they
say that their Halley MSS. refer only to scientific

matters, and have no infornation in them of a
genealogical nature. The horoscope [of Halley, by
John Aubrey] also, which I have looked at, gives
nothing of any use, save just the date of his birth." Dr. Halley's commonplace-book is included

says there is no information in the Halley MSS.,
as I particularly mentioned it when writing
"Among the Aubrey MSS. are two volumes of his

correspondence, which is arranged alphabetically,
and I find one letter from Dr. Halley to Aubrey,
but no more. It is written from Oxford, dated
16 Nov., 1679, and is not very long. It is chiefly
about astrological books, &c., and contains nothing
about his family."

A copy of the letter last cited is in Egerton
MS. 2331, fo. 186, British Museum, and a
transcript thereof was kindly sent to the
present writer by Mr. R. J. Beevor, M.A.,
who examined also Egerton MS. 2334 c. 2
and Addit. MS. 4222 f. 177, the latter from
the Birch Library. The Halley portion
consists of extracts from letters written by
Dr. Halley and a list of contributions by
him to various publications.A gentleman in Oxford very courteously
states, with respect to the correspondence
of Dr. Arthur Charlett (see 10 S. vi. 408),
that "

the '

house ' mentioned by Halley
was a residence in New College Lane, left

to the Savilian Professor by Mr. Wallis."
Mr. Beevor has found also, at the Public

Record Office, amongst
"
Huntingdonshire

fines," one "
inter Humfred Halley, sen.,

<et Jas. Cawthorne," in Alconbury, Weston,
1663, which probably marks the earliest

acquisition of land in Alconbury by Dr.

Halley's paternal grandfather, Humphrey
Halley the elder, whose will was proved in
1672 (see 10 S. vii. 263-4). There seems to
be no record in the parish of Alconbury
of the latter' s burial, but of a namesake

there is this entry :

"
Humphrey Halley,

Gent., buried at Alconbury, May 26th,
1676." Amongst the most important dis-

coveries made in this connexion is that
" Katherine Halley, wife of Humphrey,
was buried at Alconbury, Sept. 12, 1668."

She was probably (though not necessarily)
identical with Katherine Mewce, who
married Humphrey Hawley or Hally of

London (see 10 S. vii. 263).
Whether or not Dr. Halley's grandfather

was identical with the Humphrey Halley
who was tax-gatherer of Huntingdon (see
10 S. vi. 69), and with the Humphrey Hally
or Hawley who married Katherine Mewce,
remains an open question.
The rent-book of the City of London,

1648-9, Brit. Mus., Addit, MS. 35,849

(which affords internal evidence of a comple-
mentary volume, perhaps in the Guildhall

Library), contains several interesting items :

" Dec. 18. Rec'd of Mr. Edmond Pike for J at

Mich., 1648, 21. 5s.
" May 24, 1648. Rec'd of Mr. Humphrey Halley

for J at Mich., 1648, OOR 07*. 06rf.
" May 22, 1649. Rec'd of Mr. Humphrey Hawley

for half a year, Lady Day, 1649, 5/. 10s. Orf.

"Nov. 3, 1649. Rec'd of Mr. Humphrey Halley
for half a year, Mich., 1649, 51. 10s. Orf.

" Pd. to the Cittie tenants sommes allowed them
for that the cittie lands were assessed for 12 months
for the Lord Generall's Army, ending the 25th Mar.,
1649:
" To Mr. Humphrey Hawley, II. 2s. Od.
" Pd. to severall of the Cittie tenants for 3 mouths'

assessment for the Lord Generall's Army ended at

Midsummer, 1649, also for three months ended at

Mich., 1649:
" Mr. Humphrey Halley, 16s. 06rf."

It is known that Dr. Halley's grandfather
had leased some lands from the City of

London, for he mentions this fact in his

will. The two spellings ("Halley" and
"
Hawley") given above are worthy of note.

However, some confusion is caused by the
item following :

"
Marriage licences granted by the Bishop of

London : July 3, 1626, Humphrey Hawley of Stepney,
Middlesex, blacksmith, and Mary Cordwell, of

same, widow of John Cordwell; at St. Faith's,
London." (Cf. Harl. Soc., vol. xxvi. p. 171.)

A reader of
' N. & Q.' at Slough kindly

sends this interesting fact :

" The tombstone of Halley the astronomer (with
some reference thereon to wife and children), was
moved for security, in 1854, to Greenwich, Kent. It

is let into the wall of Greenwich Observatory, in an

upright position."

The inscription on Halley's tomb at Lee
is printed verbatim in

'

Biog. Brit.,' vol. iv.

p. 2517, London, 1757; and the subsequent
death of his younger surviving daughter,
Mrs. C. Price, in 1765, is mentioned at
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9'S. xi. 496 ; xii. 135. The writer has no
longer any adequate reason to believe that
Prof. S. P. Rigaud and Sir David Brewster

may have had some knowledge of a manu-
script record of the birth of Halley' s children,
as intimated at 9 S. xii. 126. The language
used by those eminent scholars is susceptible
of another explanation, which may perhaps
be given later, with the Editor's permission.
The construction of a pedigree of Dr.

Halley, therefore, seems to form a subject
of strictly original research. To Derbyshire,
according to John Aubrey, belongs the dis-

tinction of the family's origin, and, indeed,
there are twenty-one entries of Halley wills

or administrations in the published
'

Calen-
dars of Wills and Administrations ....

Lichfield, 1516-1652,' London, British

Record Society, 1892.

As Francis Halley, jun., died without
male issue (will proved 5 Aug., 1718, by
William Pyke ; Commissary Court of

London), the surname Halley, in the male
line, seems to have become extinct upon
the decease of the astronomer himself in

1742, or extinct at least in those branches
of the family most closely related to the

latter, whose son. Surgeon Halley, died

circa 1740, without a male heir, and perhaps
childless.

To the generous collaboration of Mr.
R. J. Beevor of St. Albans a considerable

portion of the above data is due.
EUGENE F. McPiKE.

1, Park Row, Chicago, U.S.

PAULITIAN LANGUAGE. Dr. Cust in

"'Bible House Papers," No. IV. (p. 45),

mentions that he received as a present, at a

meeting of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, a printed copy (Budapest, 1899)
of a Gospel of John in the Paulitian lan-

guage, spoken in a portion of Hungary.
On p. 21 the name is printed

"
Paulityan."

Another venerable member of the Bible

Society has obligingly sent me a copy of

a letter published in the Pesther Lloyd of

7 July, 1900, from the pen of Dr. Andrew
Moody, the Scottish pastor in the Hungarian
capital, who explains that the so-called

Bulgarians at Old-Besnyoe (county of

Torontal), Bolgar-Telep, and Vinga speak
a dialect which considerably differs from the

Bulgarian. They call themselves
"
Paulit-

shans "
or

"
Palityans

"
(the ty is to be pro-

nounced like the ti in the French word pitie),

and are said to be an offshoot of the Paulitians

settled in and near Philippopolis, who in

turn are held to be descendants of the old

Paulicians, the well-known sect in early
Church history. Cf., e.g., the article
'

Paulicianer
'

in vol. xv. of Albert Hauck's

'Realencyclopaedie fur protestantische Theo-

logie' (Leipsic, 1904).
The Gospel of John mentioned by Dr.

Cust was printed at the expense of the
Scottish Bible Society, and the language into
which it has been translated, by a member
of the staff in the Municipal Archives in

Temesvar, in Hungary, is declared to be
identical with that spoken by the people
at Philippopolis. About the latter folks

we have Alexandre Lombard's statement
that, according to an American missionary
in Sofia, there existed, in 1868, at least

2,000 Paulician families at Philippopolis and
its environs. His book,

'

Pauliciens, Bul-

gares, et Bons-Hommes en 1' Orient et en
1' Occident, Etude sur quelques Sectes du
Moyen Age' (Geneve, 1879), is extremely
interesting, but has to be used with great
circumspection. L. L. K.

BOOK-PLATE VERSES. The following

quaint book-plate, which I have just come
across in a folio copy of Fox's '

Journal,'
has interested me :

James Smith,
of Aylesbury, in the County
of Bucks.

His Book, 17
Thou Finder Kind,
Have this in Mind,
For unto thee it's known.

Within thy Heart,
Who e're thou ar't.

Each Man would have his own.

A. R. WALLER.
Cambridge.

ST. ANTHONY'S FIRE. Here is a quaint
belief from Carlow which I have just heard

from a native of that county. It seems to

bo worth record and discussion :

" Any person of the name of Keogh should cut

their finger slightly, and just touch the affected

part of the patient with the blood."

This cure is not unlike the old English cure

for the king's evil. Possibly the Keoghs
are believed to be of royal descent.

W. H. MACKESY, Lieut.-General.

FORMATION OF CLOUDS. The final sen-

tence of SIR HERBERT MAXWELL'S reply at

9 S. xii. 134 contains a statement which is

contrary to the facts as given by authori-

tative geographers. I may be allowed to

quote Mackinder,
'

Britain and the British

Seas,' p. 163 :

" The leeward side of mountains is drier than the

windward side, for the air which has passed over a
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ridge, having shed much moisture on the upward
slope, is compressed and slightly warmed on the
downward slope. This dryiiess to leeward of the

heights has been termed their rain-shadow. In
Britain, where so much of the rainfall is due to

cyclonic influences, even the leeward slopes receive
abundant moisture; yet the rain-shadows to east-
ward and north-eastward of the hills are distinctly
indicated upon the map. They are evident in the
form of areas of smaller precipitation to the east of
Dartmoor and of Wales, and in the neighbourhood
of Dublin ; but the most conspicuous is on the east
coast of Scotland, and especially in Buchan and in
the Straths of Dee, Don, and Spey, which lie under
the lee of the Grampians, the highest and most
massively continuous of the British uplands."
See also p. 174 of the same work.

Other parts of the world show the same
phenomenon, e.g., on the Western Ghats
the heaviest rainfall is on the seaward side.

Col. Holdich in his
'

India '

gives the figures
of 120 inches for the Ghats,

"
whilst a few

miles only beyond the highest ranges of the
Ghats it [the rainfall] may fall to 20 or
30 inches." Sis. HEBBEBT'S statement, if

true at all, can apply only to a very narrow
and comparatively low range of hills.

ALEX. RUSSELL, M.A.
Stromness, Orkney.

OLD RECOBD OFFICE. As all readers of
' N. & Q.' are aware, our national records
were formerly housed in various localities
in London, one place being the Tower of
London. Having occasion to consult a
volume of Chamberlayne's

'

Angliae Notitia
'

for the year 1677, 1 came across the following
regulation, which may be of interest :

"The same is to be kept open, and constantly
attended for all Resorters thereto, from the hours
of seven to eleven of the Clock in the morning, and
from one till five in the afternoon, every day of the
Week, except in the months of December, January,
and February, and in them, from eight till eleven
in the morning, and from one to four in the after-
noon, except on Holy-days, Publick Fasting, and
Thanksgiving Days, and Times of great Pestilence."
Tenth Edition, Part II. p. 210.

So there was no Saturday half-holiday, but
a fairly ample luncheon time. AYEAHB.

MONUMENTAL INSCBIPTIONS. To my
former note on misleading stones (10 S. vi
225) I can now add the foundation stone of
the Cowley Fathers' new house in Great
College Street, Westminster, which tells the
astonished reader that it was laid by COSMAS
EPISCOPVS STEPNEIENSIS FESTO S. ALBANI
M. A.D. MDCMIIII. This is, of course, a con-
fusion between the two forms MDCCCCIIH
and MCMTV.

I have not yet looked in St. Paul's to see
if the mistake on Bishop Creighton's monu-
ment has been corrected. W. E. B.

(giurus.

W must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest-

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

DOLLS IN MAGIC. I have recently heard
that, not so very long ago, it was the custom
in Somerset, when a man had a deep grudge
against, or serious enmity towards, another,
to procure a wax doll, stick it over with
pins, and then place it in the chimney.
As the wax doll melted away, so the victim,
who was supposed to be represented by the-

doll, was thought to waste away and die.

The pins were intended to give pain also
to the said vicitm. If the pain was to be-

lingering, care was taken not to place the

pins in a vital part of the body. Of course,
this is identical in general intention with
the use of the "

corp creagh
" a figure

made of clay, which was placed in a running
stream, thus bringing about the wasting
process.

My Somerset friend informs me that the
old man who knew all about this use of the
wax doll has only just died, thus severing;
an interesting link with the past.

I shall be glad if any readers of
' N. & Q.'

will record any similar modern instances,

that may have come under their notice.

EDWABD LOVETT.
41, Outram Road, Croydon.

[' N. & Q.' has had much on the subject. The
General Indexes should be consulted under ' Folk-
lore.']

VEBNON OF HODNET. Can any of your
readers tell me the dates of the births and
deaths of the family of Sir John Vernon
of Hodnet, who married the sister of the
Earl of Essex in Elizabeth's time ?

C. C. STOPES.

AUTHOBS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
I am anxious to trace the two following:

quotations :

1. Whose nice discernment, Virgil-like is such
Never to say too little or too much.

2. Born just to bloom and fade.

D H.

THE STH WEST INDIA REGIMENT. Am
I right in believing that this regiment was
raised by Lieut.-Col. John Drew, of the
45th Regiment, apparently the brother
of three other officers in the 45th, sons of

George Purdon Drew of Hyde Park, Dublin,,
a member of the Drews of Drewscourt ?

The notorious Cochrane Johnstone was
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colonel of the 8th W.I.B., which mutinied
at Prince Rupert's, Dominica, 9 April,
1802, and was disembodied in the following
September. There seems to be no history
of the regiment. J. M. BULLOCH.

118, Pall Mall, S.W.

' THE HISTORY OF KING'S PLACE.'
Mr. H. S. Ashbee at pp. 319-21 of

' Index
Librorum Prohibitorum '

describes the follow-

ing work :

" Nocturnal Revels ; or, the History of King's
Place and other Modern Nunneries With the
Portraits of the most Celebrated Demireps and
Courtesans of this Period In Two Vols
2nd ed London. Printed for M. Goadby. Pater-
noster Row. 1779."

The book has been translated into French
as
"Les Se"rails de Londres ; ou, les Amusemens

Nocturnes A Paris, chez Barba, Libraire, Palais

EgaliteV'

I am anxious to purchase a copy of either
of these works, or in return for the loan of
one of them I shall be glad to supply the key,
which Mr. Ashbee tells us would be valuable
to a student of the period. If any book
seller can help me, I shall be much obliged.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

HAMPTON COURT AND HAMPTON. Can
any of your readers refer me to books dealing
with Hampton Court, and more particularly
Old Hampton, where there are traces of an
old priory ?

Is there any mention of this priory in

the Domesday Book or in any ecclesiastical

records ? W. H. C.

Hampton.

[We presume that our correspondent knows Mr.
Ernest Law's volume on Hampton Court.]

TUSSER'S '

HUSBANDRY,' 1848. Who,
under the initials H.M.W., edited

"Some of the Five Hundred Points of Good
Husbandry once set forth by Thomas Tusser,

Gentleman, now newly corrected and edited, and
heartily commended to all true lovers of country
life and honest thrift, by H. M. W. Oxford, John
Henry Parker, 1848

"
?

It is a neat 16mo volume, containing the
bulk of Tusser's

' Five Hundred Points,'
first published in 1557. W. B. H.

" MAIN" : ITS EARLY MEANING. Can any
of your readers inform me whether main is

a Saxon or Celtic name for a castle ? The
reason for this inquiry is that in the deed
of gift by King Edgar of the manor of

Crondal to the old monastery at Winchester
in A.D. 976

"
the Main Dike "

is enumerated

among the various boundaries of the manor.

There is a narrow valley on the present
boundary of the manor known as Castle

Bottom, which fits in well with the other
boundaries recited in the deed ; and if these
two names are identical in meaning, it would
be a further link in the identity of these
ancient bounds, which have been a puzzle
to many. G. HOLT STILWELL.
The Pines, Windlesham, Surrey.

SPEECH AFTER REMOVAL OF TONGUE.
Is this possible ? I am dealing with a local

story, packed with horrors, which gives
an account of such a seemingly miraculous
occurrence, set forth in much detail. It is

entitled :

" The Horrible Murther of a Young Boy of three

years of age, whose sister had her tongue cut out :

and how it pleased God to reveale the offenders by
giving speech to the tongueless childe. Which
offenders were executed at Hartford, the 4 of

August, 1606. London. Printed by Ed. Allde for
William Firebrand, and are to be solde at his shop
in the Popes Head Alley over against the taverne
doore. 1606." 4to.

Are there any other instances recorded
of similar cases of recovery of speech ?

W. B. GERISH.
Bishop's Stortford.

BURIAL-PLACES OF JUDGES. Information
is sought as to the place of interment of

the following judges :

1. Sir Montague Edward Smith (ob.

3 May, 1891).
2. Sir Richard Couch (ob. 29 Nov., 1905).
3. Lord Hobhouse (ob. 6 Dec., 1904).
4. Edward Strathearn, Lord Gordon of

Drumearn (ob. 21 Aug., 1879).
5. William, Lord Watson (ob. 14 Sept.,

1899).
6. Sir Wm. Milbourne James (ob. 7 June,

1881).
7. Sir George Mellish (ob. 15 June, 1877).
8. Henry Charles Lopes, Lord Ludlow

(ob. 25 Dec., 1899).
9. Sir Charles Hall (ob. 12 Dec., 1883).
10. Sir Wm. Robert Grove (ob. 1 Aug.,

1896).
Please reply direct.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

DOOMSDAY BELL AT JERUSALEM. -Can

any reader enlighten me as to a mediaeval

allusion to a great bell (campana) at, or near,

Jerusalem,
" the centre of the earth," which

when it tolls is audible to all the earth, and
announcas Doomsday ? It would appear to

be a substitute for
" the last Trump." .

F. G. STOKES.

34, Priory Road, West Hampstead, N.W.
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" ROUNDHEAD." What is the earliest

employment of this as a political term ?
' The Century Dictionary

'

gives a quotation
from Cowley's prologue to

' The Guardian '

:

But our Scene's London now ; and by the rout
We perish, if the Roundheads be about,

and this, according to the '

D.N.B.' was
"
hastily put together

"
in 1641, but not

printed until 1650, and was rewritten as
'The Cutter of Coleman Street' in 1658.

When was the preface first given ? and is

there any such early authenticated instance
" Roundhead "

as
POLITICIAN.

as 1641 for the name
applied to party use ?

MBS. MAHON, THE " BIRD OF PARADISE."
I am writing a monograph on this famous

lady, and have collected a great deal of

material about her ; but although I know
when she was born and when she was
married, I have not yet ascertained the
date of her death. The last reference that I

have found speaks of her, c. 1808, living in

the Isle of Man " under the protection of a
Hibernian refugee." I shall be obliged if

any antiquary in Manxland can verify this

statement. Mrs. Mahon was the daughter
of James Tilson ; and his brother John
Tilson lived at Watlington Park, Oxon.
From him the family of Tilson-Carter is

descended. I shall be obliged if a surviving
member of this family can give me any
information. HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

' ENGLISH MINSTRELSY.' I want, and
shall be grateful for, information relative
to a book of which the essential parts oi

the title-page are as under .

"
English Minstrelsy I being |

a selection of fugi
tive poetry |

from the
|
best English authors

|
with

some
| original pieces |

hitherto unpublished.
Edinburgh. |

Printed for John Ballantyne & Co.
1810."

The work is in two volumes, very beauti-

fully printed in small octavo or duodecimo
form. The second volume contains three

poems by Sir Walter Scott, each of which
is marked with an asterisk and described
as

"
original

"
; this distinction, I presume,

means appearing for the first time in this
collection.

The volumes also contain poems, the

originality of which is indicated in the
same way, by Southey, Reginald Heber,
Rogers, and other poets of the early nine-
teenth century.
Was this work produced under the editor-

ship, or at the instigation, of Sir Walter
Scott ? or is it known who is responsible
for it ? I can find no mention of it in

Lockhart's
'

Life of Scott,' nor in the pam-
phlets issued by the Ballantynes in reply
to what they call

"
Lockhart's misstate-

ments "
relative to their publishing business.

L. A. W.
Dublin.

MARRIAGE NOTICES FROM ' THE GENTLE-
MAN'S MAGAZINE,' &c. The Fourth Part
of the late Mr. Joseph Foster's

'

Collectanea

Genealogica,' published in 1881, contained
the first and only instalment half the A's
of

' The Marriages of the Nobility and Gentry,
alphabetically arranged, from 1655 to 1880.'

The scheme was to transcribe and publish
the

" matches " from the Westminster

Abbey Registers, The Historical Register,
The GentlemarCs Magazine, and The Times,
Miss Ada Gardner being responsible for the
second and third sources. If a complete
transcription was made, can any one say
where this valuable collection now is ? It

was not included in the catalogue of Mr.
Foster's books and manuscripts issued by
the dealer who bought his library.

P. LUCAS.
188, Marylebone Road, N.W.
' HISTORY or PARISH REGISTERS IN

ENGLAND.' In 1862 Mr. John Southerden
Burn published the second edition of this

book, and on p. 146, in a foot-note, is the

following :

" The author has a MS. vol. containing account
of all these chapels, viz., St. James's, Duke's Place ;

Trinity, Minories ; Lamb's Chapel, Harfield ; and
Lincoln's Inn ; and of some thousands of marriages

performed in them. To the Index of this volume
he is always happy to refer for genealogical pur-

poses."

Can any of your readers kindly inform
me where the representatives of Mr. Burn
now reside, or who has possession of this

valuable book ? A. W. G.
Constitutional Club.

PROVERB ON BEATING. There is a proverb
about three things being the better for

beating : a woman, a spaniel, and I forget
the third. Will some one give the proverb
and its origin ? Lucis.

[The lines are printed in the 'Dictionary of

Quotations (English),' by P. H. Dalbiac, as :

A woman, a spaniel, and a walnut-tree,
The more you beat them, the better they be.

" Chas. Taylor
"

is said to be the author, but he is

not included in the
' Index of Authors '

at the end
of the book. ]

BATTLE OF THE BOYNE ARMY LIST.

I am informed that there is an Army List

published containing the names of officers

and others who fought on the side of
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William III. in this battle. Can you or any
of your readers favour me with the title,

date, &c., of this book ?

A. C. WILLIS.

VIVANDIERES. In which of the conti-
nental armies was the

"
vivandiere

" known ?

Am I right in thinking that they were to
be found in the Prussian army ? < *

f\ M*S

About what date, and in what army, did
the vivandiere first appear ?

QUIDNUNC II.

ANNA SEWARD'S PORTRAITS. In whose
possession are the portraits of the "Swan of

Lichfield," painted respectively by Romney
and Kettle ? STAPLETON MARTIN.
The Firs, Norton, Worcester.

LUMINOUS OWLS. The Times has pub-
lished several accounts of

" luminous owls "

having been seen in England. The following
description comes from Western Canada,
showing that luminous birds are also seen
there :

" The muffled cry of the snow owl '
in his

phosphorescent plumage
'

is among the sounds of
which the forest is full in the winter time." The
Times, 7 January.

The name of the English owl in question
is Str-ix flammea. Can any one give a reason
for the choice of the specific name, which
seems to allude to light or flame ?

T. S. M.

CHAMBERLAIN OF SKIPTON. Can any
reader of

' N. & Q.' state the name and

parentage of the husband of Judith, daughter
of Thomas Chamberlain of Skipton, whose
marriage took place during the period 1700-
1714 ? J. H. S.

HARROW LANDS. I should be glad if any
one could let me read, or give me a copy of,

indentures of lease and release to Hy. Young
of lands in Harrow. The lease is dated
15 Nov., 1825. I would return it when
read. T. HERNE.

56, Erskine Street, City Road, Manchester.

" GUIDE "
: ITS DERIVATION. The

*
H.E.D.' and Skeat give this word as

Teutonic, but coming to us through the
Romance languages. At p. 65, 1. 16 of their

translation of the '

Moallakat,' W. S. anc

Lady Blunt have "
akid, whence our

European word '

guide.'
"

Is there any-
thing to be said for this derivation ?

ALEX. RUSSELL, M.A.
Stromness, Orkney.

THE TREATY OF TILSIT: COLIN
A. MACKENZIE.

(10 S. viii. 469, 510 ; ix. 31, 96, 135, 154.)

MR. W. H. COOK'S reply (ante, p. 135)
seems to call for some answer from me.
He says :

"Now by all accounts, Bennigseu himself was
on the raft. What was easier? By Bennigsen's
very presence on the raft Mackenzie would be sure
to be so placed as to overhear everything."

This is certainly an amazing statement. The
story told by the REV. E. C. MACKENZIE is

bhat the arrangement was that, when the

Emperors met on the raft, each was to be

accompanied by a single guard. But sup-
posing the staffs of the Emperors were also

on the raft, is it not idle to suppose that

Bennigsen could have so placed the Cossack
as to enable him "

to overhear everything,"
without attracting the notice of the other
members of the staffs ? about ten in all.

MR. COOK states :

" Mr. Oscar Browning in Hist. Rev., Jan., 1902,

says that some years ago General R. Mackenzie,
R.A., told him that it was a tradition in the family
that his grandfather had brought to the British

Government the news of the secret articles of the

treaty."

It is important to see what the exact account
which Mr. Oscar Browning gives of this

matter is. The following is at p. 110 :

" Some years ago General R. Mackenzie, R.A..

told me that his grandfather had disguised himself

as a workman, and obtained employment in arrang-

ing the raft for the interview. He had managed to

get enclosed in some portion of the raft, and had
cut himself out with an axe which he kept in his

hands, immediately the interview was over.

General Mackenzie said that his family, being
somewhat ashamed of the transaction, had always
kept it secret, and that he was now telling a

stranger for the first time That Mackenzie shut
himself up in the woodwork of the raft, and cut bis

way out with an axe, may be an exaggeration ; but
I do not see why he should not have been suffi-

ciently near the Emperor's pavilion disguised as a

workman to hear what passed. The conversation

between the sovereigns was probably in French,
and they would not have paid much regard to a

native workman, who would naturally speak
nothing but Lithuanian, even if they had seen him.

We are told there were six windows to the

pavilion, and some of them may have been open.
I think it quite as

likely
that Mackenzie overheard

the conversation on the raft itself as that he

derived his information from Bennigsen, who was

probably not a sharer of Napoleon's secrets."

I think Mr. Oscar Browning is mistaken

in saying that the raft had windows, as it

was not a house-boat, but an open raft, as
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shown in the picture to which I have before
referred.

But what do the REV. E. C. MACKENZIE
and MR. COOK say to this account of General
R. Mackenzie, R.A. ? Which of the three
stories are we to believe Mackenzie dis-

guised as a Cossack, Mackenzie disguised
as a workman, or Stapleton's story of the
man concealed behind the curtain ?

I should like to invite attention to what
Dr. Holland Rose says on this subject in
The Historical Review of October, 1901,

pp. 712, 714, and 718.
I may say, by the way, that Sir Robert

Wilson's being able to wander about a

camp disguised as a Cossack is a very differ-

ent thing from a man so disguised being
able to get on to the raft and to remain there
for two hours, listening to the secret con-
versation of the Emperors.

Reviewing the whole case, I submit that
there is no trustworthy evidence, circum-
stantial or otherwise, to prove that Mac-
kenzie was on the raft and heard any of the
conversation between the Emperors. I

further submit, as a matter of common sense,
that the Emperors were not so careless as to

allow, while discussing the momentous
questions they had met to discuss, one
single word of their conversation to be heard
by any one. HARRY B. POLAND.

I suggest that your correspondents are

wasting time in imagining that the English
Government got news of the Treaty of
Tilsit from any one on the raft on which the

Emperors met who is not mentioned amongst
the high officials, Russian and French,
present there. That any one could be con-
cealed on the raft, or could get there as, say,
an orderly, without the knowledge of the
Russians, is absurd ; and, putting aside

practical difficulties, it would have been
much simpler and less dangerous to give
the spy the information later than to take
the risk of bringing him on the raft. It is

virtually certain there were no orderlies ;

but, if Alexander had taken one, he would
have seen that it was one he knew. MR.
COOK says that Wilson was not recognized
in the French camp ; but Wilson gloried in

having been recognized as an Englishman
by the French, who would see that the
English and Russians remained friends.
The important point, however, is that the
Russians at once recognized Wilson, as

they would have done as a stranger any one
trying to get on the raft. Once the inter-
view of the Emperors was over, then, on
shore, would come the writing, and the

opportunity of learning the secret. The
English had a very good secret service (as

they probably have now, all unknown to

Paget, M.P.), and in all probability they
got a hint from some Russian well-wisher.

They may have bought the information
from either side, for the French offices,
at least in Paris, seem not to have been above
suspicion in such matters. But the raft
was not the place where any English spy was.

R. PHIPPS, Col. late R.A.

FATHER PAUL SARPI'S PORTRAITS (10 S. iii.

201). In his interesting note upon this

subject MR. L. PEARSALL SMITH referred to
the portrait of Sarpi in the Bodleian Library,
and found it

"
corresponded exactly to

Wotton's description of the picture he pre-
sented to Dr. Collins the black frame"
(which, however, it may be noted, Wotton
distinctly says he did not send from Italy)," the mark of wounds on the face and the
title of Wotton's invention."

" Most pro-
bably," continued MR. PEARSALL SMITH,
this portrait

" was presented by Wotton
himself, who made several other gifts to the
Bodleian." See also MR. PEARSALL SMITH'S
'

Sir Henry Wotton, Life and Letters,' ii.

App. III. p. 479.
This point can be definitely settled. The

Register of Donations and Benefactions to the

Bodleian, begun by the founder himself,
which always lies on the Librarian's table

in the Library, contains under the year 1675
the following record :

"Johannes Lamphire Med. Doctor, Aulae
Cervinse Principalis Dignissimus, et Historices
Praelector. Cambdenianus, pro sua in Matrem
Academiam lienevolentia ea quae inferiiis re-

censentur Bibliothecae Publics Bodleianse Dono
dedit : viz. Pauli Sarpii Veneti Servitae Picturam
talem quam Originalem seu Archetypon vocamus."

Dr. Lampshire was a man of affairs rather
than a scholar : a justice of the peace and a

practising physician, he was active in pro-
moting improvements in the city, in the

making of roads, and in draining the town
ditch. He had, however, a studyful of

books, and left some MSS. to the Library;
and in 1681 he reprinted in a thin little volume
of tracts Wotton's ' Plausus et Vota,' first

published in 1633. In this slight fact lies

the only link I can find between Lampshire
and Wotton or Wotton's friends.

RACHAEL POOLE.
Mansel House, Oxford.

Two OLD PROVERBS (10 S. vii. 407, 457;
viii. 55, 136, 215; ix. 118). Let MR. ABRA-
HAMS consult the indexes of L" Intermediaire,
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vols. xxxiii., xxxiv., and possibly xxxv.,
under the heading

' La Reine ! . . . .Toujours
la Reine !

' The references given in my
scrapbook are xxxiii. 124 and xxxiv. 258 ;

but unfortunately that to the page of a
later communication, in which IS Illustration
is quoted, is missing.

It surprises me to hear that there is no
cross-reference under '

Toujours des perdrix.'
M. P.

" FUSIL "
(10 S. ix. 90). I think that the

quotation shows this term to have been

applied not only to the
"
spindle covered

with tow," but also to the upright shaft
of a mill, whereby the motion is carried
from the vertical sails or water-wheel to the
horizontal millstones. Such a shaft requires
an iron shoe of conical form (axis) to spin
round in a socket at the bottom, as well as a
similar arrangement at the top. Or it may
be made entirely of iron, and itself be called

the axis of the fusil, or spindle, including
under the latter term the horizontal cogged
wheel of which the spindle proper is the
axis. I do not know whether the upright
shaft be now called fusil or spindle, but have
little doubt that it was. It can hardly
mean anything else in the quotation. I do
not understand clauona.

"
Vertinellis

"

ought to be Vertiuellis."
"
Vartiwells

"
are

the
"
eyes

"
at the "

business ends "
of the

" bands " that work on the gumphi or crooks
of doors and gates. See ' E.D.D.' or Pea-
cock's

'

Glossary.' J. T. F.
Durham.

'THE PHILOBIBLION' (10 S. ix. 9, 92).
With reference to the account of this

periodical given by MR. POTTS, I think
it ought to be noted that the title-page
with the portrait of Erasmus, to which he

alludes, is at the beginning of all the twenty-
four parts in my copy of the book, with a
table of contents for each part on the other
side of the leaf.

There is also a difference in the text of

the title-pages of the two volumes. Vol. I.

reads
" The

|
Philobiblion

|
a

[ monthly catalogue |
and

| literary journal."

Vol. II. :

" The
|
Philobiblion

|

a monthly bibliographical
journal containing critical notices of, and extracts

from, rare, curious
]
and valuable old books."

I think it will be found that No. 24 in

MR. POTTS' s copy has the title-page intendec
for the whole vol. ii. His description
tallies exactly with that in my copy.

It appears to me that probably the pub

ishers were short of a title-page for No. 24,
as they have utilized the older form which
was in use for vol. i., though the table of
ontents on the other side of the leaf shows
that it was issued with No. 24.

A. H. ARKLE.

The publishers of The Philobiblion were

eorge P. Philes & Co., 51, Nassau Street,
New York. In November, 1867, the

" Co."
of the firm was named Habirshaw. In

February, 1868, Philes went to Europe
jO purchase books for the firm, and remained
in Europe until October following. On his

return to New York he found that Habir-
shaw had sold out the entire partnership
property to his grandmother for 1,000
dollars. The sale included about 100
volumes of rare and curious books which
were the private property of Philes. Philes

sued Habirshaw for the value of these one
hundred volumes. The jury after a trial

of two days' duration rendered a verdict

for Philes for 1,512 dollars 50 cents.

JOHN TOWNSHEND.
Bennett Building, New York City.

MEDIJEVAL CHURCHYARDS : GRAVESTONES :

JACK SHEPPARD' s BURIAL-PLACE (10 S. viii.

390, 452 ; ix. 56). In answer to MR. CRONE,
I may say that when I was at Christ's

Hospital in 1840 the junior classical master
took away from a boy a copy of

' Jack

Sheppard,' which- he was reading instead of

his lesson, and uttered the following review

of that popular work: "It is a nasty,

dirty, beastly, low, vulgar, blackguard
book." Of course this criticism made it

the most popular book known in our school,

and every boy wanted to borrow it. I took

an early opportunity of reading it. It is,

certainly only excelled by Carlyle's
' Ma-

homet.' And when I left the school in 1844

I took a pilgrimage to Jack Sheppard' s

"Mecca" called Willesden, and saw the

memorial, as I described at the penultimate
reference. I saw it again in 1850, after it

had been repainted.
WALTER SCARGILL.

With regard to Jack Sheppard, Mr.

Wheatley in
' London Past and Present/

1891, ii. 478, says, quoting The Times ,

18 Oct., 1866, that in digging up the old

churchyard of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields for

the enlargement of the National Gallery,

the workmen found the coffin containing

the remains of George Heriot, and placed

next to it that of the notorious thief and

prison-breaker Jack Sheppard. Cunningham
in his

' Handbook of London
'

merely notes
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that Sheppard was buried in St. Martin's

Churchyard, having died in 1724.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

COLLAR FOR REPRIEVED CRIMINAL (10 S.

viii. 507). Alexander Stewart and three
others were, at Perth on 5 Dec., 1701,
convicted of theft before the Commissioners
of Justiciary, and, by verdict of the inquest,
returned guilty of death, but the Commis-
sioners altered that punishment to perpetual
servitude. Stewart was accordingly given
to Sir John Erskine (then spelt Areskine)
of Alva, Stirlingshire, for work in his silver

mines there. A brass collar was made for

his neck, setting forth the crime and sen-
tence. It was dredged up from the bed of

the Forth near Alva about the beginning
of last century, and is now in the Museum
of the Society of Scottish Antiquaries. The
inscription on it is virtually that quoted
by E. P. L. ; but how there came to be two
collars I cannot explain.

It was within the power of the Court
at that time and it was frequently done,
if they thought the circumstances called

for it to mitigate a death sentence to one
of imprisonment during their pleasure, or
until the prisoner

" be put to libertie by
ordour of law and justice

"
; and also, out

of their tender mercy, to qualify it by labour,
as being

"
less hurtful to health, and more

to the relief of the public charge of keeping
him, and as tending to the recovery of indus-
trious habits." J. L. ANDERSON.
Edinburgh.

WHITE ENSIGN (10 S. ix. 128, 154).
* Yacht and Boat Sailing,' by Dixon Kemp,
9th ed., 1900, p. 553, states :

" The juris-
diction of the Admiralty only extends to

flags flown afloat, and any ensign or flag
can be hoisted on flagstaffs on shore." Since
this was written, the Royal Standard has
been restricted to His Majesty's own personal
use.

I can quote no authority when C. L.
further asks,

" What is the proper flag to

fly
" on a church tower ? Can it be proper,

or even appropriate, to fly any flag on a
church tower ? F. HOWARD COLLINS.
Torquay.

The question of the proper use of flags
has frequently been raised in

' N. & Q.'
See, for example, 10 S. iii. 448 and the
earlier references there cited, and 10 S. v.
469 ; vi. 12, 96 ; and for the flags used by
diplomatic and consular officers see the
'

Foreign Office List.' I am not aware of

any regulation concerned with the proper

use of flags on land in the United Kingdom ;

but as the White, Blue, and Red Ensigns
are sea-flags, and as the White Ensign,
when flown on land, signifies a coast-guard
station or a building used for purposes con-
nected with the royal navy or the Royal
Yacht Squadron, it cannot be correct to

fly it on a church tower. In the opinion of

many well qualified to judge, the Union
flag may be flown on land (in the United

Kingdom, at any rate) by any of His

Majesty's subjects. If this view be correct,
there can be no objection to flying the
Union flag on churches throughout this

country. There is also something to be
said for the use, in the Established Churches
of England and Scotland, of the flags of

St. George and St. Andrew respectively.
JOHN B. WATNEWRTGHT.

The proper flag to fly on a church tower
is one with white ground and red St. George's
Cross only. The White Ensign is the

Admiralty flag, and can be flown only by
the royal navy, the monarch, and members
of the Royal Yacht Squadron.

SIR AFFABLE.

The White Ensign is the special flag of

the British navy : it is
"
by very special

privilege allowed to be flown by the Royal
Yacht Squadron." and is out of its element
on a church tower. The Union flag is the

proper flag to fly, unless bunting with some
ecclesiastical blazon be hoisted there instead.

Some of this information, and a great deal

more beside, may be found by C. L. in

Hulme's ' The Flags of the World : their

History, Blazonry, and Associations
'

(Frede-
rick Warne & Co.). ST. SWTTHIN.

INITIAL LETTERS INSTEAD OF WORDS
(10 S. ix. 126). I am delighted to see MR.
PIERPOINT'S protest. The increase of the
use of initials in place of words is becoming
an intolerable nuisance, and it has been

jokingly said that presently the English
language will be nothing but initials and

slang. I for one never attempt to puzzle
out the meaning of initials, and I trust

that our literature is not going to be injured

by their misuse. I was present at a meeting
recently when a clergyman advocated
the claims of the S.P.G., the R.T.S., the

S.P.C.K., the N.S.P.C.C., and the B.S. In

fact, his entire^speech formed a series of

conundrums. A. N. Q.

There are a number of books that give
abbreviations, but how to become ac-

quainted with not only these, but all other

such guides, is a^question. One way is to
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refer to the list of books in the Reading-
Room of the National Library, a new edition
of which is in active preparation, and is

anxiously expected.
The most extensive and cheapest is the

' Pocket Remembrancer '

by Mr. G. F.
Barwick. the learned Superintendent of
the Reading-Room, in which there should
toe a copy, but there is not. Perhaps if

the author were not the Superintendent,
the

' Pocket Remembrancer ' would have
toeen in the room several years ago.

This little book for the pocket I always
travel with one like the author himself,
will yield to none in answering the questions
in history and biography which are con-

stantly cropping up. RALPH THOMAS.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.

vii. 448).

A certain old lady in Babylon bred, &c.

It appears that I was correct in my surmise
as to

' The Ingoldsby Legends
'

being the
source of these lines. They occur about the
middle of

' The Bagman's Dog,' First Series,

p. 325 (1855 ed.). R. L. MORETON.

The lines at 10 S. viii. 450,
What will ye with them, earthly men,
To mate your three-score years and ten ?

Toil rather, suffer and be free,
Betwixt the green earth and the sea,

are from William Morris's
'

Life and Death of

Jason,' Bk. XIV, 265-8, where they are part
of Orpheus' answer to the Sirens' song.

EDWARD BENSI.Y.

University College, Aberystwyth.

STANSTED PRESS (10 S. ix. 67). There is

a copy of the volume of poems mentioned

by Mr. E. P. MERRITT in the Local Collec-

tion of the Brighton Public Library. The
title-page is exactly the same, but there are
some twelve other poems in this copy, which
are prefixed to the eight comprising MR.
MERRITT' s copy. The author of these poems
is the Rev. Lewis Way, who purchased the
Stansted estate in Sussex in 1805, and
continued in possession there until his death
in 1840. Inside the Brighton Public Library
copy is a manuscript note in Latin to the
effect that this volume was given to Eliza-

beth and Joseph D'Arcy by Lewis Way, the

author, and dated,
"
Stansted Park, Sussex,

4 Sep. 1822"; probably this was written

by Lewis Way himself. As Lewis Way was

proprietor of Stansted during the time this

press was in existence, and as one of the

poems,
' On visiting Charlotte's Grave,'

mentions Stoughton Church, which is close

to j-Stansted, it is very probabb that the

press was established at Stansted in Sussex.
But unfortunately, among the several thou-
sand books relating to Sussex contained in

the Brighton Public Library, I can find no
mention of a printing press at Stansted.
There ere brief biographical details of Lewis

Way in the '

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' vol. Ix., and in Wolffs '

Travels and
Adventures,' 1860 edition, vol. i. pp. 127
et seq. See also 5 S. xi. 453 ; 7 S. i. 87, 137.

A. CECIL PIPER.
220, Queen's Park Road, Brighton.

FANNINGS OF co. CLARE (10 S. ix. 128).
Could the two Miss Fannings have been

daughters of Dominick Fanning of Limerick,
who married SIany, daughter and coheiress
of Daniel McNamara of Ayle, co. Clare ?

Mrs. Fanning survived her husband, and
on or about 27 June, 1718, sold part of her

property in co. Clare to my ancestor James
Molony of Kiltanon and of Cragg, co. Clare.

ALFRED MOLONY.

According to
' The Norman People

'

(1874), the family of Fanning (also Fannin
and Fannon) came from Fainent or Faineant,
in Normandy. HARBY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

LATIN PRONUNCIATION (10 S. ix. 81, 131).
What period of the Latin tongue is to be

adopted as giving the standard pronuncia-
tion ? In teaching English we do not try
to find out how Chaucer pronounced it,

and teach that ; and the pronunciation
of the Augustan age of English literature

differed considerably from our own. Surely
a time occurred in Latin when 6 and v

became interchangeable, as in modern

Spanish, and a Roman could not distinguish
between " bibe ut vivas

" and " vive ut
bibas." During the Nika riots the mob
called oat,

"
Justiniane, tu bincas," not

wincas. Anyhow, when I pronounce the

name of the Latin town Reate as I was

taught to 'do at school, I shall feel quite

up to date, as the modern Italians pronounce
it the same way (Rieti), only they have been

obliged to change all the vowels to get the

sound. SHERBORNE.

The fact that MR. CURRY does not like

the method of pronouncing Latin which

the most learned experts, after exhaustive

researches, believe to be nearest to that of

the Romans themselves in the classical

period, is surely not sufficient reason for

rejecting it.

No one doubts that the Italian method
is more melodious, but, besides the fact
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that it is considerably more difficult, at

least for English speakers, it cannot possibly
have been the true pronunciation at any
time during which Latin was still a living

language. Even to this day. for instance,
in the plural of some words of which the
root ends in c or g, these are hard before

a small vowel, as vacche from vacca, lurujhi,

from lungo, so that those who hold MR.
CURRY'S views must maintain that, though
soft in Latin, they became hard in Italian,
which is contrary to all analogy. The
change, indeed, from a k- sound to a ch-

sound is not peculiar to Latin ; we have
the same phenomenon in our child from the
A.-S. did (kild). Then why do objectors
continue to harp on the word Cicero, which
to an Italian sounds just as uncouth when
pronounced Sisero sis to us does Kikero ?

Why not instance Cilicia, which no one
would venture to maintain was not sounded
Kilikia ? The c in Latin geographical
names in England is still hard, as Icknield
from Iceni, or even becomes ch, as Choller-
ford from Cilurnum. To a German our

pronunciation of what he calls qvi, qvcc,

qvod, is just as disagreeable as waynee,
weedec, weekee, to us, the fact being that
it is so simply because it is unfamiliar.

All languages tend to become softer and
more mellifluous as they grow older. In
German the rough guttural ch is gradually
acquiring the sound of sh, in Greek and
Spanish of h ; while in English the process
is apparent even in a single lifetime. By
all means, therefore, let the Italian method
be adopted for singing ; but for serious

study something more scientific should be
aimed at. Indeed, only the system proposed
reconciles Latin orthography with that
of Greek and Hebrew, or renders it even
consistent with itself. Nothing but the
most weighty reasons, we may rest assured,
would have induced classical scholars to
recommend a pronunciation which in so

many points offends our insular customs
and prejudices.

EVACUSTES A. PHIPSON.
9, Tithing, Worcester.

POBB PARK CASTLE (10 S. ix. 90) was
originally a large and imposing structure
of the early Tudor period, situated in the
wild and romantic Wharfedale Valley, of
which it is a striking feature. All that
remains of this ancient abode is a small,
uninhabitable portion, which has long been
only a picturesque ruin. Shaw, the his-
torian of this part of Yorkshire, makes but
brief mention of its existence in 1310, and

remarks that
"
a court was once held in it,

called Dog Court," long after its dilapida-
tion. History seems to supply no record
of the occupants of this mysterious house,
a peculiarity of which was that its interior

was only accessible by means of a winding:
staircase in the tower, at the rear. At the
Foot of these stairs was a secret entrance tc*

dark subterranean passages and a dungeon,
from which such unearthly cries and sounds
were said to issue, at certain periods, that
none dared venture to approach it or explore
its mysteries. The entrance is now blocked

up.
Local tradition has it that this tower was

haunted by a terrible spectre in the form of
an immense black hound, far larger than any
mastiff, and that this fearful apparition
possessed a human voice. The legend of
the " Black Dog of Dobb Castle

"
is fully

related in Ingram' s
' Haunted Homes of

~reat Britain.' The larger part of the edifice

was destroyed by Cromwell's soldiers.

H. D'ALTON ST. CLARE.

In '

Cary's New Map of England and
Wales,' &c., published 11 June, 1794, in

map 50 and in the index, the name is
"
Dog

Park." The green space in the map repre-
sents roughly about 1,300 acres.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

[MR. PIERPOINT also refers to Mr. Ingram's book r

as does MR. J. T. PAGE.]

JOSEPH WIGGINS, DISCOVERER OF THE
KARA SEA ROUTE TO SIBERIA (10 S. ix. 110).

In answer to the first part of MR. HIE-
GAME'S query, I may say that Wiggins
was buried in Bishopwearmouth Cemetery,.
Sunderland, as stated on p. 351 of my
biography of the captain.
With regard to the second part of the

query, no monument has been erected.

It is hoped that some of the captain's
admirers in Norwich, his birthplace, and
in Sunderland, the town of his adoption,
as well as others who appreciate his merits

and labours at their true worth, may unite

in erecting a suitable memorial. Russia
sent a cross of Siberian jasper for Sir Robert
Morier's grave at Northwood, to com-
memorate the Ambassador's efforts in sup-

port of Wiggins's project for opening up
Siberia to British commerce. England
should not neglect the opportunity of

commemorating the enterprise and self-

denying courage of the humble seaman
who devoted some thirty years of his life

to the pursuit of a great object.
HENRY JOHNSON.
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"HACKNEY" (10 S. viii. 465 ; ix. 11, 52,

91). Prolonged experience of the "
nor-

malizing
"

habits of transcribers and editors
has made me somewhat distrustful of printed
texts. In cases where verification by MSS.
is possible, it should be resorted to.

"
Hackneys

"
appear to be mentioned

three times in the document of 1292-3
Ace. Exch. (K.R.) Bundle 353, No. 4 to
which PROF. SKEAT has referred. As pointed
out by its editor, Joseph Burtt (Introd.,

p. x, note);
" membranes one and three

are written in a decidedly foreign hand."
In this hand, whether of the Low Countries
or Italy, the first two of the following in-

stances, the earliest known, are written. The
later English scribe may have misunderstood
the contraction, and misrepresented the
word.

(a)
" Pro hack* ferente tunicam nocturnam et

res alias Johannis de Berewiko usque Gedewourde.
ixd."

(b)
" Pro expensis Gilkini armatoris misside

Lochtbprch Londonias propter uestes Thome
Henrici et Johannis Paschales, negociando et
redeundo cum locacionehack.*

"

(c)
" Item pro locagio ij haquenf portantium

dictum hernesium de Londoniis vsque croindone et

de Croindone vsque Uoiiestaple et de Donestaple
iterum Londonias cum expensis ij. garcionum
philippide Schirborne per xiiij dies. xs. vjd."

The instances quoted by Du Cange are

as follows :

"
1373, Pat. Roll 47 Edw. III. pt. ii. m. 29,

Damnus vicecomitibus maioribus [&c.] in man-
datis quod vobis hakeneios, cariagia, victualia

et alia necessaria pro ductione filiorum predictorum
[Caroli de Bloys] in hac parte, pro denariis nostris

inde soluendis, habere faciant."
"

1376, Pat. Roll 50 Edw. III. pt. ii. m. 11,

Concessimus Fratri Willelmo SywardeConfessori
nostro, pro sustentacione sua et vnius socii sui, ac

hominuni suorum, sibiin hospicio nostro deseruien-

cium, et quatuor equorum et vnius hakenetti, tres

solidos per diem."

I am indebted to a friend for verifying
the quotation marked (6).

R. J. WHITWELL.

HAZLITTIANA ( 10 S. ix. 101 ). I am inclined

to think that MR. REES is in error in his

suggestion that Sarah Stoddart's lover
"
William," referred to in Mary Lamb's

letter dated September, 1803, was Hazlitt.

In a foot-note in his
'

Mary and Charles

Lamb,' Hazlitt's grandson, Mr. W. C.

Hazlitt, who was the first to publish Mary
Lamb's letters, makes the statement that

* In each case the word ends with the k, whose

prolonged lower tail is struck through with an

oblique line, similar to that in the ordinary contrac-

tion for the termination "-orum."

t The n has a contraction-bar above it.

"
William " was "

not William Hazlitt, but
another and earlier William." Mary Lamb
frequently mentions the name in her corre-

spondence with Sarah Stoddart between the
above-mentioned date and the early part
of 1806. The references are as follow,
and have been copied from Mr. Hazlitt's
book with Mr. Lucas's amended dates,
which are to be preferred :

"[Late July, 1804.] The forsaken, forgotten
William, of English-partridge memory, I have still
a hankering after."

"[Sept. 18, 1805.] I want to know if you have
seen William, and if there is any prospect in future
there."
"
[Early November, 1805. J Has the partridge

season opened any communication between you and
William as I allow you to be imprudent till I see
you, I shall quite expect to hear you have invited
him to taste his own birds."

"
[Friday ? Feb. 21, 1806.] Do not allow yourself

to see, or in any way renew your acquaintance with,
William, nor do not do any other silly thing of that
sort."

After this date the name drops altogether
out of the correspondence. In the following
letter, written on 2 June, 1806, Hazlitt's
name occurs for the first time. Judging
from the manner in which reference is made
to it, one is probably justified in inferring
that when the letter was written Sarah
Stoddart was unacquainted with the man
who was later to become her husband :

" William Hazlitt, the brother of him you know,
is in town. I believe you have heard us say we
like him."

In all the subsequent letters up to the
time of Sarah Stoddart's marriage on 1 May,
1808, Hazlitt is referred to as such or as
" Mr." Hazlitt a change in nomenclature
which would hardly have been adopted, it is

conjectured, if he and the earlier
" William "

had been one and the same person.
S. BUTTERWORTH.

I trust it may not be considered out of

plac3 for me to ask, under this heading, for

information concerning William Hazlitt's

gravestone. I have been somewhat startled

by reading the following words in the first

paragraph of MR. ROGERS REES'S notes :

" Even his [Hazlitt's] original epitaph of forty-one
lines has been replaced by one of few and suitable

words."

I presume I am to infer from this statement

that the stone to the memory of Hazlitt

which stood on the right-hand side of the

west entrance to the church of St. Anne,
Soho, has been removed, and that another

memorial now marks the spot of his sepul-
ture. If I am correct in this inference,

might I ask some kind friend to supply a
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copy of the present inscription ? I well

remember paying a special visit to Soho in

August, 1892, and laboriously copying the
"
forty-one lines

" from Hazlitt's gravestone,
and I am not a little curious to see the pur-

port of the
" few and suitable words " with

which they have been replaced.
JOHN T. PAGE.

[We are sending the epitaph to MR. PAGE.]

JOHN SHAKESPEARE, OB. 1732 (10 S. ix.

9). MK. W. B. GERISH asks for further

information concerning John Shakespeare
of Layston.

I do not know if there was any relationship,
but a Thomas Shakespeare of the town of

Hertford died in 1626, leaving a widow
Lucy ; and a Luke Shakespear of Layston,
co. Herts, fishmonger, made his will 7 May,
1707. His wife was Joyce, and he had a
sister and two brothers. These are men-
tioned in my

'

Shakespeare's Family,' p. 137,
where I also note the two entries to which
ME. GERISH calls attention.

CHARLOTTE C. STOPES.

" PRIZE "
: ITS HISTORY (10 S. ix. 87,

137). The following, from The Original
Ipswich Journal, Saturday, 6 May, 1775,

supplies an earlier instance of prize than
those quoted at the latter reference :

Bury St. Edmund's.
This is to acquaint the curious in Flowers

That there will be a shew of Tulips on Friday the
12th day of this instant May, at John Byfora's at
the Vine Inn, opposite the Market Cross.
The Flowers to be upon the stage by Twelve

o'clock.
The winning Flower to be entitled to a Piece of

Plate of one Guinea value. The second Best flower
to have Five Shillings in money. And to prevent
disputes by borrowing Flowers which of late hath
been most shamefully done to the discouragement
of all true Florists, therefore every person's flower
shall be his own actual property and of his own
blowing, or they will not be entitled to either of
the prizes.

Dinner at Two o'clock.

All Gentlemen Florists, &c., that will oblige the
society with their company, will be gratefully
acknowledged by their most numble servant,

John Byford.
Mr. Wm. Dalton, President.
Mr. John Cook andl c , ,

Mr. John Nunn, /
Stewards.

R. FREEMAN BULLEN.
Bow Library, E.

SHAKESPEARE'S
. UNNOTED COMPLIMENT

TO ELIZABETH (10 S. ix. 125). It would be
the more interesting to have the reference
for which DR. FTJRNIVALL inquires as to a
contemporary

"
compliment to the beauty

and grace of Elizabeth's reading and speaking

of her formal speeches to the public," because^
of the record of such a compliment to Mary,.
Queen of Scots, which is to be found in the
Rutland MSS., as calendared by the His-
torical Manuscripts Commission (vol. i.

p. 85). This is in a letter of Thomas Ran-
dolph to the Earl of Rutland, K.G., Lord
President in the North, dated Edinburgh,.
10 June, 1563, narrating that
" Her Grace nowe lastlye hathe helde her

Parlemente, the solemnitie whearof hathe byne
verie greate Havinge receaved her plase m
Parliment, silence beinge commaunded unto th
assistance, she prououncethe with a singular goodt
grace an oration shorte, and verie prettie, whearof I
sende your honor the coppie, as I am sure she made
yt herself and diserved great prayse in utteringe of
the same."

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

" WATER-SUCHY "
(10 S. ix. 150). In

England people think
"
suchet

" a French
word. The term in British cookery, common
in Gifford's day and at fish dinners, is notr
I am told, French, except as of

"
English

origin." W. S. I.

[Reply from MR. R. PIERPOINT next week.]

COL. CONYERS DARCYE'S REGIMENT OF-

1660 (10 S. ix. 108). MR. J. D. BUCKTON
will find some information on the subject
in Dalton's

'

English Army Lists and Com-
mission Registers,' vol. i. pp. 76 and 77,
notes 6, 18. The book is an indispensable
work of reference for the years which it

covers, namely, from 1661 to 1714.

W.^R. B. PRIDEAUX.

HULL RAILWAY REPORT (10 S. ix. 111).
Has MR. ANDREWS consulted The Railway
Times (1838 onwards) ? This is at the
Patent Office Library, where there is also a
collection of railway pamphlets, reports, &c.

,.

from 1825 onwards. H. W. D.

ARMOREL AS A CHRISTIAN NAME (10 S. viii.

369). I am at last able to answer my own
query. The name is taken from an old
Celtic (? Breton) word armor, signifying"
the sea." Therefore Armorel signifies

a sea-maiden, or one who, like Sir W.
Besant's heroine, is born or lives by, or
belongs to, the sea.

EDWARD HERON-ALLEN.
" THE CLAYTON ARMS "

(10 S. ix. 130).
This public-house, off Westminster Bridge
Road, was so called because the family
of Clayton possessed for many years the
lease under the Duchy of Cornwall, of its

estate at Kennington. The family was
settled at Marden Park, Godstone, but a
branch afterwards became resident at Hall
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Place, near Maidenhead. The founder of
the race was Sir Robert Clayton, the famous
citizen of London in the reign of Charles II.

The tenure of this estate at Kennington
and the sub-leases granted by the Claytons
gave rise to several publications about 1830-
1834. The titles of some of them are set
out in the

'

Bibliotheca Cornubiensis.'
W. P. COURTNEY.

NOTES ON BOOKS, Ac.

The Poets: Geoffrey Chaucer to Alfred Tennyson,
1340-1892. Impressions by William Stebbing.
Vol. I. Chaucer to Burna. Vol. II. Wordsworth
to Tennyson. (Oxford, University Press.)

THIS is rather an unusual book, consisting of brief

comments, with numerous quotations, on a multi-

tude of bards, often of the character of shorthand

notes, and from the standpoint generally of an
admirer. "If," says the author, "the effect have
ever been to set a poet or his verse in too favourable
a light, I accept rebuke so entirely without pain
that I exult as at the performance of a good deed."

To dwell on beauties rather than defects is cer-

tainly a good idea, and we do not quarrel with
what the author suspects to be occasionally

"
exag-

gerated admiration. At the same time we are

bound to say that Mr. Stebbing's criticism is often

of a personal character, and not always, so to speak,
"of the centre." His remarks have not for us the

general authority, for instance, of an Oxford antho-

logy of verse, or an Oxford edition of an individual

poet. His criticism dates itself in some cases as

old fashioned; and where he deals with the

character of a man, silence as to serious defects is

apt to convey a false impression.
No fewer than seventy-one poets or versifiers are

here considered, and at the end of each appreciation
are notes giving references to editions and the

poems from which the quotations have been made.
We do not find much of striking interest in the

section on Shakespeare, but that on Milton is

excellent. Of those poets whose matter struggles

bravely for life, to use a phrase of the author, and
reaches immortality in one piece at most, we find

usually an excellent appreciation. Thus Waller's

triumph is his
'

Go, Lovely Rose,' and Thomson's
' The Castle of Indolence/ We cannot love Pope
the man, for the simple reason that he was an

unscrupulous liar : this is, to our mind, worse than

the fact that he was venomous. We are pleased
with the tribute to Collins, a real votary of

the Muses, with, possibly, more of the genuine
afflatus than Gray, as Mr. Swinburne has hinted. As
for Gray's

'

Elegy,' we cannot admit that " an ex-

quisite simplicity exhales from every line." Its

quality is variable, and there is much of the arti-

ficial eighteenth century in it. This is an instance

in which the unregenerate modern differs from his

elders. There are notices in the first volume oi

Akenside, Young, and Beattie, which show the

extent of Mr. Stebbing's interests. The second

volume includes Lowell, Longfellow, Emerson, Poe
and Whittier, and a section at the end of the

"Unclassed." Apart from the greatest, we fine

notices of the absurd, but really poetical, James
logg ; of Landor, with a delightful sheaf of his
yrics, which are praised with skill and delicacy;
and of Leigh Hunt. After all, Mr. Stebbing's
iolerance, occasionally hidden in effective rhetoric,
s a

gracious quality, and we have much to thank
lim for. We do not believe in H. H. Milman as a
x>et. In Mrs. Browning the exuberance of words-
s not to us so exasperating as her extraordinary
slackness in technique. As a scholar Mr. Stebbing-
may be glad to know that those best qualified to
udge of the genius of Omar Khayyam recognize in
lim far more than a mere materialist. Concerning;
Tennyson this sentence is admirable. "There is

a propensity to mistake sitting upon the puzzles of
existence for their investigation, if not for their
settlement." There is also full recognition of his
quality as a stylist.
As for the "

Unclassed," we are glad to see praise-
of

' Keith of Ravelston ' and the Border minstrelsy.We differ from our author in thinking that W. E.
Henley had not reached his "poetic prime" when
be died. His last poetic piece was not equal to his
earlier standard. Years bring the philosophic
mind, but they are generally, as Arnold sadly hints,
Fatal to the poet. Throughout Mr. Stebbing
indulges in abundant quotations, which testify to-

his taste. Finally, we notice with pleasure an
alphabetical Index of Poets, with dates of birth
and death, and an Index of First Words indispens-
able aids to the enjoyment of the book.

The Oxford Book of French Verse: Thirteenth

Century Nineteenth Century. Chosen by St. John
Lucas. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

HITHERTO we have known Mr. Lucas as a novelist,
but he shows in this selection that he is an excellent
French scholar. The Introduction is written both
with abundant taste and unusual brightness, for
the editor is, happily, devoid of that preciosity of
style which disfigures the work of some of our
younger critics. He follows in sufficient detail the
successive restrictions and relaxations of form
which are the history of French poetry, though he
says nothing about the position of his last man,
Verlaine, with regard to the Parnassian School.
With his verdicts by the way we are in hearty
agreement. He points out how Villon "

trans-

formed the poor, jaded ballade into a living lyric
"

how Ronsard at his best, as in
"
Mignonne, allons-

voir si la rose," is as fresh as a summer day, and as

securely immortal, and cannot be contemplated
from the merely antiquarian point of view as "a
specimen of sixteenth-century poetry." The de-

lightful
time of the Renaissance is characterized

with telling touches ; indeed, throughout the
editor's style has the grace which conveys much in

little, and avoids the heaviness too often associated

with an informative narrative. The notes at the
end are brief and sufficient.

With the iK>ems included we are well satisfied.

There is abundance of the Pleiad. Boileau's epistle
to Racine is not exactly poetry, but it is very neat

and fluent. The one sonnet of Mpliere is not of great
merit, and included chiefly, we imagine, not to miss

out a great name. Voltaire is possibly over-repre-
sented in his epigrams, for other men who have
written things as good, or better, in the same line,

do not appear at all. The pungent epigram
(No. 195) on the lady who made up her cheeks, but
not her own verses, translates well into ancient and
modern languages, being quite in the spirit of
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Martial. We are pleased to see four pieces from
Andre" Chenier, that Theocritus of a sordid age,

including
' La Jeune Captive.' Chateaubriand's

Combien j'ai douce souvenance

follows, a pretty piece of simplicity we would not

miss. Beranger might have been more fully repre-
sented. We should have added ' Mon Habit,' the

poem on his old coat, and
'

Qu'elle est Jolie !

' with
its refrain,

Grands dieux ! combien elle est jolie !

Et moi je suis, je suis si laid !

There is a big selection from Musset and Hugo,
with which we do not quarrel. We could do with
less of Leconte de Lisle ; but the examples of

Baudelaire, Gautier, Banville, and Verlaine are all

admirable. We always distrust our judgment of

so delicate a thing as poetry in any foreign

language, but so far as our discernment goes, Mr.
Lucas has more than satisfied our expectations.

A Cottexivold Manor : the Hixtory of PainswicL

By Welbore St. Clair Baddeley. (Kegan Paul &
Co.)

IN the 250 pages of this monograph the author has

painted for us a pageant of the possessors of Pains-

wick from Saxon times. He tells us of the con-

nexions of Ernisi of Wyke (who owned the place
at Domesday) ; of the De Lacys and Pain Fitzjohn,

who, though an owner by marriage only, gave the

place its name, Painswick ; of the Montchensis, the

De Valences, the Talbots, the Lisles, Charles

Brandon, the Kingstons, the Jerninghams, and the

Duttons. With wonderful patience and detail

Mr. St. Clair Baddeley tells the story of their

fortunes, of their associations with royalty and
national history, of the combats of the lords, the

romances of the ladies, the prosperity of the tenants

facts and incidents associated with well-known

names, full of interest to biographers, as, for

instance, that Shakespeare's "brave Talbot" of the

French Wars was also the beneficent lord of Pains-

wick, and drew up its liberal
" Customs of the

Manor "
; and that one of those fined in the reign of

James I. was "Thomas Dover (a name well known
.at that date in Cotteswold) for keeping spaniels to

the great injury of the lord's pheasants arid

partridges."
Much information concerning industries, prices,

to analyze.
historical and biographical students, and even for

novelists. It could not have been so complete but
for the preservation of a rare series of deeds,

charters, and other records, the value of which
makes us feel that old manuscripts should be
included in the scope of the Preservation of Ancient
Monuments Acts. We have known of sackfuls of

old parchment deeds being sold to dealers to make
drum-heads : Who can say what we may have lost

thereby ?

The author does not feel friendly towards the

Kingstons, and does not give Anthony all the credit
he might for his

"
contemptuous Behaviour and

great disorder." Mary's advisers had persuaded
her to take severer measures against heretics,
thousands of whom had already fled abroad. A
Bill was passing through the House to confiscate

the property of the fugitives; but Kingston, the

leader of the patriotic party, locked the door, held

the Speaker in the chair, and carried a vote by
acclamation against it for freedom and justice.
The book is enriched by 25 fine illustrations and

an index.

Memorials of Old Dorset. Edited by Thomas
Perkins and Herbert Pentin. (Bemrose & Sons.)

THIS series of county "Memorials" is of variable

quality. The book before us is one of the best of
the series so far. The county is exceptionally rich
in historic houses and associations, and to regard
the volume as in any way comprehensive would be
ludicrous. It gives, however, sufficient to lure on
the ordinary student to further acquaintance with a
beautiful district. The original editor, Mr. Perkins,
died before he could complete his work ; and the
Vicar of Milton Abbey which, with the wonder-
fully neat village adjoining it, is one of the show
places of Dorset has taken ove_r the editing with
success. There are special articles on the early
remains, which abound ; the churches of Dorset,
a summary good as far as it goes ; the brasses ;

various centres of attraction, such as Sherborne
and Shaftesbury ; literary associations ; and local

superstitions. The last is of high interest, and
might well have been enlarged. The illustrations
are fairly representative.
Mr. Perkins's opening article on '

Historic
Dorset' is excellent, and duly mentions the
attractive theory which identifies Badbury Rings
with the "Mons Badonicus" of King Arthur's

great battle. A good deal of ingenious conjecture
is noted concerning the Roman occupation. Points
on which information or more information might
have been accorded are the beautiful seal of the
Peculiar preserved at Sturminster Marshall, with
the fine bridge close by : Woodbury Hill Fair ; and
the Cerne Abbas Giant, with which some remark-
able superstition is still, we believe, connected.
The list of historic worthies might have been in-

creased. Still, we are grateful for what is given
us, and commend the book to our readers, duly
supplemented with a map and guide-book which
will give more hints as to the natural beauties of
the district.

MESSRS. E. SAUNDERS & Co. of Edinburgh are

publishing shortly, in about twenty monthly instal-

ments,
' The Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities

of Scotland,' by R. W. Billings, edited by Mr. A. W.
Wiston-Glynn. A new issue of this standard work,
which has long been difficult to procure, and which is

justly famous lor the excellence of its illustrations, is

verv welcome. The whole of the 240 full-page plates
will be reproduced, as well as the other illustrations ;

and the book, though offered at a moderate price,
will be executed in good style, the text receiving
such alterations as time has rendered necessary .

to <E0msp0nomts.
We must call special attention to the /olloioiny

notices :

Ox all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.
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THE ATHEN&UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

BIOGRAPHIA LITERARIA. THE POEMS OF COLERIDGE.
A LITERARY HISTORY OF THE ARABS.
A PRINCESS OF INTRIGUE : MADAME DE LONGUEVILLE AND HER TIMES.
THE PIRATES OF MALABAR.
SOMEHOW GOOD. THE DEATH MAN. THE SILVER ZONE. SWEET LIFE. THE

YOUNG COLUMBINE. MYSTERY ISLAND. A KING IN RAGS. FRANCE D'EXIL
THE HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE. SHORT STORIES.
A GREAT LABOUR LEADER. THE MANCHESTER AND GLASGOW ROAD. IN THE

FOOTPRINTS OF DANTE. LEXICON TO THE ENGLISH POETICAL WORKS OF
JOHN MILTON. THE SMALL HOLDINGS AND ALLOTMENTS HANDBOOK.
THE AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS ACT, 1906. LETTRES A FRANQOISE MARIEE.
IN THE LAND OF THE BEAUTIFUL TROUT. THE EVERYMAN LIBRARY.
THE ENGLISH CATALOGUE OF BOOKS. THE LIBRARY. THE NEWSPAPER
PRESS DIRECTORY.

RESEARCH NOTES.
EARLX WOODCUT INITIALS. THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF PAINTER ETCHERS AND

ENGRAVERS. M. EUGENE BEJOT AT MESSRS. CONNELL & SONS' GALLERY.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

FOLK-LORE OF THE HOLY LAND. A SCOTS EARL IN COVENANTING TIMES.
THE GUANCHES OF TENERIFE. LORD ACTON'S HISTORICAL ESSAYS.
NEW NOVELS : The Mother ; Clementina's Highwayman ; Sally Bishop ; The White Cat ; Father

Alphonsus ;
Colonel Kate ; A Curtain of Cloud : The Armada Gold ; A Little Revolution ;

A Tangled Web.
WAR AND POLITICS. NEW ZEALAND AND VICTORIA.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Grant, Lincoln, and the Freedmen ; George Meredith : Novelist, Poet,

Reformer ;
The Complete Works of Thomas Campbell ; Love Letters of Mary Wollstoneoraft to

Gilbert Imlay ;
Heroes and Heroines of Russia ; Benedictine : Sketches of Married Life ; Miracles

of our Lord ;

"
People's Library ";

" The World's Classics "; The Shanachie.

SIR JAMES KNOWLES. NOTES FROM PARIS.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.

SCIENCE -.The Conquest of Cancer ; Coal ; Plagues and Pleasures of Life in Bengal ; The Bee

People ; The Essentials of Cytology ; Societies ; Meetings Next Week ; Gossip.

TTINE ARTS : Towers and Spires ; Augustus Saint-Gaudens ; Mr. Aumonier at the Leicester

Gallery ; Paintings by the Late J. Buxton Knight ; Portraits and Studies at the Baillie

Gallery ; Pictures by the late Sir Noel Paton ; Sale ; Gossip ; Exhibitions.

MUSIC : Gossip ; Performances Next Week.

DRAMA : Diana of Dobson's ; The Abbey Theatre, Dublin.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENJEUM will contain Reviews of

THE HISTORIANS' HISTORY

AND

MR. H. A. L. FISHER'S BONAPARTISM.

Tl* ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenmim Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. And of all Newsagents.
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CAMBKIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Edited by A W. Ward, Litt.D., Master of Peterhouse, and A. R. Waller, M.A.

Vol I Volume I of this work, FROM THE BEGINNINGS TO THE CYCLES OF ROMANCE, is now ready,

buckram, 9s net "The careful bibliographies attached to the different chapters make good a long-felt want,
half morocco 15s net anc^ render the book absolutely invaluable to those who wish to carry further their studies in

the history of our literature. The work as a whole promises to be a fine monument to Cam-
bridge scholarship." Globe.

The work will be completed in fourteen royal octavo volumes of about 500 pages each.

Suecial The volumes will be sold separately, and there is a special subscription price for the com-
plete work in either binding, namely, 5 5s. net for the buckram (payable in fourteen instal-

subscnption ments of 7s. 6d. on publication of the separate volumes), and 8 15s. net for the half-morocco

prices (payable in fourteen instalments of 12s. fld.). A detailed Prospectus, showing the contents of
V olurae I and the scope of the other volumes, will be sent on application.

A LIFE OF GILBERT BURNET, BISHOP OF SALISBURY.
I. Scotland, 1643-1674. By T. E. S. Clarke, B.D. II. England, 1674-1715. With

Bibliographical Appendixes. By H. C. Foxcroft, Editor of 'A Supplement to Burnet's.

History of His Own Time.' With an Introduction by C. H. Firth, Regius Professor

of Modern History at Oxford.

"The story of the formative part of Burnet's life is told, and told well, by the Rev.
T. E. S. Clarke, the present minister of Saltoun.. Miss Foxcroft's work will be not only-

popular among serious students of the man and his time, but also probably final.... Any
Royal 8vo account of this notable book would be incomplete without reference to the Introduction, by
15s net the master-hand of Prof. Firth, in which Burnet's placet

not as a moralist or a divine or a
politician, but as an historian, is elaborately and conclusively discussed. There is no side of
this part of the subject which is not treated with fullness and with his usual lucidity."

Athenceum*

THE JATAKA, OR STORIES OF THE BUDDHA'S FORMER
BIRTHS. Translated from the Pali by Various Hands, under the Editorship of the

late Prof. E. B. Cowell. Volume VI, translated by Prof. Cowell and W. H. D. Rouse,

Litt.D., Teacher of Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge and Headmaster of the

Perse Grammar School.

Royal 8vo
12s 6d net . __ .

each volume lore which have floated about the world for ages as the strays of literature. The greatest/ vaiue
of the tales is in their relation to folk-lore and in the light thrown on those popular stories.

To subscribers which illustrate the ideas and superstitions of the early times of civilization, but they are also
10s net full of interest for the vivid picture they present of the social life and customs of ancient India.

QUESTIONS ON THE CUSTOMS, BELIEFS, AND LANGUAGES
OF SAVAGES. By J. G. Frazer, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Many years ago the author printed and circulated privately a set of questions on the
Pott 8vo manners and customs of savages designed to elicit information on the subject from persons who-

paper covers live or travel among uncivilized races. The present set of questions is a revised and enlarged
a, t

edition of that work. In drawing it up an attempt has been made to summarize the various
lines of inquiry which a prolonged study of savage life has suggested as worthy to be pursued.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF MANUSCRIPTS IN THE
LIBRARY OF TRINITY HALL, CAMBRIDGE. By Montague Rhodes James,
LittD. F.B.A., Provost of King's College, Cambridge.

Royal 8vo ^H" the most interesting part of the existing collection here described was the gift of one
man, the zealous Cambridge antiquary Robert Hare. His name appears in eleven of the

thirty-one books catalogued.

LONDON, FETTER LANE : Cambridge University Press Warehouse : C. F. CLAY, MANAGER

Ittblished Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancerv lane. B.C. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Dieain'B Building*. Chancery Lane. K.C. OatHnlay, February 28, 1908.
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LITERARY MEN, GENERAL HEADERS, ETC.

"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

c PRICE FOUKPENCE.
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JUST PUBLISHED FOE FEBRUARY, No. 680 of

SOTHERAN'S PRICE=CURRENT OF LITERATURE:
INCLUDING IMPORTANT

SHAKESPEARIANA, ALP-LORE, AUSTRALASIANA,

CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL, AND OTHER
SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS,

GALLERIES OF ART,
AND

DRAMATISTS AND THE DRAMA.
A COPY POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

BOOK-SEEKING AND REPORTING.
MESSRS. SOTHERAN would direct attention to the facilities they possess for finding Books

not in Stock, both English and Foreign. They can offer a skilled Staff who can help in identifying

the Book wanted, and an effective system of advertising wants to the Trade both at Home and tn

the Continent, without any charge to their Customers ; and will always be glad to hear of Books

wanted, however unimportant or small.

LIBRARIES AND BOOKS BOUGHT,
VALUED FOR PROBATE, OR ARRANGED AND CATALOGUED;

ALSO ENGRAVINGS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND AUTOGRAPH LETTERS.
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ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, <fec.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. 6d. home and

13s. Qd. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning

'Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on wliat subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop. U-16. John Bright Street. Birminghiiin.

PEDIGREES TRACED : Evidences of Descent
JL from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

CTERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,A -L with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-
ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Kings, Livery-Buttons, Ac.

L. CtJLLETON. 92, Piccadilly. Landon. W.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEAHKN1 1 ALL PRESS, Ltd.. Publishers and Printers,

BO, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.)

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 5. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size. 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.

Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be
responsible for the loss of HSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

NOW READY,

NTOTES AND QUERIES.
THE VOLUME JULY TO DECEMBER, 1907,

With the Index, price 10s. Qd.

The Index separately Qd. ; by post 6Jd.

Also Cases for Binding, price Is. ; by post Is. 2d.

JOHNC. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Notes and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

STICKPHAST
PASTE is miles better than Gum

for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, Ac. 3d.. 6d. and Is. with
strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar Loaf Court,
Leadenhall Street, E.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10. 3d. for Six

Months ; or 20. Kit. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index.
J. EDWARD FRANCIS. A'otei and (Jiuriet Office, Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane, E.C.

THIRTEENTH EDITION JUST OUT, price Sixpence, cloth.

-REMARKABLE COMETS: a Brief Survey of
J-V the most interesting Facts in the History of Cometary Astro-
nomy. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITKD, 15, Paternoster Row.

FIFTH EDITION, Revised to 1908, NOW READY.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

A STRONOMY FOR THE YOUNG.
-TV. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

"Nothing better of its kind has ever appeared." Knglixh Mechanic.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SUNS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

NINTH EDITION IN THE PRESS.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

T>EMARKABLE ECLIPSES: a Sketch of the
JLV most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation
of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. By
W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

ELEVENTH EDITION NOW READY.
Price Two Shillings net.

/CELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
\J Astronomy. Eleventh Edition. With 5 Plates. By W. T.
LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8.

"Well known as one of our best introductions to astronomy."
Guardian.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS. LIMITED. IS. Paternoster Row.

THE BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION.
Founded 1837.

Patron-HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
Invested Capital, 30.000Z.

A UNIQUE INVESTMENT
Offered to London Booksellers and their Assistants.

A young man or woman of twenty-five can invest the sum of Twenty
Guineas (or it* equivalent by instalments), and obtain the right to
participate in the following advantages :

FIRST. Freedom from want in time of Adversity as long as need
exists.
SECOND. Permanent Relief in Old Age.
THIRD. Medical Advice bv eminent Physicians and Surgeons.
FOURTH. A Cottage in the Country (Abbots Langley, Hertford-

shire) for aged Members, with garden produce, coal, and medical
attendance free, in addition to an annuity.
FIFTH. A furnished house in the same Retreat at Abbots Langley

for the use of Members and their families for holidays or during
convalescence.
SIXTH. A contribution towards Funeral expenses when it is needed.
SEVENTH. All these are available not for Members only, but also

for their wives or widows and young children.
EIGHTH. The payment of the subscriptions confers an absolute

right to these benefits in all cases of need.
For further information apply to the Secretary MR. GEORGE

LARNEK. 28, Paternoster Row E.C

A THEN^UM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
-TX FRANCIS. Printer of the A thenctum, tfotet and Querits, Ac., if

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13. Bream's Buildings. Chancery
Lane. E.C.
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GEORGE PEELE.

THESE notes refer to the edition of Peele

by Mr. A. H. Bullen, London, 1888, 2 vols.

With regard to the first volume I would
make the following suggestions :

P. 144.
' Edward I.,' sc. viii. 1. 9 :

"
Lluellen, do seek if aught please thee."-

Read :

"
Lluellen, go seek," &c.

P. 168. Sc. xi. 1. 4 :

"
so, lawful to

brave well thy British lustily to solace

our good queen." Mr. Bullen says :

" For

'brave' I would read 'brawl.'" Read:
"

sol, law, fa, do ! brave well thy [query
"
your

"
: see below] British lustily," &c.

See
'

N.E.D.,'
"
brave," vb., I. 6.

Ibid., 1. 6 : "in their kind." Read " m
your kind." The misreading would be

due to the abbreviation
"
y

r."

P. 205. Sc. xxv., 1. 47. Old eds.,
" con-

secrate
"

; Bullen,
"
conceive ye

"
; Collier,

"
conceit of

"
; Dyce, following Mitford,

"
conjecture." Read "

config'rate."
P. 211. Sc. xxv. (printed by Bullen xxiv.)

11. 180-82 :

Ay, but when ladies list to run astray,

The poor supposed father wears the horn,

And pleating leave their liege in princes laps.

Mr. Bullen' s note is as follows :

"Mitford proposed
Ay but when ladies list to run astray,
And leave their plighted liege in princes' laps,
The poor supposed lather wears the horn.
But the text would still be wretchedly unintel-

ligible. The transposition of lines 181-2 is, I think,
right. For '

pleating
'

I would read '

fleeting
'

: but
the rest of the verse is unmanageable. Query.
'And fleeting leave their liege lords' princely bed '?

(Very unsatisfactory.)
"

Adopt Mitford's transposition and Mr.
Bullen' s

"
fleeting," and make the second

line

And fleeting leave their siege in princes' laps ;

or read
And leave their pleasing siege in princes' laps.

P. 214. Ibid., 1. 236. Old eds., "tried
colours "

; Collier and Bullen,
"
'tired

colours "
; Dr. Nicholson,

"
tied colours."

Read "
pied colours."

Pp. 259-60.
'

Battle of Alcazar,' II. iv.

117-22:
The wallowing ocean hems her round about ;

Whose raging floods do swallow up her foes
And even in Spain, where all the traitors dance
And play themselves upon a sunny day,
Securely guard the west part of her isle.

Read (if a change is necessary) :

" And
even from Spain. . . .And 'splay themselves
...." The seminaries founded by Father
Parsons at Valladolid in 1590 and Seville in
1592 were regarded in England as nests of
traitors.

The remaining suggestions refer to the
second volume :

P. 20.
' David and Bethsabe,' sc. iii.

1. 83 :

" with horror sit." Mr. Bullen," with horror rife." Query,
" with horror

set (= beset)."
P. 52. Sc. viii. 1. 106 :

thou, that hold'st his raging bloody bound
Within the circle of the silver moon
That girds earth's centre with his watery scarf.

Mr. Bullen writes :

"Very corrupt Q,y. 'sea's ranging body bound'?
That 'raging' is a misprint for 'ranging' I am
convinced ; but the rest is dark."

Read :

thou, that hold'st his raging flood y-bound, &c.
" His "

anticipates the third line. For
"
raging flood

"
see the passage quoted

above from '

Battle of Alcazar,' II. iv. 118.

P. 84. Sc. xv. 1. 231 :

the wicked are as thorns
That cannot be preserved with the hand.

Mr. Bullen refers to the passage of Scripture
here alluded to, 2 Sam. xxiii. 6 :

" thorns
that cannot be taken with hands "

(Vulgate,"
quse non tolluntur manibus "). For "

pro-
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served
" he suggests

"
repressed." Read

"
perceived," and cp. Cicero,

' De Senec-

tute,' 7,
"
percipere fructus

"
(= gather

fruits), and Shakspeare,
' Two Gentlemen,'

I. i. 144.

P. 361.
'

Praise of Chastity,' 1. 43 :

Believe me, to contend 'gainst armies royal,
To tame wild panthers but by strength of hand,

To praise the triumph, not so special,
As ticing pleasure s charms for to withstand.

Mr. Bullen comments on the word "
praise" :

"
Unintelligible Qy.

'

raise.'
" Read :

To praise, the triumph 's not so special,

i.e.,
" the triumph spoken of is not so spe-

cially to be praised."
P. 368.

' The Hunting of Cupid
'

:

" Cor

sapit et [Mr. Bullen adds :

" some words

illegible here "] : a hot liver must be in a
lover." One may supply the words from
a distich given in

' Carminum Proverbialium
Loci Communes '

(1579), p. 100 :

Cor sapit, at pulmo loquitur, sed [read "fel"]
commovet iram :

Splen ridere facit, cogit amare jecur.

The distich appears in a slightly different

form in Mizoaldus, 'Memorabilia' (1573),
cent. vi. 90 :

Cor ardet, pulmo loquitur, fel commovet iras, &c.

The words that follow the illegible passage
in

' The Hunting of Cupid
' show that the

distich had been quoted to the end.

I have left these notes as they were
written. I have since found, however, that
in some points I have been anticipated by
Mr. K. Deighton in his book ' The Old
Dramatists : Conjectural Readings,' which
should be consulted in connexion with my
notes on vol. i. pp. 168, 211, 259 ; vol. ii.

pp. 52, 361. G. C. MOORE SMITH.
The University, Sheffield.

THE 'D.N.B.': ADDITIONS AND
CORRECTIONS.

SIR HENRY CHA.TTNCY, 1632-1719. Now
that a reissue of the '

D.N.B.' is promised,
I venture to call attention to two errors of

fact in the account of the above Hertford-
shire historian.

1.
" His [Sir Henry's] father died in 1681, and he

succeeded to the rich family estates."

Now for a country gentleman the income
from this source was small, and a perusal
of the will of Henry Chauncy the elder bears
this statement out. It will be found printed
at pp. 14-26, of

'

Sir Henry Chauncy : a

Biography,' 1907.

2. "Chauncy mentions in his Preface that he was

prevented from carrying out his original design by
having to spend money in resisting the ruinous-
machinations of a degenerate member of his family
and his accomplices. The reference is apparently
to his grandson Henry. His son and heir, Henry,
having died in 1703, this grandson succeeded in,

1719 to the family estates, which he soon wasted
and mortgaged, and died three years after without
issue."

The '

Hist. Antiq. of Hertfordshire
'

having been published in 1700, when Henry,,
the grandson, was but six years of age,,
he could hardly have been guilty of any
machinations against his grandfather : while
the statement that he wasted and mortgaged
the family estates is not borne out by his

will. He possessed only a life interest

in the Ardeley Bury estate, his being the
last of three lives for which it was held
from the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's.

The charge of conspiracy should be levelled)

at his father, Sir Henry's eldest surviving
son, the story of whose suit at law, doubtless-

prompted by his father-in-law Sir Nicholas

Butler, is set forth at pp. 46-8 of the recent

biography of the historian above mentioned-
W. B. GERISH.

Bishop's Stortford.

RICHARD CREAGH. The '

D.N.B.,' xiii. 63r

says he was born about 1525. This seems
right. In 1579 he was " about 50 "

; see

Strype,
'

Ann,' II. ii. 660, where he is called

simply "D. Rich." The 'D.N.B.' says:" On 8 May, 1567, he was arrested in Con-
naught." The true date appears to be
30 April, 1567 : see

'

Cal. S.P. Ireland, 1509-
1573,' p. 334. The '

D.N.B.' also says :

" Before the end of the year [1567], he was
recaptured, sent to London, and lodged in the-

Tower, where, after enduring severe privations, he-

died on 14 Oct., 1585, not without suspicion of
poison."

He was sent to the Tower on 6 Nov., 1567
('Cal. S.P. Span., 1558-67,' p. 683). In
March, 1570, he was released on bail and
went to Ireland (' Cal. S.P. Span., 1568-79,'

p. 240). In Ireland he was imprisoned
in 1574, and sent to England 14 Feb., 1575-

('Cal. S.P. Ireland, 1574-85,' pp. 46, 53).
He was imprisoned in the Gatehouse, West-
minster, and on 4 March, 1575, committed
again to the Tower (' P.C.A.' [N.S.], viii.

351, 352, 355 ;

'

Cal. Cecil MSS.,' ii. 94, 95).
He is mentioned in the Tower Bills for

Christmas, 1585, and for Lady Day, Mid-
summer, and Michaelmas, 1586 (Cath.
Rec. Soc., iii. 21-4) ; so he clearly did not
die in Oct., 1585. In a letter dated 30 Jan.,

1586/7, it is stated that
" Dr. Crawghe is

already in Munster with bulls and pardons
"
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('Cal. Cecil MSB.,' iii. 216). Is this the

Archbishop ?

The ' D.N.B.' does not notice the charge
of rape brought against him in 1577 (' P.C.A.'

[N.S.J, x. 31, 43). Of this he was trium-

phantly acquitted : see Controlment Roll,

20 Eliz., rot. 24, and
'

Concertatio Ecclesise,'

f. 216 b. .

Some controversialists have asserted that

Parker sought consecration at Creagh's
hands when he was in the Tower a state-

ment which is sheer nonsense, as Creagh
in Dec., 1559, was not yet a bishop nor a

prisoner. JOHN B. WAINEWKIGHT.

JAMES HEWLETT, BATH AKTIST. The
brief account of the life of this artist in

the
* D.N.B.' gives the year of his birth

as 1789, and his age at death at forty-seven

years.
At the back of a miniature portrait I

have recently seen the following inscription :

"James Hewlett, born Sept. 15th
, 1768,

died Aug81 18th , 1836."

These dates are confirmed by John Britton,

the Wiltshire archaeological writer, who
in his 'Autobiography' (1850) has given
an interesting account of the early life of

Hewlett one of his schoolfellows. Britton

states that Hewlett was four years senior

to himself, and that he died in 1836, at the

age of sixty-seven years.
The '

Dictionary
'

also mentions another

Bath artist of the same name, who is said

to have died in 1829, and suggests that

one may have been the father of the other.

This was certainly not the case : Hewlett

was childless ; his father was a gardener,
as mentioned by Britton.

It was Queen Charlotte (not Queen Caro-

line, as stated in the 'Dictionary') who
visited his studio at Bath in 1817 (see Tun-

stall's
' Rambles about Bath

'

).

J. H. K.

THOMAS MORGAN. (See
'

D.N.B.,' xxxix

31.) As there is some doubt as to what

family this interesting character belonged
it may be worth while to set out what is

known of his relatives.

1. His brother Harry was Her Majesty s

Customer at Cardiff (S.P. Dom. Eliz.

clxxxviii. 64-66).
2. His brother Roland Morgan, M.A.

of Queen's College, Oxford, a native o

Glamorganshire, arrived at the English

College, Rheims, 18 Oct., 1581, and was

ordained in 1583 (subdeacon in March

deacon in April, and priest in May). On

returning to England he resided with hi

brother Harry at Cardiff. He is said to have

apostatized and drowned himself (Foley
Records S.J.,' vi. 532).
3. His cousin William was a clergyman of

Brecknockshire, who was in Paris in Febru-
ary, 1582 (' Cal. S.P. For. 1581-2,' p. 486).

4. Another cousin, Polydore Morgan, gent. ,.

of Gray's Inn, was a recusant at liberty in
1592 (' Cal. Cecil MSS.,' iv. 6-9, 267). This,
s no doubt the Polydore Morgan in prison
in the Gatehouse on 30 July, 1580, where he
remained till he was liberated on the 8th
or 18th of August, 1582 (C.R.S. ii. 225, 230).
~f, as seems likely, he is to be identified with
.he Polydore Morgan who was a son of Sir
Richard Morgan of Blackbrook, Kt., Chief
Justice of the Common Pleas, our Thomas
and his brothers were very likely sons of
Sir Richard's brother William (Bradney's-
'

Monmouthshire,' p. 123).
5. Thomas Morgan had also a nephew

named Polydore Morgan. This young man
was ordained priest from the English College
at Rome, and arrived at the English College,
Rheims, on 12 May, 1582, and left on the-

28th of the same month. On 5 August Dr.
Allen wrote to Father Agazzari, the President
of the English College at Rome :

"
Morganus ille presbyter, quern putabas Lutetiae

subsistere, iam pridem suscepta a nobis facilitate

reconciliandi, etc., profectus est iu Angliam, necdiu
apud avunculum mansit."

However, he was back at Rheims on 2 Nov.,.
1582, and left again on 22 March, 1583.
In 1601 he was a Capuchin residing at
Orleans ('Cal. S.P. Dom. Add. 1580-1625,

v

p. 414). JOHN B. WAINEWEIGHT.

SARAH SIDDONS. In so large and im-

portant a work as the 'Dictionary of National

Biography' an error, or indeed several errors,
cannot occasion surprise ; but the discovery
of one or more must be interesting, if only
to illustrate how the finest talents and

greatest pains are no guarantees against
mistakes. I was lately reading the article

on Sarah Siddons, and noticed a statement
in it that Johnson had put his name on the

picture which Reynolds painted of the great
actress, Northcote's life of Reynolds being
cited as the authority. My recollection

of this publication being different, I referred

to it, and found, as I expected, that it was
not the lexicographer who wished to go down
to posterity on the hem of the garment of

the "
Tragic Muse," but Reynolds himself.

He, indeed, did for once and once only in

the course of his life put his name in the

position mentioned. It was the only in-

stance of Sir Joshua's inserting his name,,
or any one else's, on a painting.

W. P. C.
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I SUBJOIN a few brief notes on various

biographies in the
'

Dictionary
'

:

Edward Arden (ii. 74) was executed
20 Dec., 1583, not in October.
James Bosgrave (v. 421) was committed

to the Tower 24 Dec., 1580.

John Colleton (xi. 335) was not exiled

in 1584 with seventy-one other priests

(though according to the Douay Diaries,

seventy-two priests in all were exiled in

1585), but was exiled on 21 Jan., 1584/5, with

twenty other prisoners, of whom nineteen
were priests.
John Hart (xxv. 61) was committed to

the Marshalsea, and thence, on 24 Dec.,

1580, removed to the Tower, where he was
tortured. He obtained his reprieve, 1 Dec.,

1581, on very dishonourable terms, which,
however, did not amount to "a complete
ct of apostasy." He was to have been

executed 28 May, 1582, but was reprieved
by a letter from the Privy Council dated
the day before. The ' Diarium Turris

'

is

now recognized as being from John Hart's
own pen (see Cath. Rec. Soc., iii. 4).

Jasper Heywood (xxvi. 329) was com-
mitted to the Clink 9 Dec., 1583, and trans-

ferred to the Tower the following February.
He was tried and condemned 13 April, 1584

(Cath. Rec. Soc., ii. 232 ; iv. 112n.).
William Warmington (lix. 390) was sent

to the Marshalsea 10 Dec., 1582 ; con-
demned to death 6 Feb., 1583/4 ; and
exiled 21 Jan., 1584/5. He was probably
born at Wimborne, where his mother was

living in 1594 (' Cal. Cecil MSS.,' v. 67).
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

DODSLEY'S FAMOUS COLLECTION OF
POETRY.

<See 10 S. vi. 361, 402 ; vii. 3, 82, 284, 404,
442; viii. 124, 183, 384, 442; ix. 3.)

ROBERT BEDINGFIELD contributed to
vol. iii. 121-7 a poem on ' The Education of
Achilles

' which had previously appeared
in the

'

Museum,' iii. 127-31.

Bedingfield was the son of Edmund
Bedingfield of St. Clement Danes, London,
gentleman, and he matriculated from Hart
Hall, Oxford, on 2 April, 1737, aged 17. His

degrees were B.A. 6 Feb., 1740/41, and M.A.
9 July, 1743. As " commensalis "

of that
hall he contributed a set of Latin verses
to the collection of the University of Oxford
on the death of Queen Caroline (1738).
Some Latin lines by him in the ' Carmina
Quadragesimalia

'

(Oxford, 1748), ii. 14, are

reproduced and much praised by Joseph
Warton in his

'

Essay on the Genius of Pope
'

(1806 ed.), i. 47. The manuscript references

in the second volume of the 1757 ed. of the
' Carmina ' which is in the Library of the
British Museum assign to him several other

pieces in the collection.
' The Education

of Achilles
' was praised in the same essay of

Warton (ii. 35) as a happy imitation of the
manner of Spenser.
For some years Bedingfield seems to have

lived in seclusion in his rooms at Hart Hall,
or as it became later, Hertford College.

Joseph Warton wrote to his brother on
7 June, 1753 :

" Give my compliments to

Bedingfield. I am glad he is emerging into

life from Hertford College." Some further

poetical contributions from his pen were

probably desired by Dodsley for the 1755
volume of his series, but in vain ; for on
Michaelmas Day in 1 754 he writes to Warton :

"
I prodigiously admire your character of Mr.

Bedingfield, who you say has actually refined his

taste to a degree that makes him dissatisfy'd with
almost every composition."

A long letter on literary topics was sent by
Bedingfield to Tom Warton on 3 March, 1757

(Wooll,
'

Life of J. Warton,' pp. 217, 225,

244).

Bedingfield was the acquaintance of a
still more distinguished poet. He called

on Gray in January, 1756, and left
" a note

with a very civil compliment." In October,
1757, he wrote to Gray

"
in a golden shower

of panegyrick." From 1757 to 1763 he
seems to have lived at York, and then to

have joined his family in Norfolk. Gray's
letter to Mason, [July] 1763, apparently
implies that Bedingfield, like most of that

race, was then a Roman Catholic (' Letters,'

ed. Tovey, i. 290-91, 365-6 ;

'

Gray and
Mason,' ed. Mitford, pp. 308-9, 313).
Edward Moore, the editor of The World,

soon after the conclusion of that paper
projected another magazine. Bedingfield
was to have been a contributor, but the
scheme dropped through Moore's death

(" English Poets," ed. Chalmers, xviii. 77).

Bedingfield is mentioned in a letter from
Mason to Horace Walpole, 9 Aug., 1774

(' Letters,' ed. Cunningham, vi. 98), as

then at York. I have not been able to

ascertain the date of Ms death.

The Rev. Thomas Cole wrote ' The
Arbour : an Ode to Contentment

'

(vi. 91-7),
and ' The Grotto : an Ode to Silence

'

(vi.

97-100).
Cole was educated at Eton, his name

appearing as a colleger in the Remove, 1742
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(R. A. Austen Leigh,
'

Lists 1678-1790 '). His
volume of poems (1795) contains (pp. 187-90)
a "

translation of a school exercise done at
Eton about 52 years ago by the translator,
just before the commencement of the
Whitsun holydays," which embodies some
interesting allusions to the school, and states
that he was "

for Dorset bound." He was
described in the books of Queens' College,
Cambridge, as

"
Dorsetens.," and from the

references in the same book of poems to
Milbourne Wood (p. 18) and to Milbourne's
wearied youth (p. 171), he was possibly a
member of the family of Cole that owned
themanor of Milbourne St. Andrew (Hutchins,
'

Dorset,' 1864 ed., ii. 592). There are other
local allusions to Dorset in his poetical
pieces.
On 23 April, 1745, Cole was admitted as

a Sizar at Queens' College, Cambridge, under
the tutorship of Mr. Morris, and he took
the degree of LL.B. in June, 1751. He
contributed a set of English verses to the

University collection of poems in 1751 on
the death of Frederick, Prince of Wales.
Soon afterwards he was ordained in the

English Church, and settled in London as
assistant preacher or curate at St. Paul's,
Covent Garden. His taste for literature

seems to have brought him into connexion
with Dodsley. Two papers by him were
inserted in Dodsley' s paper The World.
The first, No. 78, 27 June, 1754, was on
' Female Dress and Painting

'

; the second,
No. 86, 22 Aug., 1754, dwelt 'On the

Improvement to be derived from the Study
of Flowers '

(Chalmers,
'

British Essayists,'
vol. xxii. p. liii).

' The Arbour ; or, the Rural Philosopher :

a Poem,' which was published anonymously
in 1756, price 6d., was by Cole, and was
afterwards included (with a title slightly

altered) in the sixth volume of Dodsley's col-

lection, pp. 91-7. In 1761, while still at

St. Paul's, Covent Garden, his volume of
'

Discourses on Luxury, Infidelity, and
Enthusiasm' was published. They were
six in all.

Cole was instituted to the vicarage of

Dulverton in Somerset on 16 May, 1763,
and on the following 20 October was married
at the church of St. Paul, Covent Garden,

by licence, by the Rev. D. Rhudde, minister

of St. Thomas's, Southwark, to Sarah Niccoll

of the parish of St. Alphage, London Wall,

spinster, the witnesses being Thos. Bayley,
Sarah May Bayley, and Mary May Bayley.
He entered into residence at Dulverton

in 1764, and resided continuously until the

spring of 1771. From that date until

February, 1774, the entries in the parish
register were not made by him, although his-

signature appears on 20 April, 1772, as

nominating the vicar's churchwarden. His
entries reappear from February to June,
1774 ; but from that time he was non-
resident, and the duties were discharged by
a curate. Two of his sons were baptized at
Dulverton : the first, Richard Comyns Cole,,
on 28 May, 1766 ; the second, Thomas
Comyns Cole, on 24 Feb., 1771. To the
latter entry is added the note that he was
born on 28 Aug., 1770. From the repetition
of the name of Comyns we may presume
that the vicar was connected with that

family.
Cole published in 1795 a volume entitled

" The Life of Hubert : a Narrative, Descrip-
tive, and Didactic Poem, Book the First ....

to which are added some Original and
Translated Poems." The title-page some-
what naively adds, after the words Book
the First, that

"
twelve others are designed

to complete the work." He died at his

house in Abingdon Street, Westminster, on
14 June, 1796, in his seventieth year (Gent.

Mag., 1796, pt. i., 532). Chalmers says that
the death took place on 7 June.
There was published in 1797 the post-

humous volume " The Life of Hubert. . . .

Second and Third Books." No copy of it

is in the British Museum Library, but two
considerable extracts were inserted in The

Monthly Review for January, 1798, pp. 103-5.

His poem on the
' Beech Tree '

is copied from
the 1795 volume into Southey's

' Later

English Poets,' iii. 419-24.

I have been aided in my inquiries by the
Rev. J. Bridger Philby, the present Vicar of

Dulverton, and by the Rev. W. H. Hunt,
of St. Paul's, Covent Garden.

W. P. COURTNEY.

(To be continued.)

KIPLING :

" PICAROON "
:

" BARRACOON."
There is an extraordinary blunder in

Kipling's
' Last Chantey

'

as printed in

'The Seven Seas,' 1898, p. 23, The lines

are as follows :

Then said the souls of the slaves that men threw
overboard :

" Kennelled in the picaroon a weary band
were we ;

But Thy arm was strong to save,
And it touched us on the wave,

And we drowsed the
long^

tides idle till Thy
trumpets tore the sea."

Of course the word Kipling meant to use

was barracoon, the technical term for a
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.slave pen. Picaroon means a rogue. I do
not know if this error has been noticed
before. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

THE OLD BAILEY. Reference was recently
made during the hearing of a case in the

King's Bench Division to
"
the New Bailey."

The following remark of Mr. Justice Darling,

pointing out the absurdity of such a mis-

nomer, is, I think, worthy of preservation
in the columns of

' N. & Q.' :

"
I really hope people will understand there is no

such place. I nave prints of an old Sessions House
which stood in the Old Bailey. That was taken
-down, and the Sessions House we know as the old
Central Criminal Court was put up. Now that has
been pulled down, and a new one is built, but they
have all been in the Old Bailey. The Old Bailey is

not a Court, it is a place; it is a space with
buildings in it, and it remains just the same. I
dislike the ancient monuments of England being
misnamed."

More than once I have noticed the Old
Bailey referred to as the

" New Old Bailey,"
than which it is difficult to conceive any-
thing more absurd.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

CHAMPION'S VINEGAR BREWERY, CITY
ROAD. The City Road, never a very
interesting thoroughfare, has recently lost

one of its most familiar landmarks. The
Vinegar Brewery, with its long, high wall
on the east side of the road near Old Street,
was worthy of notice, not from any important
literary or historical associations, but a:

the last memorial of the period when the
whole district was open fields, interspersed
with such resorts as Peerless Pool, the
*'

Eagle
"

tavern " The Shepherd and

Shepherdess," and
" The Rosemary Branch.'

It had also survived the period when the
road was a part of the unvarying route
traversed, on horseback, in 'bus, or afoot

by several generations of merchants anc
clerks, who, morning and evening, went to
and from the City and their homes at

Islington, Canonbury, or further off. Thus
the old wall had the rather shadowy
interest of having probably been frequently
seen by Charles Lamb, and all his Islington
friends and visitors Ayrton, Hone, Hazlitt
and others. Moreover, it would be quite
familiar to that Biblio-Croesus of Finsbury
Square, George Lackington.
The actual date of construction is no

known to me. In ' The Plan of the Roads
and Streets from Islington to Dog House
Bar,' &c., published in The London Magazine
{1758 ?), houses or faims are shown bordering
a crooked lane that led across this site

o " The New Coffee-House." The Act

authorizing the construction of the New
load was passed in 1760, and the thorough-
are was opened in 1761. Faden's map of

L782 shows the site as unoccupied, a small

stream wandering across it to the proposed
Hoorfields Canal. By 1798 buildings had
)een erected, and I believe I am correct in

dentifying the firm in possession as

VIessrs. Cox, King, Curtis & Pryne, who
are entered as brewers in Boyle's

' Trades-

man's Directory
'

of 1794. The older

auildings recently demolished would in

appearance quite justify this attribution .of

date, and by 1800 or soon after the majority
of the buildings, and above all the familiar

dead wall, were certainly in existence.

Thomas Champion, vinegar merchant,

was carrying on business here by 1811 ;

and with various changes of title Champion
& Moore (1813), Thos. Champion &
Francis Moore (1816), Champion & Green

(1822), T. & G. Champion (1838) it

continued without further important change
until September last. In Carey's map of

1819 the whole area from Old Street

(St. Agnes le Clare) to Brunswick Place is

identified as
"
Vinegar Manufactory."

When the extent and increasing value of

the site are considered, it is remarkable

that the demolition did not take place
earlier ;

but the site is, I understand, to

be covered with model dwellings erected by
the Sutton Trustees.

Messrs. Fuller & Horsey sold the plant,

machinery, and building materials on the

premises on 22 and 23 October, and amongst
many interesting lots there occurred :

" Lot 144. A beam condensing engine by Boulton

& Watt, with wrought-iron gudgeons, cast-iron

girders and columns, entablature,
'

&c.

The City Road wall had more direct

literary associations than the passing glance
of a celebrity. For many years there was
an excellent row of barrows and boxes, from

which in less keen times many a precious
volume has been bought for a modest

number of pence. It was against this wall

that there survived the last (so far as my
own observation serves) of the strip song
vendors. His stall or stand was a grimy
canvas screen, on which the plaintive song
and rollicking ditty from the press of

Catnach, Pitts, and others were pinned in

alluring rows. Silas Wegg, it will be recalled,

is in possession of a similar establishment

when he first appears in the pages of
' Our Mutual Friend.'

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.
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DEFOE : THE DEVIL'S CHAPEL.
Wherever God erects a house of prayer
The devil always builds a chapel there.

The idea in these lines, as well as the rime,
is constantly attributed to Defoe. This,
however, is assuredly a misconception.
The late K. H. Digby in his

'

Compitum,'
vol. ii. p. 297 (1849), quotes from Cardinal
Paleotti, who died in 1597 :

" There can be no church in which the demon
will not have his chapel, as there can be no sermon
unless he has a place reserved for him to assist
.at it."

Robert Burton in his
'

Anatomy of Melan-

choly,' 6th ed., 1652, p. 640, tells his readers
that
" where God hath a Temple, the Divell will have a

chappel : where God hath sacrifices, the Divell will
have his oblations."

Mediaeval writers were both sarcastic

and humorous ; it is therefore highly pro-
bable that the idea may have come down
from a far earlier source than either of these.

N. M. & A.

CHAINED BOOKS IN PRISONS. The fol-

lowing occurs in the minutes of the Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge :

"June 26, 1707. Mr. Skeat moved that a large
decent Bible might be bought for the Use of the
Prisoners in the Cornpter-Prison in Southwark.
"
Agreed to the said Motion, and that the Whole

Duty of Man, the Art of Catechising, the Xtian
Monitor and Dr. Gibson's Family Devotion (the 3
last to be bound together) be added therunto, and
;all to be chained, in that Prison.

"
Agreed, that Mr. Fox be desired to Provide the

said Books and Chains as aforesaid."

I take the above from the monthly re-

port of the S.P.C.K. for July last, p. 447.
R. B. P.

[See also
' Chained Books in Iron Covers,' post,

p. 189.]

' VICTORIA COUNTY HISTORIES.' What
is the use of these histories if they have not
an index ? Few of us can hope to live long

enough to read them straight through ; and
if we do not do so, we may miss the very
things that we have set out to find.

RESEARCH.

[We imagine that an Index will be issued in good
time.]

THE GODSTONE, FORMBY. In the church-

yard of Saint Luke, Formby a village on
the Lancashire coast between the Mersey and
the Ribble is to be seen an ancient stone,

bearing on it an incised cross on a Calvary
of three steps surmounted by an orb. Until

recently Roman Catholics were buried here,

and the coffins carried three times round

this stone, presumably (as in other instances)

following the way of the sun. The custom
may be very ancient, and indeed a pagan
survival. Roman Catholics, moreover, in

visiting the churchyard, used to kneel
down and pray before this stone. The
church has been rebuilt, but was of Norman
or pre-Norman foundation. The font is

remarkable, polygonal in plan, with twenty-
tliroe sides. HENRY TAYLOR.
Birklands, Birkdale, Lancashire.

" PRINCE " BOOTHBY. (See 9 S. v. 127,
236 ; vii. 405.) The following inscription
on a stone, from 'Visits to Fields of Battle,'

by Richard Brooke, F.S.A. (1856), may
prove of interest, and perhaps may preserve
a record from decay, as

' N. & Q.' has done
in many an instance :

On this spot
was fought the Battle of

Blore Heath
in 1459:

Lord Audley
Who commanded for the side of Lancaster

Was defeated & slain.

To perpetuate the memory
Of the action & the place
This Ancient Monument

was repaired in

1765,
At the charge of the Lord of the Manor,

Charles Boothby Schrymsher [sic],

A note subjoined adds that Plot in his
' Natural History of Staffordshire,' published
in 1686, mentions (chap. x. sec. 85)

" the

stone set up upon Blore Heath in memory
of the fall of James, Lord Audley, slain just
in that place." The battle was fought in

1459, two and a half miles from Market

Drayton, and was remarkable for the great
number of Cheshire men killed in it. This

is alluded to in Drayton's
'

Polyolbion,'

song xxii.

Mr. Brooke probably copied the inscrip-

tion on his visit in 1856. There is no
mention of the name Scrymsher or Skim-

shire in the pedigree of Boothby (baronets)
in Burke' s

'

Peerage and Baronetage.'
The name of the last Dean of Middleham,

in Wensleydale, who died in 1856, was
Peter Scrimshire Wood, D.C.L. He was
one of the family of Wood of High Littleton,

Middlesex. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CHARLES LAMB AND WINCHMORE HILL.

The beautifully wooded country-side at

Winchmore Hill, with its favourite public

footway beloved by Charles Lamb, Mary
Lamb, Coleridge, and Tom Hood (whose
home was close by), is doomed to early
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absorption by the ubiquitous builder.

According to The Daily Chronicle, a wealthy
syndicate has purchased the estate from
Capt. Taylor of Grovelands, and it is con-
templated to erect thousands of

"
good-class"

residences and develope a superior type of" Garden City." Near these woods still

stands the old-fashioned shop whereat
Mary Lamb was wont to make purchases in

haberdashery. F. T. HIBGAME.
" HANDSOME TRACY." No one appears

to have answered COL. PRIDEAUX'S inquiry
at 8 S. x. 195. I have found it stated in a
contemporary tract that "

the celebrated
Beau Tracy

" was the grandson of
"
the

famous Judge Tracy," and an account of the
latter i.e., Robert Tracy, 1655-1735 will
be found in the '

D.N.B.'
"
Judge Tracy,"

was the second son of Robert, 2nd Viscount
Tracy, and the pedigree of the family is

given in Burke' s
'

Extinct Peerages' (1883),
pp. 536-7. According to this authority,"
Judge Tracy

"
left a son named Richard,

who at his decease in 1734 left a son named
Robert, and this man may have been the" Handsome Tracy

"
of Waipole's story.

This last Robert Tracy is said to have died
in 1756. HORACE BLEACKLEY.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

THE " GOLDEN COUPLETS " OF THE DOVE.
On the line in

'

Hamlet,' V. i. 310,
When that her golden couplets are disclos'd,

the notes to the
'

Henry Irving Shakespeare,'
viii. 147/1, say :

" The birds when hatched
are covered with yellow down. See note
328," ib. 124/1, where a passage from
Randlo Holme is quoted :

"
Disclose is

when the young just peeps through the
shell. It is also taken for the laying, hatch-
ing, or bringing forth young : as

'

she
discloses three birds.'

" On these sayings
The Quarterly Review of April, 1 894, p. 357,
comments :

"
Pigeonswhen first hatched are not covered with

yellow down ;

'

golden couplets
'

here means eggs ;'

disclosed
' means revealed ; and the notes of the

'

Henry Irving Shakespeare
'

are sheer nonsense."
As my experience of young pigeons is con-
fined to the few I have seen on the British
Museum steps tumbled out of the nest and
dead whihc had nothing that could be
fairly called golden or yellow about them,

I thought The Quarterly was right ; but on

referring the matter to Mr. H. F. Witherby,
the editor of

'

British Birds,' he writes to
me :

"
Yellowish would be perhaps a more

accurate description ; but I think a poet
might be allowed to call the young pigeons
golden." Will some ' N. & Q.' pigeon-keeper
give us his opinion on the point ?

F. J. FURNIVALL.

PRINCE VON HOHENZOLLERN=MADAME.
DE MORA. Could any reader of

' N. & Q.'

help me to obtain the date of the marriage
of a Prince von Hohenzollern to a Madame
de Mora some time early in the nineteenth

century about 1810 ? This marriage was
noticed in a volume of the

' Almanach d&
Gotha ' some years since ; but unfortunately
a note was not made of it at the time. If

any one searching back volumes of the
' Almanach ' would communicate with me
at Hill Hall, Epping, Essex, should he com&
across this item, I should feel greatly

obliged. (Duke) DE MORO.

NONCONFORMIST BURIAL-GROUNDS ANI>

GRAVESTONES. The question of the period
of introduction of gravestones in church-

yards has been raised more than once, but
I have never observed the same question
applied to Dissenting burial-grounds. I
have an impression that in the earlier years
of such burial-grounds memorials did not
find favour, and that they were introduced

tardily. The oldest Baptist burial-ground
in Nottingham, described in a deed of 1724
as

"
for many years last past

" used for

interments, contains no stone earlier than
1757. The Congregationalist Chapel, the
oldest Dissenting foundation in Nottingham ,.

dating back nearly to the Commonwealth,,
has no stone earlier than 1741 in its appur-
tenant burial-ground in Castle Gate. I wish
to know whether or not a similar state of
affairs exists elsewhere. A. STAPI.ETON.

158, Noel Street, Nottingham.

FENIANS AND WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Can any of your readers help me to trace-

a printed account of the escape of three

Fenians from Western Australia in the ship

Calalpa in 1875 ? It may have appeared
in an obituary notice of a man named De-

Vine, who was concerned in the escape^
and who died in America c. 1890. It is

believed that the account referred to was-

published in the United States. H. M.

ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY AT MILAN. What
is the exact meaning of Giarda's title-
' Liberalium disciplinarum comes symbol icse-
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Bibliothecne Alexandrinse '

in Graevius .

' Thesaurus Antiquitatum et Historiarurr
Italise,' torn. ix. part vi., 1723 ? I have
an idea that the Biblioteca Ambrosiana
was originally called the Alexandrian
Library, but I cannot find any proof of this.

W. ROBERTS.

CHAINED BOOKS IN IRON COVERS.
Throughout

'

N. & Q.,' The Antiquary
and other literary mediums, there are many
references to chained books ; and Mr
Blades' s

' Books in Chains '

deals exhaus
tively with the subject. I have recently
come across a curious example, and shoulc
like to know if there are any other such
books, together with their dates and locali-

ties. The copy referred to encloses a portion
of Foxe's

'

Martyrs,' 1636 edition. The
outer covers are wholly of iron, one side

depicting, in repousse work, a figure under-

going martyrdom by burning, while a crucifix
is formed on the other with iron studs.
The chain is complete : an attachment
to each of the boards of 12 in., and a length
of 16 in. in addition about 30 in. in all.

GEO. L. BERRY.
2, South Oxford Street, Edinburgh.

[See also
' Chained Books in Prisons,' ante, p. 187.]

" SUB ROSA." Can any one give the
earliest mention of this phrase (1) in Latin,
and (2) in English ? It is so long since
this was discussed in

' N. & Q.' that it is

perhaps pardonable to ask whether the
interval of forty years has thrown any light
on the question. Which has the priority
the Latin form or the vernacular ?

Connected with this is the assumed

symbolism of silence in the rose. It may
possibly be of Persian derivation, or may
have its origin in India ; but it is well to

remember that all connexion of the rose

with silence, with Harpocrates, or with
sub rosa (as a thing said inter convivas)
has no classical or even post-classical
foundation. Such an idea was not then

known, and is therefore of modern em-

ployment in Europe. Sir Thomas Browne
in his ' Pseudodoxia '

(v. 23) quotes some
lines of Gregory Nazianzen which are, as

far as I am aware, the only connexion, to

be found in antiquity, of the rose with
silence. They are quoted in a Latin version
as follows :

Utque latet rosa verna suo putamine olausa,
Sic ps vincla ferat validisque arctetur habenis

Indicatque suis prolixa silentia labris.

Can any one lay his finger upon the par-
ticular carmen of Gregory Nazianzen of

which this is the translation ? The plaster
rose in the centre of ceilings is also traced
to the same tradition, and Sir Thomas
Browne even accounts for the rosette on
clerical hats as owing its origin to a symbol
representing the silence-seal of the con-
fessional box.

I have not referred to the well-known

epigram
" Est rosa flos Veneris," &c. (v.

King's
'

Classical and Foreign Quotations '),

simply because it seems to be admitted
that the lines are a sixteenth-century com-

position founded upon the common proverb.
I should be glad indeed to know that the
lines had any older history, but can hardly
expect to find such to be the case.

PHILIP NORTH.

P.S. Since writing the above it has
occurred to me that it just possible that
sub rosa, and the whole connexion of the
rose with silence, may be due to Rosi-

crucianism and the silence and secrets of

Freemasonry.

BURIAL-PLACES OF ARTISTS. Can any
one say where the following lie buried ?

1. T. C. Hook (ob. 14 April, 1907).
2. H. H. Armstead (ob. 4 Dec., 1905).
3. P. R. Morris (ob. May, 1902).
4. John Brett (ob. 7 Jan., 1902).
5. M. R. Corbett (ob. June, 1902).

Please reply direct.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

LEECH-GATHERINO. I am informed that

leeches are now very rarely used medicinally.
Before they quite become a thing of the

past may I ask in what districts of England
Jiey used to be collected, and whether

;.hey were secured by the methods known
in Brittany, or otherwise ? L. C. N.

BRASS : WYLSON FAMILY. On the floor

of the old church of Brown Candover,
rlants, was a brass of a male and female

igure. An inscription (near by) in black

etters recorded the death of
"
Masteris

Margate Wylson," buried at Brown Can-

dover, 1559. This brass was exhibited

at the meeting of the Archaeological Institute

leld in Winchester, 1845, by the late Rev.

J. H. Gunner, of Winchester College,who then

tated that it had been removed from the

ormer church of Brown Candover, and

.ppeared to belong to the Wylson family.
A writer in Hants Notes and Queries, 1889,

Jso stated that the brass was
. temp.

lenry VII. ; therefore the inscription of

iVylson, 1559, could not belong to the
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effigies, although it may have belonged to
a son. Endeavours were made to trace
back the Wylson family, but without success.

Has this brass been identified ? and is

there any printed pedigree of the family
to which it belonged ? F. K. P.

' THE EXTRAORDINARY ASCENT OF THE
ENCHANTED MOUNTAIN.' I shall be glad
to hear if anything is known about a curious

book, published in 1835 (London, T. Gillard,
48, Strand), and bearing the above title,
of which I possess a copy. The mountain
was one of the

"
Hymalaya

"
range, and

the ascent was accomplished by Sir Edward
Stanley, Bt., aged about fifty, his daughters
Eliza and Ellen, and Count Redmon Rugan-
tino, an Italian, and a captain in Napoleon's
2nd Regiment of French Cuirassiers. The
writer of the book is R. H. P., and it contains
thirteen highly coloured drawings by him
illustrating the adventures of the party.
Sir Edward, who had led a thoughtless
and extravagant life, was in want of 100,000/.,
whilst the Count also needed money to prove
his title to the family estates. The object
of the ascent was to reach the cave of the
magician Pandanaba and obtain his assist-
ance. This was successfully accomplished
after many romantic and exciting adven-
tures, and the necessary cash granted ;

whilst Ellen was assured" of the safety of
her cousin William, a lieutenant in the navy
(whose ship was supposed to have been
lost), the influence of his uncle, the admiral,
being sufficient subsequently to get him
made a post-captain.
The book reads likea skit upon an incident

in the history of some branch of the Stanley
family, and a pencil note states that it
relates to the Stanleys of Hooton in Cheshire;
but I cannot identify the writer or any of
the party.
Amongst other characters appear the

Master of the Dwarf ; Alto and Bruno, two
giants ; and the Knight of the Sieve.

R. S. B.

EXPEDITION TO IRELAND, 1573. Can
any of your readers tell me where I can find
a list of the officers who accompanied the
expeditionary force which sailed from Liver-
pool for Ireland on 19 July, 1573, under
Walter Devereux, first Earl of Essex ?

H. LEFKOY.
Brompton Barracks, Chatham.

STREATHAM PLACE-NAMES. Is anythingknown of the past history of the following
localities in the parish of Streatham ? 1
Mount Nod; 2. St. Julian's Spa; 3.

Leigham Court House (now known as

Leigham House).
Was Mount Nod a Puritan name for the

hill ascended by the Leigham Road ? Before
the ground was built over, in the fifties,

an oak with a seat stood on the top of the

rise, commanding a fine view. At that time
St. Julian's Spa still stood in the midst
of fields skirting the road.

Is it known whether the grounds of

Leigham House ever included the elm
avenue leading up from the Croydon Road
to the garden gate ? There were three
similar elms just inside the garden. MATUA.

" STILL WATERS TURN NO MILLS." This

proverb is quoted in Aglionby's
'

Life of

Bishop Bickersteth,' p. 5. I do not find

it in any of the lists in the different series

of
' N. & Q.' or in

'

Cassell's Book of Quota-
tions, Proverbs, and Household Words.'
What is the earliest instance of its use ?

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

" THE CROOKED BILLET." The origin of
" The Crooked Billet," as common a sign
in town as in the country, has never been

satisfactorily settled, and I should be glad
if readers of

' N. & Q.' would kindly supply
some more definite explanation than those
which have already been advanced. To
judge from the fact of this sign being in-

variably represented, in landscape art and
otherwise, by a crooked log, stick, or
"

billet
"

of wood, such as that which is

commonly used for firewood pollard-oak,
for instance it does not seem very likely
that it originated, as the authors of the
'

History of Signboards
'

conjecture, with
"a pastoral staff or a bdton cornu, the ancient
name for a battle-axe." It has been

thought that the pastoral staff as a symbol
of episcopacy had its origin in the augur's
liluus of the Romans ; but the construction
of either the former or the latter is so utterly
wanting in resemblance to

" The Crooked
Billet," as that sign is generally represented,
that this hypothesis (as well as that which
traces it to the pedum, or shepherd's crook)

may with safety, I think, be dismissed.

It may be noted, however, that an implement
like the pedum, but rather shorter and
stouter, was employed by the ancient sports-
men and rustics as a throw-stick for casting
at hares (Rich's

'

Gr. and Rom. Antiq.').
The question, then, is, I think, not as to

the identity of the sign with a log of firewood,
but as to why the crookedness of the billet

should be deemed such an indispensable

point in its adoption as a sign. In short,
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in what way could it have been held to be
in the nature of a fascinum, or omen of

good-fortune for the innkeeper ? In an
engraving of Frangois Vivares, dated 1772,
a prominent object in the landscape is the

ign of
" The Crooked Billet

"
outside a

country inn, and represented by a long log
of wood such as it was customary to rest
on the movable andirons before the modern
fireplaces necessitated the use of shorter

logs for wood fires. Could the auspicious
billet have been selected from a bundle
of mountain ash, than which, in a "

green
"

state, no kind of wood is said to burn
bettor ? It is a very common custom in
Cairo to hang an aloe-plant over the door
of a house, particularly over that of a new
house or over a door newly built ; and this

is regarded as a charm to ensure long and
flourishing lives to the inmates, and long
continuance to the house itself. In the
crookedness of the billet would be recognized
an additional virtue, for crooked things
generally, as a crooked sixpence, were
deemed lucky, like the crooked whip of
Tom Hennesy, who drove the Stamford
"
.Regent

"
coach.

In Hone's ' Table Book ' we are asked
to believe that the sign arose from the
circumstance of the landlord of a small
ale-house on Penge Common having availed
himself of one of the large trees then before
his door to hang upon one of its lowest
branches a crooked billet, which he set up,
instead of a sign (' Table Book,' 1878,

p. 336). J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
Deene, Streatham, S.W.

MARKS STONE. There are two engraved
stones in the hedge on the road-side between
Chadwell Heath and Marks Gate, Essex.

The inscription on one of them is illegible,
but on the other, which is of more recent date,
the following appears :

Marks stone

Sep. 8
1642.

I shall be glad to know what person or

event this commemorates. It does not

appear to be generally known in the neigh-
bourhood. C. C. B.

EDOXJARD : SILHOUETTE PORTRAITS.

Where can I find particulars of the life

and of the portraits in silhouette produced
by a worker called, I think, Edouard 1

His portraits appear from the costume
of the persons represented to have been

executed between 1810 and 1840. The

distinguishing features of his work are that

the black outline portraits are at full length,

and that there is usually a background to

the portraits in sepia, representing either

buildings or a slight landscape.
There is a well-known portrait by Edouard

(if that be his correct name) of Daniel

O'Connell, the Liberator, seated with his

legs crossed, reading The Times, which he
holds in both hands. L. A. W.

GLADSTONE'S HORSEMANSHIP. Barey the
horse-tamer records his opinion of Glad-
stone's horsemanship. Where is this testi-

monial to be found ? KODAK.

LEAP YEAR.
(10 S. ix. 148.)

LIKE most changes, that in question was
made gradually. Whilst in legal and eccle-

siastical documents the old designation
of

"
calends

" was retained, the intercalary

day was, as with the Romans, a repetition
of the sixth (" bissextus dies") day before

the calends of March. But when the days of

February were reckoned from the beginning,
it was found more convenient to count on

to the 29th in leap year.
An ecclesiastical difficulty remained. The

sixth day before the calends of March (our

24th day of February) was the feast of

St. Matthias ; and to this day the Roman
Church keeps that festival in leap years
on the 25th of February. The English

Church, after hesitation, decided at the

last revision of the Prayer Book, in 1662, to

cause " the 29th of February
"

(I quote from

Brady's
' Clavis Calendaria,' 3rd ed. p. 26):

"
in the ecclesiastical computation to be regarded

as the supplementary day ......thereby making the

Church regulation conform to the civil mode ot

reckoning, which had adopted the 29th as the

intercalary day."

Blackheath.

Surely the query should be " Is it so ?
"

rather than
" When did it become so ?

"

Can DR. SCOTT point to any letter or docu-

ment dated in Latin
"
Bis prid. kal. Mart

"

I doubt it. The Roman Church at any rate

adheres to the ancient reckoning, and con-

sequently keeps St. Matthias's Day of tne

25th of February in leap year, the 24th

being the
"
dies bissextus," the intercalary

day The Church of England followed the

same rule until the time of Archbishop

Sancroft, who used his prerogative of re-

vising the calendar to fix the date of the
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feast on the 24th in all years. So Antony
Wood tells us (' Life and Times,' ed. Clarke,
iii. 90), adding that he thought the arch-

bishop was wrong.
Of St. Romanus I know nothing, but

St. Oswald (the archbishop) certainly died
on 29 February, 992. This date being
equivalent to

"
prid. kal. Mart.," his

"
de-

positio
" was commemorated every year

on that day, whether it was the 28th or
29th.
The Latin calendar, then, remains as

it was left us by Caesar ; but was there ever
a time when the extra day of leap year was
reckoned in English otherwise than as the
29th ? This is a question on which evidence
would be very welcome.

S. G. HAMILTON.

Can any correspondent assign the reason
for the insertion in the Church calendar,
on 29 February in bissextile or leap year,
of the second lesson at matins of St. Matthew
vii., and at evensong of Romans xii. two
remarkable and practical portions of Holy
Writ, which are interpolated in the ordinary
course ? I remember once reading them
in the daily service, and the congregation
supposing that some mistake was made.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.
ix. 149). The query of C. C. B. gives me
an opportunity for which I had been seeking.
The lines of which he quotes a part are to
be found in

' The Book-Lover's Enchiridion
'

of the late Alexander Ireland, 1883, p. 35,
under the vague and Scott-like heading' Old English Song.' They are as follows :

for a Booke and a shadie nooke,
eyther in-a-doore or out ;

With the grene leaves whisp'ring overhede,
or the Streete cryes all about.

Where I maie Reade all at my ease,
both of the Newe and Olde ;

For a jollie goode Booke whereon to looke,
is better to me than Golde.

1 have never been able to trace the lines
earlier than Ireland, who is, I suspect,
the source from which they have been
largely copied in England and America.
On the other hand, the late Mr. John

Wilson, bookseller, once of 93, Great Russell
Street, and afterwards of 12, King William
Street, Strand, informed me, not long
before his death, that he made them up as
a motto for one of his second-hand cata-

logues, where, I think, I saw them. He
was amused at the vogue they eventually
obtained ; and I remember he mentioned
that his daughter was surprised at his"
dropping into poetry." I have always

fancied though this may be the result
of the disclosure that the archaic element
has just the overdone characteristics of a
pastiche, I may add that I have already
more than once told the above in print ;

but without attracting attention. Mr.Wilson
died in 1889. AUSTIN DOBSON.

75, Eaton Rise, Baling, W.

The lines quoted by C. C. B. have been

fully printed in more than one periodical,
but we saw them in an old book twenty years
ago, and they were quoted there without

any reference.
We have had the eight lines on view at

our office for about two years, and many
gentlemen have either had a copy from us
or copied down the words direct.

The mediaeval ring of the lines is excellent,
so we have printed them afresh, and any
lady or gentleman, wishing for a copy free,
can have it direct by applying to the printers,
at 140, Wardour Street, W.

M. H. & C.

The date of
" O for a booke "

is unknown.
Information touching the verses is appended
to my query on the same subject. See
10 S. iv. 229. WM. JAGGARD.

MR. R. L. MORETON'S third quotation,
An open foe may prove a curse,
But a pretendea friend is worse,

comes from Gay's
'

Fables,' part i. No. 17,

being the last two lines of the fable of
' The

Shepherd's Dog and the Wolf.'
This information was obtained from

' Cassell's Book of Quotations,' 1907.
R. A. POTTS.

An impression has often prevailed that
because Sir Walter Scott cited the lines,

There 's many a lad I knew is dead, &c. ,

in
' The Chronicles of the Canongate,' and

also referring to the death of a friend in

a letter to Lady Louisa Stuart published
some nine years ago, he was therefore the
author of them. It is a matter of common
knowledge that Sir Walter was rather
addicted to quoting lines from other authors
in such a way as to leave the reader in doubt
as to whether they were his own or some
other person's.
The lines were written by Capt. Charles

Morris of the Life Guards, punch-mixer and
song-writer of Beef Steak Society renown,
whose verses were collected under the title

of
'

Lyra Urbanica,' and published by
Richard Bentley in 1840, two years after

his death, which occurred in his ninety-third
year. He was a great admirer of Scott,
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to whom he more than once alluded in his

poems as
"
matchless Scott !

" So we may
assume that Scott reciprocated his apprecia-
tion by condescending to quote some of his
verses.

The poem which contains the lines about
which ME. PICKFORD inquires is called
' The Toper's Apology,' and consists of
nine stanzas. They are so often misquoted
by Scott and others that it may be as well
to reproduce the correct version of the stanza
in question :

Then many a lad I liked is dead,
And many a lass grown old,
And as the lesson strikes my head
My weary heart grows cold.

But wine awhile holds off despair,
Nay, bids a hope remain
And that I think 's a reason fair

To fill my glass again.

WlLLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

There 's many a lad I knew is dead, &c.

is from ' The Toper's Apology,' by Capt.
Charles Morris. The poem will be found
in Locker-Lampson's

'

Lyra Eleorantiarum.'
T. F. D.

GEORGE FLEETWOOD' s PORTRAIT : ARMS
OF THE SWEDISH FLEETWOODS (10 S. viii.

488). It is interesting to learn that a

portrait exists of this distinguished member
of the Fleetwood family. The wording
of the inscription suggests that it has
been added subsequently, as the details

given would be known to contemporaries of

the original. The arms as given in Rietstap's
'
Armorial General '

differ somewhat from
those on the portrait ; but it is evident that

Rietstap is wrong.
It appears that there was a connexion with

the Fock family, as a great-grandson of the
first Baron, Harald George Fleetwood,
born in 1748, married on 5 Dec., 1780, the

Baroness Christina Charlotta, daughter of

Baron Jacob Constantin Fock. The Baroness
died on 22 Oct., 1826 ; her husband on
5 Aug., 1829. R. W. B.

EMBROIDERY PICTURES (10 S. ix. 150).
Some interesting particulars concerning the
above will be found in

'

Passages from the
Life of a Philosopher,' by Charles Babbage,
edition of 1864, pp. 169, and 306. R. B.

Upton.

OLD PEWTER (10 S. ix. 90, 157). One of
the finest collections of pewter in the

kingdom is the Charbonnier Collection,
for the most part gathered in the south-west
of England, between Bristol and North

Devon. The series is rich in church pewter
plate, including chalices, flagons, and patens ;

and in many cases the names of the churches
to which they belonged originally are pre-
served. This collection is now deposited
on loan in Taunton Castle Museum, Somerset,
and quite recently the Somersetshire Archaeo-

logical Society, who own the Castle and
Museum, have published an illustrated

guide to this interesting collection.
H. ST. GEORGE GRAY.

" WATER-SUCHY "
(10 S. ix. 150, 178).

There is, I think, hardly any doubt that
"
water-suchy," in the passage quoted,

means "
water souchy

" used as an adjective." Water souchy
"

is a term in cookery for
a way of cooking several kinds of fish :

and a very good way it is, being a sort of

compromise between boiling and stewing
fish in a small quantity of water, with some
parsley, onion, &c. Some receipts give
weak broth or weak stock instead of water.
One eats water souchy with spoon and fork.

I have receipts for water souchy in nine

English cookery books, ranging from Mrs.
Glasse (new edition), 1803, who calls it
"
water-sokey," to Col. Kenney-Herbert's

' Common-sense Cookery,' 1905. George
Augustus Sala in his

'

Thorough Good Cook,'
1895, p. 170, has :

" Flounders Water-Souchet (or Zootjc). A Dutch
dainty, for which we are indebted to William III.

You rarely get it good, save at Greenwich. Why I

cannot say.
Read the following recipe, and you

will find that it is by no means difficult to make."

Col. Kenney-Herbert (p. 146) says :

"
Waterzoofje (sometimes called

'

\vatersouchy ').

This dish is not a nonche, or a soiicket, or a
sauchy, but a vaterzode, a waferzoo, or zoofje. It

belongs to Flemish, not to French cookery, and
might be called the bouillabaisse of northern
latitudes."

Then follows a rather elaborate receipt.
As I have known the dish for very many
years, it is a very simple and wholesome

way of cooking flounders, slices of salmon,
&c.
As in the passage quoted by MR. BAYNE

"
water-suchy

"
appears as synonymous

with or akin to
"
ridiculous," I am inclined

to believe that the writer, tempted by the

sound, used the word without knowing what
it meant. Or possibly his cook had produced
a mess unworthy of the name of

" water

souchy."
I may add that in none of the nine books

which I have consulted does the spelling
"
suchy

"
appear. After Mrs. Glasse six

give "souchy" and two "souchet."- The
two who give

" souchet
"

are Francatelli
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and Sala. This I take to be a mock-French
word for a manner of cooking unknown,
as I believe, to cooks in France. It may
be that the writer of the extract in the

query pronounced
"
suchy

"
like

"
duchy,"

and derived it from "
such."
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

SEAWEED NEEDING RAIN (10 S. viii. 388).
In this connexion I may be allowed to

mention that in Terashima's ' Wakan Sansai
Dzue,' 1713, torn, xcvii., a brief description
is given of the so-called snow sloakan

(Yukinori), a purplish seaweed, edible, but
difficult to preserve till the summer, con-

cerning which it was an old Japanese
belief that

"
the wintry snows are instantly

turned to these alira? as they fall upon the
littoral stones." KUMAGUSU MINAKATA.

t; ENTENTE CORDIALE "
(10 S. viii. 168).

It would be of interest to trace the intro-
duction into our international relationships
of the phrase entente cordiale, of which,
as applied to an understanding between
this country and France, we have heard so
much within the past four years. The
earliest use of it I have yet been able to
trace is one of sixty years since, and the
anecdote embodying it has thus been told :

" In the reign of Louis Philippe, when a strong
effort was being made by that monarch to effect an
alliance with England, a baker in the Faubourg
St Antoine had a sign painted, representing a cat
And a dog, in an unmistaKably hostile position over
a bowl of milk and bread. Under these figures
were the words, 'A I'entente cordiale.' The sign
had an immense success during its few hours of

existence, but the police soon ordered its removal.
The baker's sign of the Faubourg St. Antoine
represents precisely the position of the 'entente
cordiale' between France and England at this
moment."' Memoirs of

"
Malakoff,"

'

vol. i. p. 61,
chapter headed ' The Crimean War.'

The phrase was evidently in the air at
that period, as far as this country was
concerned, for it occurs more than once in
the recently published

'

Letters of Queen
Victoria.' In a communication addressed
by her late Majesty to Lord John Russell
as Prime Minister on 7 Sept., 1848, it is

observed :

"What the Queen has long suspected and often
warned against is on the point of happening, viz.,
Lord Palmerston's using the new entente cordiale
for the purpose of wresting from Austria her
Italian provinces by French arms. This would be
a most iniquitous proceeding."
And to the same period belongs another
letter to the same statasman, declaring that
the Queen
" must tell Lord John what she has repeatedly told
Lord Palmerston, but without apparent effect, that

the establishment of an entente cordiale trith the,

French RepitbRc, for the purpose of driving the
Austrians out of their dominion* in Italy, would be
a dixgrace to this country."

Naturally the phrase was much to the
front durincr the Crimean War, when France
and Great Britain were in active alliance :

and it was used so freely that The Times
of 8 Jan., 1856. had an article describing
the fact that

"
the first instalment of the

London Omnibus connexion was passed
over to the French Compagnie Generale

yesterday," which it headed ' The Omnibus
Entente Cordiale.'

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

I would refer MR. ROSENTHAL to Littre
for the earliest use of this expression in its

diplomatic sense. Under the third significa-
tion of entente- he says :

"
e. cordiale, t^moignages de bon vouloir

qu'^changent entre eux les chefs de deux Etats :

locution qui date de 1'adresse de la Chambre des

De'pute's de 1840-41, et qui, du langage politique,
a passe" dans le langage ordinaire."

N. W. HILL.
New York.

TENNYSONIANA : CLEOPATRA (10 S. ix.

121). It may possibly be worth notice
that another great poet, viz., A. C. Swin-
burne (in his poem of twenty five-line verses
entitled

'

Cleopatra,' first printed in The
Cornhill Magazine for Sept., 1866, pp. 331-3,
with an illustration by Fred. Sandys), does
not seem to share Tennyson's early opinion
that Cleopatra was "

swarthy," to judge
from the third verse, which runs as follows :

Small ruined broken strays of light,
Pearl after pearl she threads them through

Her long sweet sleepy fingers, white
As any pearl's heart veined with blue,

And soft as dew on a soft night.

The illustration is that of a woman of fair

complexion, in unison with the white fingers
mentioned above, and is in striking contrast
to the very

"
swarthy humanities "

depicted
in the same illustration.

HIPPOCLIDES may possibly not have
come across Swinburne's poem, as, according
to the bibliographies of Swinburne, it has
not been included in any of his works.

R. A. POTTS.

The following descriptive notes of three

engravings of Cleopatra in my possession
may prove not uninteresting to your readers.

1. A fine large folio after Guido Reni, by
the celebrated line engraver Sir Robert

Strange, dedicated to Augusta, Dowager
Princess of Wales, who died in 1772. Cleo-

patra is represented as a very handsome
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woman, fair-complexioned, in an undress,

applying the asp to her left breast, as Tenny-
.son says :

With that she tore her robe apart, and half
The polish'd argent of her breast to sight

Laid bare.

Underneath are inscribed the following lines

from Horace :

Ausa et jaceutem visere regiam
Vultu sereno, fortis et asperas
Tractare serpentes, ut atrum
Corpore combiberet veiienum.

'Carm.,'i. 37.

2. A large folio engraving,
" Mort de

Cleopatre, peinfc par Gaspar Netscher :

Grave par Jean George Wille." In this

she is represented in a satin dress, resembling
that in his celebrated engraving called
* The Satin Gown,' and applying the asp
to her left breast. The folds of the dress

(one of the eighteenth century) are beauti-

fully engraved, and on a table are some
emblems of still life, flowers and fruit,

including the basket in which the asp was
concealed. A servant holds both her hands
to her face in grief, leaving much to be

imagined.
3. A fine oblong engraving,

"
Peint par

Pompeio Battoni : Grav6 par Q. Mark a
Vienne." The inscription underneath is
"
Cleopatre, qui montre a Auguste le Buste

de Jules Cesar." Here again Cleopatra
is represented as a very handsome fair

woman with a jewelled tiara on her head.
She holds with her right hand that of

Augustus, and with her left points to a

large bust of Julius Caesar on a table.

The date appended is 1781. Augustus is

represented as wearing armour with a
helmet on his head.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourns Rectory, Woodbridge.

CREMATION IN 1769 : HONORETTA PRATT
<10 S. ix. 10, 76, 117). See 7 S. xi. 150,
3.v.

' The Grave of Laurence Sterne,' and
xii. 385, Corrigendum 440, 518, s.v.

'

Burning
Dead Bodies.' At the first of these Seventh
Series references G. F. R. B. says that her
wishes were not carried out, and she was
buried in the ordinary manner. ' The
Annual Register,' quoted by D. M. R. at

p. 10 of the present volume, is surely correct.

The copy of what remained of the inscrip-
tion in or about 1890, which I made and
sent to

' N. & Q.' (7 S. xii. 385), differs from
that made by MR. LEVESON-GOWER, (p. 76
of this volume) in several particulars, e.g.,

the date. Very probably, the stone being
in a wretched condition, 1769 looked like

1709.

Some time after the devastation of the
old chapel I revisited the place, and found
that Honoretta Pratt' s monument had
vanished. If I remember rightly, the man
in charge of the chapel told me that nobody
cared about it.

There is a good deal about St. George's

Chapel Yard in 10 S. vii.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

[MB. J. T. PAGE also thanked for reply.]

"CAMELIAN" (10 S. viii. 306, 394, 493;
ix. 131). I may be wrong, though I do not
think I am, as to the word used by my nurse,

and, I believe, by my mother also, to denote

a counterfeit of gold ; but I am quite sure

I am right in saying that, when what sounded
to me as

" camelian
" was spoken of, the

reference was not to carnelian, a variety
of chalcedony familiar to me from my youth

up. I had an idea that I had succeeded

in making this statement plain in a former

communication ;
but that may perhaps

have escaped the notice of M. C. L. I feel

grateful to him for his kindness in writing
to Mrs. Freeman, and am deeply disappointed
that his letter has had no reply. That was
the fate of inquiries which were addressed

to her from this side of the Atlantic. Is

it too much to hope that your courteous

correspondent will persevere, and so solve

the mystery of the word which he suspects

of being a ghost ? I wish, too, that he

would read the story of 'Comfort Pease

and her Gold Ring
'

for himself.

ST. SWITHIN.

PRE-REFORMATION PARSONAGES (10 S.

viii. 109, 314, 414; ix. 37). The house

known as The Priory at Odiham, in Hamp-
shire, is the fifteenth-century rectory. Some

years ago its name was changed to The

Priory, owing to people confusing it with

the old house near by, now used as the

rectory. Part of the early building is in

ruins, but the rest, transformed to modern

use, is still inhabited, and has attached to

it at right angles a Georgian addition which

forms the main part of the house.

W. P. D. STEBBINO.

SHAKESPEARE'S BONES (10 S. ix. 9).

The following extract from J. O. Halhwell-

Phillipps's
'

Outlines,' 5th ed., 1885, may
be of interest :

" The nearest approach to an excavation in the

crave of Shakespeare was made in the summer ol

the year 1798, in digging a vault in the immedm

locality, when an opening appeared which
^was

presumed to indicate the commencement of the si

of the bard's remains. The .most scrupulous care

however, was taken not to disturb the neighbouring
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earth in the slightest degree, the clerk having been

placed there, till the brickwork of the adjoining
vault was completed, to prevent any one making
an examination. No relics whatever were visible

through the small opening that thus presented
itself, and as the poet was buried in the ground,
not in a vault, the great probability is that dust

alone remains It is not many years since a

phalanx of trouble-tombs, lanterns and spades in

hand, assembled in the chancel, at dead of night,
intent on disobeying the solemn injunction that the

bones of Shakespeare were not to be disturbed.

But the supplicatory lines prevailed. There were
some amongst the number who, at the last moment,
refused to incur the warning condemnation, and so

the design was happily abandoned." Pp. 224-5.

In The Athenceum, 9 July, 1881, Mr. R.
Hendrie writes :

"I remember, on a visit to the grave of

Shakespeare in 1827 or 1828, remarking that it was
little creditable to the authorities that the raised

covering to the tomb should have been allowed to
fall into such decay, for I could see into the grave
through the hole formed by the sinking of the
stones. The reply was that,

' on account of the
anathema inscribed upon the tomb,' no workmen
could be persuaded to meddle with it."

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

In The Monthly Magazine, 1 Feb., 1818,
vol. xlv., is the following :

"
Notwithstanding the anathema pronounced by

the bard on any disturber of his bones, the nhurch-
wardens were so negligent a few years ago as to
suffer the sexton in digging the adjoining grave of
Dr. Davenport to break a large cavity into the
tomb of Shakespeare. Mr. told the writer
that he was excited by curiosity to push his head
and shoulders through the cavity, that he saw the
remains of the bard, and that he could easily have
brought away his skull, but was deterred by the
curse which the poet invoked on any one who dis-
turbed his remains."

Bletchley.

W. BRADBROOK.

"TRUCKEE" (10 S. ix. 109). The lines
cited by F. X. do not occur in 'The Red
Thread of Honour '

as printed in
' The

Golden Treasury,' Second Series ; but a
note says :

" The fortress, Truckee, was
considered impregnable."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

If F. N. will refer to
'

Hobson-Jobson :

being a Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial
Words and Phrases,' by Yule and Burnell,
he will, I think, find the explanation he
requires under the head of Tarouk, with
which he should also read that under
Turaka. If he has not the book I mention,
and will write direct to me, I will have these
paragraphs copied out and will send them
to him. FRED. C. FROST, F.S.I.
Teignmouth.

BRANDENBUROH HOUSE SALE ( 10 S.ix. 128)-

The S.K.M. contains a copy of the cata-

logue of this sale so far as regards the 6th

9th days. The pictures may have been

included in the portion sold on those days.
W. ROBERTS.

LONDON REMAINS (10 S. viii. 226, 271, 337,

392, 476 ; ix. 14). It may be added to

MR. TAVENOR-PERRY'S reference to the old

stones of Westminster Bridge that a large

quantity of these were purchased by a

prominent London contractor whose name
I forget, but whose wharf and yard were
both situated near Vauxhall Bridge (on
the Middlesex side). These were used in

the erection of what were then known as

Victoria Mansions, extending from St.

George's Hospital towards Victoria Station,

and facing the wall that surrounds the

grounds in the rear of Buckingham Palace.

These stones were intensely hard a fact

to which I can personally testify, for I

worked upon them for several months.
That was early in 1866.

As most readers are probably aware, the
stone of which old Westminster Bridge
was built was obtained from the island of

Portland. The following extract from John
Smeaton's now somewhat rare book
entitled

' A Narrative of the Building of

Eddystone Lighthouse' (1791, p. 62), may
be of interest :

" In May, 1756, I visited the Isle of Portland, at
which place I had an address to Mr. Roper, the

manager for Mr. Tucker, the principal quarry
proprietor there. I found him a very plain, sensible,

intelligent person Upon the commencement of
the works at Westminster Bridge, some time about
the year 1739, Mr. Roper was sent down to Portland,
by the contracting mason of those works, as foreman,
with a gang of masons or stonecutters from London,
who were, according to moulds and drawings, to
hew the stone upon the place, to save the freightage
of the waste ; for it is to be observed that previous
to this period, the stones sent from Portland had
always been snipped off in the rough or rather in
what is called rough scappdled blocks to be sawn
and fair wrought to the particular purposes where
wanted. After the completion of that work, having
engaged with Mr. Tucker as general superintendent
of his quarries, he has remained at Portland ever
since."

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

Here is an early example of the utilization

of London remains that has not, I think,
been hitherto mentioned :

"
By the heavy showers of rain which fell on

Thursday last part of the ancient steeple in the
Palace yard opposite Westminster Hall Gate fell

down, and broke through the top of the adjoining
hoxises ; but by good providence the people were
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removed ; and we hear that an order is desired to

pull it down by degrees, to prevent further mis
chief." Flying Poxt, July 7 to 9, 1698.

" His Majesty has been pleased to give the great
bell in the old steeple opposite to Westminster Hall
Gate to the Cathedral of St. Paul's, and given
liberty to the parish to pull down that ancient
steeple, which seems to endanger the neighbouring
houses*" Flying Post, July 14 to 16, 1698.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

I can confirm F. F. K.'s reply (10 S. viii.

392) to MR. PIERPOINT'S inquiry about the
old statue of Queen Anne that formerly
tood in the front of St. Paul's Cathedral.
I saw the statue very recently in the grounds
of the late Augustus Hare's house at

Ore, near Hastings. He purchased the
statue, and, if I remember rightly, had it

carried on a trolley drawn by several horses
to his beautiful grounds at Holmhurst,
Ore. It still stands there, a most imposing
figure on the green landscape, with hand
extended towards the distant sea. The
"beautiful house and grounds can be easily
seen from the new tram line passing through
Ore from Hastings. The house was at the
time I passed to be let, and was on view.

M. L. B.

" PRIVET "
:

" BENNY "
(10 S. ix. 148).

Privett is a place-name in Hampshire : a
farm in the parish of Crofton, eight miles
west of Farlington, and a village near
Petersfield.

"
Benny

"
might well be the Hampshire

dialectal
"
bunney," chine, drain, culvert,

the etymology of which was given by PROF.
SKEAT at 10 S. ii. 13. H. P. L.

The surname Privett is known here.
For instance, in the 1905 '

Liverpool Direc-

tory
'

occurs
"
Privett (George), 41, Clarence

Road, Seacombe." WM. JAGGARD.
Liverpool.

ESTATES HELD BY PECULIAR TENURES
(10 S. viii. 389). MR. GANDY inquires which
two manors in Kent were held by the curious
tenure of holding the king's head during
sea-sickness. Thinking some Kentish doctor
versed in antiquarian lore might be able
to furnish the interesting information, I
asked the editor of The British Medical
Journal to put a query in the Journal on
the subject. He was good enough to do
this, and the Journal for 18 January contains
the subjoined information :

" King John gave lands at Kepperton and Atter-
ton in Kent to one Solomon Attefeld on condition
"
that as often as the King should be pleased to cross

the sea, the said Solomon or his heirs should be

obliged to go with him to hold his Majesty's head
if he should be sea sick.' By the record in the
Tower it appears this office of head-holding was
last performed in the reign of Edward I."

S. D. CLIPPINGDALE, M.D.

" A curious instance of petty-serjeantry is men-
tioned by Madox. In the 20th' of Hen. VI. John
Baker held certain lands in Kent of the King in
capite, by the service of holding the King's head in
the ship between Dover and Whitsand, when the
King went over the sea there." 'The British
Army,' by Sir S. D. Scott, Bt., p. 16.

These lands, according to Hasted, vol. ix.

p. 440, under the head of
'

River,' were called

Coperland and Atterton, part of Archer's
Court. Again, in Furley's

' Weald of Kent,'
vol. ii. pt. i. p. 181 :

"Certain lands called Coperland and Atterton,
part of Archer's Court, in the parish of River, near
Dover, were held by the emially remarkable service
of supporting the King's head between Dover and
Whitsand as often as it should happen that he
passed the sea between those ports, and there
should be occasion for it."

Reference given to Blount's '

Tenures,'
pp. 7, 61, 62.

John Baker of Caldham was Gentleman
Porter of Calais under Henry V. and VI.
A chancel aisle in Folkestone Church was
the property of the Bakers.

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

In Hazlitt's edition of Blount's
'

Tenures,'
1874, p. 86, under Coperland and Atterton,
co. Kent, the record will be found. The
king was Edward I. If MR. GANDY is

interested in jocular tenures, this edition
of Blount is a perfect mine. Some few
years ago Mr. Hazlitt contributed to The
Antiquary additional matter.

S. L. PETTY.
Ulvcrston.

' KITTY FISHER'S JIG '

(10 S. ix. 50, 98).
The article in The Illustrated London News
of 16 Feb., 1856, referred to by MR. JAMES
WATSON at the second reference, was by the
late Dr. E. F. Rimbault. The present
writer has collected a mass of material

relating to
' Yankee ' and ' Yankee Doodle '

which makes it possible for him to speak
with some authority on the subject. It
cannot be too strongly insisted upon that
what Dr. Rimbault said about ' Yankee
Doodle '

is absolutely worthless. The air
'

Kitty Fisher's Jig
'

did not appear either
in the Walsh '

Collection of Dancas '

pub-
lished in 1745 or in that published in 1750,
nor did it appear in the Thompson collec-

tions. Years ago Mr. Frank Kidson of

Leeds, the highest living authority on old
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English dance music, wrote to me that he
had examined all Thompson's dances

" from
their first publication in 1751 to 1765, and

a great number of the years after that date,"

but had found
" no trace of

'

Kitty Fisher's

Jig
'

in any of Thompson's country-dance

books, nor any tune like
' Yankee Doodle.'

"

What occurs in Thompson's dance book

published in 1760 is not 'Kitty Fisher's

Jig,' but
'

Kitty Fisher.' This was printed
in 1891 by Mr. Kidson in his

' Old English
Country Dances,' p. 13. It should be
added that

'

Kitty Fisher
'

is totally unlike
4 Yankee Doodle.' ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U.S.A.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &a

The Newspaper Press Directory. (C. Mitchell & Co.)

WE again accord a hearty welcome to this valuable

guide to the press, replete, as usual, with informa-
tion regarding every publication issued in the
United Kingdom, together with particulars of
the chief newspapers of Greater Britain. These
in most places are greatly increasing in influence.
The Age at Melbourne has now a daily sale of con-

siderably over 100,000. The oldest paper in the
Australian States is the Sydney Morning Herald,
which claims to have the largest circulation in New
South Wales. In India we have The Pioneer, the

daily newspaper of the services, and The Times,
established in 1833. Turning to the foreign press,
we find 46 daily papers published in Paris, while in
London we have only 31. Berlin musters 28.
The '

Directory
'

contains articles on the import
trades of India, Australia, British South Africa,
&c. There are, further, obituary notices, with
portraits. The account of Sir George Armstrong
mentions that he had been in the service of

" John
Company," and had a narrow escape at the assault
on Delhi, when a senov dealt him a tremendous
blow on the head with his tulwar. Fortunately, a
faithful orderly cut down the rebel before he had
time to deliver a second blow. After leaving India
Armstrong became manager of Elliot & Watney's
brewery, and in 1871 was invited by Mr. George
Cubitt (now Lord Ashcombe) to take over the
management of The Globe.

" The paper was being
run at a loss of 5,0007. a year. Armstrong possessed
no experience of journalism, but after considering
the offer for a time he decided to accept it." The
l>ai>er became a success, and Mr. Cubitt generously
handed it over to him. Another notice is that of
Joseph Hatton, editor of The People, and author
of some thirty novels and other well-known books,
including 'Journalistic London,' 'Life of Henry
Irving,' Reminiscences of Toole,' &c. He was an
occasional contributor to our columns.

The Complete Pof.tical Work* of Campbell. Edited
with hotes by J. Logic Robertson. (Frowde.)

THIS volume belongs to "The Oxford Edition"
of the poets, a fact which will lie sufficient to
commend it to those who desire good and comely
books. The volume is available both on ordinary

and on India paper, the latter reducing its bulk
wonderfully. Campbell's output was not large,
and in consequence his works, like those of Keats.
can be printed in a type which is agreeable to>

the eye, and in itself an inducement to reading.
That we take any pleasure in his longer poems we
cannot say, but tne best of his lyrical work is

secure of immortality. Mr. Robertson's notes are-

all that could be desired. We find that he omits
some pieces he considers unworthy of Campbell,,
but prints others which can only be described as.

feeble.

The Royal Navy. Painted by Norman Wilkinson.
Described by H. L. Swinburne. (A. & C. Black. >

THE pictures skilfully indicate the romance of the
modern steamship as well as the older vessel that
romance which Mr. Kipling has done much to-

bring before the world. Of special interest is the
well-illustrated chapter concerning 'The Seaman's
Dress,' by Commander Charles N. Robinson. The
text is adequate, and the whole forms a worthy
introduction to England's chief pride. All the
world loves a sailor, and this popular history of
the subject should be welcome in many homes.

The Burlington Magazine opens with an admirable
' Greek Statue from Trentham,' explained by Mr.
Cecil H. Smith. There are two interesting articles,

on Turner ; while two slight, but charming draw-
ings by Rembrandt are dealt with by the editor.
Mr. Roger Fry has a review of Mr. Berenson's-
' North Italian Painters of the Renaissance,' and
also a letter in defence of 'The Last Phase of Im-
pressionism.' Both show that accomplishment of

style and thought which is his special gift.
' H. Ste-

phen, Medallist and Painter,' is a learned and well-
illustrated article by Mr. G. F. Hill.

'

Early Stained
Glass and Romanesque Architecture at Rheims,' by
Mr. Clement Heaton, suggests some important
historical clues, and is all too brief, especially as
its beginning is rather rhetorical than informing..We look forward with pleasure to a continuance of
this article. A note on ' The Campanile of St.
Mark's and its Scaflblding' embodies the modern
artistic discovery that scaffolding is "a work of art
in itself and an object of real beauty."

The Fortnightly Reriew is very much up to date
with an article by Mr. Frederick Lawton oni
'

Anatole France and his Book on Joan of Arc.
7

Mr. E. H. Cooper shows both sense and knowledge
n his paper on 'Ouida,' and he points out, with
unnecessary deprecation, that the poor lady's-

unhappy and destitute state at the end was " a
perfectly inevitable result of her own helplessly
Unbusinesslike habits." Such a view, of course,,
loes not please the careless sentimentalistsof whom
;he public is mainly composed. Mr. H. Scheffaueir
deals enthusiastically in

' The City of the Phoenix '

with the aspirations of the new San Francisco now
rising from the ruins. We hope that the ideals-
which his rhetoric suggests may oe justified. There
ire two noteworthy scientific articles :

' The
Jul-de-Sac of Civilization,' which is a rejoinder to
Dr. A. R. Wallace by Mrs. St. Clair Hobart, and
'Mendel and his Theory of Heredity,' by Mr. G.
ylarke-Nuttall. We only wish that the ordinary
mblic would take an interest in such discussions-
as these, which deal with practical questions of
jreat importance to everybody. 'The Future of

fvingship,' by Calchas, is the most acceptable of the
>olitical articles.
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The National Renew conies out in a new cover

mainly of dead black. The type is larger iind

oetter, we are glad to see ; but we must confess to

annoyance at the tyranny which places several

pages of advertisements between two articles in the
middle of the Review. This seems to us hardly of
a piece with a notably independent publication.
Politics occupy most of this number, and it is

needless to say which side gets the worst of it.
'

Episodes of the Month '

is as bright as usual, and
is followed by

' The Russo-Japanese War : an

Unpublished Page of International Diplomacy,'
which embodies exceptional information. Sir
William Ramsay has a pleasantly personal paper
on the late Lord Kelvin ; and Mr. Bernard Holland
brings out the real value and attractions of ' The
Poems of Mary Coleridge,' who seems likely to
secure a considerable posthumous reputation in
future anthologies.

' Steevie
'

is a brief, but
striking character-study by Mrs. Grazebrook.

The Nineteenth Century opens with a sonnet on
' The Gods of Greece

'

by its late founder, Sir James
Knowles. Mr. J. R. Macdoiiald pleads for Socialism,
not convincingly ; and the Rev. Richard Free
strongly against the establishment in a parish
of "settlements" which work but ill with the
vicar of it. Mr. Free will have the sympathy of all

sensible persons. Miss Rose Bradley has a pleasant
study of a clever little Cockney girl in

'

Matty of

Spitalh'elds.' Sir Edward Sullivan speaks of the
merits of

' A Belgian Poet of Yesterday Charles
van Lerberghe.' Historical articles are ' Extracts
from the Journal of Lady Mary Coke ' and '

Henry
Walker, Journalist of the Commonwealth.' ' Fear
in the Home and the Household,' by Mrs. W.
Tyrrell, is an interesting subject into which the
writer hardly goes deep enough to be philosophic,
but she has some practical advice to give which
may be of value.

' A Woman's Plea against Woman
Suffrage

'

by Mrs. John Massie, is not persuasive,
and deals with past history rather than present
conditions. We are not now living by what Glad-
stone said in 1892.

To The Cornhill Magazine Mr. Walter Frith con-

tributes
' His Ninetieth Year,' one of those dialogues

with his father which have attracted general atten-

tion by their ease and naturalness. The book
reviewed this month is Mr. Gosse's ' Father and Son,'
on which Lady Robert Cecil is, as might be expected,
interesting.

" Urbanus Sylvan" in 'An Appeal
from Burford ' writes well, out is hardly up to his

best mark. Mr. C. R. L. Fletcher in
' A Sterner

Froissart' traces the career of Chastellain, the

discovery of whose chronicles is due to M. Buchon,
an ingenious and indefatigable French scholar.
' The Brookside,' by Mr. T. E. Kebbel, presents
that open-air aspect of angling operations which
has inspired much good prose. Mr. J. E. Vincent
in 'A Cymric Confession Book' shows what the
Welsh wish and believe themselves to be. It is a
curious and instructive study of a nation which
shows wonderful stubbornness in retaining its cha-

racteristics. Mr. A. C. Benson deals this month with
'

Optimism,' chiefly regarded from the point of view
of religious belief. He is pensive, as usual, even
when walking about on a Bank Holiday while others
are enjoying themselves. He seeks eagerly for some
assurance of an after-life of serenity, strength,
and love. Mr. Benson has high gifts of expression,
but the limitations of his point of view are
considerable.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. MARCH.

MR. THOMAS BAKER'S Catalogue 521, of Theolo-
gical Books, contains a cheap set of the '

Encyclo-
pedic Theologique,' 52 vols., 4to, 11. 15s.; 'The-

Anglican Pulpit Library,' 6 vols., 4to, 1900,27. 2s. ;

Brady's
'

Episcopal Succession,' 3 vols., 8vo, 1870,
31. 5s. ; Darras's '

History of the Catholic Church,'
4 vols., \l. 8s. 6rf. ; and Gumppenberg's

' Atlas
Marianus,' 1672, very fine copy, 11. Is. 6d. The last

gives an account of 1,200 miraculous images. The
copy lacks, as is frequently the case, 3 plates.
4 Records of the English Cardinals,' edited by T. F.
Knox, 2 vols., 4to, very scarce, is2/. 10s. ; and

' The
Speaker's Commentary,' edited by Canon Cook,
1871, 13 vols., 31. 5s. Under Newman is a set iu,

36 vols. of all the original editions by Pickering,
Rivington, and Burns, 4. 15s. The works of Dean
Jackson, of Peterborough (1579-1640), in 12 vols.,
1844, may be had for 12s. 6rf. George Herbert is

quoted in reference to these :

" I bless God for the
confirmation Dr. Jackson has given me in the-

Christian religion against the Atheist, Jew, and
Socinian."

Mr. P. M. Barnard, of Tunbridge Wells, haa
purchased the business carried on oy Mr. H. H.
Peach, of Leicester, and the stock has been trans-
ferred to Tunbridge Wells. The Catalogue now
noticed contains some of the items. There are
beautiful specimens of

early printing from Augs-
burg, Strasburg, Milan, Venice, &c. Pollard's

'Henry VIII.,' Goupil, 1902, is 21. 2s. ; TalfoQrd's
'

Final Memorials of Lamb,' 2 vols., 1848, 12s. 6cl. ;

Miss Bateson's '

Leicester,' 1899, 3 vols., 21. ; Rush-
worth's

'

Historical Collections of Private Passages
of State, 1618-1629,' 8 vols., folio, calf, .31. 10s. ;

Shakespeare, facsimile of the 1685 edition, Methuen,
1904, folio, boards, 21. 10s.; first edition of ' The
Masque of Anarchy,' Moxon, 1832, original boards,
wanting half-title, 21. ;

'

Queen Mab,' 1829, original

boards, II. ; and Stephanus's
'

Thesaurus,' 1572,
21. 10s. A copy of Virgil, Crespin, 1529, is priced
31. 10s. This edition is illustrated with 200 striking
woodcuts, which originally came from Strasburg.
A copy of Xenophon, 1516, printed throughout in
Giunta's Greek type, long lines, is 4/. 5s.

Mr. L. C. Brawn's Catalogue 54 contains first

editions of Dickens, a number of works on art
;
and

illustrated books. A long list under French Litera-
ture includes the first edition in 12mo of La
Fontaine, 1668, 2 vols. in 1, morocco extra, 51. 5s. ;

a copy of Littre", 5 vols., 31. 5s. ; Moliere, 6 vols.,

morocco, 1804, 51. 10s. ; and Le Sage, illustrations by
Marillier, 15 vols., 1783, 31. Other items comprise
Mary Kingsley's

' West African Studies,' 2 vols.,

1897-9, 11. 5s. ; Richardson's
' Emblematical Figures,'

2 vols., royal 4to, 1779, 21. ; and Sorrow's " Romano
Lavo-Lil,' 1874, II. 10s. Under Topographical we
find sets of views of Crosby Hall, 1816, 15-?. ; Fur-
nival's Inn, 1819, 15s. ; Bermondsey Abbey, 15s.

Other old views include Southwark, St. Paul's

Cross, Cornhill, Ludgate Prison, &c.

M. Dorbon-Ain^ sends from Paris his Catalogue 60.

It contains over one thousand items. We note a
few :

' Beaute's de 1'Opera,' finely printed and illus-

trated, 1845, 18fr. ; Beranger,
'

(Euvres,' including
'Dernieres Chansons' and' Ma Biographic,' 1868,
15fr. ; Brunei's

* Manuel du Libraire,' 9 vols. in 8,

half-morocco, 320fr. ; Bulletin du Comite de VAfrique
Franqaiae, 1891-1906, 45fr. ; the rare 1551 edition of

Calvin's 'Institution de la Religion Chrestienne,'
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40fr CopixSe,
'

Poesies,' 1864-90, 22fr. ; Mommsen
et Marquardt's

' Manuel des Antiquites, llOfr. ;

A very tine cony of Rabelais, 1663, loOfr. ; and a

complete set of the .Rente Spirit*, 1858-1903, llOfr.

A set of the Asiette au Beurre from its commence-

ment, April, 1901, to December, 1906, is 75fr. (" Le

lilus artistique de tous les journaux satiriques ).

There is a collection of aquarelles by A. Kobida,
" renre"sentant les plus beaux sites et monuments
-de rAncienne Prance."

Messrs. Mayer & Miiller send from Berlin their

Catalogue 233, which contains five divisions:

Lateinische Autoren ;
Griechische und romische

Literaturgeschiohte, Grammatik, Lexikographie,
Metrik ; Griechische und lateinische Epigraphik und

Palaeographie ; Zeitschriften, Schriften gelehrter

Gesdlschaften ; and Nachtrag zu Griechische und
Lateinische Autoren. There is a novel arrangement
A3 to sets. Where prices are not named, the series
'" seront vendues par convention."

Mr. R. Rayson, of Chiswick, begins well with
his first Book Compendium, and we look for-

ward with pleasant anticipation to receiving
further lists from him. We quote a few items :

Kane's
'

Explorations in search of Sir John
Franklin,' 2 vols., 1856, 11. 16s. ; Hartley's 'Tour
in the High Pyrenees,' Ackermann's coloured

illustrations, 1825, 4J. 14s. 6d. ; first edition of

Browning's
' Balaustion's Adventure,' 1871, 10*. 6d. ;

* Life of Millais,' by his son, 21. 12s. 6U ;

Simpson's 'Archaic Sculpturings,' 11. Is. ; Sir

Algernon West's '

Recollections,' 18s. ; Nansen's
'Farthest North,' 11. 5s.; Clarkson Stanfield's

'Coast Scenery,' 1836, 12s. 6d. ; and Steinmetz's

'Tobacco,' frontispiece by Crowquill, Bentley,
1857, 10.s. &l. A copy of the first edition of

Thackeray's
'

Orphan of Pimlico,' numerous illus-

trations, 1876, is 31. 10*. There are a number of

books from the library of Lord Brampton, including
Hawkins's '

Reminiscences,' 11. 10s., and works on

sport.

Mr. Charles F. Sawyer's Catalogue 5 contains a
fine set of Carlyle, 34 vols., full calf, 1869-71,
17/. 10*. ; 'The Chiswick Shakespeare,' 39 vols.,
vellum gilt, 3. 10s. ; another fine set of Shakespeare,
the Dr. Johnson and Stevens edition, 15 vols..

crimson morocco, with a painting in colours or

Shakespeare on the fore edge of the first volume,
1793, 7/. 10. ; and Voltaire, notes by Smollett and
Fleming, with Life by John Morley, Ohio, 1905,
40 vols., 11. 10s. The first edition of

' Festus '

is to
be had for the very low price of 4s., but it is ex-

plained that the reason of this is that some pages
nave library stamps. There is a fine set of ' The
Century Dictionary' for 67. 12s. 6rf. Baskerville's
editions of Catullus, Lucretius, and Terentius,
3 vols., bound in red morocco by Derome, Birming-
ham, 1772-3, are priced 4/. 7s. 6rf. The first collected
edition of Gray's poems, 1768, is 21. 18s. 6rf. There are
57 items under Brampton Personalia, purchased at
the sale of the late Lord Brampton's library. The
first is a copy of Thomas A'Kempis. There are also
the 'Life and Exploits of Alexander the Great,'
from Ethiopic MSb. in the British Museum, 4/. 10s. ;
'

Bartolozzi,' by Tuer, 3/. 10s. ; Beaumont and
Fletcher, 12s. 6d ; Bonner's Stories of the Bench
and the Bar,' 3s. 6<l. (with a MS. Note :

" A standing
toast used to be, 'A steady increase of crime'");
Dumas's ' Celebrated Crimes,' 8 vols., 21. ; New-
man's 'Apologia, '6s. ; Madame Riccoroni's 'CEuvres,'

12 vols., 1764, 11. 2s. Qd. ; and Tanner's
' Memoranda

on Poisons,' 2s. 6d. There are the following

mementoes, priced together at a guinea : Lord

Bramptou's travelling stationery case ; his draft of

the opening chapter or his autobiography ; an appeal
for mercy and consideration being shown to dis-

charged female prisoners; and an amusing reference

to his famous dog Jack, who always went on circuit,

and sat beside his master on the Bench.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co.'s Price Current
680 opens with a copy of the Second Folio, newly
and nandsomely bound in olive levant, a tall copy,
1051. This is followed by the Fourth Folio, newly
bound, 1251. The latter has an extremely rare

imprint, unknown to bibliographers, of which there

is no copy in the British Museum. The Third

Quarto of
' The Merchant of Venice,' is 151., and

the Sixth Quarto of
'

Pericles,' 33. The catalogue
is also rich in Alp- and Hill-Lore, and includes The

Alpine Journal, 1863-1907, 267. A set of Archceologia
is '351. Under Australasia are a fine copy of Angas's
' South Australia Illustrated,' 14/. 10*. ; Wallis's
'

Views,' twelve large plates on copper by a convict,
and the first specimens of the art produced in

Australia, 1820, 81. Ss. ; and an old mezzotint,
' The

Founding of Port Jackson, designed and engraved
by T. Gosse, published May 29, 1799, 34J. Other
entries include Burton's Voyages and Travels,
29 vols., 1851-1901, 221. 10s.; a set of Blackwood to

1899, 161.; a set of the publications of the Diirer

Society, 181. 18s.; Green's Historical Works, 6 vols.,

67. 15s. ; and a fine large - paper set of Goethe,
Weimar, 1887-1906, 97 vols., royal 8vo, original

half-morocco, 221. 10s. An exceptionally fine copy
of engravings from the works of Sir Thomas Law-
rence, royal folio, very scarce, Graves, 1835-46,
is 151. There is what is truly described as an

interesting and valuable memento of the "Fra-
serians," being Maclise's ' Portrait Gallery (The
Fraserians, 1830-38),' the original plates, extri-

illustrated by a duplicate and in many cases a

triplicate set of portraits on steel, each character

being accompanied by an autograph letter, 84 parts,
enclosed in cases, 511. 10s.

Mr. Albert Sutton, of Manchester, devotes a

Catalogue to Works on Sporting. Pickering's
Diamond Edition of Walton and Cotton is to be
had for the small price of 4s. Works about Hunting
include Alken's '

Hunting Field,' Ackermann, 1846,
51. ; and Jones's 'Quorndon Hunt,' 1791 to 1800,

Derby, 1816, 51. 5s. There are lists under almost

every sport of which one can think.

[Notices of several Catalogues are held over.]

Jiottas to Comspontonts.
We must call special attention to the following

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

COL. PARRY. Proof will be sent in a few days.
CECIL CLARKE. Shall appear shortly.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (MARCH).

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
28, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

LONDON, W.C.

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-
PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

BOOKBUYERS
ARE STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO APPLY TO

E. GEORGE & SONS
FOR ANY WORKS REQUIRED,

As they have special means for procuring at short notice

any obtainable book in the market.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS ANSWERED.
Telephone 5150 Central.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
5, PALL MALL, S.W.

(CAKLTON HOTEL BUILDING).

Choice Books.

Rare Autographs & MSS.
CATALOGUE OF RARE BOOKS AND MSS.

NOW READY, price 1s.

J. POOLE & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1854,

104, CHARINGCROSS ROAD, LONDON.
School, Classical, Scientific, Mathematical,

and Students'

BOOKSELLERS,
New and Second-Hand.

All Enquiries as to Prices of Books in our
very large stock answered.

BOOKS BOUGHT.

WOODCUTS, EARLY BOOKS,
MSS., &c.

LEIGHTON'S
Illustrated Catalogue,

Containing 1,350 Facsimiles.

Thick 8vo, art cloth, 25s. ; half-morocco, 30*.

Part XIII., CAL CHRYS, with 164 Facsimiles, including
Berners' Froissart, Cambridge bindings, Capgrave 1516,

Cepio 1477, and a large collection of Early Chronicles.

[Now ready, price 2.

J. & J. LEIGHTON,
40, Brewer Street, Golden Square, London, W.

D U L A U & CO.,
37, Soho Square, London

(Established in 1792),

SUPPLY ALL FOREIGN AND ENGLISH BOOKS.
AGENTS APPOINTED FOR THE SALE OF THE

NATURAL HISTORY PUBLICATIONS OF
THE BRITISH MUSEUM

AND OF SEVERAL LEARNED SOCIETIES.
BAEDEKER'S TOURIST GUIDE-BOOKS.

A Large Stock of French, German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch,
Swedish, Russian, and Oriental Books kept on

hand to select from.

CATALOGUES GRATIS OM APPLICATION.

STANDARD AUTHORS.

THICKERAY'S "WO RKS. Library Edition,
Illustrations by the Author, Doyle. Du Maurier, and others,

21 vols., 8vo, beautifully bound in half brown calf, panel backs,

gilt extra, top gilt, as new, 1O 15. 1869-86

DIOKENS'S "WORKS. Fireside Edition, Illustra-

tions by Seymour, Cruikshank, Phiz, and others, 22 vols. in 17,

half dark red calf, marbled edges, nearly new, 3 17. 6d.

SCOTT (SIR W-). WAVERLEY NOVELS, Soho
Kdition. Each volume contains Coloured Frontispiece. Intro-

duction, Notes, and Glossary. 25 vols., crown 8vo, half-bound in

leather, as new, 45s. (pub. 42. It. Sd.).

H A R O L D B R O W N,
BOOKSELLER,

1, Wimpole Street, Cavendish Square, W.

THE BIBLIOPHILE PRESS,
149, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.,

PUBLISHERS,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLERS.

BOOKS BOUGHT. CATALOGUES ISSUED,

I. W. JACOBS, Manager.

Telephone : PADDINGTON, 2825.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The-

Student the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and

General'Keader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers,

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head

Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Rail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W.C.

*1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months

ONE Vol. ... 2 6 ... 070 ... 12 ... 110
TWO Vols. ... 4 6 ... 10 6 ... 17 6 ... 1 11 6

FOOB Vols. ... 7 ... 14 ... 130 ... 220
BIGHT Vols. ... 10 ... 110 ... 1 15

FIFTEEN Vols. ... 15 ... 1 15 ... 300 ... 550
* A deposit of 2*. 6rf. on each Volume is required with all Monthly Subscriptions.

SUBURBAN AND COUNTRY.
For Exchanging at any of the Suburban and Country Depots.

*1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months-

,"___ ONE Vol. 026 ... 076 .. 12 ... 110
TWO Vols. ...

THREE Vols.

FOUR Vols.

SIX Vols. ...

TWELVE Vols.

046 ... 12 6

060 ... 17

070 ... 100
10 ... 130
15 1 15

17 6 ... 1 11 6

180 ... 2 2 0"

180 ... 2 10 0-

1 15 ... 330
300 550-

* A deposit of 2$. 6d. on each Volume is required with all Monthly Subscriptions.

CLASS B.-The Older Books. 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months-

ONE Vol 040 ... 060 ... !0 6

TWO Vols 070 ... 090 ... 16 a
THREE Vols 090 ... 12 ... 110

SPECIAL TRAVELLING SUBSCRIPTIONS
Entitling Subscribers to Exchange at any Depot without previous notice. Terms on application.

PARCEL POST EXCHANGE.
Books may be exchanged through the PARCEL POST, by RAIL, at reduced carriage rates, or by any

other available means desired, from the Head Office to any part of the United Kingdom, the cost of

postage and carriage being borne by the Subscriber. Boxes are supplied gratis.

A CATALOGUE OF SURPLUS LIBRAJRY AND NEW REMAINDER BOOKS, offered

at greatly reduced prices, is published Monthly, and supplied gratis on application.

HEAD OFFICE :

186, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. (Howard Street entrance).
AND AT W. H. SMITH it SON'S RAILWAY BOOKSTALLS AND SHOP BRANCHES.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. B.C. ; and Printed b?
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, K.C.-Saturday, March 7. 1906.
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FOR

LITERAEY MEN, GENERAL READERS, ETC.

"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

_
No. 220. [gg] SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 1908.

PRICE FOUKPENCE.
n Aeu'8pfl/wT. Entered at
9. as Second-Class Matter.

Yearly Subscription, 20. 6d. post free

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. Qd. home and

13s. 6d. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning
' Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
. BOOKSELLERS.

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London

for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.
Catalogues sent on application.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'H Great Bookshop. 14-16, John Bright Street. Birmingham.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

50. Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.)

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 5s. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd.. cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

"DEDIGREES TRACED : Evidences of Descent
JL from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC
ENGRAVING and PAINTING,

with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Hook-Plates. Dies. Seals, Signet- Kings. Livery-Buttons. 4c.

L. CULLETON. 92, Piccadilly. Liudon. W.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

VTOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
-Ll to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. 3d. for Six
Months ; or 20. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index.
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Kates and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane, E.C.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN DISRAELI,
EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, 1820-1892.

INT T E S AND QUERIES
-Li for APRIL 29, MAY 13, 27, JUNE 10, 24, and JULY 8, 1893,

Contains a
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE EARL OF BEACONSFIELD.

This includes KEYS to 'VIVIAN GREY.'
CONINGSBY/ 'LOTHAIR,' and 'ENDYMION.'

Price of the Six Numbers, 2s. ; or free by post, 2s. 3d.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS.
Kotti and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY, price One Shilling.

BRIEF
LESSONS ON THE PARABLES AND
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ROGER NORTH'S LIFE OF HIS

BROTHER: AND OTHER SEVEN-

TEENTH-CENTURY MSS.

DR. JESSOPP, the learned authority on

the subject, in his life of Roger for the
*
D.N.B.,' wrote of Roger North's

'

Life
'

of his brother the Lord Keeper :

" There is a certain charm about it which few

readers can resist, and the Lives of the Norths

must always remain an English classic and a prime

.authority 'for the period with which it deals. The

Life of Lord Keeper North was first issued under

Montagu North's editorship in 1742."

The fact is that Roger North's
'

Life
'

of the Lord Keeper has never been issued.

I have before me Roger North's original

manuscript for the whole work. It is that

used by the son Montagu, as the omission

from the printed work of many long passages
marked with a pen for omission proves.

Taking what Montagu has retained, I can

best say that Roger North left a body fed

.and clothed, and his son Montagu produced
a skeleton with scant remains of flesh.

Montagu sometimes started off in the same

words, but quickly modified it all to his

own narration of leading facts. Working
with this manuscript as his basis, he must
have prepared an entirely fresh copy for
his printer.

Roger North's original manuscript is

in ten volumes. The first opens with a
very long preface, which is, of course,
still unknown : then comes an "

Advertise-
ment," and in this he explains his method,
and says that the work is complete in ten
volumes. Turning to the actual volumes,
I find he dates v., vi., and vii. in 1708,
which is four years before Montagu was
born. There are included, and always
specified, many pages of the Lord Keeper's
own speeches.
A curious little incident is that vol. ix.

bears the fine dated (1702) armorial book-
plate of one of the well-known Poley family
of Suffolk. Just below it Roger North has
written explaining that shortly after his

lordship's death this volume was lent,
and that somehow this plate was put into
it ; but he adds with evident satisfaction
that Poley' s executors honourably sent
him back the volume.
Here is an extract from Dr. Jessopp's

edition, in the Bohii series, of Roger North's
'Life':
" From this school he was translated to St. John's

college, in Cambridge, \vhere he was admitted
fellow-commoner under one Mr. Frost, the 8th day
of June, 1653. And there he improved at the same
rate, and being a fellow-commoner was accept-
able to the very best of the society as well lor his

company, which was more than ordinary agreeable
and facetious, as for his forwardness in all ingenious
studies and the sciences called liberal. Here
he learnt what was to be had of University
philosophy old and new : applied to mathematics
and made great advances in them, capable of the
utmost course therein if other affairs of his life

inconsistent with such applications had not forbad
that. But he was ever a judge of new propositions
after the synthetic way (for the analytic was not
then much professed), and if they failed could show
where ; and here he began his use of music, learning
to play on the bass-viol, and had the opportunity
of practice so much in his grandfather's and
father's families, where the entertainment of music
in full concert was solemn and frequent, that he out-
did all his teachers and became one of the neatest
violists of his time. He was much encouraged and
assisted in all ingenious studies by the conversation
of one Mr. Matthews, of Sidney college, who was
his elder brother's tutor and very eminent for a
master (literally) of all arts and sciences, and was
entrusted with the education of divers noblemen as
their tutor ; and a famous man he had been indeed
if his heart could have been showed without a
microscope."

Roger North's original MS. of this portion
of the '

Life
'

runs as follows :

" From this scopl, he was translated to S e Johns
Colledg in Cambridg, and admitted a fellow Com-
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moner, and being of a stature less tall then was

usuall. he was called the litle fellow commoner
the best of the society of fellows in the Colledg

were fond of him, and exceedingly affected hi

company, which was more then ordinary agreeable

and facetious. He was a notable thorn in the sides

of fools and humorists, (In all Sooietys there will be

some such) ffor he with his litle eyes observec

every ones behaviour, and used to gather, am
nmrke for his owne all the vain, and Redeculous

actions of such as fell obnoxious to him, and then

made the fellows merry with his facetious way o"

Relating them, and they for their diversion En
couraged him and he never failed to seise upoi

every foolish behaviour, and described it. noi

satirically, but veritably, as If the thing it sel:

had bin there seen or Heard ; as for Instance
oj

one Brodgabe a vain presbiterian Enthusiast anc

fellow of the Colledg : his lodship noted that when
looking out of his windoe (where he

spent
most ol

his time) he saw strangers in ye Court, he made his

clock strike, that they might observe he had a
clock in his chamber ; And if mdny Scollars were
in the Court, he went downe on purpose to make
them capp him. And he used to put broad pieces
in his nooks upon his table, that the officious

ojwners of them, might see, and envye his Riches ;

with much more of that kind.
" His lordship was a Dr at a sort of minor witt

called Quibbling, which then, & perhaps no less

since prevailed much among the juniors : the

Colledg Barber, by long provocation and ex-

ercise, was become a tollerable punster, and
once barbing this litle gentleman, he was much
piqued at an affront put upon his bason, for the
litle fellow commoner sayd it was a base-one ; the
Barber looked him in y' faceand Sayd he, is not your
name North ; yes, and what then : I thought so,

sayd y
e
barber, for the wise men came put of the

East. But, setting aside these trifles, his lordship
applyed himself seriously to his Studyes, and
acquired a competent knowledg of university
philosophy, old and new ; And made great Advances
in the mathematiques, and being well capable had
in due time fulfilled an utmost cours therein, but
to that his affaires of more Importance savd, Nay.
But yet he was alwais a good judg of New pro-
positions, In the Synthetick way, (the Analitick
was not so much in use in his time as since) and
if they failed, shew where. And at the university
he comenced his applications to musick, and what
with practise there, and at his parents houses, he
became a most expert violist, and at length a
composer of conserts, and An Anther in print,
treating the pholosopick part and shewing the very
anatomy of Harmony, of which more in y Chapter
of his Ingenuity : And in matters of naturall and
experimentftll philosopie, he was most assisted by
y* favour of y" ingenious Mr Mathews of Sidney
Colledg, who had bin tutor to his eldest brother,
and was truely a master of the Sciences, and had
bin a great man indeed, if his heart could have bin
shewed without a microscope."

Readers will at once realize the many
interesting touches which have been omitted
in the printed versions.
At present I am busy with other original

MSS., chiefly relating to the same century,
such as the clever and amusing writings
of Mildmay Fane, Earl of Westmorland

which most closely illustrate the century.
One he heads :

"
Upon ye

strange adventure
and memorable voyage of Prince Tomass,
alias Black Tom, from Wansford bridg to
London, 29th S tr

, -53."

Leaving the above, I turn to the original

manuscript vellum volume under the hand
of Charles II. establishing the British

army at the Restoration ; and reading
here of the foundation of the Life Guards,
&c., we think of the tradition that it was
mounted on a horse from the great Lord
Fairfax's (Black Tom's) stud that Charles
rode through London with his gallant
guard.

It is strange what unfamiliar companions
meet in a bookcase. I have a long manu-
script wholly written by Mary Collet, the

gentle maiden of Little Gidding, and pre-
sented by her to the Queen in 1669. Then
there is a huge volume giving actually at
the time the whole story of ship money
and John Hampden. It is authentically
dated 1638. (How Gardiner would have
enjoyed this

!) On another shelf is a volume
all in the hand of William Lowndes, Secre-

tary to the Treasury. He calls it

"A Letter from Amsterdam, August 30th, 1672
you being my intimate freind, and one of y

Club in London where we used to meet to censure
y
e Government and Publique affaires."

Next is a volume wholly in the hand of Peter
Le Neve, and then a volume in French dated
1641, written by some one in attendance
on the French Ambassador here.

Here again, resting peacefully on shore,
is

'

Henry Thompson Journal 1 Booke,' after

aeing tossed with him in many Atlantic
storms. The term "

log
"

for a sea journal
was not used until much later.

"Monday Januery 11: ffrom the Lizard to the
tapes of Virgina."
"

1669. ffrom the Capes of Virgina to the Coast
of England."
"
1673. A Journall in the S' John of Konigsberge

i the Pillow or Lyba ; by god' assistance."

"Hanburg to Greenland 1674."
" Greenland to Hull 1674."

One voyage is to Iceland. All make the
>roviso

"
with God's assistance."

Now on the same shelf are three original
vellum rolls of the

"Ancient Scottish Body Guard of the French
ngs Exempts et Archers taut du Corps que de

a manche de la Compagnie des gardes Ecossoises du
Corps du Roy gardes qui ont seruy extraordi-
lairement pres et allentour de sa ma"" ."

The dates are 16 Feb., 1620, 6 Aug., 1645,
ind 3 June, 1646. The curious expression'

manche," sleeve, always comes in.
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Next is an original MS. volume of big
extent :

" Edmund Challoner. His travells in 1687 with
my Lord Fanshaw and a Relation of y

e Embass of
his Excellencie y

e Earl of Faulconberg, Ambassador
Extraordinary from King Charles ye 2nd in
1670

"

Again, I have ' The Diary of Sir Humphrey
Gore, of New Place, Gilston, co. Herts," a
minute daily record from 1671 to 1675, and
the commonplace book of John Gibbon, Blue
Mantle Herald : entries from about 1671 for

twenty years. EDWARD ALMACK, F.S.A.

THE BARONY OF CARNOUSIE.

(Concluded from p. 42.)

1483. By a deed drawn up at Forres,
18 Nov., 1483, Sir Alexander Dunbar
assigned

"
the two Carnousies and Cluny

with the mills
"

to his second son, Sir John
Dunbar of Mochrum, and to Janet Stewart
his wife. Sir James Dunbar of Cumnock,
elder brother of John, is the first witness to
this deed. Sir Alexander Dunbar was
accounted illegitimate in consequence of his
mother Isabel being related to the Earl, her
husband, within the prohibited degrees, and
dying, it is said, before the papal dispensa-
tion to sanction their union could be ob-
tained. He thus was defrauded of the
Earldom of Moray, which went to his younger
sister's husband, Archibald Douglas, she

being legitimately born by the second wife
of James Dunbar, Janet Gordon of Huntly.
The Dunbars traced descent from Thomas
Randolph, Earl of Moray, nephew of
Robert Bruce. That Sir Alexander bore
the arms of Randolph is shown by his

seal in 1488, a fesse between three cushions

surmounting the royal tressure. He mar-
ried Isabella Sutherland (referred to in
the deed), the daughter of Alexander
Sutherland of Duffus. In 1450 he obtained
the property of Westfield, and in 1458 he
was Sheriff of Elgin and Forres, the office

being made heritable. Between 1458 and
1469 he was the Keeper of Darnaway Castle,
the great hall of which was built by his

ancestor Randolph. Sir John Dunbar wa;
still holding Carnousie in 1504-5, as the
above deed was confirmed to him at that
date.

1530. Sir James Dunbar of Cumnock,
John's elder brother, was the next possessor
of the lands, though it is not clear at what
date he came into the property. But by a
deed ratified at Scone, 12 June, 1530, he

resigned the estate, which,
"
together with

;he mill, fishing in the waters of Deveron,
;he woods," &c., James V. granted to Walter
Ogilvy of Monycabo, Aberdeenshire, and
which,

^

moreover, for the latter's "good
service," was "

incorporated into the free
Barony of Carnousie"

(

"
incorporavit in

liberam baroniam de Carnowseis ").
Sir James Dunbar married in 1474

Euphemia, the eldest daughter and coheir of
Patrick Dunbar of Cumnock and Mochrum,
a cadet branch of the family of the Earls of
March. The last male of his line, Ludovic
Dunbar, died s.p., and sold the heritable
Sheriffship of Elgin in 1744 to the Earls of
Moray.

1531. In 1531 John Ogilvy of Stratherne,
nephew of Walter (above), exchanged the
Barony of Pettye, Stratherne, &c., for his
uncle's property of Carnousie. The two
deeds are dated 31 March, 1531, Banff.
In 1533-4 the Ogilvys appear to have been
in debt to Alexander Innes, and amongst
other property assigned to the creditor, till
the debt should be paid (if within seven
years), was "a carucate of the ancient
villa of Carnousie."

3 ..?y a deed
( 14 Oct., 1534, at

Stirling) the King granted Thomas Wilsoun
in Braghauch three-quarters of the land of
"Auldtown" of Carnousie, extending to
three

"
aratra," which John Ogilvy "has

resigned."
1536. On 3 June, 1536, at Newbottle the

King confirmed the deed of John Ogilvy
of Durne, in which, for a sum of money paid
to him, he sold to his uncle Sir Walter
Ogilvy of Dunlugas, and to Alisone Hume
his wife, the Barony of the lands of Carnousie.

1538. Sir Walter Ogilvy and his wife are
confirmed in the lands of Carnousie with
the mill and fishing in the river Deveron,
the same being incorporated with the
Barony of Dunlugas. The King (James V.)
also gave him permission to build a castle
within the said lands ("cum potestate
edificandi castrum infra dictas terras "),
at Edinburgh, 13 Dec., 1538. Sir Walter
Ogilvy is described in the deed as the King's
friend (" familiaris ").

1549. Queen Mary granted (28 Oct.,
1549) to Walter Ogilvy, son of the above,
the Barony of Carnousie which his father
had resigned. This Walter it was who
built

"
the Old House "

of Carnousie, as is
seen by a deed dated 24 June, 1583. In this
it is mentioned that Walter Ogilvy sold the
property,

"
together with the tower, manor,

fortalice by him lately constructed ____ with
salmon fishing on the river Deveron "

("cum
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turre, manerie, fortalicio per se de novo
<jonstructo . . . . cum piscationibus salmonum

super aqua de Doverne "), to his brother

Sir George Ogilvy of Dunlugas.

1595. James VI. (5 Sept., 1595) granted
to George Ogilvy and to his wife Margaret
the Barony and lands of Carnouaie, resigned

by his father Sir George Ogilvy (above).
This second George Ogilvy, according to

minute in the Court Book of Banff, wa
elected Provost at Michaelmas, 1624. He i

described as
" Elder of Carnowseis."

In 1625 he was dead, as Walter Ogilv
of Dunlugas was elected Provost in place o

Oeorge Ogilvy of Carnousie,
"
quha nov

restis in God."

1621. On 25 July, 1621, there assemblec

at the old edifice in the High Street of Edin

burgh, known as the Tolbooth, the las

Scottish Parliament of James VI. Of thi

session August 4 was one of the mos
memorable days in Scottish history, being
the date on which was passed the Bil

entitled
' A Ratification of the Fyve

Articles of the Generall Assemblie of the
Kirk haldin at Pearthe, 1618.' These
Articles were to make kneeling legal at

Communion, the liberty of private Com-
munion and baptism, the confirmation oj

children by bishops, and the observation oj

the five holidays : Christmas, Good Friday,
Easter, Ascension, and Whit Sunday.
Among the thirty-eight commissioners for
the small barons and lairds the Laird of
Carnousie (George Ogilvy, who died 1625)
sat as a member for Banffshire, and was one
of those who voted for the Bill, the votes

being eighty-five for and fifty-nine against.
This day in Presbyterian records was long
known as

" The Black Saturday," so

unpopular did the Articles prove.
1625. Upon the death of George Ogilvy

in 1625 Carnousie passed to his son, Sir

George Ogilvy. The father must have died
before July of this year, as in Sir George
Ogilvy's marriage settlement, dated 7 July,
1625, the latter is described as "of Car-
nousie." His wife was Jane (Jeanne in
the marriage settlement), daughter of Sir
Thomas Gordon of Cluny.

1626. On 24 April, 1626, George Ogilvy
was created a Baronet of Nova Scotia.
In his patent the King grants to him
and to his heirs male 16,000 acres in
Nova Scotia, resigned by Sir William
Alexander of Menstrie, which were incor-
porated into

"
the free barony and regality

of New Carnowseis." The price of these
baronetcies was 1501.

1628. The following event, with which Sir

George is connected, gives a glimpse of the
confused state of the times, and does not

impress one with the law-abiding habits of

the burgesses of Banff. Spalding, in his
'

History of the Troubles,' says that in 1628,
about Michaelmas, Sir George Ogilvy (1st

Lord Banff) slew his cousin James Ogilvy,
and that there was some assessment made
for the slaughter, and " he went peaceably."
The Sheriff Court records of the county

state the case more fully, describing how
James Ogilvy of

"
Acheeries

" was killed

in the streets of Banff. It seems that Sir

George Ogilvy of Banff had a deadly hatred
of James Ogilvy, and he went armed one

night with others to the house in Paddock-
law where Margaret (wife of James) was

sleeping. On some pretence the intruders
forced an entrance, but discovered to their

disappointment that James Ogilvy was
away. Again later, on 3 October, James
was directed to remove certain tenants off

some land. He therefore appeared with the
order before Sir George Ogilvy of Banff and
Sir George Ogilvy of Carnousie, and though
he paid due court and reverence to the
two lairds, it is said that the Laird of Banff,
"
of precogitate malice and evil, struck

James Ogilvy on the bare head with a
baton to the effusion of his blood in great
quantity." All then drew their swords
in the Tolbooth, and James, guarding himself
with his weapon, escaped to the King's
auseway of Banff. His assailants to the

number of twenty pursued him
"
alangouslie

he calsay of the said burghe be the space
of tua buttis and mair," and there murdered
lim. The Laird of Banff struck James
Ogilvy

" behind the back with a sword
hrough the fifth rib and through the liver,"

jeing
" ane dead strake" ; and also the

^ird of Carnousie
" most barbarously,

hamefully, and unhumanly shot the said

umquhile James Ogilvy with a pistol charged
with two bullets, the top bone of his thigh
>eing broken."
The rest of the Sheriff's record is lost,

'urther light is thrown on this crime by the
cottish records in which we find that the
airds were afterwards pardoned by the

ving.
1629. The letters of remission are dated
>m Holyrood, 2 February, 1629. By

lese it appears that the King pardoned Sir

jreorge Ogilvy of Banff and Sir George
igilvy of Carnousie, also William Ogilvy,
lobert Steuart, and William Gordon (ser-
itors of George Ogilvy of Banff), and John
irokie (servitor of George Ogilvy of Car-
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nousie), for the slaughter of James Ogilvy
of Achireis on 3 October, 1628 ("pro
cede. . . .subito casu infra burgum de
Banff commissa"). Remission was further

granted for the using of weapons and for

past misdemeanours (" pro usu machinarum
et lie haigbutis et pistollis, et pro reliquis
criminibus quovis tempore preterito "). The
excuse for the slaughter, which hardly
agrees with the Sheriffs account, is con-
tained in these words :

"
the said George

Ogilvy of Banff having received a deadly
wound [" lethaliter vulnerato "], three blows

being dealt him with a dagger by the said

James, to the great effusion of blood and
the danger of his life, before the said George
Ogilvy of Banff and his friends offered any
violence to the said James." By the

Burgess Roll of Banff for 1629 we find that
Sir George Ogilvy of Carnousie had a son
named Alexander Ogilvy.

1643. In the Court Book of Banff a list

is given of those who were absent from the
head court on 3 January, 1643, among the

forty-one names being those of George,
Lord of Banff, Walter Ogilvy of Boyne, and
Sir George Ogilvy of Carnousie, who were
all fined 40s. each. It is probable, the

family being Royalist, that they had gone
south to support Charles I. against the

Parliament.

The following notes on the holders of

the property after the times of the Ogilvys
are far from complete.

1724. In ' A Description of the Parish
of Forglen,' by Mr. William Ogilvy, 1724, the
estate is thus referred to :

" From the Church to south-west one myle, is ane

dwelling house, called Carnousie, belonging [sic] to

Sir George Ogilvy, baronet, and now to the name of

Gordon."

1732. Again, in
' A View of the Diocese

of Aberdeen,' 1732, it is stated that Car-

nousie was the seat of Gordon (son of

Gordon of Edenglassie, in Murthlack parish).

The next possessor, as far as I can discover,

was General Patrick Duff, of the Indian

army, grandson of Patrick Duff of Craigston.
The latter married twice and had thirty-

eight children ! It is said of him that he
did not know many of his own offspring by
sight.

1825. In the churchyard of Banff there

is a tombstone to Patrick Duff, Esq., of

Carnousie, who died at Banff 14 Sept.,

1825, aged twenty-eight. The stone was
erected by Mrs. Penelope Duff, his spouse.
He was the eldest son and heir of General
Patrick Duff, above mentioned.

1836, In the '
Statistical Account of Scot-

land,' vol. xiii., 1845, Alexander Grant, Esq. r

is described as owner of Carnousie in the

year 1836. I believe this Grant was named
Lewis Alexander, and was the son of James-
Grant (died 11 Feb., 1811), who was the
son of Sir Ludovick Grant of Grant by his-

second marriage with Lady Margaret Ogilvy,
eldest daughter of James, Earl of Findlater
and Seafield. Sir Ludovick died in 1773, and
his lady in 1757. CHB. WATSON.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NOTTINGHAM.

THE late Rev. S. F. Creswell, a former
contributor to

' N. & Q.,' and a descendant
of an old Nottingham printer, compiled
some careful and interesting

'

Collections
towards the History of Printing in Notting-
hamshire,' 1863, 8J in. by 6Jin., 22 leaves*

and cover. It was merely
" an experimental

catalogue," and dealt with the town of

Nottingham only, from 1669 to 1789.

Having from time to time met with a few
additional things, I send rough notes of

them, as a help to some other collector :

An Assize Sermon at S. Mary's, Nottingham. By
Thomas Sheppey, of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge,
chaplain to William, Lord Byron, Baron of Rach-
dale. 1682.

Feed My Lambs : a Small System of Divinity
Minced into a Catechism. Printed by J. H., for

S. Richards, Bookseller in Nottingham. 12mo, 1686.

Popery. A Discourse. By A. Lortie, Rector of

Barton near Nottingham. London. Folio, no-

date. One Andrew Lortie appears in 'Cantab.

Grad.'; 1787, p. 247, as B.A. of Christ's, 1685; and
another as S.T.P. per Hit. reg., 1683. Musgrave
records one of Rochelle, pastor of the French
Church in London, who died 1681 (' Obituary/
iv. 90).
Remarks on the Bishop of Salisbury's Speech on

Doctor Sacheverell's Impeachment By a Presbyter
of the Church of England. Nottingham, printed
by William Ayscough. 4to, 18 leaves, 1710.

The Child's Guide to the English Tongue. By a
Schoolmaster of Nottingham. 1711.

An Assize Sermon at Nottingham, March 17,

1716/7. By S. Berdmore. Nottingham, 1717.

Probably the Prebendary of Southwell who died
in 1743 (Musgrave, i. 161).

Two Essays, on the Creation and on the Mosaic

System. By Sir John Floyer. Nottingham. 8vor

pp. 60. 1717. See
' D.N.B.' xix. 347.

Trial of William Sacheverell, Esq., and others

for a Riot at Nottingham, on the Election of a-

Mayor, 1684 (on surrendering the charter), to which
is added the Case of the Town of Nottingham,
Folio, 1720.

A Sermon preach'd at St. Maries in Nottingham,
January the 30th, 1722, being the anniversary fast,

on occasion of the Martyrdom of King Charles I.

By John Disney, Vicar. Nottingham, printed by
John Collyer. 8vo, 13 leaves, 1723. See 'D.N.B./
xv. 98.
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An Assize Sermon at Nottingham, 24 July, 1724.
By Michael Stanhope, D.D., Rector of Leake.
Nottingham, printed by John Collyer, sold by Mr.
Bradley, Chesterfield [1724]. Foster, 'Alumni
Oxon., 1500-1-14' iv. 1409.
An Essay on Matlook Bath, in Derbyshire, with

a Preliminary Dissertation on Water. By John
Medley, M. D. Nottingham. 8vo, pp. 100, 1730.

Projection of the Longitude at Sea, communicated
to and approved by Dr. Hallev. By Benjamin
Parker. ^Nottingham, printed oy A. Ayscough,
for S. Hodgkinson and Jer. Roe, Derby, 1731.
Dedication (dated from Horsley, near Derby,
26 March, 1731) to the Earl of Chesterfield and Sir
Nath. Curzon, Bart. See 'D.N.B.,' xliii. 232.

Knowledge and Charity considered, separate, and
united. In a Sermon Preaeh'd at Nottingham,
July 16, 1732. By S. Wright, D.D. London. 8vo,

J
leaves, 1732. On 1 Cor. viii. 1. Dedication

(dated London, 23 August, 1732) to Dr. Woodhouse
at Nottingham, at whose house the preacher met a
marquis. See '

D.N.B.,' Ixiii. 127.
The Duty of Parents. By Clement Ellis, M.A.,

late Rector of Kirkby, Nottinghamshire, and Pre-
bendary of Southwell, 1734. See '

D.N.B.,' xvii. 274.
An Account of an Improved Method of treating

the Small Pocks. By C. Deering. Nottingham,
ovo, 1/37.

Second Thoughts concerning War. [By Richard
* inch.] Nottingham, printed by Samuel Creswell,
under the New Change. 8vo, 1755. Described in
fenuth, 'Friends' Books,' i. 611.
A New Introduction to Learning. By Samuel

Hammond. [1761-5. ]-See Creswell, p. 33; a4thed.
was printed at Nottingham by Samuel Creswell,

The Pilgrim's Progress. By John Bunyan. See
Creswell, p. 32; there was a 56th ed., Nottingham,
1774

Pleasant and Delightful History of Jack and the
mnts. Two parts. Nottingham, no date. A

chapbook with woodcuts, about 1780.

.
Poetical Essays on Curious and Interesting Sub-

jects, also a few hymns. By Thomas Lee. Nettingnam. 8vo, 1795.
Letters of Sir F. Burdett to his Constituents

?in
'm

P"8pnment of J. G. Jones. Nottingham
1810.-See 'D.N.B.' xxx. 137.
Englishman's Birthright, Nottingham, 1810.

W. C. B.

HUMPHREY BARNET. (See ante, p. 80.)
In a review at the above reference mention
is made of Humphrey Barnet, minister o
Newton Chapel (now All Saints', Newton
Heath), near Manchester, to the north-east
who is said, in Gordon's '

Historical Accoun
of Dob Lane Chapel,' 1904, p. 2, to have firs" come into the clear light of history ir

February, 1642." He appears much earlie
in Crofton's

'

History of Newton Chapelry
(Chetham Society), 1904, i. 59, where it i

said that his son Nehemie was baptizec
at Manchester Church on 11 June, 1615
when the father was styled

"
preacher o

Newton." In Calamy's
'

Account,' 171 J

pp. 565-6, we find that Joshua Barnet

ejected, 1662, from Rockwardine, Shrop-
hire) was born in 1621 at Uppington,
hropshire, as

his father, Mr. Humphrey Bamett, was forc'd,

or his Nonconformity, to take Sanctuary there,

mt he might be out of the reach of the Bishops,
""here he grew Eminent for the Success of his

Ministry ; and was the first in those Parts who
'reach'd twice every Lord's Day."

ialamy's 'Continuation,' 1727, pp. 726 7,

gives a substituted account
'

as more

x>mpleat, and more agreeable to surviving
Relations." This amended account states

hat at Uppington
' Mr. Humphrey Barnet was Minister, and much
admir'd by the Country People, who would flock to

lear him twice on every Lord's Day, which was a

?hing at that Time very unusual. When the ' Book
f Sports

' came out [1618], instead of reading it he
jreached against it, and was cited to appear before

Jie Bishop of Coventry and Litchfield [Thomas
liorton], and was forc'd to retire out of that Diocese,
nto Lancashire, where he died. This Mr. Humphrey
Barnet, and Mr. Wright of Wellington, though they
were both of them conformable to the Established

Church, were accounted the first Puritans that

Shropshire afforded ; and that for no other Reason,
rat tneir sedulous Preaching, and sober and pious

If we may read these two statements

Calamy as supplementary to each other,

it will follow that Humphrey Barnett,

styled in the Manchester Register
"
preacher

of Newton "
in 1615, left Newton for Upping-

ton some time before 1621, and some time
after this returned to Lancashire, where
we find him as

"
Minister of Newton Heath "

in February, 1642. V.H.LL.LC.I.V.

GEORGE COLMAN AS CENSOR or PLAYS.
Of the many exposures of the State Pension

List, probably the most interesting for its

comments is
' The Devil's Menagerie of

State Paupers,' <fec., published in nine penny
parts about 1832. Here, for example, is

the objection to one pensioner :

"
Colman, George, 15, New Millman Street,

Mecklenburgh Square, Examiner of Plays, 400/.

Lieutenant of the Yeoman of the Guard, 350/.

"Besides the military duties of this Court func-

tionary, his business is to examine theatrical pieces
before they are licensed for representation by the
Lord Chamberlain ; and in the discharge of this

office he has latterly acquired considerable noto-

riety, by his captious and puritanical Expurgation
of what he considered objectionable passages. The
performance of

' The Bride of Ludgate,' we are told
in The Tatler, was delayed by the extraordinary
official sensitiveness of Mr. Deputy Colman, who
refused to license the piece until Charles II. (one of

the dramatis persons), who was made by the author
to disguise himself as a parson, should masquerade
it under another less objectionable character ! A
king appearing as a priest seemed to the deputy as

savouring of irreverence towards the cloth ! The
truth seems to be that the merry Mr. Colman of
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auld lang syne has turned Methodist. It is time,
however, the office was abolished ; it is too much
that talent and genius should be subject to the

hypocondrical [sic] whims of repentant prodigals."
' The Bride of Ludgate : a Comic Drama

in Two Acts,' by Douglas Jerrold, was first

performed at Drury Lane, 8 Dec., 1831.
It was printed as No. 219 in Cumberland's
"
British Theatre "

; but the editor, George
Daniel, says nothing of this enforced modifica-
tion, the gist of his

"
Remarks," other than

a summary of the play, being the want of
consideration shown by Mr. Farren, who
withdrew from the cast the day before
the first performance. But there is evidence
of Colman's objection having been attended
to in the second dress of Charles, which
is described as
" Black clerical tunic and cloak sash band red

sash thrown over the left shoulder black hat, with
a red band."

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
" THE SHIP "

TAVERN, GREENWICH :

"THE SHIP AND SAILOR." The former
famous house was closed on Saturday night,
18 January. For nearly a century it was
the custom of the members of the Govern-
ment for the time being to dine at

" The
Ship

"
once a year. This custom is said to

have been founded by Sir Robert Preston,
6th Baronet of Valleyfield, Perthshire, who
died 7 May, 1834, aged 94. "The Ship"
was also patronized annually by the judges
and the members of the Royal Academy.
The house just closed was not the original"
Ship

"
; that was a wooden house standing

in Friary Lane, close to the Governor's
house. The second house called

" The
Ship

" was at Ship Dock ; and the last in

King William Street and Church Street.
The last landlord, Wm. Thomas Bale, had
been manager and then proprietor, for thirty
years." The Ship

" should not be confused with" The Ship and Sailor," 71, Church Street,
Greenwich, which was awarded at the
Sessions House, Clerkenwell, on 27 January,
3,62H. for extinction of its licence.

FREDERIC BOASE.

RICHARD III.'s MOTHER. In an article
in The Observer of 19 January, giving an
outline of the history of the Dutch Church,
Austin Friars, the writer stated that among
the persons of note buried in the church was"
Edmund, the first son of Joane, mother

of Richard III."
I have had no opportunity, and probably

shall not have any for some time, of visiting
the Dutch Church to ascertain whether the

tomb of Edmund actually records that his

mother's name was Joane ; but if the

inscription does so read, all the recognized
genealogies of the blood royal would appear
to be incorrect.

Richard, Duke of York, beheaded 1460,
married Cicely Nevill, daughter of Ralph
de Nevil or Nevill (created 1399 Earl of

Westmorland), by his second wife Joan
Beaufort, widow of Robert Ferrers, and
natural daughter of John of Gaunt by
Catherine, daughter of Sir Payn Roet, and
widow of Sir John Swynford. By his wife
the Duke had, with other issue, Richard III.

In 1480 Cicely became a nun, and died
31 May, 1495.

Edmund, or Edmond, called Earl of

Rutland, who was slain at Wakefield when
a youth, 31 Dec., 1460, was the second (and
not the first) son by this marriage.

Richard, Duke of York, and his wife

Cicely were first cousins once removed
through her mother, and, through her, she

was, equally with her husband, eighteenth
in direct descent from Alfred the Great,

through his son Edward ; whilst on her
father's side she was seventeenth in direct

descent from the same monarch, through
his daughter Ethelfleda.

FRANCIS H. RELTON.
9, Broughton Road, Thornton Heath.

"T' WIFE BAZAAR." This, it would

appear from Lady Catherine Milnes Gaskell's
' Prose Idyls of the West Riding' (p. 198),
is the outcome of

"'a belief amongst the miners that it is lawful

nough, in their own phrase,
'
to sworp wives

month o' May, and chose afresh for a whole year,'

provided, as they put it, 't' other chap's wullin,
and chap s missus wull go also.'

"

I have read of wife-sales taking place in

Yorkshire and elsewhere, and I think the

legality of such transactions was maintained

by some of my father's women-servants ;

but the privilege of
"

t' Wife Bazaar "
is, as

far as I am concerned, quite a latter-day reve-

lation, and I am surprised that I have been
left so long in ignorance. It appears that a
contract is drawn up between the exchanging
parties, who sign it at a public-house amid
many witnesses and much feasting. That

being over, the already wedded bridegrooms
often bestow the gift of trinkets on their

second-hand brides, whom they now main-

tain, together with the "
childers

"
of the

former union, should the agreement run to

that effect. I did not know that
"
childers

"

could be found in any dialect ; but Lady
Catherine Milnes Gaskell uses it throughout
her book. ST. SWITHIN.
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"MORS MORTIS MORTI," &C. : "SlBILLA

EUROP.T:A." The well-known line

More mortis morti mortem nisi morte dedisset

(or dedisses)

has appeared frequently in ' N. & Q.';

see the references given at the end of my
note at 10 S. viii. 456, s.v.

" Mors janua
vitre."

The said line is frequently followed by
^ternze vitse janua clausa foret,

or
Coelorum nobis janua clausa foret.

I take the following from ' TvvaiKfiov
;

or Nine Bookes of Various History concern-

inge Women,' by Thorn. Heywoode, 1624 :

SlBILLA EVROP^EA.

She is said to be Incertff patrice, as no man know-
ing from what perticular region to derive her, and
therefore is knowne by no perticular name, nor by
the antient Historiographers numbred amongst the
ten : only amongst the twelve she hath place, as

may appear by this her Prophesie,
When the great King of all the world shall have,
No place on Earth, by which he can be knowne :

When he that comes all mortall men to save,
Shall find his owiie life by the world orethrowne :

When the most just, injustice shall deprave,
And the great judge be judged by his owne ;

Death when to death a death by death hath
given.

Then shall be op't the long shut gates of Heaven.
Lib. ii.,

' Of the Sybells,' p. 90.

I give p. 90, that being the page in my
copy, which I take to be of the first edition.
The title-page is wanting.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
" UPON A SUMMER'S DAY." This some-

what hackneyed ballad line occurs first,

perhaps, in
'

Sir Tristrem,' 1. 2316 (ab. 1320) :

Triamour to tristrem teld (told)
Opon asomersday.

H. P. L.

FIRST ENGLISHMAN IN INDIA. The Bishop
of Salford, writing in The Manchester
Guardian (20 January), claims that Father
Thomas Stephens, an English Jesuit, and a
native of Wiltshire, who landed in India in
1579, was the first Englishman whom we
know to have resided in that country.
Stephens was a convert to the Roman
Catholic faith, and Dr. Casartelli concludes
that his change of faith was due to the
influence of Edmund Campion. In 1575
he was received as a novice by the Jesuits
in Rome, where he had as fellow-novices
Parsons and Garnett. Being sent to India
as a missionary, Father Stephens died, after
a life of fruitful labours, in 1619, and was
probably buried at Goa. Being an accom-
plished student of the Indian vernacular,

and in order to convey his message of

Christianity to the natives, he wrote a poem
embodying the Christian narrative.

" On
account of the accurateness of its language
and the beauty of its poetry," it took rank
from the very first as a classic work in the
vernacular. Mr. Joseph L. Saldanha Das-

recently published a new edition of this-

poem. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" JOCK " WILSON. I should like to hear
of any books of reminiscences containing
references to this painter who died at

Folkestone in 1855. The article upon him
in the

'

D.N.B.' and Bryan agree in crediting
him with remarkable gifts as a genial racon-
teur ; but they cite no authorities.

E. V. LUCAS.

AIGLEN DOWTY. (See 9 S. viii. 409 ;

10 S. ix. 21, 152.) Can either MR. JAGGARD-
or PHILO BIOGRAPHIENSIS supply a full list

of this writer's works ? To what extent
did he collaborate with others ?

P. J. ANDERSON.
University Library, Aberdeen.

J. HOPPNER OF ROCHESTER. In the
'

Dickens Catalogue
'

issued by J. W.
Jarvis & Son of King William Street, Strand,
in 1884, there is described, on p. 16, a
"
photo of Charles Dickens from life,"

cabinet size,
"
coloured in a most charmingly

natural and artistic manner by the late

J. Hoppner of Rochester." The statements
in booksellers' catalogues cannot always
be taken as gospel, and I am anxious to
know if there ever was such a person as
"

J. Hoppner of Rochester."
W. ROBERTS.

HOLWORTHY FAMILY. I should be glad
of any information relating to Sir Matthew
Holworthy, Kt., of Shacklewell, Middlesex,
and Sporle, Great and Little Palgrave
in Norfolk. He married three times :

1, Mary Henley ; 2, Lucy Jervoice ; 3,
Susanna Henley, 16 Feb., *1668, by whom
he had a son Matthew, of Hackney, M.P.
For Middlesex, who married Elizabeth Des-

oorough of Elsworth. &c., Cambs, and died
1726.

Pepys in his diary says Mr. Holworthy
was a neighbour of his, and was killed while
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riding in the country. Any informatio
as to his identity will be very gratefull
received. F. M. R. HOLWORTHY.

REV. JOHN GORDON, L.M.S. MISSIONARY
VIZAGAPATAM. This missionary, who die

in 1828, was the brother of the Rev. Thoma
Gordon of Youghal (b. 1782, d. 1816). Th
life of the latter was published in 1820
but the first page of the British Museun
copy, which might give his parentage, i

missing. Can any reader supply the facts

In Whitehouse's
'

Register of the L.M.S
John's wife is said to have died in 1814

He married again, however, in 1827, Rebecc
Vaughan, widow. He had five childrer

by his first wife. J. M. BUI.LOCH.
118, Pall Mall.

VICTORIAN COIN. Can you throw anj
light on a half-crown piece lately come int<

my hands ? It seems to me much worn. I
has no date, nor any mark further than the
Victorian head with these words,

"
Victoria

Dei Gratia Regina." On the obverse is

a small crown like that on our shilling
with a chaplet of leaves like ivy leaves
all round, tied with a bow of ribbon at the
bottom.

I referred it to the Curator of Exeter
Museum (Mr. Rowland), but he could fine

no record of it amongst Victorian coins.

It occurs to me that the coin was issued,
and at once recalled because "

F. D." (or
"Fide Dei") had been omitted. Is this

impression a rarity ? I should like to know
its history. J. BADELEY.
Budleigh Lodge, Exmouth.

OPIE PRINT. I should be glad of any
information regarding a print in my posses-
sion, which I can best describe in the follow-

ing words. " A youth is clad in somewhat
scanty attire, of turban pattern, reaching
just above the knees, and thrown loosely
over the left shoulder, showing what looks
like armour on the right shoulder : he has
bare legs and arms, with sandals laced
rather high above the ankle, and curly hair.
A spear is in his right hand, the left being
upraised. Hilly landscape forms the back-

ground.
Painted by John Opie, R.A. Engraved

by Jas. Heath, historical engraver to his

Majesty, and their Royal Highnesses the
Prince of Wales and Duke of Clarence.
The print is in black and white : size,

20 in. by 14 in.

I should be glad if one of your corre-

spondents could tell me whom the figure
is supposed to represent. E. C. WINTER.

63, Duckett Road, Harringay, N.

"FAST"=SHORT OF. Some days ago
a customer, writing from South Yorkshire,
said,

"
I am very fast for

"
meaning

that his stock of those goods was much
depleted. I have hoard the expression
all over the North. Excepting as suggastive
of

"
fasting

"
or being

"
short of

"
food,

I fail to see a logical connexion between
the ideas. Perhaps others will explain
this curious idiom of our Yorkshire friends.

M. L. R. BRESLAH.

EBSWORTH. I am interested in collecting
information concerning a family of this

name, which originally came from Glouces-
tershire. Joseph Woodfall Ebsworth, the

great authority on ballad history, is a de-

cendant of the same. Can any Gloucester-
shire historian tell me if the name is con-

nected with the past history of the county ?

I believe the Ebsworth family came from
the Forest of Dean. M. A.

FAIRFAX AS A DOG'S NAME. Was Fairfax
a common name for a dog during the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century ? and whence
is it derived ?

Baron Ludvig Holberg (1684-1754).
"
the

Danish Moliere," uses the word " Faerfax
"

or
"
Fejerfax

"
as a pet name for a dog in

several of his comedies. Was that name
in use at that time in Northern Europe for

dogs of certain breeds, likely to have been

brought from England, viz., bulldogs, Blen-
heim spaniels, &c. ? W. R. PRIOR.

RICHARD GLYNN, PUBLISHER. He was
one of the publishers of an edition of Shake-

speare's works printed at Chiswick in 1827,

and he also published in 1834 John Land-
ieer's

'

Earliest Pictures in the National

Gallery.' There is a tradition that he was
at one time with the publishing house of

rohn Murray. I wish to know if this can
>e verified. He was born at Morchard

Bishop in Devonshire in 1793, and died

n London on 20 Aug., 183 s . Can any of
rour readers tell me where he was buried,

,nd furnish other particulars respecting
dm ? What was his wife's maiden name ?

ler Christian name I believe, was Fanny.
T. GLYNN.

19, Dalton Road, Liscard, Cheshire.

LISBOA " OCCIDENTAL." In a Portuguese
edition of the romance of the Cid (' Historia

erdadeira do famosissimo Heroe') I find

he imprint
" Lisboa Occidental, na Officina

e Antonio de Sousa da Sylva. 1734."

Vill any one oblige me by explaining the
** n( 4-V^k -T7r-nrl " O/rtir?knf.ol " in t.Vllfi 1ITIse of the word

rint ?

Occidental in this im-
S. C.
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VICEROY OF IRELAND. Is there any
official authority for the title

"
Viceroy of

Ireland," commonly applied to the Lord

Lieutenant T It may be noted, indeed,

that even the latter is not the correct title

of this high officer of State, the recently
issued report of the Viceregal Commission

appointed to investigate the circumstances

of the loss of the regalia of the Order of

St. Patrick being addressed
"
to His Excel-

lency the Lord Lieutenant-General and
General Governor of Ireland."

POLITICIAN.

["Lord Lieutenant" and "Viceroy" are now
both official. The latter title is not strictly

correct, though "Viceregal Lodge" is.]

ON CROMWELL. I desire

information about M. Jeudy-Dugour, an
ardent royalist, who in 1793 published a
'

Histoire de Cromwel,' 8vo, Paris. It

seems he afterwards went to Russia, where
under the name of Antoine Antonivitch,
he published two volumes on the reconstitu-

tion of universities in Russia. He was
back in Paris in 1833. Where may I find

an account of his life ?

Some of the incidents in the life of Crom-
well which he mentions are not to be found
in any of the English authorities. I desire
to discover, if possible, Jeudy-Dugour' s

sources of information. Please replv direct
to (Rev.) J. N. LEE.
Cowling Vicarage, Keighley.

BIRDS AS WEATHER PROPHETS. Mr. E.

Kay Robinson's chatty article in the Daily
Mail for 5 February, on ' Bird Omens '

and weather portents connected with birds,
induces me to inquire what are the names
of old almanacs, especially of the sixteenth
century, in which such weather portents
were printed for the farmer's benefit. A
diligent search amongst the treasures of the
British Museum has so far been fruitless.
Those I have found there gave full informa-
tion as to the best days for letting blood,
starting on a journey, having a bath or having
one's hair cut, but nothing about prog-
nostications of the weather founded upo
the behaviour of birds. I require the
information for an eminent ornithologis
abroad. L. L. K.

GRAPHOLOGY. In Sir H. Drummond
Wolffs Rambling Recollections,' vol. i

p. 47, the following occurs :

" A French gentleman whose veracity I have n<
reason to doubt told me the following story, inew prefet had come to a town where the uncle o
my informant was bishop. The bishop request**
the prefet to employ some one in whom he felt a

iterest. The young man in question went to the
reTeture and told his story, but was requested to

mke his application in writing. Some days after-

wards the mshop inquired if anything had been
one for his protege. The preset replied :

'
It is

mpossible : he is an assassin. This he said he had
iscovered from the young man's handwriting, and
dded that the assassination was not of long date,

t turned out to be the case."

Sir Drummond Wolff appears to believe

his story, but it is hard to think of it as

anything more than a very curious coinci-

ience. It would be interesting to know
whether any of your readers can supply a
arallel instance. LAWRENCE PHILLIPS.
Sibstone Rectory, Atherstone.

EARLY CLEANING AND SNOW. The other

lay an old woman here heard two girls

/alking about doing some spring cleaning
nd having their rooms papered.

"
What,"

said she,
"
papering your rooms in January ?

Then we'll have snow after all." And,
sxire enough, we had snow, after three weeks
of delightful, bright, sunny weather, when
you could have played golf on the shore
of the Atlantic in your shirt-sleeves. Is

;his a bit of folk-lore, or was it peculiar to

the old lady ? ALEX. RUSSELL.
Stromuess, Orkney.

SHALCROSS FAMILY. Josiah Shalcross

was born in London in 1771. Can any
reader inform me in which church he was

oaptized ? He was a descendant of the
old Derbyshire family of that name, a

history of whom is at present in the press.
WILLIAM GILBERT.

8, Prospect Road, Walthamstow, Essex.

WILLOW-PATTERN CHINA : STORY IN-
SCRIBED. Is there any one who can tell

me what is the story described on genuine
old willow-pafctern china ? Hitherto I have
been unable to come across any person or

book affording any clue.

CECIL R. PHILLIPS.

[Asked before, we think without result.]

BACON AND QUAPLODE FAMILIES. In

Hardy's
'

Book-plates
' there is an illustra-

tion of Sir Nicholas Bacon's book-plate,
in which the arms of Bacon are quartered
with Quaplode and differenced with a
crescent. Where can I find the Bacons'

early lineage showing the Quaplode con-
nexion ? It seems probable that the Bacons
took their crest from the Quaplodes, as the
two crests are very similar.

There is in existence a sixteenth century
silver seal engraved with exactly the same
arms as those on Sir Nicholas Bacon's

book-plate. This belonged to Miss Sarah
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Bacon, who was married at St. Bride's,
Fleet Street, 18 March, 1735, to Peter

Wynne of Farnborough, Kent. Is anything
known of her parentage ? She had property
at Bermondsey Street Surrey.

G. R. B.

" MULTUM "
This word appears in

various dictionaries as the name of a

compound used by brewers for the adultera-
tion of beer. In Black-woods Magazine
(1820) it is said to be "composed of ex-
tract of quassia and liquorice juice

"
; in

* The Art of Brewing
'

(1829, Useful Know-
ledge Society) it is described as

" a mixture
of opium and other ingredients

"
; and in

Hoblyn's 'Dictionary of Medicine' (1840)
hard multum is given as a synonym of black

extract, said to be a preparation of Cocculus
indicus. Can the word be traced further
back than 1820 ? Is it still in use ? and,
if so, in what sense ? It is commonly said
to be an application of the Latin multum,
but it seems difficult to see why the Latin
word should have been so used. It might
conceivably be short for multum in parvo.

HENRY BRADLEY.
Clarendon Press, Oxford.

AKBAR'S LIKENESS. On p. 1231 of the
tenth part of the

' Harmsworth History
of the World '

is what purports to be a
likeness of the Emperor Akbar. On the
forehead there is what appears to be a
Hindu caste-mark, and the features and
general appearance of the head and face
are not of the Mohammedan type. Is this

portrait authentic ? F. W.
" PIN-BASKET " = YOUNGEST CHILD.

Spiers' s
'

Dictionnaire General FranQais-
Anglais,' Paris, 1858, gives as a translation

("familiar style") of "Benjamin," "pin-
basket (youngest child)". Of course

" Ben-
jamin "=youngest child is quite clear,
but I have not been able to find in an
English dictionary

"
pin-basket

" with this

peculiar meaning, and should be obliged
for any information as to the derivation
or use of it. C. McL. C.

WILLIAM MAGINN AND MOSES MENDEZ.
In a paper on English songs, Maginn in his
'

Miscellanies,' writes in reprobation of

some Hebrew rimester of his own day thus :

Vain, quite vain, the toil you spend is,

When your time in verse you pass ;

For, good Mr. Moses Mendez,
You are nothing but ass.

Is anything known of Mendez worth knowing
to-day ? Had his songs a great vogue ?

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

'DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL
BIOGRAPHY: EPITOME, 1903.'

(10 S. ix. 21, 83, 152.)

SOME of my critics have read into my
heading a meaning not there or intended,
especially PHILO BIOGRAPHIENSIS. I plainly
stated

"
errors and omissions deserving

attention," reserving my own opinion upon
the claims of all or any to a place in the
'

Epitome.' The second heading complained
of is not mine at all, but was added by the
Editor for convenience when dividing my
article.

The fact that a few persons nominated
have died since the

'

Epitome
' was born

hardly deprives them of consideration,

surely. The whole list is obviously sug-
gestive, and for discussion or deliberation.

That is why it appears in
' N. & Q.'

I concur that there should be " some
common basis of action," for at present
the editorial mind of the

'

D.N.B.' is

hard to comprehend. Many cross-references

of pseudonymous and titular names are

given, notwithstanding assertion to the con-

trary. Others are unaccountably omitted.

Moreover, it is difficult to follow a
scheme which admits Tracy Turnerelli and
omits the publisher of the first edition of

Shakespeare.
The misspelling

"
Doughty

"
I had already

corrected in further particulars of him
intended for my second century of names.
Another critic falls foul of Savile's

Christian name, but ignores the main point.
I see my note upon him was taken from a

Sotheby catalogue, two years ago. This is

usually a reliable source, and I have still

to learn in what way my statement is in-

correct. Here is the original entry :

" '

Songs and Fancies, with severall of the
Choicest Italian Songs and New English Ayres,'
1682. This volume contains the original or the

popular air of
' God save the King,' so long and so

vainly searched for by historians and amateurs of

music. It is entitled
' Here's a health unto his

Majesty' the author, John Saville."

So that if any one is here at fault, it appears
to be the editor of the first edition.

WILLIAM JAGGARD.

With regard to Lady Charleville's editing
her husband's translation of

' La Pucelle,'

ante, p. 21, there seems to be great doubt
as to whether she really did so. In the long
memoir of her in Gent. Mag., April, 1851,
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pp. 429-30, taken from The Morning
Chronicle, it is said :

" The fact is she had nothing whatever to do with
it. Judging solely from internal evidence, we should

no more believe that the English version was,

wholly or in part, the work of Lady Charleville,
than that a woman was the author of

' Tom Jones.'

The work is now exceedingly scarce, and much
prized by book-collectors ; and to enhance its value,
it is almost invariably advertised as by Lady
Charleville."

In Halkett and Laing's
'

Dictionary,' vol. iii.

col. 2055, Lady Charleville is credited or

discredited with the translation of
' La

Pucelle : or, the Maid of Orleans,' 2 vols.,

1796-7. There is no memoir of Lord or

Lady Charleville in Webb's '

Compendium
of Irish Biography,' 1878 ; and their names
are not to be found in Allibone.

FREDERIC BOASE.

Your correspondents' criticisms of the
'

Dictionary of National Biography
' seem

rather wild. For example, T. M. W. com-
plains of the omission of Dorothy Words-
worth and Governor Eyre. Under Dorothy
Wordsworth there is a cross-reference, in
both the

'

Dictionary
'

itself and in the
'

Epitome,' directing the reader to the lady's
married name of Quillinan, where, in accord-
ance with the rule of the

'

Dictionary,' a
biographical notice is duly given.
As to Governor Eyre, it is common

knowledge that the
'

Dictionary
'

stipulated
to include no one who died later than Queen
Victoria, who passed away on 22 Jan., 1901,
Governor Eyre's date of death is 30 Nov.,
1901. W. B. O.

HOPPNER'S UNTRACED PORTRAITS (10 S.
ix. 7, 53). A portrait of Mrs. Talbot, nee
Miss Ogle (sister of Sir Charlas Ogle), painted
by Hoppner, is in the possession of Newton
Ogle, Esq., at Kirkley Hall, in the parish
of Ponteland, Northumberland. Can this
be the Mrs. Ogle mentioned in MR.
RoBERTS's list ?

There is also another portrait there by
Hoppner of a member of the Ogle family,
Hester Ogle, daughter of Dean Ogle of Win-
chester, who was the second wife of Richard
Brinsley Sheridan. W. D. MACRAY.

KEATS, CORTES, AND BALBOA (10 S. ix.

107). With reference to MR. LYNN'S note]
it may be of interest to point out that
although Vasco Nunez de Balboa was the
first European to see the "

Sea of the South,"
he was not the first as one would infer
from Prescott, and as other writers state
to sail upon its waters. That distinction

belongs to one of his followers : Alonso
Martin de don Benito, who reached the shore

on the 27th of September of that year, 1513.

Balboa was a remarkable man, and his

judicial murder by Pedrarias the most

disgraceful of his many cruel acts was the

first of the kind in the Spanish Indies.

Col. Acosta, in his
'

Compendio Historico

del Descubrimiento y Colonizacion de la

Nueva Granada,' gives a moving account of

Balboa's end, telling how
"

le corto el verdugo, la cabeza sobre un tronco de

arbol, y su caddver mutilado permanencio en la

plaza doce horas."

And he adds :

" Asi acabo su vida a la edad de cuarenta anos,
el hombre mas celebre de cuantos habian brillado

hasta entonces en America exceptuando Colon."

MR. LYNN gives the correct date of the

discovery of the South Sea, viz. 25 Sept.,
1513. Washington Irving, falling into a
mistake made by Ramusio, who copied Peter

Martyr, gives the 26th of that month.
I would also point out that Francisco

Pizarro, the future conqueror of Peru, was
one of Balboa's companions on the memor-
able journey.

WM. C. COOKE, F.R.G.S.
Vailima, Bishopstown, Cork.

" POT-GALLERY "
(10 S. vii. 388, 431 ; viii.

172, 254, 312, 493, 517 ; ix. 36). In a Court
Book of the freehold portion of the old

Surrey-side manor of Paris Garden, now in

the custody of Messrs. Lethbridge, Money
& Prior, 25, Abingdon Street, Westminster,
there is cited an indenture of lease dated
1 March, 1658, from William Angell to John
Shorter, "of 4 Putt Gallaries, or shedds,
built over the mill stream upon the wharfe

thereof, in Paris Garden." In an indenture
of 1631 the mill is referred to as "a water-
mill thentofore called a tyde mill, and then

Pudding Mill." In 1658 it was " then used
as a fulling mill."

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

WINE USED AT HOLY COMMUNION IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (10 S. ix. 90).

For the five years 1700, 1703, 1721, 1731,
and 1732, for which the churchwardens'
accounts for Walton-on-the-Hill, Surrey,
still exist, the amount spent on bread and
wine for the three Communions celebrated

during the year came to 4s. (Is. 4d. on each

occasion), 10s. 6d., 9s. lid., 4s. 3d., and
12s. 3d. respectively. This was for a parish
with a population of probably not more than
150.

The Vicar of Lenham, Kent, in writing
recently . to one of the religious papers,
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mentioned that, according to the church-
wardens' accounts for 1624, when the in-

habitants probably did not number more
than 500, five quarts of wine were provided
for Easter Day, and the same amounts for

Low Sunday (the Sunday after) and Palm
Sunday.
About the middle of last century, in the

little parish of Sywell, Northants, it seems
to have been the custom to distribute among
the sick poor the wine not drunk at the

tri-yearly Communions, as it would not be
fit for further use. W. P. D. STEBBING.

Your correspondent may be interested to
know that the registers of Epworth are not
the only registers which give evidence of the

large quantities of wine consumed. I was
recently much surprised by similar entries in
the registers of Falmouth, but cannot at the
moment give details ; later on I may be
able to do so. Neither can I offer any
reliable explanation, unless the suggestion
which has been ventured, that what was
opened was consumed by the clergy, is

correct. H. TAPLEY-SOPER.
Exeter.

I have in my mind a certain country
church where, as recently as the mid-
seventies of last century, it was customary
for several old and infirm men to occupy a

special seat in the chancel on Communion
Sundays, for the purpose of drinking what
remained of the wine after the celebration.

They certainly partook of a sufficient

quantity to make it worth while for them
to attend, and this would no doubt add an
appreciable quota to the annual wine-bill.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

I can just remember that I used to remain
in the pew whilst the Communion service
took place ; and though I understood

nothing then, I can remember that on a

long seat towards the side sat a row of old

persons, who communicated with the rest.

When all had partaken, the remaining wine
was given to these poor people, who drank
in turn until it was all consumed. This
was more than fifty years ago, and at
Holbrook Church, Derbyshire.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

I recollect some fifty years ago over-

hearing a conversation between my father
and the village cobbler, who was clerk at a
small chapel of ease that served one end of

the extensive rural parish in which we lived.

My father asked what wine was used, and

received the answer :

"
Poort, sir, poort.'

T

To a further question as to how much they
used in the year, came the reply : "A dozen,
sir, a dozen." My father, knowing that there-

was only one Communion a month, and that
it was very sparsely attended, exclaimed :

" But what do you do each time with what
is left ?

" To which the worthy clerk

replied, with a twinkle in his eye :

" There
never ain't none left, sir" ; and he drew
the back of his hand across his mouth.
Perhaps there is some similar explanation.
of the quantity used at Epworth.

E. E. STREET.
Chichester.

This subject has been discussed more than
once during the last three months in the
columns of The Church Times, and I would
refer C. C. B. to the interesting notes which
have lately appeared in that newspaper
over the signature of Peter Lombard.

R. L. MOKETON.

FORMATION OF CLOUDS (10 S. ix. 167).
I have not at hand 9 S. xii. 134 to refer to,
but I cannot think that I said anything
irreconcilable with the quotation made by
MR. RUSSELL from Prof. Mackinder's work.
I quite agree that where an upland is
"
high and massively continuous," the

plain to leeward will receive less rainfall

than the higher parts of the seaward slopes
will do, because the atmospheric current,,

in passing over a broad, elevated region
like the Grampians or the Indian Ghats,
has been forced by the low temperature
to precipitate the moisture which it brought
from the sea in the form of vapour. On
the other hand, a plain lying between the
sea to windward and a range of hills to lee-

ward will receive less rain than the hills

i themselves, which raise the air current to a
level where the lower temperature causes

precipitation. Upon mountains of moderate

height, like those of Great Britain, the

heaviest rainfall may be expected immedi-

ately to leeward of the highest crests or

ridges. HERBERT MAXWELL.

CHAMBERLAIN OF SKIPTON (10 S. ix. 171).

If J. H. S. will communicate with me direct,

I can give him some information.
GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.

50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

' THE SPIRITUAL QUIXOTE
' AND SMOLLETT

(10 S. ix. 88). In January, 1760, appeared
a new sixpenny monthly, The British Maga-
zine, under Smollett's auspices. Through
its earlier numbers ran

' The Adventures
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of Sir Launcelot Greaves,' the least worthy
of Smollett's novels, embodying a squalid
imitation of

' Don Quixote.' Perhaps the

similarity of title and subject caused

Elizabeth Wolff to attribute Graves' s skit

upon Methodism to Smollett.
A. R. BAYLEY.

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
S. vii. 228). MB. SHAWCROSS asked for the

place in Spenser from which Coleridge (in

his
'

Biographia Literaria') took their

visnomies seemed like a goodly banner

spread in defiance of all enemies."
The words are a kind of

"
portmanteau

"

quotation, the component sources being
Sonnet V. 11, 12,

And her faire countenance, like a goodly banner,
Spreds in deiiaunce of all enemies,

and Sonnet XLV. 11,

The goodly ymage of your visnomy.
EDWARD BENSLY.

University College, Aberystwyth.

K. P. D. E. will find the lines he asked for
at 10 S. viii. 428, beginning,

man ! hold thee on in courage of soul

in one of Shelley's early poems, entitled
' On Death.' T. S. O.

The stanza, ante, p. 128, beginning,
And thine oaken galley, Haco,

is from ' The Death of Haco '

in Prof.
Blackie's

'

Lays of the Highlands and
Islands,' p. 62. THOMAS BAYNE.

MR. MORETON'S second quotation, ante,
p. 149, is from Dryden,

'

Cymon and
Iphigenia,' 11. 134-5 :

Love taught him shame, and shame with love at
strife

Soon taught the sweet civilities of life.

The second of MR. GIBSON'S quotations is
from '

Titus Andronicus,' III. i. 215-6 :

O brother, speak with possibilities,
And do not break into these deep extremes.

R. A. POTTS.

CROMWELL AND MILTON : A FAMOUS
PICTURE (10 S. viii. 22, 158, 375). There
was a picture exhibited, I believe, in
1885, painted by David Neal, entitled Mr.
Oliver

^

Cromwell of Ely visits Mr. John
Milton.' The artist depicts Cromwell as
having entered the house unknown to
Milton, who is observed in an inner room,
playing upon an organ. Oliver stands in
an attitude of deepest attention, listeningwith evident pleasure to the musical per-formance of the young organist. The

picture was reproduced in The Graphic of

21 Nov., 1885.

At 9 S. iii. 305 I drew attention to the

organ which still stands in the western

gallery of the church of Stanford-on-Avon,

Northamptonshire. According to Murray's
' Handbook to Northamptonshire,' this organ
once belonged to the royal palace of White-

hall, but was sold by Cromwell and erected

at Stanford. The instrument does not

appear to be used now. It is small, but
the case is very richly coloured and gilt.

Over the top is a crown and cushion. As
stated in my former communication, I should
much like to learn something more definite

concerning the antecedents of this organ.
JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

This interesting correspondence has had
the effect of pricking one more of the
historical bubbles I have lovingly blown for

many years. I was always tenaciously
convinced that Milton was instrumental
in bringing Menasseh ben Israel over to

England to plead for the readmission of his

brethren to this country, and that the pious
Rabbi's address was promoted by Milton,
who introduced him to the Lord Protector.

It now appears, from a paper published
among the Transactions of the Jewish
Historical Society in 1893, that the great
Batavian was master of ten languages,
English included, and that he approached
Cromwell through a totally different channel ;

so that the question of Milton's acquaint-
ance with Cromwell, on this side at any rate,
fails. I deeply regret it.

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

Probably the name of the engraver
queried by MR. WILMOT CORFIELD was the
well-known Samuel Bellin, who died some
years ago at a very great age. He was the
father-in-law of Mr. Elliot Stock, the pub-
lisher. CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club.

"
SOL'S ARMS "

(10 S. viii. 49 ; ix. 154).
I am obliged to MR. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL
for pointing out my inaccurate identification
of

" The Queen of Bohemia Tavern." The
succession of signs was apparently as
follows. Part of Craven House became
" The Queen of Bohemia Tavern." Late
in the eighteenth century the Royal Grand
Modern Order of Jerusalem Sols held their

meetings there, and the house was known
as " The Jerusalem Sols and Bohemia
Tavern." It was pulled down to prevent
it from falling down, 1805, and the site
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was used by Philip Astley for the Olympic
Pavilion (Diprose, i. 179, note ; Baker,
*

History of London Stage,' 252).
Mr. Ashton (' Old-Time Aldwych,' p. 260),

quoting from an unidentified work, says :

" In Craven House the romantic Queen would
appear from some accounts to have resided ; but the
truth is, she lived in the adjoining house, probably
built for her by Lord Craven, aim called for many
.years afterwards Bohemia House, and [sic] was
finally converted into a public-house which bore her
liead for its sign."

The society was dissolved when the house
was pulled down (Larwood, 3rd ed., 149) ;

but a sign,
" The Sol's Arms," was probably

then newly affixed to 31, Wych Street,
and the company referred to in

' The Epi-
curo's Almanack ' was presumably similar

to, if not a reconstruction of, the original

lodge. The question still unanswered is,

What was this society ? and the exact
derivation would be most interesting.

Dickens did not immortalize " The Sol's

Arms "
in the Hampstead Road, but so

named "The Old Ship Tavern," No. 7,

Chichester Rents, Chancery Lane, in chap. xi.

of
' Bleak House '

(ride Allbut's
' Rambles

in Dickens Land,' 17).
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

Srn HENRY DOCWRA (10 S. ix. 31, 58,

76, 116). Will MR. PINK be kind enough
to give the evidence on which he bases
his statement that Sir Henry

"
was, as

stated by MR. DOWLING, the second son
of Thomas Docwra of Putteridge, Herts,

by his first wife Jane "
? I cannot find

any evidence that this Henry Docwra was
ver a soldier.

On the other hand, Capt. Henry Docwra,
on of (Edmund and) Dorothy, commanded
a company composed of 100 Hertfordshire
and 50 Middlesex men, under the Earl
of Essex, in 1591 ; a company of 150 Essex
men, under Sir Roger Williams, in 1592 ;

and a company of 150 Somersetshire men,
stationed at Jersey, in 1593 (' Cal. S.P.
Dom. 1591-4,' pp. 63, 188, 193, 200;
"
P.C.A.,' N.S., xxi. 233, 242, 289, 466 ;

xxii. 277; xxiii. 66; xxiv. 237, 239, 481).

Why should this Capt. Henry Docwra not
be the person knighted by the Earl of Essex,
7 Oct., 1597 ? JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

I find that Sir Basil Brooke, son of Sir

Henry Brooke, married as his third wife
Elizabeth, daughter of Henry, Lord Docwra.
His grandson by his first wife married a
Vaughan of Buneranna, and his great-
.grandson married a Wray, so that the
individuals mentioned by MR. DOWLING,

ante, p. 76, as associated in the expedition
to Lough Foyle, were either at the time

related to each other, or their descendants
became so.

This has helped me much in my genea-
logical researches. A John Dobbs was
said to have accompanied Sir H. Docwra
from England to Ireland in 1596. He was
ancestor of the Dobbses of Castle Dobbs,
co. Antrim ; was appointed by Sir H.
Docwra his Deputy Treasurer for Ulster ;

and was Paymaster of his Majesty's forces

at Carrickfergus from 1608 to 1609, under
Sir Foulk Conway. Family tradition seems
to be that Capt. John Dobbs was from
Yorkshire, but was not, as suggested by
Burke ('Landed Gentry'), a descendant of

Sir Richard Dobbs, Lord Mayor of London.
There wore according to title-deeds which

came before the Irish Landed Estate Court
Dobbses owning land near Carrickfergus

in Henry VII.' s time.

A grandson of John Dobbs married in

1655 Dorothy, daughter of Bryan Williams
of Glints Hall, Yorkshire. I should like

to be able to trace this Williams pedigree ;

also, if possible, to learn something of Sir

Wm. Periam's ancestry. GENEALOGIST.

ACHESONS OF AYRSHIRE (10 S. ix. 91).

Like MR. ROBERTS CROW, I am interested

in the Acheson family. At 2 S. x. 99 there

appeared a reply giving a good deal of

information about the Gosford branch
of this family. I want to know about the

branches of the family other than that of

Lord Gosford.
Alex. Acheson was one of the defenders

of Enniskillen in 1689. I believe that a

grant was made to one of them of two large
islands in Lough Erne, family tradition

claiming that this was as a reward for

loyalty. Is anything known of this grant ?

The islands are in the Acheson family to

this day.
Family tradition also connects them

with East Lothian and the Gosford family.
Are any families of the name now existing
in Scotland ? Is the genealogy of the other

branches known if the families are extinct ?

Any information would be much appre-
ciated. G. ARTHUR MORGAN.
Woodside, Walton Park, Clevedon, Somerset.

The following works ought to be consulted:

Early history Smith's
'

Prehistoric Man
in Ayrshire; Topographical Geo. Robert-

son's
'

Description of Cunninghame
'

;

Pont's
'

Cunninghame
'

; also the.
' New

Statistical Account of Ayrshire.' Genea-

logical Paterson's
'

History of the County
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of Ayr
'

; Geo. Robertson's
' Account of

Families in Ayrshire
'

; and Paterson's
'

History of Ayr and Wigton.'
I am not aware of any work devoted to

the parish of Beith, but the back numbers
of The Kilmarnock Standard are a vast

repository of all aspects of Ayrshire history.
Mr. Wm. Robertson, of Bellarino, Ayr,

I believe is at present engaged on a history
of the Ayrshire peerage, and would, I have
no doubt, be willing to assist MK. CROW.

I have never seen a pedigree of any
Ayrshire family of the name of Acheson,
but I believe that at present Mr. Wm.
Aitchison is manager of Pollock's Cabinet
Works, Beith, and he might be able to

supply the desired information.
JOHN PARKINSON.

Kilwinning.

The Register of Sasinas kept at Edinburgh
yields abundant information about Ayrshire
lands and their owners.

F. A. JOHNSTON.

SPEECH AFTER REMOVAL OF TONGUE
(10 S. ix. 169). A surgeon will of course

explain this better than I can, but I have
been given to understand that when the

tongue is partially removed the victim is

speechless, but if it is wholly removed he
is able to speak. The historian Gibbon was
unaware of this when he said that the only
authentic miracles were those which made
those speak who had their tongues cut out.

SHERBORNE.

On one occasion I asked a hospital patient
(whose tongue I had removed some weeks
before) to talk to a class of students, in
order that they might see that speech was
possible. I need hardly say that articulation
was not perfect, but it was nearly as good
as that of many a curate or after-dinner
speaker. E. O.

The best authenticated case is that o-
the sixty African confessors of Tipasa in
Numidia, who in 484 had their tongues
cut out at the roots by Hunneric, King of
the Vandals, but on the third day after were
able to speak as before. This wonder is
certified by witnesses (writing two or three
years later) who saw and examined these
persons. For a full discussion of this marve
see the article 'Hunneric' in Smith'
'

Dictionary of Cliristian Biography
'

iii

(1882) 181; Middleton's 'Free Enquiry,
pp. 313-16 ; Gibbon, chap, xxxvii., wit!
the notes by Prof. Bury (vol. iv. p. 91)
and Newman,

' On Miracles,' cc-ccxiii.

Other cases (Aigulphus of Lerins in 675,.
and Leger, Bishop of Autun, in 678) are-

mentioned in Smith's
'

Dictionary of Chris-
tian Antiquities,' ii. (1880) 2051.

On the general question consult the

pecial treatise by the Hon. E. T. B. Twistle-

on,
' The Tongue not essential to Speech,*'

jondon, 1873. W. A. B. COOLIDGE.

This is quite possible, and not unusual.

'hirty years ago my father, having had
is tongue, or the greater portion of it,

emoved, recovered speech sufficiently to
nake himself understood during the 'brief

>eriod that remained to him. M.

This matter was discussed in the memor-
ble literary duel between Charles Kingsley
ind John Henry Newman in 1864. If your
luerist will refer to Note B in Longmans-
~5 Co.'s

"
Silver Library Edition

"
of the-

Apologia pro Vita Sua,' published in 1890,.
le will there find, I think, all the information

requires. It will be a pleasure to your
eaders to learn that the future Cardinal
confesses his indebtedness to this paper-
On p. ,307 he says :

"
However, a few

years ago an article appeared in
Notes and Queries (No. for Slay 22, 1858), in which
arious evidence was adduced to show that the-

xingue is not necessary for articulate speech."

i my good old friend Mr. Coleman had been
till alive, he would, I am sure, have sent

fou the exact reference to series, volume,
and page before I could have put pen to-

Daper. Please do what I cannot.
JOHN T. CURRY.

[The long article referred to appeared at 2 S. v-

409.]

The late Lord X- (obiii 1901) had
his tongue removed in the early eighties,
and lived and spoke for fifteen or twenty
years after. PHILIP NORTH.

In the Philosophical Transactions of the-

Royal Society for 1742 is an account by
Henry Baker, F.R.S., of Margaret Cutting,
a young woman more than twenty years
of age, residing at Wickham Market, in

Suffolk, who spoke readily and intelligibly,

though she had lost her tongue by a cancer-

when about four years old. E. B.

[MR. E. SOCRTON also thanked for reply.]

THE EVIL EYE IN ITALY (10 S. ix. 145).
The belief in the evil eye is found in every
country in Europe and Western Asia. I

doubt, indeed, whether it has not been
evolved in all parts of the world into which
man has penetrated, though it seems to be-

much less prevalent among the educated.
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classes in the North than it is in the South.
The late Mr. F. T.Elworthy's 'The Evil Eye:
an Account of this Ancient and Widespread
Superstition,' 1895, is the best work on the

subject. It contains many illustrations of

the objects used to ward off the dire effects

which the eyes of our neighbours are at
certain times believed to produce.

See also Jacob Grimm's '

Teutonic Mytho-
logy,' translated by J. S. Stallybrass,
vol. iii. pp. 1099-1100; Lean's 'Collec-

tanea,' vol. ii. part i. pp. 465-7 ; Byles's
* Life of Robert Stephen Hawker,' p. 67.

It has been suggested, and is by no means
improbable, that the protruding tongues of

animals, which often occur in mediaeval

heraldry, were intended for the purpose of

attracting, and by that means diverting, the
attention of the possessors of the evil eye
from the person of the bearer.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
" WHAT YOU BUT SEE WHEN YOU HAVEN'T

A GUN" (10 S. ix. 108). MR. RATCUFFE'S
query recalls to my mind a music-hall

song I heard, perhaps sixteen years ago,
whereof the burden of the refrain was
represented by the same words, or virtually
so. My impression has always been that
the song originated the saying, though I

may be mistaken. I have never heard the

saying used other than derisively.
A. S. N. S.

Nottingham.

This is an American locution which arose
about 1885, and was used when one met
with any eccentric or amazing-looking person.

EDWAKD HERON-ALLEN.

'THE DANDIES' BALL' (10 S. ix. 109).
In The London Magazine for November,
1820, there is an article entitled

' The
Literature of the Nursery

' which contains
a very adverse criticism of

' The Dandies'
Ball,' five verses of which are printed. The
first one, which runs as follows, differs

slightly from that quoted in
' N. & Q.' :

Mr. Pillblister,
And Betsy his sister,

Determined on giving a treat ;

Gay Dandies they call

To a supper and ball
At their house in Great Camomile Street.

These are some of the remarks of the
writer :

" The book is evidently got up for the nursery :

its price, eighteen-pence, and its glaring coloured

prints assist the corrupting tendency of the com-
position :

" When the scandals of the drawing-room become
the sports of the nursery ; when fathersand mothers
present their children with caricatures of their own

foibles and ridiculous pretensions, there only wants
the Government to assist the debasement of

manners, by some such public spectacle of infamy
and ignominy, in elevated station, as has been now
exhibited in the Upper House of Parliament, to
render the future destiny of the nation pretty nearly
certain
" ' The Dandies' Ball

'

is followed by
' The Dandies'

Wedding
' a still more unsuitable composition, if

that be possible. It is quite clear that this class of
works has now got into new and totally unworthy
hands. No familiarity with, or love for, children,
no acquaintance with their ways and tastes can be
discerned in these publications."

The name of the author of the two books
is unknown, but their publisher was a " Mr.
Marshall, who is removed to Fleet Street,
from Aldermary church-yard." The date
of publication was evidently some three

years or so earlier than that given by the
REV. JOHN PICKFOED (10 S. iii. 16).

S. BUTTERWORTH.

The following is the title-page :

" The
|
Dandies' Ball ;

I or, | High Life in the

City. |

Embellished with Sixteen Coloured Engrav-
ings. |

London :
| printed and sold by |

John Mar-
shall, |

140. Fleet Street, |
From Aldermary Church-

Yard.
|
1822.

|
Price One Shilling and Sixpence."

It is not to be wondered at that after a
lapse of sixty years E. D. should have
quoted the first verse with variations. In
the same cover there is in my copy

' The
|

Dandy's Wedding ;
|
or, the

|

Loves and
Courtship |

of
|

Peter Quince and Phcebe
Clove,' with the same date and publisher,
and advertisements of

' The Dandies'
Perambulations ' and ' The Dandy's Corps,'
each with sixteen coloured engravings.

SILO.

Although naturally scarce, this popular
little juvenile is not yet entirely out of
reach. It occasionally crops up in book
lists. Application to any of the old-book
dealers advertising in

' N. & Q.' should,

produce a copy in due course. Failing that,
I can give the address privately of a book-
seller who had one for sale not long ago.
Apparently there were two sequels to it,

illustrated with thirty-two coloured plates
by Robert Cruikshank, entitled respectively
' The Dandies' Perambulations ' and ' The
Dandy's Rout,' both undated.

WILLIAM JAGGARD.

ClRENCESTER TOWN HALL (10 S. ix. 149).
On the south side of the parish church of

St. John the Baptist at Cirencester is a
porch or gatehouse concerning which the
Rev. E. A. Fuller in Transactions of the

Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological
Society, xvii. 43-4, writes as follows :--

"This was completely rebuilt about sixty years
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ago [i.e., about 1832], and does not in its present

form represent the original construction. "1 here is

no upstairs but one lofty hall, nd in its con-

nexion with the church it completely blocks out the

lieht of the window over the southern door. Inis

was not so originally, for then it was constructed

with two upi>er stones, and the connecting passage

above to the turret stairs, leading down into the

church, did not obstruct the light of the window,

and was only of the same width as the porch below.

It was built about 1500, there being bequests in

wills from 1422 to 1501 towards the building ; more-

over, Leland says that Alice Avening, aunt to

Bishop Rowthall, gave one hundred marks towards

it This Alice would most likely be the wife or

widow of John Avening, who died in 1501. The

purpose for which this church house was built does

not appear from any contemporary document. It

iKissibly had some relation to the guilds connected

with the church, or may have been used for church

ales The church house is mentioned from time

to time in the Vestry Book from the earliest entries

in 1614, but with no definite church use attached to

it. In 1672, under deed of allowance by Bishop
Nicholson, it became the Town Hall. In common

parlance it was termed The Vice, and the

traditionary meaning attached locally to that name
is apparently expressed in Bishop Nicholson's deed

Vice, i.e., the Device, because it is said this

frontispiece so greatly adorns such a magnificent

structure, and stretches itself oiit into such a grand

propylseum, while only darkening one window of

the church."
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

An account of this building, commonly
called The Vice, will be found on p. 588

of
'

Cathedrals, Abbeys, and Churches of

England and Wales' (1896 ed.), edited by
Prof. T. G. Bonney, published by Cassell

&Co.
There is also a brief note on p. 195 of

' An Essay in Gothic Architecture,' by Thos.

Rickman, published by Geo. Smith, Liver-

pool, in 1825 :

"The porch forms a very fine approach to the
south door, and has one or more rooms over it,

now used for vestry meetings and other purposes ;

it is very rich, with fan tracery groining, nas three

large windows to the upper part, and is crowned
with pierced battlements and pinnacles. The work
of this i>orch, and the pierced battlement of the

nave, is very delicate, and considerably decayed or
mutilated ; but the tower and the other parts of

the church are mostly in good preservation.

E. GANDY.
Inland Revenue, Aberayron.

G. AULD : LONDON BOOKSELLERS AND
PUBLISHERS (10 S. ix. 89, 137). G. Auld
was printing in Greville Street in 1801,
as I have the record of a book printed by
him in that year. I also find in Boyle's
'Guide' for 1794 that G. Auld occurs as

a printer in Gravel Street, Leather Lane.
Messrs. Williams & Smith published from
Stationers' Court, Jefferson's

'

Lyra Evan-
gelica' in 1805, and Richards' s 'Hints for

Religious Conversation with the Afflicted
T

in 1807 ; but neither of these was printed

by Auld.
These notes are taken from a small index

of printers, publishers, and booksellers

which is being compiled in this library,

and is entirely at the service of any one-

to whom it will bo useful.
R. A. PEDDIE.

Technical Library, St. Bride Foundation, E.C.

ANNA SEWARD'S PORTRAITS (10 S. ix.

171). The present ownership of Kettle's

portrait of Anna Seward is clearly stated

in MR. ALEYN READE'S interesting series

of papers (ante, p. 145).

There are two portraits of this lady by
Romney, both painted in 1786. One of
these belongs to Mr. T. J. Burrowes, was
exhibited at Dublin in 1902, and is illustrated

in the work on Romney by Mr. Humphry
Ward and myself. The second portrait

belongs to Mr. A. H. Buttery, of 177, Picca-

dilly : the curious story of this picture
is told in The Times of 30 Oct. and 6 Nov.,
1903. Both portraits are described in the
above-mentioned monograph on Romney,
'

Catalogue Raisonne,' p. 141. References
to the Seward portrait will be found in the
Rev. John Romney's

' Memoirs '

of his

father, pp. 187-91, 200-2, 224-5. I possess
the copy of her

'

Poems,' 1796, which Miss
Seward presented to Romney.

W. ROBERTS.
47, Lansdowne Gardens, Clapham, S.W.

" VIN GRIS
"

(10 S. ix. 30, 134) is usually
placed on the dinner-tables of hotels in

French Lorraine with the usual red and
white wines. It has the reputation of being
slightly more heady than the other two
kinds of

"
vin ordinaire" of this province.

The fact that it is rose-coloured renders
it difficult to account for the origin of the
name. F. A. W.

Paris.

ADMIRAL JOHN BAZELY (10 S. ix. 129).
There are lined pedigrees and much informa-
tion relating to the Bazelys and Tyssens
in

' A Forgotten Past,' published by George
Bell in 1898. F. H. S.

LUMINOUS OWLS (10 S. ix. 171). The
reason of the name Strix flammea, as applied
to the white owl, is thus given in Morris's
'

British Birds,' 2nd ed., i. 169 :

" Flammea
of the colour of flame, yellow." The

meaning apparently is that the name is

derived from the yellow colour or tinge
of the bird's feathers. ROSCILLUS.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, fta

The Wapentake of Wirral : a History of the Royal
Franchise of the Hundred and Hundred Court of
Wirral, in Cheshire. By Ronald Stewart-Brown.
(Liverpool, Young & Sons.)

THE history of our Wapentakes or Hundreds in early
times is extremely obscure, and we are glad when
an attempt is made to throw light upon it. Hardly
any of our local historians have investigated the
growth, much less the origin, of these smaller
divisions, which, under various designations, we find
in all our counties ; and when writers have done so,
the result has usually been far from satisfactory.
Mr. Stewart-Brown has no doubt that " the

Hundred Court of Wirral existed in an organized
form a thousand years and more ago." This may
be true ; indeed, it is by no means impossible that
such a division may have come into existence much
earlier than the time he suggests, but it is not
safe to affirm anything of this sort until we find
the name unmistakably recorded. If we are not
mistaken, the Wapentake of Wirral is not fousd
to occur until after the Norman Conquest. The
Hundred or Wapentake, as Stubbs pointed out,
corresponds with the pagus of Tacitus, and it may
well have been introduced into our island by the
Teutonic invaders ; but even as to this it would be
rash, in the present state of knowledge, to come to
a definite conclusion. The invaders in those days,
though forming a single army, were composed of
smaller bodies from the same district, wno were
true or reputed kinsmen. When these people had
conquered, driven away, or, it may be, slain the
former inhabitants, they would naturally make
their new homes in close proximity with each
other, and it would follow as a matter of course
that some sort of tribal government would be
established among them, which should administer
the traditional laws that they had brought from
the land whence they came. This is, we think,
made evident by the similarity between the names
of English villages and those of the old lands from
which the invaders came. Messing in Essex and
Massingham in Norfolk have kindred names on
the Continent ; and we seem to find in Wadding-
hani, Waddington, and Waddingworth in Lincoln-
shire memorials of the Wadings, who are, there is

little doubt, commemorated by the Artois village
which bears the name of Wadenthun.
The Hundred or Wapentake of Wirral is one of

the seven of these old divisions in Cheshire. It
consists of a narrow strip of territory which divides
the Mersey from the Dee. The author makes the

suggestion that the original place of meeting of the
court of this Wapentake was at a stone where the

village of Willaston now stands. This is highly
probable, for remarkable natural objects frequently
have given their name to places of meeting. Stones,
hillocks, .and trees form a part of the names of not
a few of the Hundreds in various parts of England.
It appears to be certain that a large stone was once
visible at Willaston ; it is not to be seen, however,
now, but there is reason for believing that it has
not perished, as so many historic stones have un-

fortunately done, but lies buried under one of the
farm-houses in the village.
A list of the names of the officials of the court is

given from 1352 to the time of its abolition that is,

within human memory. In the earlier period the
names indicate that the officers of the court were
men of good social position. Among them occur
Stanley, Manwaring, Chaloner, Trafford, and others
of like character : but as time went on there was a
marked falling-off, and during the last century there
were those who managed the court in a most unsatis-

factory manner. So low had it fallen that in 1856
The Liverpool Chronicle, commenting on something
done by one of the bailiffs, ventured to speak of him
as "an officer of one of those sinks of abomination
a Wapentake Court."

Memorials of Old Derbyshire. Edited by the Rev,
J. Charles Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. (Bemrose & Sons.

Memorials of Old Warwickshire. Edited by Alice
Dryden. (Same publishers.)

THE books in this series are of unequal value, as we
have said before, but in those before us we find an
admirable and representative selection of things
and details worth attention in two of the most
beautiful counties of England. Dr. Cox knows his
Derbyshire as few people do ; and Miss Dryden has
had the courage to keep Shakespeare and " Shake-
speare's Country

" out of her survey, though this
does not mean neglect of the Castles of Warwick
and Kenilworth, and little-known details concern-
ing Warwick, Stratford, and Coventry. Already
there are too many books on all that concerns
Shakespeare. The plans of the Castles of Warwick,
Kenilworth, and Tamworth are particularly wel-
come, as this is the sort of illuminating aid which
the mere compiler seldom troubles to supply. It is,
of course, inevitable that a good deal of familiar
matter e.g., concerning a famous place like Comp-
ton Winyates should reappear ; but both editors

rely on sound sources of information, and the
illustrations are numerous and effective. Dr. Cox,
as might be expected, has provided, or secured,

ample information concerning the ecclesiology and
topography of his native county.

The Genealogist. New Series. Vol. XXIII. Edited
by H. W. Forsyth Harwood. (Bell & Sons.)

EACH succeeding volume of this magazine adds to
the debt of gratitude which antiquaries in general,
and genealogists in particular, already owe. The
volume before us reaches in every way the high
standard of excellence which is associated with
The Genealogist. In the notes on Barsham, con-
tinued from the preceding volume, we notice a
misprint which puts the marriage of Suckling, the
historian of Sussex, a full hundred years before the
correct date. It is difficult to pick out for special
mention any of the many excellent articles this
volume contains, but we should like to call attention
to the '

Marriage Licences in the Diocese of Bath
and Wells ' and the '

Marriages at Fort St. George,
Madras.' As usual, there is a trustworthy index
of persons and places.

Miracles of our Lord. By Archbishop Trench.
With an Introduction by A. Smythe Palmer, D.I).

(Routledge & Sons.)

THIS excellent volume, with the companion work
of Trench, already noticed by us, on the Parables,
forms a notable addition to "The London Library,
a series which has so far maintained a remarkable
level of attractiveness. The volumes are all neat
and well produced, and in their red and gold make
a comely appearance on our shelves.
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WE learn not precisely with delight that the

books published last year reached a higher hgure

than in 1906. The details of this varied and not

altogether profitable activity can be gathered most

conveniently from The E^lixh Gatalogut. of Books

(Sampson Low), an admirable work of reference

which we keep within easy reach for constant use.

The large amount of reprints issued promises

ample opportunities to what, in comparison with

former days, may be called the fortunate poor.

On the other hand, we do not view the increase of

fluency in writers of popular fiction with com-

placency. In taste and language, and even know-

ledge oflife, such writers leave very much to be

desired.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. MARCH.

MR. HENRY DAVEY'S Catalogue 7 contains Tenny-
aon's

' Ode on the Duke of Wellington,' first edition,

original wrappers, uncut, 1852, 5-*. 6d. ; Barham's
4 Life of Theodore Hook,' 2 vols.. 1849, 3*. 6d. ;

Leigh Hunt's ' Wit and Humour/ 1846, 5s. 6d. ;

Knight Hunt's 'Fourth Estate,' 1850, 3*. ; Lamb's
*
English Dramatic Poets,' second edition, 1813.

12*. 6rf. ; Wordsworth's
' White Doe of Rylstone,'

first edition, 4to, clean copy in original boards, 1815,

12*. 6rf. ; and many other interesting items at

moderate prices.

Messrs. Lupton Brothers, of Burnley, have in their

Catalogue 97, valuable works on natural history.
These include Barrett's

'

Lepidoptera of the British

Islands,' IQl. ; and Studer's
' Birds of North

America,' 4J. 10*. Under Art and Artists are

Williamson's ' Life of Morland,' 17s. 6rf. ; Solly's
' Life of Muller,' \l. 5s. ; and Ruskin's ' Lectures on

Landscape,' 18*. A set of the Camden Society,
1838-51, is 51. 15*.

;
of the Cavendish Society, 1L ; and

of the Civil Engineers, 1843-1904, 301. There are
the following first editions of Dickens :

' American
Notes,' II. 5*. ;

' Master Humphrey's Clock,' 7*. 6rf. ;

and Battle of Life,' 6*. A fine set of Jesse's His-
torical Memoirs, 30 vols., is 9/. 9*. ; a complete set

of George Meredith's Works, 32 vols. ,
121. ; and the

" Land and Water "
edition of Whyte-Melville,

25 vols., 21. 10*. There are many items under
Lancashire and Cheshire, among them being The
Lancashire Parish Register Society Publications,
20 vols., 51.

Mr. W. M. Murphy, of Liverpool, has in his
List 133 Dodsley's

' Old English Plays,' with notes

by Hazlitt, 15 vols., original cloth, fine fresh set,

scarce, 1874-5, 11. 7*., and the second quarto edition
of '

Macbeth,' 1674, morocco, wide margins, rare,
10/. 10*. Heraldic works include Guillim, sixth
edition, 1724, 31. 18*. : Edmondson, 2 vols., folio,

1780, 21. 8*. ; Burke's ' General Armory,' 1844, 2J.2*. ;

and Moule's '

Bibliotheca Heraldica,' 1822, 21. 2*.

General items include Archer's '

Gossip about
Dickens,' 18 illustrations by Barnard, II. 5*. ;

Froude's ' Nemesis of Faith,' John Chapman, 1849,
7*. 6<l. ;

' Harmsworth Encyclopaedia,' 10 vols., new,
II. 1*.; Hood's 'National Tales,' first edition,
Harrison Ainsworth, 1827, 10*. 6rf. (one of the few
books issued by the novelist during the short time
he was in business as a publisher) ; a set of The
Intellectual Observer, 17 vols., 1862-71, 21. 2*. ; the
best edition of Maclise's '

Gallery,' 8*. 6rf. ; and
Pilkington's

'

Dictionary of Painters,' 1798, 2 vols.,
4to, 31. 10*. There are some original prints, including
Wheatley's 'Rustic Hours,' in frame, 251:-, and

Cruikshank's 'Worship of Bacchus,' coloured en-

graving in frame, 4 ft. by 3 ft., 1804, 31. 10*.

Catalogue 119 of Mr. Ludwig Rosenthai, of

Munich, deals with 'Genealogie und Heraldik.'

Among the more important items we notice t

English Armorial MS., on paper of the sixteeni

century, with illuminations, 175m. ;

' L'Art dt
verifier les Dates,' 3 vols, third edition, an excellent

book of reference, 150m. ; Meyer-Kraus's
' Book of

Arms of Basel,' with records of 936 arms, 60m.
seven entries under ' Burke '

of English heraldic
books ; Codices Bavarici, a collection r>y T. Wiede-
mann, 280m. ; Jochmus von Cotignola, an Austrian
field-marshal (1808-81), a collection of remains,
letters, &c., concerning his career as a soldier and
minister, including a correspondence with Lord
Ponsonby in English, and a fine selection of auto-

graphs, 1,800m., and 'Relation of the late enter-

tainement of the right honorable the Lord Roos,
Embassador of Spaine, his Entrie into Madrid,'
&c., London, 1617, 10m. The above items will

serve to show the variety and interest of Mr.
Rosenthal's very extensive collection, which reaches
to 291 closely printed pages.

ROBERT WHITE died at his residence, Park Place,

Wprksop, on the 1st hist, in his eighty-ninth year.
Printer, publisher, bookseller, and book-lover for

fifty years, he was well known, personally and by
name, to many of the older readers of 'N. & Q.,'
as the author and publisher of North Notting-
hamshire books. Or these an important .work
is

'

Worksop, the Dukery, and Sherwood Forest,'
issued in ,1875 not only a thorough guide to the

antiquary and archaelogist, but also an exhaustive

history of Sherwood Forest, its villages and towns,
with the great houses of the Dukes of Norfolk,
Newcastle, Kingston, and Leeds, from which the
distinctive title "The Dukery" is derived. This
is regarded as a standard work on the district.

Afterwards, for fully twenty years, Mr. White was
engaged on a more ambitious work, which in 1904
he issued from his own press, entitled

'

Dukery
Records : being Notes and Memoranda illustrative

of Nottinghamshire Ancient History, collected

during Many Years ' a truly monumental and
valuable work. It contains much matter never
before available from the libraries (to which Mr.
White had the fullest access) of Clumber, Thoresby,
Osberton, and Welbeck, the British Museum, the
Public Record Office, and the Bodleian, besides

many other sources. He was one of the oldest
contributors to

' N. & Q.,' in which some years ago
his decease was announced, and produced from Mr.
White a characteristic denial.

to Comspontonts.
We mutt call special attention to the folloioiny

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

Ws cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

A. A. A. Not suitable for us.
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T. L. PEACOCK'S 'MISFORTUNES OF
ELPHIN.'

' THE MISFORTUNES OF ELPHIN ' can be
divided into two sections, both of which
are founded upon legendary Welsh incidents,
the first being the history of an embank-
ment, used to parody certain political
features of the times, while the second
consists of the old romance of Taliesin,
mixed with certain Arthurian legends.
Nearly all the subject-matter of the latter

part, with the exception of the two or
three concluding chapters, is to be found
in ' The Mabinogion,'

'

Myvyrian Archaeo-

logy,' and other Welsh sources.

The contents of the first part may be
here given for comparison with the tradition

upon which it is based, as handed down in
Welsh annals. The prosperity of the plain
of Gwaelod depends on an embankment,
which is entrusted to the supervision of
a Lord High Commissioner of Royal Em-
bankments, Seithenyn ap Seithyn, who,
being

" one of the three immortal drunkards
of the Isle of Britain," totally neglects his

duties. Elphin, a King of Gwaelod, realizing
the imminent danger of an inundation,
visits him. Seithenyn, on being apprised

of the danger, endeavours to vindicate
himself by arguments similar to those used

by Canning during the great Reform
agitation. A tempest in the meantime
arises, the mound is destroyed, and the
retreat of Elphin and his companions from
the scene of devastation described.

Originality has been claimed for this part
of the tale, and this can be admitted as

regards the remarkable adaptation of its

contents for the purpose of political satire.

But the incident of Seithenyn figures, if

almost forgotten, in Welsh tradition, even
though it be only cursorily mentioned in
the pages of

' The Mabinogion.' The
scene of action is mentioned inWelsh legends,
and was a congenial subject for Peacock
to deal with, as he was already acquainted
with it. His wife, who was born and bred
in the neighbourhood, may have helped
her husband in describing it, and certainly

being a good Welsh scholar assisted
in interpreting the manuscripts from which
the tale was partly derived, as Peacock's

knowledge in this direction appears to have
been limited. The extent of the latter' s

indebtedness to other sources can best be
gauged by comparing his tale with the works
of Welsh antiquaries who have dealt with
the same subject.
The book which Peacock used to supple-

ment his own and his wife's knowledge of
the district, and from which he took nearly
all the material for his observations on
Druidical mythology, is Edward Davies's
'

Mythology and Rites of the British Druids.'
The following comparison of two descriptive
passages the one taken from Davies,
and the other from the opening sentences
of the novel will illustrate this.

Davies :

" Seithinin the Drunkard, the son of Seithin

Saidi, king of Dyved, in his liquor let in the sea
over Cantre'r Gwaelod, so as to destroy all the
houses and lands of the place, where, prior to this

event, there had been sixteen cities, the best of all

the towns and cities of Wales, excepting Caerleon
upon Usk. This district was the dominion of

Gwyddnaw Garanhir king of Caredigiawn."
Peacock :

"Gwythno Garanhir was king of Caredigion.
The most valuable position of his dominions was
the great plain of Gwaelod This district was
populous and highly cultivated. It contained six-

teen fortified towns, superior to all the towns and
cities of the Cymry, excepting Cser Lleon upon
Usk," &c.

The submersion of the plain of Gwaelod,
to which allusion is here made, has been
regarded by Skene one of the few who
have mentioned it as mythic, and the

accuracy of the supposition rejected. He
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attributes the origin of the fable to the

signification of the name "
Gwaelod," sunk,

or gone to the bottom ; and suggests this

may have arisen through a transposition
of letters from Gwaedol in

"
Wedale, the

vale of woe." The inundation is referred

to, however, in some lines included in the
' Black Book of Carmarthen '

(xxxvii),

and it is probable that Peacock was ac-

quainted with them as they stood in the

original text, which had not then been
translated into English.
When the songs in this first part of the

story are examined it will be discovered

that they also have their models in Welsh
tradition. The first song in the novel,
entitled

' The Circling of the Mead Horns,'
and beginning :

Fill the blue horn, the blue buffalo horn :

was influenced by a song beginning :

Fill, cupbearer, as you would avoid death, &o.

The saying of Seithenyn,
"
Cupbearer, fill,"

which occurs so frequently four times in

chap. ii. alone is evidently derived from
this song,

' Diwallaw di venestr,' which

signifies the same in English. The founda-
tion of

' The Song of the Four Winds '

consists of a poem in the
'

Englynion
'

of

Llwyarch Hen ; and a song commencing" Usual is the wind from the south
" has

its origin in the 'Red Book of Hengest
'

(vi.).

The second part of the story narrates
the tradition with some minor alterations

of the love between the bard Taliesin and
Elphin's daughter Melanghel ; the captivity
of Elphin, and the successful efforts of
Taliesin to rescue him. Its foundation
is contained in a romance, the

' Hanes
Taliesin,' which was probably written in
the fourteenth century, and now extant
in such a fragmentary state that it cannot
be said to form a very coherent story.
In this MS. Taliesin, by a process of metem-
psychosis, is the same person as Gwion
Bach, and, having been set adrift by Cerid-

wen, is eventually found by Elphin in the
weir that had been constructed for a fishery.

This is here represented as taking place
near the estuary of the Dovey ; whereas
Peacock gives the Mawddach, a river in
Merionethshire still bearing the same name,
as the place of discovery. Another point
of difference has already been mentioned
by the late Dr. Garnett, namely, that Pea-
cock refrains from introducing the incident
of the mysterious birth in the same place
as in the Welsh original, but judiciously
reserves it until nearly the end of his narra-
tive. In the

' Hanes Taliosin
'

Elphin is

represented as being with the weir-warda
when Taliesin is found ; while in the novel
he is only accompanied by his wife Angharad.
The following brief extracts describing

the event will show the resemblance between
the two works :

"
Well, they took up the leather bag, and he who

opened it saw the forehead of the boy. and said to

Elphin,
' Behold a radiant brow !

' * Taliesin be he
called,' said Elphin." 'Hanes Taliesin' (Lady
Guest's translation of

' The Mabinogion ').

"
Angharad took it in her arms. The child

opened its eyes, and stretched its little arms
towards her with a smile ; and she uttered in

delight and wonder at its surpassing beauty, the-

exclamation of
'
Taliesin !

' Radiant Brow !

' "

Peacock.

The '

Dyhuddiant Elphin/ or
'

Consola-
tion of Elphin,' to give it its English name,
that here follows both in the novel and the-
' Hanes Taliesin,' is simply a translation

by Peacock from the latter work. Pea-
cock, however, makes Taliesin first sing
the song some years afterwards, while its

original author claims that Taliesin at once

sang it
"
to console Elphin in his grief for that

the produce of the weir was lost," which
is absurd, as Taliesin had only just been
born. The first lines of the two poems
are as follows :

Fair Elphin, cease to lament I

Let no one be dissatisfied with his own,
To despair will bring no advantage.
No man sees what supports him ;

The prayer of Cynllo will not be in vain ;

God will not violate His promise.
Never in Gwddno's weir
Was there such good luck as this night.

* Hanes Taliesin."

Lament not, Elphin : do not measure
By one brief hour thy loss or gain :

Thy weir to-night has borne a treasure
Will more than pay thee years of pain.
St. Cynllo's aid will not be vain,
Smooth thy bent brow, and cease to mourn :

Thy weir will never bear again
Such wealth as it to-night has borne.

Peacock.

At the end of his tale Peacock include*
in a poem an account of the mysterious
birth of Taliesin, in a somewhat different

form, as it is related in the Welsh manu-
script. The myth supposes the Cauldron
of Ceridwen to be the birthplace, not only
of the bard Taliesin, but also directly of
the gift of song that so distinguished him
throughout life. The result of this has been
that this wonderful cauldron has been
regarded in Welsh tradition as the source*
of poetical inspiration. Llwyarch ab
Llywelyn, for instance, says of himself,"
God, the ruler, give me a ray of melodious

song, as it were from the Cauldron of Cerid-
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wen !

" As Peacock, in the above-men-
tioned instance, has avoided giving a super-
natural account of Taliesin's bardic gifts,
so in the song of

' The Cauldron of Ceridwen '

there is no allusion to his having received
them from the peculiar source to which
their origin is in the fable attributed.

Peacock, having described in the fifth

chapter Taliesin's birth, proceeds to explain
in the following one the manner in which
he was educated. In both the ' Hanes
Taliesin

' and ' The Misfortunes of Elphin
'

the hero is brought up and instructed by
Gwyddno and Elphin. In this chapter,
too, appears the author's tendency to look

upon the ancient Welsh poems in the same
manner as Edward Davies had done in

the work to which reference has already
been made. This deals principally with
the metrical romances that chiefly in-

fluenced Peacock, namely, those known
under the names of the bards Merlin,
Aneurin, and Taliesin, and advances the

theory that they embrace a recondite

system of Neo-Druidism or semi-pagan
philosophy. This idea was adopted and
used by the novelist, but has been entirely

rejected by modern critics. Peacock has
committed in his tale, on account of this

mistake, numerous inaccuracies, so far as
the interpretation of the sources from which
it is drawn is concerned.

This may be shown by an illustration

from the latter part of the novel. The song
'

Merlin's Apple Trees,' which begins :

Fair the gift to Merlin given,
Apple trees seven score and seven ;

Equal all in age and size ;

On a green hill-slope that lies

Basking in the southern sun,
Where bright waters murmuring run,

is an imitation of a poem incorrectly attri-

buted by Davies to Merlin, beginning :

Was there such a gift given to any one as at the
dawn of day

Was given to Merddin ere age had overtaken him ?

Seven score and seven sweet apple trees,
Of equal height, age, and magnitude, &c.

Davies speculates that the apple trees

have been employed by Merlin to represent
the principles of Druidism, and is followed
in this view by Peacock :

" This song was heard with much pleasure, espe-
cially by those of the audience who could see, in

the imagery of the apple trees, a mystical type of
the doctrines and fortunes of Druidism, to which
Merlin was suspected of being secretly attached,
even under the very nose of St. David."

This assumption of Davies, however, which
Peacock here copies, has been shown to

be utterly false. The poem in question

was not composed soon after the subversion
of Druidism by the introduction of Chris-
tianity, as supposed by Davies, but many
centuries later, so that his conjecture of
its Druidical nature cannot possibly be
maintained.
Yet it is clear that Peacock from the

beginning of the seventh chapter adheres
closely to the Welsh original, even should
he here and there make mistakes in its.

interpretation, or occasionally deviate from
or alter it for the purpose of the story. In
both accounts Elphin journeys to the castle
of Diganwy as the guest of Maelgwn Gwy-
nedd, but the reasons assigned for this by
the two writers are quite different. In
the 'Hanes Taliesin' Elphin is described
as being Maelgwn' s nephew, and as readily
going to Diganwy in reply to a Christmas,
invitation ; while in Peacock he is carried
off by Maelgwn, and is also not represented
as standing in any family relationship to
him. The description of the first banquet
scene in the halls of Diganwy is almost
entirely derived from the Welsh MSS.

This can be shown by the following speci-men of reproduction in the novel of a
passage in the

' Hanes Taliesin.' The belong-
ings of Maelgwn are so inordinately praised
that Elphin's wrath is aroused, and he
answers :

" Of a truth none but a king may vie with a king,
but were he not a king I would say that my wife
was as virtuous as any lady in the kingdom, and
also that I have a bard who is more skilful than all
the king's bards."' Hanes Taliesin.'
" That you are the best and bravest of kings I do

not in the least doubt, yet I cannot think that anywoman surpasses my own wife in beauty and
chastity, or any bard equals my bard in genius and

1

wisdom." Peacock.

This indiscreet remark exasperates Mael-
gwn, who determines to test

"
the virtues

of his wife, and the wisdom of his bard,"
and to this end dispatches his son Rhun
to Elphin's dwelling. The account of the
deception practised on the king's son,
which now ensues, is virtually the same
in Peacock as in the ' Hanes Taliesin,'
although there is some slight difference in
the minor points of the two narratives.

Elphin is now imprisoned by Maelgwn.
This already occurs in the Welsh original
before Rhun's departure on his quest ; in
Peacock subsequent to it, and as a result
of his venturing to disbelieve in the veracity
of Rhun's story.
A more remarkable innovation is the

introduction of the love affair, between
Taliesin and Molanghel. The novelist

cleverly uses it to explain the former's
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attempts to liberate Elphin. Molanghel's
love is the great incentive to Taliesin's

efforts in the novel he strives to gratify
the dearest wish of the daughter by rescuin

the father ; whereas in the Hanes Taliesin

gratitude to the patron for having adoptee
him in his youth is the sole cause of hi

strenuous efforts on Elphin's behalf.

Taliesin now visits Maelgwn, at whos
Court he sings three songs, which are a!

adaptations of Welsh originals in th
4

Mabinogion
'

or
4

Myvyrian Archaeology.
In both accounts of the second banque
scene at Diganwy, Taliesin is representec
as defending the chastity of Angharad anc

exposing Rhun. In the
' Hanes Taliesin

the bard delivers Elphin at once from prison
he succeeds also in doing so in the novel
but after a considerable time has elapsed
during which he is the hero of adventures
to which scarcely a reference is to be founc
in Welsh records. He captures Rhun
who, irate at the bard's exposure of his

deception, has again gone forth to prove
Angharad' s faithlessness, and negotiates
with King Arthur for the recovery of Elphin.
Peacock was probably induced to employ
the magic king for this purpose through
a song,

' Kdeir Teyrnon,' in which he is

mentioned as trying to release Elphin
A task deep and pure
To liberate Elphin.

Peacock now uses Taliesin as the means
of rescuing Arthur's wife Glenyvar from
the hands of King Melvas of Dinas Vawr.
King Arthur, in return, enforces Elphin's
liberation, and the tale appropriately con-
cludes with the announcement of the mar-
riage between Taliesin and Melanghel,
and the intimation that their son Ovaon
became "

in the ripeness of time "
the ruler

over the kingdom of Caredigion.
It will be seen from the above that

Peacock cannot claim originality for his
novel, but that he is to be commended
for the able manner in which he has used
the sources from which it is drawn.

A. B. YOUNG.

INSCRIPTIONS AT FLORENCE.
THE old Protestant cemetery at Florence,

oval in form, is divided into four sections
by two paths cutting one another at right
angles and forming a Latin cross, the longarm of which runs nearly north and south.
On the west side, at a lower level, is a
single line of tombstones following the
curve of the oval. The subjoined list con-

tains all the inscriptions in three of the
sections and the low-level path ; but time
did not permit me to touch the south-
eastern section. Those monuments in an
upright position are mostly in good order
and legible, but many of those placed
horizontally are more or less illegible,

though' it is possible that more might be
made out of some of them if visited at
different times of the day. The illegible

inscriptions are marked with an asterisk.

My notes were taken in May, 1907.

NORTH-WESTERN SECTION.

1. Elizabeth Russell Jarves, w. of Jas. Jackson
Jarves, of Boston, Mass., ob. 1861.

2. Anna Maria, b. 31 Aug., 1791 ; ob. 21 Feb.,
1859 ; d. of Walter and Maria Riddell, of Glen-
ridden, N.B., wid.of Capt. C. M. Walker, R.N.

3. Sir Geo. Baillie Hamilton, K.C.H., H.B.M.
Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of Tuscany,
ob. 3 Sept.. 1850, a. 51.

4. The Hon. Frances Herbert, wid. of the Hon.
Geo. Herbert, 4th s. of Henry, 1st Earl of Carnarvon,
only d. and heiress of Francis Head, Esq., of
St. Andrew's Hall, Norfolk, ob. 2 Feb., 1862.
Erected by her two eldest daughters.

5. Lieut. John Sinclair, Royal Artillery, 2nd s. of
J. S. Sinclair, Esq., late Lieut. -Colonel of that
corps, ob. 25 June, 1828, a. 23.

6. Enrico Brockholst Livingston. No date. (In
Italian.)

7. Arthur Victor, s. of Edward and Rose Good-
ban, b. 15 Oct. ,1874; ob. 15 May, 1877.

8. Laurence Peter Campbell, s. of the Hon. Peter
Campbell Scarlett, H.B.M. 's Secretary of Legation
n Tuscany, and of Frances Sophia Mostyn his w.,
b. 1 Jan., 1846; ob. 16 Oct., 1847.

9. Southwood Smith, physician, who through the
jromotion of sanitary reform, the principles of
which he was the first to discover, and through
,~ii ^_i_;i A.\ i T?J i _ i i

dis-

at Mar-
ither philanthropic and literary labours, was
inguished as a benefactor of mankind ; b. at 3

x>ck, Somt., ob. 10 Dec., 1861, at Florence.
10. Emily, d. of Dr. Southwood Smith, ob. 8 Dec.,

872.

11. Col. James Hughes, C.B., 3rd s. of the Rev.
Cdward Hughes, Kinmel Park, Denbigh, and of
jlisdulas, Anglesea, ob. 29 Dec., 1845. Erected by
lis only surviving brother, Wm. Lewis, Lord
)inorben.
12. 'Charles Theodore (Aders?), of Berfeld, ob.

30 June, 1846, a. 67.
13. Mary, w. of Robt. Moyser, Esq., co. of York,

b. 4 Sept., 1833, a. 55. Beside his paternal grand-
mother, Edward Marcus White, Esq., b. 24 March,
833; oft. 29 Oct., 1851.
14. Mina, inf. d. of James and Cath. Gallier, of

few Orleans, ob. 10 May, 1852.
15. John Key, of Eatington, Warw., ob. 3 Nov.,

335. Stone placed in gratitude for faithful service.
16. Elizabeth, w. of John Craft, of London, 06.

ept., 1839, a. 55.

17. Edward Brind, ob. at Signa, 24 May, 1833,
35.

18. Charlotte Christie, b. 3 June, 1815 ; ob. 28 A p.,
832.

19. Denzil Ede, of Liskeard, Cornwall, ob. 21 Nov.,
830, a. 25.
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20. Eliz. Judge, w. of George Marcus D'Arcy
Irvine, Esq., of Castle Irvine, Fermanagh, b. 23 May,
17M ; ob. 23 March, 1830, a. 63.

21. Marianne Unwin, d. of John Unwin, Esq.,
and Rosamond, b. 14 Oct., 1819 ; ob. at Pisa. 28An.,
1849.

22. Capt. C. M. Walker, R.N., b. 5 Feb., 1780;
ob. 9 July, 1833.

23. James Craigie, surgeon R.N., b. at Glasgow,
1784 ; ob. 1833. Erected by his brother-in-law,
Stewart Murray, Bot. Gard.

24. Eliza, d. of the late John Rutherford, of

London, ob. 15 Dec., 1851, a. 58.

25. Margaret Louisa, w. of Henry Donkin, Esq.,
ob. 5 Dec.

, 1844, a- 22, two days after having given
birth to a daughter.

26. Col. Guillim Lloyd Wardle, ob. 30 Nov., 1833.

27. Harriett Theodosia Fisher, stepd. of Joseph
Garrow, of Braddons, Torquay, Esq., ob. 12 Nov.,
1848, a. 37.

28. illegible.
29. Ellen Eliz. Wardle, of Wernfour, N. Wales,

wid. of Guillim Lloyd Wardle, of Hartsheath, ob.

22 Jan., 1844, a. 77.

30. Lieut. Frederic Dickonson, R.N., 2nd s. of the
late Thos. Lacy Dickonson, Esq., of West Retford
Hall, Notts, ob. 3 May, 1833, a. 48.

31. Ann, youngest d. of Walter Smith, Esq., of
Allerton Hall, near Leeds, ob. 21 Nov., 18(4 ?)7,
a. 26.

'32.'
*

, artist, of London, ob. 1832, a. 37.
33. Francis Wymess Howe, ob. 21 May, 1831, a.

9 yrs. 6 mths.
34. Charlotte, w. of Edward Morgan, Esq., of

Golden Grove, Flintshire, d. of Guillim Lloyd
Wardle, Esq., of Hartsheath, Flintsh., ob. 31 (sic)

Ap., 1828.

35. *Anne, wid. of (Pierre Noble?), Esq., of

Cheshunt, Herts, ob. Dec., 1844, a. 87.
36. Florence Anne Vyse, ob. 21 Oct., 1829, a.

15 mths.
37- Frederick, s. of Thos. Vyse, of London, ob.

28 Feb., 1840.

38. Penelope Newill Hepburn Law, wid. of Arthur
Law, Esq., of , Scotland, ob. 25 Feb., 1833, a. 63.

39.
*
Henry , son of Elizabeth (Sandies?), of

,
I. of Wight, ob. 9 March, 1899, a. mths.

G. S. PARKY, Lieut.-Col.

18, Hyde Gardens, Eastbourne.

(To be continued.)

WESTMINSTER CHANGES IN 1907:

TWELFTH YEAR.

(Concluded from p. 166.)

ST. MARGARET'S PARISH.

There are not so many changes to be
recorded during 1907 in this parish, but
those that have taken place, or at least
some of them, are not unimportant. First
it must be said that the work at Westminster
Abbey is still going- on. That in the north

transept being done, attention is now being
given to the north aisle of the nave, which
requires special care, and several years
must pass before these works are concluded.

The new Government offices atTthe southern
end of Whitehall were, as the" year closed,

nearing completion. They are intended
for the accommodation of the Local Govern-
ment Board and the Board of Education,
and probably by April Mr. John Burns and
Mr. McKenna will at last find themselves

decently housed. It may be said that

virtually the actual fabric is completed, but
there yet remains much to do in the way of

fitting, decorating, and furnishing. In the
new building there are seven floors and a
total of 450 rooms, many of them of con-
siderable size. The style of architecture is

that now known as English Renaissance,
and upon the whole is found to harmonize
fairly well with the adjacent offices. Run-
ning between the new offices and the Home
Office is Charles Street, now being spanned
by an arch having a passage-way overhead
to connect the two sets of offices. Many
other works are likely to be started, although
probably not just yet. A Bill is to be intro-

duced into Parliament by which the Com-
missioners of Works will have control over
some of the streets, &c., in this locality,

notably Downing Street, Charles Street,
and Treasury Passage, which will then be
closed, but only on special occasions,
so that the public will notice

"
scarcely any

difference in the nature of the arrangements
in future," and no real hardship will be
caused to the law-abiding citizens of London.
The works at the corner of Parliament and

Derby Streets, at the building once known
as the Whitehall Club, have, outwardly at

least, come to an end, but it appears as if

much is going on inside. In Little George
Street, leading from Great George Street
into the Sanctuary, an old-established public-
house, long known as

" The Green Man,"
was closed at Christmas, 1906, for conversion
into offices. The work was at once pro-
ceeded with, and was finished in September,
1907 ; but the offices are as yet empty. In
Palmer Street the two ground-floor flats of

No. 5 have been transformed into shops.
They, too, are unoccupied, but probably
before long will be opened by some of the
dealers in artistic and antique articles, the
trade in such things having become largely
developed in this locality.

In Victoria Street the alteration of ground-
floor flats into shops goes merrily on. At
No. 117 some very extensive alterations have
been carried out, the whole structure having
been remodelled, mostly for offices. The
corner ground floor is now one of the branches
of the Union of London and Smith's Bank.
It is a very artistic front, but one cannot
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help feeling that light has been sacrificed

to outside effect, for the office looks some-
what dark. This building was originally
intended to have been the Victoria Hotel,
but different counsels prevailed, and the

Albert, on the other side of the street, arose
instead. This building ultimately became
Victoria House, by which name it is still

known. Nos. 12lA, 123, and 131 are in

course of transformation for various trades-

men ; and on the other side of the street

No. 118 is yet to be altered, while No. 122
was done earlier in the year. Nos. 72 and
74, Belgrave Chambers are being altered
to suit a " bank or insurance company," if

either should need offices here. Banks and
refreshment-rooms seem as if they would
before long constitute the chief attractions
of the street.

In Buckingham Gate (formerly James
Street) a large pile of flats is fast rising
towards completion. The building is to
be known as New Wellington House, and
stands on ground formerly occupied by the
old parish workhouse, and subsequently
as quarters for married soldiers. The design,
by Messrs. Pawley & Co., is in very good
taste ; but it would seem as if only the
highest class of tenants was looked for, as
the lowest rents are notified as 100?. per
annum. Nearly opposite, at the corner of
Wilfred Street, an old-established coffee-
house was demolished in June, and it was
expected that the frontage of the premises
numbered 35 and 36, Buckingham Gate,
would now be completed ; but this was
not done. A shop was erected with pre-
mises in Wilfred Street, so that the effect
of the block has been entirely marred.
The Home for Soldiers in Buckingham

Gate was enlarged and structurally altered
about last June, but I was unable to gather
any satisfactory account of the actual work
-done, as there appeared to be an unaccount-
able disinclination to speak about it. When
I asked for information, all I heard was that
sixty additional cubicles had been provided,
and that the cost had been about 5,000?.
The Chaplain-General of the Forces, Bishop
Taylor Smith, dedicated the new portion on
Thursday afternoon, 15 July. The work
<lone here is far-reaching in its effects, and
probably with increased space greater good
will be achieved.
The barren waste where once stood the

Aquarium is at last showing some signs
of life and activity, for work has begunon the foundations of the Wesleyan Church
House after a delay of over two years. It
would appear that it has been a matter of

finance ; but it is expected that building
will now proceed in a satisfactory manner,
the actual work having been begun on

Monday, 22 July. In Tothill Street are

Queen Anne's Chambers, a gigantic pile of

buildings fronting on the above-named
street, Dean Farrar and Great Chapel Streets,

and not particularly celebrated for the

elegance of its design. This block came
to the hammer at the mart towards the end
of October, and was described as an invest-

ment producing about 25,000?. per annum
from shops and offices, and held for 990 years
at ground rents of 2,837?. Bidding began
at 130,000?., and in the result the property
was sold for 143,000?., which was looked upon
as being the most considerable transaction

of the year at the auction mart. No. 1,

Tothill Street, the grocery and provision
shop, closed its doors after an uninterrupted
career of 157 years, having been opened
in 1750. For many years its proprietor
was Peter Dent, who was something of a
character in his way, but a man highly
respected in St. Margaret's parish. An
illustration of the shop before it was rebuilt

appears in
' Old and New London.' In

Howick Place is situated the old triangular

building formerly the Fire Station for the
district. This had been to let for some time,
but has now passed into the possession of

the Postmaster-General, to be shortly added
to the South-Western District Post Office.

A street is to be closed, for which the sanction
of the Westminster City Council is to be
asked ; and possibly some other minor

changes may come about in consequence, but
these will be recorded in the notes for 1908,
when the proper time arrives.

So ends the record of the changes brought
about in 1907, some of note, some of very
little importance, as will, I suppose, always
be the case ; but changes of any kind are

unpleasant to many people to me they
are in most cases absolutely obnoxious, unless

really necessary.
W. E. HABLAND-OXLEY.

Westminster.

CHAKLES I.' s WAISTCOAT. An anonymous
MS. note, in a contemporary hand, on the fly-
leaf of a copy of

'A Vindication of K. Charles
the Martyr,' 1711, before me, gives the

pedigree of his famous waistcoat (men-
tioned on p. 108 of that work) :

"The blue watchet waistcoat mentioned in ye
' Vindication ,' p. 108, was ye waistcoat in which
King Charles I. was beheaded, and is stained with
his blood. After ye Restoration it was found in ye
keeping of a blacksmith, and was presented to
K. Charles II., who bade Mr. Secretary Coventry,
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yn waiting upon his majesty, take it. The Secre-
tary made his nephew, Mr. Henry Thynne (brother
to my Lord Weymouth), his executor, and at ye
.Secretary's death, the Waistcoat came to this Mr.
Thynne, whose son, Thomas Thynne, shewed it me
and gave me this account of it. The Bishop of

Ely desiring to see it, Henry Thynne sent it to
him. It now is in ye possession of ye young Lord
Weymouth, son of Thomas Thynne, arid heir to ye
late Lord Weymouth in house and estate."

WILLIAM JAGGARD.
' THE DIABOLIAD,' BY WILLIAM COMBE;
Doubtless some of the readers of

' N. & Q.
will be glad of a key to this well-known
satire, in which most of the names are
indicated by initials :

P. 20, 1. 2. F
, G. R. Fitzgerald.

P. 20, 1. 4. F
,
C. J. Fox.

P. 20, 1. 5. S 1 n George Selwyn.
P. 25, 1. 15. F , Hon. Thomas Foley.
P. 26, 1. 12. Volporie C. J. Fox.
P. 30, 1. 6. P

, Henry, 10th Earl of Pembroke.
P. 31, 1. 7. B , Francis, Viscount Beauchamp

and Earl of Hertford.
P. 32, 1. 1. Harry General Henry Seymour

Conway.
P. 38, 1. 2. S 1 n George Selwyn.
P. 40, 1. 1. "A Peer of Words "

George, 1st Baron
Lyttelton.

P. 41, 1. 7.
" Th' obsequious cousin

"
George

Edward Ayscough.
P. 47, 1. 4. ******, Simon, 1st Baron Irnham.
P. 48, 1. 6. *******, Nesbitt.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

DUNGHILL PROVERB : STRATFORD-ON-
AVON IN 1552. Driving from Montmedy
to Avioth in October, 1907, I passed through
a village, the name of which I forget. It

affected my sense of smell very disagreeably,
and at the same time impressed me with
a lasting pleasure. Before nearly every
door in its long, wide main street was a

reeking mound of manure. This I did not

like, but the charm of it all was that I was
at once carried off to the time of Queen
Elizabeth and set down in Stratford-upon-
Avon, where in 1552 John Shakespeare,
father of the poet, was fined xijd. for having,
as Halliwell-Phillipps put it,

" amassed
what was no doubt a conspicuous ster-

quinarium before his house in Henley Street" ;

and two of his fellow-townsmen, neighbours,
were mulcted at the same time for indulgence
in a like nuisance (' Outlines of the Life

of Shakespeare,' vol. i. p. 25). Stratford

was evidently awaking to the wisdom of

purifying the air to be breathed by its

1,400 inhabitants, and I fancy easygoing
John Shakespeare and his companions
in error were not surprisingly slovenly,
but merely a little old-fashioned. Not
long before' 1552, Stratford-upon-Avon was

possibly as rich in heaps of fertilizing matter,
and as redolent of them, as was the anony-
mous village of which I have written.

There is a Cheshire proverb which refers

to the same state of things :

"
It is better

to marry over the mixen than over the moor."
It is better to wed with an opposite, or a
lateral, neighbour than to choose a partner
from a distance. There is something to
be said for either proceeding, but it is certain
that not many except those manured, as
a country Mrs. Malaprop remarked, to the

proximity of a dunghill would gladly dwell
within the range of its influence.

ST. SWITHIN.

" CHOP THE WOOD." I well remember
with what glee boys and girls played in
"
my village

"
at

"
Chop the Wood." It

was a ring game, and started with a girl
or boy in the ring, the rest, boys and girls,

with hands joined, dancing round singing :

You 're waitin' for a partner.
Open th' ring an' take one in.

The boy or girl selected one from the ring

by
'

ticking
" on the breast, and together,

with hands joined, they stood in the middle,
the rest of the players dancing round,

singing :

Now you re married,
You must obey;
You must be true
To all you say ;

You must be kind,
You must be good,
An' help your wife
To chop the wood !

Then, while the couple kissed, the rest,

with hands free, imitated the motion of

chopping, saying,
"
Chop ! chop ! chop !

'

Then the game went on again, the one who
had been chosen remaining in the ring to

make the next choice. THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

CREOLE FOLK-LORE. The late
"
M. C.

Baissac in his
' Etude sur le Patois Creole

Mauricien
'

(Nancy, 1880) quotes the follow-

ing saying :

"
Napas saute $a zenfant

la, wou a fere li reste pitit
"

(" Ne franchissez

pas cet enfant, vous le ferez rester petit").

Stopping the growth of a child by stepping
across it was many years ago a common
superstition in Hungary, but I did not expect
to come across it in far Mauritius.

L. L. K.

PEERLESS POOL HOUSE : ITS DEMOLITION.
This old house, built by William Kemp
when, in 1743, he made the Perilous Pond
a pleasure resort, was demolished in Novem-

ber, 1809. This date recorded by Sir
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Henry Ellis in his topographical memoranda
is of some importance, as, although Mr.

Joseph Watts obtained a lease of the pro-

Erty
in 1805, he did not begin to erect

ith Buildings until four years later, and
during that period the house evidently
remained unaltered. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

SIGNS OF OLD LONDON. (See 10 S. vi.

45, 424; vii. 445; viii. 288.) The under-
mentioned signs are referred to as con-

temporary in Sydney's
' Social Life in

England, 1660-90,' very few of them
being specified in the index, full as it

otherwise is :

Hole in the Wall, Chandos Street.

Tangier Tavern, St. Giles's.

Dial and Bible, Cross Keys, and Homer's
Head, all in Fleet Street.

Finder of Wakefield, Gray's Inn Road.
George [Whitefriars].
Bear, Southwark.

King's Head Tavern, Chancery Lane.
Rose Tavern. (Locality not stated.)
Cross, Moorfields.

Mitre, St. Paul's Churchyard.
Bell, Westminster.
Star, Cheapside.
Leg Tavern, King Street, Westminster.
Dolphin. (No place named.)
King's Head, Tower Street.

Samson, St. Paul's Churchyard.
Fleece Tavern, Covent Garden.
Green Dragon, Lambeth Hill.

Golden Lion. (Locality unspecified.)
Old Three Tuns, near Charing Cross.

Pope's Head, Chancery Lane.
Rhenish Wine-house, Steel Yard, Upper

Thames Street.

Crown Tavern, Bishopsgate.
Duke's Head, Panton Street.

Eagle, Bishopsgate.
Green Dragon, Bishopsgate Street.
Gun Tavern, Temple Bar.

Nag's Head, Cheapside.
Rose Tavern, Pall Mall.
Rose and Crown, St. Paul's Churchyard.
Shop (sic), also Royal Oak, Essex Street.
Blue Posts. (Situation not given.)
Young Devil Tavern (ditto).
King's Head, near Temple Bar.
Half Moon Tavern. (No place.)
Axe Inn, Aldermanbury.
The signs, which are noted as found in

the work, are none of them mentioned
therein until chap. vi. is reached, and they
mostly figure well on in the chapter next
but one succeeding, the last in the book

WILLIAM MCMURRAY.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

DABRICHECOTJRT. I should be greatly

obliged to MR. W. L. RUTTON if he could
let me know the relationship between John
Dabrichecourt, Constable of the Tower of

London in 1413, and Frangois d'Aubrische-

court, Chamberlain to the Duke de Bourbon,
his contemporary.

According to Pere Anselme (' Histoire

de la Maison de France et des Grandes
Officiers de la Couronne,' vol. vi. p. 277),
Francois d'Aubrischecourt, knight, Cham-
berlain to the Due de Bourbon, married,

by contract dated 27 April, 1402, Jeanne
Flotte, daughter of Antoine Flotte, knight,
lord of Revel, Ste. Genevieve, and Mont-
cresson, killed at the battle of Rosebecque.
Frangois d'Aubrischecourt died childless ;

his wife outlived him. Pere Anselme does
not give any date for his death.

CHARLES NOTJGUIER.
La Vallee, Chateau-Renard, Loiret.

BENNETT OF BALDOCK. I want particu-
lars of the family of a Leonard Bennett
of Baldock, Hertfordshire, who is mentioned
in the

'

Diet. Nat. Biog.' as being the father
of Bishop Bennett of Hereford, who d. 1617.

I already have the information that in

1595 he possessed messuage lands at Baldock,
Clothall, Weston, Willian, Norton, and
Bygrave, land at Ardeley, 1546 ; an orchard
in Baldock, 1552 ; and lands in Clothall,.

1563 ; also that he paid to the Subsidy of
1545 for goods at Clothall 41. 13s. 4d., and
that this Leonard was the father of Thomas
Bennett. These Bennetts were related to
the Bennetts of Ledbury, Herefordshire,
and bear arms similar to the Arlington and
Tankerville Bennetts.
For any further information concerning

this family I should be very grateful.
ARTHUR L. BENNETT.

379, Clarke Avenue, Westmount, Montreal.

HENRY MARTYN SABGENT. For genea-
logical reasons, I am interested in the family
of Sargent, formerly of Lavington, near
Petworth. Quite recently I saw somewhere
a reference to Mr. Henry Martyn Sargent,
who died in 1836. Unluckily, I did not
" make a note of

"
the reference, and cannot

recover it. I think it was in some book
of memoirs recently published ; but I am
not sure. All that I am sure of is that
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I read the reference very lately. If any o

your readers can help me to recover it,

shall be grateful. GENEALOGIST.

BEDLOW THE INFORMER. I should b
much obliged for any information concernin
Bedlow, commonly known as Bedlow th

Informer, 1650-80. I know what the
' Die

tionary of National Biography
'

says, bu
beyond that nothing. Tour D'EN HATJT.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
should be much obliged if you would te]

me where the following phrase occurs
" He the strong smiter, the earth-compeller.'
It smells of a Homer translation, but I have
not been able to find it.

R. A. H. BICKFORD-SMITH.

" Prefaces to books are like signs to public-houses
they are intended to give one an idea of the kind o

entertainment to be found within."

AYEAHR.

ELIZABETH SARAH VILLA REAL. In the

catalogue of the Julian Marshall Collection

of Ex-Libris, sold at Sotheby's, May, 1906
lot 911 contained the following book-plate"
Elizabeth Sarah Villa Real, wreath anc

ribbon stencilled ; she married William
Thomas Gooch of Edwinstow."
The second Viscount Galway married a

Jewess, Sarah (da Costa) Villa Real, who
was baptized Elizabeth, and by her became
the progenitor of the present Viscount

Galway and the Earl of Crewe.
I shall be glad if any reader of

' N. & Q.'

can give me the relationship of Viscountess

Galway and Mrs. Gooch, and also say
whether the latter left any descendants.

ISRAEL SOLOMONS.
91, Portsdown Road, W.

MARSHAL NEY'S DESCENDANTS. I should
be grateful to any readers who could give
me information respecting the Noy family.
Are any descendants of Marshal Ney alive ?

The family had Irish blood in their veins,

being connected with the Edgars and the
Nobles. Please send replies to

FLORENCE NOBLE WILLIAMS.
Llanwnda Vicarage, Carnarvon, North Wales.

[Ney d'Elchingen, Prince de la Moskowa, who
figures in

'

Qui Etes Vous?' the new French
' Who 's Who,' is a representative of the Ney family.
The ' Almanach de Gotha '

for 1900, p. 401, may be
also referred to.]

TVRTKOEVIC ARMS. What arms are as-

signed to this family in the Fojnica armorial ?

A short description of this Bosnian roll of

arms is given by A. J. Evans in
'

Through
Bosnia and Herzegovina' (2nd ed., 1877),

in which "
the Tvartkoevic shield, sem6

of golden fleurs-de-lis," is mentioned. In

Bojnicic's
' Der Adel von Kroatien und

Slavonien' (Siebmacher's
'

Grosses und allge-
meines Wappenbuch,' 1899), however,
the arms are given as Azure, a bend argent
between six fleurs-de-lis or. This shield
is therein stated to have belonged to the
Bosnian king Tvrtko, and his family. The
shield used by Tvrtko upon his coins bears,

nevertheless, a tau cross ensigned by a
crown. Tvrtko obtained the royal title

from Louis I. (of Anjou), King of Hungary,
by some authorities styled his uncle. In
point of fact, the relationship would appear
to have been by marriage : Tvrtko' s cousin
Elizabeth (called "of Bosnia") married

King Louis in 1353 (see a pedigree by
Thalloczy in

'

Wissenschaftliche Mittheil-

ungen aus Bosnien und der Hercegovina,'
iii.). The Tvrtkoevic lilies are evidently
the lilies of Anjou, and they appear to be

family arms, as opposed to the device upon
Tvrtko' s coins, already alluded to. I should
be extremely grateful to any student of
Slavonic antiquities who has seen, or is

acquainted with the contents of, the armo-
rial at Fojnica, for confirmation or ampli-
fication of the statement by Evans.

SICILE.

BELLS RUNG BACKWARDS. On Luke xxi.

26 John Trapp has this comment :

" What marvel though wicked men be dispirited,
and even ring their bellft backioards, when they
shall see all on a light fire."

What allusion is contained in the italicized

Dassage ? JAMES MEW.

[See Brewer's '

Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,'
which points out that bells were rung backwards
a muffled peal) to indicate sorrow, the opposite of

oy, or in olden times as a notice of danger, as in

,he mention in Scott's novel 'The Betrothed,'
shap. iii.]

THORN FISH-HOOKS, OR GORGES. A few
rears ago I saw in actual use, and obtained
hereof a number of specimens, long lines

)f snoods carrying hooks, or, to be more
orrect, gorges, for the purpose of catching
lat fish on the mud-banks near the estuary
)f the Thames. Subsequently, after much
nquiry, I obtained similar specimens, used
n the same way, from the Gironde (France).

Quite recently I visited South Wales,
nd found the same old and curious fishing

ppliance in use at the mouth of the river

"owy.
Without going too much into detail,

may mention that the reason given for

using such primitive gear was that the
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fathers of my fisher informants had done
so, as had also their fathers, and so on.

But in addition to this, I found that, apart
from being a remarkably clever and deadly
snare for any flat fish and flat fish suck
the bait down, and do not snap like atrout
it had the advantage, being of wood, of

keeping above the silting up, on a rising
tide. Can readers supply any other record
of the use of thorn or other

" wooden hooks" ?

EDWARD LOVETT.
41, Ontram Road, Croydon.

" COMMISSARY "
STTTBBIN AND LANDGUARD

FORT. Josiah Stubbin of Offton, Suffolk,

gent., was son of the Rev. Samuel Stubbin
and grandson of the Rev. Edmund Stubbin,

patron and Rector of Naughton, Suffolk.

He was baptized there 1622, married (licence
dated 2 July, 1668) Eliz. Grymwade of

Offton, and died in 1686. His burial-entry
in Naughton register describes him as

" Com-
missary." His will (see The East Anglian,
x. 365) contains bequests of his sword,
rapier,

"
best Case of Pistolls," three belts,

canes, &c. His portrait (? by Lely) repre-
sents him as a martial-looking man in the
costume of Charles II.' s Court see Farrer's
' Portraits in Suffolk Houses (West),' 1908,
p. 130 and is dated on the back "July,
1668

" the month and year of his marriage.
His widow lived till 1728/9 ; their daughter-
in-law died 1778, aged 86 ; her grandson,
the Rev. Newman John Stubbin, was born
1767 ; and his son, who died 1881, aged 82,
told the present possessor of Commissary
Josiah Stubbin' s portrait, rapier, pistols,
&c., that the

"
Commissary

" was "
Gover-

nor of Landguard Fort, Suffolk." Major
J. H. Leslie's

'

History of Landguard Fort '

contains no mention of Josiah Stubbin.
It is conjectured that he was Commissary
General of the Musters, and that his (? mili-

tary) career took place between 1640 and
1668, when he inherited his uncle Jonathan
Stubbin's estate and married. I should be
infinitely obliged if any reader could helpme to verify his traditional connexion with
Landguard Fort. Stubbin evidences and
pedigrees appear in Muskett's 'Suffolk
Manorial Families,' ii. 337-51.

C. PARTRIDGE, jun.
Stowmarket, Suffolk.

WESLEYAN METHODISM : ITS ORGANIZA-
TION. How did this body complete its

machinery after the death of the Rev
John Wesley ? More

specifically, wha
resolution or procedure was adopted by th
Conference in order to constitute the " Lav
Preachers "

into a ministry ? The Britisl

Vluseum does not seem to possess anything
ike a complete file of the

'

Minutes,' and
he Allan Library in the City Road has been
losed for two or three years.
It appears from the Minutes of 1791 that

Mr. Wesley, in a letter dated from Chester,

April 7, 1785, besought the members of
rhe Methodist Conference not to assume
any superiority over their brethren, the

.ravelling preachers ; and the Conference
of 1791 unanimously resolved that all the
preachers in full connexion with them should

mjoy every privilege that the members
of the Conference enjoyed. This, however,
does not solve the question. The Conference
tself was almost entirely composed of
'

Lay Preachers," and whatever was done,
was done by their vote. If I am mistaken
n this, I wish to be more accurately in-

brmed.
Somewhere I have read that the matter

was committed to the lot, and that the lot

was taken by opening the Bible at random,
method much sanctioned by Charles

Wesley ; and that the lot was contrary
to the wish of the majority, who thereupon
postponed the matter to their next annual

neeting. Whether this is fact or fable
some of your correspondents perhaps know.

RICHARD H. THORNTON.

' LIGHT FOR THE JEWS.' In the British
Vluseum there is a small tract entitled

Light for the Jews,' by Arise Evans,
with two title-pages one dated 1656, and
the other 1664. The Bodleian copy has

only the 1656 title-page. I am desirous
of discovering the whereabouts, in any
private or public library, of another copy
with the 1664 title-page.

ISRAEL SOLOMONS.
91, Portsdown Road, W.

" Ou "
: ITS PRONUNCIATION IN PLACE-

NAMES. An interesting problem, in view
of a recent discussion of

" wound "
in

' N. & Q.,' is the value of ou in the name
of the Lancashire village of Poulton. Most

people are divided between "
Poleton

"

and "
Poolton." But if a native is asked,

"Do you say 'Poolton' or 'Poleton' ?"
he will probably answer, disregarding your
distinction, "Ay, just

'

Powlton,'
"

giving
at the same time an indescribable twist
of the mouth, which makes the sound seem
to include the other two styles as well as
his own.
What is to be the criterion for the pronun-

ciation of place-names ? Or are we to accept
differences ? G. M. T.
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ROBERT BLINCOE'S MEMOIRS. Can any
reader of

' N. & Q.' tell me when these
memoirs were first published, and also

whether there has been any recent edition
of them ? I believe they have been re-

printed in the U.S.A., but I cannot find

any corresponding reprint of them in this

country. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

THE ' D.N.B.' : ADDITIONS AND
CORRECTIONS.

(10 S. ix. 182.)

JOHN THEOPHILTTS DESAGULIERS, THIRD
GRAND MASTER OF ENGLISH FREEMASONS.

In the account of Dr. J. T. Desaguliers
given in

'

D.N.B.,' vol. xiv. pp. 400-1,
mention is omitted of perhaps the most
striking fact in his social career that he
was in 1719 the third Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of Freemasons of England,
his predecessors having been Anthony
Sayer in 1717, and George Payne in 1718.
He was Deputy-Grand Master in 1722 under

Philip, Duke of Wharton, and in 1723 under
Francis, Earl of Dalkeith (" Masonic Calen-
dar for the Year 1907. . . .published. . . .under
the authority of the United Grand Lodge
of England," pp. 79-81).
Much concerning Desaguliers's Masonic

career will be found in the second and
third volumes of Mr. Robert Freke Gould's
'

History of Freemasonry
'

; but I would
add, as being unnoted in either that
monumental work or the

'

D.N.B.,' that
in Applebee's Weekly Journal of 18 June,
1720 just as the South Sea Bubble was
mounting to its height it was announced
that

"His Majesty [George I.] hath been pleas'd to

grant a Patent to John Theophilus Dessaguiliers,
Doctor of Laws, &c., Mr. Daniel Niblet and Mr.
William Vreen, for an Invention for making the
Steam of boyling Liquors useful for drying Malt,
Sops, Starch, &c., and for baking, brewing,
distilling, boyling, and making Salt, &c.

'

It is stated in the next column :

"We are inform'd, that his Majesty, before his

Departure [for Hanover], order'd several Patents,
&c., to Projectors for the Benefit of the Publick."

What became of this particular project
I have not been able to trace ; but early
in the next year on 6 Jan., 1721 it was
announced in The Daily Post from West-
minster that

" A new invented Engine for raising Water is set

up at Dr. Desagulier's House in Channel-Row ;

;he Invention has been made appear to the Doctor
jo be perfectly new, and an easier Way of raising
Water than ever was practised before "-

a claim violently challenged by advertise-
ment in The Pofst, Boy of 14-17 January,
and creating much controversy in the same
'ashion, which raged for some months.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

WILLIAM FLEETWOOD, BISHOP OF ST.

ASAPH AND ELY. (See 6 S. xi. 116.) The
'

D.N.B.' states that he was nephew of

Bishop James Fleetwood, so that his father

Geoffrey was son of Sir George Fleetwood
of the Vache, who died in 1620. The names
of Sir George's eight sons are given in Lips-
comb's ' Bucks ' from the monument in the
church at Chalfont St. Giles, but Geoffrey
does not occur among them. Sir George's
will mentions seven of the eight sons afore-

mentioned, Arthur, the eldest, having pre-
deceased him. This evidence negatives
the statement in the

'

D.N.B.'
Anne Fleetwood, the mother of the

Bishop, in her will, dated 18 Nov., 1685,
is described as of Eaton (sic), co. Bucks.
She refers to lands, &c., in Upholland,
Lancashire, commonly called the Rough
Park, leased lately from the Earl of Derby
for her life and the lives of her two sons

Geoffrey and William ; she also mentions
her daughters Elizabeth and Anne Wyborn.
As no executors were named, administration

was granted to Elizabeth Fleetwood, the

daughter, at Chester, 4 Nov., 1701. Two
other sons, Richard and Thomas, had died

in infancy ; and as no mention is made
of a third daughter, Cecilia, who married

Henry Powell of Hampton Court, it seems

probable that she was dead in 1685.

At 6 S. xi. 117 it is stated that Geoffrey
Fleetwood belonged to the Rossall branch,
and that the (Rossall ?) estate devolved upon
the Bishop ; but this appears to be an error,

as Geoffrey's name does not occur in the

Rossall pedigree.
In the 'Visitation of London' (Harl.

Soc., vol. xv. 278) is a family of Fleetwood,
who came from Holland in Lancashire ;

but the Geoffrey there mentioned was dead
in 1636, so he could not have been the father

of the Bishop.
From the

' Calendar of the Committee
for Compounding,' p. 1116, it appears that

a Capt. Jeffrey Fleetwood bought Ormskirk

Bailiwick, co. Lancaster, being part of the

lands forfeited by James Stanley, seventh

Earl of Derby ; said land was discharged'
from sequestration 13 April, 1652.

As the Bishop's father probably held
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some post in the Tower during the Common-
wealth, he may be identical with the pur-
chaser of the Ormskirk property. Up
Holland, in which we know the Bishop's
family had property, is a few miles from
Ormskirk, so that the conjecture is not
unreasonable ; and it is hoped that this

communication may elicit information as
to the Fleetwoods of Holland, with a view
to settling the real ancestry of the Bishop.

R. W. B.

EDWAKD RISHTON was buried not by John
Barnes the Benedictine (who was ordained

priest at Valladolid, 20 Sept., 1608), as is

stated in
'

D.N.B.,' xlviii. 321, but by John
Barnes, secular priest, of Winchester diocase,
ordained priest at Cambrai, 29 March, 1578 ;

imprisoned in the Tower of London, and
banished 21 Jan., 1584/5.

JOHN B. WAINEWEIGHT.

Under the name of Edward Lyon Berthon
(1813-99) it is stated that he died at Romsey
Vicarage, no mention being made of the

"
Serieant

"
is struck out, and "

Mr." sub-
stituted. He died in September, 1571, his
son Thomas administering to his estate ;

vide Canterbury Archdeaconry Act Books,
Lib. 19, 24 Sept., 1571. It is generally
stated that Lady Mary was born in 1545,
not 1540. Is it yet proved that she was
buried in the chuich of St. Botolph's With-
out, and not, as stated in Stow's '

Survey,'
in her mother's vault in Westminster Abbey ?

Reilly, W. E. M. (vol. xlviii. p. 2).

Birthplace Scarvagh, not Scarragh.
R. J. FYNMORE.

[See also
' Motherhood late in Life

'

below.]

MOTHERHOOD LATE IN LIFE : JOHN AND
THOMAS DOVER (10 S. viii. 449 ; ix. 57, 96,

118). The statement at the last reference
as to John Dover's birth appears in the
article on him in the

'

D.N.B.' I cannot
find any proof that he was ever married
or had a daughter Mrs. Cordwell. He was
baptized at Barton-on-the-Heath, Warwick-

,
shire, 28 Oct., 1644, and was Rector of

fact that he resigned the living of Romsey Drayton near Banbury (where his tomb-
in 1892, in which year the present vicar,

|
stOne can still be seen) from 1689 till his

the Kev. J. J. Cooke Yarborough, was
appointed. After his resignation Mr. Ber-
thon removed from the vicarage to another
house in the parish. At that time I was a
resident in Romsey.
The name of Alexander Ewing, Bishop

of Argyll and the Isles from 1847 to 1874,
is omitted from the '

D.N.B.' His life has
been published. His influence on the
religious thought of the time surely entitled
him to a place in the

'

Dictionary.'
JOHN T. KEMP.

Gough, J. B. (vol. xxii. p. 278). His
second name was Bartholomew, not Ballan-
tine. .

Keys, Lady Mary, 1540-78 (vol. xxxi.
p. 87). Thomas Keys was eldest son of
Richard Keys (see will, Canterbury A. 26,
proved 22 Dec., 1546), who had a lease
for twenty-one years of the dissolved
monastery of St. Radegund, near Dover
(not, as 'D.N.B.' states, in Folkestone).
Richard Keys was appointed Captain of
Sandgate Castle 1 Oct., 1540. He had beenm the household of Queen Katherine of,
Aragon, and one of the King's sergeants-

"* anv
at-arms. He married the widow of John '

Johanna
Diggs, daughter of Sir John Scott of Scot's
Hall, Kent. Thomas Keys represented
Hythe, in the Parliament of 1554, and from
a letter preserved at Hythe, dated 25 Feb.
1570/71, he ~~~~ *._*.__ ,

death on 3 Nov., 1725. He was author of
several plays ; but his brother Dr. Thomas
Dover is better known, being the inventor
of

" Dover's powders," and also the dis-

coverer of Alexander Selkirk. Dr. Dover
was baptized at Barton-on-the-Heath 6 May,
1662, eighteen years after his brother John.
This must dispose of the story of John Dover's
mother being sixty-one when he was born.
She was probably about twenty-three,
her baptismal entry in the registers of
Barton-on-the-Heath being as follows :

"
1621. Elizabeth, the daughter of Thomas Vade,

baptised 28th Oct."

John and Thomas Dover were sons of
John Dover, and grandsons of Robert Dover,
the founder of the Cotswold Games.

I write this with a special interest, as I
am descended from Dr. Thomas Dover,
and I should be grateful for any information
as to his marriage, which must have taken
place prior to 1688, and also for information
as to his place of burial. He died April,
1742, aged eighty, in Arundel Street, Strand,
but he does not seem to have been buried

the churchyards near. His wife
was buried 27 April, 1727,

at Barton-on-the-Heath.
T. COLYER FERGUSSON.

Wombwell Hall, Gravesend.

A remarkable instance of motherhood
inJiA.* ^Pf13

.

to
. ,

have been again late in life is given in the 'Dictionary ofa candidate : in front of his name the word National Biography,' vol. xxiii, p. 80
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(Thomas Greenhill). Mrs. Greenhill had
by one husband thirty-nine children, all

born alive, and with one exception all bora

singly. An addition was made to the arms
of the family in 1698 in commemoration
of this prolonged and extraordinary fe-

cundity. R. B.

Upton.
" PRIZE "

: ITS HISTORY (10 S. ix. 87,

137, 178). Since the last reply was printed,
I have found an earlier instance in an old
tract published in 1701, describing the
adventures of some strolling players :

I confess they had never a Scene at all,

They needed no copy, they'd the Original.
For the Windows being Down, and part of the Roof,
How could they want Scenes when they'd Prospect
enough ?

The Prizes they took were a Londoner's Groat,
A Gentleman's Sice, and his Skip-kennel's Pot,
The Towns Men they let in for Drink and good
Cheer,

The School Boys for Peace, and the Seamen for fear.

Thomas,
' Life of the Late Famous Comedian,

Jo. Haynes,' p. 25.

A still earlier one can be found in 1696,
in the Prologue

"
By a Friend

"
to Colley

Gibber's comedy
' Love's Last Shift

'

:

Ev'n Players Fledg'd by Nobler Pens, take Wing
Themselves, and their Rude Composures Sing.
Nor need our Young one Dread a Shipwrack here ;

Who Trades without a Stock, has nought to fear.

In every Smile of yours, a Prize he draws,
And if you Damn him, he 's but where he was.

AYEAHR.

NONCONFORMIST BURIAL-GROUNDS AND
GRAVESTONES (10 S. ix. 188). T believe

though I cannot give precise dates that
there are in the yard belonging to the old

Baptist Chapel, Epworth (now pulled down),
older stones than any referred to by your cor-

respondent. The Baptist Church worshipping
at Epworth is one of the oldest Noncon-
formist Churches in England, and the trust

deeds of the old chapel there bear the signa-
tures of William Bradford, William Browster,
and Edward Winslow, afterwards so famous
in the history of the New England colony.
Fuller information with regard to it could

doubtless be had from the present Baptist
minister at Epworth. C. B.

With reference to MR. STAPLETON'S

query, there are memorial stones in the old

Baptist burial-ground at Dover, bearing
various seventeenth - century dates, tfte

earliest being 1682 ; but I hardly think

the stones can have been there since then.

The Society of Friends did not allow

memorial stones until 1851. In that year
the annual meeting allowed

"
plain York

or Portland stones, not exceeding 3 ft. in

length and 2 ft. in breadth, to be laid flat

and uniformly on the middle of the graves,

bearing only the names, ages, and dates
of death." There had been a Quakers'

burial-ground in Dover since 1665, but

up to 1851 all the graves were nameless.
J. BAVINGTON JONES.

Dover.

The earliest memorial in Broadmead
Baptist Chapel, Bristol, which was founded
in 1671, though the present structure was
erected in 1690, is a tablet to the Rev.
Barnard Foskett, dated 1758. There is-

nothing earlier than 1782 in the Baptist
burial-ground, nor have I been able to find

any stone of an earlier date in the Noncon-
formist burial-grounds of Bristol.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

There is a Nonconformist churchyard
at Bury St. Edmunds, at the comer of

Whiting Street and St. Stephen's Lane.
It belonged to a chantry chapel of St.

Stephen built in the fifteenth century. I

do not know whether there are any grave-
stones there now, but I saw a funeral there

in 1832. W. SCARGILL.

In the old Friends' burial-ground at

Golgotha, on the moor above Lancaster,
there is a gravestone to the memory of John
Lawson, dated 1689. The letters of the

inscription, which is rather long, are all

capitals and are raised, the stone having
been chiselled away so as to leave them in.

relief. W. H. CHIPPENDAIX.
Bedford.

MR. STAPLETON'S query is of considerable

interest. I am not inclined to think that

Dissenters, with the exception of the Society
of Friends, objected to burial-ground
memorials. The Friends did so until quite
recent years. Chorley in his autobiography
relates (p. 39) :

" My father's grave is in the graveyard of a small

meeting-house belonging to the Society of Friend*

at Penketh, not far from Warrington, at the edge
of a patch of common land ; a small, still resting-

place, in which the separate tenements were distin-

guished only by turfed mounds. Time has softened

the usages of the Society of Friends in this respect.

They have now [18701 tombstones in their grave-

yards, simply inscribed with name, age, and date of

decease."

In Birrell's life of William Brock, first

minister of Bloomsbury Chapel, it is shown
how difficult it was in some places to obtain

for Dissenters a suitable burial-place. On
the 20th of June, 1811, Brock's father

died at Honiton. In August, 1866, Brock
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took his son to visit his old home, and wrote
in his diary :

" Most interesting of all to

us was my father's grave in the churchyard,
out among the gypsies'. Forty years ago
the feeling against Dissenters in that town
was so strong that a corner of the churchyard
was set apart for them and the gypsies."

A. N. Q.

The appendix to the printed report of
'

Proceedings in reference to the Preservation
of the Bunhill Fields Burial - Ground,'
issued for the Corporation in 1867, gives
the wording of many inscriptions to Dis-
senters and Dissenting ministers, all of earlier

date than those cited by your correspondent.
See also the

'

Bunhill Memorials '

of J. A.
-Jones, 1849. Several of the inscriptions
(referred to in both works) date back to
within measurable distance of the Act of

Uniformity of 1662, and many antedate the

eighteenth century.
WILLIAM MACMURRAY.

GOODWIN SANDS : LOMEA ISLAND (10 S.
ix. 149). G. H. W. will find an interesting
notice of those sands in Dr. T. Rice Holmes' s
'

Ancient Britain,' &c., at pp. 525-8. There
is so much difference of opinion among the
writers quoted by Dr. Holmes as to whether
Lomea ever existed that the reader is left
in nearly as much perplexity as ever. But
one thing is made clear : the instability
of the Goodwins themselves. We all know
that the configuration of large tracts of

partially submerged sands alters periodically
with the tides ; and between the years
1845 and 1896 Dr. Holmes mentions no
later dates groat changes have taken place
in the Goodwins. According to the Report
of the Commission on the Harbours of
Refuge compiled in the former year,

"
the

Brake Sand .... has moved bodily inwards*
towards the shore seven hundred yards
within the last fifty years." By 1885 the*' Bunthead Shoal

"
had disappeared, and

the "
South Calliper

" had moved about
a mile to the north-east. In 1 896 a resurveyshowed that the "

Goodwin Sand has con-
tinued its general movement towards the
coast, and the area of drying sand has
largely increased." Are the Goodwins
destined to join the mainland, as, long agodid the isles of Thanet and Richborough ?
Lomea is mentioned by John Twine

or Twyne (' De Rebus Albionicis,' 1590
pp. 24, 27-8). No historian of earlier date,Roman or otherwise, is cited by Dr. Holmes,who denies that Giraldus Cambrensis men-

* The Rei>ort is resjjonsible for the italics.

tions either Lomea or the Goodwins ; but
Twine is hardly illuminating, as he merely
says ho has read of it, "a low, fertile island."
in the works of

"
certain writers." It is

said to have formed part of Earl Godwin's

possessions. But as the Earl died in 1053,
and the Domesday Book (1086) is silent

as to sands or Lomea, the existence of this
"
hypothetical island," as, later, Dr. Holmes

calls it (p. 659), is somewhat hard to prove.
Sir Chas. Lyell, judging by the geological

formation of the Goodwins, is of opinion
that they

"
are a remnant of land, and not

a mere accumulation of sea-sand." Refer-

ring to the destructive storm mentioned
in the 'Anglo-Saxon Chronicle' (ed. B.

Thorpe, 1861, ii. 203) as having occurred
in 1099, Lyell thinks that

"
the last remains

of an island consisting, like Sheppey, of

clay, may perhaps have been carried away
about that time" (' Principles of Geology,'
1875, i. 530-31).

Dr. Holmes says that Lyell
" assumed

"

the former existence of Lomea, but he is

inclined to agree with that eminent geologist,
and admits that

"
there is some reason to

believe that either sands or an island were
there when Caesar invaded Britain

"
(p. 528).

Leland (' Itin.,' 1744) attributed the decay
of Sandwich as a port to the influence of

the Goodwins, in which case Tenterden

steeple was responsible not for a single,
but for a twofold calamity.

ELEANOR C. SMYTH.
Letchworth, Herts.

GLADSTONE'S HORSEMANSHIP (10 S. ix.

191). In 'The Art of Taming Horses,'

by J. S. Rarey, published by G. Routledge
& Co. in 1858, there occurs the following
reference to Gladstone, which may be that
to which KODAK alludes :

" Cromwell's Ironsides were hunting men ; Pope,
the poet, writes in raptures of a gallop with the
Wiltshire Harriers ; and Gladstone, theologian,
politician, and Editor of Homer, bestrides his
celebrated white mare in Nottinghamshire, [and]
scurries along by the side of the ex-War Minister,
the Duke of Newcastle."

WlLLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

KIPLING :

" PICAROON "
:

" BARRACOON "

(10 S. ix. 185). I am not at all sure that

Kipling did make an "
extraordinary blun-

der
"

in the verses quoted by MR. PLATT
from the

' Last Chantey.' They purport
to give the utterance of the souls of the
slaves

"
that men threw overboard," from

which it may be supposed that they were
on board ship.

" Picaroon "
undoubtedly

means a rogue in the first instance, but it
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also means a pirate, a corsair, and is used
in the sense of a pirate ship, see

' Tom
Cringle's Log,' chap. v. There can, I think,
be little doubt that Kipling uses the word
in the

' Last Chantey
'

to denote a slaver,
or slave ship. T. F. D.

It is obvious that
"
picaroon

"
is rightly

used in the lines quoted by MR. PLATT.
In the

'

N.E.D.' the meaning is given as
''

rogue," but also as
" a small pirate ship ;

.a privateer or corsair.'
'

" Barracoon "
is defined in the same

dictionary as
" a rough barrack, set of sheds,

or enclosure in which negro slaves (originally)
convicts, &c., are temporarily detained."
The succeeding lines of the quotation,

But Thy arm was strong to save,
And it touched us on the wave,

leave no doubt as to the meaning intended.
E. J. D.

INDEX OF PLACE-NAMES (10 S. ix. 47,

114). The full title is 'Alphabetical List
of Parishes and Places in England and
Wales, with the Tax Divisions, Surveyors'
Districts, Poor-Law Unions, and Inland
Revenue Collections in which each is

situated,' printed for H.M. Stationery
Office by Eyre & Spottiswoode, last revised

-edition, 1897. J. B. S.

The fullest index of place-names is in the
book entitled

' Index to the Parishes,

Townships, Hamlets, and Places contained
within the Districts of the Several County
Courts in England and Wales,' 4th ed.,

1888, price six shillings, and probably later
editions. This book is a small folio, contain-

ing 270 pages, double column. There are

many more names of places in it than in the
* Post Office Guide '

published quarterly,
though the list of post offices in that com-
prises the United Kingdom.

FREDERIC BOASE.

SOBIESKI FAMILY (10 S. ix. 28). I. take
what follows from '

Histoire Genealogique
<et Chronologique de la Maison Royale de
France, des Pairs,' &c., par le P. Anselme,
Augustin Dechausse : continuee par M.
du Fourny, Paris, 1726-33. 3me edit.

John Sobieski married, 6 July, 1665,
Marie Casimire de la Grange, widow of
Jacob de Radziwil, Prince of Zamoski,
Palatine of Sandomir, daughter of Henry
do la Grange, Marquis of Arquien, and of

Fran^oise de la Chastre-Brillebaut. Their
on James Louis Henry Sobieski, born
1667, married, 10 Feb. 1691, Hedwige
Elizabeth Amelie of Bavaria, daughter

of Philip William of Bavaria, Elector Pala-

tine, and of Elizabeth Hamelie [sic] of Hesse
d'Armstad, by whom he had John, born
21 Oct., 1699, died July, 1700; Marie

Leopoldine Eleonore Jeanne Charlotte

Petronille Claude Madelene, born 29 May,
1693, died 12 July following ; Marie Casi-

mire, born 20 June, 1695, died 28 May,
1723 ; Marie Charlotte, born 15 Nov.,
1697, married firstly, 20 Sept., 1723, to

Frederic Maurice Casimir de la Tour d'Au-

vergne, Prince of Turenne, and secondly
to Charles Godefroy de la Tour d'Auvergne,
Prince of Bouillon, brother of her first hus-

band ; Marie Clementine, born 1701. married
at Rome, 3 Sept., 1719, to James of England,
known as the Chevalier de Saint Georges ;

and Marie Madelene, born 4 Aug., 1704,
died after baptism (ix. 211).

There is no mention of James Sobieski

marrying any one besides Hedwige of

Bavaria. If the dates given here are

correct, he could not have had a legitimate

daughter aged eighteen in 1713 by a Polish

wife, seeing that he married in 1691 Hedwige,
whose last child was born in 1704.

John Sobieski' s wife is (iv. 543) called

Marie Casimire de la Grange-Arquien.

Francois Gaston de Bethune, Marquis
de Chabris, born 13 May, 1638, and known
by the name of Marquis de Bethune, married
Marie Louise de la Grange-Arquien, lady
of the bedchamber to Marie Therese of

Austria ; she was sister of Marie Casimire,

Queen of Poland. He was Envoy Extra-

ordinary in Poland in 1674 to congratulate

King John on his elevation to the crown.

He had other missions to the Court of his

brother-in-law, who proposed him to the

Hungarians when they came to ask for a

king of John's family. The Marquis died

4 Oct., 1692 (iv. 224).
Besides Louise Marie (alias Marie Louise)

and Marie Casimire and two sons, Henry de
la Grange and his wife Francoise had three

daughters, viz., Jeanne and Fransoise, who
were nuns ; and Marie Anne, who married,
19 June, 1678, John, Count of Wielopolski,
Grand Chancellor of Poland, who died

14-15 Feb., 1688 (vii. 428).
Louise Marie died 11 Nov., 1728, aged

about 94. Marie Casimire died 30 Jan.,

1716, aged 75 (ibid.).

Francis Gaston de Bethune and his wife

Marie Louise de la Grange-Arquien had
two sons and two daughters. Marie Cathe-

rine, born in Poland 1677, married firstly,

1690, Stanislas Casimir, Prince of Radzewill-

Kleski, nephew of the King of Poland ;

and secondly Sapieha. The other
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daughter, Jeanne Marie, married, 1693,

John, Count of Jablonowiski, Grand Ensign
of Poland (iv. 224).

According to table 371 of William

Betham's
'

Genealogical Tabkxs,' 1795,

Sapieha was Alexander, Count of Sapieha.
ROBERT PIER POINT.

POLLY KENNEDY: POLLY JONES (10 S.

vii. 344 ; ix. 97). It may be useful to

point out, in connexion with Reynolds' s

portrait of the first, that, as recorded in

Graves and Cronin's exhaustive work on
the artist, they quote, infra

'

Kennedy,
Polly,' Sir Joshua's letter to Sir Charles

Bunbury concerning the progress of the

portrait. The letter is dated September,
1770, and remained in the Bunbury family
until May, 1905, when it was sold, with
other Bunburyproperty, at Messrs. Sotheby's.
The portrait of Polly Kennedywas purchased
from Sir Henry Bunbury, Bart., by Messrs.

T. Agnew & Sons, and by them sold to Mr.
W. W. Astor. W. ROBERTS.

' KITTY FISHER'S JIG' (10 S. ix. 50, 98,

197). The observations of MR. ALBERT
MATTHEWS are confirmed by dates. It is

impossible that
'

Kitty Fisher's Jig
'

can
have appeared in Walsh's '

Collection of

Dances' in 1745 or 1750. At that time

Kitty Fisher was unknown. In 1760, how-
ever, she was a celebrity. Having just
written a biography of this famous lady,
I am acquainted with much of her history.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.

FENIANS AND WESTERN AUSTRALIA (10 S.

ix. 188). The Agent-General of Western
Australia, 15, Victoria Street, Westminster,
may be able to supply the information,
but if not, it could be obtained by writing
to Dr. Hackett, Editor of TJie Western Mail,
Perth, Western Australia.

I have seen the account of the escape
in some histories of Western Australia,
but I do not remember which.

C. BETHELL.

A detailed account of the escape of six

(not three) Fenian prisoners from Western
Australia in the Catalpa (not

"
Calalpa

"

in 1876 (not 1875) will be found in the lasi

chapter of Michael Davitt's
'

Life and Pro
gress in Australasia.' H. H.

SALARINO, SALANIO, AND SALERIO (10 S
ix. 22, 113). In ' Les Signes d'Infamie au
Moyen Age' (p. 82) M. Ulysse Robert
cites M. Lionti as being his authority for
the statement that in 1392, at Venice, the

amilies of Samuel and Elias Sala were

ipecially dispensed from the obligation of

wearing the badge imposed upon their

!O-religionists. In both Spanish and Italian

a/a=hall. ST. SWITHIN.

" THE MIDWIFE TOAD "
(10 S. ix. 129).

This creature is Alytcs obstetricans, Geburt-

shelferkrote, otherwise the
" nurse frog of

Europe" (Rev. J. G. Wood's 'Illustrated

Natural History
'

). The eggs are connected

sy a long albuminous thread which soon

lardens, whereupon the male winds this

thread round his legs and makes for a

quiet pool, where he deposits the eggs for

development. During the breeding season

the males which preponderate croak

vigorously, losing their voices for some
months afterwards. Alytes obstetricans is

found in many parts of Central Europe.
The male water toad of Surinam (pipa)

plants the eggs in the plastic back of the
female for hatching. The most extensive

account of the toad I have seen is in

Brehms's '

Tierleben,' vii. 731. See also

the natural histories of Wood (..),

Kingsley, and Lyddeker for fuller details.

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Streatham Common.

The midwife frog is described at p. 353 of

'The Vivarium,' by the Rev. Gregory C.

Bateman. He states :

"This frog has received its very extraordinary
name because of the strange conduct of the male
during the breeding season, who, at that time,
takes charge of the eggs as they are deposited in

strings by the female, and winds them round hia

own Tegs This batrachian is also known as the

bell-frog, owing to its curious croak, which has
some resemblance to the sound made by a small
bell is a native of France, Switzerland, and
Belgium There is a variety found in Spain and;

Portugal."
A. FYNMORE.

[MR. A. MORLEY DAVIES and MR. J. HOLDEN
MACMICHAEL also thanked for replies. ]

"FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY" (10 S. ix.

70, 115, 151). Peter the Great had this

title formally conferred upon him by the
Russian Senate in 1721, as was first recorded
in Mist's Weekly Journal of 23 December
of that year in this paragraph :

" The Clergy and Senate of Russia have voted the
Czar, Nem. Con. Peter the Great, Emperor of all

Russia, and Father of his Country :

' The Vice-
Chancellor has notified to all the foreign Ministers

residing at Petersburgh, that 'tis expected their

Masters should acknowledge his Titles.
"

The Post-Boy of 28-30 December gave a

very detailed account of the whole transac-

tion, which had taken place in the previous
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October, with the full text of the Senate's
decree asking the Czar to accept the titles

of
"
Peter the Great, Father of the Country,

and Emperor of All Russia," specially

observing :

" As for the Title of Father of the Country, we
thought fit to give it to your Majesty, as being our

Father, whom God hath been pleased to grant us
in his great Goodness, without any Merit of our
own. We give it you after the Example of the
Ancient Greek and Roman Senators, who used to

give those Appellations to such of their Monarchs
as render'd themselves famous by Glorious Exploits,
and by Acts of Goodness to their People. There-
fore we think ourselves obliged by your Majesty's
Fatherly Tenderness, most humbly to offer you
what is already yours without it, what you your-
self have already so justly acquired, and what
belongs to you by full Right and Title ; intreating
that you would be pleased to favour us according
to your known Magnanimity, and most graciously
to accept what we now dedicate to your Majesty."

ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

CHARTERHOUSE POETRY COLLECTION :

4 THE FARMER'S AUDIT' (10 S. viii. 488;
ix. 12, 56). MR. A. S. LEWIS says that when
Cowper wrote the lines about a farmer losing
"
pigs by maggots at the tail," he must

have meant sheep. My suggestion is that

Cowper had heard of
"
hogs

"
perishing

in that way, and supposed they were pigs.
Need I say that

"
hogs

"
are sheep shorn

in their first year ? J. WILLCOCK.
Lerwick.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TOKENS (10 S. ix.

70). I have a brass token in use at Cliff

House School, St. Margaret's, over fifty

years ago. I do not know when they were
first used, but I suspect that Mr. Frith,

R.A., who was a pupil there, could tell

whether they were current in his time.

The school was turned into a boarding-house
on the death of Mr. Temple about thirty

years ago. They were current coin in the

village and Bay. A. MASSON.

' THE TOWN '

(10 S. ix. 69). There was a
later periodical bearing this name, a weekly
paper published for the first time on Satur-

day, 3 June, 1837, under the editorship
of Renton Nicholson (1809-61), who was
known as the

" Lord Chief Baron." Its

full title runs :

" The Town : a Journal of Original Essays, cha-

racteristic of the Manners, Social, Domestic, and
Superficial, of London and the Londoners. Pub-
lished by A. Forrester, 310, Strand, and W. M.
Clarke, 19, Warwick Lane, Paternoster Row."

Its price was twopence. The following
articles appeared in the first number :

'

Cigar
Shops and Pretty Women,'

'

Cockney Tales,'
'
Licensed Victuallers, their Manners and

their Parlours,'
'

Police Officers,'
'

Sketches
of Courtesans,'

'

Sketches of Celebrated

Sportsmen,' and '

Sketches of Civil Func-
tionaries.'

Renton Nicholson used to attack his rival
Barnard Gregory (1796-1852), the owner
and editor of The Satirist, or Censor of the

Times, as fiercely as Mr. Pott in the
'

Pick-
wick Papers

'

attacked the editor of The
Eatanswill Independent.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.

PRE-REFORMATION PARSONAGES (10 S.

viii. 109, 314, 414 ; ix. 37, 195). Your
correspondents have not mentioned the
fortified rectory houses in Northumberland.
The parsonage houses of Elsdon, Rothbury,
Alnham, Whalton, and Embleton, at least,
include ancient peel-towers.

In 1 483 Bishop Dudley licensed the Rector
of Houghton-le-Spring, in the county of

Durham, to
"
enclose, fortify, and embattle

a tower, above the lower porch, within his

manse "
(Murray's

' Durham and Northum-
berland,' 1873, 168, 29). Either this or
some other mediaeval tower is included
in the present rectory. J. T. F.
Durham.

I think that I ana right in saying that the

existing rectory at Molls, Somerset, is the
ancient priest's house. It is a fine example,
and is in excellent condition.

FRANCIS KING.

MARKS STONE (10 S. ix. 191). The stone

your correspondent inquires about is a

boundary stone marking the south-west
corner of the Marks estate. The inscription
was originally upon the older stone, but

becoming defaced, was cut on another stone,
thus explaining the presence of the two.

WILLIAM GILBERT.

THE TREATY OF TILSIT : COLIN A.
MACKENZIE (10 S. viii. 469, 510; ix. 31,

96, 135, 154, 171). In an able article, s.v.
' The Mystery of Tilsit,' in The Athenaeum
of 27 Sept., 1902 (No. 3909), the claims
of the

"
agent

" Mackenzie are set aside,
and the simple, and highly probable,
explanation advanced that the Russian
Minister in London communicated, orally,
to Canning, on 21 July, 1807, the purport
of the secret articles of the treaty of alliance

signed at Tilsit. T. T. V.

BRONTE=PRUNTY (10 S. viii. 270).
The 'D.N.B.' states that Patrick Prunty,
born 1777, changed his surname to Bronte

shortly before he left Ireland, and that he
entered St. John's College, Cambridge,
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in 1812. It seems probable that he was

influenced in this step by the fact that

Lord Nelson in 1798 was created Duke of

Bronte, in Sicily, by Ferdinand IV. of

Naples, after the battle of the Nile ;
that

is, judging from the coincidence of dates.

Another reason for the change may be that

in Greek ftpovrff means thunder.
N. W. HILL.

New York. _ _

NOTES ON BOOKS, fta

Bombay in the Days of George I V. By F .' Dawtrey
Drewitt, M.A., M.D. (Longmans & Co.)

THE state of the country under the East India

Company during the early days of the last century

was so far from satisfactory that the Home
Government were compelled to appoint certain

King's judges three in Calcutta, and one in

Bombay in order to give the natives the benefit of

English justice. This book deals with the career of

Sir Edward West, the Chief Justice of the King's

Court, one of the judges in question, and contains

a detailed account of the conflict between the

Company's officials and His Majesty's judges.

Illegality was the rule rather than the exception,

and therefore the advent of those charged with the

ad ministration of justice, and moreover determined

that their rulings should be effective, was bitterly

resented by the officials of the East India Company.
The condition of India at that period is well

exemplified by the following quotation :

"
It is difficult to imagine an India in which the

majority of the East India Company were making
their final attempt to keep out fellow-countrymen
and to escape criticism by abolishing the freedom
of the press, and transporting at pleasure editors

whom they disliked an India in which a local

Governor could threaten to attack and deport the

Commander-in-Chief of the King's Forces if he
should attempt to enforce the writ of the King's

judges; in which the oppresive taxes of newly
annexed States were collected by torture ; in whose
unhealthy prisons men awaiting trial, innocent and

guilty alike, were kept in chains for months, herded
with convicted criminals : and on whose juries no
Indian or Eurasian, however well educated or

respected, could serve."
Itwill therefore be readily recognized that the task

of the King's judges was extremely difficult, anc
their rapidly succeeding deaths during the firsl

twenty-eight years of the last century was a

significant factor in the situation :

With the exception of Sir James Mackintosh
who threw up his appointment of Recorder anc
returned to England, broken-hearted at the treat
ment he had received from Bombay

'

society,

apparently not one King's judge, from Sir Willian

Syer, who died in 1802, to Sir Edward West ant

Sir Charles Chambers, who died in 1828, lived tc

return to England, and the average of their live

in Bombay seems to have been about three yean
and ten months ; and these were men strong ant
active in mind and body, some of England's best.

The determined attitude of the judges, however
had its effect :

"
English laws and institutions, said awriter of th

ime, are popular with the Hindus, notwithstanding
he pains taken to convince the English public
o the contrary The Indians, in short, are

horoughly imbued with a just sense of the advantage
f being considered British subjects and of living:

inder the protection of English laws And surely
his love of justice by the best of her sons is the only
barter by which England holds her vast Empire,
he attribute which renders her of all nations

ittest for the task. It is not her courage that she
hares with Zulus and Dervishes ; not military

>rganization, for that, too, she shares with others ;

>ut innate laws of justice, mercy, and fair play to

This is a fitting epitaph for Sir Edward West and
hose who, like him, empire-builders in the truest

ense, lived and died for that ideal.

Some Special Studies in Genealogy. (Simpkin,
Marshall & Co.)

THIS little book of three chapters is the first volume
)f what promises to be an exceedingly interesting

eries. In the first chapter Mr. Fothergill point*
>ut to Americans the methods to secure successful

-esults in building up a pedigree. After testa-

nentary records, the greatest stress and we think

ightly so is laid on Chancery proceedings and
-ecords of land transfers. One series of records

vhich might be searched with advantage is not

mentioned^ those of the Court of Wards and
iveries. The chapter on 'Quaker Records' by
r. Newman draws attention to fruitful sources

of information which are often neglected or over-

ooked altogether, both by professed genealogists
and amateurs. It also contains a useful list or the

registers of births, marriages, and deaths at Devon-
shire House, the dates at which the records begin,
and a short bibliography of books connected with
the history of the Society. The most interesting;

chapter is that by Mr. Bernau on the genealogy of

the
"
Submerged Tenth," which might have been

extended, with a gain in interest to tho reader, by
a few more examples and references to other

parishes than Walton-on-Thames. Genealogy may
be made as dry as dust or intensely human, and one
feels in reading this chapter that to its writer the

subject is instinct with life.

We hope that all those interested in genealogy
will read this book, if only for the last chapter.
Its technical qualities will ensure its success, but a
little more attention to style notably in the first

chapter would have made it easier reading. There
is an index of names and places.

Vickenfa Newspaper Gazetteer for 1908 is a good
annual reference book of the Press. The volume
is divided into three parts. The first consists of a
' Gazetteer of the Newspapers of the United

Kingdom,' with the population of the various

towns. The second part comprises magazines,
monthly, quarterly, or otherwise ; and the third

is devoted to
' The Colonial, Indian, and Foreign

Press.' The list of newspapers becomes longer

year by year. Almost each trade has its separate
journal, and many support more than one. Non-
smokers will be grieved to find that tobacco

supports six ; and advocates of temperance will

rejoice over the brewers and licensed victuallers,
for while the former have fifty-one papers, the latter

have only nine. There are plenty of curious titles

Brain, Footwear, Foctu*, Vitality, Bfadnd ; but
we think that Jabber-woek, a monthly for boys and!

girls, beats all the others.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. MAROH.

MR. BERTRAM DOBELL'S Catalogue 161 contains,
as usual, many rarities. There are a large number
of Shakspeare items, including the Fourth Folio,
65/. The original edition of The Germ, with the

wrappers, bound in blue morocco, 1850, is 28Z. 10s.

Among first editions of Browning is
' The Ring and

the Book,' 1'. 18s. The first edition of George
Meredith's ' Diana of the Crossways,' is priced
If. 15s. Under Wordsworth is the poet's copy of
the first edition of '

Endymion,' 667. A book kept
by him in which are entered the titles of the books
lent and the names of the borrowers, a manuscript
volume of 32 pages, in the handwriting of Words-
worth, his wife, and Dora Wordsworth, is 25/.

Under Shelley is
'

Letters,' with an introductory
essay by Robert Browning, original cloth, Moxon,
1852, 6/. 6s. After publication the letters were
found to be forgeries, and the volume was sup-
pressed. Under Music are programmes of the
concerts at Exeter Hall of the Sacred Harmonic
and of the National Choral Societies. Among
pamphlets, one dated 1797, makes use of the term
"
telegraphic correspondence," just forty years

before Cooke set up the electric telegraph line on
the Great Western Railway. There is a presenta-
tion copy to Victor Hugo from John Payne of his

translation of Villon's poems, in which he writes :

" Au premier grand Poete Francais du XlXieme
Siecle cette traduction desoeuvresdu premier grand
Poete de la France est offerte par son admirateur
devoue John Payne le 9 Octpore, 1879. London,
3, Clifford's Inn." The book is 12mo, bound in the

original vellum, 81. 15-9.

Messrs. William George's Sons, of Bristol, have
in their Catalogue 305 works iinder Africa, America,
Art, and Australia. Under Bibliography are ' Book-
Prices Current,' 1895, 8s. ; and 'Catalogue of the
London Library,' 1903, 16s. There is a choice set of

Josiah Conder's ' Modern Traveller,' the 120 plates

proofs on India paper. 30vols., 18mo,' olive morocco,
1830, 4J. 4s. The 'Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy' states: "Although written by a person
who never left his native land, it constitutes one of

the most accurate, faithful, and laborious compila-
tions ever published respecting nearly all parts of

the world." Lord Howard de Walden's 'Feudal
Lords,' edited by Foster, 3 vols., large 4to, 1904, is

21. 12s. Under French Authors is
" Les Grands

Ecrivains Franais," issued on the same plan as the

"English Men of Letters," 46 vols., Hachette.
1887-1906, 21. 10s. There is also a set of the original
series of

"
English Men of Letters," red cloth,

1882-92, 11. 15.9.

Messrs. A. Iredale & Son, of Torquay, include

in their Catalogue 76 Bacon's 'Advancement of

Learning,' 1633, 67. 6s. ; Spedding's edition of the

works, 7 vols., 1858-9, 21. 5*.; Ackermann's ' Univer-

sity of Oxford,' 2 vols., large 4to, 1814, 12?.; Stir-

ling Maxwell's 'Artists of Spain,' 'Cloister Life

of Charles the Fifth,'
' Miscellaneous Essays,' &c.,

together 6 vols., with a double set of the portraits,
51: 5.s.; a set of Vanity Fair, 1868-82, 27 vols..

81. 10s. ; and Ackermann's 'Westminster Abbey,'
2 vols., 1812, large 4to, 6/. 10s. There is a fine set

of the best edition of Wood's ' Athens Oxon-
ienses,' with Bliss's continuation. 5 vols., 4to,

1813-20, polished marble calf, 12/. Planche's
'

Cyclopaedia of Costume,' 2 vols., 4to, half-morocco,
is '51. 10s.; and ' Scotland Delineated,' 90 views, by

Roberts, Cattermole, Nash, Creswick, and others,.

Gambart, 1854, bound in crimson morocco, by
Leighton, 6 There is a fine coijy of Prince's
'

Worthies,' Exeter, 1701, 4/. 10s. Under Milton
in the Addenda is Leigh Sotheby's

' Rambles im
Elucidation of the Autograph of Milton,' numerous-
facsimiles, 1861, 10s. Cambridge facsimiles of

Caxtons, &c., 12 vols., half-vellum, 1906-7, are
'll. 10s. There is much of interest under India,
including Goldsmid's biography of Outram, Kaye's
1

Sepoy War,' Smith's lite of Lawrence, &c.

Mr. George P. Johnston sends from Edinburgh
his Catalogue 85, which contains a long list under
Greek and Latin Classics, including fine examples
of the Aldine, Elzevir, and Foulis Presses. Among
Bibles is a fine copy of the Breeches Bible, 1599,
4/. 10s. Francis Hamiltoun's 'King James his

Encomium,' Edinburgh, 1626, small 4to, sewed,,
extremely rare is 81. 8s. This and the Laing copy
are the only two known. There is another rarity
imder Montrose : 'De Rebus Auspiciis Serenissimv
et Potentissimi Caroli,' Paris, 1648, large thick-

paper copy, original crimson morocco, 11. A first

edition of the English translation, 1649 is 21. 2s.,.

Kay's 'Portraits,' Edinburgh, 1831-8, 2 vols.,

4to, is 4/. 15s. ; a set of the Hunterian Club
Publications, 17 vols., 4to, 101. 10s. ; and the Biblio-

graphical (Edinburgh) Society, 1891-1906, 7 vols.,

4to, 251.

Mr. E. Joseph's List 4 contains Pickering'*
"Aldine Poets," 53 vols., whole calf, 1836, &c.,
30 guineas ; Bonn's seven extra volumes, 31. 18s. 6d. ;

Foss's 'Judges of England,' 9 vols., 1848-64, 4. 10s. ;

Howitt and Williamson's '

Oriental Field Sports/
40 plates in colours, imperial folio, half russia,

Orme, 1807, 14/. 10s. ; and the Edition de Luxe of
Lytton's novels, Riverside Press, 32 vols., 81. 18$. 6tf-

(only 500 sets printed). A large portion of the cata-

logue is devoted to Natural History, there being
250 items under this.

Messrs. George T. Juckes & Co., of Birmingham,
have in their Catalogue 187 a cheap copy of

' The
Compleat Angler,' the beautiful edition edited by
R. B. Marston, 2 vols., 4to, 11. 10s.; 'Charles
Keene's Etchings,' notes by Spielmann, 61. 6s. ;

and a copy of the Times edition of ' The Encyclo-
paedia Britannica' for 121. 12s. (cost 571.). In a
catalogue just issued by the Times Book Club
the eleven supplementary volumes alone are priced
111. 18s.

Mr. Alexander W. Macphail, of Edinburgh, in-

cludes in his Catalogue XCIII. a set of the Scottish

History Society's publications, 1887-1905, 48 vols.,
251. There are also a number of engravings, be-
sides interesting items under Edinburgh. Under
Scott is the rare first edition of

'

Guy Mannering,'
3 vols., 1815, bound in morocco, 16. 16s. There is

also an autograph letter, 31.; while a painting in

oil, 15 in. by 11 in., in gold frame, after the Raebum
portrait, is 31. 15s.

Messrs. Myers & Co.'s Catalogue 127 comprises
Barbauld's "British Novelists," 50 vols., blue
morocco, a very handsome set, 1820, 20/.; Britton's

Works, large paper, 12 vols., folio, crimson
morocco, 1807-41, 351.; Lamborn's ' Views of Cam-
bridge,' and 10 other views of colleges inserted,

folio, old calf, 1776, 4. 4s.; and Loggan's
' Canta-

brigia Illustrata,' 30 superbly engraved views,
folio, 1688, 131. 10s. A choice extra-illustrated copy
of Chalmers's 'Biographical Dictionary,' 32 vols.,
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russia, 1812-17, is 45/. Under Walter Savage
Landor is a presentation copy of

'

Hellenics,' 1847,

7/. 7*. The volume also contains some manuscript

poems. The rare first edition of Massinger's
*
Emperor of the East,' 1632, morocco, by Riviere, is

8/. lot. Under Phiz is an album of drawings,

among them being four by Phiz which are believed

to be unpublished, lot. Under Thackeray is his

own copy of 'The Historical Register,' 25 vols.,

1714-38, 81. 8*. A. copy of the Times edition of 'The

Encyclopjedia Britannica,' cloth (cost nearly 40J.),

may be had for 101. Under London Wills is

' Calendar of Wills proved and enrolled in the Court
of Busting, London, 1258-1(588,' edited by Dr.

Sharpe, 1889-90, II. OH. A fine copy of Mill's
'
Dis-

sertations,' 4 vols., 1875, is priced 37. 3s.

Messrs. W. N. Pitcher & Co., of Manchester,
have in their Catalogue 155 Algernon Graves's

'Academy of Arts, 1769-1904,' 8 vols., 4to, 1905-6

16V. 16s. Among autographs is a letter of Payne
Collier, in which he writes : ''I like you for liking

my 'Poet's Pilgrimage,' which has been some
-50 years in print and never attracted the notice of

anybody, or at least very few, who could relish

and understand it. You did both Pardon this

shabby scrawl of disgusting egotism nearly 92 years
old, but still a boy of 22." It is dated Riverside,

1880, and the price is 5s. Other autographs include

those of Dickens, Westland Marston, and Harriet
Martineau. There is one of two large-paper copies
of the 1816 reprint of

'

Dialogues of Creatures
Moralised.' It is a facsimile ot the rare original

English edition, with introduction by Joseph
Hazlewood, 51. Works under Drama include

"The English Dramatists," edited by Bullen,
16 vols., 1885-8, 12Z. 12*. (limited to 200 copies).
Under Entomology will be found Hewitson's
'Exotic Butterflies,' 5 vols., 4to, 1851-66, 20/. A
collection of Richard Jefferies's works, all first

editions,24vols., is87. 10s. ; and the Edition de Luxe
of La Fontaine, Japanese vellum, 1906, 6V. 6s.

Under Ornithology are the well-known works of

Seebohm, Yarrell, &c. ; and under Wiltshire is a
collection of works relating to the Druidical remains
of Stonehenge and other places in the county,
19 vols., 1760-1882, 51. 10s.

Messrs. Simmons & Waters, of Leamington Spa,
send us two interesting Catalogues, Nos. 220 and 221.

The first contains Old Engravings, Portraits, and a
few Water-Colours and Oil Paintings. The opening
item is Oliver's miniature of Ben Jonson, and is the

original copied by Houbraken for 'Heads of
Illustrious Persons, published 1748. It is in an old

gilt frame. There are proof engravings of Court
oeauties of Charles II., price of the eight, 21. 2s. ;

13. Cousins's
' Dick Whittington listening to the

Bells,' 21. 2s., and a number of portraits by
Reynolds. Under Indian Costume is a collection of

eighty native water-colours on talc, circa 1830,
21. 10s. ; and under Railways are Ackermann's
views (1831) of the Liverpool and Manchester, with
plates of the coaches, mm lr on the spot, 127. 12s.

There is a handsome pair of pictures worked in
wool upon silk ; the hands, faces, and sky are

painted in water colours. They represent Samuel
calling Saul to be king, and Elijah fed by the ravens,
were worked about 1800, are in gilt frames, and
priced 3/. 10s. There are some Baxter prints, the

prices of which are rapidly rising. Legal prints
include one of a lawyer dividing an oyster : he gives
away the shells, but eats the inside himself.

The second catalogue is devoted to books. Among
these we find Bryan's

'

Dictionary of Painters,
1904-5, 5 vols., 4^. 4s. ; Osmund Airy's 'Charles II.,'

4/. ; a collection of Charles II. and James II. State
Trials, folio, 1678-82, 17s. 6U ; and

' The Vernon
Gallery,' edited by S. C. Hall, 118 engravings,
3 vols., royal 4to, whole crimson morocco. 21. An
India-proof copy of Hogarth's works, from the

original plates oy Heath, including some rare states

1822, is 77. 7s. (published at 501.) ; a fine library set

of Kinglake's
*
Crimea,' 8 vols., half-calf, 1863-87,

SI. ; and one of Motley's
' United Netherlands,

4 vols., calf extra, 1867-8, 21. 10s. Under Russia is

a rare book suppressed by Peter I., Kerb's
4 Diarium itineris in Moscoviam,' 19 plates, Vienna.
1700. 21. A copy of Nichols's

'

Literary Anecdotes,
9 vols., calf, 1812-15, is 21. 17s. 6rf.

Mr. Albert Button, of Manchester, has in his

Catalogue 158 lists under Durham, Lancashire,
Scotland, and Yorkshire Topography, the last

running to nearly four hundred items. Under
Bibliography is Sonnenschein's ' Best Books '

10s.

General works include Fielding and Walton's

'English Lakes,' 4to, 1821, 31. 10s. ; Nash's 'Man-
sions,' imperial folio, 1841,57. ;

'

Newgate Calendar,'
6 vols., 21. 2s. ; Lodge's

'

Portraits,' 1838-40, 21. 5s. :

and Astle's
'

Origin of Writing,' II. 10*. There is a
'Biblia Sacra Polyglotta,' Londini, 1657-69, 8 vols.,

royal folio, 61.

Messrs. Henry Young & Sons send from Liver-

pool their three hundred and eighty-ninth Cata-

logue. There are good lists under Ruskin and
Dickens. Under Romans in Britain is Bruce's
' Monuments in the North of England,' very scarce,

folio, 1875, 11. 15s. Under Pictures is the first

edition of ' The Royal Gallery of Art,' descriptions
by S. C. Hall, 1854-61, 4 vols., royal folio, half-

morocco, 121. 12s. Among autographs is a letter

of Benjamin Disraeli's written from Gibraltar :

"
Adieu, my dear fellow. You are, I suppose, now

a little au de"sespoir Do not give way to these

feelings. They have been the ruin of my digestion.
There is only one specific which I ever found of

avail brandy, but diluted, not however with
water, but with Maraschino Excuse this advice

you know I pride myself upon my experience. Au
revoir. B. Disraeli.

'

BY the death of the well-known bookseller,
Richard Cameron, at the age of

eighty four, yester-
day week, Edinburgh loses, says The Scotsman,
"one of the oldest and most enthusiastic explorers
of the by-ways of Scottish history." Mr. Cameron's
shop at 1, St. David Street, was a favourite resort
of those interested in antiquarian matters, and
he himself wrote a resume^ of the history of old

Edinburgh.

to Comsponftinis.
We must call special attention to the Solloicing

notice* :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
1 nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
1

of old books and other objects or as to the means of

|

disposing of them.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (MARCH).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

CATALOGUE OF
HISTORICAL AND

MILITARY LITERATURE,
1OO Pages. Just Ready.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
83, HIGH STREET,

MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(late of Soho Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free.

EXPORTER IMPORTER.
LIBRARIES AND SMALLER LOTS OF BOOKS

BOUGHT FOR CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

ALBERT SUTTON,
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,

43, BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER.

Libraries Purchased. Probate Valuations undertaken by
Licensed Valuers of twenty gears' experience.

Distance no object.

The following Catalogues will be sent post free to any
part of the world :

SPORTING BOOKS ._._
. 36 pages.

MILITARY LITERATURE
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY
ENGLISH LAKE BOOKS
AFRICAN TRAVELS
REPRINTS OF EARLY BOOKS
BOOK BARGAINS

40
2O
20
2O
32
24

W. M. VOYNICH,
68, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.

PALAZZO BORGHESE, FLORENCE,

WARSAW! POLAND.

INCUNABULA, SCIENCE, BINDINGS,
ENGLISH & FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SHAKESPEARIANA, &c.

A MILLION BOOKS IN STOCK.

CATALOGUES FREE.

P. M. BARNARD, M.A.
(Formerly Classical Scholar of Christ's College,

Cambridge),

SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,
10, DUDLEY ROAD (Opposite the Opera House),

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
CATALOGUE 20.-Incunabula, Printed Horae,

Aldine Press, Bibliography.

P. M. BARNARD undertakes the formation of

Collections or Libraries on special subjects.

L. C. BRAUN,
17, Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

HAROLD BROWN,
Bookseller,

I, Wimpole Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

SECOND-HAND BOOKS
IN ALL, CLASSES OF LITERATURE.

Boohs Bought in any quantities.

BOOKBINDING.
Catalogue, in preparation, sent post free.

Correspondence invited.

Books not in stock sought for and
reported free of charge.

BOOKS.

WILLIAM BROUGH & SONS,
Booksellers and Exporters,

Are prepared to give Highest Cash Prices for Libraries
of any description and of any magnitude. Gentlemen,
Executors and others, should communicate with WILLIAM
BROUGH & SONS, who are at all times prepared to give
Full Cash Value for Books in all Branches of Literature.
Vendors will find this method of disposing of their Pro-

perties to be much more advantageous than Auction, while
the worry, delay, and expense inseparable to Auction Sale
will be entirely obviated.

CATALOGUES GRATIS.

313, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.
Established 1845. Telegrams" Bibliopole, Birmingham."
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RE-ISSUE OF THE

EDITED BY

LESLIE STEPHEN and SIDNEY LEE.
TO BE COMPLETED

IN TWENTY-TWO VOLUMES.
Cloth, gilt top, 15s. net each ;

or in half-morocco, marbled edges, 21s. net each.

The Volumes will be identical with the Original Edition in type and size of page.

Errors have, as far as possible, been connected, and some of the Bibliographies have

been revised, but otherwise the Text remains unaltered. The Price is one-third

of that of the Original Edition, and the Volumes will occupy about one-third of

the space required by that Edition.

Volume I. (ABBADIE BEADON), including a Statistical Account of the Work and

a New Postscript, NOW READY; Volume II. (BEAL BROWELL) will be

published on APRIL 10, and a Volume will be published each succeeding Month until the

completion of the Edition in DECEMBER, 1909.

SOME PRESS OPINIONS OF THE RE-ISSUE.

Spectator. "We cordially hope that the success of this new venture will be all that its merits
entitle it to. The work is really indispensable to the student, and every public library, not to speak of

private purchasers, should be supplied with a copy."

British Weekly. The Dictionary in 'its re-issue should become a universal household possession.
There is nothing to compare with it anywhere. No greater service was ever rendered to English
literature than was rendered by its publication. It is, in short, priceless. It ought to be in every
public library, and in every private library of any pretensions. As it stands it is about the cheapest
book in the market/'

Standard. "There is no need at this time of day to say anything in praise of the most
exhaustive and most varied picture accessible of national life during the march of events in no less

than ten centuries The work is now issued at one-third of the original price a concession to
students and other people of slender purse which we have not the least doubt will be not merely
gratafhlly acknowledged but promptly rewarded by a great and continuous sale."

-," Pall Mall Gazette. "Sixty-six volumes takes up much shelf -room. The idea of reducing this
to a third without sacrifice of matter was a happy one .People to whom space is of first importance
will welcome the re-issue in its handsome dark-blue covers."

Prospectus and Specimen Pages post free on application.

London: SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane. E.G. ; and Printed by
J. fcD\\ARD iKANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. Saturday, Marcli 21, 1903.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

f PRICE FOUKPENCE.

No. 222. [gS SATURDAY, MARCH 28, 1908. ]r^.^ ^^^t
V, Yearly Subscription, '20s. 6d. itost/ree.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
ANNOUNCE THE PUBLICATION OP

ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA,
BEING THE FIFTEENTH VOLUME OF

THE NEW VARIORUM EDITION OF THE WORKS OF

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.
Edited by HORACE HOWARD FURNESS.

The publication of a new volume of Dr. Furness's Variorum Edition of Shakespeare is always an
event of importance in the literary world, and it is therefore with pleasure that the Publishers are able to
announce the completion of the fifteenth volume of this monumental work. This is the first volume to be

put before the public since the autumn of 1904, when
' Love's Labour 's Lost ' was published.

THE TEXT of this edition follows the text of the First Folio with all the fidelity that unstinted paiis
can bestow. In addition there are Textual Notes showing the different readings of the folios, quartos,
and subsequent editions, similar in kind to the notes of the Cambridge Edition, but differing herein,
that they enumerate the critical editions that have adopted the various readings. Then follows a
COMMENTARY in which the notes, worth preserving (in the opinion of the editor), of critical editions from

Pope to the present day are condensed at times these notes merely illustrate the history of Shake-

spearian criticism. In an APPENDIX are criticisms by English, German, and French authors in short,
within one volume is to be found an epitome of a Shakespeare library that would cost a large expenditure
of time and money to collect.

The Fourteen Volumes ivhich have thus far appeared are :

ROMEO AND JULIET.
HAMLET. 2vols.

AS YOU LIKE IT.

THE TEMPEST.
MACBETH. Revised Edition by HORACE A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM.
HOWARD FURNESS, Jun. ! THE WINTER'S TALE.

KING LEAR. MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING.
OTHELLO. TWELFTH NIGHT.
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE. LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST.

PRESS OPINIONS.
"This, the most exhaustive work on any of Shakespeare's plays, comes from America." Athenantm.

"It is a truly monumental edition." Pall Mall Gazette.

" America has the honour of having produced the very best and most complete edition, so far as it has gone, of our

great national poet." Blackwood's Magazine.
"The most valuable work recently contributed to our Shakespearean literature." Birmingham Daily Post.

Royal 8vo, cloth, gilt top, uncut edges, 18s. per vol.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London.
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Library of the late MR. ROBERT WHITE, Worktop, Notts,

the tcell-kiuncn Antiquary, Collector, and Publisher.

rpHE whole of the above-named valuable SCARCE
JL AND CURIOUS OLD BOOKS, comprising some 5,000 vole,

(more or lew/, to be disposed of by Private Treaty tn bloc. The Books

will be on view at Mr. White'* late residence. Park Place, Worksop,
on and from Monday, the B3rd day of March, until Saturday, the

4th day of April. 1908, where they may foe inspected by t>ona fide

intending Purchasers. All sealed Tenders must he sent in to Mrs.

KIKKWOOI). the Administratrix, at the above address, on or before

TUESDAY. April 7. 1908. As the Estate must be wound np without

delay, the highest Tender (for Cashl will be accepted. N.B. Offers for

(ingle Books, or Lots, cannot be entertained.

AUENUV FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
. BOOKSELLERS.

Of 27 and 29. West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON. W.C.. desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London

for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.
Catalogues sent on application.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
aver as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop. 14-16. John Bright Street. Birmingham.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN DISRAELI,
EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, 1820-1892.

XT T E S AND QUERIES
-Li for APRIL 29, MAT 13, 27, JUNE 10, 24, and JULY 8, 1893,

Contains a

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE EARL OF BEACONSFIELD.
This includes KEYS to 'VIVIAN GREY.'

CONING8BY,' 'LOTHAIR,' and 'ENDYMION.'
Price of the Six Numlwrs, 2. ; or free by post, 2s. 3d.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS.
Hotel and queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. E.G.

PEDIGREES
TRACED : Evidences of Descent

from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Book-Plates. Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons. &c.

L. CULLETON. 92. Piccadilly. London. W.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd.. Publishers and Printers,

50. Leadenhall Street, London, B.C.)
Contains hairless iwper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. 8s. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Sire, 3. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSa by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

NOW READY,

J^
T E 8 AND QUERIES.

THE VOLUME JULY TO DECEMBER, 1907,

With the Index, price 10s. 6d.

The Index separately Qd. ; by post 6d.

Also Cases for Binding, price Is. ; by post Is. 2d.

JOHNC. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Notes and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

XTOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
J3I to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10. 3d. for Six
Months ; or 20*. 8d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Xotei and yutriti Office, Bream's Building.
Chancery Lane, E.C.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, <fcc.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. Qd. home and

13s. Qd. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning

'Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

DDIVATC w hing to BuyVK 1 VA I C Sell anything or
> anything W ITH

PERSONS

anything, or to
>r to Exchange

ything WITH OTHER PRI-
VATE PERSONS, easily, quickly,
cheaply, and to the very best
advantage, will find no better

medium than THE BAZAAR, EXCHANGE & MART
newspaper, which has been established for this purpose for
40 years, during which time millions of pounds' worth of
property has changed hands through its instrumentality.
Everyone wants something: and Everyone has something
to sell that at present is of no use to him. Anything and
everything, from the commonest to the most out-of-the-way
article, can readily be procured or disposed of on the best
terms through this paper. It has also a mass of reading
matter of great interest to all, men and women alike. Get
a copy and see for yourself. To be had at all railway
bookstalls and newsagents', price 2d. A specimen copy will
be sent for Id. stamp towards postage. Office : Bazaar
Buildings, Drury Lane, London. Telegrams: "Bazaar,
London." Telephone : Central 9189.

QTICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than Gum
kj for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers. Ac. 3d., 6d. and It. with
strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar Loaf Court,
Leadenhall Street. E.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.

A THENJSUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
-t\- FRANCIS. Printer of the A Iheruenm, ffota and Querus. *c., it

prepared to SUBMIT K8TIMATES for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 1*. Bream's Buildings. Chancery
Lane. K.C.
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Notices to Correspondents.

JUto.

THE THIRD FOLIO SHAKESPEARE.

THE occurrence in the recent sale of books
"which belonged to the late Dr. Gott, Bishop
of Truro, of the very scarce issue dated
1663, induces me to make some remarks
on the Third Folio. It is alleged by biblio-

graphers that there were three issues. I

suggest that there is, in fact, only one.
It is true there are two different title-pages,
but since some copies contain both title-

pages, the three alleged issues are accounted
for, though the text is the same in each

variety.
Issue No. 1, a3 stated on the title-page,

was "
Printed for Philip Chetwinde. 1663."

There are 888 pages, continuously numbered,
of the text of the thirty-six plays,

' The
Tempest

'

to
'

Cymbeline.' I have never
een a copy answering this description ;

that is to say, all copies I have seen dated
1663, including Dr. Gott's copy, contain
after p. 888 the text of the seven spurious
plays, as in issues Nos. 2 and 3 described
below. I do not say, though I certainly
suggest, that no copy exists without these

plays, for I find it difficult wholly to dis-

credit the persistent statements that copies
do exist without them. Seeing that the
volume is quite complete in itself without
these plays, and that down to p. 888 the
Third Folio is a reprint of the First Folio

(1623) and Second Folio (1632), I think it

likely that some copies may have been bound
up without the last 120 pages containing
these plays. I can only repeat that I have
yet to see a copy without them.

Issue No. 2 contains the 1663 title-page
with an additional title-page

"
Printed

for P.O. 1664 "
: otherwise it is exactly

similar to issue No. 1 down to p. 888.

Following p. 888 are 120 pages divided
into two parts, pp. 1-20 and 1-100 respec-
tively, containing the text of the seven
spurious plays,

'

Pericles
'

to
'

Locrine.'
I believe this is an accurate description,
as far as it goes, of all copies usually referred
to in bibliographical works as

"
the edition

dated 1663." As a matter of fact, every
copy I have seen dated 1663 answers this

description, though some as Dr. Gott's

copy, perhaps most copies are without
the 1664 title-page. Copies with the two
title-pages are exceedingly scarce. I can
only find records of 12 sold within the last

200 years. Last year one sold for 1,550?.

Copies with only the 1663 title-page are but
little less scarce, not more than 20 having
occurred for sale during the same period.
It has sold for as much as 510?. ; while the
1663 title-page alone sold for III. in 1895.
Issue No. 3 has the 1664 title-page.

Except that it does not contain the 1663

title-page, it is exactly similar to issue
No. 2. This is the form in which the Third
Folio is most commonly found, and is that
which is always referred to as

"
the edition

dated 1664." It is somewhat less frequently
met with than the First Folio, and has sold
for 570?.

No copy of the Third Folio contains a

colophon, as in the First and Second Folios ;

but every copy contains a woodcut ornament
on p. 887, and another on the last printed
page of the volume.
There is a woodcut ornament on the 1664

bitle-page composed of two circles entwined

Dy two serpents. The motto "
Per aspera

ad ardua tendo
"

is in the interstices between
the circles : this is an original composition
not to be found in any classical Latin writer,

tnside the inner circle is the crest,
" a ffalcoii

with his wynges displayed, standing on a
wrethe," which, as is well known, is Shake-

speare's.
The Third is undoubtedly the rarest of
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the four Folio editions. The popular ex-

planation of its scarcity is that most of the

copies were destroyed in the Great Fire

of London. I am not much impressed with

this statement, since it is mere conjecture,

not founded on any evidence. The Fire of

London did not commence until 2 Sept.,

1666, and it is thus possible that at least

forty-five months elapsed between the

publication of the Third Folio and the Fire.

It is apprehended that this interval is quite
sufficient to allow for the distribution of

most, if not all, copies by the publisher,
and that few, if any, copies would have
remained on his premises in the City of

London at the date of the Fire.

EDWAHD B. HAKRIS.
5, Sussex Place, Regent's Park, N.W.

BOLEYNE REEVES.

OF this distinguished harpist no account

is to be found anywhere, although he occu-

pied a conspicuous place in music for many
years during the middle of the last century.
He was a born musician. As a child he could

not be kept from his sister's harp, and he
was a harpist when the harp was at the

height of its popularity. A most apprecia-
tive article about his playing and composi-
tions is to be found in Fraser's Magazine
for April, 1853. Fraser then occupied a

high position. The article is anonymous,
but it was by Edward Holmes, the musical

critic, a notice of whom is in Boase's 'Modern

English Biography.'
I had occasion some years ago for my book

'

Swimming
'

to write to Mr. Reeves to know
if he was the editor of

'

Colburn's Kalendar,'

published in 1840 ; and also the author of

a volume entitled
'

Cassiope, and other
Poems,' published by Kegan Paul in 1890.
The fifty years' interval made me think
that the poems were probably by a son of
the same name.
One thing which struck me as remarkable

was that, like his namesake the great
English tenor, he had only a surname for
a Christian name, though when I wrote
to Mr. Boleyne Reeves in 1903, his namesake
never occurred to me. Our greatest English
tenor, Sims Reeves, was born in England
in 1818, and well might a future biographer
suggest there was some relationship between
the two. There was none.

Boleyne (or rather Peter Bullen) Reeves
was born 25 Feb., 1820, at Cork, where his
father Peter Reeves was a paper manufac-
turer. The father was a Roman Catholic,

and so was the subject of this notice. That
the son was a very broad-minded man the

following verse from his own poem to
'

Shelley
' shows :

For heaven is won in many ways,
And not alone by faith and praise ;

All who, like Shelley, love their kind,
A welcome from the Christ shall find.

Boleyne was first married in his eighteenth
year to a lady fourteen years older than
himself ; secondly, to his present widow,
who had known him from her childhood.

The name of
"
Boleyne

" was taken,
"
by

a friend's advice, as being more suitable
for his musical profession," as that of
" Sims " was taken by his namesake instead
of John ('D.N.B.'). There cannot be a
doubt as to the wisdom of the choice. It

always occurred to me that John Jay (10 S.

vi. 441) was not a name likely to capture
the fancy of the English public for musical

compositions.
I have several times made observations

in these columns on the catalogues of our
National Library, particularly with regard
to the music library. At 10 S. v. 70 I men-
tioned the great inconvenience of numerous
catalogues. At 10 S. vi. 87 I commented
on the inconvenience of the catalogues
of printed books and printed music being
separate ; and now I should like to utter

many more hard words condemnatory of
this inconvenient system.

In the case of Boleyne Reeves I was,
as already said, puzzled at there being
fifty years between the first and last book
bearing his name. Only after the publica-
tion of my bibliography above referred

to, and his death, did I find out that he was-
a musician. Then, by a reference to the
' Music Catalogue,' the gap was partly
accounted for. However, the National

Library has only three out of some forty
of his published compositions for the harp,
pianoforte, voice, &c. I am happy to say
I shall, by the favour of his widow, be the
means of offering thirty

- three more, to
add to the very deficient musical library
the nation possesses. They are all published
by well-known firms, and yet have not been
lodged at the National Library, as required
by the Copyright Act.
The preceding paragraph was written

some time before I sent the music. On
its receipt I got the following note from the
Librarian :

"I am desired by the Keeper of this Department
to say that if it is intended to present the music
which you send, he will accept it for the Library,,
but he is not able to recommend its purchase."
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There is a popular notion that every printed
publication is in the National Library,
duly filed in case it is ever required. This
letter reveals the curious fact that our
National Library of music is like Mudie's
"Select" : if a piece is not sent in under
the Copyright Act, only what the Librarian
considers worth having, according to the

prevalent ideas of his day, is bought. I

need make no observation on the extreme
inconvenience and disappointment to

students from works not being in the Lib-

rary. I have lately consulted books that,
I believe, have lain on the shelves untouched
for fifty years, and yet were useful to me.
One of these I quoted at 10 S. viii. 316.

Boleyne Reeves did not retire entirely
until about 1887. Among numerous lauda-

tory notices, I may mention one, as I am
enabled to disclose the real name of its

pseudonymous author. In '

Fugitive
Poems,' by Endymion, published at Cork
in 1832, on p. 23 is a poem to

' A Young
Harper,' and on p. 43

'

Farewell Stanzas
to P.B.' In these stanzas William Newen-
ham Nash, the author of them, refers to

Reeves, who was then about twelve years
old, as

" my own dear little minstrel boy."
Reeves was then leaving Ireland for England,
with sufficient skill to earn his own living.
I shall not attempt to give a list of his

musical compositions, but name only the

following, for the special information given
on the title (it is, I believe, the solitary

piece on which a date is mentioned) :

" Fan-
tasia for the harp on the favorite German
melody

' Des Jagers Haus,' which was per-
formed by the author in Paris, and also
at his own concert, 22 March, 1844."
His song

' The Secret
' was afterwards

issued with a new title,
"
I 've something

sweet to tell you
"

; and '

I Covet Thee '

has a list of seventeen of his compositions.
Reeves also wrote a book (?) with the title
'

Latterday Lyrics,' which I have not been
able to find in any catalogue ; but the words
of the following song are said to be from it,

viz.,
"
Onward, England ! national song,

music composed, &c. London, Addison,
Hollier & Lucas" (1855). When no name
is given to the poetry of his songs, the words

may be assumed to be by the composer.
Boleyne Reeves died at Longwood, Wick-

ham Bishops, Witham, Essex, on 22 April,
1905. He was the last of his race, all his

father's family having died many years ago,
leaving none to represent them. Daniel
M. G. S. Reeves, who wrote ' A Treatise
on the Science of Music,' 1853, was no
relation.

His brother Edmund Brown Reeves
(born Cork about 1815, and died in London
1846) was an artist, and his name will be
found in that invaluable book,

' A Dictionary
of Artists,' by Algernon Graves, 1895, as

exhibiting one picture at the Royal Academy
in the year he died. He also exhibited
at the Royal Hibernian Academy.

RALPH THOMAS.

CONSTABLES AND LIEUTENANTS OF THE TOWER OF LONDON.

(See ante, pp. 61, 161.)

THE catalogue is continued from the accession of the Stuarts to the present time :

CONSTABLES. LIEUTENANTS.
Reg. James I.

During this reign there were "Lorrls Com-
missioners of the Tower." These, by order of

Kins, James, 30 July, 1603, were directed
" to dis-

charge Sir John Peyton from the office of Lieu-

tenant, and to appoint Sir George Harvey" (S.

Papers Dora;).

1603, Mar. 24. Sir John Peyton (continued). (25)

1603, July 30. Sir George Harvey.
1605, Sept. 21. Sir William Waad.
1613, May 13. Sir Gervas Helwys or Elwis. (26)

1615, Nov. Sir George More.
1617, March. Sir Allan Apsley. (27)

1640. Francis, Baron Cottington, was appointed
Constable by the King, but was soon
withdrawn owing to the opposition of the
Parliament. (29)

1641. Mountjoy (Blount), Earl of Newport, Con-
stable May-Dec., 1641. (30)

164", Aug. 9. General Sir Thomas Fairfax.

Reg. Charles I.

1625, Mar. 27. Sir Allan Apsley (continued). D.
1630.

1630, Oct. 18. Sir Willam Balfour. (28)

1641, Dec. 22. Col. Thomas Lunsford. (31)

1641, Dec. Sir John Byron. (32)

1642, Feb. Sir John Conyers. (33)

1642, Aug. 16. Isaac Pennington, Lord Mayor of
London. (34)

1645, April. Col. Francis West. (35) ,
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CONSTABLES.
Temp. Commonwealth.

LIEUTENANTS.

1649 Jan. General Sir Thomas, Lord Fairfax

(1648), Resigned June, 1650. D. 1671.

1660 June 25. Sir John Robinson, Kt. and Bart.

Lord Mayor of London 1662-3. (See

Lieutenants.) He died March, 1681.

1675, June 25. James (Compton), Earl of North-

ampton. D. 15 Dec., 1681.

1679. William, Baron Alington. D. 1 Feb., 1684,
at the Tower.

1684. George (Legge), Earl of Dartmouth.

1649, Jan. Col. FrancisWest (continued). Died 1652.

1652, Aug. 12. Col. John Berkstead. (36)

1659, June 10. Col. Thomas Fitch.

1660, Jan. 7. Col. Herbert Morley.

Reg. Charles II.

1660, May 29. Col. Herbert Morley (continued).
1660, June 25. Sir John Robinson, Kt. and Bart.

He had chief command of the Tower,
although he had the grant as "Lieu-
tenant.' Bayley classes him as both
Constable and Lieutenant.

1681, Mar. Capt. Thomas Cheek.

Reg. James II.

1685, Feb. 6. George.Earl of Dartmouth (continued).
Committed to the Tower on suspicion of

high treason, 31 July, 1691, and died there
25 Oct.

1688, Dec. Robert, Baron Lucas (during the

interregnum).

Reg. William III and Mary II.

1685, Feb. 6. Capt. Thomas Cheek (continued).
1687, June. Sir Edward Hales, Bart. He assisted

the King's flight, Dec., 1688. D. 1695.

1688, Dec. Sir Bevill Skelton.

1689, Feb. Col. King,
"
Dep. Governor."1689, Feb 13. Robert, Baron Lucas (continued).

1689. Col. John Farewel

Reg. Anne.

1702, Mar. 8. Robert, Baron Lucas (continued).
D. 31 Jan., 1705.

1702, May 27. Montagu (Venables-Bertie), Earl of

Abingdon. D. 16 June, 1743.

1707, Jan. 28. Algernon (Capel), Earl of Essex. D.
10 Jan., 1710.

1710, Feb. 15. Richard (Savage), Earl Rivers.
D. 19 Aug., 1712.

1712, Mar. 22. George (Compton), Earl North-

ampton.
Reg. George I.

1714, Aug. 1.

do.

1702. Mar (?). General Charles Churchill.

1709, Dec. Lieut.-General William Cadogau.

1714, Aug. 1. George, Earl of Northampton (con-

tinued). D. 15 April, 1727.

1715, Oct. 16. Charles (Howard), Earl of Carlisle.

D. 1 May, 1738.

1722, Dec. 29. Henry (Fiennes- Clinton), Earl of
Lincoln. D. 7 Sept., 1728.

1725, May 31. Charles (Paulet), Duke of Bolton.
D. 26 Aug., 1754.

1726, Sept. 9. Henry (Lowther), Viscount Lonsdale.

Reg. George II.

1727, June 11. Henry, Viscount Lonsdale (con-
tinued). D. 12 Mar. 1751.

1731, Aug. 13. John (Sydney), Earl of Leicester.
D. Sept., 1737.

1740, May 12. Charles, Baron Cornwallis (Earl
Cornwallis 1753).

Lieut. -General
(continued).

William Cadogan

1715, Dec. Lieut.-General Hatton Compton.

1727, June 11. Lieut. - General Hatton Compton
(continued). D. 22 Oct., 1741.

1760, Oct. 25. Charles, Earl Cornwallis (continued).
D. 23 June, 1762.

1762. John, Baron Berkeley (of Stratton). D.
18 April, 1773.

1771, Jan. 23. Charles, Earl Cornwallis.
1784, Feb. Lord George Henry Lennox.
1784, Nov. 16. Charles, Earl Cornwallis (again).

Marquis 1792. D. 5 Oct., 1805.

1806, Feb. 12. Francis (Rawdon-Hostings), Earl
of Moira, Marquis of Hastings, 1817.

1742, June 29. Lord Henry Paulet (Duke of Bolton
1754). D. 9 Oct., 1759.

1754, Nov. 6. Charles (Paulet), Marquis of Win
Chester (Duke of Bolton 1765).

1760, June. Hon. George Paulet.

Reg. George III.

1760, Oct. 25. Hon. George Paulet (continued).

1763, Aug. Lieut. - General Charles Vernou. D.
3 Aug., 1810, aged 91 years.

1810, Aug. 18. Lieut-General William Loftus.
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CONSTABLES.
Reg. George IV.

LIEUTENANTS.

1820, Jan. 29. Francis, Marquis CK Hastings (con-
tinued). D. 28 Nov., 1826.

1826, Dec. 29. Field-Marshal Arthur (Wellesley),
Duke of Wellington.

Reg. William IV.

1820, Jan. 29. Lieut. - General
(continued).

William Loftus

1830, June 26. Field-Marshal Arthur, Duke
Wellington (continued).

of 1830, June 26. Lieut. - General William Loftus
(continued). D. 15 June, 1831.

ia31, July 21. George (Fitz - Clarence), Earl of
Munster. D. 20 Mar., 1842.

1833, Jan. 19. Lord Frederick Fitz-Clarence. D.
30 Aug., 1854.

1833, Feb. 26. Lieut.-General John Sullivan Wood.

1837,

1852,

1865,

1871,

1872,

1875,

1881,

1881,

1887,

1890,

1898,

1901,

Reg. Victoria.

June 20. Field-Marshal Arthur, Duke of

Wellington, K.G. (continued). D. 14 Sept.,
1852, set. 83.

Oct. 11. Field-Marshal Stapleton (Stapleton-
Cotton), Viscount Combermere, G.C.B.
D. 21 Feb., 1865.

April 8. Field-Marshal Sir John Fox-
Burgoyne, Bt., G.C.B. D. 7 Oct., 1871.

Nov. 13. Field-Marshal Sir George Pollock,
G.C.B. D. 6 Oct., 1872.

Oct. 31. Field-Marshal Sir William Maynard
Gomm, G.C.B. D. 15 Mar. , 1875.

April 5. Field-Marshal Sir Charles Yorke,
G.C.B. D. 20 Nov. 1880.

May 9. General Sir William Fenwick
Williams of Kars, Bt., G.C.B. D. 27 July,
1883.

July 2. Field-Marshal Sir Richard James
Dacres, G.C.B. D. 6 Dec., 1886.

Jan 6. Field-Marshal Robert Cornelis, Baron
Napier of Magdala, G.C.B. D. 14 Jan.,
1890.

March 24. General Sir Daniel Lysons, G.C.B.
D. 29 Jan., 1898.

Mar. 21. General Sir Fredk. Chas. Arthur
Stephenson, G.C.B.

1837, June 26. Lieut.-General John Sullivan Wood
(continued). D. 3 July, 1851, set. 84.

1851, July 16. Major-General Sir George Bowles.
D. in his 90th year, 21 May, 1876.

1876, July 22. Lieut.-General Chas. Lennox Brown-
low Maitland, C.B. D. Jan. 5, 1891.

1884, July 8. Lieut.-General Sir Frederick Augustus
(Thesiger), Baron Chelmsford, G.C.B.

1889, Mar. 26. Lieut.-General Sir George Went-
worth Alexander Higginson, K.C.B.

1893, June 21. Lieut.-General Hugh Rowlands,
V.C., C.B. D. 21 Oct., 1895.

1894, Jan. 5. General John Hart Dunne.
1897, Jan. 5. Lieut.-General Godfrey Clerk, C.B.

1900, Jan. 5. Lieut.-General Sir William Stirling,
K.C.B.

Reg. Edward VII.

Jan. 22. General Sir F. C. A. Stephenson
(continued).

(25) Peyton was by James I. released
from the Lieutenancy of the Tower and
appointed Captain of Jersey, 30 July, 1603.
Died in 1630. ('D.N.B.').

(26) Elwys or Helwys was hanged on
Tower Hill, 20 Nov., 1615, for complicity
in the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury,
prisoner in the Tower (' D.N.B.').

(27) Apsley is said to have purchased
the Lieutenancy from Sir George More for

25,000?. (State Papers, Dom.). "He died
in the Lieutenant's lodgings, 24 May, 1630"
(Doyne C. Bell,

' The Chapel in the Tower,'
and tablet therein).

1901, Jan. 22. Lieut. -General Sir William Stirling
K.C.B. (continued).

1902, Sept. 1. General Lord Wm. Fredk. Ernest
Seymour, K.C.V.O.

1905, Nov. 15. General Sir George Luck, K.C.B.
1907, Oct. 24. Lieut.-General Sir Robert MacGregor

Stewart, K.C.B.

(28) Balfour ;

"
voluntarily resigned,"

Dec. 22, 1641 (State Papers Dom.), but in

the
' Ludlow Memoirs' (i. 16) he is said

to have been "
dismissed for refusing to

permit the Earl of Strafford to escape."
(29) During the struggle between the

King and Parliament the command of the
Tower was an object of contention :

" The King made Lord Cottington Constable
of the Tower, and placed therein 400 men to

keep the City from tumult. But the House of
Commons unsatisfied thereat, the King took
off the garrison, and left the command of it to
a Lieutenant [Balfour] as before." Whitelock,
' Memorials.'
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(30) Mountjoy Blount, Earl of Newport,
was at this time (1641) a compromise be-

tween the parties. He was appointed
Constable by the King in April or May,
and was dismissed by him in December,
1641. Afterwards he commanded in the

Royal army. Died in 1666 (' D.N.B.' ).

(31) Lunsford, a colonel in the Royal
army, was appointed Lieutenant by the

King's warrant, 22 Dec., 1641, but four

days later the King yielded to the demand
for his removal (State Papers Dom. and
'D.N.B.').

(32) Byron was by the King appointed
Lieutenant Dec. 30., 1641, but was removed
at the instance of the Parliament in Feb-

ruary, 1642. He was created a peer 24 Oct.,

1643, and was ancestor of Lord Byron the

poet (Whitelock,
'

Memorials,' and State

Papers Dom.).

(33) Conyers, though nominated by
the Parliament, proved unsatisfactory to
that party, and was removed in August,
1642 (Ludlow, 'Memoirs,' and Whitelock,
'
Memorials '

).

Sir Robert Harlow is by Bayley erroneously
classed as Lieutenant. He was in July,
1641 ordered to destroy the Cross at

Cheapside (Whitelock,
'

Memorials
'

) ; it

was not, however, demolished until May 2,
1643.

(34) Pennington, elected Lord Mayor
of London, 16 Aug., 1642 (and again in 1643),
was about the same time appointed Lieu-
tenant at the Tower, and held that command
until deprived by the Self-Denying Ordi-
nance (which prohibited him as a member
of Parliament from holding the command)
in April, 1645. He was not knighted until
June, 1649, and then (with two others)
by the Speaker on recommendation of the
House. At the Restoration he was convicted
of treason, October, 1660, and died in the
Tower, 17 Dec., 1661 (Whitelock, 'Me-
morials,' and '

D.N.B.').

(35) West, who had been appointed
Lieutenant by Parliament in 1645, was by
the London Corporation recommended to
General Fairfax when placed in command
of the Tower in August, 1647, and was
continued in office, although it had been
the General's wish to appoint Col. Tichburne
(Whitelock). West was Lieutenant until
his death in 1652, when Parliament decreed
his funeral (State Papers). Bayley omits
West, and incorrectly places

"
Titchbourn."

(36) Berkstead, one of King Charles's
judges, found no mercy when apprehended

in Holland, two years after the Restoration.

He was hanged at Tyburn, 19 April, 1662

(' D.N.B.,' &c.). W. L. RTJTTON.

Surely MB. RTJTTON' s list of the Constables
of the Tower is incomplete. Stowe in his
' Annals '

records the seizure of some land
in East Smithfield :

"Othowerus, ^Eolinus, Otto, and Geoffrey, Earl
of Essex, Constables of the Tower of London, by
succession, withheld by force a portion of the same
land, that is to say, East Smithfield near the

Tower, to make a vineyard, and would not depart
from it by any means till the second year of King
Stephen, when the same was adjudged and re-

stored to the church of Holy Trinity."

There is some confirmation of the above in

the complaint made by the Prior of Holy
Trinity to King Henry I. that Othwer,
the Constable of the Tower, took away a
part of his (the Prior's) soke by force, and
that Aschville, the successor of Othwer,
would not. relinquish it. Although King
Henry granted a writ, the matter was de-

layed until his death. Then the Prior
Norman approached King Stephen, who
summoned Aschville to his presence, and
demanded of him by what right he
held the land. Aschville answered that
he " claimed nought : he held it." Then
the King ordered an inquiry, and twenty-one
of the citizens made oath respecting the
matter. The lands seem to have been
again seized by Geoffrey de Mandeville,
Earl of Essex ; but on his downfall he
restored the land, and King Stephen con-
firmed it to the Prior. Thus it is certain
that there were Constables of the Tower
between 1108 and 1143 who do not appear
in MR. RTTTTON'S list.

In the time of Stephen, Garnerus de Iseni
was Constable of the Tower (' Campbell
Charter,' xiv. 24). He must therefore have
been Constable before Richard de Luci
not after him, as suggested by MR. RTJTTON.

D. M. R. 2.

THE SHAKESPEARE MEMORIAL. The ap-
pointment of an executive committee for
the erection of a Shakespeare memorial
in London recalls the interesting proposals
brought forward in 1820 with a similar

purpose. John Britton in his chaotic auto-

biography (Appendix, pp. 20-21 of the
quarto edition) gives a brief summary of
the incident :

"A project was originated in the year 1820 for
the erection of a magnificent edifice to the memory
of Shakespeare, in the nature of a museum, cenotaph,
or temple; and its promoters agreed to select
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Stratford-upon-Avon as the most desirable site for

such a monument."

Britton contended that as London was
"
the theatre of his fame," it was the more

suitable place for the memorial. Consider-
able discussion followed, R. B. Wheeler

replying at length ; but the proposal did
not receive serious support, and was ulti-

mately abandoned altogether.
Britton writes of his proposal :

" My own idea of the memorial to be erected may
be gathered from some memoranda which I made
at the time. I contemplated the erection of a

spacious building to include a gallery for pictures,
busts and bassi-relievi of Shakespearian subjects,
with a fine statue of the poet in the centre : adjoin-
ing this apartment I intended another for a library
to contain every edition of the works of the great
dramatist, and of his numerous commentators ; a
theatre for the delivery of illustrative lectures on
poetry and the drama, with a saloon for holding
frequent public meetings : the establishment to be

supported by annual subscriptions of members, who
would thereby become entitled to admission to the

edifice, and to every advantage to be afforded by
such a plan."

The idea of making a national memorial
into a subscription-supported club is not

practical ; but there are suggestions in

Britton' s plan worth consideration.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

' THE TELEGRAPH,' 1797. Among the

many newspapers not mentioned by An-
drews, Fox Bourne, Grant, and other
historians of journalism is a periodical with
this name, issued during 1796 and the
first few months of 1797. I have not seen

copies, but have a MS. note giving this as
the period of its existence, and also stating
that Christie on 14 March, 1797, sold the

copyright and plant of what was described
as a "

fashionable and generally circulated

newspaper." ALECK ABRAHAMS.

" TELEPHONIC "
: EARLY USE OF THE

WORD. Every Saturday, of Boston, U.S.A.,
said on 22 Sept., 1866 :

"The French Government are about establishing
on the more exposed points of the coast a system of

telephonic signals. One has already been placed at
the western extremity of Qshant. It is an immense
trumpet, secured vertically at the summit of a
reservoir of compressed air, which is supplied by a
van whose fans are turned by two horses.

'

It need scarcely be said this is a fog signal.
O. H. DARLINGTON.

Pittsburg, Pa.

SHEEP AS WEATHER PROPHETS : FRISKY
" HOGGETS." Of folk-lore concerning sheep
there is not much, and so anything is of

interest. One-year-old sheep at this time

of the year are frisky when changes of the
weather are probable, and they frisk like

little lambs. It is said of them that when
they play in March some change in the
weather is coming. One-year-old sheep are

known as
"
hogs,"

"
hongs," and "

hoggets,"
the last name being the most common.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.
' THE DIABO-LADY '

: A KEY. Below I

give a key to
" The Diabo-lady . . . .a Poem.

Dedicated to the Worst Woman in Her
Majesty's Dominions," by William Combe,
1777. The satire attracted a good deal

of attention in its day.
P. 72, 1. 8. "First appeared "Margaret Caroline

Rudd.
P. 72, note. Sir T** F** Sir Thomas Frankland.
P. 73, 1. 5. "Next **"

Henrietta, Countess
Grosvenor.
.P. 74, 1.6. "Treacherous D** ''

Camilla, Coun-
tess of Dunhoff.

P. 76, 1. 2.
"

**'s bride
" Lord Beauchamp.

P. 76, 1. 5.
" wanton *** "Penelope, Viscountess

Ligonier.
P. 76, 1. 7. A*** Vittorio Alfieri.

P. 77, 1. 3.
" Old **" Lord Irnham.

P. 77, 1. 5.
" To **'s Case "Lord Pembroke's.

P. 77, 1. 11.
"

***, once fair" Caroline, Countess
of Harrington.

P. 77, note. General C* General Craig.
P. 77, note. Secretary at War William, 2nd Vis-

count Barrington.
P. 78, 1. 11. "**now pressed "Mary, Countess

of Strathmore.
P. 80, 1. 1. "Then next moved" Elizabeth,

Duchess of Kingston.
P. 86, 1. 8. , Anne, Countess of Upper

Ossory.
P. 86, 1. 8. B , Lady Sarah Bunbury.
P. 86, 1. 8. E ,

Grace Dalrymple Eliot.

P. 86, 1. 8. B , Emily, Countess of Barry-
more.

P. 86, 1. 9. H , Mrs. Horneck.
P. 86, 1. 9. T , Frances, Countess of Tyr-

connel.
P. 89, 1. 1. B ,

Anne Spranger Barry.
P. 89, 1. 1. Y , Mary Annotates.
P. 89, 1. 2. A , Frances Abington.
P. 89, 1. 2. B , Sophia Baddeley.

Most of the above names appear in the
" Tete-a-Tete Histories

"
of The Town and

Country Magazine. HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

[For a key to
' The Diaboliad

'

see ante, p. 227.]

STANDARD THEATRE, SHOREDITCH. This

theatre, situated on the western side of

Shoreditch High Street, between the historic

Holywell Lane and George Street, a narrow

thoroughfare which runs the whole length
of its northern side, has now been converted

into a variety theatre or music-hall under
the name of

"
Olympia, Shoreditch."

The Standard Theatre for a great number
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of years was the principal home of th

legitimate drama for London east of the

City, and its passing, as such, deserves

I think, a record in
' N. & Q.' Under the

management of the late Mr. John Douglass
and his sons, the Standard acquired, too,

a great reputation for pantomime, a branch
of theatrical representation in which il

used to be regarded as a good second, ii

not rival, to Drury Lane. In the seventies
it was perhaps at the height of its glory,
its enormous stage especially fitting it for

spectacular displays, and this again justified
its title to be regarded as the Old Drury
of the East End. The making by the
London County Council of the new thorough-
fare known as Great Eastern Street, cutting
as it did diagonally across the northern
end of the theatre, necessitated a partial
reconstruction, after which it was called

The New Standard Theatre. The character
of the theatre, like the taste of its patrons,
had greatly changed recently, it being mostly
occupied by sensational melodrama, inter-

spersed with spasmodic runs of Yiddish
plays, during the few years which preceded
its conversion into

"
Olympia, Shoreditch,"

as noted above. G. YARROW BAXDOCK.

OVINGTON AND KIPLING. I am not aware
if the following parallel has been noticed :

"Sailors, whose Immoral Extravagancies have
occasioned this Proverbial Speech in India, That
in sailing from hence thither, they leave their Con-
sciences on this side of the Cape ; and in returning
from thence to Europe, they leave their Consciences
on the other side the Cape. So that except it be in

Doubling the Cape they will scarce allow an East-
India-man any Conscience at all." J. Ovington,4 A Voyage to Suratt, in the Year 1689

'

(London,
1696), p. 42.

Ship me somewheres east of Suez, where the best is
like the worst,

Where there aren't no Ten Commandments, an' a
man can raise a thirst.

R. Kipling,
'

Barrack-Room Ballads '

{' Mandalay ').

W. CROOKE.

LYTTON'S ' LOST TALES OF MILETUS '

ITS MOTTO. A prefatory note, by an editor
or the publisher, to

" The Knebworth Edi-
tion

"
of Lytton's poems,

' The New Timon,'
&e., concludes thus :

"During the summer of 1865, these 'Lost Tales

?L2 1

tl
fr - r̂

hlch were eventually published in
> l>y -Mr. Murray-were privately and experi-

mentally printed, the work in its then purely
tentative form bearing upon its title-page the
felicitous motto from VVordsworth :

Lone sitting by the shores of Old Romance."
The work that thus appeared with its

author s imprimatur is not at the moment

available for reference, but it seems not
amiss to point out here the misquotation
with which it is associated by its later

sponsor. The tall fern,
"
of the Queen

Osmunda named," is glorified in these terms.

in the fourth of the
' Poems on the Naming

of Places
'

:

Plant lovelier, in its own retired abode
On Grasmere's beach, than Naiad by the side
Of Grecian brook, or Lady of the Mere,
Sole-sitting by the shores of old romance.

THOMAS BAYNE.
" MINCE " PRONOUNCED " MINSH." Very

many persons say
" minsh "

for mince.
"
I won't minsh matters,"

" minsh pies,"
and " minsh meat "

are examples. As a-

rule, they are old and old-fashioned people*
who speak thus. THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

(Qwrus.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

WILLIAM CARPENTER, 1657 : FRANCIS
KIRKMAN. Who was William Carpenter
to whom Francis Kirkman dedicated 'Lust's
Dominion' in 1657, and without whose^
favour and command "

the piece
" had

never passed the press
"

? There was a
William Carpenter, Esq., member of the
Commission of Lieutenancy for the City
of London during the eighties of the seven-
teenth century (Hist. MSS. Commission,
Thirteenth Report, App. V.). Is this the
same man ? J. LE GAY BRERETON.
University of Sydney.

HALL : GASKELL : PENN. Where can
information be obtained of that branch
of the "

Leventhorpe
" Hall family which

resided at Skipton, and Hall's Close, near

Gargrave, and Copy House, 1 miles south-
east of Gargrave, all in Yorkshire, during
the eighteenth century ? They bore Argent,
a fesse between two greyhounds courant
sable.

What was the name of Peter Gaskell's
r

ather ? Peter Gaskell was a fashionable
doctor of Bath, who married Cristiana
ulielma Penn, the last of the Perm name

descended from William Penn, founder of

Pennsylvania, by his first marriage to Guli

Springett. Cristiana was heir general of
;he entailed Penn estates, and of her uncle
Sir John Fogg, in Pennsylvania. The Gas-
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kells were buried at Prestbury Church,
near Macclesfield, Cheshire.

I shall be very much obliged for informa-
tion, as I am seventh in direct descent from
William Penn.

WM. PENN-GASKELL HALL.
1118, Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
" RIPS AND REPS." Some years ago a

German student of English was reading
' The Adventures of Harry Richmond.' From
time to time he would ask me to explain
passages. I was quite astonished to find
how little English I knew at all events
of Mr. George Meredith' s English. I managed,
however, to suggest an explanation for most
of the difficulties, but "

your rips and your
reps

"
I had to speculate upon. The next

day I went to the Bodleian to look up the

expression in the dictionaries. I was unable
to find any.

"
Rip," of course, I knew, and I

assumed that possibly
"
rep

"
might be

intended as the feminine, but the dictionaries

gave no explanation. Will some reader of
' N. & Q.' enlighten me ?

RALPH THOMAS.
["Rep" is = "demirep." See the 'N.E.D.' or

Farmer and Henley's
'

Slang and its Analogues,'
not available "some years ago."]

DAWSON=CARY. Could any one inform
me to what family of Dawsons George
Dawson, who lived at Sloane Street, Chelsea,
in 1827, belonged ? His youngest daughter,
Isabella, married Henry Gary, barrister

and clergyman, and third son of the Rev.
H. F. Gary, translator of Dante and other
works. The marriage took place at St.

George's, Hanover Square, on 11 Sept.,
1827. H. F. CARY.

" DRIVE "
:

" WHIST DRIVE." We hear
of

"
whist drives." What is the origin of

" drive" in this sense ? D. W. D.
" CANVASS." The Elections and Regis-

tration (London) Bill, introduced in the
House of Commons this session, states that
' '

the Town Clerk shall carry out the canvass
of persons entitled to be on the register
of electors as soon as possible after the

twenty-fifth day of June." Is the use of
"
canvass "

in this sense new ? C. T. E.

ALDERMEN OF ALDERSGATE WARD. I
should be greatly indebted to the REV.
A. B. BEAVEN if he would kindly furnish

me, through these columns, with a list of

the Aldersgate Aldermen from the earliest

record to 1450, and from 1625 to 1682.
I want in reality a complete list of the
Aldermen (for reference purposes in connexion
with my history of SS. Anne and Agnes

and St. John Zachary, within the ward) ;

but as those for the period 1451-1616 are

given in Harleian MS. 909 (printed in fac-

simile by Price in 1878), and from 1683
onwards by Thomas in his history of the
wards (1830), it will be sufficient to give the
names (with year of appointment) for the
limited periods referred to.

WILLIAM MCMURRAY.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Where can I find the following quotations ?

1. 'Tis sorrow builds the shining ladder up
Whose golden rounds are our calamities,
Whereon our firm feet planking, nearer God
The spirit climbs and hath its eyes unsealed.

2. Your kindness is too much for speaking,
But though my mouth be dumb,
My heart will thank you for it.

WILLIAM J. GIBSON.

R. L. STEVENSON AND SCHUBERT.
Stevenson's poem

' The Vagabond,' in 'Songs
of Travel,' is said to have been set

"
to an

air of Schubert." I should be very glad
if any of your readers could tell me which
"

air of Schubert "
is here referred to. I

have searched for it for some time without
success. MARJORIE FERGUSON.

EARL OF STRAFFORD'S LETTERS. Some
interesting letters from the great Earl of

Strafford were published in T. D. Whitaker's
'

Life of Sir George Radcliffe,' 4to, 1810.

In the Preface it is stated that these letters

passed, at the death of Sir George Radcliffe' s

anly son, by sale, to the Elmsall family,

together with the paternal estate at Over-

thorpe. Can any one tell me the subsequent
fate of these letters, or where they are now ?

JERMYN.

ROMAN INSCRIPTION CONCERNING COR-
BRIDGE. In Cadwallader Bates's

'

History
of Northumberland

'

is this paragraph :

' It is just possible that the Corionototai, the
;ribe of Brigantes round Corbridge, had indulged
^n a raid on the tribe round Windermere (Genounia,
Vinonia). At any rate, Quintus Calpurnius Con-
:essinus, prefect of horse, rendered thanks at

Jorbridge to the sun-god Mithras for assistance in

slaughtering a number of Corionototai."

Would any Roman antiquary be good
enough to give the authority for this state-

ment. NONA LEBOUR.
Radcliffe House, Corbridge-on-Tyne.

BOOK ON ROADS. Can any of your
readers tell me the title or author's name
of a book giving an account of the conversion
of the old main post roads into turnpike
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roads ? It is the case, for example, that

the road from London to Holyhead had
become a turnpike road before November,
1764.
The post roads were originally intended

for equestrian and pedestrian traffic only.
As the use of them by waggons and carriages
became more general, the roads got into

very bad condition, and in some places
were in a worse state in the middle of the

eighteenth century than they were a hundred

years earlier. E. W.

COOPER=FRANKS. In the catalogue of

the Franks Collection of Book-plates in
the British Museum the following entry
occurs :

"6802. Cooper, Sir William H., Bart. Arms,
Quarterly, 1 and 4, Kennedy ; 2 and 3, Cooper, with
Franks on an escutcheon. VVm. Henry Cooper, who
succeeded in 1801 as 4th bart., married in 1787
Isabell Bella, daughter and heir of Moses Franks of

Teddington, c. Middlesex."

Are there any descendants of this marriage?
Which books of reference shall I consult ?

ISRAEL SOLOMONS.
91, Portsdown Road, W.

ROBERT STUBBS OF STAMFORD. Robert
Stubbs, Esq., was, about 1679, the owner
of the house at the west end of Browne's
Hospital at Stamford, in which the founder
of the hospital is supposed to have resided
(Wright,

'

Story of the
" Domus Dei "

of
Stamford,' p. 65). Can any one give me
information about the family of this Robert
Stubbs ? He is believed to have been
nearly related to, if he is not to be identified
with, Robert Stubbs of Barnard's Inn
living 1668. TEMPLAR.

GEORGE STUBBS. In the article
'

Dods-
ley's Famous Collection of Poetry,' ante,
p. 3, a George Stubbs is referred to. Who
wfts he ? R. j. FYNMORE.

Sandgate.

WELSH TARTAN. I should be obliged by
information concerning the wearing of
tartan by the Welsh the colours adopted
yj ^ PrmciPal families or clans, &c.,and the date when either it was suppressed

or the custom fell into disuse.

CECIL R. PHILLIPS.

DRYDEN ON MILTON. Can any of yourreaders tell me who are the three poets
referred to in Dryden's well-known lines
beginning

Three poets in three distant ages born ?

I find
t
that in the '

Dictionary of Phrase and
Fable, by Brewer, Dante is stated to be

the second poet referred to. But there is

a Latin distich by Silvaggi from which it

is generally thought that Dryden took his

idea, and this mentions Virgil instead of

Dante. I should be glad if any one could
tell me authoritatively which of the two is

correct. P. M. M.
Fair Crouch, Wadhurst, Sussex.

[Dryden's lines, which appeared in Tonson's folio

edition of
' Paradise Lost,' 1688, are said to be derived

from a Latin distich concerning Homer, Virgil, and
Milton :

Grsecia Mseonidem, jactet sibi Roma Maronem,
Anglia Miltonum jactat utrique parem.

See the
" Globe Edition

"
of Dryden's

'
Poetical

Works,' p. 622, or Johnson's ' Lives of the Poets,'
'

Milton/ ed. Birkbeck Hill, vol. i. p. 95. Oddly-
enough, the former calls the author of the Latin
lines Salvaggi ; and the latter quotes in a note
Masson as saying in his 'Milton' (i. 805), "Who
Selvaggi was I have not been able to ascertain."

Dryden's intense admiration for Virgil, and the
Latin text just cited, make it extremely unlikely
that Dante is meant. The comparison of Homer
and Virgil was a commonplace of the eighteenth
century.]

SWINBURNE TRANSLATIONS. What trans-

lations of the first series of Swinburne's
' Poems and Ballads

' have been made, intc

what languages, and where are they to be
found ? What isolated poems have been
translated ? RUPERT WONTNER.
Dr. Johnson's Buildings, Temple.

[Several poems have been done into Greek verse.]

CLOUGH. Can any reader support me
in the notion that the pronunciation of
this word in the sixteenth century and
earlier was as

" Clew "
or

"
Clo

"
inter-

changeably. GEO. C.

PALL MALL, THE GAME. Will any reader
be so kind PS to refer me to any authority
in any language giving a full description of
the game of pall mall (paille maille), sufficient

to enable one to reproduce it ?

A. FORBES SIEVEKING, F.S.A.

' THE ANTIQUITIES OF ST. PETER'S ; OR,
THE ABBEY-CHURCH OF WESTMINSTER.'
Dean Stanley in his

'

Historical Memorials
of Westminster Abbey,' 3rd ed., 1869, Pre-
face, p. x, has " '

Antiquities of St. Peter's,'

by J. Crull (usually signed J. C., sometimes
H. S.)."

In my copy, 3rd ed., 1722, the Dedication
of vol. i. to the Earl of Orrery is signed
H. S., and that of vol. ii. to Sir Richard
Steele is signed J. R. Allibone, s.v. Crull,
Jodocus, M.D., calls the book '

Antiquities
of St. Peter in the Abbey Ch. of West-
minster,' naming two editions, viz.,

"
1711,

8vo; 1722, 2 vols. 8vo." Possibly Dean
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Stanley referred to the first edition, appa-
rently in one volume. How are the initials

H. S. and J. R. to be explained as meaning
J. Crull ? Was vol. ii. by another hand ?

The two volumes are separately indexed,
but the Errata et Corrigenda of both are

given in vol. i. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

CHALK FARM, FORMERLY CHALCOT FARM,
N.W. Can any reader tell me where I can

get some information as to the proprietor
or proprietors of this farm from 1800 to
1850 ? C. H.

LATIN PRONUNCIATION.

(10 S. ix. 81, 131, 175.)

WE call ourselves a practical people,
but I doubt if any practical end will be
attained by the adoption of the new system
of Latin pronunciation which has been re-

commended by the Board of Education.
A few foreign scholars may be in favour of

it, but there is little prospect of its employ-
ment in foreign schools. I agree with
PROF. SKEAT that

" our absurd prejudices
render us the laughing-stock of intelligent

foreigners
"

; but this truism does not apply
to the pronunciation of Latin. How could
it ? The foreigners with whom we chiefly
come in contact are Frenchmen, Italians,
and Germans, who have each their own
system of pronunciation, which in every
case differs from that which is to be drilled

into the heads of our own rising generation.
No one will dispute the authority of

PROF. SKEAT with regard to questions dealing
with the phonology of Anglo-Saxon ; but

chronology is a matter of fact, and as a
member of the Royal Numismatic Society,
I hesitate to accept the dictum that

"
the

symbol v is mostly modern." On the coins
of Julius and Augustus we find the names
written as rvxivs and AVGVSTVS. Con-

temporary evidence of this nature is worth
more than that of mediaeval manuscripts.
The form of the Greek Y appears to indicate
that V was earlier than U. In mediaeval
MSS. a new form of script of uncial type
was adopted. It is not necessary to go to
recondite sources for a proof of this conten-
tion. On p. 284 of The Pall Mall Magazine
for the current month of March is a facsimile
of a page from a seventh-century Psalter.

It will be seen that besides the letter U,
the letters D, M, and others vary greatly
from those employed in inscriptions. It

can, however, hardly be supposed that the
learned experts referred to by MR. PHIPSON
can have ignored epigraphical evidence.

Perhaps one of them will state on what
coin or inscription the symbol U is found
of earlier date than V.
What is the "standard pronunciation"

laid down by the Board of Education ?

Not all the gros bonnets of the Classical

Association, backed by every assistant

master in the United Kingdom, will convince
me that the Latin language never changed
in pronunciation between the time of

Romulus and that of Odoacer. Such a

phenomenon would be contrary to all human
experience. We will assume, however, that
the Board has in its eye the Augustan age
of Rome. PROF. SKEAT couples King
Alfred and the Romans. Eight hundred

years elapsed between the day when Horace

composed his ode to Pyrrha and that on
which Alfred made his translation of Boe-
thius. Did Alfred pronounce his Latin
as Horace did ? Do we ourselves pronounce
English as it was pronounced in the time of

Henry I. ? The Romans had left England
before the Anglo-Saxons came in. The
latter adapted the phonetics of the former to

the genius of their own language, and many
variations were the result. How many
of PROF. SKEAT'S pupils could without

previous knowledge, but solely on a phonetic
basis hit on the Latin word from which
the final constituent of Manchester and
Winchester, Lancaster and Doncaster, Lei-

cester and Gloucester, is derived ? MR.
PHIPSON says that the c in Latin in geo-

graphical names is still hard, whence I

conclude that he pronounces the name of the

city from which he writes as
" Workester."

A day or two ago I asked an Italian friend,

a very able and intelligent man, if he thought
that

"
waynee, weedee, weekee," would

represent to the mind of his countrymen
the celebrated saying of Caesar. He was
too polite to laugh, but stared "consider-
able." When I asked him how he would

pronounce it, he gave the consonants much
the same sound as I was taught in an English
school, except for a slight twist to the v

in veni. In his mouth it was "
vieni."

He also told me that the letter c before e

or i did not in Latin words have the strong
ch sound that it has in modern Italian.

I agree with MR. CURRY that if we wish
to make ourselves understood on the Con-
tinent when speaking Latin, it would be
sufficient to give the vowels the Italian

sound, and to leave the consonants alone.

It may be true that the English say wine,
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and that King Alfred pronounced vinum
weenoom ; but the Italians have said vino

from time immemorial, and they have at

any rate the argument of local continuity
on their side. The Board of Education
intends, no doubt, to make for progress ;

but as many crimes or follies have been
committed in the name of progress as in that
of liberty, and if a sense of humour were
cultivated among the assistant masters,
it might not be a bad thing.

" We kiss

'im by turns
"

has been known to set even
a Girton girl laughing. As for the

"
re-

formed "
system becoming universal, the

Church of Rome, which never changes, has
to be reckoned with. W. F. PRIDEAUX.
(Jrand Hotel, Pallanza.

Are there not questions and difficulties

still outstanding in connexion with the

attempt to restore the classical pronuncia-
tion ? Might I adduce one or two, though
they may chance to be based only on my
own ignorance ?

V to have the value of w : is this certain ?

Is it certain it had not an intermediate value,
like the German w ? One would hope it

might prove so, in order to assimilate the
sound somewhat to our v.

Qu : is it certain this combination was
always =kw ? If so, what is the explanation
of the alternative orthographies quum and
cum, quotidie and cotidie, and other such ?

One would give much to know how that
common particle quum or cum really sounded
from a Roman tongue. Then there is that
other little three-letter adverb jam which
we commonly write and pronounce as if it

were so much confectionery : how did that
sound ? Apparently more like the full-
mouthed Teutonic affirmative, or the inter-
jection of defiance in the little vulgar boy's
vocabulary.
C always= fc : proof of this as before

all vowels must be very difficult. It seems
likely that it had a modified or softened
k sound before the vowels e and i not the
simple hard k, as before a and o. Modern
Greek kappa is similarly softened, so that
it is not easy to imitate a Greek's pronuncia-
tion of Kut. However, this may be deemed
a needless refinement.

Certainly we all ought to have some idea
of what the actual sounds of the Latin lan-
guage were as the periods of Cicero's orations
fell from his lips, or as Virgil recited to Oc-
taviathe majestic hexameters of his '^Eneid.'
But to use the classical pronunciation com-
monly in daily life for ordinary familiar
Latin names and phrases is a thing never

likely to be accomplished. The obstacle
is the influence of the large body of words
and phrases that are part of the ordinary
speech of educated men, and must therefore

needs be anglicized. We are never likely
to speak of Kysar and Kikero, or to find

ourselves saying,
" There seems to be a

preemah fahkiay case against him
"

; but the
matter is still soob yoodikay.

A, HASTINGS WHITE.

The remarks on Latin pronunciation
at the first reference would excite the interest

of an American reader, if for no other reason
than MR. CURRY'S certainty that no nation
can be brought to adopt a thing which has
been in use in the best schools of the United
States for at least twenty-five years, and
within the last ten or fifteen has become
virtually universal. I believe I am safe
in saying that it has long ceased to be a
question among Latin scholars in this coun-

try whether or not the
" Roman '

pronuncia-
tion should be used.
The contention of MR. CURRY, therefore,

that a change from the English to another

pronunciation is impracticable, is refuted

by the facts as to the United States. It

should certainly be as easy for one English-
speaking nation to accustom itself to the
Roman pronunciation as experience has

proved it to be for another. As a matter
of fact, the Roman pronunciation, with a
single sound for each consonant and vowel
sounds differing only in quantity, is very
much easier to learn than one which partakes
of all the irregularities and vagaries of our

English speech. Students who have used
the English pronunciation for even the first

four or five years of their Latin study acquire
ordinarily a ready use of the Roman with
about a month's training. The only tiling
that can be called a "

difficulty
"

in it is

the observance of the quantity of the
vowels ; but since a considerable familiarity
with quantity is essential also to the correct
use of the English pronunciation (not to

speak of any other reasons), the slight
additional effort involved can hardly be

urged as a legitimate objection to its use.

But perhaps the most remarkable thing
in your correspondent's position, apart
from his apparent ignorance of the degree
to which the

" new "
pronunciation already

prevails, is the system he himself would
favour, which is in effect : Every man
his own guide to Latin pronunciation.
If no other nation can understand the

Englishman's Latin now, as MR. CURRY
himself admits, and even cites authorities
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to prove, it would be an enlivening spectacle
to behold a continental or American audience
trying to follow him through Ciceronian

periods in which might be heard all the
sounds known to all the nations of modern
Europe. It seems to be quite unknown
to MB. CURRY that the so-called

" Roman "

method of pronunciation is not a caprice
of some Board of Education, prescribed,
as he himself would prescribe certain

sounds, simply because its members happen
to like them, but is the result of careful

study by philologists of the statements
of Latin grammarians and classical writers,
and of monumental inscriptions. While,
of course, the information thus obtained
is comparatively meagre, it is still sufficient

to enable us to fix upon a uniform system
which certainly approximates to the ancient
Roman speech more nearly than any
modern language does, and, even if it did
not, would be better than the condition exist-

ing until within recent years, whereby
the scholarly world has had French, Italian,

German, Spanish, and English Latin, and,
for all I know, as many other varieties
as there are nations which teach the Latin

tongue.
Oddly enough, with the sole exception,

perhaps, of consonant v, the evidence for

the ancient pronunciation is most conclusive
in regard to the very letters whose
"
reformed " sound your correspondent espe-

cially dislikes. I quote a little from it, rather

apologetically, and not because I would
seem to be giving information about what
is well known to classical scholars, but be-
cause it is perhaps unfamiliar to MR. CURRY
and those who hold like views. Whatever
he may be "willing to believe" as to the
sound of the Greek kappa, the following,
out of a number of passages which might
be cited, seem hardly susceptible of more
than one interpretation :

" Nam k quidem in nullis verbis utendum puto,
nisi quse significat, etiam ut sola ponatur. Hoc eo
non omisi, quod quidam earn quotiens a sequatur
necessarian! credunt, cum sit c littera, quse ad
omnes vocales vim suam perferat." Quintilian,
I., vii. 10.

"
Quamvis in varia figura et vario nomine sint I

et q et c, tamen quia unam vim habent tarn in
metro quam in sono, pro una littera accipi debent.'

Priscian, Keil, vol. ii. p. 13.

"K supervacua est, ut supra diximus; quse
quamvis scribetur nullam aliam vim habet quam c.'

Priscian, Keil, vol. ii. p. 36.

" Ex his quibusdam supervacuse videntur k et q
quod c littera harum possit implere." Diomedes
Keil, vol. i. p. 423.

The objector to the Roman pronunciation

s at liberty to find what authority he can
n the foregoing for a c that is ch, ts, or s.

[t may be suggested, however, that the
"act that for fifty years and more he has
mown the Roman orator as Sisero and
Jhichero is no particular proof that the
atter would have known himself by either
name.
As to the hard sound of g, the following

s commended to your contributor's atten-
tion :

"C* etiam et ff, ut supra scriptse, sono proximse,
oris molimine nisuque dissentiunt." Marius
Victorinus, Keil, vol. vi. p. 32.

It must be admitted that this, as well
as the remainder of the passage, which I

omit, will probably carry no conviction
to one who is untouched by the evidence
for a hard c. -t

It may be "
inconceivable

"
that t should

retain its hard sound in such words as

avaritia, yet, as we have the statement
that it resembled d, and are warned by
Pompeius against a "

pingue nescio quid
"

in pronouncing such words as etiam, it is

hardly evident why we should "
feel sure

"

that the soft pronunciation was in vogue
long before the seventh century.

Concerning consonant i (the Romans,
of course, had no sign for /), it is a gratifying
concession which yoxir correspondent makes,
even though he evidently feels that to make
it is to destroy the melody of the Latin

tongue. Since, however, he makes so much
account of that to which one is used as a
standard of speech, I might mention to him
that my own English-speaking pupils,

having been accustomed to a yam diet,

would be as surprised as Horace himself
to hear that all the charm of the famous
ode to Augustus was in its jam.
The discussion of the sound of consonant

v would require more space than the limits

of this reply allow.

Finally, if we had no other course,
the pronouncing of Latin by modern Italian

sounds would undoubtedly be the most

practicable as well as the most nearly
correct. To urge, however, in face of exist-

ing testimony to the contrary, that the

language of Italy, while it has undergone
such change in the forms of its words, has

experienced in two thousand years virtually
none in the sounds of its letters, is almost
on a par with declaring that the English
pronunciation to-day represents correctly
that heard in the early times of the

'

Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle

'

a thing which I suppose
one of even the most convinced tastes and
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distastes in regard to sounds would hardly

venture to do.
MARY LEAL HARKNESS.

New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.A.

[We recommend a little shilling pamphlet,
' How

to Pronounce Latin : a Few Words to Teachers and

Others,' by Dr. J. P. Postgate (George Bell & Sons),

as a good summary of expert views on the subject.]

FENIANS AND WESTERN AUSTRALIA (10 S.

ix. 188, 236). The best and most complete
account of the escape of the Fenian prisoners
from Western Australia is contained in the

ninth chapter of the
'

Life of John Boyle
O'Reilly,' by J. J. Roche. O'Reilly was
the first of the Fenians to escape from
Western Australia to America. He after-

wards assisted in dispatching the Catalpa,
an American whaler, to Western Australia,
and on that vessel six more of the Fenian
exiles succeeded in escaping to America.
The Catalpa sailed from New Bedford,
Massachusetts, on 29 April, 1875, under
the command of Capt. Anthony ; and
she left Western Australia with the six

escaped Fenians on 17 April, 1876.
J. F. HOGAN.

Royal Colonial Institute, NorthumberlandA venue.

FIRST ENGLISHMAN IN INDIA (10 S, ix.

208). According to Mr. Kirby's 'Winchester
Scholars,' p. 139, Thomas Stevens entered
that college in 1564, aged thirteen, from
Bourton, Dorset. According to Messrs.
Rashdall and Rait,

' New College,' p. 159,
there is no trace of his name in the New
College Register of Fellows and Scholars.

They add :

"
It is unlikely that a Winchester scholar could

have been a gentleman commoner at New College,
and the absence of his name from the register
affords a strong presumption that he was not a New
College man. He was afterwards Rector of the
Jesuit College in Sabrette. The impetus to Indian
trade in the end of Queen Elizabeth's reign was in
some measure owing to the interest aroused by the
reports sent home by Stevens in his letters to his
father (see Sir Georue Birdwood's '

Report on the
Old Records of the India Office,' pp. 196, 197; and
Arbor's '

English Garner,' vol. iii. p. 182)."

He is the subject of a biography in 'D.N.B.,'
Supp., iii. 355.*

Mr. Herbert Chitty in the course of a
very learned and exhaustive paper in the
Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History
Magazine, xxxii. 220, entitled

' Thomas
* A Richard Stephens (who appears to have been

an older brother or uncle of Thomas) according to
Mr. Kirby (op. cit., p. 132) entered Winchester
College in 1553, aged thirteen, from Bushton
(? Bishoi;ston), Wilts, and became a Scholar of New
College in 1559. As to this Richard Stephens, see
9 S. xi. 468 ; 10 S. ii. 35.

Stevens,
" Primus in Indis,"

'

to which
I would refer MR. HIBGAME, points out that
" within a month after his arrival at Goa he sent
home an excellent account of his voyage to his

father, Thomas Stevens, dated 10th November, 1579,
and twenty years later this letter was printed in

Hakluyfs 'English Voyages' (II. ii. 99).

The main object of Mr. Chitty' s paper is

to ascertain Thomas Stevens' s birthplace,
and in my opinion he has conclusively
proved that it was Bushton, in the parish
of Clyffe Pypard, Wilts. Mr. Chitty shows
that in 1571 Thomas Stevens of Bushton
" was deemed to be richer than his neigh-
bours in this world's goods," but had ceased
to reside at Bushton by 1576. Possibly he
was a recusant and had gone abroad. Any-
how, the fact that his son Thomas Stevens
the younger did not go to New College may
show that he was already a Catholic at heart,

though he must have conformed during
his schooldays. I know of no evidence
that he was acquainted with Edmund Cam-
pion. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

LEAP YEAR (10 S. ix. 148, 191). I do not
know whether I missed the point of MR.
PICKFORD'S query, but it has always seemed
obvious to me that the special lessons

from the New Testament were supplied
for 29 February, rather than that those which
would have come on that day in a regular
course should be left unread three years
out of four. It does not seem to have been

thought of so much consequence, either in

the Old or in the Revised Lectionary,
that the Old Testament Lessons for the 29th
should

"
fall through," and so they continue

in their course, but are read only in leap

year. J. T. F.
Durham.

This query will doubtless be answered

by those much more competent to do so

than am I, but I reply because I wish to ask
a question. Under "

bissextus
" ' The Cen-

tury Dictionary
'

says :

" Since 1662, when the Anglican liturgy was re-

vised, the 29th Day of February has been, niore

conveniently, regarded as the intercalated day in all

English-speaking countries."

This would be, of course, in connexion
with the Act of Uniformity, which received

the royal assent 19 May, 1662, and took
effect on 24 August following St. Bar-
tholomew's Day.
To the sentence quoted the

'

Century
'

adds :

"In the ecclesiastical calendars of continental

Europe, however, the 24th day of February is still

reckoned as the bissextus or intercalary day."
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While the two paragraphs taken togethe
do not absolutely assert, they certainl

strongly imply that in England, at the dat
named, the change was made in bot
the civil and the ecclesiastical calendars
or in that of the Anglican Church.
But the

'

Britannica,' sub
'

Calendar
without making any reservation, says :

" In the ecclesiastical calendar the intercalar

day is still placed between the 24th and 25th o

February ; in the civil calendar it is the 29th."

Which of these statements conveys the fact

M. C. L.
New York.

[See the replies at the second reference.]

DEFOE : THE DEVIL'S CHAPEL (10 S. ix

187). There is little doubt that the adag
regarding Satanic rivalry and alertness

concisely expressed in Defoe's couplet
came into English literature from outside
It is in the comprehensive miscellany which
appeared with George Herbert's initials

in 1640 under the title
'

Outlandish Proverbs
Sentences,' &c., and which in 1651 was
reissued with the poet's name as

'

Jacula
Prudentum.' The version with which Her-
bert thus falls to be credited is,

" No sooner
is a temple built to God but the devil builds
a chapel hard by." Among the

'

Post-
humous Poems '

of Herbert's contemporary,
Drummond of Hawthornden, one which is

called
' A Proverb '

is extended thus :

God never had a church but there, men say,
The devil a chapel hath rais'd by some wiles,
I doubted of this saw, till on a day
I westward spied great Edinburgh's Saint Giles.

With this evidence before us, it is perfectly
clear that, considerably before the time of
Defoe's literary activity, English writers
had recognized the venerable character of
the saying, and that one of them, without

evincing the supreme touch that compasses
epigrammatic felicity, had at least antici-

pated him in the conviction that it merited
the distinction of a metrical dress.

THOMAS BAYNE.

Defoe had many predecessors in the use
of this saying. The earliest example with
which I am acquainted is in Nashe's '

Christs
Teares '

(1593) in
' Works '

(Grosart), iv. 57 :" Hath not the diuell hys Chappell close

adioyning to Gods Church ?
" The same

writer in
' Have with you to Saffron Wai-

den,' 1596 ('Works,' iii. 98), says: "As
like a Church and an ale-house, God and
the divell, they manie times dwell neere

together." Dekker, in his
' Rauens Al-

manacke' (1609), in 'Works' (Grosart),

iv. 220, has the terse version :

" And where
God hath a Church, the Deuill hath a

Chappell."
Other references are George Herbert's

'

Jacula Prudentum ' and Aleyn's
'

History
of Henry VII.,' 1638, p. 136.

G. L. APPERSON.

In Bancroft's famous anti-Puritan sermon
of 9 Feb., 1588/9, p. 30, we find :

" Where
Christ erecteth his church, the divell in the
same church-yarde will have his chappell,"
the saying being attributed to Luther.
The reference is, I suppose, to his

' Von den
Conciliis und Kirchen,' 1539 (' Werke,'
ed. 1826-57, xxv. 378) :

" Da nu der
Teufel sahe dass Gott eine solche heilige
Kirche bauet, feiret er nicht, und bauet
seine Capellen dabei, grosser denn Gottes
Kirche ist." So also Melbancke's

'

Philo-

timus,' 1583, sig. El:" Wher God buildes
a church, the deuill builds a chappell."
Several other instances could, I believe,
be found before the close of the century.

R. B. McKERROW.
[MR. E. YARDLEY also thanked for reply.]

WHITE ENSIGN: NATIONAL FLAG (10 S.

ix. 128, 154, 174). The correctness of the
latter part of D.'s reply at the second refer-

ence seems open to question. As regards
the Union flag or Jack, as it is generally
ailed there was some considerable corre-

spondence a few years back, to which refer-

ence might be made. The Jack may be
he official national flag, but it is not the
national flag in the sense of the flag which
all of the nation may hoist, in the manner
hat, for instance, a Frenchman hoists the
-ricolour. The Jack is strictly the flag
iown by an Admiral of the Fleet ; see the
Order in Council quoted in the earlier corre-

pondence. Formerly generals and many
other officials flew the Jack. But now,
or the army, this flag is

"
differenced

"

>y the addition of a shield with crown
and crossed swords in the centre ; whilst

he Jacks of ambassadors, the Viceroy of

ndia, Governors, consuls, &c., are all
'

differenced
"
by central badges. It seems

oubtful whether the Jack is strictly the

ag that should be displayed on the Victoria

'ower or Government offices ; and even

anking churches and schools as Government
uildings, their claim to the Jack seems

qually doubtful. Those who, like Lord
death and Lord Rosebery, are doing such
xcellent work in presenting the Union Jack
o schools, and stimulating the patriotism
f the rising generation, are, according to

ome authorities, guilty of irregular, if not
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illegal acts. In the former correspondence
above alluded to it was related by me how,
within my knowledge, a non-official was

imprisoned for insisting on flying the Jack
in an Indian cantonment ; and the action

of a consul towards an archdeacon who was

guilty of the same terrific offence was
further instanced. Last year a correspondent
in The Times related how a local Bumble
had called upon a rector to lower the Jack
flown by him at a school. And as the absurd

regulation now stands, Mr. Bumble may not
have been wrong. I fly the Jack on a tower
of this old castle, and, as every Swiss has a

right to hoist the Federal flag, I am supposed
to be within my rights in flying what is

believed to be my national flag, and no
Bumble molests me.
A remedy has been suggested by me in

The Times and in
'

N. & Q.' more than once.
In several foreign countries the official flag
is

"
differenced

" from the national flag

by the addition in the centre of the royal
arms, as in fact is done in our own country
in respect to most official departments.
Our Government has only to carry this

system one step further, and by an Order
in Council to prescribe for the use of the
Admiral of the Fleet or the navy, a shield
with, say, a crown and anchor in the centre,
and for all other official departments, say,
the crown and royal cipher as their badge,
and the Union Jack, without the official

centre, is then left free for the use of all

Britons at home or abroad. Such an Order
would be welcomed by all Britons through-
out the Empire, and would satisfactorily
dispose of the present inconvenient position.

J. H. RIVETT-CARNAC.
Schloss Rothberg, Switzerland.

P.S. I am reminded that the use of the
Red Ensign (a red flag with a small Jack
in the corner) is open to all His Majesty's
subjects. But the Briton loves his Jack,
and would not willingly accept the lopsided
substitute proposed.

If, as stated by MR. HOWARD COLLINS
at the last reference, it is a fact that the
Kpyal Standard "has been restricted to
His Majesty's own personal use," I think
it is much to be regretted.
The Royal Standard is the prettiest

English flag there is, and during Queen
Victoria's reign (and before, too) it alwaysformed the most prominent piece of decora-
tion at all public festivals. See, for example,the old illustrations of any public event
whether in the streets of London or on the
Thames.

But of late it has not generally (though
it has occasionally) been used for decoration.
The result of its disuse is that the coming

generation do not know it when they see
it. The popular use did no harm that I can
see, but the contrary.
When the late Emperor of Russia was in

London, he objected, I have heard, to the
Russian Imperial flag being flown in our
streets. The result is that not a soul in

England has the slightest notion what that

flag is like.

If the Royal Standard were flown, as a

sign of gladness, over a house in the Strand,
would any one imagine the king resided
there ? RALPH THOMAS.

D. states that the White Ensign
"

is the

flag of the royal navy." As this is open to

misinterpretation, may I add that it is also
the flag of the Royal Yacht Squadron a
yacht club stationed at Cowes, I.W. any
one of its several hundred members being
entitled to fly it on his own yacht, by the

special permission of the Admiralty contained
in an "

Admiralty warrant "
?

What is D.'s authority for saying that
"
the right flag for a church is the National

or Union flag" ? F. HOWARD COLLINS.
Torquay.

[We assume D. means that the National or
Union flag being in order on any occasion it cannot
be out of order for a church.]

' ENGLISH MINSTRELSY' (10 S. ix. 170).
The materials of this collection were

selected, arranged, and edited by Walter
Scott. Its chief interest perhaps lies in its

including Coleridge's
' Love '

in the version
which under the title of

'

Introduction
to the Tale of the Dark Ladie

' had ap-
peared in The Morning Post, 21 Dec., 1799.
This editio princeps Scott infinitely preferred
to the revised and curtailed version in
'

Lyrical Ballads,' vol. i., ed. 1800. He
says so, I think, in a letter (' Familiar
Letters of Sir W. S.,' 1893) to Miss Smith
(afterwards Mrs. Bartley), the tragedienne
who played Donna Teresa in Coleridge's
play

' Remorse '

at Drury Lane in January-
February, 1813.

L. A. W. will find that Lockhart has duly
recorded Scott's connexion with '

English
Minstrelsy,' which, he says,

" John Ballan-

tyne & Co. published in the summer of 1810"
(' Life of Sir W. S.,' chap. xx.). On 2 March,
1810, Scott sent an early copy to his friend

Morritt, then at Portland Place, W., with
a letter which Lockhart prints at length.
In the Index to the

'

Life
'

the book is

referred to under '

English
'

not under
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'

Minstrelsy
'

which doubtless explains
L. A. W.'s inability to find any mention of
it. Wordsworth's '

Tintern Abbey
'

is also
in this collection. THOMAS HUTCHINSON.

'English Minstrelsy' was edited by William
Erskine, Lord Kinnedder, with the assistance
of Sir Walter Scott ; vide

' The Scott Ex-
hibition, 1871, Catalogue,' Edinburgh, 1872,

p. 146, note on item 377,
' Sketch of the

Life and Character of the late Lord Kin-
nedder.' J. T. JOHNSTONE.

24, Dundonald Street, Edinburgh.

According to Lowndes,
'

English Min-

strelsy : being a Selection of Fugitive
Poetry,' &c., was " made by John Ballan-

tyne, under the guidance of Sir Walter
Scott." This seems not unlikely, although
the statement is somewhat hard to cor-

roborate. The work is not referred to in

the notices given of Ballantyne in Cham-
bers' s 'Eminent Scotsmen' and Anderson's
*
Scottish Nation,' nor is it mentioned in the

fairly comprehensive introduction which
Motherwell in 1827 prefixed to his

' Min-

strelsy Ancient and Modern.'
THOMAS BAYNE.

LUMINOUS OWLS (10 S. ix. 171, 218).
Folks used to talk, when I was a lad, about
"
sheeny owls," which could be seen in

the dark ; but the name had reference,

so far as I can remember, to the round eyes
of the bird, which sent out light enough
to enable it to see its food.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

* LANG o' LEA,' IKISH SONG (10 S. ix.

129). This Anglo-Irish song was written

to an air dating from about 1760, and was
known as

' New Langolee,' to distinguish
it from an older, and far different, air,
' Old Langolee.'

' Old Langolee
' was also

known as
' The Humours of Ballymagairy,'

and Goldsmith wrote a song to the air,

which he introduced into
' She Stoops to

Conquer
'

(" Ah me ! when shall I marry
me?"), in 1773, subsequently arranged

by Beethoven. The earliest reference to
* New Langolee' is in 1774, by the Rev.

Dr. Campbell, an Irish rector ; and the air

was printed by Thompson in his
'

Country
Dames' in 1775, and by Aird in 1782.

Robert Burns, writing to Thomson on
7 April, 1793, says :

" The ' Banks of the Dee '

(song written by John

Tait, of Edinburgh, in 1775) is, you know, literally
'

Langolee
'

in slow time. You are quite right in

inserting the last five in your list, though they are

certainly Irish."

In Wilson's 'St. Cecilia' (1779) there are
two songs to the Irish air of

'

Langolee,'
i.e.,

' New Langolee.' John O'Keeffe also

(1780) wrote a song to it. The present
song dates only from 1800, and was printed
in Crosby's 'Irish Repository' (1808). Gior-
dani introduced the air into his

'

Medley
Overture' in 1779 ; and finally Tom Moore
set

" Dear Harp of my country
"

to it in
1815. W. H. GRATTAN FLOOD, Mus.D.
Enniscorthy.

This song is to be found in
' The Universal

Songster,' vol. ii. p. 215, with the title of
'

Paddy Bull's Expedition,' with Collins
as the author. There are six stanzas. The
first is as follows :

When I took my departure from Dublin's sweet
town,

And for England's own self through the seas I did
plough ;

For lour long days and nights I was tossed up and
down,

Like a quid of chewed hay in the throat of a cow ;

While afraid off the deck in the ocean to slip, sir,
I clung like a cat, fast hold for to keep, sir,
Round about the big post that grows out of the

ship, sir ;

Oh ! I never more thought to sing
'

Langolee.'

Here is the last stanza :

Ough ! long life to the moon for a fine noble
creature,

That serves us for lamplight each night in the
dark ;

While the sun only shines in the day, which by
nature

Wants no light at all, as you all may remark ;

But, as for the moon, by my sowle, 1
:

11 be bound,
sir,

It would save the whole nation a great many pounds.
sir,

To subscribe for to light him up all the year-
round, sir.

Or I '11 never sing more about '

Langolee.

This version does not agree with F. F. K.'s
in every detail ; notably

'

Langolee
'

is

given instead of 'Lang o' Lea.' "Him"
in the last line but one apparently means
the moon. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

WORDSWORTH AND BROWNING (10 S. viii.

466 ;
ix. 33, 93). If it be granted that

Wordsworth was a consistent writer (and
it is generally argued that his genius was,
at all events, not erratic), the ideas of his

philosophy of Nature, and the expressions
under which he interpreted it, must be re-

garded as of like character throughout his

work. On this ground MR. BAYNE' s explana-
tion of the sonnet referred to seems to me
to be the only possible one. The "

Being
"

of the sonnet is identically the " Presence
"

of the Tintern Abbey reflections, the
" Wis-

dom "
of the '

Prelude,' and the "
Being

"
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of
' The Excursion.' What else have we in

the sonnet than an iteration of the though
in the first-mentioned of these poems
It also celebrates indeed

A sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man :

A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.

Again, Wordsworth never uses the wore
"
Being" to describe any inanimate object

He personifies the sea, but never under
this designation. His usage in this respect
is illustrated with precision in the

'

Elegiac
Stanzas

' on Peele Castle :

How perfect was the calm ! it seemed no sleep ;

No mood, which season takes away, or brings :

I could have fancied that the mighty Deep
Was even the gentlest of all gentle Things.

The variant adduced of date 1836 is no
proof that the poet intended this to convey
his personification of the sea more distinc-

tively. It undoubtedly obscures the im-

pression of universal Power of which he

spoke, and whose activity is exem-
plified in the thunder of the sea. He there-
fore refrained from finally adopting it. .

In order to make his interpretation square
with a general principle in art, MR. FORD
propounds a novel theory of sonnet structure.
This is quite inaccurate. To say, as he
does, that the thought of a sonnet is to be
found "in the close" is to stamp that

graceful literary form as a singularly
irrelevant sort of composition. Blanco
White's fine sonnet has, it is true, an
epigrammatic conclusion ; but it is none
the better a product for that. The sonnet,
as a rule, has a perfectly balanced strain
of thought from beginning to end. The
sonnets of our best sonneteers are all of
this nature those of Shakespeare, Milton,
Wordsworth, Keats, Hartley Coleridge, Mrs.
Browning, Rossetti. Mr. Watts-Duntoh
settled this matter once and for all when
he declared the end of the true sonnet
to be
" that a single wave of emotion when emotion is
either too deeply charged with thought, or too
much adulterated with fancy, to pass spontaneously
into the movements of pure lyric shall be embodied
in iv single metrical flow and return."

The whole sonnet, in fact, is laden with
thought ; it is not distinguished by the
occurrence of

" an isolated thought
"

just
before it reaches the close of an inconsequent
existence. The result of MR. FORD'S inter-

pretation is, it must be added, disastrous

to the sense of Wordsworth's sonnet..
Stretched on the Procrustes bed of his-

theory of structure, this sonnet is visited
with distortion and collapse. W. B.

BAFFO'S POEMS (10 S. vii. 449 ; viii. 175),
What Jacques Casanova says about

Giorgio Baffo and his poems is, I think,
worth noting. See ' Memoires de Jacques
Casanova,' Bruxelles, J. Rozez, or Paris,
Gamier freres, vol. i. chap. i. Baffo, having
been a great friend of Gaetan Joseph Jacques
Casanova, dancer and comedian, father of

Jacques, remained after the former's death
a good friend to the widow Zanetta and the
boy. At the age of eight Jacques was in
feeble health from frequent haemorrhage.
Baffo consulted the famous physician Macop
at Padua, who advised in writing that the
boy should have change of air, arguing
that the thickness of the blood was caused
by the air (i.e. of Venice) which he breathed.

Consequently he was taken to Padua,
where he became healthy and strong. He
speaks of Baffo as

"
sublime genie, poete

dans le plus lubrique de tous les genres,
mais grand et unique," saying that to him
be owed his life. He remarks :

" Les inquisiteurs d'Etat ve"nitiens aurout par
sprit de pie"te contribue a sa cele"brite ; car, en
3erse"cutant ses ouvrages manuscrits, ils les firent
devenir pre"cieux : ils auraient dii savoir que upreta
exolescunt."

There is more about Baffo in the same
ihapter, e.g., he as well as the Abbe Grimani
and the widow Casanova took Jacques
to Padua by the Brenta Canal in a burchiello,
which is duly described. It appears to-

lave been like what we call a "
houseboat."

This was in 1734, and Casanova says that
Baffo died twenty years later, the last of his
ancient patrician family, The dictionaries

e.g.,
'

Biographie Universelle
'

) give 1768
as the date of his death.

It is interesting to note that Bonneau's
:opy of

' Le Poesie di Giorgio Baffo
'

(see
S. vii. 449) had belonged to Lord Pem-

>roke. Very possibly this was Casanova's
riend (see Rozez ed., v. 445, or Gamier ed.,
i. 385, &c.) the tenth Earl of Pembroke.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

THE " HAZEL "
IN POLITICS (10 S. ix. 126).

The blackthorn is hardly political. Its
use may be known from the formula ' ' Wher-
ever you see a head, hit it." The hazel
rith its lithe length has been used politically,
t is of all trees the one needful for driving
-attle. Hence its use by the Irish of to-day.

JOHN P. STILWELL.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, to.

Fynes Mori/son's Itinerary. 4 vols. (Glasgow, Mac-
Lehose & Sons.)

FEW books of travel have the peculiar and intimate
charm to be found in that of Fynes Moryson, whose
'

Itinerary
'

is now printed in full for the first time
since its original publication in 1617. The volumes
before us are replete with interest. In addition to
much discerning discourse on the ground traversed,
the cities visited, and the price of meals in each
place (the last item figuring rather largely in the
earlier chapters), we are treated to sundry little

wayside incidents or "
merry accidents." Here is

an extract from a letter to his friend Francis
Markham at Heidelberg, describing his journey
from Frankfort to Brunswick :

"
I comming first to

the Coach, tooke the most commodious seat, which
these my worthy companions (forsooth) tooke in ill

part, yet neither their murmuring nor rude speeches
could make me yeeld the place to them."
An evident desire to contemplate all sides of a

question appears in his remarks on the origin of the
name of Basel. He speaks of this city as "having
the name of a Basiliske, slaine by a knight covered
with cristall, or of the word Pasell, which in Dutch
signifies a beaten path, or of the greeke word
/3(ifft\tuc, as a kingly city."

A large portion of the first volume is devoted to

Italy, more especially Rome and Florence. In the
latter place the mention of

" the Duke's wilde
beasts is rather astonishing : "The Duke kept
fierce wilde beasts in a little round house, namely,
five Lyons, five Wolves, three Eagles, three Tygers
(of black and gray colour, not unlike Cats, out
much greater), one wilde Cat (like a Tyger), Beares,
Leopards (spotted with white, black, and red, and
used sometimes for hunting), an Indian Mouse
(with a head like our Mise, but a long hairie

taile, so fierce and big, that it could easily kill

one of our Cats), and wilde Boares." His com-
ments, too, on the Venice of the day then on the
eve of its decline are of exceptional interest.

In the journey to Jerusalem, however, the narra-
tive is perhaps at its best, and in the account of

the city and the holy places. The author's atti-

tude towards the more legendary of these is that
of a devout man, but a good Protestant, as may be
observed in the note concerning the spot marked
44 in his "description of the Citie ot Jerusalem
and the Territorie." "Here they shew a place
where they say (beleeye it who list) that S. Thomas
after the Virgmes buriall, did see her both in body
and soule assumed into heaven, and that she

casting her girdle to him, gave it for testimony
thereof, that all others might beleeve it. In my
opinion they did well to make Saint Thomas see

it, for otherwise hee would never have beleeved it."

The traveller and those with him amon" whom
were three friars who seemed to have proved them-
selves rather trying companions explored Jeru-
salem and its environs with comparatively little

discomfort, except for two or three stonings and
some slight annoyance at the outset from the

inhabitants, who, esteeming them
"
Princes, because

wee wore gloves and brought with us shirts, and
like necessaries, though otherwise we were most

poorely appareled, yet when we went to see the

monuments, they sent out their boys to scorne us,

who leaped upon our backes from the higher parts
of the streete, we passing in the lower part, and
snatched from us our hats and other things, while
their fathers were no less ready to doe us all

injuries, which we were forced to bear silently and
with incredible patience."
The party, on the other hand, apparently suffered

no molestation at the hands of the Turkish autho-
rities of the period, if we except the terrifying
conduct of the "

Agha, who kept the Castle of Jeru-
salem, and when we walked one evening on that part-
of the roofe of our Monastery, whence we had the
fairest

prospect into the City, he sent a messenger
to command us to retire from beholding the Castle,
or otherwise he would discharge a peece of Ordi-
nance at us."
The principal danger attending the Protestant

lay
travellers seems to have been the risk of their

religion being discovered by the friars of the
monastery, and the author relates the "

Tragicall
Example

'

of two Englishmen and two Flemings
who had stayed there in the August of the preceding
year.
The journey back to England, by way of Joppa,

Tripoli, Aleppo, Crete, and Venice during the
former part of which the author's brother, who was
with him, died is of absorbing interest, and the
volumes including as they do ' The History of the
Rebellion of Hugh, Earl of Tyrone,' several

admirably reproduced maps and plans, and disqui-
sitions on the laws and customs of the various

European States are a most valuable record of

contemporary history, life, and manners. As regards
externals, they are all that can be desired, being
bound in the best taste, clearly printed on excellent

paper, and, though by no means small, light and
convenient to hold.

Colonel Nathaniel Whetham : a Forgotten Soldier of
the Civil Wars. By Catherine D. Whetham and
William C. D. Whetham. (Longmans & Co.)

MR. WHETHAM and his wife began this record
" as a contribution to family history with no idea
of publication. But as new material came to light,
the writers were fascinated by the study of the
records of the seventeenth century." A similar lire-

possession in favour of the general history of the
period is, we think, needed to make this book
attractive. A large portion of it is occupied by a-

summary of events in which Col. Whetham plays
no part, and there are large gaps in the history of
his personal movements. We have no special in-

sight provided into his person or manners none
of those little touches which make a man live
before us; while the details of the Commonwealth
period have been already so extensively sought
out and printed in many books that they are
familiar to us, and the Puritan style of corre-

spondence is dry, if sensible.

Col. Whetham came from a Dorset family, and
was a well-to-do Londoner when he joined the
Parliamentary forces. He was made Governor of

Northampton in 1643, and took part in the siege of

Banbury. In January, 1648/9, he bought the lord-

ship and manor of Chard ; and in September, 1649.
he was made Governor of Portsmouth, a place of

great importance owing to the sea trade. It is

evident that he was an exceptionally clear-headed
and sensible man of affairs. As a member of
Parliament he rebuked Cromwell's proposal to
make the Protectorship hereditary in the words of
the prophet to Ahab, "Hast thou killed, and also
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taken possession ?
" The authors add :

" This is the

most dramatic view of Whetham's character that

we possess." We should rather say that it is the

only dramatic touch concerning him in all these

iiaL'i-*.

Here is the most interesting passage that we have

found in the general history involved. From 1652

to 1654 England was at war with Holland, and " the

method of impressment was humorously ineffective.

In different parts of the country, especially in the

maritime counties, men were arrested, given travel-

ling money, and told to report themselves at Ports-

mouth. Many good seamen hid to escape being

pressed, but the ingenious loafer took the obvious

advantage which the system offered. He frequented
a seaport till pressed, took the conduct-money,
visited another seaport, and got pressed again under

the same or another name. Thus he obtained a

pleasant and fairly regular source of income, while

those unfortunate men who really manned the ships
were months or years in arrear with their pay. It

is not surprising that on one occasion only one man
arrived at Portsmouth out of a list of twenty-eight
who had received three shillings and sixpence
conduct-money.

"

The style of the book throughout is excellent, and
we only wish that there had been more original
matter to justify its existence.

George Morland. By C. C. Williamson. (Bell &
Sons.)

IN compiling this biography the author admits his

indebtedness to several earlier authorities, notably

George Dawe, who was on intimate terms with

Morland, and published a biography of him shortly
after the painter's death. Dr. Williamson has
succeeded in producing an eminently readable
little volume. Tie traces the career or an extra-

ordinary, albeit ill-starred genius from his earliest

days to his death, and supplies a critical disciui-

aition on Morland's methods and works. The life

.and character of George Morland as a man and an

.artist, his intemperate habits, love of debased

society, fondness for children and animals, lack of

principle, extraordinary industry, added to a mas-

tery of his art, form too complex a jumble , of

conflicting elements for any really satisfactory con-
clusion to be reached ; and although we cannot say
that the present volume is everything that could be
wished, within its limitations it is satisfactory.
With all his appreciation of Morland's genius, the
author does not attempt to gloss over his moral
and social defects. His sottish habits, and utter
lack of a sense of honour in meeting his obligations,
.are exposed ; whilst his imperfections as an artist
jire not concealed. Dr. Williamson's estimate of
Morland's life and character is a fair specimen of
his own style :

" Here was a dissolute, drunken man, able to spend
the greater part of his time loafing about in evil

company, and yet when three parts drunk he could,
by the magic of his genius, produce pictures which
in his day passed to his creditors as current coin,
and are now of incalculable importance. He was
a man of no ambition, content to repeat himsell
indefinitely, an inveterate potboiler, and possessed
of a cynical disregard of anything beyond the desire
to satisfy quickly the immediate cravings of himsell
or his creditors, and his productions were the
hasty efforts of a careless craftsman ; but yet,
owing to some astonishing faculty, they M'ere works
of genius, si>ontaneous, truthful, and the greater

jart of them really valuable contributions to

English art."
In connexion with this delineation Henley's
pitaph is worth quoting :

"
Obliging dealers aiding, he coined himself into

guineas, and so, like the passionate uiithrift he
was, he flung away his genius and his life in hand-
:uls, till nothing else was left him but the silence
and the decency of death."

The book is profusely illustrated with reproduc-
tions of Morland's best-known works, several of
which are good examples of artistic colour-printing.
The five appendixes, viz.,

'

List of Pictures Exhi-
Dited,'

* List of Pictures exhibited on Loan ' ' Pro-

prietors of Paintings,'
'

Chronological Catalogue of

Engravings, Etchings, &c.,' and ' Short Biblio-

graphy,' should prove of interest to connoisseurs,
but are, unfortunately, far from complete.

MR. CHARLES HICHAM writes :

" The daily
newspapers last week furnished some information

concerning the removal of Swedenborg's body from
its present resting-place in the Swedish Church,
Prince's Square, Ratcliffe Highway, to Stockholm.
Coincident with the efforts necessary to accomplish
this result has been the issue of the earlier volumes
of a new edition of his scientific works in the

original Latin or Swedish. This publication was
suggested by a Committee appointed by the Royal
Academy of Sciences in Stockholm. Introductions
to the volumes are to be furnished by members of
the Committee ; and its President, Prof. Gustav
Retzius. supplies, in a Preface to Vol. I., an account
of the labours of the Committee. The writers of
Introductions are Profs. Alfred G. Nathorst, Svaute
Arrhenius, Gustav Retzius, and S. E. Henschen ;

and the volumes are
being

edited by Mr. Alfred H.
Stroh of Philadelphia. The last-named is acting as
the agent in Sweden of the American Swedenborg
Scientific Association, and is also superintending
the photographic reproduction of the manuscript of

Swedenborg's 'Index Biblicus' on behalf of the
English Swedenborg Society. Mr. Stroh has recently
issued for private circulation a reproduction of the
catalogue of an auction-sale at Stockholm on 28 Nov.,
1772, the first eight pages of which describe the

library of Emanuel Swedenborg, who had departed
this life on 29 March in the same year. This pam-
phlet will prove useful to future biographers of the

great Swede, whose influence in literature seems to
be extending over an ever-widening-area."

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the namv
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

F. J. T. Too scientific for us.

NOTTCE.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we dp not

print, and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHEN^UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

OUR FIRST AMBASSADOR TO CHINA. MODERN EGYPT.
THE ADMIRALTY OF THE ATLANTIC. ANNALI DELL' ISLAM.
THE DUKE'S MOTTO. THE ANCIENT LAW. THE MARQUIS AND PAMELA.

THE FLY ON THE WHEEL. ISLE RAVEN. MANY JUNES. THE NIGHT
THAT BRINGS OUT STARS. A COMEDY OF MOODS. THE CASTAWAY.

THE REISSUE OF THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY. INDIA AND THE
EMPIRE. THE NEW DOMINION. MEMOIRS OF A RUSSIAN GOVERNOR.
"EVERSLEY EDITION" OF TENNYSON. NELSON'S LIBRARY. QUI ETES
VOUS? 'THE WESTERN INDEPENDENT' CENTENARY.

NOTES FROM CAMBRIDGE.
SCIENTIFIC PAPERS. THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRIC WAVE TELEGRAPHY.

THE ROMANCE OF STEEL. DARWINISM TO'- DAY. TECHNICAL
THERMODYNAMICS. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS. RESEARCH NOTES.

TWO BOOKS ON ENGRAVING. EXHIBITIONS OF WORKS BY LIVING ARTISTS.
EARLY BRITISH MASTERS. MR. McLEAN'S GALLERY.

MARJORY STRODE. THE GRAND GUIGNOL COMPANY.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on

LORD CROMER ON MODERN EGYPT. THE PROGRAMME OF MODERNISM.
THE VICTORIA HISTORY OF LEICESTER.
A FORGOTTEN SOLDIER OF THE CIVIL WARS.
NEW NOVELS: The Heart of a Child; Mothers in Israel; Her Besetting Virtue; A Modern

Antique ; An Actor's Love Story ; Sarah's Mother ; The Chichester Intrigue ; The Gentle

Thespians ; The Man who was Thursday ; Mrs. Mulligan's Millions ; Rachel Chalfont ; Going
through the Mill.

ECCLESIASTICAL BIOGRAPHIES.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : The Complete Mountaineer ; A Century of Political Development ; Venice ;

A Roll of Honour ; Toledo ; Festschrift of the Congress of Schoolmen ; Idlehurst ; The Human
Boy Again ; Eighteenpenny Illustrated Dickens ; Macaulay's Selected Essays ; The Handy
Newspaper List ; Two German Booksellers' Catalogues.

NOTES FROM PARIS; MILTONIANA IN AMERICA; 'CINTRA AND LISBON'; THE
BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Comparative Electro-Physiology ; Two Oxford Physiologists ; Anthropological Notes ;

Societies ; Meeting Next Week ; Gossip.
FINE ARTS : The Burial Customs of Ancient Egypt ; The Whitechapel Art Gallery ; Diirer and

Rembrandt Prints at Mr. Gutekunst's Gallery ; Sales : Gossip ; Exhibitions.

MUSIC : Gossip ; Performances Next Week.
DRAMA : Romeo and Juliet ; Ibsen's Works.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENAEUM will contain Articles on

MISS I. A. TAYLOR'S LADY JANE GREY AND HER TIMES.
AND

NOTES FROM OXFORD.

The ATHENJSUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenaeum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C. And of all Newsagents.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

CRITICAL ESSAYS OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

crown svo, Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by J. E. SPINGARN. Vol. I. 1605-

5s. net each. 165Q. Vol. II. 1650-1685.

COLERIDGE'S BIOGRAFHIA LITERARIA
AND AESTHETICAL ESSAYS.

8s. net. By J. SHAWCROSS. 2 vols.

COLERIDGE'S LITERARY CRITICISM.
Fcap. svo, With an Introduction by J. W. MACKAIL.

2s. 6d. net. [New Volume, Oxford LUrrary of Prose and Poetry.

ENGLISH SOCIETY IN THE
ELEVENTH CENTURY.

Essays in English Mediaeval History. By Dr. PAUL VINOGRADOFF.
Scotsman. "Prof. VinogradofTs new volume forms"a proper companion to his

prior book upon Villainage in England It displays with a minute and exact learn-

ing which must make the work invaluable to students of the social history of the
16s.net.

period the features of a time of transition The work embodies an enormous
amount of solid and well-digested learning in a field of historical inquiry rich in

lessons bearing upon the political and economic problems of to-day."

FREDERIC WILLIAM MAITLAND.
Two Lectures and a Bibliography. By A. L. SMITH.

Spectator.
" This is a tribute of praise worthy of the man to whose memory it

is paid more it would not be possible to say No one could be better qualified to
8vo>

speak of his work than Mr. A. L. Smith. He knows it well, and he can appreciate
2s. 6d. net.

jt jn a wav ^&^ shows a real mastery of the subject. Whether he is speaking of the

general temper of the man, or of special instances in which he brought an illu-

minating genius to bear on problems of history, he always puts the case with remark-
able clearness."

BONAPARTISM.
Six Lectures delivered in the University of London. By H. A L. FISHER.

_,
'

. United Service Magazine.
" The lectures are of surpassing interest, and should

8 * ' '

be very widely read and appreciated."

PBOSPECTUSBS POST FBEB ON APPLICATION.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press, Amen Corner, E.G.

Published Weekly b JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings. Chancery lane. E.G. : and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, K.C.-HatHrday, March 28, 1908.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.
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" The new series of Bonn's Libraries, on which judicious bookbuyers have long learned to keep a
careful eye." Athenceum.

This world-famous Series now includes nearly 800 volumes of Standard Works in English Literature

and Translations from all the European Languages, including Works on

HISTORY ARCHEOLOGY SCIENCE POETRY
BIOGRAPHY THEOLOGY NATURAL HISTORY ART
TOPOGRAPHY ANTIQUITIES PHILOSOPHY FICTION

With Dictionaries and other Works of Reference.

Price 3s. 6d. or 5s. per Volume (with exceptions).

NEW VOLUMES.
3 vols. small post 8vo, 3s. 6d. each.

RANKE'S HISTORY OF
THE POPES DURING THE
LAST FOUR CENTURIES.

Mrs. FOSTER'S Translation, Revised and

Considerably Augmented, in accordance with

the latest German Edition. By G. R.

DENNIS, B.A.

Small post, 8vo, 3*. 6d.

MIGNET'S HISTORY OF
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

From 1789 to 1814. New and Revised Edition,

entirely reset.

"Mignet's striking, if not wholly impartial,

history of the Revolution perhaps the best short

history.
" A thencnum.

12 vols. small post 8vo, 5s. each.

THE PROSE WORKS OF
JONATHAN SWIFT.

Edited by TEMPLE-SCOTT. Vols. I. -XI.

[Ready.

Vol. XII. Bibliography and Full Index, with
Essays on the Portraits of Swift and Stella, by the
Right Hon. Sir FREDERIC FALKINER, K.C.,
and on the Relations between Swift and Stella by
the Very Rev. J. H. BERNARD, D.D. With 2
Portraits. [Ready shortly.

Small post 8vo, 5s.

LUCRETIUS :a Prose Translation.

By H. A. J. MUNRO. Reprinted from the
Final (Fourth) Edition. With an Introduction

by J. D. DUFF, M.A.

Write for Detailed Catalogue, which will be sent on application.

London : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York House, Portugal Street, W.C.
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rtrfcl 1 7 A TT? wishing to Buy anything, or to

K If 1 V A 1 H -Sell anything, or to Exchange1 I\l fA A 14
Hliythjng WITH OTHER PHI-

Ffc r< ffcO /\\TC l'^r# PERSONS, easily, quickly,KrwSIIN^ cheaply, and to the very best
1 l^I\*JVri!J advantage, will find no better

medium than THE BAZAAR, EXCHANGE & MART
newspaper, which has been established for this purpose for

40 years, during which time millions of pounds' worth of

property has changed hands through its instrumentality.

Everyone wants something and Everyone has something
to sell that at present is of no use to him. Anything and

everything, from the commonest to the most out-of-the-way

article, can readilv be procured or disposed of on the best
Terms through this paper. It has also a mass of reading
matter of great interest to all, men and women alike. Get
a copy and see for yourself. To be had at all railway
bookstalls and newsagents', price 2d. A specimen copy will

be sent for Id. stamp towards postage. Office : Bazaar

Buildings, Drury Lane, London. Telegrams: "Bazaar,
London/' Telephone : Central 9189.
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JEbfei.

SAMUEL RICHARDSON'S SUPPOSED
KINSFOLK AT DERBY.

IN the small volume on '

Derbyshire
'

which the Rev. Dr. J. Charles Cox con-
tributed to Methuen's

"
Little Guides "

series in 1903 are given short biographies
of various

" worthies "
belonging to the

county. At the conclusion of his account
of Samuel Richardson (1689-1761) the

novelist, Dr. Cox asserts that
"
the grand-

mother of the writer of this
'

Little Guide,'

Mary Richardson (daughter of George
Richardson of Derby), born in 1768, was
great-niece of Samuel the novelist."

As I have devoted some attention
to Richardson's kinsfolk, this statement
was of considerable interest to me, especially
as I felt that Dr. Cox's reputation as an

antiquary who for some forty years had
trained himself in the hard school of arduous

practical research, and had accustomed
himself to the weighing of historical evidence
of all kinds, justified me in accepting it

as accurate. In the presence of a distin-

guished antiquary, who for a lifetime must
have been teaching himself to rely only upon
trustworthy records and to reject tradition

when unsupported by independent evidence,
and who has, moreover, written a little

book enforcing the lessons of his experience,
we become trusting as little children, willing

and even anxious to be led into the dark
recesses of the past, knowing that, while
his one hand clasps our own and guides
our faltering footsteps, the other bears
aloft the lamp of Truth.

Innocent, therefore, and with a mind
unsoured even by a suspicion of doubt,
I allowed myself to believe that Samuel
Richardson was not merely the author of
'

Clarissa,' but also the great-great-grand-
uncle of Dr. Cox. It only remained for me
to find out for myself the exact line of his
descent. A reference to

' The Collegiate
Church of All Saints, Derby,' a valuable work
written by Dr. Cox himself in conjunction
with Mr. St. John Hope in 1881, showed
me (p. 138) that Dr. Cox's father, the Rev.
Edward Cox, Rector of Luccombe, Somerset,
was third son of John Cox of Derby by
Mary, daughter of George Richardson of

Derby ; and that this George Richardson
died 19 Oct., 1792, aged 63. If Mary were
great-niece of the novelist, I therefore con-
cluded that George Richardson must have
been his nephew, though it is strange that
in this book no popular guide, but a serious
work addressed to antiquaries Dr. Cox
failed to call attention to a relationship
which was well worthy of record among
various interesting memorials of the Richard-
sons of Derby.
At this point the printed evidence failed,

and I had to fall back upon the wills pre-
served at Lichfield. I discovered that the
will of this George Richardson of Derby,
ironmonger (who, according to The Oentle-
man's Magazine, was " a man of strict

integrity, and much respected," and died
"at his house in the Irongate, Derby"),
was dated 21 Aug., 1789, with a codicil
of 3 Sept., 1789, and was proved 15 Oct.,
1793. In it he mentions his wife Elizabeth ;

his sons, George and Henry Richardson ;

his daughters, Ann Travis, and Katherine,
Mary, and Frances Richardson ; his brothers,
Henry and Samuel Richardson ; as well
as his property in Irongate.
The parentage of George Richardson did

not remain long in doubt. Samuel Richard-
son of Derby, ironmonger, in his will dated
15 Oct., 1748, and proved 2 Aug., 1749,
mentions his wife Katherine : his sons,

George Richardson (under 25), William
Richardson, Samuel Richardson, and Henry
Richardson ; his daughters, Katherine and
Sarah Richardson ; his sisters, Cicely
Richardson, Martha Richardson, Sarah
Richardson, and Mary (wife of William
Wilkinson) ; and his late father, Henry
Richardson. His property in Irongate,
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after his wife's death, he leaves to his son

George.
The will of Henry Richardson* of Derby,

plumber, dated 29 July, 1726, was proved
9 April, 1728. In it he mentions his wife ;

his sons, Georgef and Samuel Richardson ;

and his daughters, Sarah, Cicely, Mary,
and Martha Richardson.

It would be difficult to find a succession

of wills affording in themselves more con-

vincing proof of a pedigree, and I confess

that when I had digested them my faith

in Dr. Cox began to fail. The lamp of

Truth seemed strangely dimmed, and from
the clear light of confidently asserted fact

I passed into a deepening gloom of specula-
tive doubt. For if George Richardson
were the son of Samuel Richardson of Derby,
ironmonger, how could he be nephew to

Samuel Richardson the novelist ? And
if he were grandson of Henry Richardson,
the Derby plumber, how could he also

be grandson of Samuel Richardson, the

London carpenter settled in Derbyshire,
of whose body sprang the author of

'

Cla-

rissa ?J In short, I was driven to the
conclusion that Dr. Cox's claim to relation-

ship with the novelist represented little

more than one of those loose traditions

which flourish amazingly in many an

English home.

* There was another Henry Richardson in Derby
at this period, by trade a smith. In his will dated
10 June, 1717, and proved 22 April, 1729, he men-
tions his wife Ann ; his sous, Henry, John, and
William ; and his daughters, Ann (at London),
Margaret, Ellen, and (Mrs.) Mare. Admon. of the
estate of one Elizabeth Richardson, of Derby,
widow, was granted on 15 May, 1750, to William
Fowler, of Derby, gent., the son of deed., the
sureties being Samuel Jordain, of Derby, innholder,
and Thomas Cantrell, of Derby, clogmaker.
From Messrs. Cox and Hope's book I learn

(pp. 37-40) that Henry Richardson was church-
warden of All Saints, 1707-8; Samuel Richard-
son, 1730-31 ; George Richardson, 1762-3 ; Henry
Richardson, 1776-7 ; Henry Richardson, junior,
1796-7: and George Richardson, 1821-2. I also
learn (p. 163) that in 1483 one John Richardson was
parish clerk of All Saints' ; in 1660 one Ralph
Richardson was paid 10A

" for drawing y* King's
armes" (p. 201) ; while in 1663 is an item of 8s. 6cl.

for "Richerson jpaintinge font" (p. 185). This
"Richerson" is indexed under "Henry Richard-
son," but was he not more probably Ralph? In
1699 a myment is recorded of Ss. to Henry Richard-
son "for Gildinge the Vane" (p. 53). This was
probably Dr. Cox's ancestor the plumber.

t Admon. of the estate of George Richardson, of

Derby, plumber and glazier, was granted 30 Nov.,
1739, to Samuel Richardson, of Derby, ironmonger
and tallowchandler, the brother of deed.

t It is, of course, nowhere suggested that the
relationship to the novelist was on the female side.

Dr. Cox says of the novelist :

" The place in Derbyshire where the parents of
the future novelist settled has not been ascer-

tained, but it was probably at Smalley or in some
adjoining parish where members of the family had
long been established. Hewas educated at 'a private
grammar school in Derbyshire,' probably Smalley.

There is little doubt that he was one of the

Smalley Richardsons."

I cannot pretend to know much of
Richardson's ancestry as yet, but believe
I may claim at least to be as well qualified
as any one else to speak on the subject.
Richardson himself said that his father

belonged to a Surrey family, and I see no-

reason whatever to doubt his statement,

supported as it is by his daughter's positive
declaration that

"
though he was born in

Derbyshire, his family were not originally
of that county."* The question of the
novelist's birthplace, to this day quite
unknown, is one of so much difficulty,,
as well as of so much interest, that it is

a pity it should be confused by a piece of
mere assumption. Richardson may have
been born at or near Smalley he may have
been educated at Smalley but there is

not the slightest evidence of it. And as
to there being

"
little doubt that he was

one of the Smalley Richardsons," it may
be safely said that he was not one of the

Smalley Richardsons. That the Richardsons
of Derby were related to the Smalley family
is quite possible, though what evidence I

possess does not point to it.f Henry

* And it may be noted that the novelist's will, in.

which are mentioned, in addition to his children,,
two nephews, six nieces, two cousins, as well as-

other relatives and connexions, makes no mention
of any of the Derby Richardsons.

t Patrick Richardson, of Smalley, co. Derby,,
yeoman, in his will dated 7 Feb., 1674/5, and proved
7 May, 1675, at Lichfield, mentions his sons John,
Samuel, Daniel, and Richard ; his daughters,.
Mrs. Bacon, Mrs. Kirton, Mrs. Tatam, Mrs.Folking-
ham, and Grace; his father-in-law, Mr. Richard
Brandreth ; and his uncle, Mr. Francis Goodwin.
Samuel Richardson, of Smalley, gent., in his will'

dated 12 Oct., 1711, and proved 7 April, 1719, at

Lichfield, mentions his brother John Richardson,
and his own four daughters, Mary, wife of John
Wilson ; Martha, wife of John Hieron ; Katherine
Richardson (she proved as wife of Robert Fletcher),
and Elizabeth Richardson. There are no other
wills of Smalley Richardsons at Lichfield between
1660 and 1760.

'

Elizabeth Richardson, the younger, of Smalley.
in her will dated 24 Feb., 1744/5, andproved 10 June,
1745, in P.C.C. (178 Seymer), mentions her aunts,.
Elizabeth Richardson and Frances Richardson ; her
mother, Elizabeth Richardson, widow ; her cousins,
Martha and Ann Hieron ; and Mrs. Rebecca Tatam,
the younger. This last testator was evidently a
descendant of Patrick Richardson, but her will
leaves her exact place in the pedigree uncertain.
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Richardson, the plumber, may perhaps
have descended from some of the earlier
Richardsons associated with All Saints',
of whom I have already made mention in
a foot-note.

It is to be regretted that an antiquary
so eminent in his own fields of research

should, when travelling beyond their confines,
abandon his habit of historical discretion,
and record as definite fact, without any
qualification, a relationship for which no
evidence can be forthcoming but family
tradition. The question may seem to many
a small one, but Dr. Cox's reputation for

accuracy gives the error an importance
it would not possess if made by a writer
untrained in antiquarian work. Such an
erroneous statement, coming from one whose
authority few would think of questioning,
constitutes a serious pitfall to the unwary
investigator, and justifies all other de-

scendants of the Richardsons of Derby
in claiming kinship with the author of
'

Clarissa.' ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands, near Liverpool.

SHAKESPEARIANA.
'

HAMLET,' IV. v. 161-3 :

Nature is fine in love, and where 'tis fine

It sends some precious instance of itself

After the thing it loves.

These lines, which appear only in the Folios,
have proved difficult to some, Johnson pro-
nouncing them " obscure and affected."

Theobald, in his paraphrase, fails to account

satisfactorily for the entire sentence. Dow-
den's explanation

" Nature is delicate (or

accomplished) in love, and sends Ophelia's
sanity after Polonius as a precious token (or

sample) of itself
"

deals with only the

following portion of the passage,
" Nature

is fine in love, and .... sends some precious
instance of itself after the thing it loves,"
thus ignoring

" and where 'tis fine," and
rightly if the second "

fine
"

is to have the
same meaning as the first.

" And where 'tis

fine
"

is evidently superfluous, as usually
understood, being included in the preceding
definite statement ; or it is contradictory,
as indicating a possibility of nature's not

being fine in such circumstances, and only" where 'tis fine it sends some precious in-

stance of itself after the thing it loves." We
have not far to seek for a solution of the

problem. A little further on (V. i. 115) we
have "

fine of his fines," meaning, of course," end of his fines." The words "
sends. . . .

after
"
point to an antecedent idea in

" and
where 'tis fine," as of such relation ended by

the loved one having been removed. The-
meaning of the second "

fine
" seems to be

end. E. MEBTON DEY.
St. Louis.

'

MACBETH,' III. iv. 105 :
" IF TREMBLING

I INHABIT." There is no telling how many
attempts have been made to substitute-
some other word in the above passage for"
inhabit." Full justification of the text

as it stands, as well as a striking parallel
to it, may be found in Turnus's scathing
reply to the attack of Drances in

'

^Eneid,'
xi. 409 :

Numquam animam tab-in dextra hac absiste
raoveri

Amittes ; habilet tecum, et sit pectore in isto.

Virgil's anima is Shakespeare's
"
I."

PHILIP PEERING^
7, Lyndhurst Road, Exeter.

" HlS GLASSY ESSENCE,"
' MEASURE FDR-

MEASURE,' II. ii. 120 (10 S. v. 264, 465 ;

viii. 164). I think MR. JAS. PLATT must
have overlooked my remarks anent this

passage at v. 466 when he gave an inter-

pretation which he says he had " not yet
seen suggested." I transcribed the speech
partly, and rendered the phrase as

"
his

image seen in a glass, or viewing his image
in a glass." As DR. I. H. PLATT stated
at the same reference, the matter was dis-

cussed at considerable length in The New
York Times in the early part of 1906, one
of the correspondents explaining the word
"glassy" as "reflected in a glass" ; but
as the point did not seem very well taken,,
and I had had no part in the discussion,.
I saw no need for making a direct acknow-
ledgment. Later in the year, however, at
the Mercantile Library, Philadelphia, I
found substantially the same meaning in
an old edition of the play, attributed to one
of the early commentators Warton or
Warburton, I think. If the sense of
"
reflected

" be conceded, though there is

a certain ellipsis still remaining, the
tenor of thought becomes quite clear, and
the picture of an ape making mouths at
himself in a glass follows as a natural con-

sequence. But unless MR. JAS. PLATT
accepts the above postulate in the case
which he does not seem to do by talking of

the glass as merely
"
brittle

"
I fail to see

how he can logically arrive at his proffered
deduction. N. W. HXLL.
New York.

The nature of glass is its brittleness, and
the literal meaning of

"
his glassy essence

"

is as brittle or frail as glass ; in plain
language, his frailty and inability to resist
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-temptation the weak point in Angelo's

character, and a dominant note in the play,

in contrast with the strictness and purity

of Isabella. Angelo is acting up to Isa-

bella's standard while most ignorant of his

frailty. She likens him to an angry ape
to convince him how ridiculous is the part
he is playing, and it is so far effective as to

cause him to ask,
" Why do you put these

sayings upon me ?
" There is no reference

to a mirror here, neither to
"
as in a glass

darkly." Compare II. iv. 121 :

Angdo. We are all frail.

Ixaltdla. Else let my brother die,

If not a feodary, but only ne
Owe and succeed thy weakness.

Any. Nay, women are frail too.

Isa. Ay, as the glasses where they view them-
selves ;

Which are as easy broke as they make forms.

Isabella says,
" As men are all frail, then

let my brother live for that reason ; but
if he is not as other men are, make an

exception in his favour, let him possess
and be successor to thy weakness

"
; in

other words,
" You be virtuous, and only

let my brother be the sinner." Angelo then
includes women, which brings about the

-climax of the meeting. TOM JONES.

'TEMPEST,' I. ii. 175 (10 S. viii. 503).
It may interest ME. MERTON DRY to know
that in the copy of the First Folio belonging
to the Shakespeare Memorial Library,
Stratford-on-Avon, the passage appears as

follows :

Mir. Heuens thank you for 't.

i.e., the word " Hevens "
has a final s, and

I believe it to be so in most copies. The
Chatsworth copy, from which the Oxford
facsimile was taken, has not the final s,

according to the photographs, and it is

peculiar in this respect. According to the

complete collation of the four Folios made
by the late Allan Park Paton, and now
placed in this library, the final s appears in

every copy known to him, and in all the
four editions. W. S. BRASSINGTON.
Shakespeare Memorial, Stratford-upon-Avon.

' HENRY IV.,' PART II., I. iii. 34-8 (10 S.

viii. 504). I do not see why the text
should be altered, as it makes good sense
as it stands. Hastings says that there is

no harm in hoping
"

it does not hurt to

lay down likelihoods and forms of hope,"
to which Lord Bardolph rejoins :

"
Yes,

it does hurt, in case our undertaking
'

this present quality of war, the instant
action, something on hand,

' a cause on
foot' indeed lives (only) so in hope as

do in early spring the buds which we see

appearing. They may be destroyed by
one night-frost." G. KRTJEGER.

Berlin.

'HENRY IV.,' PART II., II. ii. 153 (10 S.

viii. 504). Of course Coleridge's emenda-
tion, like most others, is needless. The
allusion is to an old proverbial expression.
A female who had no reputation to lose was
said to be "as common as a cartway."
The expression goes back to tho fourteenth

century at least. I quote an example from

my modernized version of
'

Piers the Plow-

man,' Passus iii. 131 (p. 43) :

She is loose in her living, and lavish of speech,
As common as the cartway to carters and knaves,
To monks and to miustrels, and miscreants base.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

' VENUS AND ADONIS,' line 53 (10 S. viii.

505). It is just a little too bad. We are

asked to believe that Shakespeare is wrong,
merely because the correspondent who
reads him is ignorant of the usage of the
sb. miss, in the sense of

"
fault

"
; and will

not even take the trouble of consulting the
' New English Dictionary,' or

' The Century
Dictionary,' or Todd's '

Johnson,' or my
larger

'

Etymological Dictionary,' any of

which would have served to enlighten him.
The ' New English Dictionary

'

actually

quotes the very passage !

The phrase
" blames her miss

"
simply

means " blames her fault." The sb. miss, a

fault, occurs in Robert of Brunne, Hampole.
' Gawain and the Grene Knight,' Blind

Harry, Spenser, Chapman, and many others.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The word "
misse," to quote from the

original text, is not used specifically of a
loose woman, nor adverbially for

"
amiss,"

nor as a prefix, but is a substantive, and
means a wrong, offence, or misdeed. To
paraphrase the passage, Adonis says Venus
is immodest, blames her wrongdoing, and
proceeds to convince her of it ; but she will

hear no more, and stops his mouth with a
kiss. TOM JONES.

THE MYSTERY OF HANNAH
LIGHTFOOT.

(See 10 S. viii. 321, 402, 483 ; ix. 24, 122.)

LIKE all things connected with the story
of Hannah Light/foot, the picture at Knole
Park, Sevenoaks, which is supposed to
be her portrait, has no clear or definite

history The following paragraph, taken
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from J. Bridgman's
'

Sketch of Knole,'
1817, p. 45, seems to give the earliest
information on the subject :

"In the Venetian Dressing-Roqm Portrait of
Miss [M'C] Axford. This is the fair Quaker noticed
by his Majesty when Prince of Wales."

Since this was written several years befo e
the controversy in The Monthly Magazine,
and as there is no indication that it was
inspired by Olive Serres, there is nothing
incredible in the statement, which, by the

way, is a most discreet and inoffensive one.
In the

'

Visitor's Guide to Knole,' by
John H. Brady, 1839, pp. 133-4, we learn
the name of the artist :

"In the Venetian Dressing-Room Miss Ax-
ford, the fair Quakeress, Sir Joshua Reynolds.
This portrait, and those of the opera singer and
opera dancer [i.e., Signora Schiellini and Madame
Baccelli], all by Reynolds, are in that celebrated
artist's usual broad and happy style, remarkable
for sweetness of expression, and for admirable faith-
fulness to nature."

Apparently, the picture represents a lady
in a white satin dress with pink bows, for
ME. THOMS scoffed at the idea that any one
so attired should be described as a " Fair

Quaker." From Messrs. Graves' s repro-
duction of the portrait it appears that she
had a long nose and rather prominent eyes,
and the face cannot be called a pretty one.
It is supposed that the painting was added
to the Knole collection by John Frederick,
third Duke of Dorset,

"
the noble cricketer,"

famous also as a man of many mistresses.
The late Earl De la Warr, the owner of the

picture, gave the following information to
Mr. Jesse :

"In the general catalogue of pictures at Knole
the portrait in question is designated as being thac
of Mrs. [sic] Axford, the Fair Quakeress, by Sir
Joshua Reynolds ; and in a private list of pictures
bought by the third Duke of Dorset this portrait
is found with the inscription as above. IJeyond
this, the Dorset family nave no history ot the
picture." Athenceum, 6 July, 1867.

Unfortunately the
'

Life of Reynolds,'
by Leslie and Taylor, is silent on the subject,
and Tom Taylor told Mr. Jesse that he had
met with no mention of the portrait in Sir

Joshua's papers,
"
which," he added naively,"

is not to be wondered at." Since I have
avoided idle conjecture all through these

articles, it would be superfluous to offer it

at this period. However, in the absence of

negative proof one cannot refuse to accept
Bridgman's statement that the portrait
represents the "

Fair Quaker
" whom

George III. admired.
Few other points of interest remain to

be noticed. The tradition that a large

tomb in Islington Churchyard, which bears^

a long and fulsome Latin epitaph to one
Rebecca Powell, is the grave of Hannah
Lightfoot, has been carefully examined by
the late MB. THOMS, who advanced many
excellent reasons for regarding it as a myth
(' N. & Q.,' 3 S. xii. 369). The inscription
informs us that the monument was raised by
an uncle of the dead lady, one Zachary
Brooke, in his day a distinguished Cam-
bridge tutor, a notice of whom will be found
in the

' D.N.B.' Hoping to discover some
details of his family, I wrote to the present
Vicar of Hamerton, Hunts the parish where
Brooke was incumbent but without result.

A Dr. William Samuel Powell (vide
' D.N.B.' ),

who died unmarried, was a fellow of the same
college, St. John's, Cambridge, and a con-

temporary. It is possible that a relation

of his married Zachary Brooke's sister, and
that Rebecca Powell was their daughter..
When the identity of these people is dis-

covered it may be possible to disprove the

legend of the Islington tombstone. The
epitaph relates that the occupant of the

grave died 27 May, 1759, and it is evident
that if this were the date of Hannah Light-
foot's death, cousin Bartlett must have lost

his lawsuit against Isaac Axford, jun.,,
since in that case Isaac Axford, sen., would
have been a widower at the time of his;

second marriage. In considering the ques-
tion it should be remembered that according
to The Citizen of the 24th February, 1770

T

the death of Hannah Lightfoot took place
before that of her mother, who died 16 May,.
1760.

In a recent number of
' N. & Q.' (1.0 S. viii..

300) there is a statement, emanating from
the United States, which declares that

Hannah Lightfoot had a son by George III.,,

who bore the name of George Rex, and
went to America during the Revolutionary
War. A similar claim has been advanced:

before, but another portion of the world
is said to have had the honour of providing a
home for the royal bastard. ME. J. WILKINS
('N. & Q.,' 4 S. ii. 403) has suggested^
that another George Rex, who according to

The Times correspondent attended the late

Duke of Edinburgh when he was at the Cape,
was the son of King George and his Quaker
mistress. It is strange that both claimants
should bear the same name, and any infor-

mation with regard to the George Rex of"

South Africa would be very welcome. Was
he the same person as Wilmot Serres, the
brother of

"
Princess

"
Olive, schoolmaster

at Bloemfontein in 1866 ('N. & Q.,' 4 S.

iii. 489-90) ? Having seen how baseless are
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the claims to royal parentage of
"

Sir
"

Samuel Lightfoot, of Islington, one naturally
regards such traditions with suspicion.

In Cyrus Redding' s
'

Fifty Years' Recol-

lections,' vol. iii. pp. 122-4, there is a refer-

ence to the Fair Quaker, communicated to

the author by an anonymous correspondent,
which, as it has not appeared in these

columns, seems worthy of quotation :

" Hannah Lightfoot's name was Wheeler [!]. Her
mother lived near Richmond, where George III.
saw her. 'The Lass of Richmond Hill was
written about her. When she disappeared she left

.a note for her mother saying she would write in
twelve months. Hannah had a lover who was not
a Quaker. She was seen afterwards in Germany
with two boys. The little girl who was with her
when she disappeared was afterwards my grand-
mother.* Wheeler's shop was pulled down to make
way for Regent Street."

One assertion in the above account will

undoubtedly be disputed. There has been
a long correspondence in these pages on
the subject of

' The Lass of Richmond Hill
'

:

1 S. ii. 103, 350 ; v. 453 ; 2 S. ii. 6 ; xi. 207 ;

3 S. xi. 343, 362, 386, 445, 489; 5 S. ix.

169, 239, 317, 495 ; x. 69, 92, 168, 231, 448 ;

xi. 52 ; xii. 315 ; 6 S. ii. Ill
; 8 S. v. 181 ;

9 S. vii. 169. It appears most probable that
the song was written by Leonard MacNally
(see

'

D.N.B.' ) ; that its heroine was Miss
Frances I'Anson or Janson, afterwards his

wife, daughter of William I'Anson or Janson,
of Hill House, Richmond, Yorkshire, and
Bedford Row, London ; and that the words
were set to music by James Hook (see*
D.N.B.' ), and sung by Charles Incledon

(see
'

D.N.B.' ) at Vauxhall about the year
1789. Naturally, the couplet "I'll crowns
resign to call thee mine "

may have been
regarded with suspicion, and the association
of ideas might cause the verses to be applied
both to Mrs. Fitzherbert and Hannah Light-
foot.

At the risk of being tedious I have summed
up the whole of the essential evidence relat-

ing to the story of Hannah Lightfoot, for
since the subject-matter had grown so
unwieldy it seemed necessary to separate
the wheat from the chaff in order to lighten
the task of future investigators. Possibly
the clues that I have indicated may prove
useless, but nevertheless it is better that
they should be traced to their source in
order that all matters of doubt and ob-
scurity shall be cleared away. Thus, all
who wish to explore the subject should

* Hannah Wheeler, born 1 April, 1749, married
Stephen Bassett, 7 May, 1778 ; or Anne Wheeler,
born 11 April, 1751, married Thomas Squire,
30 Aug., 1787.

endeavour to ascertain the parentage of

Catherine Ritso, and to find a report of the
lawsuit between Bartlett and Axford. It
must be confessed that the legend of the
"
Fair Quaker

"
rests upon a fragile founda-

tion. Nothing is certain except that the
admiration of Prince George for Hannah
Lightfoot was so marked that scandal

whispered (but whispered very gently) that
he made her his mistress, yet on the other
hand his flirtation may have been as innocent
as his subsequent love-passages with Lady
Sarah Lennox. Upon one fact, however,
all minds must long since have been agreed.
Unless we are prepared to credit the mon-
strous idea that the young Prince of Wales
made the pretty Quakeress his wife before
her marriage to Axford in Dec., 1753 (at
which date he was only fifteen and a half

years of age), the legend of the secret wedding
must be regarded as a foolish myth. There
are many picturesque accounts of the royal
amour, and the writers have embellished
their story as fancy has led them, some
acquitting the King of improper intimacy,
others painting a startling picture of a
clandestine marriage. Still, unless they
rely upon more evidence than has appeared
in these columns, most of their conjectures
are unwarrantable. Imagination is an ad-
mirable quality in historical writing, but
when imagination is not allied to knowledge
its fruit shows plainly that it has sprung
from a sterile soil. HORACE BLEACKLEY.

CATHERINE AUGUSTA RITSO. (See
' The

Mystery of Hannah Lightfoot,' ante, p. 122.)
Dr. James Dalton, writing from Bangalore,

East Indies, under date 15 April, 1822, to
his second cousin Mr. Thomas Dalton of

Cardiff, states that his

"family consists of two sons and two daughters,
viz., Henry Augustus, Hawkins Axigustus, Charlotte
Augusta, and Caroline Augusta. Their mother,
who died 5 March, 1813, was Catherine Augusta
Ritso, the youngest daughter of George Ritso, Esq.,
supposed to be a natural son of Frederick, Prince
of Wales, father to his late Majesty George III.
Therefore George IV. and the late Queen [i.e.,

Caroline, who died 1821] and my children are left-

haridedly second cousins, as their mother was the
first, and bore a very strong resemblance to the
late King when he was young, being very handsome,
tall, and fair, and most highly accomplished withal."

J. N. D.

The register book kept at Christ Church,
Trichinopoly, by Christian Polile, the

missionary-chaplain, contains the record
of the marriage of James Dalton, Esq., of
the 16th Native Infantry, with Augusta
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Ritso in the month of October, 1801.
The marriage was not reported to the
Senior Chaplain at Fort St. George, and
therefore was not entered in the out-

garrison register book kept by him under
the orders of the Directors and the Fort
St. George Government. On this subject
see

' The Church in Madras,' pp. 406-8.
FRANK PENNY.

LE GRAND GUIGNOL. With reference to
the performances of the French company of
actors at the Shaftesbury Theatre, the

following extract from The Daily Chronicle

may be of interest :

"A learned man connected with the Shaftesbury
management has been wrestling with the origin of
the name of Monsieur Maurey's enterprise.

'

Many
persons, who are not expert in the French language,'
he writes,

'
will be asking just now what is the

meaning of the words 'grand guignol.' They will
be still more puzzled when they learn that there
is a '

grand guignol
' and a '

petit guignol.' The
word is really derived from the verb 'guigner,'
which means '

to leer' or ' look at out of the corner
of the eye.' It has been adopted, with that wonder-
ful cleverness which the French possess, to signify
& polichinelle, or punchinello, in connection with
theatrical performances. The '

petit guignol
'

is

(nothing more nor less than the ' Punch and Judy
Show' familiar to us all. The 'grand guignol' is

an extension of the idea, and is applied to a variety
of one-act serio-comic, tragic, weird or fantastic

performances, and may be termed ' The Peepshow.'
To etymologists the verb '

guigner
'

is one of much
interest. Its actual origin is somewhat obscure.
Some authorities hold that it is derived from the
German '

winken,' while others maintain that it is

a corruption of the verb '

kinan,' to '

paint
' or

"*

rouge.' From 'kinan' the transition into 'guig-
Jian' and 'guigner' is quite simple."

JOHN HEBB.

SHADOW SHOWS. The Grand Guignol's
visit to London will, no doubt, revive the
interest in shadow shows. The latest

contributions to their literature in book
form are Dr. George Jacob's

' Geschichte des
Schattentheaters

'

(Berlin, 1907) and his
*
Erwaehnungen das Schattentheaters in der

Weltlitteratur,' 3rd ed. (Berlin, 1906).

Tony Denier' s
' Shadow Pantomimes,' re-

ferred to in the former, are not in the British

Museum Catalogue. L. L. K.

EDMONTON : DISCOVERY OF A BURIAL-
PLACE. Lloyd's Weekly News for 8 March
is responsible for the following facts, out
of which many questions may arise :

" Skeletons 500 Years Old. While some workmen
were engaged in digging operations in a brickfield,
near Bush Hill Park, Lower Edmonton, yesterday,
they came across a stone casket six feet in length.
On removing the stone lid, they found inside the
remains of two adult skeletons lying

side by side.

Mr. W. D. Cornish, the owner of the brickfield, told

a Lloyd's representative last night that the remains
were probably 500 years old. The neighbourhood
has many historic associations, and the notorious

Judge Jefferies [Jeffreys] is said to have lived quite
near to the spot where the casket was found."

G. YARROW BALDOCK.

THE YIDDISH LANGUAGE. The following
is from the Daily Mail of 23 March :

"
Yiddish, the jargon spoken by thousands of

Jews all the world over, has one disadvantage. It
has no grammar. But a conference planned For the
summer has in view the remedying of this defect
and the placing of the Yiddish language on a more
elevated plane. The conference will be of an inter-

national character, and will devote much of its

labours to the working out of definite grammatical
rules and to the improvement of the orthography
of the Yiddish language. Other questions to be
considered will be the advisability of producing a
Yiddish dictionary, the position of the Yiddish
stage and literature, and the recognition of Yiddish
as a European language."

This would be interesting, if it were more
clearly expressed. To the uninitiated, the
statement that Yiddish is grammarless
might suggest that it has no inflections,

whereas what is really meant is probably
merely that Yiddish has no printed grammar,
no book from which it can be taught, and

good usage distinguished from bad. The
reference to a Yiddish dictionary is equally
obscure. There is already a standard

Yiddish-English dictionary (Harkavy's), so

I assume that what the conference plans is

a Yiddish dictionary explained in Yiddish.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

GRESHAM STREET WAREHOUSE. The City
Press of 1 February contained a brief note
on the demolition of the warehouse in Gres-

ham Street which had been occupied for

thirty years by Messrs. Fownes Brothers.

It continues :

" The old building could claim no special interest,

except that it was one of those which escaped the

ravages of the Great Fire of 1666. In the course

of demolition some very ancient oaken beams were
discovered, together with a quantity of sun-dried

bricks, the condition and size of which bear

testimony of their great age."

There is every probability of this attribution

being correct. It will be recalled that the

Guildhall was only damaged, so it is possible
that several buildings in its vicinity escaped
entirely. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

"WELL or ENGLISH UNDEFYLED." As
it is just possible in these crowded days
that a large proportion of literary students

may never penetrate far into
' The Faerie

Queene,' it may not be amiss to' say that

Spenser's tribute to Chaucer is frequently

misquoted. A typical instance of incorrect
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reproduction occurs in Dr. Brewer's
' Phrase

and Fable,' p. 696, 25th ed., from which
it is not unlikely that many may gain theu

knowledge without going further.
' '

Spenser,"

says the compiler,
"

calls him ' the pure
well of English undefiled.'

" The poets'

poet, however, was not guilty of the

tautological definition with which he is

thus unkindly credited. What he does say
will be found in

' The Faerie Queene,' IV
ii. 32, where he speaks of

"
couragious

Cambell and stout Triamond," reflecting
on their prowess,
As that Renowmed Poet them cqmpyled,
With warlike numbers and Heroicke sound,
1 >uu Chaucer, well of English undefyleri,
On Fames eternall beadroll worthie to be fyled.

THOMAS BAYNE.

PATTENS IN THE CHURCH PORCH. I had
an idea that some information concerning
the old custom of the wearing of pattens
by women was gathered in

' N. & Q.' a
few years ago, but I am unable to find the
reference. I think that perhaps the follow-

ing, which appeared in The Northampton
Herald of 17 May, 1907, amongst

' Some
Church Curiosities,' may prove of interast :

" Most visitors look with amused surprise at the

following notice in the porch of the village church
of Wanborough, near Swindon, Wiltshire :

ALL FEMALES ARE REQUESTED
TO TAKE OFF THEIR PATTENS
ON ENTERING THIS DOOR.

The notice is roughly printed on a plain deal board,
and attached to the wall of the porch.
The patten commonly used by country women

was a wooden sole shod with an inch or two of iron,
which raised its wearer above the water and mud
lying in bad weather between the cottage and the
church. The click-clack of the pattens was very
distracting to worshippers as their wearers
approached over the cobbled or stone-laid walk,
and consequently they were not tolerated beyond
the door."

I know some people who still don pattens
in dirty weather, but I imagine this article
of footwear is now almost obsolete.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

THE BlRKENHEAD : ITS LAST StTRVIVOR.
Thomas Coffin, the last survivor of the
crew of the Birkenhead, died at Bristol
on 14 February at the age of seventy-nine.The deceased was at the wheel when the
ship struck, and coxswain of the first cutter
lowered from the wreck.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
" SPARTAM NACTUS ES, HANC EXORNA."

(See 3 S. v. 260, 307, 444 ; 10 S. vi. 486 ;

vii. 25, 105.) The following epitaph is

taken from ' Monumenta Sepulcralia et

Inscriptiones Publicae Privataeque Ducatus
Brabantise,' collected by Franciscus Sweer-
tius, Antverpise, 1613, p. 351, s.v. 'Traiec-
tensia

'

:

H. S. E.

HlEROXYMVS AB EYNATTEN ViuenS
Hujusce Can. Coll. Decanus, hujusce
Cleri Archipresbyter, mortuus
Uesijderium (^desideriumj vtriusque. qui superstes
(iaudium extitit plurimomm.
Functus dolor omnium : qui breuiter
Nulli grauis, nulli malus, cuique ad votum.
Quern sui semper coluerunt ynice,
Qui suos semper excoluit vnice.

SPARTAM, QVJK CONTIGIT, ORNAVIT
VIRTVTE integra, a Patre, ab Auo, a majoribus,
EXEMPLO candido, sine fraude, fuco, lite :

ZELO indies commendatiore, nota indies meliore-
DEVS STITIT, SPECVLO DEDIT.

Queni vltra, proh ! colere neqviit officijs,

Lidem in pijssimi doloris tesseram
CENOTAPHIVM QVOD VIDES
REYNERVS FRATER GERMANVS
ponit cum lachrymis
Obiit xxn. Septembris,
A. cio.iocii.

ROBERT PIERPOINT,

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

PRISCIAN'S HEAD. What is known of
the author and origin of the phrase

"
to

break Priscian's head" ? It has been
common in English since 1606, when we
have "

to speak false Latine, and breake
Priscians head." I suppose there is probably
a similar phrase in other European languages,.

though it is of a sort not easily found in

dictionaries. J. A. H. MURRAY.
" PRIVATE." We should be glad of

examples, for the
' New English Dictionary

'

of the phrase
"
private member "

(of the
House of Commons) before 1880 ; also of
"
private view "

(of an exhibition of pictures-
or the like) before the same date. Both are
wanted much earlier, but appear to have
been overlooked by our readers.

J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE. T am anxious
to find the poem referring to Miss Nightingale
and the wounded soldiers in the Crimean
War, of which some lines are :

Moaning in agony, writhing in pain,
Fighting the battles over again.

ROBERT N. CUST, D.C.L.
49, Campdeii Hill Road, Kensington, W.
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SHYLOCK TRACT,
purchased a tract

1607. I have recently
of considerable Shake-

spearean interest with the following title :

" Newes from Rome.
|
Of two mightie Armies, as-

well footemen as horsmen : The
|
first of the great

Sophy, the other of an Hebrew people, till this time
not disco-

| uered, comming from the Mountaines
of Caspij who pretend their warre is to

|
recouer

the Land of Promise. & expell the Turks out of
Christendome. With

|
their multitude of Scmldiers,

&- new invention of weapons. |
Also certaine pro-

phecies of a lew seruing to that Armie, called Caleb
Shilocke, I prognosticating many strange accidents
which will happen |

the following yeere, 1607.
I

Translated out of Italian into English, by W. W.
I
Printed by I. R. for Henry Gosson, and are to be

sold in Pater."

Unfortunately the rest of the imprint has
been cut off.

It is dedicated
" To the renowned Lord,

Don Mathias de Ronsie of Venice," and
signed

" Your Lordships to vse, Signior
Valesco." In 4's, 811., black-letter, large
woodcut on title-page representing Jews
in military costume. Lowndes, p. 2749,
notes :

"
Valesco, S. Jewes Prophecy, &c.

Halliwell, May, 1856, imprint cut into,
10Z. 5s : No other copy known."
In the introduction to

' The Merchant of
Venice '

(Halliwell' s
'

Shakespeare,' vol. v.

p. 277, Lond., 1853) the following interesting
account of it is given :

" At the conclusion of a very rare tract entitled,
' A Jewes Prophesy, or Newes from Rome of two
mightie Armies as well footemen as horsmen,' 1607,
is a piece entitled

' Caleb Shilock his prophesie for
the yeere 1607.' which commences as follows: 'Be
it knowne unto all men, that in the YEARE, 1607.
when as the moone is in the watrye signe, the world
is like to bee in great danger : for a learned Jew,
named Caleb Shilock, doth write that, in the fore-
said yeere, the sun shall be covered with the
drasron in the morning, from five of the clocke
tintill nine, and will appeare like fire ; there-
fore it is not good that any man do behold
the same, for, by beholding thereof, hee
may lose his sight.' The late date of this

pamphlet would render the allusion uninteresting,
were there not evidence that it was a reprint of an
older production, the year of the prophecy being
altered to create an interest at the time of the
republication. It is thus alluded to in a tract
entitled,

' Miracle upon Miracle, or a true Relation
of the great Floods which happened in Coventry, in

Lymne, and other Places," 4to, Lond. 1607 :

' witnes
the Jewes Prophesie, being an idle vaine pamphlet,
as grosse and grosser then John of Calabria, and
waft printed many years agoe, and this last yeare
onely renewed with the addition of 1607, yet amongst
fooles, women and children, retayned for such an
approved miracle that, as if the gift of prophesie
were hereditary to the Jewes and their tribes,
there are fewe things better beleeved, when as in.

truth there never was any such Jew, nor any such
prophesie, but a meere invention.' The discovery
of a copy of the original edition would decide the
question whether Shakespeare could have borrowed

the name of his character of the Jew from the
tract, or whether the compiler of the latter was
indebted for the appellation to the play. Dr.

Farmer, who appears to have seen a copy of it, says
it was entitled, Caleb Shillocke his Prophecie, or
the Jewes Prediction,' and that it was printed
without a date by one T. P., perhaps either Thomas
Purfoot or Thomas Pavier, both of whom issued

pamphlets of this description."

Halliwell's copy is now in the British
Museum (Shilock c. 32 d. 26), the fore edge
of which is badly cropped,

"
Shilocke

"

being cut down to
"
Shilo." This accounts

for the final E of the name being omitted
by Halliwell, Lowndes, and the British
Museum Catalogue. As in mine, the im-
print has also been cut off after PATER ;

but there is just visible the top edge of the
next line, which I make out to be "

noster
rowe at the signe of the Sunne," but no
indication of a date. There may have been
one underneath this line in the centre, or
as in the original issue printed without a
date. Over half a century has elapsed
since the Halliwell Sale, and other copies
may have come to light. Should any reader
know of one, I should be glad of the informa-
tion. ISRAEL SOLOMONS.

91, Portsdown Road, W.

BEEZELY, SUSSEX. According to
Warner's Collections .... Preface, 1795,"

vol. i. p. 88,
"
Beezely

"
is a village located

five miles east of Petersfield, Hants
therefore in Sussex. No mention is made,
however, of the place in any of the best-
known histories, nor is it given in early
printed maps of the county. Has further
reference been made to it by any other
historian ? F. K. P.

CHENEY FAMILY. Can any of your readers
inform me when the Cheneys left Cheney
Longville, near Craven Arms in Shropshire ?

I shall be glad of any information about
that family subsequent to August, 1404,
when the custody of Ludlow Castle was
given to Roger Acton with the same fees

as Hugh Cheyne,
"
chivalier," deceased,

had of the King's grant.
W. F. BEDDOES.

COL. WM. BALL OF VIRGINIA. As the

undersigned is engaged on a second edition
of a work named '

Ball Family Records,'

dealing with Irish, English, and American
families of the name, to be published shortly,
he would like to ask if any one can kindly
tell him if there is a place, in Northampton-
shire or the Midlands, named Millenbeck.
When Col. Wm. Ball, born 1615, went to

Virginia in 1650, he named the place of his
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settlement Millenbeck, no doubt after some
familiar locality in England. There is a

village in co. Durham called Milkbeck,

but the arms on a parchment which the

Colonel took with him are those granted
in 1613 to Richard Ball, son of Lawrence
Ball of Northampton. Col. Wm. Ball's

eldest son was Richard, who died in his

youth or early manhood. A son of Wm.
Ball named his house Bewdley, after a place
in England, which seems to point to Worces-
tershire. W. BALI, WRIGHT.
Osbaldwick Vicarage, York.

AMULET FOUND IN ROMAN UBN : FOSSIL
ECHINUS. In a paper on ' Researches and
Discoveries in Kent' which appears in

Archceologia Cantiana, Vol. XXL, I read
that in the Upchurch Marshes had been dis-

covered some sepulchral urns of the Roman
time, one of which contained

" a fossil

echinus, a water-worn pebble of quartz,
and a fragment of a bronze pendent orna-
ment "

(p. lii).

Can the presence of the echinus be ac-

counted for ? It may have been something
which the dead treasured when alive, or

perhaps it was an object supposed to possess
a magical virtue which could hinder the

spirit from wandering, and, it might be,

tormenting the living. I do not know that
the echinus figures in folk-lore. ASTARTE.

"
RACIAL." A correspondent a few

months ago criticized my use of this word.
It seems to be a hybrid formation, but one
that is becoming part of standard English.
I note its use in The Academy, The Nine-
teenth Century, 'The Atonement,' by the
Rev. Leighton Pullan, and in other writers
and periodicals. Those who use the word
err in good company. What is required
of a hybrid before it can be admitted to the
language by the purists ?

FEED. G. ACKEKLEY.
Grindleton Vicarage, Clitheroe.

TOM SIMMS, THE HANGMAN. In The
Town (a weekly newspaper) for 25 April
1840, mention is made of Tom Simmi
in connexion with the execution of John
Thurtell, the Gillshill murderer. The para
graph states :

" The hangman, Tom Simms
arrived [at Hereford], and while tipsjshowed the rope in a public-house," &c
Yet according to Qent. Mag., xcix. 282
it was John Foxton who officiated on this
occasion. I have two contemporary pam
phlets on the Thurtell case, but neithe
makes any mention of Simms. Is anythingknown of him ? HORACE BLEACKLEY.

TORTOISESHELL MALE CATS. The Observer

if 23 Feb., 1808, reported that
" a tortoiseshell male cat, the only one ever knon-n,

was some days since sold by auction, to a gentleman
n the neighbourhood of the Strand, for 2331."

With reference to the above extract of

.00 years ago, it would be interesting to

oiow if specimens of tortoiseshell male cats

are less rare now than formerly.
DOUBLE X.

GAMUL OF CHESTER. Sir Francis Gamul
was a celebrated Royalist at the siege of

'hester, temp. Chas. I. He was the son of

Dhomas Gamul, Recorder of Chester (obiit

1613), and he is shown on the Gamul tomb
n St. Mary's Church there. An oil painting
of him, and one of his wife, were in the pos-
session of the Rev. Thomas Edwards, Vicar
of Aldford, in 1817, a direct descendant of

:he Gamuls of Crabwall. Can any one say
where these oil paintings now are ?

WILLIAM GEMMELL, M.B.
Avoca, Victoria Drive, Scotstounhill, Glasgow.

" KETTY " LAND. "
Ketty

"
is a word

used hereabout only occasionally, probably
oecause there is no abundance of land of

a peaty character, for
"
ketty," as I hear it

now and then, shows it to be another form
of

"
peaty

"
land. Hereabout a consider-

able amount of land which lies only slightly
above the level of the Ryton is called
"
ketty." It is black, soft, and friable to

the touch, and some of it will burn when
fire is applied to it. It is liable to crack
and gape to the extent of about a yard in

depth. Is similar land elsewhere known as
"
ketty

"
land ? THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

BLOUNT FAMILY. In Additional MS.
No. 31,003 there is mention of a George
Blount and his son Thomas of Wribben-
hall. Can any of your readers tell me to

what particular branch of the family he

belonged, and who were his parents ?

Where does Robert Blount, who held the
manor of Astley, and died in 1572, come
in the pedigree ? G. BLOUNT.

6, Lady Margaret Road, N.W.
" ONE SHOE OFF AND ONE SHOE ON."-

In the illustrated edition of Green's' Short

History
'

(p. 315) are thirteenth-century

drawings of Welsh soldiers, each of whom
has one foot (apparently the right) bare
and the other shod. Again, in Church's
'

Heruy V.' (p. 115) is a quotation from
Monstrelet describing some Welsh and
Irish soldiers in the English service in

France :

" The greater part of them had a
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stocking and shoe on one foot only, while
the other was quite naked." Is anything
further known of this custom, or of its

meaning ? gTAH .

' THE SICILIAN'S TALE '

IN LONGFELLOW'.
1 TALES OF A WAYSIDE INN.' The same
story as that told in Longfellow's beautiful
poem I find also in

'

Tales of Romance, and
other Poems,' by C. A. Elton (1810), where
it is stated that the tale is taken from the
'

Gesta Romanorum.' But I have failed
to find it in Bonn's edition, and should be
glad if one of your correspondents would
give me an exact reference to the Gesta
on which Elton's poem is founded.

H. B. W.

"THE KING'S DUES." I find that on the
burial of paupers 4s. was payable for an
adult, and 2s. for a child, under the above
heading. Under what law was this paid ?

FREDERIC TURNER.
Egham.

MEN OF FAMILY AS PARISH CLERKS.

(10 S. viii. 448, 516 ; ix. 35.)

THE rank or status in the church, and
the nature or scope of the duties of a parish
clerk in pre-Reformation times appear to
have varied considerably according to (1)
the period and (2) the wealth or poverty
of the community in which he ministered.
The Rev. J. F. Chanter has collected some
information on this subject (Trans. Dev.
Assn., xxxyi. 391) ; and Bishop Hobhouse
touches on it in his edition of the

'

Somerset
Churchwardens' Accounts' (Som. Rec. Soc.,
vol. iv. pp. xix and 223).

It may be said generally that the parish
clerk was expected to attend and assist the
priest inside the church and out ; to sing
with him ; to read the Epistle and lesson ;

and presumably to lend a hand in ringing
the church bells, since we are told that this

was a task that might not be delegated
to a layman, and was performed in surplice.
(See 1 S. xi. 33. I should be glad, by the

way, to be referred to earlier authority for
this statement.) He was to be a scholar,
to know Latin, and to instruct the boys of
the parish in religious duties and secular

learning. At Sandwich, in 1497 ('Test.
Cant. East.,' p. 279), a tenement was be-

queathed "to St. George in the church "

(St. Clements) for the
"
supportacion of

St. George's Mass by note for ever," with
the stipulation
" The parish clerk for the time being diligently to

apply himself to teach children priksong, and with
them keep the said mass weekly, the day and hour
accustomed; then he to have of the form of the
tenement 5s., by way of reward over & above his

yearly wages from the parish."

At. St. Alphege, Canterbury, 1534, 3Z. was
left

"
towards the making of a new pair

of organs ; and unto the clerk to be provided
to play upon the same orgayns at high
feasts, 40s."

In religious processions the clerk carried
a vessel of holy water, which he sprinkled
about him with a long brush. Indeed, his
distinctive office seems to have been that
of "aquae bajulator,"* the so-called "bene-
fice of the holy water," which entitled him
to go round the parish at certain seasons
with his

"
holy-water bucket," asperging

each house, and claiming from each " a
stetch of clean corn," or,

"
at Lammas,"

say some (i.e., 1 Aug.), "when men have
shorn their sheep. .. .some wool to make
him cotts to goo yn the parish's livery."

Evidently his occupation was not, at any
rate primarily, that of a modern clerk or

penman ; indeed, I have met with more
than one instance where, although a

"
clerk"

is referred to in the churchwardens* accounts,
the entries in these accounts and in the

registers are stated to have been written

by the vicar. The parish clerk, we are told,

might not be a layman. He was commonly
in one of the minor "

holy orders," but was
sometimes raised to that of subdeacon (the
lowest of the major orders), in which, as I

understand, he continued his office. The
command of Bishop Grosstete (1235-53)
that

"
in every church of sufficient means

there shall be a deacon or subdeacon, but
in the rest a fitting and honest clerk to serve
the priest in a comely habit," makes a dis-

tinction which seems to be explained by
a remark of Bishop Hobhouse' s to the
effect that the acolyte (alias colet), sub-

deacon, and deacon (titles seldom if ever
heard of in churchwardens' accounts, by
the way) were officials in training for the

priesthood, in most cases non-compulsory
and (locally) non-endowed ; but that the
office that the parish was required to support
was that of the parish clerk, alias

"
aquse

bajulus."
From comparison of the duties undertaken

by parish clerks with those ascribed by
Micklethwaite, Abbot Gasquet, and other

Prompt. Parv.,' 1440:

aquaJbajulus"

;

Halywater berere,
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writers to chantry chaplains or clerks,

I have acquired a notion that the parish
clerk may have been originally a chantry
clerk attached to the

"
parish altar," oi

which we often read, and which is generally
described as standing in front of (i.e., to

westward of) the rood-screen, or on the top
of the rood-loft, while the high altar, or
"
magnum altare," was situated in the

chancel or presbytery behind the screen.

As I understand, the chancel being the

property of the rector, the service of the

high altar by the rector or his vicar was
perpetually endowed out of the tithes,
but the service of the minor altars was nol
thus provided for. The nave belonging
to the parishioners as a body, and its upkeep
devolving upon them, an altar in the nave
must have been maintained by gifts and

bequests from parishioners tantamount,
presumably, to a permanent endowment.
The late J. T. Micklethwaite (' Lectures

on Art,' 1882) remarks that
" sometimes a chantry was founded, as we should
now say. by subscription, simply to provide a living
for an additional priest in places wnere the popu-
lation required his services ;

and Abbot Gasquet (' Mediaeval Parish
Life,' p. 95) says :

"Speaking broadly, the chantry priest was an
assistant priest of the parish, or, as we should
nowadays say. curate of the parish, who was
supported by the foundation fund of the benefactors
for that purpose, and, indeed, not unfrequently
even by the contributions of the inhabitants. For
the most part their raison d'etre was to look after
the poor, visit the sick, and assist in the functions
of the parish church."

Regarding the parish altar as an adjunct
of the rood-screen, I am led to the query
whether the parish clerk may not have been
responsible for the provision of the (secular)
music (vocal and instrumental) to which
(according to Dr. Cox and other recent
authorities) the rood-loft was devoted.
Church music proper was by early rule
restricted to

"
plain song," and was chanted

by clerics in the chancel or choir ; but"
part-singing," by

"
prick

"
or note, was

allowed as a supplementary feature of the
service on festal occasions, and the place
for the singers of

"
prick song," who were

frequently hired itinerants, was, declares
Micklethwaite,

"
the rood-loft."

At^Chagford the local gild of "YoungMen" seemed to have formed a volunteer
lay-choir. May it not be that in rural
parishes school children were not uncom-
monly trained for this office by the parish
clerk ? Such a use. would be consistent
with the extreme narrowness of the rood

stairway in many churches of the Perpen-
dicular period !

Several recent contributions to
' N. & Q.'

have established the proposition that parish
clerks were commonly members of families-

of old standing in the neighbourhood. This

may have been a survival in custom of what
was anciently a rule of the Church ; for by
the Theodosian Code (referring to churches
founded on their manors by private indi-

viduals) it was ordered that
"
the clergy

to be ordained are not to be drawn from,
some other estate or village, but from that
one where is the church they are to serve."

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

I can remember the Vicar of St. Paul's,
Bedford, telling me more than fifty years
ago that the office of parish clerk
at his church was held by a banker in that

town, was worth some 200?. a year, and was
performed by deputy. I have always under-
stood that the same office at St. George's,
Hanover Square, was one of considerable

emolument, and its duties discharged in a
similar way. Qui facit per alium facit per se.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridcre.

THE 'D.N.B.' : ADDITIONS AND*
CORRECTIONS.

(10 S. ix. 182, 231.)

JOHN LANNE BUCHANAN. An interesting-
addition to the biography of Buchanan
in the '

D.N.B.' is afforded by a letter which
he wrote on 28 Nov., 1796, from 37, Great
Suffolk Street Charing Cross, to the Duke
of Gordon as colonel of the Northern Fenci-
bles. The letter, which is preserved at
Gordon Castle, has never before been pub-
lished :

"
Having with the approbation of your Regiment

of Fencibles, and I hope to your satisfaction, acted
For two years as a substitiiteto your chaplain, I take
the liberty of humbly soliciting your Grace to appoint
me as chief to that office, which must become
vacant in consequence of the new regulations
idopted in the Army. This favour I request with
less hesitation, and with the greatest confidence
that, if obtained, it will enable me, without the aid
of pecuniary subscriptions, to prosecute my re-
searches into Gaelic antiquities in honour of the
Highlanders, to whom your family and clan have
it all times been a distinguished ornament : and
;hat I have already experienced your patriotick
Munificence and zealous furthering an object which
[ have so much at heart. If unfortunately an
antecedent promise should prevent my appointment
to the Regiment I am above all others attached :

a word from your Grace to the Duke of York will

asily secure me a similar situation in any other
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Scotch regiment, which I hope will be a Highland
one."

Buchanan did not get the post, because
there was really no post going.

J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall, S.W.

LADY CHARLOTTE SUSAN MARIA BURY
('D.N.B.,' vol. viii. p. 23).

" The once
celebrated beauty, the delight of the highest
circles of London society, died quite for-

gotten among strangers in a lodging-house."
Nothing could be further from truth than

this unpleasant statement. Lady Char-
lotte's last years were spent in the houses
she rented in Audley Square, South Audley
Street, and Sloane Street, where she was
always surrounded by her very numerous
relations and friends ; and during her last
short illness she was tenderly nursed by her
devoted daughters, Lady Arthur Lennox
and Mrs. William Russell, and their children,
one or other of whom never left her for
a single moment. No "

strangers
"

were
round her, as all her wants were attended
to by her old and faithful servants, her maid,
who died here some years ago, having lived
in the family for sixty years.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL,
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

GEORGE FENNELL ROBSON. This artist

has been given a wrong affiliation. He is

described as eldest son of Robert and Mar-
garet Robson, of Warrington in Lancashire,
whereas he was the first child of the second

marriage (which took place at St. Marylebow,
Durham, 4 Nov., 1785, with Charlotte,

daughter of George Fennell, R.N.) of John
Robson, a Durham wine merchant. The
artist rejoiced in no fewer than two dozen
brothers and sisters. By his first wife
who was cousin-german to the well-known

Attorney-General, Sir Charles Wetherell
a Margaret Wetherell (1751-84), John
Robson begat twelve children, and by the
second a further thirteen. I speak with

certainty, the said John (1739-1824) and
my own maternal great-grandmother, a

Dorothy Robson (1733-1812), having been
brother and sister.

One may add in this connexion that the
Richard Brooke (1800-71) who left a valu-
able collection to the Victoria and Albert
Museum was John's eldest grandson of the
Wetherell marriage, and consequently the
artist's nephew of the half-blood. He had
succeeded to a large Yorkshire property
through a maternal relative, Theodosia

daughter of Humphrey Brooke Osbaldiston,
and assumed the name of Brooke in lieu

of Robson. H. W.

In the notice of Major-General E. W_
De Lancy Lowe younger son of Sir Hudson
Lowe in the '

D.N.B.,' it is stated that he
married a daughter of Col. Jackson. This
requires correction. See ' Notes and Remi-
niscences of a Staff Officer,' by Lieut.-Col.
Basil Jackson, edited by Mr. R. C. Seaton,.
1903, p. vi. M. J. D. COCKLE.

MR. J. B. WAINEWRIGHT, in his article
on Richard Creagh (ante, p. 182), quotes
a letter dated 30 Jan., 1586/7, in which
Cecil says :

"
Dr. Crawghe is already in

Munster with bulls and pardons." MR.
WAINEWRIGHT asks : "Is this the Arch-
bishop ?

"
No, it is not the Archbishop,,

but refers to Bishop Cragh (or MacCraith),.
of Cork and Cloyne.

W. H. GRATTAN FLOOD,
K.S.G., Mus.D.

[See also ' " Jock "
Wilson,' below.]

"JOCK" WILSON (10 S. ix. 208). John
Wilson's tombstone in Folkestone Church-
yard gives 29 April, 1855, as the day of

death, not 20 April, as in
'

D.N.B.,' Ixii. 112.

His son was named John James, and
died 30 Jan., 1875, aged fifty-seven (Folke-
stone Chronicle, 6 Feb., 1875).

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

HOLWORTHY FAMILY (10 S. ix. 208).
There is a somewhat dateless pedigree in
Le Neve's '

Knights
'

of Sir Matthew (therein
miscalled Martin) Holworthy, Merchant of"

London, who was knighted 12 May, 1665.
He married firstly, in or before 1652, Mary,
dau. of Robert Henley, who died without

surviving issue, and was buried, 30 March,
1658, at St. Mary's, Aldermanbury. He
married secondly, in or before 1664, Lucy
Jervoice, who died without issue before
Feb. 1668/9. He married thirdly (Lie. Fac.
16 Feb., 1668/9, to marry at Winsham,
Somerset) Susanna, dau. of Henry Henley.
He was buried at Hackney, 23 Oct., 1678.
His widow was buried there 21 May, 1690.

Their only child, Matthew Holworthy,
was bapt. 27 March, 1674, at Hackney,,
and resided there till his death, 18 May,
1728, having survived all his children, none
of whom left legitimate issue. He married

(Lie. Fac. 1 Sept., 1697) Elizabeth (then

aged 16), dau. and heir of James Desborough.
She died, his widow, 19 Aug., 1749.

Of their children, Desborough Holworthy,
only son that survived infancy, was bapt.
at Hackney 8 Feb., 1699 1700 ; died unm.
22 May, 1721, having "broke his heart
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,nd died with grief" (London Journal,
24 June, 1721) on account of his sister's

disgrace. Elizabeth, the 1st dau., born

7, and bapt. 11 Aug., 1698, at Hackney,
married there, 3 May, 1720 (as his first wife),

Samuel Heathcote. She died without issue

6 May, 1726. He, who long survived her,

was buried at Hackney, 6 April, 1775, aged
76. Susanna, 2nd and youngest dau.,
was born 19 and bapt. 25 July, 1705, at

Hackney. She, as stated by Le Neve,
was " debauched

"
by the said Samuel

Heathcote, her brother-in-law, and died
in childbirth, 2 June, 1721, aged 16, at

St. Paul's, Covent Garden, being buried
there on the 4th as

"
Susanna, wife of

Samuel Stevens," and removed thence
on the 12th to Elsworth, co. Cambridge.
(For a full account of this misconduct see
London Journal, 8 July, 1721, p. 3, &c.)
The bastard son, known as Samuel Smith,
inherited considerable estates at Elsworth
and elsewhere on the death (19 Aug., 1749)
of his mother's mother, Elizabeth Hoiworthy,
widow, under whose will accordingly he
took the name of Holworthy in lieu of that
of Smith, and is ancestor of the family of
Holworth of Elsworth. G. E. C.

OPIE PRINT (10 S. ix. 209). It is a print
of the picture by Opie (hanging in the
Garrick Club) of William Henry West Betty,
called the "

Young Roscius," in the character
of Douglas. W. H. W. N.

The print described by MR. WINTER,
and engraved by James Heath, is a portrait
of W. H. W. Betty, the "

Young Roscius,"
in the character of Norval in the play of
'

Douglas.' Soo J. J. Rogers' s
'

Opie,'
P. 74. W. ROBERTS.

"THE WEED"=TOBACCO (10 S. ix. 129).
This phrase dates virtually from the

introduction of tobacco into this country.
Dekker in 'The Guls Horn-booke '

(1609)
says that the gallant, after a turn or two in
Paul's Walk, should withdraw to
"the new Tobacco-office, or amongst the Booke-
sellers, where, if you cannot reade, exercise your
snioake, and inquire who has writ against this
diuine weede," Ac. '

Works,' ed. Grosart, "The
Huth Library," vol. ii. p. 231.

Ben Jonson puts the same adjective into
the mouth of Bobadil in

'

Every Man in his
Humour' (1616), in. ii. :

"I have been in the Indies, where this herb
(tobacco] grows, where neither myself, nor a dozen
gentlemen more of my knowledge, have received
the taste of any other nutriment in the world, for
the space of one-and-twenty weeks, but the fume of
this simple only ; therefore, it cannot be, but 'tis

most divine I do hold it to be the most
sovereign and precious weed that ever the earth
tendered to the use of man."

G. L. APPERSON.

Spenser, like Ben Jonson, speaks of
tobacco as a weed :

There, whether yt divine tobacco were,
Or panachaea, or polygony,
She fownd, and brought it to her patient deare,
Who al this while lay bleeding out his hart-blood

neare.
The soveraine weede betwixt two marbles plaine
She pownded small.
' Faerie Queene,' Book III. canto v. stanzas 32, 33.

I may remark that both Spenser and
Jonson use " weed "

in a good sense ; whilst
Dr. Johnson in his dictionary only defines
" weed "

as a noxious or useless herb.
E. YARDLEY.

Does not King James in his
'

Counterblast
to Tobacco '

speak of tobacco as the "
devil's

weed" ? J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

See 2 S. i. 115, 182, 258, 320.

The Indian weed, now withered quite,
Tho' green at noon, cut down at night,

is said to have been written by Thomas
Jenner, author of

' The Soules Solace ;

or, Thirty and One Spirituall Emblems,'
published in 1639.
A full copy of the verses

' Tobacco is an
Indian Weed '

is printed in
' The Book of

English Songs,' p. 139, published in 1851.
RICHD. JOHN FYNMORE.

[MR. TOM JONES also thanked for reply.]

AIGLEN DOWTY (10 S. ix. 208). He wrote
much in The Figaro, a weekly paper, in

the seventies, always using the pseudonym
O. P. Q. Philander Smiff. Smiff's

'

History
of England

'

all the way from the Romans
in Britain to 1876 first appeared in The
Figaro. Two of his books were " Remi-
niscences of a Rascal and Coster : Ballads.
Edited by Philander Smiff," 1876, and
" Comic History of France : with Sketches
in Chalks by O. P. Q. Philander Smiff,"
1888. FREDERIC BOASE.

A further list of this writer's works will

appear in my forthcoming second hundred
names omitted from the ' D.N.B.'

WM. JAGGARD.

AMERICAN MAGAZINE CONDUCTED BY FAC-
TORY WORKERS (10 S. vii. 469 ; viii. 354,

515). The testimony of Charles Dickens,
who visited Lowell in the forties, and
was much impressed with the unusually
high social status of the majority of the
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female factory employees there, and with
their remarkable mental capabilities, ought
not to be lost sight of in this connexion.
In his

' American Notes,' chap, iv., he says :

"
I am now going to state three facts, which will

-startle a large class of readers on this side of the
Atlantic very much.

"Firstly, there is a joint-stock piano in a great
many of the boarding-houses. Secondly, nearly all

these young ladies subscribe to circulating libraries.

Thirdly, they have got up among themselves a
periodical called The Lowell Offering, a repository
of original articles, written exclusively by females
actually employed in the mills, which is duly printed,
published, and sold ; and whereof I brought away
from Lowell four hundred good solid pages, which
I have read from beginning to end Of the merits
of The Lowell Offering as a literary publication I
will only observe, putting entirely out of sight the
fact of the articles having been written by these

girls after the arduous labours of the day, that it

will compare advantageously with a great many
English annuals. It is pleasant to find that many
of its tales are of the mills, and of those who work
in them ; that they inculcate habits of self-denial
and contentment, and teach good doctrines of

enlarged benevolence. A strong feeling for the
beauties of nature, as displayed in the solitudes the
writers have left at home, breathes through its

pages like wholesome village air ; and though a
circulating library is a favourable school for the

study of such topics, it has very scanty allusion to
fine clothes, fine marriages, fine nouses, or tine life."

This graphic description of the little

New England community was recalled to
me by reading the extracts made by M. C. L.
from Miss Larcom's brochure.

N. W. HILL.
New York.

Sam Slick in one of his earlier works
gives an amusing description of a visit

to the literary young ladies, as they may be
euphemistically called, at Lowell, and in an
engraving he is depicted with his white hat
unbrushed, and poking fun at his hostesses.

The legs of the table and piano or
"
limbs,"

as they may be styled are clothed, showing
.the march of refinement.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

DUKE OF KENT'S CHILDREN (10 S. vii.

48, 115, 172, 235, 316). The statement that
the Duke of Kent had twelve children by
Madame St. Laurent has been challenged
toy several writers in these columns, but has
never received an emphatic contradiction.
Thus there is a danger that it will be repeated
by one of the numerous historical smatterers
who may cite in corroboration the authority
of

' N. & Q.' The story, however, is an
absolute myth, and I believe that the original
author, having a dim recollection of the life

of Mrs. Jordan, has confused the career of

the Duke of Clarence with that of his brother.

Since the matter concerns the grandfather
of His Majesty King Edward VII., the

statement ought not to have been made
unless there was absolute proof that it was
true. Even then it would have been in

better taste to suppress it.

HORACE BLEACKLEY

[We quite agree with MR. BLEACKLEY, and

deprecate the attention paid to collections and

compilers of no authority on such subjects.]

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.

ix. 149, 192). The lines,

There's many a lad I knew is dead, &c.,

referred to by the REV. JOHN PICKFORD, are

from Capt. Charles Morris's drinking song,
famous in its day. My copy of the song,

published by Laurie & Whittle, 4 June,

1806, is headed ' Sound Philosophy,' and
embellished by a coloured print of four

gentlemen sitting over their wine. There
is so much individuality in the faces that

they must be portraits, and the man at

the head of the table is presumably Capt.

Morris, who must have practised moderation
in filling his glass, for he lived to the ripe

age of ninety-three. PHILIP NORMAN.

'

REBECCA,' A NOVEL (10 S. iii. 128, 176,

293, 435; v. 72, 117, 377; vii. 352). As

bearing upon the discussion in
' N. & Q.'

under this head, the following is of interest :
_,

From The. Times of 1808.

Wednesday, February 24.

In a few days will be published, in 3 vols., price 12s

sewed, REBECCA ; or, the Victim of Duplicity : a

Novel.
Printing for Lackington, Allen & Co., Finsbury-

square, who have now for sale a Circulating Library,

comprising 600 vols. of novels and romances, price

only Sol.

It will be remarked that the announcement

gives the novel as about to be published
in three volumes. I may add that the much-
desired third volume has not yet been found,

although the search still continues in many
quarters. CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club.

LISBOA " OCCIDENTAL" (10 S. ix. 209).

In return for the great financial help that

John V. gave to the Pope out of the riches

gained by Portugal from the Brazils,

Clement XI. in 1716 granted John the

celebrated Golden Bull, among the pro-

visions of which was the dividing of the

Archbishopric of Lisbon into two. One
half was made into a patriarchate, and the

other into a bishopric, the two divisions being
called the Occidental and Oriental respect-
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ively. Twiss in his
'
Travels through Spain

and Portugal
'

quotes in a translation the

following passage from a book entitled
'

Description de la Ville de Lisbonne,' pub-
lished in Paris in 1730 :

" Since this partition the inhabitants are obliged,
under pain of nullity, to express in all acts the

part of the town in which they have passed : exact
merchants also distinguish it in their bills of

exchange and in their letters."

This accounts for the printer being so

particular in naming the division of the
town in which the book was printed.

C. H. R. P.

HENRY MARTYN SARGENT (10 S. ix. 228).
GENEALOGIST will find references to

Henry Martyn Sargent and his family at
9 S. vii. 329, 432 ; viii. 16, 234, 466.

Henry Martyn Sargent was the younger
son of the Rev. John Sargent, the friend
and biographer of the Indian chaplain and
missionary Henry Martyn. The Rev. John
Sargent was up to his death, 3 May, 1833,
Rector of Lavington, in Sussex. Henry
Martyn Sargent died 13 June, 1836, while
an undergraduate at Balliol College, Oxford ;

and in consequence of his death, his sister,

Emily, wife of Bishop Samuel Wilberforce,
became the heiress of the Wool Lavington
estate.

I can give GENEALOGIST complete infor-
mation concerning the Sargent family.

F. DE H. L.

In the
'

Life of Bishop S. Wilberforce
'

(Murray, 1880, 3 vols.) will be found a note,
on p. 49 of vol. i., in which is given a list

of the children of J. Sargent. Henry
Martyn Sargent is there said to have been
born in 1816, and to have died in 1836.
His death at Lavington is more fully
referred to on p. 100 of the same volume.

F. JARRATT.
Goodleigh Rectory, Barnstaple.

' ESMOND '

: SLIP OF THE PEN (10 S. ix. 67,
115). I am afraid it is MR. J. Y. W. MAC-
ALISTER who has read hastily and rushed
into print still more hastily. Thackeray is

describing lives which begin with a fair

promise and end miserably, and says :" What ! does a stream rush out of a
mountain free and pure, to roll through fair
pastures, to feed and throw out bright
tributaries, and to end in a village gutter ?

"

He implies that it sometimes does, for he
adds :

"
Lives that have noble commence-

ments have often no better endings."
J. WILLCOCK.

Lerwick.

MR. WILLCOCK has discovered another of
the errors which, it must be admitted, lurk
in this charming book. It is no hard task
to recapitulate others. For instance, the
statement, in Book III. chap, iv., that the
Duke of Hamilton was a widower in 1712 is

incorrect ; no passage in the ' Journal to
Stella

'

is better known than the account
of the fatal duel, in which Swift declares-

that he " never saw so melancholy a scene
"

as
" the poor Duchess's

"
grief.

If Thackeray had had that knowledge of
what he calls

" the strange old science
"

of

heraldry which he attributes to Philip,,
he would not have referred to a "

bar-
sinister

"
in Book II. chap. iii.

In Book. I. chap. ii. mention is made of

"Lady Dorchester, Tom Killigrew's daughter,,
whom the King delighted to honour." Lady
Dorchester was the daughter of Sir Charles

Sedley,
"
Apollo's Viceroy."

Again, Mr. Andrew Lang has recently
shown, in his

'

Historical Mysteries,' how
wrong are Thackeray's representations of

"her Oglethorpean Majesty" and the
Chevalier de St. George in Book III.

chap. viii.

Probably I have not exhausted the list of

faults which the curious may find ; and
having indulged in this fault-finding, I have
only to observe, in common with the many
other lovers of

'

Esmond,'
"
Verum, ubi

plura nitent. . . .non ego paucis Offendar
maculis

"
if the quotation be not considered

too hackneyed. But nothing amused me
so much as the errors of a recent writer on

Thackeray, who, after declaring
' Esmond '

to be the
"
greatest historical novel in the

language," proceeded to make frequent
references to

"
Beatrix Castlewood."

R. L. MORETON.
" DYSPEPTIC " HISTORY OF STAFFORD

(10 S. viii. 290). May I be permitted to

answer my own question ? Since putting
it I have again happened on this history
in the catalogue of a bookseller in the Mid-
lands, who also denominates it

"
Dyspeptic,"

so I decided, having received no information

through your columns, to write and ask
him why the book was so named. His reply
surprised me greatly ; he said :

"So far as our cataloguer remembers, the term
'

Dyspeptic
' Mras used because he was struck with

the fact that, although so useful, it greatly needed
what he felt disposed to term more digestion in.

fact, it seemed to suffer from indigestion. There
was hardly any need to take the matter so
seriously."

I of course ignored the concluding remark ;

but what is one to think of the admission.
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by a firm of second-hand booksellers that

they permit their cataloguer to tamper
with historical works by tacking on to them
ome ludicrous and disparaging epithet
or word, and that simply because the ar-

rangement of such works is not quite to
the fancy of a bookseller's assistant ? This

practice if indeed it actually is a practice
is an astounding one, and every effort

should be used to discourage it.

FEED. C. FROST, F.S.I.

Teignmouth.

FIELDING'S GRAVE (10 S. ix. 49, 134).
The lines inquired for by L. A. W. occur
;at the end of Mr. Austin Dobson's poem
'

Henry Fielding : Verses read at the Un-
veiling, by Mr. J. R. Lowell, of Miss Margaret
Thomas's Bust in the Shire Hall, Taunton,
September 4th, 1883.' I have a copy of

the verses pasted down, which I believe

appeared in the following issue of The
Athenaeum ; but their source and date have
unfortunately not been recorded.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchmgton, Warwickshire.

[MR PAGE is right. Mr. Austin Dobson's poem
appeared in The Atkenceum of 8 Sept., 1883, p. 304.]

Louis PHILIPPE'S LANDING IN ENGLAND
((10 S. v. 349, 391, 473 ; vi. 37, 93, 133,

198). Upon this subject it is rather amusing
some folk might add that it is quite

-exasperating to find this slip in a London
daily newspaper of 3 March :

" Just sixty years ago to-day Louis Philippe, the
dethroned French monarch, landed at Folkestone

disguised under the name of William Smith. It is

related of him that he was particularly struck with
what he considered the marvellous coincidence that
he should be met on his arrival by a gentleman also

named Smith. But probably no living man has
landed at Folkestone pier without encountering a
man called Smith."

It would really seem as if historical accuracy
were sacrificed for the sake of a not very
brilliant attempt at facetiousness.

CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club.

CERENCESTER TOWN HALL (10 S. ix. 149,

217). There is a much simpler explanation
of the term " Vice

"
as applied to Cirencester

Town Hall than the far-fetched "Device"
of the Rev. E. A. Fuller. The Town Hall
is the parvise of the parish church.

" Vice
"

is all that remains of
"
parvise

"
in common

speech. SHERBORNE.

An engraving of the Town Hall, with a
*hort description, will be found in Neale
and Le Keux's * Views of the Most Interest-

ing' Collegiate and Parochial Churches,'
vol. i., 1824. It had not then, apparently,
been rebuilt. U. V. W.

BRANDENBTTRGH HOUSE SALE (10 S. ix.

128, 196). A copy of the catalogue of this
sale may be seen at the Carnegie (Central)
Library, Hammersmith. According to the

title-page, the contents of the mansion wore
removed by order of the executors of Queen
Caroline's will, and for convenience of sale,
to Cambridge House, South Audley Street,
and were sold by Mr. Robins on 20 Feb.,
1822, and six following days (Sunday
excepted).
The paintings and drawings numbered

thirteen lots, and consisted mainly of

portraits of the Queen and members of her

family. Lot B was " An Architectural

Drawing in an ebony frame." The contents
of her Majesty's wardrobe were sold on the

eighth day. The catalogue is included in
the volume, but is not mentioned on the

title-page.
On another date a sale was held "

at

Brandenburgh House" by Mr.Harry Phillips,
which John Bull stated was a fraud.

M. S. S.

EXPEDITION TO IRELAND (10 S. ix. 190).
MR. H. LEFROY has misquoted the date.
The Earl of Essex started on 19 March,
1598/9 (not 19 July, 1573). Eighty horses
were provided for him and his followers
from London on the post road through
Chester to Holyhead, and as many more by
way of Bristol ; see letter preserved in the
Record Office, Domestic State Papers,
Elizabeth. There is no mention in these

papers of troops having been sent at that
time from Liverpool ; but as this port
was used for the purpose at this period, I

suggest that MR. LEFROY should examine
the archives of the War Office, and he

may possibly there find the information he
seeks.

EDWARD WATSON.

VICOMTE DE CREMAIL (10 S. ix. 50, 112).
There is still a question to be answered in

connexion with the writings of this Count.
The excellent biographical note by MR.
EDWARD NICHOLSON is of great interest ;

but I have yet to ascertain the nature of

the
' Pensees d'un Solitaire.' Several edi-

tions of the
' Comedie des Proverbes

'

are

at the B.M. ; the
' Jeux de 1'Inconnu' is

in the Bodleian ; but apparently no copy
of the third work is in either library. The
catalogue of the Bibliotheque Nationale
has not been printed far enough to include
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his name, but there is every probability of

the
' Pensees d'un Solitaire

'

being there.

Will some reader having the opportunity

kindly examine the work ? Its title suggests

philosophical prose, but it may be verse,

and that is just the point to ascertain.
L. I. G.

' ROBIN HOOD AND THE BISHOP OF HERE-
FORD

'

(10 S. viii. 449 ; ix. 55). In the

fourth volume of
' Testamenta Eboracensia,'

published by the Surtees Society in 1871,

and edited by that learned antiquary the

late Canon Raine, of York, the Canon says :

"Thomas Spofforth was Bishop of Hereford in

1405, and resigned his see in 1448, when he became
a prebend in St. Mary's Abbey, of which he was

previously the Lord Abbot."

The Canon, in a note, adds that
" the bishop

was a native of the Yorkshire village which

bears his name," and, alluding to the Robin
Hood ballad, says :

"
It is quite possible

tha tthe bishop fell into the clutches of a
Barnsdale rover, and lost his money."
It was not every day that a Bishop of

Hereford found his way into Yorkshire.

The Canon, on being asked for an explana-
tion as to the anachronism apparent between
the times of Kings John and Richard, when
Robin Hood is said to have flourished, and
the time of Henry IV., replied :

"The Robin Hood ballads seem to be of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and a robbery of

Bishop Spofforth might easily be incorporated in

them. They are no doubt by various writers and
of various dates."

A. STAPLETON.

" TAMMANY "
: ORIGIN or THE NAME

(10 S. ix. 126, 154). It is in exemplification
of the statement that many well-known men
in Philadelphia, who fraternized socially,

held opposite opinions upon the important
political questions of the day, that Sir

George Trevelyan (' American Revolution,'
vol. iii. pp. 273-4) details the canonization
of the Indian chief Tammanend as the

patron saint of a dinner club in that city,
whose first gathering was on 1 May, 1772.

Other
" Sons of St. Tammany

"
in Maryland,

Pennsylvania, and elsewhere formed social

and May Day-festival clubs under the same
banner without reference to political pre-

judices.
It was the Tammany Society of New

York originally solely benevolent and fra-

ternal and its Society House, that from
the beginning of the nineteenth century
came gradually to be associated with the

political organization, at first merely its

tenant, that is now so widely known as

Tammany Hall. M. C. L.

NOTES ON BOOKS. Aa

The Scalacronica of Sir Thomas (.iray. Translated)

by the Right Hon. Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.

(Glasgow, MacLehose & Sons.)

IN 1355 a certain Sir Thomas Gray of Heton was-
Edward III.'s constable or warden of Norhanv
Castle, a Border fortress. In one of the perpetual
conflicts with the Scots the knight was taken

prisoner, and, being unable to raise the ransom;

demanded, lay for two years in Edinburgh Castle,,

during which time he occupied himself in compiling
a history of Britain, calling it 'Scalacronica,' or
the 'Ladder Chronicle.' It was originally written
in Norman-French, and Sir Herbert Maxwell has
translated that portion which refers to the reigns-
of Edward L, Edward II., and Edward III.,

eliminating much extraneous matter of doubtful
value belonging to an earlier period.
The events narrated in the '

Scalacronica
'

being
contemporary with Sir Thomas Gray and his father,
this description of the fourteenth century by one-
who was neither a historian nor a politician, but
simply a soldier, is in the highest degree interest-

ing, and throws light on many things with which
acquaintance has generally been made through the-

dry medium of a standard history. It is unfor-
tunate that the period which deals wfth the-

battle of Crcy is missing in the original ; conse--

quently the translator nas been obliged to fall

back iipon a sixteenth-century edition by John-
Laland, who had access to a complete copy, and
made an abstract in English of the whole work.
Leland's version is inserted in the present edition
in order to preserve the continuity of events.
In this volume one peculiarity is noticeable, viz. ,

the sang-froid with which the great doings of the-

period are discussed. Bannockpurn, Cre"cy, Sluys,
and Poitiers are described as if they were mere-
Border raids instead of momentous erents which
controlled the destinies of nations. The deposition
and death of Edward II. are described in the-

following curt paragraph :

" He was taken from
Kenilworth to Berkeley, where he died, in what
manner was not known, but God knoweth it."

We have naught but praise for the manner im
which Sir Herbert Maxwell has achieved the
difficult task of converting the ofttimes obscure
Norman-French into readable English. The render-
ing is simple, yet dignified.
The volume contains an admirable index, supple-

mented by numerous foot-notes, and is embelhsned'
by a large number of heraldic shields, printed in
colours on vellum. It is a good specimen of the
work of a firm which has already made a name for

enterprise in history and biography.

The Crusaders in the East. By W. B. Stevensom
(Cambridge, University Press.)

THE period covered by the six Crusades is here-
viewed from a rather novel standpoint, being dealt
with as part of Eastern instead of Western history.
The author combats the popular belief that the
Crusades were separate and distinct undertakings,
and endeavours, with some success, to prove that

they were in reality a continuous warfare between-
Christian and Moslem during two centuries a point
of view which has much to commend it. Tbe actual!
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history is prefaced by an extremely able Introduc-
tion, in which the above views are expressed and
the scope of the work explained.
The inglorious fate of the Latin State in Syria

was inevitable. The interests of the Greek
Emperors and the various Latin States being
naturally divided, the attitude adopted by the
former was neiitral or else actively hostile. Internal
dissensions and the personal antagonism of the Latin
leaders in the first Crusade created four Latin
kingdoms instead of one. Added to these troubles
were the unceasing warfare waged by the Moslems,
and the fact that Christendom had other ambitions
and projects than the subjection and partition of

Syria. These adverse circumstances combined to
seal the doom of the Latin States, and it was only
due to the personal valour of the Crusaders that
they existed so long.
The author has executed his task in a scholarly

manner, and the book should be really useful to
students, for the period has not been much written
about in this country.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. APRIL.

Mr. THOMAS BAKER has in his List 522 an
interesting theological collection, for although there
are not rarities, there are many popular works at
moderate prices. We have the well-known names
of Baring-Gould, Dean Burgon, Kenelm Digby,
Dr. Ewald, Bishop Ingram, Cardinal Manning,
Newman, and others. There are a number of the
Westminster Lectures, and a special offer of the
work on '

Early Christianity and Paganism,' by
Dean Spence, 3s. 9d. (published at 18s.)

Mr. P. M. Barnard, of Tunbridge Wells, has in

his Catalogue 20 some interesting incunabula.

Among these we find a fine large copy of the editio

jmnceps of Ammianus Marcellinus, red morocco,
121. 12s. ; also Thomas Aquinas,

' Catena aurea in

quatuor Evangelistas,' 1482, 91. ; and a fine copy of

two of his works in one volume, original oak boards,
97. 10s. A rare edition of Dante has remarkable and
beautiful woodcuts, 1491, 127. 12s. A large copy of

the rare second printed edition of Pliny, 1470, is

priced 41. 16s. Under Horse are two of English use.

There are books from the Aldine Press. Under
Bibliography is a sketch of the Aldine Press at

Venice, forming a catalogue of all works issued
from 1494 to 1597, 3 vols. in 1, 1887, I/.

Is. Cata-

logues of libraries and auction sales include the
Advocates' Library, 7 vols., 4to, 11. 10s. : Julian
Marshall's Book-Plates, 2s. 6rf. ; British Museum.
King's Library, 1734. 7s. 6d. ;

' The Illuminated

Manuscripts in the Fitzwilliam Museum,' 5s. 6rf. ;

and the Beckford Library, 7s. 6d.

Mr. William Brown, of Edinburgh, has in his

Catalogue 175 George Meredith's Works, Edition
de Luxe, 32 vols., 1896, 161. 1ft*. : Lever's Novels,
37 vols., calf, by Zaehnsdorf, 227. 10s. ; Pennant's
' Tour in Scotland,' 3 vols., 4to, extra-illustrated,
1776, 727. 10s. ; and first edition of Mrs. Gaskell's
'
Life of Charlotte Bronte,' 2 vols. , morocco. 1857,

137. 13s. (inserted are two of her letters). Under
Cruikshank is 'The English Spy,' 2 vols., morocco,
1825, 727. 10s. Pierce Egan's

'

Anecdotes,' 1827,

is 187. 18s. There is a first edition of Dryden's
essay

' Of Dramatick Poesie,' 1668, 227. 10s. A very
choice book is

' The Triumphs of Petrarch,' trans-

lated by H. Boyd, with introduction by Dr. Biagi,

illustrated by six facsimiles of fifteenth-century
etchings of great rarity, 4to, leather binding, 63?.
This is one of ten copies printed on vellum for this

country.

Messrs. Browne & Browne, of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
include in their Catalogue 91 a fine copy of
Ackermann's 'Public Schools,' 1816, 357. ; and a
copy of

' Atlas Contractus Orbis Terrarum,' atlas
folio, in original vellum, 60 maps, mostly engraved
by N. Visscher, 1659, 1001. The last map is that of
New Netherlands, New Belgium, New France, and
Virginia, with an inset of a coloured view of New-
Amsterdam, the earliest known view of New York.
Messrs. Browne state they can trace the existence
of no other copy. Another American rarity is

Murray's
'

Impartial History of the War in
America,' 3 vols, 1778-81, 251. Hodgson's History
of Northumberland, 7 vols, 4to, with the continua-
tion, 7 vols., together 14 vols., 1827-1904, is 377. A
copy of John Lyly's

'

Anatomy of Wit,' 1581, is

priced 357. Under Cruikshank is
'

Waterloo,'
Colburn. 1817, 207. ; under Bewick the ' Land and
Water Birds,' first edition, 1804-5, 121. 12s. ; and
under Berwickshire a set of the Naturalists'"
Club, 207.

Mr. James G. Commin, of Exeter, has in his
List 241 much under Folk-Lore. Under Italian
Poets is the beautiful series with portraits by
the Moreaus, 20 vols., in contemporary crimson
morocco, 1767-8, 57. 5s. Under Arabian Nights is

the French translation by Dr. Mardrus, 16 vols.,
11. 10s. The works under Occult include Bodin's
' De la Demonomanie des Sorciers,' 4to, Paris, 1582,
47.4s. Other items are Ruskin's ' Stones of Venice,

v

3 vols., royal 8vo, 1873, 31. 17s. 6d.; 'The Seven
Lamps of Architecture,' second edition, 21. 2s.; the
"Abbotsford" Scott, 12 vols., royal 8vo, 1842,
57. 10s.; the Old Testament, illustrated by Tissot,
2 vols., imperial 4to, 11. 15s.; and a good miscel-
laneous list.

Mr. William Downing, of Birmingham, has in his
Catalogue 472 the Vale Press Shakespeare, edited
by Moore, 39 vols., 1900-3, 157. 15s.; and The Herald
and Genealogist, 1863-74, 8 vols., 47. 4s. Under
Nature Worship is a set of privately printed works,
10 vols., 1889-91, 37. 3s. A copy of Papworth's
'

Dictionary of Coats of Arms,' 1874. is 91. 9s.; and
Nichols's 'Literary Anecdotes,' 17 vols, full calf, bv
Zaehnsdorf, 1812-58, 167. 16s.

Mr. Francis Edwards has issued the third part of
his Catalogue of Books on Military History from
Alexander the Great to Napoleon. The contents of
this new part begin with Wars of the Ancients,
followed by Wars of Rome, then those of the
Middle Ages and the Ottoman Turks, Russian
Wars, Civil and Religious Wars of the Sixteenth
Century, the Spanish Armada, the Dutch War of

Independence, and so on until we reach Napier's' War in the Peninsula.' The last item is numbered
3268.

Messrs. James Fawn & Son, of Bristol, have in
their List 40 the Kelmscott Chaucer, 807. ; The
Studio, 25 vols., 77. 7s. ; Lewes's ' Problems of Life,'
1874-9, 5 vols., 27. 2s. : Walker's 'Costume of York-
shire,' royal folio, Leeds, 1885, 27. 18s. ; Ticknor's
'

Spanish Literature,' 2f. 5s. ; and J. A. Symonds's
' Count Carlo Gozzi,' large paper (No. 3), with the
seven etchings in duplicate, 1890, 37. 3s.

Mr. H. J. Olaisher's April Remainder Catalogue
is full of vai ied items, of which we note a few t
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Abbott's 'Thomas of Canterbury,' 5s. 6(1. ; Boc-

caccio, translated by Rigg, 12 plates by Chalon,

2 vols., 4to, II. 10s. ; Fitzgerald's
'

Boswell,' 3 vols.,

8* 3r/ Bosworth's 'Anglo-Saxon Dictionary,' 3s. ;

'
Casseil's Gazetteer,' 6 vols. in 3, 10s. ; Grammont's

' Memoirs,' 2x. 9rf. ; Hertslet's
' Old Foreign Office,'

2s 9d Henson's
' Church Problems,' '2s. 9rf. ; Rabe-

lais 3 vols., Bullen's edition, 17*. 6d. ; Seyffert's

Classical Antiquities,' fa. ; and Curtius's
' Greek

P^tymology,' 4s. Under Colour Books are two from

Messrs. A. & C. Black's series, St. Leger's 'War
Sketches

' and ' Cruikshank's Water-Colours,
'

7s. 6W.

each volume.

Mr. E. Menken's Catalogue 185 contains the

J 10s. Dickens items include the first edition of

'Grimaldi,' Bentley, 1838, 21. 15s., and 'Oliver

Twist,' first edition, with the cancelled
" Fireside

"

plate, 1838, 3Z. 15s. There are a number of works
on costume ; also books on railways published during
the thirties and forties.

Mr. W. M. Murphy, of Liverpool, has in his

Catalogue 134 a handsome set of Punch to the

end of last year, original edition, half-morocco, 281. ;

Jeremy Bentham's Complete Works, 11 vols., 9^. 9s. ;

Bentley's Miscellany, 38 vols.. half-calf, 11. Is. ; a set

of ' N. & Q.,' including the General Indexes, 1849-

1905, 351. ; and a clean tall copy of Hakluyt, 1625-6,

40/. There are a number of works under Drama,
Egypt, Ireland, Lancashire, and London. Under
Coleridge is the first edition of

'

Literary Remains,'
II. 8s. ; andunderDante isthe beautiful Milan edition,

1902, 3/. 3s. Dickens items include the first edition

of
' A Tale of Two Cities,' in parts, 81. 8s. Under

Thackeray is the illustrated edition, 1902, 5i. 5s.

Tennyson entries include Moxon's collected edition,

1842, 61. fa. A copy of the first edition of Digby's
' Mores Catholici

'

is priced 31. 10s. ; and the last

edition of Chaffers's
' Marks and Monograms,'

II. 11s. 6d.

Messrs. James Rimell & Son devote their List 209
to Topography ; the counties are arranged alpha-
betically. The portion allotted to London is

considerable, and we get plenty of books and lists

referring to old houses in Westminster, the Strand,
Lincoln's Inn, Fleet Street, Holywell Street, Wych
Street, &c. There are a number of Chatelain's
views of suburban churches, Chelsea Hospital," The Spaniards," Hampstead, &c., as they appeared
in 1750. Under Surrey we get Richmond, Tooting,
and Weybridge, while under Sussex there is much
of interest relating to Brighton.

Mr. Chas. J. Sawyer's List 6 contains a set of the
Historical Memoirs privately printed for the Grolier

Society. 61. fa. ; and another copy in polished calf,

81. 8s. Works on art include ' Holbein the Younger,'
by Davies, 31. 7s. 6d. ; Waring's

'

Masterpieces of
Industrial Art,' U. 18s. ; and 'Dutch Painters,' by
Max Rooses, 21. Is. 6rf. Under Dickens is the
Edition de Luxe, 30 vols., 17^. 10s. There is a fine

copy of '

George IV.'s Visit to Scotland,' 1822, 31, 3x.

Under Greville is the scarce first edition of the
'

Journals,' 81. 8s. The French national edition of

Hugo's works, 28 vols., 4to, half crimson morocco,
is 181. 18s. Under Charles Lamb is an uncut copy
of the first edition of 'English Dramatic Poetsj'
1808, 121. ; and under Milton is Pickering's edition,
8 vols.. calf, by Riviere, 81. 8s. The " Border
Edition

"
of Scott is 81. 15s. There is a fine copy of

' The Faerie Queen,' designs by Crane, edited by
Wise, 14. 14s. The Edmund Goldsmid reprints,
141 vols., Edinburgh, 1884-7, are 221. (only 75 copies
of each printed). There is a list of books wanted
to purchase.
Mr. Thomas Thorp, of Reading has in his

Catalogue 182 a high-class miscellaneous list. We
note a few items: the Bagster's reprint of the
Coverdale Bible, 1838, 61. 6s. ; BoydelFs

r
Collection

of Prints.' 1802-3, 2 vols. in 1, atlas folio, morocco,
211. ; Budge's 'Book of the Dead,' 2 vols., folio,

1895, 4. 4s. ; and first edition of the
' Eikon Basilike,'

1648, 5^. 5s. Under Erasmus is Henry VIII's copy
of

' Erasmus on Marriage,' 1526, containing marginal
notes which are believed to be those of the King,
1057.

MR. EDWARD MARSTON*,
" the Amateur Angler,"

has been occupied for some time in compiling a
work which promises to be interesting to readers

generally and to anglers in particular. It is a sketch
of the lives of Bishop Ken and Izaak Walton, ex-

plaining the singular relationship between the two
men, and giving briefly the principal facts in the
lives of both. It will contain material which has
not hitherto been brought into book form, arid will

be fully illustrated with about twenty full-page

pictures from various sources, and fifty choice text

vignettes of scenes on the rivers well known to

Walton.

Jiottws to Comsponbntts.
We must call special attention to the following

notices :

ON all communications must be written the namfc
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WB cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate

slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, vohime, and page or pages to

which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

H. T. F. (" Author of
' The Coming K ,' &c.").

The author was Aiglen Dowty. See ante, pp. 21,

152, 208, 274.

CoRRioENDiTM. P. 233, col. 2. 1. 25 from foot, for
"
Chippeudall

" read Chippindall.

NOTICE.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we dp not

print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries
' "Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chanoery

: Lane, E.C.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (APRIL).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
28, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

LONDON, W.C.

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS,

PAMPHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGKAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

BOOKBUYERS
ARE STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO APPLY TO

E. GEORGE & SONS
FOR ANT WORKS REQUIRED,

As they have special means for procuring at short notice

any obtainable book in the market.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS ANSWERED.
Telephone 5150 Central.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
5, PALL MALL, S.W.

(CABLTON HOTEL BUILDING).

Choice Books.

Rare Autographs & MSS.
CATALOGUE OF RARE BOOKS AND MSS.

NOW READY, price Is.

J. POOLE & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1854,

104, CHARINGCROSS ROAD, LONDON.
School, Classical, Scientific, Mathematical,

and Students'

BOOKSELLERS,
New and Second-Hand.

All Enquiries as to Prices of Books in our
very large stock answered.

BOOKS BOUGHT.

WOODCUTS, EARLY BOOKS,
MSS., &C.

LEIGHTON'S
Illustrated Catalogue,

Containing 1,350 Facsimiles.

Thick 8vo, art cloth, 25s. ; half-morocco, 30s.

Part XIII., GAL CHRYS, with 164 Facsimiles, including
Berners' Froissart, Cambridge bindings, Caperave 1516,

Cepio 1477, and a large collection of Early Chronicles.

[Now ready, price Zs.

J. &. J. LEIGHTON,
40, Brewer Street, Golden Square, London, W.

D U L A U & CO.,
37, Soho Square, London

(Established in 1792),

SUPPLY ALL FOREIGN AND ENGLISH BOOKS.
AGENTS APPOINTED FOR THE SALE OF THE

Natural History Publications of the
British Museum,

AND OF SEVERAL LEARNED SOCIETIES.
BAEDEKER'S TOURIST GUIDE-BOOKS.

A Large Stock of French, German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch,
Swedish, Russian, and Oriental Books kept on

hand to select from.

CATALOGUES GRATIS ON APPLICATION.

JUST PUBLISHED.

NEW CATALOGUE
OF

SECOND-HAND BOOKS
Post free on application.

HAROLD BROWN,
Bookseller,

1, Wimpole Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

THE BIBLIOPHILE PRESS,
149, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.,

PUBLISHERS,

NEW AND SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLERS.

BOOKS BOUGHT. CATALOGUES ISSUED,
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PALM SUNDAY AND CHICK-PEAS.

IN Provence good children go to church
on Palm Sunday bearing a

"
rampau

"

(L. ramus palmce), usually an olive or a
laurel branch. This is blessed by the priest,
and is hung up on the wall at home, as

prigs of box (buis benit) are hung up in

Northern France. But in Provence, to

make the occasion attractive to children,
It has always been customary for the branch
to be decorated with candied fruits, and
it is usually the gift of the godfather ;

though now it has degenerated, in towns
at least, into a gilt stick, with tinsel leaves,
a candied orange stuck on the top, and

hung over with candied fruits and other
'Christmas - tree decorations. More than
three centuries ago this adornment was
forbidden by the Church :

"
Curati ne

permittant esculenta appendi olivis bene-
dicendis

"
probably to avoid the sins

which it occasioned ; for the objurgatory
powers of the Provencal mother, and the
stock of vivisectional threats, in which
she rivals the Irish parent of the same class,

are severely taxed to prevent the esculents

being consumed before the branch has been
taken to church and brought back blessed.

Moreover, boys forlorn of kind and dutiful

godfathers assemble at the
"
kirk-skailing

"

to jeer at the good boys as they come out ;

the air is warm with winged words, and
raids are made on the blessed branches.
The custom persisted, notwithstanding,
because the parish clergy of Provence join
heartily in the festivities of the people,
wisely adapting those of transparently pagan
origin to Catholic forms. There is hardly
a deity of ancient Greece and Rome whose
feasts are not thus celebrated in the churches
of Provence with a wonderful mixture of fun
and religious feeling.
The fruits of the

"
rampau

"
wliich

escape these dangers, at home and abroad,
are eaten at the midday feast, and of this

chick-peas are an essential part. The pulse
are boiled with a little soda (properly with
a bag of almond-shell ash or vine-stock ash)
to soften them and render them less indi-

gestible, and are eaten with oil. Why
chick-peas ? The orthodox reason is that
the ass on which the journey to Jerusalem
was made on the first Palm Sunday insisted
on stopping to graze in a field of chick-peas.
A more rationalistic, though scarcely more
satisfactory, story is that several ships
laden with chick-peas arrived at Marseilles
on Palm Sunday in 1418, when there was
famine in the land. These are not a common
article of food, nor one much liked ; so

why should they be eaten on Palm Sunday,
unless it be to mortify the flesh before the
feast of candied fruits ? The reason given
to the children of this inquiring age is (in
the Frenchified Provengal adapted to

children who are taught at school to regard
their mother-tongue as a "

patois
"

to be

despised) :

" Se si mangeavo pas de cese

pour Rameou, il vous viendrait de fleirons

de partout
"

; that is,
"

if you did not eat

chick-peas on Palm Sunday, you would
come out all over boils

"
(flouroun, fleiroun ;

L. juruncuLus). Cf. It. ceccione, a boil.

What is the origin of this idea ? I think
it probable that the Palm Sunday customs
and the plague of boils are connected, and
that the idea arose, in some way, from the

botanical peculiarities of the chick-pea or

chick. This pulse is the chenna of India

(Bengal gram, as distinguished from Madras

gram, a lentil), the garbanzo of Spain
(anglice

" calavances
"

), a word probably
connected with "

carob," garattb in Langue-
doc, the pois chiche of France, the cese or

pese pounchu (pointed peas) of Provence

proper, the cese becu (beaked chick) of

Gascony. It owes its specific name arietinum

to its resemblance to some part of a ram.

Euphemy finds a very strained resemblance
to a ram's head, but the appearance of the
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pulse when sprouted points to the meaning
of the arietine name.
The view I put forward is confirmed by

the connexion of cese becu with the Spanish
chichisvco (b and v are pronounced very

similarly in Gascon and other western

dialects of Proven9al) and the Italian

cicisbeo, acknowledged in the
' O.E.D.* to be

derived from ccse or cece, a chick-pea.
The experiment of allowing a chick-pea to

sprout in wet flannel can easily be performed.
And if the fully sprouted seed be put to grow
either in earth or in a tall hyacinth-glass,
the plant will in due course show its peculiar
features, the hairy stem and leaves exudating
every morning drops of oxalic-acid solution.

In India a cloth whipped about in a chenna
field at early morn will soon be saturated

with this acid fluid, which is then squeezed
out and used for medicinal purposes. In

Provence the early worker in a field of cese

expects that, if his nether garment have any
blue dye in it, and is not protected by
gaiters," the colour will be changed to red

wherever the acid dew has touched.

Now it is probable that this solution

acknowledgedly used medicinally, but a
caustic poison internally might be applied
to warts : and perhaps a dilute wash of it

might have been found good for pimply
faces. So far, I have only found that in

Provence (probably it would be so in Italy)
a popular cure for a wart is to apply a

chick-pea to it, doubtless with some "charm,"
and then to throw the pea into a well.

Analogous charms for warts are popularly
used in England. But the schoolmaster is

abroad, in Provence as in England and
Wales: so that these "superstitions" are

concealed, and both patience and tact are

necessary to get at them.
Now the cognomen of M. Tullius Cicero

is said to be from one of his family having
a wart like a chick-pea on his nose. Might
the cognomen have been connected with
tliis wart-cure ? One can hardly suppose
that classical tradition has given rise to the
cure ; but conversely the family name
might have become connected with the

chick-pea, or its oxalic dew, as that of

Bishop Berkeley with tar-water. I may
also mention that one badly marked with

smallpox is said here to have "
fallen on a

heap of chick-peas."
I write far away from books of reference,

but I think I have said enough to show that
there is an extensive folk-lore connected
with the chick-pea, probably throughout
Southern Europe, and in mediaeval times

extending to England. Monastic records

would probably bring out much on the

subject. It is to be noted that the chick-

pea and the lentil are almost the only
pulse so distinguished in literature and
etymology. EDWAKD NICHOLSON.
Hyeres.

LONDON STATUES AND MEMORIALS.

(See ante, pp. 1, 102.)

38. Duke of York's Column, Carlton
House Terrace. Raised to the memory of

Frederick, Duke of York, second son of

George III., Commander-in-Chief of the
British Army. It can hardly be said to have
been erected by voluntary subscriptions,

seeing that every soldier in the service was
compelled to subscribe one day's pay to the
fund. The total realized was 26,0001., of which
3,587/. was set apart for its upkeep. It

was built during 1830-33, the bronze statue
of the Duke being raised to the summit on
8 April, 1834.

39. Statues of (a) Lord Clyde, (6) Sir

John Franklin, (c) Sir John Fox Burgoyne.
and (d) Lord Lawrence, Waterloo Place.

(a) Erected in 1868. (b) Erected in 1866.

(c) Erected a few years after his decease in

1871. (d) Erected in 1885.

40. Guards' Memorial, WT
aterloo Place.

Erected by public subscription in 1861.

41. Shakespeare Memorial, &c., Leicester

Square. The centre of the square was
formerly occupied by an equestrian statue
of George I., unveiled on 19 Nov., 1748.

A century later the statue had become
neglected (see 10 S. iii. 357) and dilapidated,
and in the end was mercifully destroyed.
Baron Grant eventually purchased the site,

and beautified it at a cost of 30,000/. He
then presented it to the public, through the

Metropolitan Board of Works, on 2 July,
1874. In the centre is a fountain surmounted

by a statue of Shakespeare, a replica of the
Westminster Abbey cenotaph. At the four

corners of the square, on granite pedestals,
are colossal busts of John Hunter (resided
at 28, Leicester Square), Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds (resided at 47, Leicester Square),
William Hogarth (resided at 30, Leicester

Square), and Sir Isaac Newton (resided at

35, St. Martin's Street, south of Leicester

Square).
42. Shaftesbury Memorial Fountain,

Piccadilly Circus. On the death of the

seventh Earl of Shaftesbury a large sum of

money was subscribed to provide a public
memorial. With the funds thus obtained
the committee founded a convalescent Home,
erected a statue in Westminster Abbey, and
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provided this fountain. It was inaugurated
in 1889.

43. Statue of William III., St. James's
Square. Erected pursuant to the will of
Samuel Travers, Esq. (d. 1724), in the year
1808. The pedestal had been placed in

position in 1732 (see 8 S. ii. 267, 368, 436 ;

iii. 16).
44. Statue of George II., Golden Square.
When or why this was set up I am

unable to say. Dickens aptly describes
it in

'

Nicholas Nickleby
'

(chap, i.) as
"
the

mournful statue, the guardian genius of

a little wilderness of shrubs in the centre
of the square."

45. Statue of William Pitt, Hanover
Square. Erected in 1831 at a cost of

7,000?., subscribed by admirers of the great
statesman.

46. Apsley Archway, Hyde Park Corner.

This extends to a frontage of 107 ft., and
consists of a triple archway and colonnade.

It was erected in 1828, the friezes being
copied from the Elgin Marbles. These
have been recently found to be considerably

decayed, and their renovation is contem-

plated.
47. Statue of the Duke of Wellington,

Hyde Park Corner. The Green Park Arch
was erected in 1828, and the colossal eques-
trian statue of the Duke of Wellington
placed thereon in 1846. The huge effigy,

which had always been an eyesore, was
removed on 24 Jan., 1883. and in the follow-

ing year was set up in the Long Valley at

Aldershot. A new statue of the Duke on
a less ambitious scale was placed in the centre

of the roadway in an exact line with the

front of Apsley House, and was unveiled

by King Edward (then Prince of Wales) on
21 Dec., 1888. Meantime the Green Park
Arch had been pulled down, and re-erected

several yards east of its former position

(see 7 S. viii. 349 ; ix. 34). A colossal group
consisting of a winged figure of Peace

driving a four-horse chariot, the gift to the

nation of Lord Michelham, is eventually
to occupy the summit of the arch.

48. Statue of Lord Byron, Hamilton
Gardens. Erected by public subscription
at a cost of 3,5007. Unveiled by Lord

Houghton, 24 May, 1880.

49. Poets' Fountain, Park Lane. The
Government erected this fountain in 1875

at a cost of 5,0007., obtained from the estate

of Mrs. Brown, a lady who died intestate

in Hertford Street hard by, and who had
often expressed a wish that a fountain should

be erected on this spot. On it are fine

statues of Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Milton,

with subordinate statues of the Muses
Tragedy, Comedy, and History. The design
is crowned by a winged figure of Fame.

50. Achilles Statue, Hyde Park. Erected
at a cost of 10,0007. subscribed by the women
of England as a memorial to the Duke of

Wellington.
"
Placed on this spot on the

18th day of June, 1822, by command of his

Majesty George IV."
51. Diana Fountain, Hyde Park. Pre-

sented to the Office of Works in 1906 by an
Italian lady in whose garden at Ascot it had
formerly stood. It is of bronze, about
20 ft. high, and represents an undraped
figure of Diana with bow and arrow. The
goddess stands in a marble basin, supported
by four female figures rising from a larger
basin of concrete.

52. Marble Arch, Hyde Park. Originally
built for George IV. as an entrance gate to

Buckingham Palace at a cost of 80,0007.
Removed thence in 1850, and re-erected on
its present site at a cost of 11,000?. A
Marble Arch Improvement scheme, whereby
its beauties will be considerably enhanced,
is now progressing towards completion.

53. Tablet on wall opposite end of Edg-
ware Road marking the site once occupied
by Tyburn Tree.

54. Albert Memorial, Hyde Park. This
cost upwards of 150,0007. to construct, of
which sum Parliament voted 50,0007. ; her

Majesty Queen Victoria contributed a large
amount ; and the rest was raised by public
subscription. Its erection was commenced
on 13 May, 1864 ; and on its completion it

was handed over privately to her Majesty
on 1 July, 1872. The colossal statue of the
Prince Consort was not, however, placed
in position until 1876.

55. Statue of Dr. Jenner, Kensington
Gardens. Erected by public subscription
in 1 858. First placed in Trafalgar Square, but
removed thence to its present site in 1867.

56. Granite Obelisk, Kensington Gardens.
Erected to the memory of John Banning

Speke, the African explorer, ob. 1864.

57. Statue of Prince Albert, Horticultural

Gardens, South Kensington. This was
erected by public subscription, and originally
intended to commemorate only the exhibi-
tion of 1851, but ultimately dedicated to
the memory of

"
the great author of that

undertaking." Inaugurated 10 June, 1863.

58. Statue of Lord Holland, Holland Park.
Erected in 1872 (?) from the residue of a

fund subscribed by many friends of all

parties for the marble monument in West-
minster Abbey. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.
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MR. PAGE refers to the mounted effigy

of Charles I. at Charing Cross (33) as one

of the most notable in London, both as

a work of art and an historical relic. So

no doubt it is ;
and yet one cannot buy

anywhere a photograph or engraving showing
the details of this statue.

H. O. FANSHAWE.

[We have heard the same complaint made con-

cerning the statue of Boadicea on the Embankment.]

35. The bronze statue of Sir Charles

James Napier by George Gammon Adams
was unveiled 26 Nov., 1856. There is a

view of it in The, Illustrated London News,

Dec., 1856, p. 574. FREDERIC BOASE.

Mr. Holden MacMichael in
'

Charing Cross

and its Immediate Neighbourhood' refers

to the frequent use of the directions
"
be-

hind,"
"
over against," or

"
facing the King

on Horseback." Here is an interesting
variation worth preserving :

" Lost between Temple Bar and Whitehall ; on

the 8th instant, a white Vellum Pucket-book [c],

containing divers Discharges, of no use to any but

the owner. If the person who has found it, will

bring it to Mr. Joseph Williams, by the Sign of

King William on Horse Back at Charing Cross, he

shall have 10*. for his Pains."

From The British Apollo, No. 8, March 5-10,

1708. The notice was repeated in Nos. 10

.and 13. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

MR. PAGE'S catalogue of statues and
memorials will, when complete, be of great
service to the readers of

' N. & Q.' I

wish, however, it could be extended so as

to include the whole of Great Britain and
Ireland.

It is very strange to call to mind how some

people who have received what is commonly
regarded as a fair education blunder about
the significance of these memorials, even
when they have constantly seen them. A
man who was for some time a village school-

master in the Isle of Axholme, and after-

wards tutor to the young son of a country
squire,on hearing me speak of the equestrian
statue of William III. which adorns the

market-place at Hull, corrected me by saying
it was, he was quite sure, an image of

William the Conqueror. When I rejoined
that I was certain that it represented the
" Dutch deliverer," not the Norman invader,
he held strongly to his original position,

saying: "I am positive that I am right,
for the figure has bare feet, and boots and
shoes had come into fashion long before
the Protestant deliverer came over."

COM. EBOH.

KING'S 'CLASSICAL AND FOREIGN
QUOTATIONS;

(See 10 S. ii. 281, 351 ; iii. 447 ; vii. 24 ;

ix. 107.)
No. 245 is :

Cane decane canis : sed ne cane, cane decane,
De cane : de canis, cane decane, cane.

Mr. King quotes this from Sandys' s
'

Speci-
mens of Macaronic Poetry' (London, 1831,
Introd., p. ii), adding that it is attributed
to Person. He suggests that it may have
been written on some college dean.

At 9 S. xii. 478 the late LORD AUDENHAM,
after mentioning that he heard the distich

in his Oxford days, wrote :

" The lines

are a reproof to a grey-headed dean who
had sung a hunting song."
The lines (in one form at least) existed

long before Person's day, nor, as far as I

know, is there any evidence to connect
their origin with the subject of an English
cathedral or college dean.

In Reusner's
'

-<Enigmatographia,' p. 159
of Part II. (Frankfort, 1601, = '

loannis
Lavterbachii .... ^Enigmata .... additis simvl
Nicolai Reusneri. . . .^nigmatis '), several

examples are given of
" Grammaticorum

illse cruces vulgatae, ob constructionis diffi-

cultatem, aut vocum ambiguitatem nobis

quoque pueris agitatae in Scholis." Among
these we find

Tu canis es, canis & de canis, cane Decane,
De cane decano [?Ne cane de cano] cane

Decane cane,

followed by
Cane Decane cane, far mole molle mola.

No. 3107 (among the
'

Adespota ') :

Tres medicus facies habet: unam, quando rogatur,
Angelicam : mox eat, cum iuvat ille, Deus.

Post, ubi curato poscit sua munera morbo,
Horridus apparet terribilisque Satan.

The author of these lines is Euricius Cordus
(1484-1535). See '

Delitise Poetarum Ger-
manorum,' Part II. p. 831 (" ipse Deus"
in 1. 2, with the comma before

"
ipse

"
;"

praemia," not "
munera," in 1. 3).

John Owen (V. 95) has an epigram which
bears a close resemblance to the above

^Esculapius Trifroiw.
Intrantis medici facies tres esse videntur

-^Egrotanti 5 Hominis, Dsemonis, atque Dei :

Quamprimum accessit medicus, dixitque salutem ;

En Deus, aut Custos Angelus, seger ait.

Cum morbum medicina fugaverit, Ecce homo,
clamat :

Cum poscit medicus praemia ; Vade Satan.

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.
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ANNA SEWARD : UNPUBLISHED POEM.
The underwritten autograph poem was
included in the sale of the collection of
letters and manuscripts formed by Miss
Helen Corbett of Longnor Hall, Shrewsbury
(who married Edward Burton, Regius Pro-
fessor of Divinity at Oxford : he died in

1836), and was acquired by me from the
purchasers.

Mr. E. V. Lucas has by his book ' A Swan
and her Friends '

brought Anna Seward
again into notice, and so the copy I send
you may interest some of your readers :

TO MISS STODARD
admired for her beauty, yet fond of uaeful reading.

Sweet Maid, who culturest in thy vernal prime,
Those plants, that flourish mid the frosts of Time,
Long, with assiduous care, proceed to store
A portion rich of Wisdom's various lore,
Borne from thy native England's classic fane,
The Historian s record, and the Poet's strain ;

The moral pages, tracing; to their source,
Each subtle passion, on its erring course,
And those blest leaves, which can their force

control,
The sacred Tome, the anchor of the Soul !

Then when no more exterior blossoms rise,
Her love's gay torch shall kindle from those eyes,
The fruits of knowledge, and its lights, will shame
The fading florets, and the faithless flame ;

Attention, tenderness, respect secure,
That given to merit, shall with life endure.

STAPLETON MARTIN.
The Firs, Norton, Worcester.

BOOK MARGINS. One likes to see a wide
outer margin, but surely it is a mistake
to give us this, as printers often do, at the

expense of the inner one. This often makes
it almost impossible to read large, stiffly
bound volumas. ' The Cambridge Modern
History

'

is a case in point. C. C. B.

UNREGISTERED EXETER COLLEGE MEN IN
THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. On 23 Jan.,
1582, Sir Henry Cobham writes to Walsing-
ham from Paris (' Cal. S. P. For. 1581-2,'

p. 464) :

" There has passed one William Duckham, late
of Exeter College, Oxford, born in Gloucestershire.
He is departed to Rheims with letters of recom-
mendation to I)r. Allen and others. He brought
letters with him out of England, and passed by
Dover, pretending to the searchers that he was a
cook, and went to seek service."

No William Duckham is recorded as

having arrived at the English College,
Rheims ; nor does his name occur in

Boase's
'

Registrum ColJegii Exoniensis
'

or

Foster's 'Alumni Oxonienses.' On 20 Jan.,
1582, Raymond Westlake, who had been
Fellow of Fxeter College 1564 to 1580,
arrived at Rheims from Rouen. Was

William Duckham the name under which
he travelled ? Westlake died soon after

1582.
On 19 Feb., 1582, Sir Henry Cobham

writes (ibid., p. 493) :

"
They say that Richard Cornells of Stafford-

shire, sometime student of Exeter College,
accounted a good scholar, is gone this week towards
Rome.
"

I hear further that Bowser \i.e., Father Thomas
Bourchier, as to whom see 'D.N.B.' vi. 18] since his

return reports that John Torner, William Connesbe,
and Christopher Marshall of Exeter College have
been at Sandwich to ship over ; but being adver-
tised they were laid for, turned back."

None of these four names is mentioned by
Boase or Foster. Perhaps William
Connesbe is the William Coningsby, servant
to Lord Montague in 1596, mentioned by
Brother Foley (' Records S. J.,' i. 176).
One Edward Dodwell came to the English

College at Rheims on 17 July, 1582, and
left for England on the 23rd of August-
following. In 1585, when he turned in-

former, he is said to have belonged to
Exeter College (see

'

Cal. S. P. Dom. 1581-90,'

p. 267) ; but he, too, is ignored by Boase-

and Foster. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

GRACE DARLING'S MEDAL. An interesting
relic of this famous girl was sold on 14 Feb-

ruary at Puttick & Simpson's rooms,
Leicester Square. It consisted of the silver

medal awarded to her, and bore the following

inscription :

"Presented by the directors of the Glasgow
Humane Society to Miss Grace Horsley Darling in

admiration of her dauntless and heroic conduct^ in

saving (along with her father) the lives of nine

persons from the wreck of the Forfarshire steamer
on September 7, 1838."

The medal was sold by a niece of Grace

Darling, and purchased by Mr. Mackenzie
for 511.

William Darling survived his daughter
twenty-two years, dying 28 May, 1865,

aged seventy-nine. His journal was pub-
lished in 1886. The boat in which they
rowed to the wreck was on view during the
summer of 1883 at the Fisheries Exhibition,
South Kensington, and was carried through
the streets of London in the Lord Mayor's
Show of that year. FREDERIC BOASE.

SEAFARING BOTTLES. The following ex-

tract from The Orkney Herald of 15 January
may be of interest to some :

" The bottle containing a Christmas message to his

wife which a Grimsby fisherman threw overboard
150 miles from land, and which has just been washed
ashore in Lincolnshire, is a short-distance voyager
compared with many of its predecessors. Some years
ago a bottle was thrown up by the sea at Shetland
which had travelled all the way from the Bermudas,
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nearly 5,000 miles distant ; another bottle which
had been flung into the sea off Nantucket Shoal
was recovered on the coast of Argyllshire 512 days
later, after a journey of 2,587 knots ; and a third
bottle, thrown overboard from the steamer Suther-
land ,

drifted 4,000 knots in 181 days, the average daily
drift being 22'1 knots. Other bottles have covered
1,200 miles in 52

days ; 1,900 miles in 78 days ; and
190 miles in six days, the quickest on record.

Probably the longest drift of all was that of a bottle
recovered on March 26, 1898, after covering 4,700
knots in sixteen months ; while a good proximo
accessit was a bottle thrown into the sea in

September, 1894, and recovered in May, 1897, after

jailing 4,500 knots at an average of 4^ knots a day.'

ALEX. RTTSSELL, M.A.
Sternness, Orkney.

MACAROONS. Nancy is famed for her
macaroons I refer to the city, and not to
the lady on whom all the fancy of the singer
dwelt. They say there that the cakes were
named after their original makers ; and at
10, Rue de la Hache is the

" Maison des
Soeurs Macarons," founded in 1795, whereat
M. Alfred Moinel still trades in the delicacies.
The word " macaroon " and the thing itself
were known centuries before the date given
above, or so I am led to believe by the
authorities I have consulted.
There are at Nancy macaroons of six

inches in diameter. I 'do not think I have
ever faced such Brobdingnagian productions
in this country. ST. SWITHIN.

LAWYERS' LANGUAGE. I can state as a
fact that of the following examples of the
language employed by statutory gentlemen,
the first two are from instructions to an
eminent barrister, now and for many years
past a K.C., and the third is from a letter
to the defendant in an action long ago for-
gotten.

1.
"
But, as we maintain, the arbitrator was then

tteftmctua ex officio."
2.

"
Counsel will please advise whether the

obstruction and practical closing of the roadway
tor carriage traffic has been lost by having been so
obstructed for upwards of twenty years."

o. Matters have now resolved themselves in so
serious a light, in which you have an involved
position, that we called upon you yesterday with a
view of obtaining an explanation."

A. L. P.

'THE HISTORY OF ADVERTISING.' This
excellent work by Henry Sampson, published
in 1874, was, in the sense of being a history,
an entirely new compilation ; but as a
collection of advertisements reprinted in
book form, it had been anticipated more
than a century before this date. In 1750
there was published :

"Love at First Sight; or, The (iay in a Flutter,
Being a Collection of Advertisements, Chiefly

Comic, Directed to and from Vauxhall, Ranelagh,
Marybpn, Cuper's,aiid other Gardens, both public
and private, the Opera-House, both the Theatres,
White's Chocolate House, St. James's, Rainbow,
Tom's, Slaughter's, Pon's, Bedford, Lebec, and most
of the polite Coffee -Houses and Taverns about
Town. Under the borrowed names of [here follows
a list of 40 names]. With many others Equally
Entertaining. London. Printed by F. Noble, at

Otway's Head in St. Martin's Court, near Leicester

Square, and B. Stichall, in Clare Court, Drury
Lane. 1750."

The work is sufficiently scarce to justify
this full quotation of its title-page. The
second edition, with additions, has a much
abbreviated title, all after

"
chiefly comic "

being omitted. It is printed for J. Robinson
at the Golden Lion, Ludgate Street. 1751.
Here is

" The Preface
"

:

" The Design of this Collection is entirely calculated
for the Perusal of those who escaped reading of
them as they occasionally offered to the Public ;

yet,
in a great measure, I flatter myself they will not

be altogether rejected, even by the many Thousands,
who, I believe, smiled at their first appearance.
And, if I am right in my conjecture, in pleasing the
Latter, I make no doubt of them giving Satisfaction
to the Former, in a topic so universally pleasing." The Editor."

It is hardly necessary to describe the
advertisements reprinted in the 278 pages ;

they are very varied in subject although
generally humorous in character. There is

at first glance a suggestion that they are all

fictitious, and written by the ingenious"
editor

"
; but the topographical detail is

too exact and the inclusion of advertise-
ments relating to such events and persons
as the Bottle Trick at the Haymarket :

Southwark Fair ; Henley the orator of
Clare Market ; Henry Fielding, &c., justifies
a belief in the authenticity of the whole
collection.

The British Museum has only a copy of the
first edition. A copy of the second edition,
from the Gainford Library, before me, is,

I am informed, extremely rare.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

BOOKS BY THE TON. There is a curious
advertisement in The Publishers' Circular
of 22 February, p. 220, as follows :

"
J. H. Smith, 31, St. Mary's Butts, Reading, has

about five tons of useful books for immediate
disposal, price 21. per ton, sacks to be returned,
many large and valuable works amongst them."

FREDERIC BOASE.

INFERIOR CLERGY, THEIR APPELLATIONS :

"
SIR." In early records we sometimes find

"curate" employed interchangeably with
"rector" or "vicar" the person charged
with the cure of souls. Of the term"
curate," in its modern sense of a deputy
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or assistant of the incumbent, in which
it is commonly stated to have been employed
only after the Reformation,* I have just met
with examples, in the form "curator"
or "curaf," as early as 1534, among the
signatures to the '

Renunciation of the
Pope's Supremacy in England

'

(Excheq.
Miscell. Book, 64). Other terms appearing
in the same document are

"
stipendiar',""

cantarist' ," and "
capell'." The title" Dns "

(Dominus) is prefixed to every
name of whatever degree. In Clerical

Subsidy Rolls of the Diocese of Exeter, in
some of the lists of

"
stipendiary clergy

"

contributing (e.g., 26/216, 4 & 5 Ph. and
Mary, and 26/219a, 1564), all are designated" Curaf "

; but I think these are perhaps
vicars.

In going through this series of rolls I
have been surprised to find in how many
rural parishes the names only of a vicar
or of a vicar and a single chaplain appear ;

while in others, in the same districts, a staff
of five or six are named. At Chagford
we have in Richard II.'s reign (24/10b) Sir
Thomas Fulford, rector ; Thomas Lonce-
lote, chaplain ; Tirric Peers, chaplain ;

Thomas David, clerk ; Richard Widdon,
clerk ; and John, clerk (" Cl'ic' ").
The "

Sir
"
was, of course, only a courtesy

title. I have met with conflicting state-
ments as to the rule for its use, and should
be glad of authoritative information on this

point. ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

ROYAL ARMS IN CHURCHES, 1625. The
following entry occurs in the

'

Calendar of
Domestic State Papers, 1625-6,' p. 137,
under date 31 Oct., 1625 :

"
Sir Robert Karr to Secretary Conway. If anyone in Sir Robert's absence should move the Kingabout the business of setting up the royal arms in

churches, he begs Secretary Conway to remind the
King of his interest therein."

R. B. P.

[Numerous communications on the royal arms in
churches have appeared in

' N. & Q.
'

See the General
Indexes.]

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

* Cardwell in 'Documentary Annals' (p. 272)
prints

'

Orders and Instructions from the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury to the Bishop of London,
July 7, 1665,' of which No. II. is

"
concerning

pluralisms and their curates whether they keep
and maintain able orthodox and conformable curates
upon the said benefices and what are the names

i

and degrees of the said curates." The foot-note is
j

added :
"
It is at this period that the word '

curate '
i

obtained its modern meaning, and it is now intro- I

duced by the Archbishop into his instructions
]as the title of a distinct and subordinate office,

having previously been applied to all pastors and i

ministers."

CURSE REMOVED BY LECAL DOCUMENT.
A strange legal document, by which an aged

|

woman lifts a curse she pronounced thirty-
1 two years ago. has come to light in Phila-

delphia. In 1876 Dennis Comey, a labourer,
! aged twenty-eight, who was out of work,
i quitted his boarding-house, owing the

boarding mistress, Mrs. Mary Costello,

I

90 dollars. Mrs. Costello, who was then

sixty-two years of age, fell upon her knees
',

and called down the curses of Heaven upon
him and his. Nothing more was thought
of the curses, but neither Mrs. Costello nor

Comey forgot the board bill.

Some time ago Comey fell heir to some
i money, and Mrs. Costello, who now lives

I in Atlantic City, attempted to collect her

!
bill. Comey informed his lawyers that

|

lie would not pay the bill until Mrs. Costello

removed the curse. This retraction was
signed by Mrs. Costello, and attested by
witnesses :

" Know all men by these presents : That I. Mary
Costello, do hereby revoke, recall, and retract to

the utmost of my power the curse which Dennis

Comey claims I put upon him in 1876, calling down
upon him and his, as he claims, ill-luck, disease,
and disaster through life and eternity, living or

dead, at all times from the present to the end of

the world, even until the tenth generation, and do
hereby declare that I hold for him nothing but
sentiments of good will and respect."

Comey came to Atlantic City and also

got a verbal expression. He wanted Mrs.
Costello to get on her kneos, but as;sho was

ninety-four her friends objected. Comey
paid the bill.

Can readers of
' N. & Q.' give any other

instances of such a proceeding ?

D. J. SCANNELT.-O'NEILL.
Tir-na-n' oge, near Florence, Nebraska, U.S.A.

DWELLY : DEWELLES. Can any reader

kindly inform me if there is any connexion
between these two names ? I was told by
three persons several years ago that the two
relate to one family, and, as far as I could

discover, none of these three persons ever
had any information from one another, but

they were all supposed to be well up in

heraldry and genealogy. As they are now
dead, no information as to the sources of

their knowledge is obtainable by me. If

the two names relate to one family, when,
why, and where did the change in spelling
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take place ? If not, can any one direct me
where to find the origin and meaning of the
name Dwelly ? There are several families
of the name in Somerset, and that county
with Devon is the only part in wliich I
have come across any. I have traced my
own ancestry back to one John Dwelly
who was at his son's baptism at Kelston,
Somerset, in 1744, but I cannot get further.

E. DWELLY.
Ardmor, Henie Bay.

DURHAM GRADUATES. The University of
Durham began to grant licences in 1834,
and degrees in 1836. The Durham Uni-
versity Journal is collecting short notices of
deceased graduates and licentiates. The
series began 18 March, 1904, and 124 brief
lives have already appeared. The official

register gives no details, and it is now difficult
to identify some of the early men. I shall
be glad to receive particulars concerning
any of the following :

Carter, Robert, B.A., 1851.

Church, Hubert Day, B.A., 1851.

Cochrane, Thomas. B.A., 1845.

Collis, Richard, L.Th., 1849.

Cooper, Charles Alfred, L.Th., 1842.
Dacre, George, B.A., 1839.

Dalton, Thomas, B.A., 1838.
De Tracy, John Courtois, L.Th., 1852.
Dickson, E. Brodie, B.A., 1848.

Evans, Wm. Maurice, B.A., 1851.

Fisher, Frederick, B.A., 1846.

Fitzpatrick, Frederick, L.Th., 1848
Gilby, John, B. A. ,1844.
Grey, Wm. Kerr, B.A., 1851.

Grieve, John. L.Th., 1836.
Hamilton, Robert, L.Th., 1844.
Hand, John, B.A., 1853.

Howard, Frederick, L.Th., 1848.
Hutton. John, L.Th., 1851
Jones, Charles Saltoun, B.A., 1839.
Mackay, Wm., L.Th., 1838.

Massie, Charles, L.Th., 1836.

Moller, Charles Champagne George, L.Th., 1847
Montague, Frederick, L.Th., 1849.
Morton, Thomas Naylor, L.Th.. 1848
Pratt, Robert Forster, B.A., 1836.
Robertson, John, B.A., 1843
Robinson, Ralph, B.A., 1836.
Taylor, Wm. Dalrymple, B.A., 184S.
Watson, Wm. Thomas, B.A., 1836.
\\ Intehead, John A., B.A., 1841.

Rev.) W. C. BOULTER.
2, Queen's Road, Bayswater, W.

HEXAMETERS ON THE BASS ROCK I
?" b*

,

much obliged to any reader of
A. & Q. who will refer me to the passagewhere the hexameters occur, one of which

ends with the words "
Solangoosifera Bassa "

descriptive of the Bass Rock on the east
coast of Scotland. J. H. GURNEY.
Keswick, Norwich.

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED. We
should be greatly obliged if any of your
readers could help us to trace the author
of the poem beginning

Soft eyes of grey
Beneath a snowy brow.

We believe it appeared in a London news-

paper or magazine about ten years ago, and
we wish to obtain the musical copyright of

the words. CHAPPELL & Co., LTD.
50, New Bond Street, W.

I should be greatly obliged for information
as to the source of a quotation, from English

poetry or literature, to the effect that
" the

chaffinch implies the cherub." E. H. D.

" PER ASPERA AD ARDUA." Can any of

your readers give the source of this quota-
tion, which I believe is also a motto ? I

have searched for it in vain. RINGOBAR.

[The exact source of this phrase and of "Per
aspera ad astra" is not clear. Seneca, 'Hercules

Furens,' 437,
" Non est ad astra mollis e terris via,"

is suggested in
'

Geflugelte Worte '

; also a line by
Cornelius Severus,

" Ardua virtuti longoque per
aspera nisu eluctanda via est

"
(Usener,

'

Scholia
in Lucan.,' i. 300) ; and Prudentius,

'

Cathem.,' x. 92,
"
et ad astra doloribus itur." The sentiment is, of

course, a commonplace.
" Per ardua "

is the motto
of Curtis, Bt., and Drake, Bt. ;

" Per ardua stabilis
"

of Durning-Lawrence, Bt. A similar sentiment is

conveyed in the motto of a foreign house, and^of
Viscount Massereene,

" Per angusta ad augusta."]

JOHN SAYER was admitted to Westminster
School 23 Sept., 1769. I should be glad to

have particulars of his parentage and career.

G. F. R. B.

NATHANIEL SECCOMBE was admitted to

Westminster School 12 Sept., 1774. Par-

ticulars of his parentage and the date of his

death are wanted. G. F. R. B.

TOUCHET. John and Peter Touchet were
admitted to Westminster School 21 Feb.,
1766. Henry Touchet was admitted 8 Oct.,
1810. I should be glad to obtain any infor-

mation concerning them. Peter must have

gone out to India, as his name appears on the
Warren Hastings Cup in possession of the
School. G. F. R. B.

" TROPER "
: ITS DERIVATION. Among

the things enjoined by Archbishop Win-
chilsea (c. 1294) mention is made of a
"
Troper." A "

Troper
"

appears to have
been a sort of

"
Grail," but one which con-

tained the "sequences" only. Will some
scholar very kindly tell me what is the
derivation of

"
Troper

"
? G. C.

Billesdon.
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SUNDIAL INSCRIPTION. The following in-

scription is on a sundial, and is partly
obliterated. Can any one give me the exact
text and translation ? As nearly as I can
make it out, it reads :

'Avrjp 6vr]TO<s e<av, jwvweios (?) es 7Tt

Te/xvo/AC '0 (?) yap T' avrtKa u/zeiSei Kap<f>ere

uprj.

ORMEROD.

SANDERS PORTRAIT OF THE DTJKE OF
GORDON. George Sanders painted a por-
trait of the fifth Duke of Gordon, showing
him in a kilt and broad bonnet. The engrav-
ing of it is fairly common. Who owns the

original ? J. M. BTTLLOCH.
118, Pall Mall.

TIME RECKONING. (See
'

Leap Year,'

ante, pp. 148, 191.) I think MR. LYNN and
MR. HAMILTON have by their answers

sufficiently cleared up the question, as to
the origin of our present usage of calling the

intercalary day in leap years 29 February.
It would seem to have been a case of two

divergent practices obtaining together for

perhaps several centuries, analogous to

what was the case with the dating of the
new year, until the Act of George II. settled

the difference in favour of our present usage.

Perhaps MR. LYNN could throw some
light on another point in chronology which
I do not find explained in the books I have
constated. The Romans counted their civil

days as we do, from midnight to midnight :

but they counted their hours from sunrise

to sunset (12), and again from sunset to

sunrise, the hours varying in length with
the seasons. This practice the Church
retained, as is shown by the names of the
canonical hoxirs. But when did the prasent-

day practice originate of counting the hours
fro*m midnight to noon, and again from
noon to midnight ? How did this change
come about, and in what circumstances ?

It looks as if it might have been adopted
from astronomical practice, perhaps through
the astrological almanacs in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, though this seems
somewhat unlikely. The first weight-driven
clocks were apparently used in monasteries,
but there the Roman hours were in use.

Did the famous fourteenth-century clocks

De Vic's at Paris, Lightfoot's at Glaston-

bury, and others show 12, and strike 12,

at sunrise and sunset or at midday and

midnight, as now V One sees the difficulty
of constantly altering the rate of clocks to

suit the varying length of the variable

hours of the day and the night, and of the

different seasons ; but why were not conven-
tional mean sunriseand sunset times adopted
to serve as starting-points the year round ?

This would have been a much smaller change
than that from sunset to midnight. I should
be glad to learn what is known about the

history of this change in practice.
A. HASTINGS WHITE.

PIPER'S HOLE. There is a place of this

name in Lincolnshire, where, says legend,
a piper went underground, and never

appeared again. Similarly, a harper was
lost in the Ogo-Hole on Llanymynech Hill,
as I learn from By-Gones, xiii. 280.

What other variants are there of the

story in tho British Islands or abroad ?

Further, has it a far-away connexion with
the legend of Orpheus ?

In Loland's
'

Legends of Florence,' 1895,

p. 228, an invocation to Orfeo is given in

which he who wishes to become a good
player on the shepherd's pipe a nide

flageolet says :

Per poter bene suonare,
Questo zuffolo lo prendo,
Sotto terra io lo metto,
E tre giorni ce lo fo stare,
A fine che tu Orfeq,
Bene tu me lo facci a suonare.

These lines Leland renders, somewhat

freely :

And that its tones may sweetly sound,
I bury it beneath the ground ;

Three days shall it lie hidden thus,
Till thou, O mighty Orpheus !

Shall wake in it by magic spell
The music which thou lov'st so well.

If the skill of musicians was once supposed
to be derived from the under-world, it is

easy to see why harpers and pipers are tra-

ditionally believed to have resorted to caves.

Since writing the above lines I have found

that in Yorkshire it is said that a subter-

ranean passage runs from Richmond Castle

to Easby Abbey. A drummer boy was sent

along it to explore, and was traced by his

drumming for about a quarter of a mile.

There the music ceased, and it was con-

jectured that the roof had fallen upon him.

A stone marks the spot whore he was last

heard. At midnight, under certain con-

ditions, the roll of his drum may yet be

distinguished. (' County Folk-lore : vol. ii.

North Riding of Yorkshire York and
the Ainsty,' p. 396.) P. W. G. M.

ARCHBISHOP SANDS OF ORKNEY. Was
tl ere at one time an Archbishop of Orkney
and Shetland (and I suppose Aberdeen) ?

Friends of ours who have inherited a small

property in Orkney speak of Archbishop
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Sands as an ancestor of theirs. Bishop is

more likely. I cannot find that there was
ever more than the one archiepiscopal see

St. Andrews in Scotland. Sands may
have been Archbishop of York, as he was
from Yorkshire. ST. MAGNUS.

HERALDIC QUERIES. 1. How should the
arms of a peeress (not in her own right), who
is an heraldic heiress, be marshalled ?

Would she simply bear her husband's arms,
with coronet, crest, supporters, &c., and
her own arms on an escutcheon of pretence

exactly as her husband would boar them ?

A woman, however, cannot have a crest ;

but I presume she could have supporters.
So would it not be more correct to marshal
the peer's arms on a lozenze, and her own
on an escutcheon of pretence, with a coronet
above, and supporters on either side the

lozenge, but no crest ? Or should she use
a shield, instead of a lozenge, during her
husband's lifetime ?

2. Should the arms of a married woman
be depicted on a shield, impaled with her
husband's, during his lifetime, or on a
lozenge ? Is a lozenge used only by widows
and spinsters ? Should a married woman
have arms on a shield or on a lozenge, on
her own private stationery ? F;

WINTERS FAMILY OF GLOUCESTERSHIRE
AND BRECONSHIRE. I should be grateful
to hear from any one who could lend me, or
indicate to me, a complete mid-seventeenth
century pedigree of the above Royalist
family. Tho usual sources have been
examined. E. N. Y.

123, Killigrew Road, Falmouth.

COPPER MILL, WIITTECHAPEL. Where did
this stand ? It was removed to Merton,
near the Wandle. Any details of the original
mill will be of interest. THOYTS.

PRIVATEERS AND LIMA. In 1745 " Lima "

is impressed on some of George II.'s money.
Hawkins says this was coined from silver
captured by two privateers, Prince Frederick
and the Duke. Where can I find a contem-
porary reference to these ships or to the
capture ? T . GRAHAM.
Ldmond Castle, Carlisle.

DOUBLE ACROSTICS IN NEWSPAPERS.
Is it going beyond the scope of

'

N. & Q.'
to inquire when these were first started in
many of our weekly newspapers, in which
they have been a permanent feature for
years ? I can speak to their being in ful
swing in The Musical Times in the autumn
of 1866. n. P. L.

CHARLES KIRPATRICK SHARPE. Can any
reader having access to the volumes of

Maya inform me who wrote the article on
Charles Kirpatrick Sharpe which, I under-

stand, appeared in tho issue of December,
L888? I cannot find a copy of Maga for

1888 in Aberdeen. JOHN ANDERSON.
31, Whitehall Road, Aberdeen.

IRISH YEOMANRY OF 1798. Can any of

your readers inform me where I may obtain
a list of the various corps and of the men
and officers composing the same ?

LOYALIST.

LEECH-GATHERING.
(10 S. ix. 189.)

LEECH-GATHERERS might often be seen
in the eighteenth century, and the early

years of the nineteenth, on the marshy lands
on the east side of the Trent, between Gains-

borough and the Humber. Their time for

gathering their prey was commonly from
the middle of April till the end of June.

They walked slowly through the water with

legs and feet bare, carrying peeled willow
wands in their hands, with which, from
time to time, they disturbed the vegetation
at the bottom of the pools. The leeches,
when aroused, clung not only to the wands,
but to the men's legs and feet also. It is

said that similar men visited the damp
lands and ditches on either side of the river

Ancholme. I do not, however, remember
ever to have conversed with any old people
who had seen leech-gatherers following their

avocation on these watery lands, now drained
and enclosed.

I have been told that these leech-gatherers
came from the

" West Country
"

; but that
is a vague term, which may mean any place
beyond Lincolnshire between the West
Riding of Yorkshire and the Irish Channel.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

Reference may be made to
' A Treatise

on the Medicinal Leech, containing Remarks
on the History, Diseases, and Management
of Them. Together with the Observations
of an Eminent Physician on Sanguisuction,'
by John Hudson & Son, Hull, 1841. John
Hudson was well known as a leech-importer
on a large scale at Hull, and made a fortune.

He died 1 Jan., 1876, and his son, Michael
Duckett Hudson, 6 July, 1884. An account
of their extensive business was given in The
Eastern Morning News, Hull, 12 Jan., 1876.
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Some of our poets have mentioned humble
leech-gatherers in England, and I remember
a French article in Le Magasin Pittoresque
about 1880.

^

The large white jars bearing the word"
Leeches," generally in gilt letters on a

blue ground, which were once to be seen
on every druggist's counter, are now to be
found only among the lumber of second-
hand shops. More than fifty years ago I
was often leeched inside the nostrils, on
the inside of the lower lip, on the chest, and
on the side, sometimes by four at a time.

W. C. B.

In " The Costume of Yorkshire, Illustrated

by a Series of Forty Engravings, being Fac-
Similes of Original Drawings. With Descrip-
tions in English and French" ("London:
Printed by T. Bensley for Acker-
mann, Strand ; and Robinson, Son & Holds-
worth, Leeds"), 1814, is a coloured print
(plate xxxv.) of the

' Leech Finders,'
"
Geo.

Walker Del. Published by Robinson & Son,
Leeds, April 1, 1814. Engraved by R.
Havell."
The following is nearly all that is said

about leech-finders in the letterpress :

" Leeches are now so much in demand that they
are comparatively scarce, though still found in

many parts of Yorkshire. The women who collect
them are principally from Scotland Their dress
lias some peculiarity in it, and they promenade
bare-legged with considerable picturesque effect, in
the pools of water frequented by leeches. These
little bloodsuckers attach themselves to the feet
and legs, and are from thence transferred by the
fair fingers of the lady to a small barrel or keg of
water, suspended at her waist."

In The Penny Magazine of 23 Dec., 1837
(vol. vi. p. 490), is a description of

' The
Leech Fishery

'

in the country about La
Brenne, which is mainly in the department
of Indre, France. The fishers appear to
have been mostly men. In the spring they
went bare-legged among the bulrushes, mud,
shallow water, &c. In the summer they
stripped themselves naked and walked
immersed up to their chins. They collected
the leeches in bags. One of the traders,

by his own fishing and that of his children
and by buying, could hoard up 17,500 in a
few months. There were "

big and little,

green and black."
" Those generally are

accounted the best which are of a green
ground, with yellow stripes along the body."
Meobecq appears to have been a centre
of the trade. The Penny Magazine quotes
from The Medical Gazette.

The use of leeches was and probably
is still common in Corfu. At all events, in
1889 I saw in the town a large number of

barbers' shops with glass jars containing
leeches, and often a rough painting repre-
senting a bare arm with a fountain of blood

spurting from it. If I remember rightly,
there were barbers' poles over the shops.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

I remember hearing of men gathering
leeches in South Notts when I was a boy
by wading with bare legs in the ponds, as
is the manner in France, and was that of
Wordsworth's well-known leech-gatherer in
Cumberland. C. C. B.

I have a clear remembrance that when I
was a child (in the forties) my mother told
me leeches were caught in the Fens where
they were said to abound by men who
waded bare-legged in the water. The blood-
suckers attached themselves to the ex-

tremities, and whilst so suspended were
secured. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

For the literature of the medicinal leech
I would refer L. C. N. to Dr. Waring' s
'

Bibliotheca Therapeutica,' in which he
will find a list of works (seventy-two in

number) on this subject, published during
the last three centuries, by various authors,
in various countries, and in various lan-

guages. S. D. CLIPPINGDALE, M.D.

BURNHAM SOCIETY, SOMERSET : GEORGE
STONEHOTJSE : RICHARD LOCKE (10 S. ix.

28, 77). Some years ago I saw at Burnham,
in the possession of a venerable lady, a
relative of Richard Locke, his copy of the
volume of the 12mo edition of Wesley's
'

Journal,' containing the entry of 16 April,
1742, where Wesley refers to

"
poor Mr.

St ," i.e., the Rev. George Stonehouse,
the Vicar of Islington. In the margin is

written,
"
Now, 1773, of East Brent, R.L."

I observe that DR. ODGERS spells the name
"
Stonhouse," and adds " Bart." I should

be glad to have some authority for the

baronetcy. I do not find the usually
accessible books on the Baronetage dealing
with the family of Stonehouse of Islington.

Wesley called on " my old friend G. S ,"

when on his way from Bristol to Cornwall,
23 Aug., 1781, having found after his

breakfast perhaps at Cross that he was
" within a mile of him." Both the Wesleys,
Benham's '

Hutton,' and the author of
'

Life and Times of the Countess of Hunt-

ingdon
'

all consistently spell
" Stonehouse."

Has the pen written
" Rev. Sir George

Stonhouse, Bart.," under some passing
confusion with the Rev. Sir James Ston-
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house, M.D., Bart. a well-known'personality
in' the history of the Evangelical movement ?

The ' Alumni Oxonienses
'

gives the usual
"Stonhouse" for him, and his baronetcy.
Nothing is said of a baronetcy for

"
Stone-

house." (Sir James needs distinguishing
from his kinsman and predecessor, whom
lie succeeded in the honour in 1792, the
Rev. Sir James Stonhouse, LL.D.) It is

surprising to find Henry Moore, Wesley's
friend and executor (who, one would have
thought, would have been perfectly familiar
with the facts), confusing, and indeed com-
bining, the two men, with an added error of

his own. In his
'

Life of Wesley,' i. 489,
he writes :

" Mr. Stonehouse (afterwards
Sir James), the Rector of Islington." Stone-
house was Vicar of Islington ; he was George,
not James. I should be glad to know
whether he was a baronet.

Wesley refers to his Universalism, 8 Aug.,
1773, and characterizes him somewhat
caustically under 23 Aug., 1781. DR.
ODGERS'S copy of the pamphlet described,
being of the date 1798, may perhaps be a
publication of the Burnham Society, to
whom in 1793 the copyright had passed.
I am far from Bristol ; the libraries there

may have what would answer DR. ODGERS'S
inquiry. HENRY J. FOSTER.

HAZLITTIANA (10 S. ix. 101, 177). I
hesitate to add to the list of Sarah Stoddart' s
lovers by an acceptance of MAJOR BTJTTER-
WORTH'S views. The position taken by him
seems to depend primarily on the statement
by Mr. W. C. Hazlitt that the "William"
of Mary Lamb's letter of September, 1803,
was "

not William Hazlitt, but another and
earlier William."

In his
'

Memoirs of William Hazlitt,' 1867,
Mr. W. C. Hazlitt introduces this same letter
as affording

" a glimpse of a new fact in
William Hazlitt's history

"
; and as a foot-

note to Mary Lamb's advice to Sarah
Stoddart "

to drop all correspondence with
William," he makes the following statement :

"After great hesitation, and a most careful com-
lianson of dates and expressions in letters, I have
arrived at the firm belief that '

William ' was my
grandfather, and that Miss Stoddart was in corre-
siKMidence with him thus early."
As further comment, Mr. W. C. Hazlitt
writes :

" But here, in September, 1803, is Miss Stoddart
......engaged to a lover (Mr. Turner), but of two
minds whether she will have him or a certain
v\ . H., who already holds letters of hers, and whose
acauaintance she has formed at the Doctor's friends
in Rathbone Place !

"

My own Hazlitt studies lead me to the

conclusion that the
" William" of 1803 was

William Hazlitt ; but from my "
error

"

I shall be happy to turn when I know the
reasons and deem them sufficient which
prompted Mr. W. C. Hazlitt to change in

1874 his
"
firm belief

"
of 1867.

MAJOR BUTTERWORTH is of course correct
in stating that after February, 1806, the
name William drops altogether out of the

correspondence of Mary Lamb, and that
in the letter written on 2 June, 1806, Hazlitt' s

name occurs for the first time. Had Mary
Lamb continued writing to Sarah Stoddart
about the lover

"
William," no end of

confusion would have ensued, for another
William (Dowling, this time) had appeared
in the field. She had, I take it, no alterna-
tive but to distinguish the two aspirants to
Sarah's favour as William I. and William II.,
or as Mr. Hazlitt and Mr. Dowling. (It might
be mentioned here that in 1806 Dowling
was living with an uncle of the same name,
who, after a fairly prosperous experience as
landlord of

" The Pheasant "
Inn, Winters-

low Hutt, had settled as a farmer in what
had been Lord Holland's home-farm,Winters-
low now known as the New Manor Farm
with its seven hundred acres. Here he kept
his private carriage, imported sain-foin seed
from France, and filled his money-bags.)
We must not forget the strain of quiet

humour in the nature of Mary Lamb. The
extract from one of her letters quoted by
MAJOR BUTTERWORTH, in which she informs
Sarah Stoddart that " William Hazlitt, the
brother of him you know, is in town. I

believe you have heard us say we like him,"
has a parallel in the mock introduction of

two bashful lovers by a friend who has
noted with considerable amusement the

progress of their affection :

"
Ah, here comes

Mr. Vincent ! You have heard us say how
much we are attached to him in our house.
I think you know his brother !

" And the

quiet quiz passes on, leaving the lovers to

themselves. Such another humorist was
Mary Lamb. J. ROGERS REES.

WHITE ENSIGN: NATIONAL FLAG (10 S.

ix. 128, 154, 174, 255). COL. J. H. RIVETT-
CARNAC is mistaken. The King has already
authorized the use of the Union Jack now
known as the national flag by all British

subjects, so there is no "
present incon-

venient position," and the national flag is

now appropriately flown from all public
offices and by private persons as occasion

may require. While the funeral of the late

Duke of Devonshire was taking place it

floated from Chatsworth at half-mast.

I
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One entirely agrees with MR. RALPH
THOMAS as to the beauty of the Royal
Standard, but the King objects to its use
by the public. This is only right, as it is

the personal flag of the sovereign. With
respect to one church where the Standard
had been flown at the time of the coronation,
when it was right to do so, the King was
asked for permission to fly the flag from the
tower on future occasions. The reply made
by Lord Knollys was that it could not be
granted, but that the Union Jack might be
flown. I have often thought that people
might make more use of county flags to
which they may be entitled. A friend of

mine, an East Anglian, always flew the
East Anglian flag on days of festivity ; and
Devonians constantly float a Devonian flag ;

such practice would add greatly to the
historic interest on occasions of flag display.

TRUE BRITON.

BIRDS AS WEATHER PROPHETS (10 S. ix.

210). If L. L. K. will refer to the third
edition of Mr. Richard Inwards' s ' Weather
Lore,' when next at the British Museum,
he will find all the information he requires
collected in its pages. R. B.
Upton.

MARYBOROUGH WHEELS (10 S. vi. C36,
436 ; vii. 157, 378). I find from the files

of the Intermediaire that this question was
posed by no less a personage than the Grand
Duke of Luxemburg, and that it has been
thoroughly threshed out in the columns of
that paper. H. H. at the commencement
of the inquiry took occasion to make the

following felicitous remarks on the supposed
origin of the term :

"II est fort etonnant que dans les pays luxem-
bourgeoise la brouette, et quelquefois aussi la
voiture & bras (& deux roues), soient de'signe'es par
le nom de bayard : il serait, en tout cas, interessant

d'apprendre comment on est arrive k designer les

gros chariots par le nom du ge"ne"ral anglais, et la
brouette par celui du grand Bayard."

It would appear that even at the present
day the chariot Malbrough is in use in

Luxemburg, Lorraine, Burgundy, and Poitou ;

nevertheless, strangely enough, the roue, d la

Malbrough preceded the coming of the
vehicle itself. Coxe in his

'

Life of Marl-

borough
'

says that the celerity of movement
of.the Duke's baggage train, two days before
the battle of Blenheim, was such that part
of his army was thereby enabled to perform
an arduous march of 24 miles, and thus to
effect a junction with the other division ;

and this at a moment when failure would
almost certainly have involved defeat, if

not disaster. The broad-tire wheel had
already been long in use in England, though
Coxe from his narrative is evidently un-
aware of its existence.

In 1706 the battle of Ramillies, according
to Dr. Corput (Intermediaire, xliii. 706), was
in great part gained by the Duke by virtue
of this mechanism. The greater mobility
of the English artillery enabled him to shift

his guns with comparative rapidity from
one position to another over the marshy
ground, into which the French and Bavarian
cannon, mounted on narrow-tire wheels,
sank hopelessly, thus becoming an easy prey
to the victors, together with the rest of the
materiel and the transport.

Another correspondent is even more
precise as to the adoption of the name,
citing (xlvi. 323) a Belgian historical work
to prove that the wheels were so called

because Marlborough had special carriages
constructed with broad wooden tires, by
means of which he extricated from a marsh
numerous French cannon that had got
embedded therein.

Although the superiority of the 6-inch-

tire wheel had thus been made manifest to
both the French and Dutch, it was not until

1783 that the former issued a decree, through
the Conseil d'Etat, which regulated trans-

portation on the public ways by different

kinds of vehicles ; and a few months later

the city of Orleans made public a ' Memoire
sur le Roulage,' which proceeds thus (xlix.

860) :

"
L'usage d'emploier des bandes de six polices est

depuis longtemps connu. II se pratique en Angle-
terre avec le plus grand succes. II serait sans doute
desirer que nos voituriers francois surmontassent

les dimcultes qui s'opposent & cette methode dans
les routes de terre."

The word bayard or balart is considered

by Littre to be only another form of Fr. bard,
which is derived from Ger. bahre, the English
barrow, akin to to bear ; it has therefore

no association whatever with the surname
of the

"
chevalier sans peur et sans reproche."

The above remarks have reference entirely
to the history of the roue d la Malbrough on
the continent of Europe ; but now a word
as regards its use in the English language.
In

' The Century Dictionary
'

I find the

following entry :

"
Marlborouyh wheel, a thick idle-wheel used to

connect two wheels whose shafts lie too near to-

gether for the wheels to be brought into the same

plane."

Will some one who has a practical know-

ledge of engineering kindly explain how this

wheel, which is technically known as an
"
idler," and which of course is applied to
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a totally different use from the foregoing one,

came to be thus denominated ? I have

already appealed to The Scientific American
and to other quarters, but without success.

N. W. HILL
New York.

'THAT REMINDS ME' (10 S. ix. 109).
This was, I believe, the suggested title for

& volume projected by Mr. John Camden
Hotten, which, however, never got beyond
the announcement stage. On blank pages
at the end of a few novels issued by him
appeared an advertisement asking for con-
tributions of

"
good stories," jests, &c.

I think that but little material of value

resulted, and so the volume, which would

presumably have been partly made up of

contributions thus obtained, never appeared.
F. J. HYTCH.

' DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY :

EPITOME, 1903' (10 S. ix. 21, 83, 152, 211).
MR. JAGGARD, in replying to my correction

of his mistake regarding Jeremiah Savile,
said inaccurately that I had ignored his main
point. But I said that all his statements
were incorrect ; and if he had looked at
the

'

Dictionary
'

article, he would have seen
that they were. He gave the date 1682,
instead of 1667; he said

" John "
Savile

was author of "Here's a health," instead
of composer of the tune to it ; and one does
not require technical knowledge of music
to perceive that

" Here 's a health unto his

Majesty
" and " God save our gracious King"

could no more be sung to the same tune
than the Hundredth Psalm to the tune of
*
Greensleeves.' MR. JAGGARD may find
"Here's a health" in any ordinary collec-
tion of English songs, and it is not infre-

quently sung at concerts in the present day.
H. DAVEY.

May I point out to W. B. O. (p. 212)
that my reference was to Dorothy, the
sister of William Wordsworth not to
Dorothy Quillinan, who was his daughter ?

I was not aware of the rule which, accord-
ing to W. B. O., would account for the
omission of Governor Eyre's name from the
4

Dictionary.' X. M. W.
[U. V. W. also refers to Dorothy Wordsworth.]

TYBURN (10 S. viii. 365). At the execu-
tion of William Wynne Ryland on Friday
29 Aug., 1783, we are told by the contempo-
rary newspapers that "

the gallows were
fixed fifty yards nearer the park wall than
usual." See Morning Post, 30 Aug., 1783.
Owing to the celebrity of the unfortunate

artist, all the newspaper reports of the
scene at Tyburn are very graphic and com-

plete, so the above statement is worthy of

serious consideration. As every one knows,
the last execution at Tyburn took place
on 7 November of the same year, and the
first at Newgate was carried out on Tuesday,
9 December.
On 4 May, 1771, the Gazetteer contained

a paragraph to the effect that the Dowager
Lady Waldegrave (afterwards Duchess of

Gloucester) was having
" a grand house

built near Tyburn." The report adds :

"
Through the particular interest of her

ladyship, the place of execution will be
removed to another spot."
A reference to

" the moveable gallows,"
first used on 3 Oct., 1759, will be found in

Gent. Mag., vol. xxix. p. 493.
HORACE BLEACKLEY.

" Ou "
: ITS PRONUNCIATION IN PLACE-

NAMES (10 S. ix. 230). There is here no
difficulty at all. At p. 48 of my ' Primer
of English Etymology

'

I explain that the
A.-S. o (long o) was pronounced like our oa
in coal ; whereas in modern English it is

pronounced like oo in cool. One example
given is A.-S. col, which is the modern English
cool. Conversely, the modern English pool
was spelt pol in A.-S., and was pronounced
poal or pole.

It is obvious that Poolton is the modern
form, and Poleton the old or obsolescent
form. This is the common fate of our

place-names. They are modernized like

all other words ; but it sometimes happens
that the old sound lingers, and is still

remembered by some of the older inhabitants.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

G. M. T. asks :

" What is the criterion

for the pronunciation of place-names ?
"

Surely there is none. Or why should North
Berwick and Lerwick, both in Scotland, be

pronounced differently ? The former is

pronounced
"
Berrick

"
; the latter, to the

surprise of Englishmen who have visited

the Shetland Isles, always
"
Ler-wick,"

with a slight Scottish roll on the r.

J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

CHARLES I.'s WAISTCOAT (10 S. ix. 226).
This waistcoat has twice appeared in J. C.

Stevens' s sale-room, King Street, Covent
Garden first on 8 Nov., 1898, and secondly
on 11 March, 1902. On the latter occasion
it was purchased by Mr. Berney Ficklin, of

Tasburg Hall, Norfolk, and was exhibited

by him at the Art Loan Exhibition, Norwich,
in April, 1902. W. ROBERTS.
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BOOK ON ROADS (10 S. ix. 249). In 1663
an Act was passed authorizing the first

tollgates to be erected ; but this Act applied
only to a portion of the Great North Road
between London and York. Apparently
no other turnpike Acts were passed for

twenty-five years after this date. As to
the Holyhead Road, the details are well
known of the difficulties in travelling over
this road as late as about 1815, and such
details seem to point to there being no
turnpikes on that road until later. In this
connexion E. W. should consult Smiles' s
'
Life

'

of Telford, chap. xi. ; also a Parlia-

mentary Paper of 1810, viz.,
' Second

Report from Committee on Holyhead
Roads,' &c. Further, there is the evidence
on the Holyhead Road given before a Com-
mittee of the House of Commons by Mr.
William Akers, of the Post Office, 1 June,
1815 (quoted in

'

Life' of Telford). Joseph
Bateman's ' General Turnpike Road Act,'

might be referred to (there are several edi-

tions) ; also Macadam's '

Observations on
the Management of Trusts for the Care of

Turnpike Roads.' Such books are usually
retrospective.

I understand that the Board of Agriculture
has a number of volumes of surveys of coun-
ties, containing incidental accounts of roads,
and road maintenance. A copy is before
me of a capital Bibliography of Road
Making and Maintenance in Great Britain,'

by Sidney and Beatrice Webb, 1906. This
useful pamphlet, which can be obtained
for sixpence from the Roads Improvement
Association, 1, Albemarle Street, W., gives
in chronological order (the earliest entry
is of a work issued in 1583) a large number
of references to the literature of roads.

A. L. HUMPHREYS.
187, Piccadilly, W.

The following might prove helpful :

Cary (John). 'New Itinerary; or, an Accurate
Delineation of the Great Roads, both direct and
cross, throughout England and Wales. 1798.'

Reprinted manytimes.
Kearsly (G.) 'Traveller's Entertaining Guide
through Great Britain ; or, a Description of the
Great Roads and Principal Cross-Roads, marking
the Distances of Places to and from London and
from Each Other. 1803.'

Other old itineraries will be found men-
tioned in Lowndes under '

England.'
WM. JAGGAKD.

[S. W. also thanked for reply.]

SHUTTERS (10 S. ix. 66). Shutters began
to be discontinued in the shops of jewellers,
&c., in consequence, I think, of the great
watch robbery from the shop of John Walker,

watchmaker, in Cornhill, in or about 1865.
Previous to that time shutters had a hole

through which the policeman could look.

The above-mentioned robbery, in which
the thieves were working at the safe in the

shop from Saturday afternoon till the early
hours of Monday, having proved this device
to be useless, shutters were discontinued,
and replaced by an iron grating.

E. JANAU.

Speaking from memory, I should say the

practice began about 1865, after a burglary
at a jeweller's named Walker, in Cornhill.

There was a small grating in the shutter,

through which the policeman could see the
safe as he passed. Punch had a cartoon

showing the burglars at work, with one

saying,
"
It 's all right till Monday morning ;

there's nobody about but the police."
It was, however, proved at the trial that

they worked in the intervals of the police-
man's visits, and crouched under the shutters

till he had passed. Afterwards Walker did
not put up any shutters, but lit up the whole

shop. The practice soon became general,

beginning with jewellers ; but its utility was
manifest to other tradesmen. AYEAHR.

W. C. B. in his interesting note does not
mention shutter-boxes. In some parts of

London, more especially upon its outskirts,

these were also much in evidence fifty or

sixty years ago. Until about the latter

period, Upper Street, Islington, from Liver-

pool Road corner, nearly as far as the Green

(then an isolated unenclosed waste), was
known as Hedge Row. Locally, it was
sometimes termed Gallows Road, deriving
that name from the many posts (interspersed

amongst the fine elm trees) that, connected

by horizontal bars, fringed the then narrow

pavement, and were used as outside sup-

ports, or stretchers, for carrying sunblinds.

At that time, however, the thoroughfare
was not a continuous row of shops, as now,
for many private residences still existed.

From the edge of the pavement to the road

(the latter also much narrower than now)
was a piece of sloping ground, upon the

wider portions of which grass plats, enclosed

by wooden railings, were to be seen. It

was within these pales that the shutter-

boxes stood. In shape they were some-

thing like sentry-boxes laid on their

side. Sloping lids, fastened by padlocks,
were attached to them. There the shutters

rested securely by day.
I well remember that about the time of

the Chartist rising a homeless fellow
surrep-

titiously slipped the staple out of my father's
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shutter-box (in front of No. 39, where we
lived), and, thus gaining an entrance,

slept in it at night. This particular fact

was impressed upon my then young mind

by sundry conversations between my
parents as to whether it was advisable to

obtain a better padlock, &c., or allow the

fact of the box being regularly used as a

sleeping compartment to be ignored. Hap-
pily, the latter course was taken, and the

nocturnal visits of the homeless one were

long continued.
So far as I recollect the abolition of shop

shutters was general in New York and other

American cities long before it was in London.
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TOKENS (10 S. ix.

70, 237). Oddly enough, the brass token
marked "

Orsett College, Essex," was given
to me by a daughter of the late Mr. Cripps,
who took over, and carried on for a time,
the Cliff House School at St. Margaret's
after Mr. Temple's death. L. L. K.

I am preparing a descriptive list of school
tickets and rewards struck or engraved
on metal. I find that under Cliff House
School, St. Margaret's, Dover, I have par-
ticulars of three of these brass tokens :

one for a penny, and two halfpence, on one
of which the legend reads BEATIORES, and
on the other BEATORES. As far as I know,
there is only one variety of the penny.

ARTHUR W. WATERS.
Leamington Spa.

SPEECH AFTER REMOVAL OF TONGUE (10
S. ix. 169, 216). Readers of

' N. & Q.'
interested in this subject will find much
valuable information in Kussmaul's article
in vol. xiv. of Von Ziemssen's

'

Cyclopaedia
of the Practice of Medicine

'

(English Edition;
p. 863 ; and references to the literature oi

the subject in Neale's 'Medical Digest'
(New Sydenham Society).

S. D. CLIPPINGDALE, M.D.
[We cannot insert any more on this subject.]

TOWER OF LONDON (10 S. ix. 129). See
the four volumes (all at present published
of the Catholic Record Society.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

It is not very clear what R. D. wants, bu
it may be of assistance to him to know that
the Thirtieth Report of the Deputy Keeper
of the Public Records, Appendix IX.
contains an index to certain of the Tower
records. See also the Second Report, p. 2

?he Record Commission published various
!alendars of documents once in the Tower,

.g., Charter Rolls, Fine Rolls, Hundred
Rolls, Close and Patent Rolls, and Norman
and Scotch Rolls. Record Index No. 702"

contains Accounts of the Constables of the-

Tower. R. S. B.

SIR THOMAS WARNER'S TOMBSTONE (10'

S. viii. 288, 377). DR. VERB OLIVER has in

lis modest reference to his own excellent

work on Antiguan families omitted to

extract therefrom the information desired

ay J. D. & SON as to the missing portions-
Tom the above tombstone. In the event
of your correspondents being unable to-

refer to the above work, I trust that DR.
OLIVER will pardon me for supplying these

details now from his book.
I give the inscription from the tomb in

Old Road Parish Church in the island of"

St. Christopher, as described by Capt..
Lawrence-Archer in his

' Monumental In-

scriptions of the British West Indies
'

[1875), p. 409 (though there he speaks of"

it as being in Old Road in the parish of
St. John's, Antigua), with the omissions

supplied from DR. OLIVER'S work (vol. iii.

p. 201) within brackets.

AN EPITAPH VPON TH[E] |
NOBLE & MVCII LAMENTED-

GENKL SIR
|
THO. WARNER, KT, LIEVETENANT-

|

GENERAL OF YE CARIBBEE
| IELANDS, & GOVERR.

OF YE
|
IELAND OF ST CHRISTOPHER, |

WHO-
DEPARTED THIS

|
LIFE THE 10th OF

| MARCH,
1648.

FIRST READ, THEN WEEPE, WHEN THOTJ ART HEREBY
TAUGHT,

THAT WARNER LYES INTERR'D HERE, ONE WHO-
BOUGHT,

WITH LOSS OF NOBLE BLOUD ILLUSTRIOUS NAME
OF A COMMANDER CREATE IN ACTS OF FAME.
TRAYN'D FROM HIS YOUTH IN ARMES, HIS COURAGE

BOLD,
ATTEMTED BRAVE EXPLOITES, AND VNCONTROLD
BY FORTUNES FIERCEST FROWNES, HEE STILL GAVK

FORTH
LARGE NARRATIVES OF MILITARY WORTH :

[W]RITTEN WITH HIS SWORD'S POYNT, BUT WHAT is-

MAN
[l>

T

] THE MIDST OF HIS GLORY, AND WHO CAN
[SECURE] THIS LIFE A MOMENT, SINCE THAT HEE
[BOTH BY SEA AND LAND so LONGE KEPT FREE]*
AT MORTAL STROKES AT LENGTH DID YEELD
[GR]ACE TO CONQUERING DEATH THE FIELD,

FINI CORONAT.

I may say that there are some slight

discrepancies in the inscriptions given by
the two learned authors, which I hope I may
some day have the opportunity of verifying-
for myself. J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.

Antigua, W.I.

* This line is omitted in Capt. Lawrence-Archer's,
book.
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AMERICAN PLACE-NAMES (10 S. iii. 188,
276, 333 ; iv. 155). The following notes

may be of interest. The Knickerbocker,
New York, January, 1837, p. 24, mentions
these names of towns and villages in the
U.S. :

"
Horse-shoe, Split-rock, Horse-head, Hat, Long-

a-coming, One-leg, Painted Post, Spread Eagle,
Thoroughfare, Traveler's Rest, Wild-Cat, English
Neighbor, Good Intent, Good-Luck, White-horse,
Half-Moon, Temperance, Economy, Harmony,
Industry, Trinity, and Unity."

Harper's Weekly, 14 Nov., 1857, quotes
& Mormon elder as saying that he had
preached in the following places in Texas :

"
Empty-bucket, Rake-pocket, Doughplate, Buck-

Bnprt, Possum Trot, Buzzard-Roost, Hardscrabble,
Nippentuck, and Lickskillet, most of which, how-
-ever, he says, are merely one-horse towns."

Most of these queer names have now
died a natural death.

RICHARD H. THORNTON".

NONCONFORMIST BURIAL-GROUNDS AND
'GRAVESTONES (10 S. ix. 188, 233). In a

pamphlet on the
' Ancient Chapel of

Toxteth Park, Liverpool,' by the Rev.
Valentine D. Davis, published at Liverpool
in 1884, 1 find the following account referring
to the above subject :

" On the stone covering of a vault in the main
.aisle is a small brass with the following inscription :

' Edward Aspinwall of Tocksteth Park, Esquire,
Departed this life in March the twenty ninth,
A.D. 1656,' with texts from 1 Cor. xv. added. This
was probably the Edward Aspinwall with whom
Richard Mather, afterwards first minister of this

-chapel, lodged, when he came to Toxteth as school-

master. There are other gravestones on the floor,

viz., Richard Hampson, died 1743; Alice, relict of

James Lawton, died 1751 or 1754 ; and John Maven
-or Haven, died 1773. Rev. John Brekell died
28 Dec., 1769. In the old burial-ground attached
there are the gravestones of Rev. John Kennion,
-died 1728, and Rev. Wm. Harding, died 1776."

A. H. ARKLE.
Elmhurst, Oxton, Birkenhead.

The Rev. George Eyre Evans in
'

Colytonia
'

'(1898) remarks that when the Old Meeting
Burial-Ground at Birmingham was acquired

by the London and North-Western Railway
Company in 1882, for extensions to New
Street Station, the bodies then lying in

the former were exhumed and reinterred

at Witton Cemetery, near Birmingham.
Amongst these were the remains of the

Rev. Joshua Toulmin, D.D., who died

23 July, 1815, aged seventy-six.

Referring to George's Meeting-House at

olyton, Devon, the same author records that

it was built prior to 1761, and that adjacent

jground was given for burials by one of the

members about 1800 ; but no interments took

place there until 4 April, 1832, when
Philip Moor, sen., aged seventy-three, was
laid to rest by Matthew Lee Yeates, the

grave being situated close under the Meet-
ing-House wall. The stone still exists,

although cracked in two places.
Of the several mural tablets within this

chapel, the earliest reads :

" MS. of the Rev. Joseph Cornish, born at
Taunton Dec. 16, 1750 ; fixed in the ministry at
Colyton, July, 1772 ; died Oct. 9, 1823. Humbly
looking for the salvation of God through the Lord
Jesus Christ."

The stone marking the grave of my
grandfather on the maternal side may be
seen in the yard attached to Howard Street

Chapel at Sheffield. It bears the date of
his death :

"
31st December, 1833."

HARRY HEMS.

APPLES: THEIR OLD NAMES (10 S. viii.

429). Of all the apple-names given, I have
heard but four or five in use, viz.,

" Pome-
water,"

" Holland Pippin,"
"
Codling," and

"Winter John." "Greening" I am
familiar with as the name of a pear.
May I ask whether "Eves" are still

known among apples ? I have not met
with them for years, but they are without

exception the most beautiful in appearance,
and the most delicious in taste, of all the
dessert apples I have known. C. C. B.

The "
Winter-Fillet," mentioned twice,

is of interest as preserving the A.-S. word
for October wnter-fylle\>.

It is remarkable that the
"
Quarendon

''

is absent, as it is frequent in mediaeval
vocabularies Lat. conduus, a word I fail

to trace. H. P. L.

[Reply from MR. J. S. UDAL next week.]

PUBLIC SPEAKING IN SHAKESPEARE'S DAY
(10 S. viii. 130, 415 ; ix. 38). ST. SWITHIN
and MR. FOSTER PALMER do not throw

any light on the subject : their argument
apparently is that because Englishmen now
speak at the rate of 100 words a minute,
they could not have exceeded that speed
300 years ago. I doubt whether it is

impossible, as MR. PALMER says, to assimi-

late ideas conveyed at a greater rate. A
journalist friend tells me that Mr. Deakin,
the Prime Minister of Australia, habitually
speaks in public at from 130 to 140 words
a minute ; and I can vouch for the fact

that he is not a difficult speaker to follow.

I should also think it highly probable that
some of the continental nations, notably
the French and the Italian, use a quicker
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form of speech than the British. For further

contemporary evidence I would instance the

prologue to Jonson's
' Alchemist

'

:

Fortune, that favours fools, these two short hours,
We wish away, both for your sakes and ours.

Like Shakspeare, Jonson was an actor

as well as a dramatist, and wrote primarily
for the stage.

' The Alchemist
'

is in five

acts, and as long as either of the Shak-

spearean plays previously quoted. Further,
if either writer had meant "

three hours,"
and not two, it would not have spoilt the

metre of his verse if he had said so.

EDWARD STEVENS.
Melbourne.

I can bear witness that there are several

of Shakespeare's plays which may be read
aloud in much less than two hours.

' The
Comedy of Errors,' for example, has been
rendered, with some attention to elocution,

by a party of friends in 1 h. 16 m. ;

' The
Tempest

'

in Ih. 36m. ;

' The Two Gentle-
men of Verona '

in like time ; and ' A Mid-
summer Night's Dream '

in three minutes
more than that.

' Macbeth '

required
Ih. 42m. ;

' Twelfth Night,' Ih. 52m. ;

' The Merry Wives,' Ih. 54m. ;

' Much Ado '

and ' Measure for Measure,' each Ih. 55m. ;
'

Julius Caesar,' Ih. 57m. Some plays
slightly overrun two hours ; some go far

beyond, e.g.,
'

King Lear
' demands 2h. 37m.,

and ' Hamlet ' must have three hours.
ST. SWITHIN.

[Reply from MR. N. W. HILL next week.]

ARNOLD AND RHODES FAMILIES (10 S. ix.

89). Was Benedict Arnold, Governor of
Rhode Island, connected with Godsgift
Arnold or with the Coggeshall family
mentioned in the following notes ?

Henry Bull, Quaker, of Newport, R.I.

(1610-93), the Governor of the colony of

"Newport and Providence Plantations"
(Rhode Island) in 1685-6, and again in 1690,
had a son Tireh Bull (1638-84) of Newport
and Kingston. To the latter, by a wife
unknown, were born two sons.
The elder. Tireh Bull (1659-1709), was

married twice : first to Godsgift Arnold,
and secondly to Sarah . I do not know
the date of the second marriage, but the
issue of these two marriages was (1) Mary,
b. 1663, m. James Coggeshall ; (2) Henry
Bull, d. 1691, m. Ann Cole; (3) Ephraim
Bull (? 1699-1721), married first Mary Cogges-
hall, secondly Hannah Holway ; (4) Ezekiel
Bull (1671-1727).
The younger son, Henry Bull (? 1687-

1774), married first Martha Odin of Newport,

R.I , by whom he had five children. By
a second wife, Phoebe (1706-74), daughter
of Daniel and Mary Coggeshall, he had ten

children, including a daughter Ann (1723-90),
who married in 1741 William Stevens (1710-
1798) of Newport, R.I. A daughter of the
latter, Sarah (1745-98), married in 1772
Jacob Harman, merchant of Philadelphia.
Amongst their six children was Sarah (1777-
1811), married to Stewart Brown of Balti-

more, whose son (of the same name), with
his cousin James Brown, founded the house
of Brown Brothers in New York.
Another daughter of William and Ann

Stevens, Hannah, married Dr. Elisha Cullen
Dick. The latter was one of George Wash-
ington's three physicians, and it is said that
he alone desired to open the General's
throat and insert a silver tube, which was
then a novel operation. This was not done,
but Dr. Dick always held it would have
saved Washington's life.

The relationship of the various Cogges-
halls mentioned above to John Coggeshall,
first President of Rhode Island, in 1647-8,
and to the Coggeshalls of Essex, may already
have been worked out.

I may add that the details of the Bull

family are taken from records in the posses-
sion (in 1897) of the late Henry E. Turner,
M.D., of Newport, R.I. Another pedigree
makes Tireh Bull (1638-84) the husband
of Godsgift Arnold, with Henry Bull (d. 1691)
their son, and Henry Bull, (d. 1774) their

grandson. R. S. B.

PEOVEHB ON BEATING (10 S. ix. 170).
A Latin form of this saying was current at
least as early as the first half of the sixteenth

century. Gilbertus Cognatus in his collec-
tion of

'

Adagia
'

quotes the following :

Nux, asinus, mulier, siniili sunt lege ligati :

Hsec tria nil recte faciunt, si verbera cessent,

which he calls
"
distichum, quod toto ter-

rarum orbe cantatissimum est." Cog-
natus' s collection is incorporated in J. J.

Grynaeus's 'Adagia' (1629). The above
lines are on p. 484, col. 1, under the general
heading

' Malum assuetum.'
EDWARD BENSLY.

University College, Aberystwyth.

This saying is given in John Ray's
'

Collec-
tion of English Proverbs,' first edition,
1742 an earlier source than that quoted
in Dalbiac's

'

Dictionary.' R. A. POTTS.

This is given as a Shropshire proverb at
3 S. ix. 153 ; and it is quoted in

' The Slang
Dictionary,' published by Hotten, 1864,
under '

bash,' p. 71. W. C. B.
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NOTES ON BOOKS. Ac.

Cremorne and the Later London Garden*. By
Warwick Wroth. With 25 Illustrations. (Elliot

Stock.)
THE crowd of books at the end of the year has

regrettably delayed our notice of a well-printed
and well-illustrated record of London gaieties of

the last century. Mr. Wroth has already produced
a good book on ' The London Pleasure_ Gardens of

the Eighteenth Century,' and his writing is both

scholarly and entertaining, giving some idea of the
incessant changes which make London, as it were,
one huge palimpsest of past pleasures and pains.
We fully agree with Mr. \Vroth that the decay of

gardens, both as separate institutions and healthy
adjuncts to taverns, is to be regretted. The
Cremorne Gardens rose on the site of a decayed
Stadium of sports, and in the fifties their trees,

flowers, and singing-birds won the praise of G. A.
Sala. Balloon ascents were a great feature of the

entertainments,
" Baron" Nicholson, T. B. Simpson,

and E. Tyrrell Smith were all ingenious managers
of the place, and concerning the last some amusing
details are given. Under the next manager
Cremorne became, as the author briefly puts it,

"an impossible place," a resort of the drunk and
disorderly.
Among the other places noted are a race-course

of some two and a half miles in circuit, "The
Hippodrome

"
at Netting Hill ;

" The Royal Oak,"
once a rural inn of Bayswater ; the Chalk Farm
tea-garden, with its duels in the field adjoining ;

"
Sir Hugh Myddelton's Head," an inn which

figures in Hogarth's
'

Evening' ; "The Eagle" and
Grecian Saloon ; and

" The Red House," Battersea.
The last house possessed a raven called Gyp, so

accomplished at simulating the human voice that
he called a ferryman across the river three times,
and was only discovered on the third occasion. We
presume that this bird was not one of those which
came into Dickens's hands, to the benefit of readers
of

'

Barnaby Rudge.' Our only regret is that
Mr. Wroth s entertaining book is not larger, though
he gives many references to further sources of

information. The illustrations are well chosen

throughout.

Sif/niticant Etymology. By the Very Rev. James
Mitchell, D.'D. (Blackwood & Sons.)

THIS is a comely volume to look upon. Nothing is

easier than to turn out a popular book on etymo-
logies : you take any respectable dictionary, and
weave the words, given there in alphabetical order,
into certain arbitrary groups, more or less fanciful

in their connexion, and fill up with old jests, and
odds and ends of an anecdotic character. Frankly,
Dr. Mitchell has nothing new to say, but he
" claims credit for the originality of the method in

which the words are arranged." In other words, he
takes some particular subject, like 'Man in his

Bodily Structure' (chap, x.), and proceeds to

enumerate his various members with their etymo-
logies

"
spine

" from L. spina, "nerve" from L.

nervuti, and so on. But there is no completeness
even in this simple method. We naturally expect
he will begin at the beginning, and give us such
words as "head," "hair, "face," with their origin,

working down by
"
neck,"

"
shoulders," "arms," to

"leg," "knee," &c. ; but not one of these words is

touched upon. Or we naturally think of man as-

consisting of body and soul ; but neither of those
interesting words finds mention.
The essential virtues of a compiler, which is all

Dr. Mitchell claims to be, are accuracy and the
power of copying correctly ; but here, we regret to

say, he is signally wanting. The number of mis-
prints is astonishing. It looks as if the proofs had
never been corrected. Minsheu is quoted in two-
places as " Mincheu "

(pp. 110, 144), in another as
Minshaw "

(p. 356), and in another as " Minshaeus "

(p. 438). Stow appears as "Storr" (pp. 166, 218)
and " Stone" (p. 262), ; and Camden as " Cambden "

(p. 293). Referring to the word "
bigot," the author,,

by an extraordinary blunder, states that "bigoteis
the Spanish for whisky, whence say others the word
meant first a fierce bravado" (p. 447). He must
have miscopied this from some old dictionary which
explained bigote by "whisker," an old word fora
moustache, which is its correct meaning, and it is

this, not our British spirit, which imparts fierceness
to the Spanish bravado.
But there are scores of blunders apart from

niisprints. It is gratuitous to assume the proverbial
insanity of the adder, and make "as mad as a
natter" the original of our "mad as a hatter"
(p. 105). "False" is derived from A.-S. faldaii
to fold (p. 379); "freemason" from frere mason,
(p. 441);

"
pantaloon

" from (4k. pan and L. talux
all ankle (p. 370) ; "marshal," O.H.G. maraschalk,
from mara, a battle horse, and chalk; a servant
(p. 335). The suggestion that "amalgam"

" comes
from two Gk. words ama r/amem [*ic], to marry to-

gether, with an expletive V "
(p. 55), is treated with

respect.
It is no part of the author's method to give

illustrative quotations ; but in treating certain

words, such as "amuse,"
"
countrydance," "beef-

eater," and "Whitsunday," he blossoms into a
perfect flora of literary illustrations. On further

investigation it becomes evident that Dr. Mitchell
has, without any acknowledgment, conveyed the
whole of these articles, and sundry others, verbatim,
from Dr. Smvthe Palmer's recent book ' The Folk
and their Word-Lore' (Routledge, 1904). The
latter volume e.y., exhibits (pp. 148-9) the changes of

meaning in the word "amuse" in a series of
citations from Cotgrave, Fuller, Howe, Hacket,
Coleridge, Patmore, and Jones of Nayland. All
these Dr. Mitchell makes his own, the last by
turning Nayland into

"
Maryland

"
(p. 341). If

Dr. Mitchell's articles on ''

countrydance
"

(p. 345),
and "Whitsunday" (pp. 286-7) were printed in

parallel columns with Dr. Palmer's (pp. 153-4, 177-8).
the result would be amusing. Apart from occasional

misprints, their identity is complete.
Ix The Cornhi/l Maf/azine for April the late Lacly

Lyttelton's letters give an interesting insight into
the early years of Queen Victoria's reign. The
book reviewed is Lsvdy Dorothy Neyill's 'Memoirs/
on which Miss Virginia Stephen writes with brevity
and without sufficient sympathy. An account of
' Mr. Gladstone at Oxford, 1890,' is reverently
full in its details, but contains little that is really
striking. Gladstone was not a maker of attractive

epigram, and what are regarded as his good things
leave us cold. Prof. Churton Collins is much more
interesting in his

'

Letters of John Carne,' a man
who helped Scott with ' The Talisman.! Mr. Ber-
nard Capes deals entertainingly with improbable
coincidences in

' The Long Arm.' Mr. A. C. Benson
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has a much-debated subject in
' Our Lack of Great

Men,' and dwells on the element of personality

which impresses often more than performance. He
thinks that modern life is unfavourable to great-

ness, and virtually paraphrases Tennyson's thoughts
on the subject. He touches vaguely on science,

hut does not mention Lord Kelvin, though he &ug-

j^sts that in the scientific field the greatest reputa-

tions of recent years have been made.

Ix The National Review, as might be expected,
the German Emperor figures largely, and Mr. Maxse
is almost contra nmndum in defending the recent

ill-advised action of The Times concerning the

Tweedmouth letter. The worst of this "King
Charles's or William's Head" attitude is that it

leads to the suggestion of far-fetched motives in

-which one cannot believe. The brightest article is

* One of my Days at Osborne College,' by
"

A. Cadet,"
.an excellent little vignette of youthful vigour and
health. Mr. J. L. Garvin, who must be one of the

busiest writers of the day, deals with ' The Dema-

gogies of Free Trade: a Paradox.' 'Company-
Mongering,' by Mr. Alfred Mosely, is an important
paper, which all intending investors should read.

'The general ignorance and credulity of the public

concerning swindling schemes are not less than

.amazing. Mr. Basil Tozer in 'The Coming Censor-

ship of Fiction' calls attention once more to the

prevalence of prurient stuff. He thinks that this

flood of indecent fiction may result in the creation

of a censor, who will take extreme views, and con-

demn not only the bad, but also "a vast amount of

excellent work that most certainly ought to be

published." We agree, and we blame chiefly the

large majority who seek' money only in the career
of writing.

The, Nineteenth Century has a series of short

.appreciations of its late editor. Mr. Frederic
Harrison says that on a suggestion of his own
Knowles started the idea of a Symposium, i.e., "a
succession of short papers by various writers from
different standpoints." 'Fresh Light on Coke of

Norfolk,' by Mrs. Stirling, is a welcome addition
to our knowledge of a picturesque and delightful
figure. Mr. G. F. Abbott s

' Echoes of the Eleusinian

Mysteries in Modern Greek Lore '

is excellent and
most suggestive. There is much still to be done in
the subject to which our own founder gave its

name. Mrs. Creighton replies with no great success
in

' Women's Settlements
'

to the Rev. R. Free's
indictment of the system as working in his own
parish. The Licensing Bill, The Educational Crisis,
jind The British Trader in Canada are treated in
other articles.

The Fortnightly opens with 'The Orgy on Par-
nassus,' a )>oem attacking the vagaries of the latest
of our verse-makers, by Mr. William Watson. He
combines here, as generally he does at his best,
sound criticism with felicity of phrase. He praises
the "order and just proportion" of Tennyson,
and compares him with the "phrase-tormenting"
bards :

You prance on language, you force, you strain it,
You rack and you rive it, you twist it and maul.
Form, you abhor it, and taste, you disdain it,
And here was a bard shall outlast you all.

Mr. John Galsworthy has an interesting apprecia-
tion of Joseph Conrad, which does not, however,
touch the points an advocatux diaboli would make.
Mr. Lewis Melville gossips agreeably concerning
* Some Eighteenth-Century Men about Town,' and

Mrs. Alfred Lyttelton writes on Rene Bazin. There
are several articles on current questions of politics.

Calchas, a prophet who conceals, we believe, a well-
known protagonist of Tariff Reform, talks of Mr.
Asquith s limitations, and looks to Mr. Lloyd-
George as the best man to stay the coming
downfall of the Liberal party, which may not
come, perhaps, so soon as is fancied.

The Burlington Magazine has an excellent article
with illustrations on ' Puvis de Chavannes ' who is

praised in a way which would astound and dismay
the old-fashioned art-critic. Mr. Edward Dillon
writes with the assurance and ease of the accom-
plished critic on Chinese Porcelain. Mr. Roger
Fry in

' The Art of Albert Ryder
'

introduces to

English readers a striking American painter whose
work seems well worth following. The editorial
on 'The Painter as Critic' supports the cause of

genuine criticism, which ought to be preferable,
even when it is not favourable, to the wordy
nothings of popular writers on pictures. Sir Charles
Holroyd has a note on ' Two Recent Additions to
the National Gallery.' By the by, the editorial
offices of the magazine have been moved to 17, Old
Burlington Street, W.
IN The Reliquary Mr. Barclay Baron does a

service in calling attention to that great archaeologist
Furtwangler in connexion with the pediment sculp-
tures from JEgina preserved in the Glyptothek of
Munich. ' Notes on Fibulae of Late Celtic or
"Italian" Character found in Wiltshire,' by Mr.
E. H. Goddard, is well illustrated, and does some-
thing to clear up an obscure question.

' The Dawn
of Architecture is an original contribution on the
prehistoric ruins of New Mexico, Arizona, and
portions of Utah and Colorado. The most important
paper, however, is that by Mr. P. Carlyon-Britton
on ' Treasure Trove, the Treasury, and the Trustees
of the British Museum,' which deals with the law
of the subject, especially as expounded in the case
of the Irish Treasure ot Celtic gold ornaments
ploughed up in 1896, and points out that some
change in the law should relieve the Museum of an
anomalous position.

We, must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the nanifc
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."
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THE ATHENJEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

THOMAS HOOD. A HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN ENGLAND.
FREDERICK WILLIAM MAITLAND. PRIMITIVE SECRET SOCIETIES.
MISS LUCY. THE SCOURGE. THE LOST MILLIONAIRE. THE WORLD

THAT NEVER WAS. THE WAYS OF REBELLION. THE DAUGHTER.
THE MASTER-KNOT. GILBERT HERMER. THE WATCHERS OF THE
PLAINS. THE HOUSE OF THE LOST COURT. IRENE OF THE RINGLETS.
A LIFTED VEIL.

ENGLISH TOPOGRAPHY AND GUIDES. BOOKS OF TRAVEL AND FOREIGN GUIDES.
SHORT STORIES.
MY ALPINE JUBILEE. ASPECTS OF GEORGE MEREDITH. THE BOOK.

LIFE OF GOETHE. EASTER EGGS. LIFE OF COBDEN. CROCKFORD'S
CLERICAL DIRECTORY. " THE PEOPLE'S LIBRARY."

ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES.
THE RHINE. THE FOURTH BOOK OF PILGRIMAGES TO OLD HOMES. THE

RIDLEY ART CLUB AT THE NEW GALLERY.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on

LADY JANE GREY AND HER TIMES. THE VICTORIA HISTORY OF DURHAM.
PETRARCH AND HUMANISM. THE BHIL LANGUAGES OF INDIA.
NEW NOVELS : Come and Find Me ; The Alien Sisters ; Wheels of Anarchy ; Joseph Redhorn ;

Sir Hilton's Sin ; The Metropolis.

POETRY.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : The Real India ; A History of Western Tibet ; Turkey in Europe ; Earl

Percy's Dinner-Table ; Epic and Romance.

NOTES FROM OXFORD; MR. BERNARD SHAW IN FRENCH; TOLSTOY'S EIGHTIETH
BIRTHDAY ; THE MAGIC CARPET.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.

SCIENCE : Medical Books ; Societies ; Meetings Next Week ; Gossip.

FINE ARTS : Byzantine Ceramic Art ; The Works of Ruskin ; Windsor ; Burrows's The Discoveries

in Crete ; The Year's Art ; Water-Colours at Mr. Paterson's Gallery ; Mr. Charles I'Anson's

Works ; Sales ; Gossip ; Exhibitions.

MUSIC: Philharmonic Concerts; Symphony Concert; Mischa Elman's Concert; Mr. Beecham's
Orchestral Concert ; Chats on Violoncellos ; Gossip ; Performances Next Week.

DRAMA : Jack Straw.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENAEUM will contain Articles on

PROF. CHURTON COLLINS'S VOLTAIRE, MONTESQUIEU, AND ROUSSEAU IN ENGLAND
AND

MRS. E. GODFREY'S ENGLISH CHILDREN IN THE OLDEN TIME.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

AthencKum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G. And of all Newsagents.
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A SELECTION FROM

KEGAN PAUL, TEENCH, TRUBNEE & GO'S
SPRING LIST.

A SKETCH OF ANGLO INDIAN LITERATURE.
By EDWARD FARLEY OATEN, B.A. LL.B. (Cantab.) The 1907 Cambridge University Le Bas

Essay. Crown 8vo, price 3-s. 6V/. net.

THE PEOPLE OF THE POLAR NORTH.
A Record by KNUD RASMUSSEN. Being a presentment of the life, character, customs, legends.

life among the Christianized West Greenlanders of the present day. Compiled from the Danish

Originals and Edited by G. HERRING. With 150 Illustrations in Colour and Black-and-White

by Count HARALD MOLTKE. Royal 8vo, 1 vol. price If. Is. net.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
Edited by F. LEGGE. NEW VOLUME.

THE EVOLUTION OF FORCES.
By Dr. GUSTAVE LE BON. Crown 8vo, price 5*.

An original work on the nature of energy, specially written for the International Scientific Series by
the Author of

' L'Evolution de la Matiere.'

SIDELIGHTS ON CHINESE LIFE.
By the Rev. J. MACGOWAN, Author of

' The Imperial History of China.' With 12 Illustrations
in Colour by MONTAGUE SMYTH, and 34 other Illustrations. Royal 8vo, gilt top, cloth, price
15s. net.

A PROLOGUE, and other Poems.
By WILLIAM GERRARD, Author of

' Dolcino : a Tragedy.' Crown 8vo, cloth, price a*. 6(1. net.

SONNETS, SONGS, AND BALLADS.
By Rev. E. E. BRADFORD. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 2*. 6d net,

THE SQUARES OF LONDON.
By E. BERESFORD CHANCELLOR, with numerous Illustrations from old Prints. Crown 4to,

price II. l.s. net.

Also a Special Edition, limited to Fifty Copies, siccned and numbered, on Hand-Made Paper.

HISTORY OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE
AT THE CLOSE OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

By JOHANNES JANSSEN. Translated by A. M. CHRISTIE. 12 vols. 8vo, price 25-?. per 2 vols,

THE HISTORY OF THE POPES.
By Dr. LUDWIG PASTOR. Vols. VII. and VIII. Translated by the Rev. RALPH KERR, of
the Oratory. Demy 8vo, price 12s. net per vol.

SIR LEWIS MORRIS'S COMPLETE WORKS.
Final Edition, with Additional Poems and Emendations, passed for press a few days before hi?
death. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 6*.

Complete List Free on Application.

KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH, TRUBNER & CO., LTD , Dryden House, Gerrard Street, W.

Published Weekly hy .1OHS C. PRANCtS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane. E.O. ; and Printed bT
J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, K.C.-Satttrdai/, April 11, 1908.
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SEVENTH THOUSAND.

MODERN EGYPT.
By the EARL OF CROMER.

With Portrait of Author and Map. 2 vols. 8vo, 24s. net.

AFRICAN NATURE NOTES AND REMINISCENCES.
By F. C. SELOUS, Author of 'A Hunter's Wanderings in Africa.'

With Illustrations by E. CALDWELL. 8vo, 10s. net. [April 21.

THE LETTERS OF
MARTIN LUTHER.

Selected and Translated by MARGARET A. CURRIE,
8vo, 12s. net.

*** The first collection in English of the Letters of the

great Reformer.

EVERSLEY SERIES. NEW VOLUMES.

LIFE OF RICHARD COBDEN.
By JOHN MORLEY. 2 vols. Globe 8vo, Ss. net.

EPIC AND ROMANCE.
Essays on Medieval Literature. By Prof. W. P. KER.
NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION. Globe 8vo, 48. net.

CONFESSIO MEDICI.
By the Writer of 'The Young People.' Extra crown

8vo, 3*. 6d. net.

A volume of essays, full of warm-hearted kindliness and

quick humour, that" appeal to all who take an interest in

suffering humanity.

TYPES OF TBAGIC DRAMA.
By Prof. C. E. VAUGHAN, M.A. Extra crown 8vo,

5s. net.

A work which traces the growth of the drama from

Aeschylus to Ibsen.

THE EVERSLEY TENNYSON.
Annotated by ALFRED, LORD TBNNYSON. Edited
by HALLAM, LORD TENNYSON. In 9 vols. Globe
8vo. Vol I. POEMS. Vol. II. POEMS. Vol. III.
ENOCH ARDEN and IN MEMORIAM. VoL IV.
THE PRINCESS and MAUD. Vol. V. IDYLLS OF
THE KING. 4s. net each.

GENERAL HISTORY OF
WESTERN NATIONS FROM
5000 B.C. to 1900 A.D.

By EMIL REICH, Doctor Juris, Author of ' Atlas of

English History,' &c. Part I. ANTIQUITY. Vols. I.

and II. 8vo, 15s. net.
The two volumes treat (1) of the method of history ; (-J)

of the great inland empires of Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, the
Hittites, &c. ; (3) of the border nations called the Hebrews,
the Phoenicians, and the Archaic Hellenes ; (4) the historic
Greeks ; (5) the Romans.

ATLAS ANTIQUUS.
In Forty-eight Original Graphic Maps, with Elaborate
Text to each Map, and full Index. By Dr. EMIL
REICH. Crown 4to, 10s. net.

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS
IN HAMPSHIRE.

By D. H. MOUTRAY READ. With Illustrations by
ARTHUR B. CONNOR. Extra crown 8vo, 6s.

THE DIARY OF JOHN EVELYN.
With an Introduction and Notes by AUSTIN DOBSON,
Hon. LL.D.Edin.

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6rf. ; or limp leather, 5s. net.

[The GUobt Library.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London.
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to carefully make the above on
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1-mTAthenseum Press, 13. Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane. E.C

THE HARLEIAN SOCIETY.
Founded 1889. Incorporated 1902.

KnUhliihed for the purpose ' Transcribing, Printing, and

Publishing the Heraldic Visitations of Counties. Parish Heaters or

any Manuscripts relating to Genealogy. Family History, and Heraldry,

or such other kindred or partly kindred subjects as may from time io
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OLD ENGLISH DRAMATISTS.

THE passages on which suggestions are

offered below have been emended by Mr.
K. Deighton in his book ' The Old Dra-
matists : Conjectural Readings

'

(Constable),
1896. In each case I have appended a
reference to the page of Mr. Deighton' s book
on which the passage is discussed.

MARSTON.
' The Dutch Courtezan,' III. i. 17 (D. p. 7):

Cri. A stub-bearded John-a-Stile with a ploy-
den's face.

Deighton :

" What is
'

ployden's
'

? Surely

hoyden's." May not "
Ployden

" mean a

lawyer or
"
Ploydenist

"
? The nickname

"
John-a-Stile

"
suggests a connexion with

the law.

Sophonisba,' I. ii. 12 (D. p. 11) :

So. I hate these figures in locution,
"These about phases forced by ceremony.

Deighton suggests
"
about-faces." Query,

read
"
about-phrases

"
(
= "

periphrases ").

BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER.
' The Pilgrim,' II. (D. p. 71) :

Then thou should'st have brav'd me,
And, arm'd with all thy family's hate, upon me
Done something worthy feat.

Deighton suggests
" worth thy feat." Query

read "
worthy fear."

CHAPMAN.
' Monsieur d'Olive,' IV. (D. p. 130) :

D'Ol. I did ever dreame, that this head was borne
to bear a breadth, this shoulder to support a state,

I was borne Noble, and I will die^oblie.

Deighton suggests
"
bear a brain." Query,

read "
bear a wreath."

'

May-Day,' IV. (D. p. 139) :

Lod. A poxe upon thee, tame your bald hewed
tongue.

Deighton suggests
"
bald-haired." Query,

read "
bold lewd."

'
Caesar and Pompey,' I. (D. p. 141) :

Pom. And where all fortune is renounc't, no
reason

Will think one man tranxfe.r'd with affectation
Of all Homes Empire.

Deighton suggests
" transformed

"
or

"
transfused." But may not "

transfer'd
"

stand ? It bears the sense
"
transformed

"

in Shakspeare, Sonnet exxxvii. 14.
'

Alphonsus,' II. ii. (D. p. 143) :

Edw. I '11 prove it with my sword
That English courtship leaven it from the world.

Deighton suggests
"
braves." Road "

bears"

("beares"). For "bear it" (
= carry off

the prize) cp.
' 2 Henry IV.,' IV. i. 135,

" He ne'er had borne it out of Coventry."
'

Revenge for Honour,' I. (D. p. 144) :

Abr. Doubt not
That I '11 deceive your trust.

Deighton suggests
"
deserve." But if

" doubt " have its common meaning
(" fear"),

"
deceive

"
may stand.

HEYWOOD.
'

If you Know not Me,' &c. (D. p. 147) :

Be not ashamed, man ; look me in the face.

Who have you now to patronize your strictness on.

Deighton suggests
"
practise." Query,"

pattern
"

(perhaps spelt
"
patron ").,

' A Woman kild with Kindness,' II. iii.

(D. p. 151) :

Wen. Such is my fate, to this mite was I borne,
To weare rich pleasures crowne, or fortunes scorne.

Deighton suggests that "fate" should be

repeated. May not "
suite

"
lead up, how-

ever, to the word " weare "
? Or, if a

change is required, is not "
sorte

"
preferable?

' The Iron Age
'

(D. p. 155) :

I would have dond these armes

sprung through the Trojan hoast,

And, mauger opposition, let the blow
Or by the same hand dy'd.

Deighton suggests
"
laid them low." Query,"

lent the blow."
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' The English Traveller,' I. ii. (D. p. 157) :

Rtig. Adue good Cheose and Onyons, stuff thy

puts
With Specke and Barley-pudding for disgestion.

Deighton suggests
"

spelt." But "
specke

"

is perhaps right. The ' E.D.D.' has the

Scotch form spick or speck,
" the fat of

animals." Cp. German Speck, bacon.

A Challenge to Beauty
'

(D. p. 162) :

For her breeding,
It hath been 'mongst her equals, and so farre

From least taxation, to the sayle of tongues
It merits imitation.

Deighton :

" Read '

soil
'

: omit the comma
after

'

taxation,' and put one after
'

tongues.'
" While accepting Deighton' s

punctuation, I would keep
"
sayle "='sail

("assail").
* Loues Mistriss

'

(D. p. 164) :

This cologing wagge
Will not be answered.

Deighton suggests "cogging." But "colog-

ing
"

(
= "

colloguing ") may stand.

' The Wise-Woman of Hogsdon,' IV. i.

(D. p. 164) :

Sir H. I limit you to bee a welcome guest unto my
Table.

Deighton suggests
"
invite."

" Admit "

would be nearer the text. But we can

keep
"
limit

"
(
= "

appoint
"

). Cp.
' Mac-

beth,' II. iii. 56,
"

'tis my limited service."

Ibid., IV. ii. (D. p. 164) :

Liice. If he bee gone, then call me. rent my griefe.

Father, I am undone.

Deighton :
" Should we read vent-my-grief

as one word within inverted commas, and
was there any flower popularly so called on
the analogy of

'

Love-in-idleness,' &c. ?
"

Query, read "
lett [let] me vent my

griefe." (I notice "let" is the reading in
the "Mermaid" text.)

MIDDLE-TON.

The Old Law,' I. i. 426 (D. p. 170) :

Leon. I cannot (this knowing) fear

That, when I am gone hence, I shall be there.

Deighton suggests
" What." But "

fear" =
"
feel fear at the thought.''
' A Mad World,' II. ii. 19 (D. p. 173) :

Sir B. To-morrow your lordship shall see my
cocks, my fishponds, my park, my champion
grounds ; I keep champers in my house, can snow
your lordship some pleasure.

Deighton suggests
"
chambers." Query"

campers
"

(
= "

football-players
"

). The
'

N.E.D.' considers
"
champers

"
here to

mean " animals which champ
"
(apparently).

OP.EENE.
' James the Fourth,' I. ii. (D. p. 184) :

Ateu. A young stripling that can sleep with
the soundest, eat with the hungriest, work with the

aickext, lie with the loudest, face with the proudest,
&c.

Deighton suggests
"
shirk work with the

sickest." But the words as they stand

convey the same sense.

Ibid., I. iii., from the epitaph of Cyrus
(D. p. 184):

Leave me not thus like a clod of clay.

Deighton suggests
"
Envy me not this

little clod of clay." This line is, however, a
foot too long for the rest of the stanza, if

the lines are rightly given by Dyce as verse.

Query, read
Leave me this little clod of clay,

or
Envy me not this clod of clay.

It seems to me, however, that the lines

should be printed as prose, in which case
Mr. Deighton's suggested line is as suitable
as mine.

G. C. MOORE SMITH.
The University, Sheffield.

DR. JOHNSON'S ANCESTORS AND
CONNEXIONS.

(See 10 S. viii. 281, 382, 462 ; ix. 43, 144.)

The Whites of Lichfield (continued.)
Thomas White, Sir Robert White-Thomson's
grandfather, married Mary, daughter of the
Rev. Daniel William Remington, Vicar of St.

Mary's, Lichfield, by Mary his wife, daughter
of Christopher Heveningham, whose father,
also Christopher Heveningham, was, as I
showed (p. 216), one of the jury sworn for

the trial of Michael Johnson, in 1718, before
the Lichfield Quarter Sessions. Sir Robert
tells me that Henry Heveningham, whose
name also occurs in the jury panel, but who
was not sworn, was the eldest son of Chris-

topher, senior ; he married, but died
without issue. Sir Robert has a small

picture on copper of his great-grandmother,
Mary Heveningham (born March, 1727),
who, with her sister Arabella, was brought
up by the Welds at Lulworth Castle, Hum-
phrey Weld having married Margaret,
daughter of Sir James Simeon, first baronet,
by Bridget his wife, daughter and eventual
heir of Walter Heveningham, of Aston,
Staffs* ; as well as a fine miniature of her

* Walter Heveningham was the elder brother of
Simon Heveningham, father of Christopher Heven-
ingham, the Lichfield juryman. This Christopher
was a man with a grievance, who considered him-
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son, Edward Simeon Remington, godson of

Sir Edward Simeon, the second baronet. At
Lulworth Castle, Sir Robert tells me, there
are portraits of Bridget Heveningham and
of her husband, Sir James Simeon.

The Sacheverell Incident. Readers of

Boswell will recollect that the incident
of Johnson, when in his third year, attending" the cathedral perched upon his father's

shoulders, listening and gaping at the much-
celebrated preacher," Dr. Sacheverell was
communicated by Miss Mary Adey, of Lich-

field, on the authority of her
"
grandfather

Hammond," who was present at the sermon,
and questioned Michael Johnson as to why

self entitled to the family property which had gone
to his uncle Walter's daughters. Sir Robert White-
Thomson has lent me a copy, in his possession, of

an old document which descended from the Heven-

inghams, dealing with Christopher's claim, and

apparently a statement for counsel. As it tells a

curious tale, of interest to many leading Roman
Catholic families descended from Sir James Simeon,
I venture to record it in this foot-note :

"The Case of Christopher Heveningham, of the

City of Lichfield, Gent. He is grandson of Nicholas

Heveningham, Esq., who was son of Walter Heven-

ingham, of Pipe, in the county of Stafford. The
said Nicholas had 3 sons. vizt. Walter, Symon and

Christopher. Xtopher dyed unmarried. Walter
had no issue male, but had two daughters, one
married to Walter Fowler, Esq., the other to Sir

James Simeon.

"Symon had issue, John, Henry, &
Christopher,

who is the party claiming. His brothers John &
Henry were both educated Papists beyond the seas,

and when grown up returned to England, when Sir

James Simeon found means to have them both put
into Bethlem (to prevent them claiming the estate

belonging to the Heveninghams) where John died

in a few weeks, & Henry not of 10 or 12 years. Sir

James also contrived to send this claimant Xtopher
into the Indies, where he remained many years

(and was said to be dead, to Sir James, his great

satisfaction) but has returned & embraced the Pro-

testant Religion of the established church of Eng-
landmarried & hath issue now living 4 sons & one

daughter." He made a claim to the estate in Chancery, & Sir

James Simeon told Mr. Lee (who was the claimant's

Lawyer) that he had no right to the estate, while

his aunt Heveningham was living, but when sho

died, it was his. Proceeding in Chancery, he

obtained a decree for 50/. perAnnum to be paid out

of Pipe Estate. In the beginning of Queen Anne 6

reign, he brought an Ejectment against Sir James.

Issue was joined, council feed, & Evidence ready
for a trial, when Mr. Gatticre, Sir James his

attorney, came to Mr. Porter, the claimant's attor-

ney, and said he had a fine and recovery upon the

estate, and produced a parchment, which Mr.

Porter scarcely perused when he said he would

acquiesce in the matter, & he would not try the cause.
" Note. There was search made in the proper

offices , & no recovery to be found, only n

common fine, and search has been since made but

no recovery found.

he brought such an infant to church. This
incident, which the sculptor has depicted
on the base of the Johnson statue at Lich-

field, has been so much discussed that
evidence as to the identity of

"
grandfather

Hammond " must have some value as

affecting the credibility of the story. I
find that in St. Michael's Church, Lichfield,
is a mural tablet bearing this inscription :

" To the Memory of
|
Richard Hammond gent. |

and Felicia his wife
|
He died Feb* 28th 1738 | aged

60
|
She died Dec' 31 st 1757

| aged 76."

Near to this is another tablet :

"In Memory of
| Mary Cobb

| daughter of
|

Richard & Felicia Hammond
I who departed this

life
| August 9th 1793

| aged 76."

Mrs. Cobb, who was the relict of Thomas
Cobb, lived with her niece, Miss Mary Adey,
"
Sir James Simeon died about 8 years ago, and

left issue a son, now Sir Edward Simeon, and &
daughter married to Wylde [w. Humphrey
Weld], Esq."

Sir Edward is a Batchelqr. was sent into France
to be educated in the Popish religion, and came
into England about 10 years ago, and about 4 or 5
years ago went to France again & did not return to
England of near two years lame of a knee, which
he pretends came by leaping over a fountaine, but
it was commonly reported he was killed in the
French service, and he himself has declared that
he was in the camp in Flanders, and saw both the
french & confederate armies, and his 2 servants
Robert Brent & Francis Daniell have often owned
the same. When Sir Edward & the claimant have
been serious in discourse concerning the estate, Sir
Edward has no ways denied the claimant's title,
but said the reason he did not enjoy it was because
he was cut off for being a heretick.

"(Query) Whether the Laws against Papists did
not disqualify any proceedings to cut off a Pro-
testant heir & transfer an estate from the family
of the Heveninghams to the Simeons the Hevening-
hams by a lineal descent having succeeded to their

patrimony long before William the Conqueror, St

the last settlement made to continue the name in
the Blood & Kindred in the reign of King James
the first.

"Sir Edward Simeon enjoys lands of the yearly
value of 2,0001. nearly, all or most of which 'tis said
came by the Heveninghams, who are now reduced
to 501. p. Annum for the father & 4 sons and one
daughter to subsist upon.

"(Query) Which is the best way to proceed for
relief in the case above whether to petition the
Parliament, or in Equity, or at common Law.

"SirJames has formerlyoverpowered the claimant
by his heavy purse, which occasioned the sale of a
good estate the claimant had in right of his wife
and tho' Sir James in his life-time did know k Sir
Edward now does know the claimant to be right ,

he is reduced for want of money & friends to assist
him."
The date of this document, which speaks of Sir

James Simeon having died "about 8 years ago,"
must be about 1717, as Burke's ' Extinct Baronet-
cies

'

gives the date of his death as "about 1709."

Humphrey Weld married Margaret Simeon in 1701,
and died in 1722.
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at the Friary, Lichfield, where Johnson

used to visit them.
" How should Moll

Cobb be a wit !

" exclaimed the Doctor, if

we may believe Miss Seward.
" Cobb has

read nothing, Cobb knows nothing ; and
where nothing has been put into the brain,

nothing can come out of it to any purpose
of rational entertainment" ; adding, as

an explanation of his visits,
" Oh ! I love

Cobb I love Moll Cobb for her impudence."
Miss Soward described her as ignorant,

selfish, and self-sufficient, while allowing
her

" much of shrewd.jbiting, and humorous
satire." In my book (p. 229) I gave an
abstract of Mrs. Cobb's will, under which
Miss Adey inherited most of her property.
The will of Richard Hammond, of the

city of Lichfield, apothecary, dated 11 Feb.,

1728/9, was proved at Lichfield, 5 Feb.,

1741/2. To his two daughters, Felicia and

Mary, he leaves 5007. each at twenty-one ;

while his property at Lichfield, freehold and
leasehold, is to go to them at the death of

his wife Felicia, whom he appoints as

executrix, with his brother-in-law, the Rev.
William Foden. Administration de bonis

non was granted, on 1 Sept., 1760, to Mary
Hammond, of Lichfield, spinster, tho

daughter of deceased Joseph Adey, of Lich-

field, gent., standing surety. Joseph Adey,
who was Town Clerk of Lichfield, was Mary
Adey's father ; he must have married
Felicia Hammond.
The evidence therefore shows that the

man to whom we owe the tale of Johnson's
infantile interest in theology was Richard
Hammond, a Lichfield apothecary, aged
at the time, if his story be correct, about

thirty-four.
Two of the witnesses to Richard Ham-

mond's will were Stephen and Jane Simpson.
Stephen Simpson, who was one of Johnson's

early friends and patrons at Lichfield, had
married Jane, sister of Joseph Adey, in
1719. Joseph Simpson, the clever but
dissipated young barrister whom Johnson
befriended, was their son.

The following extract from Shaw's '

Staf-
fordshire' (vol. i. p. 355) bears on this

inquiry :

" EDIALL HALL
in another respectable old seat formerly possessed,
or inhabited, by the several families of Wolverston,
Ridding, and Burnes, as appears by the parish
register. Thomas Hammond lived here, and I
believe owned it, 1705, his heirs being Fettiplace
Nott, esq., high steward of Lichfield; and two
... Hammonds; one wife of ... Adey of Lichfield
deceased ; the other of Francis Cobb, esq."

It has been since rendered celebrious by the
residence of Dr. Johnson, who opened an academy
here, in 1778 as before noticed in his life.

"
It is a good square brick edifice, with a cupola

and balustrades at the top, the whole being inclosed

by a court and garden walls, lately the property of

I*. Nott, esq. It is now Mr. Feme's, by purchace,
and occupied as a farm."

It was, of course, in 1736 that Johnson
started his academy at Edial. Whether
" Thomas " Hammond is correct I cannot

say ; but there is no will at Lichfield of any
Thomas Hammond between 1705 and 1738.

Shaw certainly seems to have been in error

in writing
" Francis

"
Cobb, as I have

shown that it was Thomas Cobb who married

Mary Hammond. Francis Cobb was, how-
ever, one of the same family, apd was living
at Lichfield in 1783. William Fettiplace
Nott was Steward of Lichfield from 1699
to 1726. Of his connexion with the Ham-
monds I have no evidence. Richard Ham-
mond's will does not mention Edial Hall.

Dr. Shorthouse related to Johnson. On
29 Oct., 1859, "J. H. Shorthouse, M.D.,
LL.D., Carshalton, Surrey," communicated
to

' N. & Q.' the fact that he had just pur-
chased from Mr. Richard Paternoster

"
the

favourite easy chair of my illustrious kins-

man, Samuel Johnson." From Boase's
' Modern English Biography

'

I learn that

Joseph Henry Shorthouse, M.D., who
founded The Sporting Times in 1865, and
edited it until his death at Croydon on
13 June, 1883, practised at Carshalton. I

have no knowledge of Dr. Shorthouse' s

parentage or ancestry, and should be glad
of any information likely to throw light on
the relationship between Dr. Johnson and
the illustrious founder of The Pink ' Un ;

and also to know whether he could claim

kinship with that not less distinguished
Joseph Henry Shorthouse, the author of
4 John Inglesant.

1

ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corne

r> Blundellsands, near Liverpool.

(To be continued.)

'LINES TO A SKELETON;
(See 7 S. xii. 481.)

AN anonymous poem, sometimes called
' Lines to a Skeleton,' sometimes

'

Lines
to a Skull,' has had a wide popularity, and
has been included in various anthologies.

Finding it in
" Weeds and Wild Flowers,

gathered by William Wrightson
"

(York,
J. Hodgson, 1868), I attributed the verses
to him in an article which appeared at the
above reference. I find it, however, with
the signature of V. in The European Magazine
for November, 1816. It may be worth
while to give this impressive poem as it
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came from the author's pen, for the text is

sometimes found modified, and not always
for the better :

A FRAGMENT FOUND IN A SKELETON CASE.

Behold this ruin ! 'twas a skull,
Once of etherial spirit full ;

This narrow cell was Life's retreat ;

This space was Thought's mysterious seat.
What Ibeauteous pictures fili'd that spot !

What dreams of pleasure long forgot !

Nor Love, nor Joy, nor Hope, nor Fear,
Has left one trace, one record here !

Beneath this mould'ring canopy
Once shone the bright and busy eye ;

But start not at the dismal void !

If Social Love that eye employed ;

If with no lawless fire it gleam'd,
But through the dew of kindness beam'd ;

That eye snail be for ever bright,
When stars and suns have lost their light.

Here in this silent cavern hung
The ready, swift, and tuneful tongue :

If Falsehood's honey it disdain'd,
And when it could not praise was chain'd ;

If bold in Virtue's cause it spoke,
Yet gentle Concord never broke ;

That tuneful tongue shall plead for Thee
When Death unveils Eternity.

Say, did these fingers delve the mine?
Or with its envied rubies shine ?

To hew the rock, or wear the gem,
Can nothing now avail to them ;

And if the page of truth they sought,
And comfort to the mourner brought,
These hands a richer meed shall claim
Than all that waits on wealth or fame.

Avails it whether bare or shod,
These feet the path of duty trod ?

If from the bowe_r of joy they fled
To soothe Affliction's humble bed ;

If Grandeur's guilty bribe they spurn'd,
And home to Virtue's lap return d ;

These feet with angel's wings shall vie,
And tread the palace of the sky !

In a recent communication to the Royal
Society of Literature I have shown that
V. was the signature used by Miss Anna Jane
Vardill, afterwards Mrs. James Niven of
Glenarm. Another of her contributions to
The European was '

Christobell,' that sequel
to

'

Christabel
' which has puzzled the critics,

and has been thought to be the work of
James Hogg, and even of Coleridge himself.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EASTER. (Continued
from 10 S. v. 281.)

Brome, Edward, B.D., Fellow of St. John's,

Cambridge. The Glorious Descent three dis-

courses at Triploe near Cambridge ; to which
are added Two on the Feast of Easter, and one
on the Nativity. About 1710. On the preacher,
see Baker's ' Hist. St. John's Coll.,' ed. Mayor,
ii. 999-1001.

L'Office de la Quinzaine de Pasque, Latin-

Francois, a 1'usage de Rome et de Paris, pour le-

Maison de Monseigneur le Due d'Orleans, premier
prince de sang. 8vo, Paris, 1753.

'

Recollections of Easter at Corfu,' in

The Colonial Church Chronicle, 1848, i.

410-15, 441-7, describes the ceremonies.
W. C. B.

PASCHAL CANDLE. See the
' Westminster

Inventories
'

in Archceologia, lii. part i. ;
' London Inquisitiones Post Mortem,' Record
Soc., 1896, p. 46 (1524) ; The Reliquary, xii.

(1871) 5, instances and notes by M. E. C,
Walcott. W. C. B.

EASTER SEPULCHRE. See
'

Visitation of

Churches belonging to St. Paul's,' Camd. Soc. r

pp. xxi. Ixvi. 68; 'Derby's Expeditions,'
Camd. Soc., p. 77 (at Dantzic, 1391) ; the

eight town-minstrels of Dantzic, at Easter,
in the same, p. 111. W. C. B.

EASTER EGGS. (See 10 S. v. 285.) From
the Terrier of Matlock, co. Derby, 1698 :

"Easter offerings. For every hen, 2 eggs, or 3W.

For every cock, 3 eggs, returning one egg to the-

youngest child. For every duck or turkey, 2 eggs,
or Id."

W. C. B.

WEARING NEW AT EASTER. In my boy-
hood, more than fifty years ago, there was-

a common belief in East Yorkshire that it

was unlucky not to wear some new article

of dress on Easter Day ; in particular it was

alleged that the rooks would mute upon you
in case of omission. Shakespeare seems to

have been familiar with this superstition, for

he makes Mercutio ask,
" Didst thou not

fall out with a tailor for wearing his new
doublet before Easter ?

" ' Romeo and
Juliet,' III. i. W. C. B.

" BATTELS." The following early use of

the sb. battels (first given in the ' N.E.D.' in

its English form as occurring in 1706), and
of the verb to battel (first known in 1570),

is of some importance. It carries back the

English form of the substantive for much
more than a century.

In the will of William Holcott, of Barcot

parish, Buckland, a benefactor of Queen's
College, Oxford, the following direction

occurs :

" My name to be weekly entered into their

buttery-boke of battelx. The bible clerk, or some
other pore scolar in either College [Queen's or

University], to battel weekly vjd. upon my head;,

they two therefore to say daily at the master's

table, after the last grace there said at dynner as

followeth,
'
Lifte up your hearts.' Re*p.

' We lift

them up unto the Lord.'
' Let us give thankes to

the Lorde our God for William Holcott.' Reap.
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'It is meet and right so to do.' And then to say
one of the 22 divisions of the 119 Psalm."

The testator died in 1575. He made his

will in 1574. See
' The Antiquarian Reper

tory,' 1780, iii. 223.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU. I have
been reading lately George Paston's memoir
of Lady Mary ("first published in 1907"),
and found the chapter on her famous letters

from Turkey disappointingly short. With
reference to her tale about the pigeons and
her janissary, see some remarks made by
the Baron de Tott in the

'

Discours Pre-
liminairo

'

to his well-known '

Memoires.'
L. L. K.

PARISH DINNERS. The two following
bills for parish dinners, in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries respectively, are
taken from the MS. records of a City parish.
To appreciate properly the difference between
the prices of provisions then and now, it is,
I believe, necessary to multiply the figures
by about eight in the first instance and
four in the second :

Auditt Dynner, 1588.
Bread
Beer and Ale
Wine ... ; iiij. iiijd
Sugar, di lb

[i.e., i
lb

] viij
d

Boilde Muttone
iij

8
iiij

d

Roast biefe v
Capones jjjj
ffruicte

jd
ffier

'.'.'. '.'.'. viij
d

Sum'a xx s
vij

d

Audit Dinner, 1<>1 ',.'.

For 2 large leggs of Veale ... 15
For 6 large Capons jg.
For 6 lb and a i of Bacon .. ..'. 3 gd
For 2 Dozen of Orenges i QA
For Sorrell and Carrying the Meate 2" 6d
For a Surloyne of Beefe 15"*1

For dressing and linnen .. .". 2'll'8d

xny'

Total 5*1*7*

WILLIAM McMmuiAY.

BERISFORD COTTON. According to a
well-informed living specialist (I am not
personally conversant with the subject),
all the authorities on Walton and Cotton,
including Sir Harris Nicolas and Mr R B
Marston are of opinion that Cotton's son,
Bensford, died in Nottingham a bachelor.
In these circumstances, such as are interested
may like to know that the parish registerof St. Mary, Nottingham, contains the
following baptismal entry, under date
11 Jan., 1685: "

Stanhopp, son of Mr.

Berrisford Cotton & Katherine." The adop-
tion of the ancestral name Stanhope, of

course, removes all doubt as to identity.
A. STAPLETON.

158, Noel Street, Nottingham.

BEDFORD COUNTY HISTORY. If we ex-
clude the recently issued volumes, that do
not completely answer the purpose, it will

be noticed that there does not exist a satis-

factory history of this county. It has not
received the same adequate treatment
accorded to the neighbouring counties of
Hertford and Buckingham by Clutterbuck
and Lipscomb respectively.
The most serious effort to remedy this

omission was that made by the Rev. J. D.
Parry, but apparently only one part was
issued. In the correspondence of William

Bray, the historian of Surrey, now before
me, it is referred to on several occasions.

Writing to the author, 18 Jan., 1828, he says :

"I have received the first number of your 'Bed-
ford,' and like it so well that I hope to see more.
My ancestors had considerable estates in the county,
of which I have documents in my hands, and can
give you extracts if you will think them worth
your attention," &c.

The rest of the letter details these papers.
Only eight days later (26 Jan.) he writes

to J. Bowyer Nichols :

"
I am sorry for Mr. Parker's [Parry's] >vant of

encouragement in Bedfordshire, that no one takes
it up. 1 could give a good deal of information.
Some years ago, at your good father's request, I
lent two Bedfordshire portraits to be copied by
him, as I understood, for [a] work in which he was
engaged. I forgot his name, but do not think it was
Parker [ParryJ. If you happen to know him, and
[where he] is living, I think at Islington, I co[ul]d
wish to know whether they have been engraved.

This first part of Parry's work was
presumably the '

Select Illustrations, His-
torical and Topographical, containing Bed-
ford, Ampthill, Houghton, Luton, and
Chicksands,' issued in 1827. Thomas Fisher
of Gloucester Terrace, Hoxton, prepared and
published his

'

Collections,' &c., 1812-36,
and the more important work,

' Monumental
Remains and Antiquities in the County of

Bedfordshire,' 1828.
John Roby of Clydach, near Swansea,

was in correspondence with John Nichols
between 1816 and 1820 respecting a com-
pendium of English topography. This sug-
gestion was not enthusiastically accepted
by Nichols, and ultimately a '

History of
Bedfordshire

' was proposed ; but with
what result I cannot say, except that
apparently no such work was issued. In
1826 there was begun a 'History of Tarn-
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worth '

by J. and H. W. Roby, but it did
not survive its first number.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.
" FILLING THE CUP." This expression,

of which we hear much in our current political
literature, is not common in purely secular
Middle English writings. An early instance
occurs in

' The Laud Troy Book,' about
1400 (E.E.T.S. p. 52) :

Thus was Troye fortnas lorn and wonne,
Fille the cuppe who-so konne !

H. P. L.

COUNT GIUSEPPE PECCHIO, ITALIAN
PATRIOT. (See 9 S. vi. 308, 395 ; vii. 51,
191, 398.) The following inscription is on
a mural tablet on the north side of the
chancel arch of Hove Old Church, near

Brighton :

IN . MEMORIAM
JOSEPHI . PECCHIO . MEDIOLANENSIS

MOBILE . STIKPE . OKIUNDI
<JUI . OBIIT . PRIDIE . NONAS-IUM . A.D. MDCOCXXXV

ANNOS . NATUS . XLIX

VIR . ERAT . PATRLE . AMANTISSIMUS
LIBERTATIS . NON . TAM . FADSTE . QTJAM . FERVIDE

STUDIOSUS
INDE . AB. ITALIA . IN . ANGLIAM . EXUL . ET. EXTORRIS

SE . CONTULIT
UBI. DUCTA . CONIUGE . ET . JUS . CIVITATIS . ET. LARUM

PROPRIUM . NACTUS . EST

AMICUS . INTEGER . COMIS . LEPIDUS
SCRIPTOR . VARIUS . DOCTUS . ELEGAN8

MARITO . TAM . DILECTO . QUAM . AMANTI
HANC . INSCRIPTIONEM . EXARARI . CURAVIT

UXOR
EHEU . SCPERSTES

Pecchio (who was not a count, although of

noble family) was born at Milan, 15 Nov.,
1785, and died at Hove, 4 June, 1835. He
married an Englishwoman, Philippa Brooks-

bank, an heiress, daughter of Benjamin
Brooksbank of Helaugh Hall, co. York
(9 S. vii. 191). The description of his mar-

riage (which took place at Foston, where

Sydney Smith had a living) at the last refer-

ence is inaccurate, Pecchio not being men-
tioned by name in Lady Holland's memoirs
of her father, the Rev. Sydney Smith, but
alluded to merely as an Italian refugee
(vol. i. p. 176). JOHN HEBB.

"
OUIDA," THE NOVELIST. The original

name of this lady was Rame ; she added the
" de la," and altered the name to de la

Ramee with two e's. See The Daily Mirror,
2 March, p. 4, and 5 March, p. 8, which
has a view of the house at Bury St. Edmunds
where she was born. FREDERIC BOASE.

" OUIJA." This word is not in any English
dictionary.

"
Ouija

"
is a mechanical toy

in which the hand of the person using it is

guided from one letter of the alphabet to
another by an invisible agency, and so spells
out words and sentences. See The Month,
a Catholic magazine and review, September,
1892, p. 8. FREDERIC BOASE.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to aliix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

BEWICKIANA.

I SHALL be much obliged for information
on the following points.
Were there two editions or issues of the

first edition (1790) of 'The Quadrupeds' T

I have a volume in which the tail-pieces

usually given at p. 274 (two men hanging
a dog on a tree) and p. 285 (a man sitting

eating by the wayside with a dog looking
for his share) are transposed, proving that

there must have been two printings of the
total number of volumes issued, this being
the only difference noted after collation.

In The Guide to Knowledge of 16 March,
1833, p. 340, there is an enlarged cut of
' The Farmyard

'

(reversed, and without
the flight of fieldfares), the head-piece to the

Introduction to vol. i. of
' The Birds.' It

is about 6|in. by 4jin., and is signed
"

J. Archer." Is this John Wykeham
Archer,

" the antiquarian etcher and water-

colour artist," who, it is stated by Mr.

Whitten in his article on Newcastle-on-Tyne
in The London Magazine of March, 1907,

went to London a few years before Bewick's

death to be apprenticed to John Scott, a
Newcastle engraver ? The father, also

named John Wykeham Archer, was a pros-

perous Newcastle hairdresser, and is por-

trayed in the group of listeners in Ramsay's
picture of

' The Lost Child.'

In this same head-piece of 'The Farm-

yard
'

at the top of the Introduction to

vol. i. of
' The Birds,' the flight of fieldfares

at the top of the cut is reversed in the eighth

(1847) and "Memorial" (1885) editions.

Can the block have been split and put

together wrongly ? or did R. E. Bewick

engrave a new block for the 1847 edition ?

I have a copperplate engraving lettered
'

Bird-Catching at Orkney
'

(size of engraved

plate, 6 in. by 4J in. ), without artist's or

engraver's names, from which Bewick evi-

dently copied his cut of the same subject

given at the end of the contents, of the second

volume of
' The Birds,' first edition, 1804, and

described at pp. 398-400 of the same
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volume, under the account of
' The Gannet '

or
'
Solan Goose.' It is evidently an illus-

tration out of a book published in or before

1804, but what is the name of the book ?

Perhaps it may have been engraved in

Beilby & Bewick's workshop for some book,
as it is a likely subject for them to have
done.
At p. 254 of vol. i. of

' The Birds,' first

edition, 1797, there is a tail-piece, a horse
tethered to a post, with a net below its hind-

quarters. What is the meaning of the net ?

Mr. D. C. Thomson at p. 214 of his
'

Life
and Works of Thomas Bewick '

publishes
a letter dated 14 Sept., 1805, from Bewick
to Messrs. Vernor, Hood & Sharpe in which
Bewick states that

" a new edition of the
'

British Birds
'

in two volumes demy is

now ready for delivery." As J. G. Bell in
liis

'

Catalogue of Bewick's Works,' 1851,
p. 33, states that no demy copies of the
1805 edition were printed, and the matter,
especially in regard to vol. ii., is not at all

clear, it would be interesting to know if

any one has, or has seen, a demy copy of
vols. i. and ii., more particularly vol. ii.

of this edition.

I have a prospectus advertising a second
edition of a '

Descriptive and Critical Cata-
logue of Works illustrated by Thomas and
John Bewick,' by Thomas Hugo, M.A., and
John Gray Bell. Was this second edition
published ?

Some addenda to the 'British Birds'
were published on seven pages, without
date, printed by Edw. Walker, Newcastle,
with four figures of birds and two tail-pieces,
all of which are included in the second and
later issue of the Supplement to the

'

Birds,'
1821. This is evidently the item given at
p. 15, third paragraph in the Fine-Art
Society's Catalogue by Mr. D. C. Thomson,
1881. To which of the editions was it
added? WHITE LINE.

'THE WARDEN OF ST. BRIAVELS.' Can
any reader tell me in what magazine William
Gilbert's 'The Warden of St. Briavels

'

appeared ?

Information sent direct will oblige.
ROLAND AUSTIN.

fublic Library, Gloucester.

^
JOHN BARROW. Who was John Barrow,an intimate friend of the Prince of Wales

afterwards George IV., in entertainingwhom he ruined himself "? I am anxious
to know something about him, such as Ms
parentage, the dates of his birth and death
or age at time of death. W. ROBERTS.

47, Lansdowne Gardens, Clapham, S.W.

DR. JOHN FRYER. This writer, author
of

' A New Account of East-India and Persia,'

published in 1698, died in 1733. The in-

formation about him given in the 'D.N.B.'

(xx. 302 f.) is very scanty. I am anxious
to obtain further information about his

ancestry, date and place of birth, marriage,
and death. There is at least one of his

letters in the records of the India Office

May I ask if there are any more in existence ?

Kindly answer direct. W. CROOKE.
Langton House, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham.

PAUPER'S SONG. I shall be glad if any
of your readers will kindly give me informa-
tion as to where I can find the words of the

pauper song current in the eighteenth cen-

tury, the refrain of which was

Hang sorrow, cast away care.
The parish is bound to maintain us.

The song is referred to in a pamphlet by
a Mr. Howlett entitled

' An Investigation
of Mr. Pett's Speech' (1796), and also in
' Rees's Cyclopaedia' under the article

'Poor Laws' (1817).
It is possible that there is an earlier

reference to it in a pamphlet
' Bread for the

Poor,' by Richard Dunning (1696), where he

says :

" Persons receiving parish pay pre-
sently become idle, alleging that the parish
is bound to maintain them."

I should be grateful for more exact
information. W. A. BAIIAVARD.

" RAISINS OF THE CURE "
:

" RAISINS
OF THE SOME." The phrases "raisins of

the Cure
" and "

raisins of the Some " occur
in a household account-book of the seven-
teenth century. An explanation of them
and references to their occurrence in books
would be welcome. It has been suggested
that " Cure " and " Some "

are place-names,
referring to the French valleys of the Cure
and Saone respectively. Were the raisins

from these valleys of special excellence ?
" Cure," it is also suggested, may be
" cuve "

; and raisins of the cuve would be
sorts used for making wine in contrast with
raisins for table. SENGA.

POISONS. Can any one direct me to a
book in which I can find a minute account
of a slow Eastern poison and the changes
which it would gradually work on a man's

physical and mental condition ? A.

KNIGHTS AND THEIR SWORDS. There are
two large oil paintings, one on each side of

the corridor leading to the library at the

Guildhall, in which the swords of the knights
on horseback are placed on their right sides.
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Usually the sword is worn on the left side
Can you say whether it was customary to
wear the sword on the right hip about the
fifteenth century ? I do not remember
seeing it so placed in any other pictures
The pictures are entitled

'

Joust between
the Earl of Crawford and Lord John de
Walters ' and ' Robert Fitzallen receiving
the City Banner from the Lord Mayor.
The artist of both is Richard Beavis.

J. B. ANDERSON.
Kensington, W.

CARNMARTH : LANNARTH. The first oi

these names is that of a hill above the second,
which is a straggling village occupying a

long and narrow valley in the parish of

Gwennap, Cornwall. Carnmarth wa8 in

the fifteenth century Chenmerch. Lan-
narth is pronounced Lanner, whereas the th

of Carnmarth is sounded. Is Lannarth the

equivalent of Welsh Llannerch, a glade ?

Suggestions as to the meaning and ety-

mology of these words will be valued.

Except the late Dr. Banister's
'

Glossary
of Cornish Names,' which is a mere collection

of guesses, we have no guide to Cornish

place-names. YGREC.

SMOKING AND BLIND MEN. Do blind
men ever smoke ? I am reminded of the

question by the following passage in
' Memoires de J. Casanova,' Paris, Gamier
Freres, i. 404, where Josouff Ali says to

Casanova :

"The principal pleasure of smoking consists in

the sight of the smoke. You ought never to see it

issuing from the pipe, but only from the corner of

the mouth It is so true that this is the principal
pleasure that you will nowhere see a blind man
smoking. You yourself try to smoke in your room
at night without a light ; a moment after you have

lighted your pipe, you will lay it down."

My experience of trying to smoke in an

unlighted railway carriage in a long tunnel
is that it is a failure. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

SORELL. Edward and William Sorell were
admitted to Westminster School 16 June,
1783. Particulars of their parentage and
career are desired. G. F. R. B.

B. AND T. STAMFORD. Brj^an and Thomas
Stamford were admitted to Westminster
School 8 Nov., 1773, Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' furnish me with information con-

cerning them ? G. F. R. B.

SIMON DE MONTFORT'S PORTRAIT. Can
any one tell me if there is a portrait or other

representation of Simon de Montfort in

any public building ? H. D.

THE ORDER OF THE PEN. Is anything
known of the history and constitution of

the Order of the Pen, which seems to have
existed in the Netherlands in the sixteenth

century ? Peregrine, Lord Willoughby de

Eresby, was admitted to it in 1588, as is

shown in a letter to him from the Pensionary
Christofle Roels, Greffier of Zeeland, given
in the Historical Manuscripts Commission's

Report on the MSS. of the Earl of Ancaster

preserved at Grimsthorpe, p. 162.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

PRIMITIVE OATHS AMONG SAVAGES.-
Where can I find information on this topic,

especially as regards obligations to keep the

secrets of a compact of any kind ?

RICHARD H. THORNTON.

BRIDGE WITH FIGURES OF THE SAVIOUR.
I should be glad to learn the name of a
town in Catholic Germany or in Austria in

which there is a bridge with figures of the

Saviour in different personalities
" The

Good Shepherd," "A Good Physician,"
"The Rabbi," &c. Is it the case that

homage is done to these statues by those

identified with the different callings such
as a shepherd, a doctor, a schoolmaster
when they cross the bridge ? J. W. A.

LITTON FAMILY OF DERBY AND STAFFORD.
Wanted pedigree other than those in

Marshall's
'

Guide.' Also information re

John Litton, Curate of Snelston 1654.

F. C. BEAZLEY, F.S.A.
Fern Hill, Oxton, Birkenhead.

" BULL AND MOUTH " AND " MOURNING
BUSH" INNS. I shall be very glad to be

put on the track of any references in seven-

teenth- and eighteenth-century newspapers,
&c., to either of these historic taverns,

both of which were* situated in the parish
of SS. Anne and Agnes, Aldersgate, and con-

sequently fall within the scope of my local

history. I shall be especially grateful for

any contemporary references to the second

(originally the
" Mermaid "

or
"
Fountain")

under the name given in the heading of

earlier date than 1700.

It is perhaps as well that I should state

that I am more or less familiar with the

whole of the references to these houses to

ae met with in the various works on signs,

taverns, local history, Quakers, Freemasons,
&c. I also have made myself acquainted
with all that has appeared in the past in

;hese columns concerning the
" Bull and

Mouth," consequently the various legends

* Of course the "
Mourning Bush "

still exists,

)ut under the altered name or the
"
Raglan."
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as to the derivation of its title are well

known to me. But any item or reference

from an original source (whether MS. or

printed) will be most acceptable, as I want
to make my account of each hostelry as

complete as possible. Perhaps MR. HOLDEN
MAcMiCHAEL can furnish something from
his store. WILLIAM McMuRRAY.

WALTON AND COTTON CLUB. (See 3 S. i.

273 ; 9 S. xi. 7.) The book of rules referred

to under the above references was that

published in 1840. In a bundle of books

recently bought by me at a sale was in-

cluded a book of rules published in 1817,
the date of the institution of the Club ;

thdse rules were printed by Davison. Can
any reader inform me how many copies of

the latter were printed ? They are seldom
offered for sale, so far as I can discover.

STAPLETON MARTIN.
The Firs, Norton, Worcester.

" THE CHALICE AND SHEPPHEAJRD." I
find a reference to this sign in a will proved
in 1618. The house to which it belonged
is described as

"
the corner messuage in

Tame Street in the parish of St. Buttolphs,
nere Billingsgate, London." Is anything
known of this house ?

HENRY FISHWICK.
The Heights, Rochdale.

THE HARROWAY. I am anxious to obtain
a list of references to the Harroway or
Harrow Way, which runs from near Farnham
to Stonehenge, or to other roads called

Harroway. At present I have the following
references to such :

1. Kemble,
' Codex Diplomaticus,' mxci.

2. J. Stevens, 'Parochial History of St. Mary
Bourne,' p. 198.

3. T. W. Shore, Arch. Rev., Hi. 2, 'Old Roads
and Fords of Hampshire.'

4. W. Money, Transactions of the. Newburv Dis-
trict Field Club, iv. 190.

5.
'

Pop. Hist, of Newbury,' p. 10, note.
6. H. Belloc,

' The Old Road,' p. 37.

I have also found references in parish mapsand field-names.
I should be grateful for any further

information, which should be sent direct
t me- O. G. S. CRAWFORD.
The Grove, East Woodhay, Newbury, Hants.

GREEK AND ENGLISH POETRY COMPARED.
What essayist or critic contrasts the

writing of subject-matter in Greek poetrywith the lack of unity, the rambling dis-
jomtedness, in English poems ?

E. H. D.
Mountroyal, Englefield Green, Surrey.

PALL MALL, THE GAME.

(10 S. ix. 250.)

I REFER MR. SlEVEKINO to tliree SOUTCeS
' Le Jeu de Mail,' par Joseph Lauthier,

Paris, 1717 ; Mr. Albert Way's illustrated

article in The Archaeological Journal, vol. xi. ;

and to
' Notes on Croquet and some Ancient

Bat and Ball Games related to It,' by
R. C. A. Prior, M.D., illustrated, London,
1872.
The first book named is an uncommon

one, and is a complete treatise on the game
of pall mall, with directions for playing it

in four varying ways, how the mallet is

used, how the balls should be manufactured
(the best were made at Avignon), and how
to be attired when engaged in playing.
The book is illustrated.

Mr. Way's article contains a number
of notices of the game, and the following
extract from his paper seems a good deal
to the point :

"It is to the kindness of Mr. George v'ulliamy
that I am indebted for the original malls and ball

of which representations accompany these notices ;

they \vere found about January last [Mr. Way's
article appeared in 1854] in the old house in Pall
Mall. No. 68, the residence of his father, the late
Mr. Vulliamy, and for more than a century in the
occupation of his family. They are very probably
the only existing reliques of the obsolete game of
Pall Mall in this country. Several Malls were
found carefully stored away, and a pair with one of
the balls has been presented by Mr. G. Vulliamy to
the British Museum.
The articles themselves were, I believe,
at the time lodged at the British Museum
in the room devoted to British antiquities.
Mr. Way gives illustrations of them.
MB. SIEVEKING should not miss seeing

Dr. Prior's book the third one which I
have named above because the author
has reproduced in his pages a number of
the valuable illustrations from Joseph
Lauthier' s work and Mr. Way's article,
and it contains almost all that is to the pur-
pose from the letterpress of both. Among
the illustrations given by Dr. Prior are the

following :

' A pall-mall player aiming and
preparing to strike his ball

'

(from Lauthier),
' A pall-mall player striking his ball

'

(from
Lauthier),

'

Position of the hands on the
mallet-handle in pall mall

'

(from Lauthier),
' A player throwing a ball through the passe
with a spoon mace or leve

'

(from Lauthier),
'

Implements used in pall mall now in the
British Museum '

(Archaeological Journal,
vol. xi.).
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In Knight's
' London '

there is an illustra-

tion of the game being played ; and I believe
a better impression of the same illustration
is in Smith's

'

Antiquities of Westminster.'
The first English writer to allude to the

game of pall mall is Sir Robert Dallington
in his 'A Method for Trauell,' 1598. This

passage is given both by Mr. Way and Dr.
Prior. Of course there are several allusions
in Pepys which may be useful ; and in one
of these, under date 15 May, 1663, the
diarist records his conversation with "

the

keeper of the pall mall
" on the maintaining

in good order of the ground where the game
was played (' Pepys's Diary,' ed. Wheatley,
iii. 121). A. L. HUMPHKEYS.

187, Piccadilly, W.

In The Antiquary for April, 1881 (vol. iii-

pp. 145-9), there was a good descriptive
article by Mr. H. B. Wheatley, F.S.A., on
' The Game of Pall Mall,' which was based
chiefly on large quotations from Joseph
Lauthier's

' Le Jeu de Mail,' Paris, 1717
a very rare work to be found in Dr. Prior's
' Notes on Croquet,' Williams & Norgate,
1872.
Mr. Wheatley also referred to an essay

upon pall mall in the eleventh volume of

The Archaeological Journal as being of con-
siderable interest, though in certain respects
not altogether satisfactory.

G. L. APPERSON.

ROMAN INSCRIPTION CONCERNING COR-
BRIDGE (10 S.ix.249). Camden's' Britannia,'

enlarged by Gough, 1789, vol. iii. p. 249,
mentions an altar which was found in 1726
in the vault under the ancient church at
Hexham :

" Mr. Horsley refers all the in-

scriptions at Hexham to Corbridge, which
is but three short miles distant." There is

a print of the altar on plate xxi. of the same
volume. The inscription is :

LEG . A
Q . CALPVRNVS
CONCESSINI
VS . PRAEF . EQ
CAESA CORI
ONOTOTAR
VM . MANVPR
AESENTISS1MI
NVMIXIS DEVS

It would appear that the i of CALPURNIUS has

strayed into CONCESSINUS, in which the
second s faces the wrong way.
The letterpress (p. 249) says :

" An altar, Horsl. cviii., with a new troop of

horse called equites C&sarienses Corionotota:. These

people Horsley supposes meant by Coriofiotar of

Ravennas, or perhaps to be Crotoniates from

Greece, which accounts for the Greek inscriptions

hereabouts. Calpurnixis received his commission
immediately from the emperor Commodus or Cara-

calla, whom he flatters with the title of xtrcesen-
tissimum numen dei."

On p. 201 and plate xiii. is given what
remains of the inscription on an altar to

Mithras preserved at Scaleby Castle (Cum-
berland). It is

" Deo soli Mitr
|

vis
j

cor
|

"

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

The authority for the statement quoted
from the late C. J. Bates' s

' Short History
of Northumberland '

is a dedication found
" on a Roman altar in a vault under Hexham
Church " one of many Roman sculptured
stones used by Wilfrid, in A.D. 672-8, when
he founded this great building. That this

Roman material had been conveyed from

Corstopitum (Corbridge) is now generally
admitted. An account of the inscription
will be found in Horsley, 'Britannia Romana,'
preface, p. xvi. It is figured on plate 35

(' Northumb.,' cviii), and is further discussed
on p. 248 of the same volume.
In Hiibner's

'

Corpus Inscriptionum
Latinarum,' vol. vii. (chap, xi., No. 481)

p. 98, the inscription is expanded thus :

" Deo invicto Mithrae ? sub cura] leg(ati) A(ugusti)
pr(o) pr(setore)? Q. Calpurnius Concessinus, praef-

(ectus) eq(uitum), csesa Corionotatarum manu, prae-
sentissimi numinis de(o) v(otum) s(olvit)."

R. OLIVER HESLOP.
Newcastle-upon-Tvne.

The authority for the statement quoted is

to be found in the '

Corpus Inscrip. Latin.,'

vol. vii. p. 98. The inscription was found
in 1726, not at Corbridge, but embedded
in the wall of a vault beneath the church
at Hexham, where Horsley was permitted
to go and copy it. Cf. Horsley's

'

Britannia

Romana,' p. 248, where the author gives
an account of what he saw. The quoted
name, by the way, should be not Concessinus,
but Concessinius. Horsley makes an especial

point of this. See also his preface, p. xvi.

It is hard to understand why the author

quoted should imagine a supposed tribe of

Brigantes round Corstopitum to have in-

dulged in a raid
" on the tribe round Winder-

mere." ST. CLAIR BADDELEY.

The inscription is No. 656 in the late Dr.

Collingwood Bruce' s
'

Lapidarium Septen-
trionale.' See also the Ephemeris Epigra-

phica, vol. iii. p. 131. EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

HENRY MARTYN SARGENT (10 S. ix. 228,

276). Much interesting information con-

cerning the family of Sargent of Wool-
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Lavington, with a pedigree prefixed, may be
found in Burke' s

'

History of the Com-
moners,' iv. 273, a book which contains

many particulars not to be found in the
' Landed Gentry.' The family was in 1838

represented by Charlotte Sargent, relict

of John Sargent, and her arms are given
in a lozenge suspended by a white ribbon.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CHRISOM, BAPTISMAL ROBE (10 S. viii.

270, 377, 457). Perhaps a cod, or cude,
was the cushion on which the babe was
borne to the font. It may sometimes have
been left behind as an offering, as Miss
M. ELLEN POOLE has been informed that
it was ; and the

" no cude "
at St. Oswald's,

Durham, may notify occasions when it

was either absent altogether, or was carried

away with the child. ST. SWITHIN.

At the penultimate reference MR. FRANK
PENNY observes :

" Up to a certain time mothers at their church-
ing made their thank offering for mercies received,
and also offered the chrisom in, which their child
((.'0.9 to be christened."

And again he states :

" The chrisom was offered that it might be blessed
before it was put on the child at its baptism."

In both cases the italics are mine. But
surely the baptism of the child preceded
its mother's churching. This was certainly
the case in early post-Reformation times.
In ' The Order of Purificacion of Weomen '

in Edward VI.'s first Prayer Book the priest
is to say :

"Forasmuche as it hath pleased almightie god
of hys goodnes to geue you safe deliueraunce and
your childe baptisme," &c.

And the last rubric reads :

" The woman that is puryfyed must offer her
Crysome and other accustomed offeringes," &c.
As MR. POLLARD has pointed out, the
chrisom was church property, and had
to be returned at the time of the mother's
churching. F. A. RUSSELL.

4, Nelgarde Road, Catford, S.E.

LATTICE TONGS (10 S. ix. 67). I presume
the word lattice is used to describe these
tongs because they diminish and extend
like latticework. May I ask whether this is
the technical term under which the instru-
ment is known ? I cetainly prefer the less
cumbrous and more descriptive term "

dog-
tongs." An engraving of a pair of these
tongs from Bangor Cathedral was given
with some '

Illustrated Church Notes '

con-
tributed by Mr. Win. Andrews to Church

Bells of 16 Aug., 1901. The letterpress
contains the following :

" Both in England and Wales several old churches
still possess the old dog-tongs, which are now kept
more for curiosities than for use. A glass case at
the cathedral at Bangor contains the old dog-tongs,
which were lost for some time, but were eventually
brought back, as will be gathered from a notice

placed near them, which is as follows :

"'Restored to Bangor Cathedral by W. P.

Mathews, per J. E. Griffith, Vronheulog, Upper
Bangor, November 22, 1892.'
" The tongs are made of oak, and fastened together

with wooden pegs, with one exception, which is of

iron, and it has been suggested that it is in place of
one of the worn-out wooden pegs. When stretched
out to the fullest extent, the tongs measure about
three feet ; the teeth are formidable."

I shall be very glad to hear of other

places where these instruments of torture
are still in existence. JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

Andrews in
'

Curiosities of the Church '

(1890) mentions the same sort of thing.

Upon p. 176 we read :

" In the Church of Clynnogfawr, in North Wales,
is an instrument for dragging dogs out of the
Church. It is a long pair of 'lazy-tongs,' with
sharp spikes fixed at the end."

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

DOOMSDAY BELL AT JERUSALEM (10 S. ix.

169). A similar idea appears in one form
of the Welsh legend of the second coming
of Arthur ; see, e.g., Sir John Rhys' a
'

Celtic Folk-lore,' ii. 460 f. Arthur and
his warriors are represented as asleep in a
cave, in the entrance to which hangs a bell.

When the red and white dragons, who repre-
sent respectively the Britons and Saxons,
renew their struggle, the shaking of the
earth will cause the bell to ring. This will

awake Arthur and his warriors, who, issuing
from the cave, will drive the Saxons into

the sea, and recover for the Britons the

sovereignty of the island of Britain.

H. I. B.

GREEKS AND BLOCK AND TACKLE (10 S.

viii. 510). DR. MILNE asks for evidence that
the ancient Greeks or Romans knew of the
contrivance called a block and tackle. In
Schreiber's

' Atlas of Classical Antiquities
'

(English edition by Prof. W. C. F. Anderson),
plate xlviii. fig. 3, is a block with double

pulleys. The figure is from a relief on the

triumphal arch at Orange (ancient Arausio),
erected in the reign of Tiberius, about 21 A.D.

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.
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VIVANDIERES (10 S. ix. 171). They were
with the French troops in the Crimea, and
pictures of them in their Bloomer-like
uniform appeared in The Illustrated London
Neivs at the time. A contemporary song,
or piece of music, had a coloured drawing
of one on the cover. They were sometimes
called

"
cantinieres." W. C. B.

QUIDNUNC II. seems to refer to the
vivandiere in the past tense ; but I certainly
last October saw a couple doing duty whilst
attached to two battalions of infantry
who were engaged in marching, and had
halted half-way between Brest and Le
Conquet. The latter little place, it will be
remembered, is one of the most westerly
points of Finisterre. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

"CHASE" (10 S. viii. 366, 436). I know
a large Essex village in which the word
" Chase "

is used in three cases. Once
it describes a short broad road, off the main
road, in the village street, closed by a gate,
with two or three cottages in it ; then

leading straight into the fields. In the
other two cases it is used of a narrow private
road, leading up to a farm-house. Both
the farms in question are very old, and are
called

"
Halls." V. T.

BETTLAH SPA, UPPER NORWOOD (10 S.

viii. 508 ; ix. 35). The following is an
extract from Murray's

' Handbook for
Travellers in Surrey, Hampshire, and the
Isle of Wight,' 1858, p. 6 :

" Below it [Norwood Church], over the ridge, lies

the once famous Beulah (beautiful) Spa, in a hollow
.surrounded by coppices, among which in early
spring the wood anemone flowers profusely. The
Spa, with its buildings, has long since fallen into

decay, and the site has recently (1857) been adver-
tised for sale. The water is strongly impregnated
with magnesia, and somewhat resembles that of

Epsom."
' London exhibited in 1851,' edited and

published by John Weale, p. 498, gives a
short description of the gardens, without

mentioning the water, saying :

" This place
was formed sixteen or eighteen years since,
and became one of very fashionable resort."

This book describes the dilapidated con-
dition of the gardens in the words quoted
by MR. MACMICHAEL (ante, p. 35) from
' The Pictorial Handbook of London,' 1854.

They are, I think, two editions of one book.
Does Beulah mean "

beautiful
"

?

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

["Beulah" means "married," or, we presume,"
fertile," as applied to land. See Isaiah Ixii. 4.

THE '

D.N.B.' : ADDITIONS AND CORREC-
TIONS (10 S. ix. 182, 231, 272). John Courte-

nay, politician, 1741-1816. The 'D.N.B.'
states that he was son of William Courtenay
by Lady Jane Stuart, second daughter of the
Earl of Bute, and was born in Ireland, in

1741. The reference given is to Collins's
'

Peerage
'

(Brydges), ii. 375 ; vi. 267.

The obituary notice in The Gentleman's

Magazine for 1816, pp. 375, 467, describes
him as

" a native of Ireland, descended from
a branch of the noble family of that name,
and nephew by his mother to the late Earl
of Bute," &c.
But John Courtenay in his

'

Incidental
Anecdotes and a Biographical Sketch,' pub-
lished 1809, says he was born at Carling-
ford, 22 Aug., 1738, and that his parents
were Henry Courtenay, of the Revenue
Department, Newry (b. 1693, d. 1772), and

Mary, daughter of the Rev. Major,
Rector of Tanderaghee. H. A. PITMAN.

C. P. H., seventh Baron de Thierry.

According to the
'

D.N.B.,' Ivi. 134, he " was
born in 1793, apparently in Bathampton
in Somerset." But in De Courcelles,

' Dic-
tionnaire Universel de la Noblesse de France,'
v. 184, is this entry :

"
Charles-Philippe-Hypolite de Thierry, chevah'er,

n6 a Bruxelles le 13 avril, 1793, filleul de S.A.R,
Monsieur, frere du Roi, a epouse Emily Rudge

"

(i.e. before 1821).
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

PUBLIC SPEAKING IN SHAKESPEARE'S DAY
(10 S. viii. 130, 415 ; ix. 38, 297). Collier

(' Annals of the Stage,' iii. 376 et seq.) proves
from the play

' Histriomastix
'

(1610) that

the regular hour at which dramatic repre-
sentations began at this period was three

o'clock, and that the performance did not
exceed two hours in duration. In confirma-

tion of what has been already cited from
the prologues to

' Romeo and Juliet
' and

'

Henry VIII.,' he gives the following extract

from Davenant's
' Unfortunate Lovers,'

acted in 1643 :

ten times more wit than was allow'd

Your silly ancestors in twenty year,
Y' expect should in two hour* be given here :

For they, he swears, to the theatre would come
Ere they had dined to take up the best room ;

There sit on benches, not adorn'd with mats,
And graciously did vail their high-crown'd hats
To every half-dress'd player, as ne still

Thro' the hangings peep'd, to see how the house
did fill.

Good easy-judging souls ! with wh'it delight

They would expect a jig or target fight,

A furious tale of Troy, which they ne'er thought
Was weakly written, so 'twere strongly fought.
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Collier was of opinion that this alluded

mainly to times anterior to 1600.

Even in the case of the children's per-
formances at St. Paul's, which began at four

o'clock, after prayers, everything was over

by six, when the cloister doors were closed.

In order to account for the actual length
of time consumed, it may be urged that,
the female characters being then acted by
boys, the long declamations, and much of the

dialogue too, would in all probability be
rendered in a rapid and perfunctory manner,
a parallel to which may to-day be found in
the rapid delivery of the Church services

that is, the morning and evening ones,
exclusive of the sermon prevalent in some
quarters. The source of these two para-
doxes is to be traced, in all probability, to
an identity of contingent circumstances,
which may now be difficult to determine,
but which may date back to the day when
the miracle play and the morality were
regarded as necessary adjuncts to the
believer's spiritual life, and their representa-
tion remained under the control of the
Church herself. Later, however, in the
case of the drama, the substitution of women
for youths in the female parts would intro-
duce a more orderly and rhythmical mode
of delivery, and a juster appreciation of
the requirements of the play in respect
of its serious and tender passages, which by
degrees would develope into the form of
utterance now happily obtaining.

Still, whatever, may have been the degree
of rapidity with which religious services
and dramatic performances at this period
were conducted, it surely does not follow,
as MR. EDWARD STEVENS supposes (10 S.
viii. 415), that preachers, political orators,
advocates, or ambassadors were then in the
habit of pronouncing their discourses in the
strenuous style that the two-hour limit
would imply ; for the simple reason that such
a course would have allowed their auditors
little opportunity to grasp the meaning,
far less to weigh the import, of such an over-
whelming torrent of words as must inevitablyhave greeted their ears, had this been the
rule instead of the exception.

N. W. HILL.New \ ork.

APPLES: THEIR OLD NAMES (10 S. viii
429; ix. 297). The following list of the
old names of apples as known by Dorset folk
may be of interest to MR. HALLIDAY SPAR-
UNG. Those marked with an asterisk are
taken from Barnes's '

Glossary of the Dorset
Dialect' (1863); the rest I have collected

from time to time amongst my items of

Dorset folk-lore :

Bloody Butcher. A small, mid-season, eating
apple ; so called from its being red all through.
*Brown shell nut. A kind of brown-rinded apple.
Cat's head. A very large, yellow, and early

kitchen apple.
Cleves. A small, hard, and very late - keeping

apple.
*Crumplen. A small apple, crumpled from de-

fective or constrained growth.
Gerige. A large, handsome, half-red late-keeping

apple (called in the adjoining county of Somerset
"brandy ball").
*Grab. The crab apple.
Harvest apple. A small red variety.
Old Maid. A long, tapering, choice eating and

late-keeping apple ; perhaps so called from its being
late gathered, or because it is much shrivelled.

(Also called
"
Pomeroy," q.i'.)

Pig's nose. A long, tapering, and choice late

eating apple. ^
Pinney's Pippin. A Targe, well -shaped, half-

russet, mid-season eating apple.
Pomeroy. See " Old Maid."
*Pummy (or Pummice). From French j)otnme :

the dry substance of apples after the juice is pressed
out of them in the cider-press.
Quarrener. A small, early, red, flat-eating apple,

(the Devonshire "Quarrendon")
Rathe-ripe (often corrupted into

" Rather ripe ").

From rath, early. A choice, early ripe, eating
apple. The Dorset novelist Mr. Thomas Hardy, in
' The Return of the Native '

(ed. 1880, p. 283). refers

to an apple by this name, written as one word.
Smell Mary. A choice eating apple ; so called

from its delicious fragrance.

Spice apple. A pale yellow, early eating variety.

Strawberry apple. A choice early eating variety.
*Stubberd. A greenish-yellow, pointed nose, early

eating apple.
Tom Putt. An irregular, red-streaked, early

eating and kitchen apple.

J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.

Antigua, W.I.

LATIN PRONUNCIATION (10 S. ix. 81, 131,

175, 251). While it is almost (if not quite)

hopeless to be certain as to how the Romans
of the Augustan age pronounced their native

tongue, it may be taken for granted that the
nearest approach to that pronunciation is

found in the bocca Romana of to-day, if it

is to be found anywhere. In the same way
the nearest approach to the vowel and con-
sonantal " sounds "

as uttered by Pericles
and King Alfred, in their respective lan-

guages, is to be found to-day, not at Oxford,
or at Boston, Massachusetts, but on the lips
of the modern Athenian and the Wessex
man of the twentieth century. I say

" the
nearest approach," because, although coun-

try and local tradition are the safest and
surest guides to follow, any reproduction of

departed and unknown " sounds " can only
be approximate.
Rimes are a guide to pronunciation,
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and thanks to them we know, e.g., that Queen
Anne pronounced tea

"
tay," because Pope

makes the word rime to obey. Such clues

being denied us in Latin, we fall back on
onomatopoeic lines, such as the line in the
'

Metamorphoses
'

(vi. 376) :

Quamvin sint sub aqua sub aqua maledicere tentant.

Read these words with the thin, flat English
, and they will be meaningless ; read them

again, giving the vowel the deepest, broadest
sound that a Roman would give it, and
you have an exact imitation of the frog-

croaking that Ovid wished to reproduce.
On examination of the whole question

it will be found that every nation pronounces
its Latin exactly as it pronounces its own
language, and it is perfectly natural that it

should do so. Take the word gentes (nations)
and you will find the Englishman, German,
Frenchman, Italian, and Spaniard pro-
nouncing it in five different ways, each fol-

lowing the vowel and consonantal sounds

peculiar to his own vernacular. Of any ideal

pronunciation he knows little and cares

less ; and so I imagine it will be to the end
of time. FRANCIS KINO.

THE THIRD FOLIO SHAKESPEARE (10 S. ix.

241). Joseph Lilly, of New Street, Covent
Garden, in his 1863

'

Catalogue Raisonne
of a Most Interesting Collection of Rare
Books,' &c., offered a remarkable assortment
of Shakespeare Folios, his list including
six copies of the first edition ; four of the
second ; two of the third ; and two of the
fourth a collection that has probably never
been excelled. Here are his descriptions
of the third edition Folios :

"The Third Edition, fol, capitally bound in red
morocco super-extra by Bedford, very fine clean

copy. Printed for Philip Chetwinde, 1663. This is

a copy of the firxt issue of the third Edition, pub-
lished before the seven spurious plays were added
in 1664, when the present title was cancelled, and a
fresh one, dated 1664, was substituted. In this

peculiar state it is of excessive rarity, but very few
copies being known.

Another copy, elegantly bound in red morocco
super-extra by Pratt, good sound clean copy.
Printed for P. C. 1664. This is a copy of the second
issue of the third edition, having the seven spurious
plays added, their names printed on the title-page,
here dated 1664."

The note to the first of these copies pro-
vides, I think, the definite information MR.
E. B. HARRIS requires. Probably the name
of Joseph Lilly will be familiar to him. If

not, he can be assured he was a prince of
booksellers and an honest trader.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

SALARINO, SALANIO, AND SALERIO (10 S.

ix. 22, 113, 236). This matter is very fully
worked out in the notes to the Furness
edition of the play (" Variorum Edition,"

pp. 1 and 159). It appears that in the

Quartos and Folios there was utter confusion
between these characters, the names occur-

ring variously as Salaryno, Salerino, Slarino,

Salarino, Salerio, Salanio, Salino, and So-
lanio ; but there is no proof that more
than two individuals were intended by the

poet. Steevens is responsible for first in-

cluding Salerio among the dramatis personce,
while Knight and Dyce protested against
the innovation : see also Furness's remarks
at p. 160. This, I think, does away with
the suggestion that these three closely

resembling forms sprang from the Jewish

patronymic Sala.
"
Salarino

" and "
Sa-

lario," of course, are true Italian words,

meaning wages, salary ; but not so
"
Sa-

lerio
" and Salanio," which are more or

less cacophonous : the latter is best spelt"
Solanio," which may be taken either

from It. solano, Lat. solanum, nightshade,
or from Sp. solano, an easterly wind, or

solana, sunshine. Shakespeare is generally
careful in the choice of his proper names :

thus Thurio in
' Two Gentlemen of Verona,'

though not rightly Italian, is no doubt from
the French Thuriot.

Furness further demonstrates that Scialac

was a common contemporary name among
Jews, It. Scialocca, whence the transition

to Shylock is easy enough. The derivation

proposed at 1 S. i. 184 from "Shiloh" is

preposterous. N. W. HILL.
New York.

BRASS AT BROWN CANDOVER : WYLSON
FAMILY (10 S. ix. 189). This unique and

extremely interesting brass has, apparently,
never been identified, and the theory that

it commemorated any one of the name of

Wylson has not yet been proven, and has

probably been abandoned. Haines (1861)

mentions it, but with the asterisk, as
"

II.

Wylson, 1559, and wife," and records that

it was then supposed to be loose and lately

in the possession of Lord Ashburton.
In The Antiquary for May, 1889, p. .231,

appeared a letter signed with the initials

H. D. C. (H. D. Cole, Esq., of Winchester),

descriptive of the brass, but showing it

could not commemorate Wylson in 1559,

being earlier than this date. This writer

concludes his letter (apropos of the Wylson
family) :

" A clue may be obtained by the finding out the

record of any family living at or near Brown Can-
dover at the latter end of the fifteenth century, at
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the manor house or at any county seat near ; it was

surmised that they were of the Worsley family, who
formerly ]>ossessed the manor house of Chilton
Candover, but this occurred n century after this

time."

This brass was exhibited, 14 March, 1889>

by the Rev. W. L. W. Eyre, before the

Society of Antiquaries in London, and is

described in a masterly way by the late

J. G. Waller, F.S.A., in the Proceedings of
the Society of Antiquaries, N.S., vol. xii.

pp. 334-8, where it is also figured as a full-

page illustration at p. 335.

A further description by the Rev. W. L. W.
Eyre will also be found in Proceedings of the

Hants Field Club, vol. iii. pp. 277-? I do
j

not know the date of this volume or length
of description, and should be glad to know.
I presume the date is c. 1889.

In the Transactions of the Cambridge
University Association of Brass Collectors

j

(who, one is devoutly thankful to know,
later exchanged this terribly cumbersome
name for the Monumental Brass Society),
vol. i. part vii. (February, 1890), at p. 28,

appeared a query as to whom this brass
commemorated, and it was stated that
though the brass was formerly at Brown
Candover Church, it was " now in Swarraton
Church, Hants." In the following issue

(part viii. September, 1890), at p. 16, this

query was referred to, but not answered
(both query and reference are anonymous),
and the additional information given that
the brass

"
is now mounted and placed on

the wall of the church "; but which church
is not stated.

There is a good illustration of the brass
in the Portfolio of the Monumental Brass
Society, vol. ii. plate 46 (part ix, June, 1904),
where it is simply described as of

" A Civilian
and Lady, c. 1500." It is there given as
at Brown Candover, so I presume it jour-
neyed from Swarraton to its original home.

I should appreciate it if F. K. P. would
kindly give me a full reference to the article
in Hants Notes and Queries for 1889 on this
brass, and state whether it is illustrated.
I should also be glad to know whether the
article to which I have referred in Proceedings
of the Hants Field Club, vol. iii., is illustrated
or not ; and if any other illustrations of
this brass are known, I should be glad of
references to them.

It maybe interesting to add that, although,as stated by F. K. P., this brass was ex-
hibited at Winchester in 1845 by the Rev.
G. H. Gunner (vide Proceedings of the
Archaeological Institute, 1845, p. 51, sub
'Catalogue of Antiquities'), it is not re

corded in
' A List of the Monumental

Brasses remaining in England
'

(by the late

Rev. C. R. Manning), 1846, nor in
' A Manual

for the Study of Monumental Brasses
'

(by Haines), 1848, nor in
' A List of the

Sepulchral Brasses of England,' by Justin

Simpson, 1857. STEWART FISKE.
Mobile, Ala., U.S.A.

" SUB ROSA" (10 S. ix. 189). I am not
able to lay my finger on the lines desired

in St. Gregory (N.) ; but the epigram to

which he refers was doubtless made, as H.
Meier suggested, to accommodate poetically
the proverbial saying (' Anthol.,' Theil. ii.

s. 123). It has been berimed in German
"Was wir kosen, bleib unter den Rosen."
De la Cerda is said by Wiistemann to have
first communicated the epigram to Burmann
as an inscription found upon a marble slab,
which it well may have been. The sixteenth

century was already rich in forged antiques ;

and the famous architect of the Villa d'Este
did not consider it beneath him to invent
both designs and inscriptions, and to pass
them, if possible, for originals.

I had no notion that the plaster rose in

old ceilings had been attributed to such
an origin. It would seem to be safer to

give its real one, the royal badge.
ST. CLAIR BADDELEY.

Dr. Samuel Pegge in his
'

Anonymiana,'
published in 1809, half of which was written
in 1776 and the other completed about 1778,
as we learn from the

'

Advertisement '

and '

Postscript,' has the following note on
this subject :

" ' To speak a thing under the rose
'

; and,
' under

the rose be it spoken,'are phrases of some difficulty,
the sense of them be well enough understood ; they
niean secretly ; but the query is, how they came to
imply that. The clergyman wears a rose in his hat ;

and in confession what is spoke in his ear is in
effect under the rose, and is to be kept secret, as
being under the seal of confession."

At the foot of the same page, 147, the editor
makes the following remark :

" The learned
author appears never to have been under
the Rose in St. Paul's Church-yard."
The Latin form,

" Sub rosa," is to be
found in the sixth edition of Bailey's

'

Dic-
tionary,' with the date 1776. This work
was first published, according to Lowndea,
in 1737. I should like to know the earliest

employment of the two words.
JOHN T. CURRY.

The following extract may be of use :

" The origin of the phrase
' under the rose' implies

secrecy, and had its origin during the year B.C. 477,
at which time Pausanias, the commander of the
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oonfederate fleet of the Spartans and Athenians,
was engaged in an intrigue with Xerxes for the

subjugation of Greece to the Persian rule, and for
the hand of the monarch's daughter in marriage.
The negotiations were carried on in a building
attached to the Temple of Minerva called the Brazen
House, the roof of which was a garden forming a
bower of roses : so that the plot, which was con-
ducted with the utmost secrecy, was literally
matured under the rose.
" It afterwards became a custom among the

Athenians to wear roses in the hair, whenever they
wished to communicate to another a secret which

they
wished to be kept inviolate. Hence the saying

' sub rosa
'

among them, and since among Christian
nations."

This i3 copied from '

Gleanings for the
Curious* (Putnams, 1901). P. A. P.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.

viii. 48). The riddle beginning
Kitty, a fair, but frozen maid,

the first stanza of which is quoted in Miss
Austen's 'Emma' (ch. ix.), may be read
in the

' New Foundling Hospital for Wit,'
vol. ii. p. 182 (new edition, 1784). The other

stanzas, which Mr. Woodhouse could not
recollect, are three in number. The answer
is the chimney-sweeper. The ' New Found-

ling Hospital
'

gives David Garrick as the
author ("It was Garrick' s, you know,"
said Emma). The lines in the novel differ

slightly from those in the
' N. F. H.,' having

yet for still in 1. 2 ; to instead of in in 1. 3;

and Though instead of Much in 1. 4.

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

HAMPTON COURT AND HAMPTON (10 S. ix.

169). Your correspondent may have got
confused in this matter by the name of one
of the manors at Molesey.

There was a Preceptory of the Knights
Hospitallers of St. John of Jerusalem at

Hampton in 1180 ; there was no Priory
at either of the Moleseys, nor at Hampton,
nor Hampton Court, but " the Maner of

Moulsey Prior
" was held by Merton Abbey

at or soon after the foundation, or procured
by Gilbert Norman for 7s. Qd. paid to Kings-
ton ; and East Molesey was parcel of it.

On making the chase of Hampton Court,
the King obtained the above manor from
Merton Abbey, in exchange for the

"scyte, foundation, precynct. and perambulation of
the late Priory of our Blessed Lady Seynt Mary the

Virgin and Seynt Margaret, late called the Priory
of Calewiche in the County of Stafford and the
Convent conveyed to that King all that their Maner
of Est Mulsey reputed parcel of the said maner."

Later the King granted Moulsey Prior to
Sir Thomas Heneage, Knt., who was counsel
.to Merton Abbey. Manning and Bray state

that East Molesey was also known as
" Moul-

sey Prior, parcel of the Honor of Hampton
Court." In their time East Molesey manor,
fishery, divers lands, and rent, after passing
through several owners, appear to have been
enjoyed by the Merchant Taylors' Company.
Hampton is mentioned in Domesday.

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

"WHIPPING THE CAT" (10 S. ix. 5).
The following may be thought worthy of
note. F. G. P., writing to the Daily Mail
of 23 (? or 25) Nov., 1902, says :

" The term '

whipping the cat
' or '

flogging pussy
'

is generally used in the Australian bush, and is

synonymous with our 'crying over spilt milk.' I
think it must have originated in the natural per-
verseness of mankind, who will vent their spleen on
the convenient and long-suffering cat."

Beatrice Heron Maxwell in the same paper,
22 Nov., 1902, writes :

" The idiom ' A cat to be whipped
'

occurs in
French as well as English. In the late Emile Zola's
' Paris

'

the following passaare is to be found :

'

Duttril, who for the first time in his life had felt

anxious, listened like one who needs to be reassured.

"Quite so, eh!" he exclaimed. "That's what 1

thought. There isn't a cat to be whipped in the
whole affair.'" The 'affair' is a financial scandal
in which the speaker is involved."

Again, about the same date Lance-Ser-

geant King, Royal Marines (H.M.S. Apollo,
Southampton), writes :

"The expression 'whipping the cat' has been
used for many years in the Royal Navy. When a
man has done anything for which he has reason to
be sorry, his comrades tell him that it is no use to

'whip the cat 'now. If a man 'breaks his leave,'
and it is certain that his name will be put on the
'black list,' his messmates often improvise a small

whip in anticipation of his arrival on board, when
they offer it to him to

'

flog the cat' with."

All things considered, the previous corre-

spondence seems to point to the expression
as indicating the remorse of one who " cries

over spilt milk," as illustrated especially

by the correspondence in The Daily Chronicle
of 3 and 4 July, 1902, quoted by MR. CHARLES
HIATT (9 S. x. 205).

In Hunter's
'

Dictionary
' the phrase is

explained as meaning to practise the most

pinching parsimony."
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

In my part of the country the neighbour-
hood of Launceston in Cornwall the phrase
"whipping the cat" used to be applied
only to tailoring. A working tailor who went
around to various houses day by day at a
small wage, taking his own sleeve-board

and "goose" with him, for the purpose
of repairing the clothes of the family, was
said to "whip the cat," though what the
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origin of the phrase was I never heard, and
could never guess. I well remember seventy
years ago one of these tailors, who was always
known at Launceston as

"
Titty [

= potato]

pieHawke," because, whenever he "
whipped

the cat," this was the dinner he liked to be

provided with. R. BOBBINS.

DAWSON=CARY (10 S. ix. 249). From
about 1817 to 1833 George Dawson, Esq.,
or Major George Dawson, lived at 66, Sloane
Street. He also had a house at Chiswick

during these years. I do not know his

parentage. Perhaps he was related to Henry
Dawson (' D.N.B.,' xiv. 223), the landscape
painter, who lived at The Cedars, Burlington
Lane, Chiswick, from 1862 till his death
in 1868. The Rev. H. F. Gary lived at

Hogarth House, Chiswick, from 1814 to
1826. This house was bought by Mr.
Alfred Dawson, son of Henry Dawson above
mentioned, in 1890 (see Phillimore and
Whitear's

'

Chiswick,' pp. 173, 245).
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

OXFOKD : ITS NAME (10 S. ix. 68). When
a quantity of old wax-seal impressions were
dispersed some years ago by the British

Archaeological Association, among them
was the seal of the Earls of Oxford, which
was represented by an ox crossing a ford.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

EBSWORTH (10 S. ix. 209). A Cirencester
will of 1673 shows that a William Ebsworth
was living there at that time ; and another
Cirencester will of 1725 mentions Sarah
Ebsworth. G. S. PAKRY, Lieut.-Col.

" SOPS AND WINE "
(10 S. viii. 249, 313).

The old form of the name is
"
Sops in Wine."

In John Pechey's
'

Compleat Herbal '

it

is the last name on the list of
" most es-

teem'd "
apples that

"
are soon ripe and soon

decay." H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

CHURCHWARDENS APPOINTED BY MAYORS
(10 S. ix. 129). For over 200 years both
churchwardens of Paddington have been
elected by the vestry. At the meetings the
incumbent, when present, never nominated
a warden. The custom still holds good in
the present parish church of Paddington,
St. James's, Sussex Gardens. B.

SOBIESKI FAMILY (10 S. ix. 28, 235).
Marie Clementine was married at Monte-
fiascone, 1 Sept., 1719 (not "at Rome,
3 Sept."). The official certificate of the
marriage is quoted in Sir John Gilbert's
'

Narratives,' Dublin, 1894, p. 206. W. S.

NOTES ON BOOKS. *a

Leiumf9 Itinerary in England ami HVr/rv. Parts IV.
and V. Edited by Lucy Toulmiu Smith. (Bell
& Sons.)

Miss TOCLMIN SMITH'S valuable and scholarly
edition of the '

Itinerary
'

continues to make good
progress. Of Parts IV. and V., which occupy rather
more than half the space of the present volume, the
former is a miscellaneous collection of notes and
information concerning individuals and families,
derived by Leland from pedigrees or local hearsay ;

while the latter continues the '

Itinerary
'

in the
Midland counties, and concludes with the author's.
return to London.
The remainder of the book is taken up with an

Appendix consisting of the detached portion of
Leland's

'

Collectanea' found at Cheltenham. It is

principally in Latin, and contains, besides copious-
extracts from lives of saints and the antiquarian
treatises of John Rowse, a variety of original notes-

referring to the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, towns, families, and the like, together with
two letters bearing directly on Leland's own work.
The editor has providea excellent Indexes of

4 Persons and Landowners ' and '

Places and Sub-
jects

'

respectively and a useful map, designed to
illustrate the routes taken in this and succeeding
volumes.

Charters and Record* of JVeo/e* of Berkeley, Ya(er

and Corsham. By J. A. Neale, D.C.L. (War-
rington, Mackie & Co.)

IN his Introduction the compiler of these lists

tells us that he was advised they would be of
"interest to a large number of people outside of
the Neale family, and would help to restore to life

some of the past history of many localities about
the districts to which the records relate." The
book contains, besides the long Introduction sum-
marizing the history of the Neale and kindred
families, lists of the various families with dates and
remarks, abstracts of records and charters, appen-
dixes, and indexes of places and persons. The
abstracts of records and charters justify the reasons
above set forth, except that there are no references
to the testamentary records. In passing we may
note that the wills of any given period follow the
same form. An examination of the wills of Shake-
speare's contemporaries shows that William Neale
of Berkeley ana Shakespeare were not the only
persons to use the form they did.
The records in the book begin with Nigellus films

Arthuri, who married Aldena, daughter of Robert
Fitzharding, first Lord of Berkeley. He is men-
tioned in a deed circa November, 1153. The most
distinguished of early Neales of Berkeley is John,
Master of the House of St. Thomas of Aeon, and
one of the founders of the new grammar schools in
London in 1447 ; while in later times we have
Thomas Neale, Professor of Hebrew at Christ
Church 1559-69. Wood has a notice of him as "an
eminent theologist and linguist, and a tolerable

philosopher, poet, and geographer." Probably the
most interesting feature of the book is part of a diary
of Thomas Smith, of Shaw House, Melksham, whose
daughter Elizabeth was married to Robert Neale iu
1735. There are only two years of it, but it supplies
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a word-picture of a typical county gentleman, a
good landlord, interested in his kindred, constant in
his attachment to the Church, devoted to the State,
and dutiful to an exacting mother. The diary will

repay reading.
There are other illustrious connexions by mar-

riage, hut we have no space left, except to mention
some of the families, viz., Belsire, Arnold, Smith,
Selfe, Norris, Webb, Seymour, and Duckett. The
lists are continued to the present day, and alto-

gether the volume is a handy book of reference to
the family and its connexions.

The Pickwick Papers. Barnaby Rudye. By Charles
Dickens. (Chapman & Hall and Henry Frowde.)

THESE two volumes of the new "
Eighteenpenny

Illustrated Edition "
of Dickens contain (as will the

eighteen to follow) all copyright matter, together
with excellent reproductions of the original illus-

trations. They are laudably free from the minor
drawbacks sometimes attendant upon such reissues

misprints and irritating errors of binding and,
with their admirably clear type and convenient size,

represent perhaps as satisfying a form of a cheap
edition as can be imagined.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. APRIL.

MR. THOMAS BAKER'S Catalogue 523 contains, in
addition to theological works, for which he is

famous, many volumes in general literature.

Theology includes the Bampton Lectures, 112 vols,
251. ; the rare first edition of the Catholic New
Testament, 1582, 4f. 4s. ; and a very fine and clean

copy, with large margins, of Strype's Works, 27 vols,

calf, Oxford, 1822, 47. 10s. A scarce and curious
book offered for 11, 15s. is

' The Christian Sodality ;

or, Catholic Hive of Bees sucking the Honey of the
Church Prayers from the Blossoms of the Word of

God,' 1652. Dodd's ' Church History, 1500 to 1688,'
3 vols, is 31. 10*. ; The Speaker's Bible,' 10 vols in 11,
21. 15*. ; and first editions of the

'

Doway Bible,' and
of the ' Rhemes New Testament,' 3 vols, 51. 10s.

Under Essex House Press is Edward VII's Prayer
Book, 1901-3, 51. 5s. (only 200 printed : published at
121. 12s. net). General literature includes

'

Cowper's
Correspondence,' edited by Wright, 4 handsome vols,
11. 5s. ; Fergusson's

'

History of Architecture,' 5 vols,
31. 16s. ; Grote's '

Greece,' 8 vols, 21. 5s. ; and
Rogers's 'Poems,' Moxon, 1838, Finden's illustra-

tions, 2 vols, 4to, morocco, 31. 10s.

Mr. Harold Brown has issued his Second
Catalogue. Although it contains only 146 items,
there is much of interest in it. Works on art
include '

George Engleheart, Miniature Painter to

George III.,' with 10 hand-painted imitations of the

original miniatures, 4to, 1902, 61. 6*. (there were only
50 copies, at 121. 12s. net). Under America is
'

Picturesque America,' 4 vols, 4to, If. 5s. Chiswick
Press publications include Walton's

'

Lives,' 11. 15*. ;

and More's '

Utopia,' 11, 5s. There is a set of
' The

International Library of Famous Literature,'
20 vols, half-morocco, 3/. 3s. Talleyrand's
'

Memoirs,' translated by Hall and Beaufort, 5 vols,
is priced 20s. ; and Tissot's

' Life of Christ,' 21. 15s.

Mr. Bertram Dobell's Catalogue 162 opens with
some choice books on pure vellum, of which only a
few copies were printed. We note ' Poems by
Browning,' 21. 5s. ; Milton's

'

Liberty of Unlicenc'd

Printing/ 21. 10s. ; Ruskin's 'Letters on Art,' 31. 10s.;

Shelley's
'

Alastor,' 31. 15s. ; and Walton's '

Angler,'

31. 15s. General items include Staunton's ' Shake-
speare,' extra-illustrated by 62 fine portraits,
3 vols, half-morocco, 1858-60, 3f. 15s. ; Blake's
Works, 3 vols, 11. 10s. ; Dodsley's

' Old English
Plays,' 15 vols, 1874-6, 11. Is. ; Pierce Egan's

' Life
in London,' tall copy, 1822, 6/. 6s. ; Swinburne's
'

Atalanta,' the extremely rare original edition,
small 4to, white cloth as issued, Moxon, 1865, 61. 6s. ;

Burns's ' Letters to Clarinda,' first edition, very
rare, Glasgow, 1802, 31. 3s. ;

'

Catalogue of the
Burns Exhibition,' 21. 10s. ; first edition of Lamb's
' Album Verses,' Moxon, 1830, 21. 10s. ; and Rabelais,
one of only eighteen copies printed on vellum," Tudor Translations," 1900, 4/. 10s. There are
books from the library of the late John Morgan of

Aberdeen, comprising interesting Rossetti and
Ruskin items. Mr. Dobell has also some water-
colour drawings of scenery in the Lake district from
Sir Wilfrid Lawson's collection.

Messrs. T. Drayton & Sons, of Exeter, issue two
Catalogues, 191 and 192, the latter being devoted
to Modern Theology. Among general items we
find

' The Encyclopaedia Britannica,' best edition,
full morocco, 157. (cost 6W.) ; Finden's

'
Illustrations

to Byron,' 1833, 12. 18s. ; and Jesse's
' Memoirs of

the Pretenders,' 2 vols, 1845, 31. 3s. Under Shake-
speare is the reproduction of the first edition of
' Venus and Adonis,' 1593, introduction by Sidney
Lee, Oxford, 1905, 31. 3s.

Messrs. Lxipton Brothers, of Burnley, have in
their Catalogue 98, Whitelock's '

English Affairs/
folio, calf, 1732, 10s. 6(1. (containing the passages
struck out by the Earl of Anglesey) ; it has the
book-plate of Sir Robert Peel ;

'

Encylopsedia
Britannica,' 20^. (Times price 48/.); Wises 'New
Forest,' illustrated by Crane, 4k), crimson morocco,
1883, 21. 10s. : and a set of The Illustrated New* to
June, 1857 (except January to June, 1850), 21. 5s.

A note states : "This item will not be sent carriage
paid." We should think not. Creighton's

'

Queen
Elizabeth,' Edition de Luxe, very scarce, is 181. 18s. ;

and the " Border Edition "
of Scott, 48 vols,

1QI. 10s. Under Walt Whitman is a copy of the
Complete Prose Works, large paper (limited to 30
for Great Britain), Boston, 1898, 21. 7s. 6d. ; and
under Costume will be found Austrians, 1813,

Chinese, 1814, English, 1813 ; also Russians, Swiss,
and Turks, various dates, 6 vols, 61. 6s.

Mr. James Miles, of Leeds, has in his Catalogue
145 many standard works in beautiful bindings.
Books on art include 'Reminiscences of Henry
Angelo/ with an extra portfolio ; also

'

Angelo's
Picnic/ Kegan Paul, 1904-5. Of this Edition de
Luxe only 50 copies of the 'Picnic' and 75 of the
' Reminiscences

' were issued, published at 157. 15s.

net, price 51. 5s. Hamerton's ' The Graphic Arts,'

large paper, is 31. 10s. ; and
' Holbein ana Van Dyck

Pictures at Windsor Castle,' 21. 2s. Under Gold-
smith is the rare first edition of 'The Deserted
Village,' 21/. ; and under Sir Thomas More is the
first edition of 'A Dialogue of Comfort against
Tribulation,' 1553, 551. No copy has occurred for

sale by auction since 1887, and that was bought by
the British Museum for 311. 10s. ; but it is not, like

this, in the original binding, and is not so tall. An
original coloured copy of Roberts's '

Holy Land/
1842-9 is 121. 12s. ; and a handsome copy of the first

editions of Scrope's
' Salmon Fishing and ' Deer-

Stalking,' full calf, 2 vols, 1838-43, 71. 10s. Under
Visitation of England, Wales, and Ireland is a
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macnificent set of books printed at Mr. Crisps

private press, 22 vols, 1893-1905, 13/. There is a

good list under Science.

Mr. Frank Murray sends from Derby his List 226,

which contains the first English translation of

'Gil Bias,' 1730, 1W. 10*.; the catalogue states that

no other copy appears to exist. 'Chas. Keene s

Etchings,' with notes by Spielmann, Astolat Press,

1903 (one of 140 signed copies), is 51. 5s. Under
Dickens is included the first edition of

' The Loving
Ballad of Lord Bateman,' original green cloth,

11 illustrations by Cruikshank, Charles Tilt, 1839,

61. 6*. Under Bibliography are
' The Term Cata-

logues, 1668-1709,' reproduced by Prof. Archer,

3 vols, privately printed, 1903, 51. 5s.

Messrs. Myers & Co.'s Catalogue 128 is devoted

to engravings, many of them rare. Among portraits

are 'The Princess Charlotte,' after Lawrence,

15s.; and a set of 40 kings and queens from Egbert
to James II., SI. 8*. (rConnell, Peel, and Person

also appear, besides several souvenirs of Queen
Victoria. Under Sir Robert Strange is a choice

series of proofs ; and there is a small collection of

fine engravings by Turner. There are many Baxter

colour-prints, now rapidly becoming scarce. Under
Caricatures is much of interest, including one on Pitt

and the Salt Tax (' Billy in the Salt Box '). A cook
sees with amazement Pitt emerging from the salt

box and saying,
" How do you do, Cookey?" She

replies, '"Who the deuce would have thought of

finding him in the salt box !

" There are French

dancing and costume subjects. A list under
Americana ranges from ' The Baptism of Poca-

hontas,' 1613. A very rare one under Canada is the
death of Montcalm at Quebec, 11. la.

Messrs. Neville & George's Fourth Catalogue con-

tains
' Gesta Romanorum,' 1509, II. 12*. ;

' The
Greville Memoirs,' 1874-87, 8 vols, 61. 6*. ; Williams's
'

History of Writing,' 4/. 15s. ; and Hawkins's
' Titles of Books,' 4to, 12*. 6d.

Mr. G. A. Poynder, of Reading, includes in his

List 46 items under Berks, Botany, Ceramics,
Gardening, and London. Under Music is Burney's
'
History/ 4 vols, 4to, 1789, 31. 10*. ; and under

Palmistry a rare and curious volume,
'
Practorii

Thesaurus Chiromantiae,' 1661, 61. 6s.

Mr. E. Samuel's Third List contains Dugdale's
'
St. Paul's,' folio, 1716, 21. 2s. ; Strutt's

'

Engravers,'
1785, 21. 10s. ; and Hogarth's Works, folio, 11. Is.

Mr. A. Russell Smith's Sixty-First Catalogue is

devoted to engraved portraits. Those seeking por-
traits should obtain it, for there are kings, states-

men, i>oet8, painters, singers, actresses, &c. The
prices range from sixi>ence. A portrait of General
Jourdan with a battle scene in which a captive
balloon was used for the first time, folio, may be
had for 3s. 6d. The highest price is asked for
' Matthew Prior,' folio, mezzotint, 1728, 21. 2*.

'Boswell' comes next at II. 11s. 6rf.; but the

majority can be had at a shilling each.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co.'s Price Current
681 opens with a set of The Times, 1812 to 1907
inclusive, 1851. There is also a first volume, Jan. 1st
to Deer. 31st, 1788, 4/. 4. This, it will be
remembered, is the first under its present title,

given by John Walter in 1788. The original title,

UirirerxcU JReyixfer, commenced in 178.1.

There is a fine library set (1824-89) of Amtole* <l< *

Science* Noturettet, 1051. This is extremely rare.
Under Bible is the first edition of the Anglo-Saxon
version of the Gospels, John Daye, 1571, 17/. 17*.;
also the first English concordance to the whole
Bible, 1550, 4f. 10s. This was by John Merbeck,
organist of St. George's Chapel, Windsor. The
work got him into trouble with Henry VIII. , and
he was tried for heresy, and only escaped condemna-
tion at the intercession of Bishop Gardiner. There
is a Milton rarity, being the first edition of
' Paradise Lost,' 1669, a fine copy bound in levant by
Zaehnsdorf, 37V. 10s. A choice set of Strutt's

Antiquarian Works, the 11 vols, 4to, bound in

orange morocco extra, from the Bernal Collection,
1774-1810, is marked 27/. 10*. Under Voltaire is the
first English collected edition, 36 vols, 12mo,
1761-5, 9. 9*. Pickering's elegant edition of Spenser,
5 vols, original cloth, 1825, is 57. 5s. Under
Leicestershire is an uncut copy of John Nichols's
'

History,' 4 vols. in 8, royal folio, original half
russia, 1795-1815, 1251. Valuable items are to be
found under Balzac, Byron, Classici Italiani,
Fielding, and many other headings.

Mr. Albert Sutton, of Manchester, includes in his

Catalogue 159 Arber's '

Reprints of Rare Tracts,'
61. 6s. ; and

'

Canning's Speeches,' 6 vols, 1828, 12s.
A long list under Dickens comprises a collection
of first editions, 11 vols, half-calf, 1837-70, SI. ; also
' A Tale of Two Cities,' half-morocco, 21. 5s. There
are a number of items under Dickensiana. Under
Mrs. Gaskell is a set of 20 vols, all first editions,
1848-66, 101. 10s. A clean set of Hood's 'Comic
Annuals,' 1830-39, 10 vols, is 41. 4s. There is a
beautiful example of painted fore-edge on a copy of
the Book of Common Prayer, Oxford, 1772, 51. 10*.
First editions of Rowlandson's works include
' Sentimental Travels,' 1821. 51. 5s. A collection of
Street Ballads, early and middle nineteenth century,
is priced 111. Us. 6d. There are a number of

Thackeray items. Other works include ' Memoirs
of Madame Vestris,' coloured plates, 3/., and the
works of Sam Bamford, the Radical, 8 vols,
1821-50, II. 15s. Under Folk-lore is Ralston's
' Russian Folk-Tales,' 1873, 16*.

[Notices of several Catalogues are held over.]

to (0msp0n0*nts.
We must coll special attention to the followtny

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WB cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

CORRIGENDUM. P. 286, col. 2, 1. 17 from foot, for
"Gainford" read Gaisford.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to " The Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' " Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (APRIL).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

MILITARY HISTORY
FROM

ALEXANDER TO NAPOLEON.

Catalogue of 100 Pages
JUST PUBLISHED.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
83, HIGH STREET,

MAEYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(late of Soho Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free.

EXPORTER. IMPORTER.
LIBRARIES AND SMALLER LOTS OF BOOKS

BOUGHT FOR CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

ALBERT SUTTON,
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,

43, BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER.

Libraries Purchased. Probate Valuations undertaken by
Licensed Valuers of twenty years' experience.

Distance no object.

The following Catalogues will be sent post free to any
part of the world :

SPORTING BOOKS ... 36 pages.
MILITARY LITERATURE
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY
ENGLISH LAKE BOOKS
AFRICAN TRAVELS
REPRINTS OF EARLY BOOKS
BOOK BARGAINS

40
2O
20
2O
32
24

W. M. VOYNICH,
68, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.

PALAZZO BORGHESE, FLORENCE,

WARSAW^POLAND.

INCUNABULA, SCIENCE, BINDINGS,
ENGLISH & FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SHAKESPEARIANA, &c.

CATALOGUES FREE.

P. M. BARNARD, M.A.
<Formerly Classical Scholar of Christ's College,

Cambridge),

SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,
10, DUDLEY ROAD (Opposite the Opera House),

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
CATALOGUE 20. Incunabula, Bibliography.

21. English Literature.

P. M. BARNARD undertakes the formation of

Collections or Libraries on special subjects.

HAROLD BROWN,
Bookseller,

1, Wimpole Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

SECOND-HAND BOOKS
IN ALL CLASSES OF LITERATURE.

Books Bought in any quantities.

BOOKBINDING.
CATALOGUE POST FREE.

Correspondence invited.

Books not in stock sought for and
reported free of charge.

L. C. BRAUN,
17, Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

FBENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

BOOKS.

WILLIAM BROUGH & SONS,
Booksellers and Exporters,

Are prepared to give Highest Cash Prices for Libraries
of any description and of any magnitude. Gentlemen,
Executors and others, should communicate with WILLIAM
BROUGH <fc SONS, who are at all times prepared to give
Full Cash Value for Books in all Branches of Literature.

Vendors will find this method of disposing of their Pro-

perties to be much more advantageous than Auction, while
the worry, delay, and expense inseparable to Auction Sale
will be entirely obviated.

CATALOGUES GRATIS.

313, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.
Establishe d 1845. Telegrams" Bibliopole, Birmingham."
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SMITH, ELDER^CO/S^STANDARD BOOKS.

RE^ISSUJToiFTHE

DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY.
Edited by LESLIE STEPHEN and SIDNEY LEE.

IN TWENTY-TWO VOLUMES.
Cloth, gilt top, 16s. net each; or in half-morocco, marbled edges, 21s. net each.

VOLUME II. (BEAL-BROWELL) NOW READY.
The Athetveum, of March 28, in reviewing the first volume of the Re-issue said :

" The series has long been appreciated
by every scholar who has had anything to do with the history or biography of his own country. The popular writer

appears learned by its means, and the expert differs from its results and verdfcts with trepidation. It is a monument of
wonderful organization and scholarly restraint, and its mere existence in this age of hasty and ill-considered compilation
is an encouragement to the ' honourable minority

' who do not scamp their work, and know what real research and
criticism are."

W. M. THACKERAY'S WORKS. The Biographical Edition.
13 vols. large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each. The 13 vols. are also supplied in Set cloth

binding, gilt top, 3 18s.

This New and Revised Edition comprises additional material and hitherto Unpublished Letters, Sketches, and
Drawings, derived from the Author's Original MSS. and Note-Books ; and each Volume includes a Memoir in the form of
an Introduction by Mrs. RICHMOND RITCHIE.

MRS. GASKELL'S WORKS. The "Knutsford" Edition.
"This 'Knutsford' Edition will give the public an opportunity of making or renewing acquaintance with a set of

novels that are full of delights." Daily Telegraph.

In 8 vols. crown 8vo, cut edges, cloth, gilt top, 4s. 6d. each net.
With an Introduction to each Volume, in addition to a Biographical Introduction in the First Volume,

by Dr. A. W. WARD, Master of Peterhouse, Cambridge.
Each Volume contains a Photogravure Frontispiece, and there are also other Illustrations.

*.* Also the UNIFORM EDITION in 7 vols., the POPULAR EDITION in 7 vols., and the POCKET
EDITION in 8 vols. Particulars upon application.

LIFE AND WORKS OF
CHARLOTTE, EMILY, AND ANNE BRONTE.

"THE HAWORTH EDITION."
"
Assuredly there are few books which will live longer in English literature than those we owe to the pen of the

Bronte sisters." Speaker.

In 7 vols. large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each
;
or in Set cloth binding.

gilt top, 2 2s. the Set.

authority.
Also the POPULAR EDITION, 7 vols. and the POCKET EDITION, 7 vols. Particulars upon application.

ROBERT BROWNING'S COMPLETE WORKS.
vi>iRS-

E
.&PER EI)ITION, Edited and Annotated by the Right Hon. AUGUSTINE BIRRELL, K.C. M.P., and

U. KLN\O>. 2 vols. large crown Svo, bound in cloth, gilt top, with Portrait Frontispiece to each volume,
7*. 6rf. per vol.

** Also the UNIFORM EDITION in 17 vols. crown Svo, and the POCKET EDITION in 8 vols. printed
upon India Paper. Particulars upon application.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS.
CHEAPER EDITION, 1 vol. with Portrait and Facsimile of the MS. of 'A Sonnet from the Portuguese,' largefrown Svo, bound in cloth, gilt top, 3. 6rf.
" Alsr, the UNIFORM EDITION in 6 rols. and the POCKET EDITION in 3 vols. printed on India

Paper. Particulars upon application.

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

PuMi.hd Weekly by JOHNC FRANCIS and J EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildirgs. Chancery T*ne, B.C.: and PiinUd brJ. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Building!, Chancery Lane, K.C.-Satui daa, April 18, 1!08.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.
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V. yearly Subscription, 'JO*. 6d. i>ost free .

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

CRITICAL ESSAYS OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
Crown 8vo, Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by J. E. SPINGARN. Vol. 1. 1605-1650. VoL II. 1650-16S5.
5s. net each.

COLERIDGE'S BIOGRAPHIA LITERARIA
AND AESTHETICAL ESSAYS.

By J. SHAWCRO3S. 2 vols.
Crown 8vo, Nation. "The '

Biographia Literaria
' cannot be neglected by any student of literature .....

8s. net. Mr. Shawcross is to be congratulated on the production of this sound and workmanlike edition.
It contains everything that is necessary to a profitable study of the text."

COLERIDGE'S LITERARY CRITICISM.
With an Introduction by J. W. MACK AIL. [New volume Oxford Library of Prose and Poetry.

Fcap. 8vo, Evening Standard and St. James's Gazette. "A book like this should enable readers who
2s. 6d. net. .could not be persuaded to grapple with the philosopher's philosophy to appreciate his power

and influence as a critic of literature."

A HISTORY OF THE PENINSULAR WAR.
By CHARLES OMAN.

ovo Vol. III. (Sept., 1809-Dec., 1810) : OCANA-CADIZ BUSSACO TORRES VEDRAS. With
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BONAPARTE ON BOARD THE
BELLEROPHON, TORBAY, 1815.

.AS TOLD BY JOHN SMART OF BRIXHAM.

IT must have been about the end of March,
1815 for the date is historical that Brix-

ham, in common with the rest of England,
was startled from its repose by the great
news. Bonaparte had escaped from Elba !

Old Isaac Yeo, who traded with a fish-cart

-to Totnes, first told us of the rumours, for

he heard that the telegraph to Plymouth
had been working more than usual, and that
the troops there had been mustered in

marching order. In those days the sema-

phore telegraph could transmit simple
messages in half an hour from London to

Plymouth ; and when I went to the Great
Exhibition in 1851, I remember seeing the

signal frame still standing on the roof of

the Admiralty at Whitehall.
In July the Gazette came down with the

! lists of killed and wounded at Waterloo.
'The coach from Exeter brought the first

copy, and quite a crowd surrounded the
landlord of

" The London Inn," who read
aloud in his large parlour the names of
those regiments that contained any Brix*
ham men. I was not old enough to realize
the woe brought by that Gazette, but in;

later years I have seen the mothers and
sisters for whomWaterloo had dismal instead
of glorious memories.

In common with most English schoolboys
of that Waterloo year, we had an extra
week's holiday at midsummer, and this was
fortunate for me, as it tided me over my
birthday on 24 July. It was a bright
summer's morning when I sallied out after

breakfast, with two half-crowns in my
pocket, to meet Charlie Puddicombe and his

younger brother Dick. Charlie was the

biggest boy in our school
; Dick was almost

the smallest, and I and they were great
chums.
We met by appointment on the quay, and

at once began to discuss how we should
spend the day and my money. Suddenly we
spied two ships coming round Berry Head
and into the bay the first a large man-of-
war, and the other a three-masted sloop.
The ships were coming in quickly with wind
and tide, but we heard faintly the sound
of the boatswain's whistle, and in a moment
the sailors were scrambling up the rigging
and out on the yards to take in sail. Then,
within half a mile of Brixham Quay, the
anchors were let go, and the ships swung
round with the flood tide, the large ship
being the nearer to the shore. How thank-
ful we were that no school bell would
drag us away, but that we might stay to
see all the fun !

"
Run.up to Mrs. Hawkins "

(the baker's wife), said I to Dick,
" and tell

her some King's ships have come in, for she
and Michelmore are sure to go off in her
boat, and I know she will let us go too."
" And we will shove off the boat meanwhile,"
said Charlie. Already several boatmen
were unmooring their boats ; but just then
we saw a boat shove off from the ship, and
we all gathered round the steps at the pier-
head, for which she was making. As the
boat came near we saw it was a large gig,

pulled by eight sailors, and in the stern
sheets sat three officers.

"
Way enough,"

said one of them ; the oars were tossed, and
the coxswain brought the boat as neatly
alongside as if he had studied the run of the
tide at Brixham all his life. Two of the
officers jumped ashore : the one a tall man
of about thirty-five, with a cloak on his

arm, and the other a younger man, appa-
rently of inferior rank. A portmanteau
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was handed ashore, and then at once the

younger officer gave the order
" Push off !

"

and as the bow-man, who was ready with his

boathook, obeyed, he added to the young
midshipman who was sitting in the stern,
"

I shall be back in ten minutes ; remember
orders ; no talking." Then, addressing
himself to one of the shore boatmen, who
had already shouldered the portmanteau,
lie asked which was the principal inn where
a postchaise could be obtained. Being
directed to

" The London Inn," the two
officers proceeded there, and went in

together.
Now, it was rather disappointing, and

certainly unusual, that the boat did not stop
by the quay, for generally Jack is fond

enough of putting foot on shore, asking and

telling news, besides doing a little shopping.
However, the midshipman kept his boat

moving a little way off, within easy hail of

shore, and seemed to avoid the boats that
were putting off to the ships. The officers

at the inn proved the attraction for us, and
we boys formed part of the group there.

It certainly could not have been more than
ten minutes before the horses were put in the
old yellow postchaise that was as familiar

to us as King William's Stone. The two
officers came out directly the chaise was
ready, the younger one reading from a
newspaper to the other, as the latter got
into the chaise. Then, while the postboy
mounted, the landlord, who would fain have
seen more of them, came out with a bottle
and poured out a glass of wine for each.
"
Good-bye, Dick," said the one in the

chaise; "here's to our next meeting!"" Here 's to your safe arrival in London !

"

said the younger one,
" and good-bye," he

added, as the chaise rolled away up Fore
Street. Then, walking back to the pier-
head, he held up his hand as a signal to the
boat, which speedily came up.

" Now then,
men, give way," he said, as he sat down ;

and before we could ask what it all meant
the oars were in the water and the boat was
well on its way to the ship.

"
Bean't he

in a hurry, then ?" said old Michelmore, who,
in his floury coat and white hat, had just
arrived with his apprentice boy from the
shop.

"
Come, boys, let 's be off to the

ship." We were not long in getting off.

Charlie and his brother double-banked one
oar, the apprentice pulled another, I sat
down in my favourite place right up in the
bow, and Michelmore steered. He had a
large sack with him containing new loaves,
which he was taking as a sjjeculation and
as a suggestion for further orders.

As we approached the ship, I had the-

point of vantage as look-out, and I noticed
that the shore boats which had preceded us
had stopped short of the ship, and were

together, while in one of them a man was-

standing up, who, as we drew nearer,

appeared to be in altercation with some one
on board. Michelmore steered up to this

boat and asked what was the matter.
"
They won't let us come alongside, and

they say as how they don't want no shore
boats at all."

" But they '11 want some
shore bread, I reckon," said Michelmore,
letting our boat drift onwards with the tide
towards the ship. It was a grand-looking
line-of-battle ship, with 74 guns, and with
stern galleries and square cabin windows.
The tide took us right under the stern, and
there was a sentry with his musket in the

poop, and an officer by him leaning over the
rail, who said in a loud voice,

"
Come, sheer

off ; no boats are allowed here."
"
But,"

said Michelmore, as he made a grab at a
lower-deck portsill with his boat-hook,
"
I 've brought you some bread."

"
If we

want bread," replied the officer, "we'll
come ashore and fetch it, and if you don't
let go I '11 sink you." The tide had drifted
us right under the gallery, and what was my
horror to see the sentry drop his musket
and seize a large cannon-ball, which he held

exactly over my head.
"
Let go, you old

fool, or by the Lord I '11 sink you !" said the

sentry ; and to my great relief Michelmore
let go, and we were, soon out of harm's way.
As we pulled away from the ship we noticed
that the lower ports were open, and that
the decks were crowded with men. But we
had not long for inspection, for just then
one of the ship's boats, which had been
lowered with a crew of at least a dozen men,
came up to us, and an officer in her said :

"
Now, my man, you had better not get

yourself into trouble ; we have orders to

keep off all shore boats, so you know it 's

no use trying." And here we saw that the
officer had his sword on and that the men
were armed with cutlasses. We rowed back
to the other boats to have a conference,
Michelmore being most indignant.

" Man
and boy," said he, "have I sailed on these
here waters, and never have I been so
treated." Meanwhile another of the shore
boats, which had been to the sloop, came
back with the news that there was no better -

luck there, and then we knew that they
must be in earnest, for round each vessel
a boat full of armed men was keeping off;

all comers. E. M.

(To be continued.)
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DODSLEY'S FAMOUS COLLECTION OF
POETRY.

(See 10 S. vi. 361, 402 ; vii. 3, 82, 284, 404,
442 ; viii. 124, 183, 384, 442 ; ix. 3, 184.)

JUDITH COWPEE, afterwards Madan, wrote
verses

"
in her brother's [Ashley Cowper's]

Coke upon Littleton," which were inserted
in vol. iv. 228-9.

She was the only daughter of Spencer
Cowper (Justice of the Common Pleas,
and brother of Lord Chancellor Cowper),
who died Dec., 1728, by his first wife, Penning-
ton, daughter of Jolm Goodere, who was
buried at Hertingfordbury on 19 Oct., 1727.
Judith was born in 1702, and married on
7 Dec., 1723, Lieut.-Col. Martin Madan,
groom of the bedchamber to Frederick,
Prince of Wales, and M.P. for Wootton
Basset in 1747. He died at Bath, 4 March,
1756, aged 53. A drawing of his tomb at

Bath Abbey is among Buckler's architectural

drawings at the British Museum (Addit. MS.
36379, f. 100). She died at Stafford Row,
Westminster, on 7 Dec., 1781, and was buried
in St. George's burying - ground, Mount
Street. They had seven sons and two

daughters. Two of their sons were the
Rev. Martin Madan, author of

'

Thelyph-
thora,' and the Right Rev. Spencer Madan,
bishop successively of Bristol and Peter-

borough. Their elder daughter, Maria
Frances Cecilia, married William Cowper of

Hertingfordbury, her first cousin ; the

younger became the wife of General Mait-
iand. Mrs. Madan was aunt of the poet
Cowper, and letters from him to her are

printed in Wright's edition of Cowper's
letters, i. 103-4, 117-18. Seven letters by
her are the property of her descendant
Mr. Falconer Madan, of the Bodleian Library,
but they are devoid of literary interest.

PROF. J. E. B. MAYOR printed at 10 S. ii. 1

and in some later numbers the contents
of several notebooks by Mrs. Maria F. C.

Cowper, one of which was "
copied from a

manuscript book by her mother, Mrs. Judith
Madan." They contained several letters

from the poet Cowper.
Addit. MS. 28101 at the British Museum,

entitled
' The Family Miscellany,' is a collec-

tion of pieces in prose and verse formed by
her brother Ashley Cowper, Clerk of the

Parliaments. At fol. 42 are fourteen lines
" On Mrs. J d th C p r's Birthday,

by Mr. Pope" (see Courthope's 'Pope,' ix.

427-8). Pope's letters to her are printed

by Courthope, ix. 416-34. They are said

to have been published for the first time

by Dodsley in 1769 as
'

Letters to a Lady/
In Pope's letter, 18 Oct., 1722, are seven
lines addressed by him to her as Erinna,.
the last four of which are 11. 253-6 in his-
'

Moral Essays
'

(the epistle to Martha
Blount) ; but Pope did not shrink from
inditing the same compliments to more than
one lady. In Leslie Stephen's language,,
she was as a famous beauty

"
the object of

some of his artificial gallantry." She is

said to have been remarkable for the loveli-

ness of her neck. Two sets of verses on
Mrs. Madan are on fol. 146a of this MS.
The verses in it that I can identify as by
her are :

Fol. 34. Answer to the question what is religion,
1720 [reinserted on fol. 152].

35. The receipt [on an ill-mannered, illiterate

country parsonj.
36. Prologue to the Royal Convert [spoken by

her brother, who acted the part of Aribert at Lord
Cowper's]. The play is by Nicholas Rowe.

40. Ode.
106. Satyr upon Mr. Ambrose Phillips, occasion'd

by one of his Tragedies.
144. Mahmut, the slave of the Grand Seignor, to-

the Captain Bashaw, in imitation of the Turkish
Spy.

146. Proteus, an epigram.
147. Occasion'd by the death of Mr. John Hughes*

1720.

147. Cuckold's caps, a ballad.
149. To Mr. Pope, written in his works, 1720.

150. Abelard to Eloisa, 1720.

152. Written extempore in Mr. A. C.'s Coke upon
Littleton, 1721.

153. Written in the Fair Circassian [by Samuel
Croxall], 1720.

153. To the Honble Lady Sarah Cowper, 1721.

154. The progress of poesy, 1721 [this contains
some poetic compliments to Pope].

157- To the author of the Letters publish'd under
the name of Cato, 1722 [collected in 1723 in 4 vols].

158. The story of Narcissus, 1722.

158. [To a lady born that day] 1723, August 26.

159. On the Bower at Bennington [Mr. Caesar's-

seat in Herts], 1723. [Pope was at Beuningtou in

this year.]
159. Sept. 20, 1723 ["When first Lysander's-

killing form I view'd"].
160. July 1, 1724 [referring to Lysander].
160. The thefts of Lysander, 1724.

161. Oct. 3, 1726, to Lysancler.
161. To Lysander ; Bretby, Derbyshire, Aug. 23,.

1728.
162. Occasion'd by reading a scandalous satire,

call'd Sarah the Quaker to Lothario upon meeting
him in the Shades, 10 Jan., 1728.

175. A song, to the tune of Colin's complaint.

There are other pieces in the collection

with the signature of J. C. which may be-

by her.

The verses to John Hughes were prefixed
to numerous editions of his works, and
inserted in the

' Flower Piece,' 1731, pp. 21-

24. The poem of
' Abelard to Eloisa

'

(1720)
was included as by her in collections of
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letters and poems relating to them printed
in 1788, 1805 (two sets : one published in

London, another at Newcastle-on-Tyne),
1806, 1807, and 1818 ; and (with the lines

in her brother's Coke upon Littleton) in

Barber's
' Poems by Eminent Ladies,' 1755,

vol. ii. pp. 135-44. It was, however, in-

serted in the first volume of the poems of

William Pattison, of Sidney Sussex College,

'Cambridge (1728), and was assigned to him
in the

'

Poetical Calendar
'

of Fawkes and
Woty, iv. 27-33.

' The Progress of Poesy
'

is in the 'Flower Piece,' 1731, pp. 130-40

(where it is followed by a poem addressed
to her), and in the

'

Poetical Calendar,' 1763,
iii. 17-28 (followed by her poem on Hughes).
It was also printed separately by J. Dodsley
in 1783, and is reviewed in Gent. Mag., 1783,

pt. i. p. 152. W. P. COUKTNEY.

(To be continued.)

"INVENI PORTUM."
(See 9 S. ii. 229.)

AT the above reference will be found
communications, with further references to
a large number of others, all showing much
interest, from your First Series onward,
in the authorship, and in the variant forms,
of the epigram

Inveni portum, spes et fortuna valete,
Nil mihi vobiscum, ludite nunc alios.

This appears at the close of the epitaph of
Francesco Pucci, who died on 24 Aug., 1512,
and was buried in the church of S. Onofrio
at Rome. At the above reference I showed
that Wood (' Ath. Ox.,' 1691, i. 226) had
confused the Francesco Pucci of the epitaph
with another Francesco Pucci, 1540-93 (?).
See '

D.N.B.' I also gave the epitaph as
transcribed for me, the transcription tallying
^except in two minor particulars) with the

transcription printed in Caterbi's
' La

Chiesa di S. Onofrio,' 1858, p. 27. Accord-
ing to this transcription (for I now see that
my friendly informant had evidently copied
from Caterbi), the subject of the epitaph
died when just under twenty years of age.
Recurring recently to Caterbi's book for
another purpose, I noticed for the first time
a foot-note on p. 54, thus :

"Queste epigrati noi fedelmente trascrivemmo
alcuite dall' opera dell' Alveri, altre dal Saianello,
altre finalmente da quelle stesse esistenti nella
chiesa di S. Oiiofrio."

It occurred to me that the inscription was
no longer extant ; that this would explain
Wood's difficulty in getting at it, and myown ; and that Caterbi had copied it from
Alveri. So he had, but not "

fedelmente."

The inscription was evidently extant at
the time when Alveri compiled his

' Roma
in ogni stato,' 1664. He minutely describes
the position of the tablet in the church, and
furnishes the epitaph exactly as follows

(the first letter is an obvious misprint) :

INI26I 2AYTON
F7o-

fi-

Francisco Puccio Patria < Canon,
rentino Archidiacono Legionen.
Card, de Arayonia a xecr.etix.ri'fi--

Hxximorum yrauitate ingenioque
prcfxtanti SS. vtriwtque, linguce

multiplicisqne doctrinie Pmfeetori
<jiii jjferinque Reyibux Ara-goii. .-

(/ret/mm operam nauauit cuique.

importuna mors maiores honortx
tulozq; prairipuit vix. ann. xlix.

men*, xi. d. xxi. obijt die xxiv.

Aug. Ann. MDXII. amicijlen-
tes posuere.

Tnueni portu xpes <fc fortuna rotate

Nil mihi vobitctl ludite nuc olio*.

So that the subject of the epitaph was close
on fifty (having been born apparently on
3 Sept., 1462), and was a Hebrew as well as
a Greek scholar.

Now it is pretty certain that the epigram
a translation from two lines in the

' Greek
Anthology

' was the work of Joannes

Cesinge, better known as Janus Pannonius,
who was born on 29 Aug., 1434, and died in

November or December, 1472 (according to

the
' Vita

'

in the Utrecht edition of his

poems). In all probability it was one of his

lusus juveniles, produced while at Ferrara,
under Guarinus, at the age of sixteen, i.e.,

about 1450. But the curious thing is that
its first publication (so to speak) was in the

epitaph of 1512.

None of the poems of Janus Pannonius

appear to have been published in his life-

time. The first specimen of his muse to see
the light in print was

' Joannis Pannonii. . . .

panegyricus,' an elaborate eulogy of Guarinus
(afterwards entitled

'

Sylva Panegyrica').
This was printed at Vienna, 1512 (the
dedication is dated June). But it does not
contain the epigram in question. Nor
does this epigram occur in

'

lani Pannonii
.... Sylva Panegyrica . . . . Et eiusdem Epi-
Ejrammata nunquam antehac typis excusa,'
Basel, 1518. Nor, again, is it in

' Jani
Pannonii .... lusus quidam & epigrammata,
nunc primum inuenta, & excusa,' Padua,
1559 (edited by Joannes Sambucus).

I first find it in
' Jani Pannonii .... omnia,'

Vienna, 1569 (also edited by Sambucus),
where it appears on the verso of folio Ixx of

the second part, and is given thus :

In Fortunam
Inueni portum, spes, & fortuna valete,
Nil mini vobiscum, ludite nunc alios.
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I infer that at some date between 1559 and
1569 Sambucus had met with the epigram
for the first time. It would seem, then, not
to have been printed till fifty-seven years
after its appearance in the epitaph of
Francesco Pucci. The best extant evidence
that it is really the work of Janus Pannonius
is its occurrence in the manuscriptus codex

Regiiis Corvinianus, used as the special
authority in the most complete edition of
his poems, Utrecht, 1784.

V.H.I.L.I.C.I.V.

A CORNISH APPARITION. As this story is

new to me, I send this extract from the
' Life of Samuel Drew, A.M.' (Longmans,
1834), p. 36. Drew was a Methodist and
metaphysician of repute who in 1830 declined
the honour of being put in nomination for
the Chair of Moral Philosophy in the London
University ; so he is at least a witness of

credit. He was a native of St. Austell.

"There were several of us, boys and men, out
about 12 o'clock on a bright moonlight night. What
we were engaged about I do not exactly remember.
I think we were poaching ; but it was something
that would not bear investigation. The party were
in a field, adjoining the road leading from my
master's [at Tregrehan mill in the parish of St.

Blazey] to St. Austell, and I was stationed outside
the hedge, to watch and give the alarm, if any
intruder should appear. While thus occupied, I
heard what appeared to be the sound of a horse,
approaching from the town, and I gave a signal.

My companions paused, and came to the hedge
where I was, to see the passenger. They looked
through the bushes, and I drew myself close to the

hedge, that I might not be observed. The sound
increased, and the supposed horseman seemed
drawing near. The clatter of the hoofs became
more and more distinct. We all looked to see who
and what it was ; and I was seized with a strange,
indefinable feeling of dread, when, instead of a

horse, there appeared coming towards us, at an

easy pace, but with the same sound 'which first

caught my ear, a creature, about the height of a

large dog. It went close by me ; and, as it passed,
it turned upon me and my companions huge fiery

eyes, that struck terror to all our hearts. The road
where I stood branched off in two directions, in one
of which there was a gate across. Towards this

gate it moved ; and, without any apparent obstruc-

tion, went on at its regular trot, which we heard
several minutes after it had disappeared. What-
ever it was, it put an end to our occupation, and
we made the best of our way home.
"
I have often endeavoured, in later years, but

without success, to account, on natural principles,
for what I then heard and saw. As to the fact, I

am sure there was no deception. It was a night of

unusual brightness, occasioned by a cloudless full

moon. How many of us were together I do not

know, nor do I distinctly, at this time, recollect

who the men were. Matthew Pascoe, one of my
intimate boyish acquaintances, was of the party ;

but he is dead, and so probably are the others.

The creature was unlike any animal I had then

seen ; but, from my present recollections, it had
much the appearance of a bear, with a dark shaggy
coat. Had it not been for the unearthly lustre of

its eyes, and its passing through the gate as it did,

there would be no reason to suppose it anything
more than an animal, perhaps escaped from some
menagerie. That it did pass through the gate,
without pause or hesitation, I am perfectly clear.

Indeed, we all saw it, and saw that the gate Mfas

shut, from which we were not distant more than
twenty or thirty yards. The bars were too close to
admit the passage of an animal of half its apparent
bulk ; yet this creature went through, without
effort or variation of its pace. Whenever I have
read the passage about the ' lubber fiend

'

in Milton's
'L'Allegro,' or heard the description given of the
'brownie' in the legends of other days, I have
always identified these beings, real or imaginary,,
with what I, on this occasion, witnessed."

ALGERNON GISSING.
66, Marchmont Road, Edinburgh.

LADY ELIZABETH RUSSELL'S MONUMENT,.
1601. This familiar sepulchral effigy in the

Chapel of St. Edmund at Westminster
received adequate notice before Charles
Dickens gave it comparative immortality by
including it in Mrs. Jarley's famous wax-
works :

"That is an unfortunate Maid of Honour in
the time of Queen Elizabeth, who died from pricking
her finger in consequence of working upon a Sunday.
Observe the blood which is trickling from her
finger ; also the gold-eyed needle of the period with
which she is at work." ' The Old Curiosity Shop/
chap, xxviii.

This tradition, here elaborated only in

the last sentence, is of very early date.

Probably it was originally a popular miscon-

ception of the significance of the figure, but
Crull (' Antiquities of Westminster,' 1722,.

i. 50) already has it

"with the forefinger of her left [hand] only ex-

tended downwards, directing us to behold the
death's head underneath her feet, and to intimate
the disaster that brought her to her end : which, if

true, must be attributed to some gangrene, or other

dangerous symptom, occasion'd perhaps, at first by
the pricking of an artery or nerve, which at last

brought her to the grave.

Cesar de Saussure in his letter of 24 May,.
1725 ('A Foreign View of England,' &c.,

p. 50), says :

"I did not see anything of particular interest

excepting the tomb and statue ofa young girl about
twelve years of age, who, the guide told us, was
the daughter of Henry V. She is said to have died

throxigh pricking her finder with a needle whilst

embroidering. At that time surgeons cannot have
been very clever."

Whether Dickens derived the story fioim

some such early guide to the Abbey, or
more probably from one of the vergers, is-

uncertain ; but it is of interest to note

that in 1839, when this work was being
written, there was a collection of waxworks*
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*t "
Ferguson's Grand Promenade and

Exhibition Rooms," 167, High Holborn.

From the
'

Full and Accurate Descriptive

Catalogue
'

I cull :

35.
"
Lady Anne Wilson [x'c], who while working

on a Sunday pricked her finger, which turned to a

mortification, and she died a few hours after."

57.
" Peter Renni, a poor fellow who was

disappointed in love-^-crnel woman and for

upwards of 30 years neither had his hair cut nor
was shaved."

2. "A group. Representing the two young princes
smothered in the Tower by order of their uncle
Richard III. This being an historical fact, comment
would be superfluous."

Is not this worthy of having inspired
"
Mrs.

Jarley's Waxworks
"

?

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hilmarton Road, N.

' THE BOOK OF MARTYRS OF EPHRATA.'
The news that three copies of this

"
note-

worthy book," as Pennypacker called it,

have lately appeared in the market will

jzreatly interest your readers in Pennsylvania.
The two German copies of 1748 and 1780
were sold before the catalogue appeared in

print, and only the Dutch version of 1685
remained for sale. My source of information
is the Frankfurter Buecher/reund.

L. L. K.

" BLUEBACK." A meaning of blueback
not given in

'

H.E.D.,' which has, however,
the equivalent greenback, is to be found in

the following paragraph, which appeared
in various London newspapers on 6 March :

" In a speech at the Volksrust yesterday, General
Botha said that Mr. Kruger had left 14,0007.
in sovereigns and 48.00W. in bluebacks. He had
accounted to Lord Milner for the money, and had
offered it to him, but the then High Commissioner
refused to accept it, and the money was still in the
bank."

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.
" GAUDY-DAY." The earliest example in

the '

N.E.D.' is dated 1567. The following
is fifty-one years earlier :

"To observe and keepe the Ascension day as
Another gawlydaym recreation of the company."-
Will of Edward Rigge, clerk, dated 21 February,
1516. Printed in 'The Antiquarian Repertory,'
1780, iii. 219.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

" PATFER." This word, which waa in
common use in the eighteenth century, is

not given in the '

N.E.D.' Christopher
Smart in

* The Hilliad
'

(1753) has the line :

Pimp ! Poet ! Paffer ! Pothecary ! Player !

"|The Century Dictionary
'

gives
"
paff

"

as " a meaningless syllable used with '

piff
'

to imitate what is regarded as jargon."
Longfellow uses the term "

piff and paff
"

in
' The Golden Legend.' From this doubt-

less is derived the modern expressive slang
word "

piffle." R. L. WHERRY.
Jersey.

" Scour." This word was recently used
in the Redruth County Court by several
miners as meaning the outside of the trunk
of a tree after it had been sawn into battens.
I find on inquiry that it is frequently used
in this sense, but it does not appear to be
recorded in the

'

English Dialect Dictionary,'
although there are other senses of the word
given which are somewhat analogous.

YGREC.

SINGLE TOOTH. (See 9 S. xi. 488 ; xii.

71.) An alleged instance of a person posses-
sing one continuous tooth in each jaw occurs
in Melanchthon's ' De Anima,' in the section
headed ' Vocabula partium corporis humani
exteriorum

'

(signature c 8 verso, Witten-

berg, 1595). After mentioning Pyrrhus's
case, Melanchthon adds :

" Et nostra aetate in aulaoptimi Principis Ernesti
Ducis Luneburgensis fuit virgo nata in familia

nobili, cui fuit os dentium continuum. Et narrabat
Dux Ernestus, eximiam in ea virtutem et graui-
tatem fuisse."

The duke at whose Court this young lady
displayed her teeth and eminent virtue
was Ernest the Confessor (der Bekenner),
of Brunswick-Liineburg (db. 1546), ancestor
of the Hanoverian line.

EDWARD BEXSLEY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

SLATER'S PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM WILBER-
FOHCE. Any fact relating to Wilberforce
cannot fail to be of interest. In The Times
of 3 May, 1819, I find the following note :

"The Portrait in crayons of Mr. Wilberforce
which appears in the exhibition of the Royal
Academy, and which by mistake in the Catalogue is

attributed to another artist, was painted by Mr
Slater of Newman Street."

This evidently refers to No. 676 in the Royal
Academy of 1819,

'

Portrait of William
Wilberforce, Esq., M.P.,' and ascribed to
"
Miss Drummond." The portrait is duly

attributed to Slater in Mr. A. Graves' s
'

Complete Dictionary
'

; but as the error
stands unconnected in probably the greater
number of the existing Catalogues of the
R.A. of that year, I think it is well to call

attention to it in
' N. & Q.,' so that those

who have the R.A. Catalogue of 1819 may
make the correction in their copies.

W. ROBERTS.
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WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

NAPOLEON III. IN LONDON. Can any
of your correspondents give me information

concerning the movements of Louis Napoleon
during his second and his third visits to

England ? It is known that Louis Napoleon
crossed over five times to our shores between
1831 and 1848 :

1. From May to August, 1831, when he

stayed at Fenton's Hotel, and afterwards
at a house in Holies Street with Queen
Hortense. Where was Fenton's Hotel ?

2. From November, 1832, to Spring, 1833.

3. From 9 July to 30 July, 1837.

4. From 24 Oct., 1838, "to 4 Aug., 1840,
when he stayed at Fenton's ; then at a
hotel in Waterloo Place ; at 17, Carlton

Terrace ; and at 1, Carlton Gardens.
5. From 1846 to 1848, when he occupied

the Brunswick Hotel, Jermyn Street, and
afterwards a house in King Street, St.

James's.
Tradition has always connected Lo\iis

Napoleon with Orme Square, Bayswater,
and it is assumed that the double columns
surmounted by an eagle, facing Bayswater
Road, commemorate his residence. This
is what I have always heard ever since I

have known the square, now some thirty

years. But I have written to all the in-

habitants of Orme Square, and received

virtually a different theory from each of

them, but none associating him with the

square.
Is there any evidence that Louis Napoleon

once inhabited a house known as Villa

Napoleon, at the corner of Wellington Road
and Circus Road, near " The Eyre Arms"?

It is possible that some one having early

autograph letters of Louis Napoleon may
be able to throw light on these interesting

points.
Also, can any one inform me if there

exist portraits of Miss Emily Rowles, Miss

Seymour (ward of Mrs. FitzHerbert), or

Miss Howard ? All of these are connected
with the Prince's early life. JOHN LANE.

Bodley Head, Vigo Street

TALLEYRAND : LAST PORTBAIT. (See 4 S.

vii. 211 ; also
'

Maclise,' 6 S. ix. 204.) Where
is the original of the caricature of Talley-
rand when ambassador in London after 1 830,

reproduced from ' The Maclise Portrait

Gallery' ? It is not among those in the

Forster Bequest at South Kensington. The
portraits were explained by Mr. William
Bates in his preface and notes to the Chatto
& Windus edition in 1873, but the question
is not answered. The Talleyrand is not
named in the list of the Maclise drawings
sold at Christie's in 1870. The stones and
plates of the original Fraser's Magazine issue

and first edition were destroyed. D.

THOMAS CLAY OF LTTDGATE HILL. Can
any readers of

' N. & Q.' give me information
about Thomas Clay, who early in the last

century carried on business at 18, Ludgate
Hill, as a dealer in pictures and engravings,
and also as a publisher of books illustrated

in colour, chiefly aquatint ? My interest

was aroused by two works ' The Northern
Cambrian Mountains,' published by him
in 1820, and ' The Scenery of South Wales,'
in eight parts, 1822-36.

Clay appears to have been the friend in

need of many struggling artists. David
Cox, we are told in his life, when in need
of ready money, sent small drawings up to

Clay, knowing that prompt payment of

two guineas each would result. Girtin,

Turner, Fielding, Prout, De Wint, Glover,
and other leading water-colour artists appear
to have been intimately associated with Clay,
who produced works by them in the two
books referred to above. The excellence

of the colour-work in these books leads me
to think that Thomas Clay took a keen de-

light in aquatint, lithography, and other

methods of printing illustrations. I have
failed to find any mention of him, except
the reference in the life of David Cox ; and
in the hope of eliciting some information

about one who, if my view is correct, de-

serves a place in the history of the graphic
arts, I venture to appeal to your readers.

JOHN BALLINGER.
Cardiff.

" SPANE." I learn from Abbot Gasquet's
'

English Monastic Life
'

(p. 23) that in con-

ventual establishments,
" besides the great refectory, there was frequently
a smaller hall, called by various names, such as the
'
misericord,' or '

oriel
'

at St. Alban's, the '

disport'

(departus) at Canterbury, and the '

spane
'

at Peter-

borough. In this smaller dining-place those who,

by the dispensation of the superior, were to have
different or better food than that served in the

common refectory came to their meals."

What is the etymological meaning of

spane ? It has occurred to me that the

strangely named Spen Lane at York, which
is adjacent to St. Andrewgate, may have
been the site of a minor dining-hall belonging
to a society of Gilbertines who once had
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an establishment hard by. I do not know
whether this theory would be controverted

by the fact recorded by Mr. Robert Davies

F.S.A. (' Walks through the City of York,

p. 35), that in Edward III.'s time and
earlier the street was Ispyn Lane or Tspyn

pate. ST. SWITHIN.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Can any reader kindly give the origin of

the following quotations ? I fancy they
come from some old comic song :

1. I'm ninety-five, I'm ninety-five,
And to keep single I '11 contrive ;

Hickledy-pickledy. needles and pins,
When a man marries his sorrow begins.

2. A long while ago, when the world first began,
There was scarce any difference 'twixt woman
and man ;

They all looked like flat fish, and though it

seems droll,
You'd have taken each body you met for a

soul (sole),

F. M. N.

Where does the following come from ?

The life that is, and that which is to come,
Suspended hang in such nice equipoise,
A breath disturbs the balance, and that scale
In which we throw our hearts preponderate,
And the other, like an empty one, flies up,
And is accounted vanity and air.

S. S.

" BLOODING A WITCH." A bewitched
person is advised to scratch and draw blood
from a witch with a view to breaking the
"
spell," and in most of the cases the advice

is said to have proved effectual. But what
real or imaginary physical effect did it

produce upon the victim of enchantment ?

W. B. GERISH.
' TOPOGRAPHICAL MEMORANDA OF THE

WARD OF FARRINGDON WITHOUT.' Has the
author or compiler of this scarce and peculiar
work been ascertained ? The label on the
cover reads
"
Topographical Memoranda

|
of the

|
Ward of

Farringdon Without. I By an Antiquary. I Only
Fifty Copies Printed.

| Unpublished."

Measuring 10} by 7 in., it consists of
34 separate leaves, without continuous
pagination or signatures. There is neither
title, half-title, nor preface. Each of the
memoranda begins a leaf. Thus the first

note,
'

Smoke,' set in 13 lines of long primer
very widely leaded, is placed in the middle
of the page with thin brass rule, the reverse
of the leaf being left blank.

This, and the fact that the book is made
up of single sheets stitched, suggest that
each memorandum was distributed to friends
as it was printed. A certain number left

or reserved in the hands of the author were-

sewn with cobb end-papers and bound in

grained cloth limp, a label, as described,

being provided for the cover. Of the copies
I have been able to examine only that now
before me was in its original state.

Suggestions as to the authorship cannpfc
be numerous if proper consideration is paid
to the character of the work ; but there
are three persons who might be considered
as

"
probables ":

Anthony Crosby, the intending historian
of the river Fleet, a close observer and
recorder of all local changes, in business
as a surveyor, I believe, at New Bridge
Street circa 1830-50.

R. Thomson, Assistant Librarian at the
London Institution. He wrote

"
Chronicles

of London Bridge. By an Antiquary,"
Smith & Elder, 1827 (the prospectus
announced this would be published by John
Letts, Jun.), and '

Legends of London/
3 vols., 1832. He also had privately printed
' The Festival of London's Rialto, August 1st,
1831.'

James Holbert Wilson, the print collector

(see The Builder, 21 May, 1898 ; The Times,
23 and 28 Nov., 1898), author of '

Catalogue
of Pictorial Records of London, Past and
Present, privately printed.' This, describing"

Portfolio 17," consists almost entirely of

prints and drawings relating to Farringdon
Without. He was also the author of
'

Temple Bar, the City Golgotha,' Bogue,
1 853 ; and, I believe, of

' Memorials of
Fleet Street and the Strand,'

"
Printed for

private circulation," no date.
Mr. Adolphus Decimus Green published

'

Farringdon Without,' 1870, a lecture
delivered to the City of London Tradesmen's
club on the interesting events and notabilities
of "our ward" ; but this date is at least

twenty years later than that of the work
under discussion, and the style of the respec-
tive authors is dissimilar.

The question of this authorship is a point
of some interest in the by-ways of London
topographical literature, and any information
will be much appreciated.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

" WORK-HARD STARVATION " TROWELS.
Masons and bricklayers engaged in putting
up buildings are as a rule very particular
in the choice of a trowel, and old hands
when buying one will spend some time in

selecting it. There is one kind which bears
bhe letters

"
W.H.S.," and this brand was

n great request, many asking to look at
' work hard starvation

' '

trowels, this being
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an extended reading of
" W.H.S." As

workmen get much better wages now than
was formerly the case, it would be interesting
to learn, if possible, how long the phrase
has been known, and if it is in use elsewhere.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

PORTA DEL POPOLO, ROME. Jacques
Casanova in his

' Memoires '

(Paris, Gamier
Freres, i. 226, chap, viii.), in the account of
his first arrival in Rome, speaks of "la
belle entree par la porte des Peupliers,
que 1'ignorance appelle pompeusement la

porte du Peuple," Popolo means either"
People

"
or

"
Poplar." Was this gate ever

in fact called the
"
gate of the Poplars

"
?

ROBERT PIEKPOINT.

BEN JONSON'S NAME : ITS SPELLING.
When and by what authority was this
settled ? I find it written

" Johnson "
by

Dryden, Rowe, Dennis, Pope, and othor
standard writers ; and even so lately as
1834 by the Rev. Alexander Dyco in his
'

Life of Akonside,' prefixed to Pickering's
edition of the poems. T. M. W.

[In Ben Jonson's day people spelt their names
in different ways as they pleased, and two forms or
more occur even, we believe, in official documents,
where uniformity might be expected.]

CHAMBERLIN FAMILY. I am collecting
information relating to the family of Cham-
berlin, who lived at Redhill, Ratcliffe-on-

Soar, for many years. A Hugh Chamberlin
died there in 1709, aged seventy. His

great-grandson John Chamberlin, of Redhill
and Sutton Bonington, was High Sheriff
for Nottinghamshire in 1789. The latter

used for arms Gules, within an orle of eight
mullets an inescutcheon argent.

THOMAS CHAMBERLIN TIMS.
Little Bourton, near Banbury.

ITALIAN PROVERB. I find the following
inscription and date, in Gothic letters,
around the inner rim of an Italian dish :

" Una mane lava laltra vera
|

una mane lava
laltra una MDCLXII." I should be glad
of a colloquial translation and to. know the

part of Italy in which it is (or was) current.
It does not appear to be recorded in Pas-

qualigo's
'

Raccolta di Proverbi Veneti
'

(terza edizione, 1882). W. ROBERTS.
47, Lansdowne Gardens, Clapham, S.W.

" WHAT LANCASHIRE THINKS (OR SAYS)
TO-DAY, ENGLAND WILL THINK (OR SAY)
TO-MORROW." Will some one of your many
learned correspondents kindly inform me
when and by whom this saying was first

used ? I have a hazy impression that I first

heard it in 1844, in the Free Trade Hall,
Manchester. I have heard it again recently,
and shall be very glad to know its origin.

F. CLAYTON.
Morden.

AUCTION CATALOGUE OF 1832. Will any
reader tell me where I can obtain the cata-

logue of a library sold at auction by Hodgson
on 23 May and three following days in 1832 ?

There were 5,000 volumes in 1,295 lots,

comprising standard works, Missals, and old

MSS., belonging to the Frewen family of
Northiam. For any information on the

subject I should be most grateful.
A. L. F.

RALPH WIDDRINGTON, D.D., of Christ

College, Cambridge, mentions in his will,

1687-9,
"
Henry Widdrington and Henry

junior of Hertford." Any information re-

garding them will be valuable in forming
a pedigree of Widdrington of Cheesburn

Grange. He also mentions his nephew
Ralph, son of Sir Thomas Widdrington,
his brother. Yet Sir Thomas's will was
proved at York in 1664, and his only son
was supposed to have died in his father's

lifetime. FRANCIS SKEET.

WILLIAM III.'s HORSE AT THE BATTLE
OF THE BOYNE. I shall be glad if any one
can give me the name of the horse that
William III. rode at this battle. I believe

the name of the horse he rode when he was
fatally injured was Sorrel.

HERBERT SOUTHAM.
Innellan, Shrewsbury.

PRIZE MONEY IN THE EIGHTEENTH CEN-
TURY : MAKER OF MOYNE. Could some of

your readers inform me if the archives
of the War Office contain records of prize

money granted to soldiers during or after

the wars of the eighteenth century ? I am
anxious to obtain particulars of the prize

money obtained by the relatives of a soldier

named Maher of Moyne, in this county,
who died or was killed in one of the earlier

eighteenth-century wars, say 1750 to 1770.
THOMAS LAFFAN.

Cashel.

JAMES TALBOT, OF SHREWSBURY LINEAGE.
James Talbot married a Miss Sparrow.

They had a daughter Sarah, born in France
in 1828. James Talbot had two brothers

living in or near Birmingham, one of whom
was named John.
James and his daughter went to Kazan

in Russia, where the daughter married Otto
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Friedrich von Lilienfeld. I officiated at
her burial at Sackenhausen, Courland, some
years ago.

Information is sought about the brothers
of James Talbot and their descendants.

Replies direct to FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
(Jrindletou Vicarage, Clitheroe.

RIDDLES. Can any one tell me of riddles

ending with the archaic formula " Guess
me tliis riddle, and then hang me," or
similar words ? I know two examples of

it, but need others. C. S.

BRITISH REGIMENT IN BURMA. Can any
one give me the name of the British regiment
which lost a detachment of men in the bore
in the Sittang river, in Burma, after the
Burmese war of 1852 ? HENRY BUCKLE.

E.I. U.S. Club.

ftrplies.
" TROPER "

: ITS DERIVATION.

(10 S. ix. 288.)

THE word "
Troper

"
is a very interesting

one. It is merely an Englished form of
the Late Latin Troparium. And just as"

Grail," Late Latin Graduate, meant a
service-book of portions of the service sung
in gradibus, or on the steps of the choir,
so

"
Troparium

" meant a collection of

tropoi (lit. "turns"), i.e., of "sequences."
It is a word of great interest to the philolo-
gist, as from this very usage was formed
a new verb tropare, meaning to compose
sequences ; hence to versify ; and finally
to discover, to invent, to find. This verb
appears in Italian as trovare, with the deriva-
tive trovatore, the exact equivalent of the
Provencal troubadour and the French trouvere,
a poet, a minstrel. Corresponding to the
Ital. trovare we have the French trouver,
to find, and the Law-French trover, which
came to be used in English to denote an
action at law arising out of the finding of
goods. See, in my 'Concise Etymological
Dictionary,' the words grail, gradual, trouba-
dour, trover, and trope. Strictly, troubadour
is a French spelling of the Old Provencal
trobador. WALTER W. SKEAT. ^
/
A
n

athoUc Dictionary' (1893 edition)at p. 905 says :

w,'U
n he **? Church

'/<>/>* were verses sung atHigh Mass, before or after or sometimes in themiddle of the Introit. They were introduced

rSvtd'Tth
8 10 > ^^nkslburentir

Ku. V^ rL T
rev

.
181on f the Missal unders V. The Tropenon, Troparion, Troper, &c

i.e., the book containing the troj)(x, is often men-
tioned in Church inventories, though the word
seems to have been also used for Sequentialis, or
Book of Sequences. The Bodleian contains a tine

MS. Troperium. After Kyries and hymns comes
the title 'Incipiunt Tropi de adventu Domini
Nostri Jesu Christi.' Then follow the other parts
of the liturgy which were sung (Maskell,

' Mon.
Rit.,' i. p. xliii seq.).

"In the Greek Church rpoirapiov is the generic
name for the short hymns with which the offices of

that Church abound (Neale,
' Introduction to His-

tory of Holy Eastern Church,' p. 832, note b)."

TpoTraptov Liddell and Scott derive from

Tporros, q.v. JOHN B. WAIXEWRIGHT.

For a detailed explanation of the nature
of this book see Dr. Rock's ' Church of our

Fathers,' vol. iii. part II. p. 20. The Win-
chester Troper was published about thirteen

or fourteen years ago by the Henry Brad-
shaw Society. N. M. & A.

For an account of the Troper see Words-
worth and Littlehales,

'
: The Old Service

Books of the English Church.'
FRED. G. ACKERLEY.

Grindleton Vicarage, Clitheroe.

[E. W. B. and MR. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL also

thanked for replies.]

"ViN ORIS" (10 S. ix. 30, 134, 218).
I lunched recently at the station buffet at

Brive, a town which stands about half-way
between Cahors and Limoges. Before me
on the table stood a bottle of rosy-hued wine,
and one of the ordinary vin rouge. Pointing
to the former, I asked a waiter if that were
vin gris, and was answered in the affirmative.

Then, thinking of F. A. W.'s assertion in
' N. & Q.,' I inquired if it were stronger than
the other; on which he said,

" Au contraire"
a verdict which agreed with my own

judgment. ST. SWITHIN.

F. A. W. gives a correct description of

vin gris. He adds, however :

" The fact

that it is rose-coloured renders it difficult

to account for the origin of the name."
F. A. W. is writing of the Lorraine wine.
In Languedoc and Provence the vin gris
is of a distinctly grey colour. S. H. S.

The idea expressed in this locution seems
to me to be that of a blend of colours, gris

denoting here,
"
pink," or a mixture of

white and red, as
"
grey

"
does of white and

black. An allied specific term is gris de lin,

literally
"
flax-gray," which Littre defines

as a colour midway between white and red,

though sometimes brown-red or purple-grey.
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He quotes from Moliere,
'

L'Avare,' V. ii.,

in explanation :

"
N'est-elle pas rouge [la cassette]? Non, grise.

He, oui, gris-rouge, c'est ce que je voulais dire."

See also the entry gridelin in
' N.E.D.'

N. W. HILL.
New York.

TVRTKOEVIC ARMS (10 S. ix. 229). The
Fojnica armorial is, of course, a late six-

teenth- or early seventeenth-century com-
pilation, notwithstanding Bishop Vares's
written statement in the book (made in 1800)
that it had been carefully preserved by the

Fojnica Franciscans
"
jam ab immemorabili

tempore, a captivitate nempe Regni Bosnise."
A description of the armorial was published
in the

' Jahrbuch des Herald -
geneal.

Vereines Adler in Wien,' vol. viii.

According to Baron Nyary's
' Heraldika

'

on two seals appended to deeds (of 1356
and 1367) issued by Stephen Tvrtko as
Banus of Bosnia he is represented on horse-

back, holding in one hand a shield with a
bend, in the other a lance with a streamer,
on which there is a small shield with a cross,
which is shown also on the trappings of
the horse. On the seals of his successors
on the throne, Dabisha (1391-6) and Stephen
Tvrtko II. (1404-43), and on some of the
coins of Hervoya, the same shield with a
bend is visible. Cf . an article on the arms of

Bosnia by Baron Albert Nyary in the

Hungarian Turul, vol. i., and another by
Louis Thalloczy in the Archaeologiai firtesito,

1881, both in the British Museum Library.
L. L. K.

ENGLISH CANONIZED SAINTS (10 S. iii.

25 ; vii. 497). As I stated at the first

reference, Platina, probably confusing St.

Edmund the King with St. Osmund, says
that Pope Callixtus III. canonized the
former. It has recently been stated, on
the authority of Mgr. Barbier de Montault,
that St. Edmund the King was canonized
in the cathedral at Anagni in the eleventh

century. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

T. L. PEACOCK'S 'MISFORTUNES OF
ELPHIN' (10 S. ix. 221). In MR. A. B.
YOUNG'S interesting note on this subject it

seems scarcely accurate to speak, as does
MR. YOUNG on p. 222, col. 2, of the

' Hanes
Taliesin

'

being the cause of the conception
of Ceridwen's cauldron

"
as the source of

poetical inspiration." Is it not rather the
fact that the connexion of Taliesin as a bard
with the cauldron was due to the conception ?

There can be little doubt that Ceridwen was
a nature-goddess, and the idea of a cauldron

as the source of life and joy, and so of

inspiration, was an old one among the Celts.

Compare the cauldron in the
'

Spoiling of

Annwn,' Book of Taliesin xxx. (Skene, i.

p. 264) ; the magic cauldron of the Mabinogi
of Branwen ; and probably the Holy Grail
itself. For these magic cauldrons and their
connexion with the Grail legend see, inter

alia, Rhys,
'

Hibbert Lectures,' pp. 256-69 ;
4

Arthurian Legend,' chap, xiii ; Squire,
'

Myth, of British Islands,' pp. 365-70.
H. I. B.

DlCKENSIANA : CAPT. CUTTLE (10 S. Viii.

467). MR. FORREST MORGAN gives an
instance of Dickens' s forgetfulness of the
fact that Capt. Cuttle had only one hand.
In an earlier part of chap, xxiii. of

'

Dombey
and Son '

there occurs another slip of the
same kind, where Capt. Cuttle is described as
"
sitting with his hands in his pockets,"

though perhaps this may be passed over
as referring to the attitude of the captain
at the moment. R. B. P.

"FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY" (10 S. ix.

70, 115, 151, 236). This name has also been
bestowed upon a monarch of our own times,
the Emperor William I., judging from a
poem printed in a little anthology entitled
'Gaudeamus' (Leipzig, 1879):

Gaudeamus et agamus
Laudes Patri Patrise

Franco-Gallos profliganti,

Regnum nobis restaurant!
Alraae nunc Germanise.

R. L. MORETON.

DEFOE: THE DEVIL'S CHAPEL (10 S. ix.

187, 255). I can remember to have seen,
more than fifty years ago, a small building
with a shingled bell-turret above it, and
underneath was inscribed :

God prosper and preserve the public good ;

A school erected where a chapel stood.

It was situated at the foot of Ness Cliff, in

the parish of Great Ness, some seven miles

from Shrewsbury, near the Great Holyhead
Road. In Lewis's

'

Topographical Diction-

ary' (1848) is the following notice of it

(s.v. Ness, Great) :

" At Ness Cliffwas a chapel dedicated to St. Mary,
the site of which is now occupied by a parochial
school, founded by John Edwards, who in 1753

bequeathed 100 tor it."

This building is entirely unnoticed in

Murray's
' Handbook for Cheshire and

Shropshire,' 1897, and may have been

altogether swept away, or devoted to other

purposes. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
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THE SHAKESPEAKE MEMORIAL (10 S. ix.

246). May I suggest that MR. ABRAHAMS' s

statement is not quite in accordance with

history ? Stratford's historian Robert Bell

Wheler (not Wheeler) never entirely aban-
doned hope, although he did not live to

see a successful issue. Britton's idea lay
dormant, and matured half a century after,

through the energy and generosity of Charles
E. Flower (a name strangely omitted from
the

'

p.N.B. Epitome
'

). Flower carried

out Britton's outline, as the memorial group
of buildings at Stratford-upon-Avon now
testifies, with its theatre, picture gallery,

library, lecture hall, and gardens.
It may be worth recording that the move-

ment towards the Stratford project was
initiated by Dr. Wade. See articles in

Gentleman's Magazine, 1830, part i. p. 445 ;

part ii. p. 263. W. JAGGARD.

AMULET FOUND IK ROMAN URN : FOSSIL
ECHINUS (10 S. ix. 270). Sea-urchins and
pieces of quartz and flint have been found
in some ancient Lappish graves which were
opened by Mr. A. G. Nordvi near the

Varanger Fjord, in the middle of last

century. He also found in them certain
kinds of snail-shells and mussel-shells, the
former of which are called by the Laplanders"
dog-souls," and the latter

"
cow-souls."

Mr. Nordvi conjectured that the shells were
put there for the use of the dead man in the

place of living dogs and cows animals
which were too valuable to part with. The
pieces of quartz and flint were no doubt
also buried for the dead man's use, that he
might be able to strike fire. Queer-shaped
stones and fossils were common fetishes.

(See Von Diiben,
' Om Lappland och Lap-

parne,' p. 251, and Anthropological Journal,
vol. vi. p. 323.) CHARLES J. BILLSON.
Oadby, Leicester.

" RACIAL" (10 S. ix. 270). The objection
to this word is not founded, as MR. ACKERLEY
suggests, on the fact of its hybrid origin.
There are many hybrid words extant, but
they all have an origin in some language or
languages. The above word comes from
none. The i cannot be accounted for.
Where does it come from ? The word is,
no doubt, based on the similarly soundingword facial, and this resemblance is often
used to justify it. But facial is correct,
while racial is not. In the former the i
can be accounted for. There was, I believe,
in ancient times, a language, long since
extinct, even its pronunciation being now
forgotten, which contained a word in its

vocabulary written thus, fades, and corre-

sponding in meaning to our modern English
word "

face." This word forms a full

justification for the word facial. But I

have yet to learn that the word "
racies

"

has ever existed in any language, far or

near, ancient or modern.
J. FOSTER PALMER.

8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

DEDICATIONS OF CHURCHES (10 S. ix. 28).

Perhaps MR. O. G. S. CRAWFORD would
find some of the information which he wants
in

" Thesaurus Rerum Ecclesiasticarum :

being an Account of the Valuations of All
the Ecclesiastical Benefices in the Several
Dioceses of England and Wales, .... to
which are added the Names of the Patrons
to the Several Benefices and the Dedications
of the Churches. ...

"
by John Ecton, Esq.,

late Receiver-General of the Tenths of the

Clergy, London, 1742. In the Preface is the

following :

" The Names of the Saints to whom the Churches
or Chapels are dedicated, are placed immediately
after the Rectorys, Vicarages, &c. For this, the-

Editors are obliged to that Learned and Com-
municative Antiquary Browne Willis, Esq."

According to Allibone, s.v. Ecton and
Willis, the original title was '

Liber Valorum
et Decimarum.' New editions were pub-
lished by Browne Willis with the later title

in 1754 and 1763.
A still later edition of the

'
Liber Valorum '

was published in 1786 under the title of
' Liber Regis.' ROBERT PIERPOINT.

DABRICHECOURT (10 S. ix. 228). I am
sorry not to have any information regarding
this family. W. L. RUTTON.

VICEROY OF IRELAND (10 S. ix. 210).
In a letter of Pietro Vernier to the Venetian

Senate, dated 14 Sept., 1689, and given from
the Archives of Venice in Martin Haile's
'

Queen Mary of Modena '

(p. 256), it is said :

"Ireland is in consternation Schomberp has
published an amnesty, and taken the title of Vice-

Roy."
ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

AKBAB'S LIKENESS (10 S. ix. 211). There
is an authentic portrait of Akbar in vol. i.

p. 120 of the '

Storia do Mogor
'

by Niccolao
Manucci, translated by William Irvine

(" Indian Texts Series
"

). FRANK PENNY.

FENIANS AND WESTERN AUSTRALIA (10 S.

ix. 188, 236, 254). This episode is fully
described in a little brochure (No. 27 of
"
Denvir's Illustrated Irish Penny Library

"
)

entitled
" The Catalpa : the Story of the
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Rescue of the Military Fenians. Compiled
from the stirring narrative of John Breslin,
the Irish-American newspapers, and other
sources. By John Denvir," 12mo, pp. 24
(Liverpool, J. Denvir, 68, Byrom Street,
n.d., but most probably 1876). I possess
a copy. JOHN S. CRONE.
Kensal Lodge, Harrow Road, N.W.

KING'S '

CLASSICAL AND FOREIGN QUOTA-
TIONS '

(10 S. ix. 284). As PROF. BENSLY
quotes the epigram beginning

" Cane de-
cane," he may be interested in this transla-
tion by the late Dr. Vaughan, when Master
of the Temple. I believe it appeared in
The Guardian of 1868 :

Hark ! the grey-haired Dean is singing
What shall be his song ?

Beagle springing, bugle ringing,
To the young oelong :

Grey old men should not be gay
Let Decanus sing decay.

G. W. E. R.

BENNETT OF BAI/DOCK (10 S. ix. 228).
I can give MR. A. L. BENNETT particulars
of the descendants of Leonard Benett,
who died in December, 1581, but not of
his ancestors. The following information
is from our family papers.
The name in the case of Leonard Benett

and his descendants seems to have been
generally spelt with one n only. The arms
were Argent, on a cross between four demi-
lions rampant couped gules a bezant, and
the crest a demi-lion rampant couped gules,
holding between the paws a bezant. For
illustration of the arms of this family see
Harleian MS. 6831, fol. 396, and Berry's
'

Hampshire Genealogies
'

; also the remains
of the tomb of Bishop Benett in Hereford
Cathedral and the Benett monuments in the
chancel of Fareham Church, Hants. This

family also bore as a quartering Paly of
six argent and vert, being the arms of Mar-
garet (Langley), mother of the bishop.
These arms are different from those borne
by the Tankerville Bennets. Leonard
Benett was a freeholder at Baldock in 1561
(see Cussans's 'History of Hertfordshire') ;

he was buried at Baldock 16 Dec., 1581 ;

will proved in Prerogative Court of Canter-

bury 17 March, 1581/2. His wife was
Margaret Langley of Bedfordshire. She
died in November, 1587, and was also buried
at Baldock, where her son the bishop placed
a brass to her memory, which reads as
follows :

Margaretae Benett matri suae piissimae
Quae obiit in Domino Mense Novembri An'o
D'ni 1587 Robertus Benett Episcopus
Hereford pietatis nomine posuit.

Her burial, however, is not recorded in the
Baldock register.

Leonard Benett and Margaret his wife
had five sons, viz. :

1. Thomas, the eldest. Were his family
of Cornbury Park, Oxon ?

2. John, born 1540-45, married in 1567
Anne Barley of Ashwell, Herts, and was
buried at Baldock 1 Nov., 1604, leaving
four sons :

i. Edward, who went to Hampshire and
married Anne, dau. of Anthony Burd.
Mayor of Winchester. They had a son

j

William Benett of Fareham, Hants, born
1591 ; he had a lease of the parsonage of
Fareham from the Master (Robert Benett,
afterwards Bishop of Hereford) and Brethren
of St. Cross near Winchester ; he also pur-
chased a freehold house and lands called
"
Leggs

" from Nicholas Francome. He
died 1654 ; will proved in P.C.C. His wife
was Elizabeth, dau. of John Elsey of

Southampton ; she died in February, 1678/9,
and was buried at Fareham. They had an
elder son William Benett of Fareham, born
1628 ; married at Portsmouth, 19 June.

1655, Dousabel (b. 1634), dau. of John and
Joanna Barton of Deane and Fareham :

she died in May, 1678, and was buried at

Fareham ; he died in 1687 ; will proved
at Winchester 11 Oct., 1687. Their elder

son was William Benett of Fareham, born
1665 ; married Elizabeth, dau. and heir of
John Coleman of Hamble ; she died in

1712, aged 42, buried at Fareham ; he died
in 1716 ; will proved in P.C.C. They left

two sons, whose lines are extinct, and a

daughter Elizabeth, who married at Alver-

stoke, 1712, Thomas Player of Ryde, Isle of

Wight. He died 1721, and she remarried at

Barnes, Surrey, 3 Aug., 1734, Robert Trevor
of Wouldham Place, Kent, a captain R.N.
He died in 1741, and she survived till about

1.765, when she left issue an only son,
William Player of Rydo and of the Navy
Office, London ; his descendants represent
the Benetts of Fareham.

ii. Thomas of New Windsor, who died
unmarried in 1638 ; will in P.C.C.

iii. Leonard of Stoke Prior, co. Hereford,
b. 1573 ; matriculated at New College,
Oxford, 1594 ; married Anne Osbaldston
of Oxfordshire, relict of Robert James, and
died 1642 (will proved in P.C.C.), leaving
an only daughter Elizabeth, b. 1607, who
married first Mr. Coningsby and had issue,

and secondly John Flackett.

iv. Sir Robert Benett, surveyor of the

works at Windsor Castle, b. 1575 ; -married
a daughter of Jolin Page of Harrow-on-the-
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Hill, and liad tliree sons Leonard, Robert,
-and William.

3. William.-
4. Robert, b. 1545 ; Bishop of Hereford,

&c. ; died 25 Oct., 1617. His wife pre-
deceased liim ; see his will, proved in

Prerogative Court of Canterbury.
5. Edward.
In The Herts Genealogist (edited by W.

Brigg) there is mention of the will of John
Benett of Widford, Herts, dated 1571, and
proved the same year at Geldeston. Among
the wills proved in the

"
Commissary Court

of London, Essex, and Hertford "
is that

of John Bennett of Stansted-Abbot, dated
1552. G. R. BRIGSTOCKE.

PIPER'S HOLE (10 S. ix. 289). There are
two Piper's Holes in Lincolnshire : one at
Castle Bytham, to which is attached the

legend of an exploring Scot who entered
in quest of treasure, piping as he went,
and who never returned to tell his tale ;

and another not far from Grantham, within
the bounds of the Belvoir Hunt, of which
I have never been able to learn the story.

Tresco and St. Mary's (Scilly Islands)
have each their Piper's Hole, but I do not
kno^v the origin of the name.

In connexion with this inquiry it would
be wise to remember the disappearance
of the Pied Piper and his train into the
mountain side at Hameln. A somewhat
similar tradition exists with regard to the
Marienberg at Brandenburg ; and the like
used to be told of Cave Hill, near Belfast.

ST. SWITHIN.

In the Transactions of the East Herts
Arch. Soc., vol. ii. pp. 119-21, will be found
a Hertfordshire variant of the Lost Piper
legend. It is called

' The Anstey Fiddler :

a Legend of Cave Gate,' and tells how a
drunken fiddler, accompanied by his dog,
ventured up an underground passage cut
in the chalk, the entrance being in a pit at
Cave Gate, and the reputed terminus in the
mound of Anstey Castle, about a mile away.The crowd is said to have followed above

pound by the music of his fiddle for some
half the length of the tunnel, when the music
suddenly ceased. Returning to the entrance,
people were horrified to see the dog rush
forth with all its hair singed off ; but the
h'ddler was never more seen.

It is interesting to learn that Mr. Skinner,of Cave Gate Cottage, in 1906 discovered
the blocked entrance to the passage in his
garden while digging therein, and it was
^subsequently explored for a considerable
distance. A paper upon it by Mr. R. T.

Andrews is to be printed in the forthcoming
issue of the East Herts Arch. Soc. Transac-
tions. W. B. GERISH.

[Reply from H. I. B. next week.]

MEN OF FAMILY AS PARISH CLERKS (10 S.

viii. 448, 516 ; ix. 35, 271). In none of the
contributions on this subject does it appeal'
to be stated why gentlemen sometimes hold
this office. I am or was till recently
parish clerk in a neighbouring village, and
I succeeded in that office my brother-in-law,
now Consul-General at Naples. Our ap-
pointment was purely nominal, it being
understood that the sexton would perform
the duties. But we accepted office at the

request of the vicar, on account of the

possible inconvenience of appointing a clerk

whom he had no power to dismiss. It is

probable that this reason has operated in

numerous other cases, both past and present,
though I do not for a moment suggest that
it covers all the cases quoted.

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
Sedgford Hall, Norfolk.

In mentioning John Featherstonhaugh
and Anthony Conyers as the

"
only two

names which savour of gentility
"

in his

list of Elizabethan parish clerks in Durham,
Canon Raine, as suggested by the querist,
has surely made an oversight. Richard
Chamber, the clerk at Boldon, was a member
of a family long resident in the adjoining
village of Cleadon, who registered their

pedigree at the Visitation of Durham in

1615, and at the Visitation of Essex in 1634.
John Bainbrigg, the clerk at Middleton
in Teesdale, was clearly a member of
the Teesdale clan of that name who also

registered. William Heighington, clerk at

Merrington, belonged to a family ranking
among the gentry of the county. James
Reed, clerk at Easington, married Elizabeth

Conyers in 1573 ; and his son Richard
married in 1617 Anne, daughter of Christo-

pher Young of Ethardacres ; clearly the
Reeds were gentle. Robert Cornforth, the
clerk at St. Giles's in Durham city, also bore
an ancient local name.

Shipperdson and Dale, as already pointed
out, bore names well known in the North,
the latter family bearing certainly a

" name
of old descent." H. R. LEIGHTON.
East Boldon, R.S.O., Durham.

EXPEDITION TO IRELAND (10 S. ix. 190,

277). The date of the original query is

quite correct. In 1573 the Earl of Essex

passed through Liverpool, and sailed for

Knockfergus or Carrickfergus. After he
had departed, two companies of soldiers,
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the Motley Coats, under Edward Bartley,

Esq., Captain, and the Blue Coats, under

Roger Sydenham, gent., Captain, arrived.

During their enforced sojourn in the town,
waiting for transport, a quarrel arose be-
tween the two companies, resulting in blood-
shed. To quiet the

"
riot, tumult, and dis-

order," Mr. Mayor, John Crosse, armiger,
called out the whole inhabitants, who assem-
bled

"
upon the heath of the town, every

man with their best weapons." Whereupon
the captains bespoke Mr. Mayor fairly and
softly, and "

after this was done the cap-
tains and their soldiers were more gentle to

deal with all the while they abode in the
town." The whole matter is treated of at

length in the town records. See '

Liverpool
Municipal Records,' vol. i. pp. 109-10,

Liverpool, 1883. The expedition fared

disastrously :

" Most miserably, poorly, and lamentably many
of the poor soldiers were licensed, and returned to

England again by ships and pickards ; some sailing
to the Isle of Man; some, as pleased God, died

pitifully ; some came to land at Peel of Fpudrie.
and some dying upon the seas, aboard the ships and
baroques. Some got direct to Liverpool, by the

<leorge of Liverpool, Thos. Winstanley captain."

Though only two officers are named above,
yet the particulars given may be of interest

to MB. LEFROY. J. H. K.

MR. EDWARD WATSON says that MR.
LEFROY has misquoted the date ; but the
latter is right, and it is MR. WATSON who has
himself fallen into error. It was in 1573
that Walter Devereux, first Earl of Essex,
sailed from Liverpool for Ireland ; whilst
it was in 1599 that Robert Devereux, second
Earl of Essex, was made Governor of Ireland,
and proceeded there. R. S. B.

HENRY MARTYN SARGENT (10 S. ix. 228,
276, 311). I am much obliged to F. DE
H. L. and the REV. F. JARRATT for their
information. Neither, however, gives the

precise reference to the death of Henry
Martyn Sargent which I require. I read it

quite lately, I think in some memoir or

autobiography, but stupidly forgot to make
a note of it. GENEALOGIST.

"SUB ROSA" (10 S. ix. 189, 316). The
carmen of Gregory Nazianzen is the third

(' Praecepta ad Virgines'), and the passage
in question is at 1. 80 (p. 57, torn. ii. of the
Paris edition of 1611, folio, with Latin
version by Jacobus Billius), the words being
XeiAeo. o' ai KaAvKccrcrtv o/xoaa Sr/ua KciVtfw,
Kcu JLvO

It will be seen that rosa vcrna has no equiva-
lent in the Greek. The Latin is very ex-

pansive. EDWARD BENSLY.

It has been supposed that the rose became
an emblem of silence and secrecy on account
of the closeness with which its petals are

enfolded in the bud. Did not Cupid give
Harpocrates, the god of silence, a rose,
to bribe him not to betray the amours of

Venus ? With Christianity, in common
with other pagan and classic symbols, the
rose was an emblem of the Blessed Virgin.
The rose appertaining to both gods and men,
as an indication of sagacity, perhaps its

earliest heraldic appearance in this country
is accounted for in the fact of Edward I.

having adopted it as a symbol probably,
and a badge, of regal wisdom.

Apropos of MR. PHILIP NORTH'S calling
attention to Sir Thomas Browne's identifica-

tion of the clerical rosette with the
"
seal

of confession," it is curious to note that in

Caxton's Psalter, above a woodcut repre-

senting an angel holding a shield with a rose

in it, occur the words :

" Per te rosa tolluntur

vitia, per te datur msestis leticia." A rose

with a virgin's face m it was a badge of

Henry VIIL, derived from the arms of

Catherine Parr ; and a falcon, with the face

of the Virgin, and holding a white rose,

that of Richard III. (O. L. Perry's
' Rank

and Badges,' p. 341). Tmefit in Ben Jon-
son's

'

Silent Woman '

says :

What! Pythagoreans all? Has Harpocrates been
here with his club ?

and Swift in his
'

Epilogue to a Benefit Play
for the Distressed Weavers,' has :

Under the rose, since here are none but friends

(To own the truth), we have some private ends.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

SMOKING AND BLIND MEN (10 S. ix. 309).

Milton smoked when he was blind. I take

the following from Johnson's life of him :

" The course of his day was best known after he
was blind. When he first rose, he heard a chapter
in the Hebrew Bible, and then studied till twelve ;

then took some exercise for an hour; then dined,
then played on the organ, and sang, or heard another

sing; then studied to six; then entertained his

visitors till eight ; then supped, and, after a pipe of

tobacco and a glass of water, went to bed."

E. YARDLEY.

I knew for four years a blind beggar,
and took particular care to satisfy myself
that he was blind, also that he was a smoker.

Perhap s his faculties of taste were sharpened
by the absence of sight.
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My own experience quite agrees with that

of MB. PIEBPOINT. It is impossible, if

you shut your eyes for any length of time,
to realize whether the tobacco in your pipe
is alight or not. HIPPOCLTDES.

Do blind men ever smoke ? Yes, Prof.

Fawcett ! The Right Hon. Henry Fawcett,
Postmaster General, was one of the heaviest
of Cambridge smokers. T. H.

[Further replies next week.]

" PRIVATE" (10 S. ix. 268). An example
of the use of this term such as DR. MUBBAY
asks for is to be found in The Spectator for
26 July, 1873. The first of the 'Notes of
the Week '

in the issue of the journal bearing
that date begins thus :

"
Wednesday is not often an important Par-

liamentary day. It is reserved for the erotchetty
people, philanthropists, and theorists, who can get
a Member to projxjse, and another to second, the
first reading of some Bill to make their private
ideas law. Last Wednesday, however, was a re-
markable one. Mr. Trevelyan moved the second
reading of his Bill for extending household suffrage
to counties, and was supported by Mr. Forster,
who, after a strong speech in favour of the pro-
posal, made as a private member, read a note from
the Premier."

F. JARRATT.
Goodleigh Rectory, Barnstaple.

HILTON FAMILY (10 S. vii. 290). Although
I am unable to answer MR. F. HILTON'S
query, the following may be of interest
to him. Some forty odd years ago there
lived at Lambton, as a sort of pensioner,
a man who, it was said, was the last living
representative of the Barons of Hilton. He
used to be employed to carry messages,and my father gave him occasional work.
It seems far more probable, in spite of the
local story, that he was a member of the
widespreading South Durham family, so
well dealt with by the late Mr. Longstaffe.

H. LEIGHTON.
Kast Boldon.

PATTENS IN THE CHUBCH PORCH (10 S. ix.
268). A few years ago, when visiting the
fane church at Walpole St. Peter's, Norfolk,

observed a painted board containing a
notice of similar import to that at Wan-
borough in Wiltshire, to which MR. J. T
PAGE has drawn attention.

V. B. CROWTHER-BEYNON, F.S.A.
Kdith Weston, Stamford.

In many country places roads, lanes,
and footways were generally in a bad con-
ition years ago in winter, and nearly all

sorts and conditions of women went to church

in pattens, and the noise and clatter heard
three or four times on a Sunday is to me a
far from unpleasant recollection. As a rule

pattens were put off in the church porches,
or, where there was no porch, just within

the building. Sometimes, however, the
wearer would clatter along the church in

her pattens. There were Sunday pattens,
and workaday pattens, and the owners took
a considerable amount of pride in them,
or so it seemed to me more than fifty years
ago. One of the endings to a children's

ring game was
An' don't go ter bed wi' yer pattins on.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.
Notes relative to pattens worn by women

will be found upon reference to 9 S. i. 44,

336, 413, 471 ; ii. 95, 235, 334, 432, 494,
535 ; iv. 325. Certainly, so recently as

five-and-thirty years ago, I saw a notice-

board in the porch of St. Michael's Church,
Alphington, upon which was painted a

request to women to remove their pattens-

prior to entering the fabric. Alphington
stands upon the old

"
turnpike

"
connecting

Exeter with Plymouth. H. HEMS.

NONCONFORMIST BURIAL-GROUNDS ANI>
GRAVESTONES (10 S. ix. 188, 233, 297).
I am grateful to the several correspondents'
who have replied to my request for informa-
tion concerning the period when memorials-
were originally introduced into Noncon-
formist burial-grounds. On the whole, I do
not see that the evidence adduced is sufficient

to warrant any material variation of my
original view. I was not unprepared to
meet with exceptions in the case of such
notorious Nonconformist burial-grounds as-

Bunhill Fields. But in ordinary chapel-
grounds, however early their origin, it seems-
to me that memorials were rarely introduced

prior to the middle of the eighteenth century.
To this rule I imagine few exceptions will
be found. A. STAPLETON.

158, Noel Street, Nottingham.

TOM SIMMS, THE HANGMAN (10 S. ix. 270).
I have in my possession an ' Account

of the Murder of the late Mr. William Weare,
of Lyon's Inn, London .... and the Execu-
tion of John Thurtell, at Hertford, on Friday
the 9th of January, 1824,' &c., by George
Henry Jones, clerk to the magistrates
(London, Sherwood, Jones & Co., Pater-
noster Row, 1824). Although this gives
very full details of the trial and execution,,
the name of the hangman is not mentioned.

Apart from the story of the crime, this-

copy of the book is interesting from the fact
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that MS. notes on the fly-leaves give the

following references to
' N. & Q.,' viz., 2 S.

v. 10, 300 ; 3 S. xii. 439. At the end of
the book the writer of these notes (who signs
himself

"
J. G., Portobello, 8th Nov.,

1870") adds another to the effect that in

April, 1825, he saw Probert (who was ar-

raigned along with Thurtell and Hunt,
but saved himself by turning king's evidence)
in Newgate, where he was lying under
sentence of death for horse-stealing, for

which he suffered the extreme penalty.
MB. BLEACKLEY'S interpolation "[at

Hereford]" is of course a slip of the pen
for Hertford. T. F. D.

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE (10 S. ix. 268).
I am now able to answer my own query,
The poem I wanted about Florence Nightin-
gale runs as follows :

SCUTARI HOSPITAL.

Moaning in agony,
Writhing with pain,

Fighting the dreadful fight
Over again ;

Hearts yearning for home,
Yearning in vain,

Tears over manly cheeks

Pouring like rain.

Thus through the dreary day
And dreary night

Lie England's soldiers

After the fight !

Flitting like angels
From bed to bed,

Cooling the parched lips
And aching head,

Of the poor mangled limb

Loosening the bands,
Wiping the clammy brows
With tender hands.

Thus through the dreary night
And dreary day

To England's nurses
Hours pass away !

Many a blessing,

Many a prayer,
Burst from rough lips for

Those angels there.

England sends gladly
Her mighty sons,

With implements of war
And battering guns.

And England's daughters
Proudly repair,

In Liberty's battle,
Perils to share !

R. N. GUST.

'KITTY FISHER'S JIG' : 'YANKEE DOODLE'
(10 S. ix. 50, 98, 197, 236). It is quite
time that the random statement made by
Dr. Rimbault, and so frequently quoted,
should be disproved. Rimbault' s assertion

thatj_the air
' Yankee Doodle

' was the

same as
'

Kitty Fisher's Jig,' and that the
latter was to be found in Walsh's '

Country
Dances '

for 1745 or 1750, was, I believe,
first made in a contribution to The Leisure
Hour in the late fifties. In another magazine
he repeated this, but changed the title ot'

the Country Dance collection. I may claim
to have carefully sifted all printed evidence

regarding
' Yankee Doodle,' and the result,

so far as the present question is concerned,
is this. No air called

'

Kitty Fisher's Jig'
appears in Walsh's '

Country Dances '

for

1745 or for 1750 ; and I have consulted
two copies of that exceptionally rare work
for 1750, and one of the

' Dances '

for 1745.

After a most minute examination of

several hundred Country Dance collections

of the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-

turies, I fail to find any tune so named.
Also I fail to find any air in the least resemb-

ling
' Yankee Doodle '

before 1782, when
it is printed in a certain collection under
its own name.

Grove's
'

Dictionary
'

reprints Dr. Rim-
bault' s statement, made in The Historical

Magazine in 1858, that the dance air is
'

Fisher's Jig,' and the collection that for

1750. Mr. Barclay Squire, who contributed
the article to Grove, was then unable to

either verify or disprove Rimbault' s state-

ment, from not having that particular year's
dances at hand.

In Thompson's
'

Country Dances '

for

1760 is found an air named '

Kitty Fisher,'
but there is not the slightest resemblance
in this tune to 'Yankee Doodle.' It may
be seen in my little work ' Old English
Country Dances,' 1890, along with the earliest

printed copy of
'

Yanky Doodle.'

Rimbault may have seen an air called
'

Fisher's Jig,' but from his own varying
references he was evidently very hazy about
the matter, and no writer has ever been able
to substantiate his supposed discovery,

though many appear to have tried. If
'

Fisher's Jig' ever existed, it was no doubt
a composition of Fischer the hautbois player.

FRANK KIDSON.

"THE KING'S DUES" (10 S. ix. 271).
The law under which these dues were paid
was passed in 6 and 7 William III. and

Mary, and granted duties not only upon
burials, but also upon marriages, births,

bachelors, and widowers. The 4#. burial

tee was to be paid in the case of the poor by
the overseers. The dues on burials were

graduated. A duke's executors had to pay
501., and the tax decreased with the other

orders of the nobility, and at last reached
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a gentleman, who was reckoned to be such

if he had 6007. personal estate or 507. i>er

annum, and his successors had to pay II.

The Act was to last five years, but was only

finally repealed in 1870, after having been

in disuse for many years. In the case of a

duke being a bachelor, he had to pay
annually 12/. 10s., and a gentleman 5s.

The 2s. fee was to be paid upon every birth.

See
' Statutes at Large,' vol. xli.

F. CLAYTON.
Morden.

"IVETTY" LAND (10 S. ix. 270).
"
Ketty

" means by the side of the Trent

soft peaty soil. It is in constant use at the

present day. I have every reason to believe

it to be an old word, though I dare not

suggest its derivation.

The following lines occur in an unprinted
satire written perhaps thirty years ago,

describing the possessions of a certain land-

owner who has long been dead :

On the hill was a bit, by the river was more,
Rotten and ketfy and bad.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Kirton-in-Linclsey.

CHALK FARM, FORMERLY CHALCOT FARM,
X.W. (10 S. ix. 251). I think perhaps The

Sportsman's Magazine of 17 April, 1847,

may furnish the information. I have a

small cutting only, found among old prints ;

but at the bottom it says :

" For continua-

tion see page 132." A print accompanies
the description. What evidence, by the

way, is there that the spot formerly noted
as

"

a gathering-place of the Cumberland,
Westmorland, and Devon wrestlers was
known as Chalcot Farm ? I have always
understood that its name was derived from
a farm with a chalky soil.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

VICOMTE DE CREMAIL (10 S. ix. 50, 112,

277). A notice of this worthy is to be
found in the

'

Historiettes
'

of Tallemant des

Keaux, vol. i. p. 369 (ed. 1862). According
to Tallemant, the name, titles, and dates
of birth and death are as under :

"Adrien de Montluc, Prince de Chabanais, puis
c-omto de Carmaing, ne en 1388, mort 22 Janvier,
1646. On a dit

' Cramail
' au lieu de ' Carmain.'

"

R. L. MORETON.

" WATER-SUCHY "
(10 S. ix. 150, 178, 193).

It is to be noted how fond Horace Walpole
was of water-suchy as an allusive term.

Writing to liis friend the Rev. Mr. Cole
from Strawberry Hill on 26 June, 1769, he

observed,
" Mv hav is an absolute water-

soochy," because of the rainy summer.
In like circumstances later he told the Hon.
H. S. Conway, on 30 June, 1784,

"
'Tis very

dear to make nothing but a water souchy
of my hay

"
; while to the Earl of Strafford

on the following 7 September he wrote :

"
It was cruel to behold such expanse of

corn everywhere, and yet see it all turned
to a water-souchy."

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

CREOLE FOLK-LORE : STEPPING ACROSS A
CHILD (10 S. ix. 227). The belief that one
must avoid stepping over a little child,

because otherwise it would be stunted in its

growth, prevails also in Anhalt, and pro-
bably in other parts of Germany too.

G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

" MONY A PICKLE MAKES A MICKLE "
(1O

S. vi. 388, 456; vii. 11, 112, 215). The
following is from "

Tetrasticha, or The
Quadrains of Guy de Faur, Lord of Pibrac.
Translated by Joshua Sylvester," accom-

panying the translation of
' Du Bartas His

Divine Weekes and Workes '

( ? 1 61 1 ), p. 704 :

Vertu qiii gist entre les deux extremes,
Entre le plus & et le moins qu'il ne fault. :

N'excede en rien, & rien ne my default :

D'autruy n'emprunte, & suffit a soy-mesmes.

Vertue, betweene the Two extreames that haunts,
Between tpo-mickle and too-little sizes ;

Kxceedes in nothing, and in nothing wants :

Borrowes of none : out to it-selfe suffizes.

Quadrain 26.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

"ENTENTE CORDIALE "
(10 S. Vlii. 168?

ix. 194). Two examples of this term, used

by Englishmen, and both earlier than those
cited by MR. A. F. ROBBINS, will be found
in

' The Stanford Dictionary.' They are
dated 1845 and 1847 respectively.

ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U.S.A.

ClRENCESTER TOWN HALL (10 S. IX. 149r

217, 277). May not this hall have received
the name of "Vice" from the "vice" or
spiral staircase that leads up to it ? A part
of Bishop Hatfield's Hall in Durham is.

commonly called
" The Corkscrew

" from
such a staircase. J. T. F.
Durham.

BEEZELY, SUSSEX (10 S. ix. 269). A
query inserted in a local paper in 1891
drew the reply that there was a village
called Beezeley, near Petersfield, in 1750-

Apparently it has now disappeared.
F. C. BEAZLEY, F.S.A.
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A Scot* Earl in Covenanting Times : being Lift
and TiitM of Archibald, ninth Earl of

5). By John Willcock, B.C. (Edinburgh,
Andrew Elliot.)

IT is five years since we noticed Mr. Willcook .

hook on the eighth Earl of Argyll. He has now
also prodxiced a monograph on that Earl's son, who
was not so striking a man as his father, but had
qualities of pertinacity, honesty of purpose, and
loyalty to his kingand conscience which distinguish
him from successful contemporaries like Lauder-
dale, for whom our author does not conceal his
abhorrence. Mr. Willeoek as an historian is both
interesting and vivacious,and we in nowise deplore
his occasional outbursts concerning some or the
meaner transactions of the time. He explains that
in the case of the ninth Earl "the general con-
sensus of public opinion, both in his own time and
in later generations, has been favourable to him,"
so that there was no need, as in the case of his

father, to correct the views of calumniators. We
admire the character of the ninth Earl, so far as
we understand it ; but we wish that Mr. Willcoek
had been able to give us more details of his manners,
letters, personal appearance, and those small
touches which go to make up a human character.
He seems to us to have been guilty at times of the
hardness, not to say harshness, which went with
admirable Puritan qualities.
But we must not be ungrateful, for we have here

an unusually lucid and full exposition of a period
which has not before been treated, to our Know-
ledge, with anything like the same care and con-

sideration, and which is difficult owing to the
cross-currents of political intrigue involved. Argyll
is often, it is true, nowhere in the picture ; but the
Covenanters and their cause are well worth the pen
of the able historian, and we see more clearly than
before the difficulties of their position and the
outrageous proceedings of Lauderdale and Arch-
bishop Sharp, both time-servers of the most un-
abashed description. It is evident from the Preface
that the author expects to find his attitude
towards the Covenanters criticized, but we are in
substantial accord with his position, though we do
not share his distaste for

' Old Mortality,' which is

due to the use made in that novel of Holy Writ.
Nor are we in sympathy with all that is said, or

hinted, concerning Claverhouse. But these are

points itati* rnlgata, if not overdiscussed, by social
pleaders on both sides.

The best sort of history for the average man is

that which centres round an heroic figure. If the
ninth Earl was not that, having less commanding
ability than his father, he was so much the victim
of worse men and his own loyalty that he must
secure pur sympathies. The storv of his end is one
of admirable fortitude, to which Mr; Willcoek does
full justice ; and the trivial nature of the charges
which made him an exile in Holland was sufficient,

apart from the earlier ill-treatment meted out to

him, to estrange the most persistent of royal
supporters. In view of the facts we cannot object
to such phrases as

" the infamous administration of

Charles II." an administration which permitted a
man tobe tortured by

" the boots," and then allowed,
by seekers after disclosures, no sleep for five days

and nights. The adventures of Argyll on his-

journey from Newcastle to London, after escaping
from prison by his daughter's aid, area veritable
romance; and show clearly the wide regard which
ho inspired. An example of Mr. Willcock's vivacity
is his comparison of the two sides of LauderdaleV
character to Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In the note
at the bottom of the page on the classical passages
concerning good intentions and indifferent per-
formance "non quidam miser," should evidently be
"non quibam miser." Similarly an intrusive letter
has crept into the motto, "Ambitio malesunada
ruit," on the medal struck to commemorate the
defeat of Argyll and Monmouth, which is one of
the well-chosen illustrations of the book. We
mention these trifles to show that we have read the-
book with the care which it deserves. The author
has increased our knowledge of the period by
a narrative which is at once sound and attractive,
and we hope he may adventure further in a field'

which obviously suits his talents.

The Collected Works of Hcnrik Ibsen. Vols. I.-XL
(Heinemann.)

THIS issue of Ibsen's dramas is now, we believe,
complete, the volumes having been issued in some-
what irregular order, Vol. I. of early plays being
one of the last to appear. This volume does not
contain drama of importance, but is valuable from
Mr. Archer's Introduction, which was partly acces-
sible before, and was noticed by us at 10 S. vii. 177.
Mr. Archer is entitled to warm congratulations on
completing this elaborate and handsome edition of
a great dramatist. He championed the cause of
Ibsen long ago.and has seen him after extravagant
depreciation and laudation, as in the case of Wagner
accepted in England as a "

world-writer."

Except for 'Lovers Comedy' and 'Brand,' the
work of introduction and translation is in every
case either by Mr. Archer, or carefully supervised
by him. The result is admirable, and the versions,

may be read with pleasure throughout, being con-
trolled by a keen sense of the limits of English and
foreign idiom. By an ingenious method of spacing,
certain words are emphasized, and we learn that
Mr. G. B. Shaw has adopted a similar method of

emphasis in his plays. The plan is ingenious, and
worth further consideration.
The insight afforded into Ibsen's actual life is

painful on the whole. At no time does he give us
an impression of geniality or an open heart and
mind. The mystical elements in nis plays will

always encourage wild conjecture not to say ex-

travagant nonsense ; but in many cases, as in ' The
Master Builder,' the play in itself is a fine

piece of literature and drama, apart from its

interpretations or possible suggestions. All the

same, we could hardly contemplate a world
illed with Hildas as likely to cause material
advance in the structure of society. The plays as a
whole rather suggest the existence of a canker at
the heart of modern men and women than supply
a practical remedy for it, for suicide is no remedy,
rather a cowardly subterfuge. What we admire
ibove all in Ibsen is the absolute simplicity of

anguage by which his characters reveal vital pi-ril-

or enjoyments. It is a poignant exhibition of

psychology, which is reached elsewhere, perhaps,
Hily in Russian writers.
We need not, however, dwell on what is now

presented to readers in a comely and authoritative
brm for their own criticism and delectation..
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Mr. Archer's work has been lengthy, and not devoid

as he says, of drudgery ; but he ought to be

compensated by the reflection that he has given us

a series of books which no lover of drama no
cultivated student, indeed, of the thoughts and
ideas of the world can afford to neglect.

Old Enylixh Grammar. By Joseph Wright and
Elizabeth Mary Wright. (Henry Frowde.)

FEW have had wider experience and more sym-
j>athetie sense of the initial difficulties which are

Apt to beset the student of Old English than Dr. and
Mrs. Wright, and for this reason tne volume before
us in "The Students' Series of Historical and
Comparative Grammars" possesses a peculiar
value. As the authors point out in their Preface, it

iis intended, not for the specialist, but for the learner

alone, whose ideas, we may observe, have too often
hitherto been confused by the simultaneous and
discomfiting onset of a crowd of new and puzzling
considerations, most of which may be comprehended
in the word "phonology." With phonology the
first ten chapters of the present work concern them-
selves, and its successive phases made easier of
assimilation by special type and a useful system of

paragraphs are explained with admirable and
unusual clearness ; while the tables illustrative
of the "First Sound Shifting" (or "Grimm's
iLaw ") cannot fail to be of the greatest service to

beginners.
But though, as is usual, phonology occupies the

first part of the book, the authors urge and we
-think with good reason the inexpediency of the
^student's attempting to master this wide subject
without first obtaining a good working knowledge
of the language he is setting out to learn ; and he
is therefore counselled, after the acquisition of a
few elementary and essential facts, to app.ly him-
self in the first instance to accidence. This forms
the subject of the remaining chapters, which are
'marked by the same qualities of lucidity and
helpfulness. There are many Old English grammars
in the English tongue extant tp-day, the majority
of them emanating from America, out as a rule
these err, either as being too limited or too advanced
in scope, or as showing too little consideration for
the natural disabilities felt by such as embark on an
unfamiliar subject. Dr. and Mrs. Wright have
successfully achieved the middle course, and their
volume provides a scientific and at the same time
easily comprehensible exposition, designed to qualify
its readers for more extended study.

Primitive Traditional History. By J. F. Hewitt
2 vols. (Parker & Co.)

MR. HEWITT has not the gifts of lucid exposition
and orderly argumentation. He has evidently read
widely, and made use of the best books in his
researches, as his notes show ; but the conclusions
he draws are "

private interpretations
"
all his own,

and do not command our assent. We toil after him
page after i>age, 977 in all, through longand involved
sentences crammed to repletion with mythological
references ; but we never seem able to get a grip or
have our understanding convinced. The conclusions
he reaches (we could scarcely have ascertained them
for ourselves) are thus summarized in his own
words :

" In the history told in this book it is shown how
*ne ei>ocn of the rule of the Great Bear bow was
followed by those of the Pole Star sow and th
:Seven Bear pigs, of the Great Bear as bed and

waggon of the year-god, the reins of the black sun-
horse, and the left and right thigh of the creating
ape-god rider on the sun-norse. It is also shown
how the story of the bow which could only be bent
and strung by the destined ruler of the universe
developed into that of the sword which could only
be drawn from the mother-tree or stone by the same
universal ruler, the sword of Sig-mond, the conquer-
ing moon (mond) of Arthur, the ploughing sun-god,
and of Galahad, the finder of the Holy Grail, the
Sang-real or true blood of God."
The manner in which the author heaps up his

mythological identifications is highly speculative
and arbitrary, and our brain grows fairly dizzy as
we meet, with endless reiteration, such phrases as" the mother-reindeer-sun-god,"

" the bow and
arrow of the Great Bear,"

" the deer-sun-antelope,""
the Pole-star bird," and a host of similar things.

Mr. Hewitt's etymological essays are not more
happy. Odysseus he thinks is the god of the road,
8doc, or path of the year ; Achilles is the little

snake, ?x il' 8on ot Thetis, the mud, thith. Neut is

not the Anglo-Saxon word for cattle (i. 35) ; and in
Hebrew Shekar, not skikar (i. 38), is the source of
our word " cider."
We fear Mr. Hewitt's portly volumes must be

added to the list of laborious but mistaken books,
like Inman's, Forlong's, Campbell's, and Gerald
Massey's on cognate subjects, which fail to carry
conviction

IN Heinemann's "Favourite Classics" we have
received Selected Essays of Lord Macaiday, 4 vols.,

dealing with Chatham, Warren Hastings, Clive,
and Frederick the Great. The little volumes are
very neat in appearance and wonderfully cheap.
Each has a portrait, and an Introduction by Mr.
H. W. C. Davis, who says just sufficient to put the
reader on the right track and suggest further study.
These little books are the very thing to slip into
the pocket of the well-girt traveller or tourist, and
we hope that they will be widely sold.

Jlotxas to <K0map0tttonts.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

H. F. CARY. Forwarded.
A. C. JONAS ("Achesons of Ayrshire"). Shall

appear shortly.
STAPLETON MARTIN ("Walton and Cotton").

Revised edition arrived too late.

N. W. HILL, New York ("Salarino"). Printed
ante, p. 315, before card arrived.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to " The Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' " Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Cham:ery

Lane, E.C.
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THIS WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on

TOHN THADEUS DELANE. HISTORY OF THE COUNTY OF DERBY.
A STAR OF THE SALONS. OLD TESTAMENT AND SEMITIC STUDIES.
THE GREY KNIGHT. THE PRIMADONNA. NEITHER STOREHOUSE NOR BARN

TABLES OF STONE. THREE MISS GRAEMES. THE VIRGIN WIDOW.
DAN RIACH, SOCIALIST. THE RING. THE KISS OF HELEN. THE WOLF.
THE SWORD DECIDES. KATHLEEN. THE INSURGENT.

ARISTOTLE. CURRENT POLITICS.
SHORT STORIES.
THE TRUTH ABOUT PORT ARTHUR. A PRINCESS OF THE OLD WORLD.

THE COMMERCIAL RELATIONS OF ENGLAND AND PORTUGAL. ODDITIES OF
THE LAW. RECORD OF THE UPPER NORWOOD ATHENAEUM.

A FORGOTTEN EARLY PROSE WORK OF COLERIDGE. ' DEFENDER OF THE FAITH,
AND SO FORTH.'

FOLK-LORE AS AN HISTORICAL SCIENCE. RESEARCH NOTES.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

MR. SWINBURNE'S DUKE OF GANDIA. ENGLISH CHILDREN IN THE OLDEN TIME.
VOLTAIRE AND ROUSSEAU IN ENGLAND. THE HISTORY OF BRIDGWATER.
NEW NOVELS -.The God of Clay ; The Burning Cresset ; The Fifth Queen Crowned ; Roses and

Rue ; Leroux ; The Trance ; The Isle of Maids ; The Sentimental Adventures of Jimmy Bulstrode ;

By their Fruits ; King of the Barons ; The Golden Horseshoe ; A Daughter of Belial ; The New
Galatea ; An Engagement of Convenience ; My Friend the Barrister.

LINGUISTICS AND PHONETICS. POPULAR FICTION AND REPRINTS.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE: The Tragedy of Korea; Quaker and Courtier; Through a Peer Glass;

Visitation of England and Wales ; Maryborough's Self-Taught Series ; Evelyn's Diary.

SHELLEY'S " I ARISE FROM DREAMS OF THEE "
; THE BATTLE OF EDINGTON ;

CHRISTIEN DE TROYES AND THE DENE-HOLES ; CHAUCER A NORFOLK MAN.
LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : The Theory of Light ; An Elementary Treatise on Theoretical Mechanics ; Practical

Integration ; Societies ; Meetings Next Week ; Gossip.

FINE ARTS : Hubert and John van Eyck ; National Gallery Annual Report ; The British School at

Rome ; Sale ; Gossip ; Exhibitions.

MUSIC : Mozart ; Gossip ; Performances Next Week.

DRAMA : The Breaking-Point ; A National Theatre ; Dramatic Elocution and Action ; Farquhar's

Plays ; Brooke's Romeus and Juliet.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENJEUM will contain Articles on

LORNA DOONE AND THE DOONES
AND

BEAU BRUMMELL AND HIS TIMES.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenaeum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. And of all Newsagents.
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FRANCIS EDWARDS,
BOOKSELLER,

83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.,

OFFERS

The few remaining copies of the following important

Bibliographical Work,

BIBLIOGRAPHICA,
. a ./ '.--.

Papers on the Early Printers, Illuminated Manuscripts, famous

Bookbinders, &c., by PROCTOR, POLLARD, MAUNDE THOMPSON,

ANDREW LANG, KRISTELLER, WILLIAM MORRIS, and other well-

known Writers. Coloured and other Illustrations. 3 Vols.,

4to, half-morocco, gilt tops (bound by Zaehnsdorf), 1895-7

(published at 6 6s.), for 3 1OS.

EDWARDS'S MILITARY CATALOGUE,
Part III. (from Caesar to Napoleon), Just Ready.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.
Published T~k''w^KJOB^C FRANCIS and ^D*11" FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane. B.C. : and Printe.1 br

* KANCI8. Athenzuiu Press, Bream'i Buildings. Chancery Lane, E.C. Saturday, April 25. 1908.
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THE ATHEN^UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on

THE GREEK VERSIONS OF THE TESTAMENTS OF THE TWELVE PATRIARCHS.

BEAU BRUMMELL AND HIS TIMES. WANDERINGS IN ARABIA. LORNA DOONE.

FENNEL AND RUE. RUPERT BRETT. A PROPHET'S REWARD. THE DIS.

INHERITED OF THE EARTH. THE EDUCATION OF EVE.

COWARD. MONSIEUR LE PRINCIPAL.

SCOTTISH HISTORY.
INDIAN PROBLEMS.

YEARS 1535-43.

NOTES FROM PARIS.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES.

THE NEW GALLERY.
MRS. DOT. WAY DOWN EAST. THE MARRIAGE OF WILLIAM ASHE.

THE SPLENDID

THE ITINERARY OF JOHN LELAND IN OR ABOUT THE
FOOTSTEPS OF SCOTT. THE LIBRARY FOR APRIL.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENAEUM will contain Articles on

GEORGE RIDDING, SCHOOLMASTER AND BISHOP,

H. G. GRAHAM'S LITERARY AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS,
AND

SCHOOL-BOOKS AND EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenaeum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. And of all Newsagents.
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BRIDGE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY'S PUBLICA-
TIONS, in 4to and 8vo, half-calf and numbers. . 121. IZs.

THE SACRIST ROLLS OF ELY, 1291-1350. Edited by
Canon F. R. CHAPMAN. 2 vols. cloth . . . . II. 1*.

CAMBRIDGE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
Edited by J. E. B. MAYOR. 3 vols. cloth, 1865-71 II. 16s.

1, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE.

ALBERT SUTTON,
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,

43, BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER.

Libraries Purchased. Probate Valuations undertaken by
Licensed Valuers of twenty years' experience.
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The following Catalogues will 1

part of the world :

SPORTING BOOKS
MILITARY LITERATURE
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY
ENGLISH LAKE BOOKS
AFRICAN TRAVELS
REPRINTS OF EARLY BOOKS
BOOK BARGAINS
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'ENGLANDS PARNASSUS,' 1600.

I DO not think I can better open a series

of articles on this famous book than by cor-

recting at once several errors in it of a
character which, so far as I can learn, has

never been noticed before, and especially
one that would deprive Robert Greene of

one of the
"
choysest flowers

"
in his poetical

garland.
In Greene's

'

Menaphon
' we come across

the following very dainty little poem, headed
*
Sonetto,' which I must quote in extenso :

What thing is Love ? It is a power divine

That raines in us : or else a wreakefull law
That doomes our m hides, to beautie to encline :

It is a starre, whose influence dooth draw_
Our heart to Love dissembling of his might,
Till he be master of our hearts and sight.

Love is a discord, and a strange divorce
Betwixt our sense and reason, by whose power,
As madde with reason, we admit that force,
Which wit or labour never may devoure.

It is a will that brooketh no consent :

It would refuse, yet never may repent.

Love 's a desire, which for to waite a time,
Dooth loose an age of yeeres, and so doth passe,
As dooth the shadow severd from his prime,
Seeming as though it were, yet never was.
Leaving behinde nought but repentant thoughts
Of daies ill spent, for that which profits noughts.

Its now a peace, and then a sodaine warre,A hope consumde before it is conceivde,
At hand it feares, and menaceth afarre,
And he that gaines, is most of all deceivde :

It is a secret hidden and not knowne,
Which one may better feele than write upon.

In his novelette Greene precedes this

poem by remarks of a somewhat unusual
character, which I will draw attention to

presently.
Now Robert Allot, the compiler of

'

Eng-
lands Parnassus,' read and admired Greene's
'

Menaphon
'

; he made several extracts
from it for his book, which is a dictionary
of poetical quotations, and amongst his
extracts from the pamphlet is part of the
'

Sonetto.' In AUot's work the first stanza
of the poem is omitted, and its last two
lines are also ignored, the remainder being
used as a definition for

'

Love.' As it stands
now, the quotation exhibits one of those
instances of forgetfulness and indifference
to minutiae so frequently to be met with in
'

Englands Parnassus,' for Allot did not

sign Greene's name under the extract, and
he did not quote his author precisely. One
gets accustomed to finding such errors
in this much overrated book ; but nobody
seems to have noticed another species
of blundering, which I have detected in
fourteen cases, including the

'

Sonetto
'

extract. As this case is typical of so many
others, I am obliged to deal with it at length,
and therefore I must cite the whole passage
as it stands in

'

Englands Parnassus '

:

LOVE.

Love is a discord, and a strange divorce
Betwixt our sence and rent, by whose power,
As mad with reason, we admit that force,
Which wit or labour never may divorce.

It is a will that brooketh no consent :

It would refuse, yet never may repent.
Love 's a desire, which for to waignt a time
Doth loose an age of yeares ; and so doth passe,
As doth the shadow, severd from his prime,
Seeming as though it were, yet never was ;

Leaving behind nought but repentant thoughts
Of dayes ill spent, of that which profits noughts.
It's now a peace, and then a sudden warre,
A hope consumde before it is oonceiv'd ;

At hand it feares, and menaceth a-farre ;

And he that gaines, is most of all deceiv'd.

Love whets the dullest wits, his plagues be such,
But makes the wise, by pleasing, dote as much.

[Signed] E. 0.

The initials
" E. O." belong to the Earl

of Oxford, a noted sonneteer of that time,
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whose verse is remarkable for its graceful

fancy, culture, and quiet beauty of expres-
sion.

It will be seen that, as the quotation
stands in

'

Englands Parnassus,' something
is wrong. Why should the last two lines,

which seem to be an integral part of the

poem, differ from those in
'

Menaphon
'

?

Well, the answer given by Mr. Joseph
Quincy Adams, jun., of Cornell University,
in the November issue of Modern Language
Notes, 1907, is that

'

Englands Parnassus
'

rightly ascribes the quotation to the Earl

of Oxford. This conclusion assumes that

Robert Greene filched part of the poem
from the Earl of Oxford, that he added
a stanza at the beginning of it, and sub-

stituted two lines at the .end.

Poor Robert Greene has much to answer

for, since we know he was a notorious filcher

of other men's work. But even the devil,

who is sometimes called Robert, must have
his due. And, fortunately, we can see

justice done in this case.

Now all this pother arises from another
error of carelessness on the part of

the muddle - headed Allot, who not only
omitted to sign Greene's name to the
'

Menaphon
'

lines, but also omitted to leave

a space between them and the entry that

followed them, which was copied from
a writer who was not the Earl of Oxford,
after all.

In 1591 a "
rascally bookseller," as Samuel

Daniel calls Thomas Newman, by some
means or other got hold of manuscripts
containing Sir Philip Sidney's

'

Astrophel
and Stella,' twenty-seven love-sonnets by
Samuel Daniel, a poem of five cantos by
a "writer who adopted

" Content "
as his

pseudonym, another poem by the Earl of

Oxford, and a sonnet by some unnamed
writer. The whole were published in quarto,
1591, and edited by the notorious Thomas
Nashe, who wrote a very characteristic

preface for the volume.
It was from "Content's" poem, and not

from the Earl of Oxford's, that Allot tran-

scribed the lines which he carelessly allowed
to get mingled with Greene's ; and he quoted
from a part of the poem which plainly
shows that the lines must be out of place in
'

Englands Parnassus.' They' open
" Canto

quarto," consisting of only one stanza,
which I give now in full :

Love whets the dullest wits, his plagues be, such :

But makes the wise by pleasing, dote as much.
So wit is purchased by this dire disease.
O let me dote ! so Love be bent to please.

See Arber's '

English Garner,' Vol. i. p. 597.

As Mr. Adams says that the attribution
to Oxford does not seem to be questioned,
I may as well state the remainder of the

argument against the theory, so far as I
have traced it.

In the first place,
"
Content's

'

poem
was not published till 1591, whereas ' Mena-
phon

' was in print as early as 1589; and,
moreover, in

'

Menaphon,' when he is about
to make use of his poem, Greene expressly
declares that it contains his own personal
opinion of love ; and he turns away
from his story to address those whom he-

supposes to be reading it. You cannot
have a plainer claim for the lines than that

put by Greene, who says :

" but Gentlemen,
since we have talkte of Love so long, you
shall give me leave to shewe my opinion
of that foolish fancie thus." And then he
recites the poem, just as I quoted it at
the beginning of this article. It is obvious
that, when he had Newman's quarto in his
hands and was transcribing from it, Allot,
in looking over the book for the author of
the two lines wrongly tacked on to the
Greene extract, skipped one or two leaves,

missing the signature of
"
Content," and

taking his
"
E. O." from the poem that

followed
"
Content's." And it follows that

two other passages from the same poem,
signed

" E. O." in
'

Englands Parnassus '-

one under '

Minde,' and the other under
'Blisse' must be credited to

"
Content,"

and not to the Earl of Oxford. As regards
the verbal differences between the two
versions of Greene's lines, those found
in

'

Englands Parnassus
'

are obviously
wrong, for it is impossible to make "

power
"

rime with "
divorce," which is a bad repeti-

tion of the word ending the first line.

Another case of two aiithors being mingled
above one signature is the following :

WORDS.
Allusion of Words is no sure ground
For one thereon a steddie worke to found ;

One word of woe another after traineth.

[Signed] S. PH. SYDNEY.

The bottom line only is in Sidney,
'

Arcadia/
Book IV. (Grosart,

'

Poems,' iii. 55). The
other : two lines come from the early
version of Sylvester's translation of

'

The-
Colonies' of Du Bartas, 11. 138-9.

Under ' Of Sorrow '

is a quotation of six

lines, signed
" Th. Dekkar "

:

Mirth doth search the bottom of annoy,
. Sad soules are slaine in mirthie companie ;

Greefe best is pleasde with griefes societie :

True sorrow then is feelingly suffizde,
When with like Sorrow it is sympathizde.
True Sorrow hath not ever a wet eye.
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The first five lines were taken from Shake-
speare's

'

Lucrece,' 11. 1109-13; but I have
not been able to locate the other quota-
tion, which is clearly an excrescence on the

Shakespeare passage.
CHARLES CBAWFOKD.

(To be continued.)

MRS. CHARLOTTE ATKYNS :

WALPOLES OF ATHLONE.

(See 8 S. iii. 47, 72 ; 9 S. xi. 448 ; xii.

53, 128, 151, 171, 254, 311, 489.)

AT 9 S. xii. 254 the name of Mrs. Atkyns's
father is given as William Walpole of Ath-
lone, but according to The Gentleman's

Magazine for November, 1804, at p. 1082,
she was

"daughter of Thomas Walpole, Esq., of Athlpne, a
descendant of Sir John Walpole, who so gloriously
obtained from King Charles II., in the field of battle,
the highly honourable augmentation to his arms of
a canton gules charged with the lion of England,
and for his crest an arm -upholding a royal crown,
and the King's motto ' Dieu etmon Droit.'

"

Burke' s
'

General Armory
'

says :

"
Walpole (Athlone, co. Westmeath, Reg. by

Hawkins, Ulster, 1771, to Robert Walpole, Esq., of

Athlone, J.P., co. Westmeath, descended from
Sir John Walpole, Knt., temp. Queen Elizabeth,
whose son Thomas Walpole got a grant of lands in
co. Westmeath, and houses in Athlone, 1621). Or,
on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three crosses formee
of the first; on a canton eru. a lion pass guard, gold.
Crest, a naked arm couped below the elbow and
erect, holding up the royal crown, all ppr. Motto,
' Dieu et mon droit.'

"

The only Sir John Walpole in Shaw'
'

Knights of England
' was of Lincolnshire,

cornet to the King's troop, knighted at

Cardiff Castle, 31 July, 1645. Further

particulars of the Walpole family of Athlone
would be interesting.

Mrs. Atkyns's only child was born
28 June, 1780, and so when he died, 16 Nov.,

1804, he was in the twenty-fifth, and not
as his monument states,

"
in the twenty-

fourth year of his age
"

(Hunter's
' Ketter

ingham,' p. 52).
In a note on p. 81 of his

' Louis XVII
et le Secret de la Revolution,' 2nd ed

(Paris, Dujarric & Cie. [? 1906?, M. Lann
writes :

" Mme Atkins etait anglaise, fort bien a la cou
de S' James ; elle etait royaliste, et s'inte'ressai

beaucoup a la famille de Louis XVI. Dans
uj

sejour a Lille, elle, y avait connu le comte de Frotte
alors officier au regiment de la couronne [i.e. i

1784; see 9 S. xii. 254]. En 1793, elle s'occup

beaucoup de la famille royale,
et ayant revu 1

comte, elle lui remit des fonds considerables destin

t faciliter Invasion dujeune prince. Lors que la reine
tait encore au Temple, Mm< Atkins etait parvenue,
u prix de mille louis, & passer une heure avec la
eine (note de ' L'Enfant du Temple ')"

?rom pp. 126 sqq. of the same work it

appears (1) that the letters of General de
tt6 to Mrs. Atkyns are still extant, but

hat the owners will not permit them to be
jublished ; and (2) that there was a quarrel
>etween the lady and the general in respect
if the use to which he put her money.
M. de Bonnefon in his

' Le Baron de
Richemont' (Paris, Louis Michaud [? 1908])
ays at p. 274 :

II faut citer Mme Atkins, duchesse de Ketter-
ngham, dont le mari, fort riche, etait membre du
"'arlement en Arigleterre."

At 9 S. xii 128 MADAME C. BARBEY-
3oissiER speaks of Mrs. Charlotte Atkyns
as

" Duchess [?] of Ketteringham
"

; and
at p. 172 ME. RONALD DIXON rightly remarks,
'There has never been such a title in the
jeerage." So far as I know, Edward
Atkyns, Esq., was never M.P., though his
Brother John was, as we shall see.

M. de Bonnefon goes on :

" Venue en France avant la Revolution, elle fut

presentee a la Cour, et se prit, pour la reine Marie-
Antoinette, d'une affection dont elle lui donna
d'eclatants temoignages dans les jours d'epreuves.
A force d'or, elle avait obtenu de pouvoir pe"ne"trer
dans le Temple, aupres de la reine : elle la supplia-
de s'enfuir en changeant de costume avec elle ; elle
[ui affirma que tout etait pret pour son evasion ;

qu'elle
s'etait assur6 le concours de . personnel

devouees, entr' autres Mme de Beauharnais, qui
devint 1'ImpeYatrice Josephine.

' Ne pensez pas i
moi,' lui dit la reine, 'j'ai fait le sacrifice de mu
vie; sauvez mon fils et soyez sa mere. Ne le
remettez jamais & sea oncles, ils sont ses ennemis.'

Voyant 1'impossibilite de sauver la reine, Mme

Atkins voulut sauver le Dauphin ; et, aidee de M. de
Frotte, elle participa pour line somme importante
aux frais de Invasion du jeune prince. Elle le
suivit autant que cela etait possible; elle put le
voir dans les prisons ou il e"tait enferme sous le nom
d'Hervagault."

M. de Bonnefon adds a note from which
it appears (1) that it is Mrs. Atkyns's letters

to the Comte de Frotte, and not his to her,
that are extant ; and (2) that the quarrel
had nothing to do with the escape of
Louis XVII. Neither M. Lanne (who is a-

Naundorffist) nor M. de Bonnefon (who
believes that Hervagault, Bruneau, and
Richemont were one person, viz., Louis
XVII.) gives any authorities for what they
say about Mrs. Atkyns. Are any letters

written by or to her in fact extant ? and
if so, where are they ?

Ketteringham Hall was destroyed- by fire

soon after Christmas Day, 1806 (see Gent.

Mag. for 1807, p. 78) ; but it was rebuilt,
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and Mrs. Charlotte Atkyns, it seems, was
still there in 1818 (Gent. Mag. for October

1818, p. 299). She died before 1832.

Her husband had two brothers, John and
Robert. Robert died young. John Atkyns
entered Exeter College, Oxford, in 1777

but took no degree before 18 June, 1801

when he was given that of D.C.L. He
resided at Crowsley Park, near Shiplake
Oxfordshire, and was Recorder of Henley
on-Thames. He took the additional name
of Wright, 28 March, 1797, and was High
Sheriff of Oxford 1798. He was M.P. for

Oxford 1802-7 and 1812-20, and Chairman
of Quarter Sessions from January, 1819

to his death on 5 March, 1822. After his

death his widow (nee Mary Rigail) lived at

Crowsley Park with her sister Jane. Miss

Jane Rigail died 3 Aug., 1842, aged eighty-
seven, and Mrs. Atkyns-Wright on the

following 15 October, aged eighty-six,
childless. (For further particulars of Mrs.

Atkyns-Wright see Climenson's
'

History
of Shiplake,' passim.) Mary, sister oi

Edward, John, and Robert Atkyns, married
her cousin John Thomas Atkyns, Esq., oi

Hintercomb House, Bucks, and died 22 Nov.,
1829, aged sixty-eight. She had two sons :

John Thomas, who died an infant ; and
Robert John, who went to Exeter College,
Oxford, and died 23 May, 1818, aged twenty.
Her eldest daughter, Mary Elizabeth, was
married on 14 Feb., 1823, to Col. Palmer,
M.P. for Bath. The second, Harriet, was
married on 14 June, 1824, to Nathaniel
William Peach, Esq., of Hyde, Dorset, and
Savile Row, London. She succeeded to

Ketteringham, and died without issue

3 July, 1835, aged thirty-four.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

INSCRIPTIONS AT FLORENCE.

(See 10 S. ix. 224.)

NORTH-EASTEKN SECTION.

40. Sophia, w. of Capt. C. E. Tennant, R.N., of
Needwood House, Staff., ob. 8 May, 1857, a. 30.

41. Blanche Mary Letitia, d. of Col. T. A. Fer-

Hop-

UBon. of Kentucky, U.S., ob. 27 July, 1861.
42. Elizabeth J., d. of Basil B. and Eliz. B r

kins, of Baltimore, U.S., ob. at the Baths of Lucca,
-25 Aug., 1871.

43. Hugh Maquay, b. 1 Nov., 1867 ; ob. 16 June,
1875.

44. Charlotte, w. of the Rev. Andrew Ramsay
Campbell, Rector of Aston, Yorks, b. 17 Feb., 1817;
-ob. 4 July, 1872.

45. James S. Dwight, of Springfield, Mass., ob.
24 Feb., 1831. a. 31.

46. Alfred Chas. Hall, of Camerata, s. of the Rev.
Thos. Hall, b. 23 June, 1810; 06. 16 Sept., 1877.
Erected by his family.

47- Ralph Bonfil, Count of St. George, Com. of
the Order of San Giuseppe of Tuscany, Com. of the
Orders of Constantiniano of Parma and St. George
of Lucca, ob. 26 Sept., 1849, a. 57. Erected by his
widow.

48. Thos. Hill Springer, ob. 28 Ap., 18(?), a. (78?).
49. Benj. Henry Benjamin, of Boston, U.S., oh.

3 Dec., 1851, a. 35.

50. Harcourt Popham, of the R. Horse Artillery,

youngest s. of the late Admiral Sir Holme Popham,
oft. 31 Dec., 1840, a. 28.

51. James Huband, livery stable keeper, Florence,
ob. 1 July, 1851, a. (6?)7.

52. Mr. James Johnston, ob. 11 Nov., 1850, a. 81.

53. Capt. Robt. Geo. Sucklin Smith, Royal Artil-

lery, youngest and only remaining s. of the late Col.
Wm. Peter Smith, Commandant of the R. Artillery
in N. Britain, and of Anna Eliz. Roomer, his w.,
ob. at the Baths of Lucca, 15 Sept., 1840, a. 45.

Erected by his only surviving sister, Louisa Smith.
54. Charlotte Mary Florentia Clive, 2nd d. of

the Hon. Robt. Henry and Lady Harriet Clive,
ob. 27 May, 1840, a. 17 yrs. 9 mths.

55. Lydia Bonfil, relict of the Count St. George,
ob. 1 March, 1854, a. 57.

56. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., b. in Edinburgh.
9 Sept., 1801 ; ob. 4 March, 1873. Remains removed
to the Cemetery of the Allori, 17 March, 1882.

57. Walter Bradford, ob. May, 1872, a. 18.

58. Charlotte, d. of Wm. Parke, Esq., of Jamaica,
relict of Gilbert Neville Negle, Esq., ob. at the
Baths of Lucca, 8 Sept., 1839, a. 53.

59. The Hon. Caroline Catherine Letitia Alcock,
w. of Lieut. -Col. Thos. Alcock, and sister of the
late Hayes St. Leger, Viscount Doneraile, oft. 1 Feb.,
1840, a. 66.

60. Rebecca Bond Cope, oft. 23 Ap., 1844, a. 74.
Erected by her daughter. Also Eliza Anna Moore,
oft. 10 Sept., 1875.

61. Robt. Meek, oft. 24 March, 1852, a. 42.

62. Lydia, w. of Matthew Snook, of Chichester,
oft. 14 Dec., 1832, a. 46.

63. MaryTownley,oft.30July,1852,a.69. Erected
by her s. Henry.

64. Eliz. S. Meek, oft. 18 July, 1870, a. 59.

65 'Esther Coop(er?), oft. 28 Aug., 18(5?)6, a, 52.

66. Ann Whaley, w. of Wm. Whaley, of

Northumberland, oft. 25 Jan., 1857, a. 47.

67. Sir James Annesley, Kt., of the Medical
Establishment, H.E.I.C., Fort St. George, late
President of the Medical Board at Madras, oft.

14 Dec., 1847.
68. John Maurice Walker, b. at Manchester, 06.

11 Ap., 1862, a. 10. (In French.)
69. Thos. P. Jackson, M.D., of Boston, U.S., oft.

25 June, 1854, a. 44.

70. Henry Gregory, oft. 2 May, 1852, a. 25.

71. Charles Perkins, Esq., of London and Birtley,
Durham, oft. 15 Jan., 1851, a. 66.

72. Rosalyn Janet Wedderburn, d. of John and
Eliz. Mackenzie, oft. (11) Nov., 1838, a. 30.

73. Elizabeth 2nd d. of the late Samuel Charles

Horner?), Esq., of co. Dorset, oft. 17 Ap., 1838, a. 21.

74 *Letitia, d. of Richard Dillon (Tennent?) and
Anne .

75. Jean, 4th. d. of the late John Trotter, Esq.,
if Dyrham Park, Middlesex, oft. 20 Aug., 1843, a. 38.

76. Alexander Hall, Esq., of London, oft. 1 Nov.,
863, a. 76.

77. TheodoreParker, the greatAmerican preacher,
. at Lexington, Mass., 24 Aug., 1810, oft. 10 May,
860.
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78. Alexander Darcey. Esq., M.A.. of Brasenose
College, Oxf, and member of the Middle Temple,
London, 2nd s. of the Rev. John Darcey, B.I).,
Rector of Tedstone, Heref., and Incumbent of

Marton, Cheshire, b. 10 June, 1814; ob. 25 Jan.,
ia54.

79. Bulkeley. s. of Alexander Hall, Esq., of
London, ob. 1'Feb. 1854, a. 23.

80. Lieut. Arthur Boyd, ob. 28 July, 1855, a. 59.

81. Wm. Geo. Roberts, ob. 20 Aug. 1851, a. 19.

82. John Williams, Londoniensis
[
sanctis moribus

humanis litteris
|
natural! philosophia praeolaro

I pve ad medicam et chirurgicam [rem ? ] |

Miletise Brittannicse adscitus
|
a collegio medicorum

universitatis Glasgow* |
Doctor emeritusdeclaratus

I per 35 annos turn prceliis tiim prsesidiis |
maxime

peritum misericordem consilio prudentem | procul
ab amore mercedes se protulit |

morbi laboran s
|

honesta missione donatus Florentiae (mansit?) |

ubi lentae coarotationis magnorum cordis vasorum
I
incrementum passus |

diem obiit extremum I

15 Feb .. 1841, a 58.

83. James Roberts, ob. 20 Jan., 1865, a. 31.

84. Kenneth Macleod, ob. I Sept., 1862, a. 61.

85. Arthur Wm., 3rd s. of Edward and Lucy
Castellan, ob. 1 May, 1877, a. 3i mths.

86. James John F. Dennis, of Dublin, ob. 1855,
At Meerut, in the N.W. Provinces. Ann. w. of
H. C. Ross (J?)ohnson, Esq., of the Inner Temple,
barrister, 2nd d. of him whose remains lie here,
ob. 1 Jan., 1865, a. 28, leaving a husband and 2 inf.

sons.

87. Richard Hildreth, ob. 10 July, 1865.

88. Thomse Kerrioh, Angli filius, XI mens natus.
G.xxiii. IVL. 1831 . Heic situs est Carolus Edwardus,

89. Harriet Mary, inf. d. of Thomas and Harriet
Frances Kerrich, ob. 12 Feb., 1837.

90. Wm. Frederic, 'inf. s. of the Hon. "George
and Fanny Elizabeth Irby, a. 10 days, ob. June,
1838.

91. Wm. Foule Burrough, only s. of James and
Sarah Burroueh, of Alton Priors, Wilts, ob. 15 Feb.,
1840, a. 56. Erected by his sister.

92. Frances Ann, d. of Lieut. -Gen. and Mary
Montresor, ob. S Dec., 1831, a. 12.

93. Mary Anne Hawkes, w. of P. Lovell Phillips,
of Torquay, Devon, Esq.. M.D.. d. of the Rev.
W. P. Collyer, D.D., of Peckham, Surrey, ob. 7 June,
1847, a. 33.

94. Harriet Mason, b. 1772 ; ob. 7 Feb.. 1842.

95. Mary Ann Money, ob. 2 Feb., 1847, a. 53,

leaving a hush, and 2 ds.
96. Laura Charlotte Darbv, 3rd d. of E. J.

Curteis. Esq., M.P., of Windmill Hill, Sussex,
ob. 27 March, 1847, a. 53. She was 25 years the
w. of W. H. Darby, who, with a s. and d., survives
her.

97. Florence Mary, inf. d. of Paul and Mary
Braner, b. 19 Dec., 1863 ; ob. 1 July, 1864.

98. Ann Mary. 2nd d. of the late Ralph Shipperd-
son, Esq., of Pittineton Hallgarth and Merton,
Durham, ob. 29 Dec., 1841, a. 56.

99. Wm. Henry Dunn, ob. 15 Nov., 1839, a. 24.

100. Amelia Sophia, w. of Edward Hamlin
Adams, of Middleton Hall, Carmarthensh., Esq., ob.

1 Ap., 1831, a. 54.

G. S. PARRY, Lieut.-Col.

18, Hyde Gardens, Eastbourne.

(To be continued.)

MAY DAY : MAYPOLE. (Continued from
10 S. v. 325.) From the Doncaster Cor-

poration Accounts :

[1578 ?J Charg" maid at Mawdlayns. It. for taking
done the maypolls, viij

d

[1638?] No. 11. pd to ffrancis Ward for mending,
the suer and about the mapoull and for
stoufe for it, vj" vj

d

William Rainolds, 1583, said that Pro-
testants made the bread in the Holy Com-
munion to be "

nothing but a signe or

banner, as it were a maipole, or token of a
tauerne," for which William Whitaker
rebuked him in his

'

Answer,' 1585, p. 200.

On May-games and the maypole see

'Shirburn Ballads,' 1907, p. 362. Scott
introduces the maypole in his

'

Woodstock/
chap. iii. Dickens has a chapter on ' The
First of May

'

in
'

Sketches by Boz,' showing" how May Day has decayed."
Walter Crane gives an account of May

Day at Torquay, about 1856, in his
' Remi-

niscences,' 1907, p. 22. W. C. B.

" THE CROSS " SIGN :

" HOT CROSS
BUNS." I have eaten my " hot cross bun"
on a Good Friday ever since I can remember.
They have been big, as

" one a penny,"
and little, as

" two a penny
"

; they have
been in shape oval or round, and with very
few exceptions indeed have had upon them
a plain x. But the earliest I remember
were made at home, and these had upon
them the true cross +, made by my mother
with a two-pronged fork. Once or twice
also we had some which came to us from

Derby, and were also true-cross marked,
but with an instrument neither fork nor
"
baxter's

"
knife. Since then all buns

I have seen have had a plain and hastily cut
cross upon them. A few years ago, for several

years in succession, I inquired of all the boys
and girls who bring them round to houses
on chance sale what was the meaning of the
cross cut on the buns ; but I never got be

yond the reply,
" Why ! hot cross buns !

"

Though my mother did not believe in it,

she always put one of the hot cross buns
she made aside on a cupboard shelf to keep
till the following Good Friday, for

"
good

luck," just as all other women did who baked
their own bread. Some "goodies" in the

villages grated, I know, a bit from an old
Good Friday bun to administer to children

during their common ailments, such as colds,

coughs, measles, and fevers, of which but
little account was taken. Folks ailed little

in those days in country places in Derby-
shire, and I never saw a doctor except the
one who came with the Christmas

" mum-
mers "

until I began to live in a town.
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As far as I can remember, the ordinary
cross was put upon the greater part of the

household bakings. The dough, after being
well kneaded in the pancheons, was deftly
turned bottom upwards, a cross cut right
across the batch, and then the whole left

to rise. Each loaf of bread, each cake
and "fatty" cake, every pasty and pie,
were cross marked before going into the
side oven, the cross being, as one and all

said,
"
to keep the devil out." Even the

teacakes, the
"
pykelets," and " wut "-cakes

(made of oatmeal) were marked in this

fashion. In the case of fruit pies and

pasties a hole was made in the middle of the
cross to let out the steam.

THOS. RATCIJFFE.
Worksop.

CROSBY SQUARE, No. 4 : LAST PRIVATE
GARDEN IN THE CITY. The Daily Telegraph
of 17 April and The City Press call attention
to the impending rebuilding of No. 4, Crosby
Square, and the consequent extinction of its

pretty little garden, which is said to be the
last private garden in the city. Mr. Philip
Norman (' London Vanished and Vanishing,'
p. 64) refers to this house :

" Another has a fine staircase, but its chief dis-

tinction is a charming garden at the back, with its

fig-trees, its thorns, and pretty fountain a veri-

table oasis in the wilderness of bricks and mortar.

Fortunately, it is in the hands of those who appre-
ciate it; may it long be a source of pleasure and
refreshment to them ! Dr. Nathan Adler, (the late)
Chief Rabbi, lived here for some years, from 1847
onwards : the garden and basin are marked dis-

tinctly in Strype's map of 1720."

This wish has unfortunately not been ful-

filled, but Mr. Norman had already provided
a pretty sketch of the garden and its foun-
tain in TJie English Illustrated Magazine,
ix. 99 (December, 1891). There are also
several excellent photographs of it.

Before 1840 the house had been used as
a merchant's office, and even in 1817
(' Johnstone's London Commercial Guide,'
p: 152) it was occupied by two firms R.
Buller, merchant, and Hieronimus Bur-
mester, merchant.
The Rev. Thomas Hugo, F.S.A., writes

of it (L. and M. Archceological Soc. Trans.,
i. 169) :

"
Nos. 3 and 4 are of Elizabethan

date, with characteristic corbels." This is

surely an error of judgment. It is of in-
terest to note that No. 3 in 1817 was occupied
by five different firms, including such com-
mercial-classic names as Huddart & Co.
and Wigrams & Green.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

With the destruction of No. 4, Crosby
Square, the last of the private gardens in
the City of London will disappear. Crosby
Hall has already been pulled down, and
soon this old garden, but a short distance
from it, will also become a thing of the past.
The only garden then remaining in the City
will be that in the Bank of England.
The following extract, taken from a little

book published in 1895 by Mr. E. S. Machell
Smith, and entitled

' Rambles in Old Lon-
don,' describes the garden in 1894 :

"Crossing over the road, we went down a long,
narrow, paved passage, which leads out of St. Mary
Axe into and through Crosby Square. We had heard
that at No. 4 in the square the last of the old City
gardens belonging to a merchant's house might still

be seen. Accordingly, on coming to the number, we
summoned up courage to enter.
"
Catching sight of the trees through the half-

glass door of an office straight in front of us, we
walked in and asked the clerk seated at his desk if

we might see the garden. One of the heads of the
firm came forward and courteously offered to show
it to us, adding that many Americans came to see

it, but scarcely any English.
"
It is a dear old-fashioned-looking place, with a

fountain in its midst, surrounded by pretty shaded
trees, just then coming into leaf, and must be a
delightfully cool retreat in the hot weather. One
of the walls is covered by a large fig-tree, from
which they gathered several ripe figs during the
warm summer of 1893."

The house is already in the hands of the

destroyers, and is to be sold, together with
the site, on 13 May. The fountain has for

some time been filled in, but the fig-trees
still cling to the wall. A writer thus referred
to this garden in 1867 :

"
I found certain plants growing here, and

apparently thriving, which I have met with in no
other part of the country. They were doubtless
survivals of mediaeval London, and have gone on
reproducing themselves year aftor year, undisturbed
in this old garden."

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
13, Westbourne Place, Clifton.

PORTSMOUTH STREET, No. 14. On 15 May
the sale of a freehold site situated at the
south-west corner of Lincoln's Inn Fields
will include this interesting cottage, which
for several decades has been known as

" The
Old Curiosity Shop immortalized by Charles
Dickens." That it is of considerable age
cannot be questioned ; but some better
evidence than deductions from its appear-
ance must be provided to justify Mr. Hecke-
thorn's claim that it was the Duchess of

Portsmouth's dairy house.
John Forster would be quite familiar

with it, and no doubt Charles Dickens, on
his frequent journeys to 58, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, often stopped to admire its pic-

:
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turesque high-pitched roof of red tiles and
quaint windows. But all this did not justify
its fictitious identification. Mr. Philip
Norman in

' London Vanished and Vanish-
ing,' p. 241, calls attention to an article
contributed to The Echo during December,
1883. The writer, Mr. Charles Tesseyman,
says :

" My brother, who occupied No. 14, Portsmouth
Street, between 1868 and 1877, the year of his
decease, had the words ' The Old Curiosity Shop

'

placed over the front for purely business purposes,
as likely to attract custom to his shop, he being a
dealer in books, paintings, old china, &c. Before
1868 that is, before my brother had the words put
up no suggestion had ever been made that the

place was the veritable 'Old Curiosity Shopf
immortalized by Dickens."

This valuable information was prompted
by a rumour that the house was about to
be demolished to prevent it from collapsing.
Undoubtedly its condition was dangerous.
Late on Christmas Eve news reached the

Metropolitan Board of Works that it

threatened to fall in, and all Christmas Day
the contractors were at work shoring up this
and the two adjoining houses (Times,
28 Dec., 1883). But it survived this crisis,
and successive tenants usually dealers in
waste paper reaped a harvest by the sale
of souvenirs to enthusiastic visitors to this

supposed Dickens shrine. In 1839, when the
novel with which it claimed to be identified
was being written, the premises were occupied
by one Jennings,

" a herald and sign pain-
ter

"
(Robson's

'

Street Directory').
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

THE BARONY OF CARNOUSIE. MR. CHR.
WATSON in his interesting account of this

barony (ante, pp. 41, 203) is conscious that
it is

"
far from complete." The gap between

1643 and 1724, which has particularly
puzzled him, was filled by the occupation of
a family of Gordon, cadets of the Gordons
of Park, from whom " Chinese

" Gordon
claimed (without evidence) descent. Car-
nousie seems to have come into the posses-
sion of Sir George Gordon of Edinglassie,
second son of Sir John Gordon of Park,
about 1649, in which year Forbes of Waterton,
to whom Sir George Ogilvy of Carnousie
had got into debt,

"
apprised

"
the estate.

The whole question reappeared in an action
in the Court of Session, July 12, 1707, of the
creditors of Edinglassie v. Gordon of Car-
nousie (Fountainhall's

'

Decisions,' ii. 382).
It is there stated that the laird of Carnousie

purchased in the preferable rights on the
lands for the better securing of himself, and
also purchased the gift of recognition in-

curred by Sir George Ogilvy of Carnousie,
the last heritor. Sir George of Edinglassie' s

second son, George, had sasine on Carnousie
13 Aug., 1695, and on 10 March, 1701,

resigned the lands and barony in favour of
himself in life-rent and his eldest son Arthur
in fee. The latter (died 1753) was an officer

in the Jacobite army of 1745, and his estate
was valued at 9,OOOZ. Carnousie was seques-
trated on 3 Jan., 1753, and George Hay of

Mountblairy and John Forbes, factor, were
appointed trustees of the estate by the
Court of Session. Arthur Gordon was
married first to Mary, daughter of Alex-
ander Duff of Drummuir, and secondly to
Isobel Campbell, Drummuir's widow. He
had two sons and three daughters, one of

whom, Katherine, married William Duff of

Corsindae. The lairds of Carnousie seem to
have been very litigious. The following
cases will be found in Morison's

' Deci-
sions ': against Fraser, 1629; Keith, 1616-
1624 ; laird of Meldrum, 1629 ; Reid, 1620 ;

Techmuirie, 1629.
J. M. BULLOCH.

118, Pall Mall, S.W.

FIRST AMERICAN NEWSPAPER. The fol-

lowing is from The Daily Chronicle of the
13th of April :

" ' The first attempt to produce a newspaper iu
America was made in Boston, on September 25,
1690. The sheet was entitled Pnblick Occurrences,
and was suppressed by the authorities after the

appearance or the first issue. Only one copy of that

single issue is now known to be in existence, and is

preserved in the Public Record Office in London.'
Dial, Chicago, U.S.A." / .-

A. N. Q.

CRTTIKSHANKIANA. "
Miscellaneous

Poems, Historical and Descriptive, by W. H.
Sadler," privately published by him from
his residence, 32, Smith Street, Stepney,
in 1850 (12mo, green cloth gilt, gilt edges,
248 pp.), contains, on pp. 241-6, several
' Sonnets to Cruikshank,' which may be of

interest to the collector of this master's

works, as probably they are not generally
known. I shall' be pleased to lend the
volume to any one who chooses to borrow it.

E. E. NEWTON.
7, Achilles Road, West End, Hampstead, N.W.

POPE or WROXTON : VERSES. The follow-

ing extract from Beesley's
'

History of

Banbury
'

might be of interest to your
readers :

" Warton mentions that on the occasion of the
! first visit of James I. to Wroxton Abbey the lady
of Sir William Pope had been lately delivered of a
daughter, and that the babe was presented to the

King holding in her hand- the following verses,
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which are believed to have been written by Richarc
Corbet, afterwards the Bishop, and then a young
student of Christchurch, with which verses his

majesty is said to have been highly pleased :

See this little mistress here
Did never sit in Peter's chaire,
Or a triple crowne did weare ;

And yet she is a Pope.
No benefice she ever sold,
Nor did dispense with sins for gold ;

She hardly is a sev'nnight old,
And yet she is a Pope.

No king her feet did ever kisse,
Or had from her worse look than this :

Nor did she ever hope
To saint one with a rope ;

And yet she is a Pope.A female Pope, you '11 say, a second Joan ;

No sure she is Pope Innocent or none."

Sir William Pope was first Lord North,
I believe, and Earl of Downe and Baron of
Bellturbet (1629, Chas. I.). The infant was
christened on 5 Jan., 1617, and doubtless
the poet has taken some licence as regards
the age of the child on this occasion. The
Cotton MS. gives the seventh line as

She scarcely is a quarter olde.

ALBERT E. BULLOCK.

THE PIED PIPER IN ISPAHAN. A partial
parallel to the story of the Pied Piper of
Hamelin is to be found in the

'

Avantures
merveilleuses du Mandarin Fum - Hoam :

Contes Chinoises,' of Thomas Simon Gueu-
lette, which first appeared in 1715. These
stories are the children of Gueulette's own
fancy, though he has no doubt employed
the result of his reading in both Eastern
and Western literature. In the edition of
the English translation which appeared
in 1817 there is an episode in the history of
Prince Kader Bilah which shows that the
story of the clearing of the rats by a piperwas known to Gueulette. The people of
Ispahan, he says, being sadly tormented
by a prodigous quantity of rats, a dwarf
appeared and undertook to drive them all

away in an hour's time. The bargain as
to his reward having been made, Giouf took
out of liis budget a tabor and pipe, and
whistled and drummed until all the rats
ollowed him to the river, where they were
drowned. When he came to claim the
reward, the Ispahan authorities paid him ;

butsome of the moneywas deficient inweight,and when he upbraided them and claimed
the fulfilment of the bargain, they treated
lus threats with disdain.
Next morning his mother, the genie

Mergian Banou, appeared and claimed fortyof the most beautiful of their daughtersI his was refused, and the children were

found strangled in their beds. This occurred
on four sucessive occasions, when the genie's
demand was acceded to, and forty damsels
followed her to a building hitherto unknown,
but afterwards called the Tower of the Forty
Virgins, and were never seen any more

until in a later age they were rescued
from enchantment by Kader Bilah.

It will be seen that while the early
part of this tale corresponds to that of the
Pied Piper, the latter part deviates very
widely from the German legend. The
parallel is certainly worth noting.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

STEPHEN AUSTEN, BOOKSELLER. I should
be much obliged if any one could give me
information about Stephen Austen, who died

January, 1750/1. According to his will,
he was a bookseller of Newgate Street, and
he made his wife Elizabeth his sole executrix.
I should like especially to know the maiden
name of his wife, and also at what date he
began bookselling. R. A. A. L.

DENIS KELLY or LISDUFFE, co. MAYO,
living circa 1670-1730, married Elizabeth
Meade of Cork. They had some seven sons
and three daughters, among whom were :

1. Edmund Kelly, Attorney-General of

Jamaica. Will proved April, 1728.
2. Denis Kelly, of Spring Gardens, and

Lisduff, co. Mayo, who was Chief Justice of

Jamaica, and lived there 1725-47. He
married in 1729 Priscilla, daughter of John
Halstead of St. Dorothys, Jamaica, and
Elizabeth his wife. Denis and Priscilla

bad an only daughter and heiress Elizabeth,
who in 1752 married Peter Browne, after-

wards first Earl of Altamont.

Required the pedigrees of Denis Kelly and
Elizabeth Meade ; also of John Halstead
and Elizabeth his wife. A. H. B.

' THE TIMES 'AS " THE THUNDERER." -

When, and by whom, was The Times first

ailed
" The Thunderer "

? POLITICIAN.

N. BLAKIE, AUTHOR OF ' LAZARUS REDI-
vivus.' I shall be glad of any information
as to

" N. Blakie, Minister of the Gospel,"
author of

' Lazarus Redivivus ; or, a Dis-

overy of the Trials and Triumphs that
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accompany the Work of God in and about
His People,' &c. His name does not occur
in 'D.N.B.' The third edition, Glasgow
1795, lies before me. It contains an address,
'To the Serious Reader' by Adam Gib
(" Pope Gib" ; see

'

D.N.B.'), dated Edin.
30 April, 1760. This says :

"This book intituled 'Lazarus Redivivus' (or' Lazarus restored to Life ') was first published al

London in the year 1671 ; and the sermons which il

contains do appear (from several passages in them
to have been preached there, a little before thai
time. As the author's name is not to be found ir

Dr. Calamy's list of the ministers who were rejectee
or silenced after the restoration in 1660, it would
seem that he had not then entered into the ministry
but if so, he was one of those whom the Lord raised

up to take part with the witnesses who prophesied
in sackcloth amidst the dismal and unparalleled
desolations of God's heritage in that period."

The copy in my library belonged to my late
father-in-law Mr. Robert Blackie, of Blackie
& Son. WILLIAM GEOKGE BLACK.
Ramoyle, Dowanhill, Glasgow.

" PROPERTY HAS ITS DUTIES AS WELL
AS ITS RIGHTS." I wish to know the year
in which Mr. Gladstone, quoting the above
as emanating from a letter of Lieut, or Capt.
Drummond, Royal Engineers, added, in
one of his speeches :

"Mr. Goldwin Smith, indeed, gives the aphorism
a place among the few gains to the world which
form a set-off to the centuries of Irish misery."

This notable expression led, I believe, to a
discussion as to the paternityof the aphorism.
Drummond died in 1839, when Under-

secretary of State for Ireland. H. P. L.

[Bartlett's 'Familiar Quotations,' ninth edition,
quotes the aphorism from Capt. Thomas Drum-
mond's ' Letter to the Landlords of Tipperary,' and
refers to Disraeli's

'

Sybil,' Book L, chap. xi.

Cassell's
' Book of Quotations,' p. 115, gives the

reference to
'

Sybil,' as Book II. chap. xi. ; and on
p. 241 quotes the phrase from the Marquis of

Normanby's letter when Viceroy of Ireland.]

TAI-PING WAR. I am in search of infor-

mation at first hand touching events incident
to the Tai-Ping War, which occurred at
and about Shanghai during the years 1860
to 1863 inclusive. Were there contemporary
journals, of good standing, published there
in English, French, or German, of which
files for those years can be found in England ?

If so, where are they ?

Are there lives of Admiral Sir James
Hope, of Admiral Archibald George Bogle,
of Sir Roderick Dew (or Dhu), and of the
French Admiral Protet, who was killed in

action there in 1862 ? and where ?

What and where are the best lives of Li

Hung Chang, of Chinese Gordon, and of the

American General F. T. Ward ? Who, and
of what credit, was " Lin Le," a Tai-Ping
officer, and the author of a ponderous volume
entitled

' The Ti-Ping Revolt
'

? He is

reputed to have been a Scotchman named
Linley. QUERO.

JOHN ADAMS, SERJEANT - AT - LAW.
Boase's 'Modern English Biography' states

that John Adams married (1), in 1811,

Elizabeth, only daughter of William Nation
of Exeter, who died in 1814 ; (2), in 1817,

Jane, daughter of Thomas Martin of Notting-
ham, who died in 1825 ; (3), in 1826, his

cousin, Charlotte Priscilla, only daughter
of John Coker of Bicester. We are further
told that by his first wife he had two sons,
John and William.

I am anxious to learn what children the

Serjeant had by his second and third wives.

The '

D.N.B.' account of William Adams
mentions that he had a brother, the Rev.
H. C. Adams (an author) ; and another one,
the Rev. Coker Adams, was evidently a son
of the third wife. A third, Charles Warren
Adams, married the eldest daughter of

Lord Coleridge. A. STAPLETON.
158, Noel Street, Nottingham.

JAMES DUNBAR OF TARBAT AND BAL-
LONE CASTLE, EASTER Ross. Andrew Beg
Monro III. of Milntown, who died before

1522, is stated to have married Euphemia,
daughter of the above. This James Dunbar
is given as the son of Sir James Dunbar of

Westfield, Moray. I shall be much obliged
if any one will give me the names of the

wives of James and Sir James Dunbar
respectively. A. R. BAYLEY.

St. Margaret's, Malvern.

ALLTREE FAMILY. Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' tell me where this family is to be
found ? I have searched your columns
and many other books without success.

Windsor and Shrewsbury are suggested
as localities. One of this name was a soldier

in India.
T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.

DELESCOT. A small Lambeth Delft wine-

taster in the British Museum is so inscribed.

At a sale at Sotheby's on 13 Nov., 1907,

ot 70 was thus described in the catalogue :

" A seventeenth-century Lambeth pottery wine-

taster, bearing the inscription in blue letters
' Dele-

scot, No. 19, Duke Street, St. James's.'
"

!an any reader favour me with information
when this house was in the occupation of

Delescot, or when he "
flourished

"
?

H.S.
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" PRAISES LET BRITONS SING." The fol-

lowing verses were recently found in an old

writing-desk. The handwriting has not
been identified with certainty, but is believed
to be that of a lady who lived at Northorpe
Hall, near here, in the early years of the
nineteenth century. The model on which
they were based was evidently

' God save
the King.' Can any one identify them or
tell who was the author ? It has been sur-
mised that they were composed for use
as a hymn of thanksgiving. To what
English victory do they relate ? I think

they must have been composed before the
battle of Waterloo.

Praises let Britons sing
To heaven's eternal King,
And own his sway

Who nerv'd our hands with might,
Whose arm suslain'd the fight,
Who put our foes to flight
Ana won the day.

When the strong arm of God
Hath rais'd the uplifted rod
And quell'd the foe,

Shall not the nations round
(Their cause with victory crown'd)
Praises to him resound
Who struck the blow ?

Lord God, to thee we pray ;

Hear us this holy day ;

May battles cease !

Give to thy people rest ;

Rescue the world opprest ;

Be all our wrongs redrest,
And grant us peace.

Praises let Britons sing
To heaven's eternal King,
Their Lord and Friend ;

His wondrous acts proclaim ;

To him ascribe the fame ;

Bless you this holy name
World without end.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Kirton-in-Lindsey.
" IDLE "==MISCHIEVOUS. The word

"idle" has quite a different meaning for
the uneducated from that which it has for
the educated, being with the former prac-
tically synonymous with "mischievous."
Thus they constantly speak of little boys
being

"
idle

" when they mean they are full
of life. What is the origin of this difference ?

G. A. H.

CAMBRIDGE EARLY LISTS : SIR RICHARD
COPE. I should be much obliged if any of
your readers could tell me if there is anywork which gives a list of those educated
at Cambridge. I want to know the prefer-
ments, &c., of the Rev. Sir Richard Cope,who died in 1805. (Mrs.) J. H. COPE

13c, Hyde Park Mansions, W.

HOLMAN HUNT'S ' LIGHT OF THE WORLD.'
Can any one tell me if it is a fact that on

one occasion, when Holman 1 Hunt's picture
' The Light of the World ' was taken out
of its frame, there were found painted upon
it, on a portion of the picture usually covered

by the frame, some words of a prayer on
behalf of the painter himself ? What were
the words ? J. W. A.

CAPT. COOK'S VESSELS. I should be
very nruch obliged if some of your readers
could inform me whether any of the vessels
of either of Capt. Cook's voyages of explora-
tion visited Yarmouth Roads on their return.

T. S.

THE DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE. A paper
in the February issue of Blackwood's Maga-
zine on Pterium, by Col. C. R. Conder, tells

us that near that place there has been dis-

covered a sculpture in which " a pair of

females [are] supported on the wings of a
double-headed eagle." They may be of

Hittite workmansliip, and we should be
rash in assuming that they are of a date
more recent than 2,000 years B.C.

" The
double-headed eagle occurs again, carved
on the side of a sphinx, at Eyuk, not far

from Pterium, and also in an Akkadian
temple at Zirgul in Chaldea."
These interesting discoveries render it

almost certain that the double-headed

eagles of mediaeval and modern royal heraldry
derive their origin (probably through the

Seljok Turks) from the art of this remote

period. It would be interesting to ascertain
if there is further evidence to be acquired
on the subject. ASTARTE.

SIXTY-SECOND ROYAL AMERICAN REGI-
MENT. The 62nd Royal American Regiment
of Foot (now the Wiltshires or

"
Springers ")

appear to have left Ireland for the West
Indies c. 1764, under the command of Col.

William Strode, and afterwards served in

North America under General Sir John
Burgoyne. Can correspondents of

' N. & Q.'

give me the names of any of the officers

of this regiment who died either in the West
Indies or North America between 1764 and
1777 ? WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.
Manor House, Dundrum, co. Down.

CHICHELEANA. The copy of the printed
' Stemmata Chicheleana

'

at All Souls'

College, Oxford, has had many additions
made to it from time to time, and contains
the arms of many families claiming kinship
to Archbishop Chichele ; but the funda-
mental statements are devoid of dates and
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detail, and it is evident that many lines
now added to the Founder's kin have
no right to their claim. Can readers of
' N. & Q.' refer me to a modern review of
the first three generations from the Arch-
bishop's brother, supported by wills, re-

cords, and deeds ? Even so early as the
sixteenth century, disputes as to kinship
arose ; while in the last century hundreds
of names were added to the pedigrees which
would be discredited if the light of available
evidences was invoked.

FRED. HITCHIN-KEMP.
6, Beechfield Road, Catford, S.E.

BAD NEWS AND ITS BEARERS. With
one or more of the ancient civilizations it

was, I believe, customary to put to death the
bearer of bad news from the battle-fields.

1. Did this apply to other forms of bad
news ? 2. Where can I read the par-
ticulars ? 3. Are there in existence any
pictures, ancient or modern, that illustrate

the custom ? J. W. W.
Chicago.

UNTHANK. This is a very common place-
name of Cumberland and Westmorland,
and the oldest spelling is as above. Is any-
thing known of the meaning ?

HENRY BRIERLEY.
Pooley Bridge.

[Isaac Taylor in his
' Names and their Histories,'

'

Glossary,' p. 284, says concerning this place-name :

"
Unthank, the name of townships in Norfolk,

Derbyshire, Northumberland, and Cumberland,
denoted the dwelling of a squatter who had settled

on some one's land 'without leave,' thces Llafordes
tmthances."]

GATEHOUSE AND RUMBOLD OF KING
SOMBORNE, HAMPSHIRE. I shall be much
obliged if any Hampshire genealogist can

identify for me the family of Edmund Rum-
bold of Compton Monceux, King Somborne,
who died 1718, and was possibly of the

family of William Rumbold, Clerk of the

Great Wardrobe, who died in 1667. Ed-
mund Rumbold' s daughter Mary married
John Gatehouse of King Somborne in 1715.

(Mrs.) F. H. SUCKLING.

Bomsey, Hants.

CAROLINE FRY, AUTHOR OF ' CHRIST OUR
EXAMPLE,' &c. Could any of your readers

direct me to magazine or review articles

on the above writer, who died about 1848 ?

I have her
'

Autobiography,' but I wish to

know if there are any critical estimates of

her life and work extant.

(Rev.) THOS. S. DICKSON.

38, Hope Terrace, Edinburgh.

LATIN PRONUNCIATION.

(10 S. ix. 81, 131, 175, 251, 314.)

I AM afraid I cannot assent to the argu-
ment at the last reference, which seems to

amount to no more than this, that it is
"
hopeless

"
to know what the Roman pro-

nunciation was like, because your corre-

spondent does not know what it was himself.

This is much as if one were to argue that
astronomical calculations cannot be correct,
because a great many people do not know
how to perform them.
The facts are all the other way. All

competent philologists who have studied
Indo-Germanic are perfectly agreed, in all

essentials, as to what the Roman pronun-
ciation was like. The evidence is super-
abundant. And unless we accept the con-

clusions at which they arrived at least

thirty years ago, we cannot explain the

phonetic development of such languages
as employ the Roman alphabet. Surely
this leaves no more to be said.

Every student of English knows the

answer to the extraordinary notion that
" the nearest approach to the sounds uttered

by King Alfred is to be found on the lips

of the modern Wessex man." For we can

approach much nearer to Alfred's speech by
studying the pronunciations of Elizabethan

English, as explained, for instance, by Prof.

Vietor ; and still better the pronuncia-
tion of Chaucer, as given in Ellis' s great
work on English pronunciation. In fact,

the author of the above notion gives away
his case when he admits that we can learn

from Pope's rimes ; for we are not dependent
on Pope alone, by any means. If Pope
teaches us something when he rimes tea

with obey, Chaucer and Gower teach us a

hundred times as much by their carefulness

in riming. Let any one take notice that

Chaucer rimes one with alone, but never with

sun or son ; and then let him find out what
that involves. The work has all been done ;

it is perfectly easy to explain every rime in

Chaucer, Gower, Robert of Brunne, and
the

' Cursor Mundi '

; and yet there are

people who pretend that we can get no nearer

to Alfred's sounds than by listening to an

inhabitant of modern Wessex !

It is just the same with Greek. Notliing
can be more absurd than trusting for this

to the modern Athenian, who actually

confuses six ancient sounds by impartially
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pronouncing them like the ee in deep 1

Common sense tells us that the ancienl
Greeks used six distinct symbols because
they wished to represent six distinct sounds,
never dreaming that a time would come
when the six symbols would indicate but one
sound.

The notion that each nation pronounces
Latin in its own way is likely to be highly
misleading. It is intended by this to
insinuate that they have always differed
as much as they differ now. The converse
is the case, viz., that there was once a time
when they differed but slightly. Let it be
granted that Latin in England was pro-
nounced like English. Of course it was,
but it was pronounced like the English
of the same date. Latin in Chaucer's time
was not pronounced like modern English at
all, for the plain reason that Chaucer did
not speak modern English, nor anything
like it ; so that Latin had to be pronounced,
at that date, just like Chaucer's English.
Similarly, Latin in Alfred's time was pro-
nounced neither like modern English nor
like Chaucer's English, but like Anglo-
Saxon, which approached the Roman stand-
ard much more closely. Mere common
sense might teach us so much, and helps
us to understand why Anglo-Saxon scribes
wrote Cent for Kent.
As to the Latin u in uinum, my point

was that the mediaeval vinum is a later

spelling of it. The statement that u was
at first written as u is perfectly true ; but
we must remember that, at that date, the
same symbol represented both vowel and
consonant, because they merely differed in
function. Then there came a time when we
meet with u for both ; and later, a time
when consonantal u acquired the sound of v.
Nevertheless it was still written as u for
some time, till a difference was made at
last in the written forms also. It is weari-
some to repeat all these trite facts.
The upshot of the whole matter is that

when a writer pretends that the Roman
pronunciation is irrecoverable, let him be
understood as speaking for himself, and
as suggesting that he knows nothing of

English pronunciation, nor of Old High
Orerman, nor of Norman French, and the rest
I repeat that comparative philology is
like astronomy, and must be seriously,
patiently, and systematically studied. And
those who do not understand it will find
themselves powerless to do it any damage,however much they may try to belittle it.

WAITER W. SKEAT.

On the Editor's recommendation (ante,

p. 254) I procured a copy of Prof. Postgate's
pamplilet

' How to Pronounce Latin,' and
I acknowledge with gratitude the pleasure
I have derived from its study. It is an excel-
lent exposition of the scheme of the three
societies. My previous remarks were of
course chiefly directed to questioning the

practical utility of the scheme. We do not
live in the days of More and Erasmus, when
Latin was the common language of scholars.

Prof. Postgate certainly gives an instance
in which he eked out a conversation with
a German acquaintance with the help of

Latin, but that was " a good many years
ago." Nowadays an English Latinist who
could not carry on a discussion with a foreign
scholar in the latter' s language would be a
rarity.
A few days ago I chanced to pay a visit

to the ancient church of San Stefano in this

town. It is scarcely known to tourists,
as it is not mentioned in the ordinary guides,
such as Dr. Lund's and Mr. Richard Bagot's
books on the Italian lakes, and is situated
at the back of Pallanza, the approach being
through some rather slummy streets. In
architecture it is exactly similar, on a larger
scale, to the little disused church of San
Remigio, which is situated at the top of the

promontory that separates Pallanza from
Intra. In examining the church I was
delighted to observe a Roman altar which
had been let into the window of a shed-like
erection attached to the church. This win-
dow was about seven feet from the ground,
and was protected by a stout wire lattice

which rendered the decipherment of the

inscription on the altar very difficult. While
I was puzzling over it, the priest happened
bo come out of the church, and I ventured
to ask him if he possessed a copy of the

inscription. I read to him as much of the

inscription as I was able to make out, em-
ploying the pronunciation which I thought
would be intelligible, and was glad to find

that he understood me perfectly. With the

harming courtesy which, so far as my
experience goes, is characteristic of his class

n Northern Italy, he went off to his house,
and returned with a little book, which was
apparently a descriptive account of the
ihurches in the Archbishopric of Milan.
From this book I learnt that the altar was
erected to the Dese Matronae for the health
or safety of Narcissus, the freedman of

~'aesar Augustus Germanicus (the Emperor
Daligula), the date being A.D. 37. Several

figures were sculptured on the altar, the
centre one being that of a priest, with dancing
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girls on each side. I mention this fact as
an illustration of the facility with which
an Englishman can make himself understood
in Latin by an Italian, without having re-

course to the extreme methods advocated
by the professorial staff of Great Britain
and the United States.
An omission observable in Dr. Postgate's

pamphlet is that no reference is made to the
assistance which might be derived from
Semitic phonology in determining Latin

pronunciation. I will give an instance of

what I mean. Amongst his reasons for

believing that v had the sound of w is the

following (p. 18) :

"
Quintilian says that the writing of u after q is

superfluous. He means that q by itself would ex-

press the sounds which we may write either as
KW or qu (queen= kween). The remark is unin-

telligible if the Latin u (w consonant) was pro-
nounced r. For qu in

'

eqnos
' would not then be

redundant, but false and in fact unpronounceable,
'ekwvos.'"

I doubt very much if Quintilian meant
to imply that q had ever the sound of kw.

According to Priscian and Diomedes, as

quoted by Miss MARY LEAL HARKNESS
(ante, p. 253), the letters c, k, and q had one
and the same force, and as c could fill the

place of k and q, these two latter letters were
superfluous. I think there can be no ques-
tion that in late Roman times this view was
correct, and that it accounts for the alter-

native orthographies quum and cum,
quotidie and cotidie, mentioned by MR. A.
HASTINGS WHITE (ante, p. 252). But in the

early days of Rome the sounds of c and q
were, I believe, distinct. The former was
a pure Latin letter, represented in Phoenician

by Kaph, and in Greek by kappa. Q was a
different letter, represented in Phoenician

by koph, and in Greek by koppa. In the

alphabetical system of the Semites there
were no homophones. Amongst the modern
Semites the sounds of these two letters

are very different, as every one knows
who has heard an Arab talk his own lan-

guage. Why koppa should have been
discarded by the Greeks, and retained by
the Romans, I am not able to say ; but I

feel no doubt that when the Latin alphabet
was reduced to writing, the symbol q was
employed to represent it, and that an addi-
tional symbol v was added to express the
sound, emanating from the soft palate,
which was peculiar to it. In the time of

Quintilian this sound was lost, and the
u became superfluous, q being pronounced
exactly as c or k. If this view is correct,

equos would be pronounced as ekos, quinque
as kinke, Quintus as Kintus, and so on, the

qu having much the same sound as it has
in modern French. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Pallanza.

MR. CURRY in his note cannot admit that

s should always be sounded hard in Latin.

Whether it was always thus sounded, or

whether there were two sounds, as in

Italian, is .a question I should much like

to see discussed. There was certainly in

Latin an "open" and a "shut" o, as in

Tuscan Italian ; I should say an "
open

"

and "
shut

"
e, too, so why not a hard and

a soft s ? I say Tuscan Italian, because
these differences are not so accurately
observed in other parts of Italy. But
that s may have been sounded hard in words
like rosa would not surprise any one familiar

with Tuscan Italian, for in adjectives in oso,

osi, osa, ose, the * is always sounded hard.

(See Vauzon,
' Grammatica Ragionata,'

p. 23 ; Caleffi,
' Grammatica italiana,' p. 14.)

This rule does not, however, apply to sub-

stantives, and rosa in Italian is now pro-
nounced with the soft s.

It seems to me evident that t was sounded
hard in avaritia, Justitia, for the following
reason : the Italian is avarizia, pronounced
avaritsia, with a strong tonic accent on the i.

Now one can almost hear the hard avaritia

becoming avaritsia, because it was so much
easier to say. Avarissia, on the other hand,
would be a merely indolent softening.

I will not attempt to dissent from PROF.
SKEAT when he says that v was sounded
w at the beginning of words, though I hope
it was not, as undt, e.g., is both ugly and
weak. At the same time, LORD SHERBORNE,
when he writes (ante, p. 175) that a Roman
could not distinguish

" bibe ut vivas
" from

" vive ut bibas
"

(Cardinal Wiseman in
' Fabiola

'

also gives an inscription in the

catacombs in which " Via nova
" was written

" Via noba"), brings forward a very strong

argument in favour of an initial v, for 6 and
w are not, I believe, interchangeable. But
however this may be, I cannot think that

v between vowels could have been sounded

w, as amawi, iwimus, for the simple reason

that it is far too awkward to pronounce.
If, as it is supposed, amavi is formed from

ama-fui, one can easily see what the steps
must have been : ama-fui, amafui, amafui,

amdui, amavi, the wi sharpening into vi

because it did away with the awkwardness
of pronunciation. The Romans must have
said either amavi, or, as the Italians now

say, amai. But is there any example of

amai ? (Amasti and amarunt are, I believe,

common forms.) In the t conjugation there

was, of course, frequent contraction : existi
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audisti. Issem is found in the Vulgate for

ivisaem.

I would say in conclusion to all lovers of

our "
second mother tongue

"
(pronounced

with Italian vowels : no one could love
it pronounced with English ones) that if

we have sorrowfully to submit to cruc-em,

leg-em, which must be correct, if almost

intolerably harsh ; if we must needs yield
to wolo, let us at least flee from amawi and
iwirmis, which are horrible, and therefore

impossible. M. HAULTMONT.

Previous replies have laid insufficient
stress on one point the violations of quan-
tity made by our traditional pronouncing.
English scholarship pays great regard to
Latin and Greek quantities in theory, but
wholly neglects them in practice.

Lord Clarendon once thus misquoted a
familiar line :

Sunt bona, sunt qusedam raediocria, sunt plura
mala.

His scandalized hearers corrected him by
calling out "

sunt mala plura." But both
he and his hearers pronounced the last
two words as mayla ploora. So pronounced,
the first syllable of each word is long, and
cannot form the second syllable of a dactyl.

Another eminent man was guilty of the
following :

Moritur, et moriens dulces reminiscitur Argos.

Shocking, of course ; but, as he pronounced
it, the third word, and not the first, was
faulty. Mohritur is as good a dactyl as
sternitur or aspicit ; mohriens is an utterly
bad anapaest.
What we call observing quantity, in fact,

amounts merely to accentuating certain
syllables. It is wrong to say profugus, but
prohfugus passes unchallenged. A boy is

(or used to be) allowed to call mihi meye-
heye, yet expested to remember that both
syllables are short ; to pronounce alike
the first syllables of utilis and utinam, yet
to remember that one is long and the other

short.^
Can anything be more ridiculous ?

The 'restored" pronunciation, I under-
stand, makes a special point of pronouncing
by quantity. Every a, for example, will
be sounded as in "father," every & as in
' fat." Boys will thus learn quantities
in uttering them by ear, not by arbitrary
rule. For this, if for nothing else, the new
departure seems praiseworthy.
The difficulty of making a change affects

grown people mainly. It is surely fallacious
to imagine that boys pronounce Latin like
English; they simply pronounce as they
are taught. What English precedent helps

with a word like ama ? Why should this

be aymay, or (as taught in some schools)

aymah, rather than any other way ? Have
we not such English words as

" aha "
?

The boy will say it as he is told ; and if

told to say ftma (sounds as above), he will

learn the quantity of each syllable once
for all. We elders, no doubt, will have to
bear some discomfort. We shall no longer
feel happy in quoting rimes like

Via media securum iter,
Caution 's the way to secure a mitre ;

but can anything justify such a pronuncia-
tion of iter ? We shall begin to wonder
why Browning thought "gray or ray "a
good rime for \pva-dopa. On the other

hand, we shall understand better the con-
nexion of capio and accept, of Kaiser and
Ccesar, even if in English we still call the
last of these

"
Seezer," just as we are still

(I hope) free to write "Virgil" in English,
whether or no we decide for

"
Vergilius

"

in Latin. There will be gains for us as

well as losses, and I tloink the former will

immensely outweigh the latter.

One great gain seems likely to accrue
where it may not be looked for. Regard paid
to phonetic quantity in Greek and Latin will

probably react on our own language. A
boy who has learnt to distinguish meiwis

(nom. sing.) from mensls (dat. plur.) will

be likely to make a difference between idle

and idol ; one who has learnt to distinguish
juba from jubar will hardly make idea and
fear identical in termination. Our slovenly,

reprehensible neglect of unaccented sylla-
bles will thus receive a check. In one way
it is only too true that Latin has been pro-
nounced like English : we have in each case

paid little heed to the sound of any but
stressed syllables. It is time to make a

change. Why should Italians carefully
discriminate between unaccented vowels,
and we reduce ours to one vague murmur ?

A little more care and distinctness will

certainly do no harm, and this may reason-

ably be expected to follow when Greek and
Latin are treated as proposed.

T. S. OMOND.

SMOKING AND BLIND MEN (10 S. ix. 309,

335). When the same question, prompted
by the same experience of the futility of

smoking in the dark, occurred to me I put
it to my friend, Mr. Alfred Hollins, one of
our celebrated blind organists. He told

me, to my great surprise, that some of his

fellow-students at Norwood were inveterate
smokers. Has not MR. PIERPOINT noticed
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that tunnel smoking seems to be tolerably
satisfying so long as the pipe or the cigar
can be coaxed to glow intermittently in
the darkness ?

SAMUEL GREGORY OULD.

MR. PIERPOINT inquires whether blind
men smoke, avers that smoking is less enjoy-
able when one is passing through a tunnel,
and suggests that the pleasure of smoking
depends largely upon watching the wreaths
of smoke. Surely this is a singular miscon-

ception. Every reader of
' N. & Q.' knows

that Milton was blind when he wrote
'

Para-
dise Lost,' though he enjoyed a pipe of

tobacco every evening after supper. The
bearers who removed the dead by night in

the Plague of 1665 always smoked, probably
for antiseptic reasons, hardly for the pleasure
of seeing the wreaths of smoke. One never
observes the railway traveller, when passing
through a tunnel, remove the cigar or pipe
from his mouth. In the " West-End Work-
shops for the Blind

"
smoking is so general

that the following rule has had to be made :

"
Smoking by the workmen shall be allowed

until 9 A.M., between 10 and 10.30, between
1 and 2, and after 4.30 P.M." Mr. Henry
Smith, the courteous manager of these work-

shops, said in answer to my inquiry : "I
don't know what the men would do without
a smoke."

No, the reason a man smokes is assuredly
not for the pleasure of watching the fumes,
but in order that he may realize one or more
of the cardinal virtues attributed to it by
Kingsley, viz.,

"
the hungry man's food,"

"
the chilly man's fire,"

"
the lonely man's

companion," and "
the bachelor's wife."

S. D. C.

A friend of mine who is totally blind not

only enjoys smoking a cigar or pipe, but is

a good judge of high-class cigars. I know
of several others also blind who enjoy
smoking. F. HOWARD COLLINS.

I once asked a blind man whom I saw
smoking :

" How can you enjoy a pipe,
when you cannot see the smoke ?

" He
replied : "I can enjoy the taste, probably
more than you can who can see." I had no
doubt that he was right.

WALTER SCARGILL.

One of the most inveterate pipe-smokers
I know is a clergyman of the Church of

England, who has been blind since the age
of eighteen. I suppose his age is now
between fifty and sixty. S. C. K. S.

In this city live a great many blind men,
most of whom may be seen daily, cleverly

picking their way through the busy traffic,

going to or from their work at the Schools
for the Blind in Hardman Street and Corn-
wallis Street. It is quite a common sight to
see these men smoking almost invariably a

pipe. I have observed only one using
cigarettes, and he was noticeable from the

jaunty way he lit up. Upon being ques-
tioned, one told me he found his pipe a

great solace. WM. JAGGARD.
139, Canning Street, Liverpool.

There is a general impression that sight
is necessary to smoking. I doubt whether
the rule is absolute. Blind men, with their

hypersensitive sense of smell, could probably
learn to smoke if they cared to do so ; but
it is also probable that those who have

acquired the habit when able to see, and have
learnt to depend on the sense of sight when

smoking, would have a difficulty in keeping

up a light without it.

There is a well-known anecdote of an
inveterate smoker, who was told by his

medical adviser that if he did not give up
smoking he would become blind. He said

he could not give it up, went on smoking,
and became blind. Then he gave it up of

necessity, showing the fallacy of his plea
of inability. I do not vouch for its accuracy.

J. FOSTER PALMER.

8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

I believe that the subject of smoking by
blind men has been dealt with at some

length by a French oculist, the late Dr.

E. Javal, in
' Entre Aveugles,' a work which

appeared in Paris about two years ago, and

of which an English translation, by Dr.

W. Ernest Thomson, can be procured from

the British and Foreign Blind Association,

206, Great Portland Street. I regret that

I cannot give fuller reference, as I have not

the book at hand.
MR. PIERPOINT'S citation from the Me-

moires
'

of Casanova is interesting, since it

shows the respectable antiquity of one of

those strange popular beliefs concerning

the blind which betray such exuberant

vitality in the face of unlimited contrary

evidence. Many people, like Josouff Ali,

are content to taste with their eyes ; but

if their sense of vision were removed, and

their taste given free play for any length of

time, they would find that the pleasure

of watching the curling smoke is in some

degree made up for by the more delicate

appreciation of the flavour of the fragrant

weed. I know about a score of blind men,
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and I believe all of them smoke with as

much regularity and enjoyment as their

seeing friends ; but I have never met a blind

woman who would unblushingly admit any
partiality for cigarettes. W. P. M.
Shepperton.

" NiTOR IN ADVERStTM
"

(10 S. viii. 429,

474). According to the
'

Royal Book of

Crests
'

(London, James Macveigh), vol. i.

pp. 544, 59, 208, this is the motto of Bredel
of London and Homer of Scotland. Pre-

sumably it is taken from Ovid,
'

Met.' ii. 72 :

Nitor in adversum : nee me, qui cetera, vincit

Imi>etus : et rapido contrarius evehor orbi.

Not a bad quotation, perhaps, some day
for an airship.

" In adversum "
refers to

the whirl of the heavens, carrying the stars
with it, against which Phoebus, when in his

chariot, has to contend, described in the

preceding lines.

I think that
"
Nitor in adversum "

means,
not

"
I contend against adversity," but

rather
"
I struggle on in the opposite direc-

tion." If adversum were taken to be a
substantive, the meaning would be "

I strive
to reach calamity." ROBERT PIERPOINT.

PIPER'S HOLE (10 S. ix. 289, 334). The
following is from Dr. Keith Norman Mac-
Donald's '

Puirt-a-Beul
'

(mouth-tunes, or

songs for dancing) :

" Uaimh an oir, 1st version.
Mo dhith, mo dhith ! gun trl lamhan !

Mo dhith, mo dhith ! gun tri lamhan !

D& laimh 'sa' phlob, dk laimh 'sa' phiob,
Da laimh 'sa' phlob, 's lamh 'sa' chlaidheamh !

(Alas for me that I have not three hands, two for
the pipes and one for the sword.)

2nd version.
Mu'n rtiig mise, mu'n ruig mise,
mu'n till mise, ii Uaimh an oir.

[The music for these two versions is given in sol-fa
notation in the above work.]
"There is a third version in the 'Gesto collec-

tion. 'Uaimh an oir' meaning unknown does
not mean the core of gold. It might be the East,
with the sound of o gradually lengthened an oir
changed to an oir.

"A piper and a party of 12 men entered the cave
at Harlosh, near Roag, intending to explore it to
the other end, which opened at Monkstadt, on Loch
hmzort (Isle of Skye) ; but having been met anc
destroyed by an Uile-bheisd or monster, they never
were seen again. The last despairing words of the
piper were heard by a person who was sitting at
Tobar Tulach in the neighbourhood, who listened
to his lamentation coming up from the depths of
the well, and thus learned the fate that had be-
fallen him and his associates. (MacLeod country
version of the legend.)
" The entrance to the cave of Uamh'n oir is near

Monkstadt. Long ago, a piper and 12 men went in,

intending to find the outlet wherever it might be
and some evil having befallen them, they never

reappeared ; and the last words of the piper were
heard (when he could no longer play), by some

people who were at the holy well of Leanacro,
coming up through the water. (Trotternish ver-

sion.)
" The word oir would naturally be sung to a long,

mournful sound, and thus acnuire a new pronuncia-
tion, which then led to its oeing mistaken for or
(gold)."

This explains another version of the

legend, which is given byTWm. Mackenzie,
Edinburgh, in an article in an old number
of Highland News, from which I have
extracted the following :

" The length of Uaimh-an-6r was unknown, but
it was believed that at its inner end the daring
explorer would find untold wealth in gold. A
piper, one of the famous MacArthurs, entered this
cave with the view of penetrating to its innermost
recesses and finding the concealed treasure. He
played his pipes as he threaded his way through
the cave, and the burden of his tune was

Bidh na fir uchda
'Nam fir-fheachda
Ma's till mise
O uaimh-an-oir.

(The children at the breast will have grown to
warriors before I return from the cave of gold.)

" The weird and melancholy notes, as the pi^er
rtursued his march, were heard, like the elfin strains
;hat are supposed to issue from fairy hillocks.

While below Kilvaxter, the waters of Tobar-nan-

oigh, dripping into the cavern, extinguished the

light he carried. He was instantly in utter dark-
ness. His pipes soon ceased. He never returned."

This story is not confined to the cave at

Borbh-na-sgiotaig. A writer in the
' Old

Statistical Account '

tells a similar tale

with regard to a cave in the parish of Portree.

Martin mentions a cave of the same name
in Sleat, said to be seven miles long ! Again,
in Harlosh, in the parish of Duirinish, there
is an Uaimh-an-6ir. The piper who entered
that cave was one of the MacCrimmons.
He played the same tune as the MacArthur
piper at Borbh-na-sgiotaig, but the waters-

of a well extinguished his light, and he, too,
never returned. In the parish of Loch-
broom there is an Uaimh-an-oir in Isle

Martin. The piper in the legend of that one
also played the same tune,, and shared the
same fate. According to the late Father

O'Growney, a most enthusiastic Gaelic

scholar, there is an Uaimh-an-6ir in the
Aran Islands, Galway, with similar asso-

ciations.

I know the neighbourhood of the Borbh-

na-sgiotaig cave well, having played t he

pipes by there times without number.
E. DWELLY.

Ardmor, Herne Bay.
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The Yorkshire story of the drummer boy
finds a parallel in a Gaelic tradition, which is

given as follows by Mr. Yeats (' Celtic

Twilight,' 2nd ed., p. 180) :

" The piper M'Crimmon, of the Hebrides, shoul-

dered his pipes, and marched into a sea cavern,
playing loudly, and followed by his .dog. For a

long time the people could hear the pipes. He
must have gone nearly a mile, when they heard the
sound of a struggle. Then the piping ceased sud-

denly. Some time went by, and then his do; came
out of the cavern completely flayed, too weak even
to howl. Nothing else ever came out of the
cavern."

P. W. G. M. suggests that " the skill of

musicians
"
may once have been "

supposed
to be derived from the under-world."
Celtic tradition seems at times to regard
music, as indeed many of the arts and

possessions of civilized man, as derived,
not perhaps from the under-world, but
from the other-world ; cf.

' The Spoiling
of Annwn' (' Book of Taliessin,' poem xxx.,

Rhys' s translation) :

The heavy dark chain held the faithful youth,
And while Hell was spoiled, he grievously sang,
And thenceforth till doom he remains a bard.

H. I. B.

[MR. H. C. ANDREWS also thanked for reply.]

MINCE PIE AND PLUM PUDDING (10 S. ix.

46, 73, 95, 117). At the second reference

D. speaks of having failed to find plum
pudding in Restoration cookery books. Mr.

Weddell's 'Arcana Fairfaxiana' extends

over this period, and it contains a receipt
for a pudding more or less resembling our

old Christmas friend. This particular re-

ceipt, in what is known as the
"
Secretary

"

hand, dates probably from Elizabethan or

Jacobean times. It is as follows :

"To make Haggisse Puddinge. Take a Calfe

Trindle, a quart of Creame, halte a dozin Egges, a

Manshett, a pound of Currans, with Sinamon

Ginger, Nuttmegge, Mace and Cloves, and Suger
and a little Rose Water, a quantity of Ysopf
meriorum, pennyriall, winter Savory, and Camo
mill shred all these small with some mutton suet

.emongest them, putt them into the Bagg and soe

boile itt."

I do not know what is meant by meriorum :

perhaps some one can enlighten me.

At p. 117 MB. PICKFORD quotes from an

old rime which ran somewhat differently

from his version in the one familiar to me
when a child. I quote it in full :

The Man in the Moon,
He rose too soon,
To find his way to Norwich ;

He went to the south,
And burnt his mouth
With eating cold pease porridge.

C. C. B.

The question of meat and plums in mince
)ie having been raised, the following recipe
or a mince pie, taken from Gervase Mark-
ham's 'English Housewife^ ("London,
>rinted by Nicholas Okes for John Harrison
it the sign of the Golden Unicorn in Pater-
noster Row, 1631"), may be of some in-

terest :

" Take a legge of Mutton, and cut the best of the
lesh from the bone, and parboyle it well : then put
nto it three pound of the best Mutton suet, and
shred it very small : Then spread it abroad, and
season it witn Pepper and Salt, Cloves and Mace :

then put in good store of Currants, great Raisins
and Prunes cleane washt and pickt, a few Dates
slic't and some Orenge pills slic't : then being all

well inix't together, put it into a coffin, or into
divers coffins, .and so bake them : and when they
are served up open the liddes, and strow store of

sugar on the top of the Meate, and upon the lid.

And in this sort you may also bake Beete or Veale ;

onely the Beefe would not be parboyld, and the
Veale would aske a double quantity of Suet."

This recipe reads much like the regular" sweet pie" eaten in the north of England
on Christmas Day in the dates before

plum puddings were introduced.
M. E. NOBLE.

A somewhat earlier allusion to these con-
comitants of the festive season than the one
from ' Hudibras '

given by MR. PICKFORD,
will be found in Ben Jonson's

'

Volpone,'
I. i. :

Nano. But from the mule into whom didst thou
pass?

Anarogyno. Into a very strange beast by some
called an ass ;

By others a precise, pure illuminated brother,
Of those devour [?] flesh, and_ sometimes one another ;

And will drop you forth a libel, or a sanctified lie ;

Betwixt every spoonful of a nativity pie.

Gifford notes that the Puritans are here
held up to ridicule, and that the reason they
preferred to talk of a "

nativity pie," in-

stead of a Christmas pie, was that they
deemed the latter phrase savoured too much
of Papistry. N. W. HILL.
New York.

ARCHBISHOP SANDS OF ORKNEY (10 S.

ix. 289). ST. MAGNUS is wrong in supposing
that there was never more than one archi-

episcopal see in Scotland. By a Bull of

Pope Alexander VI., dated 9 Oct., 1488,
the Bishopric of Glasgow was erected into

an Archbishopric, Robert Blackadder,
Bishop of Glasgow, being advanced to the

dignity of Archbishop. This was regarded
by Schevez, Archbishop of St. Andrews,
as an encroachment on his powers, and

strongly opposed by him and others. The
matter was brought before the 'Courts of

Scotland and Rome, and finally settled in
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favour of Blackadder, the Bishops of Dun-

keld, Dunblane, Galloway, and Argyle and
the Isles being made his suffragans. See

MacGregor's 'History of Glasgow,' p. 65

(Glasgow, Thomas D. Morison ; London,
Hamilton, Adams & Co., 1881). Black-

adder died in 1508 (while on a voyage to the

Holy Land), and was succeeded by James
Beaton (1508-22), Gavin Dunbar (1524-47),
and James Beaton (1551-60), nephew of

the above-named James Beaton, who retired

to France on the establishment of the Re-
formed religion. T. F. D.

Edwin Sands or Sandys was Archbishop
of York from 1577 to 1588. A mistake

may have occurred, and he may be the

person meant. See list of the Archbishops
of York in Le Neve's

'

Fasti Ecclesise Angli-
canse,' edited by T. Duffus Hardy, vol. iii.

p. 115. K. P. D. E.

The name, although pronounced as ST.

MAGNUS spells it, is more correctly spelt

Sandys (with a y) or Sandes. But Edwin
Sandys, although he succeeded Grindal
in the Archbishopric of York, was not born
in Yorkshire, it is said, but supposedly
near Hawkshead, in Furness Fells, co. Lan-
caster. He was born in 1519, and died in

1588, having been Archbishop of York from
1577 until his death. The interesting life-

story of this learned prelate will be found in

Rose's
'

Biographical Dictionary,' 1850.

His second son, Sir Edwin Sandys, held a

prebend in the church of York, while his

seventh son was born at the archiepiscopal
palace of Bishopthorpe.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

'THE TELEGRAPH,' 1797 (10 S. ix. 247).
References to this newspaper appeared at
9 S. ii. 128, 192 ; and of a later London
Telegraph at 9^S. iv. 348, 427, 540.

J
ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

BRASS AS A SURNAME (10 S. viii. 350).
See the Rev. C. W. Bardsley's 'English
Surnames '

(1897), p. 439 :

"Brazdifer ('Simon Braz-de-fer in Rotuli
Litterarum, Clausarum in Turri Londinensi ;
' Michael Bras-de-fer

'

in Rotuli Normannise in
Turri Londinensi), arm of iron, once a renowned
nom-de-plume, still dwells, though obsolete in itself,

in our '

Strongitharms,' and 'Armstrongs.'
"

It is indexed under '

Brass.'

A. R. BAYLEY.

There is a Breton surname Bras which
Larchey explains as

"
grand, gros, illustre."

Bras, Braz, occurs in the '

Liber Albus,'
also in lists of refugees. Tlois French name

might easily be anglicized into Brass ;

but it is probably of Teutonic origin.

Cleasby gives brass, a cook. I have not
met with it as an old personal name, but the

place-name Brassington appears to contain
it in a patronymical form. E. G. T.
Crowborough.

It seems probable that Brass is merely
a simplification of Le Braz (the Great), a

very common name in Brittany, especially
along the coast. For many generations
fishing schooners of the west of France
called at the Orkneys. ELS.

See ' The Norman People,' p. 171.

HAHRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

NOTES ON BOOKS. Ao.

The Guanches of Tenerife : the Holy Image of Our
Lady of Candelaria and the Spanish Conquest
and Settlement. By the Friar Alonso de Espinosa.
Translated and edited by Sir Clements Mark-
ham, K.C.B. The History of the Incas, by Pedro
Sarmiento de Gamboa ; and The Execution of the
Inca Tupac Amaru, by Capt. Baltasarde Ocampo.
Translated and edited by the same. (Hakluyt
Society.)

THKSE two volumes are printed for the Hakluyt
Society, ranking as Series II., Vols. XXI. and
XXII., and are admirable specimens alike of the
work of the Society and its President. Since 1846-

the Hakluyt Society has issued no fewer than one
hundred and twenty volumes, which have thrown
a flood of light on voyages and travels in all parts
of the world. There has been of late years in-

creased interest in such narratives interest which
may be ascribed largely to the taste created by the
unwearied labours of a Society which works for

pure love of scholarship and research.
The Guanches are among the most interesting of

submerged races, and we wonder that their line

qualities of fortitude, industry, magnanimity, and
honesty have not attracted the many searchers
after material for romance, though we know at
least one fine modern poem which they have
inspired. The good friar whose narrative is here
translated offers the earliest account of the
Guanches, writing in 1580-90. He was struck by
the account of the miracles associated with an
image of the Virgin and Child, and went to Tenerife
in order to investigate the matter and write a
permanent record.
The image arrived among a community as yet

unconverted to Christianity, and this exceptional
circumstance led the friar to examine the habits
and customs of the people, with whom he obviously
had abundant sympathy. Espinosa's attitude
towards the Spanish invaders is wonderfully open-
minded, and he objects to the sort of conversion
which is inculcated by force of arms. There are

many striking details in the account of the country
and its inhabitants. Sometimes we might fancy
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ourselves in the Homeric age, as in the notice of a

pebble stone which was said to have been raised on
to the shoulders of ancestors of the people, but
could not in the friar's time be lifted off the ground.
The Guanches showed high ability in counting,
unlike other backward races, and could catch goats
by running. War was announced by smoke signals
and whistling, and their arms were shields and
lances, the latter being thrown with exceptional
skill. The remnants or the language and various
solemn formulas are recorded ; and Sir Clements
provides a full bibliography of the chief sources of
information on the subject.

' The History of the Incas
' here supplied is

derived from the 1572 MS. in the Gottingen
University Library. The MS. is one of a group of

documents designed for presentation to Philip II.

of Spain. It was not printed or edited till 1906,
when a learned librarian, Dr. Pietschmann, pub-
lished a carefully annotated text at Berlin, of wnich
the present volume is a translation. Sir Clements
has already done much for the Hakluyt Society
concerning the Incas, and in 1895 he translated
Sarmiento s narratives of voyages to the Straits
of Magellan, as may be discovered from the
admirable

'

Bibliography of Peru '

printed at the
end of the present volume. The various indexes
are laudably complete, including 'Place-Names,'
'Quichua Words,' and 'Names of Indians.' There
are also twelve illustrations of high interest. The
text, like that just noticed, contains a good deal of

important matter relating to the manners and
customs of a people in many ways approaching
primitive ideas.

Now that the Hakluyt Society has done so much
for the investigation of strange races by publishing
accounts at first hand, we think the corpus of the

Society's work deserves careful scrutiny by students
of folk-lore and anthropology. In perusing the two
volumes before us we have lit on several points
which seem suggestive, being reminded now or early
Greece, now of Egypt, and again of the natives of

Australia.

A New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare. Antony
and Cleopatra. Edited by Horace Howard Fur-
ness. (Philadelphia, Lippincott Company.)

THIS is the thirteenth play in Dr. Furness's monu-
mental edition, and the present volume is yet
another example of the extraordinary learning,

thoroughness, and exhaustive treatment which
make the series a unique boon to the Shakespearian
student. The text is that of the Folio of 1623,

reproduced with all possible accuracy ; and, in

view of the fact that when cryptic words or phrases
present themselves as "arme-gaunt" or "ribau-
dred " the reader can, in the voluminous foot-

notes, take his choice of the conflicting explana-
tions that have been put forward, the book, like its

predecessors, becomes invaluable as a work of

reference.
The Appendix includes, among much other

matter, the passages from Plutarch on which the

play is founded ; the full text of Dryden's 'All for

Love,' together with criticisms thereon by Snott,

Campbell, Russell Lowell, and others; and shor!

extracts from some twenty dramatic versions of

the same "tragic fable," ranging from the pre-

Shakespearian
'

Cleopatre Captive
'

of Jodelle, pub-
lished in 1552, to the "freely translated and re-

arranged" version of Shakespeare's play produced
in 1878 by Franz Dingelstedt.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. MAY.

MR. WALTER V. DANIELL has published a Cata-

ogue of Portraits, chiefly, of the sixteenth, seven-

teenth, and eighteenth centuries. These include
Charles I. and II., Edward VI., Elizabeth, the
ieorges, James I. and II., Queen Mary, and Mary,
Jueen of Scots. Among the poets are Milton, Pope,
Gay, Cowley, Chaucer, ana Surrey ; and among
actors and actresses, Garrick, Nell Gwyn, Mrs.
Siddons, and Elizabeth Farren. There is a portrait
of Lady Hamilton as

'

Sensibility,' and William
Pitt as

'

Billy the Bamboozler robbing the Cobbler.
1

The list is of endless variety, and even contains
Mr. Isaac, dancing master, adorned with this quo-
tation, which we hardly suppose our readers will

agree to :

And Isaac's Rigadopn shall last as long
As Raphael's painting, c-r as Virgil's song.

Mr. R. S. Frampton's Sixth Catalogue contains a
number of popular works in natural history and
science. We have such familiar names as Darwin,
Dircks, Hardwicke, Robert Hunt, Huxley, Lan-
kester, Lardner, London, Lyell, Owen, J. G. Wood,
&c.

Messrs. William George's Sons, of Bristol, issue a-

Supplementary Catalogue to No. CCXCIV. It con-
tains books ,of the fifteenth to the eighteenth
centuries. There are^everal works frqm the Aldine
Press. Under America ye find the first English
edition of the first American Prayer Book, Phila-

delphia, reprinted by Debrett, 1789, 3/. 15s. This
1785 revision excluded the Nicene Creed and
the " Descent into Hell," which were restored in

1786. Under Bacon are the first edition of 'The
Advancement of Learning,' and an early complete
edition of the 'Essays,' 1605 and 1632, 2 vols.,
uniform in calf, 121. 12.s. Under Cowper is the first

edition of 'The Task' and of the
'

Poems,' 2 vols. r

8vo, J. Johnson, 1782-5, 5/. 12*. A clean and well-

margined copy of Lydgate's
' Notable Princes and"

Princesses,'R. Tottel.x. Sept., 1554, is priced 151. 10*. ?

and Niccols's 'Mirror for Magistrates,' 1610, 11. 10*.

The fourth edition of
' Robinson Crusoe '

is priced"
67. 5s. ; and a copy of Feuillet's

'

Orchesography, or'

the Art of Dancing,' translated by John Weaver,
Dancing Master, 42 curious diagrams, 1706, 4. 18*.

Mr. John Grant sends from Edinburgh his April
Catalogue, which contains Swinburne's first pub-
lished work, 'The Queen-Mother, Rosamond.' This

copy is of the earliest issue of the first edition, and
is, complete with the "Errata" leaf and all the

half-titles, 12mo, original cloth, Basil . Montagu
Pickering, 1860, 20/. Not .twenty copies were issued
before the book was withdrawn, to be reissued"

with a new title-page bearing Moxon's name. A
set of Challenger Reports, H.M. Stationery Office,

1881-91, is 457. : a copy of Du Cange, 7 vols., 4to,

Paris, 1840-50, 81. 10*. ; and the original edition of
Laud's Prayer Book with King James's Psalms,
Edinburgh,'Robert Young, 1637-6, 81. 8s.

Mr. John Jeffery's Catalogue 114 contains Harts-
horne's

' Old English Glasses,' super-royal quarto,
1897, II. 15*. There are a number of .pamphlets,
1682-1880 ; and many works under Quakers. Under
Wales are collections of title-deeds, including one
of 140 family papers, 1567-1710, relating to the

Lloyd, Powell, arid Morgan families, 10/. 10*.

Mr. W. M. Murphy sends from Liverpool his Gata

logue 135, containing the scarce second- edition o
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'The Life of John Mytton,' bound by Riviere, 1837,

101 a choice copy of Froissart, with the complete

series of 72 scarce plates illuminated in exact

imitation of the originals by Noel Humphreys
2 vols, royal 8vo, red morocco, 1862, 81.; and

'(ireville Memoirs,' 8 vols., 1875-87, X. 15s.:

And though they laughing say,
"Tis onlyGreville,"

They wish his journal with him at the .

There is a beautiful copy of the memoirs of Lord

de Joinville, translated by Thomas Johues, bound

in the finest crimson levant, Hafod Press, 1807,

31 3*.; and a set of Lytton, Blackwood's "Library
Edition," 43 vols., half-calf, exceedingly scarce,

1859-66, 221. Shakespeare items includes a sub-

scribers copy of Green's
' Crabb Tree, with its

Legend*,' privately printed, 1857, 21. 2s. Under
Wordsworth is the

" Author's Favourite Edition,

7 vols., original cloth, Moxon, 1849, II. 15*. There

are valuable works under Natural History, includ-

ing Audubon's
'

Quadrupeds of North America,

121. 12*.; and Elliot's Monographs, 1865-73, 4 vols.,

imperial folio, 351. Under Orchids is Linden and

Rodigas's splendid work, 23 vols. in 17, folio, 1885-

1903, 261. 10*. There are also works under Art,

Cruikshank, Dickens, Entomology, &c.

Messrs. W. N. Pitcher & Co., of Manchester,

have in their Catalogue 157 a number of works on

architecture, economics and politics, and music.

The general portion includes the first edition of

Cruikshank's 'Omnibus,' original cloth. 1842, If. 10*.

This copy belonged to John Auldjo, and contains

his ex libris and autograph on title, also a letter

from Cruikshank to him announcing the success of

the 'Omnibus,' and that "about seven thousand

copies were sold on Saturday." There is inserted

an original pencil sketch with the inscription,

"First idea for Omnibus cover by G. C., sketched

at Noel House, 1841." Under Dante is Lord
Vernon's privately printed edition, 14J. ; and under
Dickens are the following first editions : a set of

the Christmas Books, 5 vols., 1843-8, 31. 3s.;

'Dombey,' 1848, 21. 5s. ; and 'Pickwick,' 1837,

3/. 10*. Other items include
'

Vanity Fair Album,'
14 vols.. folio, 1869-82, 41. 4s.; and 'Arabian Nights,'
Villon Society, 1882-4, 12 vols., vellum, 131. Under

Shakespeare is Boydell's 'Gallery,' very choice

original impressions, 2 vols., atlas folio, 1803, 131.

Mr. W. Reeves has a Catalogue of Music and
Musical Literature. We note a few items : Boyce's
'Cathedral Music,' 3 vols., folio, 1788, 21. 5*.

Chorley's
'

Recollections,' 2 vols., 18-*. ; Costa's
'
Naaman,' full score, II. \s. ;

'

English Folk-Song,'
by Cecil Sharp, 7*. 6d. ; and Dr. Cox's

' Musical
Recollections,' 2 vols., 1872, 10s. There is a quantity
of old music, much very interesting, at low prices.

Mr. C. Richardson, of Manchester, includes in his

Catalogue 54 Boys's
' Architecture in Paris, Ghent,

Antwerp,' &c., royal folio, 1839, 31. 10*. There are
first editions of Matthew Arnold and of Samuel
Bamford, the Radical. There is a fine set of the
'

Chertsey Worthies' Library
'

(only one hundred
copies printed for private circulation), 14 vols., 4to,

1875-81, 13/. 10*. A first edition of Dickeus's

'Grimaldi,' Bentley, 1838, is 51. 10*. It is an
exceptionally fine clean copy in the original cloth,
with the " Pantomime Border " round the last plate.
Another first edition is

'

Vanity Fair,' Bradbury &
Evans, 1848, with the woodcut of the Marquis of

Steyne, 81. 10s. A set of the"Huth Library" is

priced 221. 10*.

Messrs. Suckling & Co. have a Catalogue of

Engraved Portraits. The list contains something
like seven hundred. We find Boswell, Silk

Buckingham,
"
Kitty

"
Clive, Elizabeth Carter,

Payne Collier, Elizabeth Fry, David Hume, Leigh
Hunt, Francis Jeffrey,

"
Stella

"
Johnson, William

Leybourn (mathematician, 1626-1700 : published the
first Ready Reckoner in English), Macaulay, Capt.
Marryat, and McClure, the discoverer of the
North-West Passage. The last portion of the

catalogue is devoted to Theatrical Portraits.

Messrs. Henry Young & Sons, of Liverpool, have
in their Catalogue CCCXC. a collection of portraits
of actors, actresses, and singers, 1660-1850, 36/.

Chaucer items include a tall copy of the sixth

edition, 1687, 1W. 10*. ; and the first issue of the
1894-7 edition, editedjby Skeat, 7 vols., uncut, 5/. 15s.

Dante entries comprise Pickering's "Miniature
Edition," 2 vols., morocco, 1822-3, II. 4*. Under
Hogarth is a set of

' Times of the Day,' brilliant

impressions of first states, 1738, 9/. 9*. A hand-
some copy of the first edition of Clarke and
M 'Arthurs 'Life of Nelson,' with splendid im-

pressions of the plates, 2 vols. , 4to, morocco, 1809,
is 61. 6*. Under Shorthouse is the rare first edition

(privately printed) of
' John Inglesant,' 1880, 81. 8*.

This work, rejected by a publisher's reader, would
never have appeared but for the urgency of friends,
to please whom the author had 100 copies printed.
Its merits becoming known, an edition was pub-
lished in 1881, and up to 1901 80,000 copies were sold.

One of the earliest admirers of the work was the
late Mr. William Faux, for so long head of Messrs.
Smith & Son's Book Department. He spoke to us
of it in the most enthusiastic terms, and we believe
he had something to do with bringing about its

publication.

to

We must catt special attention to the. following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but aa a guarantee of good faith.

WB cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate

slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to

which they refer. Correspondents who repeat

queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to " The Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' "Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (MAY).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
28, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

LONDON, W.C.

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS,

PAMPHLETS, and OLDBOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGKAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

BOOKBUYERS
ARE STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO APPLY TO

E. GEORGE & SONS
FOR ANY WORKS REQUIRED,

As they have special means for procuring at short notice
any obtainable book in the market.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS ANSWERED.
Telephone 5150 Central.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
5, PALL MALL, S.W.

(CARLTON HOTEL BUILDING.)

RARE BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS & MSS.

Speciality : French Illustrated Books of the Eighteenth

Century, and Modern French EDITIONS DE LUXE.

Gentlemen wishing to dispose of any of these, will

oblige by kindly reporting same to me.

If you are in Want of

BOOKS FOR ANY EXAMINATION
it Will pay you to Write to

J. P O O L E & CO.,
104, CHARING CROSS ROAD,

LONDON, W. C.,

for a Quotation.

WOODCUTS, EARLY BOOKS, MSS., &c.

LEIGHTON'S
Illustrated Catalogue,
A Z. 1,738 pages. Containing 1,350 Facsimiles.

Thick 8vo, half-morocco, 30.

Parts X.-XII. (Suppt.), A CA. 2. each.

Part XIII., CAL CHRYS, with 164 Facsimiles, including
Berners' Froissart, Cambridge bindings, Capgrave 1516,

Cepio 1477, and a large collection of Early Chronicles.

[Now ready, price 2.

J. &. J. LEIGHTON,
40, Brewer Street, Golden Square, London, W.

CATALOGUE
OK THE

TOPOGRAPHY OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND,

COMPRISING

County and Local Histories, Heraldry, Engravings, Water-
Colour Drawings, &c., including a large Collection relating
to London, 1,847 items, post free.

Boohs and Engravings Bought and Exchanged.

J. RIMELL AND SON,
53, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PROBSTHAIN'S ORIENTAL CATALOGUES.

No. XII. CHINA. 1445 Numbers.

No. XIII. AFRICA. 1258 Numbers.

To be had gratis on application.

PROBSTHAIN & CO.,
ORIENTAL BOOKSELIJEHS,

41, Gt. Russell Street, London, W.C.

THE BIBLIOPHILE PRESS,
149, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.,

PUBLISHERS,
NEW AND SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLERS.

BOOKS BOUGHT. CATALOGUES ISSUED,

I. W. JACOBS, Manager.
Telephone : PADDINGTON, 2825.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The

Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and

General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of 'popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they caa be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Bail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 1 86, Strand, W. C.
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TYPE-
WRITING. The WEST KENSINGTON

OFFICES. Authors' MSS., Translations, &c. Legal and General
Copying. Circulars, &c., duplicated. Usual terms. References.
Established fifteen yean. HIKES & SIKKS, 229, Hammersmith
Road, W. (Private Address : 13, Wolverton Gardens, Hammersmith.)

JOHN MILTON. INFORMATION as to
V PORTRAITS of MILTON will be gladly received by the under-
named, who has a Book in preparation concerning them, and is also

open to purchase Portraits and Prints of the Poet.

Dr. WILLIAMSON, Burgh House. Hampstad.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
. BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C.. desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London

for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS

siii'i'li'M. no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
aver as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKKK'S Great Bookshop, 14-16. John Bright Street, Birmingham.

FIFTH EDITION, Revised to 1908, NOW READY.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

A STRONOMY FOR THE YOUNG,
JCX By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

"Nothing better of HB kind has ever appeared."-nZilk Mechanic.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER 4 SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

NINTH EDITION NOW READY.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

T> EMARKABLE ECLIPSES : a Sketch of the
JCV most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation

of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. Bj
W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

"PEDIGREES TRACED : Evidences of Descent
JL from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

TTERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
-El with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, Ac.

L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS. Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

50, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.)

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. 5s. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket

Size, Si. per dozen, ruled or plain.

Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd.. cannot J
responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copiei

should be retained.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

\TOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
-LI to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10. :W. for Six
Months ; or20. ad. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index.
J. ElMVAKD FRANCIS, Xottt and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings.
Chancery Lane, E.C.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. Qd. home and

13s. Gd. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning
'Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office: ST. BUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN DISRAELI,
EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, 1820-1892.

XT O T E S AND QUERIES
JJl for APRIL 29, MAT 13, 27. JUNE 10, 24, and JULY 8. 1893,

Contains a

BIBLIOGRAPHY OP THE EARL OP BEACONSFIELD.
This includes KEYS to 'VIVIAN GREY,'

CONINGSBY,' 'LOTHAIR,' and 'ENDYMION.'
Price of the Six Numbers, 2. ; or free by post, 2s. 3d.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS.
Kotet awl Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

ATHENAEUM
PRESS. JOHN EDWARD

FRANCIS, Printer of the Atheiueum. Notes and Queries, Ac., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

STICKPHAST
PASTE is miles better than Gum

for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, tc. 3d., M. and Is. with
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THE ATHEN-ffiUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

GEORGE RIDDING, SCHOOLMASTER AND BISHOP.
HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS IN HAMPSHIRE. LITERARY AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS.
THE DEMONSTRATION SCHOOLS RECORD.
MAROTZ. BESS OF HARDENDALE. TOD McALPIN. THE SQUATTER'S

WARD. THRICE CAPTIVE. THE COTTAGE ON THE FELLS. A KNIGHT-
ERRANT IN TURKEY. JOSUA KERSTEN.

THE BALKANS. EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE.
MEMOIRES DE LA COMTESSE DE B,OIGNE. REVIEW OF HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS

RELATING TO CANADA. MEMOIRES ET CORRESPONDANCE DE LOUIS ROSSEL.
LETTERS FROM THE RAVEN. SIR WILLIAM TEMPLE UPON THE GARDENS
OF EPICURUS.

THE SHAKSPEARE QUARTOS.
SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS. THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
THE GAY LORD QUEX. PRO TEM.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

THE TESTAMENTS OF THE TWELVE PATRIARCHS. BEAU BRUMMELL AND HIS
TIMES. DOUGHTY'S WANDERINGS IN ARABIA. LORNA DOONE AND THE DOONES.
NEW NOVELS : Fennel and Rue ; Rupert Brett ; A Prophet's Reward ; The Disinherited of the

Earth ; The Education of Eve ; The Splendid Coward ; Monsieur le Principal.
SCOTTISH HISTORY.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Indian Problems ; Leland's Itinerary ; Footsteps of Scott ; The Library.

NOTES FROM PARIS. A FORGOTTEN EARLY PROSE WORK OF COLERIDGE.
' DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, AND SO FORTH.' THE SHAKSPEARE QUARTOS

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Anthropological Notes ; Electric Wave Telegraphy ; Societies ; Meetings Next Week ;

Gossip.

FINE ARTS : The New Gallery ; Gossip ; Exhibitions.

MUSIC : The History of Music to the Death of Schubert ; Gossip ; Performances Next Week.
DRAMA : Mrs. Dot ; Way Down East ; The Marriage of William Ashe ; The Tragedies of Seneca ;

- Stratford Memorial Performances ; Gossip.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENJEUM will contain Articles on

P. GIBBS'S THE ROMANCE OF GEORGE VILLIERS

AND

G. MURRAY'S THE RISE OF THE GREEK EPIC.

The ATHENAEUM, emery SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS-tad J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenatum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. And of all Newsagents.
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HICHARDSON'S PAMELA : HER
ORIGINAL.

THE question of the identity of the lady
from, whom Samuel Richardson drew his

celebrated character of Pamela still remains,

despite several positive statements on the

subject, one to which no satisfactory answer
can be given.

Mrs. Barbauld, in the life with which she

prefaced her six volumes of
' The Corre-

spondence of Samuel Richardson,' in 1804,
tells us (vol. i. p. Ixviii) that
" the real Pamela was said by some to be the

-wife of Sir Arthur Hazelrip, who had then lately
married his maid ; others affirming, with great con-

fidence, that she was daughter to the gamekeeper
of the Earl of Gainsborougn, who had rewarded her

virtue by exalting her to the rank of Countess.

Both these ladies were of exemplary characters ; but
the author's own account of the matter is given in

the following words, in a letter to his friend and

great admirer Aaron Hill."

In this letter Richardson states that

"'about twenty-five years ago, a gentleman, with
whom I was intimately acquainted (but who, alas !

is now no more !), met with such a story as that of

Pamela, in one of the summer tours which he used
to take for his pleasure."

At one inn at which he put up he par-
ticularly asked the landlord
" who was the owner of a fine house, as it

seemed to him, beautifully situated, which he had
passed by (describing it) within a mile or two of
the inn.
"
It was a fine house, the landlord said. The

owner was Mr. B., a gentleman of a large estate in
more counties than one. That his and his lady's
history engaged the attention of everybody who
came that way, and put a stop to all other in-

quiries, though the house and gardens were well
worth seeing. The lady, he said, was one of the

greatest beauties in England ; but the qualities of
her mind had no equal : beneficent, prudent, and
equally beloved by high and low. That she had
been taken at twelve years of age, for the sweet-
ness of her manners and modesty, and for an under-

standing above her years, by Mr. B 's mother,
a truly worthy lady, to wait on her person. Her
parents, ruined by suretiships, were remarkably
honest and pious, and had instilled into their

daughter's mind the best principles. When their
misfortunes happened first, they attempted a little

school, in their village, where they were much
beloved ; he teaching writing and the first rules of
arithmetic to boys, his wife plain needlework to

girls, and to knit and spin ; but that it. answered
not ; and when the lady took their child, the in-

dustrious man earned his bread by day labour, and
the lowest kinds of husbandry."

The beauty and modesty of the girl made
her the object of the attentions of the

lady's son,
" a young gentleman of free

principles," who, having exhausted great

patience and ingenuity in unrewarded

attempts to overcome her virtue,
"
thought

fit to make her his wife," in which position
her graces of person and character won her
the love of all the country-side, and even
of her husband's relatives :

" The gentleman who told me this, added, that he
had the curiosity to stay in the neighbourhood from

Friday to Sunday, that he might see this happy
couple at church, from which they never absented
themselves : that, in short, he did see them ; that
her deportment was all sweetness, ease, and dignity
mingled : that he never saw a lovelier woman ': that
her husband was as fine a man, and seemed even

proud of his choice : and that she attracted the

respects of the persons of rank present, and had the

blessings of the poor. The relater of the story told

me all this with transport."

Unfortunately, Mrs. Barbauld does not

give the date of this letter of Richardson's
to Aaron Hill. Mr. Austin Dobson, who
quotes it in the excellent life of the novelist

which he contributed to the "
English Men

of Letters
"

series in 1902, tells me that he
cannot give the date of the letter. Anxious
to assist me, however, he has kindly had a
careful search made through the

"
six vast

folio volumes "
of Richardson's correspond-

ence preserved at the South Kensington
Museum ; but the search has only con-

firmed the impression in his mind that this
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particular letter, like others of importance,
was not among them.

We may, however, say confidently that

the letter was written between November,
1740, when 'Pamela' was published, and

8 Feb., 1749/50, when Aaron Hill died.

There can be little doubt that it was written

before November, 1747, when the first

volumes of
'

Clarissa
' were issued. And I

think most people will agree with me that

it was probably written soon after the

publication of
' Pamela.'

This gives us a rough datum from which

to work. The twenty-five years which

Richardson said had elapsed since his friend

had discovered Pamela's original carry us

back to some time between 1715 and 1725,

the evidence just stated leaving small room
for doubt that the former date is much
nearer to being approximately correct than

the latter, which may be regarded as

practically outside the limit of probability.
There is another piece of evidence to support
this view. Richardson tells us that in his

'prentice days he was "
engaged in corre-

spondence with a gentleman, greatly my
superior in degree, and of ample fortune,

who, had he lived, intended high things for

me" ; and that this gentleman's letters

largely related to his travels. Mr. Austin
Dobson -follows Sir Walter Scott in believing
that it was this early patron who told him
the tale of

" Mr. B." ; and there can

scarcely be a doubt as to this supposition

being correct. Now Richardson's appren-
ticeship started in 1706, and ended seven

years later, in 1713. His patron is not :

likely to have lived long after the expiry
of the apprenticeship, else some of the "

high
things

" intended for Richardson might
well have become solid realities. It is

therefore probable that the gentleman died
about 1715 or earlier ; and the year of his

,

death marks the latest date to which we
can attribute the romantic incidents that ;

the strangely inspired pen of a middle-aged
printer was to render immortal.

We may now investigate the claims of
the two ladies who have each been named
as Pamela's original. To start with Lady
Gainsborough, we find her claim supported
by no less an authority than Richardson's
son-in-law, Edward Bridgen, who, as Mr.
Dobson tells us in a foot-note (p. 60),
stated positively that "

the master of
Pamela was the father of the present Earl
of Gainsborough, who rewarded the in-

flexible virtue of Elizabeth Chapman, his

gamekeeper's daughter, by exalting her to
the rank of Countess." Mr. Bridgen was a

merchant of intellectual tastes and liberal

sympathies, who must be treated with

respect : but I cannot accept his evidence*
on this point. For Baptist Noel, fourth
Earl of Gainsborough (1708-51), married
Elizabeth, daughter of William Chapman,
in 1739,* a date which utterly destroys this
first claim, unless we repudiate Richardson's
own account of the story's origin, which
there is not the slightest reason to do. The-

novelist in his letter to Aaron Hill, the most
important parts of which I have already
quoted, describes how ' Pamela '

grew," when I began to recollect what had, so-

many years before [the italics are mine],,
been told me by my friend." As he began
actually to write

' Pamela ' on 10 Nov.,.
1739, it will be seen how absurd it is to claim
a bride of the same year as the heroine's-

original. Perhaps some would consider
it a point in favour of Lady Gainsborough's
case that the hero owns a mansion in Lin-
colnshire (the other being in Bedfordshire) ;

while Gainsborough, the town from which
the title is taken, is also in Lincolnshire.

We may now turn to the other fair
claimant. Sir Arthur Hazlerigg (at that
time spelt

"
Hesilrigge

"
), seventh bart.,

married Hannah, daughter of Sturges,.
in June, 1725,t and Burke's 'Peerage' to
this day identifies her as the lady

" from
whom Richardson drew his character of
Pamela." But I think that few who have-
read my arguments will be inclined to-

accept her as such : the evidence of dates
even against her claim is almost over-

whelming. From June, 1725, the date of

Lady Hazlerigg' s marriage, to 8 Feb.,.

1749/50, the date of Aaron Hill's death and
the very latest date to which we can possibly
attribute Richardson's letter, is slightly
under twenty-five years ; and to the twenty-
five years which had elapsed since the
novelist's early friend told him the romantic

story of
" Mr. B.'s

"
marriage must be-

* Even G. E. C., in his 'Complete Peerage,' is not
able to give the exact date of the marriage. The
Countess married, for her second husband, Thomas
Noel, and died 13 Dec.

, 1771. Lord Gainsborough's
mother, Dorothy, daughter of John Manners, first

Duke of Rutland, died a widow on 27 April, 1739,
"of the Small Pox." The Gent. Mag. for 1751

(pp. 140-1) contains an obituary notice of Lord
Gainsborough, which pays glowing tribute to the-

excellence of his private character.

t Lady Hazlerigg died 27 Feb., 1765, her husband
having predeceased her on 23 April, 1763. His
mother, Dorothy, a daughter of Tianaster, third
Lord Maynard, died 11 Sept., 1748; his father,
Sir Robert Hazlerigg, sixth baronet, had died!
19 May, 1721.
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added the period during which the couple
had been husband and wife before this

friend chanced to come into their neigh-
bourhood. So that even if we assign
the latest possible (though extremely im-

probable) date to the letter, we are yet
unable to reconcile Lady Hazlerigg's claim
with the facts as related by Richardson.

And, even if the dates did allow of our

accepting either Lady Gainsborough or

Lady Hazlerigg as Pamela's original, I still

think that Richardson's letter to Aaron Hill

would rule them each out of court. For
his reference to

" Mr. B." all but convinces
me that the person referred to actually
was a gentleman whose name began with
the second letter of the alphabet ; and
that in calling the

" hero "
of his first novel

" Mr. B." he did not completely veil the

identity of the original. And it quite
convinces me that, whoever was the original
of "Mr. B.," he was not a gentleman of

title, for Richardson, who had all the trades-

man's reverence for birth and position (and
a good deal more besides), would never
have failed to state his rank, as emphasizing
that noble condescension which permitted
him to honour by marriage the humble girl

whose virtue he had unsuccessfully assailed,

and, when at church, to appear
" even proud

of his choice."

Miss Clara Linklater Thomson, in her
careful and thoughtful

' Samuel Richard-

son,' 1900, after quoting the account given
b"" the novelist to Aaron Hill of how the

story of
' Pamela '

originated, says (pp. 155

156) :

" This evidence as to the origin of the tale render:

the probability of French influence
very doubtful,

especially as Richardson followed closely the out-

line of the romance related above. Even the name
of the hero, originally, for obvious reasons, veilea

wider an initial, appears in the same form
"
[the

italics are mine].

Miss Thomson apparently thinks, with

me, that
" B." was the gentleman's actua*

initial, and not a mere invention of the
novelist. On another point raised by this

italicized sentence I shall make remark

presently.

Writing to Aaron Hill with regard to

the character of Lovelace, in
'

Clarissa,

on 26 Jan., 1747, Richardson observes

(Dobson's
'

Richardson,' p. 88) :

"
I must own, that I am a good deal warped bj

the Character of a Gentleman I had in my Eye
when I drew both him, and Mr. B. in Pamela. Th
best of him for the latter ; the worst of him fo

Lovelace, made still worse by mingling the wors
of two other Characters, that were as well known
to me, of that Gentleman's Acquaintance."

This, when I first read it, seemed to-

jonflict with the letter from which I have-
>een reasoning, as claiming personal know-
edge of

" Mr. B." and his friends. But a
moment's consideration showed me that the
ovelist is speaking here not of

" Mr. B.,'*
whose story formed the foundation of the-

move!, but of "Mr. B.," the "hero "fas
presented in the novel ; and that he merely
meant that upon this

" hero " he had en-

grafted the characteristics of some "
Gentle-

man " he had known, and of two of that
' Gentleman's "

friends.

ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands, near Liverpool.

(To be continued.)

LONDON STATUES AND
MEMORIALS.

(See ante, pp. 1, 102, 282.)

59. Drinking Fountains, Regent's Park-

(a) Opposite entrance to Zoological Gar-
dens. Erected at the cost of the late
Baroness Burdett-Coutts in 1871. (6) Near
the centre of the Broad Walk. The gift
of Cowasjee Jehangheer Ready Money, Esq.,
a benevolent Parsee gentleman,

"
as a token

of gratitude to the people of England for

the protection enjoyed by him and his Parsee

fellow-countrymen under the British rule
in India." Unveiled by the late Duchess-
of Teck in July, 1869. (c) Erected in the
Flower Walk, or southern portion of the
Broad Wall?, in 1862. (d) Opposite
Clarence Terrace. Erected by Mr. George
R. Sims in 1902.

60. Statue of Robert Stephenson, Euston
Square. Erected in 1871. A marble statue
of George Stephenson (Robert's father)
stands in the centre of the Booking Hall
of Euston Station.

61. Statue of Richard Cobden, High
Street, Camden Town. It marks the site

of the old turnpike gate removed in 1863,
" Erected by public subscription, to which

Napoleon III. was principal contributor."

Inaugurated 27 June, 1 868.

62. Dedication Memorial, St. Pancras
Gardens. The gardens formed out of the
disused burial-grounds of St. Pancras and
St. Giles' s-in-the-Fields were opened to the

public in 1877. This memorial, the main
feature of which is a marble sundial, was-

presented by the late Baroness Burdett-

Coutts, and unveiled on 7 Nov., 1879.

63. Statue of Sir Sydney Waterlow,
Waterlow Park, Highgate. Erected to the
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memory of the generous donor of this park

by public subscription. Unveiled by the

Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyle, 28 July,

1900.

64. Statue of Major Cartwright, Burton

Crescent. "The Father of Reform" died

in Burton Crescent, 23 Sept., 1824 ; and

in 1832 this statue was erected by public

subscription near his late residence.

65. Statue of Capt. Thomas Coram,

Foundling Hospital. This statue of the

founder of the Hospital stands at the main

entrance, and faces Lamb's Conduit Street.

66. Statue of the Duke of Bedford,

Russell Square. Francis, fifth Duke of

Bedford, an eminent agriculturist, died in

1802 ; and in 1809 this statue was erected

to his memory.
67. Statue of Charles James Fox, Blooms-

bury Square. Erected in 1816.

68. Statue of George I., St. George's
Church, Bloomsbury. This statue stands

on the apex of the spire of the church, con-

secrated in 1731. The steeple and statue

were added by the munificence of Mr. Wm.
Hucks, a brewer and member of Parliament

<see 7 S. iv. 410).

69. Statue of the Duke of Kent, Portland
Place. Erected by public subscription to

the memory of the father of Queen Victoria

tsee 8 S. xi. 510 ; xii. 36, 94).

70. Statxie of Mr. Quintin Hogg, Lang-
ham Place. "Erected by the members of

the Polytechnic to the memory of their

Tounder." Unveiled by the Duke of Argyle,
-24 Nov., 1906.

71. Statue of Lord George Bentinck,
Cavendish Square. He died suddenly on
21 Sept., 1848, and soon afterwards this

statue was erected to his memory.

I am greatly obliged for the notes by kind
friends inserted at the end of the third

instalment of my list.

MR. FREDERIC BOASE'S information con-

cerning the Napier statue (35) is very wel-
come. I apparently obtained my incorrect
date from ' Old and New London' (iii. 142),
where it is given as 1857.

I like immensely COM. EBOR'S idea of

-a catalogue of statues and memorials

embracing the whole of Great Britain and
Ireland, although such a work is quite beyond
my powers. I have notes of some of these,
it is true, but my information is far too

meagre at present to be of use. If, however,
I might make a suggestion, I think it would
be a good plan for a column to be open to
jeaders occasionally for contributions on

this sxibject. Such a catalogue might then
soon be in the making.
There is an interesting illustrated article

in The Sunday Strand for March on ' Statues

to Famous Ministers.' I observe that the

Bunyan statue at Bedford is omitted ; and
that in mentioning the statue to Bishop
Middleton in St. Paul's Cathedral the author
states :

" He is the only minister who has
a statue there." There used certainly to be
a statue to Bishop Heber in St. Paul's.

I can echo MR. FANSHAWE'S remark con-

cerning photographs of the Charles I. statue

(33), although I possess one or two small

engravings of it. There was an excellent

photo-litho of the Boadicea statue given
in The Sketch of 26 Jan., 1898, taken from
the model which had then been temporarily
placed on Westminster Bridge.

I have had pointed out to me by my friend

COL. PRIDEAUX a palpable error in No. 53.

"Tyburn Tree" should read "Tyburn
Turnpike Gate."

May I add that I shall be grateful to any
reader who will kindly send me a picture

postcard of any of the London statues and
memorials ? JOHN T. PAGE.
The Elms, Long ItchinRton, Warwickshire.

(To be continued.)

33- Referring to MR. H. O. FAXSHAWE'S
comment (p. 284), I may say that there is

a six-page illustrated article,
' The Eques-

trian Statue of King Charles I. at Charing
Cross,' in The Art Journal for February,
1901, by Cosmo Monkhouse.
Of old prints, there would appear to be a

1 View of the Statue of Charles I. and its

Surroundings in 1737,' by Sutton Nichols,
as also Hollar's etching.

I have a very good modern photogravure
of the statue, but I forget where it came
from. F. L. MAWDESLEY.

33. The pedestal of the statue of Charles I.

is said to be the work of Grinling Gibbons,
and is a very fine composition, although
Time's effacing finger and the London
atmosphere have dealt hardly with the

carving. The late Mr. George Vulliamy,
who was a pupil of Sir Charles Barry, and
a very skilful draughtsman, made a measured

drawing of the pedestal when the carving
at the sides was in a much better condition

than it is at present. This drawing, which
was to a large scale, showing the heraldry,
was presented by the artist to the Society
of Antiquaries ; but on inquiry a few years
ago I was informed that the drawing could
not be found. JOHX HEBB.
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38. The completion of the Duke of York's
Column by the erection of the statue was
made the subject of much adverse comment,
The Satirist of 17 Feb., 1833, having the

following :

The Duke of York's Exaltation in Carlton Square.
Small reason have the Royal Family
Their kinsmen's new position to deplore :

He now stands higher in the public eye
Than he was ever known to stand before !

43. It is not entirely accurate to say the
statue of King William III. was erected
"
pursuant to the will of Samuel Travers."

There was an earlier suggestion, and an
attempt to obtain the necessary funds,
before, by his will dated 6 July, 1124, he

bequeathed
"
a sufficient sum of money" :

amount not specified. Apparently only a

pedestal was provided (see Dasent's
'

History
of St. James's Square,' pp. 51, 59). Perhaps
the same bequest is referred to in a para-
graph in Fogg's Weekly Journal of 26 Feb.,
1732 :

" We hear that a gentleman has left by his will
200/. towards erecting the statue to the memory of

King William in the middle of the bason of St.

James's Square."

There was presumably another subscription
after this date, for when the scheme was
again brought forward in 1806, and the
Travers legacy discovered amongst the un-
claimed dividends (Dasent, p. 60), The
Gentleman's Magazine provided this in-

formation :

"An equestrian statue of King William the
Third is about to be erected in St. James's Square.
The workmen have commenced their operations.
The foundations of the statue below the water are
to be of brick and Spanish terra [sic] ; the pedestal
will be ten feet high, and the statue is to be the same
size as that at Charing Cross. Subscriptions to the
amount of S,OOW. were collected some years ago.
The plan is under the direction of Mr. Bacon, the

statuary."

44. This statue of George IT. came from
Canons, the Duke of Chandos's seat near

Eclgware, where it was one of the equestrian
troop (Chancellor's

' The Squares of London,'

p. 140). The London Daily Advertiser for

Thursday, 15 March, 1753, says :

"
Yesterday was set upon the pedestal in Golden

Square a fine statue of his present M-ijesty in a

Roman habit."
ALECK ABBAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

60. The fine large statue of George
Stephenson in the hall of the London and
Xorth-Western Railway station at Euston

Square ought not to be omitted, though i*

is not in a public thoroughfare. It mus
have produced an ineffaceable impression

on the innumerable people who have waited
n that noble room and have gazed upon it.

The sculptor has thrown a charm even on
the prosaic dress of the present-day frock

oat, waistcoat, and trousers.

In an old volume of The Saturday Maga-
zine many years ago were engravings of
numerous public statues in London and the

vicinage. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbou ne Rectory, Woodbridge.

THE BONASSUS.
IN ' The Tyne Side Minstrel

'

(Gateshead,
1824) is a satirical song, full of local allusions,
called

' The Newcassel Bonassus.' The first

verse is as follows :

Let Wombwell James an' a' the pack,
Iv yelpin curs Beef-eaters,

Ne mair about bonassus crack,
Them queer outlandish creatures ;

Be dumb ye leein yammerin hounds,
Nor wi yor clavers fash us,

An' suen aw '11 prove wor canny town,
Can boast its awn Bonassus.

The Bonassus seems to have been a>

favourite attraction of Wombwell's mena-

gerie. In the 'Diet. Nat. Biog.' ('Womb-
well, George') it is said : ." At Croydon one

year Wombwell startled the frequenters-
of the fair by announcing the exhibition of &
bonassus,' which turned out to be a bison,' v

but the appearance of the Bonassus was not
confined to Croydon, and I have in my
possession an advertisement (a long handbill

printed on one side) which states that the

marvellous animal was
"to be seen at 28", Strand, Between St. Mary-le-
Strand and St. Clement's Churches, also with an
Entrance at 41, Holywell Street, From Ten in the

Morning till Ten in the Evening. Admittance-
Ladies and Gentlemen, Is. each, Servants and

Children, 6d."

The bill is too long to be given in full, but

part of it may be thought worth reproducing.
There is no date, but it belongs to 1820 or

the first half of 1821, for Sir William Scott

became Lord Stowell in July, 1821. He, of

course, was notorious as a patron of exhibi-

tions of the kind.

"Patronized by Her most Gracious Majesty,

Queen Caroline ! His Serene Highness Prince

Leopold of Saxe Coburg ! The Lord Mayor ; Mr.

Alderman Wood ; Messrs. Waithman and Williams,

Sheriffs ; Mr. Parkins, late Sheriff ; SirWm. Scott;

General Sir Rt. Wilson, M.P. and the first Nobility
and Gentry in the Kingdom. Just arrived from

the Northern Wilds of America, and exhibiting for

a short time in London, previous to going to Paris,

a stupendous Male BONASSUS.
' Take him for all in

all we ne'er shall look upon his like again. Shak-

speare. The only one that was ever imported into-

this Kingdom. The sight of which instantly im-
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presses everv beholder with that magnificent idea
of wonder wiiich no words can describe.
" He was landed at Liverpool, and there exhi-

bited ; also at Manchester. Sheffield. Birmingham,
Cambridge and Oxford. The Vice Chancellor and
Bishop of Oxford were pleased to pronounce him
the greatest natural Curiosity in the Kingdom, he
has oeen viewed by more than One Hundred
Thousand respectable people in the above places
with wonder and admiration. This astonishing
animal was taken near the Apalachian Ridge,
commonly called the Backbone of America, he is

now about Fifteen Months old, and weighs, when
full grown, nearly TWO TONS, and stands upwards
of SEVEN* FEET HIGH !

" He is remarkable for his strength, activity and
terrific appearance From his size and power is

classed with the Elephant, Rhinoceros and Hippo-
potamus, and his ferocity is truly astonishing ; he
neither fears nor shuns the attack of the Tyger or
other wild beasts, but when he discovers his
enemies he bounds upon them with the greatest
imi>etuosity, and instantly destroys or puts them to
flight. This curious beast partakes or four or five
different species combined in one, having the Head
and Eye of the Elephant ; the Horns of the Ante-
lope ; a long black beard like that of a Goat ;

the hind parts of the Lion ; the fore parts of the
Bison ; is cloven Footed, has a flowing Mane from
the Shoulder down to the Fetlock Joint, and chews
the Cud. The piercing eyes of this animal are
placed upon the high part of the cheek-bone he
never makes the smallest noise, even when most
irritated and in the formation of the ear, approxi-
mates near to the human species, outwardly the
organs appear to be the same that Heaven
has bestowed ujjon man, and they are placed
directly above the horns, a thing hitherto un-
known in any of the species his peculiarities
are so striking, that no one sees him without
astonishment nor quits him without expressing
to the owner, the satisfaction they have derived
from the inspection of this phenomena [sic] in the
animal creation he is much admired by the
ladies, who visit him daily in large parties in
carriages." The Proprietor has collected together several
rare animals (that never were in England before)
which may give delight to juvenile minds, and are
exhibited at Half Price : Amongst them is THE
(JOLDEN VULTUKE, whose splendid plumage rivals
the various tints of the rainbow. These objects
will form a pleasing recreation for infantine
curiosity after having seen with surprise the terrific

Bonassus, one of tne most wonderful works of
nature. To convince the public of the great
difference between the Bonassus and the Buffalo,
he has obtained one of the latter, which may be
viewed at the same time ; though in its nature a
very great curiosity, it is only exhibited as a
striking contrast betwixt that and the Bonassus,
to whom it is in no wise related by gender, size,
or habit of feeding. It is worthy of remark that
the Bonassus is not carnivorous he will not taste
animal food of any description bread and vege-
tables are his chief diet and he will quietly
receive from any hand an apple or pear, whilst
his keen eye expresses gratitude for the present
made. The great and also universal patronage he
has received, is the most striking proof of this
animal's excellence, whose equal is not to be found
in Europe."

This prose description will, I do not doubt,
convey to the reader an exact picture of

the stupendous Bonassus, and there is no
need to transcribe the poem of twenty
verses in his honour which follows : it will

be enough in conclusion to record that
" The

Proprietor has had applications from various
Theatres to exhibit the Bonassus upon the

stage." G. E. P. A.

THUMB BIBLE, BY JOHN TAYLOK. {See
1 S. iv. 484 ; 2 S. i. 232 ; xii. 122 ; 3 S. iv.

528). I have recently examined an edition
of the "Thumb Bible" (in the possession
of Col. James Allardyce, LL.D., of Cul-

quoich) earlier, so far as I am aware, than

any hitherto described.
The British Museum has a copy of the

1616 edition printed by Jo. Beale, London ;

and the Earl of Crawford has two copies of
the 1670 edition printed by John Forbes,
Aberdeen.

Later issues are those printed by T. Hive
(second edition), dated [1693] ; by F.

Collins, dated 1693 ; and by Tho. James
(third edition), dated "

[circa 1695]
"

in
Hazlitt's

'

Handbook,"' but "
[1700 ?]

"

in the British Museum Catalogue. Hive's
edition was reprinted in 1720 ; Collins's

edition in 1818 ; and James's edition in
1849 and 1889.

Col. Allardyce' s tiny volume, which
measures 1 J in. by lin., consists really
of two separate books bound together, with
distinct title-pages and distinct signatures.
Each title-page bears the date 1614. The
full collation is as under :

Verbvm
| Sempi- |

ternse [me] \
Printed at London

| by Jo. Beale for
|
John Haniman.

|
1614.

A-E in sixteens. No pagination. A! and
A2 lacking, doubtless blank. A3 recto,
title ; verso and A4, Dedication to Queen
Anne, signed

"
Io. Taylor." A5, To the

Reader. A6-E15, Genesis to Apocrypha.
E5 is misprinted A5. El6 lacking, presum-
ably blank, as El5 ends "-from holy writ,"
without a catchword.

Salvator
|
Mvndi

|
Printed at London

| by Jo.
Beale for

|
John Hamman.

|

1614.

A-D in sixteens. No pagination. Of A,
this copy has only A2 with title, verso blank,
and A 15. B-D13, Matthew to Revelation.

Dl4,
"
Praier

"
; no catchword on verso.

D15-16 lacking, presumably blank.
In the 1616 edition the misprints

" Sem-
piternae

" and " A5 "
are corrected.

P. J. ANDERSON.
University Library, Aberdeen.
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GRAHAM EVERITT, AUTHOR OF ' ENGLISH
CARICATURISTS.' The real name of this
author does not occur in any catalogue or

printed list of pseudonyms. William Rod-
gers Richardson was born at Edinburgh,
6 Feb., 1832. He was admitted a solicitor
Easter term, 1853, and practised at Bristol
from 1853 to 1885, when he sold his practice.
He practised again at 63, Chancery Lane,
London, 1888-9, and at 28, Theobalds Road,
1889-91, taking out his last annual certificate
31 Dec., 1890. His first book has W. R.
Richardson on the title-page ; the other
three books are described as by Graham
Everitt, Everitt being his mother's maiden
name. His four books are :

From London Bridge, to Lombardy, by a mac-
adamized route. 1869.

English caricaturists and graphic humourists of
the nineteenth century, and how they illustrated
and interpreted their times. 1885, 4to, 2 guineas ;

2nd ed., 1893.

Doctors and doctors : some curious chapters in
medical history and quackery. 1888.

Guillotine the Great and her successors. 1890.

He died at Norbiton, Surrey, 20 Feb., 1907.
FREDERIC BOASE.

LINCOLNSHIRE FOLK JEST. Two old men
were gossiping about the days of their child-

hood. "I've worked," said one, "ever
sin I was six year owd." " What did you
first start on ?

"
inquired the other.

"
I

begun when I was six year owd to turn th'

tonup-cutter handle for my faather."
"
O,

then thoo's nowt alongside o' me ; I'd
larnt to milk afore I 'd been upoth' go two
days."

This is, I think, an old tale that has been
modernized. Turnip-slicers, I believe, did
not come into use until after the middle of

the eighteenth century, and were not
common in Lincolnshire until about a
hundred years ago. If the tale be old, the

turnip-cutter must supply the place of

something more ancient. Perhaps some of

your readers may have heard it told in its

earlier form. EDWARD PEACOCK.

GRANVILLE SHARP'S ' CHILD'S FIRST BOOK
IMPROVED.' A reader who chances upon
a curious pamphlet entitled

" The Child's

First Book Improved, with a preface to

all affectionate mothers and teachers of

children (London : printed by J. Rhynd
for the author, 1801)," will not find much
information about it in the ordinary sources

of bibliographical information. It is not
mentioned by Halkett and Laing ; and
the British Museum Catalogue that great

treasury of information gives no clue to

the authorship. It may therefore be well

to note that it came from the pen of the
benevolent Granville Sharp, whose exertions
in the cause of human freedom have given
him a lasting place among the worthies of

England. His biographer, Prince Hoare,
observes :

" The investigator of the ' Law of Nature devoted
a portion of his leisure to improving the ' Child's
First Book '

for mothers ana teachers ; and the
Vindicator of England's universal gift of Freedoni
was seen with equal zeal instructing foreigners in

the rudiments of her language."
' Memoirs of

Granville Sharp,' 1820, p. 522.

Some copies of 'The Child's First Book
Improved

' were issued without the preface,
which is highly characteristic of Granville

Sharp. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

WILLIAM BROWN, ARTIST. At 6 S. iv.

90 it is stated that William Brown was a
teacher of drawing, and lived at Newcastle-

upon-Tyne in 1802. I have an oil paint-

ing, dated 1799, entitled
' Prudhoe Castle,

Northumberland,' and signed
" William

Brown. Dm." (Durham). It shows the

castle in the distance, and is painted from
the north side, looking across a long reach
of the Tyne, between tree-fringed banks.

Cattle are in the shallow waters of the near

foreground. Prudhoe is about ten miles

from Newcastle.
William Brown cannot be traced in the

contemporary directories amongst the draw-

ing masters or artists in Newcastle, and
there can be little doubt that the artist

mentioned in
' N. & Q.' and the William

Brown of Durham are the same man. Some
information as to the latter is given on a
headstone in St. Oswald's Churchyard, Dur-
ham :

"In memory of
|
Sarah Isabella, Daughter |

of

William and Margaret Brown, I
who died Jany. 14,

1812, aged 24 years. |
Also of William Broion

\ of
Durham, Artist, \

who died Anyst 4th, 1854, | ayed
79 yearn. I Also of Margaret, his wife, |

who died

Feby. 2nd. 1833, | aged 78 years." Carlton's
'
In-

scriptions, p. 273.

The following engravings after his paint-

ings are in the British Museum :

View of Durham from the upper part of Clay
Path, by W. Brown ; engraved by Jukes and

Sargent. 1809.

View of Durham from the lower end of Framwell

Gate, by W. Brown. 1809.

View in the Banks, Durham, by W. Brown ;

engraved by Jukes and Sargent. 1809.

In Graves' s
'

Dictionary of Artists
*

there appear several artists of the same name,
exhibiting about the same period. No doubt
with one of these W. Brown of Durham may
be identified. WILFRID LEIGHTON.
East Boldon, R.S.O., Durham.
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WILLIAM PARSONS THE ACTOR : HIS
SECOND WIFE. The '

D.N.B.,' xliii. 423,
and The Gent. Mag. for 1795 at p. 527, must
be wrong in putting the death of Parsons' s

first wife and his second marriage in 1787.
These events probably took place in 1777.
His only surviving son, Stewart, was the

younger of the sons of the second marriage,
and died on 24 Sept., 1803, at Spanish Town,
Jamaica, in his twenty-fourth year, when
on the point of leaving the island to join
the 42nd Regiment in England (Gent. Mag.
for 1803, p. 1186).

In its account of the second Mrs. Parsons' s

remarriage the '

D.N.B.' has apparently
overlooked the correction made in The
Gent. Mag. for 1795 at p. 699. Is anything
known of her second husbend, the usher
at Reading School, the Rev. Mr. Davis ?

She is said to have been one of the three
daughters of General the Hon. James
Stewart, brother to Alexander, sixth Earl
of Galloway, and to have been brought up
by her aunt Lady Catherine Murray."
Daughters

"
is presumably to be taken

to mean "
natural daughters

"
; but, even

so, there is a difficulty, as Lady Catherine
Murray was a daughter of the sixth Earl
and it was Lady Euphemia Murray who was
his sister. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

"
JACOBIN " = "

JACOBITE." It would
seem from contemporary evidence as if it
were by mere chance at the outset that
the Stuart adherents after the Revolution
of 1688 were most popularly termed "

Jaco-
bins "name in later days of specially
evil connotation instead of "Jacobites,"
as they are always now known. The earliest
mention of either political nickname I can
yet trace is in a letter of the Earl of Craw-
ford, apparently to Lord Melville, dated
Edinburgh, 4 Feb., 1690, wherein it is said :

" The
prorogation

of the English parliament is
improved by Jacobin* and other dissatisfied people
V] J'

u
l,
natl(m

.
to serve several ends." HistoricalMSS. Commission, 'The MSS. of J. J. Hope John-

stone of Annandale,' p. 154.

William, Lord Ross, writing to the Earl
>f Annandale from London on 12 Jan., 1695,
observes :

"
There is a report since yesterdayand it comes from the Jacobins, that the

French King is dead" (ibid., p. 70); but
Secretary Johnstone, in a letter to the last-
named peer on the following 23 April says
inter aha : "If you bo any of those Jacobits
(for so he named them)

"
(ibid., p. 78), as

it the now accepted name were new The
whole subject seems deserving of further
investigation. ALFRED F. ROBBINS

WK must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

RAISULI : THE NAME. What is the ety-
mology of Raisuli ? It is curious that,

although I have read a large proportion
of what has been printed about that remark-
able man Hamid ben Mahomed Raisuli,
I have never yet met with a statement of
the origin or meaning of his name. Perhaps
I have been unfortunate, as surely something
must have been written about it somewhere.
Can any reader give me the information,
or refer me to where I can find it ?

JAMES PLATT, Jun.

' THE LITERARY COMPANION.' Can some
one give the exact title, compiler, publisher,
and date of

' The Literary Companion
'

?

I have portions of the work, containing
articles on general subjects, but there is no
clue to the information asked for.

ROLAND AUSTIN.
Public Library, Gloucester.

JOHN HASTINGS was M.P. for Leicester,

1559, Bridport 1563-7, Reading 1571, Poole
1572-83. I shall be obliged by any assist-

ance in identifying this member.
W. D. PINK.

LISGOOLE ABBEY AND CASTLE, co. FER-
MANAGH. In a note, p. 60, to

'

Henry's
Upper Lough Erne in 1739,' (1892), I alluded
to the marriage of John Armstrong, Esq.,
of Lisgoole, in 1788, with Sophia, daughter
of the ninth Baron Blayney, as having given
Regina Maria Roche the idea of her story
' The Children of the Abbey.' I should be
glad to have any further information illus-

trative of this being the fact, as the abbey
referred to in the title is described as situated
in Scotland ; and though Enniskillen is

mentioned, and the lake (Erne), there is no
description of a place resembling Lisgoole.

Mrs. Roche, described in the
' D.N.B.'

as nee Dalton, and as having published six-

teen novels between 1793 and 1834, and this

novel in 1798, issued an edition of it wit!

plates, Manchester, 1824, London, 1825, and
" the eleventh edition

"
in four parts,

London, 1832, at II. 4s. She published sub-

sequently to
' The Children of the Abbey,'

in 3 vols., at 11. Is., 'Contrast'; in 4 vols.,
at the same price,

' The Castle Chapel
'

; and
' The Maid of the Hamlet,' 2 vols., 3rd ed.,
1821. CHARLES S. KING, Bt.

St. Leonards-on-Sea.
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ATHENE : HER SACRIFICES. In '

^

Myths and Legends of Ancient Greece am
Rome,' by E. M. Berens (4th ed., 1892)
s.v.

'

Pallas Athene (Minerva),' p. 47, it ii

stated that "
her sacrifices were rams, bulls

and cows." Can any of your readers furnish
classical authority for the statement that
rams and bulls were ever offered to Pallas

'

My own opinion is that the author was lee

into error on this point by a faulty transla-
tion of

'

Iliad,' ii. 550-51 :

fJ.IV TCLVpOKTl KCU dpVfLOLS lAttOVTOU

Kovpoi 'A>dr)vai<i)v, TrepireAAo/zeKov cviavrutv.

Tliis is translated incorrectly in a Greek and
Latin edition by Didot in 1840 ; and Cowper
does the same. So in 1865 does Dart, who
says
Where the Athenian youth, as 'the years in {their

swift revolutions
Roll'd along, honoured the 'goddess with blood of

bulls and of sucklings.

fjLi.v, of course, refers not to Pallas, but to
Erechtheus in 1. 547. This Chapman clearly
saw (though he changes the name to Eris-

thius) :

Him Pallas plaeed_in her rich fane, and every ended
year,

Of bulls and lambs th' Athenian youths please him
with offerings there.

Lord Derby, J. G. Cordery, and C. S. Cal-

verley all follow correctly, and render /utv

by him. It is clear, therefore, that Homer
cannot be quoted as an authority for bulls

being sacrificed to Pallas. Is there any
authority whatever for such a statement ?

or must we not rather infer that Mrs. Berens
was misled by Cowper or Dart, or Didot' s

Latin edition ? W. THEOBALD.
r>'2, St. Brannock's Road, Ilfracombe.

[The
'

Mythology and Monuments of Ancient
Athens,' by J. E. Harrison and M. de G. Verrall,
]>. 513, speaks of the sacrifice of a heifer to

Athene, the authority being Philocharus, cited by
Harpocration under itriBoiov. The worship of

Athene is complicated by being
" contaminated

"

with that of other famous deities, and by including
many local cults. ]

THE SWEDISH CHURCH, PRINCE'S SQUARE,
ST. GEORGE'S-IN-THE-EAST. The removal
of the remains of Emanuel Swedenborg
from this quaint little church and its pro-

posed destruction have led to a number of

inquiries as to its history. Can any reader
of

' N. & Q.' tell me whether an account
of it has ever been published ?

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

BAYONNE. In Blackie's
'

Diet, of Place-

Names' (1887), Bayonna in Spain is said

to be derived from bahia, a bay ; and

Bayonne in France from a Basque word
signifying good (the good bay). What is

the Basque word, and what is its origin ?

Can it have any relation to the Slavonic

deity Bogu, the Sanskrit Bhaga, the Sun-
God, the Supreme Being, and hence mean
good ? According to the

' Oxford Historical

Atlas,' Bayonne was formerly spelt Bagona ;

and Spruner-Menke,'
'

Hist. Atlas,' gives
it as Baiona in the period tenth cent. 1180.

H. W. U.

CASTING-CUT JINGLES. About the end
of the sixties I learnt these lines from my
nurse at Tipton in Staffordshire :

Chickara, chickara,
Chay chi cho chickara,
Cockara roo nee ;

I nkapii ika nank ;

Pare away pore away,
Dust out a cantaky,
Go cong narrapak,
Chinah coo.

They had no application to any subject ;

but there is some likeness to them in a

counting-out verse given by a correspondent
of The Daily News of 7 March, thus :

Ah, ah, chitta chatta,
R/una puna picka nacka ;

Taller waller westees
Ah chee poo.

This is followed by
" Out goes she," &c.

Is anything known of the origin of either

of these jingles ? P. Z. ROUND.
8, Linden Mansions, Hornsey Lane.

" PETER OUT." What is the origin of

this expression ? The report of a speech
delivered in the House of Commons by the

ate Under-Secretary for the Colonies repre-
sents him as saying that the indentured
Chinese in South Africa

" would peter out

'or ever in another twelve months."
F. JARRATT.

[" Peter out
" was originally, we believe, American

mining slang ; it has been already dealt with in

N.&Q.' See9S. vii.29, 195, 351.]

FRENCH WORDS IN SCOTCH. I should be

5
rlad to know where to find a list of French
words introduced into Scotland during the

period of the Franco-Scottish connexion.

Jerhaps the following specimens may be
new to some readers :

"
Prutchee, madam,"

addressed to cows by those who tend

,hem (
= "

Approchez, madame");
" Peever

alley" (
= "

Pierre, allez"), a game played
>y boys. Both these are from Perthshire.

The following, I suppose, are of more

general use in Scotland :

"
tasht,"

"
fasht,"

hashet,"
"
gigot,"

"
tassie," and " mutch."

G. M. T.
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SHAKESPEARE AND THE MILLER-MUNDY
FAMILY. In an old manuscript book of notes

on the Shakespeare family I find the follow-

ing statement. Can any of your readers

explain it ?

"
If there be any existing family which can claim

descent from the great William Shakespeare, it is

the family of Miller-Mundy of Shipley Hall, Derby-
shire, of which Mr. Edward Miller-Mundy, M.P.
for that county, is the representative."

The note was probably written between
1782 and 1822. P. M.

" STYMIE " AT GOLF. This is a common
term for a particular situation of golf balls,

meaning apparently an indistinct view
(Jamieson's 'Dictionary'). In Stratmann-
Bradley there is a quotation from '

Cursor
Mundi' :

" Ne he iwis might se a stime"
(? particle). May I ask for the etymology
of the word, as on this head Jamieson is

unreliable ? H. P. L.

[The etymology is unknown; for the meaning
H. P. L. should consult a golfer.]

JOHN ZEPHANIAH HOLWELL. I should be
much obliged for any information about
John Zephaniah Holwell, who was one of
the survivors of the Black Hole of Calcutta,
and I believe the last survivor. He was,
I think, the chief of the old settlement at
Calcutta at the tune, and a monument was
erected to him on the site of the Black Hole
in 1902. I fancy he also wrote the history
of that terrible time. I particularly want
his pedigree. MONTAGUE EDWARDS.
Fishing Cottage, Lower Brook. Stockbridge.

COWDRAY FAMILY. There was a family
of Cowdray seated in Berks and Hants in
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries ;

and in 1846 an encaustic tile bearing the
arms of Cowdray Gules, ten billets or,
4, 3, 2, and 1 was discovered at Lewes
in Sussex. Is it known to which branch
this title belonged ?

Mr. Wolferstan ('Guide to Midhurst,'
p. 19) states that Thomas de Cowdray was in
possession of the Cowdray estate in 1304 ;

but there is no authority given for this
assertion. Has Mr. Wolferstan's statement
been confirmed by any other writer !

When was the estate first named Cowdray
and in what circumstances ?

The Cowdrays of Herriard, Hants, are
recorded in Berry's

'

Genealogies.' I fine
that William Cowdray of Herriard, not
noted by Berry, was a scholar at Winchester
College 1406-13 ; and no mention is made
of

'

Avelina" or "Aveton" Cowdraywho was Abbess of Wherwell Abbey, Hants

1518 (Hants Notes and Queries). William

Cowdray of Liss, 1660-1720, is thought to

lave been a descendant of the Cowdrays
of Herriard. I shall be glad if any reader
:an give me information relating to the
above. F. K. P.

THE OLIVE TREE. William Morris in one
of his poems (see

'

Tapestry Trees
'

in Mr.
Lucas's anthology

' The Open Road ') makes
he olive say :

The king I bless ; the lamps I trim ;

In my warm wave do fishes swim.

What is the meaning of the latter line ?

C. C. B.

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED. I
shall be gratified if any of your readers
an tell me the source of the two quotations
following. The first is found on the Rainaldi

engraving, and the second on the Morghen
engraving, of Guido Reni's '

Aurora' :

1. Discutit et tenebras roseis aurora capillis,
Et sol astra fugat perfundens omnia luce.

2. Quadrijugis evectus equis sol aureus exit,
Cui septem variis circumstant vestibus horae.

Lucifer antevolat. Rapidi fuge lampada solis,

Aurora, umbrarum victrix, ne victa recedas.

RICHARD BLISS.

Newport, R.I., U.S.A.

'HARRIS'S LIST or CoVENT GARDEN
LADIES.' I shall be much obliged if any
reader of

' N. & Q.' who happens to possess
a volume of this curious publication will let

me know the date of its issue.
'

Harris's

List' appeared annually from 1760 until,

at least, 1793. I have never seen a volume
issued in the sixties, but many published
during the seventies are in existence. After
1780 this annual loses much of its historical

value, becoming merely objectionable. An
account of the work would make an interest-

ing chapter of bibliography.
HORACE BLEACKLEY.

Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

BOYCE FAMILY. I shall be grateful for

any information about the ancestry of Henry
Pitches Boyce, Esq., who married in 1812
a daughter of the fourth Duke of Marl-

borough, by whom he had nine children,

only one of whom, a daughter, left issue.

Mr. Boyce was a captain in the Grenadier

Guards, lived in Wimpole Street, and died
22 Aug., 1858. He bore these arms :

Quarterly, 1 and 4, Argent, a gryphon
sable within a bordure gules ; 2 and 3,

Argent, two chevrons azure within a bordure

engrailed gules. What is this quartered
coat ? I believe the family were connected
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with Streatham, and were buried there.

They are traditionally said to be descended
from Sir Walter Tyrrel, the regicide I

presume maternally; but how ?

W. G. D. FLETCHER, F.S.A.
Oxon Vicarage, Shrewsbury.

GIBBET AS LANDMARK. I have a cutting
from some newspaper of three or four years
ago, mentioning in the following words
' A Grim Landmark,' but not noting the

place where it stands. An illustration

accompanying the paragraph shows a small
enclosure fenced with wooden rails, and a

post (the gibbet post) standing in the midst.
" This gibbet was erected here in 1800, a quarter

of a mile from the scene of a murder committed by
John Massey, February, 1800."

Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' give a clue to

the whereabouts of this curious relic ?

JOHN SAYCE-PARR.

MERMAID BAPTIZED. There is a wild

story, which I have heard more than once,
how somewhere on the coast of Ireland a
mermaid was reclaimed from the sea,
became accustomed to human speech, and
was eventually baptized. Can any one
tell me where I can find a full account of

this strange piece of folk-lore ?

K. P. D. E.

NAPOLEON III. IN LONDON.
(10S. ix. 327.)

I USED to live not far from this square,
and forty years ago, in passing with my late

father, he told me this about it :

" The land here belonged to old Mr. Orme. He
was a printseller in [? Bond Street. This I

forget.] When the three emperors f?] visited the

City after the peace, Mr. Orme was [I think my
father said] one of the Aldermen. The Emperor of
Russia had never seen gravel, and Mr. Orme said,
Would his Majesty come and see his pit at Bays-
water ? The Emperor came, aud Mr. Orme asked
permission to send him a shipment to Russia, which
he did. [Then followed details of a present by the

Emperor to a lady of the family.] When Mr. Orme
filled up the pit and built the square, he put up
that column with the Russian eagle on top. And
he named [I think my father said] one of the
streets Moscow Road, and another St. Petersburg
Place."

Thus my father, who, I may say, was in

a position to know the facts. Close by is

Coburg Place ; but this my father did not
mention whether unintentionally or not
I did not think to ask him.

DOUGLAS OWEN.

The eagle in Orme Square is not the
French bird, and a quite different origin
is assigned to it at 8 S. x. 35. But local

gossip has a loose tradition that Louis

Napoleon drank brandy at the public-house
at the corner of Ossington Street, Netting
Hill, not many yards from Orme Square.

W. C. B.

MR. JOHN LANE asks, Where was Fenton's
Hotel ? An answer will be found at p. 303
of the second volume of

'

London, Past and
Present,' by Mr. H. B. Wheatley (1891),

where, under the head of St. James's Street,

the following particulars occur :

" No. 63 was Fenton's Hotel, which occupies the
house of the once noted Weltzie's Club, now
Meistersingers' Club. Weltzie was house-steward
to the Prince of Wales, and William Greville in the
'

Buckingham Papers,' Vol. I. p. 363, tells how he
came to set up a club,"

The same author in
' Round about Piccadilly

and Pall Mall' (1870) states that No. 63,

St. James's Street,
"

is now occupied by
Fenton's Hotel" ; but in neither work is

there any mention of this place having been
the abiding-place of the late Emperor.
In the latter work it is noted that 10, King
Street, not far off, was his residence in 1848,

the house being distinguished by one of

the commemorative tablets of the Society
of Arts.

However, in
' Old and New London,'

vol. iv. p. 169, it is recorded that
"
in 1838-9 Louis Napoleon, then in exile, between

the 'affair' of Boulogne and the 'afiair' of

Strasburg, took up his quarters for a time at

Fenton's Hotel, leading the life of a young man of

fashion."

From these dates it would appear to be
his fourth visit to England that is alluded

to, as the account continues :

" From Fenton's he removed, with a suite of

seventeen friends and servants, into Waterloo

Place, and thence to Carlton Terrace and Carlton

Gardens."

So far, I can find no trace of any reliable

information linking him with Orme Square.

Probably the tradition is worth but little

thought.
In a 'Special List for 1873 of Very Im-

portant New Books,' published by John
Camden Hotten, was one entitled

'

Napo-
leon III : the Man of his Time '

; and

although this is largely made up of the

reproduction of continental and English
caricatures, there may be in it something
that will help MR. LANE.

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.

1. Fenton's Hotel was on the west side of

St. James's Street, between Park Place and
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St. James's Place. It was a rambling old

building, or collection of buildings, a portion
of it looking upon (and entering from) Park

Place, although the building at the corner

of that Place and St. James's Street did not
form part of the hotel. It was a great
Scotch house, being much frequented by
men from Glasgow and neighbourhood. At
one time, when the late Mr. Walter Buchanan
of Shandon, and the late Mr. Robert

Dalglish of Kilmardinny, were members for

Glasgow, they lived there.

Fenton's was pulled down a good many
years ago, the Meistersingers' Club being
built on part of the site. T. F. D.

5. The house in King Street, St. James's,
is now numbered Ic, and has a tablet on
it to record that Napoleon III. occupied it.

F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.

THE '

D.N.B.' : ADDITIONS AND CORREC-
TIONS (10 S. ix. 182, 231, 272, 313). David
Allan. The writer of the

'

D.N.B.' notice
of David Allan has the following with regard
to that artist's

'

Origin of Painting ; or,
the Corinthian Maid drawing the Shadow
of her Lover '

:

" This picture, which was praised by Wilkie and
Andrew Wilson, for a long time hung on the walls
of the Academy of St. Luke's at Rome, but has now
disappeared."

The last statement is erroneous. Allan's
notable little picture is in the Scottish
National Gallery, Edinburgh. W. B.

In Canon Ainger's charming account
of Du Maurier, in the Supplement,

"
Bard's

Yard "
should be Barge Yard, Bucklersbury,

E.G., where Du Maurier was occupied for
a short time with chemistry about 1855.
See '

Post Office London Directory.' The
late Canon, to whom I pointed this out,
suggested that it might be corrected in a
future edition. I well remember the old
house before it was demolished about thirty
years ago. H. S.

David William Nash. Why is the name
of David William Nash absent from this
Pantheon of British work and glory ?

Nash was one of the most prominent
investigators of old Welsh literature at a
time when Celtic studies were rather neg-
lected in Great Britain, and his name is to
be added to those of other Englishmen who
laboured in this field, like Sharon Turner,
Thomas Wright, Edwin Guest, and William

Skene. I do not mention Thomas
Stephens here, because he was a Welshman, j

The death of Nash seems to have escaped
notice in the press, probably because he
spent the last years of his life away from
London on account of his bad health. I

remember paying a visit to him at Chelten-
ham in 1869, and he left on me the

impression of a sickly and worn-out man.
A friend who kindly made researches for

me at the Registrar-General's Office (Somer-
set House) found out lately that David
William Nash, barrister, died, sixty-six

years of age, at Ben Rhydding (hydropathic
establishment), Ilkley, Yorkshire, on 16 July,
1876.
In the title of his most important work,

published in 1858,
'

Taliesin ; or, the Bards
and Druids of Britain : a Translation of the
Remains of the Earliest Welsh Bards, and
an Examination of the Bardic Mysteries,'
London, John Russell Smith, pp. xii-344,
Nash is stated to be a member of the Royal
Society of Literature ; and, forty years
ago, I was told that he was the acting secre-

tary for the Ethnological Society. I was
also told, about the same time, that Nash
was the author of a lengthy review of Skene' s
' Four Ancient Books of Wales '

that ap-
peared in The Westminster Review for July,
1869. From a catalogue of Mr. D. Nutt
(March, 1906) I extract the following items :

940 NASH (D. W.). On the origin and represen-
tations of the psychostasis or the weighing of the
soul after death. 8vo. 19 pp. Extract. 1*.

941 On the Gaulish inscriptions. 8yo. London,
1845. Reprinted from the Transactions of the
R. 8oc. of Literature. 1*.

942 On the history of the battle of Cattraeth,
and the " Goddodin "

of Aneurin. 8vo. 1861. Sewed.
Extract. Is.

The reader may perceive that D. W. Nash
deserves a page in the

'

D.N.B.,' and that
a full bibliography of his works (books,

pamphlets, and articles) is to be desired, for

He was a man, take him for all in all,

and he was a Celtic scholar (more exactly a
Welsh one) whose name ought not to be

forgotten, as it now seems to be.

H. GAIDOZ.
22, Rue Servandoni, Paris.

Thomas Salmon (1648 - 1706). The
' D.N.B.' (vol. 1. p. 207) says he was born
1648, but he was baptized 11 Dec., 1647

(Hackney Registers ; also Harleian MS.
1096, ff. 113, 124). It is also said (p. 208) :

" He married Katherine, daughter of Ser-

jeant John Bradshaw (q.v.) the regicide" ;

but s.v. John Bradshaw (vi. 180) we read :

" Bradshaw married Mary (b. 1596),

daughter of Thomas Marbury of Marbury,
Cheshire, but had no children."

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
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Henry Wylde, Gresham Professor of Music.
At Ixiii. 234 it is stated that "

Wylde was
organist of Eaton Chapel and St. Anne's,
Aldersgate Street (now demolished)." The
latter part of this sentence is entirely
erroneous.

"
St. Anne's "

by which the
church of St. Anne and St. Agnes, &c., is

meant never stood in Aldersgate Street,
and is not demolished. It stands where it

has stood since the twelfth century or

earlier, on the north side of that part of

Gresham Street formerly styled St. Anne's
Lane, alias Pope Lane. The parish records
show that Prof. Wylde was elected to offi-

ciate at the organ in 1844, subsequently
quitting the post by resignation in 1847.

WILLIAM McMunRAY.

J. T. Desaguliers. (See ante, p. 231.)
The patent granted to Dr. Desaguliers
was printed many years ago by the Com-
missioners of Patents, and bears the official

number 430, A.D. 1720. It is not possible
to give any details of the invention, as the
inventor did not lodge a specification ; but
it was in all probability of no great im-

portance, for it is not referred to in Desa-

guliers' s work '

Experimental Philosophy.'
The allusions to the advertisements in The

Daily Post and in The Post Boy had a

promising appearance ; but upon referring
to the papers in question I found that the

machine mentioned was a quicksilver pump
for raising water, invented by a certain

Joshua Haskins, and fully described by
Desaguliers in the third edition of his book
mentioned above, vol. ii. p. 491.

R. B. P.

' THE SICILIAN'S TALE ' IN LONGFELLOW'S
' TALES OF A WAYSIDE INN' (10 S. ix. 271)
'The Sicilian's Tale' is one of the mosl

popular of the stories that floated about

Europe in the Middle Ages. In Mr. Sidney
Herrtage's

'

Early English Versions of the

Gesta Romanorum' (issued by the Early

English Text Society in 1879) there is the

story of the
"
proud jovinian," which, he

remarks,
"

is clearly the original of the

metrical English romance of King Robert
of Sicily and of the miracle play
acted at Chester in 1529."

The idea embodied in the narrative is very
ancient. The Hebrews had a legend of a

monarch dispossessed of his throne by super-
natural means, and restored to it after trials

and misfortunes. When the writer of

Ecclesiastes said,
"

I, the Preacher, was

king in Jerusalem," the rabbis explained
it by the legend that Solomon had been

;urned out of his palace by a demon who
lad obtained his magic ring. This demon
reigned in Solomon's stead until his impiety
ed to suspicion, when the evil spirit was in

turn ejected by a similar trick to that by
which he had been enabled to assume the

monarch's form and state. There is an
allusion to this Talmudical tradition in the

Koran. From this Hebrew nucleus, appa-
rently, have been evolved Turkish, Arabic,
and Servian variants. It is found in

' The
Thousand and One Nights.' In Europe the

number of versions is bewildering. There
is the Dietrich saga, with a Russian
imitation. There is the

' Gesta Romanorum '

form, which branches off into Welsh,

Bohemian, Polish, Italian, French, and
German versions, and in other divagations
is known to Abraham a Santa Clara, Lang-
bain, and the Jesuit dramatists. In another

direction there is the legend in which the
'

Magnificat
'

plays a part. This is found

in Spanish and German versions. From the

old English poem come several versions,

including that of Longfellow. Varnhagen
reckons that there are fourteen different

types of the story, each of these having in

turn several versions. (See
'

Longfellow's
Tales of a Wayside Inn und ihre Quellen,'

von Hermann Varnhagen, Berlin, 1884.)

This story of Robert of Sicily is a good

example of the way in which folk-lore and

legends are dispersed, usually changing

something of their form, and sometimes of

the spirit also, in their progress from East

to West. This story of the proud king

deposed, and then restored to his throne

in humbler mood, is one that has been told

by the poets of many races and of many
lands, but never with more colour, fragrance,

picturesque beauty, and moral purpose
than in Longfellow's noble poem.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

The story of Jovinian the Proud Emperor
represents, in the 'Gesta Romanorum,' the

tale which the Sicilian tells of King Robert.

I cannot of my own knowledge give an exact

reference to the
' Gesta

'

; but I have before

me 'Evenings with the Old Story-Tellers,'

where the imperial adventure is narrated

(pp. 11-18) as being from that source.

Turning to the abstract of
' Robert of

Cysille' in Ellis' s 'Early English Metrical

Romances,' pp. 474-9 (Bonn's edition),

I find:
" Mr. Warton has justly observed that the history

of the Emperor Jovinian, in the 59th chapter of

the 'Gesta Ronianorum,' is nearly identical with

this romance. The incidents, however, are not
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exactly similar, and in some of these the Latin

prose nas a manifest advantage over the minstrel

poem."
ST. SWITHIN.

See Tale lix. in the
' Gesta Romanorum,'

and note 6 in Bohn's edition at p. 374.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

[PROF. BENSLY also thanked for reply.]

PAT.M SUNDAY: FIG SUNDAY (10 S. ix.

281). Ordinary grey peas, steeped in water
and then fried, are eaten in many parts of

Yorkshire, not on Palm Sunday, as chick-

peas are in Provence, but on the fifth Sunday
in Lent. These delicacies are called

"
car-

lings," and concerning them and Carlin

How, on the coast of Cleveland, The York-
shire Herald of (I think) 23 March, 1901,
told a story resembling that which COL.
NICHOLSON finds current of Marseilles.

There was a famine in the land, and the
Lenten fast was severe and involuntary.
A great storm raged on the eve of the fifth

Sunday, but when it ceased and the sun
arose, a vessel freighted with parched peas
appeared, and starvation was averted.

" From that day to this the fifth Sunday in Lent
has since ever been marked by great feasts of
carlins roasted, boiled, and fried in fat ; the day
has been specially renamed Carlin Sunday to per-
petuate the happy deliverance, and the hamlet nas
ever since been known as Carlin How."

I feel bound to say that I have never
met with this story anywhere else than
in the columns of The Yorkshire Herald,
and that I do not accept it as being genuine
folk-lore, or wish anybody else to do so

merely from my reference to it.

In England some people gather sallow
catkins on Palm Sunday, instead of, for
obvious reasons, real palm branches, and
they speak of them as

"
palms." As these

are not blessed, I do not suppose they are

preserved from one year to another.
ST. SWITHIN.

See Brand's '

Popular Antiquities
'

(Bohn's
ed.), i. 113-17. In England peas were
eaten, not on Palm Sunday, but on Passion
Sunday or Carle Sunday, as it used to be
called. JOHN B. WAINEWKIGHT.

Seventy years ago the custom was general
in Ireland (and, for aught I know, may still

be) for the Catholic clergy, on Palm Sunday
in their churches, to bless branches of a
certain class of fir tree and distribute small
portions to their congregations. The pieces
of fir thus consecrated were taken home
and fixed at the heads of the recipients'
beds, usually over a picture or plaster cast

of the Crucifixion. Hence this kind of fir

was universally called "palm" by the un-

learned.
In connexion with religious ceremonies

it may be permissible to mention a singular
custom which prevailed, and may still

prevail, in rural parts of Provence. When
a Catholic priest died, and before he was
buried, he was arrayed in clerical garb and
carried round the village, sitting upright
in a chair. Some reader of

' N. & Q.' may
be able to give the origin of this curious rite.

HENRY SMYTH.
Stanmore Road, Edgbaston.

I have read with great interest the article

on Palm Sunday observances in Provence,
and I wondered if you could explain the

origin of a Palm Sunday custom prevalent
in this neighbourhood. Palm Sunday is

called Fig Sunday, and the villagers eat figs,

either in puddings, or more usually dry.
The day is looked forward to by the children,

and the custom seems old and firmly estab-

lished. Though I have tried to find out

its origin, no one seems able to throw the

slightest light on the question.
G. WHIBLEY.

Wavendon, Bucks.

[Is there any need to go beyond the Church
lesson for the day, which deals with the fig tree?

The fig is associated with a gesture averting evil

in French, Italian, Spanish, German, and possibly
in ancient Greek. See an ingenious article on

ffiMcopavri/c, by Mr. A. B. Cook, in The ClamncaJ.

Review for August, 1907. This gesture is described

by Ovid as a protection against ghosts ('Fasti,'
v. 433). The fig is also associated with a variety of

classical deities and festivals, briefly collected by
Mr. Cook in the article mentioned.]

' LANG o' LEA,' IRISH SONG (10 S. ix. 129,

257). In the answer to my inquiries as

to* the date of this air, I should be glad to

know the Christian names of Dr. Campbell,
Thomson, Wilson, and Crosby, mentioned

by DR. GRATTAN FLOOD. There are so

many of the same name in the British

Museum Library that they want specifying.
F. F. K.

CATHERINE AUGUSTA Rrrso (10 S. ix.

266). I wish to thank your correspondent
J. N. D. for responding so promptly to

my inquiries. Evidently he writes with

authority, and of course, if the letter he

quotes can be relied upon as the genuine
letter of Dr. James Dalton, it gives a satis-

factory explanation of the parentage of

Catherine Augusta Ritso. As my article

shows, I mistrusted the story which con-
nected Mrs. James Dalton with Hannah
Lightfoot ; but there was nothing incredible
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;

In the idea that she was related in some way
to the royal family. As this relationship
was discussed in 1822, at the time a corre-

spondence concerning the Fair Quaker was
being carried on in a popular magazine, it

would not be surprising if a deliberate
lie or an association of ideas declared that
Mrs. Dalton was the King's daughter.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.

LEECH-GATHERING (10 S. ix. 189, 290).
One of the becks running by my earliest

home held in places a large number of

greenish leeches. These were caught by
women wading, and I have seen them come
out of the beck with a dozen or more on each

leg and foot. The leech holds on and sucks
until it is well gorged, and while at work
is hard to pull off. These women, however,
detached them with ease by putting a pinch
of salt on the leech's sucker. The leeches

dropped away then, were "
canned," and

sent to a dealer at Derby, I believe. In
most of the villages there was an old woman
who kept leeches in glass jars, and made
small sums of money by applying the leeches
to those who wished for a little blood-letting.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

" RAISINS OF THE CURE "
:

" RAISINS
OF THE SOME" (10 S. ix. 308). In 'The
Schoolmasters' Assistant,' by Thomas Dil-

worth, 19th ed., 1776, there is this question :

*' How many raisins of the sun, at Id. per lb.,

;and Malaga raisins at 4d. per ]b., may be
mixed together for 6d. per lb. ?

" R. S.

[Reply from PRINCIPAL, SALMON next week.]

AMULET FOUND IN ROMAN URN : FOSSIL
ECHINUS (10 S. ix. 270, 332). Fossil echini

placed in a circle round the body have been
found in ancient British graves in the Chiltern
Hills. They occur in the chalk, and were

evidently looked upon as charms. Mr. G.

Worthington Smith, of Dunstable, Bedford-

shire, is an authority on the subject.
B. SMITH.

SWINBURNE TRANSLATIONS (10 S. ix.

250). A French prose version, by M.
Gabriel Mourey, of the first series of

' Poems
.and Ballads' was published in 1891 (Paris,
Albert Savine). Prefixed to the translation

are
' Notes sur Algernon Charles Swinburne '

toy Guy de Maupassant. In very many
places M. Mourey fails to understand the

original, sometimes with ludicrous results.

Ah well-away!" becomes "ah bien

loin !

" " There is no building now the

walls are built,"
"

il n'est plus d' edifice,

maintenant que les murs sont batis
"

;
"
the blown wet face of the sea,"

"
le visage

humide, haletant de la mer ' '

; and
Dream that the lips once breathless

Might quicken if they would,
" Revez que les levres une fois haletantes

pourraient etre plus rapides si elles vou-
laient." EDWARD BENSLY.

"CAMELIAN" (10 S. viii. 306, 394, 493;
ix. 131, 195). I have now received, with
sufficient explanation for its delay, a very
kind letter in reply to the one mentioned
ante, p. 132, from Mrs. M. E. Wilkins Free-

man, and I am sure ST. SWITHIN will be

glad to have his question authoritatively
answered, even if he is a little disappointed
at the result. Mrs. Freeman says :

" Of course the ring of Comfort Pease (that is, the

contemplated ring, not the gold one) was carnelian,
a species of chalcedony."

And again :

' You have my full sanction in declaring the
word to be '

carnelian,' chalcedony. I had not the

slightest thought of a ring imitating gold."

She does not refer to the occasional mispro-
nunciation of the word ; and in a sentence

expressing surprise that any one could
" think the word is

'

carnelian,' and an
imitation of gold," she may mean either

her own word in the story, or the real name
of the material.

Also, in her letter she carefully separates
the r and n of the name "

carnelian," as

if to avoid misreading ; but if written in

continuous line, as it is plain from her

chirography that she would naturally do,

her word would be difficult to distinguish
from " camelian." This favours MR. NOR-
CROSS'S suggestion (viii. 394) that a printer's
mistake in reading the manuscript is

responsible for the ensuing trouble.
M. C. L.

New York.

ALDERMEN OF ALDERSGATE WARD (10 S.

ix. 249). I have to acknowledge with the

deepest gratitude the receipt of a complete
list of the Aldermen of the ward, com-
municated to me by MR. BEAVEN direct.

WILLIAM McMuRRAY.

PRISCIAN'S HEAD (10 S. ix. 268). Is not

to break Priscian's Head " a translation

of a Renaissance or mediaeval Latin phrase ?

Theobald in his note on "
Priscian a little

scratched" (Shak.,
'

L.L.L.,' V. i. 31),

as quoted by Furness, refers to
" the common

ohrase,
' Diminuis Prisciani caput

'

[no

eference given], applied to such as speak
false Latin." Meyer's

'

Conversations-
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Lexicon' (orig. ed.) under '

Priscianus
'

has "Priscianus vapulat. . . .spriichwort-
liche Redeweise," but gives no reference

for this.

The locus classicus for the idea that
"
speaking false Latin

"
is equivalent to

inflicting violent personal injury on Priscian

is Nicodemus Frischlin's comedy
'

Priscianus

Vapulans
'

(the preface to which is dated
1 Jan., 1584). Here the luckless gram-
marian is unmercifully beaten with the bad
Latin of philosophers, physicians, lawyers,
and theologians, He would have sympa-
thized heartily with Huxley's remark about

prescriptions written in a form of Latin
that would have made a Pompeian apothe-
cary explode. EDWARD BENSLY.

University College, Aberystwyth.

SMOKING AND BLIND MEN (10 S. ix. 309,
335, 354). The evidence of the

' Memoires
de Casanova '

to the contrary notwithstand-

ing, I am informed by a gentleman who has
been totally blind from his earliest youth
that it is estimated by those most likely
to know that at least eight out of every ten
men who are totally blind smoke habitually.
He adduces in support of this statement
the fact that the rules of the Royal Normal
College for the Blind, Upper Norwood,
are very stringent against smoking. Why
should they be, were it not that the blind
inmates are very much inclined to adopt
the habit ? I may add that my experience
of trying to smoke in the dark has not been
that of MR. PIERPOINT, for smoking to me
is as easy in the dark as in the light.

FRED. C. FROST, F.S.I.
Teignmouth.

A blind man, who smokes almost inces-

santly, can be seen any day outside the
Grand Hotel at Brighton, and he has occu-
pied his present

"
beat," to my knowledge,

for the past eight or nine years ; but myown experience coincides with that of MR
PIERPOINT and HIPPOCLIDES.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

I have often observed a totally blind
itinerant newsvendor, who is well known
in Fleet Street, and has carried on his busi
ness in that thoroughfare for many years
smoking a pipe with evident signs of satis-
faction. I have specially noticed him since
the query appeared in

'

N. & Q.'
Other instances of blind men smokinghave come under my observation. What

MR. PIERPOINT and HIPPOCLIDES mention,
as to the inability of realizing whether the
tobacco is alight or not after the eyes have

t>een closed for any length of time, is. I

presume, the experience of most smokers ;

sut this inability would, I imagine, dis-

appear after a time in the case of those who
have lost their sight permanently.

F. A. RUSSELL.
4, Nelgarde Road, Catford, S.E.

" BULL AND MOTJTH " AND " MOURNING
BUSH " INNS (10 S. ix. 309). I cannot hope
that MR. McMuRRAY will find there all

that he wants to know (indeed, he may find

something disputable), but a note of mine
of about four columns, upon

" The Bull
and Mouth," appeared in The Gentleman's

Magazine for September, 1906, pp. 317-19.
Should it be found that a copy of this issue
is unobtainable, and MR. McMuRRAY would
like to read it, I should be happy to send
him the MS., for which I have no further use.

As to
" The Mourning Bush," on 8 April,

1742, tickets were advertised to be had there
for the annual feast of the Free and Accepted
Masons (Daily Advertiser of that date) ;

and the day before, at six A.M., a fire broke
out in a stove chimney of the same tavern,
which
"
in a short time consum'd that part of the House

where it began, and burnt into the Fruiterer's

adjoining, next to Aldersgate ; and if it had not
been for five or six engines of Mr. Newsham's
making, and Plenty of Water, the Church and
adjoining Houses would have been consum'd by the
Flames." Ibid, 8 April, 1742.

Newsham's engine was the first to throw-
out water in a continued stream (Beckmann's
'

History of Inventions,' Bohn, 1846, vol. ii.

p. 252).
For how long did the tavern retain the

sign of "The Fountain" ? From 1737
to 1742 it was " The Mourning Bush." On.
16 Dec., 1737,
" died at his house in Newington, in the 68th Year
of his Age, Mr. Joseph Hatt, who formerly kept
' The Mourning Bush Tavern at Aldersgate ; where
he acquir'd a very plentiful Fortune, with fair

Character." St. Jame*'* Evening Post, 17 Dec.,
1737.

Hive's large plan of Aldersgate Ward, 1739-
1740, shows that the tavern was known,
then as

" The Bush "
only. Apparently

the last mention of it is by Maitland in the
account of the boundaries of Aldersgate
Ward :

" ' The Fountain,' commonly called
' The Mourn-

ing Bush,' which lias a back door into St. Anne's
Lane, is seated near imto Aldersgate." Maitland'a
'

London,' 1772, p. 767.

The St. Martin' s-le-Grand end of Gresham
Street was formerly known as St. Anne's
Lane from the church of St. Anne-in-the-
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Willows, on the north side of the lane

(Wheatley's
' London ').

It is well known that " The Bush " was
placed in

"
mourning

"
at the death of

Charles I. It must therefore have existed
in the middle of the seventeenth century.
But in 1719 it was known as

" The Fountain"
{vide pamphlet

' Account of the Ancient
*'

Mourning Bush" Tavern, Aldersgate
'

),

a sign perhaps adopted in honour of a curious

spring on this spot, mentioned by Stow,
who says :

" Also on the east side of the gate is the addition
of one great building of timber with one large floor,

pav'd with stone or tile, and a well therein, curb'd
with stone, of a great depth, and rising into the
said room two stories high from the ground ; which
well is the only peculiar note belonging to this

Gate : the like perhaps not to be found in the

city."
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Deene, Streatham.

Although the following paragraph, which

appeared in The Universal Spectator of 8 Dec.,

1738, is scarcely a reply to your corre-

spondent's question, it will probably be
of interest to him :

"On Sunday in the Afternoon the Corpse of Mr.
Moor, a Linen Draper, in Coleman Street, one of

the Churchwardens of the Parish of St. Stephen
Coleman, and one of the People called Quakers ;

after a Funeral Oration at the ' Bull and Mouth '

Meeting-House, was attended by a great Number of

Brethren in twelve Coaches, and interred in their

Burying-Ground at Bunhill-Fields. He died sud-

denly on Thursday last in a Landau on the Road, in

going to visit the Poor of the said Parish at the

Workhouse at Waltham Cross."

T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devon.

HOLWORTHY FAMILY (10 S. ix. 208, 273).

As the fact is not alluded to by G. E. C.,

It will doubtless interest MB. F. M. R,
HOLWOBTHY to learn that for nearly a

century the name of Sir Matthew Holworthy
has been familiar to all connected with

Harvard University. The present writer,

^vvhen an undergraduate, for two years occu-

pied with a chum a room in Holworthy Hall.

This dormitory, erected in 1812, was named
after Sir Matthew Holworthy. In 1840

President Josiah Quincy wrote :

" After considerable research, little has been

discovered concerning the life and fortunes of

t5ir Matthew Holworthy. It is ascertained that he

was a merchant of Hackney, in the county of

Middlesex, that he was knighted by Charles II. in

1665, possessed great wealth, was distinguished for

charity and piety, and that he died in 1678.

" His bequest to the College was the largest

pecuniary gift it received during the seventeenth

century. His bounty was wise in its form, and
noble in its nature ; expressed in terms the most
useful, because the most unrestricted. He made
the amount applicable at once to the wants of the
institution, by placing it at the immediate control
of its governors, indicating a confidence in them,
and an elevated spirit in himself, free from all
selfish and ambitious views. The simplicity and
directness of his language deserves to be preserved
both as an honor and an example :

" '

Iteni. I give and bequeath unto the College or

University in or of Cambridge, in New England,
the sum of one thousand pounds (sterling), to be
paid over to the Governors and Directors thereof,
to be disposed of by them as they shall .judge best
for promoting of learning and promulgation of the

Gospel in those parts ; the same to be paid within
two years after my decease.'
" The character as well as the amount of this

donation entitled him to the distinction which his
name received in the year 1812, when it was given
to the Hall then erected by the University ; as well
as to the just tribute paid to his memory by Presi-
dent Kirkland, in an address on laying the founda-
tion of Holworthy Hall, who, after stating that little

was known of this benefactor, observes :

'We have
evidence, however, that he was one of those generous
spirits who are interested in human nature and
human happiness wherever found. He extended
his solicitude to this seminary, then obscure and
little considered by the world, and capable of adding
little to the character of its benefactors, and con-
tributed a bounty which did much to rear it to a
manly strength-'" 'History of Harvard Univer-
sity,' i. 183-4.

ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U.S.

WILLIAM III.'s HORSE AT THE BATTLE
OF THE BOYNE (10 S. ix. 329). I have it on
the authority of the owner of the property
on which the horse was buried that its name
was Caesar. H. P. L.

A discussion on this occurs at 10 S. ii.

321, 370, 415, 453 ; iii. 137. MB. DALTON
at the first reference remarks :

"William was nineteen hours 'in the saddle on
the eventful day, 1 July, 1690, so that he may
possibly have changed his charger more than once."

B. J. FYNMOBE.
Sandgate.

According to Dr. Brewer's
'

Diet, of

Phrase and Fable' (1895, p. 627), Sorrel

was the name of the horse.
" Like Savoy

"

(" the favourite black horse of Charles VIII.
of France"), it

" was blind of one eye, and
' mean of stature.'

" URLLAD.

CHALK FARM, FOBMEBLY CHALCOT FARM,
N.W. (10 S. ix. 251, 338). MB. MACMICHAEL
will be glad to hear that

" Chalk
" Farm is

a corruption of
"
Chalcot

" Farm. J. J.

Park in his
'

Topography of Hampstead,'
1814, calls attention to the fact that even
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then the names of Upper and Lower Chalcot

were nearly forgotten, although they both

appeared in all the old maps of Middlesex.

In my copy of Gary's carefully engraved and
coloured 'Map of the Country 12 Miles

round London,' dated 1839, both names
are included. About a quarter of a mile

to the south-west of the hamlet of Haver-
stock Hill are shown some buildings marked
"
Chalcott," and about three-eighths of a

mile south-east of that is
" Chalk Farm,"

on the line of the
" London and Birmingham

Railway," in the position as we know it

to-day, so that this would apparently be
the ancient Lower Chalcot Farm, whilst

the other, or Upper, Chalcot has been lost

in the region now known as Belsize Park.

Col. Prideaux, in
'

St. Pancras Notes and
Queries,' p. 25, with regard to the suggested
derivation of Chalcot from "

chalk," points
out that there is no such substance any-
where near the surface to account for this,

and that it would be necessary
"
to bore

from 250 to 300 ft. through London clay
and other lighter strata before chalk was
reached," so that another derivation must
be looked for.

Chalcot as a surname is not common, but
examples of Chalk and Chaldecott occur

fairly frequently.
Chalcot Gardens, in the metropolitan

borough of Hampstead, probably occupies
part of the site of Upper Chalcot Farm.

WM. NORMAN.

PIPER'S HOLE (10 S. ix. 289, 334, 356).
ST. SWITHIN (p. 334) mentions the interesting
Piper's Holes one each at Tresco and
St. Mary's in the Scilly Isles. But Tresco
itself can lay claim to two of these holes,
i.e., Piper's Hole and Little Piper's Hole.
The first is of considerable size.

The same tales appear to be related
respecting these holes as are spoken of in
connexion with nearly all such underground
passages, i.e., that they were secret ways to
or from castles or other places of importance.We even hear the same story about Kirkdale
Cavern and Kirby Moorside in Yorkshire.

RONALD DIXON.
46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

I think that the place of this name
referred to by ST. SWITHIN as being within
the bounds of the Belvoir Hunt lies in the
woods near Eastwell in the county of
Leicester, some six or seven miles from
Melton Mowbray. According to Nichols
('History of Leicestershire,' vol. ii. p. 168),
tradition said that "

the professors of a

religious institution" once dwelt there,." but no remains are now seen of this." The-

vague sanctity of the spot is probably,
indeed, of far older date, being descended
from the days of pagan worship.

CHARLES J. BILLSON.
Oadby, Leicester.

"EVERY MAN HAS HIS PRICE" (10 S. vii.

367, 470, 492 ; viii. 313). Whether Walpole
ever uttered this historic phrase or not, and,,
if he did, in what form, the underlying idea-

had received blunt expression years before
he was famous, and in the Parliament house
itself. A witness, named Anne Hancock.,
deposed before the House of Lords on
6 March, 1696/7, when examined touching
the Creditors' Relief (Privileged Places,
&c.) Bill, then before Parliament, that she
had heard a certain Jolm Tilley, who claimed
to be the Warden of the Fleet, say that
"
there was not one of the House of Com-

mons but, to his knowledge, would take a
bribe" ('MSS. of the House of Lords,'
vol. ii. New Series, p. 397).

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

SCOTT ILLUSTRATORS (10 S. vii. 10, 74r

130, 176; ix. 77). Please permit me to
thank your correspondents for the infor-
mation given in reply to my query. I am
surprised that so little mention is made of
Turner's work, and it may be interesting
to note the price agreed to be paid for
his drawings, as given in

' The Journal
of Sir Walter Scott,' vol. ii., published
in 1890 by David Douglas, Edinburgh.
Under 14 April, 1831, Sir Walter writes as
follows :

" Advised by Mr. Cadell that he has agreed with
Mr. Turner, the first draughtsman of the period, to
furnish to the poetical works two decorations to-

each of the proposed twelve volumes, to wit, a
frontispiece and vignette to each, at the rate of 25/.

for each, which is cheap enough, considering these
are the finest specimens of art going. The difficulty
is to make him come here to take drawings. I
have written to the man of art, inviting him to my
house, though, if I remember, he is not very agree-
able, and offered to transport him to the places,
where he is to exercise his pencil. His method
is to take various drawings of remarkable places
and towns, and stick them all together. He
can therefore derive his subjects from good!
accurate drawings, so with Skene's assistance we
can enuip him. We can put him at home on all
the subjects."

In view of the letters mentioned at 10 S.-

vii. 176 by MR. ABRAHAMS (since published
in Chambers^ Journal of 12 Oct., 1907,.

p. 733), it is interesting to note the mention
of Skene in connexion with Turner's draw-
ings for the poetical works. E. N. G.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Frederic William Maitland. By A. L. Smith.
(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

THESE Memorial lectures and the bibliography
added thereto will afford true pleasure to all lovers
of Maitland. For that is emphatically the point.
More than a student to be admired, a teacher to be
followed, or a writer to be read, Maitland was a
man to be loved. Mr. Smith, whose competence
none but the ignorant will dispute, is to oe con-

gratulated on having seen thus clearly the human
side of the master, and on the style in which these
lectures are written, which for point and brilliancy,
humour, and finish, are worthy of their subject.
The estimate of Maitland's work in all its

branches is, to our thinking, as well grounded as it

is expressed, and not in the least too high. What
is especially valuable is Mr. Smith's insistence on
the importance of Maitland's work on the subject of
'

Corporate Personality.' It is, by the way, entirely
untrue to suggest, as we have seen it suggested, that
in this matter he did no more than popularize the
work of Dr. (iierke. That scholar s greatness is

unquestioned, but Maitland's originality is equally
undoubted. As Mr. Smith declares :

" His service

is therefore not merely to knowledge, but to

civilization Perhaps it is not too soon to dream
of a great day when the civilized world will once
more draw together under community of need or

community in a renovated ideal. Of that great day
Maitland will have been one of the pioneers." We
cannot here do more than indicate that Maitland's
theories of corporate freedom in a modern State
have an essential bearing on modern political

questions.
One more phrase from Mr. Smith, and we have

done: "History, do what we will to make it a

science, obstinately persists in being an art, and one
of the greatest of arts." That is true, and, alas !

often forgotten ; at the same time we do not think

that Maitland would have ever excelled in narrative

history. His brilliantly allusive style of writing is

wonderfully suggestive, but hardly has the lucid

qualities which we take to be implied in good
narrative.

Upper Nonfood Athemeum : The Record of the

Winter Meetings and Summer Excursions, 1907.

Edited by Theophilus Pitt. (Privately printed.)

THE last season of this institution was very success-

ful : more members were enrolled than for seven or

eight years past, and this year there are to be an

increased number of rambles. The winter meetings
included visits to St. Mary-le-Bow and St. Stephen,
Walbrook.
The first summer ramble was to Hampton Court,

followed by one to Wisley, Pyrford, Newark Abbey,
and Byfleet. The church at Wisley has signs of a

squint, which has been blocked up. in the south

chancel wall. Its sister church at Pyrford has a

unique position. It stands on a bluff overlooking
the green valley of the Wey. The north doorway
is a good example of the decorated Norman arch,

with its zigzag architrave ornament. The pulpit is

beautiful Jacobean, and bears the date 1628. Of the

old Priory of Newark little, comparatively, of the

superstructure exists, but sufficient remains to show

that it was an establishment of considerable size,

where friars of St. Augustine's Order lived in fair

comfort, if not in great wealth. This ramble was
conducted by Mr. Frederick Higgs.
The third excursion, conducted by Mr. Jonathan

Downes, was to Woodham Ferris and Bicknacre

Priory. In the church registers are several entries
of children being half baptized, and it is thought
this indicates that they were baptized by laymen at

home, and afterwards received into the Church.
Mr. Pitt conducted a party to Upton and Langley.

The church of St. Laurence, built originally about
1058, was restored in 1850 by Mr. Ferrey, and a south
aisle added ; and it was reconsecrated by Bishop
Wilberforce in 1851. Near the north door is a
tombstone "to the memory of Sarah Bramston,
spinster, a woman who dared to be just in the reign
of George the Second." Another visit was to Ham
and Petersham, Mr. George Thatcher reading the

paper.
A very interesting visit was paid to Silchester,

conducted by Mr. Frank E. Spiers. The earliest
excavations of the site were carried out in a cursory
manner by Mr. John Stair, who uncovered part of
the forum and basilica, and measured the amphi-
theatre, the work being described in a paper read
by Mr. John Ward before the Royal Society in

1748. The Rev. John Coles, rector of the parish,
laid open, in 1833, the foundations of a building
about 200 yards south-west of the church that

appeared to be a system of thermae, or hot baths.
In one of the rooms he found a human skeleton,
and the bones of a dog that seemed to have shared
his master's fate ; and in a leathern pipe connected
with the baths upwards of 200 Roman coins. The
subsequent rectors of Silchester and Strathfieldsaye
continued the excavations ; but recently the Society
of Antiquaries, having obtained the cordial support
of the Duke of Wellington, have established the
"
Silchester Exploration Fund for the carrying out

of a systematic excavation of the whole site within
the Roman walls." The results have been recorded

year by year in a series of papers by Mr. George E.
Fox and Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, read before the

Society of Antiquaries, and to be found in Archato-

loffia. The illustrations in the ' Record '

include

plans of the Silchester excavations, the Society of

Antiquaries kindly permitting the use of these, and
they have been accurately reduced by Mr. Spiers.
We cordially congratulate the members of the

Upper Norwood Athenseum upon the issue of this

interesting
' Record.' In these days of week-ends

it is something to find men willing to devote Satur-

days to such special work. We note, however, that
the attendance at the summer rambles is not so

large as it should be, and suggest that ladies should
be enrolled as members.

AMONG the replies given in the later numbers of

V'

Intermddiaire is one that may be of interest in

connexion with the discussion now being carried on
in The Athenceum with regard to historic elms and
their uses, viz., an account of the once-celebrated
arbre de Gixors, which was called the "Big Elm"
or the

" Elm of Conferences," because the Kings
of France and the Dukes of Normandy held many
of their public meetings under it. The most memor-
able of these conferences, which took place not long
before its destruction, began on 21 Jan. ,

1 188, when
Philip Augustus and Henry II., surrounded by their
" hauts barons," heard Archbishop William of Tyre,
assisted by Cardinal d'Albano, preach the Third
Crusade. Another communication of interest to
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historians relates to the
"
rectification

"
of the

legend which grew up round Beatrice Cenci and her

family.
There are also references to the custom, formerly

observed among builders, of taking a holiday for

pleasure, and for the purpose of finding a " mai "

in the forest. This " mai " had to be fixed on a

new building, and when it was put up the workmen
concerned received a gift of money. " The green
branch more or less decked with ribbons, which the

masons of our own day still erect on top of a build-

ing at the time of its completion, seems to be the

remains of this old custom.
'

In one of the notes adding to the long list of wells

in churches a curious feudal right is mentioned :

"
I have seen wells in the crypt of certain old

churches in Auvergne. In the church of Notre-
Dame du Port, at Clermont-Ferrand, is a crypt
with a celebrated miraculous statue of the Virgin.
There, before the altar, is to be seen an ancient
well. This well used to have a very curious curb
of stone, which it was wrong to break up and move
into a court of the church (where I have seen it).

This curb of stone had on it a statue of Notre-Dame
du Port ; a falcon, recalling the feudal right which
the Dean of the Chapter had of carrying this bird
At the ceremonies of the cult ; also a coat of arms,
that of a former Dean of the Chapter." Anti-

quaries would certainly like to know how the
custom of carrying a bird of sport during the
church services originated.

IN The Nineteenth Century Sir T. P. Whittaker
has an important article on the Licensing Bill and
its influence on sobriety. Mr. Bram Stoker gives
details of Irving's Lyceum management to show
that a "National Theatre " would be very expen-
sive ; but we are aware that Irving generally did

things on a generous scale which is hardly an
exemplar for managers. 'The Protection of
Women : a Reply to Mrs. John Massie,' by Mrs.
Margoliouth, and '

Suffragists, Peers, and the

Crowd,' by Sir Martin Conway, are both well worth
reading ; the former especially states some pungent
facts. Mr. Arthur P. Nicholson has an article on
'Shelley "Contra Mundum,"' which is welcome,
though we do not think all of it is sound. Mr.
Norman Pearson continues with ' An Eccentric

Beauty of the Eighteenth Century
' that writing-up

of bucks and fair ladies which is a growing fashion
of to-day. Kitty, Duchess of Queensberry, was a
well-known figure, and we find here much repeti-
tion of familiar matter. There are also several able

political articles.

The National Review has secured a jeu d'esprit in
verse by Gladstone on "

Margot," the present wife
of the Premier. It has, further, literary articles of
interest on ' The Times, 1785-1908,' by Mr. Hugh
<Jhisholm, and '

Fiction Clean and Unclean,' by
Dr. W. Barry. Mr. Chisholm hardly attempts to
discuss or defend " the new methods which have
disgusted many readers of The Times. ' The Birds
of Richmond Park,' by Mr. Harold Russell, and
' Paris Fashions.' by Lady Edward Cecil, testify to
the commendable variety of the number. This is

well, as the National has a way of getting clogged
with violent politics. Mr. Bernard Holland has a
comparatively easy task in appreciating the
character of the late Duke of Devonshire, as to
whose virtues and limitations most competent
observers are agreed.

IN The Fortnightly the most interesting article is

a view, by the editor of The Dickeiixian, of Dickens's

journalism, some of which has only been recently
certified as his.

' A Little Tour in South Africa
'

is brief, and so good that we wish it were longer.
The two articles on the Education controversy aro

specimens of the partisan literature which does
not impress us, and seems only calculated to ex-
acerbate differences which must be settled shortly,
since the patience of the English people is limited.

Sydney Brooks on '

Presidential Possibilities
'

is

interesting. The article on some recent French
books is noteworthy. Mr. St. John Hankin, him-
self an able playwright, is perhaps rather too severe
on 'The Collected Plays of Oscar Wilde.' Dr.
Beattie Crozier continues his '

Challenge to

Socialism,' to which this time Mr. Ramsay Mac-
donald is to reply.

The Burlington for this month is very interesting.
Mr. Claude Phillips has acquired what he believes,
on grounds of technique, to be a portrait by J. L.
David. Mr. Roger Fry has an interesting review
of Mr. Home's Botticelli,' which is likely to be a
standard book for some time to come. Miss K.
Esdaile has a good subject in

' The Contorniates in

the British Museum,' which are described as
counters for playing draughts, and are of consider-
able beauty, as the illustrations of them show.
The Goya exhibition at Vienna is notable, and also
the subject of illustrations. The best article in the
number is a brilliint note on Rossetti's picture
' The Lady Lilith,' by Mr. Robert Ross, who writes
with admirable point and verve. The editorial
article on ' Modern Pictures in the Saleroom,'
puts some important points pithily and effectively.

IN The Comhill C. R. L. F. continues his account
of ' Mr. Gladstone at Oxford, 1890,' which is of
interest in parts, but includes some very trivial

matter. Sir Clements Markham is interesting on
'

Tropical Climates in the Polar Regions.' Katharine
Tynan has a striking study of 'A Farmer,' an ideal

specimen of what, we fear, is a degenerating class.

Lady Robert Cecil reviews ' Somehow Good,' not,
to our mind, with any particular ability, though
she writes well. Mr. A. C. Benson has a capital
subject in

'

Shyness,' which he deals with chiefly on
its social side. What we most regret are the cases
in which the scholar's shyness prevents his speaking
put cases like those of Gray and Jpwett, for
instance. '

Lady Hester Stanhope
'

provides enter-

tainment; and Mr. J. H. Yoxall is ingeniously
discursive

' On a Platter at Moritreuil.'

The Strand Magazine has two notable articles :

one on Sir John Hare, and another giving part of
Mr. Winston Churchill's

' African Journal.'

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value

of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.
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A SELECT LIST OF

BOOKS ON GARDENING
TO BE OBTAINED AT THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE' OFFICE from H. G. COVE, Publisher.

Prices Quoted are in all cases Post Free.

ALPINE FLORA : for Tourists and
Amateur Botanists. By Dr. JDLIUS HOFF-
MAN. Translated by K. 8. BARTON (Mrs. A.

GBPP). With 40 Plates, containing 250
Coloured Figures from Water-Colour Sketches

by HBRMANN FBIBSK. 8vo, It. Wd.

ALPINE FLOWERS FOR GAR-
DENS. By W.ROBINSON. Revised Edition.

With Illustrations. 8vo, 10*. lid.

BAMBOO GARDEN, THE. By
LORD RBDB8DALK. Illustrated by ALFRED
PARSONS. 8vo, 10*. IQd.

BOTANY, A TEXT - BOOK OF.
By Dr. E. STRASBURGER. Translated by
B.C. PORTBR, Ph.D. Revised. Fifth Edition.

686 Illustrations. 18*. 5d.

BOTANY, A YEAR'S. Adapted to

Home and School Use. By FRANCES A.

KITCHENER. With 195 Illustrations. Crown
8 vo, 5*. 3d.

BOTANY, THE TREASURY OF.
Edited by J. LINDLEY, M.D. F.R.8., and T.

MOORE, F.L.8. With 20 Steel Plates and
numerous Woodcuts. Two Parts. Fcap. 8vo,

12*. 5d.

CACTUS CULTURE FOR
AMATEURS: being Descriptions of the various

Cactuses grown in this Country. By W.
WATSON, Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew. New Edition. Profusely
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, 5. id.

ENGLISH FLOWER GARDEN,
THE. An Illustrated Dictionary of all the

Plants Used, and Directions for their Culture

and Arrangement. By W. ROBINSON. With
numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo, 15*. Qd.

Also 2 vols. half morocco, 24*. Id. ;
1 vol. half-

morocco, 21*. Id.

FLORA, BRITISH, HANDBOOK OF
THE. By QEO. BENTHAM. Revised by
Sir JOSEPH HOOKER. Seventh Edition.

9*. id.

FLORA, BRITISH, ILLUSTRA-
TIONS OF THE. By W. H. FITCH and
W. G. SMITH. 1,315 Wood Engravings.
Revised and Enlarged. 9*. 3d.

FORCING BOOK, THE. By Prof.
L. H. BAILEY. Globe 8vo, is. id.

FORESTRY, A MANUAL OF.
WM. SCHLICH, Ph.D. C.I.E.

Vol. I. THE UTILITY OF FORESTS, AND
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
SYLVICULTURE. Demy 8vo, cloth,
6*. 3d.

II. THE FORMATION AND TENDING
OF WOODS; or, Practical bylvi-
culture. Illustrated, 7*. id.

III. FOREST MANAGEMENT. Illustrated,
8s. id.

IV. FOREST PROTECTION. By W. R.

FISHER, B.A. With 259 Illustra-

tions. 9*. id.

V. FOREST UTILIZATION. By W. B.

FISHER, B.A. With 343 Illustra-

tions. 12*. id.

FORESTRY, ENGLISH ESTATE.
By A. C. FORBES. Copiously illustrated.

38 pages. 12*. IQd.

FORESTRY, WEBSTER'S
PRACTICAL. Fourth and Enlarged Edition.

Demy 8vo, illustrated, cloth gilt, 5*. id.

FRUIT GARDEN, THE. By George
BUNYARD and OWEN THOMAS. 8vo,

buckram, 21*. Qd.

FRUIT GROWING, THE
PRINCIPLES OF. By Prof. L. H. BAILEY.
Globe 8vo, 5*. id.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS. By Josh
BRACE, Twenty-two Years Foreman for

Thos. Rivers & Son. Illustrated. Large crown
8vo, post free, 5*. 3d.

Complete 16-page Catalogue sent post free on application to

H. G. COVE, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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AN

Illustrated Guide
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United Kingdom.

ALPHABETICAL.

ILLUSTRATED.

SPECIAL ARTICLES,

Croton Svo, about 400 pp.

ONE SHILLING NET.

J. WHITAKER & SONS, LTD.,

12, Warwick Lane, B.C.

Published Weekly hy JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G. ; and Printed by
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By ANDREW LANG.
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BURGOYNE PRIVATE ACT OF
PARLIAMENT.

BY the courtesy of the Clerk of the Parlia-

ment, I am allowed to transcribe and offer

to ' N. & Q.' a private Act of 1548, re Bar-

tholomew Burgoyne, which, though calen-

dared in the folio volumes of
'

Statutes of

the Realm,' has never hitherto appeared
in print.

I wonder whether any relationship could

toe established between the brothers Bar-

tholomew and Thomas Burgoyne, named
in this Act, and the Burgoyne family of

South Tawton, Devon arms, Azure, a

hound passant argent ; crest, an antelope

sejant arg., attired, tufted, and maned sable.

According to Vivian's
'

Visitation,' this

line derived from one John Burgoyne of

Sutton in co. Bedford, the sixth in descent

irom whom William Burgoyne of the Inner

Temple, gent., Recorder of Exeter married

Jone, daughter of Richard Taverner oi

South Tawton and of Alice, daughter of

William Wikes of North Wyke, in that

parish, and was apparently the first Bur-

goyne resident in Devonshire.

Act in Parliament, No. 51, 2-3 Ed. VI., 1548.

Whereas Bartholomew Burgoyn' late one of the
monkes of the late Charter House next the citie of
London the last daye of Maye in the first yere of
the Reigne of or moste redowted Soueraigne was
[awfully seized for tearme of life onely of the said
Bartholomewe of & in all the Rectorye & p'sonage
of Mytton with all the membris app'tenn'cs in the
saide Countie of York and in the Countie of
Lancastre to the late Monasterye of Cokersande in
the saide countie of Lancastre now dyssolved late

p'teyning and belonging and being late p'cell of the

possessyons of the same late monasterye & also of
& in all the messuages howses edefyces landes tent's

pencons porcons tythes oblacons p'fyttes rights &
heredytaments whatsoever they were in Mytton
aforesaide and ellswhere in the Counties of York
& Lancastre to the said Rectorye & p'sonage
Belonging & app'teyning_ and also of & in fyve mes-
suages or ten1" with their app'tenn'cs sett & being
in the p'ishe of Sepulcre Without Newegate in the
Suburbes of London and in the p'ishe of St. Andrewe
in Holborne in the County or Mid. And where
allso as the same Bartholomewe so being seasyd of
the p'myss as one corrupted wth the dregge of his

former monkyshe and hypocriticall lyfe dyssymuled
sanctitie and cloked hollynes hath of late contrary
to his dewtie of allegeance towardes our Soueraigne
Lorde the kiuge w^>ut his Ma168

lycence dep'ted
and secretly fled owt of this Realme into the

p'ties
of beyonde the See and there is entred

into the saide feyned and papysticall Relygion
of the monkes of the Charterhowse in the

extolling & advanncing maynte'nce & p'ferment
of the usurped power of the "Bishopp of Rome and
to the great slander of our saide Soueraigne Lorde
and of this his moste Christyan realme and con-

trary to his dutie of allegyannce Be it therefore

ordeyned and enacted by th kinge our soueraign
lorde the Lordes Sp'uall and temporall and the
Comens in this pnt parlament assembled and by the

authority of the same that the same Bartholomew
Burgoyne shall lose & forfeicte to or

Soueraigne
lorde the kinge all his goods Catalls & leases for

yeres and allso that or said Soueraigne Lorde the

king shall by th auctoritie aforesaide have holde
the sd Rectorye & p'sonage of Mytton & all the
said messuages pencons [&c.l during the lyfe of the
sd Bartholomewe and for no longer tyme nor of any
other estate and that or Soueraigne lord the king
shalbe answered of all the rentes revenues

8'fyttes

of the saide Rectorie & p'sonage...tythes
kc.] from the sd last daye of Maye coming &

growing [Clause as to particulars taken by Com-
mission.]
Sauynge to all the heyres of the saide Bartholo-

mewe and to the heyrs of Thorn' Burgoyn Esquyer
tiecessyd brother unto the sd Bartholomew and to

all & euery other parsone & p'sones bodyes polytyke
& corporate and to the heyres successors & assignes
of every of them other then the sd B. during hys
life all such right tytle remaynder revercon

possessyon [&c.] whatsoever which any of

them ought to nave had in or to the p'misses
or any p'te or p'cell of the same yf this acte had
never byn had ne made.
Provyded allwaies that yf the sd Bartholomew

at any time hereafter do willingly & of his free

will retourne into this Realme of England and
being in the same do offer before a. competent
Judge to stande to the order & Judgement of the

Lawes of this Realme of for & concernynge his sd
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offence that then & from after such offre made this

present acte and alle & everye thing in the same

conteyned shalbe voyde & of none effecte agamste
the saide B. Provyded allso and be it further

enacted by th auctoritie [&c.] aforesd it shall be

lawfull to every parsone & p'sones to whom the sd

p'sonage mesuages &c ought to have belonged
toentre into & enjoye the sd

parsonage
mes-

suage &c as though this acte had never byn had

ne made.
ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

BONAPARTE ON BOARD THE
BELLEROPHON, TOREAY, 1815.

AS TOLD BY JOHN SMART OF BEIXHAM.

(Concluded from p. 322.)

ONE by one the other shore boats departed;
but as it was a holiday for us boys, we
persuaded Michelmore to stay a little longer.

Now, whether it was that we were only

youngsters, who, even with the aid of a

baker, might be deemed innocent of any
sinister intentions, or whether the patrolling
boats were content in keeping us outside

of their circuit, we were not molested when
we again rowed round the ship at a proper
distance. One might well suppose that an

English crew, so close to their own shores,
would be as eager for communication as we
were, and although no word came to us
from the ship, we could see the men round
the guns peering at us through the port-
holes.

As we rounded the bows of the ship the
tide caught us with great force, and at

the second time of our doing this, as luck
would have it, we were taken a little nearer
than we would willingly have ventured.
As the current swept us along, I noticed
at one of the lower-deck ports a man
nodding violently to us, but standing back
a little, as if frightened at being seen. His
eye caught mine for an instant as he put
his fingers to his lips with a warning gesture.
We were past him in another moment, but I
was greatly excited, and wanted to turn
back to see him again. However, Michel-
more decided it would be safer to complete
our turn ; and accordingly we did so, but
regulated our pace with the guard boat, so
that it was at the ship's stern when we
again approached the bows. This time
the man was still standing back, and even
less visible than before ; but his hand was
just visible on the port-sill, and as we passed
he let something drop from his fingers into
the water. We dared not approach, but
we kept it in view as it drifted along. I had

my hand dragging as if carelessly im the-

water, and when we were a good hundred
yards clear of the ship, Michelmore steered
so as to bring the object into my hand. It

proved to be a small black bottle ; but a*
the evident intention of the officers had been
to prevent all communication, I was frigh-
tened to look at my prize, and could only
clutch it in my hand with a fear that some
one on board must have seen me. However,
our curiosity was too great to brook delay,,
and we steered towards shore, so that
Michelmore's broad body was between
me and the ship in case any one was spying-
at us through a glass.

It was a foreign-looking bottle, and as I
drew the cork, its oiliness and perfume sug-
gested that it had been used for some,

liqueur. I kept that bottle for a few years,
but even now, without it, I can recall its-

shape and size and smell. In the bottle was
a small piece of paper rolled up, and on the-

paper was written,
" We have got Bona-

parte on board."
In five minutes after we reached shore,,

there was not a soul in Brixham, except
babies, ignorant of the news.

Happy was the possessor of a boat on that

day. Every sort of craft that could be-

pulled by oars or propelled by sail was-

brought into requisition. The people on
board the ship must have suspected from
the bustle on the quay that their secret was
discovered ; but the cries of

"
Bonaparte I

Bonaparte !

" from all the boats, soon told
them. Then, finding concealment useless,
all the strange visitors showed themselves.
We did not know who they all were for some
days afterwards, and in fact only got a

proper list from the London newspapers
when the ships were gone. I can pictura
at this moment Boney as he appeared in
the stern gallery of the Bellerophon. My
first thought was how little he looked, and
that he was rather fat. We were not allowed
to come near the ship, but we saw him quite
plainly. He wore a green uniform with red

facings, gold epaulettes, white waistcoat
and breeches, and high military boots. He
took off his hat, which had a cockade on it,

and bowed to the people, who took off their
hats and shouted "

Hooray !

"
I recall a

feeling of triumph mixed with a natural
satisfaction at seeing a wonderful sight.

Bonaparte seemed to take all the excite-
ment as a tribute to himself. We noticed
that the English officers and crew were very
respectful, and all took off their hats when
they spoke to him.
The day was spent by us mostly on the-
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water, and what an afternoon ! Brixham
had already one glorious memory of a king

the traditions of the day when William
of Orange touched English soil for the first

time at Brixham quay ; and now we had
the Emperor the conqueror, the tyrant,
the villain a safe prisoner in an English
ship.

It could hardly have been expected that
the secret could be kept long, and the officer

who had gone to London only held his

tongue till he got to Exeter, for in the evening
the first postchaise arrived from that city,
crowded with gentlemen. The people of
Dartmouth had already begun to come in,

some on foot, some in carts and chaises, and
others round Berry Head in boats. Boats !

There never was before or since such an
assembly of craft in Torbay as there was
the next day. Torquay was little else but
a fisherman's village in those days, and was
only beginning to be known by health-

seeking visitors as a salubrious hamlet in

Torre parish ; but the population, such as
it was, seemed to have turned out

altogether and crossed the bay. From
Exmouth, Teignmouth, Plymouth, the boats
and yachts continued to arrive all day.
This was mainly on Tuesday, and on that

day all the country seemed to come in.

Gentlemen and ladies came on horseback
and in carriages ; other people in carts

and waggons ; and to judge by the number
of people, all the world inland was nocking
to see Bonaparte. The Brixham boatmen
had a busy time of it, and must have taken
more money in two days than in an ordinary
month. It seemed a gala day as the boats

thronged round the Bellerophon, and Tues-

day found Brixham in a whirl of excitement.

Every inn was full ; there was not room
for the visitors, nor stabling for the horses.

The Port-Admiral from Plymouth and
Lord Keith had arrived early on Tuesday,
and had been admitted on board ; but
besides these, with a few officers from Berry
Head, and some of the county nobility,

everybody had been treated as we had been,
and had been refused admittance to the

ship. An inkling of the truth now came
out, although we had not all the rights of it

till long after. Capt. Maitland, of the

Bellerophon, did not know what to do with
his prisoner, who had demanded audience
of the Prince Regent. There were amongst
the Whig party in those days many who
would have liked to set Bonaparte at

liberty, and Capt. Maitland had determined
that the Government should have the first

news. He refused to forward a letter from

Bonaparte to the Prince Regent, and tried,

by keeping off shore boats, to prevent all'

surreptitious communications. The captain
had a special fear of lawyers, and thought
it safest to keep out of the ship anybody
who might be suspected of carrying a writ
of habeas corpus in his pocket.

After breakfast on Tuesday, I arranged to-

go in Mrs. Hawkins's boat.
" Do they

show him, then ?
"

she asked. "Is he-

loose ?
" She had been picturing to herself

Bonaparte in chains in the ship's hold, and
the safe distance of an open hatchway was
all she had ventured to expect. Strange to

say, the women were not on the side of

mercy, and Mrs. Hawkins spoke of him
as did many in those days as a monster
who deserved treatment as a murderer.
We could only take our place in the crowd

of craft of all sorts that surrounded the

ship, while an inner circle was kept clear

by the patrolling boats with armed crews.

Bonaparte had not yet made his first morn-
ing appearance, but there were plenty of

strangers for us to look at. I remember one
officer with a blue-and-silver uniform, who
walked the deck with a lady on his arm.
He wore an eyeglass, and seemed vastly
amused at the crowd who looked at him.
Over the ship's side, the sailors had hung

a board on which they had chalked " He 's

gone to breakfast."
We had a useful friend in a corporal on

one of the patrolling boats, who, every
time he passed, gave us some fresh piece of
information. He told us that the lady was
Madam Bertrand ; also that Boney had got
some horses on board which he expected
to use in London ; and he told us that, by
order of the captain, he was to be treated as-

an emperor till further instructions arrived.
" And Boney will have it so," added the

corporal,
"
for the first thing he did when

he got on board was to walk into the captain's
cabin, and invite the captain to dine with
him, as if the ship belonged to the French
fleet."

Bonaparte took off his hat to the lady
when she left him, and walked up and down
alone, bowing occasionally to the crowd r

but generally he had his eyes downwards,
and his hands behind him. I am afraid I

must have mixed up in my mind what I saw
myself in those days with what I have heard
since, and can now hardly separate the two.
For many years afterwards, we had plenty
to say about Bonaparte at Brixham.
Indeed, there had been a certain feeling of

possession, as though the town had had a
considerable share in his capture, and
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should have a share in deciding on his fate.

I remember how greatly exercised we were

on this subject. A neighbour of ours, a

churchwarden, led a large section of the

inhabitants in deciding for his immediate

execution.
If it is hard for us to believe this now, we

must recall the sentiments of horror and
hatred that had been engendered by the

long war, and it is hardly to be wondered

at that a punishment savouring of revenge
should have been deemed the fittest ending
for the evil genius of it all, whom Providence

had apparently put into our hands for the

purpose. Even The Times was on the side

of those who urged the Ministers to do
their duty, and rid the world of such a
monster.

All hopes and surmises concerning the

landing of the prisoner at Brixham were soon

ended, for on Wednesday a messenger
arrived from Plymouth, and at once put off

to the Bellerophon.
The officer who had gone to London, must

have travelled quickly, for on Wednesday
morning, as soon after sunrise as the tele-

graph could work, instructions had been
ent to Plymouth, and these had been for-

warded to Brixham. The ships weighed
=anchor at once and sailed for Plymouth, no
secret being made of their destination.

Boney having gone, the world no longer
'found anything of interest at Brixham.
The visitors left us, and I went back to

school. But at Plymouth the Bellerophon
was still a greater attraction than it had
been with us. I have no need to tell what
all the world knows how, after some weeks
of waiting, Bonaparte was sent to St.

Helena. He did not, however, go in the

Bellerophon, and her crew got liberty on
shore. E. M.

" NOXGAGA."

THIS curious and hitherto unexplained
-word is found in the oldest and best text
known of the Anglo-Saxon list of land- and
folk-names sometimes cited as the

' Nomina
Hidarum.' This particular text was copied
down early in the eleventh century on a
fly-leaf of the Harley MS. No. 3271. It
was discovered by Dr. Walter de Gray Birch,
whose edition, together with a commentary
and a collation of all the known exemplars
of the list, was published in the Journal
of the British Archaeological Association
for 1884. Dr. Birch tendered various ex-

planations of the form -gaga in the words

Noxgnga and Ohtgaga, which are found

together in the list ; but he admitted that

they were not satisfactory, and I beg leave
to submit yet another view.

In some MSS. of the eleventh century the
letter g is occasionally found usurping the

place of the letter n. For instance,* urbs

leogis for
" Urbs Leonis," i.e., Caer Leon ;

dyflig for
"
Dyflin," i.e., Dublin ; ing here

for
" inn here," i.e., the native army ;

tremerig for
"
Tremerin," the name of

Bishop Athelstan of Hereford's Welsh
coadjutor, &c. With these instances before

us, the correction that I am about to make
will not seem arbitrary : it consists in emend-
ing the first g in -gaga into n. The chief

result of this alteration is that the grammar
of the form becomes clear, because -na is

the A.-S. genitive plural of weak common
nouns and of some proper ones, and ga
means "

region,"
"

district," and corre-

sponds to the German Oau. Noxnaga,
then, if we have attained the correct form,
would mean the gd or district of the Noxe or

Noxan, i.e., of the Noxas ; and a similar
correction of the next name in the list, to

wit, Ohtgaga, gives us Ohtnagd. The latter

emendation seems to be correct, but I do
not think that Noxnaga can be. Another
error is certainly latent in the written form.
A very numerous and confusing class of

scribal errors is due to mistakes made in

restoring suprascribed letters to the body
of the words to which they belong. For
instance, f Cantegirnus for Carfegimus (with
the t written above the n), i.e., Categirnus ;

arminiis for m^inus ; Mons Graupitis for
Mons Gup&r

ius, i.e., Cupar Angus ; oserii

for OTOsii ; fedora for BOT
da, i.e., the Forth,

&c. In order, then, to recover the true
word which underlies the group of letters

Noxgaga, it may be that some mistake of
this sort must be allowed for. I suggest
that what was first written down in the

* Vide the eleventh-century yatican MS. of the
'Historia Brittonum,' cap. Ivi.. ed. Mommsen,
' Chronica Minora,' iii. 200 ; the Cotton MS. Tibe-
rius B. IV. of the ' Saxon Chronicle

'

(C) which was
written circa 1050, anna!937; the same MS., annal
1006 ; the Cotton MS. Tiberius B. I. of the same
'Chronicle' (D), which was written circa 1060,
annal 1055.

t Vide the Cambridge University MS. Ff. I. 27
of the 'Historia Brittonum,' ed. Mommsen, U.K.,

126, 1. 1 ; 192, 1. 11 ; the twelfth-century Durham
MS. of the same work, n. 152, 1. 5; and for the
three other instances wnich are from the 'Agri-
cola' of Tacitus, the eleventh - century Leofric
Missal (Introd.), and 'Ravennas,' respectively
compare a short jiaper on the ghost-word Ormesta
in Zeitschr. f. celtiscne Philologie, iv. 463.
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original manuscript was Oxga ; that the
writer saw his error, added the syllable ga,
set a punctum delens under the first g, and
wrote n above that letter. The word con-

sequently appeared in the manuscript as
N

OXGAGA

and the root of this, namely Oxna, whether
compounded with ga or with ford, is a form
with which we are all familiar. Subse-
quently, the punctum delens was ignored
(an oversight which frequently happened),
and the suprascribed letter was advanced
to the initial place in what became eventually
the parent of the existing family of manu-
scripts.
The etymon of Oxnaford may possibly be

the gen. pi. of ox (+ ford), but it is not possible
that that can be the etymon of Oxnaga. In
all probability, Oxnaga and Ohtnaga indi-
cated the regions occupied by tribes called

respectively *Oxe, *Osce, or *Oxan, *Oscan,
i.e., the Oxas, and *Ohte, *Ohtan, i.e., the
Octas. Hence the name Oxenford may be
merely a metaphony, confusing sound and
sense, as do the modern French name for

Santones, sc. Saintes (which, of course,
is not the same as the modern French for

sanctce), and the Welsh and Anglo-Saxon
names for Glevum Colonia. These are Caer
Gloyw and Gleawan ceaster, which respect-
ively contain the vocables gloyw,

"
bright,"

and gleaw,
"
prudent."

ALFRED ANSCOMBE.
4, Temple Road, Hornsey, N.

W. HEATH, ARTIST. MR. JAGGARD
(ante, p. 22) calls him a humorous artist.

Would it not be more correct to say he
occasionally drew such subjects ? There is

unfortunately no collection of his works
that is available to enable us to judge. The
Print-Room of the National Library has a
few only of his productions, and is miserably
deficient in works of his class. I have
hundreds of prints by Heath for the
"Juvenile Drama" ; many are signed.
These alone must have occupied a consider-
able portion of his short life. Some of them
are admirably executed at all events,
for the purpose for which they were in-

tended. I fancy they were not only drawn
by him on the copper plate, but were bitten
in by him as well, so that the work is all

his own. In his day (he died in 1840)
nearly every artist drew on paper, which
was given to an engraver (or etcher) to repro-
duce on the copper. The engraver was nearly
always an inferior draughtsman (as were

most wood engravers), and he brought the-

original drawing down to his own level.

I have many original drawings, and the*

prints produced from them which show
this. If the engraver happened to be a
better draughtsman than the author of his

model, he made the etching better instead
of worse than the model.

I think George Cruikshank was the greatest
example in early days of an artist illustrating
books being his own etcher. Most artists-

looked upon engraving as too mechanical
an art to merit their attention, neither was-
it considered worth the time and trouble

required to master the mechanical difficulties-

of engraving. I doubt if any artist in those^

days (say 1820-30) ever thought of drawing,
straight on the copper, though some years-
later (say 1845) Sir John Gilbert, it is well

known, drew straight on the wood, without
even making a sketch his admirable illus-

trations in The London Journal, for example.
In England the present practice of an artist

drawing straight on the copper, and himself

biting it in, originated with Whistler (about
1860).
Heath was what MR. HERBERT CLAYTON

calls a hack artist (9 S. viii. 411). Like-

many others working in the same way,
he must have found it hard to make a living,,

and took anything he could get, and often
had to work against time.
The result is that there is a great difference-

in the quality of his drawings.
Redgrave in his excellent

'

Dictionary
of Artists,' 1878, says Heath's work is in-

ferior. But in this judgment, it must be
remembered Redgrave was writing chiefly
about England's greatest artists, and the
class of work that Heath did would be
inferior in his eyes : in fact, I was surprised
to find Heath's name in Redgrave.
The National Library Catalogue must have*

a dozen or more books with illustrations

by Heath, but unless the artist's name is-

mentioned on the title-page, it is not noticed
in the Catalogue. RALPH THOMAS.

"
OH, TELL ME WHENCE LOVE COMETH.""

I have seen no reply to the request of a
Berlin correspondent at 9 S. xi. 508 for
assistance in tracing the following lines,

cited as
' Burden of a Woman,' in the-

'

Roxburghe Ballads,' vol. viii. p. 411 :

Oh, tell me whence Love cometh ?

Love comes uncall'd, uusent.

Oh, tell me where Love goeth ?

That was not Love that went.

The lines appear as a modern motto for an.

old ballad, and as they are neither credited
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to any one nor indexed, the editor of the
*
Ballads

'

may be responsible for them. To
whomsoever due, they are a translation of

the second verse of Friedrich Halm's four-

stanzaed poem
' Was ist Liebe ?

'

of which
he used the first two verses for the "

old

song
"

repeated by Parthenia in Act II. of

his drama ' Der Sohn der Wildniss,' as

follows :

Mein Herz, ich will dick fragen,
Was ist denn Liebe, sag ?

"Zwei Seelen uncl ein Gedanke,
Zwei Herzen und ein Schlag."

Und sprich : Woher kommt Liebe?
"
Sie kommt und sie ist da."

Und sprich: Wieschwindet Liebe?
" Die war's nicht, der's geschah."

The rendering by Marie Lovell in
'

Ingo-
mar the Barbarian '

is well known, but an
earlier English translation of the drama,
made in 1847 by William Henry Charlton,
was especially commended by the German
author for being

"
as accurate and careful

.as it is tasteful and poetical." In that
version the

"
little song

"
runs :

My heart, I fain would ask thee,
What then is Love ? say on.

" Two souls and one thought only,
Two hearts that throb as one."

And whence doth Love come ? tell me."
It comes, and lo ! 'tis here."

And say, how cloth Love vanish ?" No true Love then is there."
* Der Sohn der Wildniss

' was first played
at the Palace Theatre, Vienna, 28 Jan.,
1842, and sprang to instant popularity.
Mrs. Loveil's

'

Ingomar
' was produced at

Drury Lane in 1851, and a little later in
the year at Sadler's Wells; but I do not find
the exact date of either performance. It
was first played in New York on the evening
of 1 Dec., 1851, simultaneously at the
Broadway and the Bowery Theatres

TM v M - C - L -
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AUDITORS OP THE EXCHEQUER: TOOKE
FAMILY. In the course of some researches
touching the Tooke family (see 10 S. viii. 221)
Mr. R. J. Beevor, of St. Albans, kindly
ent me this item :

*i
MS ' 327 ' in the B"tish Museum, records

that there were seven Auditors of the Exchequer,
having jurisdiction over different parts of the
kingdom, and gives the names of theseven Auditors
in the year 1692 (none of these a Tooke). These
places are said to have been granted by letters
patent under the Great Seal."

It would be interesting to learn somethingabout one Christopher Tooke, who appearsto have been an Auditor of the Exchequer

circa 1682. Several Tookes were Auditors

of the Court of Wards and Liveries, which
was abolished in 1660.

The will of Jacob(us) Tooke, of Xorfolk,

1690, should be erased from the list given
in 10 S. viii. 221, because he is identical

with the James Tooke of Bromhill whose
will is quoted ibid. This duplication was
due to a misunderstanding on my part.

EUGENE F. McPiKE.
1, Park Row, Chicago, U.S.

THE LETTERS OF JUNIUS. If some one
who has sufficient knowledge of the subject
would sum up, adequately and impartially,
in these columns, all the available evidence

bearing on this vexed question, he would
earn the gratitude of his fellow-readers.

Hitherto the case has been argued almost

entirely by the advocate, and the cham-

pions *of Francis seem to have secured

the most converts. Yet it appears to me
that the

"
Templars

" have quite as good a
case as the

"
Franciscans

"
; and if the

two lines of argument could be set forth

side by side by an impartial judge, I feel

sure that the faith of many of those who
trust in Macaulay's

"
five reasons

" would
be somewhat shaken.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

JOHN KEBLE'S DEATH. Atabletof copper,

bearing the following inscription in raised

letters, has recently been placed on Brook-

side, the house near the pier at Bourne-

mouth, where the author of
' The Christian

Year' died in 1866:

In This House
John Keble. M.A., Vicar of Hursley,
Author of

' The Christian Year,'
Entered into Rest,
March 29, 1866.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

RICHARD PAGE= " DANIEL HARDCASTLE."
Richard Page, who wrote a number of

works on banking and kindred subjects,
and published them under the pseudonym
of Daniel Hardcastle, was a contributor
to The Times ; see that journal of 30

April, 1819. He is there described as
"
of

Mitcham." W. ROBERTS,
j

"
WARREN, PERFUMER." A small Lam-

beth Delft drug-pot of the eighteenth century
in the Guildhall Museum is thus inscribed.
It may be worth noting that a contemporary
obituary notice in The European Magazine
(vol. xvi. p. 392) records :

" Mr. Warren,
Perfumer, Cheapside, deceased 20th Novr

.,

1789." H. S.
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FOR HIS HOT." This was the expression
at the Westminster County Court by

A gardener (as reported in The Standard of
11 April) who claimed of Lady Meux of
Theobalds Park, near Waltham Cross, a
balance of wages. He said the terms of
his agreement were that he should receive

twenty-two shillings per week, and five

shillings more "for his bot" which meant
that he had the extra money in lieu of sleep-
ing at Theobalds, i.e., for lodging money.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

PRIOR JOHN AT BRIGHTON IN 1514. In
Halle's

'

Chronicle' (1548) there is an inter-

esting account of the French Lord High
Admiral's descent on the southern coast of

England, and also, incidentally, of his visit to
our popular watering place. It will be
seen that the Sussex archers gave an
excellent account of themselves.

" About this time [May, 1514] the warres yet
ontynewynge betwene England and Fraunce, prior
Ihon great capitayne of the French navy, with
his Galeys and loystes charged with great basy-
lyskes and other greate artilery, came on the
border of Sussex and came a land in the nyght at a
poore village in Sussex called bright Helmston, and
or the watch could him escrye he sett fyer on the
towne and toke suche poore goodes as he founde :

then the watch fyred the bekyns and the people
began to gather, which seynge prior Ihon Sowned
liis trpmpett to call his men aborde, and by that
tyme it was day : then VI archers whiche kept the
watche followed prior Ihon to the sea and shott
so fast, that thei bett the galymen from the shore
and prior Ihon hym selfe waded to his foyst, and
Thenglishemen went into the water after, but they
were put back with pickes or els they had entered
the foyst, but they shott so fast that thei wounded
many in ye foyst and prior Ihon was shott in the
face with an Arrow, and was likely to have dyed,
and therefore he offered his image of wax before
our lady at Bolleyn with the Englysh arrow in the
face for a myracle."

Then follows immediately a satisfactory
account of the return visit :

"When the lorde Aclmirall of England had hard
these newes he was not contente and sent Sir lohn

Wallopp to the sea incontinente with diverse Eng-
lish shippes, which sayled to the cost of Normandy
and ther landed and brent xxi villages and townes
with great slaughter of people and brent shippes
and boates in the havens of Treaport, Stapils and
in every place. This sir lohn Wallopp quyt hym
selfe so, tnat men marveled of his enterprises, con-

syderyng he had at the most but VIII C men and
toke land ther so often."

Sir John Wallop was created K.G. in 1543,
and died in 1551. The Lord Admiral
referred to was Thomas, Duke of Norfolk.

It seems a great loss that this
'

Chronicle
'

should not be better known than it is. It

is a perfect storehouse of lively anecdotes

of English history, especially of the reigns of

Henry VII. and Henry VIII., these two

reigns occupying about half the volume.
Who was Prior John ? WM. NORMAN.

6, St. James's Place, Plumstead.

" FORTUNE OF WAR." An earlier quota-
tion for the above, by some forty years,
than that given in

'

N.E.D.,' is found in
'

Merlin,' p. 184 (E.E.T.S., ed. H. B. Wheat-

ley) :

" And some tyme he wan, and many
tymes he loste, as is the fortune of werre."

Date 1440. H. P. L.

WESTMINSTER SCHOOL IN 1797. The

Morning Chronicle of 27 Jan., 1797, contains

the following :

"So great is the rage for building of barracks
at present that it was some time ago ridiculously

observed, that Government were going to turn
Westminster School and the dormitory into bar-

racks, and remove the school and college to the

late Sir Gregory Page's at Blackheath."

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

ANACREONTIC SOCIETY. I shall feel very

grateful to any reader of
' N. & Q.' for

definite information as to the founding of

this Society. The year was, I believe,

about 1770, and the first President is said

to have been Ralph Tomlinson. I shall also

be glad to know if there is any definite proof
of the authorship of the charter song of the

Society,
' To Anacreon in Heaven.' Of

course, I am aware that the verses are

credited to Tomlinson, and the music to

John Stafford Smith, in 1771 ; but is there

any proof of these statements ?

W. H. GRATTAN FLOOD, Mus.D.
Enniscorthy, Ireland.

JEWISH QUERIES. 1. What is the mean-

ing of "with allowance" in the following

title-page ?

" News from the Jews, or a true relation of a

great prophet in the Southern parts of Tartaria

Faithfully translated into English, by Josephus
Philo-Judseus, ('-tent. With allowance. London,
Printed for A. G. Anno Domini 1671."

2. What is the origin of the name of Gorle-

stone, near Great Yarmouth ? Why are

the natives called
"
Jew-killers" ?

3. I have one of Dighton's caricature por-
traits with this title :

" A Fashionable
|
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Jew Travers-ing the Steyne |

at Brighton j

Pub. Nov. 20th 1801 by | Dighton Char
Cross."

Who was this
"
Fashionable Jew "

?

ISRAEL SOLOMONS.
91, Portsdown Road, W.

ST. MARY'S ABBEY, YORK. What coulc
Canon Raine have meant by the description" a prebend in St. Mary's Abbey

"
? (See

' Robin Hood,' ante, p. 278.) St. Mary'
Abbey in York was a house of Benedictine
monks, not of prebendaries. J. T. F.
Durham.

OSCAR WILDE. Please give me the nam<
of the author of an English appreciation o
all Oscar Wilde's works. DORN.
[Mr. L. C. Ingleby has recently published a

volume entitled 'Oscar Wilde,' which contains ai
account and detailed criticism of all Wilde
writings.]

FIGGESS OR FIGGISS. Can you give me
any information regarding this surname,
its origin and meaning ? R. G. WEBB.

BOOTH FAMILY. I am interested in the
history of the family of Booth in the county
of Suffolk, from whom I am descended.
I have traced back, by means of parish
registers, &c., to a certain Henry Boothe
of Brusyard, not far from Saxmundham,
who was having his family baptized there
from 1586 onwards. At the same time
George Boothe was Rector of Huntingfield,
a few miles distant; and there was an
Edward, apparently a "

Physitian," at
Huntingfield and Laxfield.

I suspect a possible connexion with the
Booths who possessed Shrublands Hall,a large estate near Ipswich. Of these the
first was Richard Bothe, the fourth son of
John Bothe of Barton, Lancashire, who
married the heiress of the Oakes, and settled
at Shrublands in the early fifteenth century,une terminating in Sir Philip Booth
who died circa 1534, leaving an only daugh-
ter, by whom the estates were carried to
the Ldttons. There is a pedigree of this
family in Davy's MS. collection in the
British Museum (Add. 19119), which I
;nink cannot be accurate ; but Davy does
not give his authorities, and it is difficult
to check it. I find many references to these
Booths in the Patent Rolls, &c., but I can
discover no iecord of wills or Inquisitions
in existence anywhere. There is a will

one "Henricus Bothe de Shelland,
bocher, mentioned in Mr. V. P. Redstone's
calendar of wills at Bury, proved in 1472,

have not had an opportunity of

examining or getting translated. I should
be glad to hear from any one who knows
anything of these Booths, or who possibly
traces descent from them, or of any other
Booths in the county of Suffolk.

If my query is not already too long,
perhaps I may mention a somewhat curious
coincidence. When at Badingham, a mile
or two from Brusyard, I accidentally dis-

covered a house, built on the site of what
was evidently a very old house, which had
been knownas long as anyone could remember
as Shrublands Farm, and is so entered on
the Ordnance map. There were Booths-
at Badingham, as appears from the parish
registers, for a long time ; and in the seven-
teenth century there was one whose children,

were baptized at Brusyard and Badingham
indiscriminately. G. ARTHUR W. BOOTH.
Hoe Place, Woking Village, Surrey.

HATMAKERS' MATERIALS IN THE EIGH-
TEENTH CENTURY. What were the following
materials, which occur in a list of articles

constituting the stock-in-trade of two hatters,

deceased, whose goods were sold
"
by the

candle "
at the Marine Coffee House in 1742 ?

Ruffin and Napping, Broon, Gum Seneca,

Trimmings, Brown and White Wombs, and
Felt and Castor" hats. What was the

difference between a felt and a castor hat ?

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

PILGRIM'S DEVICE. What are the six

pear-shaped objects in the device symbolical
of a pilgrim's staff surmounted with a scallop
shell, enclosed in two circles representing
girdles ? R. S. CLARKE, Major.
Bishop's Hull, Taunton.

IRISH VERSION or " DE MORTUIS." Can
any one tell me who is the modern Irish

wit alluded to in the following quotation,
rom a letter by Canon Ainger given in Miss
Sichel's

'

Life of Canon Ainger,' p. 3C4 ?

"I took out my pocket-book, and instantly pro-
[uced the following :

De mortiiis nil nisi malum.
They can't hit back, so let 'a assail 'em,

which, however, is but a poor pendant to what
uggested it, the words of a modern Irish wit, with
i true Swiftian power of rhyming :

De mortuis nil nisi bonum.
When scoundrels die we'll all bemoan 'em."

WAL. B.

VILLAGE MAZES. Can any reader of

N. & Q.' tell me the names of places where

tillage mazes are to be found in England^
and give me any local tradition concerning
hem, or state with certainty their origin ?

have plans of the mazes at Comberton,
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Cambs; Hilton, Hunts; and Breamore, Hants
The mazes in question consist of narrow
paths about one foot wide, separated by
little ditches one foot wide and nine to
twelve inches deep. F. G. WALKER.

DANIEL ORME. I want to know whether
any portrait of Daniel Orme, artist (vide
'D.N.B.'), exists. F. A. SLACKE.

NEWPORT CHURCH, I.W. St. Thomas's
Church, Newport, I.W., was rebuilt in 1854-
1855. Can any one say whether engravings
of the old church have been published ?

G. B.

VACHELL. I should be very much obliged
if any of your readers could give me the
maiden name of the wife of Col. William
Vachell (6th Foot), who was married about
1712. ARTHUR C. VACHELL.

MONTHOOLY : LICKAR STONE. Monthooly
is the name of a place in Aberdeen, at the
foot of a hill on which there was formerly
a hospital for infirm priests. The same
name is given to places in Peterhead and
Edinburgh.

Lickar Stone occurs in an enumeration
of the boundary stones of the city of Aber-
deen :

" The lickar stone in the den called

Kittybrewster.'
'

The meaning of these two names is re-

quested. JOHN MILNE, LL.D.
Aberdeen.

SHERWOOD FAMILY. Can any one refer

me to a book containing information as
to the ancestry of the Sherwood family,
traditionally supposed to have been the
owners of Sherwood Forest in Saxon times ?

L. SHERWOOD SELLE.
309, Holderness Road, Hull.

EDWARD GEE. Information is wanted
as to the parentage of the above. He was
a sworn clerk in the Six Clerks' Office. He
married in 1713 Ann Pratt, daughter of
Lord Chief Justice Pratt, and half-sister

of the first Lord Camden. He lived in Red
Lion Street, and died (intestate) in 1747.
He was "

cousin

Admiralty.

to Sir Orlando Gee of the
G. H. COBB.

DICKENS AND THE LAMPLIGHTER'S LADDER.
My memorandum about shutters (ante,

pp. 66, 295) having proved interesting,
I am tempted to add one about lamplighters.
A tap-turning and lighting apparatus at
the top of a long rod has been in use for

many years, but before it was introduced,
the lamplighter carried a ladder. At what

date did the latter go out of use ? Dickens's
article

' The Lamplighter,' which records the

change from oil to gas, makes a prominent
feature of the ladder. This article is now
included in a volume of

'

Reprinted Pieces
'

:

when did it first appear ? W. C. B.

ATHENIAN FLEET SAVED BY A COMMA.
In an old notebook I find a brief, uncredited

quotation from some article by Mr. Andrew
Lang, where, speaking of a certain misunder-
stood statement that occasioned much per-
plexity, he says :

" The confusion was caused (as the Athenian
fleet was saved from destruction) by the presence
of a comma, in this case standing where it ought
not."

When was the Athenian fleet thus saved

by the presence of a comma, presumably
standing in the right place ? M. C. L.
New York.

ANTIQUE FURNITURE. Can any reader

say when the rage began for Chippendale,
Sheraton, and other antique furniture ? I

have been intimately connected with the

advertising of auction sales since 1859, and
[ cannot remember that in the early part
of my business career the above styles were
so much as mentioned in the hundreds of

nventories I have helped to make.
CITIZEN.

JOHN ALLIN, 1650. Is anything known
of John AUin, minister of Odiham in Novem-
ber, 1650 ? Was he related to John Allin,

the Puritan minister of New England ?

JERMYN.

BRASS AT RYTON-ON-TYNE. Upon a
monumental brass at Ryton-on-Tyne there

is this quartering : Argent, in bend cotised

counter-embattled three boars' heads sable.

Can any one suggest an owner for this coat ?

SIDNEY STARR.
Percy Gardens, Tynemouth.

NICHOLAS UPTON. John Timbs, F.S.A.,
states that Upton was a famous herald in

the reign of Henry VIII. I have a note of

a grant of arms by him to an ancestor of

mine in 1519. Can any one tell me anything
more about this herald, and where a record

of the grant would be found ? CLAVIS.

FIG TREES : MATURING MEAT. Some

years ago an article appeared in a monthly
magazine, in which it was stated that if a

joint of newly killed meat were hung up
among the branches of a fig tree, it matured
and became tender in a few hours. It was
further stated that the kitchen courts of
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some old houses in the south of England
were planted with fig trees for the purpose ;

and, if I recollect rightly, illustrations of

one or two of these courts and trees were

given in the article. I shall be glad of any
information on the subject. T. F. D.

JOHNSTON FAMILY or SCOTLAND. In
a badly spelt MS. of the first quarter of the

eighteenth century is a Latin eulogy of the

prowess of the race. Its authorship and
present whereabouts I should be glad to
ascertain. It begins thus :

"Majores Johnstone tuos dum martia vivent
nomina ffargus idum gens sup

r astra fecit Credita
sunt illis gemini confinea Regni hoc meruit virtus
et sine Labe fides Quanto hie est Scotiam quern
leget valoq unum Intr mille Duces falmene asq

r

nianus," &c.

CHARLES S. KING, Bt.

[The eulogy is clearly in elegiacs.]

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Where is the following to be found ?

Winter makes ready for the spring
By months of struggling and suffering ;

And the victory won in the mortal strife

Strengthens the fibre and pulse of life.

What if the earth in her chill despair
Said that the strife were too hard to bear ?

Where were the and the then ?

Where were the harvest for hungering men ?

C.

Who is the author of the following lines ?

The writer here in much affection sends
Some plain advice to his young married friends ;

Should you the friendly hint receive, it may
Subserve your interests at a future day.

T. W. B.

LATIN LINES ON SLEEP. I should be
glad to know who wrote these lines. Were
they in Latin originally, and translated ?

Somne levis quanquam certissima mortis imago
Consortem cupio te tamen ease tori
Alma quies optata veni nam sic sine vit&
Vivere quam suave est sic sine morte mori.

Come, balmy Sleep ! attend thy votary's prayer,And though Death's image to my couch repair.
Sweet, while yet living, thus with Death to lie ;

Thus, without dying, oh ! how sweet to die !

C. K.
[The Latin is original, and by Thomas Warton.We do not know who did the English version

quoted. Wordsworth also did one.]

ANNE or AUSTRIA. Why was Anne of
Austria so called ? She was a Spanish
princess, afterwards Queen of France. The
common authorities

(

'

Biog. Univ.,'
'

Biog.
Gen.,' Lavisse's

'

Hist.,' &c.) do not appear
to explain it.

-yyr.

DE BAIF. Who was J. A. de Baif, author
of a poem, if one may be forgiven for so

styling it,
' Des Mimes, Enseignemens, et

Proverbes
'

? He seems to have belonged
to the seventeenth century. A quatrain
evoked by his portrait is of the nature of

the lines which Droeshout's representation
of Shakespeare elicited from Ben Jonson :

Pour tirer seulement sa face
Peintre Bai'f nest pas pourtrait ;

Peins moy les Muses et la Grace,
Et ton dessein sera parfait.

ST. SWITHIN.

CONSTABLES AND LIEUTENANTS OF
THE TOWER OF LONDON.

(10 S. ix. 61, 161, 243.)

MR. BUTTON'S lists are open to corrections.

CONSTABLES.

1. Fairfax's appointment was in August,
1647 (not 1648).

2. Dartmouth was not appointed till 1685,
in succession to Alington, who died 1 Feb.,

1684/5 (1684 is, of course, correct according
to Old Style, but that system of chronology
should not be used without an indication

of the fact).
3. MR. RUTTON is wrong in describing

Dartmouth as an earl : the date of the

earldom is more than half a century later.

4. Lord George Lennox's appointment
was in February, 1783 (not 1784).

LIEUTENANTS.

5. Penington was made Lieutenant in

1643 (not 1642). Conyers held office till

the summer of 1643.

6. Penington was not knighted by the

Lord Mayor or by anybody else. The
' D.N.B.' (which ought to have known
better) calls him "

Sir Isaac P.," and adopts
the legend to which MR. RUTTON also gives

currency. It is time that this story was

exploded. I was luckily just in time, as

the final sheets were passing through the

press, to save my friend Dr. Shaw from help-

ing to perpetuate it in his admirable 'Knights
of England,' and secure the insertion of

the foot-note in vol. ii. p. 221. A reference

to the authorities there given should set the

question at rest.

7. In August, 1647, West was succeeded

by Alderman Tichborne, who was nominated

by Fairfax under authority of Parliament.
West was reappointed 18 May, 1648.
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8. "Berkstead" (1652) should be Bark-
stead.

9. The blank in
"

Col. King
"

(1689)
should be filled by the name Thomas.

10. Churchill was gazetted 26 May, 1702.
11. Cadogan was appointed in December,

1706 (not 1709), and was succeeded by
Compton in 1713 (gazetted 24 Jan., 1712/13),
who retained office till 1741. Hence Cado-

gan was not Lieutenant at the accession of

George I. ALFRED B. BEAVEN, M.A.

I feel sure that all subscribers to, and
readers of,

' N. & Q.' will be greatly obliged
to MR, BUTTON for his list of these officers.

He would add still more to the usefulness
of his list if he would inform us

1. Where are the records connected with
the tenure of office of the Constables and
Lieutenants.

2. Where are the lists of prisoners of all

sorts, so far as is now known, who have been

lodged in the Tower during the period dealt
with by him when they were received, and
when disposed of.

A book to contain the latter information
was advertised for publication some years
ago, but I think it was never published.
If not, why not ? C. MASON.

29, Emperor's Gate, .W.

" VIN GRIS": MILLINERS' COLOURS (10
S. ix. 30, 134, 218, 330). It is interesting to

note in this term, which evidently signifies

"pale wine" as distinguished from red

wine, a survival of the root-meaning of
"
gray," i.e., the pallor of age (cf. ypw.o<s,

ypavs, yepwv, &c.). We usually denote
various tints of the principal colours by
employing flower or mineral names, with
this distinction, that the flower names
become adjectival without any suffix, as

pink, rose, violet, lavender, mauve, primrose,
saffron, &c. ; whereas usually the mineral
names are either given an adjectival form,
as golden, silvern, leaden, ashen, &c., or

are prefixed to another word, as steel-blue,

iron-gray, coal-black. Turquoise, ruby,
and terra-cotta are exceptions, being now
accepted as adjectives denoting the respec-
tive hues.

" Blood-red
" and "

flesh-

coloured
"

are compounds borrowed from
other sources, but " salmon

"
suffices by

itself.

Modistes exercise a liberal fancy in coining
names for new dyes. Previous to 1859 we
had no term denoting one of the commonest
colours among flowers, viz., the red-purple
of some thistles, the bloody cranesbill

(Geranium sanguineum), &c. ; but in that

year were fought the battles of Magenta
and Solferino names which were at once

applied to different shades of crimson.
"
Solferino," a lively cherry hue, is heard of

no more ; milliners call that tint cerise ;

but "
magenta" has taken root so firmly in

our speech that we print it without a capital
initial.

Some of these millinery names are quaint
enough. In the reign of Louis XV. a dull

yellow, such as we now call
"
old gold,"

became fashionable in Paris, and was termed

by the modistes "caqu6 de Dauphin."
Five-and-twenty years ago a pale pink
was in vogue in Paris and London, known
as "

cuisse de nymphe emue."
HERBERT MAXWELL.

Modeste contribution d'un Franyais :

Les vins appeles
"
vins gris

"
sont des vins

ordinaires qui ne contiennent, d'une fa9on

generale, ni plus ni moins d'alcool que les

vins ordinaires rouges et blancs. Les
" vins

gris
" ne sont pas specialement plus capiteux

que les vins rouges et vins blancs ordinaires

de France, et ne sauraient, par consequent,
tirer leur nom de la propriete de "

griser
"

plus facilement les gens.
Leur nom provient-il de ce que, le plus

souvent, leur couleur n'est pas un rose

franc, mais un rose jaunatre, mal defini,

presentant de grandes varietes ? C'est fort

possible.
Je crois, pour ma part, que le mot "

gris

est ici employe, comme en beaucoup d'autres

cas, pour indiquer 1'etat intermediate entre

deux etats extremes: 1'etat entre le blanc

et le rouge (couleurs extremes des vins de

France), comme il indique 1'etat entre le

blanc et le noir, entre le blanc et le brun

(cassonade grise), et, figur6ment, entre la

raison et 1'ivresse (gris : etre a moitie ivre),

entre la gaite et la tristesse (pensees, id6es

grises), entre le bon et le mauvais (faire

grise mine a quelqu'un, lui faire mediocre

accueil). COMMANDANT DUAULT.

Burleigh House, Sydenham Hill, S.E.

This is evidently the same kind of wine
as that known in Austria under the name of
"

Schiller," which I always understood was

produced by mixing the white and black

grapes. A. Mole's French-German diction-

ary (Braunschweig, 1845) gives
" vin gris

=
bleichrother Wein, Bleicher

"
; and in the

German part:
"
Bleicher= vin clairet ;

Bleicher aus Languedoc=de la blanquette ;

dunkelrothe Bleicher= vin paillet."
L. L. K.
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ClRENCESTER TOWN HALL (10 S. IX. 149,

217, 277, 338). One of the seven major
wonders of Provence is the

"
vis de Saint-

Gilles," a newel staircase which formerly

gave access to the triforium in the church
at St. Gilles (Gard). It is now outside the

building, together with the tower through
which its way is bored.

"
Its peculiarity,"

to quote A. J. C. Hare, who cites The
Guardian, 25 March, 1855, consists
"

in its being covered by a circular vault which
curves with the curve of the steps, forming a kind
of corkscrew or annular vault S. Giles's screw.
Such was the celebrity of the masonry of this stair-

case, that it was formerly a point of pilgrimage for
all workers in stone, and it has given a name to
the most elegant type of spiral stair vaulting."
' South-Eastern France,' p. 415.

ST. SWITHIN.

ACHESONS or AYRSHIRE (10 S. ix. 91,

215). As ME. G. A. MORGAN in his reply
asks whether there are any families of this

name now existing in Scotland, it may be
of some service to him to mention that the
form Aitchison is at present not an uncom-
mon surname in some parts of the country.
One recalls from other days, with interest
and gratitude, the elocutionary performances
given in an eastern province by a worthy
scion of the family. This literary artist
was invariably attractive, winning especially
the favour of his younger auditors, and
reaching the high top of his achievement in
his recitation of the stanzas devoted in
'

Childe Harold '

to the suddenly interrupted
ball. Later he passed to pursuits in which
there was no call or scope for the exercise
of rhetorical gifts, and his place knew not his
like again. A relative till quite recently
was manager on an estate near the scenes
associated with the other's distinction, and
it is not impossible that this member of the
stock may have representatives whose
information would be useful.

THOMAS BAYNE.

Among the records of the Burgh of
Lanark there is a charter of Queen Mary
to Alexander Cheisholme, &c., of the lands
of Wamfraflatt and others,

" as in No. 99,
which had been personally resigned byJames Achesoun." The Register of the
Privy Seal gives the name of the grantee
as Alexander Achesoun, son of Alexander
Achesoun in Prestoun (1548-9). But in a
charter by Queen Mary to her servitor
James Achesoun (we learn he was Master
of the Mint) in life rent,

" and Alexander
Achesoun, son of Alexander Achesoun in
Prestoun, heritably, of the lands," &c.
(1546-7).

In the Protocol Book of Robert Broun,
quoted in the Archceological and Historical

Collections relating to Ayrshire and Oalloway
(vol. vii. 1894), there is a notarial instru-

ment in which Janet Aslowane, lawful

daughter and heir of the late David Aslowane,
skinner, burgess of Edinburgh, begotten
between him and Helen Achesoun his spouse,
but wife of Master John Ray, schoolmaster
of the said burgh, &c. The precept is dated
1 Nov., 1612.

There is also a charter by Alexander
Achesoun of Gosfurde (" 6, 7 Nov., 1575").

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.

THE SHAKESPEARE MEMORIAL (10 S. ix.

246, 332). I am obliged to MR. JAGGARD
for correcting my rendering of Robert Bell

Wheler's name as
"
Wheeler," but I cannot

accept his suggestion that the memorial

group of buildings at Stratford is the deferred
fruition of Britton's idea. The most
essential point in his proposal was that it

should be erected at
"
the theatre of his

fame," i.e., London.
Dr. Wade's project was anticipated by at

least ten years :

" A project was originated in the year 1820 for

the. erection of a magnificent edifice to the memory
of Shakespeare, in the nature of a museum,
cenotaph, or temple ; and its promoters agreed to
select Stratford-upon-Avon as the most desirable
site for such a monument." Britton's

' Auto-
biography,' Appendix 20.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

SIMON DE MONTFORT'S PORTRAIT (10 S.

ix. 309). A figure of Simon de Montfort
is on the reredos in Cheltenham College
Chapel. It was sculptured by the well-

known firm Messrs. Boulton & Sons of

Cheltenham, who doubtless still have the
model from which the figure was executed.

A. A. H.

Although this is no direct reply, it may
interest H. D. to note that in the roofless

priory of the Trinity at Dinard, Brittany,
are two beautiful mural tombs with recum-
bent figures on them (habited in full armour)
of the brothers Ollivier and Godefroy de
Montfort, who in the fourteenth century
built this priory. These brothers were con-

temporaries with, and fellow-crusaders of,

Simon de Montfort, and doubtless of the
same blood. HAROLD MALET, Col.

A CORNISH APPARITION (10 S. ix. 325).
What age was Mr. Drew when he wrote his
account of the apparition ? Some people
have curiously inaccurate memories con-

genitally, and are considered to be wilfully
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deceptive, when they in reality believe their

impressions to be correct. Others grow
untrustworthy as a result of senile changes
in the brain.

Many years ago I was told of an old super-
stition. The narrator represented it at
one time as a personal experience, at another
time as an experience which had befallen
a kinswoman. At a later day the same
thing appeared in print, having been taken
down by a folk-lorist from some one who
avowed that he, or she, had been the princi-
pal person concerned.

Many old people relate, as if they had
happened to themselves, tales which they
heard in youth. Sometimes they will even
imagine that they endured what really
befell a member of another generation, and
distort the narrative which grows out of
this conviction by their introduction of sen-
timents natural to their own type of mind,
but quite foreign to the character of the

person who in truth went through the

experience.
As to the apparition, it seems to have

been one of the traditional forms of the

tricksy sprite whom Shakespeare and his

contemporaries knew as Puck. He is be-
lieved to appear in many shapes, but he

apparently prefers that of a horse, both
in England and on the Continent. Occa-

sionally he will show himself like a bear,
or huge shaggy dog with some equine or
asinine characteristic. In the Cornish
case he had the footfall of a horse.

" The
unearthly lustre of the eyes

" he shared
with the

"
black dogs,"

"
barghests," and

similar hobgoblins common in English tradi-

tion,
"
Fiery eyes like tea-saucers," or

"
like gig-lamps," are often ascribed to

them. W. M.

The apparition is said to have been like

a large dog or a bear. Puck, as Shak-

speare tells us, sometimes assumed the form
of a headless bear. The barguest was a

fairy which took the form of a mastiff.

Possibly the spectre Manx hound mentioned

by. Walter Scott was a fairy of this sort.

But it has been said to be the ghost of the
Duchess of Gloucester, the unfortunate

lady of Shakspeare's play
'

Henry VI.'

It must, however, be very difficult to believe
in the Cornish apparition. E. YARDLEY.

MOTTO: " IN GOD is ALL" (10 S. viii.

270, 353). The illustrated article by me in

Smith's
' Old Yorkshire,' vol. iii. N.S.,

must have been taken from The Reliquary,
X. 52-4, where I first announced the true

reading of the inscription quoted by Words-
worth as "God us ayde" and illustrated

it by a lithograph of a tracing from a rubbing,
J. T. F.

Durham.

" RAISINS OF THE CURE "
:

" RAISINS
OF THE SOME" (10 S. ix. 308, 375). Is not
the latter phrase a misreading or miswriting;
of

"
raisins of the sonne," that is,

"
raisins

of the sun" ? Cf. 'Winter's Tale,' IV. iii.

52. The best raisins were made of grapes-
dried in the sun ; the rest of grapes dried
in an oven. DAVID SALMON.
Swansea.

Raisins of the sun or raisins of the sun
stone are mentioned in old recipes of the

eighteenth century, and they were raisins,
as we know them, distinguished from Corinth
raisins or currants, which were generally
spoken of as raisins. HERBERT SOUTHAM.

No doubt the last word is a misreading
of the manuscript for

" Sonne "
or

" Sunne."
"
Raisins of the sun" are sun-dried grapes." Cure

"
is no doubt a form of

"
Corinth '-

"raisins of Corinth" being currants. See
the

' N.E.D.' under both ' currant
' and

'

raisin.' ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U.S.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.

ix. 288). The line

No chaffinch but implies the cherubim

is Mrs. Browning's. The stanza begins
Nothing 's small ;

No lily-muffled hum of a summer bee
But finds some coupling with the spinning stars.

TREDEGAR.
Tredegar Park, Newport, Mon.

F. M. N. (ante, p. 328) may like to know
that the Rifle Brigade play

"
I 'm ninety-

five
" because the Brigade was the old

95th Regiment of Foot.
The author of the ballad

I 'm ninety-five, I 'm ninety-five,
And to keep single I'll contrive,

was asked for at 3 S. x. 108, the refrain

quoted there being
A maid I am, and a maid I '11 die ;

Love to me is all in my eyo.

R. J. FYNMORE.

TIME RECKONING (10 S. ix. 289). It is

difficult to answer such questions categoric-

ally, because changes of the kind are not
made simultaneously at different places,
but the following remarks may be of use
to your correspondent.
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The word "
day

" has an unfortunate,
but unavoidable ambiguity, as it may mean
the duration of daylight between sunrise

and sunset (which of course varies at

different places according to their latitudes),
or the whole period between two successive

times of noon or midnight, which is called

the civil day, and is of invariable length,
as it includes day and night (or night and
day, wxfhjfMfpov, as the Greeks called it,

showing that they had derived it from
the ancient method of reckoning the night
before the day). Now though the Romans
reckoned this whole duration from midnight
to midnight, as we do, they took the hours
from the natural day. Thus in Horace,
Ep. I. xvii. 6,

Si te grata quies et primam somnus in horam
Delectat,

it is evident that prima hora means the hour
immediately after sunrise, and Francis
renders

Or after sunrise love an hour of rest.

Also in the
'

Georgics,' iii. 327, Virgil has

Inde, ubi quarta sitim coeli collegerit hora,

the sense clearly indicating that the time
intended is that when midday is approaching,
and the heat increases the feeling of thirst.

By degrees, however, modern nations
found it more convenient, as time was regu-
lated by clocks, to take the civil day, as the
Romans did, from midnight to midnight,
and (though this was not universally done)
to distribute the hours into two divisions

before and after noon. They are thus
reckoned (ante and post meridiem) in Tycho
Brahe's

'

Historia Ccelestis.' Astronomers,
however, generally preferred, following
Ptolemy, to reckon the whole twenty-four
hours commencing at noon, which has the

advantage of including all the observations
of each night under one date. Flamsteed
therefore adopted this method, which became
universal, although Sir John Herschel con-
sidered that it was on the whole less con-
venient than the ordinary or civil usage.

W. T. LYNN.

BEWICKIANA (10 S. ix 307). All the ques-
tions raised by your correspondent WHITE
LINE relating to Bewick and his publications
are interesting. As my name is mentioned
in connexion with one or two of these ques-
tions, I ask to be permitted to reply.

J. G. Bell, in his
'

Catalogue of Bewick's
Works,' 1851, is definite in his statement that
demy copies of the 1805 edition of

'

British
Birds '

were not published ; yet Bewick's
letter, given in full in my '

Life and Works of
Bewick,' is equally definite to the contrary.

I possess the manuscript of Bell's Intro-

duction to his
'

Catalogue,' and with this

there is a printed
'

Errata,' evidently for use
in a future edition, but, so far as I know,
never published. In this

'

Errata
'

there
is a correction carried out on the same
page (33), but no alteration is made of the
statement that no copies were printed on
demy. This of course means that, even
after mature deliberation, Bell saw no reason
to alter his statement.

I cannot remember ever to have seen a

demy copy in the second edition, nor are there

any in the very complete Bewick collection

bequeathed by Mr. Pease to Newcastle in

1904, although examples of both the royal
octavo and imperial octavo are included.

The prospectus of a second edition
of Hugo's

'

Catalogue
' with Bell's name

attached, is particularly interesting. I have
not seen this edition, and believe it never
was issued. Hugo and Bell were in fairly
close touch with each other, but no work
bearing their names together appears to

exist.

As to the Addenda to the
'

British Birds,'
first issued in 1821, the blocks were in-

corporated in the sixth edition (1826), of

which full details are given in my
'

Life
'

at pp. 239-40. D. CROAT, THOMSON.
Kenleith, Highgate.

PATTENS IN THE CHURCH PORCH (10 S.

ix. 268, 336). The late Rev. R. N. Sharpe,
Vicar of St. Mary's, Rochdale, told me that

when he came to that town in 1852 it was
not unusual to find a notice in the porches
of the outlying churches,

" Please put off your
pattens." W. C. B.

My grandmother Maria Meyer, nee Snow,
used to say the clerk would give out, amongst
others, the following lines to the people
assembled in the parish church at Southam,
co. Warwick, in reference to the incumbent
of the place :

Mark well the upright man,
Coming to church with his pattens an.

T. CHAMBERLIN TIMS.
Little Bourton, near Banbury.

PRIMITIVE OATHS AMONG SAVAGES (10 S.

ix. 309). James Endell Tyler's book
' Oaths :

their Origin, Nature, and History,' London,
1834, contains a considerable amount of

curious data relating to oaths. It attracted

a good deal of attention when issued, and
was reviewed at length in The Edinburgh
Review, vol. lix. (July, 1834), and in The

Quarterly Review, vol. Ixi. (April, 1838).
I may mention that at the time of the Brad-
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laugh controversy Gladstone was hunting
round the bookshops for a copy of Tyler's
book.

This work remained the only important
book on oaths until 1876, when Mr. E. B.

Tylor (the similarity in name between the
two authorities is a curious coincidence)
contributed to Macmillaris Magazine for

May, 1876, a remarkable article on '

Ordeals
-and Oaths,' largely in connexion with their

practice and survival among primitive and
savage peoples. This article is the one
which MB. THOBNTON should first see. I

may add that Mr. E. B. Tylor in
'

Ordeals
And Oaths '

refers to and quotes the earlier

work by J. E. Tyler, alluding to it as "the
valuable treatise on oaths." The article

on ' Oaths '

in the ninth edition of
' The

Encyclopaedia Britannica
' was written by

Mr. E. B. Tylor, and published in the early
eighties, subsequent to the Macmillan
.article, and may therefore contain fresh
matter. A. L. HUMPHBEYS.

187, Piccadilly, W.

POBTSMOUTH STREET, No. 14 (10 S. ix.

346). Of this house and its fictitious halo
of interest in being dubbed, for

"
business

"

purposes, "The Old Curiosity Shop, im-
mortalized by Charles Dickens," Charles
Dickens the Younger tells us :

"With mere unintelligent and unsupported fable
I do not intend to trouble myself with the absurd
credulity, for instance, which inducessome travellers
to believe, when they are told by the guides whom
they pick up at the hotels, that the house in
Portsmouth Street which has in some inexplicable
-way come to be labelled the Old Curiosity Shop has

anything in the remotest degree to do with the

tory, I shall in no way concern myself." 'Notes
on some Dickens Places and People,' by Charles
Dickens the Younger, in The Pall Mall Magazine,
July, 1896.

The author of these
' Notes

'

died in the same
year that they appeared.

It is the Old Curiosity Shop, No. 24,
Fetter Lane, which lays claim to the sympa-
thetic interest of Dickens-admirers. There
was an inn with the sign of

" The Green
Man " on Ludgate Hill, which was once kept
by a grandfather of the Mrs. Haines whose
Old Curiosity Shop at 24, Fetter Lane
was a chosen haunt of Charles Dickens in

his younger days ; and it is this place that
is generally accepted as having inspired
Dickens with his idea, and his pen with the

description.
Mrs. Haines, whom I remember well,

and who died in May, 1892, had previously
removed with her married daughter to a

by-way of Bloomsbury, near Theobalds
Road, where the business was continued.

She used to tell a story at which Dickens
was said to have been much amused. When
the homely inn on Ludgate Hill was kept
by her grandfather, it was at one time

fairly overrun with rats. The landlord and
drawer who, by the way, had both been
mutilated in the wars laid their heads

together, and had six sets of toy-harness
made with cats' bells on them. Having
caught six large rats, they harnessed them
and set them free, with the result that
all their relatives took fright and disappeared
for ever (see The Globe, 1891, in Oct., Nov.,
or Dec.). The device, it may be noted,
does not seem to have been quite original.
In 'The Modern Husbandman,' IV. i. 185,
the sufferer from the rodents' ravages is

advised to
"
Tie a morrice bell about the

neck of a catch'd rat." Not a vestige of

"The Green Man" on Ludgate Hill re-

mained in 1879.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Deene, Streatham.

It was, as nearly as I can recollect, about
1886 that the keeper of a shop (now re-

moved for improvements) quite close to

Portsmouth Street told me he had himself

made the original suggestion to adapt the

legend "The Old Curiosity Shop" to the

then occupier of the latter premises, who
would presumably be the one mentioned
in Mr. Tesseyman's letter of December,
1883. Whatever might be the true locus

of the Dickens narrative, nothing is more
certain than that it was not in Portsmouth

Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields. In ' The Real
Dickens Land,' 1903, Mr. H. Snowden
Ward tells us that Dickens himself placed
it in Green Street, Leicester Square.

W. B. H.

See 9 S. vii. 509 ; viii. 88 ; 10 S. iv. 433.

JOHN T. PAGE.

BENNETT OF BALDOCK (10 S. ix. 228,

333). Sir Robert Benett, Surveyor of the

Works of Windsor Castle, was knighted
at Greenwich, 11 June, 1619, and was M.P.

for Windsor in 1621-2 and 1625. According
to the

'
Visit, of Berks

'

(Harl. Soc.), he was
twice married : ( 1 ) to Elizabeth, dau. and heir

of Robert Garnett of Broxbourne, Herts, and
widow of Abraham Harewell she died s.p. ;

(2) to Etheldreda [elsewhere called Audrey],
dau. of John Page of Harrow, and widow of

John Plumer of London, by whom he had
three sons and three daughters. He proved
his brother Leonard's will in May, 1642, and
was living on 10 May, 1644, when he was

assessed by the Parliamentary Committee
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at 1,OOOZ., but appears to have got off on
14 June following

"
for the 140Z. lent,

being his proportion on oath."
W. D. PINK.

Some light may be thrown on the ancestors
of Bishop Benett by a plea recorded in the
Court of Requests, Bundle III. item 220

(in the time of Henry VII. or VIII.), Robert
Benet v. John Kempe and Thomas Clarke
re will of John Talke (or Tawke) of Hayling^-
and perhaps Fereham and Ha\ant, Hants,
which gives ages of witnesses and details

of family affairs. John Talke of Havant
married Julian, daughter of Thomas Benett
of Reading, Berks, and their daughter
Alice Talke married John Kempe. Edward
Kempe, of Hereford, in his will proved 1615,
mentions many leases of church lands which
he held by grant from his

"
uncle

"
Benett,

Lord Bishop of Hereford ; he also states
that he had borrowed money from his
" aunt "

Benett ; but how the relationship
is to be explained is not clear. The plea
would seem to show that Thomas Benett
of Reading was a common ancestor of John
Kempe and the Bishop.

FRED. HITCHIN-KEMP.
6, Beechfield Road, Catford, S.E.

WHITE ENSIGN: NATIONAL FLAG (10 S.
ix. 128, 154, 174, 255, 292). With all

deference to TRUE BRITON, I do not think
I am mistaken, though I should be glad to
find that that were the case. The letter
of Lord Knollys was noticed in the corre-

spondence of three years ago. This letter
of His Majesty's private secretary did not
pretend to have the force of an Order in
Council, or to override the existing Order.
What is wanted now is that the letter should
be followed by an Order in Council regulating
the practice. I have not the papers at
hand, but the subject was brought up in
Parliament subsequent to the Coronation,
and the Government declined to take action,
leaving the matter where it, I believe, still

is, viz., that the Briton is not authorized
to fly the Union Jack, and that in fact we
have no recognized National Flag.The fact that at the Duke of Devonshire's
funeral the Union Jack was floated at Chats-
worth half-mast does not prove that this
was in order. During the Coronation week
the Duke of Abercorn, in a house above
mine in Green Street, flew a Union Jack
with the Hamilton arms on a shield in the
centre ; but I doubt whether this is correct.
At 40, Green Street, I flew the East Anglian
flag. I have noticed it mentioned in several
cases lately that at funerals coffins have been

covered with the Union Jack. This is

natural, and I should wish to be able to-

say, proper ; but it is not long ago that
as I have already mentioned an officer-

pointed out in The Times what he considered
to be the enormity of this impropriety int

cases in which the deceased was not of the-

Army or Navy. As matters stand, that
officer's contention was, I believe, in order.

But it is just this " inconvenient position
' r

which I wish to see authoritatively disposed)
of. J. H. RIVETT-CARNAC.
Schloss Rothberg, Switzerland.

TRUE BRITON remarks :
" Devonians

constantly float a Devonian flag." Is not
this a slip ? To what does TRUE BRITON
allude ? HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

' THE TIMES '

AS " THE THUNDERER ""

(10 S. ix. 348). There is a passage in Car-

lyle's
'

Life of John Sterling
'

(written in

1851), Part I. chap, i, which appears to tell

us how and when The Times came to be
spoken of as

" The Thunderer." Carlyle,

speaking of John Sterling's father, says :

" Of Edward Sterling, Capt. Edward Sterling as-

his title was, who in the latter period of his life

became well known in London political society,
whom indeed all England, with a curious mixture
of mockery and respect and even fear, knew well
as

' the Thunderer pt
the Times Newspaper,' there

were much to be said."

In another passage (Part III. chap. v.>

Carlyle tells us :

" The emphatic, big-voiced, always influential

and often strongly unreasonable Time* Newspaper
was the express emblem of Edward Sterling ; ne,
more than any other man or circumstance, wax the
Times Newspaper, and thundered through it to the

shaking of the spheres."
A. L. MAYHEW.

Oxford.

'

English Journalism,' by Charles Pebody,.
1882, p. 114, says:
" There was no writing in the Press in those days-

[1830-40] like Edward Sterling's nothing to be
compared with it in boldness, freshness, point, and
vigour. It was the thundering of Jove ; and, in

fact, it was the writing of Edward Sterling that

gave The Times the name of the ' Thunderer. The
story runs that Sterling began one of his articles in,

this style :

' When we thundered the day before

yesterday
'

; and The Times thenceforth, half ia

mockery, half in admiration, came to be called the
'Thunderer.' Capt. Sterling was the Thunderer ;.

and Carlyle has given us a picturesque sketch of the
Thunderer at work : 'At one in the morning, \vhen
all had vanished into sleep, his lamp was kindled"
in his library ; and there, twice or thrice a week,
for a three hours' space, he launched his bolts,
which next morning were to shake the high places-
of the World.' The whole country listened to the
voice of the Thunderer, and generally recognized
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its own voice in the voice of The Times. This is
* what the multifarious Babel (Sound did mean to

say in clear words this, more nearly than anything
else

'

; and it was because Sterling did this, and did
it so well, that The Times became the power it was
in the world at the time."

URLLAD.

The Times was called
" The Thunderer "

between 1844 and 1850 by party papers
on both sides. In 1850 during the Papal
Aggression scare, one of the Catholic papers
referred to it as

"
Jupiter Puddledock,"

sifter the name of a wharf on the Thames
in the Blackfriars district, in which the
*'

printing house
"

is situate.

WALTER SCARGILL.

See 4 S. vii. 456, 524, 553 ; viii. 52, 426.

Capt. Edward Sterling in a leader used the
-words

" We thundered out," and from this,

it is said, arose the nickname of The Times.
He died in 1847. The incident leading to

the use of the words quoted above occurred

prior to 1837. B. J. FYNMORE.

[MR. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL and T. M. W. also

thanked for replies.]

ELIZABETH SARAH VILLA REAL (10 S. ix.

229). Elizabeth Sarah, daughter of William
Villa Real of Edwinstow, married William

Thomas, second son of Sir Thomas Gooch
(third Baronet), on 13 May, 1775 (Gent.

Mag., xlv. 254). According to Burke's
*

Peerage,' they had two sons, William and

Henry Robert.
Towards the end of 1778 Mrs. Gooch was

detected in a liaison with Rauzzini the

musician at Bath. For some time she lived

abroad, and was divorced from her husband
in 1781. Her numerous amours were very
notorious, and her frailty was much talked

x>f in the newspapers and magazines of the

period. In March, 1788, she published 'An

Appeal to the Public,' and in December,
1792,

" The Life of Mrs. Gooch, written by
herself." She is said to have brought her

Jiusband a fortune of 50.000Z.
HORACE BLEACKLEY.

F * ' DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY :

EPITOME, 1903' (10 S. ix. 21, 83, 152, 211,

294). Having given my authority for the

John Savile entry, I do not desire to split

.straws with MR. DAVEY ; but I may say the

main point is still obscure. My copy of the
'

Epitome,' under Savile, does not refer in

Any way to his connexion with our National

Anthem. Does MR. DAVEY deny that Savile

wrote either the words or music of what we
know as

' God Save the King
'

?

WM. JAGGARD.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EASTER (10 S. ix. 305).
' Some Easter Legacies.' Globe, 2 Ap., 1902.
' A Russian Easter ' and ' The Easter Egg.' Globe,

but undated " turnovers."
' Easter Cakes.' Globe, 25 Ap., 1903.
' Easter Customs.' Daily Telegraph, 11 Ap., 1903.
4

Pasque-Flowers.' The Lady, 12 Ap., 1900.
'Rare Easter Customs.' Evening News, 14 An.,

1906.
'

Quaint Good Friday Custom.' Daily Telerrraph,
30 March, 1907.

' Easter in Russia.' Chambers's Journal, 9 March,
1895.

' The Hare and Easter.' 10 S. iv. 306 ; v. 375.
' Easter Custom : Dancing of the Sun.' -Creed

Coll. of Tavern Signs in British Museum, vol. xiii.,
B.V. 'Sun.'
Cremer's ' Easter Eggs.'
' Easter Lifting and Easter Eggs.' Gent. May.,

1784, part i. p. 96 ; 1831, part ii. p. 408.
'

Pasque Eggs.' Ibid., 1788, part i. pp. 188-9.
' Easter Heaving.' 76. 1790, part ii. p. 719.

Easter-tide. Brand's '

Popular Antiquities,' pas-
sim.

'

Legacy of Pies.' Daily Mail, 24 Ap., 1905.

'Recollections of Easter Holidays in the South of

Italy.' Penny Magazine, 25 Ap., and 2 May, 1835.

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

May I venture to add the following ?

'

Spola, Easter Day in Rome, 1849 : a Link in the
Chain of Italian Unity.' Transaction* of the Royal
Historical Society, New Series, vol. v. (1891), p. 177.

Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical
Society of Liverpool, vol. xlvi. (1892), Appendix.

J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

"BLOODING A WITCH" (10 S. ix. 328).
The reputation of Edward Fairfax, translator

of Tasso's
' Gerusalemme Liberata

' and of
'

Godfrey of Bulloigne,' and author of some
minor works "a singular scholar in

all sorts of learning" was probably not
diminished in his own credulous age by the
fact that he was a convinced believer in

witchcraft, of which he had, as he imagined,
abundant evidence in his own family. The
incidents of the visitation were recorded

by him in a sort of diary, a transcript of which
came, at the sale of the Fairfax MSS., into

the hands of Sir Thomas Phillipps (No. 10666
in his collection), and is now in my possession.
It is an 8vo volume of 311 pages, entitled
" A Discourse of

|
Witchcraft I

as it was acted in

the Family |
of Mr Edward Fairfax of

| Fuystone
in the County of

|
Yorke in the Year 1621 I From

the original Copy |
written with his own hand.

|

Sibi parat malum, qui |
alteri parat."*

The transcriber informs us that Edward
was the natural brother of Sir Thomas, after-

wards Lord Fairfax,
" and yet liveth, 1631."

* ' D.N.B.' says the MS. has been printed in the
Philobiblon Miscellanies.
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The torments were inflicted by six witches

(whose names are recorded) upon Edward's
two daughters (Hellen, aged twenty-one,
and Elizabeth, a girl of seven), as well as

upon a neighbour's child aged twelve. Fairfax

refers (p. 159) to the various devices or

charms suggested for the dissolving of the

witches' power :

" The saying of certain words in set Formes, y
e

heating of iron tongs, / scratching of y* icitch, and

y* like be covenants also to dissolve y bargain
between y

e Devill and them, and so to heal per-
chance y Partie grieved. I was often moved to

seeke help by some of these means, especially by

ye scratching, which was xirged unto me as a remidy
ordained ot God, but I could never believe it to be

so, for I well know God is not tyed by Formes &
circumstances We left therefore their charmes,
Tongs, & scratchings to them yl put confidence in

ym & to y
e Devill who devised y

m
,
and only relyed

upon y
e
goodness of God and invoked his help, with-

out tempting him by prescribeing y
e
meanes, but

attended his mercy, weh he hath not wthholden
from us."

J. ElJOT HODGKIN.

SIR HENBY DOCWKA (10 S. ix. 31, 58, 76,

116, 215). A further reference to my notes

will, I fear, hardly substantiate my previous
view of the parentage of this knight. Thomas
Docwra of Putteridge, sen., died in 1602

aged 84. His son Thomas, who married
Jane Periam, died in 1612. While it is

not impossible that the latter should be
father of Sir Henry, who was knighted in

1597, but who distinguished himself still

earlier in the Irisl wars, without clearer
evidence than at present within reach it

would be unsafe to assume that kinship.
I note the will of an Edward Docwray

of Thatcham, Berks, proved in P.C.C. in

1545, which might throw some light upon the

subject. W. D. PINK.

MAY DAY : MAYPOLE (10 S. ix. 345).
' London in Olden Time,' by Wm. Newton, 1855>

p. 14 (St. Andrew Undershaft).
'Aldwych,' by Charles Gordon (Mr. John Ash-

ton).

Chappell's
'

Popular Music of the Olden Time.'
E. Higgins's

' Hebrew Idolatry,' 1875 (four refer-
ences).

Godfrey Higgins's 'Celtic Druids': Various
authorities on Phallic Tree Worship.
Maurice's '

Antiquities of India.'
Letter from Col. Pearce in the '

Asiatic Re-
searches,' vol. ii. p. 333.

'May Day on Shooter's Hill Three Centuries
Ago.' Ackermann's Repository, Jan., 1823, p. 25.

Christopher Brown's 'Tavern Anecdotes,' 1825,
pp. 80-81.

'The Maypole.' By Geo. Clinch, English Illus-
trated Magazine, May, 1894.

Maypole set up in the Strand again ; see J. T.
Smith's '

Antiquarian Rambles,' 1846, vol. i. p. 360.

Cunningham's
'

London,' p. 475, col. 2.

' The Derbyshire Gatherer,' 1880, by Wm. An-
drews, p. 208.

'

May-Day Observances.' Home Circle, 31 May,
1851, pp. 344 and 405.

Mrs. Murray-Aynsley's
'

Symbolism of East and
West,' 1900 (Maypole, p. 123).

Brayley's
'

Londiniana,' vol. iii. pp. 224, 242, and
246.

'An Entertainment on May Day at Sir Wm.
Cornwallis's House at Highgate,' in 1614 (Ben
Jonson).
Penny Pot, 1 May, 1871,1). 126.

Timbs's '

Something for Everybody,' p, 60.
'

May Day at Knutsford.' Daily Telegraph,
3 May, 1904.

'May Morning on Magdalen Tower.' Daily
Express, May 1, 1900.

May Day in Ireland, and in Italy. Both on one-

page of the Mirror, but iindated.
'

Sweeps and May Day.' Evening News, 1 May,
1902 (Jack in the Green).
The Duk-Duk dancing festival in the Duke of

York Island in the Indian archipelago exhibits

points resembling those in our Jack-in-the-Green.
'

May Day Custom at Tilsworth, Bedfordshire/
Household Words, June, 1900.
' Padstow's Hobby Horse.' Hour Glass, 30 Ap.,

1904.

May Carols, by Miss A. M. Wakefield, in Nine-
teenth Century, vol. xli. (Jan.-June, 1897), p. 722.

'Knots of May.' Antiquary, June, 1894 (vol.
xxix. p. 274).

' Funebria Flora : the Downfall of May Games,'
by Thomas Hall, 1660.

The sounding of trumpets on May Day
was still continued at Oxford, Cambridge,
London, and other places in 1851 (see The
Home Circle, 31 May, of that year). Dr.
Clarke in his

'

Travels
'

has an interesting

passage on the custom, which he refers to
the ancient worship of Diana, at whose
festival horns were blown.
The Maypole which stood longest in the

vicinity of town, according to Hone, was that
near Kennington Green, at the south
corner of Workhouse Lane, leading from
Vauxhall Road to Elizabeth Place. It re-

mained till 1795, and was much frequented,,

especially by milkmaids.
J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

THE CAKNWATH PEDIGREE (10 S. viiu

445, 492 ; ix. 10). I am clearly wrong in

stating that the Hon. Sir John Dalzell

(second son of the first Earl of Carnwath
and grandfather of the second Baronet
of Glenal, Sir John Dalzell), died 24 Feb.,
1689, a few weeks only before his grandson.
I was misled by Joseph Foster's

'

Peerage
'

and by
' The Complete Baronetage.' The

reasoning in the communication at the last

reference by Lyon King of Arms seems con-
clusive as to the real date of death.

F. DE H. L.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Folk-lore ax an Historical Science. By George
Laurence Gomme. (Methuen & Co.)

IN his latest contribution to the study of folk-lore,
Mr. Gomme undertakes to show that the historians
and anthropologists of the British Islands, and of

Europe at large, would do well to investigate the
traditions of that section of the people which has
been but slightly affected by the evolution of
modern society. He is convinced that popular
belief and cxistom over and over again lead back
"to some unexplored epoch of history which
has left us the heritage of its mental strivings

"
in

an oral form. Comparative folk-lore, he insists,
must prove of value if it is founded on scientific

principles. The unmeaning prejudices of a
European peasant, which are, as it were, encysted
in an invading civilization, have come down from
a date when peoples of savage or barbaric culture

occupied the countries now dominated by modern
ideas. "Every nation has the right to go back as
far in its history as it is possible to reach. It can
only do this by the help of comparative folk-lore."
Here in Britain, though we are unusually rich in

historical records, history breaks down. "The
traditional materials known to us as folk-lore are
the only means left to us, and we can only properly
avail ourselves of these when we have mastered the
methods of science which it is necessary to use in
their investigation."
Even with these methods it must be allowed

that the task has its difficulties. The patient
faith of the scientific man can move mountains
comparative geology has shown that ; but since the
natives of Europe are of mongrel breed, it will be a
hard task to demonstrate from which race in the

pedigree of a nation an idea has'descended. English
people of primitive mind, who do not understand
civilized thought or civilized religion, may in the
first instance have derived their way of viewing the
universe through Scandinavian, Germanic, Celtic,

pre-Celtic, and yet other "fore-elders." From which
line of ancestry did a Lincolnshire villager inherit
the tradition that if a spark flies out of the fire,

and burns a hole in a woman's apron above the

knee, she will have a child before a year has gone ?

Here we plainly have a primitive conception of the

origin of life. It is archaic enoiigh to be worthy
of an Australian "black-fellow." Whence has it

come?
We require to know not only what beliefs have

survived the opposition of inimical theories, but
also from what stock they sprang, and of what social

system they formed a part.
" To be of service to

history, each floating fragment of ancient custom
and belief must not only be labelled

'

ancient,' but
it must be placed back in the system from which
it has been torn away." Not till this is to a
srreat extent accomplished will it be revealed to us
what the social order of the different kindreds from
whom the modern European springs was like, and
in what degree various races followed similar

customs.
In writing of the traditions which Mr. Gomme

believes to date from "the days when London
Bridge was a marvel " he has forgotten to mention
that several riddles of an ancient type begin with
the words : "As I went over London Bridge."

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. MAY.
MR. EDWARD BAKER, of Birmingham, has in his-

Catalogue 245 a number of works in English
Topography, Heraldry, Genealogy, &c. Under
London we find Boulton's 'Amusements,' 2 vols.,
4to, 11. Is. ; 'Life of Carpenter,' founder of the City
of London School, 9*. ; Chamberlain's ' London and
Westminster,' 11. 10s., and 'London Interiors/
published by command of Queen Victoria, a series
of engravings, 1841, 11. 5*. Among historical works
are the first edition of Lady Hamilton's 'Secret
History of the Court of George III. and IV.,' 2 vols.
in 1, 1832, 4/. 4-*., and Traill and Mann's 'Social
England,' 31. 15*. Military works include regimental
records. Under Royal Correspondence is "The
Private Letters of Queen Victoria and Louis
Philippe,' 1848, 12mo, 21. 2*. There are interesting-
itemsunder Parliamentary, including Chamberlain's
'Radical Programme,' 1885. Among biographies
are those of Bright, Mrs. Delany, Disraeli, De Foe,
and Burke.
Mr. Thomas Baker's Catalogue 524 is, as usual,

chiefly theological. There is a nice copy of ' Con-
ciliorum Collectio Regia Maxima,' 1715. 12 vols.,
folio, 121. 12*. ; a large-paper copy of ' Anastasius-
Bibliothecarius de Vitis Pontificum Romanorum,
Rome, 1718-35, 4 vols., folio, 27. 10". ; and a fine copy
of

' Baluzius Vitse Paparum Avenionensium,' Paris,
1693, 2 vols., 4to, 101. 10*. Recent works include-
Liddon's 'Life of Pusey,' 4 vols., 11. 8s. ; Pusey's
' Real Presence, 4*. 6d. : Wordsworth's ' Church
History,' 4 vols., 10*. 6d. ; his Bible (Old Testament),
12 parts, 1J.5*. ; and Palmer's 'Symbolism,' coloured
plates, 4to, 11. 10*. There are also many tracts and
pamphlets.
Mr. Francis Edwards publishes a List of Re-

mainders. The first will commend itself to our
readers '

Bibliographical complete in 3 vols., half-

morocco, by Zaehnsdorf, 3/. 10*. Some of the
contents are given. Other works are Binns's

'

Eng-
lish Porcelain,' coloured illustrations, 4to, 1906,
11. 1*. ; Fielding's Works, 11 vols., royal 8vo. 3/. :

Col. Clarke's translation of the 'Odes of Hafiz,
T

2 vols., 4to, 11. 12*. : Pope's Works, edited by
Croker, Elwin, and Courthope, 10 vols., 21. (pub-
lished at 51. 5*.) ; Smith and Wace's '

Dictionary of
Christian Biography,' 4 vols., royal 8vo, 31. 3*. (pub-
lished at 61. 16*.); and Seebohm's 'Family of
Thrushes,' 145 full -page hand - coloured plates,
2 vols., folio, half-morocco, 121. (published at 27/. 6*.

net). All the books show remarkable reductions
from the original prices.
Messrs. Galloway & Porter, of Cambridge, send a

Clearance Catalogue. There are plenty of cheap
items : volumes of Bonn's Libraries, works under
Cambridge, Classics, Books relating to Dante,
Economics, Political Economy, Science, &c. Among^
more expensive works are Denton's ' Moths and
Butterflies,' 151. ; Foster's '

Heraldry,' 11. 11*. 6d. 7

Stubbs's
' Constitutional History,' 3 vols., 11. 1*. r

and Taylor's 'Scientific Memoirs,' 6 vols., 31. 3*.

Mr. Elijah Johnson, also of Cambridge, has in his

Catalogue 86 a good modern list. We note Browning,
17 vols.. 21. 5*. ; Bryan's

'
Painters.' 5 vols., 1903,

4A 5*. ; Duruy's 'Greece,' 8 vols., 3f. 3*. : Garnett
and Gosse's

'

English Literature,' 4 vols., 21. 8*. ; and
Yarrell's

'

Birds,' 4 vols., 2f. 10*. There are some of

Pickering's "Diamond Classics." Shakespeare,
edited by Gollancz, Limited Edition, 12 vols., is

81. 8*. ; and the " Parchment Library Edition,'
r

12 vols., 11. 10*.
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Mr Alexander W. Macphail sendsfrom Edinburgh
his Catalogue XCIV., containing much of Scottish

interest. Cochran-Patrick's
'

Coinage of Scotland,
*> vols 4to, 1876, is 21. 5s.; and his 'Catalogue of

Medals.' 11 Is. Ayrshire items include Pater-

son's 'History,' 5 vols., 1(. 15s.; and Edinburgh

items, Ebsworth's 'North View,' privately printed,

II Is Under Facsimiles are the ' National Manu-

scripts,' selected by Craig, 3 vols., large folio, 31. 10s.

Jervise's
'

Epitaphs,' 2 vols., 4to, is 21. 15s. Under
Scott is his portrait in oils after Raeburn, 1. 5s.;

and under Burns is a painting in oil of Burns s

Cottage, 31. 17s. 6rf. Other items include 'Tra-

ditional Ballads,' by Christie, 11. 5s.; a set of George

Eliot, 8 vols., half-calf, 31. 3s.; Turgenieffs Novels,

Edition de Luxe, 16 vols., 31. 10s.; and Thackeray,
13 vols., half-morocco, 51. 5s. There are numerous

lots under Bric-a-Brac and water-colour views and

prints. The latter include an India-paper proof

impression of 'The Old Parliament Close and
Public Characters of Edinburgh Fifty Years Ago,'

in black frame, 24 in. by 17 in., 21. 2s.; framed key
and pamphlet separately, 5s.

Messrs. Probsthain & Co. have added to their

collection of Oriental Catalogues a thirteenth,

which is devoted entirely to Africa. The 48 pages

comprise 1,258 items. Egypt and South Africa

take up more than half the catalogue, but East and
West Africa and the Barbary States are well repre-

sented. It finishes with a large number of African

dialects. We note among the items Murray s
' Life

of Bruce,' 11. 18s. ;
Bunsen's

'

Egypt,' 16s. ; Hay's
*
Cairo,' 21. 2s. ; Gordon Cumming's

' Lion Hunter,
16s. ; and

' Anuales du Mus^e du Congo,' 4 parts,

21. 10s. Many of the works are scarce.

Catalogue 120 of Manuscripts of the dates 800 to

1500, from Mr. Ludwig Rosenthal of Munich,
contains several items of importance. 'Acta

Sanctorum,' a MS on vellum of the seventh

century, is priced at 2,000 marks. Another MS on

vellum, 'Antiphonale Ambrosianum, is 500m.

We note a Greek MS of Aristophanes, Euripides,
and Hesiod, of the fourteenth century, 800m., and
other attractive MSS. of classical authors. Two
splendid MSS. of St. Augustine, each 1,000m., are

among the many valuable items of ecclesiastical

interest. Missals abound. A '

Speculum Humanae
Salvationis,' MS. on parchment in a handwriting of

the Lower Rhine, is 8,000m. 'Sibylla' (4,000m.)

MS. on vellum of the fourteenth century, is a
curious account of the life and prophecies of the

Sibylla Tiburtina on the Papacy. It has some
miniatures which are good specimens of primitive
art.

Mr. D. Webster sends from Leeds his Catalogue
for May, which contains several issues of the

Chalcographical Society, 1887-94, 61. 6s.; 'The
Works of Fielding,' notes by Dr. J. P. Browne,
11 vols., 1902, 31. 3s. ;

' Secret Memoirs of the
Courts of Europe,' Grolier Society, Edition de Luxe,
20 vols., 6/.

6s. ; a copy in original cloth, of Dickens's
'
Grimaldi,' first edition, 1838, 51. 5s. ; and a set of

Archaologia, 1770-1849, full calf, 121. 17s. 6d. There
are items under French Literature and French
Novels.

Messrs. Henry Young & Sons, of Liverpool, have
in their Catalogue CCCXCL, under Architecture,
Fritsch's 'Denkmaeler Deutscher Renaissance,'
4 vols., folio, half-morocco, fine set, 1883-90, 9. 9s. ;

it contains 300 magnificent plates. Under Bar-
tolozzi is Thomson's '

Seasons,' the edition with

20 engravings by Bartolozzi and Tomkins, folio,

Bensley, 1797. &. 6s. The volume of Bewick's
'

Vignettes,' 1827, 4to, is 7^. 7s. ; and the '

Quad-
rupeds,' 1807, 6/. 6s. The first edition of Campbell's
' Pleasures of Hope,' 12mo, 1799, is 51. 5s. Under
Early Woodcuts is Linton's 'Wood Engraving.'
1889, 51. 5s. Under Engravings after Old Masters
will be found a series of 15 plates by Correggio,
24 in. by 22 in., earliest proofs, 1847-50, 63/. ; a series
of 16 of his frescoes in the Convent of S. Paulo,
Parma, with a portrait by Toschi, 17 plates in all,
361. ; and Titian's

' Sacred and Profane Love,'
earliest proof, 26i in. by 15 in., 1840, 101. 10s. Under
Schools is Mincnin's 'Our Public Schools,' extra-

illustrated, 10J. 10s. There are items under Lanca-
shire*and Auction Catalogues ; and under France is

Bodley's work, the first edition, illustrated with
51 splendid plates, the two volumes full bound in
the finest red levant by Riviere, 1898, 1W. 10s.

' THE SHAKESPEARE APOCRYPHA '

a collection
of fourteen plays which have been ascribed to

Shakespeare will be published by the Oxford Uni-
versity Press this month. The plays referred to,
which have been edited, with Introduction, notes,
and bibliography, by Mr. C. F. Tucker Brooke, are
' Ardeu of Feversham,'

'

Locrine,'
' Edward III,'

'

Mercedorus,'
'

Sir John Oldcastle,'
'

Thomas, Lord
Cromwell,'

' The London Prodigal,'
' The Puritan,'

' A Yorkshire Tragedy,'
' The Merry Devil of

Edmonton,' 'Fair Em,' 'The Two Noble Kinsmen,'
' The Birth of Merlin,' and '

Sir Thomas More.'
No other plays, the editor thinks, can be fairly
included in the "

doubtfully Shakespearean
"

class.

We must catt special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

NOTICE.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not

print, and to this rule we can make no exception.

Editorial communications should be addressed
to " The Editor of

' Notes and Queries
' "Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

(MAY).

PUBLISHED TO-DAY.

CATALOGUE No. 13O of

RARE AND STANDARD
SECOND-HAND BOOKS,

Comprising nearly 1000 items of Recent Purchases,
sent gratis and post free on application to

MYERS & CO.,
69, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Telephone : 4957 HOLBORN.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(late of Soho Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free.

EXPORTER. IMPORTER.
LIBRAKIES AND SMALLER LOTS OF BOOKS

BOUGHT FOB CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

D. WEBSTER,
8 and 70, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds.

CATALOGUES OF MISCELLANEOUS
ANCIENT AND MODERN BOOKS,

including Archaeologia, International Chalcographical
Society, Secret Court Memoirs (Edition de Luxe), Hazlitt's

Shakespeare Library, First English Translations of Mon-
taigne's Essays and Boccaccio's Decameron, Books on
Art, &c., &c.,

Forwarded post free on application.

THE BEST BOOKS
AT CHEAP PRICES.

MAY LIST of Publishers' Remainders now ready, post free
on application. An opportunity of purchasing expensive
Books in new condition in all branches of Literature at

greatly reduced prices. Also a Catalogue of Current Litera-

ture, comprising the best Standard Works, Popular Reprints
and Series.

**
Suggested Lists of Boots on any subject

supplied with pleasure.

H. J. GLAISHER,
REMAINDER AND DISCOUNT BOOKSELLER,

57, WIGMORE STREET, W.

P. M. BARNARD, M.A.
^Formerly Classical Scholar of Christ's College,

Cambridge),

SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,
10, DUDLEY ROAD (Opposite the Opera House),

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
CATALOGUE 20. Incunabula, Bibliography.

21. English Literature.

P. M. BARNARD undertakes the formation of

Collections or Libraries on special subjects.

L. C. BRAUN,
17, Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.

CATALOGUES OF BOOKS IN VARIOUS
LANGUAGES SENT POST FREE.

BOOKS.

WILLIAM BROUGH & SONS,
Booksellers and Exporters,

Are prepared to give Highest Cash Prices for Libraries
of any description and of any magnitude. Gentlemen,
Executors and others, should communicate with WILLIAM
BROUGH & SONS, who are at all times prepared to give
Full Cash Value for Books in all Branches of Literature.

Vendors will find this method of disposing of their Pro-

perties to be much more advantageous than Auction, while
the worry, delay, and expense inseparable to Auction Sale
will be entirely obviated.

CATALOGUES GRATIS.

313, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.
Established 1845. Telegrams" Bibliopole, Birmingham."

REMAINDERS OF NEW BOOKS AND
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS.

Including Important Works on

ARCHITECTURE, THE FINE ARTS, HISTORY,
SCIENCE, TRAVEL, SPORT, and BIOGRAPHY.

All New as published, in the Publishers' original
Bindings, and at very Low Prices.

Catalogues icill be sent free on application,
and on receipt of Trade Card.

JOHN GRANT,
Wholesale Bookseller,

31, George IV. Bridge, EDINBURGH.
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DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY.
Edited by LESLIE STEPHEN and SIDNEY LEE.

IN TWENTY-TWO VOLUMES.
Cloth, gilt top, 15s. net each

;
or in half-morocco, marbled edges, 21s. net each.

VOLUME III. (BROWN-CHALONER) NOW READY.
The Atheiwium, of March 28, in reviewing the first volume of the Re-issue said :

" The series has long been appreciated

It is a monument of
sidered compilation
t real research and

criticism are."'

WORKS BY
THE LATE MATTHEW ARNOLD.
PASSAGES FROM THE PROSE

WRITINGS OF MATTHEW ARNOLD. Crown 8vo, 7s. W.

Content* : I. Literature. II. Politics and Society. III. Philo-

sophy and Religion.

LAST ESSAYS ON CHURCH AND
RELIGION. With a Preface. Popular Edition. Crown 8vo,

2. 6d.

MIXED ESSAYS. Popular Edition.
Crown 8vo, 2*. ad.

Content* .--Democracy-Equality-Irish Catholicism and British

Liberaltan-Porro I'nnm at -Meeeawmion-A Guide to Eneluh L tera-

ture-Falkland-A French Critic on iblton-A French Critic on

Goethe George Sand.

LITERATURE AND DOGMA: an Essay
towards a Better Apprehension of the Bible. Popular Edition,

with a New Preface. Crown 8vo, 2*. d.

GOD AND THE BIBLE: a Sequel to
4 Literature and Dogma.' Popular Edition, with a New Preface.

Crown !vo, -2*. 6d.

ST. PAUL AND PROTESTANTISM:
with other Essays. Popular Edition, with a New Preface.

Crown 8vo, 2*. 8<i.

Content* -St. Paul and Protestantism Puritanism and the Church
of England Modern Dissent A Comment on Christmas.

CULTURE AND ANARCHY: an Essay
in Political and Social Criticism. Popular Edition. Crown 8vo,

J.6d.

IRISH ESSAYS, and others. Popular
Edition. Crown 8vo, 'J*. 6rf.

ON THE STUDY OF CELTIC LITERA-
TURK. Popular Edition. Crown 8vo, 2*. 6rf.

ON TRANSLATING HOMER. Popular
Edition. Crown Svo, 2*. 6d.

FRIENDSHIP'S GARLAND. Popular
Edition. Crown Svo, 2s. 6</.

MATTHEW ARNOLD'S NOTE BOOKS.
By the Hon. Mrs. WODEHOCSK. With a Portrait. Second
Impression. Small crown Svo, 4*. tx/.

WORKS BY
SIR LESLIE STEPHEN, K.C.B.
HOURS IN A LIBRARY. Revised,

Rearranged, and Cheaper Edition, with Additional Chapters. In
3 vols. crown Svo, 6*. each.

THE LIFE OF SIR JAMES FITZJAMES
STEPHEN, Bart., K.C.8.I., a Judge of the High Court of Justice.
By his Brother, Sir LESLIE STEPHEN, K.C.B. With 2 Portraits.
Second Edition. Demy Svo, 16*.

AN AGNOSTIC'S APOLOGY, and other
Essays. New and Cheaper Edition. Large crown Svo, 7*. 6d.

LIFE OF HENRY FAWCETT. With 2
Steel Portraits. Fifth Edition. Large crown Svo, 12. 6<i.

THE SCIENCE OF ETHICS: an Essay
upon Ethical Theory, as Modified by the Doctrine of Evolution.
New and Cheaper Edition. 7*. act. net.

A HISTORY OF ENGLISH THOUGHT
IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Third and Revised Edition,
2 vols. demy Svo, 28*.

WORKS BY
JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS.
THE RENAISSANCE IN ITALY. New

and Cheaper Edition. 7 vols. large crown Svo :

THE AGE OF THE ITALIANLITERA-
TURE. 2 vols. 15*.

THE CATHOLIC
REACTION. 2 vols.

With a Portrait and
Index to the 7 Volumes.
IS*.

DESPOTS. With a Por-
trait. 7*. fi'I.

THEREVIVAL OF
LEARNING. 7*. 6cf.

THE FINE ARTS.
7*. 6d.

SKETCHES AND STUDIES IN ITALY
AND GREECE. 3 vole, large crown Svo, 7. 6d. each.

SHAKESPEARE'S PREDECESSORS IN
THE ENGLISH DRAMA. New and Cheaper Edition. Large
crown, Svo, 7s. 6d.

ESSAYS SPECULATIVE AND SUGGES-
TIVE. New Edition. With an Introduction by HORATIO F.
BROWN. Large crown Svo. 7*. Sd.

THE SONNETS OF MICHAEL ANGELO
BUONARROTI. New Edition. Small crown Svo, 3*. 6rf. net.

** The Italian Text is printed on the pages opposite the Translation.

London: SMITH, ELDER <fe CO. 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. B.C. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, B.C. Saturday, May 18, 1908.
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ELIZABETHAN CRITICAL ESSAYS.
Edited with an Introduction, by G. GREGORY SMITH. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo, Athenantm. " The book is one of the deepest interest to all concerned with the growth of

12s net English criticism. We congratulate the editor on a piece of work thoroughly well conceived and
carried out, which will be of permanent value to students and book-lovers alike."

CRITICAL ESSAYS OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by J. E. SPINGARN. Vol. I. 1605-1650. Vol. II. 1650-1680.

Crown 8vo, Outlook. " Mr. Spingarn's long and learned Introduction discusses with brilliancy the

5s net each tendencies and characteristics of the literature of the times. His texts are selected with judg-
ment, and edited with the minimum of interference between us and the original."

ESSAYS OF JOHN DRYDEN.
Selelcted and Edited by W. P. KER. 2 vols.
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Crown ovo, work of Dryden is set forth with learning, taste and restraint. Prof. Ker is a perfect editor
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COLERIDGE'S BIOGRAPHIA LITERARIA
AND AESTHETICAL ESSAYS.

By J. SHAWCROSS. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo Nation." The '

Biographia Literaria
' cannot be neglected by any student of literature

o _< Mr. Shawcross is to be congratulated on the production of this sound and workmanlike edition.

It contains everything that is necessary to a profitable study of the text."

COLERIDGE'S LITERARY CRITICISM.
With an Introduction by J. W. MACKAIL. [New volume Oxford Library of Prose and Poetry.

Fcap. 8vo, WestmiiMtei- Gazette. "This little volume is delightful to handle, to read, and to contemplate
2s. 6d. net. on the bookshelf. It contains the bulk of Coleridge's best, or at any rate best-known critical

work."

THE SHAKESPEARE APOCRYPHA.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

Being a collection of Fourteen Plays, which have been ascribed to Shakespeare.

Paper. 7s. 6d. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography, by C. F. TUCKER-BROOKE,

net. .

PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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B. T. BATSFORD has the pleasure to announce that he has just published the FIBST PART of an important work upon
a most interesting and beautiful period of English Architecture, entitled :

THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF ENGLAND
DURING THE TUDOR PERIOD.

Illustrated in a Series of Photographs and Measured Drawings of Country Mansions, Manor Houses, and -Smaller Buildings.

Accompanied bj an Historical and Descriptive Text

By THOMAS GARNER and ARTHUR STRATTON, A.R.I B.A.

This work will cavort of not las than 180 Folio Plates isiae, 19 in. by 14 in.), of which 120 will be reproduced by the 1

> ...Hocjpe from Photograph* speeiallj taken.

Tb remaining Plate* will comprise measured Drawings awl Sketches of the moot interesting exterior and interior feeAaie* sad detail* ;

while numerous Plans (drawn to scale*. Binl's-Eye Views, and other Illustration* will be interspersed in the Text.

The book is to be completed in Three Parts, and is offered to Subscribers only at 2Z. 2*. per Part. A List of the
subscribers Names will be printed in th book.

*.* .< Kliatntvl Pittfttha,fuimaLttto/tkei>rieipal Hmaato bt OUatrmttd, trig bt itmtfnt o

JUST BEADY. Large 8vo, Handsomely Bound in Art Linen, price ". 6eL net.

THE CHARM OF THE ENGLISH VILLAGE.
By P. H. DITCHFIELD, M.A. F.S.A. Illustrated by SYDNEY R. JONES.

With Frontispiece in Coloured Photogravure and 1 20 Pen Drawings.
The object of this book is to set forth the attractions of an ordinal? English. Tillage, and to describe and illustrate each charming feature.

the old manor house, the thatched and tile-hung cottages, the inns and shops, the church and market-cross, garden*, road*.
add beauty to its appearance and invest it with peculiar interest.

The author and artist have travelled far in their search for the picturesque, and h ive visited both i

f Derbyshire, the Home Counties, and other parts of England where the best examples of old-time Tillage* mar be discovered.

The Tins says :
"A delightful volume for lover* of rural England. . . Both in technique and in conception the (.uytam flbBtntion* Uke

high rank mmamg M<n inn TT of the modern art of landscape in pen and ink
*

*** Cataloytt of Book* on Art and Arckitnetun leut/rte on apptiemtio*.

B. T. BATSFORD, Publisher, 94, High Holborn, London.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on ABOUT
FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

XTOTES AND QUERIES, The SUBSCRIPTION
-Ll to NOTES ASH QUERIES tree by port is 10*. 3d. for Ox
Month. ; or 'JO., tid. for Twelve Month*, including the T<; . . or weTe on*; ncung
J. EDWARD FRANCIS. .Vote* md tfuna Office. Bream'* ffrtlilia

Chancerr Lane, E.C.

THE DEVON AND CORNWALL
RECORD SOCIETY.

President :

The Right Hon. THE EARL OF MOUNT EDGCITMBE, G.C.T.O.
The COUNCIL is prepared to ELECT a LIMITED NUMBER of5EW MEMBERS- Subscription. One Guinea per annum.
The following Records are now in coarse of publication : A Trans-

ition of THB -FKFT OF FIXES' RELATING TO DEVON AND
LORNWALL: HOOKERS HISTORY OF EXETER, written in the
Sixteenth Century, and until now preserved in the ArohiTes of the

;

Ejeter City Council : THK SUBSIDY Ri'LLS. *c., OF CONSTAN-
TIHB: and THE KF.GISTERS OF THE PARISHES OF FAL-
MOCTH. OTTERY ST. MARY, and ALLHALLOWS. EXETER.

irjon* for Prospectus and Nomination Form sfaoaM be
to the Hon. Secretary. H. TAPLEY^OPER. Royal Albert

I UniTersrty CoUegr. Exeter.

)K& ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS
abject. Acknowledged the world
rs extant. Please state want*.

op, 14-18. John Bright Street,

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOKSELLERS.

Of ttaod 9i West 23rd Street. New York, and 34. BEDFORD STRKKX.
LONDOS. W.C, deaire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to Uweiceflent facilities oresented by their Branch Hoo in London

nffing. on the me
.

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN B<v>sra

Catalogue* lent <

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, Ac.

Subscribers hare the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10. 6d. home and

13s. Qd. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning
' Xotes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUXSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

A THEN.EUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
-- FRANCIS, Printer of the A Aejma*. Xtta rarf Omrfts. fct, i*

1-reparcd to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for aU kind* of BOOK._NEW8.
andPKRIODICAL PRINTING.-!*

~
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QUERIES : J. G. Sawkins Clifford's Inn Pierson Arms
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407 Hippocrates Legend Man in the Almanac Henry
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ROGATION PROCESSION:

ASCENSION DAY.

1451. The Paston men could not go on

procession on St. Mark's Day any further

than the churchyard, because the proces-

sion-way was stopped ; but they hoped
that in short time the wall should be broken

down again, and Agnes Paston was amerced

for stopping the way (' Paston Letters,'

ed. Gairdner, 1872, i. 218).

1472. The Vicar of Cawnton incurred

the sentence of excommunication for not

attending the solemn procession at the

feast of Pentecost at Southwell, and for

not permitting the parishioners to make
their oblations at that feast ('Visitations

of Southwell,' Camd. Soc., p. 15).

1595-1600. Izaak Walton's account of

Hooker's perambulations, with notes, is in

Hooker's 'Works,' ed. Keble, Church, and

Paget, 1888, i. 80.

Late in the sixteenth century the Vicar

and inhabitants of Denton, in the West

Riding, perambulated the common in the

Rogation week, and the vicar read the

Gospel at Shepherd Thorn, being one of the
meers (Yorksh. Arch. Jour., xii. 19).

1634.
" The observation of Gang days,

or rogation week, is wholly popish, invented
by Hilarius the great antichrist, in the year
444 "

(John Canne,
'

Necessity of Separa-
tion,' ed. 1849, p. 123).

1640. Complaint was made about Ed-
ward Boughen, minister of Woodchurch, for
"
his walking the parish round in his surplasse and

hood, reading prayers and psalmes at divers crosse

wayes, and digging crosses in the earth at divers

places of the outbounds of the same." 'Proceed-
ings in Kent,' Camd. Soc., p. 122.

1663. At the archdeacon's visitation, a
man was presented for

"
setting his servants

on work on Ascension Day" (' Calverley
Parish Register,' ed. S. Margerison, 1880,
i. 155).

1683. A Swedish prince
" was much offended to find Ascension Day very
much contemned by the people of London, observ-
ing the shops in the town to be generally open on
that day." 'Miscellanies,' Surtees Soc.,xxxvii. 171.

1 698. Bp. Stillingfleet refers to the annual
perambulation in his

'

Ecclesiastical Cases,
Duties and Rights of the Clergy,' p. 122.
The entries about "

Gospel
"

trees in
' N. & Q.' should be added, especially
6 S. i. 403. W. C. B.

"

'ENGLANDS PARNASSUS,' 1600.

(See ante, p. 341.)

WHEN Collier
"
reproduced

" '

Englands
Parnassus,' in 1867, he inserted under a
great number of the quotations references
which were intended to point the reader
to the places where the passages could be
found ; and, besides correcting many of
Allot' s wrong signatures, he gave author
and verse for numerous entries which failed
to show signatures. He tells us that,

although he had not had the opportunity
of correcting some of his notes, he was confi-
dent his references would be found accurate.
Collier was a very bold man.

I have never seen the original of Collier's

reprint, but I have examined many of his
references ; and if the latter are on a par
with his edition of

'

Englands Parnassus,'
I quake lest I may have erred in taking
his book as a faithful guide to Allot. And
I am not by any means reassured when
I find occasionally that extracts in his
"
reproduced

" '

Parnassus
'

are at variance
with quotations from the original work by
commentators and critics ; especially when
I remember that he admits having made
some alterations warranted by the authors
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whose works he examined. But I am bound

now to take his book for gospel, and to

assume that the mingled passages with which

I am dealing are faithfully rendered as in

Allot.

Collier refers the whole of the entry that

follows to
" '

Delia,' Son. 1592
"

; but the

first line of it was copied from Spenser's
4 Hymn in Honour of Love,' 1. 112, and
the remainder is to be found in the reputed
author's "Tragedy of Cleopatra,' 11. 723-30

(Grosart) :

'Beautie,' p. 15.

Hew tie, borne of heavenly race :

Hewtie, (daughter of marvaile) 6 see how
Thou canst disgracing sorrpwes sweetly grace,
What power thou shew'st in a distressed^browe,
That mak'st affliction faire, giv'stteares their grace.
What ! can untressed locks, can torne rent haire,
A weeping eye, a wailing face, be faire ?

I see then artlesse feature can content,
And that true Bewtie needs no ornament.

(signed) S. Daniell.

The "Tragedy of Cleopatra, 1594," is

one of Collier's stock references for quota-
tions that he could not find in Daniel ; and
sometimes his guesses turn out more happily
than in the case just dealt with, where he
deserts his mascot. At other times the
talisman plays him odd tricks, telling but
half-truths, or falsehoods that are wholly
ridiculous. Here is a case of half-truth,

only the last two lines appearing in
'

Cleo-

patra,' 11. 855-7, the others being a transla-

tion from Claudianus in Lodge's
' Wits

Miserie,' 1596 :

'

Feare,' p. 106.

Feare misinterprets things ; each augury
The worser way he fondly doth imply.
Weaknes is false, and faith in cowards rare ;

Feare tindes out shifts, timiditie is subtill.

(signed) S. Daniell.

Collier missed 'Wits Miserie' altogether
when he sought for references for Lodge
quotations in

'

Englands Parnassus.' It is

a pity that he did so, because the pamphlet
would have proved highly interesting to
him as well as to those who are serious
in their study of Elizabethan literature.
Allot does not seem to have been aware that
Lodge wrote '

Wits Miserie,' for although he
copied ten extracts from it for his book,
he does not once mention Lodge's name
under his quotations. And yet Lodge pro-
vided a dedication for his pamphlet as well
as an '

Address to the Reader,' both of which
he signed, giving also a date and the address
at which he was staying. But the printer
forgot to show in his title-page that Lodgewas the author, and Allot was in too great
a hurry or too lazy to make proper search

for the necessary information. Either this,

or else he got hopelessly entangled when he
came to the last part of his work, about
which I shall have something to say further

on. The error of attributing passages from
' Content

'

to the Earl of Oxford is paralleled
here, as well as in many other places ; for
Allot gives two quotations from ' Wits
Miserie' to Thomas Achelly, and one each
to Samuel Daniel, Robert Greene, Joshua

Sylvester, and Gervase Markham, leaving
the other four unsigned. And not only so :

he jumbles six of these quotations with

quotations from other writers. One case
I have just dealt with ; here are the other
five.

'

Lechery,' p. 192.

Incontinence, dull sleepe, and idle bed,
All vertue from the world have banished.
The tickling flames which our fond soules surprize,.
(That dead a while in epilepsie lies)

Doth starke our sinewes all, by little and little,

Drawing our reason in fowle pleasure brittle.

(signed) I. Syl. Tran#l.

The two top lines are Lodge's, being a
translation from Petrarch, and they are

printed in Collier's edition at the bottom
of the page, Sylvester's lines being shown
as a continuation of them at the top of the
next page. I have to assume that the
two quotations appear as one in Allot.

Sylvester's lines are to be seen in Grosart's
edition of his complete works, in the

' Eden '

of Du Bartas, 11. 664-7. Here, as in nearly
every other case of references for Sylvester,
I quote the later version of his works,
although earlier editions of parts of the
same agree more closely with

'

Englands
Parnassus,' and were, in fact, used by Allot.

The first line of the next entry is also from
' Wits Miserie

'

; but I have not traced
the other, as I am entirely ignorant concern-

ing Achelly's work,only knowing him through
odd passages or verses scattered here and
there in writings of his time :

'Joye,' p. 178.

Fruits follow flowers, and sorrow greatest Joyes :

As sudden griefe, so sudden Joy doth kill.

(signed) Th. Achelly.

No author's name is signed underneath the
next extract, and I have only been successful
in tracing the first two lines, which are shown
in

' Wits Miserie
'

as being a translation from
Lucan :

'

Danger,' p. 59.

Most strong is he, when Daungers are at hand
That lives prepar'd their furies to withstand.
Of common sence he is deprived cleane,
That falles M'ith closed eyes on Daunger scene ;

And he that may both paine and hurt eschue,
Is vaine, if he his proper death pursue.
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Every species of error that I have been
able to find in

'

Englands Parnassus,' in-

cluding misquotations, purposed and other-

wise, and not forgetting concocted references

by Collier, is repeated in the extracts from
' Wits Miserie.' Some cases of misquota-
tion will be dealt with in their places ; but
here is one that presents rather curious

features.

Under '

Content,' p. 47, is the following
from Warner's '

Albions England
'

:

Content is worth a monarchy, and mischiefe hits the

hie.

Aillot seems to have associated the end of

this sentence with a translation from Ovid
which appears in Lodge's pamphlet :

Rnmma petit livor, perflant oftiMMia venti :

Hate climes unto the head ; winds force the tallest

towers.

Compare
'

Hate,' p. 152.

Hate hits the hie, and windes force tallest towers ;

Hate is peculiar to a princes state.

(signed) R. Greene.

Other cases of modification occur in
'

E.P.,' the editor's intention being to make
his extracts chime in with their headings,
and the association of Warner's line with
that of Lodge may have resulted from con-
tact of the slips, Allot, perhaps, being un-
decided at one time as to his division for the
' Albion

'

line, in which "
mischiefe

" has
the sense of

"
hate." A passage from ' The

Massacre at Paris,' where the word "
peril

"

is used by Marlowe, is altered to
"
danger

"

to make it fit under '

Danger.' Note that

Collier refers both lines to Greene's
' James IV. of Scotland,' a reference that

served him at a pinch on other occasions

when he could not find supposed Greene

quotations, which turn out not to belong to

Greene after all. The second line comes
from the anonymous tragedy of

'

Selimus,'
which I tried to reclaim for Christopher
Marlowe. My papers appeared in

' N. & Q.'

in 1901 ; but I was referred to the authority
of

'

Englands Parnassus,' which signs
' Selimus

'

extracts
" R. Greene." Allot,

as we know now, is infallible. What a pity

somebody did not put the finishing touch
to this refutation of my argument by ad-

ducing something from the veracious Collier !

C. CRAWFORD.

(To be, continued.)

MR. CRAWFORD'S reference is to the
first edition of Arber's

'

English Garner,'
not the reprint by Constable, or the more
recent rearrangement. S. L. PETTY.

OXGATE MANOR, WILLESDEN.

THIS was one of the parcels of land
settled on the clergy of St. Paul's at a very
early date, and gives the title still to a
prebendal stall. One would like to have
more definite knowledge as to when and how
the lands (which front the Edgware Road,
opposite the manors of Clitterhouse and
Renters in Hendon parish) were assigned
by the Prebendary or the Chapter of St.

Paul's to private persons. Can any readers
fill in some of the blanks hi the following
sketch of the descent of the manor ?

In 1306, by deed, Robert de Derbia,
chaplain, let for five years to John de Milton,
citizen of London, a messuage, two crofts,
and land in the prebend of Oxgate, part of
the land abutting on "

Leversdes Lane,"
parts on "la Dene," and part on Crokes
Lane, the said John to pay 4 marks 11s.,
in Robert's name, to Edward Britzwell of
Willesden subject to this charge, the lands
to remain to John de Milton and his heirs
in fee for ever. This evidently did not
represent nearly all of the manorial lands,
and it seems probable that the residue
remained the property of the clergy until

Polydore Virgil the historian was collated
to it about 1513. He is reputed to have
been very keen at making a profit for him-
self, and is said to have had little honesty
in the getting of gain, so that he is the more
likely to have parted with his prebendal
estate for a cash

"
fine." When Sir Thomas

Frowyk, Kt., of Finchley and Willesden,
died in 1506, he held certain lands in

Willesden, which with other Middlesex

property passed to his widow and issue. His
wife Elizabeth, nee Spelman, formerly widow
of Thomas Jakys, had been Bedwoman to
the Queen, and died in 1515, seised of her
late husband's estates, including the Willes-
den parcels. Sir Thomas Chaney, Lord
Warden of the Cinque Ports, married one
of her daughters (Frydeswyde), and thus
received a share in Oxgate. The daughter
of this couple, Catherine Chaney, married
Sir Thomas Kempe of Ollantigh, Wye, Kent ;

and on the marriage of their daughter Ann
Kempe with Thomas Shirley (afterwards
a knight) in 1560, one-sixth of the manor
of Oxgate was included in their marriage
settlement. At this period the chief

messuage of Oxgate was occupied by Richard
Branche, he having married Christian, widow
of Richard Kempe, which Richard made
his will at Willesden in 1539. Whether this

Richard Kempe was the uncle of Sir

Thomas Kempe, as shown on published
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pedigrees, I have not been able to prove

but as several of the Kempe relatives ha<

become tenants or landowners in Willesden

since their
"
ancestor

"
Archbishop Cbichel

settled Cricklewoods and the Malorees

estate in Willesden on his foundation, Al

Souls College, it seems probable that, if no

uncle of Sir Thomas and great-uncle to Ann<

Sliirley, Richard was at least a near relative

The Twyfords, Franklins, and othe

families related to the Kempes continued

to occupy Oxgate down to the last century
but the manor had been purchased by Sir

William Roberts in 1649, and became the

property of the Marquis of Buckingham in

1816, the lands then consisting of 250 acres

over which the Rev. Richard Lendon, M.A.
claimed manorial rights, without being able

to say precisely
of what the rights consisted

or of what value his lordship might be.

Since my writing on the descent of this

minor a particularly interesting set of docu-
ments have come to light, which give precise
details of the descent of Oxgate from the

Frowyk family for three generations. These
records are the petition of Agnes Twyford
to Queen Elizabeth, and the result of the

consequent inquiries made by the Court
of Requests, and they are now available
at the Record Office. Agnes Twyford states

.that she was formerly wife of William

Kempe, to whom Sir John Perrot had granted
a lease of Oxgate during the minority of
his son Thomas Perrot, which Thomas, with
(her brother-in-law) Humphrey Kempe of

Hendon, had "
daily interrupted her quiet

possession thereof, and by diverse secret
entries minding thereby to utterly evict and

dispossess her of the unexpired lease," for
which her deceased husband had paid a
large sum down. Thomas Perrot and Hum-
phrey Kempe in reply state that Sir Thomas
Chaney was seised of these lands, having
married Frideswyde Frowyk, and that this

couple had three daughters, to whom the.
estate rightfully passed, viz., Anne, who"
took to husband "

Sir John Perrot and
had a son Thomas ; Catherine, who married
Sir Thomas Kempe, Kt., who had three
daughters by her ; and Frances, who married
Nicholas Crispe of Whitstable. Thomas
Perrot thus became seised of the lands leased
to William Kempe; and Agnes having
annulled that lease by wasting the woods
thereon, Thomas Perrot took possession,and granted a lease thereof to Humphrey
Kempe. It is clear that the Kempes still
had an interest in Oxgate, which passed
to Sir Thomas Shirley ; while Sir Thomas

Perrot' s claim held good to one third or
more. Whether the Crispes also retained
a share is not yet evident to the writer.

Another case in the Court of Requests,
earlier than this, deals with the same pro-
perty at Oxgate held by Sir Thomas Chaney,
who probably let it to Richard Kempe,
uncle of Sir Thomas Kempe mentioned
above. The will of Richard Kempe of
Willesden was proved in 1539. The will of

(Sir) Thomas Perrott was proved in 1593,
and left his lands to his wife Dorothy for

life, with remainder to his daughter Penelope
and her issue. The will of Nicholas Crispe
was proved in 1563.

FBED. HITCHIN-KEMP.
6, Beechfield Road, Catford, S.E.

CONVEYANCING IN OLD DAYS AT NEW-
CASTLE-UPON-TYNE. In ancient deeds re-

lating to property in Newcastle-upon-Tyne
appear occasionally a couple of clauses

which, as therein expressed, I have not met
with elsewhere. One illustrates the local
custom of taking declarations made by
married women ; the other exemplifies the
use of an official seal to confirm or strengthen
l

Jhe seals of the parties. An example of
the first-named custom occurs in a deed dated
1336 :

" And I Mariot, being neither driven by force nor
)y fear of the aforesaid Robert my husband, but
ed by my own free will, have appeared in full

court, in the town of Newcastle aforesaid, and
there, within the four benches of the court, holding
.-he holy Gospels of God, I have sworn before the
Mayor and bailiffs of the town that whatsoever may
lappen in the future regarding my aforesaid
lusband Robert, this deed I will never contradict,
nor in anywise presume to make void, but I will
ind concede, for me and my heirs, that from all
aw and actions touching the aforesaid we are
~>y this deed for evermore excluded."

Again, in a deed dated 1688 :

" And the said Barbara Robson, not any way
orced or compelled by her said husband Thomas
lobson, but of her own free will and accord, hath
ome into the Guildhall of the said town of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and personally appeared in
nil and open court there, within the four benches
f the same, before Sir Wm. Creagh, Knight, Mayor,
amuel Gill, Esq., Sheriff, an Alderman of the same
own, and divers other honest men then and there
resent, and according to the custom of the said
own, being alone examined and sworn upon the
oly Gospels of God, hath sworn that whatsoever
ereafter shall become of her said husband Thomas
-obson, this her act and deed she will never con-
radict nor labour to make void, but the same
zainst her and her heirs shall stand firm and
table, and she desires that this her act and deed
lay be inrolled."

The use of the Mayoralty seal, i.e., the
?al of the Mayor as judge in his Court of
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Record (not the corporate seal), is illustrated

by the following clause at the end of a deed
dated 1580. The vendors are a man and
his wife ; the wife has been to the Guildhall,
and " within the four benches of the court,
as the custom is, upon the holy Gospels
of God, hath sworn," &c., as before.

"In witness whereof to this present writing our
seals we have affixed. And because our seals by
many persons are unknown, the seal therefore of
the Mayoralty of the town we have procured to be
affixed. Given this 16th day of November in the

reign of Elizabeth, &c., the 22nd, Anno Domini
1580."

Then follow the seals and signatures of the

vendors, and between them the seal of the

Mayoralty, inscribed
"

S. Maiorat' Ville

Novicast' sup. Tinam Ad Causas," with the

signature of the Mayor,
" Richard Hod-

shon." RICHARD WELFORD.
Newcastle-upon -Tyne.

" BANZAI "
: ITS ORIGIN. The following

quotation from The Japan Gazette (6 Jan.,
1906) appears in a ' Guide-Book for Tourists
in Japan

'

by the Welcome Society, Tokyo :

"The word 'Banzai' (ten thousand years), the

Japanese national cry which expresses congratula-
tions, is now as widely known in the world as the
fame of Japan itself. The origin of the word,
however, dates back only 15 or 16 years. The
Tokyo Imperial University is the place where the
popular word, now on everybody's lips, was first

used. That is to say, the word was coined by
Dr.

Shigeno, a great authority on.Japanese litera-

ture. The motive that prompted the learned
professor to manufacture the word was that he had
been asked to find a Japanese equivalent for
' Hurrah !

' with a view to its use by members of the
University on the occasion of their welcoming his

Imperial Majesty on the morning of Feb. 11, 1889,
at the celebration of the promulgation of the
Constitution.'

Oxford.
A. L. MAYHEW.

' ' APOSTAMATED .

"
Sir Henry Wotton,

writing in 1607 of Tobie Mathew's conversion
to Romanism, says :

"
Neither do I think

that before his meeting with that mounte-
bank Bagshaw at Paris he was wholly apos-
tamated." Mr. L. P. Smith in his

'

Life
and Letters of Sir H. Wotton,' 1907, i. 395,

explains the last word as
"
afflicted with an

abscess." But whatever the reading of
the MS., the word intended is apostatated,
i.e.,

" become apostate
"

; see
'

N.E.D.,'
i. 391, col. 1. W. C. B.

ANONYMOUS WORKS :

' FLIGHTS or
FANCY '

:

' PEREGRINE IN FRANCE.' Arch-
deacon Wrangham's copy of

'

Flights of

Fancy ; or, Poetical Effusions by a Lady,
late of Mitcham in the county of Surrey,

1791,' is now in the library of the British
Museum. . Another impression, recently on
sale by Mr. Arthur Reader of 58, Charing

;

Cross Road, had the lady's name (Mrs.
i Knight) written on the title and beneath
the portrait which faces it.

A sprightly little volume of 97 pages
on Paris and the towns in the north-west of

France, bearing the title of
'

Peregrine in

France : a Lounger's Journal, in Familiar
Letters to his Friend,' was published in 1816.

A short preface by the friend says that they
were published

" without the knowledge
of Peregrine, who is still abroad."
From a memoir in The Gentleman's Maga-

zine, Oct., 1850, p. 442, it appears that the

author was William Bromet, M.D., and the

friend Dr. Outram, afterwards Sir Benjamin
Outram, C.B. W. P. COURTNEY.

"
VIZT." I find, in my Income Tax paper,

No. 11, sec. 4, that
" income falling under

any of the following heads should not be
entered on page 2 of Form No. 11, vizt.,"

&c. It is bad enough to have to pay an
inflated tax, but the feelings of the scholar

ought not to be harrowed by such a display of

ignorance as is shown in the creation of

this wonderful
"
vizt." It is known that

the final z is merely another form of & or

the Latin et, so that
"
viet

"
is short for

videlicet. But "
vizt." can only be short

for videlicett, a form which a schoolboy

might condemn. For obvious reasons, I

dare not sign my name. I do not desire to

pay a " taxx "
; a tax is enough.

OUTRAGED SCHOLAR.

FROG-CUP SUNDAY. In Buckingham-
shire, I am told, the second Sunday in May
is so called because fritillaries, or frog-cups,
are then in flower, and the children, skipping
school, and going forth to gather them,
account the day one of their major festivals.

S^. SWITHIN.

TYBURN TREE AND THE MARBLE ARCH
IMPROVEMENT. The following paragraph
from The Daily News of 28 April may perhaps
be considered worthy of a niche in

' N. & Q.,'

as it chronicles the latest metropolitan im-

provement, and one which will have the

effect of still further effacing the site of a
notable London landmark :

" The improvement at Marble Arch, which is

now nearly completed, reminds one that it was here

that Tyburn Tree formerly stood, the new roadway
passing over the spot where many of the victims

were buried at the foot of the gallows.
" Another relic of the old days is passing away

with the alteration of the houses at the corner of
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Marble Arch and Edgware Road, for it was from
the balcony of one of these houses that the sheriffs

used to watch the executions. The gallows, when
not in use, was taken to pieces, and the materials

stored in what was then the yard of 'The New
Inn,' now known as Cumberland Mews, at the back
of the Church Army's new head-quarters building,

Bryanston Street."

F. A. RUSSELL.
4, Nelgarde Road, Catford, S.E.

[Much has already appeared in
' N. & Q.' on the

site of Tyburn gallows.]

" WIGWAM "
:

" TEPEE "
:

" WICKIE-
UP." These three terms are constantly
appearing in print to denote the dwellings
of American Indians, and the discriminating
reader must often ask himself whether there
is any difference in their sense. The follow-

ing passage seems worth quoting here,
because it is unique ; it contains all three
terms at once, and shows the distinction
between them :

" Her wigwam had been
changed from tepee-shape to the form of a
walled wickie-up

"
(E. Gates,

' The Plow
Woman,' 1907, p. 289)."

Tepee," a tent of skins, is from the
Dakota language. "Wickie-up" is from
the Menominee urikiop, or Saki wekeab ;
in the Cree form mekewap, and Montagnais
mUshiuap, there is a curious change of
initial w to TO. The history of

"
wigwam

"

is well known, but a really interesting point
which has never been raised is, Are not
4

wigwam
"

and "
wickie-up

"
ultimatelythe same word ? The discrepancy in form

is due to the different dialects from which
we took them. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

'

HEK'S." If we are to trust the readingin the Moxon 'Wordsworth' of 1865 and
that of the one-volume edition of the

' Com-
Poetical Works '

issued, with an Intro-
duction by Mr. John Morley, by Messrs.
Macmillan m 1888, then we conclude that
the poet uses the form "

her's
"

in the third

? .

ree
.
Yeare 8he grew in Sun and

Shower. This is the text as it stands in
these two reprints :

She shall be sportive as the fawn
J hat wild with glee across the lawnUr un the mountain springs

H*> ^all
.{>e

the breathing balm,And her s the silence and the calmn mute insensate things.
This reading is followed in the version of

given m Palgrave's 'Golden Trea-

Moxon and that of Messrs.

Macmillan are again in agreement in giving
' '

her's
"

in the exquisite delineation ac-

corded to the second of the fair maids

eulogized in
' The Triad.'

" Her's is not a
cheek shame-stricken

"
is the reading to

which each gives its imprimatur.
The likelihood that the poet's own practice

is represented in botli poems seems to receive
confirmation from the fact that the two
reprints are at one in presenting the modern
form of the pronoun in the sonnet ' Oh what
a Wreck,' prompted by the pathetic illness

of Mrs. Southey. Each gives the fifth line

of the impressive meditation in the form
Hers is a holy Being, freed from Sin."

It is curious to find that there is still a

tendency to disregard etymology and to
revert to the uncritical form of the possessive
pronoun. The anonymous writer of the

scholarly and suggestive
'

Confessio Medici
'

recently published by Messrs. Macmillan,
gives it prominence by what seems to be his

deliberate preference. Describing, on p. 102
of his engaging discussion, the patients
who really need the doctor, he writes,

" What
they want is a man who has just had and
cured a case exactly like their's.'

' On p. Ill,

striving to disentangle a psychological puzzle,
lie says,

" You were you, that day, and your
brain was your's, not you." Again on
p. 139 he represents a busy doctor as sum-
ming up the domestic situation for the
members of his family in terse and decisive
iashion.

" You 've got your work cut out
ror you," he used to say to them,

" and your
Mother has got her's, and I 've got mine."
This instance of individual choice is notice-
able as occurring in a remarkably able and
well-written book. THOMAS BAYNE.

THE NOSE CELESTIAL. I have read with
very great interest an article,

' A Chinaman
on Oxford,' by Mr. Maurice Baring, which
jives much food for thought, and among
)ther things affords a fine example of the
way in which that which makes for the
'Weetness of one people, inter se, renders
that people actually ill-savoured in the
nostrils of another. We are alive to this
as regards the human variety which anoints
itself with castor-oil ; but it is, at least to
me, surprising to find that we English are
disgusting to any of our fellow-creatures.

Inquired Mr. Maurice Baring of a China-
man whom he met aboard an electric tram
going to Hampton Court :
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and coal which sickens me here. It is strange to

me that people can find the smell of human beings
disgusting, and be able to stand the foul stenches
of a London street' 'I admit,' I said, 'that our
streets smell horribly of smoke and coal, but surely
our people are clean ?

' '

Yes, he said,
' no doubt,

but you forget that to us there is nothing so in-

tolerably nasty as the smell of a clean white man !

' "

The, Morning Poxt, 5 May.
" Good morning ! Have you used Pears'

soap ?
"

I hear from one who has had long ex-

perience of North China that the people
there consider that an Englishman smells

of mutton-fat. ST. SWITHIN.

" Q IN THE CORNER," (See 7 S. iv. 287 ;

v. 15, 113, 198). I do not think Thomas
Haynes Bayly was the first to use the expres-
sion, for I find this in The Stranger, Albany,
N.Y., 23 Oct., 1813 (p. 136) :

"
I once more

spied my favourite chair, where I sat like

Q, in a corner."
The word "

favourite
" was still spelt

in the English fashion, and so were many
other words in which Americans now drop
the u. RICHARD H. THORNTON.

" FREE-AND-EASY." The earliest quota-
tion in the ' N.E.D.' for this terni as applied
to a convivial gathering in a tavern is 1823,
but here is one thirteen years earlier :

Next is the Club, whereto their Friends in Town,
Our Country Neighbours once a Month come down ;

We term it Free-and-Easy, and yet we
Find it no easy matter to be free :

Ev'n in our small Assembly, Friends among,
Are minds perverse, there's something will be

wrong. Crabbe,
' The Borough, p. 140.

I quote from the Granville copy in the
British Museum. AYEAHR,

" FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONTEMPT." (See
2 S. viii. 530 ; 4 S. v. 285, 430 ; 5 S. ix.

467, 497 ; x. 39, 239 ; 6 S. vii. 117 ; 7 S. v.

247; vi. 216, 332; vii. 75.) The idea is

very old and widespread. The maxim begins
to take its present shape in Apuleius as cited
at the second reference :

"
Parit enim con-

versatio contemptum." At the sixth and
twelfth references

" Nimia familiaritas con-

temptum parit
"

is cited from two collections

of Latin proverbs of the seventeenth century;
but it has not been pointed out that this

form of the adage is to be found in the
' Ad

Joannem fratrem Monitio
'

of St. Thomas
Aquinas, where we read :

" Nemini te multum familiarem ostendas, quia
nimia familiaritas parit contemptum, et subtrac-
tionis a studio materiam subministrat."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

(gxurua.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

J. G. SAWKINS. I want information

about James Gay Sawkins, a native of

Yeovil. He was on Her Majesty's service

in Jamaica, for in 1869 a Report on Geology
was published by Messrs. Longman to

which he contributed. There is some trace

of his sojourn in Cuba, in some drawings
(mostly scenery), signed J. G. Sawkins

(1835-42). E. FIGAROLA-CANEDA.
Compostela 49 (altos), Habana.

CLIFFORD'S INN. In what volume can

I find the history of this Inn ?

T. WERNER LAURIE.
Clifford's Inn, Fleet Street.

PIERSON ARMS. I wish to identify the

following arms with Pierson or Pearson of

Thornton Manor, near Bradford, Yorkshire :

Sable, three suns or in pale between two

pallets erminois. Crest : a demi-lion hold-

ing a sun or in dexter paw. Motto :

"
Spes

mea est in Deo."
Pierson of Tryer Hill has variation of

tincture with pallets wavy ermine. Refer-

ence to authorities giving these arms, with

pedigrees, is desired. SIGMA DELTA.
New York.

"TICKET'S" DRAWINGS. Can any one

tell us of
"
Ticket's" drawings and engrav-

ings ? We have two unnamed coloured

prints south-west views of churches, with

landscape beyond the churchyards. One
shows distant water across the horizon.

The other has a little farm and fields on the

right.
" Published April 9, 1797, by .T

Simpson, St. Paul's Church-yard, and

Darling & Thompson, Great Newport St.,

London." ELIZ. FOWLER,
Winterton, Doncaster.

SURGEON-GENERAL JAMES PEARSE. I am
anxious to obtain any particulars regarding
Dr. Pearse, his parentage, family, wife's

maiden name, &c. He was Surgeon to

King Charles II. and King James II.

Beyond frequent mention of him (and his

wife) in Pepys's
'

Diary
' and in Army Lists

of the period, I can find but little to help
me. He seems to have been a master of

the Barber-Surgeons' Company ; but except
this fact nothing much is to be found in the

Company's records. E. P.
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HIPPOCRATES LEGEND. The following is

a rough translation of a strophe from the
works of a Catalan poet of the fourteenth

century, Paul de Bellviure, who seems to

have been a bit of a misogynist :

Through woman's wiles was Solomon deceived,
King David shamed, and Samson burnt like straw ;

Adam was made to disobey the law,
And Aristotle of his wits bereaved,

And Virgil hung susi>ended from a thread.

Through woman John the Baptist lost his head,
Hip] (Derates made havoc of his life,

And so, if you are fooled by maid or wife,
At any rate you suffer in good company !

Most of these allusions are clear to me ;

but can any one tell me what is the story
or legend alluded to in the case of Hippo-
crates ? JAS. PLATT, Jun.

MAX IN THE ALMANAC. What is the
reference in the following ? Speaking of an
Indian procession, Fryer ('New Account
of East India and Persia,' p. 109) writes :
'

They have a man or two on horseback all I

bestuck, like our Man in the Almanack,
'

with arrows." W. CROOKE.

HEXRY BYNG, SERJEANT-AT-LAW.
Henry Byng of Gray's Inn was son of Thomas
Byng of Grandchester, co. Cambridge,
D.C.L., Vice-Chancellor of the University.
In Collins's

'

Peerage
'

(Brydges), vi. 81,
he is styled "Serjeant-at-law and Counsel
to the University of Cambridge." The will
of Sir Henry Helme of Graveley, Herts,
M.P. for St. Albans, dated 23 Dec., 1626,
appoints as one of his executors "

my friend
Henry Bynge, esq

re
, Serjeant-at-law." Yet

neither in Serjeant Pulling's
'

Order of the
Coif nor any other list of Serjeants within
my knowledge does Henry Byng's name
appear.

I can only suggest that he was one of then or sixteen barristers who were sum-
ZJ? fT

take
r
he coif 8hortly bef<*e the

never" toLkSK
L

' *>utThos* appointmenter
_

took effect, owing to a superseded* issu-
ing the same day. Can any correspondent
furnidi

the names of these fifteen orSeTn
lawyers thus disappointed ?

W. D. PINK.

for those two years in order to set the

question at rest. Medora's mother, the
Hon. Mrs. Leigh, had apartments in

St. James's Palace at the time. I therefore

presume that the registration will have been
made in that district. In order to save
time, I should be especially grateful if

answers were sent to me direct.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

THAMES STEAMBOATS. Can any one in-

form me in what month of 1862, and in

what periodical or newspaper, appeared a
! letter dealing with this subject ? It con-
tained an allusion to Messrs. Gwynne,

: exhibitors of pumping machinery in the
Great Exhibition of 1862. T. S.

BRISTOL POTTERY PLATE AND SHOE.
I have a Bristol Pottery plate ; on it is a

high-heeled shoe, and below :

" This is the
shoe, said Nan Sadler." To what does this
refer ? The plate seems to be of about
1760. A. M. S.

NURSERY RIME. The following was
current in the nursery in my old Lincolnshire
home sixty years ago. Can any one supply
the first two lines, of which a lady in silks

and satins formed part ? The whole idea
is gruesome and improbable, yet was very
popular, and the last line was punctuated
by digging each other in the ribs :

She looked up, she looked down ;

She saw a dead man on the ground,
And from his nose unto his chin
The worms they crawled out, the worms they
crawled in.

So she unto the iiarson said,"
Shall I be so when I am dead ?

"
"

yes, O yes," the parson said ;" You will be so when you are dead."

ALFRED WELBY, Lieut.-Col.

CAMDEN'S ' REMAINES CONCERNING
BRITAINE.' I have a copy of the above
work, which is described as
" the fift Impression, with many rare Antiquities
never before imprinted. By the industry and care
of .John Philipot, Somerset Herald, London, Printed
by Thomas Harper, for John Waterson, and are to
be sold at his shop in Pauls Churchyard, at the
signe of the Crowne. 1637."

Mr. Quaritch in a rough list of his of
December, 1899, offered a copy of the
same work, also described as

"
the fift

Impression," &c., but dated 1636. I should
be much obliged for any information con-
cerning two fifth editions, published in two
different years. Lowndes describes the
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fifth edition as being dated 1636 or 1637,
so I imagine he was acquainted with both.
Is it likely there is any difference between
the two issues other than the one figure
in the date ? WM. NORMAN.
Plumstead.

SIB THOMAS MORE. In the number of

Ii
'

Intermediaire for 10 March mention is

made of certain manuscripts of the
" heraut

d'armes "
Antoine de Beaulaincourt, called

" Toison d'Or." No. 15 among them is a
'
Relation des derniers Jours de Thomas

Morus,' which is described as full of detail

and very interesting. Is this a translation
from some English account of his death,
or is it an original document ? In what
place the manuscripts of

" Golden Fleece
"

are now preserved is not mentioned.
M. P.

EDMUND CASTLE, 1698-1750. -- The
'

D.N.B.,' vol. ix. p. 274, states that Castle,
who was Dean of Hereford and Master of

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, was a
native of Kent, born 14 Sept., 1698, near

Canterbury. May this not have been
Folkestone ? R. J. FYNMORE.

THOMAS CASTLE AND JOHN GILL, SUR-
GEONS. The '

D.N.B.,' vol. ix. p. 275, says :

"Castle, Thomas (1804?-1840?), botanical and
medical writer, was born in Kent, and after leaving
school became a pupil of John Gill, surgeon, at

Hythe ; in his third year he began his first book,
which he finished before going to London to carry
on his studies. He entered Guy's Hospital in 1826."

I am desirous of ascertaining if Castle

was a native of Folkestone, son of John
Castle, gent., who died 1830, and is buried
in Folkestone Churchyard.

Should not John Gill, referred to as of

Hythe, be described as of Sandgate, where a
John Gill, surgeon, resided in 1822 ?

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

" GUN-CASES " =TROUSERS. In George
Eliot's

' Scenes of Clerical Life,' published
in 1859, the word "gun-cases" is used to

indicate the modern trousers, which had
supplanted pantaloons as part of the apparel
of the Rev. Amos Barton. Was this term
ever recognized as a colloquial one in that

sense, or was it merely a comic invention
of the author ? The ' H.E.D.' gives

"
gun-

case, a judges' tippet," 1895, as the only
cognate use of the word. W. B. H.

WOMAN WITH MASCULINE NAME. In

Aubrey's
' Natural History of Surrey

'

there
are given three epitaphs in the Church of

Effingham, taken from tombs erected to

members of the family of Mabanke. On
them mention is made of Richard and John,
the sons of Richard Mabanke, and of

Timothy his wife.

Richard and John, the sons, died re-

spectively 8 Sept., 1692, and 27 March,
1705, both in their twenty-ninth year ;

and the wife died 11 Sept., 1686. Can any-
one give me other instances of a woman
bearing a masculine Christian name ?

CHR. WATSON.

[For George as a woman's Christian name see

9S. ii. 307, 473.]

GRANDFATHER CLOCKS. In 1883 Mr.
Octavius Morgan printed in The Archaeo-

logical Journal (vol. xl. pp. 193-214) a
'

List of Members of the Clockmakers'

Company of London, from the Period of

their Incorporation in 1631 to the Year
1732

'

; but no localities of these traders

are given. Has any exhaustive book

appeared on the subject of old clocks ?

and if so, who is the publisher ?

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

[Mr. F. J. Britten's 'Old Clocks and Watches
and their Makers,' published by Mr. Batsford, is

the standard work on the subject. It contains the

names of over eight thousand makers, with bio-

graphies of many of them.]

LASSELL PARK, CLOCKMAKER. Can any
of your readers tell me when and where
he lived ? I believe he was a Cumberland
or Westmorland man.

W. J. WEBBER JONES.

Huyton, Liverpool.

[Have you consulted Britten's book named above ?]

MEYER FAMILY: HOPPNER'S SISTER.

Can any one kindly give me the Christian

name of my maternal great-grandmother ?

She was sister to John Hoppner, R.A.,

1750-1810, and married my great-grand-
father Meyer, said by family tradition to be
courier to George III. My grandfather

Henry Meyer, 1782-1846, was a son of this

marriage. He was an engraver and painter.
T. CHAMBERLIN TIMS.

Little Bourton, near Banbury.

DAVID ESTEVENS. Who was David
Estevens ? He painted a portrait of David

Netto, engraved in mezzotint by James
McArdell (1751). ISRAEL SOLOMONS.

51, Portsdown Road, W.

"MiNERAK, 1640." Can any reader

tlirow light on the above, worked on an
embroidered screen ? M. F. H.
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Hrplirs.

THK 4 D.N.B.' : ADDITIONS AND
CORRECTIONS.

(10 S. ix. 182, 231, 272, 313, 372.)

Leech, John, epigrammatist (M.A. King's

College, Aberdeen, 1614). Mr. Seccombe

says he " was doubtless connected with the

Leech family of Garden in Cheshire."

Leech, David, poet (M.A. King's College,

1624). Mr. Cuthbert Hadden's sketch states

that he " was probably a native of Cheshire."

There certainly was a family of Leche
in Cheshire to which the English educa-
tional writer of that name belonged ; but,

beyond the similarity of surname, there

seems no reason to suggest a connexion
with the Scottish writers, whose works bear
internal evidence of their being natives of

Montrose (Celurcani). They appear to have
been sons of the Rev. Andrew Leech,
minister of Maryton. (See Vol. III. of ' Musa
Latina Aberdonensis,' edited for the New
Spalding Club by Mr. W. Keith Leask.)
Meston, William, poet (M.A. Marischal

College, 1698). The new facts regarding
Meston supplied in

' N. & Q.' for 12 July,
1890 (7 S. x. 21), are not made use of in
the

'

D.N.B.' account, which accordingly is

erroneous in several particulars, including
the date of birth. The cause of the over-

sight is curious, and worthy of record as a
warning to others. Mr. Aitken wrote to
me on 19 Jan., 1894 :

"In the set of N. & Q.' in the British Museum
Reading-Room the General Index to each Series is
bound up at the end of vol. xii. of the Series, and I
have been in the habit, in looking for any subject,
of rapidly taking down each of the necessary
volumes. But I now see that in the case of the
Seventh and last Series the General Index is not
with vol. MI but separate. It would seem, then,
that when I looked for Meston in vol. xii., the
Index I examined was only the Index to that
volume, and not to the whole Series; the result
sing that I did not see the valuable paper in vol. x."

Smith, William, principal founder and
first Provost of the College and University
of Pennsylvania (Alumnus of King's College,
1743-7). Though his name has not been
perpetuated like those of John Harvard and
.luiu Yale, the direct influence of William

Smith upon the American University systemwas undoubtedly greater than that exercised

I AU 5
f the earlier Bunders. A native

rwu
e m!rt^l^d educftted at King's

ollege, Old Aberdeen, Smith accompaniedtwo pupds to New York in 1751. In 1752he published Some Thoughts on Educationwith Reasons for
erecting a College in

Province
'

; followed in 1753 by
' A General

[dea of the College of Mirania, with a Sketch
of the Method of teaching Science and

Eleligion in the Several Classes, and some
Account of its Rise, Establishment, and

Buildings,' wherein, under the guise of an
allegory, he elaborated his scheme of Uni-

versity Education. This remarkable pam-
shlet attracted the attention of Benjamin
Franklin, who writes :

" For my own part
[ know not when I have read a piece that
las affected me more so noble and just
are the sentiments, so warm and animated
the language." Through Franklin's influ-

ence Smith was appointed to a post in the

Academy and Charitable School of Phila-

delphia, which, mainly through his exer-

tions, was transformed in 1755 into a College

empowered to grant degrees Smith's name,
as Provost, appearing in the charter. In
he following year was issued his

' Plan of

Education
'

for the new College, a pro-
gramme in great measure based on the
urriculum of the Provost's Alma Mater
at Aberdeen, which had been recast in

1753-4 (in which years Smith revisited

Scotland) under the guidance of the newly
appointed Regents, Thomas Reid and
Alexander Gerard. Recent American edu-
cational historians agree in recognizing the

profound significance of Smith's
'

Plan.'

It may be safely affirmed," writes Provost

Stille, of Pennsylvania University,
that in 1756 no such comprehensive scheme of

education existed in any College in the American
colonies Its best eulogy is that it has formed the
basis of our present American College system."

And so Prof. Snow of Columbia University :

'Well was it that in 1756 the clear individual

thinking of William Smith, or the accident of his

earlier association with Scottish educational reform,
had provided the American College with a program
adequate for its immediate needs Previous to
the publication of the program prepared by the
first Provost of the University of Pennsylvania,
there was nothing in the United States that in any
way resembled a modern course of study."

Dr. Smith (he received honorary degrees
from Aberdeen, Oxford, and Dublin) did
not finally sever his connexion with the

College till 1791, when it was reconstituted
under its present title of the University
of Pennsylvania. He was one of the founders
of the American Philosophical Society, the
oldest American Academy, served as its

first secretary, and contributed many papers
to its Transactions. He died in 1803, aged
seventy-six. In the same year appeared
a collected edition, in two volumes, of his

numerous writings. The University of Penn-

sylvania has his portrait.
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For fuller details see the following :

' Memoir of Rev. William Smith, D.D.,' by Charles
J. Stille, 1869.

' Life and Correspondence of Rev. William Smith,'
edited by his great-grandson H. W. Smith, 1880.

'

Benjamin Franklin and the University of Penn-

sylvania,' edited by F. N. Thorpe, 1893.
' Personal Recollections of an EarlyPhiladelphian ,

'

by his grandson, General W. R. Smith (American
Historical Register, 1896).

'

Early History of the University of Pennsylvania,'
by G. B. Wood (1827), edited by F. D. Stone, 1896.

'

History of the University of Pennsylvania,' by
T. H. Montgomery, 1900.

' The Origin of American Universities,' by E. E.

Brown, 1903.
' The College Curriculum in the United States,'

by L. F. Snow, 1907.
' Abstract of some Statutes and Orders of King's

College in Old Aberdeen' (Prof. Thomas Reid),
1753
'Plan of Education in Marischal College and

University of Aberdeen, with Reasons of it' (Prof.
Alexander Gerard), 1755.

Scottish Notes mid Queries (Aberdeen), 1 S. i. 137;
vii. 14, 76, 141, 175 ; x. 106 ; xii. 84 ; 2 S. i. 7, 85.

P. J. ANDERSON.
University Library, Aberdeen.

Bourchier, Thomas ('D.N.B.,' vi. 18).

Additional information will be found in
'

Cal. S. P. For., 1578-9,' p. 28, where he
is called Thomas Bowser ; and '

Cal. S. P.

For., 1581-2,' pp. 270, 493, where he appears
as Bousser and Bowser.

Maurice Chauncy did not die at Bruges,
as is stated in

'

D.N.B.,' x. 172. His death
occurred at the Charterhouse in Paris, on
his ^return journey from Spain to Louvain
(Doni Lawrence Hendriks,

' The London
Charterhouse,' p. 307).

JOHN B. WAINEWBIGHT.

Millhouse, Robert. In the course of a
recent inquiry into unrecorded particulars
of the life of Robert Millhouse, the " Burns
of Sherwood Forest," recourse has been
had to the parish registers of Nottingham
and Sneinton. These have supplied the

marriage entry of his parents, the poet's
baptism, both his marriages, amended
names of his wives, the baptisms of nine

children, the burials of two, and eight of

the poet's addresses. These, collectively,

enlarge considerably on previous biographies.
Vide

' In the Footsteps of Robert Millhouse,'
1908. A. STAPLETON.

HEXAMETERS ON THE BASS ROCK (10 S.

ix. 288). The reference is to a maca-
ronic poem entitled

' Polemo-middinia inter

Vitarvam et Nebernam,' which is printed
in Turnbull's edition of

' The Poetical Works
of William Drummond of Hawthornden,'

published by J. Russell Smith, London,
1856. It contains 172 lines, of which the
thirteenth runs thus :

Maia ubi sheepifeda atqueubi solgoosifera Bassa.

The poem is not on the famous rock, which
is only mentioned incidentally, but cele-

brates a
Fechtam terribilem, quam marvellaverat omnis
Banda deftm, et nympnarum cockelshelleatarum.

It is a very amusing production, though
somewhat coarse in a few lines.

" The
earliest edition of the

' Polemo-middinia
'

was," Turnbull tells us,

"printed in 1684 anonymously, and was first

published with Drummond's name by Dr. Gibson,
afterwards Bishop of London, at Oxford, in 1691."

It will be seen that the correct epithet is
"
solgoosifera," not "

solangoosifera," as

quoted by your correspondent from some
corrupt text. To prove this I will give
three more lines from the editio princeps :

Quo viso, ad fechtse noisarr. eecidere volucres,
Ad terram eecidere grues, plish plashque dedere

Sol-goosce in pelago prope littora Bruntiliana.

Fechta= fight. JOHN T. CURRY.

The hexameter required by MR. GURNEY
occurs in the macaronic poem

' Polemo-
middinia,' first published at Edinburgh
in 1683, but from 1691 attributed (on
no sufficient grounds ; see

'

D.N.B.,' s.v.
' Drummond, William '

)
to Drummond of

Hawthornden, and often included in editions

of his poems as in the Maitland Club edition

of 1832, from which I quote the relevant

lines :

Maia ubi sheepifeda atque ubi solgoosifera Bassa
Swellant in pelago, cum Sol bootatus Edenum
Postabat racliis madidis et shouribus atris.

U. J. D.
Edinburgh.

[T. S. 0. also thanked for reply.]

RICHARD III.'s MOTHER (10 S. ix. 207).

What is the evidence for the statement

that this lady was, through her father Ralph
de Neville, seventeenth in descent from

King Alfred through his daughter Ethel-

fleda ? JSlfwyn, the only child of Ealdor-

man Ethelred and Ethelfleda, whose exist-

ence is certain, appears as one of the bene-

ficiaries under a three-life lease which was

granted by the Bishop and Convent of

Worcester to the Ealdorman and his wife

in 804 (K.,
'

C.D.,' cccxxxix. ;

'

C.S.,' 608).

On the death of her mother on 12 June,

918, she succeeded to some measure of

dominion over the Mercians, of which she was

deprived by King Edward early in December,

919, and was brought into Wessex, and from
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tliat time nothing more is heard of her.

Nothing is known of any marriage on her

j>art, though a late authority says that

she was sought in marriage by a son of the

Danish king of Northumbria, and it may
have been to prevent such a marriage that

King Edward brought his niece into Wessex.
She may, however, have been the religiosa

femina ^Elfwyn to whom King Eadred

granted land at Wickham, near Canterbury,
in 948 (' C.S.,' 869). If a late Glastonbury
charter (K.,

'

C.D.,' mlxxxvii. ;

'

C.S.,' 605)
could be trusted, Ealdorman Ethelred had
a son Athelstan, who, when he became a
monk of Glastonbury, enriched that church
with the estate of Wrington in Somerset.
But there seems to be no evidence at all

for thinking that any grandchildren of the

Lady of the Mercians ever existed.

C. S. TAYLOR.
Banwell.

POISONS (10 S. ix. 308). A. will probably
find what he wants if he studies the interest-

ing article on haschich (Indian hemp) in
Pereira's

*

Materia Medica,' vol. ii. part i.

I would also refer him to '

Bhang-eating in
India,' by Dr. Norman Chevers, Medical
Time* and Gazette, 1871 ; and to Ringer's*

Therapeutics,' 9th ed., p. 605.
S. D. ClJPPINGDALE.

CASTLE RISING (10 S. ix. 70). There is a
long and interesting description of this place
in Murray's 'Handbook of the Eastern
Counties.' But one of the best modern
accounts of it may be found in

'

Memories
and Impressions,' by my friend the late
Hon. George C. Brodrick, Warden of Merton
College, Oxford, whose father held the living
of Castle Rising from 1830 to 1839, when
he removed to the Rectory of Bath. The
father always believed that he was really
the only legal voter there until the Reform

11 of 1832, and that the few other voters
might have been struck off on scrutiny.

those days the Brodrick family used to
post up to London (104 miles distant) in

family chariot. The history of the
primitive place is graphically told by the
ithor m his usual interesting manner.

w JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Aewbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

Castle Rising was an "
ancient boroughby prescription." It was formerly a con

siderable place, but the harbour

lost its trade and inhabitants,
so-caiied

G. D. S. speaks of Sir Robert Walpole
as member for Castle Rising in 1700. This
is correct, but it was Lynn for which Sir

Robert Walpole was member when he
suffered his famous expulsion from the House
of Commons in 1711 for "notorious corrup-
tion." G. C. WARDEN.

The reason for this decayed town having
once returned two members lies, no doubt,
in the fact of its having been formerly the
most considerable seaport in Norfolk, next
to Lynn and Yarmouth. The sea formerly
flowed up to the town, and at the beginning
of last century, or end of the eighteenth,
an anchor was dug up in Haven Lane.
This circumstance is alluded to in the

traditionary verse :

Rising was a seaport town
When Lynn was but a marsh,

Now Lynn it is a seaport town,
And Rising fares the worse.

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

SIXTY-SECOND ROYAL AMERICAN REGI-
MENT (10 S. ix. 350). This regiment has
no connexion whatever with the present
1st Battalion Wiltshire Regiment (" the

Springers"). It was raised in 1755, and
renumbered the 60th in 1756. It is now
the King's Royal Rifle Corps. The Wilt-
shire was originally the 2nd Battalion of

the 4th King's Own, and became the 62nd
in 1758. It served in the West Indies from
1764 to 1769 ; and the only place where
information as to the deaths of the officers

during that period is likely to be found is

in the Public Record Office in Chancery Lane.
R. MACKENZIE-HOLDEN, Lieut.-Col.

Hamilton Barracks, N.B.

PALM SUNDAY: FIG SUNDAY (10 S. ix.

281, 374). I can remember when parched
peas and dry figs were eaten in some cottages
on Palm Sunday. The peas, soaked over-

night, were parched hi the frying-pan
over the fire cooked until the insides were

quite mealy.
All through the week children gathered

catkins, calling them "
palms," which they

carried about in their hands or tied as a
sort of garland round their necks. The
children in this knew no meaning : they
gathered them, as they gathered everything
else, as the springtime brought them round
in due season. THOS. RATCLHTE.
Worksop.
" SPANE "

(10 S. ix. 327). In the survey
of its commons (A.D. 1423) in the

'

Coventry
Leet Book' (E.E.T.S. No. 134), on p. 50,
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will be found the Spane Cross and the

Spane-broke two lines later the Span-
brooke (v.l. Span-brigge). This rather points
to the M.E. spanne, with an n dropped.
As to Spen Lane, if it was formerly called

Ispyn, then M.E. espyn= aspen, is clearly
indicated. H. P. L.

DUNGHILL PROVERB (10 S. ix. 227).
The anonymous village referred to by ST.

SWITHIN does not differ essentially, as

regards its indifference to sanitation, from
several English villages and small towns
of the present day that I could name. It
is true the manure heaps are not actually
in the streets, but they are in as close

proximity to the only practicable door of the
houses as if they were.
There is another dunghill proverb, too,

that may be quoted :

" Where there 's

muck there 's money," "muck" meaning
manure, or, as they call it in North-East
Lincolnshire,

" manner." C. C. B.

ST. SWITHIN' s reference to the manure
heaps in Northern France reminds one of

Mark Twain's description, in
' A Tramp

Abroad,' chap, xxii., of similar heaps in the
Black Forest :

" We became very familiar with the fertilizer in
the Forest. We fell unconsciously into the habit of

judging of a man's station in life by this outward
and eloquent sign. Sometimes we said,

' Here is a

poor devil, this is '.manifest.' When we saw a

stately accumulation, we said,
' Here is a banker.'

When we encountered a country seat surrounded by
an Alpine pomp of manure, we said,

' Doubtless a
duke lives here.'"

BENJ. WALKER.
Gravelly Hill, Erdington.

This reminds me of an old distich once

applicable to Long Sutton, a parish in
Somerset :

Sutton Long, Sutton Long, at every door a lump of

dung;
Some two, some three, 'tis the dirtiest place that
ever you see.

CROSS-CROSSLET.

GORDON HOUSE, KENTISH TOWN (10 S. v.

490 ; vi. 35, 136). Through the services
of Sir William Bull, M.P., I am now able to
answer this query. The Rev. Andrew
Mensal, who ran the house as a school,
famous in its day, was the son of James
Mensal of Robiestown, N.B., and vas born
on 5 Jan., 1764. He took his M.A. at

King's College, Aberdeen, in 1785. His

patron was Alexander, fourth Duke oi

Gordon, who offered to make Mensal his

chaplain. Mensal therefore named the house

after the Duke, who, as everybody knows,
raised the Gordon Highlanders. Mensal's

daughter married Simon Bull, grand-uncle
of Sir William Bull. Curiously enough,
in Aberdeen graduate is now tenant of the
house. J. M. BULLOCH.

118, Pall Mall.

JOHN ADAMS, SERJEANT-AT-LAW (10 S. ix.

549). See Burke' s ' Landed Gentry
' under

Woollcombe-Adams of Ansty Hall.

HARMATOPEGOS.

ALTREE FAMILY (10 S. ix. 349). For
Altrey see

'

Registers of Stratford-on-Avon,
Marriages, 1558 - 1812,' Parish Register
Society, No. 16. CHAS. A. BERNAU.

James and Edward Stephen Altree were
alaintiffs in Altree v. Hordern, 5 Beav., 623.
The report in Beavan does not give their

county. It could be found, no doubt, at
;he Record Office.

One Dr. Altree, physician and man-mid-
wife, died (according to The Gentleman's

Magazine) 15 May, 1751.
HARMATOPEGOS.

STEPHEN AUSTEN, BOOKSELLER (10 S. ix.

348). Austen was a religious bookseller,

though not perhaps exclusively so, and dwelt
at "The Angel and Bible" in St. Paul's

Churchyard. One has no record of his having
been of Newgate Street. He must, of

ourse, have removed thither shortly before

his death in 1750/1, since he was certainly
in St. Paul's Churchyard in 1742, when he

published the second edition of the learned
Rev. Thomas Stackhouse's

'

History of the

Bible,' the first having appeared in 1732.

Among religious works which he published
was " The Conference between King Agrippa
and St. Paul. By George Lewis, A.M.,
Vicar of Westram. Printed by S. Austen,"
&c. (London Evening Post, 21-23 Aug., 1729).
See ibid., 20 Ap., 1732 ; 7 Oct. and 12-14

Oct., 1738 ; Daily Advertiser, 1 May and
5 June, 1742 ; and St. James's Evening Post,

3 Ap., 1736 ; 9 Feb., 1738 ; and 23 Sept.,
1738. Also The Antiquary, March, 1905

(' The London Signs and their Associations,'

p. 103, col. 1).

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Our index of printers and booksellers

yields only one reference to Austen. His
name occurs on the title-page of a work

published in 1743. But there is an earlier

reference to him in Nichols's .'Literary
Anecdotes,' i. 442, where ' A Discourse con-
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cerning the Confusion of Languages a

Babel is
"
Printed for S. Austen at th

Angel and Bible in St. Paul's Church-yard.'
This was in 1730. In 1743 he was at th

same sign, but in Newgate Street.

I have just come across an imprint whic!

takes back Stephen Austen still further. I

is on George Markland's
'

Pteryplegia ; or
the Art of Shooting Flying,' which was
"
Printed for Stephen Austen, at the Ange

over against the North Door of St. Paul's
1727." R. A. PEDDIE.

St. Bride Foundation Technical Library.

LIVERPOOL LIBRARY (10 S. ix. 149). In
a paper on '

Circulating Libraries in Boston
1765-1865,' Mr. Charles K. Bolton, Librarian
of the Boston Athenaeum, said that

" a
early as 1674 Francis Kirkman, a London
bookseller, had conceived the plan of circu
lating a part of his collection of books.'
See the notice of Kirkman in the

'

D.N.B.'
ALBERT MATTHEWS.

Boston, U.S.

I have lately come across the following

paragraph
in the Lancashire volume o

Beauties of England,' p. 268 :

The Manchester Circulating Library, institutec
in 1757, is the joint property of about 370 sub
scribere ; the price of an admission ticket being
five guineas."

This volume of the series was written byJohn Britton, but he does not give any
reference to an authority.

If this statement is correct, it would
appear that Manchester was just one yearahead of Liverpool in this matter.

A. H. ARKXE.

PRISCIAN'S HEAD (10 S. ix. 268, 375).
l*robably the following excerpt from Dean
Kamsays 'Reminiscences of Scottish Life

f
nlP1 aCter'' 1862 ed" P- 418> is known

to DR. MURRAY :

"Lord Monboddo was determined to address the
"

8p ke with *

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
"
PROPERTY HAS ITS DUTIES AS WELL AS*IOHTS

?
S " * 349).-Thomas Drum-

in /
a

,

Ut
^o

r f the above aphorism,in April, 1840-not in 1839. During
^t 110 Was

Under-Secretar|Castle he virtually ruled every-

thing, and by his wisdom and justice and
the vigour of his administration, combined
with his sympathy for the suffering and
oppressed, did much for the tranquillity of
Ireland. His statue in the City Hall was
the only one ever erected by the Irish to an
English official. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

CAMBRIDGE EARLY LISTS : SIR RICHARD
COPE (10 S. ix. 350). A work published
by the Cambridge University Press in 1823,
called

' Graduati Cantabrigienses,' records
the names of Cambridge graduates and
the years in which each degree was conferred
from 1659 to 10 Oct., 1823. A second
volume, bearing the same title, was pub-
lished in 1873, under the editorship of the
late Registrary, Henry Richards Luard,
D.D., containing the same information
from 1800 to 10 Oct., 1872. A third volume
was issued in 1902, entitled

' Book of
Matriculations and Degrees

'

from 1851 to

1900, from the same Press, by the present
Registrary, J. Willis Clark, M.A., which
contains more complete information.

Sir Richard Cope, 9th Baronet, of Brams-
hill, co. Oxford, succeeded as baronet at the
death of a cousin, 7 March, 1779, and dying
(after being twice married) sine prole,
6 Nov., 1806, was succeeded by a nephew.
He was educated at Clare College, Cam-
bridge, B.A. 1743, M.A. 1747, D.D. 1765;
and the only preferment which can be traced

easily as having been held by him was that
of Prebendary of Westminster, to which
e was nominated 27 April, 1754, when
hirty-five years of age, and he seems to
lave retained it to the day of his death,
ffe does not appear to have been a Pre-

bendary of Durham, as stated by Burke and
n other Baronetages. F. DE H. L.

[MR. W. JAGGARD also thanked for reply.]

"STYMIE" AT GOLF (10 S. ix. 370). In
lis recent

'

History of the Royal and Ancient
Golf Club, St. Andrews,' Mr. H. S. C.
Sverard traces several technical terms of

golf to Dutch sources, Holland being the

riginal home of golf. He suggests that
'

stymie
"

is a corruption of stuit mij
pronounced styt my), "it stops me."

HERBERT MAXWELL.

WILLIAM III.'s HORSE AT THE BATTLE or
THE BOYNE (10 S. ix. 329, 377). URLLAD
as not verified his reference. Dr. Brewer
raswriting of the horse on whichWilliam III.
met with his death twelve years after the
attle in question. H. P. L.
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TAI-PING WAR (10 S. ix. 349). The best

life of Chinese Gordon is that by Mr. Alfred

Egmont Hake. Much information on Gor-
don's work as a leader of Chinese troops
is given in the first of its two volumes.

Any important public library is likely to

contain the book. W. B.

[Further replies next week.]

SIR HENRY DOCWRA (10 S. ix. 31, 58, 76,

116, 215, 398). Your correspondent GENEA-
LOGIST, by what was probably a slip of the

pen, refers at p. 215 to Sir Basil as the son
of Sir Henry Brooke. The names should
be inversely placed to accord with the fact.

Sir Basil's only marriage was with Anne,
daughter of Thomas Leicester, of Toft, co.

Chester, by whom he had a son Sir Henry,
whose marriages were three. The first was
with Elizabeth, daughter of Capt. John
Winter ; the second with Anne, daughter
of Sir George St. George ; the third with

Elizabeth, younger daughter of Henry,
Lord Docwra. Sir Henry Brooke by his

first wife had a son Basil, who marrying
Margery, daughter of Sir Anthony Brabazon,
Knt., and relict of Henry Martin, had in

turn a son Henry, whose wife was Elizabeth,

daughter of George Vaughan of Buncrana.
Of this marriage the eldest son was Basil
of Brooke Hall, co. Donegal, who married
Jane Wray ; and the second son was Gus-
tavus of Buncrana, who married Jane,
daughter of Alderman Andrew Murray of

Dublin.
To return to Sir Henry Brooke's third

marriage. Elizabeth Docwra to use her
maiden name was previously married to
Andrew Wilson of Wilson's Fort, co. Donegal
<M.L. Dio. Dublin, 26 Feb., 1640/41), who
leaving by her a daughter Anne, heiress
of the manor of Wilson's Fort, deceased
1 April, 1642. I will indicate presently
a yet earlier Docwra interest in this
estate. Anne Wilson, however, died un-
married before 10 May, 1661, and the estate

reverted, according to the provisions of the
will of her uncle Sir John Wilson, Knt. and
Bart. to the grandson of her aunt Anne
(?) Wilson, Sir John's elder sister, i.e., to
Charles Hamilton (M.P. Killibegs, 1703).
He was the son of Andrew Hamilton of
Killenure by his wife Nichola, daughter
of Sir Francis Hamilton, Bart. (N.S.), of
Castle Hamilton, co. Cavan. A younger
aunt, Rebecca both being daughters of
William Wilson from Clarye (Clare), co.

Suffolk, the undertaker in 1610 of the estates
of Aghagalla and Convoigh, subsequently
created the manor of Wilson's Fort had

been married before 1655 to Capt. John
Nisbitt of Tullydonnell. By process of fine

a portion of the Wilson estate was in 1676
settled by Charles Hamilton and his wife

Katherine (daughter of Sir Henry Brooke

by his second wife) upon Capt. John Nisbitt

and heirs ; and by the Nisbitts it was sold

in 1712 to Col. Alexander Montgomery
of Croghan, co. Donegal. The administra-

tion of the goods of the mother of the heiress,

Anne Wilson i.e., of
"
Elizabeth Brooke,

alias Docwra, late deceased" was 10 May,
1659, granted to her husband Sir Henry
Brooke of Donegal.

It is a remarkable feature in connexion

with the plantation of Ulster that Docwra

himself, who took so considerable a share

in the events which preceded it, profited

but little by the distribution of lands that

followed the Act of Confiscation. He

appears to have had the offer of the grant
of 2,000 acres called Aghagalla and Convoigh
in the Raphoe barony, co. Donegal ; but

he passed his right thereto to William Wilson

above mentioned, who took out the letters

patent therefor 18 July,
1610. Docwra

refers in his will, which is dated 10 March,

1630/31, to a promise subsequently made
to him, by the late king

"
of blessed memory

(James I.), of 5,000 acres whenever the next

plantation took place ;
and he expresses

the hope that his present Majesty (Charles I.)
"
may be gratious unto his wife, and bestow

the promised benefit upon her and his son.

From the terms of his will it is evident that

he ended his days in straitened circumstances,

and with a keen sense of unrequited fidelity.

J. N. DOWLING.

67, Douglas Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

JAMAICA RECORDS: WEST INDIAN

REGISTERS (10 S. viii. 29, 274, 377, 478).

MR. STAPLETON asks at p. 377 whether there

exist any lists of births, deaths, and marriages

for Antigua and Martinique.
As far as Antigua is concerned, I have

made inquiries from the Registrar-General
of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in this

Presidency, and am informed that there are

no such lists known here, and that the official

registration of births and deaths com-

menced in Antigua only in 1856, and ot

marriages in 1844. Prior to these dates

recourse must be had to the ministers of

religion in the various parishes who had

charge of the registers, of whom those

of the Church of England alone had power
at that time to solemnize marriages..

Certain lists of the dates at which the

parochial registers commenced in some
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of the parishes in the neighbouring Presi-

dency of St. Christopher, or St. Kitts, have

appeared recently in
' N. & Q.' I know of

nothing of the kind for Martinique, which is,

of course, a French colony .

J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.

,
W.I.

THE SWEDISH CHURCH, PRINCE'S SQUARE,
ST. GEORGE' S-IN-THE-EAST (10 S. ix. 369).

Dr. R. L. Tafel in his
' Documents con-

cerning .... Emanuel Swedenborg,' 1875-7,
vol. ii. pp. 61 1-12, cites

' Records of the
Swedish Church in London '

(' Anteckningar
rorande Svenska Kyrkan i London '

), but
I have never handled the book. See also

ante, p. 260. CHARLES HICHAM.
" T WIFE BAZAAR "

:

" CHILDERS "
(10 S.

ix. 207). In The Home Counties Magazine,
iv. 28, in an article entitled

' Notes on a Cus-
tom at Woking,' mention is made of a some-
what similar custom, lasting well into the
last century, to that which has astonished
ST. SWITHIN. The chief difference, appa-
rently, is that it was the custom of the

cottagers at Woking to exchange wives once
a week, instead of once a year. The author
declares that
"
as morality is commonly understood, the district

was a peculiarly good one, erring, if anything, on
the side of narrow-mindedness ;

and he remarks in conclusion :

"I venture to think that this is probably as
imjiortant and complete an instance of the survival
of the institution known as tribal marriage as can
be found at the same period within the British
bin."

AT.AN STEWART.

I
have^

never heard of such a "
bazaar,"

but the "
sellin'

"
and "

swappin'
"

of wives
amongst miners and others has often been
noted in the newspapers in several Midland
counties. This disposal or exchange of
wives is not nearly so frequent as was the
case, and those engaging in the transactions
never seemed to doubt about their right to
do so. The transactions usually took placeat public-houses, and wives have been led

the exchange with halters round their
?cks. In this, however, there is nothing"'

I have heard "childer
"
used here as the

P ural of child," but not "
childers."

South Shields.
E- B~E -

.

ST. SWTTHIN will find the word "
childer

.common use in the West Riding of York-
l see it occurs in Hartlev's '

Clock

Almanac '

for 1903, a pamplilet which
lappens to be at my elbow. Fifty years
or so ago a very popular pit-song terminated
with a refrain that ran :

Come home ! Come home to yer childer and me L

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

"KETTY" LAND (10 S. ix. 270, 338).
There is no difficulty as to the etymology.
It is of Scandinavian origin, as was pointed
out in Vigfusson's 'Icelandic Dictionary'
in 1869. The Icel. kjot is also pronounced
ket, and means "

offal, carrion." Ketty is

carrion-like, bad, putrid, rotten ; and, as

applied to soil, soft, peaty. See further in
'

E.D.D.' and '

N.E.D.,' both of which give
ket, ketty, and the etymology.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The desired derivation is not far to seek.

The sb. "ket" (see Halliwell's 'Diet.') is

from Icel. kjot, ordure, cognate with Ger.

Kot, id., O.E. cwead, Du. kwaad, whence the
Flem. quoad, adj., in

' The Cook's Prologue.'
H. P. L.

The word "
ket

"
is given in Dr. Prevost's

'

Dialect of Cumberland ' with the meaning
"filth, rubbish, carrion." "Ketty land"
would mean dirty land, either from mud,
&c., or from being covered with docks,
thistles, nettles, and other weeds. M. N.

" Ket "
is in frequent use in this country

as equivalent to dirt, or perhaps rubbish.
A parson friend often uses the word :

" Take
that ket away." R. B R.

South Shields.

WILLIAM MAGINN AND MOSES MENDEZ
(10 S. ix. 211). The Moses Mendez referred

to must be the English poet and dramatist
who died 4 Feb., 1758. He therefore could
not have been a contemporary of the Irish

journalist William Maginn, who was born

nearly fifty years later. Moses Mendez was
the son of James Mendez of Mitcham, and
grandson of Ferdinando Mendez, who was
Court physician to Catherine of Braganza,
and came over from Portugal with her.

Mendez wrote several plays which had a
success in London, and some volumes of
his poems were published. He married
Anne Gabriella, daughter and coheiress of
Sir Francis Head, 4th Baronet of The
Hermitage, Higham, Kent, and left two
sons, who dropped their patronymic, and
took their mother's name of Head. A

'

grandson of his was created a baronet in

,
1838. Moses Mendez, after a successful
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career on the Stock Exchange, purchased
a property at Long Buckenham in Norfolk,
where he died and was buried.

I have a pedigree of this family, and shall

be glad to correspond with any one who
can supply some missing dates, such as the
birth of the poet and the death of his

mother Anne, who was a member of the
well-known Sephardic family of Da Costa.
MB. BBESLAR will find a full account of

Moses Mendez in
' The Jewish Encyclopaedia'

And in the ' D.N.B.'
T. COLYER FERGTJSSON.

Wombwell Hall, Gravesend.

For Moses Mendez, or Mendes, see the
x

D.N.B.,' where, however, there is a mis-
take in the statement that Burney, instead
of Boyce, wrote the music to

' The Shepherds'
Lottery.'

" Mendes wrote verse with

facility, and some of his songs are not want-

ing in grace," says the '

Dictionary.' He
was a clever writer of opera verse ; and of all

the libretto-makers of the period, he perhaps
least deserves to be written down an ass.

But Maginn was possibly thinking of the
refrain of a song in

' The Chaplet,' beginning" Push about the brisk bowl," where the

lover, the miser, the beau, and so on, are
each in turn said to deserve

"
to be reckoned

an ass." G. E. P. A.

'THE TIMES' AS "THE THUNDERER"
(10 S. ix. 348, 396). Carlyle used the epithet
or its equivalent with some frequency, as
if it were not only familiar to, but liked by,
him. Writing, for instance, to his brother
at Rome on 5 Feb., 1839, and describing the
breakfast with Rogers at which the

' '

mighty
project

"
of founding the London Library

was discussed, he observed :

" Now the Newspaper engine is set a-blowing ;

slight thunder from The Times." 'Carlyle and the
London Library,' p. 7.

Again on Saturday, 13 June, 1840 :

" Here are certain Documents about the Library;
only one of which is important, and that only
important to the length of six and sixpence for a
Times advertisement, which the Thunderer dunned
me for to-day ! Monday: The post was missed
on Saturday the Thund.erer did get impatient
(papae !), anxious for his six and sixpence ; T[ have
paid him, and now keep the document receipted

:good against you !

"
Ibid, pp. 58-9.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.
" PIN-BASKET * YOUNGEST CHILD (10

S. ix. 211). This playful synonym would
.appear to be, or to have been, in common
use throughout provincial England. Halli-

well, apparently recognizing its general
prevalence, includes it in his

*
Archaic

Dictionary
'

without specifying localities.

He simply enters it in the appropriate
place in his work, giving as definition," The youngest child of a family ; often
the weakest and smallest." The term, so
far as one's knowledge goes, is not used
in Scotland. THOMAS BAYNE.

"
Pin-basket

"
is duly recorded in the

abridged
'

Slang Dictionary
'

(Farmer and
Henley). The expression appears to infer

that there is no natural expectation of a
further addition to the family. Ainsworth's
'

Eng.-Lat. Dictionary
'

(1830) has :

" To
pin up the basket, or bring to a conclusion,

Conclude, finio, ad umbilicum ducere."

See, as to the last, Horace,
'

Epod.' xiv. 8.

H. P. L.

The youngest child
"
pins "j the babies'

nursery basket ; there will be no further

use for it. MARIA.

"CAMELIAN" (10 S. viii. 306, 394, 493;
ix. 131, 195, 375). I am indeed very glad
to have my question answered from head-

quarters, though I frankly confess that, as

M. C. L. suggests, I am a little disappointed
at the result, because it would have been

pleasant to have my own quasi-recollection
confirmed by a writer on the other side of

the Atlantic. I feel grateful to M. C. L.

for the trouble he has taken in the matter.

Truly
' N. & Q.' is "a boon and a blessing

to men." ST. SWITHIN.

" SHAM ABBAHAM "
(10 S. vii. 469 ; viii.

293, 395, 477 ; ix. 37). During the year
1752 this expression became a familiar

catchword. At the Old Bailey Sessions,
which began on 18 February, one James

Lowry, captain of the merchant ship Molly,
was condemned to death "

for the murder
of Kenric Hossack, on board the said ship,

by whipping him to death." Two other

sailors had been flogged to death by this

cruel skipper, who was wont to salute his

dying victims with the remark,
" He is only

shamming Abraham." Lowry was hanged
at Execution Dock on 25 March, 1752, in

the presence of a furious mob, who taunted
him with the cry,

" He 's shamming
Abraham." HORACE BLEACKLEY.

GORDON LETTERS (10 S. v. 170). At this

reference I quoted a letter from C. K.

Sharpe, written in 1812 to Sir Walter Scott,

suggesting that Henrietta, Duchess of

Gordon,
" had the turn of a Sappho."

Sharpe had seen a packet of letters she wrote
to

" a Mrs. Dunbar," and says :

" How Mrs.
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Dunbar came to preserve such documents

ia wonderful.'
' To my surprise, I find several

of them quoted in Capt. Dunbar-Dunbar's
'

Social Life in Former Days
'

(First Series.

pp. 107-16). They are mainly literary and
somewhat over-affectionate ; but Sharpe's

suggestion seems to gain countenance from

the fact that several others from Miss Anne
Stuart to Mrs. Dunbar are addressed

"
My

l>ear Spouse." Sharpe would have been
more astonished than ever by seeing the

letters in print. J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall, S.W.

DABRICHECOURT (10 S. ix. 228, 332).

The name being rare in England, I am
tempted to subjoin the following, though
it will, I fear, not forward the point in

question :

"Robert Dabridgecourt, clerk in the diocese of

Lichtield, student of Arts at Cambridge, although
the son of an unmarried man and an unmarried
woman, received dispensation from the Pope to be

promoted to Holy Orders and hold a benefice, even
with cure of souls : He may henceforth hold any
elective benefices of any number and kind, with or
without cure, even of canonries and prebends, &c.

17 Kal. Dec., 1408, Rimini., a. '2, Greg, xii." Lateran

Regesta.

The Patent Rolls for 23 Aug., 1384,
mention Sir Nicholas Dabrichecourt, Kt. ;

John Dabridgecourt, 1382 ; Eustace
Dabrichecourt, 1357.

ST. CLAIR BADDELEY.

In 1372-3 King Edward III. granted to
his shieldbearer (scutijero) Nicholas Dabriche-
court the custody of the Castle of Notting-
ham. In the same year, by another grant,
the grantee was given the custody of the
Forest of Sherwood, the Parks of Clipstone
and Bestwood, the Manor of Clipstone, and
the Lodge of Bestwood, during the King's
pleasure, receiving per annum for the

custody aforesaid, as wages, all fees paid
for expeditation of dogs and for chiminage
within the Forest. He was also permitted
to take for fuel as much dry wood as he
might need. Four years later Nicholas
Dabrichecourt had grant by letters patent
of the same offices. A. STAPLETON.
Nottingham.

(10 S. ix. 171, 313). A"
cantiniere-

"
is still attached to each regi-ment (or battalion) of the French army, to

look after the men's creature comforts in
the shape of

"
petits verres" and similar

extras. But nowadays she rides along in a
commonplace cart with her husband, and
has abandoned the coquettish uniform of
the period preceding the war of 1871.

Se-\-eral of these uniforms are included in the

interesting collection of nineteenth-century
military costumes in the Musee de FArmee
(Invalides). F. A. W.

Paris.

I would refer to Stendhal's ' La Chartreuse
de Parme.' The well-known episode of

Waterloo contains a striking sketch of the
"
Vivandiere." Sainte-Beuve on the best

authority suggests that the episode is to
do with Marengo, and not Waterloo.
Can the

" vivandiere
"

not have been
introduced into the French army from the
German ? The Marketenderin is mentioned
as early as 1594 (Kluege's

' Worterbuch '

).

J. E. M.

ITALIAN PROVERB (10 S. ix. 329).
"Mane" should certainly be mono, and
"
una," is probably anno ; but I can offer

no emendation for
"
vera."

" Una mano
lava Taltra

" = one hand washes the other.
For the meaning of the proverb see Mr.

King's
'

Classical and Foreign Quotations,'
No. 1491, s.v.

' Manus manum lavat,' quoted
from Seneca. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

" Una mano lava 1'altra
"

(one hand
washes the other) is, or was, probably an
international proverb. Its Hungarian equi-
valent is given in

'

Adagiorum Grseco-

Latino-Vngaricorum Chiliades quinque,' by
Joannes Decius Baronius (Bartphse, 1598).

L. L. K.

BELLS RUNG BACKWARDS (10 S. ix. 229).
Another reference to Sir W. Scott may be
supplied :

Dundee he is mounted, he rides up the street ;

The bells are rung backward, the drums they are
beat;

But the Provost, douce man, said, "Just e'en let
him be,

The Gude Town is weel quit of that Deil of
Dundee."

' The Doom of Devorgoil,' Act II. sc. ii.

R. L. MORETON.

Another well-known instance is when
the bells of Edinburgh were rung backwards
by the loyal and Presbyterian townsmen
when the Castle was occupied by Claver-
house during his attempt to replace James II.

on the throne. J. FOSTER PALMER.
[MR. JOHN HEBB and MR. J. T. PAGE also refer

to
' Bonnie Dundee.']
" ENTENTE CORDIALE "

(10 S. viii. 168 ;

ix. 194, 338). See Foreign Quarterly Review,
vol. xxxiv. (October, 1844, to January,
1845), p. 389. L. L. K.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Cambridge Modern History. Vol. Y- ^he Aye
of Louis XIV. (Cambridge, University Press.)

WE have here a wonderful collection of monographs
on a period of exceptional interest, and one in

which the multitude of great figures in various
countries is notable. The length of the biblio-

graphies attached to the volume shows the amount
of attention which has already been paid to the

period, but there are few experts who will not

enjoy the varied fare put before them, which
includes chapters on literature and the development
of mathematics, physics, and other forms of science
in the seventeenth century and earlier years of the

eighteenth. At the same time we are bound to
remark that the book is hardly suited for the

general and tolerably uninstructed reader. The
contributors, of course, differ in style, but the
usual methods of exposition adopted seem to us a
little dull. Sentence after sentence has the mark
of a prize essay, which generally tells us in an
inflated and imposing form much that we knew
before. Vividness and epigram are dangerous
things, but heaviness is almost worse, as it prevents
history from being read at all. It is the real

student, we take it, who will best appreciate this

book, and such a one is seldom much concerned
with style, even if he does not suspect its attractive-
ness as a cloak to conceal the absence of detailed

knowledge.
M. Faguet, who has taken the place of

Brunetiere, in dealing with ' French Seventeenth-
Century Literature and its European Influence

'

has spoilt his chapter by the condescending
air he adopts towards other nations. It
is probable that his essay would read much
better in French. In its English form it is not
a success, and is overweighted with generaliza-
tions and unnecessary reflections. Do we need,
for instance, to be told that if the "

literary idio-

syncrasy
"
of Spain altogether differs from that of

France, it is "assuredly in no sense to her dis-

credit
"

? M. Faguet presents us with some com-
monplaces concerning national influences as if they
were discoveries. Mr. H. H. Child on ' The
Literature of the English Restoration, including
Milton,' has a big subject for one chapter, but he
has succeeded in including a good deal of sound
criticism and several brief and effective touches in
his pages.

' The Stewart Restoration,' by Prof.

Firth, and
'

Religious Toleration,' by Prof. Gwatkin,
could not be in better hands. The latter in par-
ticular holds the balance between the conflicting
parties with admirable impartiality, and always
exhibits the results of his insight in a telling form.
Prof. J. B. Bury is interesting on Russia (1462-1682),
and we fancy his article, like that of Mr. Nisbet
Bain on ' Peter the Great and his Pupils,' will be
both useful and novel to many readers.

' The
Colonies and India,' by Mr. E. A. Benians and Mr.
P. E. Roberts, is a satisfactory summary. Two
ecclesiastical articles one by Viscount St. Gyres
on the Gallican Church, ana another by the Rev.
M. Kaufmann on ' Latitudinarianism and Pietism

'

are not equal to Prof. Gwatkin's, but well
up to the general level of the '

History,' which is

high.

Throughout the volume are various brief cha-
racters of great men such as Louis XIV. and
Charles XIL of Sweden. Without yielding to-

mere picturesqueness, these views might have
been extended ; their very brevity is occasionally
unfair to personalities which are of the utmost
importance. The book as a collection of facts is

unequalled, and as every writer in it probably
regarded himself as

"
spatiis inclusus iniquis," we

ought not, perhaps, to complain of stiffness or dull-
ness of style in some cases. But one or two con-
tributors to this volume would (we speak from the
point of view of the ordinary reader) profit by a
course of English which they might reject with
scorn, as the names of Macaulay and Froude would
be prominent in it.

The History of Twenty-Five Years, 1856-80. By
Sir Spencer Walpole, K.C.B. Vol. III. 1870-75.
Vol. IV. 1876-80. (Longmans & Co.)

SIR A. C. LYALL has seen through the press this

practical completion of the scheme, the first two
volumes of which were published by the late Sir

Spencer Walpole in 1904. A note at the end of the
work explains that Sir Spencer intended to add a
chapter on the Zulu War, the annexation of the
Transvaal, and the Afghanistan campaigns of
1878-81, and another on the condition and improve-
ment of life among the working classes. This last
would have been of particular value. The distin-

guished Civil Servant had remarkable gifts of

lucidity and fairness. His writing is free alike
from meretricious ornament and inaccuracy; he
summarizes as a rule with great skill ; and he
supplies at the bottom of the page the sources
whence his views are derived. The result fully
deserves the excellent type and form which the
piiblishers haye given it. The History can be read
with a steady pleasure which is uncommon in the
perusal of such efforts ; and, dignified as the
narrator's language is, he can put a thing with
effective brevity. From a careful study of the
various negotiations which decided the terms of

Germany after the war with France emerges a clear
view of the position of Lord Granville and the
character of Bismarck's policy. The story of the
Alabama claims seems to us treated at unnecessary
length. The remainder of the volume is occupied
with the duel between Gladstone and Beaconsfield ;

and we are pleased to see due space awarded at the
end to the valuable legislation which has made the
name of Plimsoll immortal.
Some bias regarding the great protagonists of

these years is inevitable, and the facts that Glad-
stone's life has been excellently written, and that
this great statesman always conceived, and probably
believed, himself to be acting from the highest
motives, give him an advantage over his rival. The
suggestion that he had a monopoly of ideals in

politics cannot be admitted. It is much to be
wished that Disraeli's long - promised biography
should appear. The brilliancy of his speeches is

fully recognized in these pages.
The second volume, besides the political chapters

on ' The Eastern Question,'
' The Russo-Turkish

War and the Berlin Treaty,' and
'

Ireland, Finance,
and the Fall of Lord Beaconsfield,' has a long and
interesting chapter on

' Ritual and Religion,' includ-

ing notices of the Oxford Movement, Colenso,
' Ecce

Homo,' and
' In Memoriam.' Able as is the summary

of the ideas of those days, the author has hardly,
perhaps, realized the changes which the years have-
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brought in the general, cultivated view (if we may
* the term) of religion. The modifications of faith

*ere due to the advancing claims of science, but

,e reader who looks in the Index for the names ot

Huxlev Tyndall, and Darwin, and finds no mention

of them' will surely be amazed. Where, too, is the

recognition of the Nonconformists, whose great

influence on religion and politics is clear to every

observer? There would have been room and reason,

we think, for another volume on non-political

history the history of ideas, inventions, and social

advance. But we must not end with a note ot

dissatisfaction, since we have already from the

distinguished author a large amount of history of

attractive character and permanent value.

Goethe's A ittohloaraphi/ : Poetry and Truth from my
Life. Revised Translation by M. Steele-Smith.

with Introduction and Bibliography by Karl

Breul, LittD., Ph.D. 2 vols. (Bell & Sons.)

THIS neat and handy edition of what may fairly be

described as a unique classic is a welcome boon.

Miss Steele-Smith has revised the translation of

1849, and the result is a rendering which combines

ease and accuracy. Dr. Breul's Introduction is

written with ample knowledge of the subject, and

provides a satisfactory guide to the various aids

available for further study of Goethe's earlier

To the charm of the book the happy title

'Dichtung und Wahrheit' is a suitable introduc-

tion. Goethe's was an intensely, if not morbidly,

introspective mind, and at times we weary of his

self-centred brilliancy ; but in these pages Wisdom
is justified of her great child. With a vividness

and naturalness which are the special gift of genius,
he recalls the early days when he threw crockery
into the street for the pleasure of the crash, and
the later years when his charms of person and mind
began to flower, and he sought a publisher for his

immensely popular, but at first derided ' Werther.'
Like Isaac Newton. Goethe was hardly brought to

birth, yet lived a long and important life for the
world a life of such unceasing vitality that he can
never have seriously contemplated suicide himself,
or

really
felt the

"
green sickness

"
of a Byronic

hero. The frankness of his narrative, coloured

though it is by the fond delusions of a succesful
old age, reminds us of Rousseau ; but there was
little of Goethe's joyous temperament in the author
of the '

Confessions.' The very title of the ' Auto-

biography' warns us that we cannot read it with-
out caution as to facts and motives; but in com-
bination with such a book as Lewes's still standard
|
Life

'

of Goethe, it is a delightful study. It
includes much intercourse with striking men, much
ridicule of the pedants, and much worldly wisdom
expressed by a master of style. We cannot forbear
our admiration for the analysis of thought and
l>assion which came from this confident and
wonderful mind. It is in his sentimental confes-
sions concerning women that Goethe is most extra-
ordinary, and one can only wonder that so un-
ashamed an exhibition of the Ego is alike possible
and agreeable.

The Souiul* of Eiiffliih: an Introduction to Pho-
H/IO<. By Henry Sweet. (Oxford, Clarendon

l)ii. SWKKT is an acknowledged authority on Eng-
lish phonetics, and we welcome a book on a sadly
neglected subject which is, perhaps, beyond the

ordinary person. The present volume is, says the

author, "more elementary, more
systematically

graduated, and more definitely based on the English
sound-system," than his

' Primer of Phonetics,' and
also "better adapted for self-instruction in other

respects as well. We hope, then, that it may be

widely read and consulted. Amateur and un-
scientific efforts in the direction of sound-distinction
are generally hopeless, however well-meaning. Some
standard of pronunciation is needed, and two classes

of practical legislators in the world of thought
our poets and our schoolmasters are but ill in-

structed in this respect. Dr. Sweet deals briefly with
the difficulties of English rime and metre, and we
hope that his efforts, with those of other experts,
may succeed in bringing some order into the present
chaos of English pronunciation. Details are given
as to the way to set about study of the subject
also a bibliography of books which will be " directly
useful at the outset."

The Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scot-

land. By R. W. Billings. Edited by A. W.
Wiston-Glynn. Part I. (Edinburgh, E. Saun-
ders & Co.)

THIS is the first instalment of an admirable book
which has long been scarce, and which is celebrated
for the excellence of its plates. The publishers in

issuing this edition admirable alike in its type and
reproductions at a cheap price should reap the
reward of most laudable enterprise.
The present part includes pictures of the Abbey

of Aberbrothock, and ecclesiastical and scholastic

buildings in Aberdeen, among which the remark-
able crowned tower of King's College is prominent.
The editor's

'

Biographical Introduction
'

is reserved
for a later part. What is already published is

sufficient to show that the scheme is to be carried
out in a worthy style.

Broivning. Selected with an Introduction by
Augustine Birrell. Illustrated by E. J. Sullivan.

(T. C. & E. C. Jack.)
THIS is one of the series of

" Golden Poets." Mr.
BirrelPs selection is all that could be wished,
though he has, he points out, been restricted by
considerations of copyright ; but we doubt if his
Introduction is suitable for those who know little

of the poet. He plays gracefully round the ques-
tions such people may want an answer to, and
wastes time on irrelevancies. The lover of Brown-
ing, who can find nothing wrong anywhere, will be
best pleased with his remarks. The notes at the
end are sensible, and the illustrations are daring
and vigorous.

to (Korospontonts.
We must call special attention to the following

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

HOPE. Apply to a legal journal.

URLLAD ("Great Scott"). See 8 S. xi. 300.
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CELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
\J Astronomy. Eleventh Edition. With 5 Plates. By W. T.
LYNN. B.A. F.R.A.8.

"Well known as one of our best introductions to astronomy."
(fuardian.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

NINTH EDITION NOW READY.
Feap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence net.

TDEMARKABLE ECLIPSES: a Sketch of the
-L\l most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation
of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. By
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"The booklet deserves to continue in popularity. It presents a
mass of information in small compass." Dundee Advertiser.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.
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A STRONOMY FOR THE YOUNG.
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leather, 00. net.

H M I Somo Passages in the Life of one of
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A highly entertaining book, containing a large number
of good stories told by a raconteur of exceptional ability.

CIVIL WAR AND REBELLION IN
THE ROMAN EMPIRE, A.D. 69-70.
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With Maps and Illustrations. 8vo, 8s. Gd. net.

WINSTON CHURCHILL'S NEW NOYEL.

MR. CREWE'S CAREER.
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THE STORY OF THE GUIDES.
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the Complete Work. Edited by J. W. Cooper, LL.D.
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MASTERSHIP OF THE SAVOY,
1658-9.

IN his
' Memorials of the Savoy,' published

in 1878, the Rev. W. J. Loftie said (p. 144) :

" After the death of Balcanquall [in 1645] in the
midst of the civil commotion which marked the
conclusion of the reign of Charles I., the Savoy
seems to have had no Master until the Restora-
tion."

In his sketch of the Rev. William Hooke
Mr. W. A. J. Archbold stated ('Hook,
William,'

'

D.N.B.,' xxvii. 279) :

" He is said, without sufficient proof, to have
been master of the Savoy, a post subsequently filled

by his son John ; although it is true that there
^ire two letters of Hook in the ' Rawlinson MSS.'
at Oxford, written from the Savoy, and dated
30 Aug. and 19 Oct., 1658, respectively."

There are also two other letters written
irom the Savoy, dated 16 April, 1658, and
30 March, 1659. In the second of these
Hooke says :

"
I have beene setled at the Savoy for the space

of 12 moneths, yet holding my relation still to Wh:
H. [White Hall], the same as in the late Pro-
tectours time." 'Massachusetts Historical Collec-

tions,' 4th Series, vii. 587-92.

This proves that Hooke was living at the

Savoy in same capacity.
In addition to the four letters mentioned

above, I am able to present a new piece
of evidence. In the records of the General
Court of Massachusetts, under date 19 Oct.,

1658, occurs the following :

" The Court, having pervsed and considered of

seuerall letters & a com'ission written & signed to
Mr Nathaniell Bacon [a grandson of Sir Nicholas

Bacon], Herbert Pelham, Rich' Saltonstall, Henry
Ashurst, Esq', MrWm Hooke, Mr Jn Knowles, &Mr Thomas Allen, ministers of y

e
gospell, &c.

, by
the co\msell, doe apprpove thereof, and ordered a
letter to be wrote to Richard Saltonstall, Esq', from
this Court, signifying theire acceptanc & allowance
of the councills acts, wch are in y" councills
booke at large." 'Massachusetts Colony Records,'
vol. iv. part i. p. 362.

The "councills booke at large" has not
been preserved, and no copy of the commis-
sion or of the letter is to be found in the
Massachusetts archives. For some reason
which cannot now be explained this letter,
was not sent until the next meeting of the
General Court, which was on 11 May, 1659.

Upon its receipt by the trustees appointed
under the commission, they apparently
at once wrote for further instructions ; and
it is certain that such instructions were sent
in a letter dated 20 Sept., 1659, though this

letter has not been preserved. Then, upon
receiving the additional instructions, the
trustees drew up

" An Humble Proposal,
for the Inlargement of University Learning
in New England, By the Trustees hereafter

named, to whom the Management of this

Affair is committed." When this was
printed as a broadside for distribution, three
of the trustees Saltonstall, Ashurst, and
Hooke wrote a letter enclosing a copy,
and giving an account of what they had thus
far accomplished. Though this letter is not

dated, it was presumably written between
17 Jan. and 24 March, 1659/60. "The in-

closed Print," the trustees said,
"
will lett

you see what [we] concluded to make tryall

of, for a present entrance [to the] Trust."
No doubt the

"
inclosed Print

" was the
broadside. This broadside ends with an
extract from the commission from the
General Court dated 11 May, 1659, preceded
by this paragraph :

" In pursuance of what we have proposed, we
judg it expedient to give some account of that
Authority by which we act in this Case, for which
end we shall recite and extract some particulars,
the Original whereof is in our custody, and at all

times ready to be produced upon any just occasion."

In this commission the names of the trustees

are of course given, among them " Mr.
William Hook Master of the Savoy."
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This proves that Hooke was believed in

Massachusetts to have been Master of the

Savoy ; and it is hardly likely that the trus-

tees, of whom Hooke was himself one, would

have allowed this statement to stand in the

broadside had it not been true.*

ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U.S.

" WTNGfcD SKYE "
:

' ALBANIA.'

(See 9 S. i. 6, 75, 150, 216.)

WHEN this matter was discussed at the

above references, no mention was made
of what may have been the proximate source

to which Scott was indebted for the descrip-
tive phrase. For the sake of clearness it

may oe stated that in
' The Lord of the

Isles,' III. xi., the poet depicts in these terms

the departure of two boats from the Sound
of Mull :

On different voyage forth they ply,
This for the coast of winged Skye,

And that for Erin's shore.

The question considered in the discussion,
conducted at a date now somewhat remote,
was as to the validity of the epithet applied
to Skye, and it was clearly brought out
that it had sound, authoritative value.

Scott, no doubt, was familiar with what had
been written on the subject from the time
of Dean Munro and George Buchanan on-

wards, and he might have thought of the

appropriate phrase without the stimulus
of a direct precedent. While that, however,
is the case, it is not without interest
to find that he had a poetic examplar
ready to his hand. Readers of

' The
Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border

'

will

remember that he closes his Introduction
to that work with the quotation of a
vigorous apostrophe to Scotland, beginning
thus:

Hail, Land of spearmen ! seed of those who scorn'd
To stoop the proud crest to Imperial Rome !

Tliis, as Lockhart pointed out, is from an
anonymous poem entitled

'

Albania,' which
appeared in 1 737. Scott thought very highly
of this poetical delineation in spite of its

* The broadside and the letter of the three
trustees were printed by the present writer, from
the originals in the Massachusetts Archives, in the
Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society
for January last, pp. 301-8. In the 'D.N.B.' the
name of Hooke is spelt "Hook"; but in this
country it is usually, if not always, spelt Hooke,and that is the way he himself spelt it in such
signatures of his as I have seen.

palpable shortcomings, and (his biographer
mentions)

"
often read it aloud in his evening

circle." He used to speculate as to the

carefully guarded anonymity of the author,
and ventured the opinion that the work
" was most likely the early effort of some

gentleman, who, rising subsequently to

eminence in a grave profession, was afraid

of confessing that he had ever indulged
in the light sin of verse." In the preface
to his ballad 'The Wild Huntsman,' he

quotes from ' Albania
'

the description of a

phantom-chase heard in the wilds of Ross-
shire ; and he may have had the passage
in his mind when he wrote thus in

' The
Lady of the Lake,' III. vii :

Sounds, too, had come in midnight blast,
Of charging steeds, careering fast

Along Bennarrow's shingly side,
Where mortal horseman ne'er might ride.

The thought of such a spectral cavalcade
was with him when he wrote, 24 Aug., 1811,
to Joanna Baillie regarding the feelings he
sometimes experienced

"
at the silence of

noonday, upon the top of Minchmuir or
Windlestrawlaw." After describing for his

correspondent the weird impressions en-

gendered in such a lonely retreat, he pro-
ceeds as follows :

"It is in such a scene that the author of a fine,
but unequal poem, called 'Albania^' places the
remarkable superstition which consists in hearing
the noise of a chase, with the baying of the hounds,
the throttling sobs of the deer, the hollos of a
numerous band of huntsmen, and the ' hoofs thick

beating on the hollow hill.' I have often repeated
his verses with some sensations of awe in such a

place."

In the poem which thus so fully gained
his hearty appreciation and the compliment
of frequent reference and quotation which
he was wont to accord to such productions
as secured his favour, Scott found the wings
of Skye duly graced with literary distinction.

This passage, with its topographical survey
and its embodiment of significant proper
names, would quickly secure his attention
and approval :

Albania dear, attend ! behold I seek
Thy angel night and day with eager feet
On peopled coast and western mountains lone,
In city paved, and well-aired village thatched,
From end to end of Scotland many-mined.
Oft too I dare the deep, though winter storms
Rage fierce, and round me mad Corbrecho roar,
Wafted with love to see Columba's isles.

There view I winged Sky, and Lewes long
Resort of whales ; and Wyste, where herring

swarm ;

And talk, at once delighted and appalled
By the pale moon, with utmost Hirta's seers,
Or beckoning ghosts, and shadowy men, that bode

Sure death.
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' Albania
' was published for T. Cooper,

London, in 1737, appearing in a thin

folio which presently became very rare.

Leyden included the work in his
'

Scottish

Descriptive Poems' of 1803, and in that

anthology it may still be conveniently
perused. The original issue was accom-

panied by the following advertisement :

" The above poem was wrote by a Scots clergyman,
some years ago, who is since dead. The fine spirit
of poetry which it breathes, its classic air, but
above all the noble enthusiasm he discovers for his

country, cannot fail to make it agreeable to such
as have a taste for that simplicity of nature, and
that beautiful diversification of epithets which con-
stitute the principal excellencies of antiquity."

Scott appears to have been fully justified
not only in his surmise that the author en-
tered upon a grave profession, but also in

his suggestion that he was a young man
when he wrote the poem. This passage
seems to show that he was twenty-four at

the time of composition :

Shall I forget thy tenderness ? Shall I

Thy bounty, thy paternal cares forget,

Hissing with viper's tongue ? who, born of thee.
Now twice twelve years have drawn thy vital air.

The first editor of the published work is as

completely obscure as the poet himself. It

was probably he who dedicated the piece
in heroic couplets to General Wade, and it

is he whom Aaron Hill thus addresses in

one of his forgotten effusions :

Known, though unnamed, since shunning vulgar
phrase,

Thy muse would shine, and yet conceal her rays.

The next notable allusion to
' Albania '

after this tribute by Hill is made by Beattie
of

' The Minstrel,' who quotes the passage
on invisible hunting in his

'

Essays on Poetry
and Music,' ii. 172. This work appeared
in 1776. THOMAS BAYNE.

DR. JOHNSON'S ANCESTORS AND
CONNEXIONS.

(See 10 S. viii. 281, 382, 462 ; ix. 43, 144,

302.)

The Rev. John Batteridge Pearson. In

my book (p. 243) I was unable to give much
account of this clergyman, who, as Lucy
Porter's principal legatee, and inheritor
from her of many valuable Johnsonian
relics, seems almost to come within the
circle of the Doctor's kinsfolk, though, as
a matter of fact, quite unrelated. Mr.
Pearson and old Mr. Seward supped with
Johnson and Boswell at

" The Three Crowns "

Inn at Lichfield on 25 March, 1776. From
the Doctor's letters we gather that Mr.

Pearson was very intimate with Lucy Porter
during her later years, and even wrote her
letters if she felt disinclined to write herself.*

Sir Robert White-Thomson, whose John-
sonian connexions I have already explained,
tells me he understands that Mr. Pearson
was in the habit of cheering Lucy Porter
by evening visits and games of piquet. It
is pleasant to think that he did not gain
her esteem, with the substantial proof she
afforded him of it, by any species of toadying.
Mrs. Piozzi tells us, on the authority of Dr.
Johnson, who witnessed the incident, how
Lucy Porter,

"being opposed one day in conversation by a
clergyman who came often to her house, and feel-
ing somewhat offended, cried out suddenly,

' Why
Mr. Pearson,' said she,

'

you are just like Dr. John-
son, I think : I do not mean that you are a man of
the greatest capacity in all the world like Dr. John-
son, but that you contradict one every word one
speaks, just like him.'"

Principally through the kind assistance
of his grandson, Mr. Philip P. Pennant, of
Nantlys, St. Asaph, I am now able to give
accurate particulars of the Rev. John Bat-
teridge Pearson and his family, f Born on
27 April, 1749,

"
at Merival, near ye Stone

Bridge," he was the fourth and youngest
son of the Rev. James Pearson (1686-1756),
M.A., St. John's College, Cambridge, for
thirty-six years minister of St. Julian's
Church, Shrewsbury, by Jane his wife,
daughter of John Batteridge, of Ightfield,
near Whitchurch. The Rev. James Pearson
was the second son of the Rev. Samuel
Pearson (1647-1727), M.A., St. John's Col-
lege, Cambridge, for fifty-one years Vicar of
Holy Cross (Abbey Church), Shrewsbury, by
Ann, daughter of Thomas Bowdler, of
Shrewsbury. The Rev. Samuel Pearson
was fourth son of one James Pearson (who,
about 1640, left Newport, in Salop, for
Shrewsbury, where he died in 1692) by Jane
Hawkins, his wife.

John Batteridge Pearson, whoso god-
parents were Mrs. Bingley, the Rev. Mr.
Brooke, second master of the Free School

^*
Miss Seward, in a letter to Boswell on 25 March

fu ' I
s that Lu y Porter is breaking up, andthat she is now too ill to be accessible to any of

her friends, except Mr. Pearson."

t Much of this information concerning Pearson's
ancestors and children is derived from an account
ot the family in his own handwriting, kindly lent
to me by Mr. Pennant. Particulars of his children
do not seem to have appeared in print before, which
justifies me in enumerating them here, apart from
the fact that it is necessary to do so in order to ex-
plain the location of various Johnsonian relics
which have descended from Pearson.
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at Shrewsbury, and Mr. Pearce, was educated

at St. John's College, Cambridge, where h

took his LL.B. degree in 1772. From 1774

to 1782 he was Perpetual Curate of St

MH heel's, Lichfield. Early in 1779 he wa

appointed Vicar of Croxall, Derbyshire. On
4 March Dr. Johnson wrote to Lucy Porter
"
I have seen Mr. Pearson, and am pleased to fine

that he has (tot a living. I was hurried when he

-was with me, but had time to hear that my friend

were all well."

In the year after Lucy Porter's death Mr
Pearson, now a man of means, was marriec

at St. Mary's, Lichfield, on 17 Sept., 1787
to Elizabeth, eldest daughter of the Rev
James Falconer (1737-1809), D.D., Arch
deacon of Derby and Prebendary of Lich
field. It is of some interest that Mrs. Pear
son's aunt Elizabeth Falconer* had, in 1759
married Thomas Pennant (1726-98), the
celebrated traveller.

" He 's a Whig, sir

a sad dog," said Dr. Johnson in defending
Pennant against Bishop Percy,

" but he 's

the best traveller I ever read ; he observes
more things than any one else does."

Writing to Mrs. Gastrell and her sister,
at Lichfield, on 30 March, 1782, Johnson,
who was then at Bolt Court, mentioned
that

" when Dr. Falconer saw me, I was
at home only by accident, for I lived much
with Mrs. Thrale." Dr. Birkbeck Hill
has a foot-note to this, saying that Miss
Seward mentions " a Dr. Falconer of Bath
(Seward's

'

Letters,' v. 222)." This is so.

Writing to F. N. C. Mundy on 6 May, 1799,
Miss Seward recalls that when at Buxton in
1769 with Honora Sneyd,

"
the present Dr.

Falconer, of Bath, was of our party."
William Falconer (1744-1824), M.D., F.R.S.,
of Bath, is not to be dismissed as

" a Dr.
Falconer "

; as the
'

D.N.B.' says, his"
attainments as a scholar and a physician

were of the highest order." But Johnson's
caller, we may safely say, was not Dr.
Falconer of Bath, but his kinsman, the Rev.
James Falconer, D.D., of Lichfield, who,
on his return home from London, had told
the ladies at Stow Hill of his visit to the
lion of Bolt Court.
The Rev. J. B. Pearson, who was appointed

Prebendary of Pipe Parva, in Lichfield
hedral, died on 14 August, 1808, "at

Croxall, co. Derby, after having performedthe duties of the day and gone to bed in

* James and Elizabeth Falconer were the chil-
Falconer, of Chester, Lieut. R.N.,

, jf Thorpe Constantine, Staffs. Seedime m Burke's 'Landed Gentry,'
; also Nichols's 'Leic.,' iii 1144

d
- in

William
Falconer
4thed. ( 1

apparently perfect health" (Gent. Mag.).
His widow survived him almost half a

century, dying on 8 Dec., 1856, at Hill

Ridware, Staffordshire, aged ninety-two.
She supplied Croker with copies of many of

Johnson's letters to Lucy Porter, as well as
one by Boswell.
The Rev. John Batteridge Pearson had

issue, by Elizabeth Falconer, his wife, four
sons and three daughters :

I. George Pearson, born 18 Sept., 1791,
and baptized 29 Nov. at Lichfield Cathedral

by his grandfather Falconer, his sponsors
being Mrs. Inge,* the Earl of Belfast, and
Dr. Falconer himself. He was B.D. of

Cambridge University ; and was Rector
of Castle Camps, Cambridgeshire, from 1 825,
as well as Rural Dean. He died 13 May,
1860, having married at Chester Cathedral,
on 17 Sept., 1825, Catherine (d. 1859),
second daughter of Philip Humberston, of

the Friars, Chester ; by her he had issue,
of whom later. According to an obituary
notice in The Gentleman's Magazine, he
"was possessed of high classical and theological
attainments, and was at one time Christian Advo-
cate in the University of Cambridge He was
seized with illness on his journey from London into

Cambridgeshire, and died on the following morning.
By a strange and melancholy coincidence, a
daughter of the deceased also died on the same
day, at the early age of 21."

II. James Pearson, born 4 Jan., 1795,
and baptized 29 April at St. Mary's, Lich-

field, by his grandfather Falconer, his

sponsors being Miss Catherine Falconer,f
with his uncles Col. MadanJ and the Rev.
J. G. Norbury. He entered the Navy,
and died at sea.

His grandfather. Dr. Falconer, had married
Vlary, daughter of Thomas Hall, of Hermitage,
Uranage, Cheshire, sister to Anne Hall, who married
William Inge, of Thorpe Constantine, Dr. Fal-
coner's first cousin.

t His aunt Catherine Falconer married Col. Sir
Edward Miles, C.B., on 9 Oct., 1802.

His aunt Frances Falconer had married William
Charles Madan, a colonel in the Army, younger
ion of Spencer Madau, Bishop of Peterborough, on
6 Jan., 1793.

His aunt Mary Falconer had married the Rev.
k)hn George Norbury, Prebendary of Lichfield, on ;

) Jan., 1791. She died 23 Jan., 1797, aged 31 ; her
usband on 6 Oct., 1800, aged 42. In the Cathedral
s a monument to their memory. In 1795 Mr. Xor-
)ury occupied the Friary, where Johnson had used i

o visit Mrs. Cobb. In a letter to Mrs. Powys on
3 June, 1797, Miss Seward remarked: "I wonder
hat tidings of poor Mrs. Norberry's death, which
appened in the winter, did not sooner reach you.
L melancholy instance of the trustless flattery of
outh and prosperity. Yet her long, though very
atiently-endured sufferings made their close desii
ble to those who loved her most."
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III. John Pearson, born 19 Feb., 1798, and
baptized 24 March at St. Mary's, Lichfield,

by his grandfather Falconer, his sponsors
being his aunt Henrietta Pearson,* the

Marquess of Donegall, and Mr. Inge, of

Thorpe. He became a staff-captain E.I.C.
Maritime Service, and died 1 Dec., 1855,
at Cheltenham.

IV. Charles Pearson, born 4 Oct., 1799,
and baptized 19 Feb., 1800, at St. Mary's,
Lichfield, by his grandfather Falconer, his

sponsors being his aunt Madan, the Bishop
of Peterborough (Spencer Madan), and the
Rev. Spencer Madan. f He was a colonel
in the 6.1st Regiment, and married Jane,
daughter of Col. William Eccles, of Daven-
ham, Cheshire, and Mary his wife. By her
he had two daughters: (1) Mary Elizabeth,
born 22 Nov., 1836, married, in 1864, Mar-
shal Neville Clarke (1828-84), M.A., J.P.,
of Graiguenoe Park, Tipperary, having
issue ; and (2) Harriet Jane, born 7 Jan.,
1839, married, in 1860, George Henry Grey,
son of Sir George Grey. Mrs. Marshall
Clarke has a writing-desk that Dr. Johnson
was in the habit of using at Lichfield. Mrs.
Grey's eldest son is the present Sir Edward
Grey, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
who possesses one of Dr. Johnson's walking-
sticks.

I. Lucy Pearson, born 4 July, 1793, and
baptized 30 July at St. Mary's, Lichfield,
by her grandfather Falconer, her sponsors
being Lady Kenyon, her grandmother Fal-
coner, and her uncle Pearson. J She married
William Harwood, M.D., of Hastings.

II. Henrietta Pearson, born 2 Oct., 1796,
and baptized 4 May, 1797, at St. Mary's,
Lichfield, by her grandfather Falconer,
her sponsors being Mrs. Spencer Madan,
Miss Powell, and "Mr. Hall, of Armitage
(? Hermitage). She married, on 22 Nov.,
1822, Charles Berwick Curtis (1795-1876),
fourth son of Sir William Curtis, first bart.,
and died 6 Aug., 1884. She had eleven
children.

III. Mary Pearson, born 9 Nov., 1801.
She married Edward Thornewill, of Dove
Cliff, Burton-on-Trent, D.L. Staffs, who
died March, 1866, and had issue: (1)
Thomas Thornewill, died unmarried ; (2)

*
Henrietta, younger daughter of the Rev. James

Pearson, was born 6 Jan., 1744.

t The Rev. Spencer Madan (1758-1836), elder son
of the Bishop, married Henrietta, daughter of Dr.
Falconer's cousin (and brother-in-law) W. Inge.
+ This must have been Samuel Pearson, born

2 April, 1746, LL.B. St. John's Coll., Camb., 1771,
and F.S.A.

Edward John Thornewill, a corn broker
in Liverpool, who won the Grand National
with Gamecock in 1887 ; married in 1870
Anna Maria Heywood, daughter of Robert-
son Gladstone, and niece of the great
statesman, by whom he left a family; (1)
Elizabeth Mary Thornewill ; (2) Fanny
Susan Thornewill, who married William

Arkwright (1809-57), Major 6th Dragoons,
and had issue ; (3) Caroline Louisa Thorne-
will, who married in 1859 William Cotton
Curtis, grandson of Sir William Curtis, second
bart., and has issue ; (4) Harriet Georgina
Thornewill, who married in 1869 Michael
Arthur Bass, now first Lord Burton, and
has issue ; (5) Octavia Jane Thornewill ;

(6) Annabella Emily Thornewill, who
married in 1880 Robert Moreton, grandson
of first Earl of Ducie, and has issue ; (7) Jane
Thornewill. I think it is Miss Jane Thorne-
will who is described in the newspapers as
"
the King's favourite partner at bridge,"

a distinction almost equal to that enjoyed
by her grandfather Pearson in playing
piquet with Mistress Lucy Porter.

ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands, near Liverpool.

(To be continued.)

PEIME MINISTER. (See 8 S. x. 357, 438 ;

xi. 69, 151, 510 ; xii. 55, 431 ; 9 S. ii. 99 ;

iii. 15, 52, 109, 273, 476 ; iv. 34 ; v. 94,
213, 416.) As the original query, which pro-
duced so many interesting and informing
replies, was as to why no place was assigned
in the table of precedence to the Prime
Minister as such, and no allusion even made
to that personage, it is strange that up to
now no correspondent has supplied the
fact that all this was changed by the pub-
lication in The London Gazette of 5 Dec.,
1905, of a Royal Warrant directing that
in future the Prime Minister should have
place and precedence after the Archbishop
of York. This, which was counter-signed
by Mr. Akers-Douglas, then Home Secretary,
and was addressed to the Duke of Norfolk
as Earl Marshal and the King's Hereditary
Marshal of England, though dated 2 Decem-
ber, was not promulgated until three days
later the day when, as The Court Circular

testified, His Majesty invited the late Sir

Henry Campbell-Bannerman to form an
Administration, and that statesman "

ac-

cepted His Majesty's Commission, and
kissed hands upon his appointment as
Prime Minister and First Lord of the

Treasury."
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A strikingly early use of the term, by
the way, is supplied in Martin Haile's
4

Queen Mary of Modena,' wherein (p. 162)

is given a letter from that consort of

James II. to her brother, the Duke of

Modena, dated Windsor, 25 Aug., 1687, in

which it is said :

" The gentleman who will give you this letter is

the son of the Earl of Sunderland, Secretary of

State, Premier Minister, and favourite, above all

others, of the King."
AIRBED F. ROBBINS.

OTWAY AND KIPLING. It may be of

interest to note that Mr. Kipling's
'

Tommy
'

(' Barrack-Room Ballads') is but an echo
of Courtine's sentiments in Otway's

' The
Soldier's Fortune '

(I. i.).

Compare the whole poem of
'

Tommy,'
and especially the lines,

For it's Tommy this, an' Tommy that, an' "Chuck
him out, the brute !

"

But it's Saviour of 'is country
" when the guns

begin to shoot,

with the words put into Courtine's mouth :

" These greasy, fat, unwieldy, wheezing rogues
that live at home, and brood over their bags, when
a fit of fear 's upon them, then if one of us pass but
by, all the family is ready at the door to cry,4
Heavens bless you, Sir ! the Laird go along with
you!' *****
"But when the business is over, then every

parish bawd that goes but to a conventicle twice a
week, and pays but scot and lot to the parish, shall
roar out,

'

Faugh, ye lousy red-coat rake-hells ! hout,
ye caterpillars, ye locusts of the nation ! you are the
dogs that would enslave us all, plunder our shops,and ravish our daughters, ye scoundrels !

' "

'The Soldier's Fortune' must have been
written just about two centuries before
Tommy.' BLADUD.

WALKING HOLYROOD MAKCHES. The
following, from The Scotsman of 8 May
seems worthy of a place in

' N. & Q.' :
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Hi&h O^wtaWes and Guard of Honour of
rood House yesterday observed an historic
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new Moderator's term of office.The members yesterday assembled in the oldCourt-

Mr Ma,i,
(

,tv
nde
Hthe fead

_
ershiP of the Moderator,

wmian Hy Henry the past Moderator, MrWilliam -Stewart, and the Bailie, Councillor

colleagues. The party proceeded by way of Croft-

an-Righ to Mushet's Cairn, upon which some of the
members deposited a small stone. The party then

proceeded by Dunsappie to Duddingston, and re-

turned by way of the Wells o' Wearie to Jeannie
Deans' Cottage, thence by Dumbie House and
Dykes to the point from which they set out."

w. s.

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY PARISH RECORDS.
The subjoined copies of documents in

my possession may prove interesting as

throwing a little light on the methods
adopted by our village officials two centuries

ago. I found them in a bundle of old
deeds through which I was searching. It

should be borne in mind that all our villages
hereabouts are

"
towns."

April 20th, 1713.

These are to certify that William ffuttor, the
bearer hereof, hath been an Inhabbitant and
labourer under this miserable condition seven
years in the Parish of Heacham in the County of
Norfolk. Now hearing of a person near Norwich
which hath been very successful in curing all sorts
of lameness ; is very desirous to aply himself to
that same person, in hopes her skill (with God's
blessing on her endeavours) may afford him some
reliefe, to obtain which he hath undertaken this
teadious jorny, being not able to travell above
3 or 4 miles in one day. Therefore we the Inhab-
bitants whose names are hereunto sett have thought
ffitt to recomende him to the care of all officers in
those Towns through which he shall have occanison
to pass, with no designe of putting them to charge :

But that he may have entertainment in some
Publick Inn or convenient house of Refreshment.

WmTam Latj" }chrohwarden,
Samuel Blackbourn.

Wee the Churchwardens and Overseers of Great
Ringstead doo hereby own that James Clemence,
son of Edward Clemence of Hitcham, hath a legal!
settlement in our town of Ringstead, and that if

he become chargeable to the town of Hitcham wee
shall be ready to receive him again as an inhabitant
of our town in witness whereof we have set our
hands to these presents the 15 day of June, 1714.
Given in the presence of

her mark Robert Creed, Churchwarden.
Alice + Wilkin.
her mark Nicholas Wrongady, Overseer.

Susan + Creed.
Robert Thurlow, Overseer.

June 17th, 1714.

We whose hands are hereunto set and subscribed,
being two of her Majesties Justices of the Peace
for the County of Norfolk, doe allow of the above-
written certificate. Nic: Styleman.

This document is sealed. The signature
of one justice only is appended.

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
Sedgeford Hall, Norfolk.
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"
RISE," ACTIVE VERB. A witness in a

case before me the other day made use of

the expression :

" He said if I rose a stick
at him he would lay me out." The ' E.D.D.'

gives "to beat with a stick" ('Rise,' 8),
but here it appeared rather to bear the

meaning of
"
threatening to beat

"
or "hold-

ing up a stick in a threatening manner." It
is a small variant, but is worthy of notice
as a genuine use of a dialect word.

E. E. STREET.

' LOCRINE '

: A CONJECTURAL EMENDA-
TION. Tyrrell reads (p. 244 b) :

/'{/ pass the Alps to wat'ry Meroe,
Where fiery Phoebus in his chariot.
The wheels whereof are decked with emeralds,
Casts such a heat, yea, such a scorching heat,
And spoileth Flora of her chequer'd grass ;

I'll overturn the mountain Caucasus,
Where fell Chimagra in her triple shape
Rolleth hot flames from out her monstrous paunch . . .

I'll pass the frozen zone.

Overturn is also the reading of the Third
Folio, 1664. I suggest that the word should
be overrun, or a similar phrase, as the sequence
of the passage is destroyed by the word
overturn. FRANCIS WOOLLETT.

SNODGRASS AS A SURNAME. (See 9 S. ix.

366, 496 ; x. 71.) It does not appear to
have been noticed that at Wimborne
Minster, against the wall of the north aisle,

near to the north-west porch, is a mural
tablet to the memory of Elizabeth Snod-

grass, who died at Wimborne, 9 Nov.,
1836, aged sixty-four.
In the same church, against the south

wall of the west tower, is a mural tablet

commemorating John Bayles Wardell,
eldest son of Bayles and Maria Wardell of

Arne, co. Dorset, who died 15 April, 1810,

aged eight.
I cannot claim that Charles Dickens

took the names Snodgrass and Wardle
from these tablets, for the first number of
' The Pickwick Papers,' in which we find
a mention of

"
Augustus Snodgrass, Esq.,

M.P.C.," was published in March, 1836,
eight months before the death of Elizabeth

Snodgrass. But it is possible that he may
have heard the names mentioned in con-
nexion with Wimborne ; for in his early
journalistic days he was engaged at Bath,
Bristol, and Marlborough. Mr. Pecksniff's
home in

' Martin Chuzzlewit
' was "in a

little Wiltshire village, within an easy
journey of the fair old town of Salisbury

"
;

and his pupils improved themselves, for
three or five years, according to their articles,"

in making elevations of Salisbury Cathedral

from every possible point of view."
Dickens knew Salisbury and Salisbury
plain well. It is possible, at any rate,
that his professional duties may have led
him some 25 miles further south, and that
at Wimborne he may have heard the name,
and adopted it as that of one of his cha-
racters. At any rate, that Snodgrass was
a surname may be seen on the walls of

Wimborne Minster to-day (cf. Hatchings' s
'

History of Dorset,' 1868, vol. iii. p. 214).

JAS. M. J. FLETCHER.
The Vicarage, Wimborne Minster.

(guirua.

W"E nrast request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

"
JIRGAH," NORTH-WEST INDIAN TERM.

In The Times of 12 May a Reuter telegram
from Simla appears which contains the

following announcement :

" The Afridis'

Jirgah has definitely decided not to oppose
the British."

What is a "Jirgah" ? Is it an Afghan
term ? What is its etymology ?

The word is not to be found in
' The

Stanford Dictionary,' nor in
'

N.E.D.'
A. L. MAYHEW.

Oxford.

DANCING AT ECHTERNACH. There ap-

peared seven or eight years ago in an illus-

trated magazine an account of the religious
dance at Echternach, in the Duchy of

Luxembourg, on the Tuesday in Whit week,
in honour of St. Wilibrod. Are the name
and issue of this magazine known to any
of your readers ? There is no mention of

it in Poole's 'Index to Periodical Litera-

ture.' C. H. R. PEACH.
Manchester.

CARICATURE :

" ONCE I WAS ALIVE." -

Can any of your readers throw light on the

following curious caricature, which has

just come into my possession ? In the centre

is a line portrait of an elderly man with a

long flowing wig, a wide-brimmed hat, and
a large cravat, with his hands clasped, bear-

ing a remarkable resemblance to the well-

known mezzotint portraits of Tregon-
well Frampton, Trainer of the Horses to

William III. Above the portrait are the

lines :

Once I was alive, and had Flesh and did thrive

But now I am a Skellitan, at 70.
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There is a monogram, apparently T. B. L
Below are the following verses :

As shadows fly, So houres dye
And dayes do span, the ape of man
In Month of ACursT Twenty nine

I first began my Mourning time

Thousand Six hundred Ninety nine

I number Yeares then Sixty nine

Yet I drudge on as Said before

Thers time when Time shall be no more
A second BIRTH I had I say
January Eleventh day

In that Circle Fiftv two Weeks
Thousand six hundred sixty six

A Ray of Light I saw that day
Enter my heart with heat and joy

Saying these words unto me then
KINO OF JERUSALEM.

A. M. BROADLEY.
The Knapp, Bradpole, Bridport.

SPEAKER DENISON' s MOTHER. Charlotte

daughter of Samuel Estwich or Eastwick
married, as his second wife, John Denison
M.P., and became the mother of John
Evelyn Denison, afterwards Speaker of the
House of Commons and Viscount Ossington
I should be glad to know the dates of her
birth and death, particularly the latter.

W. ROBERTS.

JEW KINO. I have for some years
endeavoured to identify this notorious
character. He was a fashionable money-
lender in the early part of the last century,
and was known as

" Jew King," the Port-
land Place banker. He was mixed up in
the "

Mary Anne Clark scandals," and in
recent times has been incidentally referred
to in Sir Conan Doyle's

'

Rodney Stone.'
I have the following illustrations referring
to him :

1. A caricature portrait,
' A Bill of

Exchange,' Williams sculpt, On the margin
in a contemporary hand " Jew King."

2. Recently I came across the original
water-colour drawing, entitled 'A Bill
Broker.'

3. A coloured squib,
' Jew depreciat-

L
ng

11? k Notes,' published July, 1811, by
S. \\ . Fores, 50, Piccadilly . Under the dash
after the word "Jew" the name "King"has been written.

In a scurrilous pamphlet, 'Life and
or Ikey Solomons,' &c. (London,and published by Edward Dun-
?
lddl

fc ? W
> Holborn, n.d.), it is

that "Jew King" inveigled the

^& into ^ Carriage
coloured frontispiece of

,fbly bv Cniikshank, the
is referred to as "

Lady Lexen-

borough." Is there any record of this

marriage ? and who was the lady ?

About the same period there was living
in London one Jacob Rey, a member of the
Bevis Marks Synagogue, who had anglicized
his name to J. King. In an old minute-
book in my possession of the " Sahare Orah
Veaby Yetomim "

that is, the Orphan
Asylum of the Spanish and Portuguese
Jews I find that he was admitted to the
institution in 1764, when about eleven,

years of age, and in 1771 a premium of 51.

was paid for him to become a clerk. So
successful was he that in 1775, in a letter

in Portuguese signed Jacob Rey, addressed
to the administrators of the institution, he
enclosed a note for 100Z., acknowledging
the benefits received from the charity. The
English translation of the letter is signed
Jacob King. James Picciotto in his
'

Sketches of Anglo-Jewish History,' 1875,

p. 303, mentions that he married an Irish

Catholic lady of rank and fortune. Is this

the
"
Countess of Lanesborough

"
?

Although he had married out of the faith,
he took an interest in synagogue matters,
and was of a literary turn of mind. In
1817 he published at his own expense"
Dissertations on the Prophecies of the

Old Testament by D. Levi. . . .revised and
amended, with a dedication and introduc-

tion, by J. King, Esq. (of Fitzroy Square)."
In the '

Bibliotheca Anglo-Judaica,' by
Jacobs and Wolf, p. 202, J. King is given
as the author of

'

Dissertation on the Book
of Esther,' 1817, and '

Dissertation on the

Prophecies,' 1819 (?). He remained staunch
to his religion, and died in 1824.
Can any reader confirm my suggestion

that " Jew King," the moneylender who
married the Countess of Lanesborough, is

'he J. King, alias Rey, writer on theological

subjects ? I shall be glad of any references
n contemporary literature to

" Jew King."
ISRAEL SOLOMONS.

91, Portsdown Road, W.
" SWANK." What is the meaning of this

word ? In Birmingham a man told me
;hat it means "

fooling." In Lancashire
'. heard that it frequently means "

side,"
.nd this seems a good meaning, for Nodal
.nd Milner's '

Lancashire Dialect Glossary
'

jives
"
Swanking (North Lancashire), very

arge." Mr. Joynson-Hicks used the word
vhen speaking about the conduct of the
ladical party in the past political campaign ;

nd the Daily Mail a short time ago men-
ioned that "

the Liverpool magistrates
earched the dictionaries at the Court for a
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definition of the word '

swank,' but in vain."

There is no mention in the '

Classical

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue,' 2nd ed.,
corrected and enlarged by Grose, 1838,
which points to the idea of the word being
one used in a few counties only.

HERBERT SOUTHAM.
Shrewsbury.

[Swank is in Farmer and Henley's
'

Slang and its

Analogues,' and in the abridged edition issued by
Messrs. Routledge as ' A Dictionary of Slang and
Colloquial English,' with the meaning to work hard,
connected with swink. In London swank is fre-

quently used in the sense of boasting.]

AUGUSTINIAN CARDINAL : MOUNT GRACE.
From the Clarendon Press has just been

issued
' The Mirrour of the blessed lyf of

Jesu Christ,' an early fifteenth-century

English version, by Nicholas Love, Prior
of the Carthusian Monastery of Mount
Grace, of the

'

Meditationes Vitse Christi,'

attributed to Cardinal Bonaventura. In
his very brief introduction Mr. Powell, the

editor, says that the Latin work has been
"
variously attributed to S. Bonaventura,

the Augustinian Cardinal Bonaventura
Baduarius, and to Joannes Gorus." I
should be glad to learn on what grounds
the Cardinal is described as an "Augustinian
Cardinal."

By the way, in the same introduction
Nicholas Love is styled

"
prior of the

Carthusian house of Mount Grace de

Ingelby
"

: is Mount Grace de Ingelby a

specific way of describing this religious
house ? A. C.

MARSHAL KEITH. Are the letters of
Marshal Keith, who served in the Russian

army, and afterwards in that of the King of
Prussia during the seven years' war, still

in existence ? Dr. Robert Jackson in his
' View of the Formation, Discipline, and
Economy of Armies '

(3rd ed., 1845) mentions
having perused some MS. letters, and gives
an extract from one of them (ibid., p. 173).

M. J. D. COCKLE.

ROYAL CLOCK AND PRESS REFERENCE.
The beautiful clock of which I send a
photograph was mentioned in one of the
London illustrated papers, probably in
1903 or 1904. It was said that there were
only three clocks of the sort ever made.
The Czar of Russia had one, and the King
of England had one, which is now standing
in the Banqueting Hall of St. James's
Palace. The one that I have had been
lost sight of, and is not generally known.
The King's clock is precisely the same as

mine, except in the pinnacle ; and I have
heard that the three clocks vary slightly
to distinguish one from the other.

I wish to trace the paper and reference

mentioned above. My clock was bought
at a sale nearly twenty years ago in Ply-
mouth. JOHN HINE.

19, Carlisle Avenue, Plymouth.

SHARPS FAMILY OF WING. Can any
reader give me information respecting the
descendants of the Sharpe family who were
settled at Wing, co. Rutland, during the
sixteenth century, and whose pedigree is

noted in Nichols's
'

History of Leicester-

shire, and also in the
'

Visitation of Leicester-

shire
'

in 1619 ?

Eustace Sharpe, of Wing, in his will dated

1586, and proved the same year, mentions
his

"
brother Robert's children," and it is

the names of these children and any infor-

mation respecting their descendants that

I am desirous of having.
HENRY CURTIS SHARPE.

Combermere, Buckleigh Road, Streatham, S.W.

HERTFORDSHIRE FONTS. If any reader

of
' N. & Q.' can give information, however

slight, concerning the ancient fonts (now
lost) formerly belonging to the under-men-
tioned Hertfordshire churches, I shall be

greatly obliged :

*Albury, Amwell, *Ayot St. Peter, *Bar-

ley, *Barkway, East Barnet, *Bramfield,

Bushey, Hatfield, Hemel Hempsted, *Kings
Walden, Great Munden, *Little Munden,
*North Mimms, *Brent Pelham, Rickmans-

worth, Royston, *Sacombe, St. Margarets,

Totteridge, Tring, *Watton, Wigginton,
Wyddial.
The asterisks indicate that these fonts

have been removed well within the memory
of persons now living ; but I have been
unable to obtain any details in these cases.

HARRY P. POLLARD.
Bengeo, Hertford.

QUEEN ANNE'S FIFTY CHURCHES. I was

recently asked if I could name all or any
of the churches that were to be built in and
around the metropolis with the money
obtained from the duty imposed in 1710
on coal entering London. The ordinary
books of reference that I have do not give
this information. An authoritative list

of as many as were built under this impost
would be of value. W. P. D. S.

CASTLE ARCHITECTURE. If any reader

of
' N. & Q.' will tell me of a good work on

the ancient British (?), Roman, Norman,
and mediaeval castles in Great Britain,
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where the general architecture, use of interior

buildings, compartments, bastions, barbi-

cans, &c. f
is fully described, I shall be greatly

obliged.
H. C. NORRIS, Col.

Radnor Club, Folkstone.

'THE HEART OF JOHN MIDDLETON.'
Who was the author of this novel ? It was

published about 1851. W. H. PEET.

PLAXTOL on PIAXTOLE. What is the

origin of this Kentish place-name ? I find

nothing in the books I have consulted.
HIPPOCLXDES.

THE LETTERS OF JUNIUS.

(10 S. ix. 386.)

I MUCH fear that the project suggested
by MR. BLEACKLEY would require too much
space to be carried out adequately in the
columns of

' N. & Q.,' but I can refer him
to where he will find a large part of the evi-
dence investigated.
The late W. Fraser Rae, for many years

chairman of the Library Committee of the
Reform Club, where he brought together a
collection of books and pamphlets dealing
with the subject, went into the whole matter
with minute care, and published the results
from time to time in The Athenceum. Ap-
pended are the exact references :

Facts about Junius. 11 and 25 Aug., 8 Sept., 1888.
Mr. Leslie Stephen on Sir Philip Francis. 14 Dec.,

1 ^X.).

Theories about Junius. 28 June, 1890.
Junius and his Contemporaries. 9 Aug., 1890.
Ualpoles Hints for discovering Juiiius. 24 Jan.,

loal.

The Junian Handwriting.-30 April, 11 June, 1892.
Ihe Lord Chief Justice on Junius. 9 July, 1892.

1894
Revealed>> Review of--U aDd 24 March,

Junius on Priesteraft.-13 April, 1895.Who was Junius? Exit Francis.! May, 1895.
Letters signed Junius. 18 May, 1895" >n Paris. 18 July, 1896.
The Franciscan Myth.-25 Dec., 1897; 8, 15, and
,,

-' Jan., 5 and 19 Feb., 1898.

Thl nT Controversy -9 and 30 April, 1898.

N.l- T" L* G^n and Junius.-24l)ec., 1898.

Sir
8 VT JuniU8-r-8 and 15 April, 6 May, 1899.Bifrons and Junius. 9 and 16 Sept , 18 Nov 1899ew Light on Junius.-6 Jan., 1900.

'

3n Junius.-8, 15, and 29 Aug., 17 Oct , 1903

Librarian.

aailable 80ur * of information
the <PaPers of

'

DICKENS AND THE LAMPLIGHTER'S LADDER
(10 S. ix. 389). I remember how the lamp-
lighters used to

"
nip about " more than

fifty years ago, as with ladder on shoulder

they trotted from lamp to lamp
"
just like

a lamplighter," as the saying went. They
carried in one hand a small lamp, with

which, after mounting the ladder, opening
the side door, and turning on the tap, they
lighted the gas. Often, as I noticed, the

igniting gas put out the light in thejhand
lamp, at which the 'lighter swore roundly,
to our amusement, and still more when we
shouted at him :

Lamplighter,
Fleabiter,
Got a wife
An' cudner keep her !

The next method of lighting was by a
lucifer match or brimstone match. The
'lighter still went up the ladder "

like a

lamplighter," opened the door, struck the
match after turning on the tap, and lighted
the gas, throwing the match on the ground.
The matches seemed to have been made
especially for this purpose, as they were
thick, short, and very well tipped.
The third method of lighting that I remem-

ber was by means of a pole and a match,
without the aid of the ladder. The lamps
were altered so that one half of the bottom
was on a hinge, in order that the 'lighter
with his pole could push up the half bottom
to do the lighting. A match was still used.
It was struck, stuck in a hole at the side
near the top of the pole, thrust through
the loose half of the bottom, the tap turned

by the pole, and the gas lighted at one

operation. On windy nights the ladder was
resumed. Then followed the present pole,
with an improved lamp at top, no doubt.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Workson.

In '

City Scenes,' published by Darton,
1818, No. 57 represents a lamplighter running
with his ladder and a lighted torch. The
letterpress states :

"Perhaps the streets of no city in the world are
so well lighted as those of London, there being
lamps on each side of the way, but a few yards from
each other. It is said that a foreign ambassador
happening to enter London in the evening, after
the lamps were lighted, was so struck with the
brilliancy of the scene, that he imagined the streets
had been illuminated expressly in honour of his
arrival. What would he have thought had he

passed through the lustre which is shed at present
by gas lights, from so many of our shops, and from
the lamps in the street? The Lamplighters are a
useful set of men ; and they are liable to many
accidents while engaged in their dangerous occupa-
tion. In the winter, the foot pavement is frequently
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so slippe
by the

that they often fall and are maimed,
er slipping from under them ; or some-

times a careless passenger runs against the ladder
and throws them down.

Sandgate.

R. J. FYNMORE.

The lamplighter's ladder went out of use
in different towns at different dates, but it

is not extinct. D. A. T.

I presume that W. C. B. refers to
' The

Lamplighter's Story,' which appears in
vol. xxxiv. of the splendid

" National
Edition "

of Dickens,
'

Reprinted Pieces,'

p. 346. Under the title is printed in brackets
' The Pic-Nic Papers,' 1841."

NEL MEZZO.

I think it was in 187- that I heard some-
body comment on the belatedness of York,
where the lamplighters still ran about with
ladders. ST. SWITHEST.

TAI-PING WAR (10 S. ix. 349, 415).
Archdeacon A. E. Moule, who has known
and worked in Mid-China since 1861, and
witnessed all the operations of the closing
days of the T'aiping War at and near Ningpo
and Shanghai (1861-3), and knew personally
Sir James Hope, Capt. (1862) Bogle, Capt.
Roderick Dew, and the American General
Ward, can answer QUERO'S question about
journals, &c., if he cares to apply to Salisbury
House, Sandgate. A. E. M.

For works, &c., on the Tai-Ping insurrec-
tion QUERO cannot do better than consult
Cordier's

'

Bibliotheca Sinica,' cols. 268-81.

My own MS. list contains works on the
subject by Grant, Lock, Wolseley, M'Ghee,
Wilson, Lyster, Hake, Brine, Allgood,
Crealock, Swinhoe, Bazancourt, Fisher,
Rennie, Young, and Mossman. See also
the official dispatches.
For the life of General Gordon see works

by Hake, C. C. Chesney (' Essays in Modern
Military Biography'), W. F. Butler, A.
Forbes, D. Boulger, G. B. Hill, and H. W.
Gordon, and the

'

D.N.B.'
M. J. D. COCKLE.

GEORGE MONOTJX (10 S. viii. 10, 90, 133,
214, 434, 496). I have already pointed out
in

' N. & Q.' that this alderman was not a
knight, although he is frequently so styled,
and it is generally assumed that he was
knighted during his Mayoralty. I have
just come across confirmatory evidence
to the contrary.
In '

Letters and Papers Henry VIII.,'
vol. iii. p. 126, under date 8 July, 1520 (nearly

five years after the close of Monoux's
Mayoralty), there is a list of twelve Alder-

men, amongst whom Sir William Butler and
Sir Thomas Exmewe are distinguished by the

knightly prefix whereas Monoux is described
as "

Geo. Monoux, Aid."
ALFRED B. BEAVEN.

Leamington.

' DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY :

EPITOME, 1903' (10 S. ix. 21, 83, 152, 211,
294, 397). Savile wrote a piece entitled
" Here 's a health unto His Majesty," which
was printed by Playford in

' The Musical

Companion' in 1667. The book is now
before me, and I can affirm that neither
music nor words have the slightest resem-
blance to

' God save the King
'

:

Here 's a health unto his Majesty,
With a Fa la la,

Conversion to his enemies,
With a Fa la la,

And he that will not pledge this health,
I wish him neither wit nor wealth,
Nor yet a rope to hang himself,
With a Fa la la.

The song was very popular in the reign
of Charles II., and is still frequently sung by
Sir Charles Santley.

WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS.

STEPHEN AUSTEN, BOOKSELLER (10 S. ix.

348, 413). Stephen Austen was in 1733

living at the sign of
" The Angel

"
in St. Paul's

Churchyard, in which year he published a
' Vindication of the Government of the

Church of England.'
An ancestor of his may have been one

Robert Austin,' living on Addlehill in 1649,
who is mentioned in H. R. Plomer's list of

printers in 1649, published in Bibliographica,
vol. ii. H. C. ANDREWS.

BEN JONSON'S NAME : ITS SPELLING

(10 S. ix. 329). The accepted form is, no
doubt, a modification of the original family
name. Drummond of Hawthornden in his
' Conversations

'

reports Jonson to have
said that

"
his father came from Carlisle,

and, he thought, from Annandale to it."

This being so, it is almost certain that the

name would originally be Johnston or

Johnstone. When Dr. Johnson, in the

course of his tour to the Hebrides, was the

guest of the venerable and somewhat deaf

Laird of Lochbuy, he was asked whether
he traced from the Johnstons, i.e., the

Maclans of Glencroe or those of Ardna-

murchan, and contented himself in response
with giving his interlocutor a significant
look. Speech apparently had failed him for
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once. "I told Lochbuy," says Boswell,
" that he was not Johnston, but Johnson,

and that he was an Englishman." Editing
Boswell, Croker quotes Sir Walter Scott as

being prompted by this episode character-

istically to remark :

" The Johnstons are a
clan distinguished in Scottish border history,
and as brave as any Highland clan that ever

wore brogues.'
' Thus the dramatist, being of

the Border stock, is essentially a Johnston,
which cannot be said for the lexicographer,

despite the pronunciation still occasionally

given to his name in the Scottish pulpit.
THOMAS BAYNE.

The late Rev. T. B. Johnstone, Rector
of Glutton, Somerset (so I have been told

by a relative of his), believed the names
Johnstone, (sometimes) Johnson, and Jonson
to be identical in origin, and he, as one of

the last remaining of the Border Johnstones,
used to claim Ben Jonson as being of the
same stock. A portrait of Ben Jonson,

apparently contemporary, which the Rector
of Glutton acquired while at Trinity, Cam-
bridge, is still in the possession of the family.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

His own '

Grammar,' posthumously
printed in 1640, gives its author's name as
"
Ben. Johnson." Has not the spelling"
Jonson "

been kept up merely to distin-

guish him from other Johnsons ?

T. S. O.

NAPOLEON III. IN LONDON (10 S. ix. 327,
371). I happen to have in my possession,
and now before me, a visiting card found in
1861 among the effects of a Bath gentlemanwho had some acquaintance with the owner
of it in the thirties or forties, I think, and at
Bath. This card is inscribed with the name
in neat handwriting

" Le Prince Napoleon
Louis Bonaparte," and with the engraved
address "

Fenton's Hotel, 63, St. James's
C. LAWKENCE FOKD.

.Bath.

OO^f^^ AT HOLY COMMUNION (10 S. ix.
w, A\.).~The following extracts from the
municipal records of Newcastle-upon-Tvneshow that the wine for Easter Communion

this town was provided by the Corpora-
on, and that the quantity sent had\ on
o occasions, to be supplemented by an

xtra purchase. The population of the

, viz. Sainte Nicholas chxirc 12 galloni

All Hallows churche, 20 gallons; Saiute Johns
churche, 15 gallons; Sainte Andrewe churche,
10 gallons, 57 gallons in all, 11. Paide for 4 gallons
to the churches over and besides the hogesheed to-

the 4 churches, the some of 10-*. 8d."
"
1595. Paide for 3 gallons and 3 quarts of clared

wine extraord. to serve the communicants at
St. Nichols churche uppon Easter daie, which the

hogehead would not draw too, 7*. 6rf."
"

1632. Paid Robert Harle, merchant, for a hogs-
head of wyne delivered for 4 churches at Easter,
1631, 4J. 5*."

Visitations of the plague had at the last

date diminished the population.
RICHAED WELFORD.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

"FAST" = SHORT OF (10 S. ix. 209).
The word is quite familiar to me. It means
"
stuck fast," in a difficulty or at a stand-

still for want of. See
' N.E.D.' and 'E.D.D.'

J. T. F.
Durham.

"
I was not able to mend the cupboard

door because I was fast for screws
"

evi-

dently means
"
stuck fast for lack of screws."

The expression is familiar. MB. BRESLAB'S

correspondent meant that his business had
stuck fast because he lacked the particular
article most in demand.

FRED. G. ACKEBLEY.
Grindleton Vicarage, Clitheroe.

I very much doubt the identity here

asserted, but rather take
"
fast

"
in the

sense of
"
stuck fast

"
or

"
in a fix." I

have heard the expression hundreds of

times, and it has always borne the meaning
that I have suggested. VAPO.

In the phrase MR. BRESLAR quotes this

word signifies inability to make progress.
Such an expression as "I'm stuck fast for

want of
" was in my boyhood fre-

quently used among Yorkshire folk. The
word " handfast "

used by Devonshire
mothers who have to carry a young baby
supplies another example of

"
fast

"
imply-

ing hindrance. F. JARRATT.
Goodleigh Rectory, Barnstaple.

[Several other correspondents thanked for replies.]

"Sus ROSA" (10 S. ix. 189, 316, 335).

Through the kindness of an old friend I
have been enabled to read a selection of
St. Gregory Nazianzen's poems (Paris, 1853).
The volume does not contain the one quoted
by Sir Thomas Browne, and identified by
PROF. BENSLY, whose learning is ever at the
service of

' N. & Q.' ; but in the bookjl
find another carmen, entitled

' A Lament on
the Sufferings of his Soul,' which runs to
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350 lines. Two of these (249-50) seem to
me to have a more immediate application to
the query than those cited by the Norwich
physician. St. Gregory, in a vision, sees

two lovely maidens, Temperance and Con-
tinence, whom he describes in beautiful

language, of which these verses are a part :

2iyy 8' d/j,<f>QTep-f)(ri

QlOV T 8/DOCTfpatS CV

Perhaps the following translation may be
deemed satisfactory : "In silence the lips of

both lay enfolded, like a rose in its dewy
petals." But I do not think the phrase
was originated by St. Gregory.

In Butler's
' Hudibras '

(1663) we find
in Part Third, Canto II., the lines (1493-4) :

Entrust it tinder solemn vows
Of Mum, and Silence, and the Rose.

I hope the expression "sub rosa
"

will

now be traced to its source.
JOHN T. CURRY.

ME. CURRY will find an example of
" sub

rosa" dated 1654 in 'The Stanford Dic-

tionary.' ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U,S.

PORTA DEL POPOLO, ROME (10 S. IX. 329).
MR. PIERPOINT may be interested to know

that twenty-eight years ago the point which
he raises was discussed (see 6 S. ii. 148, 273,
453). At the last reference MR. EDMUND
WATERTON said :

" There can be no doubt
that the gate and the square received their
name from the Church of Santa Maria del

Popolo." In 1099 Pope Paschal II. laid
the foundation stone of the church of Santa
Maria, surnamed del Popolo, because it was
built by the contributions of the Roman
people. The gate and the square

" were
subsequently called Porta, and Piazza, di
Santa Maria del Popolo." Moroni says
that the gate was originally called Porta di
S. Maria del Popolo, and then, for brevity's
sake,

"
del Popolo." There appears to be

no ground for the suggestion that the name
was derived from the pioppi, or poplar trees.

Rossini in his
'

Mercuric Errante delle
Grandezze di Roma '

(Rome, 1750) says :

"
Oggi si chiama Porta del Popolo per certi

Alberi di pioppi, che vi erano, owero per
esser la piii frequentata dal Popolo." Vasi
in his

'

Itinerario Istruttivo di Roma '

(Rome, 1794) says: "E da ci6 credesi che
possa aver preso il nome di S. Maria del

Popolo." M. Alphonse Estoclet reminds
us that before being pioppo, the Italian for
a poplar tree was poppio.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

The Porta Flaminia, known in the Middle

Ages as the Porta San Valentino, received
its present name from the adjoining church
of Santa Maria del Popolo in the fifteenth

century, when the ruined basilica of St.

Valentine had faded from men's minds.
The church of S. Maria, built by Paschal II .

in 1099, received the title
"
del Popolo

" on
its restoration and enlargement by popular
subscription in 1227.

The tree above Nero's tomb cut down by
Paschal II. was not a poplar, but a walnut.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

The Italian University Lecturer, Signor
F. Coscia, kindly tells me that the old
and popular name was in fact not Porta del

Popolo, but Porta dei Pioppi ; as likewise

that of the adjoining place not Piazza del

Popolo, but Piazza dei Pioppi (gate and

place of the poplars). H. KREBS.
Oxford.

TELLING THE BEES (10 S. viii. 329).
MR. W. A. Cox asks whether the practice
of

"
telling the bees

"
is common at the

present day ; and several references to
' N. & Q.' are appended by the Editor.

What follows seems to be new, and was

given to me recently in Wiltshire, where the

bees are still told if a death occurs in a

family.
1. Bees foretell, by their behaviour,

weather-changes sooner than these can be
discerned by their owners.

2. They foretell death when a swarm
alights on dead wood.

3. Or good luck, by alighting on living
wood.

4. They awake at midnight on Christmas
Eve and hum loudly in their hives to salute

the new-born King.
The last is believed, but has not been

heard, by my informant.
In his

'

Ethnology in Folk-lore
'

Mr. G. L.

Gomme gives a charming explanation of the
fundamental idea underlying the message
to the bees :

" The bees supplied the sacred mead, and were
therefore indirect contact with the gods, The
message to the bees is best explained as being given
to these winged messengers so that they may carry
the news to spirit-land of the speedy arrival of a
new-comer." P. 127.

The myths connected with bees alighting
on dead or living wood may perhaps find a

parallel in Polynesia, where " the dead
assemble on a huge tree with dead and

living branches, and only those who tread

on the living branches come back, to life"

(Macculloch,
'

Childhood of Fiction,' p. 83).
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In both cases the dead or living wood has

a significance connected with life and death

and the bees, in choosing either one or the

other, illustrate the idea mentioned by
Virgil that they have some divinely impartec

knowledge or capacity for it. See
'

Georg
'

iv. 219-21 :

His quidam sigiiis, atque htec exempla secuti,

Ease apitus mrteni divinse mentis, et haustus

.ttherios dixere.
T. S. M.

That which is perhaps the earliest allusion

in English to this custom occurs in a curious

\\ork entitled
' The Living Librarie of

Historical Meditations,' written by P.

Camerarius,
" and done into English by

I. Molle, Esquire ; with some Additions

by H. Molle, his sonne," 1625, p. 2
where we are asked :

"Who would beleeue without superstition (il

exjierience did not make it credible), that most
commonly, al the bees die in their hiues, if the
master or the mistres of the house chance to die,

except the hiues be presently remooued into some
other place ? And yet I know this h.ith happened
to folke no way stained with superstition."

For pretty much the same reason that
one is civil to a wasp, politeness was an
indispensable factor in the process of
"
telling the bees," as in all other dealings

with them, for
" no creature is more wreak-

ful," says Bartholomew (' De Proprietatibus
Rerum,' bk. xviii. 12),

"
nor more fervent

to take wreak, than is the Bee when he is

wroth." The announcement must be made
in a whisper. Harshly spoken to, they will

depart altogether. All the principal events
happening to the families to whom they
belonged (in Cornwall, as in other counties)
were whispered to them, that they might
not think themselves neglected, and leave
the place in anger.
At a meeting of the Penzance Natural

History and Antiquarian Society a gentle-man mentioned that when a boy he had
^n^hirty hives belonging to Mr. John Fox

Tregedna tied up in crape (a universal
practice), because of a death in the Fox
* .

Jt was also said that the landladyThe First and Last," at the Land's
End, having died, her bird-cages and flower-
pots were also tied with crape, to preventthe birds and plants from dying. The
distractions of an illness in the house are

course unfortunate for all living things
appertainmg to the household, whether

'

i.

r flowers> since they are
to be forgotten. It is thus also^ Rutland - See C. J.

-Lore' of those counties

more

1895, p. 34; 'The Folk-Lore of Suffolk,'

by Lady Eveline Gurdon, 1893 ;

' Bee

Superstitions in Suffolk,' by C. W. J., in
' Chambers's Book of Days,' 1863, vol. i.

p. 752 ; Borlase's
'

Hist, of Cornwall
'

;

4 Bees informed of Deaths '

in Brand's

'Antiquities,' 1854, vol. ii. pp. 301-2;
Timbs's

'

Something for Everybody,' 1861,

pp. 292-3 ; and his
'

Popular Errors Ex-

plained,' 1856, p. 368.

Oliver in his
'

History of Beverley
'

explains the crape ceremony by a quotation
from Porphyry, in which honey is spoken
of as being

"
anciently a symbol of death."

At Cherry Burton in Yorkshire, in addition

to the crape, pounded funeral biscuit soaked
in wine is placed at the entrance of the hive.

Concerning this phase of bee-lore in Oxford-
shire and Worcestershire see J. Noake in

Gent. Mag., 1856, Part I., pp. 38-40.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Deene, Streatham.

The practice of telling the bees still lingers
in many counties for instance, in Lincoln-
shire. It is also known in different parts of

France and in Germany, as the collectors of

folk-lore have often shown. Sometimes
other creatures are " told

"
; but this seems

less common in England than in Germany,
where, if I remember rightly, such things
as fruit trees and casks of wine are warned
that the master, mistress, or occasionally
some other member of the household, is

dead. L. C. S.

Telling the bees of a death in the family
by draping the hives with black was cus-

tomary in New England, too. Whittier
has a poem on the subject. C. C. B.

GREEKS AND BLOCK AND TACKLE (10 S.

viii. 510 ; ix. 312). May I quote the

following passage ?
" On the tomb of an architect in Rome, about

the Christian era, is this remarkable lifting derrick

(Lateran Museum) ; note Ton Slide 13] the multiple
pulleys for lifting the load, and for straining
zuy-ropes, and also the large winding drum."
Presidential Address of E. Kitson Clark to the
Yorkshire Association of Students of the Institution
of Civil Engineers, 1907.

L. L. K.

NONCONFORMIST BURIAL-GROUNDS AND
GRAVESTONES (10 S. ix. 188, 233, 297, 336).
In Newcastle-upon Tyne were two ancient

Nonconformist burying-places, and in both
of them were stones bearing dates prior to
he middle of the eighteenth century. One
if them still exists, though long closed against
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interments ; the other is covered with

buildings. This latter, in Sidgate, now
Percy Street, was acquired and used prior
to 1688, when James Durant, making his

will, bequeathed it to his sister. A table

monument of blue stone erected in this

enclosure bore the inscription :

Mors Christi est vita mea. Johannes Durant,
M.D. qbiit 2, Anno 1683, setatis 35.

Vixi dum volui, volui dum Christe volebas.

Christe mihi spes es vita corona salus.

On another stone was inscribed :

Enoch Hudson de Brunton, generosus, obiit

Sep. 12, 1715.

And again, on a headstone, to the memory
of a minister whose will is dated 1736 :

Here lieth the body of the Revd Mr Robert Marr,
late pastor of the Garth Heads Meeting House.

Further information about this place of

interment appears in Brand,
'

Hist. New-
castle,' vol. i. p. 423, and in a paper by
Mr. Maberly Phillips on pp. 234 to 251 of

Archceologia Mliana, vol. xiii.

In the other Dissenters' burial-ground,
which Mackenzie (' Hist. Newcastle,' 1827)
tells us contained

" more bodies than all the

churchyards in the town," the earliest stone

noted bore the date 1708. But there may
have been others, of that period and later,

which Time's effacing fingers had destroyed
before Mackenzie's notes were taken. One
of 1726 we know had so disappeared, for

on an existing headstone appears the follow-

ing inscription :

In 1796 this stone was erected in grateful remem-
brance of his parents by Benjamin Brunton, their

only surviving son, in place of one set up by his

father, which, after standing 70 years, fell into

RICHAHD WELFORD.
decay.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Is it not unusual for a name to appear
on a Quaker gravestone ? At the old burial-

ground at the Height in Cartmel, N. Lanes.,
I believe even initials are rare ; and the
same obtains, so far as I can recollect, at
Swarthmoor.
Thomas Lawson, the Quaker Dotanist,

after his death in November, 1691, was
buried in the ground at Great Strick-

land, Westmorland, without meeting-house
attached. After the death of his widow a

request was made to erect a tombstone ;

but the meeting declined, on the ground that
uch memorials were contrary to their

practice. One was erected a little later

(see Webb's '

Fells of Swarthmoor,' ed. 1865,

pp. 376-7). I believe the John Lawson
mentioned ante, p. 233, was his brother.

S. L. PETTY.

I think it may interest MR. STAPLETON
to know that at Sheepshed, co. Leicester,
in the Particular Baptist burying-ground,
there are three slate slabs : one erected
to the memory of Hugh Chamberlin, 1639-
1709 ; one to his son Joseph Chamberlin,
1669-1717 ; and another to his grandson,
Israel Chamberlin, 1698-1758.

THOMAS CHAMBERLIN TIMS.
Little Bourton, near Banbury.

WILLIAM CONSTABLE alias FETHERSTON
SIR, PETER MEWTES (10 S. viii. 489). There
is frequent mention in the Acts of the Privy
Council of Sir Peter Mewtes, who is described
as Captain of Guernsey. The following
are some of the entries :

3 June, 1543. A commission for Peter
Mewtes for levying 100 "

hacquebutiers."
24 May, 1545. Warrant to deliver 120Z.

as a reward for his statement touching the
condition of Guernsey Castle.

31 Jan., 1546/7. Warrant of 100 marks
for Sir Peter Mewtes being sent to the
French king.

12 April, 1547. Letters to the bailiffs

and jurates of Jersey to show more obedience
to Sir Peter Mewtes, Captain there. (On
24 March the then Captain, Sir Hugh
Pawlet, was recalled. )

20 April, 1550. Sir Peter Mewtes and
other nobles to meet certain French hostages
between Dover and London, and to conduct
them honourably.

22 June, 1551. A letter' to William
Troublefilde to pay the tenths of the Isle

of Alderney to Sir Peter Mewtes, Captain
of Guernsey.

7 June, 1552. To pay 492Z. 7s. Wd. for

repair of Guernsey Castle.

30 July, 1553. Sir Peter Mewtes licensed

to return again to his own house, and there

to remain until the Queen" s pleasure be
further in that behalf known.
There is mention of his imprisonment

in the Fleet, 23 March, 1554/5, and his

liberation 8 April, 1555.

The last reference to him is under date

28 April, 1559, where he is described as the

neighbour of the Vicar of Barking, John

Gregyll, who had been in the Fleet, but was
released. It would appear from this that

Sir Peter Mewtes lived near Barking in Essex.

There is mention of a case in vol. iii. of
'

Proceedings in Chancery Eliz.,' in which
two members of the family of Mewtys,
Thomas and Henry, are named in connexion
with a dispute about certain property, also

in Essex, c. 1600.

On 18 Aug., 1604, a grant was made to
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Thomas Mewtas and his heirs of the King's
reversion of the monastery of Stratford

Langthorne, Essex. Another grant, dated

30 June, 1618, gives to Thomas Mewtes
for thirty years all fees for sealing sub-

poenas for opening writs. CHR: WATSON.
294, Worple Road, Wimbledon.

" THE CROSS
"
SIGN :

" HOT CROSS BUNS "

(10 S. ix. 345). MR. RATCLIFFE speaks of

two methods of marking these buns one
with a true cross, and the other with a

St. Andrew's cross. But is there, on a bun,

any difference ? Does it not depend on
the way in which a bun is held whether
the cross is like this + or like this x ? I

presume there is no possible doubt that

the cross is always intended as a kind of

commemoration of the Crucifixion. I re-

member some years ago a family who declined

to eat them for this reason. They always
ordered buns to be specially made for them
with a single straight mark, and no cross.

J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

Is not the hot cross bun a descendant
from the small household loaf, marked with
a plain -|-, and baked on the hearthstone ?

Probably on Good Friday it was the sole
food for the day. In process of time it

became only a memory, the loaf degenerating
into a sweetened and spiced bun, in much
the same way that the simnel cake " has
become a pastrycook's luxury.

I remember that in my childhood, some
seventy years ago, I asked my mother why
our loaves were marked with the cross.
The reply was, "The old women in the village
say it keeps the witches out." Our loaves
were marked with a triple cross by means
of a line cut longitudinally, and crossed by
three short transverse lines evidentlv an
invocation of the Blessed Trinity.

S. P. E. S.

MR. RATCLIFFE's account of so recent an
instance of keeping a "cross bun" till the
ollowmg Good Friday, and of giving a
portion as a medicine or charm in illness.

i

interesting. A similar superstition is
attached to the keeping of a portion of the
Yule log, or of some of the ashes left from
burning it, from one Christmas to another ;and of the keeping of a sheaf of wheat till
the next harvest.

It is the custom in some parts of Ireland

I "g?5
a cross f rushes in honour of

Bngit on her day, 1 February, to be
hung up m the house, and renewed aftera twelvemonth. T S M

Father Thurston in a recent paper on this

subject asserts that the hot cross bun was-

formerly merely a Lenten ration of dry
bread, the butter, spice, currants, &c.,

having been added in post-Reformation
times (Tablet, 18 April, p. 603).

A correspondent of The Tablet derives

the name bun from the Fr. bttgne, a colloquiaK
term for beignet, and quotes a passage from
Ren6 Bazin's novel 'L'Isolee' ('The Nun')
in which the word is used. The modern

provincial French btigne is said by Burguy
and by Boiste (1840) to be used in Lyons-
for a sort of fritter. Cotgrave (1611) defines-

bugnets as
"

little round loaves or lumpes
made of fine meale, oyle, or butter, and
reasons ; bunnes, Lenten loaves."

JOHN HEBB.

[The French derivation suggested is discussed at
some length in the

'

N.E.LV the decision being,
that the etymology of bun is still doubtful.

MR. HARRY HEMS is also thanked for a reply.]

" PROPERTY HAS ITS DUTIES AS WELL AS-

ITS RIGHTS
"

(10 S. ix. 349, 414). The whole

question of the authorship of this famous

phrase is dealt with at length in McLennan' s-

memoir of Thomas Drummond at p. 338 :

"The late Mr. David R. Pigot, Master of the
Court of Exchequer in Ireland and son of Chief
Baron Pigot, who was Solicitor-General for Ireland
in 1838-1840, told me often that there was great
doubt as to which of the joint authors of the letter
to the Tipperary magistrates actually contributed
the phrase in question to the letter. At my request
Master Pigot wrote in my copy of McLennan's
Memoir a note, of which the following is a tran-

script :

" ' The statements at page 338 are inaccurate ; my
father several times told me that the letter was-

jointly composed by Wolfe, Drummond, and him-
self, and that no one of them was afterwards able
to say who suggested the celebrated phrase.
D. R. P.'"

L. A. W.

" DAME SO-AND-SO THE RUSH-STREWER'*
(10 S. ix. 150). A good deal of useful and
interesting information relative to rush-

strewing upon floors will be found in William
Andrews's '

Curiosities of the Church '

(1890). The following extracts therefrom
bear upon MR. E. CAREW'S inquiry :

"
Long before rooms were paved or laid with

wood, and before carpets came into use. floors were
strewn with rushes. A few sweet herbs were
generally blended with them to give a pleasant
odour."

William the Conqueror
"granted land at Aylesbury on the following con-
ditions : Finding straw for the bed of our lord the
King and moreover, grass or rushes to strew his
chamber."
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"A charge was made in the household roll of

"Edward II. for John de Carleford making a journey
from York to Newcastle, for a supply of rushes for

strewing the King's chamber."
" Rushes were used as a token of respect. In

' The Taming of the Shrew,' Grumio asks :

'
Is the

supper ready the house trimned rushes strewed
cobwebs swept ?

'

After the coronation of Henry
(' Henry IV.,' Act V. sc. v.), when the procession is

returning, the grooms cry :

' More rushes more
rushes !

' "

" The wits of the Elizabethan age had an old

-saying to the effect that many strewed green rushes
for a stranger, who would not give one to a friend.

It was an act of politeness to coyer the floor with
iresh rushes for a guest. If this mark of respect
was not paid, the host was said not to care a rush
'for him. Hence the common expression of not

caring a rush or straw for any one !

"

" William Browne, in his
' Britannia's Pastorals,'

describing a wedding, writes :

Bring forth the marish rushes to o'erspread
The ground whereon to church the lovers tread."
" In olden days, usually at the feast of dedication,

"parishioners carried rushes to the church to cover
the floor. This practice gave rise to the popular
merry-making known as rush-bearing. Church-
wardens' accounts contain numerous items relative
to rushes."

'Other extracts follow, from 1493 onward.
Dr. Whitaker, the well-known topogra-

phical writer, describes the ceremony of rush-

bearing at Wharton, in Lancaster, but
does not mention the rush -cart, which
in many places formed a prominent fea-

ture in the programme. Elijah Ridings,
a Lancashire bard, in

' The Village Festival,'
commences a long poem (which Mr. Andrews
quotes in full) with the lines :

Behold the rush-cart, and the throng
Of lads and lasses pass along !

HAEBY HEMS.
Pair Park, Exeter.

The following account of rush-strewing
'is taken from F. Arnold-Forster's '

Studies
in Church Dedications

'

:

"Ambleside is one of the five places in England
which still retain the ancient custom of the ' rush-

bearing' the yearly memorial of the days when
the strewing of fresh rushes in the church was an
.accustomed part of the economy of every church.
'

Rushbearing Sunday
'

at Ambleside is always the

Sunday following the last Thursday in July."

Rush-bearing Sunday is still kept up at
'St. Mary Redcliffe at Bristol on Whitsunday.
Bequests were given by will for this purpose,
and the day on which the custom was
observed depended on the donor.

'T. S. M.

In Thomas Middleton's
'

Blurt, Master

"Constable,' 1602, Imperia, who is about
Tto receive company, says :

" Smooth my

gown, tread down the rushes" (IV. ii.).

So Hentzner in his
'

Itinerary,' speaking of

Queen Elizabeth's presence chamber at
Greenwich :

" The floor, after the English
fashion, was strewed with hay."
Mats or matting made of the above

materials were common at that period for

kneeling upon or covering floors, but no
reference as to their use in connexion with

dancing is at hand. The passage in
' Romeo

and Juliet,' I. iv. 35,

Let wantons light of heart
Tickle the senseless rushes with their heels,

is an instance where the particular dance
is a "

measure," and the courtly dance of
the days of Queen Elizabeth : but MR.
CAREW'S question, How could they dance
in a kind of stable ?

"
may be explained

by Sir John Davies in his poem called
'

Orchestra,' 1622 :

All the feet whereon these measures go
Are only spondees, solemn, grave, and slow.

TOM JONES.

WILLOW - PATTERN CHINA : STORY IN-
SCRIBED (10 S. ix. 210). Hearing our house-
maid singing the following song a few weeks
ago, I asked her to give me a copy of it.

She wrote out the two versions given below.
She is a Suffolk girl of an old family. She
says that she and her relations possess a

quantity of old willow-pattern china, which
no money would induce them to part with.

1. Two little birds flying high,
A little vessel sailing by ;

A queen's castle there it stands
As if to view o'er all the lands ;

A weeping willow hanging o'er

A bridge, with one, two, three, and four

Orange trees with oranges on
The paling siding all along.

2. Two little birds flying high,
A little vessel sailing by ;

Orange trees with oranges on
The paling siding all along ;

The village tree hanging over ;

Three little boys going to Dover.

E. MAHSTON.

This subject was first brought forward
on 27 Nov., 1852, and since then has been
almost exhaustively treated in

' N. & Q.'
The story is suspected of having been

written to order in other words, to "fit
the picture." It appeared in Bentley's
Magazine, under the editorship of Dickens,
as

' A True History of the Wedgwood Hiero-

glyph, commonly called the Willow Pattern
'

(by M. L. possibly Mark Lemon). It was
also published in The Family Friend, 1849,
vol. i. p. 125, signed J. B. L. In 1867 a
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jeu <Tesprit on the subject came out, entitled
" A Dish of Gossip off the Willow Pattern,

by Buz, and Plates to match by Fuz."

The legend has often received attention

in modern toybooks and juvenile literature,

and is commonly supposed to appeal as

strongly to Chinese youngsters as
' Jack

the Giant-Killer
'

does to our national

nursery life. I have a faint recollection

of a quarto toybook (illustrated by Walter
Crane perhaps) on the subject, published

probably twenty years ago or more.
WILLIAM JAGGAKD.

For full particulars of the legend see

Mrs. Hodgson's
' How to Identify Old China,'

pp. 41-4 (George Bell & Sons, 1904).
T. F. D.

All that can be said about it seems to have
been mentioned in

' N. & Q.' See 1 S. vi.

509 ; vii. 631 ; 3 S. xi. 152, 298, 328, 405,

461; 5 S. ii. 69, 114; 6 S. vi. 345; vii.

32, 369 ; x. 329, 359 ; 8 S. xii. 326, 413,
514 ; 9 S. i. 212 ; xii. 380. W. C. B.

[MR. W. B. STEWART sends a long extract from
Mrs. Hodgson's book, and DR. V. L. OLIVER
an extract from Mr. W. G. Gulland's book on
Chinese Porcelain.' We have forwarded these to
MR. CECIL PHILLIPS. Several other correspondents
are thanked for replies.]

'THE LITERARY COMPANION' (10 S. ix-

368). This magazine, with the sub-title
4 A Family Miscellany and Review,' was
started in 1848, under the editorship of
my grandfather the Rev. Dr. Henry Stebbing,
D.D., F.R.S., and seems to have been known
as Stebbing' a Literary Companion.

Messrs. A. Hall & Co., of 25, Paternoster
Row, were the publishers, and the first
number appeared at the price of \\d. on
Saturday, 6 May. Ten weekly numbers
appeared, and the publication was finally
discontinued in August, after the issue of
the second of the monthly numbers. The
contributors, besides Dr. Stebbing, included
Miss Manning and William Sandby.Soon after the discontinuance of the maga-
zine, an

interesting appreciation of my
grandfather's attempt to raise the tone
of the weekly literature of the time ap-
peared in a publication entitled " The Modern
M y ^tl^Puff' ^Wch was issued frm
the office of Messrs. Strange in Paternosterlow- W. P. D. S.

gilt. The mouth is furnished with a bell-

shaped rim with a reeded lip, springing from
an imbricated collar. It is supported on
two claws with feathered legs. The legs are
attached to the body by a broad silver-gilt

band, upon which is inscribed IN GOD is AL
each word being separated by a floral

design. From the style of the silver-work
and the lettering of the inscription, the

mounting may safely be ascribed to the last

quarter of the fifteenth century.
This horn is mentioned in the Hospital

books in 1567. H. D. ELLIS.

GIBBET AS LANDMARK (10 S. ix. 371).
'

Hanging in Chains,' by Mr. Albert Harts-

home, 1891, would probably supply the
desired clue. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

CAPT. COOK'S VESSELS (10 S. ix. 350).
At the conclusion of Cook's first voyage
(1768-71) his vessel, the Endeavour, ran

up the Channel, anchoring in the Downs,
he himself going ashore at Deal, 12 June,
1771. In his second voyage (1772-5) he
had two ships, the Resolution and the
Adventure. These vessels separated, the
Adventure arriving at Spithead in July,
1774, while Cook in the Resolution anchored
in the same roadstead on 30 July, 1775.
In his third and last voyage (1776-80)

Cook had also two ships, the Resolution
and the Discovery. He was killed at

Owhyhee in the Sandwich Islands in Feb-
ruary, 1779, and the ships reached home in
October 1780. On this occasion they came
round the north of Scotland, touching at

Stromness, and anchoring at the Nore on
4 October, after a voyage of 4 years, 2 months
and 22 days. On the way south from the

Orkneys they must of course have passed
Yarmouth, but nothing is said as to touching
there. See 'The Voyages of Capt. James
Cook round the World,' 2 vols. (John Tallis
& Co., London and New York, n.d.).

T. F. D.
"
POLITICA DEL CARCIOFO "

(10 S. viii.

290). I transcribe the following lines from
a Siennese friend who was asked by me if

the above expression was used in Tuscany :

" In riguardo all' espressione
'

politica del car-
ciofo,' noi non 1' usiamo e per tutta la premura
datami di aver notizie ove si usa non sono arrivata
a scoprir nulla. Noi diciamo ' Che carciofo !

'

per
persona goffa e di corto comprendonio, ma mai in
altro senso. Forse e cosa particolare a qualche pro-
vincia ma non saprei dire dove."

It would certainly seem from this that"
politica del

carcipfo
" must mean a policy

the reverse of intelligent, and not a piecemeal
policy. M. HATTLTMONT.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Charm of the English Village. By P. H.
Ditchfield. Illustrated by Sydney R. Jones.

(Batsford.)

MB. BATSFORD'S name is generally identified with
admirable books in architecture too technical for
the general public. Here, however, we have no
alarming display of expert knowledge, Mr. Ditch-
field is an accomplished antiquary with a village of
his own in Berkshire and exceptional knowledge of

English country life, and with the aid of his illus-

trator he leads us pleasantly into many rural

by-ways, and shows us churches, manor houses,
cottages inside and outside, old roads and bridges,
and even old-time punishments. It is the very
book to create a taste for largely neglected pleasures,
and mitigate the vandalism of the ignorant. The
illustrations are excellent, and we can testify to
their general veracity. Our only regret is that
the book is not twice as large, for the need for

brevity has occasionally led to statements capable
of misconception.
There is, of course, another side to the picture.

Art-critics have remarked that the strange slopes
of old roofs in cottages are great additions to
the charm of a drawing ; but these same features

may cause concern to the inhabitant of the building.
Thatch is beautiful, but demands a high rate of
insurance. On the other hand, insertions of timber
pictured in many fine examples in these pages,
justify themselves both to the artist and the prac-
tical man, for they look well and last wonderfully.
In dealing with monastic barns, we should have

mentioned the Abbotsbury example, which has not

escaped Mr. Hardy. In the same county, the
wonderful single street of Milton Abbas, with its

mingled chestnuts and thatched cottages, is un-
equalled in its way. We find a view of Wool Manor
House, the bridge, and river. Mr. Ditchfield quotes
from Mrs. Humphry Ward and Miss Hayden's
excellent Berkshire book, 'Round about our

Village '; and we think it wise to mention literary
associations where such exist, as they encourage
a due regard which might not otherwise be paid.
We find some reference to great authors here, but
not so much as we expected. Perhaps such ex-

amples as the Milton Cottage at Chalfont St. Giles
are regarded as too hackneyed for inclusion. How-
ever, the book is fully entitled to success on its

own merits, and, though it tempts us to make
additions and comments, we prefer to say that it

represents a wide range of village life, from Tong
and its splendid church, associated with the wander-

ings of Little Nell, to White's Selborne from
Tyler's Green, within easy reach of London, to

Berrynarbor in Devon. Mr. Ditchfield hints that
he may write some day on the villagers themselves,
and we hope he will, for they need long and inti-

mate association. They do not respond truly to

the touch of the clever journalist who goes into the

country for "
copy," and writes things applauded

by other journalists who know as much or as little.

The illustrations we have already commended.
The frontispiece is lightly coloured, but the rest
are in black and white, and give just sufficient

detail to be effective. Ringwood (p. 18) is hardly
a village ; and the road over the Avon is never so

bad as the sketch of it seems to imply. In a few
instances there is a forced mass of black intro-
duced which does not please us.

G'race Book f, containing the Records of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge for the Tears 1501-1542.
Edited by William George Searle. (Cambridge,.
University Press.)

THIS is the third of the Early Grace Books pre-
served in the Registry of the University. The
other two have already been edited in three
volumes. The Introduction before us is the joint
work of Mr. Searle and Mr. J. W. Clark, the
accomplished Registrary of the University. With
it, ana the admirably complete and careful Indexes
due to the editor, the reader can realize the interest
attached to the Latin text. A flood of light i&

thrown upon the Proctors and other academic
officers ; the endowments, degrees, and demands of
the University ; and various disputes. Many of
the points considered have demanded long and
careful investigation, and the work of all concerned
in the publication deserves the highest praise. The
late and much-lamented Miss Bateson compiled a
list of degrees of the sixteenth century ; and
there seems a prospect of securing such details
for the period 1512-44. The ancient faculty of

grammar introduces us to various lectures on
Priscian. We learn that Skelton the Laureate was
crowned with laurel at Oxford, and received the
same decoration from Cambridge, and a dress of
white and green. Ridley, Latimer, and Cranmer
are frequently mentioned. Henry Percy, sixth,

Earl of Northumberland, gets a degree out of term,,
and without scrutiny.
Hedged round with formalities and strict rules*,

the University man was, the Introduction notes,,
allowed reasonable excuses for breaking rules.
Thus the

" numerous annoyances
" due to a cold in

the head were pleaded successfully by one of the
bedells as a reason for having his head covered at

congregations and scholastic acts. The unfortunate
climate of Cambridge turns up in a reference to

"pestis," which is supposed to be some infectious

disorder, not the "
genuine Oriental plague." The

low-lying position of the town and tne malodorous

presence of the Cam must have at all times fostered
1

ill-health. We wonder, indeed, with our modern
ideas of sanitation, how our ancestors ever managed
to live at all in many places, especially monastic
establishments contiguous with water and open
drains.

The History of the Popes during the Last Four
Centuries. By Leopold von Ranke. 3 vols.

(Bell & Sons.)
WE have here in a comely form one of the many
standard books which have made the reputation of
Bonn's Libraries. In accordance with their excel-
lent custom, Messrs. Bell have had the translation
of Mrs. Foster, first issued in 1848, revised through-
out, and brought into accordance with the latest
German issue of the great scholar's work, by Mr.
G. R. Dennis. The extracts from original docu-
ments given by Ranke are now included ; and there
is an enlarged Index. The edition is thus an ideal
one for English readers, while the book is an essen-
tial part of any serious student's equipment.
Heavy as it occasionally is in style, it represents
an amount of research, thought, and judgment
which few writers of to-day can hope to rival.

The translation in its older form 'has passed
through several editions, and might have passed
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muster for many a year yet. But Messrs. Bell have

iuh standard in these matters, and we hope that

their insistence on the latest research of the author

nd the best translation will be an example to

other publishers of standard works. The best

translation of to-day is undoubtedly better than

hat" of Early and Mid-Victorian days, both m
rawe and verse, though bad work in that way is

sometimes printed now which would, we think,

have been impossible then.

Each volume has a picture of a Pope as frontis-

piece the first presenting Julius II., that masterful

man who was equal even to the pretensions of

Michelangelo.

MR- J R- TCTIN, of Hull, who has given us many
choice things, now sends us an excellent Bibho-

frraphy of Charle* and Mary Lamb, by J. C. Thom-

son, in which the somewhat dry aspect of bare

catalogues and details is mitigated by abundant

annotation, which supplies some connecting links

AS to the energies of trie gentle Elia. Good use

is made of the various commentators who have

investigated the subject.

Our columns for many years have borne witness

to the zeal with which everything concerning Lamb
is canvassed, arid truly no trifle which may serve to

elucidate the books and career of so rare a spirit is

negligible. We notice that possible as well as

certain publications of Lamb are included. There
are still gaps to be filled in his life, and queries
unanswered in his writings. The possession of this

record may, perhaps, lead to further knowledge.
Meanwhile it is a pleasant reminder of his energies.

In the Appendix of
' Posthumous Publications,'

which includes the chief biographical works on

Lamb, we find no mention of Barry Cornwall's

charming Memoir, published in 1866, which appears
in our pocket edition of

'

Essays of Elia and Eliana'

(G. Bell & Sons, 1879). Procter lived to old age, and
was one of the last survivors who knew Lamb
intimately.

Moore's Irixh Melodies and Songa, with an Intro-

duction by Stephen Gwynn, has been added to
"The Muses' Library" (Routledge), a charming
little series, which has given us many good things.
The Georgian enthusiasm which made Moore so

great a success has not survived, and his work, like
his life, has been subjected to criticism which seems
to us inexpugnable. Mr. Gwynn does not deal with
his subject adequately, and his suggestion that
Moore represented

"
public rather than individual

emotions is not an adequate apology for maudlin
sentimentality and national raptures, which, unlike
those of Burns, were well paid for. Moore's claims
to be -a representative Irishman or Irish singer
should be considered with care, as is done, tor
instance, in Minto's 'Literature of the Georgian
Era.' There are two misprints in the Greek
line of the ballad of Harmodius and Aristogiton
quoted.

The Quarterly Renew. April. (John Murray.)
A MOST useful paper is

' Books and Pamphlets of
the Civil War.' Few but those who have spent
months in the library of the British Museum,
devoting themselves to the study of that engrossing
priod and its strange literature, can have formed a
just idea of the feelings which agitated all active
intellects during the latter years of Charles I. and
those of the Commonwealth. It has been truly
said that no other English book-collector has done

so great a service to his country as George
Thomason, who brought together upwards of

twenty-two thousand books, pamphlets, broadsides,
and manuscripts relating to the disturbed time in

which he flourished. After his death his collections

passed through several hands. That they were not

dispersed during the eighteenth century a time
when hardly any one cared to preserve the
materials of history, if not set off by an ornate

style is a thing for which we can never be suffi-

ciently thankful. When we dwell on the risks that
have been run, the preservation of these treasures
seems like a miracle. Ordinances which had the
force of Acts of Parliament, wherever their power
extended, have moved many persons to believe that
the press laws at that time were of a most drastic
kind\ So, indeed, they were on paper, but we have
the fullest proof here that they were only put in

force on the rarest occasions.
Mr. F. G. Kenyon furnishes us with the best

treatment we have met with of the Greek papyri
which have recently come to light. It is so simply
written as to be intelligible to all, and many who
read it will for the first time realize how great have
been the advances made in recent days.
Mr. William Archer has endeavoured to clear the

ground so that we may see, if somewhat imper-
fectly, the form and ornamentation of the buildings
in wnich the plays of the time of Elizabeth and
James I. were acted.
The criticism on ' The Ideas of Mr. H. G. Wells '

is very entertaining, but there is some room for

controversy as to its being uniformly accurate.
How far Mr. Wells's seeming contradictions may be
explained is still, and we imagine will long
continue to be, a matter of doubt.

' The Heroic Ideal of the French Epic,' by Mr.
W. W. Comfort, directs attention to a body of

literature which has been much neglected in this

country. We trust that this scholarly article will
set translators to work, for these epics, though
holding no high rank as poetry, contain much inci-

dental information on matters where our own
knowledge is unhappily limited.

' Mohammed and Islam '
is written by one who

knows well the literature of the times before and
subsequent to those wherein the Prophet flourished.
We regard it as a useful article, although it is far
from giving to Mohammed the credit that is justly
his due.

ta C0msjj0tttottts.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such add_ress as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."
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THE ATHEREUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

MEMORIES OF MEN AND BOOKS. THE EVOLUTION OF THE MESSIANIC IDEA.
NO. 10, DOWNING STREET, WHITEHALL. THE COVENANTERS.
SANTA LUCIA. THE HATE FLAME. THE WINGED LION. IN THE FACE

OF NIGHT. THE LADY MARY OF TAVISTOCK. MY SON AND I.

NEVER SAY DIE. VEUVAGE BLANC. ABSOLUTION.
THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.
COLONEL SAUNDERSON, M.P. THE COURT OF RUSSIA IN THE NINETEENTH

CENTURY. THE STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK. THE LIFE AND LETTERS
OF ROBERT BROWNING.

THE SHAKSPEARE QUARTOS. THE CHAUCER SEALS. AN ITALIAN SONNET
ON THE DEATH OF MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS. CHRESTIEN DE TROYES AND
DENEHOLES. TYBURN GALLOWS AND "THE ELMS." THE TERCENTENARY
OF MILTON.

RESEARCH NOTES.
NEW ENGLISH ART CLUB. PICTURES BY SENOR SOROLLA Y BASTIDA.

OTHER EXHIBITIONS.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on

WORDSWORTH AND HIS FAMILY. THE BEAUX OF THE REGENCY.
DR. G. A. SMITH ON JERUSALEM. ICE-BOUND HEIGHTS OF THE MUSTAGH.
NEW NOVELS : The Spanish Jade ; Before Adam ; Corry Thorndike ; The Coward behind the

Curtain ;
The Lady in the Car ; The Butcher of Bruton Street ; Anne Page ; The People Down-

stairs ; The Enchantress ; Julian Steele ; Ashes.
JAPAN AND KOREA.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : The National Edition of Dickens ; Histoire de la R6publique, 1876-9 ;

Sport and Life on the Pacific Slope ; The Author's Edition of Mark Twain ; The Symbolist
Movement in Literature ; Lois.

NOTES FROM PARIS. A JOHNSON LETTER AND SEAL. WATERMARKS.
'FOOTSTEPS OF SCOTT.' OSCAR WILDE'S LETTERS ON PRISON REFORM.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : W. H. Lang on Australia ; Electric Wave Telegraphy ; Societies ; Meetings Next Week ;

Gossip.
FINE ARTS : The Royal Academy ; Illuminated Manuscipts ; Sale ; Gossip ;

Exhibitions.

MUSIC : Tristan und Isolde ; La Boheme ; Die Meistersinger ; Philharmonic Concert ; Gossip ;

Performances Next Week.
DRAMA : Getting Married ; The Sensible Constanza ; Madame Bartet in French Plays ; The Date of

King Lear ; Gossip.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENJEUM will contain Articles on

THE REV. STOPFORD BROOKE'S
STUDY OF CLOUGH, ARNOLD, ROSSETTI, AND MORRIS

AND

LATEST SECTION OF THE NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

AthencKum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G. And of all Newsagents.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The

Student the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and

neral'Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Onr Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

at is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege
of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from oar Head

Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Rail Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

for Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W. C.

*1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 13 Months

ONE Vol. ...

TWO Vols. ...

FOUR Vols.

BIGHT Vols.

FIFTEEN Vols.

2

4

7
10

15

7
10
14

1 1

1 15

12

17
1 3
1 15

3

A deposit of 2*. 6d. on each Volume is required with all Monthly Subscriptions.

SUBURBAN AND COUNTRY.
For Exchanging at any of the Suburban and Country Depots.

6 Months1 Month 3 Months 12 Months

ONE Vol. ...

TWO Vols. ...

THREE Vols.

FOUR Vols.

SIX Vols. ...

TWELVE Vols.

10
15

7
12
17

1

1 3

1 15

12
17

1 3
1 8
I 15

3

2 2
2 10

* A deposit of 2*. Qd. on each Volume is required with all Monthly Subscriptions.

CLASS B.-Tho Older Books. 3 Months

ONE Vol 040
TWO Vols 070
THREE Vols .090

18 Months

10 6

16
1 1

SPECIAL TRAVELLING SUBSCRIPTIONS
Entitling Subtcribert to Exchange at any Depot without previous notice. Terms on application,

PARCEL POST EXCHANGE.
Books mav be exchanged through the PABCEL POST, by RAIL, at reduced carriage rates, or by any

other available means desired, from the Head Office to any part of the United Kingdom, the cost of
postage and carriage being borne by the Subscriber. Boxes are supplied gratis.

A CATALOGUE OF SURPLUS LIBRARY AND NEW REMAINDER BOOKS
offered at greatly reduced prices, is published Monthly, and supplied gratis on application.

HEAD OFFICE :

186, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. (Howard Street entrance).
AND AT W. H. SMITH 4 SON'S RAILWAY BOOKSTALLS AND SHOP BRANCHES.

d ^ and Printed by
1908.
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THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
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SECOND EDITION HOW READY, price One Shilling.

BRIEF LESSONS ON THE PARABLES AND
MIRACLES OF OUR LORD. With an Appendix on tin
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Associate of King's College, London.
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THE ART OF FLYING A HUNDRED
YEARS AGO.

THAT earnest thought was given a century
ago to the problem of constructing a flying
machine heavier than air is shown by the

perusal of a little volume which is, I think,
now of considerable rarity. It is entitled
' A Treatise upon the Art of Flying by
Mechanical Means,' with a full explanation
of the natural principle by which birds are

enabled to fly, &c., by Thomas Walker,

portrait painter. Hull, 1810, 8vo, pp. x
and 67. Dedicated to the Earl Stanhope.
The author mentions in his preface

" an
ingenious paper written by Sir Geo. Cayley,
in Nicholson's Journal, March, 1809,"
one of whose remarks is quoted :

"I feel perfectly confident that this noble art
^ill soon be brought home to man's general con-

venience, and that we shall be able to transport
ourselves and families and their goods and
chattels more securely by air than by water, and
with a velocity of from 70 to 100 miles per hour."

Walker is full of his subject, in tremendous

earnest, and is confident that the art will,

sooner or later, be perfected. He is well
aware that his views will be derided, but
does not write for the "

serious and heavy
part of mankind," his only object being to
deliver his thoughts to the public in the hope
that, by the assistance of men of genius and
science, the art may be brought into practice.
His project is solely based upon his obser-
vations of the method of the flight of various

birds, which he has endeavoured to imitate

by mechanical means without the assistance
of apparatus lighter than air. The various

adaptations by nature of the bodies of birds
to the overcoming of gravity in their flight

appear to have been fully investigated by
Walker. He enumerates the admirable
structure of the quills, and emphasizes the
fact that the quill feathers are so arranged
as to separate and open to let the upper
air pass through the wings to facilitate their
ascent when they are struck upwards, and
to shut close together when they are, by
the muscular power of the bird, forced

down, in order to give a more secure hold

upon the air below, and thus sustain the bird.

The main point emphasized in his treatise
is that of the great importance of the know-
ledge of the reaction of the air against the
underside and back edges of the wings,
to which reaction is due the "projectile"
motion, and he hopes to convince the
readers of his little treatise that the art of

flying is as truly mechanical as the rowing
of a boat.
The experiment upon which Walker relied

for the demonstration of his theory of re-

action is thus described :

''

I made a pair of wings ot fine paper and very
small slips of wood to keep them extended, and
fixed on a tail of the same materials, imitating as
near as I could the wings and tail of a bird when
expanded in a passive state. I then suspended a
small weight from under them with a piece of
thread exactly in the centre of gravity. I held
them up as high as I could reach, then took away
my hand and left them to float upon the air with-
out giving any impulse to them whatever ; by the
weight pressing downwards the air became in some
degree compressed, and by its reaction against the
underside and the back edges of the wings, they
were projected with an oblique descent from one
end 01 the room to the other, which, without the
wings being of their particular construction, could
not have been done."

The apparatus which the author suggests
as suitable for his purpose, but which would
appear never to have taken bodily form,
is boat-shaped, with a long projecting beak
n front, a seat for the aeronaut aft, and &

.ong tail behind and a pair of wings actuated

ay levers operated by the hands of the sitter,

so as to move them alternately in an upward
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and downward direction, the latter giving

by the reaction of the air a forward as well

as an upward motion to the machine.

Lateral motion is effected by the inclination

of the body to one or other side of the car.

Walker proposed to make the structure of

some strong but light material, coveredon the

outside with silk or very thin leather ; the

wings and tail of long strips of whalebone,

covered with silk laid on in separate broad

slips, which open to admit the air to pass

tlirough as the wings move up, and close

together again as they come down.
The machine is to be started from a

small stage which will give sufficient height
above the ground to enable the wings to

be moved downwards, giving an upward
and forward motion to the machine.
The author has, moreover, not forgotten

the importance of a means of controlling the

motion of balloons, nor the advantages
to be gained by the use of motive power
other than that of man, and remarks :

" But if we make a car from the plan which I

have laid down in this treatise, and upon a scale

large enough to admit of one of Messrs. Mead k
Co. s new invented revolving steam engines to
move the lever with, we can then work in a vertical

direction a pair of very large ivings, which would
produce a projectile force sufficient to impel the
balloon forwards in any point of the compass to
which we might incline it ; and, by having a large
tail fixed to the car in an universal joint, we should
be able to give it any inclination whatever ; and
when we have thus effected a perfect steerage to
balloons we shall be able to convey a number of

iwxssengers to any place of destination with accuracy
and safety. One of Mr. Mead's patent steam engines
can be made with a one-horse power, or equal to the
strength of eight or ten men. that will not weigh
more than eight stone ; and will stand in small space
of four feet by two, w_ith the boiler and all the
apparatus belonging to it."

It may be presumed that want of funds or
of encouragement prevented any practical
attempt by Walker to put his scheme into
practice. J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

WILKES'S 'ESSAY ON WOMAN.'
FHOM time to time there have been in-

quiries for the original edition of
' An Essay

on Woman,' printed at Wilkes's private
press in Great George Street. Even such
a well-informed writer as Mr. Henry Spencer
Ashbee seems to have imagined that one
complete copy at least of the original edition
of the poem was once in existence. Yet
the evidence goes to prove that the whole
of the work was never set up in type.

Apparently, in the first place, Wilkes
commissioned George Kearsley of Ludgate

Hill to print the poem, for on 18 Oct., 1762,
tie writes : "I am impatient for my '

Essay
on Woman.' Let it be on very good paper
two proofs

"
(' Grenville Papers,' i. 490).

Still, whether this was so or not, it appears-
that Wilkes did not succeed in getting
any printer to finish the work for him,
or he would not have undertaken it himself
in May, 1763, when he employed Michael

Currey in setting up the poem (see
'

The-
Journals of the House of Lords,' xxx. 416).

Currey, however, printed only the frontis-

piece, which was "
engraved curiously on-

copper," a few pages entitled
'

Advertise-
ment ' and '

Design,' three other fugitive

poems, and three pages of
' An Essay ort

Woman.' There is nothing to show that
these fragments were ever bound in book
form, and there would be no reason in-

binding an incomplete work.
In his

' Address to the Electors of Ayles-
bury' (see Gent. Mag., 1764, p. 583)
Wilkes declared that

"
the government

bribed one of my servants to steal part
of the

'

Essay on Woman.' Not quite a
fourth part of the volume was printed at

my own private press." This statement
is corroborated by facts, for

"
three half-

sheets in red
" was the extent of

' An Essay
on Woman ' when it was exhibited in the
House of Lords (see 'Journals,' xxx. 416).
Moreover, according to the

'

Correspondence
of John Wilkes' (Almon, 1805, i. 140), part
only of the work was printed ; while the
Rev. John Kidgell, who gives such a minute
description in his

' Genuine and Succinct

Narrative,' speaks only of
"
part of a certain

proof-sheet." A careful study of the report
of the proceedings before the House of
Lords will convince every one that the

Ministry succeeded in stealing from Wilkes
an incomplete set of revise proofs which
had not yet been bound in book form.

It is unlikely that the poem was finished

by another printer previous to the Govern-
ment prosecution in November, 1763. The
ministerial spies were in communication
with two of Wilkes's printers as early as

July, and if the work had been handed over
to any one else they would have been aware
of it. Besides, we know that the Great

George Street press can only have been.

engaged in printing the poem between May
and July, and we are told by Wilkes himself"
that the work was then discontinued. Wilkes,
too, was in Paris during August and Sep-
tember, and upon his return to London on
the 28th of the latter month he discovered
the theft. Thus there can have been no-

opportunity to finish the volume. Possibl;
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it may be urged that Wilkes's statement
that

" not quite a fourth part of the volume
had been printed at my own private press

"

indicates that the book was eventually
completed ; but it is obvious that Wilkes
is speaking merely of the contemplated
volume.

In the ' Index Librorum Prohibitorum,'
pp. 198-201, Mr. H. S. Ashbee describes an
edition of

' An Essay on Woman,' which, I

think, is in the Dyce Collection at the South

Kensington Museum, and which he believes
tobe the genuineversion printed from Wilkes's

MSS., though he is careful to point out that
it is not the original edition. Mr. Ashbee

. was such a sagacious and painstaking
student that most probably his conclusions
are correct. It may be possible, however,
to decide beyond all doubt whether this

edition is really Wilkes's poem. In a private
letter to Mann, Horace Walpole tells us that
it is

"
dedicated to Fanny Murray, whom

it prefers to the Virgin Mary from never

having had a child, and it calls the ass a
noble animal, which never disgraced itself

but once, and that was when it was ridden
on into Jerusalem." If the Dyce edition
contains these allusions, and in addition
answers in every way to John Kidgell's
minute description, then I think there is

good reason to conclude that Mr. Ashbee' s

opinion is correct. Still, if it does not con-
tain the statements quoted by Walpole,
it does not follow that Mr. Ashbee is wrong,
for Walpole himself may have been mis-
informed. There are so many spurious edi-

tions of
' An Essay on Woman '

that the
utmost caution is necessary, and the contents
of the original poem were so much talked
about that the literary pirates would have had
no difficulty in producing a version that bore
the appearance of being genuine. After
his unpleasant experiences it seems impro-
bable that Wilkes should have allowed his

MSS. to be again printed, even though he
might have done so with impunity when
safe in Paris. If the Dyce edition is really
a genuine version of the poem, I fancy that
most persons will be inclined to accept Mr.
Dilke's conjecture that

"
the scoundrels

who bribed the poor journeyman to betray
and rob his employer were very likely persons
to take a copy before they delivered the

original to Lord Sandwich" (2 S. iv. 2).
' The Journals of the House of Lords '

seem to show that the frontispiece to
' An

Essay on Woman ' was written by Wilkes,
but a great number of his contemporaries
have denied that he had any hand in the com-
position of the poem itself. In this respect

the conclusions of Mr. Dilke, who contended
with much ability that Wilkes was not the

author, have never been refuted.

HOBACE BLEACKLEY.

INSCRIPTIONS AT FLORENCE.

(See ante, pp. 224, 344.)

SOUTH-WEST SECTION (beginning at the southern
end).

101. Robina, d. of the late Andrew and Rachel
Wilson, of Edinburgh, for 15 yrs. w. of Leopold
Cattani Cavalcanti, ob. of cholera, 28 July, 1855r
a. 41.

102. Catherine Jane, d. of the Rev. John Penfold,
of Steyning, Sussex, w. of John Baroncelli for
30 yrs., ob. 14 Nov., 1860, a. 60.

103. Mary, d. of the late John Strother Ancrum r
of Roxburgh, wid. of the Rev. Robert Young, D.D.,
minister or the Scots Church, London Wall, ob.

27 Sept., 1867, a. 77.

104. inscription gone through perishing of the
stone.

105. *Robert , (b. ?) in co. of Edinburgh.
106. George Augustus Wallis, of Merton, Surrey,.

ob. 13 March, 1847, a. 87. Erected by his s., Trajan.
Raymond Wallis.

107. James Lukin, eldest s. of the late James-
Davis, of Victoria, Australia, and Louisa, d. of the
late Peter Degraves, of Cascade, Tasmania, ob.

13 Nov., 1863, a. 26. Erected by his brother and
sister.

108. Prederica, d. of Capt. and Sarah Anne-
Hoffman, ob. 25 July, 1837, a. (21 ?).

109. *Elizabeth, d. of Hoffman.
110. Sarah Anne, w. of Thos. Gage Saunders

Sebright, Esq., of Beechwood Park, Herts, d. of
Frederick Hoffman, Esq., Capt. R.N., b. 12 Sept..
1809 ; ob. 14 Feb., 1846, a. 36.

111. Russie, s. of Eugene and Mary (Meeks ?), b.
in Boston, 2 Aug., 1872 ; ob. 27 Ap., 1875.

112. Margaret Edmond, w. of Massimiliano Zileri,
and mother of Joanna Homer and Anne Susie
Zileri, ob. 14 Feb., 1872, a. 49.

113. John Williams, of Exeter. No date.
114. James Shields, ofPenrith, b. 21 March, 1806 j.

ob. 25 July, 1854.

115. Major Michel Angelo Galeazzi, ob. 4 Nov.,.
1859, a. 77. Erected by his widow.

116. Mary Anne Duval, for 22 yrs. servant and
friend of Charles and Maria Teresa Crosbie, of
Northlands, Sussex, ob. 14 Feb., 1868, a. 37.

117. Katie, Isabel, and Beatrice, the children of
Sarah and W. Campbell Spence, 1868.

118. Millicent Anne, eldest d. of the late Thos.

Lloyd, Esq.., of Clifford, Cork, ob. 21 Sept., 1862.

119. William Reynolds, Esq., ob. 15 Jan., 1865, a,
84.

120. Joanna Homer Zileri, d. of Massimiliano and!

Margaret Zileri, b. 15 Dec., 1861 ; ob. at Norwood,
25 Aug., 1867.

121. Henri Yames ScoittBankes, ob. at Viareggio,
9 July, 1869, a. 21.

122. Isabell, w. of William Falconer, Rector of

Bushey, Herts, ob. 7 Feb., 1869, at Sant' Alessior

Pistoia.
123. *Eleanor Mary, 2nd d. of Humph. Charles-

Moore, Esq., of in the co. of Tipperary, ob~

23 May, 18(43?), a. (17?).
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124 Catharine, w. of the Hon. Henry Alex.

Savile, ob. 1 Jan., 1843, a. 24. Henry, 2nd s. of the

above, ob. a. 3 weeks.
]> Catherine, relict of Bladen Swmny, Esq., of

Kildare St, Dublin, ob. 28 Dec., 1841, a. 77.

126. "Anna Maria (w.?) of the late

127. Sarah Elizabeth, w. of George S. Gough, Esq.,

only s. of Lieut.-Gen. Sir Hugh Goiigh, G.L.B.,

b. 9 June, 1818; mar. 17 Oct., 1840; ob. 17 Aug.,

1841
128 Clotilda Henrietta, w. of Francis Rowland,

Esq., ob. 1 Feb., 1843.

129. Elisa Maria, w. of Wm Henry Wood, of

Huntington Hall, Cheshire, d. of Col. Chas. Stisted,

3rd Light Dragoons, and sister of General Sir Henry
Stisted, first Governor of Ontario, Canada, ob.

15 Aug., 1855, a. 45, Also her inf. d. Luisa Clotilda.

Erected by her husband and her six children, Henry
Brock Wood, Chas. Stisted Wood, Geo. Harcourt

Wood, Laura Beresford Smyth, Harriet, Baroness

Chionio, and Sydney Lampugnani di Cerro.

130. Lydia Matilda, d. of John Lecky Esq., of

Ballykealy, relict of Richard Goff, Esq., of Totten-

ham Green, Wexford, ob. 29 March, 1863.

131. John Woodley Morgan, Esq., ob. 29 Aug.,

1865, a. 83.

132. Isabella Scott, of Gala, N.B., ob. 4 Ap., 1867.

133. Henry Baukes, Esq., ob. at Seravezza, 15 Aug.,

1866, a. 49.

134. "Christopher Webb Smith, Esq., b. at Cam-
berwell, 30 May, 1793; ob. 18 Jan., 1871. Anne
Jessie, 4th d. of Capt. Donald Mackenzie, of Hart-
tield. Ross-shire, w. of C. W. Smith, of the Bengal
Civil Service.

135. Anne Susanna Lloyd, for 56 yrs. w. of

Leonard Homer, Esq., of London, F.R.S., ob.

22 May, 1862, a. 76. Erected by her husb., ds.

Susan and Joanna, and four married ds. Leonard
Horner, F.R.S., ob. 5 March, 1864, a. 80.

136. Elisa Jandelli, ob. 23 March, 1877, a. 71.

Erected by her children.

137. Alessandro Jandelli, ob. 27 Dec., 1871, a.

32 yrs. 6 piths.
138. Miss Jane Caroline Reynolds, of London,

ob. at Prato, 9 Ap., 1867, a. 65.

139. Geo. W. Pratt, jun., b. at Boston, U.S.A.,
2 Feb., 1832; ob. 25 May, 1865. In 1859-60 he
fought with distinction for the independence of

Italy.
140. Carolina Maria, w. of Edoardo Castellani,

d. of Geo. Dodge, of Lancaster, Mass., ob. 21 Feb.,
1876.

141. Elizabeth, wid. of John Morley Dennis, of

Westmeath, Ireland, ob. 30 Dec., 1875.
142. Margaret Kean Dempsey, the adopted d. of

the late John Irvine, Esq., ob. 3 Aug., 1847, at
the Baths of Lucca.

143. The Hon. (Harriet?) Wood Broughton
Reynolds Pellew, 2nd s. of Edward, Viscount
Kxmouth, Admiral of the Blue, K.C.H., C.B., b.
13 Dec., 1789 ; ob. at Marseilles, 28 July, 1861. The
Hon. Harriet Frances, w. of the Hon. Sir Fleet-
wood Pellew, b. at Florence, 12 June, 1794 ; ob.
1 Aug., 1849.

144. The Rev. Robt. Maxwell Hanna, minister of
the Free Church of Scotland at Anwoth, Kirkud-
J>nghtshire, for 6 yrs., and at Florence for 8 yrs.,
b. at Donahadee, Ireland, 9 Dec., 1822 ; 06. 19 Dec.,
1857, a. 35.

145. Ralph Henderson, s. of W. G. and H. K.
Moorehead, b. 27 Ap., 1868 ; ob. 1 Jan., 1869.

116. Charles Crosbie, Esq., of Northlands and
Donnington, Sussex, b. 3 Feb., 1803; ob. 6 Nov.,
1875. Erected by his w. and children.

147. Jeanette Elizabeth, w. of William Wilson,
M.D., and d. of the late Lord Wood, of Edinburgh,
ob. 18 May, 1874.

148. James Finucane, Esq., of co. Clare, Ireland,
ob. at the Baths of Lucca, 19 June, 1860, a. 85.

149. "Illegible.
150. Jane, w. of Joseph Robiglio, ob. 18 Aug.,

1859, a. 69.

151. Mary, wid. of Major H. J. Phelps, 80th Regt.,
d. of the late R. Grant, Esq., of Drumiimon, Aber-

deen, ob. 21 Ap., 1865, a. 62.

152. The int. s. of Carlo and Adela Rossi Pucci
ob. 27 July, 1865.

153. George Martin, twin s. of Joseph Robiglio,
ob. 2 May, 1869, a. 5.

154. "Jane Robiglio, d. of Francis
155. W^alter Burton, sole survivor of the family

of a widowed mother, 06. 1 Oct. , 1876, a. 26.

156. Walter Savage Landor, b. 30 Jan., 1775; ob.

17 Sept., 1864.

157. John Brooke, of Dublin, ob. 22 Oct., 18(6 ?)2,

a. 82.

158. Emily Broadhurst, b. at Bath ; ob. at Flo-

rence, 24 Nov., 1876.

159. Clara Arabella Caccia, born Birch, ob. 2 Aug.,
1875, a. 25.

160. Sir Thomas (Sevestre?), K.T., ob. 15 Feb.,
1842, a. (?).

161. Lester Bingley, only s. of Augustus Lester
and Clementina Matilda Garland, b. 24 Nov., 1832;
ob. 18 Nov., 1863. Erected by his widowed mother.

162. Francisca Trollope, b. at Stapleton, Somt.,
1780 ; ob. 1863. (In Latin.)

163. Marcia Eliz. Sewall, w. of Joseph Ropes, b.

in Bath, Maine, U.S.A., 1 July, 1825; ob. in Via-

reggio, 17 July, 1864.

164. Julia A. Stout, d. of Commodore J. H. Aulick,
U.S. Navy, and wid. of Lieut. Edward C. Stout,
U.S. Navy, ob. 23 Dec., 1863, a. 42. Erected by her

daughters.
165. Rear-Admiral Edward Augustus Frankland,

ob. 2 Jan., 1862, a. 67.

166. Henry Gousse Bonnin, 50 years an officer in
H.B.M.'s service, Deputy Purveyor, b. in London,
27 July, 1775; ob. 18 Nov., 1858. Erected by his
widow.

167. Col. Arthur Helsham Gordon, of H.B.M.'s
service, ob. at Orvieto, 12 May, 1865, a. 84. He
served under Wellington in the Peninsular cam-
paigns, commanded the 5th Dragoon Guards 8 yrs.,
and retired as Colonel in the Grenadier Guards.

168. Hope Hayward, ob. 16 Ap., 1874, a. 3 yrs.
169. James Bourne, Esq., of Heathfield House,

near Liverpool, ob. 24 July, 1835, a. 53.

170. Charles Edward Lushington, ob. 1844, a. 30.

171. William, elder s. of Wrm. and Mary Wansey,
b. at London, 4 Oct., 1811 ; ob. Jan., 1844, a. 32.

172. Edward Porteus, Esq., Dep. Inspector
General of Army Hospitals, nephew to the lat

Right Rev. Dr. Beilby Porteus, Bishop of Londor
ob. 12 Sept., 1843, a, 68. Erected by his wid. and

" '

only s. George.
173. John Withem, Esq., of Wrimbledon, Surrey,

ob. 29 March, 1874, a. 76.
174. Anthony Denny, Esq., of Barham We

Herts, 4th s. of Rev. Mayiiard Denny, co. Kerr
son-in-law to the late Admiral Lord Collingwc
of Heathpool, ob. 19 Oct., 1843, a. 56.
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175. Maria Stevens, spinster, b. in London, 12 Ap.,
1808 ; ob. at Pistoia, 6 Dec., 1842, a, 34.

176. Miss Helen Skene, d. of the late Geo.
Skene, Esq., of Rubislaw, Scotland, ob. 20 July,
184(3?).

177. Lillias, d. of Andrew Ross, of Balblair,
Ross-shire, Scotland, ob. 25 Ap., 1875.

178. John Ashton, ob. 4 Ap., 1875, a. 28.

179. John Hugh Digby Wingfield-Digby, b. at
Menton, 21 Jan., 1867; ob. 14 Dec., 1874.

180. Sarah Isabella, wid. of the late Rev. Thos.
Allbutt, Rector of Debach, Suff., ob. 13 May, 1874.

G. S. PARRY, Lient.-Col.

18, Hyde Gardens, Eastbourne.

(To be continued.)

CHEAPSIDE CROSS : ITS BIBLIOGRAPHY.
In a recent catalogue of a Strand bookseller
six of the rare tracts on the demolition of

Cheapside Cross were offered. But this
was not a complete set ; there are at least

eleven different tracts, their titles being :

1. The Dolefull Lamentation of Cheapside Crosse ;

viz., Old England sick of the Staggers. 1641.

Woodcut view of the Cross, and on p. 4 a woodcut
showing a Roundhead banquet and love-making.
This second woodcut was the frontispiece of the
scarce tract

" The Brownist Conventicle ; or, an
Assembly of Brownists, Separists, and Non-
conformists as they met together at a Private
House, to hear a sermon of a Brother of theirs,

neere Algate, by one A Greene, being a learned
Felt maker," 1641, 4to, black-letter.

2. An Answer to the Lamentations of Cheap-side
Crosse. Together with the Reasons why so many
doe desire the downfall of it, and all such Popish
Reliques. Also the downfall of Antichrist. By
Samuel Loveday. 1641. 4to. Woodcut view of
the Cross identical with the frontispiece of No. 1.

3. The Resolution of the Roundheads to Pull
Downe Cheapside Crosse ; also the Answer to the
Rattleheads concerning their fictionate Resolutions
of the Roundheads. 1641. 4to.

4. The Pope's Proclamation concerning the rights
which he claimeth in England, with Six Articles
exhibited against Cheapside Crosse. 1641. 4to.

5. The Resolution of those Contemners that will
have no Crosses. 1641. 4to.

6. Cheapside Crosse Censured and Condemned,
by a letter sent from the Vicechancellour and other
Learned men of the Universitie of Oxford. 1641.

4to.

7. Articles of High Treason exhibited against
Cheapside Crosse. By R. Overtoil. 1642. 4to.

8. The Downefall of Dagon ; or, the taking Downe
of Cheap-Side Crosse. 1642.^4to.

9. A Dialogue between the Crosse in Cheap, and
Charing Crosse. By Ryhen Pameach (Henry
Peacham). 4to.

10. The Crosse's Case in Cheapside, whether the

setting of it in a posture of defence be according to
law. 1642.

11. The Funeral of Cheapside Crosse in London,
with the reason why the Bishops, Jesuits, Papists,
Cavaliers &c., refused to be there. 1642.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

REAR-ADMIRAL DAVID PRICE. According
to the '

D.N.B.' the admiral shot himself

with a pistol as the English and French ships
under his command were about to attack

Petropaulovsk in Kamtchatka, on the fore-

noon of 30 Aug., 1854. I suppose the fact

of suicide has been clearly established. The
'

Dictionary
'

refers to
' The Annual Regis-

ter,' where it is stated that Price committed
suicide in his cabin. Capt. Sir Frederick

Nicolson, who succeeded to the command
of the combined fleet, in his letter to the

Admiralty only mentions
" the late Com-

mander - in - Chief's untimely death,"
which " had stopped the movement of the

ships." I raise the point because, according
to a Russian account, Price was swept off

the paddle-box of the Virago by grape-shot
from No. 4 battery, as he was gesticulating

violently and giving his orders. The En-

glishmen, we are told, subsequently spread
the news that he had committed suicide.

My authority is Karl von Ditmar of Dorpat,
who arrived at Petropaulovsk on 18 Sept.

(Old Style), that is, only a month after the

event. Cf .

' Reisen und Aufenthalt in Kam-
tschatka in den Jahren 1851-5

'

(St. Peters-

burg, 1890), pp. 784 et seq. According to our

source the admiral was buried on shore in

Targinsk Bay, on the opposite side of

Avatsha Bay, beneath a high birch tree,

on which the letters
" D. P." were rudely

carved with a knife. L. L. K.

HAIR BECOMING SUDDENLY WHITE
THROUGH FEAR. Many stories of this sort

have been circulated which on investigation
have been proved to be illusory or false.

Lord Byron, however, seems to have had
no doubt that there were examples that it

would be unreasonable to call in question,
for he begins

' The Prisoner of Chillon
'

by
saying :

My hair is grey, but not with years ;

Nor grew it white
In a single night,

As men's have grown from sudden fears.

A remarkable example of this abnormally

rapid change is furnished by K. H. Digby
in his

'

Compit,um,' vol. iv. p. 36 (1850),

where he tells of an Irish girl,
"
aged seventeen, of great beauty and anterior good

conduct, at the spring assizes of Liverpool in 1844,

having been found guilty of stealing a gown, which
she said she wanted to wear on a certain holiday,
and that she always intended to return it, and ot

her being condemned to seven years' transportation.
This cruel sentence had such an effect on her that

she became mad a few hours after ; her hair turned

white, and she was despaired of in the prison

hospital
"
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This, if true, is a very painful history ;

and if false, deserves refutation. The Liver-

pool newspapers of the time, one would

think, must have dwelt on the case. If,

sixty-four years ago, a poor girl of seventeen

was in truth sentenced to seven years'

transportation for a first offence of so slight
a character, we may congratulate ourselves

that the national feeling has become more

pitiful than it was in those hard days, which
old people among us can still call to mind, i

Can it be possible that the sentence was i

carried out ? If so, we may hope that her

new home would be a happier one than Eng- !

land had provided her with.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

STEWART AND HALLEY FAMILIES. Under
the caption of

' Gavin Drummond,' at 10 S.

vi. 105, I submitted some facts which indi-

cated a certain degree of relationship be-
tween the Stuart and Halley families. In
the English

' Who 's Who '

for 1907 is found

(p. 1678) a notice from which the extract

following is taken :

"Stewart, Halley, M.P Partner in seedcake
firm of Stewart Bros., ne_ar Rochester ; founder
and first editor of Hastings and St. Leonard's
Time* "

Does "
Rochester

"
relate to the same

Rochester near which Dr. Halley's father, ;

E. Halley, sen., died in April, 1684 ? Coin-
cidences of an unusual character always
incite to further study. I should be very
grateful for any facts regarding the apparent
relationship between certain members of the
Stewart or Stuart and Halley families.

In this same connexion one observes that
William Pyke of Greenwich mentions in
his will (1727) "cousin Archibald Bruce"
(cf. 10 S. viii. 45). The relevance, if any,
of the last item arises from two facts, viz. :

<1) William Pyke was a brother-in-law of
Francis Halley, first cousin to Dr. E. Halley ;

(2) family traditions recite a relationship
between the Stewart and Pike or McPike
families (cf. 9 S. xii. 468) as well as between
the Halley and Pike or McPike families
<cf. 9 S. xi. 205). EUGENE F. McPiKE.

1, Park Row, Chicago, U.S.A.

BOHEMIAN "
TONGUE-TWISTERS." The

Slavonic languages have long been the subject
of trivial jest on account of unfamiliar
orthography. As Prof. Morfill pointed out
long ago, authorities are not agreed as to
the standard of transliteration to be
adopted. The difficulties of pronunciation
are more apparent than real, and Slavonic !

songs are pleasant to the ear. The follow-
!

mg Cech "
tongue-twisters

"
will prove

'

interesting to the collector of such curio-

sities. The occasional apparent absence
of vowels is perplexing.
Strc prst skrz krk. Put the finger through the

throat.
Sla Prokopka pro Prokopa : Prokope, pojd domu,

jist trochu krup k obedu. Mrs. Prokop went to
Mr. Prokop (and said) : Prokop, go home and eat

garlic soup for dinner.
Ja rad jatra, ty rad jatra. I like the liver, you

like the liver.

Tri sta tri a tridcet krepelek priletelo pres tri sta
tri a tricet stribnych strech. 333 quails flew over
333 silvered roofs.

Kmotre Petre, opeprte me toho vepre, ale jest-li

vy, kmotre Petre, toho vepre prepepnte, tak si toho

prepepreneho vepre sam snite. Godfather Peter,
pepper me this pork ; but if, godfather Peter, you
put too much pepper, you must yourself eat the
over-peppered pork.
Ma mama ma doma maly domecek. My mother

has a little house at home.
Nase okenice jsou mezi vsemy okenicemi neokeni-

covatejsi. Our window shutter shuts closer than
the others.

Vlky-pluky. Wolves, regiments (to be repeated
rapidly).
Pan kaplan ma v kapse chlapce, ten chlapec ma v

kapse vrabce. The chaplain has in his pocket a boy,
and the boy has in his pocket a sparrow.

Rozprostovlasatila-li se dcera krale Nabucho-
donozora nebo uerozprostovlasatila-li se ? Has
King Nabuchodonozor s daughter unfastened her
hair or not ?

Pod nasima okny roste ker pepre, at'se kdo se pre,

prece toho kre pepre neprepre. Below our windows
is a pepper shrub : if there is a quarrel, it will not
be about the pepper shrub.

Olemujeme-li mu to nebo neolemujeme-li mu to ?

Shall we embroider it for him or not ?

To illustrate the amusing results from
sentences containing symbolic proper names,
I append a droll narrative related to me
in Bohemia recently. A peasant named
Vyskocil drove from his village, Peklo, at
a "

scorching
"

pace, whereupon a mounted
gendarme galloped after and overtook him,
demanding name and address. The peasant
truthfully replied,

" Jsem Vyskocil z Pekla,"
i.e.,

"
I have just sprung out of Hades."

The officer chose to take this as an affront
to his dignity, and the luckless peasant got
into trouble for his veracity.

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Streatham Common.

[Many examples of
"
tongue-twisters

"
in various

languages will be found in earlier volumes of
' N. & Q.'J

"
GAVIAL,"- A GHOST-WORD. This name,

applied by European naturalists to the
crocodile of the Ganges, has never been
satisfactorily explained. In his

' Notes
on English Etymology,' 1901, Prof. Skeat
says: "The Hindustani name is ghariyal,
a crocodile ; spelt with a peculiar r, so dim-
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cult for a European to pronounce, that v
has been substituted for it." The reference
is to the Hindustani " coronal

"
r, which,

however, does not bear the least resem-
blance to our v. The only English letter
it resembles is our d, with which students
of Hindustani constantly confuse it. The
name of the crocodile must be explained
in some other way. I suggest that it is

most probably a "
ghost-word." The letters

r and v are very much alike when badly
written. Gavial is an error of the press for

garial, and has been perpetuated like many
other zoological terms which originated
in the same fashion, such as opeagha for

qtiagga, phoorea for phoorsa, taguicati for

tagnicati, tarugne for tarugue, &c.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

^COMMANDMENTS PAINTED ON GLASS.
At Harefield Church, Middlesex, the Com-
mandments are painted in brown on a sheet
of glass, which is set up in a frame on the
sill of the east window, and so appears as
a transparency. I never saw this arrange-
ment anywhere else. R. B. P.

WILLIAM DAMPIEB THE NAVIGATOB. A
memorial to William Dampier the explorer,
who was a native of East Coker, Somerset.
was unveiled in the parish church on 19 May
by Miss Heneage of Coker Court, who is a
direct descendant of Dampier. This lady pos-
sesses the estates of Col. Hilyer, under whose
patronage the navigator made his famous
voyage to the West Indies. The memorial
consists of a marble slab, bearing a brass

plate on which are inscribed representations
of vessels of his period, with scientific and
nautical instruments. At the top is a
medallion portrait from one of the extant
likenesses of Dampier (not that in the
National Portrait Gallery).

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
* INGOLDSBY.' The following lines occur

in Ingoldsby's
'

Lay of St. Dunstan '

:

When they open'd the door, out the malt liquor
flow'd

Just as when the great vat burst in Tott'nham
Court Road.

The event here alluded to occurred at
Meux's Brewery on 17 Oct., 1814, when
several persons were drowned. An account
of it may be found in The European Magazine
for October, 1814, p. 367, which I have just
come across. Perhaps this note may be
useful to some future editor of

'

Ingoldsby,'
unless the passage has already been ex-

plained in an annotated edition.

R. B. P.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

PRINT :

" IN PRINT."

A CURIOUS use of this phrase appeared in

English literature in the last quarter of the
sixteenth century, and continued in one appli-
cation to about 1630, and in another to 1700
in literary English, and in the dialects to
the present day. What was apparently
the application earlier was to the plaited or

pleated ruff then worn, usually either with
to set or to stand. Thus E. Gilpin,

' Skia-
letheia' (1598), 58, has "Neat as a Mer-
chant's ruffe that's set in print" ; Middle-

ton, 'Blurt, Master Constable' (1602),
III. iii. 105,

" Your ruff must stand in print ;

and for that purpose get poking sticks."

Poking sticks were slender rods used to poke
out the folds or pleats of the ruff when
starched. Hence "

in print," said of a ruff,

appears to have meant "
having the pleats

all in proper order and standing stiff." In
one instance print is applied to the pattern
or kind of the ruff : Earle,

' Microcosmo-

graphie,' 1628, 'a Shee Precise Hypocrite,'" She is a non-conformist in a close stomacher
and ruff of Geneva print, and her puritie
consists much in her linen."

Sometimes the phrase was extended to
clothes generally : J. Lane (1616),

' Con-
tinuation of Squire's Tale,' has, 1. 363,
" Yet these [errant pucelles] their ruffes

must sett and clothes in print, and keep
them so, elles dames will looke a-squint."
It is also transferred to hair, and the beard :

Gaule (1629), 'Holy Madness,' p. 91, has
"
his beard stands in print

"
;
and Chapman

'

All Fools
'

(1605), has " not a hair about
his whole bulk, but it stands in print." A
writer in

' N. & Q.' (1 S. iv. 12) cites, as
said by an old Devonshire woman to him
as a child,

" Take care, sir, you'll put your
hair out of print."
What appears to be a further extension is

the general use of "in print
"

in the sense
"
in exact order, in proper form, properly,

exactly, to a nicety." Of this we have

many examples from Lyly (1580) to Locke
(c. 1700), in all kinds of applications, as
from Dekker, 'Honest Wh.' (1615), "I am
sure my husband is a man in print for all

things, save only in this
"

; Burton,
' Ana-

tomy' (1621), "A young lover must speak
in print, walk in print, eat and drink in
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print, and that which is all in all, he must
be mad in print ;

"
Gurnall,

'

Christian in

Armour' (1655), "If his heart be on his

garden, O how neatly it is kept ! it shall

lye, as we say, in print." So in 19th cent. :

4

Northampton Dialect
'

(Miss Baker),
"
She's

always in print, and so is her house
"

;

'

Leicestersh. Gloss.' (Evans),
" The house

as neat as print .... Shay (a servant)
:eps all her plazes in print."
What I should like to krknow is the origin

of this use of
"
print." Print, sb., has two

main branches of meaning : 1, the impres-
sion made by anything pressed on a plastic
substance, as the print of a foot in sand ;

2, the typographical sense,
" matter printed

with type, size of type." Nares assumes the
latter origin, and derives the phrase

" from
the exact regularity and truth of the art
of printing, which was at first deemed
almost miraculous." This explanation is

followed by Latham in his edition of
Johnson's '

Diet.,' and, according to him,
also by Bliss, in a note on the passage in
Earle's '

Microcos.,' and by Crai'
'

Hist. English Literature,' ii. 66.

Earle's
'

Microcos.,' and by Craik in his

,' ii. 66. But it
seems to me very doubtful ; printing had
been known for more than a century (i.e., to
more than three generations), and was no
longer a marvel, but a familiar thing when
this use of "in print" arose; and the
lines of print in a book seem to me about the
last thing to which the folds or pleats of a
ruff were likely to be compared. I have
wondered, therefore, whether " a ruff set in
print" could have some reference to the
pressing or crimping which the ruff received
to make the pleats all stand out in
proper parallel order. I should be glad
>f opinions on this from men or women;
put m the meantime I am anxious to know

the expression has ever been discussedbv other writers than those mentioned
above. If

any reader of
'

N. & Q.' can
11 us where it has been made the subjectrf
investigation, he will greatly oblige by

t0 "
'M H-

m
r <?* "i. Murray

) direct and at once, as the sheet
Dictionary' containing "print"

go
,

to press' and
Untl1 answers can appear in

J. A. H. MTORAY.

of St. Patrick, and founded St. Ives in Corn-
wall ; there the parish church bore her
name through British, Saxon, Norman, and
Plantagenet times, down to its rededication
to SS. Peter and Andrew in the fifteenth

century. It is not certain whether her
feast was kept on 3 February or 27 October.
Historical or legendary details are not
wanted : only the actual proof of such a
cultus as we know to have existed in loco.

In no book or manuscript known to the
inquirer are her Mass and Office entered.

(Miss) L. I. GUINEY.
6, Winchester Road, Oxford.

CONVIVIAL CLUBS. Can any of your
readers throw light on the following clubs
or associations of the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, summonses to which
(some of them of great artistic merit and
beauty) have just come into my possession ?

Brothers of the Grand Khaibar (about
1740).
The Albions.
The Order of Bucks.
The Lord Nelsons. Several lodges of

this order seem to have existed, and their
invitation cards are very interesting.
The Druids.
The Royal Orders of Knighthood.
The Knights of St. George.
The Comical Fellows. The summonses

of this Order, despite its name, suggestive
principally of fun and good-fellowship, are
covered with sacred emblems. About 1820
a lodge of Comical Fellows flourished at
Gravesend. A. M. BROADLEY.
The Knapp, Bradpole, Bridport.

[MR. ELIOT HODGKIN gave an account of the
Order of Bucks at 9 S. iv. 399 ; and MR. HOLDEN
MAcMiCHAEL contributed a series of articles on
Bucks, Good Fellows, and other convivial societies
at 9 S. iv. 520 ; vi. 213 ; viii. 479 ; ix. 443 ; x. 322.
Additional information on the subject will be found
at 1 S. vii. 286 ; 2 S. v. 316, 424 ; xii. 436 ; 4 S. v.
466 : 6 S. viii. 361 ; ix. 454, 511 ; 9 S. iv. 225, 333.J

CANNING PORTRAITS. I am anxious to
trace the present ownership of portraits
>f George Canning. I know the portrait
ay Lawrence at Christchurch, Oxford, and
also engravings after Hoppner and Steward-
son, and shall be grateful to learn the owner-
ship of any or all original portraits.

HENRY T. Cox.
27, Ranelagh Avenue, Barnes, S.W.

TALE or DROP OF WATER. In about
;he year 1865 I read a story in a book which,
suppose, gave an account of science for

children, about looking through a miscro-
scope at a drop of water. It . aid the drop
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was full of animalcules, who were all dancing
round and round and playing with each
other, except one who liked to be quiet anc
sit in a corner by herself. They came up
to her in turn and urged her to dance with
them, but she would not ; in the end they
dragged her out, made her dance, and finished

by eating her up. Can any of your readers
tell me the name of the book containing
this story ? I should be much obliged if

they could. LIBEBATOB.

EYNSFOBD CASTLE. The little village
of Eynsford has been scantily treated by
writers on Kent, owing to the richness
of the county generally in historical associa-

tions. It may interest some of your readers
to know that I have undertaken to prepare
for publication a history of Eynsford and
its castle. A great deal of material has been
collected, but we find difficulty in fixing
the date of the castle. If any readers of
' N. & Q.' can furnish me with information

respecting the village or the castle before
the beginning of the twelfth century, I shall

be very grateful to them, and will gladly
acknowledge my indebtedness.

HEBBEBT H. BASSETT.
Darentlea, Eynsford, Kent.

WALPOLE AND THE DUCHESS OF DEVON-
SHIRE. Can you give me any information
as to the present custody of a (MS.) stanza

by Horace Walpole on Georgiana, Duchess
of Devonshire, which was for some years
kept at Devonshire House ? The Depart-
ment of Manuscripts, British Museum, can

give no information. S. F. H.

LATIN FUNEBEAL INSCBIPTIONS. I am
anxious for a short Latin inscription for use
on a monument in a graveyard where the

person who was interred was devoted to the
classics a man who always did his duty,
and was immensely looked up to by his

neighbours for his probity in all his dealings.
Many Latin quotations came to my mind,

but I have not hit on one exactly suitable,
and I thought that perhaps in some past
number of

' N. & Q.' there might chance
to be several suitable references in Latin
for such a case. An epitaph is not an easy
thing to determine upon ; and any help
will be much appreciated.
The favourite authors of the deceased

were Horace, Cicero, Livy, Virgil. Please

reply direct to J. M. WILSON.
Currygrane, Edgeworthstown, co. Longford.

JOHN SAINSBUBY COLLECTION. I shall be

greatly obliged if any of your readers will

give me information regarding this collec-

tion of books and MSS. relating to the
French Revolution and Napoleon, which
was exhibited at the Egyptian Hall, Picca-

dilly, in 1843. What became of it ? Was it

disposed of by public auction, or by private
treaty, and when ? A. G. E.

BUCKBOSE. One of the Parliamentary
divisions of East Yorkshire is the Buckrose
Division. Why Buckrose ? There is no
town or village of that name, so far as I know.

T. M. W.

HON. MBS. GOBDON'S SUICIDE. In May,
1813,

" the Hon. Mrs. Gordon, who resided
at the house of her daughter Mrs. Williams,"
in Somerset Street, Portman Square, threw
herself from the window of the first floor.

Who was she ? J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall, S.W.

' THE JOUBNAL OF AUCTIONS AND SALES.'

Can any reader tell me what has become
of the above ? I know it was being published
in 1853. F. O. RYBOT.

STOBY'S ' VJE VICTIS.' I want to find a

poem of William Story's called
'

Vse Victis.'

It was published in one of the monthly
periodicals in 1878 or 1880, I think, but
am not sure. I do not know whether it has
ever been reprinted, but I am most anxious
to obtain a copy of it. D. B.

QUEEN CABOLINE. Can any of your
readers tell me the origin of the verses

about Queen Caroline :

" Go away and sin

no more. . . .only go away
"

? J. M.

HOLBEIN SUBJECTS. Who was "
the

Lady Marchioness of Dorset "
painted by

Bolbein, and whom did she marry ?

I also want information as to Margaret
lement, painted by the same, and dates.

X. Y. Z.

MUBDEB AT WINNATS. In 1758, at Win-
nats orWindgates, co. Derby, a maiden and
ler lover were murdered when going to Peak
forest Chapel to be married. Can any one

cindly tell me their names ?

THOMAS CHAMBEBLIN TIMS.
Little Bourton, near Banbury.

BUBIALS AT NICE : CAPT. JAMES KINO.
[s there any record (registers or tombstones)
of the English buried at Nice between 1750
and 1800 ? So many of our countrymen
were sent thither at that time in hope of

prolonging their days that it is possible
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that some list may be preserved. In the

present instance it is sought to find a record

of the death in 1784 of Capt. James King,

F.B.S., and LL.D., the companion of Capt.

Cook, and continuator of his
'

Voyages.'
PHILIP NORTH.

HOVE. I want Information as to how
the Cliftonville end of Brighton came to be

called
" Hove." A. C. T.

COWDBAY, SUSSEX. Sir Henry Ellis,

F.S.A., exhibited in 1847, at the Society of

Antiquaries, some drawings by Frederick
Nash illustrating this house. I should like

to know the whereabouts of these.

B. T. BATSFORD.
94, High Holborn.

DEVXLLE. Can any of your readers give
me information about one Deville, who was
a well-known delineator of character from
handwriting circa 1838 ?

JOHN MURRAY.
50, Albemarle Street, W.

FRENCH WORDS IN SCOTCH.
(10 S. ix. 369.)

IN his song beginning
"
Phoebus, arise !

"

Drummond of Hawthornden uses "
carrier

"

in its French sense of
"
course," the couplet

in which it appears standing thus :

Rouse Memnon's mother from her Tython's bed,
That she thy carrier may with roses spread.

Evidently disliking this, or desirous of

saving his readers from perplexity, Palgrave,
when giving the lyric in his 'Golden
Treasury,' made the second line read

That she may thy career with roses spread.
As this emendation still involves an archaism,
it might have been well to leave the poet's
text to

convey
its own meaning."

Canalyie
'

or "
cannailyie

"
(Fr. canaille)

denoting rabble or promiscuous mob, is still
in common use in Scotland. It receives
literary recognition as follows from the
iev. James Nicol, minister of Traquair,who died in 1819:

The hale cannailyie, risin', tried
In vain to end their gabblin ;

. IPri?
carllne cam', and cried,

V\ hat s a' this wickit squabblin ?
"

are at the present day those who
pronounce fracas as

f'

frawkiss," thus givingthe value it receives from Burns in the
opening line of '

Scotch Drink '

:

Jj**
oth r Poete raise a fracas

Bout vines, an' wines, an' drucken Bacchus.

The pronunciation, however, in certain

districts may be fairly represented by
"
farcaw," which readily suggests the

original term. THOMAS BAYNE.

G. M. T. may like to add two expressions
to his list. They were uttered by a game-
keeper in my presence.

1. We were exploring a cave dwelling on
the coast.

"
Lift yon stone," said he,

"
till we get a visee under it." The old

Scots term for the foresight of a fowling-

piece is the
"
visee drap."

2. When I called his attention to some
whins being burnt after the close of the

statutory time for
"
mure-burn," he re-

marked that
"

it couldna be eveeted that
some birds would be burnt on their nests."

G. M. T. writes
"
hashet

"
for the orthodox

"
ashet," and "

tassie
"

for
"
tass," as in

" a tass o' brandy."
HERBERT MAXWELL.

This question has been agreeably and
fully dealt with in ' The Thistle and Fleur
de Lys,' by Isabel G. Sinclair (Edinburgh,
Blackwood & Sons, 1904)."

Prutchee, madam," appears in it as
"
Proochey ; Fr. approcher," the call given

by milkmaids to cows. "Fash,"
"
tash,"

"
ashet,"

"
gigot," and "

tassie
"

are also

given, but not " mutch." The little work
a thin 8vo has quotations in support

of each word from ancient and modern
Scots prose and poetry largely for modern
speech from Burns and Scott. W. C. J.

Readers of Rabelais are aware of his use
of the old and long since disused word
onques, the lineal descendant of the old
Roman unquam. But I venture to ask
if any one has noticed how the Scottish

tongue has retained what the old French
has lost or discarded ; for I believe I am
right in claiming the Scottish word " unco

"

as Rabelais' s onques with very slight varia-
tion of application. A. S. MORIES.

Under the heading
'

Scoto-Gallicisms
' an

interesting list of these words appears
at 1 S. v. 555 (12 June, 1852). See also
6 S. x. 165, 276, 453. H. S.

See ' The Scot Abroad,' by J. Hill Burton,
1864, vol. i. chap. v. p. 236. W. S.

A list of these will be found in Dean
Ramsay's

'

Reminiscences of Scottish Life
and Character,' 20th ed., p. 293 (Edinburgh,
Edmonston & Douglas, 1871). T. F. D.

[MR. J. B. WAINKWRIGHT also refers to Dear
Ramsay.]
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COPPER MILL, WHITECHAPEL (10 S. ix.

290). The mill for flatting copper at Merton

occupied in 1864 by Messrs. Shears, seems
to have had a close connexion with two

calico-printing factories close by, which,
like the copper mill, stood on the site of the
ancient Abbey of Merton or of its domains.
At what time it was removed to Merton
from Whitechapel one cannot say, but it

was certainly before 1819, for it is described
in Dr. James Dugdale's

' New British

Traveller
'

of that year as being then, with
three calico-printing factories, flourishing
on the site of the abbey (vol. iv. p. 335).

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

" NITOB IN ADVEBSXJM "
(10 S. viii. 429,

474 ; ix. 356). Whatever families may use
or have used this motto, Burke may fairly
be presumed to have quoted the words

directly from Ovid (' Met.,' ii. 72).
EDWARD BENSLY.

THE BONASSUS (10 S. ix. 365). The
interest in

"
this astonishing animal

"

seems to have persisted in a lively fashion
for a number of years. Christopher North
introduced him into the number of the
' Noctes Ambrosianse ' which appeared in
Blackwood for June, 1827. There he repre-
sented the Ettrick Shepherd to have
become the owner of the freak.

"
I bocht

the Bonassus," says James,
"
frae the

man that had him in a show "
; and he

adds various characteristic details illus-

trative of his purpose and his management.
Again in April, 1830, the phenomenal bull
was utilized to admirable purpose. The
Shepherd describes how he surpassed the
achievement of Mazeppa on the animal's

back, wildly careering along
" the turnpike

road that cuts the kintra frae Selkirk to
Moffat." His narrative prompts the English
Opium-Eater, who is one of the interlocutors
to a running commentary, which is a notable

example of Wilson's boisterous humour and
rare skill of adaptation. The inevitable
anticlimax comes when the philosopher asks
the unscrupulous rhapsodist to enlighten
him on " the precise Era of the Flight to
Moffat." The reply runs thus :

"Mr. De Quinshy, you're like a' ither great
philosophers, ane o' the maist credulous o' mankind !

You wad believe me, were I to say that I had
ridden a whale up the Yarrow frae Newark to
Eltrive ! The ham story's a lee ! and sae free o'

ony foundation in truth, that I wad hae nae
objections to tak my bible-oath that sic a beast as a

Bpnassus never was creawted and it 's lucky for
him that he never was, for seeing that he 's said to
consume three bushel o' ingans [onions] to denner

every day o' his life, Noah wad never hae letten

him mtil the Ark, and he wad hae been fund, after

the subsidin' o' the waters, a skeleton on the tap o'

Mount Ararat."

In editing the collected works of his

father-in-law Prof. Ferrier does not annotate
the passages on the Bonassus, which seems
to indicate that the wonderful "

exhibit
"

which had moved Queen Caroline and the
rest had been forgotten by the middle of

the century. See Wilson's 'Noctes Am-
brosianae,' i. 380, ii. 340.

THOMAS BAYNE.

With Wombwell's thrilling account of the
boldness and combative success of the
Bonassus it is curious to contrast the follow-

ing passage of
' Les Mimes, Enseignemens

et Proverbes '

:

Sus vos grosses testes, Bonasses,
Vous portez de grandes cornasses,
Ne vous en pouuans preualoir.
Entre les animaux insignes,
Ceux-l& de leurs comes sont dignes,
Qui scauent les faire valoir !

Liv. ii. p. 63.

ST. SWITHIN.

Wombwell's " Bonassus
" was shown at

Bartholomew Fair, 1828 (Daniel's
' Merrie

England,' ii. 191 ; Frost's 'The Old Show-
men,' p. 303). Frost adds :

" Under the name given to it by Wombwell, it

was introduced into the epilogue of the Westminster
play as one of the wonders of the year. It was
afterwards sold by Wombwell to the Zoological
Society, and placed in their collection in the

Regents Park; but it had been enfeebled by
confinement and disease, and it died soon after-

wards."
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

PALM SUNDAY (10 S. ix. 281, 374, 412).
In reference to the note on the Provenal
custom of blessing the "rampau" made of

an olive branch on Palm Sunday, I am told

by a friend long resident in British Columbia
that branches of red cedar (thuja) are blessed

for distribution in all the churches of that

province, as well as in the cathedral church
of New Westminster. Branches of cedar
are also used for decorative purposes on
the altar as well as in the body of the church.

C. H. R. PEACH.
Manchester.

ANNE OF AUSTRIA (10 S. ix. 390). Two
queens have this sobriquet. Philip II. of

Spain was married four times, his second
wife being our Queen Mary, and his fourth

Anne, daughter of the Emperor Maxi-
milian II., who was his first cousin. The
latter was undoubtedly of Austria ; and pre-
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sutnably it was from that fact that their

daughter, when married to Louis XIII.

of France, was also called in history Anne
of Austria. She was the mother of

Louis XIV. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

The term is quite justified. The six

Spanish sovereigns beginning with Charles I.

(Emperor Charles V.) were called the family
of Austria, King Charles having been the

son of Philip I. of Austria by the daughter
of Ferdinand and Isabella. The connexion
was made closer by three successive genera-
tions of Charles's descendants marrying
into the royal family of Austria. H. P. L.

This princess the sister of Philip IV.
of Spain, and mother of Louis XIV. of France
was so called because the Spanish Haps-

burgs were descended from the earlier

Hapsburgs of Austria. Her great-grand-
father Charles V., Emperor and King of

Spain, was grandson of the Emperor Maxi-
milian I., whose ancestor Rudolf I. (1273-91)
conquered Austria and Styria from Ottocar.

A. R. BAYLEY.

"THE CHOCKED BILLET" (10 S. ix. 190).
To explain this by saying that it is a

variant of "The Crooked Log" is only to
substitute one difficulty for another. The
explanation in Hone's 'Table Book '

(pp. 335,
336) may be dismissed, because of the un-
likelihood of the example of an out-of-the-

way Kentish house being widely spread
in days of limited communications. More-
over the date 1827 is against its being
the origin. There are others boasting a
higher antiquity. There is a large public-
house in Greenwich with the sign of

" The
Ship and Billet," which in the eighteenth
century was known as

" The Marsh House
and Crooked Billet." It has been ingeni-
ously asserted that this sign is of heraldic
origin, being originally a fesse dancette, and
the pictorial representation of one in Essex
seems to favour this view (Christy 'Trade
Signs of Essex,' p. 163) ; but that in Lar-
woods 'History of Signboards' rather
suggests a chevron wavy. In favour of the
heraldic

theory it may be mentioned that
the pale raguly of the Warwick arms has
become The Bear and Ragged Staff," and
in one instance in Charing Cross Road
simply "The Bear and Staff." Can any one

11 us the armorial bearings of the lords
the manor of, or important inhabitant

near any old house with the sign of " The
ked

B^et"? This might help. The
house is in close proximity to

the estate of Wm. Lambard, the antiquary,
on whose escutcheon was a chevron vaire ;

while one Bennett, a servant of Queen
Elizabeth, had some land in the vicinity.
His arms had a chevron argent ; but I

know of no connexion with the house itself

or its site. AYEAHR.

I have always been under the impression
that this sign alluded to the crooked stick
on which pedlars hung their bundles over
their shoulders. I remember being shown
one of these sticks by a wealthy West
Riding woollen spinner as the one used by
his grandfather or great-gandfather in his

early days. This was many years ago, and
whether the idea arose in my mind from
what he told me or from something else I
cannot tell. The stick or billet was chosen
so as to fit over the shoulder, and had a
hook from which the bundle was suspended ;

it had also a handle such as would prevent
its swinging round and upsetting the bundle.
If these were in common use, might it not
form a sign such as would commend itself

to the commercial traveller of the day ?

H. G. P.

In chap. xxxi. of
'

Barnaby Rudge,'
Dickens makes mention of

" The Crooked
Billet

"
in Thames Street as the place where

poor Joe Willet enlisted, yielding to the

pleadings of the recruiting sergeant. The
date of this story is about 1775, but whether
the hostelry is now in existence under the
same sign I cannot say.

JOHN PICKFOBD, M.A.

" VIN GEIS" (10 S. ix. 30, 134, 218, 330,

391). When this term was first discussed
in

' N. & Q.,' I thought it must refer to a
wine that I had seen put on the table of
the Hotel St. Bernard, Clairvaux (a small

country inn, where white table-cloths are
not in use), along with the usual vin ordinaire

rouge. Its colour was, as is stated by COM-
MANDANT DUAULT, between the two extreme
colours of French wines, red and " white "

;

what I saw was a pale pink, quite different
from either. The explanation given by the
Commandant is the same as that in the
' Nouveau Larousse Illustre,' vol. vii. p. 1308,
col. 3. J. T. F.
Durham.

" Vin gris
"

certainly refers to the colour
of the wine, and not to its intoxicating
effect. There is a certain demand for
"
vin gris

"
in the northern parts of France

as well as in Paris. The most famous are
the "

vin gris d'Alsace
" and "

vin gris
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d'Epineuil, near Tonnerre, in the department
of Yonne. The " vin gris

"
are frequently

used by chemists for preparing medicinal
wines.

Originally "vin gris" was produced by
passing white wine over the

"
rape

"
(stem

of the grapes) of red grapes, but nowadays
it is frequently produced by blending white
and red wines. Generally four parts of

white wine and one part of red wine are

used, and skilful blending gives even better

results. V & Co.

[With this communication from an unimpeachable
French authority of Bordeaux this discussion is

closed.]

BETJLAH SPA, UPPER NORWOOD (10 S. viii.

508 ; ix. 35, 313). Dr. Kitto, in his
'

Illus-

trated Bible' (enlarged and improved by
the Rev. Canon Birks, M.A.), has this note
on the verse mentioned by the Editor,

namely, Isaiah Ixii. 4,
"
Thy land shall be

married :

" In the East it is still customary to describe a

king as having married that land, which he has

recently acquired, by conquest or otherwise, and
united to his former dominions." Vol. ii. p. 296.

But the name of the Spa and its artificially
contrived pleasure-grounds was probably
suggested by the land of rest which, in

' The
Pilgrim's Progress,' is enjoyed by the faith-

ful Christian freed from doubts and fears :

" After this, I beheld until they came unto
the land of Beulah, where the sun shineth

night and day."
J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

BREEDON FAMILY (10 S. ix. 151). I know
nothing of the Joseph Breedon mentioned

by LIEUTENANT, but perhaps this infor-

mation concerning the Breedons of Bere
Court or De la Bere House, Pangbourne,
may be of some interest to him.
The Rev. Zacheus Breedon, M.A.Oxon,

Rector of South Moreton, Berks, 1660 (who
was probably a son of the Rev. Zacheus
Breedon, B.D. Oxon., Rector of Croughton,
Northants, 1631), married Grace, daughter
of Richard House, Esq., of Checkendon,
Oxfordshire, and by her had a son Zacheus,
who died at Hammersmith, 2 March, 1735,
and a son Thomas (M.A.Oxon), who became
Rector of Pangbourne in 1704, and subse-

quently Rector of South Moreton.
The Rev. Thomas Breedon had a son

John, who became D.C.L. at Oxford
3 July, 1754, being then of Bere Court. He
was succeeded by his son John, who became
M.D. of Oxford in 1774, and died in 1782.

Bere Court then passed, under the will o:

John Breedon, D.C.L., to the Rev. John

Symonds, who on 15 Feb., 1783, took the

name and arms of Breedon. The Rev.
John Symonds Breedon became D.D. at

Oxford in 1793, and was Perpetual Curate
of Stanley St. Leonard, Gloucestershire,

from 1789 till his death at Bere Court,
3 Aug., 1826, aged 73. His widow Jane
died 19 April, 1836, aged 69.

1. His eldest son, John Symonds Breedon,

Esq., was born 21 Nov., 1789 ;
married

15 June, 1818, Catherine, eldest daughter
of the late Lieut.-Col. William Henry Toovey
Hawley of West Green House, Hants ; and
died at Tenby, 5 May, 1843, aged 53. His
widow died 20 Jan., 1853, aged 53.

2. The Rev. J. S. Breedon' s second son

Charles resided at Millbrook, Southampton,
and died before 1845.

3. His third son, the Rev. Henry Breedon,
M.A. Oxon., became Rector of Pangbourne
in 1817 ; married in 1818 Elizabeth Julia,

second daughter of the late Thomas Usborne,

Esq., of Gilwell Park, Essex ; and died

6 April, 1845, aged 53.

4. His fourth son, Lieut. William Breedon,

R.N., married firstly, 21 Feb., 1832, at

Newchurch, I.W., Waller, eldest daughter
of the late John Kearney, Esq., of co. Kil-

kenny (she died at Ryde 2 May, 1833) ; and

secondly, 27 Feb., 1844, at St. Mary's,
Lambeth, Elizabeth Binyon of Bedford.

5. His fifth son, Lieut. Henry Breedon,

R.N., married 25 June, 1832, at Paris,

Alice, youngest daughter of Major J. R.

Nason, late of the 47th Regiment.
6. His sixth son Arthur died 8 April,

1811, aged 4 years and 10 months.

Of his daughters, Elizabeth was married,

7 Feb., 1811, to the Rev. George Hulme of

Shinfield, Berks ; Maryanne, the third,

died 28 May, 1811, aged 13 ; and Jane was
married, 1 May, 1828, to John, youngest
son of Robert Hopkins, Esq., of Tidmarsh,
Berks.

la. Mr. J. S. Breedon' s eldest son John
also died at Tenby in 1843, aged 20.

16. His second son Edward Augustus
(M.A.Oxon.) thereupon succeeded to the

estates.

Ic. His third son, the Rev. Arthur
William Breedon, M.A.Oxon., was Rector
of Pangbourne from 1847 to his death,
31 Jan., 1857.

3o. The Rev. Henry Breedon had a son
Frederick William, who was born in 1824 ;

married in 1848 Eliza, second daughter of

Capt. Morphett of the 57th Regiment ;

and died in 1889, leaving four sons and a

daughter. He had also a daughter Emma
Jane, who was married, 5 Sept., 1848, to the
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Rev. Arthur John Wade, M.A. Dublin,

Incumbent of Trinity Church, Ryde.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

A branch of this family was at one time

settled at West Haddon, Northamptonshire.
The name appears a good many times in

the registers between 1691 and 1811, but is

now extinct. The only memorial in the

churchyard is an old upright stone inscribed

as follows :

" In
| memory of

|
John Breedon

|
who departed

this Life
| January the 4th , 1803

|
In the 68tfl Year

of his Age I Also of
|
Jane his wife

|
who departed

this Life
| April the 6th 1811

|
in the 68th Year of her

age."

According to the register, John "Breeden"
and Jane Lucas, both of this parish, were
married at West Haddon on 6 Nov., 1763.
Some one interested in the family visited

West Haddon in 1898, and told me that
branches were also located at Wing, Bucks ;

Croughton, Northants ; Fenny Compton,
Warwickshire ; and Bere Court, Pang-
bourne, and South Moreton, Berks.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

The Breedons of Bere Court are mentioned
in Lysons's

'

Magna Britannia,' vol. i.

part ii.
'

Berkshire,' pp. 181-4, 323-4.
R. J. FYNMOBE.

[Mas. HAUTEVTLLE COPE also thanked for reply.]

INFERIOR CLERGY, THEIR APPELLATIONS
"SiR" (10 S. ix. 286). The Rev. James
Christie, in his valuable privately printedwork entitled

' Some Account of Parish
Clerks, more especially of the Ancient
Fraternity (Bretherne and Sisterne) of S.
Nicholas, now known as the Worshipful
Company of Parish Clerks,' includes the
following paragraph in his account of the

raternity s most ancient record (1449-
1521) ;

* -- in the Bede Roll. In the
Roll generally gives precedence
over 'Dominus.' There are

a score and a half of priests in

'Ma, r r rvJ
10 V116 lirefixed- Sometimes

; ffigftXLSF&s5SS?LsSr
ISffti tm,to hye precedence of 'MagK 1

titles of honour

to those who were wards of the King, whether
married or unmarried, either for lands or still of the

King's bestowing in marriage, as the services for

the King must be done by the husband. But when
this wardship was abrogated, the first use of the
word was lost, and the title used as a mere hono-

rary prefix.' In the Bede Roll in two cases in 1461

does the title
'

Syr
'

occur, and in both cases appa-
rently priests Syr Rafe of Bow and Syr William
Strode:"

The title evidently survived to post-
Reformation times, for at the head of the
list of Vicars of St. Helen's, Bishopsgate,

given in Cox's
' Annals '

occurs the name
of "Sir Thomas" as vicar 1571-6. In
reference to this name Dr. Cox adds a
foot-note (p. 54, from Heylin's

'

History of

the Reformation '

)
to the effect that " such

of the clergy as were under the degree of

doctor were commonly called
'

Sir.'
" The

use of the term here for a vicar would make
Selden's

"
usually

"
rather elastic.

Shakespeare bestows the prefix upon
more than one of his characters. Thus we
have "

Sir Nathaniel, a Curate," in
' Love's

Labour 's Lost
'

;

"
Sir Oliver Mar-text, a

Vicar," in 'As You Like It' ; and "Sir
Michael, A Friend of the Archbishop of

York," in
'

Henry IV.'

Miss LEGA-WEEKES is doubtless aware
that the title was often loosely bestowed
upon lay dignitaries (who were not knights)
in early times. The London Mayors in

particular seem to have been honoured in
this respect.

"
Sir

"
George Monoux, who

recently figured in these columns, is a case
in point ; while other instances of this

usage which occur to me are provided by
"Sir" Drew Barentyn and "Sir" William

Gregory. WILLIAM McMuRRAY.

Although not of early date, the following
use of the designation

"
curate

"
may

interest Miss LEGA-WEEKES. In 1618, at

Walton-on-the-Hill, Surrey, the long-delayed
transcribing of the baptismal entries from
the loose sheets or paper book into a parch-
ment one took place. This was carried out
with all the entries that had survived from
1581 by the rector, who writes the following
on an early page in the book :

' This Booke was
|
made anno 1581 for the

|

Christnings | [scroll] |
Written by James Leslie.

Curat.
|
anno 1618 prid Cal. Junii.

W. P. D. S.

I do not think that any subject has been
more fully discussed in

' N. & Q.' than this.
At 9 S. ii. 455 I gave a list of references,
fifteen in number, extending from 1 S. i. 19
to 8 S. x. 481 ; and on the same page
MR. A. R. BAYLEY noted an article on the
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subject which appeared in The Genealogical
Magazine for September, 1897.

RICHARD WELFOBD.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.

ix. 328, 393). "Ninety-five, ninety-five,"
seems like a corruption of the fifth verse of

a rime, traditional in West Yorkshire, and
known as

'

Country Lads
'

or
' Number One.'

It began :

Number one, number one,
Some like a pistol, but I like a gun ;

Too-ri-loo, too-ri-loo,

Merry country lads are we.

Each verse had a new number and a new
line,- thus :

Some like a boot, but I like a shoe.
Some are blind, but I can see.

Some like a window, but I like a door.

/Some are dead, but I'm alive.

\ or To keep single I '11 contrive.

I* think these verses were pretty well

fixed, and also the seventh :

Some go to hell, but I go to heaven ;

but "six" was very variable, and so were
later verses. In each case the first and
second line were sung by the soloist, the
third and fourth forming chorus.
The "

needles and pins
"

part is probably
equally old and traditional, with its counter-

part,
When a man 's single he lives at his ease.

H. SNOWDEN WARD.

I heard
I'm ninety-five, I'm ninety-five,
And to keep single I '11 contrive,

sung in costume by a humorous gentleman
.some time in

" the forties." ST. SWTTHIN.

MB. BLISS'S second quotation (ante,

p. 370),

Quadrijugis evectus equis sol aureus exit,

has been the unsuccessful object of queries
for a long while. See 1 S. ii. 391 ; iii. 287 ;

4 S. xii. 447, 521 ; 7 S. xii. 148.

JOHN B. WAINEWBIGHT.

IBISH VEBSION OF " DE MOBTUIS "
(10 S.

ix. 388). The " modern Irish wit "
alluded

to by Canon Ainger as possessed of the
" Swiftian power of rhyming

"
is Watty

Cox, an Irish poet, who died in 1837. In a

speech delivered by Daniel O'Connell at the

Loyal National Repeal Association, on
25 July, 1843, the great Liberator quoted
from Watty Cox as follows :

De mortuis nil nisi bonum.
When scoundrels die, let all bemoan 'em.

W. H. GBATTAN FLOOD.

This couplet is attributed to Dr. John
Brenan (1768 ?-1830), the witty editor of
The Milesian Magazine, on the good authority
of D. J. O'Donoghue. See his

'

Irish

Ability,' Dublin, 190,J

, p. 118, where the
lines are quoted. JOHN S. CBONE.
Kensal Lodge, N.W.

JOHN ZEPHANIAH HOLWELL (10 S. ix. 370).
The grandson of the above was the god-

father of my father, the late Thomas Holwell

Cole, M.A., author of
' The Antiquities of

Hastings,' 1867. Further information may
be found in the '

Dictionary of National

Biography,' where a great-grandson is

mentioned (vol. xxviii. p. 212).
About 1877 the Rev. Hugh Martin Short

published a long slip showing his descent
from the ancient family of Holwell.

MARY MAY RANGE (nee COLE).
Westcliff-on-Sea.

LONDON SIGNS :

"
GUY, EABL OF WAB-

WICK" (10 S. ix. 127). After reading the

interesting note by MB. ABBAHAMS I turned
to my copy of Allen's

'

History of London '

(1828), and at vol. iii. p. 571 found a small

wood engraving of the sculpture. Besides
the figure, it bears the date 1668, the initials

G. C., and the words "Restored 1817, J.

Deykes Arch*." At the foot also occurs

what I take to be
" Pennant London 5th Ed.

402."
Bound into my book, facing this page, is a

folded plate of the bas-relief inscribed :

"
Guy, Earl of Warwick, From a Basso

Relievio in Warwick Lane. The Drawing
taken from Mr. Curtis' s Window." Then
follows a version of the story of the redoubt-

able Guy, and references to Speed, Dugdale,
Stow, Camden, &c. At foot is the super-

scription : "Pubd
April 3, 1791 by N.

Smith No. 18 Gt. May's Buildings."
This inserted engraving I take, therefore,

to be a copy of the original sculpture. Of
course in drawings it is impossible to pin

any faith to accuracy, but I may mention
the following points of divergence between
the two representations. First, the pedestal
or corbel on wliich Guy stands does not

tally as to shape. Second, the detached
shield on the lower part of the stone con-

tains three mascles conjoined in the original,

and they are shown separate in the restora-

tion. In the former, too, the shield on

Guy's left arm is turned more to the front

of the picture than it is in the latter. The
details of the garb of the figure are of course

more clearly depicted in the restoration ;

and the date and initials are there shown
to be entirely within the border.
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I shall be glad to know the antecedents

of the plate to which I have been referring.

Has it been detached from some book ? or

was it issued separately ?

JOHN T. PAGE.

CONVEYANCING IN OLD DAYS AT NEW-
CASTLE-UPON-TYNE (10 S. ix. 404). In-

stances of the use of the Mayor's seal for

confirmation are given at 10 S. i. 447 ;
ii.

19. The custom still existed at York in 1775.

In 1496 William Came of Newark desired

the Earls of Shrewsbury and Wiltshire to

affix their seals to his will (' Test. Ebor.,' iv.

118). W. C. B.

JOHNSTON FAMILY OF SCOTLAND (10 S. ix.

390). The Latin elegiacs in the MS. are a

mangled form of a twelve-line piece by
Arthur Johnston, which was first printed
in his

'

Epigrammata
'

(Aberdeen, 1632).

It appears again on p. 607 in torn. i. of
'

Delitise Poetarum Scotorum hujus ^Evi

Illustrium' (Amsterdam, 1637), and on

p. 368 of his
' Poemata Omnia '

(Middelburg,
1642). In the edition of Johnston's poems
by Sir W. D. Geddes, which fills the first

two volumes of
' Musa Latina Aberdonensis

'

(printed for the New Spalding Club, Aber-

deen, 1895), these lines are on p. 46 of vol. ii.

They were addressed to James Johnston,
Baron Johnston, who, according to Prin-

cipal Geddes' s note was raised to the

peerage in 1633, under the title of Lord
Johnston of Lochwood, and died in 1653.
For an instance of confusion between the

arms of the Caskieben family, to which
Arthur Johnston belonged, and those of
another branch see p. 179 of vol. xxiii. of
the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries
for Scotland ('Heraldic Representations at
Marischal College,' by Mr. P. J. Anderson).

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

CAPT. WOODES ROGERS (10 S. via. 470).
t would appear from the will of Francis
Rogers of Bristol (part-owner of the Duke anc
the Duchess, privateers), proved in London
1717, that he was a brother of Noblett
Rogers of Cork, and that his father was
Robert Rogers of Cork. This identifies
Francis Rogers as being a son of Robert
Rogers of Lota, Ireland, whose arms were
Azure, a chevron between three stags trip
pant sable (see Burke' s 'Landed Gentry')
t think Woodes Rogers must have beer
related to this family. In the P.R.O
there is a certain "Return" as to th
Bahamas, dated 15 Sept., 1731, which men
tiona a Michael Rogers as living with his

,vife and three children on the island of

'rovidence. A Michael Rogers appears-
n the pedigree of Rogers of Lota as living
n 1848. There is an engraved portrait of

iVoodes Rogers and his son and daughter
in the British Museum.

In the
'

Appleton Cyclopedia of American

Biography,' 1888, edited by James Grant
Wilson and John Fiske, vol. v. p. 311, the

bllowing appears :

" Woodes Rogers, Eng-
ish navigator, born in Derbyshire, England,
about 1663 ;

died in London 1732."

The above statement of the captain's-
death in London is apparently incorrect.

Was he born in Derbyshire ? and where

'sup. alto mari
"

did the captain's father,

Woodes Rogers, sen., die ?

EDWARD MILWARD S. PARKER.
Welford House, Weston-super-Mare.

ALLTREE FAMILY (10 S. ix. 349, 413).

The Aspinwall Notarial Records, 1644-51,'

1 vol., 8vo, Boston, 1903, give eleven refer-

ences to a Paul Allstree as doing business-

in Boston at this period. He (unquestion-

ably of English birth) seemingly engaged in

ventures connected with " Maderas
" and

Barbados.
' The Boston Records, 1634-60,'

1 vol., 8vo, Boston, 1903, reveal, too, the

fact of his having owned Boston house

property ; also, of his leaving Boston for

Barbados in 1650.

Another example of this name represents
a " Boston tax-payer

"
of later date, whose

patronymic got twisted into these forms :

Allern Augaltree, 1688 ;
Allen Ahaltree,

1691 ; Allen Aughletree, 1695. These
ancient New England examples of an odd
surname may be of interest to MR. CANN
HUGHES. J. G. CUPPLES.
Boston, U.S.A.

ROGATION AND OTHER PROCESSIONS (10 S.

ix. 401). This note, although headed '

Roga-
tion Procession : Ascension Day,' refers to

other processions also. May I add one
more to them ? In the second volume

(p. 537) of the
' Landboc sive Registrant!

Monasterii de Winchelcumba
'

will be
foxuid an account of the procession of the

villagers of Cow Honeybourne to Evesham
on the Tuesday in Whitsun Week.

T. C.

COWDRAY FAMILY (10 S. ix. 370).

F. K. P. is not quite correct about William

Cowdray. He was not
" a scholar at Win-

chester College
"

(in the sense in which that

phrase is ordinarily now understood) from
1406 to 1413 ; but, according to Mr. Kirby's.
' Winchester Scholars,' entered Winchester
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College in 1399, and during the time men-
tioned by F. K. P. was a Fellow of New
College, Oxford. F. K. P.'s mistake pro-

bably arises from the fact that the latter

College the College of the Blessed Virgin

IVlary of Winchester at Oxford used some-
times to be called Winchester College,
Oxford. William Cowdray is stated to

have become Rector of Padworth.
The other Cowdrays mentioned in Mr.

Kirby's work are :

1. Martin Cowdrey, who entered Win-
chester College, aged 10, in 1520, from
Clatford, and was Fellow of New College
1530-34.

2. William Cowdrey, who entered the

College in 1524, from Senock (Sevenoaks),
and was Fellow of New College during the
same period as Martin.

3. Thomas Cowdrie, who entered the

College, aged 12, in 1564, from Herriard,
and died at Winchester.

4. John Cowdry, Consanguineus Funda-
toris, who was elected scholar in 1709

aged 15, from Aldermaston, and was Fellow
of New College 1713-14.
The registers of the Catholic Chmrch at

Winchester contain the names of some

Cowdray ladies of the eighteenth century.
From the Catholic Record Society's

vol. i., where these registers are printed, it

appears (at pp. 170, 172, 173) that

1. Ursula Cowdry was godmother to a
child baptized 5 Jan., 1770.

2. Anne Cowdry was godmother to four

children baptized 20 Dec., 1774 ; 6 July,
1776; 11 Aug., 1776; and 2 June, 1777,

respectively.
3. Mary Cowdry was godmother to two

children baptized in Oct., 1775, and 24 Sept.,

1777, respectively.
4 and 5. Catherine and Frances Cowdry

were confirmed by Bishop James Talbot,

coadjutor to Bishop Challoner, 7 May, 1775.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

. SHAKESPEARE AND THE MILLER-MUNDY
FAMILY (10 S. ix. 370). The only possible
connexion between this family and the
*' Bard of Avon," so far as the present
owner of Shipley Hall is aware, might be

through the Fosters of Loxley in Warwick-
shire. Jane Foster, daughter of Sir Reginald
Foster, born circa 1690, is a direct ancestor

of Mr. E. Miller-Mundy ; but whether any
relationship, by marriage or otherwise, ever
subsisted between the Fosters and the

Shakespeare family I must leave to some
more erudite person to investigate.

WlLLOUGHBY MAYCOCK.

WOMAN WITH MASCULINE NAME (10 S. ix.

409). The Hon. Mrs. Swinton, nee de Ros,
the Christian name of Arthur, after

ler godfather, the great Duke of Wellington.
Arthur Annesley, tenth Viscount Valentia,

lad six daughters whose second Christian
names were Arthur. His fourth daughter
also bore the Christian name of Henry ;

she married Sir Henry Robinson, K.C.B.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield Park, Reading.

My mother's Christian name was John.
W. S.

May not the lady's name have been
Timothea, shortened to Timothy by family
usage or the ignorance or space-requirements
of the stonecutter ? The name of Timothea
was not uncommon in the seventeenth

:entury. In the neighbouring county of
Durham two leading families used it those
of Belasyse and Davison.

RICHARD WELFORD.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

An instance is recorded in the inscription
on the tombstone of a granddaughter of
Wodrow the historian, in the smaller isle of
Cumbrae in the Firth of Clyde, of which
I annex a copy :

"This Ston is Erected
|
To perpetuate the

|

memory of John Wod
|
rou Daughter of Mr Rob

|

WodrouAndAnnhis
|
Wife Shedied the 17tu of

| Ap
1774 in the 14 year |

of her Age And was interred

[

hier at her own desire
|

Death is the crown of
life was

|
death denyed pour mortels

|
live in vain."

GEO. WILL. CAMPBELL.
" WHAT LANCASHIRE THINKS (OR SAYS)

TO-DAY, ENGLAND WILL THINK (OR SAY)
TO-MORROW" (10 S. ix. 329). This has
been said of other places than Lancashire .

According to the
'

Victoria History of War-
wickshire,' vol. ii. p. 458, it is Birmingham
which leads the way :

" ' What Birmingham says to-day, England will

say to-morrow,' runs the proverb, and the history
of the last three centuries affords some evidence of
its truth."

BENJ. WALKER.
Gravelly Hill, Erdington.

NICHOLAS UPTON (10 S. ix. 389). For the
above (whose dates are 1400 ?-57) see
'

D.N.B.,' vol. Iviii. pp. 39, 40.

A. R. BAYLEY.

NEWPORT CHURCH, I.W. (10 S. ix. 389).
G. B. can obtain pictures of St. Thomas's
Church prior to the rebuilding by writing
to Mr. Sparkes, 24, High Street, Cowes.

(Rev.) R. G, DAVIS.
Cowes.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, fta

A*pects of George Meredith. By Richard H. P.

Curie. (RoutledgeA Sons.)

MB. CVRLE possesses, if not great insight into the

philosophy and psychology of his
subject,

a genuine
enthusiasm which should encourage beginners, and

instigate to fresh valour those unfortunates who
have hitherto wrestled with George Meredith, and
been thrown. His judgments are subjective, and he

has made no attempt at comparing his author with

other writers, or estimating his place in literature.

In the earlier chapters, where the poet's philosophy
is considered, we have the commentator at his best.
"
Sanity and advance/' he

says,
" are in the path

of obedience : madness and decay in the path of

disobedience.
" The philosophy of nature is the

lesson of a living wisdom, not the hopeless warning
of a drunken and purposeless mechanism." "Vic-

tory is not necessarily the gaining of the day, but
the gaining of ourselves." Treating of the atmo-

sphere and style of Meredith, he remarks: "In

studying nature he has not become a sentimentalist,
and in studying man he has not become a cynic."
But in the later chapters, it would seem, self-

criticism has deserted him. Flaccid sentences

abound, and pompous expositions of the obvious.
There are statements by the way which we must
challenge.

"
All people have born in them," he

says, "a secret feeling of their own importance,
and a terrible desire to get their way through every
obstacle." Is it really, as Mr. Curie says,

"
incon-

ceivable that a very witty thinker would express
himself in the language of Dr. Johnson"? "If he
did so," he tells us,

" he would cease to be witty
to any one but himself." This verdict reveals
serious limitations in Mr. Curie.
The closing chapter might perhaps have been

omitted, or, at least, condensed. The few words of
adverse criticism of George Meredith are not of

standing value. We cannot endorse the dismissal
of 'Diana of the Crossways' and 'The Amazing
Marriage' as novels that are "distinctly poorer
than the rest." Mr. Curie thinks better than he
writes, but his work, as we have said, should be
useful.

IN The Nineteenth Century Bishop Welldon has a
rather wordy article on ' An "

Imperial Conference "

of the Church and its Significance,' which does not
seem to us of much value. Sir W. H. White deals
with 'The Cult of the Monster Warship,' and
Viscount Esher has a '

Personal Reminiscence of
Gordon. Mr. H. H. Statham writes in an arresting
way about

^current French and English art. Mr.
.Montague Crackanthorpe in

'

Eugenics as a Social
r orce says what a great many people are thinking ;

but unfortuately men and women in practice do not
llow their scientific theories in these matters, and

so no advance is made. Dr. Jessopp writes with
unabated vigour about ' A Great Norfolk House,'
the family whose

quality has been recently revealed
by Mrs. Stirling's biography of 'Coke of Norfolk'
d he adds some very pleasant notes of his dealingswith the late James Knowles. 'The Permanence
Wordsworth' is one of Mr. Herbert Paul's

clever articles which put familiar facts and judo-
is in an attractive form. If Mr. J. Astlev

ooper were less egotistic, and less inclined to

repeat himself, his article on 'Olympic Ganies'

which he wishes to be confined to Pan-Britannic

competitors, including the people of the United
States would be more pleasant to read, and

wssibly, more valuable.

The Fortnightly is the most interesting of the

monthlies. Sir Francis Channiug has an excellent

appreciation of Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman ;

and Mr. Andrew Lang, not content with his recent

onslaught on Anatole France's life of Jeanne d'Arc
in The Times, returns to the charge in an article

Founded on considerable knowledge of the records

and authorities.
' Thoreau in Twenty Volumes '

is

discussed by Mr. H. 8. Salt, a well-known admirer ;

and ' Dante's Poetic Conception of Woman '

by the
Poet Laureate.

'

England seen through French

Eyes
'
is a good subject ; but we wonder that Miss

Barnicoat has said nothing of 'L'lle inconnue,' a
better study, perhaps, than the generalizations of

M. d'Humieres.
' Delane and The Times,' by B., is

very good by far the ablest review of the bio-

graphy that has appeared anywhere, for the writer

does not hesitate to take his own line, and rebuke
others where it is

necessary.
' The Stage and the

Puritan,' by
" A Spectator, is a useful article ; and

Mr. Arthur Ransome's ' Notes on the Salons des

Independants
' are thoughtful, and should help

towards that education of the British public in

artistic matters which is sadly needed.

The Burlington Magazine is full of interest, as
usual. It opens with a reproduction of Millais's

portrait of Tennyson, which we hope will be
secured for the nation by the aid of the National
Art-Collections Fund. The price at which it is

offered 3,00(W. would probably be easily exceeded
if the picture were put up to public auction. Mr.

Roger Fry comments on the very fine collection of

illuminated MSS. at the Burlington Fine-Arts Club.
Sir E. Maunde Thompson writes on the ' Gorlestou

Psalter,' which has been made the subject of an

important monograph by Mr. S. C. Cockerell.
' The

Parade,' by Gabriel de Saint -Aubin, recently
acquired by the National Gallery, makes a charming
illustration and has a curious history. Other illus-

trations are of ' Doccia Porcelain,'
' The Snake

Pattern' in Ireland and other places, 'Drawing*
by Gerard David,' and a 'Portrait of a Boy'
attributed to Velasquez, the reproduction of which
is sent by Prince Doria Pamphfli from Rome. ' Art
in America' presents us with two beautiful pic-
tures of panel schemes in glass worked out by Mr.
John La Farge. One of these,

' The Peony in the
Wind,' from an old Japanese design, even in black
and white is of great beauty. Mr. La Farge uses,

apparently, a special type of coloured glass, and his

leaded lines are "not a disagreeable necessity, but
an integral and important part of the design."

IN The Cornhill that successful story
' Wroth '

is

concluded. Sir Herbert Maxwell writes on 'A
Jacobite General,' David, Lord Elcho, whose
memoir of his own life was published and ably
edited by one of his descendants last year. Mr.
Lionel Gust introduces to the general reader the
existence of

' An Eton Portrait Gallery,' pictures
presented by boys on leaving. Mrs. Mann has an
excellent short story, and Mr. T. A . Cook a good
subject in

'

Nationality in Horses.
' He dwells

naturally
on the painful subject of horses in the

Boer War, and points out that, unlike other
countries, England gives no State aid to horse-

breeding industries. We are glad to see a reference
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to Prof. Ridgeway's fine work on ' The Thorough
bred Horse.' Mr. F. Boyle is justified in calling
attention to the neglect of

' New Fruits
'

in this

country. Mr. G. M. Trevelyan continues
' The War

Journals of
" Garibaldi's Englishman

" '

; and Mr.
Benson concludes his series of essays

' At Large
'

with ' The Love of God.' It is excellent alike in

expression and sentiment, but hardly novel. Indeed,
the 'defect of this writer's work is that he lacks

originality. He always writes well, but he often
reminds us of other people who have written better,

or, at any rate, with more force and vividness.

THE third part of Sir John Hare's ' Reminiscences
and Reflexions,' and the fourth instalment of ' My
African Journey,' by Mr. Winston Churchill, are
the best features of The Strand Magazine, which is

otherwise an interesting number. Miss Pamela
Colman Smith gives some pictures she has made of

visions induced by particular pieces of music. We
cannot believe that, to use a scientific term, there
is "a collective hallucination

"
among music-hearers

resulting in pictures so definite as these, though we
ourselves see colours when deeply impressed by

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. JUNE.

THE warmer weather has not diminished the

activity of the second-hand booksellers, for we have
an umisually large number of catalogues.

Mr. P. M. Barnard sends from Tunbridge Wells
his Catalogue 21, which is very interesting. A
Baskerville 'JEsop,' 1761, is 21. 2s.; first English
edition of Bale's

'

Pageant of Popes,' 1574, 21. 2s. ;

Beaumont and Fletcher, a very fine copy of the
second folio, 1679, 121. ; Chaucer, 1598, 31. 17*. 6d. ;

Congreve, Baskerville, 1761, 11. ; Donne's 'Poems,'
1639, 4?. 10s. ; Heliodorus's

' An .^Ethiopian Historic,'

englished by Thomas Underdoune (circa 1569).
26/. 5,9. ; first edition of Holinshed, an excellent

copy, red morocco, 1577, 50?. ; Holland's
'

Heroologia
Anglica.' 64 portraits, n.d. (1620), folio, 8?. Ss. ; and
Raleigh s 'Discovery of Guiana,' 1596, 281. A
Second Folio Shakespeare (title and verses supplied
in admirable old pen-and-ink facsimile), old panelled
calf, rebacked, is 371. 10*. There are a few modern
books, including

' Life and Works of Charlotte

Bronte,' by Mrs. Humphry Ward and Mr. Clement
Shorter, 7 vols., half-calf, 21. 2s. ; first edition of

Lever's 'Fortunes of Glencore,' 3 vols., 1858, 15s.;
a set of Prescott's Works, 12 vols., half-morocco,
4?. 5*., and first issue of first edition of Dickens's
*

Grimaldi,' original pink cloth, 01. A complete set

of the " Tudor Translations," 1892-1905, 40 vols., is

331.

Mr. Francis Edwards sends us the fourth part of

his Military Catalogue, which, when finished, will

be one of the most complete lists of military
works yet issued. The present part ranges from
the Peninsular War to the Greco-Turkish War in

1897. We find works on Naval Expeditions to the

Mediterranean, 1808-14; Napoleon's Campaign in

Russia, 1812 ; War in Germany, 1813-14 ; Napoleon
at Elba ; English Prisoners in France, 1800-14 ; The
Waterloo Campaign ; Napoleon at St. Helena ;

Bombardment of Algiers, 1816; Civil War in Spain,
1823-4 ; Greek War for Independence ; Russo-
Turkish War, 1828-9; the Russian War, 1854-5;
the Franco-German War ; and so on to the War in

Thessaly, 1897. As we ramble through these pages
we ask, "When was the world at peace?" The

catalogue contains some splendid illustrated works,
including Orme's series, at 8?., 91., and 10?. a volume ;

and Smith's work showing the dresses of the British
and Indian armies at the Napoleonic period, 1815,
55?. There is also a collection of 52 fine coloured

glates
by William Heath and others, including

ritish Cavalry (42) and Infantry (7), 1827, 38?.

Ellis'e Catalogue 120 contains under America
Henry Steyens's

'

Catalogue of the American Books
in the British Museum at Christmas, 1856,' II. 10*. ;

and Thacher's 'Christopher Columbus,' 3 vols.,
with 300 plates, half-vellum, 4?. 10*. Under Blake
is the first edition of Gilchrist's 'Life,' II. 16*.

There are numerous items under Bookbinding and
Book-Plates, besides first editions of Dibdin and
many specimens of early printing. The Athenian
Gazette, a sort of predecessor.of 'N. & Q.,' 1691-4,
15 vols., one number missing, and ' The History of
the Athenian Society,' are 21. 10*. Under Manu-
scripts is a complete reproduction of the Breviarium
Grimani, so called because it was purchased aboufc
1520 by Cardinal Domenico Grimani, and by him
bequeathed to the State of Venice. Executed
towards the close of the fifteenth century, it is a
superb illuminated manuscript, and can only
be seen by special permission ot the Italian Govern-
ment. The authorities have, however, allowed this

reproduction to be made. The 12 parts, folio,
contain 300 coloured and illuminated reproductions,
of the miniatures, and upwards of 1,200 collotype
plates, 120?. Under Naiade" is a remarkable collec-
tion of the six pieces issued during the bitter

controversy between the Benedictines and the
Augustinians respecting the authorship of the-
'

Imitation of Christ,' in which Naiide" succeeded im
establishing the claims of Thomas a Kempis. There
are 50 numbers (1681-3) of Weekly Memorials for the

Ingenious, probably the first English weekly paper-
illustrated with engravings. The original compiler
quarrelled with the booksellers after 7 numbers
had been published, and started another periodical
with the same title, which ran for 29 numbers, also-

bound in this volume, 3?. 3*. Under Catalogues is

that of George Hibbert's library, which fetched
21,700?. in 1829. The prices and names of purchasers-
are inserted.

Mr. Henry J. Glaisher sends a Supplementary-
Catalogue of Remainders. Works on London take-
a prominent position. We note Boulton's ' Amuse-
ments of Old London,' 12 coloured plates from con-

temporary sources, 16*. 6rf.; Ditchfield's 'City Com-
panies, 10*. ; and Heckethorn's 'Lincoln's Inn-

Fields,' 5*. 6d.

Mr. John Grant, of Edinburgh, has also a Cata-
logue of Remainders at greatly reduced prices.

Messrs. W. Heffer & Sons, of Cambridge, include
in their Catalogue 38 Borlase's

'

Antiquities of Corn-
wall '

(1 plate missing), 1754, 21. 10*. ; Britton's-

'Antiquities of Great Britain,' 5 vols., 4to, calf,

1807, 21. 2s. ; Mill's
'

Subjection of Women,' first

edition, 1869, 16*. ; Willis's
' Architectural History

of the University of Cambridge,' 4 vols., 4to, 1886,
31. 3*. ; and Wood's 'Athense Oxonienses,' 2 vols.,

folio, calf, 1721, I/. 10*. There are long lists under
Classics, Music, and Military. Under Napoleon
will be found a document signed

"
Bonaparte,"

10?. 10*. (from the Thiers Collection) ; also Sloane's
'

Life,' 4 vols., 4to, 21. 2s. The Naval Chronicle,
1799-1818, 40 vols., is 12?. 12*. ; and Publications of
the Navy Records Society, 31 vols., 1894-1906, 9?. 9*..
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The catalogue closes with some books printed
before 1582, among which we note Boccaccio, 1539.

tf hnmicum Bergomensis,' 1486 12*. 10.
(grinted

in (Gothic letter); and the first edition of Basker-

ville'a Virgil, 4to, fine old green morocco, 15p7,

11. 10*. (the poet Alfieri's copy, and containing his

book-plate).

Messrs. Lupton Brothers, of Burnley, forward

their Catalogue 99. Under Art is The Stafford

Gallery,' 4 vols. in 2, folio, 21. 10s. A set of 1 he

Connoisseur, vols i.-xx. in parts, is 4/. ; (Euvres de

Dorat,' 20 vols., 1770-92, &. 6*. ; Wood Renton s

MLaws of England
'

13 vols., 1897-1903, 57. 10*. ;

'The Heptameron,
5 5 vols., Society of English

Bibliophilists, 1894, 31. 10*. ; and Lever's Novels,

37 vols., 121. 12*. Under Science are Jerdon s

Birds of India,' 4 vols., 1847-64, very scarce, "I. 7s. ;

and Millais's
' Mammals,' 3 vols., 4to, 14Z. 14*.

Messrs. Mayer & Miiller send us from Berlin two

catalogues, Nos. 234 and 235. In the former are

works on Classical History and Geography, Mytho-
logy, Numismatics, Philology, &c., including Fer-

gusson's
' The Parthenon,' London, 1883, 12 marks ;

Flaxman's 'Compositions,' 150 plates, folio, Paris,

15 marks ;
Cell's

'

Pompeiana,' London, 1832,

24 marks, and Head's ' Manual of Greek Numis-

matics,' Oxford, 1887, 60 marks.

The second catalogue is devoted to Physics. We
note Bacon's Works, 5 vols, 1778, 50 marks, and
Fresnel's 'CEuvres completes,' 3 vols., 80 marks,

Among Proceedings are those of the American

Philosophical Society, 1881-90, and index, 60 marks ;

The London Mathematical Societv, Series I.,

35 vols., Series II., vols. i. and ii., 1865-1904,

740 marks; and Publikationen des Astrophysi-
kalishen Observatoriums zu Potsdam, 1878-1907,
316 marks. There are several portraits, including
Bunsen, Faraday, and Siemens.

Messrs. B. & J. F. Meehan, of Bath, have in their

Catalogue 64 items under Jane Austen, including

II. 3*. There are items under Plate Marks, Printing,
Portraits, Quakers, and Slavery. Under Socialism
is a collection of modern works, 17 vols., 21. 2s. 6d.
A collection of Whitefield's works, first editions, is

II. Is.

Mr. W. M. Murphy, of Liverpool, includes in his

Catalogue 136 Crealock's ' Deer - Stalking,' first

edition, large imperial 4to, 1892, 167. 16*. (only 255
copies of this edition printed). There are lists
under Alpine. America, and Angling. Under
Cervantes is the beautiful Madrid edition of

' Don
Quixote,' 1780, 1W. Cruikshank's 'Comic Almanacs,'
19 vols., 1835-53, are 91. Under Thackeray is the
Library Edition, 22 vols., half-calf, 1869-76, 51. 5s.
The 1873 edition of Ruskin's 'Stones of Venice,'
original cloth, is 21. 18.; and the second edition of
' The ' Seven Lamps,' 1855, \l. 15*. Under Pottery
is Audsley and Bowes's ' Keramic Art of Japan,'
2 vols., folio, half-morocco, 51. 5s. A set of Punch,
1841-82, is 91. Under Miniatures is Williamson's
'Lives of the Plimers,' 186 beautiful illustrations
(No. 99 of 365 copies printed), 1903, 31. 3s. Another
work of Williamson's is his 'Life of Morland,'
1904, 21. 8*. (only 100 copies printed).
Messrs. Myers & Co.'s Catalogue 130 contains a

shoice extra-illustrated copy of Jesse's 'London,'
extended to 6 vols., bound by Zaehnsdorf in electric

blue levant, 1871, 47J. 10*. ; Onwhyn's extra plates
to

'
Pickwick,' 1$37, 9/. 15*. ;

' Pitt Caricatures,'

103 plates, 15. ; Moulton's
'

English and American
Authors,' 8 vols., 1901-5, 61. ; Bewick's

'

Quadrupeds,'
1791, 21. 5*. ; and

'

Oliver Twist,' first 8vo edition,
1846 41 5s. There are handsome sets of La Bruyere
(4 vols., Paris, 1865, 67. 10*.) ; and Malherbe (6 vols.,

Paris, 1862, 81. 10*.). An extra-illustrated copy of
' Nollekens and his Times,' with memoirs by John
Thomas Smith, 67 rare portraits, 2 vols., 8vo, 1828,

is 51. 17*. 6d. Under Shelley is Buxton Forman's

edition, 4 vols., 8vo, 1876, 51. 10*.

Herr Ludwig Rosenthal sends from Munich his

Catalogue 132, which contains a remarkable collec-

tion of almanacs, calendars, and pocket-books.
They range from 1604 to the present time. We note
Calerus's 'Calendarium Perpetuum,' Wittemberg,
1604, 60 marks;

' The Protestant Almanack,' 1681,

7m. 50; 'The Astral Gazette,' 1678, 7m. 50;
Bowker's

' Almanack '

for the same year, 7m. 50 ;

Culpeper's 'Almanack' for 1685 (contains astro-

logical observations and a description of the most
eminent roads in England,

" rules for physick and
husbandry "), 7m. 50 ; Coley's

'

Starry Messenger
for 1689,' 6 marks ; and

' Calendarium Excelsi Con-
silii Imperialis Aulici,' 1699, 60 marks. There is

no end of pocket-books ; copies of the ' Almanach
deGotha' ranging from 1769 to 1907; the 'Almanach
des Muses,' 1769-85; and the 'Almanach des

Modes,' 1818, 18m.

Mr. Charles J. Sawyer sends a First Summer List
of Books in New Condition.

Mr. James Thin, of Edinburgh, also forwards a

good Remainder Catalogue.
Mr. Voynich sends us from his Florence House

Parte Prima di un Elenco di Libri riguardanti la

Citta di Firenze ed i Fiorentini. Most of the items
are moderately priced, but there are some very
scarce works. Und_er Macchiavelli is a book of

extreme rarity,
' Libro della Arte della Guerra,'

Palermo, Antonello degli Antonelli (Mr. John
Wolf, London), 250 francs. Boccaccio, the first

edition containing the illustrations of Romain de
Hooge, is 100 tr. ; and Angelus Politianus, Oratio pro
Oratoribus Senensium ad Alesandrum VI. Pont.

Max, and Jaso Maynus, Oratio coram eqdem Alex-
andro VI., c. 1515, the latter of great importance
for the history of the discovery of America, 400fr.

[Notices of several Catalogues are held over.]

to Comspnntottts.
We must call special attention to the following

notices :

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' "Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lishers "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (JUNE).
* Advertisements omitted this Week for Want of space Will be inserted next Week.

THE BEST BOOKS
AT CHEAP PRICES.

JUNE LIST OF PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS
Now Ready. Post free on application.

An opportunity of purchasing expensive Books in New Condition
in all branches of Literature at greatly reduced Prices.

Also a Catalogue of Current Literature, comprising the best Standard

Works, Popular Reprints and Series
**

Suggested Lifts of Books on any subject supplied with pleasure.

H. J. G L A I S H E R,
Remainder and Discount Bookseller,

57, WIGMORE STREET, W.

BOOKS, BOOKS, NEW AND OLD.

AT QfUIITU'Q 41-2-3, North Street,
OITII I Oj BRIGHTON,

May be seen the largest Collection of Books on Sale in the
South of England, numbering about 200,000. The various
branches of Literature are represented, and reasonable

prices charged.

CATALOGUES SENT ON APPLICATION.

LISTS OF BOOKS WANTED SOLICITED.

BOOKS NOT IN STOCK SOUGHT FOR,

// you are in Want of

BOOKS FOR ANY EXAMINATION

it Will pay you to Write to

J. P O O L E & CO.,
104, CHARING- CROSS ROAD,

LONDON, W. C.,

for a Quotation.

BOOKBUYERS
ARE STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO APPLY TO

E. GEORGE & SONS
FOE ANY WORKS REQUIRED,

As they have special means for procuring at short notice

any obtainable book in the market.

Catalogues forwarded post free on application.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS ANSWERED.
Telephone 5150 Central.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E., Eng.

THE BIBLIOPHILE PRESS,
149, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.,

PUBLISHERS,
NEW AND SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLERS.

BOOKS BOUGHT. CATALOGUES ISSUED,

ALBERT SUTTON,
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,

43, BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER.
Libraries Purchased. Probate Valuations undertaken by

Licensed Valuers of twenty years' experience.
Distance no object.

The following Catalogues will be sent post free to any
orld :

I. W. JACOBS, Manager.
Telephone : PADDINGTON, 2825.

part of the wi
SPORTING BOOKS
MILITARY LITERATURE
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY
ENGLISH LAKE BOOKS
AFRICAN TRAVELS
REPRINTS OP EARLY BOOKS
BOOK BARGAINS

36 pages.
4O
20
20
20
32
24

BOWES & BOWES
(Formerly MACMILLAN & BOWES)
CATALOGUE (32O) OF HISTORICAL

BOOKS, including a Portion of the LIBRARY
of the late Prof. F. W. MAITLAND, in the press.

FOR SALE. A COMPLETE SET OF THE CAM-
BRIDGE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY'S PUBLICA-
TIONS, in 4to and 8vo, half-calf and numbers. . 121. 12.

THE SACRIST ROLLS OF ELY, 1291-1350. Edited by
Canon F. R. CHAPMAN. 2 vols. cloth . . . . ll It.

CAMBRIDGE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
Edited by J. E. B. MAYOR, 3 vols. cloth, 1865-71 11. 16.

1, TRINITY STREET, CAMBRIDGE.

JUST OUT.

Almanacks and Calendars in all Languages,
BEING CATALOGUE 132 OF

LUDWIG ROSENTHAL'S
ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSTORE,

HILDEGARDSTRASSE, 14,

MUNICH, GERMANY.
Sent gratis on application.

Telegrams: Ludros, Munich. Established 1869

1,000,000 BOOKS IN STOCK.
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"The ffardeiurt' Chronicle has faithfully held to its promises. It is still, to-day, the best gardening

journal, being indispensable equally to the practical gardener and th man of science, because each

finds in it something useful. We wish the journal still farther success." Garten Flora, Berlin, Jan. 15.

"The Gardener*
1

Chronicle is the leading horticultural journal of the world, and an historical

publication. It has always excited our respectful admiration. A country is honoured by the possession

of such a publication, and the greatest honour we can aspire to is to furnish our own country with a

journal as admirably conducted." La Semaine Horticole, Feb. 13, 1897.

"The Gardener? Chronicle is the most important horticultural journal in the world, and the most

generally acknowledged authority." Le Monitewr t?Horticulture, Sept., 1898.

The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

THE

GARDENERS'
CHRONICLE.

(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL.

Its Contributors comprise the most

Experienced British Gardeners,
and many of the most

Eminent Men of Science
at Home and Abroad.

IT HAS AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS

OF PLANTS.

Specimen Copy post free on application to the Publisher,

H. G. COVE, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London.

Telegraphic Address-GARDCHRON, LONDON. Telephone No. 1543 GBRRARD.
** May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.
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JUST PUBLISHED.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
OP

Valuable ana interesting Books,
INCLUDING

WORKS ON NAPOLEON,
RARE SPORTING BOOKS AND PRINTS,

BOOKS IN FINE BINDINGS,

ENGRAVINGS BY OLD MASTERS AND PORTRAITS
AFTER HOLBEIN;

AND

IMPORTANT AUTOGRAPHS,
COMPRISING THE

LYNN LYNTON CORRESPONDENCE,
AND INCLUDING

LETTERS OF WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR, MR. SWINBURNE, &c.

POST FREE FROM

HENRY SOTHERAN & CO.,

140, STRAND, W.C. ;
or 37, PICCADILLY, W.
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ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND

BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, Ac.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10. Qd. home and

13. 6rf. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning
' Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

OOKS. ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS
supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over ai the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop. 14-16. John Bright Street. Birmingham.

B

THE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(Th LEADENHALL PRESS. Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

BO, Leadenha.il Street. London, B.C.)

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. St. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
8Ue. 3. per down, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of 11SS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

PEDIGREES TRACED : Evidences of Descent
JL from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

TTERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
-Li with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-
ment. Book-Plates. Uies. Seals, Signet-Kings. Livery-Buttons, 4c._L. CCLLETON. 92. Picoulillv. London. W.

HE BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION.
Founded 1837.

Patron-HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
Invested Capital, SO.OOOt.

A UNIQUE INVESTMENT
Offered to London Booksellers and their Assistant!.
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ELEVENTH EDITION NOW READY.
Price Two Shillings net.

CELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
\J Astronomy. Eleventh Edition. With 8 Plates. By W. T.
LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8.

"Well known as one of our best introductions to astronomy."
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ASKWITH OR ASQUITH.
THE surname of the present Prime

Minister could hardly have been called a
familiar one outside the West Riding of

Yorkshire until he made it so.

It is derived from Askwith, a pleasant
little village in the parish of Weston, near

Otley, and situated high up on the northern

slope of Wharfedale. The village a few

cottages and a welcome inn is on a by-road,
and between two brawling becks, which
have just come down two bosky cloughs
from a wide stretch of breezy moorland

mounting up to nearly a thousand feet above
the sea. It is a healthy spot with a southern

aspect and a fine view.

Some Anglo-Danes before the Norman
Conquest, finding their favourite tree flourish-

ing here, settled down in the Ashwood,
Asc-viG, as they called it. If I recollect

right, some common ash or mountain ash
;still grow there. In Domesday Book, 1086,
it is written Ascuid.
Near Bedale is Aiskew, formerlyAyscough,

and so a corruption of Asc-skov, the Ash-

;shaw, also named by the Danes. I mention
this because in after times Ayscough and
Askwith, when used as surnames, got most
confusingly mixed, resulting in the inference

in Tudor times that the Askwiths were really

Ayscoughs. The latter, already a knightly
race, had increased their status by marrying

heiresses when the former were still, like the

Thackerays, tending the cattle and sheep
of the Abbots of Fountains on the fells,
and Pot Grange was their abode. They
intermarried with their neighbours the
"
Thackquerays

"
(as that name was some-

times spelt) of Sikesforth Grange, the remote
forefathers of the author of

'

Vanity Fair.'

The confusion between the names of

Ayscough and Askwith is, however, owing
chiefly to the carelessness of parish clerks.
The following letter from the historian

Bishop of Oxford illustrates this question :

The Palace, Cuddesdon, Oxford,
Dec. 3, 1898.

My Dear Mr. Ellis,

I am a good deal interested in your note on
Askwith x Ascpugh in the last part of the ' Leeds
Register' published by the Thoresby Society. I
have at various times collected notes of the wills
and registers connected with the Richmondshire
and Kirkby-Malzeard lines, and have come to the
conclusion, to which I infer that you also have
come, that it will be a difficult thing to make any-
thing clear out of them. Such large families,
recurrent sets of Christian names, and variety of
classes in the same localities, are elements enough
to confuse the most profound genealogist, even if

he hails from Nidderdale.
My own connexion with the lot is with the East

Witton family of the seventeenth century, who
spell or once spelled almost indiscriminately Ask-
with or Ascough. They would seem to look up to
Newstead as their home : but Newstead itself
seems to look up to Osgodby, and so to Thirsk,
which certainly seems to have been the soil of the
Ascoughs proper (i.e., the Bishop of Salisbury), and
Bedale, whence the Justice A.

If you have any notes that you could impart to
me, I should be most grateful, and would certainly
print nothing. I am yours faithfully,

W. OXON.

The grangers at Pot, Osgodby, Newstead,
and Angram, however, really seem to have
been Askwiths, all of one stock, and spelt
their name so pretty uniformly, whatever
their neighbours and the parish clerks may
have done, though sometimes Askquith
occurs. The earliest instance I have seen
of the unfortunate omission of the A; is in a
parish-register entry dated 1560.
One branch which always spelt its name

Askquith seems to have had great difficulty
in getting other people to do so, the lawyer
using the w, and the tombstone-cutter
leaving out the k, which the family never
troubled to have corrected.
The patriarch of this vigorous race appears

to have been Adam de "
Askequid," a tenant

in 1296 at Westwick. Sir William de Stop-
ham was lord of that manor as well as of

Denton, where "Adam de Askwyth"
witnessed a deed dated 1290-91 (see 8 S. vii.

197; ix. 219).
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There are at the present time two K.C.s

of the name, which has never happened
before. One is the Premier, and the other

Mr. George Ranken Askwith of the Ripon
family, who were living there in the time of

Queen Elizabeth, and always spelt their

name as he does still.

Mr. Asquith may be a descendant of a
brother of Sir Robert Askwith, Lord Mayor
of York, 1617, viz., Philip, because it was
he who first gave the Old Testament names
to his children, Joseph and Joshua. This
seems to indicate that, although Philip had
his sons baptized in church, he had already
a strong Puritanical bias. The connecting
link with a Heralds' Visitation pedigree
generally so difficult to find by any special
research is here, at least, suggested by
the fact that these two Biblical Christian

names, it seems, have been together regularly
handed down in the Right Honourable
gentleman's family to the present day.

A. S. ELLIS.

examined for us, do not state his parentage.
He graduated B.A. 1672-3, and M.A. 1676,
and on 11 July, 1676, was incorporated M.A.
at Oxford (Foster's

' Alumni Oxonienses ').

He became vicar of Great Wilbraham, near
Cambridge, compounding for first fruits,

27 March, 1678. His successor was admitted
2 Oct., 1685 (information of the Rev. T. W.
Hutchinson, vicar of Great Wilbraham).
Probably Peake was non-resident, and cer-

tainly for part of the time was curate of

Wigan, in which capacity his name occur*
21 April, 1685 (Bridgeman's

'

Wigan Church,'
p. 540). The rector of Wigan was John Pear-
son, Bishop of Chester, and it was probably
he who presented Peake to the vicarage
of Bowdon. Neither Ormerod nor the local
historian Ingham gives the precise date,
but it was certainly before 5 Nov., 1686,
as on that date James Peake is described as

JAMES PEAKE, M.A., NONJUROR.
THE historians of the Nonjuring clergymen

have little to say about James Peake, vicar
of Bowdon, Cheshire. He was not one of
the leaders of the party, and he was not
an author. Nevertheless, a few items con-
cerning him may be of interest. He was,
there can be little doubt, identical with the
James, son of Thomas Peake, who was bap-
tized at Warrington, 12 April, 1652. The
Peakes of Warrington were wealthy traders,
and appear to have been of Puritan sym-
pathies. Thurstan Peake, grandfather of
the Nonjuror, was nominated by Parliament
as a member of the Warrington Classis.
James Peake, uncle of the Nonjuror, was
brother-in-law of John Worthington, D.D

,and son-in-law of Charles Herle, M.A. Of
Thomas Peake, father of the Nonjuror,
ttle is known, excepting that he was a

prosperous mercer in Warrington, and served
the office of churchwarden in 1659-60, when
Presbyterianism was in the ascendant. Of
Thomas Peako's wife there are interesting
[lunpses in Roger Lowe's diary. Lowe
itered the employment of Thomas Peake

and has left it on record that Mrs. Peake
of soe crosse a disposition

" and "
of

such a pestilentiall nature
"

that he " was
weekes "

James Peake became a Fellow of

Sege
*'

C*mbridge> but we are

,

y
:,

A - s - Ramsey> M -A-> th*t
college books, which he has kindly

Bishop Pearson died 16 July, 1686, and
was succeeded both at Chester and Wigan
by Thomas Cartwright, whose diary, printed
by the Camden Society, tells us much of
Peake. Peake had met the bishop on the
way to Wigan, and on 27 Nov., 1686, in-
ducted the new rector, and then, apparently,
went with the bishop to Chester ; there
on 5 Dec., 1686, the curate and his wife
dined with the bishop, and on the following
day Bishop Cartwright

"
discharged Mr.

Peake from attending the cure of Wigan
any longer than till Christmas next, because
he is vicar of Bowdon." Probably Peake
was not willing to leave Wigan, as a week
later the bishop received and answered"
another satirical letter from Mr. Peake."

In the following February (1686/7) Peake
preached in Chester Cathedral a sermon
on the duty of governors before Lord Claren-
don and other distinguished persons. Evi-
dently his sermon gave great annoyance,
possibly to Lord Clarendon, and certainly
to the bishop. On the following day

"
My

Lord and Mr. Thomas Cholmondeley inter-
ceded for Mr. Peake' s indiscretion." Par-
ticulars of the "

indiscretion
"

are not
given, but apparently it had resulted in
Peake being in custody, for on the 25th
Bishop Cartwright says :

"At
night the Governor and Colonel Daniel

brought Mr. Peake to me, who made many frivolous
excuses for his indiscretion, of which I gave him a
severe admonition, and exhorted him to humility,
and told him that I believed my counsel was in
vain to a man of such pride of spirit and petulancy
as 1 had found him before to be of, and that I would
not have thrown it away upon him but at the per-
suasion of Mr. Thomas Cholmondeley, who requestedme to try him once more, and that if he did amend
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'twas beyond my hopes, and that I had withdrawn
his license of preaching but for Mr. Cholmondeley's
intercession, but upon his amendment he need not

despair of my favour."

Bishop Cartwright again refers to Peake
on 1 Sept., 1687 :

" Mrs. Weston was with me after prayers ; and I

endeavoured to reconcile her to her daughter Peake
and her husband, who, I find, hath carried himself
as ill to his father-in-law as ever he did to his father
in God."

Refusing to take the oath of allegiance
to William and Mary, Peake was deprived
of his living of Bowdon, his successor being
appointed 16 Jan., 1690/1 (Ingham's

'

Al-

trincham,' pp. 56, 59). To his subsequent
life we have only a few references. In 1695
Peake was one of the defendants in an action

concerning his father-in-law's will (D.K.'s
41st Rep., App. I. p. 101). It would pro-
bably be in accordance with a provision
of the will of one of the Westons, who, as we
have seen, did not find Peake an agreeable
relation, that in Jan., 1704/5, James Peake,
described as "of Knutsford, clerk," entered
into a bond to

"
vertuously educate and

bring up
"

his own daughter Christian, a
minor ; to employ her property to her best

advantage and profit, and to give it to her
when she "

shall come to age, fortune to

marry, or otherwise lawfully demand "
it ;

and in the meantime "
to find and keep

and cause the said minor to be found and
kept with sufficient meat, drink, lodging,

apparel, and all other necessaryes whatso-
ever." As the bond was only for 100Z.,

and as that man of straw " John Doe " was
accepted as one of the bondsmen, it looks

as if the bond and the grant of tuition

connected with it were merely formalities.

In 1711 Peake asked on behalf of the sisters

of the Hon. Frances Brereton permission
for her to be interred in Mr. Wilbraham's

chapel in Nantwich Church (Hall's
' Nant-

wich,' p. 212). According to an inscription
which was formerly in the church of St. Mary
on the Hill, Chester, Peake died 1 April,

1719, in the sixty-seventh year of his age,

having to his last day kept that allegiance
to his prince, which he had once for all

sworn to keep (Earwaker's
'

St. Mary on the

Hill,' pp. 73, 135, 265). The register of

St. Mary says :

" Mr. James Peake Minnistr

Dyed in the Parish of St. Michaels and

buryed the third day of Aprill 1719."
Peake was married at St. Mary on the Hill,

7 Nov., 1686, to Frances Weston. The licence

was dated 5 Nov., 1686, the parties being
described as James Peak, clerk, vicar oi

Bowden, and Frances Weston, of the parish

of Trinity, spinster. The marriage was to be-

at Trinity or St. Mary on the Hill, and Hugh
3rosvenor, Esq., was one of the bondsmen
Chester Marriage Licence Act Books).
Mrs. Peake was the daughter of the Rev.
Thomas Weston, rector of Christleton, near
ihester, by the daughter and coheir of Sir

?"rancis Gamull, Bart. She survived her
lusband for many years, being buried at
St. Mary on the Hill, 17 May, 1743. Peake
lad two daughters ; one, Christian, being the
wife of the Rev. John Skerratt, and the other,.
Lettice, marrying 16 June, 1728, Thomas
Patten of Bank, ancestor of the late Lord
iVinmarleigh (Earwaker's

*
St. Mary on the

3ill,' p. 265 ; Gregson's
'

Fragments,'
p. 186).

Further particulars of James Peake
would be of interest to the undersigned,
;he first of whom is descended from James
Peake of Warrington, uncle of the Nonjuror.

FRANCIS NICHOLSON.
ERNEST AXON.

Manchester.

DODSLEY'S FAMOUS COLLECTION OF
POETRY.

(See 10 S. vi. 361, 402 ; vii. 3, 82, 284, 404,.
442 ; viii. 124, 183, 384, 442 ; ix. 3, 184,
323.)

JOHN SCOTT HYI/TON was the author of

poems printed in vol. iv. 305-6 and vol. vi.

280. The first of his contributions was
obtained through Shenstone.
The origin of Hylton is unknown to me,

but he was evidently a man of considerable
means and of good position in the world
Lady Luxborough in her printed volume
of letters, under date of 12 Dec., 1753, refers
to his

"
loss of a place at Court." In the

summer of 1752 he paid a visit to Shenstone
at the Leasowes ; and in March, 1753,.
when he took up his abode at Lapal House
in the ecclesiastical parish of Hales Owen,
they became neighbours. The spring of
1754 was passed by him at Brook Street,
in London, where he was getting

"
toys and

trinkets" for Shenstone; and his fossils

and his "new series of coins" are referred
to in that poet's letters. Collecting was his
amusement through life. At the time of
his death he possessed

" a cabinet of medals
and a collection of natural curiosities."

Hylton edited in 1784,
" with some

account of the life and writings," the poems
of the Rev. Richard Jago, another of the
little band of literary men that clustered
around Shenstone. The following pieces
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by him were inserted in the Gent. Mag.,

viz. (1) the sketch of a cover of a stone coffin

found beneath the pavement at Hales Owen,

signed L. H. (i.e., Lapal House), IxL 1097-8

(1791); (2) parody on Hamlet's soliloquy,

Ixii 557-8(1792); (3) poem on the Leasewes,

Ixxix. 198-9 (1809). Dodsley wrote to

Shenstone on 19 Sept., 1758 :

" Mr. Hylton's

poem is extreamly pretty, and I intend to

get it inserted in The London Magazine."

By 10 October it had been inserted (B.M.
Addit. MS. 28959). It was perhaps the
'

Epistle to Mr. Dodsley
' which appeared

in the October number, pp. 534-6.

Hylton died on 23 Feb., 1793, aged sixty-

sovt'ii, and was buried in Hales Owen Church
on 1 March. A memorial stone described

him as "a safe companion and an easy
friend." Shenstone called him "by far a

"better friend and correspondent than a

poet" (H. L. Roth,
'

Bibliog. of Hales Owen,'

p. 17 ; Gent. Mag., 1793, part ii. 767-8).

Letters to and from Shenstone are in
*
Select Letters,' ed. HuU, i. 138-253 ; and

seven more (1755-9) are in B.M. Addit. MS.
27548, ff. 24-34. He is referred to in Shen-
Htone's 'Letters' (vol. iii of Works, 1769),

pp. 249-257, 274, and 275 ; and in Lady
Luxborough's 'Letters,' pp. 338, 361, 366,

372-7, 385, 389, &c.

A poem in vol. v. 83-4 is headed with
the words "

transcribed from the Rev. Mr.
Pixel's parsonage garden near Birmingham,
1757." Pixell, too, was among the friends
of Shenstone. He is understood to have
been the Rev. John Prynne Parkes Pixell,
.son of the Rev. John Pixell of Birmingham,
and his Christian name of Prynne is said
to have been derived from his ancestor
William Prynne. He was born in 1725 ;

was awarded a scholarship at the Birming-
ham Free School in 1744 (Joseph Hill,
' Bookmakers of Old Birmingham,' pp. 47-8,
where several persons of the name of Pryn
Parkes are mentioned) ; and matriculated
from Queen's College, Oxford, on 13 March,
1743/4. The records of the University
contain no evidence that he ever took a
degree. Shenstone in a letter dated June,
1749 (' Letters,' p. 181), speaks of a
"visit I lately made in my neighbourhood to a
young clergyman of taste and ingenuity. His name

Pixell ; he plays finely upon the violin, and very
11 upon the harpsichord, has set many things to

music... He has a share in an estate that is near
me, and lives there at present."

He is mentioned by Jones of Nayland in
hw life of Bishop Home as being with
Phocion Henley of Wadham and Short of

Worcester,
"
friends then well known in

the University for their abilities in music
' '

(' Works of Home,' ed. 1809, i. 9-10).
In 1750 Pixell was presented to the vicar-

age of Edgbaston, and in 1759 he married a
Miss White. A letter written by Shenstone
to her on 2 July, 1759, before her marriage,
is the property of the Rev. C. H. V. Pixell

of St. Faith, Stoke Newington, An urn
with a Latin inscription, now for the
most part illegible, which was given to

Pixell by Shenstone, is in the rectory

gardens at Frampton Cotterell, near Bristol.

His love of puns is mentioned in Shenstone' s

letters (Addit. MS. 27548, 2 March and
7 Dec., 1759), and he corresponded with

Dodsley (ib. 28959, 15 March, 1758, and
8 Feb., 1759).

Pixell died on 29 July, 1784, and was
buried in the chancel of Edgbaston Church.
A tablet to his memory is in the south
aisle of the chancel, but it seems to err in

calling him M.A. His son Charles, of St.

John's College, Cambridge, who died in

1848, was also Vicar of Edgbaston.
I have been helped in this article by the

Rev. Hubert H. M. Bartleet, Vicar of Hallow,
near Worcester. W. P. COUBTNEY.

(To 6e continued.)

TAY AND TIBER IN SCOTT'S 'FAIR MAID
OF PEBTH.' A correspondent in August,
1906 (10 S. vi. 130), asked whence came
the story that the Romans exclaimed " Ecce
Tiberim" when they saw the Tay. As I
have not seen an answer in

' N. & Q.,'
I send a belated reply ; for the case is

interesting as an example of the modern
origin of some very ancient-looking

"
tradi-

tions." The matter was fully worked out
in all essentials by Dr. James Macdonald
in vol. xxxiii. (1898-9) of the Proceedings
of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland,
pp. 116-28. There is no classical authority
for the legendary exclamation, nor any
mediaeval Latin original. The first begetter
of the story was apparently Henry Adamson
of Perth, Provost of the Fair City in 1610
and 1611, who in his poem 'The Muses
Threnodie,' published at Edinburgh in 1638,
and dealing largely with Perth and its

glories, pardonably enough represents the
Romans under Agricola as having been
vastly impressed with the beauty of the
scene when they caught sight of the river

Tay and the Inches. "
Incontinent they

'

Campus Martius '

cry": accordingly
Then did this valiant chieftaine call the river
In Italics remembrance New Tiber.
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At p. 89"* of the 1774 edition James Cant,
the editor, in a foot-note to this passage,
frankly speaks of "Adamson's poetical
fable of Agricola's design of building a
new Rome where Perth stands." In
1769 Pennant records that "

the citizens
of Perth relate the tradition of the Roman
army, when it came in sight of the Tay,
bursting into the exclamation of

'

Ecce
Tiberim.'

" And in 1786 the old '

Statistical
Account' of Perthshire and Perth does
justice to both elements in Adamson's
imaginative report of the pleasing episode,
modifies the construction, and gives the full-

fledged legend : when Agricola and his army
first saw the Tay and the plain where Perth
now stands,

"
they cried out with one

consent ' Ecce Tiber ! Ecce Campus Mar-
tius I

' "

In the verses by Anon, prefixed to
' The

Fair Maid,' and in the text of the first chap-
ter, Scott (though in a foot-note he admits
he has never seen the Roman river) patriotic-
ally insists on the great superiority of the
Tay over the Tiber. He no doubt took the
"tradition" from Adamson, as he quotes
parts of Adamson's poem in the notes at
the end ; and in a note on Scott's note
on " Mr. Adamson," Mr. Andrew Lang as
editor oddly goes out of his way to say
that ' The Muses Threnodie ' was not pub-
lished till 1774 (1638 being the date of the
first edition ; see '

D.N.B.,' s.v. Adamson).
As so many of the most significant Scots

traditions were invented within two or three
hundred years of the events they are so
well calculated to adorn, it is profitable
to be able to trace the development of one
which, unknown and undreamt of even
on the spot till then, took its origin more
than fifteen hundred years after date, but
at once "

caught on," and ere long became
a national treasure. DAVID PATRICK.
Edinburgh.

[Our contributor has missed a brief reply which
appeared at 10 S. vi. 173, and referred to 'The
Muses' Threnodie'; but his longer note will be
read with pleasure by many.]

STEPHEN MARSHALL. Miss E. Vaughan
has written a little book giving some local
details of the history of this Westminster
divine '

Stephen Marshall : a Forgotten
Essex Puritan,' 1907. The authoress does
not appear to be aware of the minute account
of her hero already provided in the
'

D.N.B.,' which moreover is furnished with
a long list of authorities. She says he
married Susanna Castell, ofWoodham Walter,
near Danbury ;

'

D.N.B.' says Elizabeth,
daughter of John Dutton, of Dutton, a

widow. On p. 71 she makes Philip Nye
to be Marshall's son-in-law ; but Marshall's
will, on pp. 120-23, shows that his daughter
married John Nye ; cp.

'

D.N.B.,' xxxvi..
243. On p. 128 she states without reserve
that two of his daughters became actresses,
and were not reputable; but the 'D.N.B.*

alleges that these two ladies were not

Stephen's daughters, and that "
Pepys is.

clearly wrong
"

(p. 246). W. C. B.

SCOTTISH UNIVERSITY ARMS. (See 6 S..

xi. 169, 250; 7 S. vii. 63; x. 110.) In
'N. & Q.' for 28 March, 1885, was given
the blazon of the arms of the University
of Edinburgh (founded 1582) as granted
by the Lyon in 1789 ; and in the number
for 26 Jan., 1889, the blazon of the arms,
of the University of Aberdeen (founded
1494), matriculated in 1888. Since that
date the two older Scottish Universities,

have also obtained grants, which it seems
desirable to put on record here :

1900. University of Glasgow (founded
1455). Azure, the University mace in pale
or, between on the dexter a tree surmounted
on the top by a bird proper, on the sinister

an ancient handbell, and in chief an open
book argent, and surmounted in base of a
salmon on its back, holding in its mouth
a signet ring, also proper. (For an explana-
tion of the bearings see Mr. Andrew Mac-

george's
'

Inquiry as to the Armorial Insignia
of the City of Glasgow,' 1866.)

1905. University of St. Andrews (founded
1411). Parted per saltire argent and azure,
in chief a book expanded proper, leaved,

gules, and in base a lion rampant of the last,,

armed and langued of the second ; on a
chief of the fourth a crescent reversed of the-

first between two mascles or. (For an ex-

planation of the bearings see Mr. J. Maitland
Anderson's

'

Heraldry of St. Andrews Uni-

versity,' 1895.) P. J. ANDERSON.
University Library, Aberdeen.

HOLY GRAIL. From a book reviewed
ante, p. 340, a passage is quoted in which,
mention is made of

"
the Holy Grail, the-

Sang-real or true blood of God." This,

used to be a common mistake ; and so-

learned a man as Thomas Warton in his-
' Remarks on Spenser's Imitations from
Old Romances '

writes :

" The holy grale^
that is the real blood of our blessed Saviour."
But this is wrong. It is the holy grale, or

vessel, and does not mean real blood, though
it contained the real blood, collected bjr

Joseph of Arimathea. It was made from
a diamond, or emerald, which fell from the-
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-crown of Satan when he fought with Michael.

M. de Villemarque, who has written about
Armoric Legends, says that this jewel was
A diamond. The word greal is old French,
as I understand, for I have no knowledge
myself that it is so. In the legend of

Percival it is shown that the Grail is a
vessel :

"'The holy Grail,' Percival heard whispered by
one voice after another. Then from the shining
vessel streamed an endless supply of the costliest

dishes and wines." 'Epics ana Romances of the
Middle Ages from the German' (Sonnenschein,
1X96.)

E. YARDLEY.

ELECTRICITY : PROPHECY FALSIFIED.
The falsified prophecies made by scientific

experts form amazing reading to succeeding
generations. In an account of an improved
system of shutters and semaphores, after

dealing with the objections against an older

system, the author says :

"Full as many, if not greater objections will, I
believe, operate against every mode of electricity
being used as a vehicle of information." Gamble,
Observations on Telegraphic Experiments, or

different modes of Distant Communication,'
17!, p. 10.

This was alluded to in my note on '

Lattice
Tongs,' ante, p. 67. AYEAHR.

DEATH OF A CENTENARIAN. The following
paragraph appeared in The Times on 13 May,
and should, I think, find a place in

' N. & Q.' :

"The death occurred yesterday, at the excep-
tional age of 110 years, of Mr. Edmond Ryan, farmer
-and cattle-dealer of Carrick-on-Suir. Up to twelve
months ago Mr. Ryan was able to attend to busi-
ness, and was to be seen in the cattle markets,
buying and selling beasts. He was a lifelong tee-
<totaller, and kept his faculties to the last."

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Edgbarrow, Crowthorne.

STORY OF AN UNGRATEFUL SON. (See
S. xi. 226; xii. 116.) MR. KUMAGUSU

IINAKATA has been good enough to send me
5 following additional analogue and refe-

rences to the story of the ungrateful sonHe says :

v
'

v snou
!
d

,1'ke
to refer you to my friend Mr

SvJfe rA Kln^
8
,'nrimitiveand Mediaeval Japanese

T : 9;&rd ' 1906> translation, p. 227. In 'JST & O '

i !'" Vn^J'
9f&J31* IWH the story frSm

P ^i-
en*kle

!

1 lu
l-
ha

' which refers it to the
mitu, a work written in the fourteenth centuryor later ; but as the

story is mentioned in the
Japanese anthology compiled before 785 A.D itmust be much ofder in its original production

1
,
ca reiul searches I have found the tale first

ecorcledmtlie Chinese '

Kau-tsye-chuen
'

(' Lives

medical^Hl^^^S^-01-^ and

"Another variant I recently heard in this part
(I.e., Tanabe, Kii, Japan) is that anciently the

people of the province Shinano used to desert their

decrepit mothers on the Obasute yama (Old Woman-
Deserting Mountain). So once a man carried his
old mother to the mountain with this intention.
On the way to the destined spot he many times saw
his mother tying knots on the boughs of every con-

spicuous tree alongside the path ; whereupon he
asked the old woman the reason, and she answered
in the verse

For whose sake do I tie knots on the boughs in deep
forlorn mountains ?

To safely guide homeward my dear, dear son, after
he has left myself there lonely exposed.

(It is even nowadays the custom for mountaineers
to tie knots on boughs as guiding marks on the
route.) The son was greatly moved by these stanzas,
and in defiance of the long-standing local custom he
brought back his mother.
" Here the story I was told ends, but very pro-

bably the sequel runs that thenceforth all the
people of the province, after this example of filial

piety, put a stop to such practices."

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
Waltham Abbey, Essex.

EARLY HERALDIC TERMS. Though most
of the Middle English metrical romances
have a sprinkling of heraldic terms, no work
shows such a copious terminology in this

respect as
' The Laud Troy Book,' c. 1400 A.D.

(E.E.T.S. No. 121).
On p. 257 alone are found martlets

CN.E.D.' 1550), pellets c N.E.D.' 1562),
bend (' N.E.D.' 1430), border, ermine, gules,
sable, dancette ('N.E.D.' 1610), engrailed
(' N.E.D.' 1420), crosslets, mullets, gyronny
(cf.

" a jerownde schelde,"
' Morte Arthure,'

1. 2891).
On p. 139 we read of

Baneres brode of fyne asure,
Grene, and white, of purpur pure,
Some were rede as vermyloun,
With pelotes, daunse, and Cheueromi,
Some with satiters eiigrele [saltires engrailed],
And some with ba-ttoun woiterle.

As to the last expression, the editor, Dr.

Wiilfing, includes it, in a prefatory note,
with others the explanation of which is

desired ; and we must wait a year or two
for his notes and glossary. Can it possibly
mean the

"
ragged staff," part of the cog-

nizance of the great Earl of Warwick ?

If I mistake not, the '

N.E.D.' gives no quota-
tion for

" baton "
(heraldic) earlier than

" baton sinister
"

in Sir Walter Scott.
As to daunse, cf. on p. 257
He beres an egle and he merelettis [martlets]
And he a datuice. and he pelettis.

Bailey's
'

Dictionary
'

(1747) gives
"
dancy

"

as synonym of "dancette" (her.); but its

origin, O.Fr. danche, I cannot explain.
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Sauter appears as sawturoure in
' Morte

Arthure,' 4182, of about the same date,
and is wrongly ascribed to

'

Sir Gawayne
'

in Bradley-Stratmann's
'

Dictionary.'
For "chief" and "difference" see Lyd-

gate's 'Troy Book' (1412-20), 11. 7666,
7668 ; for

"
fess

"
the ' Laud T.B.,' 1. 4504 ;

for "lozenge," 'Merlin' (1440), p. 205.
"
Bendlet,"

" azure
" and "

sable," and
"griffon" are perhaps first mentioned in
4 Richard Coer de Lion '

(Weber), c. 1325 :

. . . baneres,
With three gryffouns depaynted wel,
And, off cwwr, a fayr bendd. P. 116.

Her [their] baner whyt withouten fable,
With thre Sarezynes hedes off nable. P. 117.

H. P. L.

" MAKING BUTTONS " = FIDGETING. Long
sermons and dull, dry meetings make some
folks restless, nor can they sit still for long
together. When they move about under
the infliction, they are said to be "

making
buttons " = fidgeting. When telling their

experiences, they say,
" I was making but-

tons all the time." Buttons would be
harder to boil than the proverbial

"
peas."

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

" ABRACADABRA." The following letter,

which, signed Wm. G. Chambers, appears
in The Birmingham Weekly Post of 16 May
as a suggested etymology of the word
Abracadabra, seems of interest :

" In answer to your esteemed contributor Regina
M. Bloch She says, 'the ancient word "Abra-
kadabra," so often held up to ridicule by the
vulgar.' Unfortunately it is not exclusively by the
vulgar, for in many cases the fairly learned and
intelligent look on the word as a sort of ' hocus
pocus' of the conjuror. The latest dictionary,
* The Century,' has failed to define its meaning.
Vol. i. p. 17 :

' Abracadabra (ab-ra-ka-dab-ra), mere
jargon. A Cabalistic word used for incantations,
&c. Hence any word charm or empty jingle of
words.' The syllables are not even properly divided.
* Kad-ab '

is turned into ' ka-dab '

! They are
Chaldean words, and this was explained to me by
no less a person than the late Prof. Palmer some
30 years ago, who subsequently lost his life on
the Sinai Peninsula during the Arabi Pasha insur-
rection. He told me it consisted of three
words : Abra He created, kad when, Abra He
created
" Another word used as a charm among the Jews

is also wrongly given by the ' Times Century Dic-

tionary' compilers (A-brak-a-lam) Abracalam.
This should oe Abra-cal-alam, and means He
created Cal (all) Alam (the universe). Probably
this is the charm that was a part of the phylacteries
mentioned in Matt, xxiii. 5th ver."

HERBERT B. CLAYTON.
39, Renfrew Road, Lower Kennington Lane.

"CORKED" (MANTLE)= PURPLE. In the
Sion College MS. of the

'

Gospel of Nico-
demus' (E.E.T.S. No. C.) 61/605 runs : "a
corked mantil J>ai hym pan lent," where the
other three MSS. read purpure or purpull.
The explanation may be found in Gael, corcur,

from Lat. purpura (as caisg from pascha).
See "

Corkes," Jamieson's 'Diet.,' a lichen

giving a purple dye. I add that the MS.,
c. 1420, has some marked Northern charac-

teristics. H. P. L.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

LANCASTER CELEBRITIES : THEIR
PORTRAITS.

IN view of the pending Old Lancaster

Exhibition, which has been already noted
in your columns, and which opens on 22 July,
I am desirous to be referred to oil paintings,
water-colours, drawings, or engravings of

any of the following, who were in their day
connected with our county town :

(a) MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT.
1. Sir Thomas Benger, Kt. (1558-9).
2. William Fleetwood (1558-67).
3. Sir Thomas Hesketh, Attorney of the Court of

Wards and Liveries and Recorder of Lancaster
(1597-1604).

4. Sir Thomas Fanshawe, Kt., auditor for the
northern part of the Duchy of Lancaster (1603-40).

5. Sir Humphrey May, Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster, afterwards M.P. for Leicester (1623-7).

6. Sir Francis Bindlosse, Kt.
7. Sir Robert Bindlosse, Bt.
8. Roger Kirkbye.
9. Sir John Harrison, Kt.

10. Thomas Fell.

11. Henry Porter.
12. Richard Kirkby.
13. Richard Harrison (son of No. 9).

14. William Spencer, jun.
15. Henry Crispe.
16. Roger Kirkby-
17. Thomas Preston (ob. 1696-7).
18. Curwen Rawlinson.
19. Filton Gerrad.
20. Robert Heysham.
21. Sir William Lowther, Bt.
22. William Heysham (ob. 1716).
23. William Heysham, jun. (Clerk in Chancery).
24. Doddin Braddyll.
25. Sir Thomas Lowther, Bt.
26. Christopher Towers (Deputy Collector of the

Port of London).
27. Robert Fenwick.
28. Francis Reynolds (ob. 1773).
29. Edward Marton.
30. Sir George Warren.
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31. Lord Richard Cavendish.
32. Wilson Braddyll.
33. Abraham Rawlinson.
34. Francis Reynolds, jun. (Earl of Ducie).
35. John Dent.
36. John Fenton Cawthorne (06. 1831).
37. Peter Patten.
38. Major-General Gabriel Doveton (ob. 1824).
39. Patrick Maxwell Stewart.

(6) CONSTABLES OF THE CASTLE.

40. Thomas Butterworth Bailey (1811).
41. Alexander Butler.
42. Sir Richard Clayton, Bt.
43. William Hulton (1840).
44. Thomas Batty Addison (1872-4).

(c) RECORDERS OF LANCASTER.
45. Sir John Otway (1684-91).
46. John Feuwick (1691-1706).
47. Robert Gibson (1706-31).
48. Allan Harrison (1731-49).
49. James Fenton (1788-91).
50. Sir Allan Chambre (1796-9).
51. John Lodge Hubberty (1799-1838).

(rf) HIGH SHERIFFS.
52. Edmund Cole of Lancaster (1707).
53. Charles Gibson of Lancaster (1790).
54. Charles Gibson of Quernmore (1827).
55. Thomas Fitzherbert Brockholes of Claughton

Hall, near Garstang (1840).

(e) GENERAL.
56. Thomas Harrison, architect, of Grosvenor

Bridge, Chester, Skerton Bridge, Lancaster, &c
.>/. George Fox, founder of the Society of

r nends.
.~s. William Hadwen, poet.
59. William Sanderson, poet (1804-48).
60. Cornelius Henderson, artist (1799).
61. James Lousdale, artist (born 1778).
b2. John Heysham, M.D. (1753-1834).

,M.D. (1697--

u- T_ t ' -., IOOO),
60. Prof. Robert Galloway (born 1823).
hb. (.eorge Danson, scenic artist (1799-1881).67. Prof. Edmund Atkinson (born 1831).

Kindly reply direct.

T. CAKN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.,
-a p,.

Town Clerk.
78, Church Street, Lancaster.

-rThere are
FROM

existence a ewer and

matenal * bell-metal, and the ewr giv<

out the sounds of a good bell. There is an
inscription cut deep into the metal which
appears to connect it with Mary's death,
but is in Latin so grotesque as to negative
the supposition of commercial fraud, while
it renders any other suggestion difficult.

An equally comic figure of St. Andrew
terminates the inscription. It is hardly
likely that light can now be thrown upon the

objects, for the matter has been mentioned
to three or four antiquaries of authority
without success ; but it is just possible that
some reader of

' N. & Q.' may possess the
clue. E. A. B.

FOTHEKINGAY BELLS. Is anything
known of the history of these bells ? I have
in my possession a ewer and basin of metal,
said to have been melted down from the

Fotheringay bells in memory of Queen
Mary of Scotland. The tradition is that
twelve similar sets were made, and presented
to intimate friends of the Queen by King
James. The inscription on the ewer is.
" XII Maria Regini Scotorum [date inde-

cipherable] Memento Moro," with a figure-
and crossbones. I. L. HOWE.

13, Edward Street, Hampstead Road, N.W.

[MR. HOWE'S query was already in type when we-
received E. A. B.'s independent inquiry.]

GERMAN ETCHINGS : J. E. G. In the
B.M. Library is a work entitled

"
Undine,,

mit Umrisse von J. E. G." (840 m. 11),

consisting of 57 etchings illustrating selec-

tions, printed in German and French, from
De la Motte Fouque's

'

Undine.' The plates,
which are remarkable for their detailed

foregrounds of wild flowers, are dated 1838-

to 1843, but the only engraver's name which
will fit to the initials and dates is that of
Jakob Emanuel Gaisser, who was born at

Augsburg in 1825. The difficulty of accept-
ing him as the author of the work is that
he could have been no more than thirteen

years old when he etched the earlier ones.
I have been unable to get further informa-
tion on the subject either at the B.M.
Print-Room or the National Art Library.

J. TAVENOR-PERRY.
5, Burlington Gardens, Chiswick.

SWEDENBORG'S MEMORIAL TABLET.
What will become of this tablet when the
Swedish Church, Prince's Square, E.,
s demolished ? Some years ago I visited
the place and copied the inscription. The
nemorial is in shape like an inverted shield,
[n the point at the head is represented an
open book labelled "The Word of God."
At the foot is a crest and coat of arms, which
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I omitted to record. Can some friend

kindly supply a reading and say whether
the achievement is that of the Swedenborg
family ? The centre of the tablet is taken
up with the following inscriptions :

In the vault beneath this church
are deposited the mortal remains of

Emanuel Swedenborg
the Swedish Philosopher and Theologian.
He was born in Stockholm Jan* 29th 1688
and died in London March 29th 1772

in his 85th
year.

This Tablet is erected by one of his English admirers
in the year 1857

by special permission.
UTI DENNA KYRKAS GRAFHVALF, UNDER ALTARET

FORVARAS
DE JORDISKA LEMNINGARNA

AF
PHILOSOPHEN OCH THEOSOPHEN

EMANUEL SWEDENBORG.
Is the name of the "

English admirer" who
erected the monument known ?

In Button's '

Literary Landmarks of
London' (1885) is quoted an account of
the opening of Swedenborg's coffin in 1790,
and the abstraction of "various relics"
then and in 1817. I gather that what was
"supposed to be" the skull of Swedenborg
was replaced in the coffin in 1819.

I may add that an illustrated article
entitled

' At the Grave of Swedenborg
'

appeared in The British Weekly of 11 Jan.,
1894 ; and that illustrations of the Swedish
Church and Swedenborg' s memorial were
given in The Daily Graphic of 31 March last.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

[Other information about the Swedish Church
and Swedenborg will be found ante, pp. 260, 369,
416.]

LORDS OF MANORS AND INTESTATE
ESTATES. Can readers of

' N. & Q.' refer
me to any quarter where I can find records
of the customs of one or more manors with
regard to intestates' estates ? The manor
must be one which had testamentary juris-
diction, and the franchise of which included
a grant by the sovereign of his right to the
intestate's goods.

Secondly, is a custom known to have
existed in any manors by which the Court
Baron exercised disciplinary jurisdiction
over the executor to see that he paid the

legacies of the deceased, as the ecclesiastics
in those days would have done if probate
had been granted by their courts ? At a
later date did the lord help to enforce upon
the executor the obligation to pay the debts
of the deceased ? P. W. CHANDLER.

ARCHBELL FAMILY. I am anxious to

obtain information relating to the family
of Archbell. The Rev. James Archbell,
a Presbyterian minister, went to South
Africa as a missionary, sent, I think, by
the Church Missionary Society about 1815.

Before he left England he lived, I believe,

in Yorkshire. He was in some way con-

nected with the Hughses and Tempests.
Kindly reply direct.

F. M. R. HOLWORTHY.
Elsworth, Tweedy Road, Bromley, Kent.

WILLIAM WINSTANLEY'S BIRTHPLACE.
Is anything definite known concerning the

birthplace of William Winstanley, the Essex

worthy, author of
' The New Help to Dis-

course
'

(first published 1669) ? Opinion
seems to waver between Saffron Walden
and Quendon. M. J.

ALGERNON SIDNEY. In what political

pamphlet, date about 1790, was the corre-

spondence between Algernon Sidney and
Hermann von Schele=Walberg published ?

Q. F. G.

GILES HERON of Shacklewell, Middlesex,
married Cecily, the youngest daughter of

Sir Thomas More. He was one of the jurors
on the trial of Anne Boleyn (Froude's

' His-

tory,' ii. 379), and is said himself to have
been afterwards attainted of high treason.

When, and for what reason, was he thus
attainted ? His only son, Thomas of

Shacklewell, died . s.p., leaving as his heir

his sister Anne, mar. (1) to Horsley,
(2) Osborne (see Maddison's 'Lincoln-

shire Pedigrees,' p. 487). It would be

interesting to have a little fuller account of

these descendants of the great Chancellor.
W. D. PINK.

MAGHDLL YATES. I desire to know the

date of death, place of burial, and where
the will is likely to be found, of Maile or

Maghull Yates, of Stanley House, Mellor,

Blackburn, and of Maghull, near Liverpool.

According to
' Abram's History of Black-

burn,' he was baptized 1 Nov., 1714 or 171 5,

and married Elizabeth, daughter of Hum-
phrey de Trafford of Manchester ;

he had
two daughters, and was the eldest son of

Sir Joseph Yates, who in 1728 was High
Sheriff of Lancashire and a governor of Black-
burn Grammar School. ALTER EGO.

" LlEBLICH WAR DIE MAIENNACHT."
I rejoice in the possession of a beautiful

chromolithograph, by Ernst Liebermann,

representing a carriage and four halting
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by moonlight by a country churchyard,

while the driver winds his horn. At the

bottom are the words :

Lieblich war die Maiennacht,
Silberwolklein flogen.

Where can I find the poem that begins with

these words ? Who is the author ? And
to what legend does it refer ?

JOHN B. WAINEWBIGHT.

[" Lieblich war die Maiennacht
"

is the first line

of a sixteen-verse ballad by L. Lenau, called
' Der

Postilion.' It is a well-known poem, being noted
for its description of a drive through moonlit

country in springtime. The driver halts each

time his coach passes the churchyard where
his comrade rests, and salutes the dead postilion
with his favourite air.J

" SINEWS OF WAR." Is there any earlier

use of this English phrase than in a memorial

presented on 28 Nov., 1600, by one Arthur
Hull, to Sir Robert Cecil,

"
touching the

embasing of the coin," wherein it is observed :

" The sinews of wars are those two metals "

(gold and silver) ? See
'

Cecil MSS.,' vol. x.

p. 395. POLITICIAN.

[Ultimately traced to Greek and Latin.]

TOBACCO-BOXES. I have two of the old

penny-in-the-slot tobacco-boxes which used
to be common in bar parlours, and I have
come across another in a dealer's shop which
seems so unusual that I am anxious to get
information about it. It is of the ordinary
shape, but differs from any I have previously
seen in this respect, that it works with a
sixpence, and not with a .penny or halfpenny.
It is engraved with the usual lines, except
that the user is asked to put sixpence in the
till, and then to shut down the lid under

penalty
of a fine of a shilling. What could

it have been used for that was worth sixpence
a time ? Other uncommon features are
that the money portion is shallow, and that
the part for the tobacco extends the whole
length of the box. I should say that the box
is much smaller than any others I have
ever seen. L C.

CHALICE INSCRIPTION, 1645. A friend
of mine residing at Queenstown was recentlyhown a chalice (belonging to a gentleman
xT
ea
u,- ^ b6*"11^ the inscription "Pro

ESP1 A*)
.

batl8e Lustriacense," and dated
1645. The inscription probably means

or the noble Abbey of Lustria," notwith-
standing the puzzling diphthong ; but what
is meant by

"
Lustriacense "

? Perhapssome reader can locate the abbey. The
owner of the chalice knows nothing of its

R^sT u
J " B - McGovW.

St. Stephen a Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

GEORGE HENLEY OF BRADLEY,
HANTS.

(10 S. ix. 141.)

THE following memoranda, evidently
drawn up some eighty years ago, I copied
four or five years ago from a collection of

papers in the possession of my cousin the

late Rev. George Bolney (ne Brown), Vicar

of Sketty, Swansea, whose mother, an
Acton, was directly descended from the

subject of this notice :

" Alderman Price of Aldgate Ward, temp. Chas. I.,

was father of Mary Henley, who was mother of

Geo. Henley, who nad issue two daughters ; one
Jane married Edward Acton, the other married
Mr. Lovell.
"
1720. Jane Acton on the marriage of Edward

Henley Acton, her first son, with Susannah White
of Stafford, co. Dorset, settled the Aldgate property
on trust for younger children.
"

1721. Mary Lovell settled her moiety on Michael
Acton in fee.
"

1748. Will of Mary Lovell, giving residue of her
estate to her nephew Edward Henley Acton in fee.

"1749. Edward Henley Acton dies, leaving his

estate to his sons in tail male.
"

1776. Mr. Wools of Winchester marries his

daughter Jane Acton.
"1777- Edward Acton, Rector of Bentworth,

co. Hants, married Cath. Rachel Birt, supposed
daughter of Lord Hawke, First Lord of the

Admiralty, and sister to Richard Birt, a clerk in
the Victualling Office, later of South Warnborough,
co. Hants, and of Hall Grove (Windlesham, co.

Surrey), who was High Sheriff of Surrey about 1822.
"

1791. Edward Acton sold his living of Bent-
worth to pay his debts, and granted part of the

Aldgate property, including the Inns Bull* and
the fillegiolej.
"Issue of the marriage Edward Henley Acton

and Rev. Wm. Acton.
"1808. Edward Henley Acton later married Miss

Eliz. Sharp of Newbury, co. Hants, and was adopted
by Mrs. Romaine of Basingstoke, co. Hants, who
left her a fortune of 20,00$.

"

There is no doubt whatever that George
Henley of Bradley was eldest son of George
Henley, second son of Andrew Henley of

Taunton and younger brother of Sir Robert

Henley, as correctly entered in the pedigree at
the Visitation of London in 1633. By certain

indentures (Close Roll 5 Car., 40th part,
Nos. 7, 8, and 9) Robert Henley of Henley,
co. Somerset, Esq., and George Henley of

London, merchant, for 6,160/. purchased
of the Duke of Buckingham's trustees the

lordship and castle of Okoham, co. Rutland,
and the manor of Hambledon. By No. 8

* See ante, p. 309, about the "Bull and Mouth'
Inn in Aldersgate.
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Robert Henley of Henley, one of the six
clerks of Chancery, and Geo. Henley pur-
chased the office of

"
Chief clarke for in-

rolling of Pleas" ; and by No. 9, for 4,620J.,

they purchased the Manor and Rectory
of Greetham, co. Rutland, and the lease of
the Rectory of Hameldon for the residue
of the term of 80 years. As I only came
across these deeds at the P.R.O. accidentally,
there are probably several others of a like

nature.

George Henley, jun., first son of the above
George Henley of London, and aged six in

1634, married Jane Polhill, settled at

Bradley, and was buried, as already stated,
in 1696, and his widow Jane in 1716. Their
two sons Joseph and John must have died

s.p., because from my notes Jane arid Mary,
the two daughters, as coheiresses divided
the property derived from their grand-
mother Price.

In the parish register of Bentworth are
numerous entries relating to the Actons
between 1677 and 1777, and I took the

following some three years ago :

"
1682. Mr Edward Acton. Rector of this Parish,

and M" Jane Henley, the Daughter of Mr George
Henley of the Parish of Bradley, weare married y

e

15th day of August."

There is a gap from 1688 to 1695.
"

1696. William Lovell, a native of Ireland, Son
of Mrs. Mary Lovell, was buried y

e 14th day of May,
being brought fro' Bradley.""

1719, May 22. Mr Edward Acton, late Rector
of this Parish. Mt. 69."

"
1720, Feb. 24. M" Jane Acton, Widow. JEt. 59.

"

In Hutchins's '

Dorset,' iii. 742, is a very
complete pedigree of the descendants of
Sir Robert Henley, who d. 1655-6, but no
Col. Richard Henley appears there.

Andrew Henley of Taunton had a daughter
Margery, who married Richard Chicheley,
Esq. Is "Chettle" on p. 141 an error for

this ?

On p. 143, col. 2, 1. 5, for
" Somerset

"
read

Dorset, in which county lies Glanville's

Wootton, an estate which John Every left

to his sister Dame Barbara Henley.
V. L. OLIVER,

' KITTY FISHER' s JIG
'

:

' YANKEE DOODLE '

(10 S. ix. 50, 98, 197, 236, 337). Although
printed copies of the air of

' Yankee
Doodle ' cannot be traced earlier than
Aird's collection of 1782, yet the air itself

is genuinely Irish, and was known in Ire-

land in 1750 as
"
All the Way to Galway.'

It apparently drifted over to England
about 1755, in which year Dr. Shuck-

burgh adapted the words of
* Yankee

Doodle '

to it. It caught on at once in

America, and was introduced into a comic

opera,
' The Disappointment,' by Andrew

Barton at Philadelphia, in April, 1767, and

published by Samuel Taylor. The refer-

ences to
"
Kitty Fisher

" and to
" Macaroni"

fix the date of the song as between 1755
and 1760. It is not a little remarkable
that the still popular song of

'

Nancy
Dawson' dating from November, 1759
was also set to a favourite Irish jig, printed
some years previously.

Mr. Kidson's suggestion that perhaps
'Fisher's Jig' was "a composition of

Fischer the oboist
"
cannot seriously be con-

sidered, because the jig, even under its

adapted title of
' Yankee Doodle,' was

known in 1756 long before Fischer came
to London. W. H. GRATTAN FLOOD.

DICKENS AND THE LAMPLIGHTER'S LADDER
(10 S. ix. 389, 430). I delayed answering
the query in the hope of obtaining official

information, but failed for amusing rea-

sons. There are people who never heard of
' N. & Q.,' and in this case I was referred

to an old pensioned servant of one of the

gas companies, whose memory agrees with
mine.
The rod was used first at the end of

1865 by the Equitable, since amalgamated
with the Gas Light and Coke Company ;

then adopted by the Phoenix, now amal-

gamated with the South Metropolitan
Company, and afterwards by the other

[

companies. There is a reference to both
1 methods in Miss Braddon's novel

' Char-
lotte's Inheritance,' published in 1868.

Diana Paget
"placed herself near the window, whence she con-

! templated the dusky street, appearing much inter-

ested in the movements of the lamplighter.
' What

j

an admirable way they have of lighting the lamps
I
now !

' she remarked, with the conversational bril-

liance which usually marks this kind of situation ;
' how much more convenient it must be than the
old method with the ladder, you know !

' "

Chap. iv.

I may add that in 1905 the company
that supplies Lambeth substituted for the
old oil lamp at the end of a wooden staff

a steel tube filled with gas, with a small

pilot jet at top, which shot out to a long
tongue of flame at the touch of a spring
at the bottom, when the rod was applied
to the lamp, thus economizing the gas be-
tween the lamps. This, however, was in

its turn superseded, by the end of January,
1907, by an automatic arrangement in a
box fixed to each lamp, whereby the lamps
are lit up from head-quarters, and turned
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off in the same way. Up to the present
the theory is better than the practice,
as the lights sometimes come on in broad

daylight, and sometimes go out at night,

necessitating the visit of a man on a bicycle,

carrying a ladder. I do not think any other

company has yet adopted this scheme.
AYEAHH.

'The Lamplighter's Story' first appeared in

"The Pic-Nic Papers,' 3 vols., 1841, as noted

by NEL MEZZO. ' The Lamplighter,' a farce,

by C. D., written in 1838, was privately
printed (250 copies) in 1879.

JOHN S. CRONE.
Kensal Lodge, N.W.

"JIBGAH" (10 S. ix. 427). In reply to
MB. MAYHEW, this is not from the Afghan,
but from the Persian language. Every
educated Afghan knows some Persian,
which is to them the language of politeness
and culture, like French with us. Jirgah
has two meanings : ( 1) a circle of men formed
to enclose a place ; (2) a select circle of

personages. JAMES PLATT, Jun.

This is a Pathan word. Each tribe has
its Jirgah or Council of Elders, a patriarchal
form of government. My informant is

Brevet-Lieut.-Col. Walker, V.C. J. J. F.

According to the
'

Cyclopaedia of India,'
by Surgeon-General Edward Balfour, the
Jirgah is the council of an Afghan tribe,
composed of the elders. The government
of the tribe is a democracy, their representa-
tion and self-government being by their
Jirgah, but no man's nationality extends
beyond his own clan. T. SHEPHERD.

"ENTENTE COHDIALE" (10 S. viii. 168-
c. 194, 338, 418). The Daily News of
uesday, 2 June, contained a letter headed
The Phrase and its Author' from Mr.

Fisher Unwin. The heading was, perhaps,not due to the writer of the letter, who saysthat "Richard Cobden was, perhaps, the
hrst to bring these words into general usem connexion with international affairs."
Mr. Unwin, however, adds, before quotingfrom a letter of September, 1859, the am-
biguous phrase "in which the words first
occur seemingly, but probably not in-
tended to be, at variance with the more
accurate sentence above set forth. It will
be remembered that, however much older
tie phrase may be than its use by Louismii, the first meeting between Queenand the King of the French was

an occasion when stress was laid upon the>

words in public ; and they have also been

recently noted in letters of Queen Victoria,
and were commonly used of all the three
ententes which, during the Monarchy of

July, preceded the entente of I860 : 1859
was, of course, one of the intervening years-
in which the two countries were most hostile
to one another, and Cobden was engaged on
the beginning of his successful effort to

produce a fresh entente between them. D.

" Lord Aberdeen had not, however, been long ii>

office, when, to the alarm of [Tsar] Nicholas, he
made use of the words entente cordiale as expressive

(London, 1855), p. 347.

L. L. K.

JEW KING (10 S. ix. 428). The widow of
the second Earl of Lanesborough,

" who was
b. 30 Oct., 1737, m. John King (who died

Aug., 1823, at Florence), and d. Feb., 1828"
(G. E. C.'s 'Complete Peerage,' vol. v., 1893).

,,
W. D. MACRAY.

For an account of this worthy (who mar-
ried in Paris Jane, widow of the second
Earl of Lanesborough, and sister of the
second Earl of Belvedere, and died in
Florence in August, 1823) see The Gentle-
man's Magazine for 1824, p. 184.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

RICHARD III.'s MOTHER (10 S. ix. 207,
411). At the latter reference MR. C. S.

TAYLOR inclines to the opinion that Elfwyn,
only child of Ethelred by Ethelfleda, his

wife, daughter of Alfred the Great, never
married, and by inference, therefore, Cicely
Nevill, mother of Richard III. could not
have been a descendant, through Ethelfleda,
of King Alfred.

According to the pedigree of the family
of Wolrich, Elfwina, as she is called, married

Edulph, second son of Ordgar, Duke and
Earl of Devonshire and Cornwall, and
brother to Elfrida, Edgar's Queen. In
giving the pedigree of this family Burke
(' Landed Gentry,' ed. 1846, p. 1285) writes :

" This family derives its origin, in a direct and
uninterrupted male line, from Ordgar, Duke and
Earl of Devonshire and Cornwall, father of Elfrida,
Edgar's Queen, and Edulph his second son, who
married Elfwina, only child and heiress of Ethelred.
last Duke of Mercia, by Ethelfleda, the heroic dau.
of Alfred the Great, and had by her Leofwine, Earl
of Mercia, who married Alwara, dau. of Athelstan
Mannesson, a Danish Duke of East Angles, by a
dau. of Athelstan, an Anglo-Saxon Duke, and

' Half
King of all England,' and had issue."
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It may not unnaturally be assumed that,
in compiling so important a work as that
from which I have quoted, Burke would
have assured himself of the authenticity
of the statements in the various pedigrees
inserted (from the language used at the
commencement of the passage above quoted
he appears to have done so in the case of
this pedigree), and therefore, in the absence
of authoritative negative evidence, I see
no reason to doubt the claim of the Wolrich
family to be descended from Alfred the
Great, or to amend my statement that
Richard III.'s mother was seventeenth
in descent from that monarch through his

daughter Ethelfleda.

FRANCIS H. RELTON.
9, Broughton Road, Thornton Heath.

BELLS RUNG BACKWARDS (10 S. ix. 229,
418). It may not be amiss to add an ex-

planatory word from Sir Walter Scott
himself. When describing, in chap, xviii.

of
' The Fair Maid of Perth,' the excitement

due to the supposed misadventure of Hal
of the Wynd, he writes thus :

" One or two neighbouring steeples, of which the
enraged citizens possessed themselves, either by
consent of the priests or in spite of their opposition,
began to ring out ominous alarm notes, in which,
as the ordinary succession of the chimes were
reversed, the bells were said to be rung backward."

THOMAS BAYNE.

ATHENIAN FLEET SAVED BY A COMMA
(10 S. ix. 389). This is evidently an allusion
to a legend of which the following is one
version. An undergraduate was translating
a passage of Thucydides to Jowett, and,
in defiance of the punctuation, gave a render-

ing to the effect that "
the ships were lost

with all on board,"
"
they would have been,"

was Jowett's comment,
" but for the provi-

dential interposition of a comma." Perhaps
some Oxford correspondent could say when
this happened, and what was the particular
Greek passage. The Master of BaUiol's

reputation during his lifetime attracted to
his name many stories to which he had no
claim. EDWARD BENSLY.

THE '

D.N.B.' : ADDITIONS AND CORREC-
TIONS (10 S. ix. 182, 231, 272, 313, 372,
410). Hoadly, John. The '

Dictionary
'

(vol. xxvii. p. 21) states that the daughter
of the Archbishop of Armagh married " the
son of Speaker Henry Boyle, afterwards
Earl of Shannon." As a matter of fact,

Sarah, only daughter and heir of the Arch-

bishop, married, 29 Nov., 1740, Bellingham
Boyle, M.P. for Bandon Bridge (born 1709),

whose father was a grandson of Richard

Boyle, Bishop of Leighlin and Ferns, and
therefore a fourth cousin of the Earl of

Shannon.
Charles Moss, Bishop of Oxford, son of

Charles Moss, Bishop of St. David's and Bath
and Wells, is stated (vol. xxxix. p. 182) to

have been Archdeacon of Carmarthen and
St. David's, in 1767, when he was only born
in 1763. The Archdeacon was apparently
a nephew of the Bishop of St. David's
who entered Caius, Cambridge, in 1755.

W. P. W.

' LANG o' LEA,' IRISH SONG (10 S. ix. 129,

257, 374). The Christian name of Dr.

Campbell, as requested by F. F. K., i

Thomas. He was the Rev. Thomas Camp-
bell, LL.D., Prebendary of Clogher, and
was an intimate friend of Edmund Burke.
His '

Philosophical Survey of the South of

Ireland
' was published in London in 1777,

written in the form of
"
Letters to John

Watkinson, M.D." In Letter XLIV. he
refers to some characteristic Irish melodies,
and he cites as an example

'

Langolee,"
which he had heard years before. The
Thompson I quoted was Thompson's-
'

Twenty-Four Country Dances for 1775
'

;

whilst Wilson is C. Wilson's
'

St. Cecilia,"

a small songbook, without music, published
1

at Edinburgh in 1779. Crosby is B. Crosby
of Stationers' Court, Paternoster Row,
London, who published his

'
Irish Musical

Repository
' a songbook adapted for voice,

violin, and German flute in 1808.

As to the date of appearance of the Anglo-
Irish vulgar song

'

Paddy Bull's Expedition,'
I have found, since my last communication,
that it was about the year 1790, certainly
before 1793. It was sung in America in the-

latter year, and was printed in Philadelphia

by John Young. W. H. GRATTAN FLOOD.
Enniscorthy.

W. HEATH, ARTIST (10 S. ix. 385). It

may seem unjustly severe to describe thia

artist as a "hack" : yet such was in fact

the case. As a humorous designer he made
a transient

" name "
nothing, of course,

like Seymour or the Cruikshanks while-

his book-illustrations were, perhaps, on
a level with those of Crowquill or Buss.
But it was as a military artist a branch

which, after all, is usually included in the-

work of an artistic "handy-man" that

he made something like a "hit." His

uniforms, foreign as well as British, were-

accepted as
"
correct," though the figures

were a bit like tailors' dummies. Yet some-
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of his battle sketches were full of action.

A panorama which he painted of the Battle

of Waterloo was exhibited (accompanied,
I have been told, by a barrel-organ playing
""
Jingo

"
tunes) with some success lauda-

tory, and, possibly, pecuniary in the chief

towns of the United Kingdom ; Dublin

amongst others. He was, I believe, married,
but I have never heard of his leaving chil-

dren.

Henry Heath, William's brother, also

made headway as a caricaturist on copper
and stone. I have one or two of his clever

-etchings in old scrapbooks. Under the
initials

" H. H." he published a number
of political prints in imitation of

" H. B."
Sometimes, also, they were signed

" Paul
Pry, jun.," with a paraphe of that worthy
in the bottom corner.
Horace Heath, a son of Henry, was

employed during the forties as an all-round
artist by Dean & Munday of Threadneedle
Street ; as was, I think, a younger son,
-Charlie.

About 1848 a firm in India, mistaking,
it is said, Henry for the better-known
William, wrote, offering the former an
engagement probably for military sketches.
I believe he died abroad. His son Horace,
who, with all the family, had accompanied
his father to India, was later heard of as
residing in Australia.

I have no doubt that most of the etching
artists of those days put their own sketches
on the plate ; at least, my father no mean
etcher himself not only etched and "bit"
his own drawings, but also always took it
for granted that contemporary artists did
so likewise. I might add, maybe need-
lessly, that it is not the drawing upon the
etching-ground, with a fine point, which
needs judgment born of experience, but
the biting-in" with acid. Copperplatesare easier to "

bite
"

than steel, the latter
f not

incessantly brushed while the work
is under the acid, are apt to bite into holes.
Zinc comes easiest of all.

-, p , HERBERT B. CLAYTON.
<, Kenfrew Road, Lower Kennington Lane.

''OH, TELL ME WHENCE LOVE COMETH"
Hal "f;

385)-The real name of Friedrich

h -n r
P
K
e
r
Who wrote " Mein He,

ML^RHJ(Vragen''' was Freiherr vonT H 1 ngh
^,
U8en' &ad he was the directorthe HofburgTheater in Vienna. His words

m*-u!&^ ^ nj? b^ J- K - G - L
39), K. A. M. Krebs (1804-?) F WKucken
(1810-?), and others.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

ANNE OF AUSTRIA (10 S. ix. 390, 451).
The Queen of Louis XIII. of France

daughter of Philip III. and grand-daught
of Philip II., King of Spain of the Hov
of Austria, which at this period was rulir

over Germany, Austria, part of Hunge
over Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands
some portions of modern France, and almc
all Italy. Most of these dominions had
longed to the gouty Charles V., and on his

abdication were divided between his brott
Ferdinand and his son, Philip II. of Spain.

L. L. K.

MOTTO: " IN GOD is ALL" (10 S.

270, 353 ; ix. 393, 438). A small bror
mortar was exhibited at the meeting
the Newcastle Society of Antiquaries
27 May. It bears the inscription LOF GODT
VANAL, and the date 1638. R. B-R.
South Shields.

DANCING AT ECHTERNACH (10 S. ix. 427).
I regret to say that I am unable to answer

MR. PEACH'S question, but the following
references to religious dances may be useful
to himself and others :

Mexico. Edward B. Tylor,
'

Anahuac,' 211.

Carl Lumholtz's 'Unknown Mexico,' 1903, ii. 383.
Bolivia. K. Vaughan in Catholic Time*. 12 April,

1901.

Spain. Macmillan's Mag.. Dec., 1880, 151.

Seville. Oswald Crawfurd,
' Round the Calendar

in Portugal,' 189U, 58. Watts, 'Don Quixote' ii.

152n.

Robberds's ' Memoir of William Taylor of Nor-
wich,' 1843, ii. 179.

Thiers,
'

Traite des Superstitions,' i. 340.
"Gentleman's Magazine Library,'' 'Popular

Superstitions,' 26.

Brittany. Louisa Stuart Costello, 'A Summer
among the Boeages,' 1840, i. 270.
Auxerre. C. R. Weld,

' Notes on Burgundy,'
1869, 128.

Liege. Dudley Costello,
' Tour through the Valley

of the Meuse,' 51.

Milman's '
Hist, of Christianity,' 1840, iii. 108n.

Googe's 'Popish Kingdom' (English translation),
45.

Oxford. Dublin Review, April, 1899, 323.

Crete. Scribner's Magazine, xxxvii. 656-7.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

See Good Words, June, 1900 ; and 2 S. ii.

188 ; 7 S. ix. 381. W. C. B.

VACHELL (10 S. ix. 389). A William
Vachell of Coley, Reading, Berks, and
Great Abington, co. Cambridge, was baptized
at St. Mary's, Reading, 21 Oct., 1686. He
became a colonel and J.P. for Cambridge ;

disentailed Coley, 1727, and sold it ; died,
1762, at Lackford, co. Suffolk; buried there
23 Jan., 1762. Will P.C.C. He married
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Catherine, dau. of Edward Chester, Esq
of Cockenhatch, Herts ; she died 1758
buried at Barkway, Herts. Issue : William
Anne, Lucy, and Catherine.

Pedigree compiled by the Rev. G. P
Crawfurd of St. Mary's/ Reading, publishe
in the Quarterly Journal of the Berks Archseo
logical and Architectural Society, vol. ii

No. 3, p. 68. R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

VILLAGE MAZES (10 S. ix. 388). The lat

Venerable Edward Trollope, D.D., Recto
of Leasingham, Archdeacon of Stow, an
Suffragan Bishop of Nottingham, contributet
several years ago to The Reports and Paper
of the Architectural Society of the Counts
of Lincoln a very interesting paper on mazes
I regret to say that I do not possess the
volume wherein it occurs.

There is said to have been in former days
a maze at Appleby, near Brigg, Lincolnshire
It had perished before 1834, when Allen's,
'

History of Lincolnshire
' was issued. See

vol. ii. p. 219.

There was in 1544 a maze at Louth in
the same shire, as the following extract
from the churchwardens' accounts of that
date bears testimony : "To nych mason
for making at gelyan bowar a new crose

iijs."

The late Rev. E. C. Walcott's 'Sacred
Archaeology

'

contains under '

Labyrinth
'

notes as to several of the ecclesiastical mazes
of France.
Your correspondent may find some of

the following references useful :

Briscoe's ' Old Nottinghamshire,' i. 80.
Gentleman's Magazine, 1861, i. 120.
Didron's Annalen archeologiques, xiv. 268; xvii.

J.lt7.

Barrett's '

Essex,' 161.
" Gentleman's Magazine Library," iv. 201.

Arch(fologia, x. 424.

Winkles's ' French Cathedrals,' 1837, 24, 81.
Dawson Turner's ' Tour in Normandy,' 1820, ii. 207.

There is in the Library of the British
Museum a curious German engraving of a
maze. The reference is 1750 c/28.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

For one called "The Julian Bower" at

Alkborough, co. Line., see Murray's
' Guide

to Lincolnshire,' 1903, p. 222, where others
which once existed in the county are men-
tioned.

I think that there was a maze formerly
in the neighbourhood of Ripon. J. T. F.
Durham.

There is said to be a maze at Leigh in

Dorset, at the top of a field about a quarter

of a mile from the village, consisting of

paths cut in the turf. It is called the

Miz-Maze. About thirty paces across, it is

circular in shape.
There was another at Pimpern in the

same county. This was a labyrinth formed
of small ridges of earth, about a foot high,
which extended over nearlyan acre of ground.
It was in 1730 almost obliterated by the

plough of a farmer ignorant of its antiquity
and origin, but from a plan in Hutchins's
'

Dorset ' we learn that it was triangular,
with one entrance, which led by numerous
winding and irregular passages to the centre.

If, as is supposed by Dr. Stukeley and
others, these mazes should be of Roman
origin, the traces which remain of them might
be compared with a sketch of a maze which
had been rudely scratched with a nail upon
the pilaster of a Pompeian house. This
was published in the 'Mus. Borb., ?

xiv.,
Tav. a., 1852. It has also been imagined
that these rural labyrinths were devised
for the diversion of the peasantry, who, as

Randolph, the seventeenth-century poet
and dramatist, has it,

"
nimbly run the

windings of the maze."
Has the site of the maze in Tuttle (Tothill)

Fields, Westminster, ever been ascertained ?

There is an allusion to it in Greene's 'Tu
Quoque,' vii. 53.

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

The literature of village mazes is very
scattered and fragmentary, but the best
article is to be found in The Archaeological
Journal, vol. xv. I have many plans of

hem, which I should be pleased to show
MR. WALKER if he cares to communicate
with me through the Editor. AYEAHR.

Reference should be made to 9 S. v. 504.

L"O the headings there given should be added
Merelles.' W. C. B.

MAN IN THE ALMANAC (10 S. ix. 408).
'he reference to the

" Man in the Almanack"
,11 bestuck with arrows is evidently an allu-

ion to the woodcuts in the, ephemerides
)f the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

lustrating the supposed effects of the

lanets, &c., on the diseases in various parts
f man's body, overwhich they were imagined
o preside. The arrows are merely lines

ointing to the head, heart, breast, legs,

eet, &c., of a small naked figure, sometimes
eated and sometimes erect, each line being
tiaracterized by its respective sign of the
odiac. I find these little pictures in the
oliowing almanacs for 1684 :

'

Gadbury,'
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under
' The Government of the Moon in the

Body of Man, as she passeth the twelve

Zodiacal Constellations
'

;

'

Partridge,' under
' The Parts of Man's Body as it is governed
distinctly by the Twelve Signs

'

;

'

Wing,'
' The Dominion of the Moon in Man's Body,
passing under the 12 Signs of the Zodiack '

;

and
'

Rose,' under the same title.

In almanacs of a later date these woodcuts
are few and far between, but ' Poor Robin '

of 1772 has a delineation of a child afflicted

with opisthotonos, so that he may fit into
a circular frame. An apology for this new
position is vouchsafed :

A circle truly represents the Sphere,
And in that Form Man's Body doth appear,
But whether first so made, or twisted so

By old Astrologers, we do not know ;

But had themselves been in this posture put,
Their Backs would ache e're Head did meet the
Foot.

J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

I have before me a volume, bound in
faded old red morocco, with the royal cipher
surmounted by the crown in each compart-
ment of the back and at each corner of the
sides, which contains a collection of a dozen
almanacs for 1719. Three of them have
the naked figure of a man "

bestuck with
arrows." The first,

' Great Britain's Diary
or, the Union-Almanack for the year o:

our Lord 1719,' has the following candid
lines below the figure :

Should I omit to place this Figure here,
My Book would hardly sell another year ;

What (quoth my Country Friend) D 'ye think I V
buy

An Almanack mthout th" Anatomy ?
As for its Uxe, nor he, nor I can tell ;

However, since it pleases all so well,
I ve put it in, because my Book shou'd sell.

The other two almanacs which contain th
figure are John Wing's '"OAu/ria Aw^tara
or, an Almanack for the year of our Lor<
God 1719," and Henry Coley's

' Merlin u
Anglicus Junior ; or, the Starry Messenge

the Year of our Redemption, 1719.'
G. L. APPERSON.

[W. 0. B. also thanked for reply.]

ATTTHOHS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S
ix. 149, 192, 275). With reference to th
lines,

There's many a lad I knew is dead, &c.,

.- iVJ\7V/ 1/llU O\JILU IS UtJ
scribed as being "sung by Mr. Dignum
* . /aylor- and Mr. Munden, to the tun

of Jolly Dick the Lamp Lighter,'
" and w

re told that it was " never before published."
know the tune well, but have never seen

t in writing. My father used to sing it to-

me when I was a boy.
PHILIP NORMAN.

In ' The Autobiography of William Jordan/
fol. iv., 265, is the following note concerning
3apt. Morris :

"Among instances of a similar nature, displaying
he character of true nobility, I may mention an
inecdote of the famous lyrist Captain Morris and
he late Lord Lonsdale. \\ hen the jReform Ministry
ut down the pension list, Morris's pension vra

educed to one-naif, which coming to the ear of this.

munificent peer, he indited an admirably delicate;

etter to the poet, reminding him of the debt he*

)wed for many pleasant hours, and, though of the

opposite school in politics, begging his acceptance
or the amount of defalcation annually from him.
ytorris's answer was equally honourable in grace-
ully declining the boon, his old age not requiring
;be indulgence he had imagined so desirable in his

youth ! W. J."

In John Payne Collier's
' Old Man's-

Diary,' under date 9 Aug., 1833, it is stated
bhat Morris was " bitter against the old
Duke of Norfolk [who died in 1815] for

tiaving left him nothing, not even the house
in which he had lived many years rent free

at Dorking." JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

MEDIAEVAL GAMES OF CHILDREN (10 S.

viii. 369, 456). I think that it is very pro-
bable, as WYCKHAM says at the former
reference, that many modern games are of

ancient lineage. Your correspondent asks-

for help as to the words used in the children's-

games of
" London Bridge is falling down'",

and " How many miles to Babylon ?
'*

This latter I take to be identical with or
similar to the Dorset children's game of
" How many miles to Gandigo ?

" a de-

scription of which I gave in my paper on
'

Dorsetshire Children's Games,' printed in

The Folk-lore Journal for 1889, p. 230.

I there stated that this was one of the games-
that appeared in The Yarmouth Register

(Mass.) of February, 1874, contributed by
Mr. Amos Otis of that town, the description
of which he had received from " the Dorset

Poet," the late William Barnes. Mr. Otis,

says that this game was known as
' The

Quaker's Dance '

in New England. If your
correspondent has any difficulty in referring
to the above Journal, I shall be happy to-

send him a description of the game as there
related.

The other game,
" London Bridge is

falling down," mentioned by WYCKHAM, is

described by a correspondent (F. M. P.)
in the Somerset and Dorset Notes and Queries
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for 1889, vol. i. p. 172, as hailing from the
border-land of Dorset and Devon by
Uplyme. I can also send your corre-

spondent the words of that game from a
copy I have retained, if he would care to have
them. J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.
Antigua, W.I.

PLAXTOL OB PLAXTOLE (10 S. ix. 430).
This was the playstool of the ancient borough
of Hale, which stood hereabouts, and seems
to have been first used for the village in
the seventeenth century. Playstools were
the open places used for fairs in Kent, and
one is still so called at Benenden. The
change of spelling from y to x was very
easy in old court hand. Hasted spells the
name Plaxtool. There was a pleystor at

Selborne, of which Gilbert White gives
an account. J. TAVENOB-PEBBY.
Burlington Gardens, Chiswick.

KNIGHTS AND THEIB SWOBDS (10 S. ix.

308). The brass of Sir Robert de Septvans
. in the fine old church of St. Mary at Chart-

ham, Kent, shows the sword worn upon the

right side. Boutell in his
' Monumental

Brasses and Slabs' (1847) mentions that
it was engraved in 1306, and is the last

existing military brass made in the reign of

King Edward I. Lewis in his
'

Topographical
Dictionary of England' (1842) describes it

as "having the alse of the knight's armour,
and in other respects peculiar." Boutell

gives a lengthy description, accompanied
lay a full-page engraving of the brass in

question, but does not allude to the excep-
tional position of the knight's weapon. In
conclusion he remarks :

"It is very curious to observe the striking
similarity of design and general treatment exhibited
between this Chartham brass and the sculptured
effigy in the Temple Church probably that of

William, Lord de Ros, who died A.D. 1317. These
memorials appear to have been executed after

designs from the same artist."

In his interesting paper upon 'The
Temple Church '

(printed in full in The
Architect for 8 May last) Mr. George Thatcher,
in describing the effigies of what he terms
" the so-called Knights Templars," remarks :

" The northern group No. 1 is of Sussex
marble, and the shield has the arms of Mandeville.
It is said to represent Geoffrey de Mandeville,
Earl of Essex, Constable of the Tower of London.
He rebelled against Stephen, and was excom-
municated for the sack of Ramsey Abbey, and
was mortally wounded in 1144 when laying siege
to Burwell Castle. No priest could be got to
absolve him, but some Knights Templars took
compassion on him when he was dying and admitted
him as an associate, for which he made grants to
the Order. He was originally buried in the old

Temple Church, and when the new Temple Church
was built his body was transferred there and is

said to have been buried in the porch before the
west door. It will be noticed that the sword is

worn on the right side."

HABBY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

R. Beavis's pictures at Guildhall are
cartoons for tapestry pictures, now in the
Mansion House, and are accordingly painted
the wrong way round (i.e., only appearing
correctly delineated when held to a looking-
glass) for the greater convenience of the

tapestry workers. If your correspondent
had looked more carefully at the cartoons,
he would have observed that the jousting
horsemen and others all appear left-handed,

spear in left hand and shield on right arm.
R. L. MOBETON.

HATMAKEBS' MATEBIALS IN THE EIGH-
TEENTH CENTTJBY (10 S. ix. 388). The
difference between a felt and a castor hat
is that the former was smooth, without nap,
and the latter, or

"
beaver," had a long nap.

This side of sixty years ago, every one in a
(South-Country) village who had attained
middle age wore a beaver each day of the
week the parson, out to shoot a brace or
two of birds, the carpenter, the bricklayer,
even the old parish stonebreaker at the road-
side ; while at cricket matches it was
de rigueur for the players.
"Gum Seneca" is plainly a mistake

for gum Senegal (Acacia verek), somewhat
stronger than gum arabic.

I have not found " womb "
as a technical

word ; but from Shakespeare's use of the
verb it must mean the case, or

"
body," of

the hat. H. P. L.

For castor hats see
'
Castor *

in the
'
N.E.D.'
" Seneca "

should be Senega, for which
see

' N.E.D.' under '

Gum,' p. 506, col. 3.

W. C. B.

PBIOB JOHN AT BBIGHTON IN 1514 (10 S.

ix. 387). Horsfield in his 'History of

Sussex' (vol. i p. 118) refers to the descent
of the French on Brighton in 1514, and
quotes the passage from Hall's '

Chronicle
'

cited by MB. WM. NOBMAN ; but he gives
no information as to the history or person-
ality of Prior John. That the redoubtable
John was no stranger to the Sussex coast

may, however, be inferred from the opening
sentence of the following excerpt from the
chronicle of Sir Richard Baker :

"Whilst this was working, Prior John, began
again to play his pranks ; and coming with nis
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oallies on the coast of Sussex, burnt Brighthem-

steed, and took away the goods he found in the

village. Whereupon the Lord Admiral sent Sir

John Wallop to sea with divers ships, and eighteen

hundred men, who, for one village that Prior John

burnt in England, burnt one-and-twenty villages

and towns in France, to the great honor of himself

and country.''

It will be noticed that Baker makes the

army of Sir John Wallop consist of eighteen

hundred men, whereas Hall gives the

strength of his forces as eight hundred.

LEOKAED J. HODSON.
Robertsbridge, Sussex.

Prior John was the French admiral

Pregent. See the exceedingly interesting

paper by Dr. Gairdner entitled
' On a

Contemporary Drawing of the Burning of

Brighton in the Time of Henry VIII.,' in the

Royal Historical Society's Transactions,
Third Series, vol. i. pp. 19 sqg., and frontis-

piece. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

FIGGESS OR FIGOISS (10 S. ix. 388).

According to Canon Bardsley, this, with

Wigg, Wiggins, Figgins, &o., is a baptismal
name the son of Vig in O. Norse, or Wig
in O.E., meaning war. A present holder of

the name is Figes (pron. fyegees).
H. P. L.

See Bardsley' s
'

Diet, of Eng. and Welsh
Surnames,' p. 287. If MR. WEBB has not
ready access to this book, I shall be glad to

supplement this reply.
THOMAS C. McMicHAEL.

18, Carisbrooke Road, Brighton.

According to Barber's 'British Family
Names,' 1894, pp. 124-5, this is a personal
name, the Flemish form of which is Figeys.The reader is then directed to Feek (Swedish)
Fick (Danish); Ficke (Dutch); Feyke'
Fekke (Frisian); Fieg, Ficus (German);
Fige (Flemish) ; Fyach, Feg, Feche (Domes-
day Book), all personal names.
In this case the somewhat numerous

Figgs and Figginses, and Louis Figuier
(fig-tree), the French man of science, are
echoes of the same name.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
' The Norman People

'

(pp. 241-2) says :

"Figgess, Figes, and
Figeys, from Figg or Vic

.luamia de Vieques occurs m the time of King
p

e
.

nll Xl;^niMW
-
VlVn that of Ki"g John

Rol>ert de Vico was m England in l^Q" <Rotnli
Hundredorum). The fief of Vec or Vif is menHoned in Normandy.

HARRY HEMS.Fur Park, Exeter.

JEWISH QUERIES (10 S. ix. 387). 1.
'* With allowance" is surely the same as the-

"Cum privilegio
" on the title-page of our

Bibles. H. P. L.

NURSERY RIME (10 S. ix. 408). COL.
WELBY asks for the first lines of an old rime.

As they were told to me in the early fifties-

they ran something like this :

There was a lady all skin and bone ;

Sure such a lady ne'er was known.
She went to church one summer's day.
What did she go for ? For to pray.
She looked up, she looked down ;

She saw a dead man on the ground.
The worms were crawling in and out,
The worms were crawling all about.

The ending in my version was quite dif-

ferent from COL. WELBY' s. It was probably
a corruption of the original, being to the

effect that when the lady got to the churcl

door, the dead man cried out "Boh !

"

I think I could get at the traditional tune.
ROSSER S. DEAN.

The first lines, as I heard them in my
childhood, were :

There was an old woman all skin and bone,
She went to church all alone.
She saw a dead man, &c.

The rest differed in only a few unimportant
particulars from the version given by your
correspondent. C. S. JERRAM.

The nursery rime inquired after is
'

The-

Gay Lady that went to Church,' and runs-
as follows :

There was a lady all skin and bone ;

Sure such a lady was never known.
It happen'd upon a certain day
This lady went to church to pray.
When she came to the church stile,
There she did rest a little while ;

When she came to the churchyard,
There the bells so loud she heard.

When she came to the church door,
She stopt to rest a little more ;

\Vhen sne came the church within,
The parson pray'd 'gainst pride and sin.

On looking up, on looking down,
She saw a dead man on the ground ;

And from his nose unto his chin
The worms crawl'd out, the worms crawl'd in..

Then she unto the parson said," Shall I be so when I am dead ?
"

" O yes, O yes," the parson said ;" You will be so when you are dead."

WM. STOUT.
This rime is No. 26 of

'

ChappelTs Collec-j
tion of Nursery Rhymes with Tunes,' edited

by Dr. Edward F. Rimbault, and published j

by Messrs. Chappell & Co.
W. PERCY MERRICK.

Elvetham, Shepperton.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &a

Early London : Prehistoric, Roman, Saxon, and
Norman. By Sir Walter Besant. (A. & C. Black.)

IN noticing the first instalment of Besant's great
'

Survey of London ' we said that it would surely
prove

" the most prized and popular of modern
books on London. Issued in a handsome and
elaborate form and lavishly illustrated, the various
instalments have given a view of our great city of

surpassing interest to the public. We should be
the last to deny the services of many excellent

antiquaries in the elucidation of London history,
but they could hardly be expected to write with
the ease and grace of an old craftsman in letters

like Besant. He was fired with an enthusiasm

equal to theirs, and he has left us a work which
cannot fail, we think, to bring History to a very
large circle who have shunned her as one of the
severer Muses.
It would be idle to contend that in various

details Besant's work represents the last word, or
the correct conclusion, concerning matters of

great intricacy which demand the experience of the

specialist. In some ways Besant was 6^i^a0)r,
and scholars know well the dangers attached to
that description of guide. It seems to us a pity
that his work, which has been thought worthy of a
handsome form, was not entrusted to the best
authorities for revision.

In the present volume, the sixth of the series, we
are pleased to see an opening chapter by Prof.

Bonney on 'Geology,' which puts us in a good
position to appreciate the physical features of the
district. In the text which follows Sir Walter
exhibits an attractive animation and a realization

of the life and conditions of early times which is an
achievement in itself. He depends very largely on

quoted or summarized matter from authorities such
as Freeman, J. R. Green, and Dr. J. H. Round ;

but these are worked, on the whole, skilfully
into the text. Exact references are, unfortunately,
scanty, and might have been added by an editorial

hand. The book is not in a satisfactory state from
the scholarly point of view. We looked, for

instance, in the Index for the name " Tacitus." It

does not appear at all, though, of course, there are
two or three references in the text to the famous

description of London as a populous centre of

business. On p. 23 that description is quoted in

Latin without the reference (' Annals,' xiv. 33), and
it is clear that the editor has not taken the trouble
to look it up, for it is badly misprinted, the result

being a word in the text that no one with a moderate
acquaintance with Latin would pass. On p. 59 is a
truncated Latin line which makes no sense ; and on
the next page a letter has dropped out of a Latin
word which might have helped the uninstructed

reader, who has no translation given to him, to

its meaning. The statement as to the name of

Boadicea is hardly justified by Latin MS. authority.
There are two pictures of

' The Alfred Jewel,' on

p. 177, but we find no hint there as to its use
and purpose, on which much has been written. A
brief word or two here and elsewhere might have

encouraged the reader to continue an interest

auspiciously fostered by Besant. There are several

repetitions of matter which might have been
avoided by a thorough revision.

"

A- ,

The illustrations are numerous and striking, and
care has evidently been taken to secure a good
selection. There are one or two Appendixes, and a
fair Index.

Memorials of Old Norfolk. Edited by H. J.

Dukinfield Astley. (Bemrose & Sons.)

LIKE its predecessors, the present volume forms an
excellent epitome of the antiquarian lore of the
county of wnich it treats. In Norfolk " Memorials""
are unusually abundant, and it is but natural to
find the more celebrated overshadowing, and
occasionally crowding out, the less ; but the editor's
scheme on the whole leaves little to be desired.
Considerable space is devoted to Norwich ; Great
Yarmouth, Thetford, and King's Lynn are each the-

subject of a separate paper ; and Dr. Cox contribute*
a valuable little treatise on ' The Carmelites of

Lynn,' dealing with the newly discovered
'

Chartulary
' or register of that community. In

their appeal if)
the general reader the articles vary,

for it is not given to all men to breathe life upon
the dry bones of history ; but we single out as-

notably successful in this respect the chapter on
Walsingham Priory by Mr. Philip Sidney, and that

by the editor on Castleacre, the magnificent ruins
of which the finest in the county are apt to be-

missed by visitors to Norfolk, lying as they do weir
off the track of the tourist. To antiquaries, on the
other hand, Mr. C. E. Keyser's dissertation on the-

Norman Doorways of Norfolk '

is to be com-
mended ; it is scholarly, thorough, and lavishly
illustrated with excellent photographs. Indeed,
throughout the volume the illustrations are praise-

worthy. Excellent, too, are the papers on ' Norman
Fonts and Chancel Screens and Ropd-Lofts

'

;

while Mr. Hooper writes in a distinctly interesting
fashion on the obscure and often entertaining

hagiplogy connected with some 'Curious Church
Dedications' in the county. For the rest, the-

lack of a chapter on Norfolk folk-lore is much to be
regretted, since legend and superstition are essential
for the forming of a real and convincing picture of
the past.

The National Revieio is this month most concerned'
with politics and Imperial questions. An amusing
poem is quoted from Punch, which dwells on the

vigilant eye of Mr. Maxse, the editor. Mr. Austin
Dobson has a delightful article, in his easy, yet
informing style, on ' The Library of Samuel Rogers.'
In 'Some Suggested Reforms in University Cricket'
Sir Home Gordon no doubt means well ; but he
hardly appreciates, perhaps, the fact that our
Universities do not exist primarily or mainly for
the purpose of producing county cricketers. He
also forgets that some men blossom late in cricket,
as in scholarship, and that it is not always fair to*

blame captains who did not include players who.
later became famous in teams for which they were
not then fitted. The present writer has witnessed
more than once such careers. Sir Home Gordon's

arguments as to constituting University teams are
not convincing. He suggests, following some sapient
critic, that preference, ceteris paribiis, should be

given to an Etonian or Harrovian, because he
has "

already faced the excitement of a big match
at head-quarters." There are at least two other big
schools not unknown in cricket which have similar

qualifications,
but perhaps some critics have not

discovered that Rugby and Marlborough play their

big match at Lords. Mrs. Evelyn Cecil writes
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on 'Alpine Flowers at Home '

though

chiefly
with flowers seen in the Alps

Her article would have a wider appeal if she had

M*kd the iKxlantry of using Latin names where

FnK Si are also available. Why,
for instance,X of Trollius" only, when ^globe-flower" is

xl English, and understood by many more people?

Swhv speak of /Vimu/o/oniiMO, which is in plain

KnS "The Bird's-eye Primrose"? 'A Little

Tour in South Africa,' dealing with Natal, u.vivid

id interesting ; and Mr. A Maunc^w
is

r^dabe
a always, on 'American Affairs, bit Unarles

Wateon in
'
Justice to General Gordon adds to the

reasonable objections to some of the views, state-

ments, and omissions in Lord Cromers recent big

book on ' Modern Egypt.'

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOG CES. JUNE.

MR. ANDREW BAXENDINE, of Edinburgh, has in

his Catalogue 110 a setof the
" Aldme Poets 'Bell &

Daldv 21. 2*.; Byron, with Moore s 'Life, It vols.,

half-cilf, Murray, 1832 If. 15,.; the Oxford Edition

of De Foe, 20 vols., half-russia, 1840-41, &. 9s.; La

Fontaine, 2 vols., royal 8vo, 4/. 4s.; Scott s entire

works including Lockhart's 'Life, 100 vols.,

S'nal cloth, paler labels, Black, 1861-2, &. 10s. ft*.;

and Black's new Library Edition, 1901, 25 vols.,

21 2s ; Swift, with Scott's 'Life' and notes,

19 vols., full polished calf, Edinburgh, 1824,

7/ 10s. 6rf. ; De Quincey, edited by Masson, Black,

1889, 21. 10. 6d. There are a number of works under

\ngling and Ireland. Other items include a fine

copy of Grose's Works, 12 vols., folio, russia,

1781-97 61. 6s. ; M'Carthy's
'

History of our Own
Times,' 7 vols., half morocco, 1881-2, 31. 15s.; and

George Meredith's novels, 10 vols., 11.5s. Under
Scottish Poets is a setof Edwards's

" Modern Scot-

tish Poets," 16 vols., 21. 10s. 6rf.

Mr. James G. Commin, of Exeter, devotes his Cata-

logue 242 to Minor Topography and Engravings.
There are nearly four thousand items, all arranged
under counties, thus making reference easy. Many
of the works are scarce ; for instance, under London
we find Arnold's 'Chronicle,' 1811, and bound in

the same volume ' A Chronicle of London, 1089 to

1483,' red morocco, 1811-27, 31. 7s. 6U There is also

a copy of Jesse's 'London,' 3 vols., 31. 5s. ; and a
series of Ackermann's fine coloured engravings pub-
lished in 1808.

Mr. Henry Davey, who, owing to the increase of

his stock, has removed to larger premises. No. 4,

Minories, sends us his Ninth Catalogue, containing
-a number of modern works at moderate prices.
There are interesting items under London, one
being

' An Account of the Proposed Improvements
in West London by the Formation of Regent's
Park,' &c., coloured plans, 1814, 5s. 6VZ. There is

also Capt. Shrapnel's 'Survey,' giving distances and
cab fares, 12mo, morocco, 1851, 5*. 6rf. Under
Songs is

*

Orpheus Britannicus,' 100 songs from the
theatres, Vauxhall, Marylebone Gardens, &c., 1760,
II. 1*. A copy of Walpole's Works, 5 vols., 4to,
russia gilt, 1798, is II. 15*.

Mr. George Gregory, of Bath, opens his Cata-
logue 183-4 with a remarkable Sheridan-Linley
manuscript, being Mrs. Sheridan's Commonplace
Book, or album of verses and other pieces. The
volume consists of 248 closely written i<ages, and at
the front is a list of the 92 compositions it contains.

The contributors comprise Sheridan, Mrs. Sherida,
Garrick, Smollett, and others. The price fixed is

2001. The general list includes first edition of
' The

Seven Lamps of Architecture,' 1849, 21. 2s.; The
Quarterly, vols. i. to cxiii. (except vol. \\xx.),2l. 10s.;
and Walpole's

'

Letters,' edited by Mrs. Toynbee,
16 vols., 9/. (large-paper edition, limited to 260

copies). Under Speeches is a collection including
the best library editions of Brougham's, Burke's,
Pitt's, and Sheridan's, 54 vols., uniformly bound,
full calf, 1810-54, 261. By far the larger portion of
the catalogue is devoted to Topography, arranged
under counties.

Mr. James Miles, of Leeds, sends his Catalogue
146, which contains the 'Somers Tracts,' second
edition, revised and arranged by Walter Scott,
13 vols., large 4to. 1809-15, 51. 15s. ; James'a
' Painters and their Works,' 3 vols., 1896-7, 21. 10s. ;

and Habershon's ' Old London, Vanished and
Vanishing,' 9 folio divisions, 11. 5s. There are items
under Occult, Ornithology, and Nature Study. A
set of Thackeray, 26 vols., cloth, is 21. 10s. ; Burton's
' Arabian Nights,' 12 vols., 51. 15s.; and 'The
Paston Letters,' 6 vols.. Library Edition, 1904, 21.

There is a good list under Yorkshire. Music
includes Grove's '

Dictionary,' with the index by
Mrs. Wodehouse, 5 vols., 1879-90, 21. 5s.

Mr. Arthur Reader's Catalogue 11 has a section of
Foreign Books on England, 1593 to 1807. There are
several black-letter works, including the first book
of logic printed in English, Wilson's ' Rule of
Reason,' 1552, 51. 5s. ; Bale's

'

Image of both
Churches,' about 1560, 21. ; and Stow's '

Survey of
London,' 1599, 31. Under Old Herbal is Parkinson's
'Theatrum Botanicum,' 1640, 31. 15s. There is

much of interest under Old Songs and Music. The
first edition of Gay's

'

Trivia,' with Amhurst's ' The
Twickenham Hotch Potch,' 1728, is priced 31. 3s.
Under Book-plates is a collection of Jacobean,
Chippendale, and others, arranged in a small 4to
volume, 21.

JOSEPH WOODFALL EBSWORTH.F.S.A. We deeply
regret to record the death of the Rev. J.W. Ebsworth,
who died suddenly, while seated in his garden at
Ashford, Kent, on Sunday afternoon last. For many
years he was a valued contributor to our columns.
Readers of

' N. & Q.' know well the sendee he
rendered to the ballad history of England, and
how he laboured, without any pecuniary profit to

himself, in the collecting of ballads, cutting the
woodblocks for their illustration, and taking the
greatest pains in obtaining information as to their

history.

fiatittz to

We must call special attention to the following
notices:

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

J. S. UDAL ("Tenne," &c.). Anticipated, ante,
p. 55.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (JUNE).

A. LIONEL ISAACS,
5, PALL MALL, S.W.

(CABLTON HOTEL BUILDING.)

RARE BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS & MSS.

Speciality : French Illustrated Books of the Eighteenth

Century, and Modern French EDITIONS DE LUXE.

** Gentlemen wishing to dispose of any of these, will

oblige by kindly reporting same to me.

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
28, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

LONDON, W.C.

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS,

PAMPHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGEAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

MILITARY HISTORY
FROM

ALEXANDER TO NAPOLEON.
Catalogue of 1OO Pages

JUST PUBLISHED.

BOOKS, BOOKS, NEW AND OLD.

AT

SMITH'S,

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
83, HIGH STREET,

MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

41-2-3, North Street,

BRIGHTON,
May be seen the largest Collection of Books on Sale in the
South of England, numbering about 200,000. The various
branches of Literature are represented, and reasonable

prices charged.

CATALOGUES SENT ON APPLICATION.

LISTS OF BOOKS WANTED SOLICITED.

BOOKS HOT IN STOCK SOUGHT FOR.

REAL BOOK BARGAINS
Will be found in H. J. GLAISHER'S

Catalogue of Publishers' Remainders.
A^Comprehensive List of

Valuable Works in all Branches of Literature,

New, as Published, but at Greatly Reduced

Prices, post free. Also a

Catalogue of Current Literature and French Books.

| H. J. GLAI S H E R,
^ (Remainder and Discount Bookseller,

57, WIGMORE STREET, W.

JAMES RIMELL & SON,
53, SHAFTESBURY AYENUE,

LONDON, W.

Catalogue 211: BOOKS ON ART,
Including Architecture, Costume, Decorationi

Furniture, Galleries, Old Masters, Ornament,
Pottery, Ruskin, Turner, Whistler, &c., and other
Illustrated Books. 1,189 Items.

Books and Engravings bought for Cash
or exchanged.

WOODCUTS, EARLY BOOKS, MSS., &c.

LEIGHTON'S
Illustrated Catalogue,
A Z. 1,738 pages. Containing 1,350 Facsimiles.

Thick 8vo, half-morocco, 30s.

Parts X.-XIL (Suppt.), A CA. 2s- each.

Part XIII., CAL CHRYS, with 164 Facsimiles, including

Berners' Froissart, Cambridge bindings, Capgrave 1510,

Cepio 1477, and a large collection of Early Chronicles.

[Now ready, price 2.

J. &, J. LEIGHTON,
40, Brewer Street, Golden Square, London, W.

OLD, OUT-OF-THE-WAY, and

SCARCE BOOKS
AT SMALL PRICES.

Early Medical, Quaint Poetry,
Remarkable Lives and Travels, &c.

CATALOGUES OF

A. READER,
58, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from oar Library. The

Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and

Oeneral'Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Oar Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Bail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W.C.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

No. 234. [STS] SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1908.
PRICE FOUKPENCE.

Registered as a Newpaper. Entered at
the ff. Y.P.O. a Second-Clatt Matter.
Yearly Subscription, 20. 6d. poitfrte

MISCELLANIES. Fourth Series. By John M or Icy.
8vo, Is. Gd. net. [Tuesday.

Contains Papers on Machiavelli and Guicciardini, John Stuart Mill, and other pieces.

MRS. J.

THE MAKING OF
R. GREEN'S
IRELAND

1 200-1GOO.

By ALICE STOPFORD GREEN.

NEW BOOK.
AND ITS

With Map, 10s. net.

UNDOING,

These studies open up an entirely new field of Irish history. The book presents a cumulative

picture of Irish civilisation from 1200 to 1600, and explains how it happened that this civilisation has
been ignored, denied, and finally forgotten.

THE GOVERNMENT OF ENGLAND.
By PROF. A. LAWRENCE LOWELL. 2 vols. 17s. net.

An exhaustive examination of the English political system and the processes by which it has come
into being. The Author has been assisted in his work by many eminent English writers and statesmen.

WINSTON CHURCHILL'S NEW NOVEL.

MR. GREWE'S CAREER.
By WINSTON CHURCHILL, Author of 'Coniston,

1

&c. Illustrated. Extra crown 8vo, 6s.

" Abounds in clever sketches .... which show Mr. Churchill
at his best. The flavour of his humour is of that stimulating
kind which asserts itself just the moment, as it were, after
it has passed the palate." Times.

THE WHEAT AMONG
THE TARES.

STUDIES OP BUDDHISM IN JAPAN.
A Collection of Essays and Lectures, giving an unsys-

tematic exposition of certain Missionary Problems of the
Far East, with a Plea for more systematic research. By
Rev. A. LLOYD, M.A. Crown 8vo, 3*. 6d. net.

SICILY IN FABLE,
HISTORY, ART, AND SONG.

By WALTER COPLAND PERRY. With Maps and
Plans. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

THE STORY OF THE GUIDES.
By Col. G. J. YOUNGHUSBAND, C.B., Queen's Own
Corps of Guides. With Illustrations. Second Impres-
sion. Svo, It. 6d. net.

"Deserves a cordial welcome for several reasons, but
primarily because of its intrinsic merits, which are many."

Athenceum.

VOL IV. OF THE NEW AND REVISED EDITION OF

GROVE'S DICTIONARY OF
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS.

Edited by J. A. FULLER MAITLAND, M.A. In
5 vols. Svo. VoL IV. Q S, 21*. net.

Previously published Vol I. A E. Vol. II. F L.
Vol. III. M P. 21*. net each.

1908 ISSVE NOW READY.

THE STATESMAN'S YEAR BOOK.
With Maps. Crown Svo, 10*. 6d. net.

SECOND IMPRESSION NOW READY.

CONFESSIO MEDICI.
By the Writer of "The Young People.' 3*. 6d. net.

"It need not fear comparison even with Sir Thomas
Browne's immortal work, and surely no higher praise can
be accorded it." Nature.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London.
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ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND

BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which Hlso gives Lists of the New Books published during

the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10. 6cZ. home and

13s. 6d. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning
' Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office: ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT - OF - PRINT BOOKS

applied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
orer u the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKEK'S Great Bookshop, 14-1H. John Bright Street. Birmingham.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

rpHE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
JL (The LEADKNHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

50, Leadenhall Street. London, E.G.)
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. 8*. per down, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Btie, 3. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
ihouM be retained.

PEDIGREES
TRACED : Evidences of Descent

from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Hatters connected with Heraldry.

TJERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
-L-L with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-
ment. Book-Plate. Vies. Seals, Signet-Rings. Livery Buttons, ic.

L. CCLLETON. 92. Piccadilly. London. W.

OTICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than GumO for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, tc. 3d., 6d. and Is. with
ttrong, useful Brush mot a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
lor a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar Loaf Court,
Ladnhall Street, E.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.

NOTES
AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION

to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. 3d. for 8ii
Months : or '20*. tW. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index.
J. EDWARD FRAN'CIS, -Votes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildiuga,

Chancery Lane, E.C.

TO AUTOGRAPH COLLECTORS. LETTERS
of LITERARY and ARTISTIC CELEBRITIES to be DIS-

POSED OF from a Private Collection. These include Montalembert,
Bulwer Lytton, Lamartine. Cruikshank, Wilkie Collins, Cardinals
Wiseman, Newman, and Manning, Harrison Ainsworth. "Barry Corn-
wall." and many others. Apply by letter. Box 1391, Athenaeum Press,
13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

THE HARLEIAN SOCIETY.
Founded 1869. Incorporated 1902.

Established for the purpose of Transcribing, Printing, and
Publishing the Heraldic Visitations of Counties, Parish Registers, or
any Manuscripts relating to Genealogy. Family History, and Heraldry,
or such other kindred or partly kindred subjects as may from time to
time be determined upon by the Council of the Society.
In the Ordinary Section Sfi Volumes have been issued. In the

Register Section 35 Volumes have been issued. Entrance Fee. 10. 6d.

AnnualSubscription : Ordinary Section, II. In. : Register Section, II. Is.

Chairman of Council-Sir GEORGE J. ARMYTAGE, Bart.. F.S.A.-
For all particulars apply to the Secretary and Treasurer. W. BRUCE
BANNERMAN, F.S.A., The Lindens, gydenham Road, Croydon.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
. BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN DISRAELI,
EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, 1820-1892.

XT T E S AND QUERIES
1.1 for APRIL 29, MAY 13, 27, JUNE 10, 24, and JULY 8, 189S,

Contains a

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE EARL OF BEACONSFIE1D.
This includes KEYS to 'VIVIAN GREY.'

CONINGSBY,' 'LOTHAIR,' and 'ENDYMION.'
Price of the Six Numbers, 2s. ; or free by post, 2. 3d.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS.
Notts and lotteries Office. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

A THEN^EUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
-fJL FRANCIS, Printer of the AOunuaan, Notes and Queries, 4c., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK, NKWS.
and PERIODICAL PRINTING.-13. Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane. E.G.

WELLINGTON WILLS, 1372-1811
(Including West Buckland),

By ARTHUR L. HUMPHREYS.
This is the first part of a new and detailed History of the town of Wellington, co. Somerset. Each

part is complete in itself and separately indexed. Subsequent parts will deal with the Court Rolls,
Registers (parochial and non-Parochial). Churchwardens' Accounts, Vestry Rooks. Ecclesiastical

Matters, Dissenting History, Biographical and Bibliographical, &c.
150 Copies only of each part issued at 5ft. net each part ; by post 5s. 3d.

Among the families dealt with in the above Part are Berry, Bicknell, Bluett, Bond, Bovet,
Jowennan, Rudd, Buncombe, Cade, Calway, Cape, Coggan, Colborne, Coles, Coram, Fouracre, Fry,
at.- .ell, Ufford, Giles, Goddard, Govett. Greenslade, Knight, Lee, Lippincott, Marsh, Martin,
nday, Norman, Parsons, Perry , Popham, Pring, Prowse, Rosewell, Rowe, Rutter, Sanford, Southey,

bpmng, Sydenham, Thomas, Waldron, Warre, Woolcott.

A. L. HUMPHREYS, 187, Piccadilly, London.
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ST. JOHN BAPTIST'S EVE:
MIDSUMMER : CORPUS CHRIST!.

(See 6 S. xii. 7.)

NOTES on the earlier observance of St.

John Baptist's Day are collected in
' The

Priory of Hexham '

(Surt. Soc., xliv. 18).

1306. Oxford tailors sang and made
merry with harps and viols,

"
prout moris

est et consuetude ibidem et alibi propter
solennitatem illius festi," in their shops on
the eve of St. John Baptist, and after mid-

night they danced in the streets. A man
with a drawn sword forced himself among
them, but they set upon and killed him.
Particulars are given in Oxford Hist. Soc.,

xviii. 165.

1385.
" Rushes for chapel and hall

on St. John Baptist's Day
" were provided

at Durham Abbey (Surt. Soc., xcix. 265).

1519. A curious contemporary account
of the making of a figure of St. George and
a dragon, to be used on the feast of St. John

Baptist, at Wymondham, Norfolk, is printed
in Archceologia, xliii. 271.

1546. At Lincoln's Inn three members
of the society hung up a "horsehede" on
St. John's Eve,

"
in dyspite of the Sainte

"

{Athenceum, 30 July, 1898).

1646. Henry Hammond quotes the

Gospel for St. John's Day as
"
the Gospel for

Midsummer Day
"

(' Severall Tracts,' p. 17).
1679. Christopher Nesse mentions the

fire on St. John's Eve in his
'

Protestant
Antidote against the Poyson of Popery,'
pp. 16, 17.

1796. There were no sittings in West-
minster Hall on Midsummer Day up to this

date, and probably for some years later

(9 S. vii. 26).
The Midsummer fires are mentioned in

' Shirburn Ballads,' 1907, p. 363.
A dragon was taken in procession at the

election of the Mayor of Norwich on Snap-
dragon Day, Tuesday before St. John
Baptist (8 S. iv. 205).
A dragon was carried round Burford,

Oxon., on Midsummer Eve (Macmillaris
Magazine, 1888, Ivii. 286).

1686. The Rev. James Blake, S.J.,

preached a sermon on the Blessed Sacra-

ment, in the chapel of the Spanish ambas-
sador, on Corpus Christi Day, 3 June
(' D.N.B.,' v. 170).

Corpus Christi Day was observed at

Corpus, Oxford, until 1794 (O.H.S., xxv.

298). W. C. B.

LONDON STATUES AND
MEMORIALS.

(See ante, pp. 1, 102, 282, 363.)

72. Statue of Queen Anne, Queen Anne's
Gate, Westminster. With respect to this

statue it is said
" the name of the sculptor,

the date of the erection, and the source
of the funds are all of them absolutely un-
known quantities" (see 7 S. viii. 225, 332).

73. Buxton Memorial Fountain, Great

George Street, Westminster. Presented to
the public by Chas. Buxton, Esq., M.P.
Erected in 1865, at a cost of about 1,200Z.," as a memorial of those Members of Parlia-

ment who with Mr. Wilberforce advocated
the abolition of the British Slave Trade,
achieved in 1807 : and of those Members of

Parliament who with Sir T. Fowell Buxton
advocated the emancipation of the Slaves

throughout the British Dominions, achieved
in 1834."

74. Crimean Memorial, Broad Sanctuary,
Westminster. Erected in 1861 as a memorial
to Lord Raglan and other

"
old Westminster

scholars" who fell in the Crimea in 1854-5.

Repaired at the expense of the Elizabethan
Club in 1870.

75. Statue of Richard Coeur de Lion,
Old Palace Yard, Westminster. A plaster
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cast of this statue was a familiar feature

of the great Exhibition of 1851. The

friends of the modeller (Baron Marochetti)

subscribed for its casting in bronze, and

the statue was placed in position in 1860.

76. Statue of Oliver Cromwell, Old Palace

Yard. The gift of Lord Rosebery. Erected

at a cost of 5,000/., and unveiled by a fore-

man of the Office of Works, 14 Nov., 1899.

77 Statues of (a) George Canning, (6)

Sir Robert Peel, (c) Lord Palmerston, (d)

Lord Derby, and (e) Lord Beaconsfield,

Parliament Square. (a) Erected by public

subscription at a cost of 7,000?. in 1832.

First placed in Palace Yard, but removed
to its present position some thirty years

ago. (6) Erected in 1868 near Westminster

Abbey, and removed to its present site

in 1877. (c) Inaugurated 29 Jan., 1876.

(d) Erected in 1874. (e) Inaugurated on
the second anniversary of his death,

19 April, 1883.

78. Statue of the Duke of Cambridge,
Whitehall. Erected in front of the new
War Office. Unveiled by His Majesty
King Edward, 15 June, 1907.

79. Statue of Lord Herbert of Lea,
Whitehall. Inaugurated in front of the

Old War Office, Pall Mall, 3 June, 1867.

Removed to the Quadrangle in the centre

of the New War Office, Whitehall, in 1906.

80. Statue of James H., Whitehall.

Originally set up in Whitehall Gardens in

1686. Here it remained until 1896, when
it was removed to a site in front of Gwydyr
House. In 1902 it was displaced in order
to make room for a stand from which the
Coronation procession might be viewed.
For some time it lay prone, but has since

been erected near the park front of the

Admiralty buildings (see 7 S. xii. 189, 257 ;

10 S. i. 67, 137).

81. Statues of (a) Isambard K. Brunei, (6)
John Stuart Mill, (c) Robert Raikes, (d)
Robert Burns, (e) Sir James Outram, (/) Sir

Bartle Frere, (g) William Tyndale, and (h)
W. E. Forster, Victoria Embankment. (a)
Erected a few years after his sudden death,
which occurred on 15 Sept., 1859. (6) He
died 8 May, 1873, and according to Haydn's
'Dictionary of Dates' (1889) this statue
was erected 26 Jan., 1872. (c) Cost 1.200Z.,
subscribed by

"
teachers and scholars of

Sunday Schools in Great Britain." Un-
veiled by the Earl of Shaftesbury, 3 July,
1880. (d) The gift of Mr. John Gordon
Crawford. Unveiled by Lord Rosebery,
26^ July, 1884. (e) Inaugurated 17 Aug.,
1871. (/) Erected by public subscription.
Unveiled by King Edward (then Prince of

Wales), 5 June, 1888. (g) Erected in 1884.

(h) Unveiled by Viscount Cranbrook, Presi-
dent of the Council, 1 Aug., 1890 (see 7 S.

iv. 472).
82. (a) Besant, (0) Sullivan, and (c) Faw-

cett Memorials, Victoria Embankment. (a)
Bronze replica of the memorial to Sir
Walter Besant in St. Paul's Cathedral.
Placed on one of the granite pedestals near
Waterloo Bridge, 1905. (6) Bust of Sir
Arthur Sullivan, opposite Savoy Theatre,,
unveiled by Princess Louise, Duchess of

Argyll, 10 July, 1903. (c) A medallion of
the blind statesman.

83. Cleopatra's Needle, Victoria Embank-
ment.

"
Through the patriotic zeal

"
of

Sir Erasmus Wilson, this monolith was
transported, at a cost of some 15, 0007.r
from Alexandria to this country. After
an eventful journey it arrived in the Thames
on 28 Jan., 1878. Placed in position on
the Embankment, 12 Sept., 1878.

84. Boadicea Statue, Westminster Bridge.
The plaster cast of this group, depicting

Boadicea and her daughters in a war chariot,,
was presented by the son of the modeller

(Mr. Thos. Thornycroft) to the London
County Council so far back as 1894. It

was cast in bronze in 1897, and after con-
siderable delay was set up in its present
position. Inaugurated 17 July, 1902.

85. Statue of George II., Greenwich

Hospital. Erected in the centre of the
Grand Square. Presented to the Hospital
by Sir John Jennings, Governor in the reign
of George II. JOHN T. PAGE.
The Elms, Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

(To be concluded.)

I see in Mr. H. Gray's catalogue 274 the

following :

"Critical Review of the Public Buildings, Statues,
and Ornaments in and about London and West-
minster. Originally written by Ralph, archi-

tect, and now Reprinted with large additions.

12mo, 1783."

Possibly this might reveal some interesting

particulars for MB. PAGE'S list. R. S. B.

ROBERT DE SWILLINGTON,
A FORGOTTEN JUDGE.

THE 'D.N.B.' has no record of this

individual, nor has Foss's
'

Judges of Eng-
land.' I suppose it is because his name has

escaped the latter work that it has failed

to be included in the former. It may there-

fore be worth while recording the little that

can be told about him ; perhaps some
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additional facts will be contributed by
other readers of

'

N. & Q.'
He was no doubt a member of the well-

known house of which interesting details
will be found in the Pontefract Cartulary,
so ably edited for the Yorkshire Archaeo-

logical Society by the late Mr. Holmes.
This family, deriving its name in the twelfth

century from a Stapleton of Darrington,
becoming seised of the manor of Swillington,
had not had time to divide greatly, and
there are only two or three collateral branches
from which to choose the Judge's descent.
It is probable that he was the Robert
who, as a deacon, was presented to a

mediety of the rectory of Linton in

Craven by John de Draycote and his wife
in 1279. He would no doubt be then a

young man, so his birth may be put at
about 1255 (Kirkby's

'

Inq.,' Surt. Soc.,
v. 49, p. 19).
In the same year he is found in the Close

Rolls as one of the mainpernors for Master

Roger de Cave to appear before the King
at Stanford. The year previously he had
been nominated, with John de Thornton,
as attorney for Master William de Pykering,
who was going beyond seas for two years
on the business of the Archbishop of York
(Pat. Rolls, 26 Oct., 6 Ed. I.).

In 1283 he is associated with Master
Adam de Botindon, the King's clerk, in

making a payment for Oliver Sutton, Bishop
of Linc'oln, of the sum of 891?. 7s. 8d., in

part payment of the fifteenth levied on the

clergy of that diocese.
He was then already, no doubt, what he

is styled in 1286 steward of the bishop.
In this capacity he appeared in the Chancery
for his master in a matter between him and
the Abbot of Peterborough, who was repre-
sented by William de Wodeford, a fellow-

monk (Pat. Rolls, 14 Ed. I., m. 17).
In 1287 he acknowledges a debt of 20?.

to William de Byrlay, clerk, to be levied, in

default of payment, on his lands and
chattels in the counties of Notts and Leices-

ter. Cancelled on payment (Close Rolls,
16 Ed. I.).

This probably marks his acquisition of

the manor of Bonnington in the south-west
corner of Nottingham, of which we find him
possessed in a later document. The name
of William de Byrlay suggests a connexion
with the North Bierley Swillingtons, or

with the Calverley family, members of which

frequently appear as co-witnesses with De
Byrleys. That he must have had some

previous connexion with the Bonnington
neighbourhood is, however, evident from

his association with the Caves of Stanford
as early as 1279. Perhaps as steward of
Oliver de Sutton he may have been intro-
duced into that part of the county, Sutton
being the immediately adjoining manor
to Bonnington.
By this time he had evidently become

a well-known and trusted official. The
men with whom he is found associated are

Chancery clerks or ecclesiastics, either near
relatives of, or themselves soon to become,,
judges. It is not, therefore, surprising to
find that a few years later he is appointed
to act with the notorious Hugh de Cressing-
ham, and with William de Ormseby, John
Wogan, and William de Mortimer, in the

place of John Lovel as Justice in eyre in
the county of York (Pat. Roll, 21 Ed. I ,.

1 Sept., 1293).
The following year he appears before the

King as representative of the bishop in &
curious case of arbitration between him
and John de St. John, touching the promise
of preferment to a prebend of Lincoln of

Edward, son of the latter. His associate
on this occasion is one Henry de Nassington,
probably a Chancery clerk. On the other
side the choice of such eminent men as John
de Berwyk and John Lovel shows the

importance of the case (Close Rolls, 22 Ed. I ,

1294).

Immediately after, he appears to have
received a gift of six bucks from the King,
followed by a similar gift of four in 1295.
This year he is appointed with Roger de
Brabazon to act as a Justice itinerant in the

county of Westmorland.
In this year also there is an inquisition

ad quod damnum, taken at Bonnington
before the Sheriff of Nottingham, touching
the closing of a footpath through his
demesne leading to the church. Robert
seeks permission to do this, and offers ta
make a new path through his property at a
distance from the said manor (Inq. ad q.d.,.
15 March, 1294/5). This is the last notice
I have found of him.
The Swillingtons are an example of those

many distinguished thirteenth - century
families which have practically left no trace
behind them. Rising to opulence in several

counties, Yorkshire, Norfolk, Nottingham,,
and Leicester, and connected by marriage
with the chief knightly houses of their

neighbourhoods, they seem to have dis-

appeared by the close of the sixteenth cen-

tury, and left no junior branches to carry
on the name. Even in the locality of their

origin, by the time of the Stuarts they have
become unknown, their absence from the
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records of wills, inquisitions, and heraldic

Visitations being very conspicuous,

believe the name is no longer to be found

as an English surname. A. B.

Victoria, B.C.

THE ARTISTS' RIFLES. In 1860 a member

of the 38th Middlesex (Artists') wrote a

couple of verses in honour of the corps, to

be sung to the then popular air of 'The

Young Recruit.' The author (a Swiss,

I believe) had a few copies a hundred or

so printed, and distributed them to his

comrades on the day of the Christchurch

Review in the same year. It might be

food for speculation, how many of these

leaflets are still in existence. I have no

doubt "Original Artists" will recall the

incident. The first verse ran as follows :

Who goes in the Artists' Rifles,

He must have a little gun, he must have a little

gun,
With a bayonet to fix on,

And a cartridge box besides [or, to match].

Marching in and marching out,
We are always very proud
To defend our native shore,
And to be a Rifle Corps.
Marching in and marching out,
We are always very proud, &c.

The second verse has completely slipped

my memory. This song was, of course,

quite distinct from the "official" song of

the corps, composed by Salvator Rosa. We
used to have, at home, both these pieces ;

but they were no doubt given away to friends.

I do not know if the Artists', when their

number was changed, retained the old

badge of 1860, or had a new design. The
badge then in use designed, I think, by
Albert Wyon, or perhaps Leighton was
worthy of Flaxman or Stothard.

HERBERT B. CLAYTON.
39, Renfrew Road, Lower Kennington Lane.

LAST or THE YARMOUTH POSTBOYS. An
interesting link with stage-coach days is

broken by the death of Tom Codman, the
last of the Yarmouth postboys. He was
eighty-four, and was originally sworn in
before the magistrates to convey the mails
between Yarmouth and Ipswich. His fee
for each journey was half-a-crown. He
remembered driving to meet the first train
that arrived at Yarmouth. The carriages
had no seats, and the guard rode on the
roof. He remembered when the roads were
impassable from the drifted snow for ten
weeks at a stretch ; and though he was a
postboy for twenty years, he never had to

carry fire-arms. When the present King
first visited Yarmouth as Prince of Wales,
Codman drove the royal carriage.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

MlDDLEBROOK MUSEUM. It IS worth
while placing on record in these pages that
there was sold on 29 and 30 January, at
Messrs. Debenham, Storr & Sons', that very
miscellaneous collection of things having
an actual or attributed sentimental value,
and natural history specimens or eccen-

tricities, known as the Middlebrook Museum.
During the many years it was being brought
together and exhibited at

" The Edinburgh
Castle," Mornington Road, N.W., it was a
minor sight of London, and formed the

subject of many contributions to popular
periodical literature. It was this constant

public appreciation that largely induced
the late proprietor to purchase at fanciful

prices eggs of the great auk, the Balaclava

bugle, Garibaldi's cloak, the Chesapeake
flag, and the skull of a mammoth, which
the catalogue describes as

" a unique natural
historical specimen." With the single ex-

ception of the memorial of the famous naval

engagement, the prices realized showed a
complete reversion to common-sense values,
because no rational collector required two-
headed puppies, or mermaids, or the "

skull

of the sacred pig of India," &c.
The most detailed reports were provided

by The Daily Telegraph and The Tribune
of 30 and 31 January, many other journals
giving illustrations of special objects.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.

SiRT. BROWNE: QUOTATION. In 'Hydrio-
taphia ; or, Urn Burial,' Browne has the

following passage near the beginning of

chap. v. :

"What song the Syrens sang, or what name
Achilles assumed when he hid himself among
women, though puzzling questions, are not beyond
all conjecture."

I have seen this passage quoted pretty
frequently ; and when I recently wished
to verify the exact wording, I could not
find it in any of the books of quotations at
hand ; so I put it on record in

' N. & Q.,' the
chief repository of such things.

NEL MEZZO.

WM. HENRY, D.D., OP DUBLIN. (See
7 S. ii. 126 ; iii. 77.) In addition to my
reply at the second reference, I wish to add
that this F. R. S. was appointed Rector of

Killesher in 1731, and subsequently of

Urney, and that he retained the latter

rectory with his Deanery of Killaloe until
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his death. There are a number of his

literary works and sermons in the Armagh
Library. I have a note that his widow
married a Surgeon Doyle, and died in
Kildare Street, Dublin, in 1793.
In the MS. bound up with his

'

Description
of Lough Erne,' which I published in 1892,
with notes, as

'

Henry's Description of

Upper Lough Erne in 1739,' there are four

pages relating to the co. Donegal, wherein
he mentions that in the old abbey near the
town of Donegal
"is the monument of the Rev. William Henry,
whose Courage and Zeal for Liberty and the pro-
testant Religion, in the beginning of King James
the 2d's Reign, drew on him such persecution and
long Imprisonment from the arbitrary Government
of those days as wore out a strong Constitution,
and cut him off in his prime with the Honourable
Character of being one of the first Confessors, if not
(a) Martyr for Religion and Liberty in that Reign."
That this may have been the Dean's own
father seems not an improbable supposition.

CHARLES S. KING, Bt.
St. Leonards-on-Sea.

CARRIER PIGEONS. It may be worth
making a note of the following extract from
The Morning Post of 28 May :

"
Sale of Admiralty Pigeons. Owing to the great

advance of wireless telegraphy the Admiralty have
decided to discontinue the pigeon service and to

dispose of their birds by auction. Mr. Tom May,
an experienced fancier, has been instructed to sell

the pigeons by auction in London, Manchester, and
Bristol. The first batch are to be sold to-day at
Messrs. Hollingsworth's Auction Rooms, 13, High
Holborn."

One of the sights formerly to be observed
after the race for the Derby was the darkness
caused by the carrier pigeons on their
release. HAROLD MALET, Col.

PREACHING IN SCOTLAND. The third
stanza of Jean Elliot's ballad

' The Flowers
of the Forest

'

closes thus :

At fair or at preaching, nae wooing, nae fleeching
The Flowers of the Forest are a wede away.

Annotating "preaching" in this passage,
in a volume designed for the use of students,
an English editor writes as follows :

" For many generations the preaching or sermon
has been the most conspicuous feature of a Scotch
religious service, and such services have been the
occasion of large gatherings in country districts.
This was doubtless the case before the Reformation
as well as since."

The writer of the pathetic lament, how-
ever, was probably thinking as she wrote of

something different from the conspicuous
feature thus indicated by the commentator.
The celebration of the Communion was long
known in Scotland as

" The Preachin's,"

because the parish minister on the occasion

was assisted by several of his clerical neigh-

bours, each of whom addressed the con-

gregation in turn. In summer the service

was held in the open air, a tent containing
a temporary rostrum. Gradually the gather-

ings on such occasions assumed a miscel-

laneous and even festive character, and the

abuses which consequently crept into them
furnished Burns with material for his great

satire,
' The Holy Fair.' In modern times,

there are no such scenes as those which the

poet's scathing delineation materially helped
to discredit, but to this day a reference to-

"The Preachin's" may occasionally be

heard in rural districts. THOMAS BAYNE.

BATTLE OF STOKE, NOTTS. Many years

ago I went over the place where this battle

was fought, which may be termed the last

battle in the Wars of the Roses, having
taken place in 1487, two years after the

battle of Bosworth Field.

The insurrection was a most formidable

one, and was headed by John de la Pole,

Earl of Lincoln, whom Richard III. had
named as his heir, and who was the grandson
of Cicely, the widow of Richard Plantagenet,
Duke of York. He was supported by
Margaret, widow of Charles the Bold,

Duke of Burgundy. She was a most implac-
able enemy of Henry VII., and furnished

the Earl of Lincoln with 2,000 Germans,

under the command of Martin Swartz.

It was given out that Edward, Earl of

Warwick, son of George, Duke of Clarence,

had effected his escape, and Lambert

Simnel, the son of a joiner, was tutored to

personate him. It cannot be supposed
that the Earl of Lincoln believed in this

personation, but most probably the insurrec-

tion was raised to advance his own claims,

to the crown, and on account of his hatred

to Henry VII., whom he as well as many
others in England regarded as a usurper.
Stoke is not far from Southwell and Newark,
and it is probable that the insurgents crossed

the Trent at Fiskerton, for in Stow's
' Annals'

it is stated that
" the Earl of Lincolne, being entered into Yorke-

shire, directed his way to Newark-upon-Trent, and
at a little village called Stoke, three or four milea

from Newarke, nigh to the King and his army
planted his campe. The next day following, the

King divided his number into three battells, and
after approched nigh the town of Stoke, where both
the armies joined and fought egerly."

Though the English insurgents and the

Germans fought valiantly, they were totally

defeated, and with great slaughter. The
Earl of Lincoln, Martin Swartz, and most
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of the other leaders of the Earl's party fell,

and many were drowned in attempting to

cross the Trent at Fiskerton Ferry. About

4,000 of the insurgents perished, and the

aggregate loss on both sides was probably
from 5,000 to 6,000. Henry VII. com-

manded in person. This battle made him
secure for a few years on the throne, but

in 1497 another formidable insurrection

broke out under Perkin Warbeck.
It may be interesting to quote from a

letter written by Henry VII. immediately
after his victory to the Mayor of York :

By the King.

To our trusty and welbiloued the Maire of our
citie of York.

Trusty and welbeloved, we grete you wele. And
forsoraoche as it hath liked our blessed Salveour to

graunte unto us of his benigne grace the triumphe
.and victorye of oure rebelles without deth of any
noble or gentilman on oure part, we therefor desire
and pray you, and sithin this said victorye pro-
eedeth of hyme, and concernyth not oonely the
wele and hondour of us, but also of this our roynie,
n'rthelesse charge you in the most solempne church
of our citie ther, your brethren th' aldremen and
othre, ye doo lovinges and praisings to be yevene
to oure said Salveour aftre the best of your powers.
Yevene undre oure signet at oure Towne of New-
rke xvj day of Juyn [1487].

This is from a copy of an original docu-
ment in the records of the city of York,
made by the late Robert Davies, F.S.A.,
formerly Town-Clerk of that city, and a
most accurate and painstaking antiquary,
especially in matters appertaining to his
native city. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

FINNIS STREET, BETHNAL GREEN. At
n inquest held in this borough on 2 April

the coroner stated that there was an historic
association in connexion with that street,
as it was named after Col. Finnis, the first

Army colonel killed in the Indian Mutiny.
I am not aware if this fact is generally known
or not, but it seems to be of sufficient interest
for a record to be made of it in

' N. & Q.,'
AS the origin of street-names is very often
hard to get at, and the nearer our own time,
the greater the difficulty.

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

"Pone SAUCER." This is defined in

*J
'N.E.D.' under "pink" (p. 885, towards

the end of col. 1) as "a saucer containinga pigment used to give a pink tint to the
akin, or to garments," and by transference
the pigment itself." The earliest reference

given is 1864, but there is an advertisement
in Johnson's British Gazette and Sunday
Monitor of 20 Nov., 1803, p. 1, col. 2, in

which A. Pears, of 55, Wells Street, Oxford
Street, enumerates, amongst other articles

sold by him, his
" Pink Saucers, an entirely

new invention. Sold at Is. each or 9s. per
dozen." R. B. P.

FAMILY SOCIETIES. (See 8 S. ix. 424, 513.)
The Fogg Family Association of America

arranged to meet on 30 Aug., 1907, in Eliot,
where Daniel, second son of Samuel Fogg,
settled. Daniel had nine children, and from
his marriage to Hannah Libby in 1684
there are now over 3,000 descendants.

My informant states that there is a Bassett

Family Association in New England.
R. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate.
" MAP OF IRELAND ON HIS FACE." I heard

a workman the other day, when speaking
of a young person working in the same place,

say of her :

"
Any one can tell what she is ;

she has the map of Ireland on her face."

He told me afterwards that in the Navy and
Army, in which he had served, they could

always tell an Irishman, because he carried

a "
Map of Ireland on his face."

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.
" GOD BLESS THE PRINCE OF WALES !

"

This phrase is familiar now because of a
well-known song, and I find it exclamatorily
used in debate in the House of Lords by
Lord Cathcart, when speaking on the state

of the nation on 23 Jan., 1789 (Cobbett's
'

Parliamentary History,' vol. xxvii. f. 1076).
ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

WHITE COCK v. THE DEVIL. A missionary
in China writes from Lung-Hua-Tien :

" On my journey here I saw in an inn yard a
coffin containing a dead man. On the top was a
white cock in a cage. On inquiring I learned that
the body was being taken to its native home for
interment. The cock, which must be a white one,
is placed on the coffin to preserve the body from the

power of the devil."

ST. SWITHIN.

ALBERTA, CANADA : ORIGIN OF ITS NAME.
It appears from a statement in The Tablet

that the province of Alberta, in the Dominion
of Canada, owes its name, not to the late

Prince Consort, as might be supposed, but
to Father Lacombe, O.M.I., the last repre-
sentative of the old heroic days of missionary
effort, when the priests had to live the life

of the Indians whom they evangelized,"
sharing their sufferings, their hunts, their

summer journeys and their winter camps,
sharing even, unwillingly, their war-forays
and night assaults."
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The name of the district of Alberta (as
well as that of the ecclesiastical territory
now known as the diocese of St. Albert)
is in fact derived from the veteran Oblate' s
Christian name. Joror HEBB.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

LANCASTER CLOCKMAKERS.
I SUBJOIN a list of clockmakers of Lan-

caster and district compiled by the late
Mr. John Shadrach Slinger from our Free-
man's Rolls. The date in each case is

that of the admission of the person named
to such roll. In view of our Old Lancaster
Exhibition (which opens on 22 July) we are
anxious to get together as complete a
collection as possible of clocks by local
makers. If any of your readers know of
clocks or watches by these persons, will

they kindly communicate with me direct
as speedily as possible ?

Addison, Joseph, 1817-8, watchmaker (son of James).
Quernmore and London.

Anderson, Richard, 1767-8, watchmaker. London
and Preston.

Atkinson, Thomas, 1767-8, clockmaker (s. of Nicholas,
innkeeper). Lancaster and Ormskirk.

Atkinson, Richard, 1785-6, watchmaker (s. of John,
mariner). Liverpool.

Atkinson, William, 1817-8, watchmaker (s. of
Richard, watchmaker). Liverpool.

Backhouse, James, 1726-7, watchmaker (dead 1747).
Lancaster.

Bagot, John, 1823-4, silversmith (s. of John, house
carpenter, Scotiorth). Lancaster.

Batty, Edward, 1826-7, watchmaker (s. of Jonathan,
grandson of Edward). Lancaster.

Blackburn, Robert, 1817-8, watchmaker (s. of John),
Liverpool.

Brewer, Richard, 1783-4, clockmaker. London.
Brewer, Thomas, 1817-8, watchmaker (s. of John,

stonemason, of Lane.). Preston.
Cawson, James, 1779-80, clockmaker (s. of John,

blacksmith). Greta Bridge and Liverpool.
Cawson, Edward, 1779-80, clockmaker (s. of John,

blacksmith). Lancaster.
Cawson, William, 1817-8, watchmaker (s. of James).

Liverpool.
Clark, Cornelius, 1733-4, watchmaker. Cartmel

Fell.

Clark, Thomas, 1767-8, watchmaker (s. of Cornelius).
Cartmel.

Cragg, James, 1779-80, clockmaker (s. of Robert,
snob). Milnthorpe.

Davis, William, 1761-2, goldsmith. London.
Dickinson, Thomas, 1817-8, watchmaker (s. of Wil-

liam, architect). Manchester.
Elletson, Robert, 1721-2, silversmith. Whitehaven.

Fayrer, Thomas, 1744-5, clocksmith. Lancaster.

Fell, James, 1767-8, watchmaker. Lancaster.

Gardner, Joseph, 1767-8, watchmaker (s. of Thomas).
London.

Gardner, Edward, 1841-2, watchmaker. Lancaster.

Green, Robert, 1767-8, goldsmith (s. of Roger, flax-

man). Liverpool.
Harrocks, Joshua, 1748-9, clockmaker: old eh.

clock 1759. Lancaster, Eamont Bridge.
Harrocks, John, 1783-4, watchmaker (s. of Joshua).

Nantwich.
Hathornthwaite, Peter, 1708-9, clocksmith. ? Kirkby

Lonsdale.

Hathornthwaite, John, 1744-5, clocksmith (s. of

Peter). Kirkby Lonsdale, Newcastle.
Hathornthwaite, Peter, 1783-4, watchmaker (s. of

John). London.
Hatton, George Cooper, 1826-7, watchmaker (s. of

Joshua). Lancaster.

Hinde, John, 1767-8, math. inst. maker (s. of Roger).
Old Hutton, London.

Hinde, Roger, 1783-4, math. inst. maker (s. of John).
London.

Hinde, George, 1789-90, math. inst. maker (s. of

John). Fleet Street, London.
Hinde, Thomas, 1806-7, math. inst. maker (s. of

John). London.
Hinde, Roger, 1806-7, math. inst. maker (s. of John).

London.
Hinde, John, 1806-7, math. inst. maker (s. of John).

London.
Hodgson, Henry, 1817-8, watchmaker (s. of John,

ropemaker). Lancaster.

Hodgson, William, 1820-1, watchmaker (s. of John,
cabinet-maker). Lancaster.

Holme, John, 1783-4, watchmaker (s. of James).
Cockermouth.

Holt, Thomas, 1747-8, watchmaker. Lancaster.

Holt, William, 1767-8, watchmaker (s. of Thomas).
London.

Housman, Jacob, 1732-3, clocksmith. WT

arton,
Lancaster.

Jackson, William, 1801-2, clockmaker (s. of Samuel,
grandfather of George). Frodsham.

Jackson, William Wilkinson, 1817-8, clock and
watchmaker (s. of William). Frodsham.

Lawrence, John, 1761-2, clockmaker (s. of William).
Scale Ho., Ellel, Lancaster.

Lawrence, William, 1785-6, clockmaker (s. of John).

Cark, Stockport.
Layfield, Robert, 1785-6, watchmaker. Grindlestone

Thorn.
Muncaster, William, 1806-7, clockmaker (s. of

William). Whitehaven.
Muncaster, John, 1806-7, clockmaker (s. of William).

Liverpool, Lancaster, Ulverston.

Noble, James, 1733-4, watchmaker, late silkman

(s. of William, silkman). Lancaster, 3 sons.

Orme, John, 1712-13, watchmaker. Preston.

Parkinson, Robert, 1732-3, clockmaker. Lancaster,

Ky. Lonsdale.

Parkinson, William, 1758-9, clockmaker (s. of

Robert). Lancaster.

Parkinson, William, 1789-90, watchmaker (s. of

William). Prescot.

Richmond, Robert, 1817-8, watchmaker (s. of John,

gardener). Lancaster.

Robinson, John (father of W., solicitor), 1783-4,

watchmaker. Lancaster.

Russell, Thomas, 1832-3, watchmaker (gift of James
Atkinson, Mayor). Lancaster.

Shaw, Thomas, 1766-7, clocksmith. Lancaster.
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Shaw, Robert, 1789-90, clockmaker (s. of Robert).

Dolphinholme, Halton.

Singleton, John, 1808-7, watchmaker (s. of Thomas).
London.

Skirrow, James, 1783-4, clockmaker (s. of James,
sawyer). Lancaster, Wigan.

Smalley, John, l?21-2, clockmaker (s. of Thomas).
Blackburn.

Smith, William, 1767-8, clockmaker (s. of Lawrence,
of Lancaster). London.

Smoult, Thomas, 1708-9, watchmaker. Mayor of

Lancaster, 1739-40.

Smoult, James, 1739-40, watchmaker. Died in 1768.

Lancaster.

Taylor, John, 1772-80, clockmaker. Wigan.
Thompson, Thomas, 1747-8. Lancaster and LiLiver-

pool.
Troughtou, John, 1767-8, math. inst. maker (a. of

William of Bailrigg and Corney). Corney,
London, and in Cumberland.

Troughton, John, 1767-8, math. inst. maker (s. of
Francis of Corney). Corney, London, and in

Cumberland.
Troughton, Edward, 1779-80, math. inst. maker (s.

of Francis). London.
Troughton, Joseph, 1779-80, watchmaker (s. of

Francis). London.
Wakefield, William, 1782-3, watchmaker, Lancaster.
Wakefield, Timothy, 1811-2, watchmaker (s. of

William). Lancaster.

Walmsley, Alexander, 1779-80, goldsmith (s. of
Thomas of Preston). London.

Westmore, Thomas, watchmaker, Mayor 1708-18-27.

Westmore, Robert, 1761-2, watchmaker (s. of
Thomas). Fazackerley and West Derby.

Westmore, Robert. 1785-6, watchmaker (s. of
Robert). Fazackerley and West Derby.

Wilson, Titus, 1779-80, clockmaker (s. of Abraham,
woolcomber, 1795-6). Kendal, Leeds.

Winder, Stephen, 1823-4, watchmaker (s. of Thomas,
watchmaker). Lancaster.

Winder, Thomas, 1795-6, watchmaker (s. of Stephen,
barber). Garstang, Lancaster.

W mder, Thomas, 1825-6, watchmaker (s. of Thomas,
watchmaker). Lancaster.

\N inder, William. 1830-1, watchmaker (s. of Thomas,
watchmaker). Lancaster.

>\ orswick, Thomas, 1753-4, watch-movementmaker.
Singleton, Lancaster.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.,
Town Clerk.

78, Church Street, Lancaster.

SABARITICKE." This word occurs in
the following passage of H. Button's
Folhes Anatomie,' 1614 (original ed.,

I b ; Percy Soc. reprint, p. 22) :

His belly is a Cesterne of receit,A grand confounder of demulcing meate.A Sabariticke Sea, a depthlesse Gulfe,A senceless Vulture, a corroding Wolfe.
What does it mean? It seems natural

) suspect an allusion to some book of travel.
HENRY BRADLEY.

Clarendon Press, Oxford.
'

CANTICA SACRA.' In the library of

L^ayette College, Easton, Pennsylvania,
find, a beautiful copy of

"
Cantica Sacra

.... Ordine et Melodis, per Totius Anni
Curriculum, in Matutinis & Vespertinis ....

pro S. Metropolitana Magdeburgensi Ec-
clesia. . . .Andreae Bazeli M.DC.XIII." Is the
book rare ?

On the fly-leaf I find the following :
" Cunardus Henricus Struse [?], p. t. Vicarig
S. Sylvestri, 1675." Can any reader give
me information about this man and his

church ? MAURICE A. FILSON.
Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

" ANGEL " OF AN INN. In Dickens's

story of the
" Boots

"
at

" The Holly Tree
Inn "

it is written : "So boots goes upstairs
to the angel, and there he finds Master

Harry on a e-normous sofa." What part
of the inn was the angel ? The ' Oxford
Dictionary

'

takes no account of the word
in this connexion. E. V. LUCAS.

DR. BIRKBECK'S PORTRAITS. I should
be glad to have a list of the portraits of
Dr. Birkbeck, the founder of Mechanics'
Institutions. In the library of the Hull

Royal Institution there is a fine one in oils,

by John Russell, R.A., who died in Hull,
and was interred in Holy Trinity Church,
in this city. WILLIAM ANDREWS.
Hull Royal Institution.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
1. With equal good nature, good grace, and good

looks,
As the devil gave apples, Sam Rogers gives,

books.

2. Non ego me methodo astringam serviliter ulla,
Sed temere Hyblese more vagabor apis,

Quo me spes prsedse, et generandi gloria mellis,

Liberaque ingenii quo feret ala mei.

(? Cowley.)
3. Les beaux esprits se rencontreut, et les sots s'en

vantent.

Possibly there is some allusion in the last.

R. L. MORETON.

O'er the great mystery of pain we moan :

"Clear proof it is," some say, "that God there's;
none."

And yet our God His only Son did send
To prove 'twas but the means unto the end.
Pain nobly borne wins men to God each day ;

Our crosses, too, may lighten up the way.
"Grief shall be turnea to joy," the Christ once-

said :

Trust Him : lift up your heart and drooping head.
Christus hath triumphed, and in Him we live :

Evil shall cease : to God the glory give.
G. S.

SIR JORDAN CROSLAND. Can any light
be thrown on the movements of this gentle-
man of York, knighted in 1642 at Lincoln,
to account for his presence at Walton-on-
the-Hill in Surrey, where a daughter of his
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was buried on 27 April, 1668 ? Could he
have been on terms of intimacy with the

Carews, who were lords of the manor ?

or could some business for the king in this

district have made it necessary that he
should dwell

village ?

in such an out-of-the-way
W. P. D. S.

"

CAPT. WM. TOLLEMACHE OB TOLMASH.
The above-named, born in 1663, was youngest
son of the Duchess of Lauderdale by her
first husband, Sir Lionel Tollemache of

Helmingham. When at Paris in November,
1681, he was provoked into a quarrel and
duel by the Hon. Wm. Carnegie, and wounded
him mortally with his sword. Arrested by
the French authorities, he was tried at the
Chastelet Leper, and only escaped by a
fine of 2.000Z. paid by his mother. He
was outlawed, and seems to have made
his way to Genoa, and finally, after a

couple of years, joined at Tangiers the

fleet, which had gone to take away the
arrison and hand the place over to the
ultan. His outlawry having been re-

versed, he was pardoned by the House of

Lords and came home.
On 4 January, 1685, he deposed (cf.

'Colonial S. P.' vol. Iv. 33, i., ii.) before
Governor Wm. Stapleton, that a month past
he went with others from Barbadoes on

private business in trade, and in sight of

Saltertudas a French sloop ordered them to

strike and plundered the vessel, and after a
few days discharged her.

On 20 August, 1685, Stede, the Deputy
Governor of Barbadoes, writes :

"Mr. W. Tollemache, son to the Duchess of

Lauderdale, who killed the purser of H.M.S.
Diamond, is here on bail, and begs to be brought to
trial as soon as possible. I therefore granted a

special commission, and summoned two juries with
due respect to hi& quality and to the justice of the

cause, and he was found guilty of manslaughter
only : he was allowed benefit of clergy, and he
chose to be burnt in the hand to save him from
being appealed to England." 'Colonial State

Papers,' letter to Lords of Trade and Plantations.

The King granted him a commission as

lieutenant of the Woolwich, 5 October, 1688.

He became captain of the Lark, 13 December
following ; and of the Berkeley Castle, 7 May,

list in Brit. Mus., No. 11,603, has "
d.d."

after his name. Perhaps MR. UDAL could

give some information. The arrears of

pay were paid to
" Mr. Cox, by letter of

the Duchess of Lotherdale," in July, 1693.

A well-supported and interesting tradition

is handed down in certain families, in South
Africa, England, and Manitoba, that they
are descended from a son of his named
Nicholas Talmash, by a secret marriage
with an Ipswich girl. Cf. Crisp's 'Marriage
Licences, Index of Suffolk Archdeaconry

'

:

25 March, 1686, Willm. Tallmach of Cod-

denham, bachelor, and Suz: Blomfield of

same, spinster (413). The males had all

died out by 1832, the present people being
descended only in the female line. This
Nicholas lived at New Place in the parish
of St. Mary Stoke, and had two sons, John
and William. The latter died unmarried ;

the former had three sons, the last of whom,
John, d.s.p. in 1832. Any information
would be gratefully received.

W. BALL WEIGHT.
Osbaldwiok Vicarage, York.

LADY COKE. I want the date of death
and place of burial of Lady Elisabeth Coke,
wife of Sir Edward Coke, and previously
wife of Sir William Newport Hatton.

H. C. FANSHAWE.

WALLINGFORD HOUSE.-
of Wallingford House,

Is there any print
Whitehall, which

1689, As captain of H.M.S. Jersey, 48 guns,
he went to the West Indies in November,
1 690, arriving 20 January, 1691. On 1 6 May,
1691, he accompanied the expedition under
Admiral Lawrence Wright against Guada-

loupe. He seems to have been attacked by
yellow fever on the way back, and died, at
the age of twenty-eight, on 20-25 May,
either at sea or at Antigua. A MS. naval

stood on the site of the present Admiralty,
and was removed in 1720 ?

H. C. FANSHAWE.
72, Philbeach Gardens, S.W.

CHANTREY AND MRS. JORDAN.- -In the
' Memoirs and Correspondence of Thomas
Moore '

there is the following :

1836, March 1st. Tom Moore's notes after a
conversation with Chantrey.

" Told me of a group
he had just executed for the King, of Mrs. Jordan
and some of her children, and described the strong
feelings which the King evinced when he first

proposed the task to him, saying that it had been
for man
execute'
afford it."

Where is this memorial ?

iy years his intention to have such a memorial
d as soon as he should be in a situation to

Can any reader
of

' N. & Q.' give information about it ?

Such a work, by such a man as Chantrey,
should be of great interest.

J. F. FULLER.
Brunswick Chambers, Dublin.

HUNGARIAN GRAMMAR. I shall be greatly

obliged if any reader can give me the title

(with publisher's name) of a goodJHungarian
grammar.
Stromness, Orkney.

ALEX. RUSSELL.
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SURREY GARDENS. I want the following

information respecting the Surrey Gardens :

the date when they were closed as a place

of entertainment ; and if this was before

1860. They were reopened after that date.

WALTER L. JODE.

17, Hitherfield Road, Streatham, S.W.

SECRET PASSAGES. Is there any authentic

case on record of a secret passage being
known to exist between two buildings,

and of its being explored from end to end ?

W. E. Wn-soN.

[See Allan Fea's
'

Secret Chambers and Hiding -

Places,' 3rd ed. (Methuen).]

CONSTABLES AND LIEUTENANTS
OF THE TOWER OF LONDON.

(10 S. ix. 61, 161, 243, 390.)

I HAVE of course expected corrections

to my catalogue of these officers; for, having
the nature of a first edition, it could not
be exempt from the imperfection of human
endeavour. It is some comfort to err in

good company, peculiarly in that of the
4

D.N.B.,' the distinguished authority which
MR. BEAVEN thinks

"
ought to have known

better
"

; but even the
'

D.N.B.,' as human,
must occasionally err.

Taking the corrections chronologically,
I found the word "

incomplete," as applied
to my list by D. M. R. 2 (p. 246), rather
disconcerting, though the omission of the
three extra Constables mentioned by Stow
(' Annales,' ed. 1631, p. 138) is perhaps not
very serious when we consider the obscurity
of the history of the time and that the
names are disguised under Latin forms.
It is curious that they were missed by
Bayley; nerhaps the record of the Holy
Trinity Monastery which Stow quotes was
not at hand ; but at any rate the quotation
should now be noticed. The position of
Garnerius de Isenei (as Bayley gives the
strange name) is also shown to require
amendment.
Alderman Pennington is the Lieutenant
iching whom the

'

D.N.B.' errs, and doublyerrs : first in entering him as a knight ;

SS?*^ 111,^*1** k* Tower appointment
842. MR. BEAVEN (he gives no references)

says 1643 (p. 390), and this is probably based
on the good evidence of Whitelock, who
dates the Lieutenancy in succession to
xmyers-12 Aug., 1643. As regards the
knighting, all excepting Whitelock who

mention Pennington have made the mistake
which MR. BEAVEN now reveals ; Bayley,

Hepworth Dixon, Overall, the City Librarian,

Metcalfe,
'

D.N.B.,' all have fallen into the

trap laid for them in that unlucky draft

of a Bill that was not passed. The Alderman
was not knighted by the Lord Mayor
or by anybody else," as MR. BEAVEN

says ; nor by the Speaker, as generally

reported. The new knightage by Dr. Shaw

explains the circumstance as communicated

by MR. BEAVEN. As jealous for the King's

prerogative, I am glad that in my list the

knightly prefix is omitted ; but nevertheless,

when writing the note, I was entrapped

by the Speaker story.
As regards Fairfax I plead not guilty,

and must be acquitted, for if MR. BEAVEN
looks again he will find I give the date of

appointment as Aug. 9, 1647 ; he became
Lord Fairfax in 1648.

But as regards West and Tichbourne
I am corrected. When Fairfax became
Constable, he appointed Alderman Robert
Tichbourne as his Lieutenant. Thus West
vacated the office in August, 1647, and Tich-

bourne, succeeding, held it nine months,
that is, apparently, until 18 May, 1648,
when West was reappointed. The latter

incident, recorded by Whitelock, is not

indexed, and so escaped my notice.

Barkstead or Berkstead. The name is

written both ways.
Lord Alington. The year of his death

is given as 1684 by Courthope, Burke, and
G. E. C. The date being 1 Feb. has perhaps
caused MR. BEAVEN' s alteration to 1685,
as New Style ; but he gives no reference.

Lord Dartmouth, the Constable. I do
not find his appointment in the Gazette.

Certainly he was not an earl, and I again
err in good company. His son was raised

to that degree in 1711, not, however,
" more

than half a century" after the father's

appointment to the Tower.
Col. Thomas King, Lieutenant 1689.

It would be a satisfaction to me to know
where he is named Thomas.

General Charles Churchill. I find his

appointment as Lieutenant in the Gazette

coupled with that of the Earl of Abingdon
as Constable, 26 May, 1702.

Lieut.-General Cadogan and Lieut.-

General Compton. I do not find their

appointments" in the Gazette, and shall be

glad to have MR. BEAVEN' s reference. My
dates are taken from ' The Tower of London,'
by Lord De Ros, who has for the first Decem-
ber, 1709, to December, 1715 ; and for the
second December, 1715, to April, 1741.
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Lord George Henry Lennox was appointed
Constable 10 Feb., 1784 (Old and New
Style no longer in question) ; see London
Gazette. Here I am right, and MB. BEAVEN'S
correction does not count.

I am glad the catalogue has the kindly
expressed appreciation of MB. MASON.
Considerable care and time were given to it,

and should it ever serve as a skeleton to be
clothed with the tegument of biographical
narrative concerning the most noted officers,
with reference, as suggested, to the prisoners
who passed under their charge, my satis-

faction would be great. I know no existing
official record either of officers or prisoners.

W. L. RtTTTON.

VERNON OF HODNET (10 S. ix. 168).
John Vernon, Esq., of Hodnet, and Elizabeth
Devereux were married at Hodnet on 9 Dec.,
1564. Thirteen of their children were
baptized at Hodnet, viz. :

1. Walter, bapt. 6 Nov., 1565 ; buried
there 7 Nov., 1565.

2. Dorothy, bapt. 26 April, 1567 ; buried
there 9 Feb., 1584.

3. Anne, bapt. 27 April, 1568 ; mar.

George Barlow.
4. Leticia, bapt. 21 April, 1569; buried

there 17 Feb., 1585.
5. Walter, bapt. 20 June, 1570.

6. Elizabeth, bapt. 11 Jan. 1572; mar.

Henry Wriothesley, third Earl of Southamp-
ton.

7. Frances, bapt. 24 June, 1573 ; mar.
Sir Arthur Shirley, Kt.

8. Mary, bapt. 14 Feb., 1575; buried
there 16 Feb., 1575.

9. Susana, bapt. 8 Dec., 1576 ; mar.

George Cary of Cockington. (So Foster's

MS., penes me ; but '
Vis. Salop, 1623,'

Harleian Society, gives Sir Walter Leveson,
as her husband.

10. Robert, bapt. 22 Dec., 1577. He was
afterwards knighted, and left issue, who
succeeded him at Hodnet.

11. Sarah, bapt. 10 Feb., 1579.
12. John, bapt. 18 June, 1580.
13. Benjamin, bapt. 21 1583.

The Visitation also mentions another daugh-
ter, Martha, but I have no record of her

baptism. Whether Sarah married or not
I do not know.

Of the other children, Walter, John,
and Benjamin are stated in the Visitation

or by Foster to have died unmarried.
John Vernon of Hodnet was not a knight

as MBS. STOPES calls him, but he is entered
as "esquire" in the Hodnet registers. He

was buried at Hodnet on 2 May, 1591 ; his

wife on 20 April, 1583.

Mrs. Elizabeth Vernon's mother, Lady
Dorothy Devereux, was buried at Hodnet
on 14 Oct., 1566 ; she is styled as

"
of

Hodnet, widow." The register calls her

"the eldest daughter of George Hastings,
first Earl of Huntingdon, and mother of

Walter, Earl of Essex, and of Mrs. Elizabeth

Vernon of this place."
The existing registers of Hodnet commence

in 1656. The earlier ones, which began
in 1539, are lost ; but fortunately the

Vernon entries were extracted from them
by Shropshire antiquaries before the registers
were lost. There are other Vernon entries

down to 1752 in the registers.
Is there any corroboration of the state-

ment in Blakeway's
'

Sheriffs of Shropshire,'

p. 202, that Sir Edward Wilberfoss married
a daughter (Christian name not given) of

John Vernon of Hodnet ?

W. G. D. FLETCHEB, F.S.A.
Oxon Vicarage, Shrewsbury.

COURT LEET IN POBTLAND, DORSET
(10 S. viii. 148). May I be allowed to supple-
ment the editorial note as to part of MR.
HOLLAND'S query, namely, that as to the

Reeve stick or Reeve-staff, as it is more

generally called ?

There is very little on this point in

Hutchins, the Dorset county historian ;

but in a note by his continuators to the

third edition, vol. ii. p. 808, in speaking of a

quit-rent being paid to the Crown for certain

rights occurs the following :

" The reeve-rent is collected by one of the tenants
chosen annually, and the net money paid to the

auditor is 121. Is. 8d. per annum ; each reeve has a

staffonwhich the several rents are marked by certain
notches, similar to those used in the Exchequer.
This shows the ancient mode of collecting the Crown
rents, and it is kept up but in very

few places. The
contributor of this paragraph to the second edition

of this work had seen a reeve staff of the year
1600."

To the very first number, if I remember

rightly, of that healthy and still flourishing

offspring of
' N. & Q.,' the Somerset and

Dorset Notes and Queries, I contributed an
account of a Portland reeve-staff of which
I had become possessed, and which I pre-

sented, during the middle eighties, to the

Dorset County Museum at Dorchester,

where, I presume, it is still to be seen. This

staff showed, besides the notches denoting
the amount of each quit-rent, certain marks
or symbols which, I believe, indicated

the districts or places from which .the rents

came. At this distance of time, however.
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my memory is not to be too much relie<

upon as to this, and I cannot even remembe
the kind of wood of which it was composec
But there is the account for your correspon
dent to refer to, and I am sure that if h

presents himself to the courteous Curato

of the Museum the next time he is in th

neighbourhood of
"
Casterbridge," the reeve

staff will gladly be produced for his inspec
tion. Only he must not expect to see

another Elizabethan one !

J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.

Antiwun, W.I.

WILKES'S ' ESSAY ON WOMAN '

(10 S. ix

442). It is not the case that the presence
of the dedication, and of the other known
"
allusions

"
answering to the

"
descrip-

tion," gives good reason to find
"
the genuine

version" in any supposed "copy." Mr
C. W. Dilke possessed a

"
copy

"
fulfilling

the criterion, but the carefully locked-up
pamphlet was I know notwhy not though!
'

genuine
"

by the critic. May I protest
against the heading ? Your correspondent
states liis agreement with Mr. Dilke " that
Wilkes was not the author." D.

'
SIB RANDALL '

(10 S. vii. 267). The song
ZEPHYR is in search of is

'

Young Randal,'
by Robert Chambers (1802-71). The words
will be found at p. 202 of

'

Scottish Minor
Poets' ("Canterbury Poets"), and, I pre-
sume, in other anthologies. I regret that
I know nothing of the music.

ALEX. RUSSELL.
Stromness, Orkney.

DE BAIF (10 S. ix. 390). Jean Antoine
de Baif was the son of Lazare de Baif,
ambassador of Francis I. to Venice and
Germany. He was a poet, and the friend
of Ronsard. He was born in Venice in
532, founded the first French Academy in

1570 (which was, however, of short duration)and died in Paris in 1589. Beside the poem
mentioned in the query, which was publishedm 1597, his works were published in two
volumes in 1573. Possibly the smaller
work may be a reprint from this.

HOWARD S. PEARSON.

De Baif was the son of Lazare de Baif,
diplomat and author, who died in 1547.He is known to fame chiefly as one of the

ET*
8

/ the lifcerary constellation called

*i xT
ade * He attempted to remodel

lie .trench language on a strictly classical
"s, to set up a new alphabet, and to
oduce phonetic spelling into France.

J adverse comments in regard to

the last reform are supposed to be directed

principally at De Baif. His writings are
of but little literary value, except to the

philologist. N. W. HILL.
New York,
" STYMIE " AT GOLF (10 S. ix. 370, 414).

I find that the word stymie is used in Scotch
for a "glimpse" or for a "mere trifle"

(see Jamieson, s.v.). This suggests the
derivation of the word from o-riyfuj, a

point, and I think there can be no doubt
about the derivation. The golf use will

then mean the mere small glimpse of the
hole attainable by reason of the interposition
of the adversary's ball. H. A. STRONG.
University, Liverpool.

I have waited for some Ulster contributor
to record the use of the word stime in co.

Antrim, where many Chaucerian phrases
pass current even now. As twilight sets

in, the common cottage phrase may con-

stantly be heard :

" Would ye be pleased
to licnt a candle ? I canna thole to work
at daylegon, for I canna see a stime"

Y. T.

OTWAY AND KIPLING (10 S. ix. 426).

Midway between Otway and Kipling came
the lines, quoted in Nichols's

'

Literary
Anecdotes,' chalked on a sentry-box on
Europa Guard :

*od and a soldier all people adore
tn time of war, but not before ;

And when war is over and all things are righted,
"rod is neglected and an old soldier slighted.

E. V. LUCAS.

BUCKROSE (10 S. ix. 449). In this case,
as in nearly all, Parliament adopted the

suggestions of the Boundary Commission,
presided over by Sir John Lambert. The
names of Wapentakes and Hundreds were
)ften chosen. The reasons are set forth in
he reports laid before Parliament in 1885,
and indexed under '

Redistribution.' D.

Buckrose is the name of one of the old

rVapentakes of Yorkshire (equivalent to
he Hundreds of other counties) : in the
ourteenth century it appears as Buccrosse.

MATTHEW H. PEACOCK.
Wakefield.

UNTHANK (10 S. ix. 351). This name may
>e Celtic, and if local circumstances show
hat the meaning would be appropriate, it

may be taken to represent Gaelic uan^fang,
amb-fank, that is lamb-fold. In Gaelic
nitial /, t, and some other letters are liable

o be aspirated, that is, followed by h, which
modifies their sound, making them softer
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and easier to pronounce. This makes them
resemble one another, and when Gaelic was
passing out of use. one aspirated letter was
often mistaken for another. Thus 1h and th

were confused and fhang might readily
become thang. In Aberdeenshire even
Teutonic 1h and th are interchanged in
"
Feersday," which was till lately colloqui-

ally said for Thursday.
I should be glad to know if the Unthanks

in England are in " some far-removed

place/' where newly weaned lambs would
be out of the hearing of their mothers,
because there is an Unthank in Moray, in
Scotland. JOHN MILNE, LL.D.

108, Clifton Road, Aberdeen.

What I take to be a variant of this place-
name is the designation of an estate near
St. Andrews, Fife. Here the form is

Winthank, locally rendered Onthank. The
somewhat moorland character of the pro-
perty suggests the fitness of Taylor's ex-

planation of the name, quoted bv the Editor.
W. B.

'THE HEAKT OF JOHN MIDDLETON'
(10 S. ix. 430) is not a novel, but a short

story contributed by Mrs. Gaskell to House-
hold Words, 28 December, 1850, and reprinted
with 'Lizzie Leigh' in 1855. In the new
'Rnutsford Edition" it forms part of
the

' Cranford
'

volume. It is one of the
finest of Mrs. Gaskell's shorter works.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

[M. S. L. also thanked for reply.]

" HANWAY " =UMBRELLA (10 S. viii. 328).
In a recent issue of a daily newspaper

published at Jacksonville, Florida, among
the advertisements of articles lost, appeared
one of a " much prized hanway, left in a
street-car." From this it might appear
that the use of the word in the way men-
tioned is not uncommon in the United
States. R. B T.

Ocean Grove, New Jersey.
" WHAT YOU BUT SEE WHEN YOU HAVEN'T

A GUN" (10 S. ix. 108, 217). I have fre-

quently heard this expression in a country
district here in Ontario. It is used when
a young fellow sees a pretty girl '

W. J. W.
Wintemberg, Toronto.

A similar phrase is in use all over this

part of the United States.
" What funny

things you can see when you have no gun !

' '

is spoken contemptuously or scornfully
of any one queerly or outrageously dressed,

or of a person making a foolish exhibition

of himself, physically or mentally.
The peculiar use of the word " but

"
in

the English phrase would appear to need
an explanation. Jos. BUKDEN.
Washington, D.C.

ITALIAN PBOVERB (10 S. ix. 329, 418).

The complete proverb, as given in the list

appended to Torriano's edition of John
Florio's

' Vocabolario Italiano & Inglese
'

(London, 1688), is as follows :

" Una mano-
lava 1'altra, ed ambedue lavano il volto.

One hand washeth another, both the face."

I have no doubt that the proverb will be-

found in Florio's 'First Fruites
'

(1578),
or in his 'Second Frvtes' (1591), which I

am unable to consult.

JOHN T. CURRY.

ERRORS, TYPOGRAPHICAL AND OTHERWISE
(10 S. ix. 123). MR. NORCROSS'S amusing:
list may be supplemented by the following,
of which the first and third are to be placed
to the credit of the

"
comp," and the second

to that of the cataloguer.
In a bookseller's list a notice of the work

'

Colloquia et Dictionariolum Octo Lin-

guarum,' Antverpise, 1630, is followed by
the illuminating remark :

" With some very funny specimens of colloquial

English, some, given in all seriousness, hardly fit

for repetition. Valuable is Browning a light upon
many customs of the day !

"

We may reasonably assume that the MS
read

" Valuable as throwing."
In another more recent catalogue a print

is thus described :

"William III. Departure from Holland and
Arrival in England of the Prince of Orange (after-

wards William III. of England) in 1688, two tine

views on one sheet, with numerous Ships and
Figures, engraved by Je. Maintiendray, with refer-

ences to the principal Personages and Ships."

It need hardly be remarked that the
"

Je-

Maintiendray," which does occur on the

print, is simply the motto of the Prince of

Orange.
Another catalogue offers

"
Archaeological

and historic fragments, containing Inter

Alici, a facsimile of a rare MS. page, dated

1638," &c. J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

May I make two additions to MR. NCR-
CROSS'S interesting note ?

The Tablet, in recording Sir Edward
Elgar's reception of the freedom of the city
of Worcester (I regret I cannot give the

reference), stated that the distinguished
Doctor of Music " took the bath and sub-

scribed the robe," "bath" being for oath*
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and "robe" for roll. The Echo of 15 Jan.

1898, under 'Echo Gossip,' spoke of Mr
Stephen Phillips' s second volume of poems
as being entitled

' Enemas.' The real title

of course is
'

Eremus.'
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

[No more can be inserted on this subject.]

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10 S.

viii. 150, 236, 272). From a book entitled

'Birthday Gleanings' (1882) I am now
able to give the precise reference to the
lines,

The virtue lies

In the struggle, not the prize,

which, according to that collection, where
the stanza is quoted, is

" R. M. Milnes

(Lord^Houghton),
' The World to the Soul,'

ix. 1." The version there found is identical
with the one I gave from memory at the
second reference. C. LAWRENCE FORD.

" WHIPPING THE CAT "
(10 S. ix. 5, 317).

The current French phrase "II n'y a pas
-de quoi fouetter un chat" implies a venial
fault or occurrence, and is to some extent
equivalent to the English "storm in a
teacup." The implication is that the un-
fortunate cat is usually beaten on the
slightest provocation. F. A. W.

" GUIDE "
: ITS DERIVATION (10 S. ix.

171). Chambers's '

Etymological Dic-
tionary' says it is probably from German
weisen, to show, and kindred words, and
even akin to

"
wit."

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

JOHN SAINSBURY COLLECTION (10 S. ix.
4*9 )- This collection was sold by Messrs]
Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge on Monday

Feb., 1865, and three following days.The catalogue is divided into 965 lots, com-
prising autographs, printed books, engrav-
ings, pictures, bronzes, coins, medals, &c.

fS, ,
amount realized by the sale was

'K^ -

H ' J< B ' CEMENTS.
Killadoon, Celbndge.

[Reply by MR. W. ROBERTS next week.]

GREEK AND ENGLISH POETRY COMPARED
o. ix. 310). Your correspondent willnnd some matter bearing upon this subject

J

i

n
a ?t

Q
Edwm Arnold^ 'Poets of Greece,'

69, 8vo. WM. JAQGARD .
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0lk-lore' but I remember mymother telling me how frightened she was,as a child, by her elder brother suddenly

throwing one of his legs over her head,
and assuring her she would grow no more.

My mother could not remember her age
at the time, but it was something under
ten. This would put the date before 1829,
and in the West Riding. S. L. PETTY.
Ulverston.

The superstition that to step over a child

would arrest its growth was well enough
known in the north of England forty years
ago, but it was not then treated seriously.
I have heard old men use it as a teasing
threat. M. N.
Penrith.

I have often heard here that stepping
across a child stopped its growth. R. B-R.
South Shields.

LASSELL PARK, CLOCKMAKER (10 S. ix.

409). If this name is not found in Britten's

book, it may be that it is a mistake for
"
Lassell, Toxteth Park." William Lassell,

of that place in Liverpool, was a well-known
clockmaker in the eighteenth century.

R. S. B.

EMBROIDERY PICTURES (10 S. ix. 150,

193). I have always understood that a
certain number of impressions of a plate
were struck off on silk instead of paper.
The subject was then worked over with
silk stitches, with the exception of the face,
which was probably touched up with paint.
I think there is a reference to this in a back
number of The Connoisseur.

V. L. OLIVER.

TYRONE POWER, THE AMERICAN ACTOR
'10 S. viii. 348). In a Haymarket bill of

Wednesday, 16 May, 1838, the following
announcement appears :

" Mr. Power is engaged for a limited number of

lights, and will perform a round of his favourite

jharacters, previous to his departure for America.
Se will appear on Monday next in 'The Irish

Ambassador,' and in a new farce called
' The Barber

Barrister.' And on the Saturday following in a
new drama by the author of '

Rory O'More.

R. B. P.

TETE-A-TETE PORTRAITS IN 'THE TOWN
AND COUNTRY MAGAZINE '

(10 S. vii. 505).
"t would seem that the portrait of the

'

Military Exile,' vol. xxii. p. 195, is intended
o represent Ernest Augustus, Duke of
Cumberland (afterwards King of Hanover),
as suggested in my original list. The clues

given in the case of a royal personage are

light, and thus identification is difficult.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
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APPLES: THEIR OLD NAMES (10 S viii.

429 ; ix. 297, 314). My grandfather' used
to grow a great many different kinds of

apples in his orchard at West Haddon,
Northamptonshire, some forty or fifty years
ago. From a letter recently received from
my father, to whom I had applied for a list
of some of their names, I extract the follow-

ing notes :

'

Byfield, large, deep green, late cooker.
'New Town Pippin, rather small in size, and

only of fair cooking quality.
'

Redskin, small, ruddy, fair eater.
'

Bridgewater, large, light green, cooker.
'

Martingoster, a favourite cooker.
'

Hawthornden, splendid cooker.
' Northern Greening, good bearer and cooker.
' Keswick Codling, very prolific, and a favourite

cooker.
' Dumelow Pippin, good keeper and cooker.
'

Ladies-Dessert, rich, aromatic eater.
'Castle Pippin, greasy skin, eater or cooker.
'

Besspool, good Keeper.
' Manx Codlin, aromatic-flavoured eater.
'

Wyken Pippin, much liked as an eater.

The Peannains, Lording, and Golden
Pippin also grown are mentioned in the list

at the first reference. These do not, of

course, embrace all the kinds grown by my
grandfather. I have mentioned only those
which I believe to be now largely out of
date or extinct. JOHN T. PAGE.
[New Town Pippins are now favourite eating

apples received from America.]

QUEEN CAROLINE (10 S. ix. 449). The
epigram is as under. It cleverly expresses
how, after the first excitement, the public
was becoming tired of the Queen and her
case, and embodies the (to her side mal-
apropos) passage in Denman's speech on her
behalf in which he begged the House to
tell her (in the words used to the woman
taken in adultery) to "go and sin no more "

:

Most gracious Queen, we thee implore
To go away and sin no more ;

Or, if that effort be too great,
To go away at any rate.

G. E. C.

The subjoined extract from the late Sir
William Eraser's amusing volume of Welling-
toniana will be found a partial answer to
this question :

"Lord Redesdale told me the following story
shortly before his death. It was felt by the deep
and earnest portion of the population that a great
effect would be produced if the Charity Children of
London attended the Queen, and expressed to her
Majesty their conviction that she was perfectly
innocent. It will be remembered that Lord Den-
jnan, after an eloquent and final harangue in de-
fence of the Queen, after protesting for a day that
her Majesty's character was spotless, terminated
his speech in this remarkable manner : he entreated

the House of Lords to follow the example of One
whose name is too sacred to be here inserted, and
implored the Peers to say to her Majesty, 'Go, and
sin no more.' This excited some derision among
his professional brothers ; however, this passage
was thought not unworthy of being turned into a
Hymn. Accordingly the innocent children who
were assembled in front of Brandenburg House, the

Queen being on the balcony, addressed her in the

following verse, set to a well-known psalm tune :

Gracious Lady ! we implore
You will go, and sin no more :

Or, if the effort be too great,
Go away, at any rate !

"

' Words on Wellington,' 1902, p. 121.

The injudicious conclusion of Lord Den-
man's speech is well known, and it earned
for him the sobriquet of

"
Sin-no-more

Denman "
; but I do not remember to have

met with the Charity Children story else-

where. Possibly another reader of
' N. & Q.'

will supply the name of the witty instigator
of this attack upon the unfortunate, but

imprudent Queen. R. L. MORETON.

LYCH GATES (10 S. viii. 268, 354). May
I add to the list at the latter reference

Heathfield, Sussex ; Sherfield on Loddon,
Hants (both recently erected) ; and an
old one at Yateley, Hants ?

The original date of the last is 1625,
restored in 1800, and again, after the old

pattern, in 1884, as witnessed by the three

dates cut into the woodwork. The roof

is covered with oaken shingles, and the gate,
which is double, is hung on a revolving
pillar, allowing a gangway on each side.

An iron weight and chain, fastened to a

pulley at the top of the pillar, keeps the

gate closed. JOHN P. STJLWELL.

In The Daily Graphic of 15 February
last appeared an excellent illustration of

the lych gate erected by the people of Staines
at the entrance to St. Peter's Churchyard,
given by them to commemorate the silver

wedding of Sir Edward and Lady Clarke
on 12 Aug., 1907. The church was built

at the sole cost of Sir Edward Clarke, K.C.,
and was opened for divine service in 1904.

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

A list of lych gates compiled in 1862
states that old examples were then existing
at Staple, Lenham, and Boughton-Mon-
chelsea (Kent) ; at Hayes (whether the

place of that name in Kent or Middlesex
is not mentioned) ; Morwenstow (Cornwall) ;

Throwleigh, Tavistock, and High Bicking-
ton (Devon) ; Harfield (Sussex) ; Whit-
bourne (Herefordshire) ; and

'

Heston

(Middlesex).
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MR. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL notices several

instances of modern lych gates, but the

number of these must be very great. I

have personally erected them (invariably
of oak) in numbers of churchyards, including
those at Hollingbourne and Minster (Kent) ;

Cofton and North Molton (Devon) ; Cold
Harbour (Surrey) ; Hooton Pagnell (Yorks) ;

Longstock and Greatham (Hants) ; Law-
hitton (Cornwall) ; and Fort William (Scot-

land). HARRY HEMS.

[Further contributions on this subject are not

invited.]

GEORGE HENLEY OF BRADLEY, HANTS
(10 S. ix. 141, 470). A new England George
Henly probably of English birth, and

likely enough a Puritan is found in
' The

Names of such Persons who tooke the
Oath of Allegiance in Boston : 1 1 Novembr

1678. Administered by the Honble John
Leverett, Esqr

, Governor
,' i.e., Governor of

Massachusetts.
In ' Boston Births, Baptisms, and Deaths,

1630-1699,' 1 vol. 8vo, there are eleven

Henly and Henley entries. Judge Samuel
Sewall, 1652-1730, the old-time classic

New England Puritan annalist, jots down
in the account of his solitary visit to Old
England the following :

" Feb' 19, 1688/9. Went to Winchester into the
Hall and Arbour to see the choice of Knights of
the Shire. Jarvis, Henly and Fleming stood. It
come to the Pole, I offer'd my Voice, but was
refus'd because I would not lay my hand and kiss
the book, though I offer'd to take my Oath."

English guiding clues to several of the
above Boston Henleys figure in H. F.
Waters' s lengthy and able production en-
titled 'Genealogical Gleanings in England,'
2 vols., Boston, U.S.A., 1901.
For other possible stray oversea HenleysMRS. SUCKLING should consult Virginia

matter in so far as many of England's
brightest souls, especially younger sons of
good families, went thither during the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries.

J. G. CUPPLES.
Brookhne, Massachusetts.

ANTIQUE FURNITURE (10 S. ix. 389)
Perhaps it will be possible to say when the
specialized study of antique furniture de-
manded more accurate and detailed identi-

fications by valuers, auctioneers, and dealers.

la
1 "1 fcPPraiated pieces of the 1770-120 period obviously existed in the higher-

class residence, but were not identified as ofa period or school of design so much as by
material and its decoration. The

the time received in the valuation

or sale catalogue greater prominence, and so-

it may be assumed that CITIZEN heard little

or nothing of chaste
"
Chippendale

"
or

"
Sheraton," because unchaste mahogany

was the vogue. Here, by way of illustra-

tion, are items gathered from the catalogues-
of typical sales :

1817. Contents of residence of Alexander Davison,
St. James's Square. "Lot 420. A costly Parisian,

ecritoire, of fine mahogany, commode front, richly
ornamented with chased or-molu, fitted with
drawers, and surmounted by a cabinet and book-

case, fitted with drawers, rich or-molu pillar front,

&c., made by Rysner, and formerly the property of
the late Queen of France."

1822. Contents of residence of James Perry, of

Tayistock House. " Lot 8. A handsome painted
satinwood bookcase, pair folding glazed doors, with
yellow silk curtains, and brass trellis wire front,
pair of panelled ditto, seven shelves, locks, &c.,
7 ft. 5 high and 4 ft. 8 wide." 2 15.

1824, Contents of mansion of the Earl of
St. Germains, St. James's Square. "Lot 90. An
excellent 6 ft. 4 ebony and ouhl wing bookcase,
beautifully inlaid in various devices, top part fitted

up and enclosed by four plate glass doors, secretaire-

drawer under, and seven others, and three cabinets,
enclosed by doors, on thermed [sic] legs, shaped
stretcher, and ball feet, brass mouldings and
ornaments."

Many other excerpts would also show
that unless the piece of furniture had a

pedigree, its size and material were of more
importance than its artistic merit and
significance. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

ST. MARY'S ABBEY, YORK (10 S. ix. 388).
Conventual churches as well as cathedrals-

enjoyed the " maintenance "
of a prebend.

A prebend originally was apparently the
allowance of food, raiment, or money to a.

monk or cleric, the word prcebenda itself

being thought to be derived from the daily
rations issued to soldiers. Charles the Great

complains that certain of the clergy neglected
their parishes in order to hold a prebend in
the monastery of Monte Falco. See the
Rev. Phipps Onslow in Smith's

'

Diet.
Christ. Antiq.,' s.v.

'
Praebenda.'

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

SNUFF-MILL ESTATE, HOMERTON (10 S. ix.

50). In a map of Hackney published by
Caleb Turner, Church Street, 1847, I can
find no mention of a Snuff Mill, but there
are two Silk Mills, one on either side of
Wick Lane, Homerton. A. M.

'THE EXTRAORDINARY ASCENT OF THE
ENCHANTED MOUNTAIN' (10 S. ix. 190).
It is said that the object of the ascent was
to reach the cave of the magician Pan-
danaba. I suppose that this is the same
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,s Padmanaba, a Brahmin mentioned in
the 'Turkish Tales,' who by means of a
cabbalistic talisman entered an enchanted
subterranean palace, and rifled it of treasure.
The author of the book probably had read
the

'

Turkish Tales,' but had not remembered
correctly the name of the magician.

E. YARDLEY.

"DAME SO-AND-SO THE RUSH-STREWER "

(10 S. ix. 150, 436). When I lived in Hull
some twenty years ago the Brethren of

Trinity House still used to meet in a room
the floor of which was strewn with rushes.

L. L. K.

See 8 S. ii 141, 237 ; v. 146 ; 10 S. iv.

87, 216, 278 ; also Brand's '

Antiquities,'
and Hone's

'

Year-Book,'
'

Table Book,'
nd '

Every-Day Book,' vol. i.

An article on ' Grasmere Rushbearing
'

appeared in The Church Times of 9 Aug.,
1907. JOHN T. PAGE.

HOLBEIN SUBJECTS (10 S. ix. 449).

Frances, wife of Henry (Grey), third Mar-

quess of Dorset, was Marchioness of Dorset
from the date of her marriage (about 1537)
to October, 1551, when her husband was
created Duke of Suffolk. She is presumably
the lady painted by Holbein, who died sud-

-denly in 1542. Margaret, widow of the
second Marquess, was, however, alive in

November, 1532, and may possibly be
that person. She was born about 1490 or

earlier, and was married before 1510.

G. E. C.

CLERGY IN WIGS (10 S. viii. 149, 214).
In the interesting volume recently published,
* Leaves from the Notebooks of Lady
Dorothy Nevill,' p. 268, I read :

" The higher clergy did not abandon their wigs
till a somewhat later date. As recently as 1818

Bishop Monk wore a wig whilst officiating at an
ordination at St. Margaret's, Westminster. Arch-
bishop Sumner, however, is said to have been the

very last ecclesiastic to discard this head covering,
which Bishops Bagot and Blomfield had been the
first to lay aside."

I recollect hearing that Archbishop
'Sumner wore a wig when he preached at

13t. Mary's, Newington, shortly after his

translation from Chester in 1848. J. T.
Beckenham.

HAMILTON FAMILY (10 S. viii. 450).
I presume that Col. Basil Hamilton is

identical with a Keeper of Perth Castle

circa 1750. Some old notes in my possession
'describe him as being descended from the

Dukes of Hamilton ; but I have not traced

the descent at present, and shall be very
glad if any of your readers can help me.

G. A. MORGAN.

PBIOB JOHN AT BBIGHTON IN 1514 (10 S.

ix. 387, 477). Prior John was Pregent
de Bidoux, Knight of Rhodes, Admiral du
Levant in the service of France, who was
called round to the West in 1512. The
name underwent many curious changes :

in Latin it appears as Perijoannes or Petrus
Johannes, and in Italian as Pregianni.
The best available account of him will

be found in the late Alfred Spoilt' s
' War

with France, 1512-1513,' issued by the

Navy Records Society.
J. KNOX LATJGHTON.

VICTOBIAN COIN (10 S. ix. 209). The
1849 florin (not half-crown) is well known
(almost a rarity now) for its omission of
the usual F.D. by the Deputy-Master of
the Mint, who happened to be then a Roman
Catholic. It is to this coin that, perhaps,
MB. J. BADELEY refers, although what is

meant by
"
Fide Dei "

I do not understand.
F. K.

MlTCHEL & FlNLAY, BANKERS (10 S. i.

310, 374). I have not found out any further

particulars relating to this firm, except
that Robert Finlay was still living in London
in 1741, and is then described as a merchant.

CHARLES S. KING, Bt.
St. Leonards-on-Sea.

JOHN KEBLE'S DEATH (10 S. ix. 386).
I am glad that the memorial tablet exists,
but wish the inscription began with " From
this house," instead of

" In this house."
ST. SWITHIN.

TALE OF DROP OF WATER (10 S. ix. 448).

Possibly this refers to a book published
in 1859, by John Cargill Brough, called
' The Fairy Tales of Science,' and divided
into twenty sections. The fifteenth

pp. 215-29 is entitled 'The Invisible

World,' and deals with the revelations of
the microscope, though not confined to a

drop of water. AYEAHR.

[Reply by MB. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL next week.1

HORNE TOOKE (10 S. viii. 509). John
Home Tooke was buried at Baling on 30
March, 1812, by the vicar of that parish
(' Memoirs of J. H. Tooke,' by A. Stephens,
ii. 450). He had built a vault in his kitchen

garden in 1810, but his executors would
not use it. There is no reference to the one
at Bunhill Row. V. L. OLIVER.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, to.

Old Time* and Friend*. By the Rev. E. L. H.
Tew. (Winchester, Warren & Son ; London,
Simpkin & Marshall.)

MB. TEW'S modest little volume should not be over-

looked, for it fully justifies the expectations raised

by its pleasant title. Brought up at Patching
Rectory in Sussex, educated at St. Paul's School

and Magdalen Hall, Oxford, and ordained in 1868,

he looks back on a long career in the Church, and
he has much of interest to tell concerning the

oddities, no less than the trials, difficulties, and
successes, of the country parsons of a bygone age.
Kindliness has led, perhaps, to a somewhat rose-

coloured view of the writer's friends and asso-

ciates ; but this is, if a fault at all, a fault on the

right side, and we congratulate Mr. Tew on a
career full of hope and encouragement for others.

His pages are informed by a strong sense of

humanity and humour ; and where he has decided

opinions, he speaks out with a candour which is

refreshing. He has, too, the delight in scholarship
which used to flourish we should rather say" blush unseen "

in many a country rectory, and
which now is a pleasant surprise. He and his
father have both contributed to our own columns,
and early in his book he refers to John Addis, a
pupil of his father who used to write to us on
English philology.
Many are the quaint things that Mr. Tew tells us

of his early life. He knew a small boy who, "not
content with continually drawing and talking about
churches,"

"
set up one in a disused lime-kiln that

stood in a sequestered chalk-pit on the Downs.
There he would sing portions of the service, robed
in a surplice which he had persuaded his old nurse
to make him. But the part he most affected was
the Burial Office. He used to get a dead mouse, or
bird, or perhaps a doll, put it into a box, write an
elaborate inscription on the lid, and solemnly
commit the remains to a grave, previously pre-
pared, saying over it the whole of the Funeral
Sen-ice.

" Our author was made to act as clerk, and
notices that the youthful ecclesiastic had a varied
experience as a real i>arson afterwards.
At Oxford the young Tew went to his father's

college, and makes the interesting remark new to
us that Delane of The Times, one of his father's
college contemporaries, "even in those early dayshad begun to turn his talent for writing to advan-
tage, and, being a hunting man, was wont to defray
l>art of his stable expenses by his pen."
The transference of Magdalen Hall to Hertford

College is the subject of some interesting notes.
Mr. Tew was for many years vicar of Hornsea

with .Long Riston, and has much to tell both of the
history and manners of that Yorkshire district.
Lyen an alms bag was supposed to savour of
iituahsm. Two half-witted women went both to
church and chapel, and hated a strange parson. If
one

happened to be officiating, "Sukey" or
isanny

"
strode up to the desk, exclaiming in a

ud voice, 'What's thoo a-deein heer, thoo ooghly

_N\ e find two or three stories about Archbishop
homson, and Hymers, a Cambridge mathematicianwho succeeded to a living at the age of forty-eight

and felt his inability for the work. His name is

preserved by his establishment of a public school
at Hull. Though he was an active magistrate for

years, he made his own will, and rendered it

invalid by putting an "and" instead of an "or" !

But his relatives carried out his intentions, and the

Corporation of Hull finally did better than it would
have done under the restrictions of Hymers's will.

A chapter entitled
'

Nugse Quaedam
'

affords enter-

tainment, though it is hardly up to the level of the
best stories now gathered and repeated by inde-

fatigable journalists. A friend of the author's was
once asked to baptize a child as " Scraats

" and was
naturally nonplussed. He asked several questions,
and at last elicited the explanation,

"
Why, sir,

you know, that 'ere wise man, Scraats." The fame
of Plato's hero had penetrated into the country.
A rector, whose church was decorated in his
absence at Christmas,

" stood aghast on entering
"

it, for on the chancel arch were the words, "We
wish you a merry Christmas." Here the parishioners
have our sympathy, and in their place we should
have referred the ecclesiastic to some of St. Paul's

injunctions concerning "rejoicing." The parson
should be, in our humble opinion,

A creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food.

It is a sense of humanity, as we have hinted, a
combination of

" sweetness and light," which com-
mends the author's work to us.

Martindale Registers and Notes. By ^Henry
Brierley. (Wigan, Strowger & Son.)

IN the rush of books calling for attention we have
had to delay our reviews of some volumes, but we
must not fail to notice this book of records, of which
a few copies have been printed for subscribers. We
find first three pictures of Martindale Chapel
inside and outside and the front. Then follow the

register transcripts from 1633, entries relating to
the clergy, and admirable Indexes of Christian
Names and Surnames, Place-Names, and Trades,
Professions, &c., which make the contents of the
volunre easily accessibly. It is a model specimen of
the kind of work which is wanted all over England.

' Notes on Martindale Church and Parish,' which
occupy Part II. of the book, show considerable
research in the history of the little Westmorland
parish. A Report on the Tithes in 1838 includes
the following demands :

"
Bees, twopence for every

swarm"; "Communicants, one penny halfpenny
for every person above fourteen

"
; and

" For every
person dying worth over 40/., a mortuary of ten
shillings.'' The details as to the Deer Forest,
Ullswater fisheries, and the place-names of the
district are of great interest. Mr. Brierley notes
that some of these last show affinities with Danish
and Icelandic forms.

Sidney
1
* Apologia, for Poetrie. Edited by J. Churton.

Collins. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

THIS is an excellent little edition ,Kwith a life of

Sidney, an introduction to his treatise, and con-
cise but adequate notes on matters in the text. The
'Apology,' in spite of much that has gone into the
limbo of forgotten things, may still be read with
pleasure, for it is, like its author, a true flower of
the Renaissance. Sidney had all the high thought
and enthusiasm which distinguished that period,
and which would seem as strange to the average
practitioner in letters nowadays as would a study
of Aristotle's '

Poetics.' But Sidnev holds abundant
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good sense, and even information, for many of us

to-day, and we have gone once again with Prof.

Collins's guidance through
"
this incke-wastiug toy

of mine," as Sidney calls it.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. JUNE.

WE have never previously received so many
Catalogues, even in the busy month of June, as we
have done this year. We hope this is a sign that
the old-book trade is flourishing.

An interesting list of Anglo-Judaica is issued by
the Bibliophile Press. The opening portion is

devoted to second-hand books, and the latter part
to new ones. The Catalogue of the collection of

pictures belonging to the late Rpdolphe Kann,
Paris, 1907, is 87. 8s. Under Music is a handsomely
bound copy of

' Schir Zion : Gottesdienstliche

Gesange der Israeliten,' herausgegeben von S.

Sulzer, 37. 3s. A unique collection of Jewish articles,

newspaper cuttings, portraits, illustrations, 1722 to

1886, is 21. 2s. There are also a number of Jewish

pamphlets. The list is illustrated with portraits of

the late Rev. B. Spiers, the Rev. M. Hast, the Rev.
Simeon Singer, and The Montefiore Mausoleum,
Ramsgate.
Mr. L. C. Braun's Catalogue 55 contains the first

edition of the ' Bon Gaultier Ballads,' 21. 10s. There
are works under Costume. Under Cruikshank is
' The Youth s Miscellany,' 3 vols., 1823, 37. A copy
of Dodoens's 'Herbal, 1595, is also 37. Poetry
includes first editions of Browning's

' The Ring and
the Book, '21. 2s., and 'Bordello,' 3?. 10s. ; Landor's
' Pericles and Aspasia,' 2 vols., 1836, 21. 2s. ; and
Ossian, 3 vols., 1807, 17. 5s. There are lists under

Napoleon, and French and German Literature.

Mr. James G. Commin sends from Exeter his

Catalogue 243, containing under America Acker-
mann's ' Views of Quebec,' 1833, after drawings by
Lieut. -Col. Cockburn, 267. 5s.; and the six coloured

engravings of the Niagara Falls by the same artist,

also 267. 5s. Under Coronation of Victoria is

Fores's representation 9f the State Procession, a

folding coloured view sixty feet in length, 47. 4s.

Under Dickens is
'

Sergeant Bell and his Raree
Show,' woodcuts by Cruikshank and others, uncut,
Thomas Tegg, 1839, 10s., a note in the Catalogue

stating that "part of the letterpress of this little

book is attributed to Charles Dickens, on the

authority of the publisher's son, Mr. William Tegg."
Other items include Gillray's 'Caricatures,' 2 vols,

atlas folio, together with an illustrative descrip-

tion, 2 vols., royal 8vo, M'Lean, 1830, 11. 10s.; and
'The Keepsake,' edited by F. M. Reynolds, the

Countess of Blessington, and others, 1831 to 1857

(except 1850 and 1851). 25 vols., 67. 10s. Military
works include Simpson's

' War in the East,' 2 vols.

folio, and one 4to, 1855, 47. 4s. (published at 201.).

Mr. Francis Edwards's Special Clearance Cata-

logue 297 contains books on all subjects. Africa

includes Livingstone's
'

Travels,' 4 vols., 17. 2s. ;

and Stanley's
' In Darkest Africa,' 2 vols., 7*. 6rf.,

and ' The Congo,' 2 vols., 8s. 6d. America includes

Hinton's 'History,' 2 vols., 1834, 10s. 6d.; and
Bartlett's

'

Scenery,' 120 steel plates, 2 vols., half-

morocco, 1840, 12s. Under Bookbindings is

Fletcher's 'English and Foreign Bookbindings,'
4/. 10s. ; and under Book-plates the Journal of the

Ex-Libris Society, 16 vols., half-calf, 67. 10s. Other
works include Burke's ' Colonial Gentry,' 12s. 6d. ;

Winkles's 'Cathedrals,' Vols. I. and II., large-

paper, India proofs of the 120 plates, 2 vols., half-

morocco, 1836, 10s. ; Britton's ' Norwich and
Salisbury,' 1814, 12s. 6d. ; The Sacred Books of the
East,' 49 vols., 197. ; a set of Scott, 100 vols., half-

calf, 107. 10s. ; Herbert Spencer, 12 vols., 47. 10s. ;

the 1905-7 reprint of Purchas, 20 vols., 87. ; and
H. H. Bancroft's Works, 39 vols., 1882, 167. There
are lists under Swinburne, Court Memoirs, French
Drama, London, Shakespeare, Folk - lore, &c.
Under Punch is a set of the original issue, in

publishers' cloth, 1841-1906, 201. ; and under
Edwards is a complete set of his three series of
' Old Inns,' 135 etchings on Japan paper, 37. 10s.

Mr. H. G. Gadiiey, of Oxford, has in his Cata-
logue XIX. under Art and Architecture Parker's

'Glossary,' 21. 10s.; and Holman Hunt's 'Pre-

Raphaelitism,' 2 vols., II. 4s. Under Biography are
'The Paston Letters,' 6 vols., 1904, 21. 2s.; and
'Tennyson,' 2 vols., 1897, 12s. English Literature-
includes Spenser, 1679, 21. 10s. ; Walter PaterV
' An Imaginary Portrait,' small 4to, 1894, clean a*
new, 51. 5s. ; and Fielding, 11 vols., 1902. 31. 3s.

There is a good list under Topography. We find'

among Oxford books Ingram's 'Memorials,' large-

paper, uncut, 3 vols., 4to, 1837, 21. 10s.

Messrs. Lamley & Co. have in their Catalogue 36'

Catlin's
' North American Indians,' 21. 2s. There-

are works under Angling and Natural History.

Catalogue IV. of Messrs. Parker & Son, of Oxford,
is a miscellaneous list, but includes a collection of
works relating to Egypt. Among works from the-

Daniel Press is Keats s
'

Odes, Sonnets, and Lyrics,
r

II. 2s. (only 250 printed). A copy of ' The English
Dialect Dictionary,' hand - made - paper edition,

wrappers as issued, is 127. Gardiner's 'Prince

Charles,' first edition, 37. 3s. ; also his
' Fall of the-

Monarchy of Charles I.,' 21. 5s. ; and Crisp and'
Howard's 'Visitations of England and Wales,'
14 vols., 1893-1904, 167. Oxford items include 'Black
Gowns and Red Coats ; or, Oxford in 1834,' a satire-

addressed to the Duke of Wellington, 8vo, boards,.
5s.

Messrs. James Rimell <fc Son's Catalogue 211 is

devoted to Books on Art. There are nearly twelve
hundred entries. We note Diirer's

' Life of the
Virgin,' 14 of the engravings (should be 20), 237.

Under French Lithographs will be found ' Un An
de la Vie d'une jeune Fille,' also ' Life and Adven-
tures of a Young Man,' with plates of social life,

&c., 118 in all, 1824, &c., 187. 18s. Chippendale's
' Cabinet-Maker's Director,' 1753, very scarce, is

207. ;

' The Hermitage, or Imperial Gallery at
St. Petersburg,' 84 plates, imperial folio, 157. 15s.;
' Muse'e Francais,' 4 vols., atlas folio, 67.; Maeklin's
' Illustrations to the Poets,' parts i. and ii. only,
imperial oblong folio, original wrappers, 1788-90,
187: 18s.; Walpole's 'Anecdotes,' 5 vols., 1826-7,77.?
first edition of Britton's 'Architectural Antiqui-
ties,' 5 vols., 4to, large paper, morocco, 1807-26, 67.?
and Ruskin's ' Architecture of Venice,' 3 parts,
royal folio, original wrappers, Smith & Elder, 1851,

47. 5s. Costxime includes Heath's '
British Cavalry,'

657.; and 'British Army,' 237. Most of the art

galleries are represented.

Mr. C. J. Sawyer's Catalogue 7 contains Eggle-
ston's

' American Immortals, 29 portraits, bound in

vellum (only 150 printed), 1901, 20s. ; andGoldsmid's
"
Reprints/' 141 vols., Edinburgh, 1884-7,. 227. Art

works include 'The Dillon Collection,' 3 fine
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moroccofolioguard-book8,1857,aut;pgraphsignature,
7Ll5 ' and 'Liber Veritatis,' a collection of

Tirints after Claude Lorrain, original edition,

Bovdell, 1777. 57. 7*. 6d There are important

items under Ruskin ; and under Dress are the

original pattern books of Madame Devy, forming a

record of English and continental dress during the

reign of the crinoline, 251 original water-colour

drawings, 6 vols., 4to, 72. 10s.

Mr Albert Sutton, of Manchester, has in his

List 160, Oliver's
' Island of Antigua,' Vol. L, folio,

1894 12. 10*. (in it are pedigrees of many families) ;

nSbof Tkt Antimutry, 1880-1906, 42 vols., 42. ;

Balzac, 20 vols., Paris, 1874, 52. 5-*.; Chetham

Society's Publications, 1840-1906, 168 vols 242. ; a

set of Eraser, complete, 242. ; Vols. XIII. to XXXVI.
-of the Harleian Society, 1878-93, 122. ; and

'

Merry
Songs and Ballads prior to 1800,' edited by Farmer,
1897 22. 10s. There is an extra-illustrated copy of

Dowden's 'Life of Shelley,' 72. 10*. Numerous
books will be found under Lancashire.

Mr James Thin sends from Edinburgh his Cata-

logue 160, containing the
'

Report of the Voyage of

the Challenger. 1872-6,' 50 vols., 4to, 1881-91, 502. ;

Dodsley's 'Old English Plays,' 15 vols., 1874-6, 82. 10s. :

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, 1819-52, 152. ; and
-a fine set in 26 vols. of the Froissart Chronicles,

1808-10, 57. 5s. Under Bibliography are Aldis's

List of Books printed in Scotland before 1700,'

14*. ; and Payne Collier's
' Rarest Books,' 2 vols.,

1865, 22. 2s. Under Burns is the
" Cork "

edition,

32. 3s. ; also the first Edinburgh edition, 1787, 22. 5s.

The first edition of Miss Ferrier's
' The Inheritance,'

3 vola., 1824, is 12. Is. Under Heraldry we find

'Manuscripts emblazoned by Sir David Lindsay,'
1878, 42. 4s. ; Nisbet's 'System,' 2 vols., folio, 1804,
81. 10s. ; and Stodart's 'Scottish Arms,' 2 vols., folio,

1881, 42. 15s. Under Charles Lamb is a large-paper

copy of Macdonald's edition, 12 vols., 1903, 52. 10s-. A
portion of the Catalogue is devoted to Scottish

History.

Mr. James Tregaskis's Catalogue 650 is devoted
to Satirical Prints illustrative of the Art of Carica-
ture in England from James I. to Victoria. The
number of items exceeds a thousand, and there is

an index of artists and subjects a most interesting
Catalogue.

Messrs. Henry Young^& Sons, of Liverpool, have
in their Catalogue CCCXCII. Clarendon's 'Re-
bellion,' with continuation, 11 vols., full crimson
morocco, large paper, 1826-7, 122. 12s.; Elyot's

' The
Castel of Helth/ black-letter, small 4to, 1541, is

52. 15s. 6d. This is one of the earliest books on
health written in English. It gave offence to the
doctors, who resented what they considered to be
amateur interference with their profession, and
endeavoured to cast discredit upon the book by
pointing out that it was written in English instead
of the professional Latin. A Flemish Book of

Hours, written on 472 pages of pure vellum, painted
miniatures (circa 1450), 252. A coloured copy of
Roberta's

'

Egypt and the Holy Land,' 6 vols., red
morocco, 1842-9, is 302.;

' Turner Gallery,' original
issue, 212.; and Bury^

'

Liverpool and Manchester
Railway.' 13 plates, original issue, 1831, 152. 15s.
In the Catalogue is an illustration of Parkside
Station, where Huskisson was killed. Rogers's
'Italy' with Turner's plates, containing autograph
letters, morocco from specially selected Cape goat-
skins, 1830-34, is 132. 13s. A copy of the first

edition of Campbell's
' Poetical Works,' ;

morocco, Moxon, 1837, is 6V. 6s. It contains an
autograph letter from Campbell to Prof. Napier :

"
I know that in spite of all my bloody attack on

the Edinb. Review in the affair of Flaxnmn you are
still my friend Could you introduce my young
friend to Sir Walter Scott? I don't sufficiently
understand Sir Walter's movements to venture a
letter to him. Yours very truly, T. Campbell.'
There are also some old mezzotints.

JOHN SALKELD. One of the oldest of Londo:
second-hand booksellers, Mr. John Salkeld, of

Clapham Road, has just passed away at the age 01

81 years, having been born in 1826. He was a
native of Newcastle, and remembered T. Bewick,
and (as he told me) used to search the waste-paper
box that stood outside Bewick's shop for the scraps
of woodcut proofs which were to be found there

quite ignorant of their value. As a bookseller h
was acquainted with many well-known men. Lo:

Macaulay was a frequent visitor to his shop, in

search of political pamphlets ; and among his cus-

tomers may be mentioned Joseph Knight, the late

editor of 'N. <fe Q.' (who once forestalled me in

purchase from one of Salkeld's catalogues by a Sun
day telegram), Mr. Solly, and Col. F. Grant. Thorn
Carlyle was also a visitor, and found at Salkeld's

(I am told) the '

Scots Musical Museum '

containing
entries by Burns, which he sold for 110 guineas, and
which subsequently made 1,0002.
Mr. Salkeld was apprenticed to a bookseller at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne at twelve years of age, and
for some time, after completing his pupilage,
tramped from fair to fair with a pack of oooks.
His first shop was at Bristol, and thence he moved
to a shop in Featherstone Buildings, Holborn. From
there he went to Orange Street, Red Lion Square,
and afterwards to 306, Clapham Road.
In his younger days he was closely connected

with the Chartist movement, and (his son tells me)
was on the platform with the leaders at Kennington
Common. I think that, throughout his life, he had
a predilection, as a bookseller, to the Radical side.

It is my impression that many of the books of
Francis Place and Joseph Parkes passed through
his hands : some of the original editions of Bentham
which belonged to the latter are now on my shelves,
with several hundred other volumes which had
been in his catalogues. It is now nearly fifty years
since I first made nis acquaintance in Featherstone
Buildings. J. F. ROTTON.
Godalming.

to

We mvM call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

A. L. BEXNETT. Forwarded.
V. BOASE ("Jew King"). Anticipated ante, p. 472.

E. I. D. and R. E. FRVXCILLON ("Nursery Rime ').

Anticipated ante, p. 478.
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BOOKSELLERS' ADVERTISEMENTS (JUNE).

BOOKS.

WILLIAM BROUGH & SONS,
Booksellers and Exporters,

Are prepared to give Highest Cash Prices for Libraries
of any description and of any magnitude. Gentlemen,
Executors and others, should communicate with WILLIAM
BROUGH & SONS, who are at all times prepared to give
Full Cash Value for Books in all Branches of Literature.
Vendors will find this method of disposing of their Pro-

perties to be much more advantageous than Auction, while
the worry, delay, and expense inseparable to Auction Sale
will be entirely obviated.

CATALOGUES GRATIS.

313, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.
Established 1845. Telegrams

"
Bibliopole, Birmingham."

BOOKS, BOOKS, NEW AND OLD.

AT

SMITH'S,
41-2-3, North Street,

BRIGHTON,
May be seen the largest Collection of Books on Sale in the
South of England, numbering about 200,000. The various
branches of Literature are represented, and reasonable

prices charged.
CATALOGUES SENT ON APPLICATION.

LISTS OF BOOKS WANTED SOLICITED.

BOOKS NOT IN STOCK SOUGHT FOR.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(late of Soho Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free.

EXPORTER. IMPORTER.

LIBRARIES AND SMALLER LOTS OF BOOKS
BOUGHT FOR CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

L. C. BRAUN,
17, Denmark Street, Charing Gross Road

(near Oxford Street), London, W.C.

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN
SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

FRENCH AND GERMAN BOOKS.
PORTRAITS and VIEWS for EXTRA-ILLUSTRATING.
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P. M. BARNARD, M.A.
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SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLER,
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CATALOGUE 20. Incunabula, Bibliography.

21. English Literature.

T. M. BARNARD undertakes the formation of
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CHAS. J. SAWYER, LTD.,
23, 29-31, NEW OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.C.,
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Famous Plain and Literal Translation, with Introduction, Explana-
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Terminal Essay on the History of the Nights. A Complete Set, in-
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page] of the excessively scarce Original Edition, as privately issued
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volume of numerous fine Etchings by Letchford, Lalauze, and other

Artists, 17 vols, roy. 8vo, a Handsome Copy, in cloth, 9 9s.
(Published to Subscribers only at 17 .178.)

Send for lait Catalogttes, gratis and pott free.

W. M. VOYNICH,
<68, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.
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CATALOGUES FREE.
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Thousands of the Best Books
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in the World.
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LIBRARY DEPARTMENT,

186, Strand, London, W.C.
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A SELECT LIST OF

BOOKS ON GARDENING
TO BE OBTAINED AT THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE' OFFICE from H. Q. COVE, Publisher.

Prices Quoted are in all cases Post Free.

ALPINE FLORA : for Tourists and
Amateur Botanists. By Dr. JULIUS HOFF-
MAN. Translated by E. S. BARTON (Mrs. A.

GEPP). With 40 Plates, containing 250

Coloured Figures from Water-Colonr Sketches

by HERMANN FRIE8E. 8vo, 7*. lOd.

ALPINE FLOWERS FOR GAR-
DENS. By W.ROBINSON. Revised Edition.

With Illustrations. 8vo, 10*. lid.

BAMBOO GARDEN, THE. By
LORD REDESDALE. Illustrated byALFRED
PARSONS. 8vo, 10*. lOd.

BOTANY, A TEXT - BOOK OF.
By Dr. E. 8TBA8BURGER. Translated by
H. C. PORTER, Ph.D. Revised. Fifth Edition.

686 Illustrations. 18*. 5d.

BOTANY, A YEAR'S. Adapted to

Home and School Use. By FRANCES A.

KITCHENER. With 195 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5*. 3d.

BOTANY, THE TREASURY OF.
Edited by J. LINDLEY, M.D. F.R.S., and T.

MOORE, F.L.8. With 20 Steel Plates and
numerous Woodcuts. Two Parts. Fcap. 8vo,
12*. 5d.

CACTUS CULTURE FOR
AMATEURS : being Descriptions of the various

Cactuses grown in this Country. By W.
WATSON, Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Eew. New Edition. Profusely
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, 5*. id.

ENGLISH FLOWER GARDEN,
THE. An Illustrated Dictionary of all the
Plants Used, and Directions for their Culture
and Arrangement. By W. ROBINSON. With
numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo, 15*. 6d.

Also 2 vols. half-morocco, 24*. Id. ; 1 vol. half-

morocco, 21*. Id.

FLORA, BRITISH, HANDBOOK OF
THE. By GEO. BBNTHAM. Revised by
Sir JOSEPH HOOKER. Seventh Edition.
9*. id.

FLORA, BRITISH, ILLUSTRA-
TIONS OF THE. By W. H. FITCH and
W. G. SMITH. 1,315 Wood Engravings.
Revised and Enlarged. 9*. 3d.

FORCING BOOK, THE. By Prof.
L. H. BAILEY. Globe 8vo, 4*. id.

FORESTRY, A MANUAL OF.
WM. 8CHLICH, Ph.D. C.I.E.

Vol. I. THE UTILITY OF FORESTS, AND
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
SYLVICULTURE. Demy 8vo, cloth,
6*. 3d.

II. THE FORMATION AND TENDING
OF WOODS; or, Practical Sylvi-
culture. Illustrated, It. id.

III. FOREST MANAGEMENT. Illustrated,

8*. 4d.

IV. FOREST PROTECTION. By W. Rl

FISHER, B.A. With 259 Illustra-

tions. 9*. id.

V. FOREST UTILIZATION. By W. B.

FISHER, B.A. With 343 Illustra-

tions. 12*. id.

FORESTRY, ENGLISH ESTATE.
By A. C. FORBES. Copiously illustrated.

38 pages. 12*. lOd.

FORESTRY, WEBSTER'S
PRACTICAL. Fourth and Enlarged Edition.

Demy 8vo, illustrated, cloth gilt, 5*. 4d.

FRUIT GARDEN, THE. By George
BUNYARD and OWKN THOMAS. 8vo,

buckram, 21*. 6d.

FRUIT GROWING, THE
PRINCIPLES OF. By Prof. L. H. BAILEY.
Globe 8vo, St. id.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS. By Josh
BRACE, Twenty-two Years Foreman for

Thos. Rivers & Son. Illustrated. Large crown

8vo, post free, 5*. 3d.

Complete 16-page Catalogue sent post free on application to

H. G. COVE, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

PubUihed Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bread's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C. ; and Printed b?
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V. Yearly Subscription, -Ms. 6d. post frte,

NOW READY.
Another Instalment of Sir Walter Besant's " Magnum Opus,"

'The Survey of London.'

In 1 vol. demy 4t> cloth, gilt top. Containing 138 Illustrations.

Price 3Os. net.

PUBLISHER Sf NOTE.
HTHIS is the sixth volume of Sir Walter Besant's monumental work on London, and carries us

back to the very earliest days, when over the marsh on which London was to stand

myriads of wild-fowl hovered, and strange creatures roamed at large. The further back we get,

the more difficult it is to reconstruct the past : of prehistoric days we have little on which to

build, but of Roman London there are ample remains, remains which have enabled Sir Walter to

bring up again for us in a series of vivid word pictures the Roman city by the river, a city full of

many of the conveniences we are apt to consider peculiar to ourselves, and full of an elegance and

luxury strange indeed to imagine. Of the retrogression, when
"
Augusta," as the Romans called

the city, lay deserted, and of its gradual uprising from its ashes, we have a fine sketch, and are

carried on without loss of interest through the time of the Saxons and Danes to the London of

the Normans, of which we still have evidence in the massive Tower. The book never fails in

interest ; it is as full of fascination as any romance, and it is founded on solid fact. With this

book the publishers present to the world the completion of an unbroken history of this our

city from its earliest beginnings to the end of the eighteenth century, and no Londoner should

fail to follow the record right through, so as to learn how gradually our civic liberties were

evolved, with what fights our forefathers won our rights. The greatness of London is evident

in every chapter of this wonderful work she is history incarnate ; and he who lives senselessly

and unheeding among her streets, who walks her pavements all unconscious of her past, is losing

a great heritage, the knowledge of which is here offered to him.

Published by A. & C. BLACK, Soho Square, London, W.
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jyTEXBOROUGH
_JTt .. nn *_ awtypwi

SECONDARY SCHOOL,
YORKSHIRE.

~rivrrn In SEPTEMBER, a MISTRESS to teach History,

En,H.h n.i French Needlework. Drawing, and Game, derirable.

8t
WANTED

ri

in
at
8EPTEMBER. . MASTER to teach Mathematics

.nil French. Drawing. Music, and Game, desirable. Salary to

C
H5 tor'eithe'r port by JULY 4 to JOHN HATTERSLEY. Esq..

HoMtTtrart. Mexborough.

ESSEX
FAMILIES. Those interested should

communicate with Mr. WM. GILBERT^ 8^ Prospect Road,

Wilthamrtow who has MS. Calendars of Wills, Marriages, *c, Essex

RtgiHert searched. Out-of-pocket expenses only charged.

pp.OPERATIVE
PEDIGREE WORK,

Mr PERCEVAL LUCAS during the coming months is reading

PARISH REGISTERS in EASf SUSSEX and WILLS in the

KWK3 REGISTRY, and is consequently enabled to UNDER-
TAKE COMMISSIONS at those sources at a minimum of out-of-

pocket expenditure. 188, Marylebone Road. London. N.W.

Cenealogical

Researches

ENGLAND and
WALES.

SCOTLAND,
IRELAND,
FRANCE.
BELGIUM.
SPAIN.
PORTUGAL,
ITALY.
SWITZERLAND,
GERMANY.
AUSTRIA.
HOLLAND.
I>F.XMARK,
NORWAY.
SWEDEN.
RUSSIA, ic.

PEDIGREES. MR. LEO CULLETON
(Member of English and Foreign Anti-

quarian Societies) makes researches among
all classes of Public Records, and furnishes

Copies, Abstracts, or Translations of Docu-
ments for purposes of Family History.

Pamphlet post free.

ARMORIAL BEARINGS. Informa-
tion upon all matters connected with

Heraldry, English and Continental.

HERALDIC PAINTING AND EN-
GRAVING, with special attention to

accuracy of detail and artistic treatment.

LEO CULLBTON,
92, PICCADILLY, LONDON.

DEALERS IN PARLIAMENTARY
PRANKS. -A few PEERS' FRANKS REQUIRED by a

Collector to complete Series. List supplied. J. WOODCOTE, End
House, Epsom.

mO AUTOGRAPH COLLECTORS. LETTERS
-L of LITERARY and ARTISTIC CELEBRITIES to be DIS-
POSED OF from a Private Collection. These include Montalembert,
Bnlwer Lytton, Lamartine, Cruikshank. Wilkie Collins, Cardinals
Wiseman, Newman, and Manning. Harrison Ainsworth. "Barry Corn-
wall." and many others. Apply by letter. Box 1391, Athensum Press,
13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

BOOKS.
ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
crtr as the most upert Bookfinden extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Gnat Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

AUTHORIZED TO BE USED BY BRITISH SUBJECTS.

NOW READY.

rp
H E NATIONAL FLAG,

BIIXO

THE UNION JACK.
SUPPLEMENT TO

NOTES AND QUERIES FOR JUNE 30, 1900,

Price 4rf. ; by post tyd.

Containing an Account of the Flag,

Reprinted, June, 1908,

With Coloured Illustration according to scale.

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,
Note* and Queries Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published on

FRIDAY AFTERNOON at 2 o'clock.

"VTOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
-L> to NOTES AMJ QUERIES free by post is 10*. Id. for Ox
Months : or 20. 8d. for Twelve Months, inducing the Volume Index.
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Note and <Jutrie Office, Bream's Building*
Chancery Lane, E.C.

VOLUME V. NOW READY.

HE SCOTS PEERAGE.T Edited by Sir JAMES BALFOUR PAUL, LL.D., Lyon King-
of-Arms. It is expected that the work will be completed in eight
volumes royal (TO, of about six hundred pages each, with numerous
Full-Page Illustrations of the heraldic achievements of all the prin-
cipal families treated of in the book.
Volumes I.-V, now ready. Volume YI. in the press. Price to

Subscribers for the complete work 25. each volume net ; edition
limited to 500 sets. Single vols. 80s. net.

"
Considering the varied mass of detail, the intricacies of descent,

and the necessity for accuracy and condensation, this magnificent
undertaking, one must hold, is making gratifying progress, on which
the learned editor and his expert contributors are to be genuinely
congratulated." Glasgow Herald, June 4, 1908.

Edinburgh : DAVID DOUGLAS, 10, Castle Street.

rpHE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
J- (Th 1EADENHALL PRESS, Ltd.. Publishers and Printer*.

GO, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.)
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. 5s. per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Slie, Ss. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that the Leadenhall Press, Ltd.. cannot b

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copiea
should be retained.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the Week, Announcements of Forthcoming Books, <fec.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Gratis Advertisement in

the Books Wanted Columns.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 10s. Qd. home and

13. Qd. foreign Subscription.

Specimen copy free on application to all mentioning
' Notes and Queries.'

Price TWOPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : ST. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, Fetter Lane, London.

A THEN^UM PRESS.-JOHN EDWARD
-tV FRANCIS, Printer of the Athfnctum, ffotes and Queries *c., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK, NEWS,
und PERIODICAL PRINTING.-13. Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane. E.C.

STICKPHAST
PASTE is miles better than Gum

for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, Ac. 3d., 6d. and Is. with
strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
tor a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar Loaf Court,
Loadenh&U Street, E.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste stick*.
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JOSEPH WOODFALL EBSWORTH.

THE death of the Rev. Joseph Woodfall

Ebsworth, M.A., F.S.A., recorded in our
number for the 13th inst., will cause regret
to all readers of

' N. & Q.,' and to a wide
circle beyond. The manner of his death
-was just as he himself would have desired.

"Seated in his garden at Ashford, Kent,

;among his flowers, looking to lovely meadows

T^eyond, in the sweet quiet of a Sunday after-

noon, conversing with those of his own
household, he passed away without a sigh.

I had received from him the same morning
vhis post card, written on the Saturday, which

^always preceded the
"
proper

"
letter he

would write to me on Sunday evening. On
It he wrote : :

"
I hope that you are as happy as I am, although I

am lying 'cabin'd, cribb'd, confm'd' in bed, with all

-that I need of literary treasures heaped around me
on the counterpane I have newly received, safely
Tiacked and in prime condition, direct from the

Manager of The Times newspaper, the big folio

-vol. descriptive, with specimens, &c. of
' The

Historians' History of the World.' It even sur-

passes my best expectations. Sitting under the

sword of Damocles, as I do, and know it, I decline

to use the privilege of the week's loan of the

25 vols. All well here."

Only the previous Sunday I had received
from him a photograph of the portrait of

himself painted by Duncan when he was
with Ebsworth at the Glasgow School of

Design in 1853. Among later portraits of

him is one taken in 1873, at the special
request of the then Archbishop of Canter-

bury, for Mrs. Campbell Tait's own author-
ized collection of the Canterbury district

(Weald of Kent) clergy.
Ebsworth was in his eighty-fourth year,

having been born at Lambeth on the
2nd of September, 1824. Biographies of

his father and mother, written by him,
appear in the

'

Dictionary of National

Biography.' Both of them were dramatists,
and his father was a musician. Woodfall,
son of the printer of the Junius letters,

was his godfather. The boy was very fond
of him, and in later days would refer to

the long happy day he spent with him in

his house in Dean's Yard when he was about
the age of nine.

In 1826 his father went to live in Edin-

burgh, where he carried on the chief book-
seller's shop for periodical literature. To
this shop would come many literary friends.

Walter Scott was a frequent visitor, and
Ebsworth often mentioned with pride how
Scott would affectionately place his hands
on his head and say some kindly words.
" I have told you," wrote Ebsworth to

me in one of his letters,

"of my personal recollections of that great and good
old man. His 'Fair Maid of Perth' was my earliest

and loved romance when I was beginning my fifth

year. What a world of books I have traversed
and laid to heart rememberingly since then. Few
have loved them so well. For some six years I

spent a portion ofmy dinner money in buying books
at dear old Cadell's shop in St. Andrew's Square.
Among these was the Abbotsford '

Waverley,' and
knowing my love for good impressions of engrav-
ings, he [Cadell] would generously allow copies to

be spread on the broad counter for me to choose
from."

In 1838 Ebsworth became a student at

the Edinburgh School of Arts. After two

years he was transferred to
" my loved

teacher and helper
"

Sir William Allan, the
President of the Royal Scottish Academy,
who invited him to come to him for the

human figure. Afterwards he had for his

instructor David Scott, to whom Ebsworth
made reference in a note in

' N. & Q.' so

recently as last year (10 S. vii. 186), whom
he " never ceased to revere," and to whom
in his

'

Karl's Legacy
' he dedicated several

poems.
In 1849 Ebsworth had his first exhibit

at the Scottish Academy. This consisted
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of four large water-colour views of Edin-

burgh, made from the top of the Scott

Monument ; and in the following year he

exhibited, on the line, a picture illustrating

Tennyson's
'

Locksley Hall
'

:

" Like a

dog, he hunts in dreams Then a hand

shall pass before Thee." Ebsworth told

me that Prof. John Wilson ("Kit North,"

his father's friend), "looking like a lion

with his hat on," laughed at the cata-

logue title of "Memory recalling from the

Heraclea of departed hopes the spectre
of the deserted lover." He pretended to

be unable to understand the meaning, and

laughed, but added :

"
After all, it 's a

damned good picture."
It was on the 1st of November, 1879,

that The Athenaeum announced that Ebs-
worth had succeeded William Chappell as

editor of
' The Roxburghe Ballads,' and

by the end of 1880 he had completed the

group of Amanda Ballads.
" For twenty-

five years," he wrote to me,
"
I persisted

single-handed against wind and tide, and

brought the Barque to shore, the completed
*

Roxburghe Ballads.'
"

On the 18th of April, 1906, his wife died,
and since then his chief consolation had been
in preparing an index to the

'

Ballads,' and

reading again the books that had delighted
him in his youth. At times, when free from

pain, he would read and work constantly,
and would " marvel at the youth and energy
remaining" to him. "Work" was his

watchword. To the last his memory and
accuracy of quotation were extraordinary ;

and with all his learning there was an entire
absence of self-assertion, and in a modest
way he was ever willing to convey to others
information from his vast stores. His
affectionate nature endeared him to all who
had the privilege of his friendship.

"
I

have done my best, such as it is," he recently
wrote to me. "

Already there seems to
be arising a mist before me.

I hear a voice you cannot hear,
Which says I must not stay ;

I see a hand you cannot see,
Which beckons me away."

JOHN C. FRANCIS.

The sudden death of the Rev. J. W.
Ebsworth, recorded ante, p. 480, must have
roused feelings of the deepest regret in the
hearts of many readers of

' N. & Q.' His
knowledge of all that pertained to ballad-
lore was unique, and his reputation as an
editor and commentator of old English
ballads was worldwide. But behind his
vast store of erudition there breathed that

kindly and gentle personality which was
always ready to help and encourage any
poor literary scribe who ventured to apply
to him. Although I did not know Mr^
Ebsworth personally, I have corresponded
with him, and still retain a vivid recollec-
tion of his valued and timely help on more
than one occasion during the past twenty-
five years. Now that he has joined the

great majority, I trust it may not be con-
sidered inopportune if I ask you to print
in

' N. & Q.' the following characteristic

Impromptu" by way of epitaph. Mr.
Ebsworth forwarded it to me in 1882, as he-

said,
" not without some remembrance of

'

Gabriel John ' "
:

EPITAPHIUM VIVI ACCTORIS.

Underneath this sod or stone,
Wave or sand (to him all 's one
Now his little Life is done),
Joseph Woodfall Ebsworth lies ;

Whom, if you so choose, you'll prize,
Ere his time to wake and rise.

Yes, he lies ! though he sought Truth,
Old in years, in heart a youth ;

Loving Maggie, Maud, and Ruth :

In his breast was room for more
(Let us say, at least, a score),
With big tomes of Ballad-lore.
Others strove for power or wealth,
He prized study, calm, and health :

Slipt through life as though by stealth.

Thus, good nap ! was known by few,
Never once was seen by you,
For he was not oft

" on view."
Bards and Critics nowadays
Haunt too much the public ways ;

While the crowds, with gossip, gaze.
He made choice to lonely tread
His shy paths, with flowerets spread :

Half forgotten, 'live or dead.

J. W. EBSWORTH,
25th March, 1882.

JOHN T. PAOE.

THE NATIONAL FLAG.

IN order that the question as to the right
of British subjects to fly the Union Jack
might receive a decisive answer, I wrote to-

Lord Knollys, who courteously forwarded
my letter to the Home Office, and have
received the following reply :

The Under Secretary of State,
Home Office, Whitehall, 19th June, 1908.

SIB, With reference to your letter of the 29th
ultimo addressed to Lord Knollys, I am directed by
the Secretary of State to say that he is of opinion
that the Union Jack is to be regarded as the
National Flag and may be used generally by British
subjects on land.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
E. BLACKWELL.

I have in addition to this received intima-
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tion, confirming Lord Knollys's former letter

on the subject, that the Union Jack may be
used by all British subjects, but not, of

course, the Royal Standard, which is the

personal flag of the Sovereign.
JOHN C. FBANCIS.

RICHARDSON'S PAMELA : HER
ORIGINAL.

(Concluded from p. 363.)

WHEN we come to try to find a more
probable original for Pamela than Lady
Gainsborough or Lady Hazlerigg, there is

little or nothing to guide us. One point
alone has struck me. In 1741 appeared
a parody of

'

Pamela,' entitled
' An Apology

for the Life of Mrs. Shamela Andrews,'
which is usually attributed to Fielding,
though not with any certainty. In this

parody Richardson's hero is transformed
into

" Mr. Booby
" " a wicked expansion

"

Miss Thomson calls it and in Fielding's
'

Joseph Andrews,' published in 1742, which
was another parody of

'

Pamela/
" Mr.

Booby
"

also appears. On this subject
Mr. Austin Dobson has the following foot-

note (p. 43) :

41
It may be noted that in some later editions of

' Paniela
' an endeavour has been made to neu-

tralise this outrage by revealing
' Mr. B.' as ' Mr.

Boo<Aby.'
"

This made me wonder whether the use
of the name "

Boothby
" could have any

significance apart from its being an attempt
to take the sting out of the

"
Booby

"
of

the parody. As an endeavour to
"
neutralise

the outrage
"

it certainly seems feeble.

Mr. Dobson, though quite sure of the
"
Boothby

"
alteration, tells me that he

cannot now recall the edition in which he
observed it, as he attached no particular

importance to the point at the time ; but
he has an idea that it was in a modern
double-column edition.

At this stage of the investigation I am
tantalized by a statement of Miss Thomson's,
in a sentence I have already quoted, that
the hero's name was "

originally, for obvious

reasons, veiled under an initial." This
would imply that the name of the hero's

original was afterwards divulged. It would
be interesting to know whether Miss Thomson
is here thinking of the expansion of

" Mr. B."
to "Mr. Boothby," which, if only the work
of a modern editor, is not likely to have

any significance, unless we regard Fielding's" Mr. Booby "as an intentional com-

promise between " Mr. B." and " Mr.

Boothby," which there seems not the slightest
reason to do. The name struck me because
there was at the period a Mr. Boothby
who, to some extent, might be said to answer
to the description given by Richardson
of the original

" Mr. B." This was Thomas^
Boothby (1677-1752), of Tooley Park,
Peckleton, Leicestershire,

" one of the-

greatest sportsmen in England." He took
to himself a third wife, between 1712 and'

1716, whom Nichols, in his pedigree of the'

family (' Leicestershire,' vol. iv. p. 178),.
is able to describe only as

"
Sarah, daughter

of . . . .of Staffordshire," from which it i

permissible to infer that she was probably
of an inferior social position.* And Nichols
tells ua that she was " a very handsome
lady." As we scarcely expect such a
remark in a tabular pedigree, even of that

date, and as she had probably been dead
many years when Nichols wrote, it would,

appear that her beauty must have been
remarkable enough to warrant the descrip-
tion applied by Richardson's friend to-
" Mrs. B." as

" one of the greatest beauties
in England." Thomas Boothby would have
been described correctly as "a gentleman
of a large estate in more counties than one."
Whether his mother (Mary, daughter of
William Faunt of Foston) was alive at the
time of his third marriage, I cannot say.
Tooley Hall, as it existed in 1778, was
certainly a good-sized mansion,

"
pleasantly

situated on a rising ground," some 500 yards^
back from the road between Leicester and
Coventry. f Thomas Boothby, however, was
not exactly

" a young gentleman
"

at the
time of his third marriage he must have
been thirty-five or more.

I do not think that there is any reason
to connect Thomas Boothby with the
husband of Pamela's original, but while

reviewing the subject I thought it as well
to raise the question whether the introduc-
tion of the name of Boothby into some
later edition, or editions, of the novel had
any significance from the point of view

* Thomas Boothby married in 1697, as his first

wife, Elizabeth, eldest daughter and coheir of Sir
Charles Skrymsher, of Norbury, Staffs ; she died
in 1704. He married, as his second wife, in 1704 or
1705, Hester, daughter of Dr. Gerard Skrymsher,
of High Offley, Staffs, and "very nearly related"
(probably first cousin) to Dr. Johnson. See my
' Keades of Blackwood Hill and Dr. Johnson a

Ancestry,' p. 262.

t See description of Tooley Park from 'Public
Advertisement in the Newspapers of 1778,' re-

printed in Nichols's
'

Leicestershire,' vol.. iv. p. 875,
foot-note. In 1779 the estate was sold to John
Dod by the Boothby family.
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of identification. The evidence seems to

show that it had not ; but it would be of

Interest to know exactly at what date the
" wicked expansion

" was first introduced.

The difficulties of the inquiry are by no

roeans exhausted yet. There is another

.aspect of the question which is not touched

upon by Mrs. Barbauld, by Miss Thomson,
or by Mr. Austin Dobson. In Nichols's
4

Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth

Century
'

(vol. ii. p. 443) is given a letter

from William Bowyer, the printer, to Dr.

Percy, dated 14 June, 1764, when that

divine was about to edit The Toiler and
The Spectator, in which it is remarked :

" You may observe what elegant compositions
have been occasionally formed out of the Spectators
.since they were first published; being not only
A pattern of good writing, but affording even
materials for it. Mr. Richardson's Pamela is no
other than the story in vol. v. No. 375. And
perhaps it appears with as much advantage in its

original brevity, as in its diffused length of a
volume."

Reference to this essay shows that it

does contain substantially the groundwork
of Richardson's plot. A prosperous citizen,

reduced in circumstances through no fault

of his own, is compelled to retrench. He
:sends his eldest daughter Amanda "

in
the bloom of her youth and beauty

"

to live in the country with an old servant
of the family. The lord of the manor, who
often, while engaged in sport, calls at the
farm where Amanda lodges, falls

"
pas-

sionately in love with her
"

; but, as he
41
from a loose education had contracted

.a hearty aversion to marriage," his love
.took the form of

" a design upon Amanda's
virtue." Innocent Amanda, pleased with
his person," as well as at the thought that
an advantageous match might prove of

great benefit to her parents, is overcome
with confusion on learning the true nature
-of his intentions, and, rushing from him,
locks herself in her room. The lord of the
manor, who was " a man of great gene-
rosity," immediately dispatches a messenger
to her father with a note in which he offers
to settle 400J. a year on Amanda if she will
live with him, as well as to pay the father's
debts. The mother,

" a woman of sense
*md virtue," answers the note by writing
U> her daughter, strengthening her to resist" a proposal that insults our misfortunes,
.and would throw us to a lower degree of
misery than anything which is come upon
us," and entreating her not to make the
family's ever-increasing troubles "

insupport-
able by adding what would be worst than
All." The letter is carried back by the

messenger, who gives it to his master to
take to Amanda. Impatient to know the
success of his proposal, the master opens
the letter in secret, and, though

"
infinitely

surprised to find his offers rejected," faith-

fully carries it to Amanda, and insists on
her reading it before him.
" While she was perusing it, he fixed his eyes on

her face with the deepest attention. Her concern
gave a new softness to her beauty ; and when she
burst into tears, he could no longer refrain from
bearing a part in her sorrow, and telling her, that
he too had read the letter, and was resolved to make
reparation for having been the occasion of it."

He wrote a contrite letter to her mother,
and it was not long before
" he married Amanda, and enjoyed the double
satisfaction of having restored a worthy family to
theirformerprosperity, and of making himself happy
by an alliance to their virtues."

It can hardly be denied that here we have
a story . which approximates so closely
in its essential features to Richardson's
first novel, 'that it cannot lightly be dis-

missed as a mere coincidence. The date,

too, of the essay is significant, for it appeared
on 10 May, 1712, the year before the expiry
of Richardson's apprenticeship, and but a
few years before the discovery by his early
patron of Pamela's original, if my chronology
be correct.

At least half a dozen possible explanations
of this final difficulty occur to me : (1) that
the essay in The Spectator was written by
one independently familiar with the same
incidents as were related to Richardson

by his patron* ; (2) that the writer of the

essay derived the story direct from Richard-
son's patron ; (3) that Richardson as an
apprentice had read essay No. 375 in The
Spectator when it appeared in 1712, had
unconsciously elaborated it in his own
mind, and eventually, by a lapse of memory,
attributed it to his early patron ; (4) that
Richardson's patron stole the story from
The Spectator, and served it up steaming
hot to the young printer as a real occur-
rence ; (5) that Richardson himself stole

the story from The Spectator, and invented
the tale of its origin as told to Aaron Hill ;

and (6) that the resemblance between the
two stories is purely accidental.
As regards these explanations, I feel

strongly inclined to reject the third, the

fourth, and the fifth, as Richardson's letter

bears the stamp not only of sincerity, but
also of a retentive memory, both qualities
it were hard to deny the printer-novelist ;

* This particular essay is attributed to John
Hughes (1677-1720).
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and there is no evidence which entitles us
to condemn his early patron. And had he
founded his novel upon the essay in The
Spectator, he would have had no reason to
conceal what could hardly have been con-
demned as plagiarism, apart from that

literary vanity which would, no doubt,
induce Shakespeare, were he alive to-day,
strenuously to deny that he had even read
those earlier works from which we know
he borrowed so freely. Yet the fact must
not be burked, vouched for in Miss Thom-
son's biography (p. 162), that two epistles
in Richardson's sequel to

' Pamela ' "
are

obvious, though distant, imitations of essays
in The Spectator"

Perhaps this full presentment of the case

may induce some correspondents of 'N. & Q.,'
better qualified than myself to speak on
such matters, to throw, if possible, a little

more light upon a problem of distinct literary
interest.

'

Pamela,' whatever its attraction
for modern readers, occupies an historic

position in the history of literature.

ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands, near Liverpool.

SHAKESPEARIANA.
' VENUS AND ADONIS '

:

"
Lo, HEBE THE

GENTLE LARK" (10 S. v. 465). As there has
been no reply to my query, may I be per-
mitted to repeat it ?

" What is the meaning
here of 'gentle' ?" and may I also, in all

humility, venture to make a suggestion,
and even a criticism ? My presumption
may perhaps provoke some Shakespeare
enthusiast to give the answer desired.

My suggestion is that Shakespeare here
used the word without any intentional

meaning at all
; it is a mere grace note ap-

pealing to the ear. If there be any under-

lying idea of distinction or anything else,
then why is the word applied to the lark ?

Is he, in any sense of the term, a gentle
bird ? I have searched the four columns
on the word in the

'

N.E.D.,' and they,
with the three columns in Mrs. Cowden
Clarke's

'

Concordance,' rather, I think,

support my suggestion ; for Shakespeare
seems to have been especially fond of the
word, and used it for all sorts of people
and things.

It must, I think, be admitted that so far
as mere sound is concerned, the use of the
word in this line is singularly happy. The
succession of liquids is remarkable, and the
balance and rhythm perfect. If any other
word be substituted (and I have tried

"lusty," "eager," "warbling," &c.), the-

liquidity of the line is lost ; and not only so,

but there is also a distinct catch on the
flow of the fancy ; a second, though sub-

ordinate, picture is for an instant suggested,
and the attention diverted from the flight.

The choice of the word then is, so far as.

mere sound is concerned, exquisite ; but
are we to rest content that these lovely
lines (I mean the first two and a half lines

of the stanza) are, as to one word at least,

without meaning T Lucis.

' TROILTTS AND CRESSIDA,' III. iii. 196-200

(10 S. vii. 483 ; viii.,165, 303). The striking,

passage from '

Lucrece,' 1. 64, which SIR
PHILIP PERKING says supports his proposed
reading of "dumb heraldry" for "dumb
cradles," hardly justifies the change. The'
silent war of lilies and of roses arises from
the emotions, and is as expressive as heraldry :

it can be interpreted by those who under-
stand. So thoughts, which find expression
in the face, may also be intelligible to the
observer who sees into the language of the
emotions ; but thoughts in their dumb
cradles cannot be revealed any more than,

the child in the silent womb. Ulysses,.
in order to impress upon Achilles that

nothing can be kept secret, reminds him that

things are made known by a providence
that not only keeps pace with existing,

thoughts, but even unveils the silent thoughts
in the cradles of their birth. For a similar

illustration compare
' Measure for Measure,*

II. ii. 94, &c. Angelo states that the law
is awake,

and, like a prophet,
Looks in a glass, that shows what future evils,
Either now, or by remissness new-conceived,
And so in progress to be hatched and born,
Are now to have no successive degrees,
But, ere they live, to end.

TOM JONES.

'

TEMPEST,' I. ii. 175 (10 S. viii. 503 ;.

ix. 264). The Oxford collotype reprint
of the First Folio has

" Heuen."
In the Chandos reprint, issued by Chatto-

& Windus in 1876, which was made from
the copy listed LXXXVT. in Mr. Sidney Lee's-

Census, it is printed
" Heuens."

It will be noted that the word occurs in
the last line of the page. What more likely
than that an accident occurred while the
forme was on the bed of the press when the
sheets were being worked off, that the line

was pied, or injured, that the damaged
types were replaced, and that the a was
left out or put in at the fancy of the press-
man ? Compare the typographical mix-up
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In 'Othello,' to which Mr. Lee refers on

p. xxx of his Introduction. By the way,
the passage appears in its correct shape in

the Chandos reprint alluded to above.

It would seem to have been a common

practice in those days to insert corrections

in the forme during the printing, as inaccura-

cies were discovered, and this would account
for some of the variations in the text.

JOHN E. NOHCROSS.
Brooklyn, U.S.

'

VENTTS AND ADONIS,' LINE 53 (10 S. viii.

505 : ix. 264). Before sending you my note
on "

miss
"

in
' Venus and Adonis,' I took

the trouble to consult PROF. SKEAT'S 'Ety-
mological Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage,' third edition (which I am glad to

say I have on my bookshelf), and I carefully
read all that he had to say on "miss" (1),

and "
miss "

(2), and yet it appeared to
me that there was another possible, and no
less forcible, way of explaining the passage.

PHILIP PERRINO.
4

MACBETH,' III. iv. 105 :

" IF TREMBLING
I INHABIT" (10 S. ix. 263).

" Inhabit "

is antithetical to "desert" in the previous
line. The passage may be paraphrased
thus :

" Come as a man, alive again, not as
a ghost, anything but that, and dare me
to the desert with thy sword ; if, trembling,
then I abide within doors, proclaim me the
weakest of creatures."
A contrasting note between Macbeth's

usual physical courage and what would be
an extreme state of weakness, it is here
the coward conscience that unnerves him.
The time then of the First Folio seems less

important than the sequential then of the
Second and later Folios. TOM JONES.

MILTON'S " ONE TALENT."
that one talent which is death to hide

Lodged with me useless, though my soul more bent
To serve therewith my Maker
So writes Milton in the sonnet ' On His
Blindness '

(XIX. in Masson's edition).
What did the poet mean by his

"
one

talent" The editors I have consulted
tell us that there is an allusion to the para-
ble of the talents (Matt, xxv.), which is

obvious, but do not answer my question,
or not, I think, satisfactorily. Thus Masson
says ('Notes,' ii. 481): "Milton speaksof his eyesight as the '

one talent
'

he had
received." But Milton was left in possessionof his other senses

; and how should a blindman fear lest he should bo chidden for
hiding the talent of his eyesight ? Most

readers will, I think, answer the question
off-hand,

"
his poetic gift." If that was

the poet's meaning, he was to prove most

happily mistaken. The sonnet may belong
to any date between March, 1652, and 1655,
that is to say, between the date when
Milton became totally blind and that of
' The Massacre in Piedmont '

of Sonnet
XVIII. Now '

Paradise Lost
'

appeared
in 1667, and 'Paradise Regained' and
'Samson Agonistes

'

in 1671. May not,

then, the poet have had his literary faculty
in general in view, or even (more specially)
his gift of historical or controversial writing ?

"Being now [1655] forty-seven years old, and
seeing himself disencumbered from external inter-

ruptions, he seems to have recollected his former
purposes, and to have resumed three great works
which he had planned for his future employment :

an epic poem, the history of his country, and a
dictionary of the Latin tongue." Johnson's '

Life.'

To collect a dictionary," Johnson con-

tinues,
" seems a work of all others least practicable in a
state of blindness, because it depends upon per-
petual and minute inspection and collation
" To compile a history from various authors when

they can only be consulted by other eyes is not
easy
[Whereas] "invention is almost the only literary

labour which blindness cannot obstruct, and there-
fore he naturally solaced his solitude by the in-

dulgence of his fancy, and the melody of his
numbers."

So Milton in after years, both in verse
and prose, solaces himself and answers his

enemies by dwelling on the blindness of poets
and prophets of old ; nor can the consolatory
thought have been wholly absent even in

the early days of his
"
total eclipse."

Some support to the explanation above
proposed is afforded by the language of
the

'

Defensiones.' In the Preface to the
'

Defensio Prima '

(English translation) we
read :

" Can any man have so good an opinion of his
own Talents as to think himself capable to reach
these glorious and wonderful Works of Almighty
God [i.e., the works of God by the hands of the

Parliamentarians] by any Language or Stile of
his ?

"

" True it is that from my very youth I have been
extremely bent upon such sort of studies as inclined

me, if not to do great things myself, at least to
celebrate them that did." Pickering, vi. 3.

For such a task almost inspiration was
required, and to discharge such a portion
or instalment of it as is attempted in th
'Defensio Prima' (1651) the sacrifice of

eyesight had been well incurred. In the
'Defensio Secunda' (1654),* looking back

*
Written, of course, with the aid of an amanuensis.
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upon the circumstances in which the 'Prima
'

was written, he tells us that the sight of
one eye was already lost when he began,
and that he was warned that he would
lose the sight of the other if he persisted.
Yet seeing

"
hinc caecitatem, inde officium,"

a.nd knowing
" aut oculorum jacturam

necessario faciendam aut summum officium
deserendum," he had persisted.

I have italicized the words that occur in
common in the sonnet and in the Preface
of the '

Defensio Prima.' Of course in the
sonnet and in the

'

Defensio
'

Milton uses
the word "

talent," as we do, not in the
sense of the rd\a.vra, but rather in that of
the 18ta 8vvafj.i<5 of the parable.

W. A. Cox.
49, Chesterton Road, Cambridge.

CAP OF LIBERTY. This is usually identified
with the Phrygian cap of the French Revo-
lution, but English instances of its use,
earlier than the fall of the Bastille, are of
interest. In ' H.E.D.' is given one from
Addison in The Taller of 1709 (No. 161,

p. 4) :
" The Genius of a Commonwealth,

with the Cap of Liberty on her Head."
This indicates a decidedly earlier usage,
presumably derived from the idea, also

quoted in
'

H.E.D.' from Middleton's edition

{1742) of Cicero (III. ix. 6, note), "A Cap
was always given to Slaves, when they were
made free, whence it became the emblem
of liberty."

I may add an interesting Parliamentary
use that of Sheridan in debate in the
House of Commons on 16 Jan., 1789, on the

Regency proposals arising out of the illness

of George III., satirizing the idea of " the
ex-Minister coming down to the House in

tate, with the cap of liberty on the end
of a white staff

"
(Cobbett's

'

Parliamentary
History,' vol. xxvii. f. 969).

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

WHIPPING A PEG-TOP. There are many
arresting phrases and striking comparisons
In that admirable work ' Father and Son,'
of which I am a belated and gratified reader,
but the author of it gives a striking example
of his ignorance of boyish play when he
asserts : "I tried to keep up my zeal by a

desperate mental flogging, as if my soul
had been a peg-top

"
(p. 257).

It would be well to delete "peg" in the
next edition, and then the suggestion would
be unquestionably happy. ST. SWITHIN.

" LAND-WATER." In * H.E.D.' no quota-
tion of a date subsequent to 1631 is given
in illustration of the meaning of land-water

as a land-flood, the later quotations being

applicable to the first definition, as
" water

that flows through or overland, as opposed
to sea water." But the term, as employed
in the former sense, is by no means obsolete

in Devon and Cornwall, and I find it in

The Launceston Weekly Neivs of 18 April

applied in the way which Donne would
have appreciated when he exclaimed in

a sermon :

" Sudden riches come like a

Landwater, and bring much fulnesse with
them." DUNHEVED.

PRISON FARCE. Pearson's Weekly of

30 April last contained the following :

" The principality of Monaco, in which stands
the world-famed Monte Carlo, is a tiny state, yet it

boasts of a formidable prison. Ordinarily, it is

without a single prisoner, the authorities finding it

convenient to conduct any offenders across the

frontier and allow the French police to deal with
them. Some few years ago, however, a man was
sentenced to a long term in this prison. The
prisoner was allowed considerable latitude. He was

supplied with newspapers, he smoked his cigars,
and strolled out every evening to dinner. The
authorities found him so expensive that they offered

him his liberty. He flatly refused to accept it.

They tried every means of getting rid of him with-

out success. At last, they were actually driven to

grant him a pension if he would consent to go. He
accepted that."

The above story in much greater detail

was given in an article in The World in July
or August, 1907. The real origin, however,
will be found on p. 236 of Guy de Maupas-
sant's

' Sur L'Eau.' The story, as that

author told it, is very amusing, but he was

certainly not writing an historical work.
WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

Glasgow.

" DEATH WARRANTS "
:

" COFFIN NAILS":
" FAGS." These are names in common
use, hereabout at any rate, for cigarettes,

and two are no doubt names invented in

recent years.
"
Fag

"
is much older.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

["Fag "has been in frequent use in London in

this sense for several years.]

JOANNES URI. The date of his birth

is given as 1726 in the
' D.N.B.' on the

strength of an inscription reproduced in
' An Account of the Religious and Literary
Life of Adam Clarke' (London, 1833),

according to which Uri
" died suddenly

in his apartments [in Oxford] about eight

o'clock of the evening of 18 October, 1796,

aged 70 years." But according to the

official register of births in his native town,

Nagy Koros in Hungary, he was born on
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27 Dec., 1724. His father's name was
Emerich Uri. Cf. a biographical sketch

recently published in Hungarian by Dr

Ignacz Goldziher (Budapest, 1908), p. 4.
^

L. L. K.

"
FESKIN," TO SWATHE. The above

occurs in
' Hali Meidenhad '

(about 1230),

61/548, and is not in Stratmann-Bradley,
nor, I think, in the ' N.E.D.' It is appa-
rently adapted from the Late Latin fasciare,

with the same meaning. H. P. L.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

SIB MENASSEH MASSEY LOPEZ, BT. Sir

Menasseh Massey Lopez, born in Jamaica
1755, was a Sephardi Jew, son of Mordecai

Rodriguez Lopez by his wife Rebecca,
daughter of Menasseh Pereira. He and his
father were members of the Bevis Marks
Synagogue, but in 1802 they resigned.
Menasseh joined the dominant faith, and
was soon after returned to Parliament as
Member for New Romney. In 1805 he was
created a baronet, with remainder to Ralph
Franco, the son of his sister Esther. On
the death of his uncle, Franco discarded his
own name and assumed that of Lopes, and
was the father of the recently deceased Sir

Massey Lopes, Bt. Sir Menasseh Massey
Lopez married a daughter of John Yeates
of Monmouth, and his only child Esther
died in 1819, when twenty-four years old.
He died at Maristow House, Devonshire,
in 1831. Some twenty years ago I met
in Birmingham a very old gentleman who
had just returned to England from Cali-
fornia, where he had spent the greater part
of his life. As a lad he lived in Plymouth,and among many reminiscences of the pasthe related the following extraordinary tale.
When Sir Menasseh, then in his seventy-sixth year, was dying, he who for nearly
thirty years had dissociated himself from
his corehgomsts was eager to be reconciled

to die in the faith of his fathers. He
sent to the nearest Jewish congregation
which was at Plymouth, for the attendance

I a Kabbi or spiritual adviser at his last
moments, but no one went. A second and
% rJ"^T request were made for some personof the Jewish faith to come to Sir Menasseh

t without avail. My informant was
unable to give me any reason for this. Has

any reader of
' N. & Q.' heard this account

of the last moments of the " Jew Baronet,"
as he was called by his political adversaries,
or any similar version ?

ISRAEL SOLOMONS.
91, Portsdown Road, W.

WALDOCK FAMILY. Could any of your
readers furnish me with information in

regard to the Waldock family, which, accord-

ing to Burke' s
'

Encyclopaedia of Heraldry,"
is entitled to bear arms ? My investigations
have resulted in the following particulars :

John Ell married a Miss Waldock somewhere
about 1795. According to

" The Gentle-

man's Magazine Library," 1895, p. 216,
the following inscriptions are from altar-

tombs in Swanscombe Church, Kent :

"
1665, February 22nd. Robert Waldock, son of

Robert Waldock, was buried."
"
1667, December 13th. Margaret, ye beloved wife

of Robert Waldock, was buried."

Could any of your readers give me the arms
of Waldock, and say how they became
entitled to them ? H. G. ELL.
House of Representatives, Christchurch, N.Z.

NEW FOREST PICTURES : CATALOGUE OF
PICTURE EXHIBITIONS. Can any one give-

particulars of an exhibition of pictures
of the New Forest which was held in London
in 1875 ? In what gallery were the pictures
collected ? Is a catalogue preserved in

any public library ?

It has always seemed to me to be desirable

that catalogues of the "
special shows "

which are from time to time held in the

metropolis should be collected (and indexed)
in the Library of the British Museum, the

Guildhall, or elsewhere, for the use of pos-
terity. T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

KINGSLEY'S ' NEW FOREST BALLAD.'
Is this ballad, so far as it relates to the three

graves of the old keeper, his daughter
"a widow, and never a bride"), and her
lover being side by side in Lyndhurst
Churchyard, founded on fact ? If so, will

some Hampshire reader place these inscrip-
tions and the details of the deaths on
record in your pages ? As the poem
was written in 1847, no one can now
be living likely to be affected by this record,
and it will be of interest to future ages.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

PLACE-NAMES IN -ox. I shall be glad if

some one will tell me the meaning of the

following names of localities in Frome,
Somerset : Innox (hill), Craddox, Truddox,
Whittox (lane), Badcox. O. CLUB.
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WILLIAM SIDDONS. I desire enlighten-
ment as to the age of Mrs. Siddons's husband
(William Siddons) when he died at Bath
in 1808. Bath newspapers throw no light
on this, nor does the Bath Abbey Register.
Is Siddons a name indigenous to any special
part of England ? William Siddons began
life as a Birmingham apprentice, and, if

I could discover to what trade or at what
date he was apprenticed, a clue might be
found to the year and place of his birth.

F. M. PABSONS.

[The article on Mrs. Siddons in the 'D.N.B.' and
references there given, including some to

' N. & Q.,'
will probably help.]

COBNISH BRIDAL STONE. I recently came
across an ancient holed stone, now used
as a gate-post, in a distant part of the

glebe farm in the parish of Sancreed, Corn-
wall. The farmer could give me no informa-
tion regarding it but that it had been there
from time immemorial. It is not mentioned
in any of the books (and I think I know
most of them) .likely to treat of such a
subject. The round hole (4 in. in diameter)
is near the top of a slab of granite, 24 in.

in width, and lies at the bottom of a shallow
basin-like depression, evidently artificial.

Is this an old
"
Bridal Stone," such as is

on the farm of Grouse on the Wigtown
road in Scotland, which I have not seen ?

I took a photograph of this Sancreed holed
stone, and shall be happy to show it. I
have never heard of Bridal Stones" in
this (Land's End) district of Cornwall.

J. HABBIS STONE.

Stoneleigh, 72, Stamford Brook Road, W.

BRETT FAMILY. John Brett, who died
28 June, 1774 in the sixty-first year of his

age, and was buried at Fledborough, Notts,
was an ancestor of mine. Can any one

help me to find his place of birth ? He was
apparently born in 1713.
The first entry in the parish register is

that of John's first marriage with a Sarah
Giles on 8 March, 1736.
The next is that of the marriage of John

to his second wife, Mary Addy of Normanton,
on 3 Jan., 1738.
The third entry is that of the marriage

of George Brett (apparently a brother of

John) to Sarah Plummer of Ordsall on
1 July, 1739.
From this it would appear that the

brothers settled at Fledborough some time

prior to 1736. I understand they were
farmers. ALFRED BRETT.

c/o Mrs Brinklow, Hadley Wood, Middlesex.

MARTIN MADAN OF NEVIS. I want in-

formation as to the parentage and pedigree

generally of this gentleman. He seems to have
lived in the island of Nevis, one of the Lee-
ward Islands, for many years at the end of the
seventeenth century. He returned to Eng-
land in 1700, and died in London in 1704 ;

but who he was, or whence he came, I cannot
discover. He married (? date) Penelope,
daughter of Sir James Russell, Kt., Lieu-
tenant-Governor of the island. His eldest

son, Col. Martin Madan, M.P. for Bridport,
married Judith, daughter of Sir Sp. Cowper,
a Justice of the Common Pleas and brother
of Lord Cowper. Dr. Sp. Madan, Bishop
of Peterborough, was his grandson. In his

will he mentions his brother Robert Madan
and his sisters

"
Giraldine of Dublin" and

"
Margaret, whose surname I do not know,"

also his sister-in-law Dame Frances Staple-
ton, wife of Sir Wm. Stapleton, 3rd Bart,

(cr. 1678).
A letter is still extant, written by Mrs.

Judith Madan, sealed with the Madan and

Cowper arms impaled. The former are

Sa., a falcon or, with wings extended, preying
on a duck argent ; on a chief of the second
a cross botonn6 gules. When and to whom
were these arms granted ? Kindly reply
direct. ALAN STEWART.

23, Willingdon Road, Eastbourne.

DR. WILLIAM GORDON OF BERBICI :

HUGH ROSE. In August, 1813 (Times,
10 Aug., 1813, p. 3, col. 5), Dr. William
Gordon "

of Berbice
" was charged at Bow

Street with sending a challenge to fight

Hugh Rose in a duel. What is known
about this affair, and who was Hugh Rose ?

I think Dr. William Gordon was surgeon
to the 93rd Highlanders.

J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall, S.W.

ALOE IN COVENT GARDEN, 1780. In

newspaper notices of a theatrical production
at Covent Garden Theatre in December,
1780, mention is made, as an item of the

scenery, of
" the Wooden Building in Covent

Garden where the aloe was shown." I

should be glad of information as to this

exhibition. W. B. H.

DOROTHY CHAMBEBLEN. I shall be grate-
ful for information as to when and where

Dorothy, wife of Dr. Hugh Chamberlen,
died. She was married (by licence) at

St. Paul's, Covent Garden, 28 May, 1663,
and had a family. A daughter was baptized
at the same church 24 Jan., 1670/1. Kindly
reply direct to MBS. BBOWN.

122, Highgate, Kendal.
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WYKTH OF ODIHAM. Can any reader

tell me the arms, motto, and crest of John

Wyeth of Odiham, Hants (about 1760),
or refer me to any publication in which

they occur ? J. M. C.

FOLK-RlME OB NURSERY RlME. The
following lines are given in ' Mother Goose's

Nursery Rhymes
'

(Warne & Co.) :

Gray goose and gander,
Waft your wings together,

And carry the good king's daughter
Over the one-strand river.

They sound as if they were part of some
old story or ballad. Is it known whether
they relate to any popular tradition ?

T. N.
' WHIMSICAL DEPOSITORY.' Where can

I see a complete set of this magazine, pub-
lished circa 1774 ? There is no copy in
the British Museum. ISRAEL SOLOMONS.

91, Portsdown Road, W.

SHELLS AS LOVE-CHARMS. Can any one
tell me in what countries shells shaped like
the cowry of commerce are worn by men
as love-charms ? Is the custom common
all round the Mediterranean ? and is it
known in the heart of the European con-
tinent ? Q f rj^

DR. SAMUEL PABB'S LIBBABY. I am
trying to discover the present whereabouts
of a copy of Kennicott's '

Dissertatio
Generalis m Vetus Testamentum '

which
was formerly in Dr. Samuel Parr's library
According to an entry in the catalogue of
that collection, the volume in questionwas bound with a copy of Codices Manu-
cnpti Hebraici et Chaldaici,' the latter
"with an Autograh of the learned and judicious

I~ L. K.

His name fee-

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
IBISH REBELLION OF 1798: CBOTTY

He is reported to have been tried by a
drumhead court-martial, and executed with-
out delay. Maxwell's history of the Re-
bellion is mute on this point, and I have
no other authorities to consult. Y. T.

H. C. WISE. He was Member of Parlia-
ment about 1826. Can any reader give
me particulars regarding him ?

W. E. WILSON.

SAMUEL RICHABDSON. Was he connected
with the Richardsons of Findon Place,
Sussex, and North Burley, Yorks ? Vide
Nichols's

'
Anecdotes.' A. C. H.

POBTFOLIO SOCIETY. In vol. i. of Jean
Ingelow's

'

Poetical Works '

(Longmans)
under a poem entitled

'

Strife and Peace,'
occur the words " Written for the Portfolio

Society, October, 1861." Will some one
kindly tell me all that is worth hearing about
this long-defunct Portfolio Society ? It
seems to have had as one of its objects the
reform of certain legal abuses.

M. L. R. BRESLAB.
Percy House, South Hackney.

LATIN PRONUNCIATION.

(10 S. ix. 81, 131, 175, 251, 314, 351.)

ALL your readers who are interested in
Latin letters must be grateful to your
many scholarly correspondents who have
contributed to this discussion. The subject
is far too wide to be more than illustrated
in a mere exchange of notes and queries,
though such an exchange does valuably
supplement textbook statements of spe-
cialists' views. These views are apt to be
merely the ipse dixit of the scholar in ques-
tion, from which (happily) other scholars
often differ ; and statements are often
made as if they were certainties rather than
probabilities.
What a student, other than a schoolboy,

wants is the evidence on which the conclu-
sions are founded, so that he may judge
for himself ; and when the evidence is

ambiguous or imperfect, he expects the
conclusion to be guarded, and not dogmatic.
The passage which COL. PBIDEAUX quotes
from Prof. Postgate's pamphlet as to the
value of qu is an illustration. Personally
I quite agree with COL. PRIDEAUX'S objec-
tion, and I think his suggestion ingenious.
Quintilian's statement is inadequate as
proof. If the value of qu was the same as
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that of CM, he might have said so plainly ;

and if it had simply the value of c, a plain
man would have said so. But Quintilian
was a grammarian, so he says the u is super-
fluous, which may mean either that qu and
q were both equal to c, or that q by itseli

was equivalent to cu, and therefore the u
was redundant. The u in either case would
be superfluous. There seems to me no suffi-

cient evidence here to prove that qu had the
value of CM, and it does not seem probable
that nom. qui and dat. cui had the same
sound. It seems to me far more scientific to

say that the point is uncertain, especially in
view of the variability and instability of the
combination. What student of the year
4000 A.D. would guess that the English
said conker for the verb and conkwest for
the noun ?

Other conclusions are based upon ortho-

graphy, upon analogy, upon comparative
philology, upon tacit assumptions, and upon
the appeal to common sense. What cer-

tainty is there in any of these ? Assump-
tions ought to be expressed as such, and not
utilized as if they were proved propositions.
Arguments from analogy are dangerous.
PROF. SKEAT draws one from astronomy,
which is of no use to me. Astronomical
calculations and theories may be tried and
tested every moment by observation, but
no observation can test our conclusions
as to the manner in which Csesar and Cicero
and Virgil actually pronounced their own
names. Inference is as far as we can go,
and inference is a long way short of proof.
The fact remains that we can have no

absolute proof. Articulate sound is a very
subtle and very fluent thing. Spoken words
cannot in their nature be reproduced by
written characters as by a phonograph
record. They can be conventionally repre-
sented, and that is all. No actual original
sound can be certainly recovered from
letters, though we may have every reason
to believe we can come very close to it.

Orthography is a conventional and crude

representation of speech-sounds familiar
to the writer and the reader. With crude
methods only crude results can be obtained.
Granted that the earlier Romans had only
one symbol V for vowel and consonant,
it does not follow that vowel and consonant
"
merely differed in function

" an expres-
sion itself not too precise. It may suggest
that, but it is in no way conclusive evidence.
/ in English had for centuries two or three

quite different values, and to this day there
are only twenty-four letters in our alphabet

in the British Museum Catalogue, where
I and J and U and V are still one letter.
What happened in English might equally
have happened in Latin, for the alphabet
was no more a native Italian product than
it was native English, only it was adapted
to Latin first and to English afterwards.

PHOF. SKEAT scouts the idea that the
Greeks would write the same sound some
half-dozen ways. One can quite believe
the Professor would never commit such an
enormity; but how can he answer for his

early Greek prototypes ? The analogy is

unsafe. They were primitive pioneers in
the philological wilderness. On the other
hand, grammarians have a professional trick
of discerning difference where the man in
the street sees only identity. Anyhow, there
is the fact that in English and in French
the same sound is written in several ways,
so why not in Greek ? We have testimony
from Thucydides that 01 and t at any rate
had the same sound in his time, when he
recalls the traditional verse which men re-

peated during the plague, in which verse
some said the oracle meant Aoi/zos for a

pestilence, and some Ai/zos for a famine.
The obscure subject of quantity has been

introduced in this correspondence, and in-

deed it is impossible to discuss Latin pro-
nunciation without alluding to it ; but I
do not think it would be fair to enlarge this

discussion by an attempt to elucidate its

mysteries, though I for one would gladly
obtain some enlightenment.

A. HASTINGS WHITE.
35, Carlingford Road, Hampstead, N.W.

It is curious how frequently this topic,
like the proverbial bad coin, continues to

crop up. It was dealt with, by myself
and others, twenty years ago in these

columns, but refuses to be scotched. And
in connexion with its latest sign of vitality
MR. F. KING'S contention (p. 315) that
"
every nation pronounces its Latin exactly

as it pronounces its own language, and it is

perfectly natural that it should do so,"

requires a passing notice. Is this plea a
vindication or a protest ? If the former,
bhen the question is hopelessly muddled ;

if the latter, I am at one with him. Yet
n either view there is a saving quality.
[ have conversed in Latin with most Euro-
pean nationalities, and never experienced
my difficulty of comprehension, precisely
Because we all, or mostly, pronounced the

vowels alike. The nasal twang of the

Frenchman or the broad " ous
"

(for us)
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of the German presented no obstacle to

quick and intelligent intercourse. The chief

bar to easy conversation between Conti-

nentals and Britons lies in the latter's

insular pronunciation of the vowels by
which amo becomes

"
eymo

"
to the former,

and consequently proves unintelligible to

them. If all nations would sensibly agree
to adopt the Italian pronunciation (possibly
the nearest approach to the original utter-

ance), we should hear no more of this

interminable difficulty.
J. B. McGovEBN.

St Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

Allusion is made to the mistake of Walter

Scott, who more than once in his works

misquoted the line of Virgil, and was guilty
of the following :

j

Moritur et moriens dulces reminiscitur Argos.

Similar misquotations seem to show that,
with a considerable knowledge of Latin

poetry, he was ignorant of Latin metre and
of the quantity of words. He has in

' The
Heart of Midlothian

'

Rari apparent nantes in gurgite vasto,

instead of
"
Apparent rari."

In ' The Antiquary
'

there is a remarkable
false quantity :

Omne cum Proteus pecus agitaret Visere montes.

He should have written
Omne cum Proteus pecus egit altos Visere montes.
Swift is another celebrated writer who

has made similar mistakes. In a letter
to Gay he quotes Horace thus :

Desiderio nee pudor nee modus.
If he had understood the metre, he would
have preserved the aut of the original.

In a letter addressed jointly to Gay and
the Duchess of Queensberry, he writes :

Quod et hunc in annum vivat et in plures.
Here is a flagrant instance of ignorance of
metre. If he had known the metre, he
would never have written the second in.

Quod et hunc in annum vivat et plures.
Horace, Book I. Ode xxxii.

I quote from an edition of the letters pub-whed in Swift's lifetime. It is possiblethat in later editions his mistakes have
been corrected. E. YAKDLEY.

MB. OMOND says :

III?*
'
res

.
to

,

red
.' pronunciation, I understand,

-s a
sj>ecial point of

pronouncing by quantity.
' Wi" * 8ounde^ a8 in

'SK
K this statement is correct (I hope it is not)

restored" pronunciation would be

introducing a sound utterly unknown to
the ancient Romans. My reason for saying
this is that the a in

"
fat

"
or in the French

word date is not a true a sound, and I believe

a modern one only. It does not exist in

Italian see, for instance, the words male,
malizia, malato : in the first word the a is

long ; in the two latter, the antepenultimate
a is short ; yet all three have the pure a
sound. If we want to know how the Romans
pronounced that much-abused word in Eng-
land, pater, and that much discussed word
sumus, I think we shall arrive at it by saying
the word pater as an Italian priest would in

chanting the
' Pater Noster

'

(I say an
Italian priest, because his short a would be

quite pure in sound). Forced by the chant
to put the stress on noster, he would still

keep the pure a sound in pater, only it would
be short. In the same way, sum, sumus :

if we take the original form esum, esumus,
and put a strong tonic accent on the e,

sounding the s hard, we shall get the sound
about right e-sumus (of course Italian

vowels). Now let us take the e away, and

keep the first i* in sumus exactly the same
length.
The two words I have heard given in English

to indicate the long and short a are "father
"

and "path." If "path" be pronounced
as it is in Southern England, this seems

absolutely correct.

I should now like to say a word about
the sound of e, and ask if it is not likely
that the Italian e chiusa is not identical

with the original Greek eta, and if so, if it

is not likely that the two es existed in Latin,
as undoubtedly was the case with o. Dr.
E. Dawes, in his treatise on the pronuncia-
tion of Greek published in 1890, thus speaks
of eta (although he sides in this entirely
with the Reuchlinians against the Eras-

mians) :

"
It is hardly to be supposed that eta would have

been introduced into the alphabet then (403 B.C.) if

it had been pronounced exactly like lone i, nor if it

had been pronounced just like long e, for then it

would stifl have been represented by epsilon, as it

had been till thac time. From this it follows that
eta was not exactly similar in sound either to
i or e."

Again :

" The strongest argument, however, that the
Erasmians adduce to prove that eta was pronounced
like ay in

'

day
'

(but ay in
'

day
'

is not nearly
so

fine as the Italian shut e) is the /3ij jSij which
Cratinus uses to represent the bleating of a sheep
in the well-known line."

Now the be be, if pronounced with the shut
Italian e, exactly resembles the bleating of
a sheep. The Tuscan e chiusa, as sounded
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in sera, vero, verde, seems to stand exactly
between the e and i. It may be objected
to all this that the differences here men-
tioned are trivial. But I do not think that
it would be at all a small matter if our
children were now to be taught to say patter
instead of pronouncing pater with the true

(though short) a sound ; nor is it indifferent,

though slightly less painful to the ear,
to say (wrongly) Zocws instead of Iticus (in
Italian luogo has a very open o), and bomis
instead of bdmis.

Latin should surely be very dear to us
English ; for our word-formation comes
from it to such a great extent that we ought
to strive most earnestly, not only that its

teaching should not disappear from our
schools, but also that its real sounds, and
even shades of sound, should be accurately
taught. M. HATJLTMONT.

M. HAUXTMONT may be right about the
Romans having pronounced avaritia,

"
ava-

ritsia," as in Italian ; but I have long held
the view, perhaps erroneously, that the
ts sound of the Italian z in grazia and
oscurezza was borrowed from the Germans,
being, in fact, impressed on the language
during the long intercourse with the northern
empire in the Carlovingian and Hohen-
stauffen periods. The Italian z is almost
identical with the German in Arzt (medicus),
Zirk (circus), Pflanze (planta), &c.

N. W. Hnx.
New York.

[We cannot spare further space for this subject.]

^" (10 S. ix. 428). In the sense
of

"
agile," this word is in common use

in Scotland.
" A swank chield

"
is one

who is tall, well knit, and not burdened with
superfluous weight. In his 'Tour to the
Hebrides '

Boswell dwells appreciatively
on a "

superb treat
"

given to Johnson by
the St. Andrews professoriate. This afforded
Robert Fergusson the theme of his address
' To the Principal and Professors,' in which
he describes an entertainment calculated
to suit the taste of

"
blyther fallows

"
than

the distinguished visitor, every one of them,
he adds,

Mair hardy, souple, steive, and swank
Than ever stood on Samy's shank.

Burns, contemplating the youth of his old
mare, recalls the pleasing fact that in her
time she was " a filly, buirdly, steeve, an'

swank," and in illustration of this reflects
on her nimbleness when cantering on the
lea and her unmatched achievements at

wedding festivities. Jamieson, in the
'

Scot-
tish Dictionary,' connects the word with
"Germ, schwank, agilis, mobilis. . . .from

swengen, to move quickly, whence schwankenr

motitare."
The substantive swanky or swankie is

found in Scottish verse from Gavin Douglas
onwards, and is used in the sense of

" an
active young fellow," as Small defines it

with reference to its position in the Prologue
to Douglas's

'

^Eneid,' viii. 1. 68. One of

the causes assigned for general sorrow in

Jean Elliot's
' Flowers of the Forest

'

is

that "
at e'en, in the gloaming, nae swankies

are roaming," a statement which readers
of the late Mr. Palgrave's

' Golden Treasury
'

will find modified by the substitution of
"
younkers

"
for the term with which we

are now concerned.
" Swankies young,

in braw braid-claith," are among the attrac-

tive figures graphically depicted in Burns's
'

Holy Fair.' It is easy to connect with
this the description given of himself by the
venerable sexton in

' The Bride of Lammer-
moor '

chap. xxiv.
" As for the auld gude-

sire body of a lord," observes the aged
official,

"
I lived on his land when I was a

swanking young chield, and could hae
blawn the trumpet wi' ony body, for I had
wind enough then."

Quoting
"
suelly suattis swankyn

" from
' The Tale of Colkelbie Sow,' i. 166, Jamieson
translates the expression as meaning

"
keenly

labouring at new ale," and suggests that
"
swankyn may be from A.-S. swcencan,

laborare, exercere." His interpretation,
however, is open to grave doubt, as it seems

possible that the poet uses the term as a

proper name. The lexicographer completes
his hesitating treatment of the phrase by
finally remarking :

"
Isl. swinkadr, however,

signifies
'

filled like a swine.'
" In these

tentative efforts he makes a suggestive
approach towards "

Swanking (North Lan-
cashire), very large." THOMAS BAYNE.

In Mr. Clarence Rook's '

Hooligan Nights
*

(Grant Richards), a book that has hardly
received the attention it deserves, many
instances will be found of the Cockney or

hooligan colloquial use of this word.
A. R. WALLEB.

Swank has been used of late years at
exhibitions of wrestling and jiu-jitsu in

the London music-halls. A match having
the appearance of being a put-up affair

is greeted with cries of
" Swank !

" from
the gallery. The usual procedure then is

for the manager to appear and invite any
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objector on to the stage, and " Mr. So-and-so

will show him if it is swank or not."
PERCEVAL LUCAS.

Wright (' Diet, of Obsolete and Provincial

English,' 1857) gives six meanings to this

word and also collates swanking, swankum,
and swanky.

Miss Baker (' Glossary of Northampton-
shire Words and Phrases,' 1854) has :

" Swank. An ostentatious air, an affectation of

slut i-liiiess in the walk. ' What a swank he cuts !

'

"
Stoanking. Strutting consequentially.

' How
he goes xwanJciny along !

' ' What a swanking fellow
in- is :

"'

She also refers to Akerman's '

Wiltshire

Glossary' (1842) and Evans's '

Leicester-

shire Words and Phrases
'

(1842).

Sternberg (' The Dialect and Folk-lore of

Northamptonshire,' 1851) has: "
Swankey,

small beer."

Bailey's 'Dictionary' (1775) also con-
tains
" A Swank (at Booking in Essex), that Remainder

of Liquor at the Bottom of a Tankard, Pot or Cup,
which is just sufficient for one Draught, which is

not accounted good manners to divide with the
Left Hand Man ; and according to the Quantity is

called either a large or little Swank."
Swanking, great."

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

[MR. RICHARD WELFORD also refers to Wright.]

EYNSFORD CASTLE (10 S. ix. 449). I
presume MR. H. H. BASSETT has seen the
brief account by Mr. Harold Sands, F.S.A.,
in ' Memorials of Old Kent,' 1907, pp. 185-9,
in which reference is made to the mention
of Eynsford in the Textus Roffensis,

" which
contains an account of a lawsuit, about
A.D. 970, between Leofsune and the monks
of Christchurch in Canterbury, as to the
ownership of the place." Mr. Sands also
refers to a detailed account of the excava-
tions at the Castle in Archceologia, vol. xxvii
1838, Appendix, pp. 391-7.

G. L. APPERSON.

THE OLIVE TREE (10 S. ix. 370) The poet
probably refers to the fact that sardines
anchovies, and other denizens of the deep'
having ended their aquatic life, are translated

ST. SWITHIN.

Surely the line

In my warm waves do fishes swim
of saying that

T. FT D.

" thanked

'

for *he

k .,fash are fried in olive oil.

TOWER OF LONDON (10 S. ix. 129, 296).
See Bayley's 'History of the Tower';
' Rotula Normanniae in Turri Londoniensi
Asservati J. et H. Quinti : vol. i., 1200-1205,
necnon de anno 1417

'

(1835) ;

'

Rot. Franc,
in Turre, anno 19 Edw. III.' ; and

' Memoirs
of the Tower of London,' by John Britton

and E. W. Brayley, 1830, passim.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

WHITE ENSIGN : NATIONAL FLAG (10 S.

ix. 128, 154, 174, 255, 292, 396). Perhaps
a reference to the use of what may be called

our "
national flags," as laid down in the

latest issue of the
'

Colonial Regulations
'

(1908), may be of service to your corre-

spondents :

"The Royal Standard will be flown at Govern-
ment House on the King's Birthday and on the

days of His Majesty's accession and coronation.
"The Union Flag, without the badge 'of the

Colony, will be flown at Government House from
sunrise to sunset on other days.
"The Union Flag, with the approved arms or

badge of the Colony emblazoned in the centre
thereof on a white shield surrounded by a green
garland, will be used by the Governor, Lieutenant-

Governor, or other officer administering a govern-
ment when embarked in a boat or other vessel."

Then follow other regulations as to the

flying of the British Blue and Red Ensigns,
with or without the pendant or the arms
or badge of the colony, by vessels belonging
to the colony.
MR. HOWARD COLLINS, therefore, will

see that his statement (p. 174) that quite
recently

"
the Royal Standard has been

retained to His Majesty's own personal use
"

can scarcely be correct. As to whether
British subjects in general (including the
members of those very numerous schools
which appear to be in the habit of receiving
from time to time large quantities of the
" Jack" at the hands of eminent and enter-

S
rising statesmen), or we individuals in a
ritish colony, are entitled to use

"
the

Union Flag
"

undifferenced by any badge,
I express no opinion. Suffice it to say that
at the moment at which I write the Union
Flag is flying at Government House here
at St. John's, without any badge of the

colony, in accordance with the second of
the above-mentioned regulations. It would
look as if the Governor only flew a "

dif-

ferenced
"

flag when on the sea.

J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.
Antigua, W.I.

Until 1904 the Union Jack, flown on shore,
indicated the residence of a British Consul.
In that year the Consular flag was differenced

by the addition of a Tudor crown in the
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centre. On sea the Union Jack, doubtless'
continues to be the sign of an Admiral*
but on shore there appears to be no reason

why any British subject should not display
it. This, at least, is the opinion expressed
by the Foreign Office in a dispatch, dated
3 Oct., 1906, addressed to the British Consul
at Chefoo, in which it is stated :

" The Union
Jack may be flown as an indication of

nationality by all British subjects."
G. M. H. PLAYFAIR,

H.M. Consul at Foochow.
"
OH, TELL ME WHENCE LOVE COMETH "

W. H. CHARLTON (10 S. ix. 385, 474).
There were two authors called Wm. Henry
Charlton in 1847, both holding benefices
in the Church of England. The poet referred
to died 11 July, 1866, aged 79 ; the other
died 2 May, 1874, aged 59.

'

Ingomar
'

was produced at Drury Lane, 19 June, 1851,
and at Sadler's Wells, 27 Oct., 1851. It was
revived by Mary Anderson at the Lyceum,
1 Sept., 1883. FREDERIC BOASE.

SALARINO, SALANIO, AND SALERIO (10 S. ix.

22, 113, 236, 315). That two characters
were Shakespeare's intention is apparent
by tracing the movements of the so-called

Salarino, and observing the close friendship
between him and Gratiano. In II. vi. they
are together at the appointed meeting
with Lorenzo. In sc. vii. it is Salarino
who sees Gratiano sail ; and at Belmont,
Gratiano welcomes him as

" my old friend."
Note how intimate he also is with Antonio.
In II. viii., upon relating the news of the

ship having miscarried, he hopes that it is

not Antonio's. At 1. 33 (particular attention
is called to this point) Salanio says to

Salarino,
" You were best to tell Antonio

what you hear "
; and indeed at this very

moment Antonio sends for him, which
clearly indicates that it is Salarino who is

intended by the dramatist to be the mes-

senger to Belmont, and most unlikely that
a man thus designed for a business should
have his place taken by another : besides,
the momentum of interest would be lost

to the audience if that character should be

ignored and a new one announced at Bel-
mont. In III. iii., according to the First

Folio, Antonio, who is under arrest, is

accompanied by Salanio, which shows
Salarino is present at Belmont.

As to the question of spelling, the names
of Salarino and Salanio are nowhere con-
firmed in the text, while Salerio is several
times repeated in all the Quartos and Folios

(III. ii.) without any variation. Now as

Salarino occurs only in the stage directions

and amongst the actor's names, it is not

improbable that this is one of the discrepan-
cies to be met with in the play, owing to

alterations and additions ; for instance,
in I. ii. 135, where " four strangers

"
are

mentioned after six have been enumerated.
In conclusion, Salerio and Salarino are

evidently one and the same person ; the

former, being in the text, is more suitable

to the metre than the latter. Salanio, as

a character of less importance, may be left

undisturbed. TOM JONES.

MR. BRESLAR (p. 113) refers to "the

cryptic name of Shylock" as "obviously
a corruption of

'

Sallock' or
'

little Sala.'
"

Perhaps Shakespeare himself may throw
some light on this crux. In 'Measure for

Measure,' V. i., he uses "shy" in the sense

of wary, cautious :

Tis not impossible,
But one, the wickedst caitiffe on the ground,

May seeme as shie, as grave, as iust, as absolute,

As Angelo.

Shylock was eminently close-fisted ; in the

French proverb,
" dur a la desserre," loth

to unlock, to part with money.
T. B. WILMSHURST.

Tunbridge Wells.

WILLIAM DAMPIER THE NAVIGATOR (10 S.

ix. 447). An unfortunate mistake made
in The Times and other papers, since cor-

rected in The Times, should also be corrected

in 'N. & Q.' Mrs. (not Miss) Heneage
of Coker Court is not descended from, nor

in any way related to, William Dampier.
Dampier's father and brothers held lands

under Col. Helyar (not Hilyer), Lord of

the Manor of Coker, which manor has

descended to Mrs. Heneage, the wife of

Major Godfrey Walker Heneage, Grenadier

Guards, and Lord of the Manor of Compton
Bassett, Wilts, as the only surviving child

of the late Mr. Horace Augustus Helyar.

Dampier left no issue, and can therefore

have no descendants. Little is known
about him, beyond what he has himself

recorded of his life. The statement that

he went to the West Indies under the patron-

age of Col. Helyar is open to doubt : there

is no evidence beyond tradition. Helyar
owned plantations in Jamaica, and Dampier
was at one time in the West Indies. He
was born at East Coker : the date of his

death and place of his burial are unknown.
For an interesting note on the Dam-
pier family see Somerset and Dorset Notes

and Queries, vol. x. p. 337. The Manor
House at Coker of Dampier's time is now
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modernized to Coker Court, in the same

way as the sheep sleights there are now
known as the Park. J. J. H.

THE ' D.N.B.' : ADDITIONS AND CORREC-
TIONS (10 S. ix. 182, 231, 272, 313, 372, 410,

473). Platt, Sir Hugh. According to the
'

D.N.B.,' Sir Hugh died not earlier than
1611 ; but this date is inconsistent with
the fact that in 8 James I., 1609/10, a com-
mission was issued by the Court of Ex-
chequer to take depositions at West Smith-
field on 3 April, in the suit of Attorney-
General, plaintiff, and Dame Judith Platt,
widow and executrix of Sir Hugh Platt,
Knt., deceased, defendant, relating to the
administration of the estate of the said
Sir Hugh, and the bond entered into by
him with John Atkinson, and assigned to
the King by the said John. As this com-
mission was issued 12 Feb., 1609/10, Sir

Hugh must have died before that date,
though not so early as 1605, as stated by
Lysons. The preface to his book '

Floraes
Paradise' is dated from "

Bednall-greene
neere London, this 2 of July, 1608.

' In
this preface he speaks of himself as being
old, by which he probably means infirm,
for if he were born in 1552, he then would
have been only fifty-six years of age. The
date of his death must therefore be placed
at some time between 2 July, 1608, and
12 Feb., 1610. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Robins, George Henry. The followingtwo entries from the marriage registers
of St. Paul's, Covent Garden (Harl. Soc.),
give the marriages of G. H. Robins. They
slightly differ from the information given
in the

'

D.N.B.,' vol. xlviii. p. 437 :

"1800. Sep. 18. George Henry Robins, Esq., of
the Parish of St. Paul, Covent Garden, in the
County of Middlesex, Bachelor, and Isabella Bunn
?v-,

Parish of Chiswick, in the same County,\\idow; by Licence. Edw. Embry, Curate'.VV
AtnS??e8 .

: H - Robins, Ann Gates."
K. 13. George Henry Robins of this

~y
er and Amelia Marian Losack of

>"\>rJJT "*
~S les in the Fields, in the Countyf Middlesex, Spinster; by Licence. F. W J

LowST*
Witnesses : M. D'Almaine, F. C.

Wandsworth.
LIBRARIAN.

ANTELOPE AS CREST (10 S. viii. 229).
..EARING, writing from Cape Town,

' what particular species is likely toave been the original of the heraldic

m tnat h
V6Fy mU h that h was

to in South Africa. I have no^witlTmehere any of the early heralds to whom he

alludes, but I would refer him to what one-

of our most competent later heraldic writers,
the Rev. Dr. Woodward, in his

'

Heraldry :

English and Foreign,' vol. i. p. 249 (ed. 1896),.

says on the subject :

"The antelope of heraldry is generally repre-
sented in a very conventional manner ; its chief use-

in British armory is as a supporter."

And what that
"
conventional manner "

is he states in his
'

Glossary of English
Terms '

(vol. i. p. 416) :

"Antelope (Heraldic). A beast with nearly
straight and tapering horns; it has a long lashed

tail, and a goat's beard."

He gives an illustration as a charge, in

plate xxvii. at p. 250 of the same volume,,
in the coat of Dighton of Lincolnshire :

Per pale argent and gules, an antelope-

passant counterchanged.
Boutell (ed. 1864), p. 68, speaks of the-

"
heraldic ibex or antelope

"
as the sinister

supporter of Baron Dunsany.
J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.

Antigua, W.I.

Perhaps the following, which occurs in

Bryden's
' Kloof and Karroo,' will be oi

service to MB. GEARING :

" The Cape of Good Hope claims as the supporters
of its coat of arms two antelopes one, perhaps,,
the noblest, the other the most fantastic of that

astonishing array with which South Africa is so>

bountifully endowed. Of these the famous gemsbok
(Oryx capensis) is one ; the curious black wildebeest,
or white-tailed gnu (now, by the way, much scarcer
than the brindled gnu), the other But perhapa
the chief reason that renders the oryx of interest
to Englishmen and Scots lies in the fact that it is-

undoubtedly the original of the famous unicorn.
Its colour, size, and shape all point to this con-
clusion ; and the horns, wnen seen in profile, appear
as one. The ancients seem merely to nave invented
the forward set of a single horn, to have added a
few other touches to the oryx, and to have thus
furnished forth the unicorn to puzzle succeeding
ages : Ctesias, physician to Artaxerxes Mnemonr

who described it circa 400 B.C., seems to have been.
the originator of the fable. He describes it as a
wild ass (Onos affrios), and from him doubtless ha
sprung the cloud of mystery in which the unicorn
has been enveloped. Aristotle speaks of the oryx
and the Indian ass as one-horned. Pliny follows
Aristotle ; Loborn, in his history of Abyssinia,
describes the unicorn as resembling a beautiful
horse." Chap. xxi. passim.
The Dutch gave the name "

gemsbok,'"
i.e., chamois, to the oryx antelope from its.

supposed resemblance to the Alpine moun-
tain-climber. N. W. HiLL.J'

1

New York.

The heraldic antelope appears to be a
fabulous cross between the stag or (white)
hart and the unicorn. Its horns, two in

number, are not branched like those of th
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-stag, however; they are straight, like the
single one of the unicorn and the narwhal.
The antelope also has, or should have,
a short tusk on the nose, like the

"
uni-

corned
' '

rhinoceros ; while it has charac-
teristics of the lion also, in the tufts of hair
on the neck, chest, and tail.

Says Mr. Geoffrey Barbican to Mr. Bar-
naby Postern (quoting Willement's '

Regal
Heraldry,' in the

'

Chronicles of London
Bridge,' second ed., 1839, p. 166) :

"
Touching those

royal supporters, which sat

upon the columns on London Bridge the first

use of an antelope as a supporter to the king's arms,
to be met with in the history of heraldic bearings,
is doubtfully hinted at in a manuscript in the
Harleian Library in the British Museum, No. 2259,
as having been so ancient as the reign of King
Richard II."

Mr. Barbican, however, goes on to say
that
" we are much more certain that King Henry IV.
entertained a Pursuivant named Antelope, and
probably adopted such an animal as his dexter
supporter from the family of Bohun, Earl of Here-
ford and Essex, into which he married."

Henry V. bore an antelope as sinister sup-
porter, also an antelope and swan, and two

antelopes (Willement, 1821, 4to, pp. 21,

28, 30, 33, and 36).
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

MB. GEARING will find an interesting
account of the use of the antelope in heraldry
in Planche's

' Pursuivant of Arms,' also in

Clarke's 'Heraldry.'
S. D. CLIPPINGDALE.

BELL-HORSES (10 S. vi. 469 ; vii. 33, 110,

174, 258). At 10 S. vii. 112 DR. BRUSHFIELD

says that the lines
"
Bell-horses, bell-horses,

what time of day," which are used by chil-

dren when playing horses, the start being
made at the concluding word, do not occur

in Halliwell's 'Nursery Rhymes.' They
will be found on p. 147 of the second edition

of that work, 1843. R. B. P.

JOHN SAINSBURY COLLECTION (10 S. ix.

449, 494). The history and fate of this ex-

traordinary collection may be easily ascer-

tained. There is a copy of the elaborate and
exhaustive catalogue, with the title 'The

Napoleon Museum,' 1845, in the British

Museum, where I saw it some years a'go.

I think it was in the department of MSS.,
but I am not certain. The collection was

dispersed by Chinnock & Galsworthy, 18 23

June, 1860, and a copy of this catalogue
formed part of lot 288 at Sotheby's on

TMay 25 last ; the sale extended to 1178 lots.

There is a priced copy of this catalogue in the

Art Library, South Kensington. Another
portion of the same collection (probably
many of the lots were bought in at the
earlier sale) was sold at Sotheby's 6 9 Feb-
ruary, 1865, and this latter catalogue may
be consulted in the Sotheby Series in the
British Museum (Newspaper Room).

W. ROBERTS.
47, Lansdowne Gardens, Clapham, S.W.

STEPHEN MARSHALL (10 S. ix. 465).
Miss E. Vaughan is quite right in regard
to the marriage of Stephen Marshall. . The
statement in my article in the ' D.N.B.'
is wrong. On the other two points Miss E.

Vaughan is in error. Stephen Marshall
married Susanna, daughter of Robert Cas-

tell, by his wife Elizabeth, daughter of
Edward Alleyne. The rich widow, Eliza-

beth, daughter of John Dutton of Button,
Cheshire, married a clergyman named Mar-
shall (but not Stephen). This other Mar-
shall may have been the father of Beck and
Nan Marshall, the actresses. Stephen Mar-
shall had no daughter of either of those
names. A. G.

'THE TOWN' (10 S. ix. 69, 237). The
periodical that had the advantage of Renton
Nicholson's pen was a disreputable sheet

professedly exposing the roguery and corrup-
tion of the town, but actually blackmailing
all who had reason to avoid its publicity.
If MR. BLEACKLEY is not already familiar

with it, I would refer him to
' The Lord Chief

Baron Nicholson,' where much interesting
information about the launching and editing
of this paper is provided. The bookseller

from whom I purchased my copy of this

"Autobiography" had classified it under
'

Legal,' which clearly indicates he had not
read the book. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

WOMAN WITH MASCULINE NAME (10 S. ix.

409, 457). John Storr died on 10 Jan.,

1783, and on 20 Jan. was buried in West-
minster Abbey. In his

' Westminster Abbey
Registers,' 1876, p. 435, note, Col. Chester
said :

"His will, dated 27 Jan., 1781, was proved
16 Jan., 1783, by his relict

' John-Norris Storr,' to

whom, by those names, he bequeathed all his York-
shire estates, for life, and all his personality. At
her death his estates were to go to his own rela-

tions. She is described in the pedigree above
referred to [Poulson's 'History of Holderness.' ii.

79-80] as 'John-Norris, relict of Col. Gordon.'
She was married, at St. Martin in the Fields,

Midx., 20 Mch., 1764, to John Gordon, Esq., when
she was described as 'Norris Gordon, heretofore

Fisher.' The parish register of St. George's, Blooms-

bury, Midx., records the marriage, 11 May, 1773, of
4 John Storr, Esq., bachelor, and John-Norris Fisher,
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formerly (iordon, spinster.' She signed the latter

register, however, as 'Norm Fisher formerly

(Jordon.' The only reasonable explanation ot the

first entry is that she had already been privately

married to Col. Gordon, and the second is suffi-

ciently explained by the fact that the Journals of

the House of Lords record the royal assent, the

very day before, to a bill divorcing her from her

first husband."
ALBERT MATTHEWS.

Boston, U.S.

In 'An Irish Branch of the Fleetwood

Family,' published in the last number
pi

The Genealogist (vol. xxiv. p. 229), it will

be seen that the wife of Charles Fleetwood

of Ballinagarvey, co. Meath, had Richard

as her sole Christian name. This is proved

by the will of her father David Bourne of

Fosterstown, co. Meath, dated 6 Nov.,

1724, and by a bill in the Equity Exchequer
filed by her father-in-law Francis Fleetwood

on 9 Feb., 1740/41.
EDMUND T. BEWLEY.

Capt, Neil Campbell of Oib-Duntroon,
who died in 1791, had a daughter Frederick

Mary Meredith. I have always understood
that she was so named after some member
of the royal family probably the father

of George III. H. C L.

Cliffe Parochial Registers, extracted by
the late Rev. W. A. Scott-Robertson, Kent
Arch. Soc., vol. xi. p. 155, gives the following
extract :

" Maye 1562. The xxvth of Maye was baptized
Philip Coke, the daughter of John Coke, and she
was buried the xi of October A Dni

1582, being a

mayde welbeloved of all her neighbours."

On the next page
"
Phillip Cocke was god-

mother to John Younge." I have met
with the name Timothy as a girl's name
quite recently, but failed to make a note
of it. R. J. FYNMORE.

"RAISINS OF THE SOME" (10 S. ix. 308,
375, 393). Robinson Crusoe explores his
island and finds many grapes, gathers the
clusters, hangs them up to dry, and thereby
has raisins of the sun. Consult the reprint
in

" The Chandos Classics," published by
Warne & Co., pp. 87, 89, 90, and elsewhere.
This reprint is said to be a reproduction
of the first edition in text, letter, punctua-
tion, and italics. JOHN E. NORCROSS.
Brooklyn, U.S.

TALE OF DROP OF WATER (10 S. ix. 448,
497). The book of which LIBERATOR is in
quest is probably that which bears the title
of

' The Crystal Sphere, its Forces and its

Beings ; or, Reflections on a Drop of Water,'

by J. Milton Sanders, M.D. LL.D., Professor
of Chemistry in the Medical Institute of

Cincinnati, Ohio, 1857. A lithographic
illustration of the "

dancing party" as they
appeared through a microscope, forms the

frontispiece to this instructive little work,
a copy of which I received as a prize for

something at school when ten years old.

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.
Deene, Streatham.

SUNDIAL INSCRIPTION (10 S. ix. 289).

Perhaps it should read

dvrjp dvyrbs ewv /zovovj/zepos rr TTI

T(fiv6fj.fvo<i yap T' avrtV d/zeiSci Ka/

i.e., man being mortal is but of a day on
earth, for being cut down forthwith he is

withered in a gloomy hour.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

Without knowing which of the letters

in the copy given are absolutely certain

one is rather reluctant to hazard a solution,
but the following may be suggested :

'A.VT)p BvTfjTOS fWV (J.lVV(!>pl6<i
t(TT 7Tt yCUTJS,

ftfjivofJifvov yap T' avrtx a//,'
efSei' K(ip<p(Tai taprj.

"
Man, being mortal, is short-lived upon

the earth, for he is cut down anon, and his

strength with his beauty withers."
EDWARD BENSLY.

University College, Aberystwyth.

SPEAKER DENISON'S MOTHER (10 S. ix.

428). Charlotte, daughter of Samuel Est-

wicke, M.P., of Lower Berkley Street,

London, was married to John Denison,
1796, at Babworth, Notts, and died 1859,

aged 82. G. D. LUMB.

Charlotte Denison, widow of John Deni-

son, died at Leamington on 26 Jan., 1859.
L. R. O.

JOHN ZEPHANIAH HOLWELL (10 S. ix.

370, 455). There is an excellent sketch
of Hoiwell's career in my old friend Dr.
Busteed's

' Echoes from Old Calcutta/
3rd ed., 1897, pp. 42-8. It is accompanied
by a full-length portrait,

" from a painting
now in the possession of the Government
of India." In drawing up this account
Dr. Busteed derived some valuable informa-
tion from letters written to him by the
Governor's great-grandson, Major W. A.

Holwell, who died at Toronto in October,
1890. Though born in Dublin, Holwell
was descended from an old Devonshire

family, probably of yeoman rank, as it does
not figure in the Visitations. His grand-

r

ather, John Holwell, was a learned mathe-
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matician and astronomer ; and his father,

Zephaniah Holwell, was a substantial mer-
chant of London. John Holwell's father
and grandfather are said to have laid down
their lives in the cause of the Stuarts.

W. F. PBIDEAUX.

[F. DE H. L. also refers to Dr. Busteed's book.]

NOTES ON BOOKS, to.

The. Oxford English Dictionary. Monopoly Move-
ment. (Vol. VI.) By Henry Bradley. (Oxford,
Clarendon Press.)

THIS double section of the great
'

Dictionary
'

includes 1,347 main words, and 3,069 words in all.

The introductory note shows the immense advance
in lexicography made on previous works, a fact
which is now thoroughly appreciated by all students
of English. Every scholar worthy of the name
takes a pride and delight in the rapid advancement
of so masterly a monument of the resources of our
language.
The present instalment begins with a host of

compounds with mono, chiefly scientific.
" Mono-

theism "
begins with H. More in 1660, and "mono-

theist
" with the same writer in 1680.

"
Monotony

"

and " monotonous "
are not found, apparently,

before the eighteenth century.
" Monsieur "

is an
interesting article. Shakespeare invented the bold
use of "monster" as verb, which is echoed in the

quotations from Lamb and Edward FitzGerald.
We can hardly, perhaps, expect to see here that
remarkable nonce-word in Browning's

'

Waring,'"
monstr'-inform'-ingens-horrend-ous, which is

derived from the description of Polyphemus in
'.^Eneid' iii. 658. The sense of monstrous "as a

colloquial or affected intensive" is described as rare
or obsolete, but it forms part of the common stock-
in-trade of the novelists who abundantly inform us

concerning the romance of the past.
" Month " and

" monument " are the subject of masterly articles.

The moon in old English, as now in German, was
masculine, but is in these days always regarded as
feminine. In an article otherwise exhaustive we
fail to trace Tennyson's bold use of the word for
" month "

in the Prefatory Sonnet to the Nineteenth

Century (1877) :

Here, in this roaring moon of daffodil

And crocus.

From Ben Jonson and Shelley is quoted the pretty
adjective

"
moon-proof" ; and we are pleased to see

a mention of "
moon-daisy," which we do not often

hear now as an appellation of the large ox-eye
daisies at present everywhere adorning meadow
lands. "Moon-raker"=a native of Wiltshire is

the record of an early story which has received

recognition on a folk -lore pictorial post-card."
Moral, morale," is an instance of the excellent

analysis of various senses which alone puts
the '

Dictionary
'

far above its competitors. Even
the sporting and slang sense of a " moral

"
(cer-

tainty) is not neglected.
" More "

is a long and
thorough article. The "

Morgue
" has three quota-

tions, all from journalism, and might easily have
been illustrated from books. Thus Forster, 'Life

of Dickens,' Book V. sect. 7, says of the novelist :

" He went at first rather frequently to the Morgue,
until shocked by something so repulsive that he had
not courage for a long time to go back." " Morocco''
is, we learn, a kind of strong beer as well as a
leather binding. Under "Morpheus" we should
certainly have added, from '

II Penseroso,'
" The

fickle pensioners of Morpheus' train." "Mote"
(verb)=may, must, might, is full of illuminating
instances from early English.

" Mother" occupies
more than two pages, and new light is thrown on
that sense of the word which is seen in

" mother of
vinegar." "Motor car" is duly recorded in two-
quotations of 1895, a year before the relaxation of
legal restrictions made its use possible on the roads.
" Motot meter" should.now be added, a dial which
indicates the speed in miles per hour of a car." Mount" (verb) is a long article which will repay
careful study. Under "Mountain ash" Pyruv
aucuparia is mentioned as the scientific name ; but
it would have been well to add another common
English designation, "rowan-tree" or "rowan."
Generally, the botanical details in this section are
admirable.
"Move" (verb) is one of the many words with

extensive uses which exhibit to advantage Mr.

Bradley's resources and gifts of lucid arrangement.
Here Tennyson, the neglect of whose work we have-
noticed in some other sections, is well quoted.
"Move" is the stately word for "walking" or
"
proceeding," effective in poetry, but never quite

natural, as it seems to us, in prose, e.g., as used by
Jebb in his translation of Sophocles. A large
majority of English readers, literary or unliterary,
when they see the policeman's sense of " move on,"
will at once think of Jo in 'Bleak House '

; but we
fail to find his uncomfortable progress recognized
here. "I have been moved on, and moved on, more
nor ever I was afore, since the t'other one give me
the sov'ring," Jo says in chap, xxxi., and we hope
that this or some similar reference from Dickens

may be added to the '

Dictionary
' when it is

revised.
Mr. Bradley notes that the colloquial (U.S.) "To

get a move on one "
is

"
in recent dictionaries."

This phrase is not, perhaps, worth further anno-
tation, but we note that it, or a similar form, is

frequently used in England, of getting up speed in
a motor-car, e.g., in

' The Count's Chauffeur by Mr.
Le Queux (chap, v.): "There are no police-traps
on the road between Scarborough and York, there-
fore we were able to put on a move, and the old

lady expressed the keenest delight at going so fast."

The first compound noun in this sentence is a
specimen of the new vocabulary for which the
motor-car is responsible.

Four Quarto Editions of Plays by Shakespeare.
Described by Sidney Lee. (Stratford-upon-Avon,
printed for the Trustees and Guardians of Shake-
speare's Birthplace.)

THIS neat little piece of descriptive bibliography,
which is remarkably cheap at sixpence, includes
four facsimiles of title-pages which represent the
exact size of the originals. Another shows the
"Jester" book-plate of Locker -

Lampson, from
whose celebrated library, after a brief sojourn
across the Atlantic, the copies of

' The Merry
Wives of Windsor ' and ' The Merchant of Venice '

have come to a fitting home. Admiring as we do-

the enterprise of American collectors, we often find
them parting with their treasures with a swift
unconcern which reminds us of certain satirical
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remarks addressed by Lucian to book-fanciers of

his day. Shakespeare's birthplace ought to have a

representative collection of all that concerns his

writings, and it is greatly to the credit of the

Trustees that they have of late years made such

successful efforts to that end. This is an age of

nevere competition, when anything under the head-

ing of
"
Shakespeariana

"
is eagerly bought, and the

presence of these Quartos, all bound in red morocco,

as everlasting possessions of the place which has

the best right to them is very satisfactory.

The little guide tells plainly and clearly the

circumstances of publication, which have been

worked out by a host of patient commentators.
The uncertainties attending this fascinating corner

of bibliography have been lately emphasized by
Mr. Gregs discoveries and conclusions concerning
Pavier in The Library, but the worth of the

Quartos is incontestable, and we hope that this

booklet will make it clear to many. Education in

the actual circumstances of production in Eliza-

bethan days proceeds very slowly, and heresies

appear to us to be largely supported by the indo-

Jent, who will not examine for themselves into the
real authorities.

Here, besides the two plays mentioned, are

Quartos containing
' A Midsummer Night's Dream,'

A subject which our climate now at lasl allows us
to consider possible, and '

King Lear,' which many
.excellent judges, in spite of Tolstoy, still regard as

the greatest play in the world. These two Quartos
came from one bound volume which " had been,

Apparently, for some two centuries
"
in the posses-

sion of a Kentish family.
The Trustees have made an excellent beginning

towards securing Quartos published before the date
of the First Folio, 1623, which has been in the

Birthplace Library since 1897- We cannot enter
here into the details of Shakespeare's publishers,
some of them still shrouded in the mystery which
"has produced a crowd of conjectures.

The Langstajfs of Teesdale and Weardale. By
G. B. Longstaff, F.S.A. (Wardour Press.)

THIS book contains every known Langstaff entry in
our records, and should be consulted by all inter-
ested in Northern genealogy. We should, especially
like to commend the manner in which the author
touches on the early history of the family. In a
long chapter he presents the evidence for the deri-
vation of the name. In the opening chapter readers
will find an amusing theory concerning the name
which was propounded many years ago.
No member of this family is in the 'D.N.B.,'

though two or three might have been included, such
AS Thomas Longstaff, on whose behalf a strong
claim as the inventor of the "steam-blast" is

Advanced, or Dr. George Dixon Longstaff (1799-
1892), one of the founders of the Chemical Society,
whose memory is associated with the Longstaff
MedaL There are two very good Indexes.

Peerage Law in England.
(Stevens & Sons.)

By F. B. Palmar.

MB. PALMER'S book is too technical for the ordinary
reader, but deserves the highest praise as the work
of an ex

.B
rfc n an important subject which involves

many difficulties, and which has not for many years
been made the subject of a treatise.
The pages before us give in a brief and clear styleA statement of all the privileges and duties of a

peer, modes of creation, questions of descent,

attainder, restitution, and deprivation by Acts of

Parliament, with ample citation of cases. Some of
these are of particular interest to the historian as
well as the lawyer. There are several references to
the ft orfolk case of last year.
A valuable '

Appendix of Charters, Letters

Patent, &c.,' for the most part translated, begin-
ning with 5 Stephen, 1140, aud ending with
6 Edw. VII. , 1906, concludes the text, to which is

added a satisfactory Index.

The Complete Poetical Works of Hartley Coleridge.
Edited, with an Introduction, by Ramsay Colles.

(Routledge.)
THIS new addition to "The Muses' Library" is

very welcome, and the editor, Mr. Colles, is show-
ing a laudable zeal in giving us the work of some of
our less-known poets in a handy form. The intro-
duction explains the story of Coleridge's dreaming
son with due regard for his frailties, and the quota-
tions made from other authors are all good. We
are, in particular, pleased with those from Walter
Bagehot, and think the editor might have men-
tioned the excellent and little-known book whence
they are derived, 'Literary Studies.' We think
the regard of the inhabitants of the Lake District
for Hartley, who had none of Wordsworth's trucu-
lent austerity, might have been emphasized.
The verse itself is mostly in the sonnet form, aud

a long row of sonnets is not particularly palatable.
Some of the

lyrics,
however, are well worth read-

ing, and the ' Sketches of English Poets in Rhymes,'
though they have little claim to be poetry, have
felicitous touches. Among the sonnets are lines
which would not disgrace the best of our poets.

MESSRS. A. W. FABER, 149, Queen Victoria Street,
send us a sample of their new "

Castell
"

pencil,
which is supplied in various degrees of hardness
and softness. The specimen sent us we have
thoroughly tested, and think it justifies its price of

fourpence, as it really lasts well and the lead is of

superior quality.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately,
nor can we advise correspondents as to the value
of old books and other objects or as to the means of

disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentneses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

ERRATUM. Ante, p. 314, col. 2, 1. 12, for
"
Gerige

"

read Genge.
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THE ATHENJEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

THE STORY OF BRITISH DIPLOMACY. THE CRADLE OF THE DEEP.
MEMORIALS OF OLD DERBYSHIRE. FIGURES BYZANTINES. THEODORE II.

LASCARIS, EMPEREUR DE NICEE.
PAULINE. A MAN OF GENIUS. THE DUAL HERITAGE. THE DOOR OF DARKNESS.

THE KEY OF THE DOOR. APRES LE DIVORCE.
BOOKS ON CHINA.
MARGINAL NOTES BY LORD MACAULAY. THE LIVES OF S. FRANCIS OF ASSISI.

THE MIRROUR OF THE BLESSED LYF OF JESU CHRIST. THE LIFE AND TIMES
OF THE EMPRESS PULCHERIA. PLINY THE YOUNGER. MONTAIGNE,
CALDERON, AND IBSEN. LIEGE AND THE ARDENNES. THE BOOK MAKERS
OF OLD BIRMINGHAM. EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY. NEWNES'S SHILLING NOVELS.

NOTES FROM OXFORD.
THE SENSES OF INSECTS. THE LAW OF HOSPITALS. THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL

AND OTHER DRUGS ON FATIGUE. RESEARCH NOTES.
THE PARIS SALONS.
THE EXPLORER. THE FLAG LIEUTENANT. THE CHINESE LANTERN.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

ENGLISH SOCIETY IN THE ELEVENTH CENTURY. HOME LIFE IN GERMANY.
THOMAS BOSTON'S GENERAL ACCOUNT OF MY LIFE.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF LOYALTY.
NEW NOVELS : The Honour of " X." ; The Magic of May ; The Bishop's Scapegoat ; Restitution ;

Chateau Royal ; The Edge o' Beyond ; The Devil of Dulverton ; The Slim Princess ; Purple and

Homespun ; A Voice from Oblivion.

TRAVEL. COUNTRY BOOKS AND NATURE STUDIES.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : One City and Many Men ; The Government of England ; Michael Davitt ;

More Society Recollections ; The New Encyclopedia of Social Reform ; Rapports economiques de

la France et de 1'Angleterre ; Joachim Murat's Letters ; Four Quarto Plays by Shakespeare ;

Goethe's Poetry and Truth from my own Life.

NOTES FROM PARIS. 'THE CAMBRIDGE MODERN HISTORY.'
LIST OF NEW BOOKS. LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Garden Literature ; Chemical Literature ;

' The Evolution of Forces '

; Societies ;

' 7* 5 >1 9 Meetings Next Week.
FINE ARTS : The Greater Abbeys of England ; Italian Gardens ; The Art and Craft of Garden

Making ; Medallic Illustrations of the History of Great Britain ; Sculpture at the Royal Academy ;

Sales ; Gossip ; Exhibitions.

MUSIC : II Barbiere ; Mr. Beecham's Concert ; Dr. Saint-Saens's Concert ; The Art of Singing ;

Gossip ; Performances Next Week.
DRAMA : L'Affaire des Poisons ; The Three of Us ; A Pair of Spectacles ; Tudor Facsimile Texts.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHEN^UM will contain Articles on

PROF. OMAN'S HISTORY OF THE PENINSULAR WAR, VOL. III.

AND

LIFE AND LETTERS OF HERBERT SPENCER.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS,

Athenceum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. And of all Newsagente.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

READY JULY 1.

THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
Edited by Dr. MURRAY. RESERVE RIBALDOUSLY. A Double Section. By Dr. CRAIGIE. Imperial 4to,

* The next Issue (October 1) will be a Section concluding M, by Dr. BRADLEY. Already published, A L,

M-MONOPOLY, N-O, P-PREMIOUS, Q, R-RESERVE.

THE SHAKESPEARE APOCRYPHA.
Being a Collection of Fourteen Plays which have been ascribed to Shakespeare. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
and Bibliography, by C. F. TUCKER-BROOKE. Crown 8vo, 5*. net ; on India Paper, 7*. M. net.

Dailii Jfoti. "This collection will be invaluable to Shakespearean students. It has never been made before, and it

has been done now admirably, and once for all Mr. Brooke's introduction is wonderfully interesting, and so, indeed, are

the plays themselves. They are not to be accounted canonical, but they may be read ' for example of life and instruction

of manners.'"
PUBLISHED TO-DAY.

JOHNSON ON SHAKESPEARE.
Essays and Notes selected and set forth with an Introduction by WALTER RALEIGH. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.

[Oxford Library of Prose and Poetry.

SKOTLANDS RIMUR. Icelandic Ballads on the Gowrie Conspiracy.
Edited by W. A. CRAIGIE. [Shortly.

SOUNDS OF ENGLISH. By H. SWEET. 2*.ed.

THE ENGLISH FACTORIES IN INDIA, Vol. II., 1622-1623.
A Calendar of Documents in the India Office and British Museum. By WILLIAM FOSTER. 8vo, with Map,
12*. 6d. net Already published, Vol. I., 1618-1621, by the Same. 12*. 6d. net.

Published under the patronage of His Majesty's Secretary of State for India in Council.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. "Most of the documents here calendared appear in print for the first time,
and to students of the history of India they will prove of the utmost value."

CATALOGUE OF THE COINS IN THE INDIAN MUSEUM, CALCUTTA.
Including the Cabinet of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
Vol. III. MUGHAL EMPERORS OF INDIA. By H. NELSON WRIGHT. Royal 8vo, 40*. net.

Previously published : Vol. L By VINCENT A. SMITH. 30s. net ; or separately, Part I. THE EARLY FOREIGN
DYNASTIES AND THE GUPTAS. 15*. net. Part II. ANCIENT COINS OF INDIAN TYPES. 6. net. Part III.

PERSIAN, MEDIAEVAL, SOUTH INDIAN, AND MISCELLANEOUS COINS. 10*. Bd. net Vol. II. Part I.

THE SULTANS OF DELHI. Part IL CONTEMPORARY DYNASTIES IN INDIA. By H. NELSON WRIGHT.
With 25 Plates. 30*. net. (The first section of Part II. by SIR JAMES BOURDILLON.) (Published for the Trustees of
the Indian Museum.)

Academy (Vol. II.) "Will be of great value to seekers after first-hand data, whether for the study of Indian history
or of Indian metrology. For the latter especially, this cabinet, with its large number of good specimens showing but
little wear, is especially useful, and the simplicity of arrangement, together with the thoroughness of Mr. Wright'*
brief introduction to each section, makes this volume easy to handle, and far more attractive than we should nave
thought a catalogue of such monotonous coins could be In all points of real importance the catalogue is all a.

catalogue should be."

THE POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE
STUDY OF ECONOMIC HISTORY.

By L. L. PRICE, M.A. 8vo, 1*. net.

INDIVIDUALISM AND AFTER.
The Herbert Spencer Lecture. By BENJAMIN KIDD. 8vo, 1*. net

GREEK HISTORICAL WRITING AND APOLLO.
By ULRICH VON WILAMOWITZ-MOELLENDORFF (translation by GILBERT MURRAY). 8ro, 2s. net

THE OPTIMISM OF BUTLER'S 'ANALOGY '

THE ROMANES LECTURE, 1908.
By Rev. Canon SCOTT HOLLAND. 8vo, 2*. net

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press, Amen Corner, E.C.

Published Weekly h JOHN C. FRANCIS and J.R^WpS,**^8 and JiEDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. B.C. ; and Printed by
FRANCIS, Athenaeum Preg, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane! V.C.-Saturdav, June 27, 1908.
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A. on poisons, 308
A. (G. E. P.) on the Bonassus, 365

Maginn (W.) and Moses Mendez, 417

A. (J. W.) on bridge with figures of the Saviour, 309
Hunt (Holman), his '

Light of the World,' 350
A. (M.) on Crowe family, 118

Ebsworth, 209

A. (W. H.) on Lyndhurst's Marriage Act, 50

Aberdeen, Monthooly and Lickar Stone at, 389
Aberdein (Mrs.), her Papyruseum exhibition, 1818, 30

Abracadabra, etymology of the word, 467
Abrahams (A.) on Ave Maria Lane, 150

Bedford county history, 306

Bonassus, 451

Champion's Vinegar Brewery, 186

Cheapside Cross : its bibliography, 445

Crosby Square, No. 4, 346

Coleman (George) as Censor of Plays, 206

Furniture, antique, 496

Gresham Street warehouse, 267
'

History of Advertising,
'

286
London remains, 196
London signs : "Guy, Earl of Warwick," 127
London statues and memorials, 284

London streets, 147
Middlebrook Museum, 484
Minor Inns of Court, 114

Peerless Pool House, 227
Portsmouth Street, No. 14, 346

Proverbs, two old, 118

Kussell (Lady Elizabeth), 325

Salmon (Thomas), 372
Scott illustrators, 77

Shakespeare, Third Folio, 315

Shakespeare Memorial, 246, 392

Snuff-Mill Estate, Homerton, 50

"Sol's Arms," 214

Telegraph,' 1797, 247

'Town,' 69, 517
'

Topographical Memoranda of the Ward of

Farringdon Without,' 328

Westminster School in 1797, 387
Abruzzi (Duke of), his Arctic exploration, 6

Acheson family of Ayrshire, 91, 215, 392

Ackerley (F. G.) on fast= short of, 432

Racial, 270
Talbot (James), of Shrewsbury lineage, 329

Troper : its derivation, 330

Ackroyd (B. B.) on German translation, 78

Longfellow, 72

Acrostica, double, earliest in newspapers, 290

Adams (John), serjeant-at-law, bis family, 349, 413

Adams (John G.) on passenger elevators or lifts, 67

Addy (S. 0.) on Cirencester Town Hall, 149

Admiralty carrier pigeons sold, 485

Advertising, its history, 286
Aitchison (A.) on Scots Guards : colours, 51
Akbar (Emperor), his likeness, 211, 332
'

Albania,' anonymous poem, and Sir W. Scott, 422

Alberta, Canada, origin of the place-name, 486

Aldersgate Ward, Aldermen of, 249, 375
Ale :

"
humming ale," use of the phrase, 107

Alexander family of Ireland and Scotland, 28, 98
Alexandrian Library at Milan, 188
Allan (David), painter, his biography, 372
Allart (Hortense) and E. and H. Bulwer, 30, 56
Allin (John), minister of Odihaai, 1650, 389
Allot (R.), errors in '

England's Parnassus,' 341, 401
Alltree family, 349, 413, 456
Almack (E.) on Roger North's life of his brother, 201

Almanac, man in the, 408, 475
Aloe shown in Covent Garden, 1780, 609
Alter Ego on Maghull Yates, 469
American newspaper, first, 1690, 347
American place-names, peculiar, 297
American Regiment, 62nd Royal, 350, 412
Amulet found in Roman urn in Kent, 270, 332, 375
Anacreontic Society, its charter song, 387
Anderson (J.) on Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe, 290
Anderson (J. B.) on knights and their swords, 308
Anderson (J. L.) on collar for reprieved criminal, 174

Glenara, 36
Anderson (P. J.) on 'D.N.B.' additions, 410

Dowty (Aiglen), 208
Scottish University arms, 465
Thumb Bible, by John Taylor, 366

Andrews (H. C.) on Stephen Austen, bookseller, 431
Andrews (W.) on Dr. Birkbeck's portraits, 488

Hull Railway Report, 111

Andrews (W. F.) on William Hogsflesh, 14

Angel of an inn, meaning of the term, 488
Anne (Queen), metropolitan churches built, 429
Anne of Austria, why so named, 390, 451, 474
Anon, used for "

erewhile," 135

Anonymous Works :

Albania, 1737, 422

Antiquities of St. Peter's, Westminster, 250

Essay on Woman, 442, 492

Extraordinary Ascent of the Enchanted Moun-
tain, 190, 496

Flights of Fancy, 405
Heart of John Middleton, 430, 493
Letters from Belgium, 51
Lorenzo Benoni, 8

Memoirs of a Young Lady of Quality, 75

Passages in the Life of an Italian, 8
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Anonymous Worki:

Peregrine in France, 1816, 405

Rebecca, 275

'Topographical Memoranda of the \\ard of

Farringdon Without,' 328

Valley of a Hundred Fires, 54, 111

Anscombe (A.) on Noxgaga, 384

Antelope as crest, its origin, 516

Antigua, monumental inscriptions, 296 ; records, 415

Antique furniture, 389, 496

Apostamated, use of the word, 1607, 405

Apparel, fashion in naming, 157

Apparition, Cornish, 325, 392

Apperson (G. L.) on Defoe: the Devil's chapel, 255

Eynsford Castle, 514

Man in the almanac, 476

Pall Mall, the game, 311

Weed= tobacco, 274

Apples : old names. 297, 314, 495; sops in wine, 318

Arabia, Hayil or Hail in, 58

Archbell family, 469

Architects, birds as, 66

Architecture, castle works on, 429

Arden (Edward), executed 1583, 184

Arkle (A. H.) on ' The Philobiblion,' 173

Nonconformist burial-grounds, 297

Liverpool Library, 414

Armorel as a Christian name, 178

Arms, Canadian College of, 96. See also Heraldry.

Army List, battle of the Boy ne, 1 70
Arnold and Rhodes families, 89, 298

Artists, burial-places of, 189
Artists' Rifle Corps, verses in honour, 484
Ascension Day, its observance in 1683, 401, 456

A?hby (R. E.) on the Evil Eye in Italy, 145
Askwith or Asquith, surname and place-name, 461

Aspenden, pre- Reformation rectory at, 37

Asquith or Askwith, surname ami place-name, 461
Astarte on amulet found in Roman urn, 270

Authors of quotations, 49
Double-headed eagle, 350
'

Lady of the Lake ': allusions, 132

Astronomy in Tennyson, 13

Athene, sacrifices offered to, 369
Athenian fleet saved by a comma, 389, 473
Atkyns (Mrs. Charlotte) and Marie Antoinette, 343
Auction catalogue of 1832, 329
Auditors of the Exchequer, c. 1682, 386
Auld (G.), tract printed by, 89, 137, 218
Aumbries ia Pre- Reformation churches, 97
Austen (Stephen), Newgate Street, 348, 413, 431
Austin (Roland) on '

Literary Companion,' 368
' Warden of St. Briavels,' 308

.Australia, Western, and Fenians, 188, 236, 254, 832
Austria, Anne of, why so called, 390, 451, 474
Ave Maria Lane, its history, 150
Axon (E.) on James Peake, Nonjuror, 462
Axon (W. E. A.) on Bible in weekly numbers, 64

'

Conrade Freeman "
of Greenwich, 6

' D.N.B. Epitome,' 84
' Heart of John Middleton,' 493
Lamb's '

My Great-Aunt's Manuscript, 29
'

Lines to a Skeleton,' 304
'

Philobiblion,' 92
Pied Piper in Ispahan, 348
Sharp's 'G.) Child's FirstFirst Book Improved,' 367

Axon (W. E. A.) on ' Sicilian's Tale,' 373

Ayeahr on authors of quotations, 229

Beating, proverb on, 298

Bees told of deaths, 434

"Crooked Billet," 452

Dickens and the lamplighter's ladder, 471

Electricity : prophecy falsified, 466
" Free-and-easy," 407

Lattice tongs, 67

Lingers, c. 1474, 37

Old Record Oflice, 168

Prize: its history, 137, 233

Shutters, 295
Tale of drop of water, 497

Village mazes, 475

B, its mutation into p, 36

B. on Arnold and Rhodes families, 298

Authors of quotations, 29

Churchwardens appointed by Mayors, 318

B. (A.) on Robert de Swillington, 482

Taxes in England, 153

B. (A. H.) on Denis Kelly of Lisdaffe, 348

B. (C. C.) on apples, 297

Authors of quotations, 149

Book margins, 285

Carlyle's
' French Revolution,' 157

Dunghill proverb, 413

Leech-gathering, 291

Littlecote House, Wiltshire, 58

Marks Stone, 191

Mince pie and plum pudding, 357

"Nigh hand" in the '

N.E.D.,' 6, 96

Nonconformist burial-grounds and gravestones,
233

Olive tree, 370
Wine used at Holy Communion, 90

Wordsworth and Browning, 33

B. (E.) on speech after removal of tongue, 216

B. (E. A.), on ewer from Fotheringay bell, 468

B. (G.) on Newport Church, I. W., 389

B. (G. R. )
on Bacon and Quaplode families, 210

B. (G. F. R.) on Westminster Scholars, 288, 309

B. (H. I.) on Doomsday bell at Jerusalem, 312

Peacock's ' Misfortunes of Elphin,' 331

Piper's Hole, 357
B. (M. L.) on London remains, 197

B. (R.) on birds as weather prophets, 293

Embroidery pictures, 193

Motherhood late in life, 232
B r (R.) on Carlyle's

' French Revolution,' 158

Creole folk-lore, 494

Ketty land, 416

Motto,
" In God is all," 474

Wife Bazaar : childers, 416
B. (R. S.) on Mrs. Aberdein : Papyruseum, 30

'Enchanted Mountain,' 190

Expedition to Ireland, 335
London statues and memorials, 482
Park Lassall, clockmaker, 494

Peel, Parsley, nickname, 115
" Petits Chevaux," a game, 110
Tower of London, 296

B. (R. W.) on George Fleetwood's portrait, 193
Fleetwood (Bishop W.), 231

B t (R.) Hanway= umbrella, 493
B. (T. W.) on authors of quotations, 390
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B. (W.) on ' D.N.B.': additions and corrections, 372
Irish version of " De mortuis," 388
Tai-Ping War, 415

Unthank, 493
Wordsworth and Browning, 257

B. (W. C.) on"apostamated,"405
Beating, proverb on, 298
Blore (T.) at Middleton Races, 5
Calendar rimes, 95

Conveyancing at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 456
Dancing at Echternach, 474
Day (\Ventworth), 42
Dickens and lamplighter's ladder, 389
Easter, new clothes at, 305
Easter bibliography, 305
Kaster eggs, 305
Easter sepulchre, 305
Hatmakers' materials, 477

Highways repaired, 13
Johnson's ancestors and connexions

>
46

Leech-gathering, 291

Liggers, c. 1474, 36
Marshall (Stephen), 465

May Day : Maypole, 345
Mince pie and plum pudding, 46

Napoleon III. in London, 371

Nottingham, its bibliography, 205
Paschal candle, 305
Pattens in the church porch, 394

Rogation procession : Ascension Day, 401
St. John Baptist's eve, 481

Shutters, 66

Village mazes, 475

Vivandieres, 313

Willow-pattern china, 438
B. (W. E.) on monumental inscriptions, 168
B. (W. G.) on Prior=senior, 147

Bacon, use of the word in 1164-5, 55
Bacon (Nathaniel), 1593-1660, in '

D.N.B.,' 47
Bacon family, 130

Baddeley (St. Clair) on brass at Brown Candover, 316

Dabrichecourt, 418
Roman inscription concerning Corbridge, 311
"Sub rosa," 316

Badeley (J.) on Victorian coin, 209
Baffo (Giorgio), d. 1768, his poems, 258
Ba'if (J. A. de), author, his biography, 390, 492

Bailey-Kempling (W.) on '

Christabel,' 27
Bailward (W. A.) on pauper's song, 308
Balboa (Vasco Nunez de) and the South Sea, 107, 212
Baldock (G. Yarrow) on Edmonton burial-place, 267

Standard Theatre, Shoreditch, 247
Ball (Col. W.) of Virginia, 1650, 269

Ballinger (J.) on Thomas Clay of Ludgate Hill, 327

Banzai, origin of the Japanese word, 405

Baptismal robe : chrisom, 312

Baptisms, their registration, c. 1653, 89

Barham (R.), allusion in 'Ingoldsby,' 447
Barlow (William Henry ),d. 1902, his burial-place, 128
Barnet (Humphrey), minister of Newton Heath, 206
Barnouw (A. J.) on ' The Spiritual Quixote,' 88

Barracoon, use and meaning of the word, 185, 234
Barrow (John) and George IV., 808
Bartrum (H. H.) on Tye, 29
Basin and ewer from Fotheringay bell, 468

Bass Rock, hexameters on, 288, 411

Bassett (H. H.) on Eynsford Castle, 449
Bassett Family Association in America, 486
Bateman (John F.), d. 1889, his burial-place, 128
Bathurst (Benjamin) and Duke of Gloucester, 149
Bathurst (Miss K.) on Alexander family, 98

Gloucester (Duke of) and Benjamin Bathurst, 149
Batsford (B. T.) on Cowdray, Sussex, 450
Battels, use of the word, 1574, 305
Battledore in the pulpit, clergyman with, 53
Bauhusius (Bernardus), his epigrams, 70, 134
Bayley (A. R.) on Anne of Austria, 452

Brass as a surname, 358
Dunbar (J.) of Tarbat, 349
Lyndhurst's Marriage Act, 96
Mary, Queen of Scots, in Edinburgh Castle, 74
Pre-Reformation Tabernacle, 57
'

Spiritual Quixote
' and Smollett, 213

Upton (Nicholas), 457
Bayley (J.), his '

History of the Tower,' 61

Bayly (N.) on Charlton Thruppe, 110
Bayne (T.) on Achesons of Ayrshire, 392

Anon, 135
Authors of quotations, 214
Bells rung backwards, 473
Bonassus, 451
Defoe : the Devil's chapel, 255
'

English Minstrelsy,' 257
French words in Scotch, 450

Her's, 406
Hume (J.), his ancestry, 115
Jonson (Ben), his name, 431

Lytton's
' Lost Tales of Miletus,' 248

Pin-basket=youngest child, 417

Preaching in Scotland, 485

Swank, 513

Water-suchy, 150
" Well of English undefyled," 267
"Winged Skye" : 'Albania,' 422
Wordsworth and Browning, 93

Bazely family of Kent, 129, 218

Bayonne, derivation of the place-name, 369
Beacon, New Year, at Weldon, near Kettering, 46
Beaconsfield (Lord), and George Potticary, 46

; his
use of revert, 70 ; his Abyssinian speech, 125

Beating, proverb on, 170, 298

Beauchamp family of Somersetshire, 55
Beaumont and Fletcher's '

Pilgrim,' 301
Beaven (A. B ) on Constables of the Tower, 390

Monoux (George), 431
Beavis (Richard), his paintings in the Guildhall, 308
Beazley (F. C.) on Beezely, Sussex, 338

Litton family of Derby and Stafford, 309
Beddoes (W. F.) on Cheney family, 269
Bedford County History, by Rev. J. D. Parry, 306

Bedingfield (Robert), b. 1720, his poems, 184
Bedlow the informer, 1650-80, his biography, 229
Bees, folk-lore of, 433

Beezely, Sussex, place-name, 269, 338

Bellerophon, Bonaparte on, at Torbay, 321, 382
Bell-horses in nursery rimes, 517
Bells rung backwards, 229, 418, 473
Bennett (A. L.) on Bennett of Baldock, 228
Bennett family of Baldock, 228, 333, 395

Benny, etymology of the word, 148, 197

Bensly (E.)on Athenian fleet saved by a comma, 473
Authors wanted, 34, 113, 175, 214, 317
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Benly (E.) on beating, proverb on, 298
" Fide aed cui vide

"
: Bahusius, 134

Fielding's grave, 134

Greek", and laws of gravity, 16
;
and block and

tackle, 312

Horace in Latin and English verse, 13

Johnston family of Scotland, 456

King's
' Classical Quotations,' 107, 284

Latin quotations, 37

Meswinde the Fair, 77

"Nitor in adversum," 451

Priscian's head, 375

Roman death duties, 73

Roman inscription concerning Corbridge, 311

"Subrosa," 335
Sundial inscription, 518

Swinburne translations, 375

Tooth, single, 326

Bernan (C. A.) on Altree family, 413

Berry (G. L.) on chained books in iron covers, 189

Berthon (Edward Lyon), 1813-99, his biography, 232
Bethell (C.) on Fenians and Western Australia, 236

Betley register, curious entries in, 65

Bettes or Bettiss family, 149

Bettiss or Bettes family, 149

Beulah Spa, Upper Norwood, its history, 35, 313, 453

Bewickiana, 307, 394

Bewley (Sir E. T.) on woman's masculine name, 518
Bible : Abraham Lincoln and the Wycliffe, 10

;
in

weekly numbers 64
; Thumb, by John Taylor, 366

Bibliography :

Advertising, its history, 286

Biography, British, 98
Book auctions, early, 127

Byron (Lord), 10

Camel, 37

Cheapside Cross, 445

Churches, their dedications, 28, 332
Combe (William), key to

' The Diaboliad,' 227
Dances, religious, 427, 474
' Dandies' Ball,' 109, 217
Dante, 11

Dodsley (Robert), 3, 184, 323
Easter, 305, 397
Glover (Robert), 9, 53

Hampton Court and Hampton, 169, 317
Jews :

'

Light for the Jews,' 1656 and 1664, 230
Junius, 386, 430
Lamb (Charles and Mary), 29, 440
'Lazarus Redivivus,' 348
1

Literary Companion,' 368, 433
Longfellow (H. W.), 72
Luther (Martin), 6

May Day, 345, 398
Mazes, 388, 475
Nash (David William), 372
Nottingham, 205
Pall-mall, the game, 250, 310
Peacock's '

Misfortunes of Elphin,' 221. 331
'Philobiblion,' 1861, 9, 92, 173
Roads, 249, 295

Seventeeenth-century MSS., 201
Shadow shows, 267
Shakespeare, Third Folio, 241, 315
Thumb Bible, by John Taylor, 366
Tusser (Thomas),

'

Husbandry,' 1848 ed., 169

Bickford-Smith (R. A. H.) on authors wanted, 229

Bidaxe, larm tool, derivation of the word, 94

Bilbocatch, the game, 68

Billson (0. J.) on amulet found in Roman urn, 332

Piper's Hole, 378

Billycock hat, origin of the name, 27, 93

Birds, as architects, 66
;
as weather prophets, 210, 293-

Birkbeck (Dr.), portraits of, 488
Birkbeck (M.) on calendar rimes, 50

Birkenhead, last survivor of the crew, 268

Birmingham, introduction of printing into, 1716, 13

Birmingham and London Railway, its carriages, 72

Births, their registration, o. 1653, 89
Black (W. G.) on Blaikie's ' Lazarus Redivivus,' 348

Prison farce, 507
Blackburn (Archbishop), his biography, 36
Bladud on Otwav and Kipling, 426
Blake (William)" c. 1650, and S. T. Coleridge, 63
Blakie (N.), author of ' Lazarus Redivivus,' 348
Blakiston (H. E. D.) on name-puzzle in Spenser, 114

Bleackley (Horace) on Casanova in England, 116

Coventry (Lady) mobbed, 47, 78

Derry's (Bob), 49
'

Diabo-lady
'

: a key, 247

'Diaboliad,' by William Combe, 227
' D.N.B. Epitome,' 153
"Handsome Tracy," 188
'Harris's List of Covent Garden Ladies,' 370-
'

History of King's Place,' 169

Kennedy (Polly) : Polly Jones, 97
Kent (Duke of), his children, 275

Kitty Fisher's Jig,' 50, 236
Letters of Junius, 386
London Library, 4

Lightfoot (Hannah), 24, 122, 264
Mahon (Mrs.), the " Bird of Paradise," 170
' Memoirs of a Young Lady of Quality,' 75-

Newgate, its Ordinaries, 35
Perreau brothers and Mrs. Rudd, 114
Piccini's ' La Schiava,' 90
Ritso (Catherine Augusta), 374
"Sham Abraham," 417
Simms (T.), the hangman, 270
Tete-a-tete portraits, 494

'Town,' 237

Tyburn, 294
Villa Real (Elizabeth Sarah), 397
Wilkes's 'Essay on Woman,' 442

Blincoe (Robert), his memoirs, 231
Blind men and smoking, 309, 335, 354, 376
Bliss ( R. ) on authors of quotations, 370
Block and tackle, known to the Greeks, 312, 43*
Blooding a witch, 328, 397
Blore (Thomas) at Middleton Races, 1781, 5
Blount (G.) on Blount family, 270
Blount family, 48, 270
Blueback= Greenback, use of the word, 326
Boase (F.) on books by the ton, 286

Darling (Grace), her medals, 285
'D.N.B. Epitome,' 211

Dowty (Aiglen), 274
Everitt (Graham), 367
London statues and memorials, 284
"Oh, tell me whence Love cometh," 515
Ouida, the novelist, 307

Ouija, 307
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Boase (F.) on place-names, index of, 235
Sands (Richard), equestrian, 13
"
Ship

"
Tavern, Greenwich, 207

Boethius and " Sorrow's crown of sorrows," 68

Bohemian tongue-twisters, 446

Bombay, domestic life of Europeans in, 116

Bonaparte (Napoleon), and General Bourke, 8, 52
;

on the Bellerophon, Torbay, 321, 382

Bonassus, wonderful animal, its description, 365, 451

Book auctions, early, 127
Book margins, 285
Book of Common Prayer, "Quires," 88
' Book of Martyrs of Ephrata," three copies sold, 326

Book-plate verses, 167

Books recently published :

Archseologia Aeliana, Third Series, Vol. III., 98

Baddeley's (W. St. C.) A Cotteswold Manor, 180
Besant's (Sir W.) Early London, 479

Billings's (R. W.; Baronial Antiquities of Scot-

land, ed. by A. W. Wiston-Glynn, 420

Bleackley's (H.) Story of a Beautiful Duchess, 59

Brierley's (H.) Martindale Registers, 498

Browning, selected by A. Birrell, 420
Brushfield's (Dr.) Raleghana, 160

Burke's Peerage and Baronetage, 1908, 99

Burlington Magazine, 120, 198, 300. 380, 458

Cambridge Modern History : Vol. V. Age of

Louis XIV, 419

Campbell's Poetical Works, ed. J. L. Robertson,
198

Chandler's (F. W.) Literature of Roguery, 79

Clergy Directory for 1908, 99

Coleridge's (Hartley) Complete Poetical Works,
ed. R. Colles, 520

Curie's (R. H. P.) Aspects of G. Meredith, 458
Dickens's (C.) Pickwick Barnaby Rudge, 319

Ditchfield's (P. H. ) Charm of the English Village,
439

Drewitt's (F. D.) Bombay in the Days of

George IV., 238

Espinosa's (Friar A. de) Guanches of Tenerife,

ed. Markham, 358

Genealogist, Vol. XXIII., 219

Genealogy, Some Special Studies in, 238

George III., by Beckles Willson, 58

Gleanings after Time, ed. G. L. Apperson, 159

Goethe's Autobiography, trans, by M. Steele-

Smith, 420
Gomme's (G. L.) Folk-lore as an Historical

Science, 399

Gray's (Sir T.) Scalacronica, trans, by Sir H.

Maxwell, 278

Hartog's (P. J.), Writing of English, 80

Headlam's (W.), Book of Greek Verse, 78

Heine's Book of Songs, trans, by L. Todhunter, 39

Hewetson's (J.) Hewsons of Finuge, Kerry, 138

Hewitt's (J. F.) Primitive Traditional History,

340
Ibsen's (H.) Collected Works, 339

Innocent the Great, by Pine-Gordon, 159

Lamb (Charles and Mary), Bibliography of, 440

Lang's (A.) The King over the Water, 119

Langdon's (Mrs. A. H.), Writing of English, 80

Leland's Itinerary, ed. L. T. Smith, 318

Literary Year-Book, 1908, 80

Lodge's Peerage, 1908, 99

Books recently published :

Longstaffs (G. B.) Langstaflfe of Teesdale, 520
Maitland (F. W.), by A. L. Smith, 379
Manorial Society : Lists of Manor Court Rolls in

Private Hands, 18
Memorials : Old Derbyshire, ed. Rev. J. C. Cox,

219
;
Old Dorset, ed. by T. Perkins and H. Pen-

tin, 180; Old Norfolk, ed. H. J. D. Astley,
479 ; Old Warwickshire, ed. Alice Dryden, 219

Meredith (G.), Aspects of, by Curie, 458
Mitchell's (Rev. J.) Significant Etymology, 299
Morland (G.), by C. C. Williamson, 260

Moryson's (Fynes) Itinerary, 259
Neale's (J. A.) Charters and Records of Neales

of Berkeley, 318
New English Dictionary, 118, 519

Newspaper Press Directory, 198

Ocampo's (Capt. B. de) Execution of the Inca

Tupac Amaru, ed. Markham, 358
Oxford Book of French Verse, chosen by St. John

Lucas, 179
Palmer's (F. B.) Peerage Law in England, 520
Pirie-Gordon's (C. H. C.) Innocent the Great, 159
Political History of England: Vol. XII. 1837-

1901, by S. Low and L. C. Sanders, 38

Quarterly Review : January, 1908, 160
Ranke's (L. von) History of the Popes, 439

Reliquary, January, 1 908, 99

Royal Navy, painted by N. Wilkinson, described

by H. L. Swinburne, 198
Sarmiento de Gamboa's (P.) History of the Incas,

ed. Markham, 358

Shakespeare: Warwickshire Contemporaries, by
Stopes, 138 ; Antony and Cleopatra, New
Variorum Edition, 359 ;

Four Quarto Editions

of Plays, described by S. Lee, 519
Shield's (A.) The King over the Water, 119

Snorter's (Clement) Immortal Memories, 79

Sidney's (P.) Apologie for Poetrie, ed. Churton

Collins, 498
Smith's (A. L ) Frederic William Maitland, 379

Stebbing's (W.) Impressions of the Poets, 179
Stevenson's (W. B.) Crusaders in the East, 278
Stewart-Brown's (R.) Wapentake of Wirral, 2.19

Stopes's (C. C.) Shakespeare's Warwickshire Con-

temporaries, 138

Stuart's (J.) Beechen Grove Baptist Church, 80
Sweet's (H.) Sounds of English, 420

Taylor's (H.) Ancient Crosses and Holy Wells of

Lancashire, 159
Tew's (Rev. E. L. H.) Old Times and Friends, 498
Trench's (Abp.) Miracles, Introduction by Smythe

Palmer, 219

Trevelyan's (Sir G. O.) The American Revolution,
Part III., 58

Upper Norwood Athenaeum, Record 1907, ed. by
T. Pitt, 379

Vickers's Newspaper Gazetteer, 1908, 238

Walpole's (Sir Spencer) History of Twenty-Five
Years, 1856-80, 419

Whetham's (C. D. and W. C. D.) Col. N. Whet-
ham, 259

Whitaker's Almanack, 1908, 18 ; Peerage, 19

Willcock's (J.) A Scots Earl. in Covenanting
Times, 339

Williamson's (C. C.) George Morland, 260
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Books recently published :

Willson's (B.) George III. as Man, Monarch,

and Statesman, 58

Wreath of Christmas Carols, chosen by Andrews,
19

Wright's (J. and E. M.) Old English Grammar,
MO

Wroth's (VV.) Cremorue and the Later London

Gardens, 299

Books, sold by the ton, 286; "with allowance" in,

387, 478

Books, chained : in prisons, 187 ;
in iron covers, 189

Bookseller, 'its Jubilee, 85, 103

Booksellers and publishers, London, 89, 137, 218

Booksellers' catalogues, 19, 60, 100, 139, 199, 220,

239, 279, 319, 359, 399, 459, 480, 499

Booth (G. A. W.) on Booth family, 388

Booth family, 388

Boothby ("Prince"), his biography, 187

Bosgrave (James), imprisoned in Tower, 1580, 184

Bosses, mediaeval, from London buildings, 18

Bostock coat of arms, 130
Boulter (W. C.) on Durham graduates, 288
Bourke (General J. C. R.), and Napoleon, 8, 52

Boyce family, 370

Boyne, battle of the, Army List, 170 ; William III.'s

horse at, 329, 377, 414

Boys (H. W.) on name-puzzle in Spenser, 48
Bradbrook (W.) on motherhood late in life, 57

Shakespeare's bones, 196

Bradley (H.) on multum, 211

Sabariticke, 488

Brandenburgh House Sale Catalogue, 128, 196, 277
Brass surname, 358
Brasses: at Brown Candover and Wylson family,

189, 315
;
at Ryton-on-Tyne, 389

Brassington (W. S.) on Shakespeariana, 264
Breedon family, 151, 454
Bremond family, 149
Brereton (J. Le G.) on William Carpenter, 248
Breslar (M. L. R.) on Cromwell and Milton, 214

Fast= short of, 209

Maginn (W.) and Moses Mendez, 211
Portfolio Society, 510

Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio, 113" Sorrow's crown of sorrows," 68
Wordsworth and Browning, 93
Yale University, 110

Brett (A.) on Brett family, 509
Brett family, 509

'

Bridal Stone, Cornish, 509
Bridge with figures of the Saviour, 309
Brierley (H.) on Unthank, 351
Brighton, Prior John at, 1514, 387, 477, 497
Brigstocke (G. R.) on Bennett of Baldock, 333

Powlett of Sombourn, 109
Bristol Pottery plate and shoe, c. 1760, 408
'British Biography

'

of the eighteenth century, 50, 98
British regiment in Burma, 1852, 330
Brittany idolatrous folk-lore, 17
Britton (John), error in 'Tunbridge Wells,' 127;

bhakespeare memorial project, 1820, 246, 332 392
Broadley (A. M.) on a caricature, 427

Convivial clubs, 448

Brockett=Dockwra, brass in East Hatley Church, 89
Bromby (E. H.) on postliminious, 48

Bronte= Prunty, origin of the surname, 237
Brooks (Shirley), rebus letter from Du Maurier, 9, 52
Brown Candover Church, brass at, 189, 315
Brown (Mrs.) on Dorothy Chamberlen, 509
Brown (William), of Durham, d. 1854, 367
Browne (Sir T.), quotation from '

Hydriotaphia,' 484

Browning (R.), and Wordsworth, 33, 93, 257 ; passage
in '

Sordello,' 50
Brushfield (T. N.) on " Bull and Mouth "

377
Buchanan (John Lanne),

' D.N.B.' on, 272
Buckle (H.) on British regiment in Burma, 330

Buckrose, Yorkshire Parliamentary division, 449, 492.

Bucks, Good Fellows, and convivial societies, 448
Buckton (J. D.) on Col. Darcye's Regiment, 108

Bulgewarium, word in 1248, 88
Bullen (R. F.) on prize, 178
Bulloch (J. M.) on Barony of Carnousie, 347

'D.N.B.' : additions and corrections, 272
Gordon House, Kentish Town, 413
Gordon letters, 417
Gordon (Rev. John), L.M.S., 209
Gordon (Dr. W.), of Berbici, 509
Gordon (Hon. Mrs.), her suicide, 449
Gordon tartan : its origin, 6

Sanders portrait of the Duke of Gordon, 289
West India Regiment, 8th, 168

Bullock (A. E.) on Pope of Wroxton, 347
Bulwer (E. and H.) and Hortense Allart, 30, 56

Buns, cross sign on, 345, 436
Burden (J.) on "What you but see," 493
Burfoot family, 130

Burgoyne (Bartholomew), Act of Parliament, 381

Burgoyne (F. J.) on Goethe on Shakespeare, 70
'Philobiblion,'93
'

Progress of Madness,' 14

Burial-grounds, Nonconformist, 188, 233, 297, 336, 43*
Burma, British regiment in, 1852, 330
Burn (J. S.), his

'

History of Parish Registers,' 170
Burne-Jones (Sir E.), bis

' Heart of the Rose,' 48, 158-

Burnham (Lord), and Indian Mutiny veterans, 2

Burnham Society, Somerset, 1798, 28, 77, 291
Burton

( Robert), Meswinde the Fair in
'

Anatomy of

Melancholy,' 8, 54, 77

Bury (Lady Charlotte Susan Maria), 'D.N.B.' on, 273
Bushell (S. W.) on arms on punchbowl, 33
Butterworth (Major S.) on '

Christabel,' 112

Coleridge items, 133
'Dandies' Ball,' 217
Hazlittiana, 177

Byng (Henry), serjeant-at-law, c. 1626, 408

Byng (Rev. John), Unitarian minister, Tamworth, 29-

Byron (Lord), Canto IV. of 'Childe Harold,' 10
C. on authors of quotations wanted, 390
C. (A.) on Augustinian Cardinal: Mount Grace, 429
C. (C. McL.) on pin-basket=youngest child, 211
C. (G.) on Clough, 250

Troper : its derivation, 288
C. (G. E.) on Queen Caroline, 495

Holbein subjects, 497

Holworthy family, 273
" Lord "

Mayor of London, 26
Peirce (Sir Edmund), Kt., 12

C. (G. W. C.) on men of family as parish clerks, 35
C 1 (H.) on woman with masculine name, 518
C. (J. M.) on Wyeth of Odiham, 510
C. (L.) on tobacco-boxes, 470
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C. (P. T.) on Oxford : its name, 68
. (S.) on Lisboa Occidental, 209

C. (S. D.) on smoking and blind men, 355
. (T.) on Friar Tuck in the Patent Rolls, 47

Rogation and other processions, 456
C. (W. F.) on Joseph Hume's ancestry, 70
C. ( W, H.) on Hampton Court and Hampton, 169
<Ca (W. P.) on Sarah Siddons, 183

Cadaroque (Cadaroc), near London, Ontario, 35, 155
Calendar and Leap Year, 148, 191
Calendar rimes, 50, 94

"Cambridge, rings on houses in, 108

Cambridge University early lists, 350, 414
Camden (W.), fifth editions of his '

Remaines,' 408
"Camel bibliography, 37

<Camelian, meaning of the word, 131, 195, 375, 417

Campbell (G. W.) on woman with masculine name, 457
Canadian College of Arms, 96
Canals in naval warfare, 109

Candle, Paschal, 305

Canning (Charles John, Earl), Lord Roberts on, 2

Canning (George), original portraits, 448
' Cantica Sacra

'

in Lafayette College, 488

Canvass, use of the word in Registration Bill, 249

Cap of Liberty, English instances of its use, 507

Capap, Anglo-Indian word, 66

Caper on Scotch privateering, 30
4
Capitulatre du St. SSpulcre,' 151

Cardinal, Augustinian, use of the term, 429
Carew (E.) on rush-strewing, 150
Caricature :

" Once I was alive," 427

Carisbrooke, Charles I. at, his books, 55

Carlyle (T.), phrases in 'French Revolution,' 157

Carnac, discoveries made at, 17

Carnmarth, Cornish place-name, 309

Carnousie, Aberdeenshire, Barony of, 41, 203, 347
Carnwarth pedigree, 10, 398
Caroline (Queen), verses on, 449, 495

Carpenter (William), 1657, and Francis Kirkman, 248
Carrier pigeons, discontinued by Admiralty, 485

Carrington (A.) on Raine Island, 48

Cary (H. F.) on Dawson=Cary, 249

Gary (Henry)= Isabella Dawson, 1827, 249, 318
Casanova in England, 116

Casting-out jingles, 369
Castle architecture, works on, 429
Castle (Edmund and Thomas),

' D.N.B.' on, 409
Castle Rising, its political history, 70, 412
Castor hats, 388, 477
Cat : whipping the cat, 5, 317, 494

Cats, tortoiseshell male, c. 1808, 270
Cattle talking on Christmas night, 4, 51
Cavaliers with Prince Rupert and Prince Maurice, 129

Celtia on authors of quotations, 49
Censor of plays, c. 1832, George Colman as, 206

Centenarian, Irish, his death, 466
Charbonnier collection of pewter, 193

Chagford Church,
"
stationing relics

" in 1501, 89

Chained books, in prisons, 187 ;
in iron covers, 189

Chalcot Farm, N.W., 1800-50, 251, 338, 377
Chalice inscription, 1645, 470
"Chalice & Sheppheard,

" house sign in 1618, 310
Chalk Farm, formerly Chalcot Farm, 251, 338, 377
Chamberlain (Judith), of Skipton, c. 1700-14, 171, 213

Chamberlen (Dorothy)= Dr. Hugh Chamberlen, 509

Chamberlin family, 329

Chambers family and Dr. Johnson, 144

Champion's Vinegar Brewery, City Road, 186
Chandler (P. W.) on Lords of Manors, 469

Chantrey (Sir F. L.), statue of Mrs. Jordan, 489

Chantry at Northiam, 8, 97

Chapels, London pictures of, 8

Chapman (G.), emendations in his dramas, 301

Chappell & Co. on authors of quotations, 288
Charles I., his books at Carisbrooke, 55 ; his waist-

coat, 226, 294
Charles I. of Bohemia,

" father of his country," 152
Charles VI.,

" Le Bien Servi," his device, 11
Charleville (Lady) and ' La Pucelle,' 1796-7, 211
Charlton (W. H.), his "

Oh, tell me whence Love
cometh," 385, 474, 515

Charterhouse poetry,
' Farmer's Audit,' 12, 56, 237

Chase, etymology and use of the word, 313
Chasseurs Britanniques, 1801-15, 37
Chateaubriand on the French character, 129
Chaucer (G.), Spenser's tribute to, 267

Chauncy (Sir Henry), 1632-1719, his biography, 182

Cheapside Cross, its bibliography, 445

Cheney family, 269

Chicheleana, 350

Chick-peas and Palm Sunday, 281, 374, 412, 451

Childers, use of the word, 207, 416

Children, their mediaeval games, 476

China, kite-flying in, 147

China, willow-pattern, story on, 210, 437
Chinaman on smells of England, 406

Chippendall (W. H.) on Nonconformist burial-grounds,
233

Chiswick High Road and George III., 29

Chop the Wood, ring game, 227

Chrisom, baptismal robe, 312
Christian names: Armorel, 178 ;

women with mascu-

line, 409, 457, 517
Christmas Day and the birth of Christ, 4

Christmas fare receipts, 46, 73, 95, 117, 357
Christmas notes, 4, 51

Christmas trees in England, 4

Church porch, pattens left in, 268, 336, 394

Churches, books on their dedications, 28, 332 ; royal
arms in 1625, 287

Churches, metropolitan, built temp. Queen Anne, 429
Churchwardens' accounts, 1705-49, 54
Churchwardens appointed by Mayors, 129, 318

Churchyards, mediaeval, gravestones in, 56, 173

Cigarettes, slang words for, 507

Cirencester Town Hall and the term "Vice," 149,

217,277,338, 392
Citizen on antique furniture, 389

Claridge's, late Mivart's Hotel, its history, 47
Clarke (Cecil) on Cromwell and Milton, 21 4

Louis Philippe's landing in England, 277
'

Rebecca,' a novel, 275
Clarke (R. S.) on pilgrim's device, 388
Clavis on Nicholas Upton, 389

Clay (Thomas), of Ludgate Hill, publisher, 327

Clayton (F.) on "
King's Dues," 337

" What Lancashire thinks to-day," 329

Clayton (H. B.) on abracadabra, 467
Artists' Rifles, 484
Heath (W.), artist, 473

Cleaning, early, and snow, 210
Clement XI. (Pope) and Bishop John Gordon, 12
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Clements (H. J. B.) on Sainsbury Collection, 494

Cleopatra, Shakespeare and Tennyson on, 121 ; pic-

tares of, 194

Clergy in wigs, 497

Clergy, inferior, their appellations in early records, 454

Clergyman with battledore in the pulpit, 53

Clerks, parish, men of family as, 35, 271, 334

Clifford's Inn, its history, 407

Clippingdale (S. D.) on antelope as crest, 517

Estates held by peculiar tenures, 197

Leech-gathering, 291

Poisons, 412

Speech after removal of tongue, 296

Clock, royal, and press reference, c. 1903, 429

Clockmakers, Lancaster, 487

Clocks, grandfather, book on, 409

Cloisterer=choir-nun, use of the word, 94

Clouds, their formation, 167, 213

Clough, ICth-cent. pronunciation of the word, 250
Club (0.) on Place-names in -ox, 508

Clubs, convivial, c. 1740-1820, 448
Cobb (G. H.) on Edward Gee, 389

Cock, white, r. the devil in China, 486

Cockle (M. J. D.) on camel bibliography, 37
Chasseurs Britanniques, 37
Keith (Marshal), 429
Robson (George Fennell), 273

Tai-Ping War, 431

Codman (Tom), last of the Yarmouth postboys, 484
Coffin-nails= cigarettes, use of the term, 507

Coghlan (Miss), of Bath, portraits by Gainsborough, 9
Coins: George II. marked Lima, 1745, 290

; Victorian
florin of 1849, 209, 497

Coke (Lady Elisabeth), date of her death, 489
Coke (William) and the billycock hat, 27

Colchester, proclamation of winter at, 29
Cold Harbour, origin of the place-name, 68, 113
Cole (Rev. Thomas), 1763, his writings, 184
Coleman : Fanshawe : Blount, 48

Coleridge (8. T.), on origin of 'Christabel,' 27, 112;
his Religious Musings,' 63, 133 ; and William
Blake, c. 1650, 63 ; Gillman's biography, 64

Collar for reprieved criminal, 174

College and school tokens, 70, 237, 296
College HeValdique de France, in Canada, 96
Colleton (John), exiled 1584-5, 184
Colleton family of Devonshire, 69
Collins (F. Howard) on most-used English words, 30

Smoking and blind men, 855
White Ensign : National Flag, 174, 256

Collins ( ), his Paddy Bull's Expedition,' 257
Colman (George) as Censor of Plays, c. 1832, 206
Colours, milliners', their names, 391
Colours of the Scots Guards after Talavera, 1809, 51
Combe (William), key to

'

Diaboliad,' 227 ; key to
' The Diabo-lady,' 247

Com. Ebor. on Christmas notes, 4
London statues and memorials, 284

Com. Line, on " Cut his stick "=" Hooked it," 132
Comma, Athenian fleet saved by, 389, 473
Commandments painted on glass, 447
Commonwealth laws, 1653, 89, 158
Communion, Holy, quantity of wine used, 90, 212, 432
Lonnal (W.) on Burne-Jones's ' Heart of the Rose,' 158
Constables of the Tower. 61, 161, 243, 390, 490
Conveyancing at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 404, 456

Coode (Sir John), d. 1892, his burial-place, 128

Cook (Capt. J.), and Yarmouth Roads, 350, 438

Cook (W. H.) on Treaty of Tilsit, 135

Cooke (Thomas), O.S.B., c. 1579, 8

Cooke (W. C.) on Keats, Cortes, and Balboa, 212

Coolidge (W. A. B.) on speech after removal of tongue,
216

Cooper (W.H.)= I. B. Franks, 1787, 250

Cope (Mrs. J. H.) on Cambridge early lists, 350

Genealogical, 130

Cope (Rev. Sir Richard), his preferments, 350, 414

Copinger (W. A.) on 'The Philobiblion,' 92

Copper mill, Whitechapel, its history, 290, 451

Copyright, International, early instance of, 147

Corbridge, Roman inscription concerning, 249, 311

Corked (mantle) =purple, the word c. 1420, 467
Cornish apparition, 325, 392
Cornish " Bridal Stone," 509

Corpus Christi Day observed at Oxford, 481

Cortes, Keats, Balboa, and the South Sea, 107, 212:

Cotswold games, their history, 146

Cotton (Berisford), his marriage, c. 1680, 306
Cotton (H. E. A.) on '

Hartly House, Calcutta, 110
Couch (Sir Richard), d. 1904, his burial-place, 169

Counting bringing ill-luck, 108

County royal descents, 148
Court Leet in Portland, Dorset, 491

Courtenay (John), politician, 1738-1816, 313

Courtney (W. P.) on anonymous works, 405

"Clayton Arms," 178

Dodsley's collection of poetry, 3, 184, 323, 463

Coventry (Lady) mobbed in the Mall, 1759, 47, 78

Cowdray, Sussex, drawings by F. Nash, 450

Cowdray family, 370, 456

Cowley Fathers' house at Westminster, error on, 16&
Cox (H. T.) on Canning portraits, 448
Cox (J. C.) on Bulgewarium, 88
Cox (W. A.) on Shakespeariana, 506
Craib (T.) on chantry at Northiam, 97

Eglia in Lincolnshire, 12

Craigie (W. A.) on revert, 70

Crary (A.) on Fulton the inventor, 128
Crashaw (R.), his ' Hymn to St. Theresa

' and Cole-

ridge's
'

Christabel,' 27, 112
Crawford (C.) on 'England's Parnassus,' 1600, 341, 401
Crawford (0. G. S.) on dedications of churches, 28

Harroway, 310

Creagh (Richard),
' D.N.B.' on, 182, 273

Creighton (Bishop), his monumental inscription, 168
Cre'mail (Vicomte de), poet, 50, 112, 277, 338

Cremation, early instances, 10, 76, 117, 195
Creole folk-lore, 227, 338, 494
Crest. See Heraldry.
Criminal, reprieved, collar for, 174
Cromwell (Oliver), M. Jeudy-Dugour's

' Histoire de-

Cromwel,' 1793, 210 ; picture of him and Milton, 214
Crone (J. S.) on Dickens and lamplighter's ladder, 472

' D.N.B. Epitome,' 153
Fenians and Western Australia, 332
Irish version of "De mortuis," 455
Mediaeval churchyards : gravestones, 56
'

Rinordine,' Irish song, 12
Crooke (W.) on Dr. John Fryer, 308

Man in the almanac, 408

Ovington and Kipling, 248

Crosby Square, E.C., rebuilding of No. 4, 346
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Cross on " hot cross buns," 345, 436
Cross-Crosslet on dunghill proverb, 413
Crossland (Sir Jordan) and Walton, Surrey, 488

Crotty ( ), executed in Irish Rebellion, 1798, 510
Crow (W. R.) on Achesons of Ayrshire, 91
Crowe family, 118
"Crown" Hotel, St. Martia'e Court, 1790, 77

Crowther-Beynon (V. B.) on pattens at church, 336
Cruikshank (G.), sonnets to, 347
Crull (J.),

'

Antiquities of St. Peter, Westminster,' 250

Curamings (W. H.) on John Savile, 431

Cupples (J. G.) on Alltree family, 456

Henley (George) of Bradley, Hants, 496

Curry (J. T.) on brass at Brown Candover, 316
Hexameters on the Bass Rock, 411
Italian proverb, 493
Latin pronunciation, 81

Meswinde the Fair, 8

Speech after removal of tongue, 216

"Subrosa,"432
Curse removed by legal document, 287
Cust (R. N.) on Florence Nightingale, 268, 337
D. on Buckrose, 492

Bulwer (Edward and Henry), 56
Docwra (Sir Henry), 58
"Entente cordiale," 472
Letters of Junius, 430
Mince pie and plum pudding, 73

Talleyrand : last portrait, 327
White Ensign, 154
Wilkes's '

Essay on Woman,' 492

Wille, French engraver, 27

D. (C.)-on
' The Philobiblion,' 9

D. (D. W.) on drive : whist drive, 249 .

D. (E.) on '

Dandy's Ball,' 109

Dobb Park Castle, 90

D. (E. H.) on authors of quotations, 288
Greek and English poetry, 310

D. (E. J.) on Kipling : picaroon : barracoon, 235
D. (H.) on Simon de Montfort's portrait, 309
D. (H. W.) on Hull Railway Report, 178
D h on authors of quotations, 168

D. (J. N.) on Catherine Augusta Ritso, 266
D. (M.) on motherhood late in life, 57
D. (R.) on Bremond and Verdelin families, 149

'

Capitulaire du St. S6pulcre,' 151

Tower of London, 129

D. (T. F.) on authors of quotations, 193
Cook (Captain), his vessels, 438

Fig trees : maturing meat, 389
French words in Scotch, 450

Kipling : picaroon : barracoon, 234

Napoleon III. in London, 371
Olive tree, 514

Pewter, old, 90
' Robin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford,' 55
Sands (Archbishop), 357
Simms (Tom), the hangman, 336

Willow-pattern china, 438

D. (U. J.) on hexameters on the Bass Rock, 411

Dabrichecourt (John and Fran$ois), 228, 332, 418

Dalton (James) and Hannah Lightfoot, 24, 122

Dalzell family of Glenae, 10

Dampier (William), navigator, memorial to, 447, 515

Dances, religious, 427, 474
< Dandies' Ball,' old-fashioned children's book, 109, 21 7

Daniels (J. B.) on Dickensiana : railway lights, 87
Dante : 'Le Terze Rime di Dante,' Aldus, 1502, 11

Darcye (Col. Conyers), his regiment of 1660, 108, 178

Darling (Grace), sale of her medal, 285

Darlington (0. H.) on telephonic, 247
Darrell murder at Littlecote House, 58
Dartmouth House, Queen Anne's Gate, its history, 150

Davey (H.) on ' D.N.B. Epitome,' 153, 294
Davis (R. G.) on Newport Church, I.W., 457
Davison family, 130
Dawson ( Isabella)=Henry Carey, 1827, 249, 318

Day (Wentworth), Fifth-Monarchy man, 42, 117
Dean (R. S.) on nursery rime, 478
D'Aubrischecourt (Fran$oi8) and John Pabrichecourt,

228, 332, 418
Death (Edward), admitted Gray's Inn 1630-31, 90
Death duties, Roman, 10, 73

Death-hunters, use of the term, 87
Death money, use of the term, 87
Death warrants= cigarettes, use of the term, 507
Deedes (Prebendary C.) on "Fide sed cui vide," 135

Defoe (D.) and the Devil's chapel, 187, 255, 331

Delescot, of 19, Duke Street, St. James's, 349
Denison (Speaker), his mother, 428, 518

Denny (H. L. L.) on Suffolk Street Riot, 1735, 30

Derry's (Bob), o. 1788, 49

Desaguliers (J. T.) and Freemasons, 231, 373
Devil and white cock in China, 486

Devil's chapel, lines on, and Defoe, 187, 255, 331

Deville, graphologist, c. 1838, 450
Devonshire (Georgiana, Duchess of), stanza by Horace

Walpole on, 449
Dewelles or Dwelly family, 287

Dey (E. Merton) on Shakespeariana, 263
'

Diabo-lady,' key to the poem, 247
'

Diaboliad,' by William Combe, key to, 227

Diabolo, the game, its origin, 47
Dickens (C.). Dick Swiveller anticipated, 46

; railway

lights in 'Our Mutual Friend," 87, 154; original

of Mrs. Jarley's waxworks, 325 ; Capt. Cuttle,
" hands in his pockets," 331 ;

fictitious
" Old

Curiosity Shop," 346, 395 ;
and the lamplighter's

ladder, 389, 430, 471 ; Angel at "The Holly
Tree Inn," 488

Dickson (T. S.) on Caroline Fry, 351
'

Dictionary of National Biography,' additions and

corrections, 182, 231, 272, 313, 372, 409, 410, 473,

482, 516
'

Dictionary of National Biography : Epitome, 1903,'

21, 47, 83, 152, 211, 294, 397, 431

Dighton (R.), his 'Fashionable Jew' caricature, 387

Dinners, parish, in 16th and 17th centuries, 306

Disney (Alexander), 1803-83, at Naples, 17

Disraeli (Benjamin). See Beaconsjield.
Dixon (R.) on Piper's Hole, 378
Dobb Park Castle, Yorkshire, its history, 90, 176

Dobs-oii (Austin) on authors of quotations, 192

Dockwra=Brockett, in East Hatley Church, 89

Dockwra (Sir Henry), expedition to Ireland, 31, 58,

76, 116, 215, 398, 415

Dodsley (R.), his collection of poetry, 3, 184, 323

Dog called Fairfax, o. 1750, 209

Dolls in magic, 168

Doomsday bell at Jerusalem, mediaeval story, 169, 312

Dorman (R. H.) on Dorman and Hobart families, 9

Dorman family, 9, 54
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Dora on 0*r Wilde, 388

Double X on tortoisehell male cats, 270

Doughty. See Dowty.
Dove, its "golden couplets," 188

Dover (John and Thomas), 1662-1742, 118, 232

Dowling (J. N.) on cremation in 1769, 117

Docwra (Sir Henry\ 76, 415

Dowty (Aiglen), e. 1875, his works, 21, 152, 208, 274

Dramatists, old English, conjectural emendations, 601

Dress, wearing new, at Easter, 305

Drive : whist drive, origin of the term, 249

Drummond (Thomas), at Dublin Castle, 414, 436

Drummond - Wolff (Sir H.), graphology in his

'

Bambling Recollections,' 210

Dryden (J.), his lines on Milton, 250

Duault (Commandant) on " Vin gris," 391

Du Maurier (G.), rebus letter to Shirley Brooks, 9,

62 ;
his chemical work, 372

Dunbar (James), of Tarbat and Ballone Castle, 349

Dunghill proverb, 227, 413

Dunheved on land-water, 507

Durham graduates, biographical notices, 288

Dwelly (E.) on Dwelly : Dewelles, 287

Piper's Hole, 356

Dwelly or Dewelles family, 287

Dyche (Thomas) and St. Giles's, Cripplegate, 65
"
Dyspeptic

"
History of Stafford, its name, 276

E. (C. T.) on canvass, 249

E. (K. P. D.) on mermaid baptized, 371

Sands, 358

Eagle, double-headed, in heraldry, its origin, 350

Easter, wearing new at, 305
Easter bibliography, 305, 397
Easter eggs, 305
Easter sepulchre, 305
Ebsworth (Rev. J. W.), his death, 480, 501
Ebsworth family, 209, 318

Echinus, fossil, in Roman urn, Kent, 270, 332, 375

Echternach, dancing in Whit week at, 427, 474

Edgcumbe (R.) on death of a centenarian, 406
Hamilton Place, Hyde Park, 10

Leigh (Medora), 408
Porta del Popolo, Rome, 433

Edinburgh Castle, Mary, Queen of Scots, in, 74

Edinburgh University, its arms, 465

Edmonton, discovery of burial-place at, 267
Edouard ( ), his silhouette portraits, 191
Edwards (James) of Halifax, book-artist, 510
Edwards (M.) on John Zephaniah Holwell, 370

Eggs, Easter, 305

Egham register, marriage entry, c. 1694, in, 65

Eglia in Lincolnshire, its identification, 12

Eighteenth-century queries, early, 35, 155

Electricity, prophecy of 1795 falsified, 466
Elevators, passenger, early, 67
Elizabeth (Queen), London poor in her reign, 47

Shakespeare's unnoted compliment to, 125, 178
11 (H. G.) on Waldock family, 508

Ellacombe (H. N.) on index of place-names, 114
Elliot (Jean), preaching in her ' Flowers of th

Forest,' 485
Elliot (Dr. John), executed in Edinburgh, 1694, 10
Ellis (A. S.) on Askwith or Asquith, 461
Ellis (H. D.) on motto :

" In God is all," 438
Pewter, old, 157

Els on brass as a surname, 358

Imbroidery pictures and Sir T. Lawrence, 150, 193, 494

Ingland, Christmas trees in, 4 ;
Casanova in, 1

taxes in, during the Tudor period, 153

Englands Parnassus,' 1600, mistakes in, 341, 4(

English Minstrelsy,' edited by Scott, 170, 256

English poetry compared with Greek, 310, 494

English verse, Horace in, 13

Inglish words, the most used, 30

"nglishman in India, the first, 208, 254

Jnsign, white. See Flag, National.
' Entente cordiale," the phrase, 194, 338, 418, 472

Epigrams:
Dicendi ars magna est, major, mihi crede, Tacendi,

135
Inveni portum, spes et fortuna valete, 324

Most gracious Queen, we thee implore, 449, 495

Nee omnibus, nee nemini, 134

Rex, Dux, Sol, Lex, Lux, Fons, &c., 135

Tot tibi sunt dotes, Virgo, quot sidera cselo, IS

Epitaphs :

First read, then weepe, 296

Here lies Tom King, old Dad of Fame, 27

Pucci (Francesco), 324

Spartam nactus es, hanc exorna, 268

Swedenborg (E.), 468

That 'neath the green Estrella trees, 134

Underneath this sod or stone, 502

Srrors, typographical, 123, 493

Erskine (Charles, Cardinal), 1739-1811, 87

Essay on Woman,' its bibliography, 442, 492

Estates held by peculiar tenures, 197

Estates, intestate, and Lords of Manors, 489

Estevens (David), painter, c. 1751, 409

Etchings, German, dated 1838-43, 468

Everitt (A. T.) on Giffords of King Somborne, 116

Norman Court, Hampshire, 71

Everitt (Graham), his
'

English Caricaturists,' 367

Evil-eye superstitions in Italy, 145, 216

Ewer and basin from Fotheringay bell, 468

Ewing (Alexander), Bp. of Argyll and the Isles, 232;

Exchequer, Auditors of, c. 1682, 386

Exodus, Sabbath changed at, 14

Eynsford Castle, Kent, its history, 449, 5H
F. on heraldic queries, 290

F. (A. L.) on auction catalogue of 1832, 329

Chantry at Northiam, 8

F. (J. J.) on Jirgah, 472
F. (J. T.) on Cirencester Town Hall, 338

Fast=short of, 432

Fusil, 173

Leap year, 254

Liggers, c. 1474, 36

Mediaeval churchyards : gravestones, 56

Molusio, a ghost-word, 126

Motto :
" In God is all," 393

Pre-Reformation parsonages, 237

St. Mary's Abbey, York, 388

Village mazes, 475
" Vin gris," 452

F. (W. G. D.) on Colleton family, 69

Fabian Society, origin of the name, 10&

Fags=cigarettes, use of the term, 507

Fairfax as a dog's name, 209

Family societies in America, 486

Fanning family of co. Clare, 128, 175
Fanshawe : Coleman : Blount, 48
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Fanshawe (H. C.) on Lady Coke, 489
Fanshawe : Colernan : Blount : 48
London statues and memorials, 284

Wallingford House, 489
' Farmer's Audit,' poem, its author, 12, 56, 237
Fast=short of, use of the term, 209, 432
Father of his Country, 70, 115, 151, 236, 331
Fear turning hair suddenly white, 445

February 29th, in Anglican liturgy, 191, 254

Fenians, escape from West Australia, 188, 236, 254, 332
Fenton's Hotel, Napoleon III. at, 327, 371, 432

Ferguson (M.) on R. L. Stevenson and Schubert, 249

Fergusson (T. Colyer) on Maginn (William) and Moses

Mendez, 416
Motherhood late in life, 232

Feskin=to swathe, 1230, 508
Fetherston (William), claim to the Crown, 1554, 435

Fielding (H.), inscription on his grave, 49, 134, 277

Fig Sunday = Palm Sunday, 374, 412

Fig trees and maturing meat, 389

Figarola-Caneda (E.) on J. G. Sawkins, 407

Figgess or Figgiss surname, 388, 478
Filson (M. A.) on ' Cantica Sacra,' 488
Finnis Street, Bethnal Green, origin of the name, 486
Fish-hooks or gorges, thorn, 229
Fishwick (H.), on "Chalice and Sheppheard," 310
Fiske (S.) on brass at Brown Candover, 315

Flag, National, and Royal Standard, 128, 154, 174,

255, 292, 396, 502, 514

Fleet Street, No. 59, its history, 53
Fleetwood (George), portrait of, 193
Fleetwood (William), Bp. of St. Asaph and Ely, 231

Fletcher (J. M. J.) on Snodgrass as a surname, 427
Fletcher (W. G. D.) on Admiral John Bazely, 129

County royal descents, 148

Vanden-Bempde family, 108
Vernon of Hodnet, 491

Flood (W. H. Grattan) on Anacreontic Society, 387
Irish version of " De mortuia," 455
'

Lang o' Lea,' Irish song, 257, 473

Kitty Fisher's Jig' :

' Yankee Doodle,' 471

Robson (George Fennell), 273
Florence, inscriptions in cemetery at, 224, 443

Flying machine, c. 1810, 441

Fogg Family Association in America, 486

Folk-jest, Lincolnshire, 367

Folk-lore :

Apple in Dorset, 314

Bee, 433

Brittany idolatrous, 17
Burial in walls of buildings, 75

Chick-pea, 282, 374

Cleaning, early, and snow, 210

Counting bringing ill-luck, 108

Creole, 227, 338, 494
Crooked billet, 190, 452
Dolls in magic, 168
Evil eye in Italy, 145, 216

Horseshoe, 154

Japanese spirits, 34

Keogh family, 167

Legless spirits, 34

Mermaid, 371

Piper's Hole, 289, 334, 356, 378

Stepping over a child, 227, 338, 494

Yorkshire, 289

Folk-rime : Gray goose and gander, 510

Folk-songs, Provencal, 91

Fonts, Hertfordshire, 429
Ford (C. Lawrence), on authors of quotations, 494

Charterhouse poetry collection, 12
" Ecrivez les injures," &c., 114

Napoleon III. in London, 432
Wordsworth and Browning, 34

Ford (Dr. Joseph), uncle of Dr. Johnson, 43

Ford ("Parson"), cousin of Lr. Johnson, 44

Fossil echinus in Roman urn, Kent, 270, 332, 375

Foster (H. J.) on Burnham Society, Somerset, 291

Fotheringay bell, ewer and basin from, 468
Fowler (E.) on Ticket's drawings, 407
Francis (J. C.) on 'The Bookseller,' 85, 103

Ebsworth (J. W.), 501
Howe (Earl), his Shakespeare Quartos and

Folios, 4

Indian Mutiny, 2

National Flag, 502
Franks (I. B.)=W. H. Cooper, 1787, 250

Freeman (Conrade), of Greenwich, 1554, 6

Freewill on tonne* : sanguine : Erminites, 55

French character, Chateaubriand on, 129

French regiments in English pay, 130

French wills, map of procedure, 50
French words in Scotch, 369, 450

Friar Tuck in the Patent Rolls, 1429-36, 47

Friends, Society of, and burial-ground memorials, 188,

233, 297, 336, 434

Frog-cup Sunday in Buckinghamshire, 405

Frost (F. C.) on "
Dyspeptic

"
History of Stafford, 276

Smoking and blind men, 376

Truckee, 196

Frowyk family and Oxgate Manor, Willesden, 404

Fry (Caroline), author of ' Christ our Example,' 351

Fryer (Dr. John), d. 1733, his biography, 308

Fuller (J. F.) on Chantrey and Mrs. Jordan, 489

Fulton (Robert), inventor, his biography, 128

Funereal inscriptions, Latin, 449

Furniture, antique, its collection, 389, 496

Furnivall (Dr. F. J.) on couplets of the dove, 188

Shakespeare's compliment to Elizabeth, 125

Fusil in heraldry, its derivation, 90, 173

Fynmore (A.) on the midwife toad, 236

Fynmore (R. J.) on authors of quotations, 393

Breedon family, 454
Castle (Edmund), 409

Castle (T.) and John Gill, 409

Dickens and the lamplighter's ladder, 430

Estates held by peculiar tenures, 197

Family societies, 486
Fleetwood (Bishop W.), 232

Stubbs (George), 250

Times' as "The Thunderer," 397

Vachell, 474

Weed=tobacco, 274
William III.'s horse, 377
Wilson (" Jock "), 273
Woman with masculine name, 518

G. (A.) on Stephen Marshall, 517

G. (A. W.) on 'History of Parish Registers,' 170

G. (E. N.) on Scott illustrators, 378

G. (L. I.) on Vicomte de CrSmail, 50,.277

G. (Q. F.) on Algernon Sidney, 469

Gaidoz (H.) on David William Nash, 372
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Gainsborough (T.), his portraits of Miss Coghlan of

Bath, 9 ;
on portrait painting, c. 1793, 90

Games: spellicans, 15, 115; bilbocatch, 68; petite

chevaux, 110; chop the wood, 227 ; pall mall, 250,310

Games, Cotswold, their history, 1 46

Games, mediaeval, of children, 476

Gamul family of Chester, 270

Gandy (E.) on Cirencester Town Hall, 218

Garden, last private, in City of London, 346

Gardiner (A.) on '

Lady of the Lake,' 132

Garnett (F. VV. R.) on Tye, 78

Gaskell (Lady Catherine Milnes), her ' Prose Idylls of

the West Riding,' 207
Gaskell (Eliz.), 'Heart of John Middleton,' 430, 493

Gaskell family, 248
Gatehouse family of King Somborne, Hampshire, 351

Gaudy-day, use of the word, 1567, 326

Gavial, zoological ghost word, 446
Gee (Edward), clerk in Six Clerks' Office, d. 1747, 389
Gemmell (W.) on Gamul of Chester, 270

Genealogist on Sir Henry Docwra, 31, 215

Sargent (H. Martyn), 228, 335

Genealogy, county royal descents, 148

George II., Lima coinage, 1745, 290

George III., and Hannah Lightfoot, 24, 122, 264
;

and Chiswick High Road, 29

George IV. and John Barrow, 308
Gerish (W. B.) on blooding a witch, 328

'I'.N.li.': additions and corrections, 182

Epitaph at Hunsdon, 27

Piper's Hole, 334
Pre-Reformation parsonages, 37
Roman death duties, 10

Shakespeare, John, 9

Speech after removal of tongue, 169
German etchings dated 1833-48, 468
'

Gesta Romanorum,' Emperor Jovinian in, 373
Gibbet as landmark, 371, 438
Gibson (W. J.) on authors of quotations, 149, 249
Gifford family of King Somborne, Hampshire, 116
Gilbert (W.) on Marks Stone, 237

Shalcross family, 210
Gilbert (William), his ' Warden of St. Briavels,' 308
Gill (John), surgeon, 1822, 'D.N.B.' on, 409
Gillman (J.) and S. T. Coleridge, 64

Gissing (A.) on a Cornish apparition, 325
Gladstone (W. E.), his horsemanship, 191, 234
Glasgow University, its arms, 465
Glass, Commandments painted on, 447
Glenara, meaning of the word, 36
Glosses of Middle English, 126
Gloucester (Duke of) and Benjamin Bathurst, 149
Gloucestershire, omissions in 'Victoria County His-

tory,' 146
Glover (Robert), his

'
Kentish Monuments,' 9, 53

Gynn (Richard), 1793-1838, publisher, 209
Glynn (T.), on Richard Glynn, 209
Godstone, the, at Formby, 187
Goethe on Shakespeare, 70
Golf, stymie at, 370, 414, 492
Good Friday, hot cross buns on, 345, 436
Goodwin Sands and Lomea Island, 149 234
Gordon (Fifth Duke of), portrait by G. Sanders, 289
Cordon (Henrietta, Duchess of), her letters, 417
Gordon (Hon. Mrs.), suicide of, 1813, 449
bordon (John), Bp. of Galloway, and Clement XI., 12

Gordon (Rev. J.), missionary to Vizagapatam, 209

Gordon (Dr. William), duel with Hugh Rose, 509

Gordon House, Kentish Town, its history, 418

Gordon tartan, its origin, 6, 118

Gorges, or thorn fish-hooks, 229

Gorleston, natives of, and Jews, 387

Gorleston, place-name, its origin, 387
Gott (Bishop), his Third Folio Shakespeare, 241

Gough (J. B.),
' D.N.B.' on, 232

Graham (T.) on privateers and Lima, 290

Grail, Holy, meaning of its name, 465

Graphology in Sir H. Drummond- Wolff's '

Rambling
Recollections,' 210

Graunt (J.), his ' Bills of Mortality,' 147
Graves (Richard), his

'

Spiritual Quixote,' 88

Gravestones, in mediaeval churchyards, 56, 173 ;

Nonconformist, 188, 233, 297, 33f>, 434

Gravity, laws of, and the ancient Greeks, 16

Gray (R. St. G.) on old pewter, 193
Greek poetry compared with English, 310, 494

Greeks, and the laws of gravity, 16
;
and block and

tackle, 312, 434
Greene (R.), suggested emendations in his dramas,

301 ; and 'Englands Parnassus,' 341, 401

Greenwich,
"
Ship

"
Tavern, its closing, 207

Gresham Street warehouse, its demolition, 267
Grove (Sir W. R.), d. 1896, his burial-place, 169

Guide, derivation of the word, 171, 494

Gruignol : Le grand guignol, origin of the term, 267

Guiney (Miss L. I.) on St. la, 448

Gun-cases^trousers, use of the word, 409

Gurney (J. H.) on hexameters on the Bass Rock, 288

"Guy, Earl of Warwick," London sign, 127, 455
H. (A. A.) on Simon de Montfort's portrait, 392
H. (A. C.) on Samuel Richardson, 510
H. (C.) on Chalk Farm, 251
H. (E. A.) on Edward and Henry Bulwer, 30
H. (G. A.) on idle= mischievous, 350
H. (H.) on Fenians and Western Australia, 236
H. (J. J.) on William Dampier the Navigator, 515
H. (M.) and C. on authors of quotations, 192
H. (M. F.) on "

Minerak, 1640," 409
H. (S. C.) on authors of quotations, 29
H. (S. F.) on Walpole and the Duchess of Devon-

shire, 449
H. (T.) on smoking and blind men, 336
H. (W. B.) on aloe in Covent Garden, 509

Gun-cases= trousers, 409
Portsmouth Street, No. 14, 395
Tusser's '

Husbandry,' 1848, 169
H. (W. S. B.) on churchwardens, 130

"
Quires and places where they sing," 88

Hackney= riding-horse, its etymology, 11, 52, 91, 177
Hail or Hayil, in Arabia, 58
Hair becoming suddenly white through fear, 445

Half-sovereigns and sovereigns, their weights, 17
Hall (Sir Charles), d. 1883, his burial-place, 169
Hall (W. Penn-Gaskell) on Hall : Gaskell : Penn, 248
Hall family, 248
Halle (E.), his 'Chronicle,' 1548, 387
Halley and Pyke families, 166

Halley and Stewart families, 446
Halm (Frederick), his ' Was ist Liebe ?

'

386
Hamilton (S. G.) on Leap Year, 191
Hamilton family, 497
Hamilton Place, Hyde Park, its history, 10, 94
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Hampton Court and Hampton, bibliography, 169, 317
Hanway= umbrella, use of the word, 493
Harkness (M. L.) on Latin pronunciation, 251

Harland-Oxley (W. E.) on Finnis Street, 486

Lych gates, 495

Napoleon III. in London, 371
Westminster changes in 1907, 163, 225

Harmatopegos on John Adams, Serjeant-at-Law, 41 3
Altree family, 413

Harris (E. B.) on Third Folio Shakespeare, 241
Harris's ' List of Covent Garden Ladies,' 1760-93, 370
Harrow, lease of land in, 1825, 171

Harroway, references to roads called, 310
Harston (A.) on highways repaired, 13
Hart (John), his 'Diarium Turris," 184
'

Hartley House, Calcutta,' allusions in, 110

Hartwig (A. C. T.) on medal of 1555, 89

Hastings (John), M.P. Leicester 1559, 368
Hatmakers' materials in 18th cent., 388, 477
Hatsell (Sir Henry), Baron of Exchequer, 150
Haultmont (M.) on Latin pronunciation, 353, 512

"
Politica del carciofo," 438

Hayil or Hail in Arabia, 58
Hazel in Irish politics, 1'26, 258
Hazlitt (W.), Norman Court, and Sarah Stoddart,

101, 177,292
Heath (W.), artist, d. 1840, his engravings, 385, 473
Hebb (J.) on Alberta, Canada, 486

Billycock hat, 27, 94
Cross sign : hot cross buns, 436
Diabolo : its origin, 47

Eighteenth-century queries, 35
Grand Guignol, 267
James (John), architect, 127
Lambs in Great Russell Street, 37
London statues and memorials, 364
Pecchio (Count Giuseppe), 307

Tammany, 126
Hebrew inscriptions on seals, 110
Hems (H.) on Brass as a surname, 358

"Dame So-and-So the Kush-Strewer," 436

Fannings of co. Clare, 175

Figgess or Figgiss, 478
" For his bot," 387

Knights and their swords, 477
Lattice tongs, 312

Leech-gathering, 291
London remains, 196

Lych gates, 495
Nonconformist burial-grounds, 297
Pattens in the church porch, 336

Shutters, 295

Vivandieres, 313
White Ensign : National Flag, 396
Wife Bazaar: Childers, 416

Henderson (W. A.) on Shakespeare's bones, 195

Henley (George) of Bradley, Hants, 141, 470, 496

Henry VII. and battle of Stoke, Notts, 485

Henry (Wm.), D.D., of Dublin, his biography, 484
Heraldic terms, early, 466

Heraldry :

Antelope, 516

Arg., a cross engrailed sa., 41

Argent, a cross sable between four pellets, 130

Argent, a fesse between two greyhounds, 248

Argent, a saltire gules, 32

Heraldry :

Argent, in bend cotised three boars' heads, 389

Argent, on a chevron gules, 69

Argent, on a cross between four demi-lions

rampant, 333

Arg., ten torteaux, 4, 3, 2, and 1, 117
Arms : of peeress, 290 ;

of married woman, ib.

Azure, a bend argent between six fleurs-de-lis or,

229, 331

Azure, a hound passant argent, 381

College HeYaldique de France, 96

Crest, antelope, 516

Erminites, 55

Fusil, derivation of the term, 90, 173

Glasgow University, 465

Gules, within on orle of eight mullets, 329

Quarterly, 1 and 4, Argent, a gryphon sable, 370

Quarterly, 1 and 4, a fox rampant, 112

Quarterly, 1 and 4, Kennedy, 250

Rochester, See of, 32, 114

Sa., a falcon or with wings extended, 509

Sa., three escallops in pale arg., 33

Sa., three suns or in pale between two pallets

erminois, 407
St. Andrews University, 465

Sanguine, 55

Tonne", 55
Herne (Elizabeth) and Dr. Johnson, 144
Herne (T.) on Harrow lands, 171
Heron (Giles) and trial of Anne Boleyn, 469
Heron-Allen (E.) on Armorel as a Christian name, 178

Embroidery pictures, 150
"What you but see," Ac., 217

Heir's, use of apostrophe, 406
Hertfordshire fonts, 429

Heslop (R. 0.) on Roman inscription, 311

Hessey (Dr.), his Bampton Lecture '

Sunday,' 15

Hewlett (James), artist, 1768-1836, his biography, 183

Hexameters on the Bass Rock, 288, 411

Heywood (Jasper), tried and condemned, 1584, 184

Heywood (Thomas), his lines on 'Sibella Europaea,'
208

; suggested emendations in his dramas, 301

Hibgame (F. T.) on the Birkenhead's last survivor, 268

Blincoe (R.), his memoirs, 231

Crosby Square, No. 4, 346

Dampier (W.) the Navigator, 447

Englishman, first, in India, 208
Keble (J.), his death, 386
Lamb (C.) and Winchmore Hill, 187
Motherhood late in life, 96
Nonconformist burial-grounds, 233
Old Bailey, 186
Pre-Reformation tabernacle, 97
Swedish Church, Prince's Square, 369

Wiggins, Joseph, 110

Yarmouth postboy, the last, 484

Higham (C.) on London chapels : pictures wanted, 8

Swedish Church, Prince's Square, 416

Highways, their repair, 13

Hill (N. W.) on American magazine, 274

Antelope as crest, 516

Bidaxe, a farm tool, 94

Bronte=Prunty, 237
De Baif, 492
"Entente cordiale," 194

Hogsflesh (William), 14
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Hill (N. W.) on Latin Pronunciation, 513

Marlborough wheels, 293

Mince pie and plum pudding, 357

Pot-gallery, 36

Public speaking in Shakespeare's day, 313

Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio, 315

Sbakespeariana, 263

"Vingris," 330

Hilton family, 336

Hine (J.) on royal clock and press reference, 429

Bippoclides on authors of quotations, 29

Fabian Society, 108

Plaxtol or Plaxtole, 430

Smoking and blind men, 335

Tennysoniana : Cleopatra, 121

Hippocrates legend, 408
'

History of Advertising,' 1874, its predecessor, 286
'

History of King's Place,' or ' Nocturnal Revels,' 169

Hitcbin-Kemp (F.) on Bennett of Baldock, 396

Chicheleana, 350

Oxgate Manor, Willesden, 403

Hoadly (Abp. John), bis biography, 473
Hobart family, 9

Hobhouse (Lord), d. 1904, his burial-place, 169

Hodgkin (J. Eliot) on the art of flying, 441

Blooding a witch, 397

Errors, typographical and otherwise, 493
Man in the almanac, 475

Hodaon (L. G.) on Prior John at Brighton, 477
Hodson (Major W. 8. R) of the Indian Mutiny, 12

Hogan (J. F.) on Fenians in Western Australia, 254

Hoggets= one-year-old sheep, as weather prophets, 247
Hoggflesh surname, 14
Hohenzollern (Prince von)=Madame de Mora, 188
Holbein, subjects of his pictures, 449, 497
Holly Lodge, Highgate, horseshoe superstition, 154
Holwell (J. Z.), Black Hole survivor, 370, 455, 518

Holworthy (F. M. R.) on Archbell family, 469

Holworthy family, 208

Holworthy family, 208, 273, 377

Holyrood marches, walking, the custom, 426
Hooke (Rev. W.) and Mastership of the Savoy, 421

Hoppner (J.) of Rochester, and photograph of

Dickens, 208

Hoppner (John).untraced portraits bv, 7, 53, 212 ; his

sister, 409
Horace in English verse, 13
Horses' skulls placed under buildings, 20
Hotten (J. C.), projects 'That Reminds Me,' 109, 294
Bouses in Cambridge, rings on, 108
Houston's (T.)

' The Progress of Madness,' 1802, 14
Hove, place-name, its origin, 450
Howe (Earl), sale of bis Shakespeares, 4
Howe (I. L.) on Fotheringay bells, 468
Howorth (B.) on Liverpool Library, 149
Hughes ( H.) on '

Rinordine,' Irish song, 33
Hughes (T. Cann) on Alltree family, 349

Burial-places of artists, 189

Burial-places of eminent engineers, 128
Burial-places of judges, 169
Grandfather clocks, 409

Kingsley's
' New Forest Ballad,' 508

Lancaster celebrities : their portraits, 467
Lancaster clockmakers, 487
New Forest pictures, 508

Hugo (Victor) and Proven?al poetry, 91

Hull Railway Report, 1841, 111, 178
Hume (Joseph), his ancestry, 70, 115

Humming ale, use of the phrase, 107

Humphreys (A. L.) on book on roads, 295
Pall Mall, the game, 310
Primitive oaths among savages, 394

Hungarian grammar, 489

Hunsdon, epitaph at, 27
Hunt (Holman), prayer on '

Light of the World,' 350
Hutchinson (T.) on '

English Minstrelsy,' 256

Hyett (F. A.) on the Cotswold games, 146

Hytch (F. J.) on ' That Reminds Me,' 294
I. (W. S.) on water-suchy, 178
Icknield Way, references ante 1500, 88
" Idean vine

"
in Scott's

'

Lady of the Lake,' 8, 182
Idle= mischievous, use of the word, 350

Ignoramus on French wills, 50
Index of place-names, 47, 114, 235

India, first Englishman in, 208, 254
Indian Mutiny, jubilee celebration at Albert Hall, 2 ;

relics of Major Hodson, 12

Ingleby (Holcombe) on billycock, 27
Parish clerks, men of family as, 334
Parish records, eighteenth-century, 426

"In God is all," motto, 393, 438, 474
Initial letters instead of words, 126, 174

Inn, Angel of, meaning of the term, 488
Inn Signs. See Tavern Signs.
Inns of Court, minor, their Admission Registers, 114

Inscription, Greek, on sundial, 289, 518

Inscription, Roman, concerning Corbridge, 249, 311

Inscriptions, Hebrew, on seals, 110

Inscriptions in Protestant Cemetery at Florence, 224,
443

International copyright, early instance, 147
Inventories, seventeenth-century, 53

Ireland, expeditions to, 1573-98, 190, 277, 334

Ireland, Viceroy of, official authority for title, 210, 332
Irish Rebellion, 1798, Crotty executed, 510
Irish song : Langolee, 129, 257, 374, 473
Irish version of "De mortuis," 388, 455
Irish Yeomanry, 1798, 290

Ispahan, Pied Piper in, 348
Italian proverb :

" Una mano lava Paltra," 329, 418, 453

Italy, evil-eye superstitions in, 145, 216
J. (M.) on Winstanley's birthplace, 469
J. (W. C.), on French words in Scotch, 450
Jacobin = Jacobite, use of the word, 368

Jaggard (W.) on G. Auld, 138
Authors of quotations, 192
Birds as architects, 66

Bombay, life in, 116
'
British Biography,' 98

Charles I.'s waistcoat, 226
'Dandies' Ball,' 217
'D.N.B. Epitome,' 21, 83, 211, 397

Dowty (Aiglen), 274
Greek and English poetry compared, 494

Hoppner's untraced portraits, 53
Privet : Benny, 197
Roads, book on, 295

Seventeenth-century travelling, 107

Shakespeare Memorial, 332

Smoking and blind men, 355
' That Reminds Me,' 109

Willow-pattern china, 437
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Jamaica records, 415
James I., his parentage, 74 ;

and Sir W. Pope's baby
girl, 347

James (John), architect, c. 1767, 127
James (Sir W. Melbourne), his burial-place, 169
Janau (E.) on shutters, 295

Japanese story of an ungrateful son, 466

Jarley (Mrs.), her famous waxworks, 325
Jarratt (F.) on fast= short of, 432

" Peter out," 369

Private, 336
Prize : its history, 137
Sabbath changed at the Exodus, 15

Sargent (Henry Martyn), 276
Jem the Penman, his biography, 56

Jennings (P.) on Carlyle's French Revolution, 157

Jermyn on John Allin, 389
Strafford (Earl of), his letters, 249

Jerram (C. S.) on nursery rime, 478
Jerrold (Douglas), his

' Bride of Ludgate,' 206
"Jerusalem" Coffee-House, 1780-90, 70

Jerusalem, Doomsday bell at, 169, 312
Jessel (Capt. F.) on G. Auld, 89

Jeudy-Dugour (M.),
' Histoire de Cromwel,' 1793, 210

Jew King, his identification, 428, 472
Jewish queries, 387, 478
Jews and Yiddish language, 267
Jingles, casting-out, 369

Jirgah, Persian term, its etymology, 427, 472
Jode (VV. L.) on Surrey Gardens, 490
Johnson (H.) on Joseph Wiggins, 176
Johnson (Dr. S.), his relatives, 43, 144, 302, 423
Johnston (F. A.) on Achesons of Ayrshire, 216

Johnson's ancestors, 46
Johnston family of Scotland, 390, 456
Johnstone (J. T.) on '

English Minstrelsy,' 257
Jonas (A. C.) on Achesons of Ayrshire, 392

St. Austin's Church, 108
Jones (J. B.) on Glover's 'Kentish Monuments,' 53

Nonconformist burial-grounds, 233
Jones (Polly), 18th-century courtesan, 97, 236
Jones (Tom) on "Dame So-and-So the Rush-Strewer,"

437

Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio, 515

Shakespeariana, 263, 264, 505, 506
Jones (W. J. W.) on Lassell Park, clockmaker, 409
Jonson (Ben), spelling of his name, 329, 431

Jordan (Dorothea), represented by Chantrey, 489
'Journal of Auctions and Sales,' 1853, 449

Judges, their burial-places, 169

Junius, Letters of, their authorship, 386, 430
K. (0.) on Latin lines on sleep, 390
K. (F.) on Victorian coin, 497
K. (F. F.) on 'Lang o' Lea,' Irish song, 129, 374
K. (F. M. H.) on " Tottenham is turned French," 67
K. (H.) onPeroun, 53
K. (J. H.) on expedition to Ireland, 334

Hewlett (James), Bath artist. 183
K. (L. L.) on Anne of Austria, 474

Birds as weather prophets, 210
' Book of Martyrs of Ephrata,' 326
Creole folk-lore, 227
" Dame So-and-So the Rush-Strewer," 497

Dorman and Hobart families, 54
"Entente cordiale," 418, 472
Greeks and block and tackle, 434

K. (L. L.) on Italian Proverb, 418

Montagu (Lady Mary Wortley), 306
Pike (Nicolas), 9

Parr (Dr. Samuel), 510
Paulitian language, 167
Price (Rear-Admiral David), 445
Shadow shows, 267

Tokens, school and college, 70, 296
Tvrtkoevic arms, 331
Unwin (Jacob and Matthew), 13
Uri (Joannes), 507
" Vin gris" : milliners' colours, 391

Keats (J.) on Cortes and Balboa, 107, 212
Keble (John), inscription at Bournemouth, 386, 497
Keith (Marshal), his MS. letters, 429

Kelly (Denis), of Lisduffe, co. Mayo, 348

Kelly (R. J.) on Ouseley family, 127

Kemp (J. T.) on calendar rimes, 94
Fleetwood (Bishop William), 232
Motherhood late in life, 96

Kennedy (Polly), picture by Reynolds, 97, 236

Kent (Duke of), his children, 275

Keogh family and St. Anthony's fire, 167

Kettle (T.), his portrait of Anna Seward, 171, 218

Ketty land, meaning of the term, 270, 338, 416

Keys (Lady Mary), 1540-78, her biography, 232

Kidson (F.) on '

Kitty Fisher's Jig,' 337

King (Sir C. S.) on Wm. Henry, D.D., 484

Johnston family of Scotland, 390

Lisgoole Abbey, co. Fermanagh, 368

Mitchel & Finlay, bankers, 497

King (F.) on Latin pronunciation, 314

Parsonages, pre-Reformation, 237

King (F.), his 'Classical Quotations,' 107, 284, 333

King (Capt. James), F. R.S., his death, 449

King (J.), d. 1823, his biography, 428, 472
"
King's Dues "

explained, 271. 337

Kingaley (Charles), his
' New Forest Ballad,' 508

Kipling (Rudyard),
"
picaroon" in his ' Last Chantey,'

185, 234 ;
and J. Ovington, 248 ;

and Otway, 426,

492
Kirkman (Francis) and W. Carpenter, 1657, 248

Kite-flying in the East, 147
'

Kitty Fisher's Jig,' 50, 98, 197, 236, 337, 471

Knights and their swords, how worn, 308, 477

Kodak on Gladstone's horsemanship, 191

Krebs (H.) on Chateaubriand, 129

Porta del Popolo, Rome, 433

Krueger (G.) on Shakespeariana, 264

Stepping across a child, 838

Vocabulary of peasant, 134

Winston Shakespeare portrait, 68

L. (C.) on White Ensign, 128

L. (F. de H.) on Cambridge early lists, 414

Carnwath pedigree, 398

Sargent (Henry Martyn), 276

L. (H. P.) on Anne of Austria, 452

Apples : their old names, 297

Corked (mantle)= purple, 467

Double acrostics in newspapers, 390

Feskin, to swathe, 508

Fijrgess or Figgiss, 478
"
Filling the cup," 307

" Fortune of war," 387

Glosses of Middle English, 126

Hackney, 91
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L. (H. P.) on hatmskers' materials, 477

Heraldic terms, early, 466

Jewish queries, 478

Ketty land, 416

Pin-basket =youngest child, 417

Privet : Benny, 197

"Property has its duties," &c., 349

Spane, 412

Stymie at golf, 370
"
Upon a summer's day," 208

William III.'s horse, 377, 414

L. (M. C.) on Athenian fleet saved by a comma, 389

Camelian, 131, 375
'D.N.B. Epitome,' 153

'Lady of the Lake' : allusions, 133

Leap year, 254
"
Oh, tell me whence Love cometh," 385

Tammany : origin of the name, 278
L. (R. A. A.) on Stephen Austen, bookseller, 348
L. (W. T.) on authors of quotations, 49
La Bruyere (

J. de), his ' De la Cour,' 35
Lacombe (Father), O.M.I., and Alberta, Canada, 486
Laffan (T.) on prize money, 329
Lamb (Charles), his 'My Great-Aunt's Manuscript,'
29; in Great Kussell Street, 1817-23, 37; and
Winchmore Hill, 187

Lamplighter's ladder, its disuse, 389, 430, 471
Lancaster celebrities, 1558-1881, their portraits, 467
Lancaster clockmakers, 487

Landguard Fort and "
Commissary

"
Stubbins, 230

Landmark, gibbet as, 371, 438

Land-water, Cornish use of the word, 507
Lane(J.) on Napoleon III. in London, 327
Langstrother (William), Preceptor at Eagle, 12
Lannarth, Cornish place-name, 309
Latin funeral inscriptions, 449
Latin lines on sleep, 390
Latin pronunciation, 81, 131, 175, 251, 314, 351, 511
Latin quotations identified, 37
Lattice tongs in Wales, 67, 312

Laughton (Sir J. K.) on Prior John at Brighton, 497
St. Andrew's cross, 114

Laurie (T. Werner) on Clifford's Inn, 407
Lawrence (Sir Henry), Lord Roberts on, 2
Lawrence (SirT.) and embroidery pictures, 150,193,494Laws of gravity and the ancient Greeks, 16
Laws of the Commonwealth, 1653, 89, 158
Lawyers' language, 286
Layard (G. 8.) on Du Maurier and Shirley Brooks, 52

oE.% F
.

ruary 24 or 28 duplicated, 148, 191,
1>4, ^oJj o93

Lebour (N ) on inscription concerning Corbridge, 249

T ID
Co

J!

1DSwootl ) on an ungrateful son, 466

Lee famJ ISO
^ Jeudy 'DuS ur on Cromwell, 210

*<**
<P

T d), poet, c. 1624, his biography, 410
l*ect (John), epigrammatist, c. 161 4, his biography, 410
Leech-gathering, 189, 290, 375

T Ail
11

',

1 ' n exPedition to Ireland, 1573, 190
Lega-Weekes (Ethel) on Burgoyne Private Act of

Parliament, 381
Clergy, inferior, their appellations : Sir, 286
.Parish clerks, men of family as 271
Pot-gallery, 212

Stationing relics, 89
Leigh (Medora), date of her birth, 408

Leighton (H.) on Hilton family, 336

Leighton (H. R.) on parish clerks, 334

Leighton (W.) on William Brown, artist, 367
Leland (J.), his references to the Icknield Way, 88

Letters, initial, instead of words, 126, 174
Letters of Junius, articles on, 386, 430
Leveson-Gower (A. F. G.) on cremation in 1769, 76
Lewis (A. S.) on Charterhouse poetry collection, 56

"
Whipping the cat," 5

Lewis (M. G.), his " Stay, gaoler ! stay," 14
Liberator on tale of drop of water, 448

Liberty, Cap of, English instances of its use, 507
Librarian on George Henry Robins, 516

Library, Liverpool, founded 1758, its history, 149

Library, London, and authors, 4

Lickar Stone at Aberdeen, meaning of the word, 389
Lieutenant on Breedon family, 151
Lieutenants of the Tower, 61, 161, 243, 390, 490

Lifts, passenger, early, 67

Liggers, meaning of the word, c. 1474, 36
'

Light for the Jews,' 1656 and 1664, 230

Lightfoot (Hannah), mystery of, 24, 122, 264, 266, 374
Lima on Georgian coins of 1745, 290
Lincoln (Abraham), and the Wycliffe Bible, 1324, 10

;

and Tom Taylor, 26

Lincolnshire, Eglia in, identified, 12
Lincolnshire folk-jest, 367
Lisboa Occidental, the term explained, 209, 275

Lisgoole Abbey and Castle, co. Fermanagh, 368

Literary allusions, 56

'Literary Companion,' 1848, its history, 368, 438
Lithuanian folk-lore : legless spirits, 34
Littlecote House, Wiltshire, tragedy at, 58
Litton family of Derby and Stafford, 309

Liverpool Library, founded 1758, its history, 149, 414
Locke (Richard) and Rev. George Stonehouse, 291
'
Locrine,'

"
I'll overturn the mountain Caucasus," 427

Lomea Island and Goodwin Sands, 149, 234

London, Lord Mayor, origin of the title, 26

London, Tower of, its Constables and Lieutenants,
61, 161, 243, 390, 490 ; its records, 129, 296

London, vanishing, 267, 346, 395
London and Birmingham Railway, its unroofed

carriages, 72
London booksellers and publishers, 89, 137, 218
London changes : Ave Maria Lane, 150
London chapels, pictures of, 8

London Library and authors, 4
London newspapers c. 1818, their circulation, 57
London poor temp. Elizabeth, 47
London queries of the early 18th century, 75
London remains, their utilization elsewhere, 14, 196
London shops and shutters, 66, 295
London signs :

"
Guy, Earl of Warwick," 127, 455 ;

list of, 228
London statues and memorials, 1, 102, 282, 363, 481
London streets, origins of some, 147
London topographical literature, 328

Longfellow (H. W.), bibliography of, 72; original of
'
Sicilian's Tale,

5

271,373
Lopes (Henry Charles), Lord Ludlow, d. 1899, 169

Lopez (Sir Menasseh Massey), Bt., his biography, 508
Lord Mayor of London, origin of the title, 26

Lorraine,
" Vin gris" in, 30, 134, 218, 330, 391, 452

Louis Philippe, his landing in England, 277

Love-charms, shells as, 510
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Lovett (E.) on dolls in magic, 168
Thorn fish-hooks, or gorges, 229

Lowe (Major-Gen. E. W. De Lancy), 'D.N.B.'on, 273

Loyalist on Irish Yeomanry of 1798, 290
Lucas (E. V.) on Angel of an inn, 488

Otway and Kipling, 492
Wilson (" Jock "), 208

Lucas (P.) on marriages in ' Gent. Mag.,' 170

Swank, 513
Lucis on proverb on beating, ] 70

Shakespeariana, 505
Lumb (G. D.) on Speaker Denison's mother, 518

Lustriacense, Abbey of, c. 1645, 470
Luther's '

Warnunge an seinen lieben Deudschen," 6

Lych gates, ancient and modern, 495

Lyndhurat (Lord), his Marriage Act, 1835, 50, 95

Lynn (W. T.) on Anne of Austria, 451
Authors of quotations, 13

Keats, Cortes, and Balboa, 107

Leap year, 191
Polar exploration, 6

Sabbath changed at the Exodus, 15
"Still waters turn no mills," 190
Time reckoning, 393

Lytton (Lord), motto of ' Lost Tales of Miletus,' 248
M. on speech after removal of tongue, 216
M. (A.) on St. Mary's Abbey, York, 496
M. (A. A.) on Du Maurier and Shirley Brooks, 9

M. (A. E.) on Tai-Ping War, 431
M. (E.) on Bonaparte on the Bellerophon, 321, 382
M. (H.)on Fenians and Western Australia, 188

M. (H. A. St. J.) on ' D. N. B. Epitome,' 85
M. (J.) on Queen Caroline, 449
M. (J. E.) on vivandieres, 418
M. (N.) and A. on Defoe : the Devil's chapel, 187

Troper : its derivation, 330
M. (P.) on Shakespeare and Miller-Mundy, 370
M. (P. M.) on Dryden on Milton. 250
M. (P. W. G.) on counting bringing ill-luck, 108

Piper's Hole, 289
M. (T. S.) on Brittany idolatrous folk-lore, 17

Christmas notes, 51

Cross sign : hot cross buns, 436
Dame So-and-So the Rush Strewer, 437

Owls, luminous, 171

Telling the bees, 433
M. (W.) on Cornish apparition, 392
M. (W. P.), on smoking and blind men, 355

MacAlister (G. Y. W.) on '

Esmond,' 115
" Port arms," 116

Macaroons made at Nancy, 286
McGovern (J. B.) on chalice inscription, 470

Latin pronunciation, 511
Mackenzie (Colin A.) and the Treaty of Tilsit, 31, 96,

135, 154, 171, 237
Mackenzie (E. C.) on the Treaty of Tilsit, 96

Mackenzie-Holden (Col. R.) on 62nd Royal American

Regiment, 412
McKerrow (R. B.) on Defoe : the Devil's chapel, 255

Mackesy (W. H.) on St. Anthony's fire, 167

MacMichael (J. H.) on antelope as crest, 516

Austen (Stephen), bookseller, 413

Bees told of deaths, 434
Beulah Spa, Upper Norwood, 35, 453

Billycock hat, 94

"Bull and Mouth" and "Mourning Bush," 376

MacMichael (J. H.) on Castle Rising, 412
Chalk Farm, 338
Churchwardens' accounts, 54

"Clayton Arms," 130

Copper Mill, Whitechapel, 451
" Crooked Billet," 190
Easter bibliography, 397
Edwards of Halifax, 510
" Father of his Country," 115

Figgess or Figgiss, 478
Fleet Street, No. 59, 53
Gibbet as landmark, 438
Hamilton Place, Hyde Park, 94
Hatmakers' materials, 388
Jonson (Ben), his name, 432
'

Lady of the Lake '

: allusions, 133
London newspapers in 1818, 57

May Day : Maypole, 398
Mediaeval churchyards, 173
Oxford: its name, 318
Portsmouth Street, No. 14, 395
St. Bartholomew the Great, E.C., 18

St. Mary's Abbey, York, 496
Sands (Archbishop), 358

Seventeenth-century inventories, 53
" Sol's Arms," 154
" Sub rosa," 335
Tale of drop of water, 518
Tower of London, 514

Tye, 78

Village mazes, 475

""Vingris," 134
Weed= tobacco, 274
Weston (Sir Richard), 98
"
Whipping the cat," 317

Winter : its proclamation, 133

MacMichael (T. C.) on Figgess or Figgiss, 478

McMurrayXW.) on Aldersgate Aldermen, 249, 375
" Bull "and Mouth " and "

Mourning Bush," 309

Clergy, inferior, their appellations, 454

London poor temp. Elizabeth, 47
Milton's Bible, 27
Nonconformist burial-grounds, 234

Parish dinners, 306

Signs of old London, 228

Wylde (Henry), Gresham Professor, 873

McPike (B. F.) on Auditors of the Exchequer, 386

Halley and Pyke families, 166

Stewart and Halley families, 446

Macray (W. D.) on Gordon case and Clement XL, 12

Hoppner's untraced portraits, 212

Jew King, 472
Madan (Martin) of Nevis, d. 1704, his biography, 509

Magic, dolls in, 168

Maginn (W.) on Moses Mendez, 211, 416

Maher of Moyne, soldier, o. 1750-70, 329

Mahon (Mrs.),
" Bird of Paradise," her biography,

170

Main, use and meaning of the word, c. 976, 169

"Making buttons
"= fidgeting, use of the term, 467

Malet (Col. Harold) on ' British Biography,' 50

Carrier pigeons, 485

Montfort (Simon de), his portrait, 392

New Year beacon at Weldon, 46

Roman death duties, 74

Man in the almanac, allusion explained, 408, 475
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Manors, Lords of, and intestate estates, 469

Marble Arch improvement and Tyburn Tree, 405

Marchant (F. P.) on Bohemian tongue-twisters, 446

Death (Edward), of Gray's Inn, 90
" Father of his Country," 152

Kite-flying in the East, 147

Midwife toad, 236

Margins of books, 285

Maria on pin-basket=youngest child, 417
Streatham place-names, 190

Marie Antoinette and Mrs. Charlotte Atkyns, 343

Marks Stone, near Chadwell Heath, 191, 237

Marlborough wheels, origin of the term, 293

Marlow (W.), his pictures of the Pope's seats, 128
Marlowe (C.), tumeraris in ' Dr. Faustus,

' 65

Marriage Act, Lord Lyndhurst's, 50, 95

Marriage notices from ' Gent. Mag.,' &c., 170

Marriages, their solemnization, c. 1653, 89

Mars, discovery of its satellites, 13

Marshall (Sir Samuel), d. 1795, his family, 70, 155
Marshall (Stephen), Westminster divine, 465, 517
Marston (E.) on willow-pattern china, 437
Marston (J.), suggested emendations in his dramas, 301
Martin (S.) on Anna Seward, 171, 285

Walton and Cotton Club, 310

Martinique, its records, 415
Marvin (F. R.) on Shakespeare's bones, 9

Mary, Queen of Scots, birth of a child in Edinburgh
Castle, 74 ;

bell which tolled for her execution, 468
Mason (C.) on Constables of the Tower, 391

" Crown "
Hotel, St. Martin's Court, 77

Masson (A.) on school and college tokens. 237
Matthews (Albert) on Nathaniel Bacon, 47

"Entente cordiale," 338
"Father of his Country," 151

Holworthy family, 377
'

Kitty Fisher's Jig,' 197
Liverpool Library, 414
"

Raisins of the Cure," 393
Savoy, its Mastership, 1658-9, 421
" Sub rosa," 433
Woman with masculine name, 517

Mawdesley (F. L.) on London statues, 364
Maxwell (Sir Herbert) on formation of clouds, 213

French words in Scotch, 450
St. Andrew's cross, 32
Stymie at golf, 414
" Vin gris" : milliners' colours, 391

May Day celebrations, 345, 398
May family, Anglo-Dutch, 70
Maycock (W.) on authors of quotations, 192

Gladstone's
horsemanship, 234

Shakespeare and Miller-Mundy, 457
Mayhew (A. L.) on banzai, 405

Hackney, 11

Jirgah, 427
1 Times '

as "The Thunderer," 396
Mayo (Rev. William), Vicar of Romsey, 110
Mayors, churchwardens appointed by, 129, 318
Maypoles c. ]578, 345,398
Mazes, village, 388, 475
Meat maturing and fig trees, 389

edal presented to Grace Darling, its sale, 285
Medal, silver memorial, of 1555, its history, 89

?hurchyard9 ' g^vestones in, 56, 173
ir George), d. 1877, his burial place, 169

Men of family as parish clerks, 35, 271, 334
Mendez (Moses), Maginn on, 211, 416
Mercer (W.) on inscriptions at Naples, 17
Meredith (George),

"
your rips and your reps,'' 249

Mermaid baptized, 371
Merrick (W. P.) on nursery rime, 478
Merritt (E. P.) on Stansted Press, 67
Meston (William), pcet, c. 1698, his biography, 410
Meswinde the Fair, in Saxon song, 8, 54, 77

Methodism, Wesleyan, its organization, 230
Mew (J.) on bells rung backwards, 229
Mewtes (Sir Peter) in Acts of the Privy Council, 435

Meyer family, 409
Michell (R.) on Peroun, 155
Middle English, glosses of, 126
Middlebrook Museum, its sale, 484
Middleton (T.), emendations in his dramas, 301
Middleton Races, 1781, described by Thomas Blore, 5
Midsummer festivities, 481
Midwiie toad, 129, 236

Milan, Alexandrian Library at, 188
Millais (Sir J.), his illustration of Cleopatra, 121, 194

Millenbeck, Virginia, origin of the place-name, 269
Miller (D.) on Abraham Lincoln : Wycliffe Bible, 10

Miller-Mundy family and Shakespeare, 370, 457
Milliners' colours, 391
Milne (J.) on Monthooly : Lickar Stone, 389

Unthank, 492
Milton (John), his Bible, 27 ; picture of him and

Cromwell, 214
; Dryden's lines on, 250 ; his

" one

talent," 506
Minakata (Kumagusu) on legless spirits, 34

Seaweed needing rain, 194

Mince, pronounced minsh, 248
Mince pie and plum pudding, 46, 73, 95, 117, 357

"Minerak, 1640," embroidered on screen, 409

Minstrelsy: 'English Minstrelsy,' 1810, and Sir W.
Scott, 170, 256

Mitchel & Finlay, bankers, c. 1741, 497

Mivart's, now Claridge's Hotel, its history, 47

Molesey, its manors, 317

Molony (A.) on Tannings of co. Clare, 175
Molusio, ghost-word, 126

Monaco, prison farce in, 507
Monoux (George), Alderman c. 1520, 431

Montagu (Lady Mary Wortley), memoir by George
Paston, 30(5

Montfort (Simon de), portrait of, 309, 392

Monthooley, Aberdeen place-name, 389
Monumental inscriptions, errors in, 168
Mora (Madame de)= Prince von Hohenzollern, 188
More (Sir Thomas), account of his last days, 409
Moreton (R. L.) on authors wanted, 149, 175, 488

Bells rung backwards, 418
Caroline (Queen), 495
Cre*mail (Vicomte de), 338
1 Esmond '

: slip of the pen, 276
" Father of his Country," 331
Hodson of the Indian Mutiny, 12

Knights and their swords, 477
Wine used at Holy Communion, 213

Morgan (G. A.) on Achesons of Ayrshire, 215
Hamilton family, 497

Morgan (T.), his biography, 183
Mories (A. S.) on French words in Scotch, 450
Moro (Duke de) on Prince von Hohenzollern, 188
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Moss (Charles), Bishop of Oxford, 473
Motherhood late in life, 57, 96, 118, 232
Mottoes : Fide sed cui vide, 70 ; Per aspera ad

ardua, 288 ;
Nitor in adversum, 356, 451 ; In God

is all, 393, 438, 474
Mount Grace de Ingelby, religious house, 429
Miiller (Ad.) on '

Lady of the Lake,' 8

Multum, a compound used by brewers, 211

Murkatto, Anglo-Indian word, 66

Murray (J.) on 'ChiJde Harold,' 10

Deville, 450

Murray (Sir J. A. H.) on print : in print, 447
Priscian's head, 268

Private, 268

Privet, 148
Prize : its history, 87

Mush = an umbrella, slang word, 67
Mush faker = an umbrella mender, slang word, 67
N. (F.)onTruckee, 109
N. (F. M.) on authors of quotations wanted, 328
N. (L. C.) on leech-gathering, 189
N. (M.) on Creole folk-lore, 494

Ketty land, 416
N. (T.) on folk-ritne or nursery rime, 510
N. (W. H. W.) on Opie print, 274

Name-puzzle in early edition of Spenser, 48, 114

Nancy, macaroons made at, 286
Nansen (F.), his Arctic exploration, 6

Naples, inscriptions at, 17

Napoleon I. See Bonaparte.-

Napoleon III. in London, 1831-48, 327, 371, 432
Nash (David William), barrister, d. 1876, 372
National Flag. See Flag.
Naval warfare, canals in, 109
Nazianzen (Gregory) and "sub rosa," 189, 316, 335
Nel Mezzo on Sir T. Browne, 484

Dickens and the lamplighter's ladder, 431

Ness Cliff, Shropshire, parochial school at, 1753, 331
Nevill (R.) on Brandenburgh House Sale, 128
'New English Dictionary,' "nigh band" in, 6, 96
' New Forest Ballad,' by C. Kingsley, 508
New Forest pictures, 1875, 508
New Year beacon at Weldon, 46

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, conveyancing at, 404, 456

Newgate, Ordinaries of, 35

Newport Church, I.W., engravings of, 389, 457
News, bad, and its bearers, 351

Newspaper, first American, 1690, 347

Newspapers :

' The Telegraph,' 1797, 247, 358 ; double

acrostics in, 290

Newspapers, London, c. 1818, their circulation, 57
Newton (E. E.) on Cruikshankiana, 347

Ney (Marshal), his descendants, 229

Nice, English burials at, 1750-1800, 449
Nicholson (E.) on Vicomte de Cre'mail, 112

" Neither my eye nor my elbow," 15

Palm Sunday and chick-peas, 281

Provencal folk-songs, 91

Nicholson (F.) on James Peake, nonjuror, 462

Nicholson (John), Lord Roberts on, 2

Nicholson (Renton), his paper 'The Town,' 237, 517
"
Kigh hand "

in the '

N.E.D.,' 6, 96

Nightingale (Florence), poem referring to, 268, 337
Noble (M. E.) on mince pies and plum pudding, 357

Nonconformist burial-grounds and gravestones, 188,

233, 297, 336, 434

Nonjuring clergy, c. 1689, 113

Nonjuror: James Peake, M.A., 462
Norcross (J. E.) on errors, 123

"
Raisins of the Some," 518

Shakespeariana, 505
Norman ( P.) on authors of quotations, 275, 476
Norman (W.) on Camden's 'Remaines,' 408

Chalk Farm, 377
Glover's ' Kentish Monuments,' 9
Prior John at Brighton in 1514, 387

Norman Court, Hampshire, nameless portraits in, 71
Norman family, 71
Norris (H. C.) on castle architecture, 429
North (P.) on burials at Nice, 449

Speech after removal of tongue, 216
" Sub rosa," 189

North (Roger), his
' Life

'
of the Lord Keeper, 201

Northiam, chantry at, 8, 97
Nose Celestial, 406

Nottingham, bibliography of, 205

Nouguier (C.) on Dabi ichecourt, 228
French regiments in English pay, 130

Noxgaga, etymology of the word, 384
Numismatic: Victoiian coin, its inscription, 209, 497

Mursery rimes : She looked up, she looked down, 408,
478 ; Gray goose and gander, 510 ; Bell-horse?,

bell-horses, what time of day, 517
0. (E.) on speech after removal of tongue, 216
0. (L. R.) on Speaker Denison's mother, 518
O. (T.) on Tammany, 154
O. (T. S.) on authors of quotations, 214

Jonson (Ben), his name, 432
O. (T. T.) on Treaty of Tilsit, 154
0. (W. B.) on 'D.N.B. Epitome,' 212

Oaths, primitive, among savages, 309, 394

Obituaries :

Cameron (Richard), 240
Ebsworth (Rev. J. W.), 480, 501
Salkeld (John), 500
White (Robert), 220

O'Connell (Daniel), silhouette portrait of, 191

Odgers (J. E. ) on Burnham Society, 28
Old Bailey, its name, 186
Oldenbuck (Aldobrand) on camel bibliography, 37
Olive tree, verses by William Morris, 370, 514
Oliver (V. L.) on embroidery pictures, 494

Henley (George) of Bradley, 470
Tooke (Home), 497

Omond (T. S.) on Latin pronunciation, 354

Opie (John), R.A., print after picture by, 209, 274
Order of the Pen, o. 1588, 309
Ordinaries of Newgate, 35

Orkney, Archbishopric of, 289, 357
Orme (Daniel), artist, portrait of, 389
Orme Square, Bayswater, and Napoleon III., 327, 371
Ormerod on sundial inscription, 289

Otway (T.) and Kipling, literary parallel, 426, 492

Ou, its pronunciation in place-names, 230, 294

Ouida, novelist, her original name, 307

Ouija, a mechanical toy, 307
Ould (S. G.) on smoking and blind men, 354

Ousley family, 127

Outraged Scholar on vizt., 405

Ovington (J.) and Kipling, literary parallel, 248-

Owen (D.) on canals in naval warfare, 109

Cold Harbour Lane, 113
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Owen (D.) on Napoleon III. in London, 371

Owls, luminous, 171, 218, 257

ox, place-names ending in, 508

Oxford, derivation of the place-name, 68, 318

Oxford University : Exeter College men in sixteenth

century, 285

Oxgate Manor, Willesden, its descent, 403

P. (A. L.) on lawyers' language, 286

P. (C. H. R.) on Lisboa Occidental," 275
P. (E.) on Surgeon-General James Pearse, 407
P. (E. L. ) on spelling reform, 67
P. (P. K.) on Beezely, Sussex, 269

Brass : Wylson family, 189

Cowdray family, 370
London and Birmingham Railway, 73

P. (H. G.) on "The Crooked Billet, 452
P. (J. B.) on Carnwath pedigree, 10

Lyndhurst's Marriage Act, 95
P. (L.) on Eighteenth-century queries, 35
P. (M.) on Mary, Queen of Scots, 75

More, Sir Thomas, 409

Proverbs, two old, 172
P. (P. A.) on " Sub rosa," 316
P. (R. B.) on bell-horses, 517

Chained books in prisons, 187
Commandments painted on glass, 447

Desaguliers (J. T.), 373
Dickensiana : Capt. Cuttle, 331

'Ingoldsby,' 447
London and Birmingham Railway, 72
" Pink saucer," 486
Power (Tyrone), American actor, 494
Royal arms in churches, 287
Soup-kitchens, 126

P. (W. J.) on murkattos: capaps, 66
Paffer, use of the word, 1753, 326
Page (J. T.) on apples : their old names, 495

Breedon family, 454
Commonwealth laws, 158
Cromwell and Milton, 214
" Dame So-and-So^the Rush Strewer," 497
Ebsworth (J. W.), 502

Fielding's grave, 277
Hazlittiana, 177
London signs :

"
Guy, Earl of Warwick," 455

London statues and memorials, 1, 102, 282, 363,
481

Mince pie and plum pudding, 95
Pattens in the church porch, 268
Portsmouth Street, No. 14, 395
Spellicans, 16

Swank, 514

Swedenborg's memorial tablet, 468
Wine used at Holy Communion, 213

Page (Richard) = Daniel Hardcastle, c. 1819, 386nfl mall, the game, 250, 310
Palm Sunday observances, 281, 374, 412 451
Palmer (J. Foster) on bells rung backwards, 418

baster
bibliography, 397

Clergyman with battledore, 53
Cross sign: hot cross buns, 436
Ou : its pronunciation, 294

8kiDg in ShakesPeare
'

8 da7. 38

Smoking and blind men, 355
annomus (Janus), 1434-72, epigram by, 324

Papyruseum exhibition, 1818, and Mrs. Aberdein, 30
Paravicini (George) of Nottingham, c. 1724, 109
Pardoe (A.) on eighteenth-century queries, 155
Parish clerks, their duties and status, 35, 271, 334
Parish dinners, 16th and 17th cent., 306
Parish records, eighteenth-century, 426
Park (Lassell), clockmaker, 409, 494
Parker (E. M. S.) on Paston family, 49

Rogers, Capt. Woodes, 456
Parkinson (J.) on Achesons of Ayrshire, 215

Parkinson family, 68

Parkinson family, 68
Parr (Dr. Samuel), his library, 510

Parry (Col. G. S.) on Ebsworth, 318

Inscriptions at Florence, 224, 344, 443

Parry (Rev. J. D.), his book on Bedford, 306

"Parsley Peel," o. 1750, the sobriquet, 115

Parsonages, pre- Reformat]on, 37, 195, 237
Parsons (F. M.) on William Siddons, 509
Parsons (William), actor, his second wife, c. 1777, 368

Partridge (C.), Jun. on "
Commissary" Stubbin, 230

Paschal candle, 305

Passages, secret, 490

Passementerie, meaning of the term, 54
Paston family, 49
Patent Rolls, 1429-36, Friar Tuck in, 47
Patrick (D.) on Tay and Tiber, 464

Pattens, notices relating to, 268, 336, 394
Paulitian language, its locality, 167

Pauper's song, 308
Peach (C. H. R.) on dancing at Echternach, 427

Palm Sunday, 451
Peacock (E.) on dancing at Echternach, 474

Evil eye in Italy, 216
Hair becoming white through fear, 445

Ketty land, 338

Leech-gathering, 290
' Letters from Belgium,' 61
Lincolnshire folk-jest, 367
Motherhood late in life, 118
"
Praises let Britons sing," 350

Village mazes, 475
Peacock (M. H.) on Buckrose, 492
Peacock (T. L.),

' Misfortunes of Elphin,' 221, 331
Peake (H.) on the Icknield Way, 88
Peake (James), 1652-1719, Nonjuror, 462
Pearse (Surgeon-Gen. James), temp. Charles II., 407
Pearson (H. S.) on De Baif, 492

" Fide sedcui vide," 135
Pearson (Rev. J. Batteridge) and Dr. Johnson, 423
Peasant vocabulary, its considerable extent, 134
Pecchio (Count Giuseppe), his epitaph, 307
Peddle (R. A.) on G. Auld, 218

Austen (Stephen), bookseller, 413
Peel (Robert), called "

Parsley Peel," 115
Peel (Sir William) and the Indian Mutiny, 3
Peele (George), notes on his works, 181
Peerless Pool House, its demolition, 227
Peet (W. H.) on G. Auld, 137

Author of novels wanted, 8, 430

Peg-top, whipping a, 507
Penn and Gaskell families, 248

Penny (F.) on Akbar's likeness, 332
Kitso (Catherine Augusta), 266

Pen, Order of the, c. 1588, 309

Peroun, Slavonic god, 53, 155
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Perreau brothers and Mrs. Rudd, 114

Perring (Sir Philip) on Shakespeariana, 263, 506

Perry, the beverage, c. 1175, 107

Perry (J. T.) on Chiswick High Road, 29
" Peter out," origin of the slang term, 369
Peter the Great, the " Father of his Country," 236
Petherick (E. A.) on Burnham Society, 77

Raine Island, 113
"Petits Chevaux," invention of the game, 110

Petty (S. L.) on Creole folk-lore, 494
'

England's Parnassus,' 403
Estates held by peculiar tenures, 197
Nonconformist burial-grounds, 435

Pewter, old, hall-marks on, 90, 157, 193

Phillips (A. G. E.) on John Sainsbury Collection, 449

Phillips (C. R.) on Welsh tartan, 250

Willow-pattern china, 210

Phillips (L.) on graphology, 210
Men of family as parish clerks, 35

'
Philobiblion,' bibliographical journal, 9, 92, 173

Philo-Biographiensis on * D.N.B. Epitome,' 152

Phipps (Col. R.) on Treaty of Tilsit, 172

Phipson (Evacuates A.) on Latin pronunciation, 175

Picaroon, meaning of the word, 185, 234
Piccini (Niccola), his

' La Schiava/ 1768, 90

Pickford (J.) on American magazine, 275
Authors of quotations wanted, 49, 149, 476
Blackburn (Archbishop) 36

Boothby (" Prince "), 187
Castle Rising, 412
"Crooked Billet,"452
Defoe : the Devil's chapel, 331

Leap year, 192
London statues and memorials, 365
Mediseval churchyards : gravestones, 56
Men of family as parish clerks, 272

Sargent (Henry Martyn), 311

Stoke, battle of, 485

Tennysoniana : Cleopatra, 194
Picture exhibitions, catalogue of, 508
Pied Piper in Ispahan, 348
Pierce (Sir Edmund), Doctor of Laws, 12

Pierpoint (K.) on 'The Antiquities of St. Peter's, 250
Baffo's poems, 258
Beulah Spa, Upper Norwood, 313

Churches, their dedications, 332
Cremation in 1769 : Honoretta Pratt, 195
Dobb Park Castle, 176

Dyche (T.), Schoolmaster, 65
" Fide sed cui vide

"
: Bahusius, 70

Horseshoe superstition : Holly Lodge, 154
Initial letters instead of words, 126
1

Lang o' Lea,' Irish song, 257

Leech-gathering, 291
"Malbrook s'en va-t-en guerre," 158
Mince pie and plum pudding, 117
"
Mony a pickle makes a mickle," 338

" Mors mortis morti," &c., 208
" Nitor in adversum," 356
Porta del Popolo, Rome, 329
Roman inscription concerning Corbridge, 311
" Sham Abraham," 37

Smoking and blind men, 309
Sobieski family, 235

Sovereigns and half-sovereigns, 17
"
Spartam nactus es, hanc exorna," 268

Pierpoint (R.) on Stretton (Mrs. Julia), 111
1 Terze Rime di Dante,' Aldus, 1502, 11
" Vin gris," 134

Water-suchy, 193
Pierson arms, 407

Pigeons, carrier, discontinued by Admiralty, 485

Pigott (W. J. ) on 62nd Royal American Regiment, 350
Pike (Nicholas), Consul at Mauritius, his publications, 9

Pilgrim's Device, 388
Pin-basket =youngest child, the term, 211, 417
Pink (W. D.) on Bennett of Baldock, 395

Byng (Henry), Serjeant-at-Law, 408
Docwra (Sir Henry), 116

Hastings (John), 368
Hatsell (Sir Henry), 150
Heron (Giles), 469

" Pink saucer," reference to, 1803, 486

Piper (A. C.), Stansted Press, 175

Piper's Hole, the legend, 289, 334, 356, 378
Pitman (H. A.) on the '

D.N.B.,' 313

Place-names, index of, 47, 114, 235; ou in, 230,.

294 ; American, 297
;
in -ox, 508

Platt (Sir Hugh), his biography, 516
Platt (J.), Jun., on Gavial, a ghost-word, 446

Hippocrates legend, 408

Jirgah, 472

Kipling : picaroon : barracoon, 185

Raisuli : the name, 3(!8

Sze*chenyi : its pronunciation, 125

Wigwam : tepee : wickieup, 406

Yiddish language, 267

Plaxtol, Kentish place-name, its origin, 430, 477

Playfair (G. M. H.) on White Ensign, 514

Plum pudding and mince pie, 46, 73, 95, 117, 357

Poetry, English and Greek, compared, 310, 494

Poisons, slow Eastern, 308, 412

Poland (Sir H. B.) on the Treaty of Tilsit, 31, 171

Polar exploration, 6

'Polemo-middinia,' macaronic poem, 1633, 288, 411

Politician on " Father of his Country," 70

Hazel in politics, 126

Roundhead, 170
"Sinews of war," 470
'Times' as "The Thunderer," 348

Viceroy of Ireland, 210

Pollard (H. P.) on Hertfordshire fonts, 429

Pollard-Urquhart (Col. F. E. R.) on Napoleon III. ia

London, 372

Spell icans, 115

Ponsonby (Hon. Gerald) on General Bourke, 8

Poole (M. Ellen) on spellicans, 115

Poole (Rachael) on Father Sarpi's portraits, 172

Poor of London temp. Elizabeth, 47

Pope (Sir William), his baby girl and James I., 347
" Port arms," illustrations of the command, 66, 116

Porta del Popolo, Rome, its meaning, 329, 433

Portfolio Society, 1861, its history, 510

Portland (Dorset), Court Leet in, 491

Portrait painting, Gainsborough on, 90

Portsmouth Street, Lincoln's Inn, No. 14, 346, 3t

Postboy, Yarmouth, the last, 484

Postliminious, use of the adjective, 48

Pot-gallery, meaning of the term, 36, 212

Potts (R. A.) on authors of quotations, 192, 214

Coleridge items, 133

'Philobiblion,' 92
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Potts (B. A.) on proverb on beating, 298

Tennysoniana : Cleopatra, 194

Power (Tyrone), American actor, in England, 494

Powlett (
William Powlett) of Somboura, 109

Pragmatism, philosophic sense of the word, 29

Pratt (Mrs. Honoretta), cremated 1769, 10, 117, 195

Preaching in Scotland, old meaning of the word, 485

Prebend, origin of the word, 388, 496

Pre-Reformation parsonages, 37, 195, 237
Pre-Reformation tabernacles, 57, 97
Price (Rear-Admiral David), his death, 445

Prideaux (Col. W. F.) on the '

D.N.B.,' 516
Disraeli's Abyssinian speech, 125
Hoiwell (John Zephaniah), 518
Latin pronunciation, 251, 352

Longfellow, 72

Rotherhithe, 75
Prideaux (W. R. B.) on book auctions, 127

Darcye (Col. C.), his regiment, 178
Docwra (Sir Henry), 76
Letters of Junius, 430

Prime Minister, his official precedence, 425-

Print : in print, applied to clothes, 447

Printing, its introduction into Birmingham, 13
Prior= senior, use of the word, 147
Prior John at Brighton, 1514, 387, 477, 497
Prior (W. R.) on Fairfax as a dog's name, 209

Treaty of Tilsit, 32
Priscian : "to break Priscian's head," 268, 375, 414
Prison farce in Monaco, 507
Prisons, chained books in, 187
Private : private member and private view, 268, 336

Privateering, Scotch, 1672, 30
Privateers and Lima, on coins of, 1745, 290
Privet, etymology of the word, 148, 197
Prize, history of the word, 87, 137, 178, 233
Prize money in the 18th cent., 329
Processions, Rogation and other, 401, 456
ProvenQal folk-songs, 91

Provence, Palm Sunday in, 281, 374, 451
Proverb, Scottish, 35
Proverbs and Phrases :

A woman, a spaniel, and a walnut tree, 170, 298
Cut his stick, 132

Death-hunters, 87

Death-money, 87
Ecrivez les injures sur le sable, 114
Entente cordiale, 194, 338, 418, 472
Every man has his price, 378
Familiarity breeds contempt, 407
Father of his Country, 70, 115, 151, 236, 331
Filling the cup, 307
For his bot, 387
Fortune of war, 387
Free and easy, 407
Go the way of all flesh, 68
God bless the Prince of Wales, 486
Humming ale, 107
In print, 447
It is better to marry over the mixen, 227, 413

if
Kewe! Toujours la Reine, 118, 172

Making buttons, 467
Map of Ireland on his face, 486
Many a pickle makes a mickle, 338
flora mortis morti mortem, 208
Neither my eye nor my elbow, 15

Proverbs and Phrases :

One shoe off and one shoe on, 270
Politica del carciofo, 438

Priscian : to break Priscian's head, 268, 375, 414

Property has its duties as well as its rights, 349,

414, 436

Q in the corner, 407
Sham Abraham, 37, 417
Sinews of war, 1600, 470
Still waters turn no mills, 190

Subrosa, 189, 316,335, 432
Tottenham is turned French, 1536, 67

Toujours perdrix, 118, 172
Una mano lava 1' altro, 329, 418, 493

Upon a summer's day, 1320, 208
What Lancashire thinks to-day, 329, 457
What you but see when you haven't a gun, 108,

217, 493

Whipping the cat, 5, 317, 494

Public speaking in Shakespeare's day, 38, 313, 297
Publishers and booksellers, London, 89, 137, 218

Pucci (Francesco), d. 1512, his epitaph, 324

Pulpit, clergyman with battledore in, 53

Punchbowl, arms on, 33

Pyke and Halley families, 166

Q. on College Heraldique de France, 96

Q. (A. N.) on first American newspaper, 347
Initial letters instead of words, 174
Nonconformist burial-grounds, 233

"Q in the corner," use of the phrase, 407

Quaplode and Bacon families, 210

Quero on Tai-Ping War, 349

Quidnunc II. on vivandieres, 171

Quotations :

A certain old lady in Babylon bred, 175
A long while ago, when the world first began, 328
A present dans les cieux, 129
An open foe may prove a curse, 149, 192
And thine oaken galley, Haco, 128, 214
At Dover dwell, 50, 94
Behold this ruin ! 'twas a skull, 305
Born just to bloom and fade, 168

Boys, once on fire with that contentious zeal, 137
Cane decane canis ; sed ne cane, 284, 333
De mortuis nil nisi bonum, 388, 455
Disce ut semper victurus, 49, 113
Discutit et tenebras roseis aurora capillis, 370
Dr. Pillblister and Betsy his sister, 109, 217
Dundee he is mounted, he rides up the street,

229, 418
Et bane levis fallaxque destituet deus, 107, 284,

333
Fide sed cui vide, 70, 134
From east to west I 've marched beneath the eagles,

109
He the strong smiter, the earth-compeller, 229
Heu : Vitam perdidi, operose nihil agendo, 34
Hoc est vivere bis vita posse priori frui, 49
Honour to him who, self-complete if low, 149
I 'm ninety-five, I 'm ninety-five, 328, 393, 455
I know, as my life grows older, 49
If looking back for one short year, 128

Kitty, a fair, but frozen maid, 317
Land o' carefu' cannie bodies, 29
Les beaux esprits se rencontieut, 488
Lieblich war die Maiennacht, 469
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Quotations :

Like some poor, nigh-related guest, 80
Lone sitting by the shores of Old Romance, 248
Love taught me shame, 149, 214
Malbrook s'en va-t-en guerre, 75, 158

Moaning in agony, 268, 337
Mors mortis morti, 208
Nitorin adversum, 356, 451
No chaffinch but implies the cherub, 288, 393
Non ego me methodo astringam serviliter ulla,

488
Not of themselves the gay beauties can please,
110

O brothers ! speak of possibilities, 149, 214
O fairer than the fairest flow'r, 149
O for a booke and a shadie nooke, 149, 192
O man ! hold thee on in courage of soul, 214

Obstipo capite atque exporrecto labello, 49, 113
O'er the great mystery of pain we moan, 488
Oh, tell me whence Love cometh, 385, 474, 515
Once I was alive, and had flesh, 427
One talks of mildew and of frost, 12, 66
Partus aureus, 37
Per aspera ad ardua, 288
Praises let Britons sing, 350
Prefaces to books are like signs to public-houses,

229

Quadrijugis evectus equis sol aureus exit, 370,
455

Search the universe from Pole to Pole, 29
She saw the snowy poles and moons of Mars, 13

Ship me somewheres east of Suez, 248
Soft eyes of grey, 288
Somne levis quanquam certissima mortis imago,

390
Sorrow's crown of sorrows, 68
Still waters turn no mills, 190
Sweet maid, who culturest in thy vernal prime,

285
Take your courage in both hands, 149
That light militia of the lower sky, 49, 113
The changeling's fate we've set to view, 137
The hand that rocks the cradle, 40
The life that is, and that which is to come, 328
The virtue lies in the struggle, not the prize, 494
The wild harangue of Vimmercato, 50
The writer here in much affection sends, 390
Their visnomies seemed like a goodly banner, 214
Then flashed at once, on each wild clan, 109
There's many a lad I knew, 149, 192, 275, 476
There was a lady all skin and bone, 408, 478
Three poets in three distant ages born, 250
Tis sorrow builds the shining ladder up, 249

Upon a summer's day, c. 1320, 208
We that are held of you in narrow chains, 29
Well of English undefyled, 267
What songs the Syrens sang, 484
What thing is Love ? 341
What will ye with them, earthly men, 175
When I left thy shores, O Naxos, 29
When with society he 's in the lurch, 29
Wherever God erects a house of prayer, 187, 255
Whose nice discernment, Virgil like, 110, 168
Winter makes ready for the spring, 390
With equal good nature, good grace, &c., 488
Ye shepherds, tell me, have you seen, 29, 77

Quotations:
Your kindness is too much for speaking, 249

R. (A. F.) on Thomas Shakespeare, 107
Winter : its proclamation, 29

R. (D.) on Story's 'Vse Victis,' 449
R. (D. M.) on cremation in 1769, 10

Gordon tartan : its origin, 118

Mary, Queen of Scots, 74
R. (D. M. Q.) on Constables of the Tower, 246
R. (G. W. B.) on King's

'
Classical Quotations,' 333

R. (H. B.) on Alexanders of Ireland and Scotland, 2$
Racial, use of the word, 270, 332

Railway lights, green and red, 87, 154
Railways, atmospheric, 72
Raine Island, off Queensland, 48, 113
Rainsford (F. V.) on Rainsford of Salleen, 65
Rainsford family of Salleen, 65
Raisins of the Cure and of the Some, the terms, 303

375, 393, 518
Raisuli, etymology of the name, 368
Ranee (M. M.) on John Zephaniah Holwell, 455

Randolph (J. A.) on guide : its derivation, 494

Hampton Court and Hampton, 317
Ratcliffe (T.) on "

Chop the wood," 227
Cross sign : hot cross buns, 345
Death-hunters : death money, 87
Death warrants : coffin nails : fags, 507
Dickens and the lamplighter's ladder, 430

Humming ale, 107

Ketty land, 270

Leech-gathering, 375
Luminous owls, 257

"Making buttons "= fidgeting, 467

Map of Ireland on his face, 486
Mince pie and plum pudding, 95
Mince pronounced minsb, 248
Mush : mush-faker, 67

Nigh hand in the '

N.E.D.,' 96
Palm Sunday : Fig Sunday, 412
Pattens in the church porch, 336

Sheep as weather prophets, 247

Spellicans, 115
"What you but see when you haven't a gun,'\108
Wife bazaar : childers, 416

Willy water, 130
Wine used at Holy Communion, 213
"Work-hard starvation

"
trowels, 328

Reade (Aleyn Lyell) on Johnson's ancestors, 43, 144.

302, 423
Richardson's Pamela : her original, 361, 503
Richardson's supposed kinsfolk at Derby, 261

Record Office, Tower of London as, c. 1677, 168

Records, Jamaica, 415

Records, parish, of 18th cent., 426
Rees (J. R.) on Coleridge items, 63

Hazlittiana, 101 ,
292

Reeves (Boleyne or Peter Bullen), harpists, 242
Reeves-staffs described, 491

Refrains, two popular, 75, 158

Regiments, French, in English pay, 130

Registers, Admission, of minor Inns of Court, 114

Registers, curious entries in, 65

Registers, West Indian, 415
Relics: stationing relics, 1501, 89

Relton (F. H.) on Richard III.'s mother, 207, 472
"
Reps and rips," slang words defined, 249
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Research on ' Victoria County Histories,' 187

Revert, Disraeli's use of the word, 70

Reynolds (Sir Joshua), picture of Sarah biddons, 18J

Rhodes and Arnold families, 89, 298

Richard III., his mother, 207, 411, 472

Richardson (S.), supposed kinsfolk at Derby, 261 ;

original of Pamela, 361, 503 ; family connexions, 510

Riddles with formal endings, 330

Rigg(C. H.)on Dartmouth House, 150

Rimes, calendar, 50, 94

Rimes, nursery: She looked up, she looked down,

408, 478 ; Gray goose and gander, 510 ;
Bell-

horses, 517

Ringobar on " Per aspera ad ardua," 288

Rings on houses in Cambridge, 108
"
Rips and reps," slang words defined, 249

Rise, as an active verb, 427

Rishton (Edward), his burial, 232

Ritso (Catherine Augusta) and Hannah Lightfoot,

266, 374
Eivett-Carnac (Col. J. H.) on White Ensign :

National Flag, 255, 396

Roads, books on, 249, 295

Robbins (A. F.) on blueback, 326

Cap of Liberty, 507
'D.N.B.' : additions and corrections, 231
" Entente cordiale," 194
"
Every man has his price," 378

" Father of his Country," 236
"God bless the Prince of Wales !

"
486

Jacobin = Jacobite, 368
Order of the Pen, 309
Prime Minister, 425

Shakespeare's compliment to Elizabeth, 178

Telegraph,' 1797, 358
1 Times

'

as " The Thunderer," 417

Viceroy of Ireland, 332

Water-suchy, 338
Robbins (R.) on "

Whipping the cat," 317
Roberts ( Lord) and Indian Mutiny celebration, 2
Roberts (W.) on Alexandrian Library at Milan, 188

Barrow (John), 308
Brandenburgh House sale, 196
Charles I.'s waistcoat, 294
Denison (Speaker), his mother, 428

Fannings of co. Clare, 128

Gainsborough on portrait painting, 90

Hoppner (J.) of Rochester, 208

Hoppner (J.), R.A., untraced portraits, 7
Italian proverb, 329

Kennedy (Polly) : Polly Jones, 236
Opie print, 274

Page (Richard)=
a Daniel Hardcastle," 386

Sainsbury Collection, 517
Seward (Anna), her portraits, 218
Slater's portrait of W. Wilberforce, 326

Robin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford, 55, 278
Robins (George Henry), his biography, 516
Robson (George Fennell),

' D.N.B.' on, 273
Roche (Mrs.), her '

Children of the Abbey,' 368
Rochester, See of, its arms, 32, 114

Rogation, and other processions, 401, 456
Rogers (8.) on a Highland fortress, 108
Rogers (Capt Woodes), navigator, his biography, 456
Roman death duties, 10, 73
Roman inscription concerning Corbridge, 249, 311

Roman urn, amulet in, Kent, 270, 332, 375

Rome, Porta del Popolo at, 329, 433

Romney (G.), his portraits of Anna Seward, 171, 218
Roscillus on luminous owls, 218

Rose (Hugh), his duel with Dr. W. Gordon, 509

Rotherhithe, etymology of the place-name, 75, 115
Round (P. Z.) on casting-out jingles, 369

Roundhead, earliest political use of the term, 170

Rousby (F.) on Charles I.'s books, 55

Royal American Regiment, 62nd, its officers, 350, 412

Royal arms in churches, 1625, 287

Royal clock and press reference, 429

Royal descents, county, 148

Royal Standard, 128, 154, 174, 255, 292, 396, 503, 514
Rudd (Mrs.) and the Perreau Brothers, 114

Ruddock (F. G.) on Dickensiana, 154

Ruffini (G.), his ' Lorenzo Benoni,' 8

Rumbold family of King Somborne, 351

Rupert (Prince) and Prince Maurice, Cavaliers with,

129

Rush-strewing, 150, 436, 497
Russell (Lady) on Lady Charlotte S. M. Bury, 273

"
Property has its duties," 414

Women with masculine name, 457
Russell (Lady Elizabeth), her monument, 1601, 325
Russell (Alex.) on authors of quotations, 128

Clouds, their formation, 167

Early cleaning and snow, 210
" Go the way of all flesh," 68
Guide : its derivation, 171

Hail, or H&yil, in Arabia, 68

Hungarian grammar, 489

Peroun, 53

Rogers on a Highland fortress, 108

Seafaring bottles, 285
Secret languages, 134
'Sir Randall,' 492

Tyrie family, 65
Russell (F. A.) on chrisom, baptismal robe, 312

Smoking and blind men, 376

Tyburn Tree and Marble Arch, 405
Rutton (W. L.) on Constables of the Tower, 61, 161,

243, 490

Dabrichecourt, 332

Ruvigny (Marquis de) on General Bourke, 52

May family, 70

Rybot (F. O.) on ' Journal of Auctions and Sales,' 449

Byland (W. W.). artist, his execution, 1783, 294

Ryton-on-Tyne, brass at, 389
S. on Meswinde the Fair, 54
S. (A. M.) on Bristol Pottery plate and shoe, 408
S. (A. S. N.) on " What you but see," 217
8. (A. W.) on Scottish proverb, 35
8. (0.) on riddles, 330
S. (F. H.) on Admiral John Bazely, 218

Mayo of Poulshot. Wilts, 110
S. (G.) on authors of quotations, 488
S. (G. D.) on Castle Rising, 70
S. (H.) on Deleacot, 349

D.N.B.,' 372
French words in Scotch, 450
"
Warren, perfumer," 386

S. (J. B.) on index of place-names, 47, 235
S. (J. H.) on Chamberlain of Skipton, 171
S. (L. C.) on telling the bees, 434
S. (M. S.) on Brandenburgh House sale, 277
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S. (R.) on "Raisins of the Cure," 375
S. (S. C. K.) on smoking and blind men, 355
S. (S. H.) on " Vin gris," 330
S. (S. P. E.) on the cross sign : hot cross buns, 436
S. (S.) on authors of quotations, 328
S. (T.) on Capt. Cook's vessels, 350

Thames steamboats, 408
S. (W.) on French words in Scotch, 450

"Port arms," 66

Sobieski family, 318

Walking Holyrood Marches, 426
Woman with masculine name, 457

S (W. P. D.) on Queen Anne's fifty churches, 429

Clergy, inferior, their appellations, 454
Crosland (Sir Jordan), 488
'

Literary Companion,' 438

Sabariticke, use of the word, 1614, 488
Sabbath changed at the Exodus, 14

Sacheverell and Dr. Johnson, 303

Sainsbury (John), Collection dispersed, 449, 494, 517
St. Andrew's cross explained, 32, 114

St. Andrews University, its arms, 465
St. Anthony's fire, 167

St. Austin's Church and Abp. Wbitgift's brother, 108

St. Bartholomew the Great, E.G., its history, 18
St. Clare (H. Dalton) on Dobb Park Castle, 176

Hamilton Place, Hyde Park, 94

St. Giles', Cripplegate, and Thomas Dyche, 65
St. la, the cultus of, 448

St. John Baptist's Eve, its observance, 481

St. Leger (J.) on Sir S. Marshall, 70
St. Magnus, legend of, 8

St. Magnus on Archbishop Sands, 289

St. Mary's Abbey, York, 388, 496

St. Swithin on authors of quotations, 455

Billycock hat, 93

Blackburn (Archbishop), 36

Bonassus, 451

Brittany idolatrous folk-lore, 17 ,

Canadian, 195, 417

Carlyle's
' French Revolution,' 157

Chrisom, baptismal robe, 312

Cirencester Town Hall, 392
De Baif, 390
Dickens and the lamplighter's ladder, 431

Dunghill proverb, 227

Eglia in Lincolnshire, 12

Frog-cup Sunday, 405
Keble (J.), his death, 497

Macaroons, 286
" Malbrook s'en va-t-en guerre," 158

Midwife toad, 129

Mince pie and plum pudding, 95

Nose Celestial, 406

Olive tree, 514
Palm Sunday : Fig Sunday, 374

Passementerie, 54

Piper's Hole, 334
Public speaking in Shakespeare's day, 38, 298

Sabbath changed at the Exodus, 14

Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio, 22, 236
' Sicilian's Tale,' 373

Spane, monastic dining-place, 327

Spellicans, 15
" Vin gris," 30, 330

Whipping a peg-top, 507

St. Swithin on white cock r. the Devil, 486
White Ensign, 174
Wife bazaar, 207

Saints, English canonized, 331
Salkeld (John), bookseller, his death, 500
Salmon (D.) on "Raisins of the Cure," 393
Salmon (Nathaniel), and Roman death duties, 10
Salmon (Thomas), 1648-1706, his biography, 372
Sanders (G.), portrait of Duke of Gordon, 289
Sanders (J. M.), his Crystal Sphere,' 448, 497, 518
Sands or Sandys (Archbishop) of York, 282, 357
Bands (Richard), equestrian, c. 1853, 13

Sanguine, heraldic term, 55

Sargent (H. Martyn), his biography, 228,276, 311, 335

Sarpi (Father Paul), his portrait in the Bodleian, 172.

Savages, their primitive oaths, 309, 394

Saviour, figures of, on continental bridge, 309

Savoy, Mastership of the, 1658-9, 421

Sawkins (J. G.) in Jamaica, 1869, 407

Sayce-Parr (J.) on gibbet as landmark, 371

Sayer (John), Westminster scholar, 1769, 288

Scannell-O'Neill (D. J.) on curse removed, 287

Scargill (W.) on mediaeval churchyards, 173
Nonconformist burial-grounds, 233

Smoking and blind men, 355

Spellicans, 16
' Times '

as
" The Thunderer," 397

Schank (Lionel) on Gainsborough's portraits, 9
" Salutation

"
Tavern, Billingsgate, 33

School and college tokens, 70, 237, 296

Schubert and R. L. Stevenson's 'The Vagabond,' 249

Scotch, French words in, 369, 450

Scotland, preaching in, old custom, 485

Scots Guards, colours after Talavera, 51

Scott (Dr. E. J. L.) on Leap Year, 148

Scott (Sir W.), allusions in
'

Lady of the Lake,' 8,

132 ;
his illustrators, 77, 378 ;

edits
'

English

Minstrelsy,' 170, 256
; "Winged Skye

"
in 'Lord

of the Isles,' 422 ; Tay and Tiber in ' Fair Maid of

Perth,' 464
Scottish privateering, 1672, 30

Scottish proverb :
" He that hountes," &c., 35

Scottish University arms, 4^5

Scout=outside of tree trunk, 326

Seafaring bottles, their journeys, 285

Seals, official, on private documents, 404

Seals with Hebrew inscriptions, 110

Seaweed needing rain, 194

Seccombe (Nathaniel), Westminster scholar, 1774, 288

Secret languages : Shelta, 134

Selle (L. S.) on Sherwood family, 389

Senga on " Raisins of the Cure," 308

Sepulchre, Easter, 305

Seventeenth century : inventions, 53 ; MSS., 201

Seward (Anna), portraits of, 171, 218 ; unpublished

poem, 285
Shadow shows, their literature, 267

Shakespeare (John), of Layston, d. 1732, 9, 178

Shakespeare (T.), High Bailiff at Alcester, 1530, 107

Shakespeare (W.), bis grave, 9, 195 ; public speaking

in his time, 38, 297, 313 ;
Winston portrait, 68,

111 ;
Goethe on, 70; compliment to Elizabeth, 125,

178 ; sanitation at Stratford, 227 ;
and Miller-

Mundy family, 370, 457

Shakespeare bibliography : Lord Howe a Quartos and

Folios, 4 ;
Third Folio, 241, 315
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Shakespeare memorial projects, 246, 332, 392

Shakespeariana :

Hamlet, Act IV. sc. v., "Nature is fine in love,'

263 ;
Act V. sc. i.,

" When that her golden

couplets are discloa'd," 188

Henry IV., Part II., Act I. sc. iii., "Yes, if this

present quality of war," 264
;
Act II. sc. ii.,

"Doll Tearsheet should be some road," 264

Macbeth, Act III. sc. iv., "If trembling I

inhabit," 263, 506
Measure for Measure, Act II. sc. ii.,

" His

glassy essence," 263
Merchant of Venice, Act III. sc. ii., 179-80,

125, 178 ; Salarino, Salanio, and Salerio, 22,

113, 236, 315, 515 ; Shylock tract, 1607, 269

Tempest, Act I. sc. ii.,
" Heuens thank you

forV 264, 505
Troilus and Cressida, Act III. sc. iii., 505
Venus and Adonis, 1. 53,

" Blames her miss,"
264, 506 :

"
Lo, here the gentle lark," 505

Shalcross family, 210

Sharp (Granville),
' Child's First Book Improved,' 367

Sharpe (C. K), article in
'

Maga
'

on, 290

Sharpe (H. C.) on Sharpe family of Wing, 429

Sharpe (Dr. R. R.) on Lord Mayor of London, 26

Sharpe family of Wing, co. Rutland, 429

Sheep as weather prophet*, 247
Shells as love charms, 510

Shelta, secret language, 134

Shepherd (T.) on Jirgah, 472

Sheppard (Jack), his burial-place, 173
Sherborne (Lord) on Cirencester Town Hall, 277

Latin pronunciation, 175

Speech after removal of tongue, 216
Sherwood (G. F. T.) on Chamberlain of Skipton, 213

Day (Wentworth), Fifth-Monarchy man, 117
Sherwood family, 389
Shorthouse (Dr. J. H.), relationship to Johnson, 303
Shutters and London shops, 66, 295
Shylock tract, 1607, 269
Sibella Europaea, lines by T. Heywoode, 208
Sicile on Tvrtkoevic arms, 229
Siddons (Sarah), portrait by Reynolds, 183
Siddons (William), d. 1808, his biography, 509
Sidney (Algernon) and H. von Schele-Walberg 469
Sieveking (A. F.) on pall mall, 250
Sigma Delta on Arnold and Rhodes families, 89

Pierson arms, 407
Signs London: "Guy, Earl of Warwick," 127, 455

;
c. 166090, 228

Silhouette portraits, 191
Silo on 'The Dandies' Ball,' 217
Simms (R.) on Betley register, 65
Simms (Tom), and Thurtell's execution, 270 336
Sir, as clerical courtesy title, 286, 454
Sir Affable on White Ensign, 174
Skeat (Prof. W. W.) on authors of quotations, 77

.battels, 305
Beulah Spa, Upper Norwood, 35
calendar rimes, 94

Gaudy-Day, 326
German translation, 83

Hackney, a horse, 52, 92
Ketty land, 416
Latin pronunciation, 131, 351
Ou : its

pronunciation, 294

Skeat (Prof. W. W.) on Rotherhithe, 115

Shakespeariana, 264

Troper : its derivation, 330

Tye, 77
Skeet (F.) on Ralph Widdrington, D.D., 329

Skeleton, lines to, by Anna Jane Vardell r 304
Slacke (F. A.) on Daniel Orme, 389

Slang : mush and mush-faker, 67 ; swank, 428, 513
Slater (Josiah), his portrait of Wm. Wilberforce, 326
Sleep, Latin lines on, 390
Smart (J.), and Bonaparte on the Bellerophon, 321,
382

Smith (B.) on amulet in Roman urn, 375
Smith (Prof. G. C. Moore) on English dramatists, 301

Marlowe's 'Dr. Faustus,' 65
Peele (G.), 181

Smith (Sir Montagu Edward), his burial-place, 169
Smith (William), of Pennsylvania, c. 1756, 410

Smoking and blind men, 309, 335, 354, 376
Smollett and ' The Spiritual Quixote,' 88, 213

Smyth (E. C.) on Beauchamp of Somersetshire, 55
Goodwin Sands : Lomea Island, 234

Smyth (H.) on Palm Sunday : Fig Sunday, 374
Snodgrass as a surname, 427
Snow and early cleaning, 210
Snuff-Mill estate, Homerton, 50, 496

Soap-making patent, Sir Richard Weston's, 98
Sobieski family, 28, 235, 318
Solomons (I.) on Cooper= Franks, 250

Estevens (David), 409
Jewish queries, 387
Jew King, 428
'

Light for the Jews,' 230

Lopez (Sir Menasseh Massey), Bt., 508

Shylock tract, 1607, 269
Villa Real (Elizabeth Sarah), 229
'Whimsical Depository,' 510

Son, ungrateful, Japanese story, 466

Songs and Ballads :

Abraham Newland, 37, 417

Gray goose and gander, 510

Hang sorrow, cast away care, 308
Here's a health unto his Majesty, 431

Kitty Fisher's Jig, 50, 98, 197, 236, 337, 471

Langolee, 129, 257, 374, 473
Malbrook s'en va-t-en guerre, 75, 158

Rinordine, 12, 33
Robin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford, 55, 278
Sir Randall, 492
To Anacreon in Heaven, 387
Who goes in the Artists' Rifles, 484
Yankee Doodle, 98, 197, 337, 471

3ops and wine, apples, 318
Jorell (Edward and James), Westminster boys, 309
Soup-kitchens, c. 1798, 126
South Sea, its discovery, 107, 212
Southara (Herbert) on "

Raisins of the Cure," 393
Swank, 428
William III.'s horse, 329

Sovereigns and half-sovereigns, their weights and
dates, 17

Spane in conventual establishments, 327, 412

Sparling (H. Halliday) on "
sops and wine," 318

Speech after removal of tongue, 169, 216, 296
Spellicans, game, 15, 115

Spelling reform in Wallsend, 67
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Spenser (Edmund), name-puzzle in, 48, 114
;
tribute

to Chaucer, 267

Spielmann (M. H.) on Winston Shakespeare portrait,
111

Spirits, legless, 34

"Spiritual Quixote' and Smollett, 88, 213

Sprott family, 130

Stafford,
"
Dyspeptic

"
History of, 276

Stamford (Bryan and T.), Westminster scholars, 309
Standard Theatre, Shoreditch, its history, 247
Stansted Press, Sussex, its history, 67, 1 75

Stapleton (A.) on John Adams, Serjeant-at-Law, 349
Cotton (Berisford), 306

Dabrichecourt, 418
Millhouse (Robert), 411
Nonconformist burial-grounds, 188, 336
Paravicini of Nottingham, 109
'Robin Hood and Bishop of Hereford,' 278

Star on " One shoe off," 270
Starr (S.) on brass at Ryton-on-Tyne, 389
Statham (H. H.) on Browning and Vimmercato, 50

Stationing relics, in ecclesiastical accounts, 1501, 89

Statues in London, 1, 102, 282, 363, 481

Stebbing (W. P. D.) on Commonwealth laws, 89
Pre-Reformation parsonages, 195
Wine used at Holy Communion, 212

Steggall (Caroline) on spellicans, 1 6

Stephens (Father Thomas), missionary to India, 1579,

208, 254

Stephenson (G. R.), d. 1905, his burial-place, 128

Sterling (Capt. Edward) and ' The Times,' 396
Steuart (A. F.) on Sobieski family, 28

Stevens (E.) on public speaking in Shakespeare's day,
297

Stevens (H. W. P.) on Dockwra=Brockett, 89
Stevenson (R. L.) and Schubert, 249
Stewart (Alan) on Martin Madan of Nevis, 509

Wife bazaar : childers, 416

Stewart (W. B.) on Rev. John Byng, 29
Stewart and Halley families, 446
Stilwell (G. H.) on main : its early meaning, 169

Stilwell (J. P.) on the hazel in politics, 258

Lych gates, 495

Stoke, Notts, battle of, 1487, 485
Stokes (F. G.) on Doomsday bell at Jerusalem, 169

Stone (J. Harris) on Cornish Bridal Stone, 509

Stone, Bridal, in Cornwall, 509
Stonehouse (Rev. G.), Vicar of Islington, c. 1781, 291

Stopes (Mrs. C. C.) on John Shakespeare, 178
Vernon of Hodnet, 168

Story (William), his poem
' Vae Victis,' 449

Stout (W.) on nursery rime, 478
Strafford (Earl of), his letters, 249

Stratford-on-Avon, 1552, its sanitation, 227

Strathearn (E.), Lord Gordon of Drumearn, 169

Streatham place-names, their origin, 190
Street (E. E.) on rise, active verb, 427

Spellicans, 16

Wine used at Holy Communion, 213

Streets, London, origin of some, 147

Stretton (Mrs. J. C.), her 'Valley of a Hundred Fires,

54, 111

Strong (H. A.) on stymie at golf, 492

Stubbin (Commissary) and Landguard Fort, 230

Stubbs (George) and Dodsley, 250
Stubbs (Robert) of Stamford, bis biography, 250

tymie at golf, etymology of the word, 370, 414, 492

uckling (Mrs. F. H.) on Cold Harbour Lane, 68
Gatehouse and Rumbold families, 351

Henley (George), 141
luffolk Street Riot, 1735, participants in, 30
luirdale (Viscount), origin of the title, 29, 98
iundial inscription, Greek, 289, 518

Iwillington (Robert de), a forgotten judge, 482
lurnames: Askwith or Asquith, 461; Brass, 358;
Bronte= Prunty, 237 ; Figgess or Figgiss, 388,
478 ; Bogsflesh, 14 ; Jonson, 329, 431 ; Snodgrass,
427 ; Szechenyi, 125

lurrey Gardens, their history, 490

iwank, slang term, its meaning, 428, 513

Swedenborg (E.), his works and burial-place, 260, 369,
416 ;

his memorial tablet, 468
Swedish Church, Prince's Square, its history, 369, 416
Swinburne (A. C.), translations of his poems, 250, 375

words, worn on right hip, 308, 477

Szechenyi surname, its pronunciation, 125
?. (A. C.) on Hove, 450
[". (C.) on shells as love-charms, 510
T. (D. A.) on Dickens and the lamplighter, 431
L\ (E. G.) on Brass as a surname, 358

l\ (G. M.) on French words in Scotch, 369
Ou : its pronunciation, 230

T. (J.) on clergy in wigs, 497
f. (V. ) on Burne-Jones's ' Heart of the Rose,' 48

Chase : its meanings, 313
T. (Y.) on Irish Rebellion of 1798 : Crotty, 510

Stymie at golf, 492

Tabernacles, pre- Reformation, 57, 97

Tai-Ping War, 1860-63, its history, 349, 415, 431

Talbot (James), of Shrewsbury lineage, 329
Talbot (Mrs.), n6e Ogle, portrait by Hoppner, 212

Taliesin, romance of, and Peacock's ' Misfortunes of

Elphin,' 221, 331

Talleyrand (C. M. de), caricature of, o. 1830, 327

Tammany, origin of the name, 126, 154, 278

Tapley-Soper (H.) on wine used at Holy Communion,
213

Tartan worn by the Welsh, 250

Tavenor-Perry (J.) on German etchings, 468
London remains, 14

Plaxtol or Plaxtole, 477

Tavern Signs :

Bull and Mouth, 309, 376

Clayton Arms, 130, 178

Crooked Billet, 190, 452

Mourning Bush, 309, 376

Queen of Bohemia, 154, 214

Salutation, Billingsgate, its site, 33

Ship, Greenwich, its closing, 207

Ship and Sailor, Greenwich, 207
Sol's Arms, 154, 214

Taxes in England in Tudor times, 153

Tay and Tiber in
' Fair Maid of Perth,' 464

Taylor (C. 8.) on Richard HI. 'a mother, 411

Taylor (H.) on the Godstone, Formby, 187

Taylor (J. W.) on Abraham Lincoln and Tom Taylor,
26

Taylor (Jeremy), first edition of 'Holy Living' and
'

Holy Dying,' 80

Taylor (Tom) and Abraham Lincoln, 26

Telegraph, early use of the word, 120
1

Telegraph,' 1797, its history, 247, 358
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Telephonic, early use of the word, 247

Templar on Robert Stubbs of Stamford, 250

Temple Church, effigies in, 308, 477 .

Tenne, heraldic term, 55

Tennyson (A.) astronomy in his works, 13 ; Cleopatra's

complexion, 121, 194

Tenures, peculiar estates held by, 197

Tepee, wigwam, and wickie-up, their difference, 406

Tete-a-tete portraits in ' Town and Country Maga-
zine,' 494

Thackeray (W. M.), passage in
'

Esmond,' 67, 115, 276

Thames steamboats, literary allusions to, 1862, 408
' That Reminds Me,' work projected by J. C. Hotten,

109, 294
Theobald (W.) on Athene : her sacrifices, 369

Thierry (C. P. H., seventh Baron de), biography, 313

Thomas (Ralph) on W. Heath, artist, 385
Initial letters instead of words, 174

Literary allusions, 56

Mivart's, now Claridge's Hotel, 47

Nigh hand in the '

N.E.D.,' 96
Reeves (Boleyne), 242
"
Rips and reps," 249

'

Valley of a Hundred Fires,' 54
White Ensign : National Flag, 256

Thomson ( D. C.
)
on Bewickiana, 394

Thorn fish-hooks, or gorges, 229
Thornton (R. H.) on American place-names, 297

Primitive oaths among savages, 309
" Q in the corner," 407

Wesleyan Methodism, 230

Thoyts on Copper Mill, Whitechapel, 290

Thruppe (Charlton), d. 1748, bis biography, 110
"Thunderer," 'The Times

'

called, 348, 396, 417
Tiber and Tay in ' Fair Maid of Perth,' 464
Ticket's drawings, published 1797, 4C7
Tilsit, Treaty of, and Colin A. Mackenzie, 31, 96,

135, 154, 171, 237
Time reckoning, its history, 289, 393
Tims (T. C.) on Chamberlin family, 329

Meyer family, 409
Murder at Winnats, 449
Nonconformist burial-grounds, 435
Pattens in the church porch, 394

Toad, midwife, its name, 129, 236
Tobacco called the weed, 129, 274
Tobacco-boxes, slot, 470
Tokens, school and college, 70, 237, 296
Tollemache or Tolmash (Capt. Wm.), 1663-91, 489
Tongs, lattice, in Wales, 67, 312
Tongue, speech after removal of, 169, 216, 296
Tongue-twisters, Bohemian, 446
Tooke (John Home), his burial-place, 497
Tooke family, 386
Tooth, one continuous in each jaw, 326
Torbay, Bonaparte on the Bellerophon at, 321, 382
Tortoiseshell male cats, their rarity, 270
Tonchet (John and Peter), Westminster scholars, 288

; d en haut on Bedlow the informer, 229
Tower of London, its Constables and Lieutenants, 61,

181, 243, 390, 490; its records, 129, 296: as
Record Office, c. 1677, 168

4

Town,' monthly periodical, c. 1810, 69, 237, 517Town and Country Magazine,' T6te-a-tete portraits
in, 494

Townshend (J.) on 'The Philobiblion,' 173

Tracy : "Handsome Tracy," his identity, 188

Travelling in seventeenth century, 107

Tredegar on authors of quotations, 393

Troper, meaning of the word, 288, 330
Trousers = gun cases, in George Eliot, 409

Trowels,
" Work-hard Starvation," the term, 328

Truckee, allusion explained, 109, 196
True Briton on White Ensign : National Flag, 292
Turner (J. M. W.), his drawings for Scott's works, 77,

378
Turner family, 130
Turner (F.) on Egham Register, 65

"
King's Dues," 271

Tusser (Thomas), his '

Husbandry,' ed. 1848, 1 69
Tvrtkoevic family arms, 229, 331

Tyburn, execution of W. W. Keyland at, 294

Tyburn Tree and Marble Arch improvement, 405

Tye, in place names, 29, 77

Typographical errors, 123, 493

Tyrie family, 65
U. (H. W.) on Bayonne, 369
Uclal (J. 8.) on antelope as crest, 516

Apples ; their old names, 314
Court Leet in Portland, Dorset, 491
Jamaica records: West Indian registers, 415
Mediaeval games of children, 476

Nonjurors : Rev. Benjamin Way, 113

Wareham, Dorset, 137
Warner (Sir T.), his tombstone, 296
White Ensign: National Flag, 514

Uhland (J. L.) poem in English, 33, 78
Union Jack. See Flag, National.

University arms, Scottish, 465

Unthank, place-name, its origin and meaning, 351, 492
Unwin (Jacob & Matthew), Birmingham printers, 13

Upton (Nicholas), herald, 389, 457
Uri (Joannes), 1724-96, his biography, 507
Urllad on 4 The Times '

as " The Thunderer," 396
William III.'s horse, 377

Urn, Roman amulet in, Kent, 270, 332, 375
V. & Co. on " Vin gris," 452
V. (Q.) on bacon, 55

Fusil, 90

Hackney, a horse, 91

International copyright: early instance, 147

Perry : the beverage, 107

Place-names, index of, 114
V. (T. T.) on Treaty of Tilsit, 237
V. (V.H.I.L.I.C.I.) on Humphrey Barnet, 206

41 Inveni portum," 324
V. (W. A.) on two popular refrains, 75
Vachell (A. C.) on Vachell, 389
Vachell (Col. William), his wife, 389, 474

Vanden-Bempde family, 108

Vapo on fast=short of, 432
Vardill (Anna Jane), her ' Lines to a Skeleton,' 304
Verdelin family, 149
Vernon family of Hodnet, 168, 491
Vice of Cirencester Town Hall, 149, 217, 277, S38,

392

Viceroy of Ireland, official title, 210, 332
'
Victoria County Histories,' Index needed, 187
'Victoria History of Gloucestershire,' omission in, 146
Victorian florin of 1849, 209, 497
Villa Real (Eliz. S.) and Viscountess Galway, 229, 397

Village mazes, 388, 475
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" Vin gris" in Lorraine, 30, 134, 218, 330, 391, 452

Vivandieres, their history, 171, 313, 418

Vizt., use of the abbreviation, 405

Vocabulary of peasantry, its extent, 134
W. on Anne of Austria, 390
W. (E.) on book on roads, 249
W. (E. M.) on pragmatism, 29
W. (F.) on Akbar's likeness, 211
W. (P. A.) on " Vin gris," 218

Vivandieres, 418
"
Whipping the cat," 494

W. (G. H.) on Goodwin Sands: Lomea Islands, 149
W. (H.) on George Fennell Bobson, 273
W. (H. B.) on ' The Sicilian's Tale,' 271
W. (J. W.) on bad news and its bearers, 351
W. (L. A.) on Edouard : silhouette portraits, 191

'

English Minstrelsy,' 170

Fielding's grave, 49
1 '

Property has its duties," 436
W. (T. M.) on Buckrose, 449

'D.N.B. Epitome,' 153, 294
Jonson (Ben), his name, 329
London queries, 75

W. (U. V.) on Cirencester Town Hall, 277
W. (W. J.) on " What you but see,"&c., 493
W. (W. P.) on the '

D.N.B.,' 473

Wainewright (J. B.) on Mrs. Charlotte Atkyns, 343
Authors of quotations, 455
Bourchier (Thomas), 411
Breedon family, 453
Cirencester Town Hall, 217

Cloisterer, 94
Cooke (Thomas), O.S.B., 8

Cowdray family, 456

Creagh (Richard), 182

Dawson=Cary, 318
' D.N.B.' : additions and corrections, 313
Docwra (Sir Henry), 76, 215

English canonized saints, 331

Englishman, first in India, 254
Erskine (Charles, Cardinal), 87
Exeter College men, 285
"
Familiarity breeds contempt," 407

Fleetwood (Bishop W.), 232
" Gordon Case " and Pope Clement XI., 13

Italian proverb, 418
Jew King, 472
Prior John at Brighton, 478
" Lieblich war die Maiennacht," 469
Marshall (Sir Samuel), 155

Morgan (Thomas), 183
Motherhood late in life, 57
"
Oh, tell me whence Love cometh," 474

Palm Sunday : Fig Sunday, 374
Parsons (W.), the actor, 368
Porta del Popolo, Home, 433
Priscian's head, 414
' Sicilian's Tale,' 374
Siddons (Sarah), 184

Smoking and blind men, 376
Sundial inscription, 518
Tower of London, 296

Troper : its derivation, 330
Truckee, 196
White Ensign, 174

Waistcoat of Charles I., its history, 226, 294

Waldock family, 508

Wales, lattice tongs in, 67, 312
Walker (B.) on" What Lancashire thinks," 457

Dunghill proverb, 413
Walker (F. G.) on village mazes, 388
Walker (S.) on authors of quotations, 149
Walker (T.),

' Treatise upon the Art of Flying,' 441
Waller (A. R.) on book-plate verses, 167

Swank, 513

Wallingford House, Whitehall, priat of, 489

Wallsend, spelling reform in, 67

Walpole (Horace), stanza on Duchess of Devonshire,
449

Walpole family of Athlone, 343
Walton and Cotton Club, its rules, 1 817, 310

Wanborough, Wilts, pattens in church porch, 268, 336
Ward

( H. Snowden) on authors of quotations, 455
Ward (Hon. Kathleen) on bilbocatch, 68
Warden (G. C.) on Castle Rising, 412

Wareham, Dorset, its history, 137
Warfare, naval, canals in, 109

Warmington (William), exiled 1584-5, 184
Warner (Sir Thomas), tombstone inscription, 296

Warren, perfumer, d. 1789, 386
Wart cures, popular, 282, 374

Washington (George),
" Father of hia Country," 70,

115, 151, 236
Watch at the Sepulchre,' poem, 109

Water, tale of drop of, 448, 497, 518
Waters (A. W.) on school and college tokens, 296

Water-suchy, use of the word, 150, 178, 193, 338
Watson (Chr.) on Barony of Carnousie, 41, 203

Mewtes (Sir Peter), 435
Woman with masculine name, 409

Watson (E.) on expedition to Ireland, 277
Watson (J.) on '

Kitty Fisher's Jig,' 98
Watson (William Lord), d. 1899, his burial-place, 169

Way (Rev. Benjamin), Nonjuror, 113

Way (Rev. Lewis), of Stansted, hia poems, 67, 175

Weather prophets, birds as, 210, 293 ; sheep as, 247
Webb (R. G.) on Figgess or Figgiss, 388

Weed = tobacco, use of the term, 129, 274

Welby (Col. A.) on nursery rime, 408

Weld (Dom B.) on Bostock coat of arms, 130

Weldon, New Year beacon at, 46

Welford (R.) on appellations of inferior clergy, 454

Conveyancing in old days, 404,

Nonconformist burial-grounds, 434
'

Progress of Madness,' 14

Spellicans, 15

Wine used at Holy Communion, 432
Woman with masculine name, 457

Welsh legends and poetry, 221, 331

Welsh soldiers' foot-gear, thirteenth century, 270

Welsh tartan, 250

Wesleyan Methodism, its organization, 230

West India Regiment, 8th, its history, 168

Westminster changes, 1907, 163, 225

Westminster School in 1797, 387

Weiton (Sir Richard), his soap-making patent, 98

Wheels, Marlborough, origin of the term, 293

Wherry (G.) on Richard Swiveller : Disraeli, 46

Rings on houses, 108

Wherry (R. L.) on paffer, 326

Whibley (G.) on Palm Sunday : Fig Sunday, 374
' Whimsical Depository,' magazine, c. 1774, 510
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Whipping a peg-top, 507
"
Whipping the cat," use of the term, 5, 317, 494

Whist drive, origin of the term, 249

Whitaker (Joseph), 1820-95, his biography, 85, 103

White (A. H.) on Latin pronunciation, 252, 510

Time reckoning, 289

White (Robert), bis death, 220

White family of Lichfield and Dr. Johnson, 144, 302

White Line on Bewickiana, 807

Whitehead family, 71

Whitgift (Archbishop), his brothers, 108

Whitwell (R. J.) on Hackney, 177

Wickie-up, wigwam, and tepee, their difference, 406

Widdington (Kalph), D.D., his will, 1687-9, 329

Wife-sales in Yorkshire, 207, 416

Wiggins (Joseph), 1832-1905, explorer, 110, 176

Wigs, clergy in, 497

Wigwam, tepee, and wickie-up, their difference. 406

Wilberforce (William), his portrait by Slater, 326 -

Wilde (Oscar), his works, 388
Wilkes (John), and the '

Essay on Women,' 442, 492

Willcock (J.) on Charterhouse poetry collection, 237
' Esmond '

: slip of the pen, 67, 276
Weed = tobacco, 129

Wille, French engraver, his nationality, 27
William I. of Germany,

" Father of his Country," 331
William III., his horse at the Boyne, 329, 377, 414
Williams (E. F.) on Bettes or Bettiss, 149
Williams (F. N.) on Marshal Ney's descendants, 229
Willis (A. C.) on Battle of the Boyne Army List, 170

Cavaliers with Prince Rupert, 129

Willow-pattern china, story inscribed on, 210, 437
Wills, French, procedure respecting, 50

Willy water, use and meaning of the term, 130
Wilmshurst (T. B.) on Salarino and Salanio, 515
Wilson (J. M.) on Latin funereal inscriptions, 449
Wilson (" Jock "), painter and raconteur, 208, 273
Wilson (W. E.) on Dr. John Elliot, 10

Secret passages, 490
Wise (H. C.), 510

Winchmore Hill, and Charles Lamb, 187
Wine used at Holy Communion, 90, 212, 432
Winnats, co. Derby, murder at, 1758, 449

Winstanley (William), c. 1669, his birthplace, 469
Winston portrait of Shakespeare, 68, 111
Winter (E. C.) on Opie print, 209

Winter, its proclamation at Colchester, 29, 1 33

Winter-Fillet, apple name, 297
Winters family of.Gloucestershire and Breconshire,290
Wise (H. C.), M.P., his biography, 510'

Witch, blooding a, 328, 397
Woman: '

Essay on Woman,' its authorship, 442, 492
Wombwell (G.), Bonassus in his menagerie, 365, 451
Women with masculine Christian names, 409, 457, 517
Women, married, declarations made by, 404
Wontner (R.) on Swinburne translations, 250
Woollett (F.) on 'Locrine,' 427
Words, most-used English, 30 ; initial letters instead

of, 126, 174
Wordsworth (W.) and Robert Browning, 33, 93, 257
Wotton (Sir Henry) and the word "apostamated," 405
Wragg (A.) on ' The Watch at the Sepulchre,' 109

Wright (W. B.) on Col. Wm. Ball of Virginia, 269
Tollemache (Capt. W.), 489

Wright (W. J.) on spellicans, 16
Wroxton Abbey, visit of James I., 347 i

Wycliffe Bible and Abraham Lincoln, 10

Wyeth (John), c. 1760, his arms, 510

Wylde (Henry), Gresham Professor of Music, 373
Wylson family and brass at Brown Candover, 189, 315
Y. (E. N.) on Winters family, 290
Yale University seal, 110
Yankee Doodle' and Kitty Fisher's Jig,' 50, 98,

197, 236, 337, 471

Yardley (E.) on Cornish apparition, 393
'Enchanted Mountain,' 496
Holy Grail, 465

Smoking and blind men, 335
Weed= tobacco, 274

Yarmouth postboy, the last, 484
Yates (Maghull), date of his death, 469

Yeomanry, Irish, 1798, list of, 290

Ygreo on Carnmarth : Lannarth, 309
Churchwardens' accounts, 55
Scout= outside of a tree, 326

Yiddish language, 267

Young (A. B.) on Peacock's 'Misfortunes of Elpbin/
221, 331

Young (T. E.) on motherhood late in life, 57
Young (W.) on " Jerusalem "

Coffee-House, 70
Z. (X. Y.) on Holbein subjects, 449

Zephyr on authors of quotations, 128
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